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PIE Ef FACE.

IN goffering [this volume to the learned public, I think it right * to premise
a few words on the way and the peculiar circumstances under which the
translation of the Sikh Granth has been made.
The work was entrusted to me by the India Office authorities* towards
the end of .the year 1869, in the expectation that the translation could
be made at home.

But after I had fairly taken up the task, I soon per*

ceived, that in spite of my knowledge of the modern North-Indian vernaculars,
which I had formerly acquired in the country itself, and of Sanskrit and
Prakrit, it was next to impossible to make a trustworthy translation of such
a difficult book, as the Sikh Granth proved to be, without native assistance.
There existed neither a grammar of the old Hindu! dialects nor a dictionary,
and though I was able to make out many obscure words by dint of careful
comparison with the modern idioms and the Prakrit, yet Hhere remained: a
considerable residuum of words and grammatical forms to which I couldr get
no clue, being* destitute of all literary means.
"When I -reported this circumstance to the India Office,

considerable

difficulties arose, as the original plan had to be changed; but it was finally
arranged that I should go J myself to the Panjab, in order to work first
the Granth through with the aid of some Sikh Granthis.

I started there-

fore for India towards the close of the year 1870, in the
that all difficulties would be easily surmounted there.

expectation,

But after I had

succeeded in engaging two Sikh Granthis at Lahore, I was not *a little
surprised, when they declared to me, that the Granth could not be translated
in the literal grammatical way I desired.

1
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though they professed to understand the Granth, they had no knowledge
either of the old grammatical forms or of the obsolete words; they could
only give me some traditional explanations, which frequently proved wrong,
as I found them contradicted by other passages, and now and then they
could give me no explanation whatever; they had not even a clear insight
into the real doctrines of the Granth. Other persons, who were recommended
to me for their learning, I found equally ignorant. I went even to lay a
number of difficult passages before some Granthis at Amritsar, but was likewise sorely disappointed. Finally I gave up all hope of finding what I
wanted, as I clearly saw, that the Sikhs, in consequence of their former
warlike manner of life and the troublous times, had lost all learning; whereas
the Brahmans, who alone would have had the necessary erudition» to lend
me a helping hand, never had deigned to pay any attention to the Granth,
owing to the animosity which formerly existed between the Sikhs and the
Hindu community.

Thus I was again thrown* upon my own resources, and had to find out
the way through this labyrinth for myself.l But- though the explanations of
the Sikh Granthis were in so many (cases insufficient or futile, they were
still of (great use to me, as they indirectly helped me to find out the
right track.
I was sure in my own mind that, as the language of the Granth had
become already obsolete to an great extent, some attempts at some sort of
lexicography must have been made in the preceding times, and I inquired
therefore carefully after commentaries on the Granth. At first If, was positively
told that there was no such thing in existence; but in progress of }time jl
succeeded in detecting three commentaries, two of which explained i n a
rough way a number of obsolete Hindu! and deshi (provincial) words, and
the other a number of Arabic and Persian words, which were received into
the Granth in a very jinutilated form. These commentaries, though very
deficient, proved very useful, to me, and I therefore got them copied, as
their owners would not part with them.
I first attempted to write down the translation, as I read on with the
Granthis; but J soon found that this would not do, as I frequently perI
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ceived that I had been misled by them. Nothing therefore remained to me,
but to read first the whole Granth through, in order to make myself
conversant with its{ contents and its style. !As I went on, I noted down
all grammatical forms and obsolete words Ic met with, and thus I gradually
drew up a grammar and a dictionary, so that I could refer* to every passage
again, whenever I j found it3 necessary for the sake of comparison.
1
After I had gone through? the Granth in this wearisome way and prepared my tools, I returned jto Europe in the spring /of) the year 1872, and
began to write down the translation for the press. I had thus to do the
work twice, but I saw, under the disadvantages under which I had been
labouring, no other way open, if I wished to* lay down a solid foundation
and to give a translation which should be of cany scientific value.
That in many passages, even after all the trouble I have taken/ my
translation may partly prove deficient, I fully allow, and in a first attempt
on such a vast field, which has hitherto hardly been touched, this will
appear natural enough to any man, who is conversant with the peculiar
difficulties of such an undertaking.
The Sikh Granth is ia very big volume, but as I have noted on p. toxxi,
L 3, and on p. cxxii, 1. 4, incoherent and shallow in the extreme, and
couched at» the same time in dark and perplexing language, in order to cover
these ^defects. It is jfor us Occidentals a most painful and almost? stupefying
task, to read only a single Bag, and I doubt if any ordinary reader will
have the patience to proceed to the second Bag, after he shall have perused
the first, t It would therefore be a mere waste of paper to add also the
minor Bags, which only repeat, in endless variations, what has been already
said in the great Bags lover and over again, without adding the least to
our^ knowledge.
2
A number of introductory essays has been added to this translation,
which, I trust, will not be unwelcome to the learned public, as they will
serve to clear up all those points which may be of interest to science
regarding the Sikh reformatory movement.
I have spent seven years on the elaboration of this volume, the task
proving infinitely more arduous than I had ever imagined, and though I can
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hardly peot that the Granth will attract many readers, the less so. as
Sikhism is* a waning religion, that will soon belong to history, yet I venture
to hope, that my labour will not be in vain: The Sikh Granth, which
will always keep its place in the history of religion, lies now open before
us, and we know authentically what <their Gurus taught.
But the chief importance of the Sikh Granth lies in the linguistic line,
as being the treasury of the old Hindul dialects, and I hope that the day
will not be far distant when these hitherto hidden treasures will be made
available^ for the furtherance of modern Indian philology by being 'embodied
inf a grammar of the mediaeval Hindu! dialects.
As hitherto nothing of the Sikh Granth has been published, I have
added in the Appendix the original text of the Japji, which may J serve as
a specimen of the language, and at the same time as a criterion for the
translation.
For this translation of the Granth, as well* as for its publication, the
public is {indebted to Her Majesty's Government for India, which, in due
consideration of the importance of the work, planned its execution and defrayed its expenses.
The English reader will no doubt detect in this volume many an expression that will appear to him more; or less unidiomatic. For all such
shortcomings 11 must j beg his pardon, which} hef will surelyJ grant, when ho
hears that English is not ]myj mother-tongue, and that I was therefore often
at a loss how to translate such abstruse philosophical matters clearly and
correctly into an idiom which, since I no longer hear it spoken, is gradually
receding from my memory.
I

MUNICH,

l

it

ERNEST TRUMPP.

23rd Januaryt 1877.
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I was working my way through the Granth at Lahore, I felt naturally desirous to obtain some
details of the life of Nanak, the founder of the religious system of the- Sikhs, whoso words, ns
preserved in the Sikh Granth, were so often dark and unintelligible to me, in order to get thereby
a clearer insight^ into his maxims and, his Way of thinking. I found that different accounts of
1
the life of Nanak were current among the Sikhs, called Janam-patrls or JanamsdkhU.
I compared different copies, and found that they agreed on the whole, but deviated in minor points, one
or other story being either added or left out. During my stay at Lahore (1870-72) a Janara-sakhT
was lithographed with not unfair and in some casesff very bold woodcuts. By comparing this jcopy
with the current manuscripts I found that everything, whioh appeared to throw a dubious or unfavourable light on Nanak, had been left out, whereas other things, which spoke of his deification,
had been interpolated. More close research soon convinced me that the usual Sikh tradition concerning Nanak could by no means be trusted; I had reason enough to assume that the formation of
myths about their first Guru had already progressed very far, notwithstanding that his lifo falls
altogether within the period of historical light, as among the rubbish of miraculous and often
absurd stories I could detect very few historical facts which deserved credit. The man, as I
had him before me in his own words and sayings, as contained in the Granth, would by no means
agree with what the miraculous stories had made of him*
WHEN

Without mentioning my suspicions to the Sikh Granthls, who would have considered every
such doubt on the deity of Nanak as a heinous crime, to bor atoned for only by endless transmigrations, I made, diligent; inquiries as to the existence of older and more trustworthy traditions
1

W W ^ T i literally a leaf of paper, on which the birth of a child, the year, the lunar date, and the
configuration of the planets at the moment of birth, are set down. Usually a horoscope, founded on those
circumstances, is added. The Janam-patri is drawn up' by the family Brahman, and serves hi India as a
birth-certificate. rlAH^Ttft signifies evidence or start/ of the birth (or l\fc) of a penton. The words are
{frequently interchanged, though Janam-saklii usually implies episode or story of the life of a person.

ji
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regarding the life of Nanak. I I applied to different persons, who, I had heard, were in possession
of old Gurmukhl manuscripts, in order to get Janam-sakhls of Nanak, hut all my efforts proved in
vain, none hut the usual compilations being forthcoming.
After my return -to Europe iu 1872, 6ome manuscripts of the Granth were forwarded to me
from the India Office Library, for the prosecutiou of my labours, and to these some other Gurmukhl
manuscripts were added, in the expectation that the one or the other might prove useful in my
researches. In looking them over, I found an old manuscript, partly destroyed by white ants, the
early characters of which, resembling those of the old copy of the Granth, preserved at Kartarpur,
and signed by Guru Arjun himself, at once caught my eye. On the <first leaf it contained
in Sanskrit letters the short title, llFTO HIT W W*j*|7<$ft m\9,A book of Nanak, referring
to his birth (or life). The copy had been presented to the Library of the East India House,
according to the entry on the first leaf, by the famous H. T. Golebrooke, without his being aware,
as it appears, of:the contents of the book.* As soon as I commenced to read the book, I observed
with great pleasure, that this was a description of the life of Nanak quite different from all the
others I had hitherto seen. As the characters, so also was the idiom, in which it was composed,
old and in many words and expressions agreeing with the diction of Guru Arjun.
After a* lengthened examination and comparison of this manuscript with the -later Janamsakhls, I am satisfied that this is the fountain, from which all the others have drawn largely:
for the stories, as far as they are common to both relations, very frequently j agree verbally,
with the only difference, that the later Janam-sakhls have substituted more modern forms for old
words, which with the progress of time had become unintelligible. This old Janam-sakhl, as
hinted already, belongs, according to all external and internal marks, to the latter end of the time
r
of Guru Arjun or to that, tof Ihis ^immediate successor. The Granth,! which Guru Arjun compiled
of the writings of hisl four predecessors and the old famous Bhagats, as well as of his own numerous
poetical effusions, is cited throughout, without any paraphrase, whereas the later Janam-sakhls
have deemed it already necessary to add to every quotation from the *Granth a'+ paraphrase
in the modern idiom.
We are enabled now, by the discovery of this old Janam-sakhl, which is now-a-days, as it
appears, quite unknown to the Sikhs themselves, 'to distinguish the older tradition regarding Nanak
1
from the later one, and to fix, with some degree of verisimility, the real facts of his life. There
is no lack, even in this old relation, of many wonderful stories, as indeed might be expected from
Indians, owing;to their wild, uncurbed phantasy and the low standard of education among the masses
of the population; but compared with the later Janam-sakhls, which enter into the minutest details,
1
in 'order to satisfy curiosity, and Which have no sense but for the miraculous, however absurd, it
is relatively sober.
We subjoin here ft brief summary b f the life of Nanak according to this oldest authority, in
order to contrast it with the narrations of the later compilers.
Nanak was born in the Samvat year 1526, in the month of'Vaisakh ( = A.D. 1469, April-May),
in a village, called Talvandi on the banks of the Ravi (the Hydraotes of the Greeks), not far above
1
Lahore. His father's name was Kalu, by caste a Khatrl, of the Vedl family or clan, *a plain
Talvan<Ji, the birthplace of Nanak, Is situated in the Zila (%JLJ, in Panjabi pronounced f?TH>T) of
Lahore (Panjabi « 1 J J ) , in the Collectorate (3*ftu> — J * - a a ^ ) of Sarakpur. The place Is now called
•NanakSna (<-n<%*nc\|);iU hug fa Gur-dvar and is a placet of pilgrimage fonthe Sikhs. Malcolm (Sketch of
the Sikhs,-p. 7, note 7) is mistaken, in placing the village on the banks of the Biase (Panjabi sftrofPRT).
called nowi Raipur. There* is in the Jalandhar Duab a place called Tilvandi, near Sultanpur, not far from
the confluence of the Bias and Satiuj (thus this river is pronouncediiniPanjabi), but it is not the birthplace
of Nsaak.
„
, .
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farmer, who held also the office of \ficcTdl ^patvarl (a valuer of the produce of the fields) iu the
1
service of the feudal Lord of the village.
At his birth the whole Hindu pantheon appeared and announced* that a great Bhagat (saint)
was born to save the world.
Of his childhood nothing particular' is mentioned, except that he did not play like other boys
i
of his age, but was always occupied in his meditations on the Supreme Lord.
At the age of seven his father took him to a Hindu school to learn to read and write.
He is said to have surprised the Hindu schoolmaster by his superior knowledge, the pupil commencing at once to instruct the master, when the latter gave him a wooden slate, on which tho
letters of the alphabet were written. In proof of this, thirty-four verses from the Granth are
quoted, inscribed the "wooden slate" (inft, pat(T), which Nanak is supposed to have uttered on
that occasion, but, no doubt, the story was invented' in order to account for the verses, as is evident from other cases of the kind.
i
1
The further development of Nanak's 'character is' not touched upon, apparently because at
that time nothing was known about'it. One story only is inserted, which tells how Nanak, whilst
grazing his father's buffaloes, allowed them to break into a cultivated field and destroy the crop.'
'When'the owner of the field sued Nanak's father for damages, Nanak denied his guilt, and when
r
the field was inspected, it was found uninjured.
The marriage of Nanak, as well as that of his sister Nanak! with Jairara, which to the later
compilers have offered such an exuberant field, is totally omitted here. I t is only briefly remarked thftt by the order of God two sonst^were horn *in the house fcf 'Nanak, Lakhml-das and
!
Siri-cand, but that Nanak continued to lead a recluse life.
Then follows a* miraculous story that* one day Nanak laid himself down under aHree and*feli
1
asleep. By chance Eae Bular came there and saw that while the shadows of the other trees had
travelled round, that of the tree under which Nanak slept remained stationary. *This circumstance
induced Kae Bular to impress on K§lu, who bore ill-will towards his son on account*of his dreaming
propensities, that Nanak was a great man and that the father was exalted by him; but these
words made no impression on Kalu's mind, who slightingly answered, that the things of God only
God knew. The later *Janam-sakhls have embellished and enlarged this story by adding anothor
miracle, that a large black snake expanded its hood over Nanak in order to protect him from
the glowing rays of the sun.
Then it is stated expressly, that Nanak always kept company with FaqTrs and was Averse to
any earnest labour or calling, which greatly' alarmed his family, who would not recognize his
v
divine calling, and especially his worldly-minded father Kalu, whom the narrators seem to take
a secret pleasure in describing as a miser. His family at 'last considered him a lunatic and began
9
to mourn this calamity. At the instigation of the relatives a physician was called, but he could
do nothing, Nanak showing himself the cleverer of the two.
It is very significant, that this whole circumstance is carefully passed over in the later Janara1
sakhis, as every other point which throws an unfavourable or doubtful light on Nanak.
1
At last his parents sent Nanak to Sultanpur, to his brother-in-law Jairara, who held an appointment in the commissariat of Navab Daulat Khan. They probably despaired of bringing him
into an orderly course of life at home; but according to the original text, he was sent by tho
1

Talvan^i is mentioned as the property of Rae Bhoe; the Lord iu Nanak's time was Rio Bular, a
Musalman Rajput of the Bhafti family, A descendant of llae Bhoe.
1
The original textf (p. 26) runs thus: 3 f a KT31 VS^T? *T«J Sjitf §5?t*HT] 7T WTflT ^f effe
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order, of God. By the good services of his brother-in-law,pNanak also was appointed to the commissariat, and he conducted himself to general satisfaction. His wife and two children , he left
behind at Talvantfi, hisj.domestic life being by no means happy, owing, it appears, to his own
fault, as nothing is reported prejudicial to his wife. At Sultanpur he was joined by a certain
Mardana, by profession a begging musician of the Musalman persuasion. After his daily work
he spent his nights with Mardana in praising God, Mardana .playing the rebeck, whilst he himself
improvised verses to the tunes.
<One morning he went to the canal to bathe. Whilst bathing, angels seized him and carried
him to the divine presence. Here he received the prophetic initiation,* a cup of nectar beiug
presented to him with the injunction to proclaim the name of Hari on earth. After this
he was brought back again to the canal, whence he returned home. He was received with
amazement: for his servant, to whom ho had handed over his clothes when entering the water,
had run home on Nfmak's disappearance, and spread the news that he was drowned. On hearing
this intelligence, even the Khan himself is said to have ridden to the spot and to have given
orders to the fishermen to search with their nets for the corpse of Nanak,, but they had been
unable to find it.
After this accident, which somehow .seems to be based on a historical fact, Nanak ; divided
all he had among the poor, left his house, and turned Faqlr, Mardana accompanying him.. The
Khan endeavoured to retain a faithful servant, but Nanak stood firm in his resolution.
The later compilations have given to this story quite a different turn. According to them
Nanak goes to Sultanpur by the advice of Rae Bular, who can bear no longer Kalu's disrespectful
treatment of his wonderful son. At Sultanpur he is appointed to the commissariat. But he gives
alms so abundantly, that Jairam considers it advisable to report it to Kiilu, who, in consequenco
of this. news, comes to Sultanpur, and sharply enjoins on his son a more parsimonious conduct. At
1
Nanak's request his accounts are examined by Jairam, but a considerable surplus appears in his
favour. In order to accustom Nanak to economy, his marriage is planned by Jairam at Kalu's
request, and this is described in full detail. But notwithstanding his married state Nanak
continues his former habits of giving lavishj alms, which leads to domestic quarrels and the
interference |>of his parents-in-law. This is very graphically described, the later compilers hero
apparently feeling very sure of the ground under their feet.
To the story of the bath in the canal,* which could not quite bo set aside, a different turn is
given. Nanak's initiation into the Guruship is 5not mentioned^ (though this is the very turningpoint of the whole story), as according to these later compilations N&nak has entered the world
at Aratur, as the Formless one himself* It is therefore related, that one of the Govind-faqlrs
advised him to bathe in the river daily, in order ,to cure himself of a liver .complaint. One
day Nanak, whilst taking a bath, -was lost in the river.. On this the rumour was spread that
Nanak had been guilty of embezzlement. When he reappeared after three daysh (it is not even
hinted where he was during those three days), the Khan ordered an inquiryr to be made into
his accounts, but it turned out that 760 Rupees were due to him, which r Nanak would not
accept, but taking his discharge retired into the wilderness, leaving his wife and children behind.
As it appears, Nanak stayed at first in the vicinity of Sultanpur. Hit first* saying, which
made some noise amongst the people, was i{ " Then is no Hindu and no Musalman?'* but this
brought upon(him again the charge of madness. At the instigation of the KazI the Navab Daulat
Khan summoned him to his presence in order to interrogate him about this new doctrine. It was
just the time of noonday-prayer and the KhRn invited Nftnok to accompany him to the mosque.
The Kasl sold prayers, but Nanak, instead of listening devoutly, began* to" langh. Prayers being
^ over the Kfirt complained of the irreverent conduct of Nanak. Being colled to account' by the
Khan he replied, that he laughed,, because the prayers of the Kftzl were nugatory; Being asked >for
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a nearer explanation he continued, that the K&zt had left a foal in his * courtyard, in which there
was*an open well; and that whilst saying pray ers his * thou ghts were always wandering hack to
the foal, lest it should fall into the well. On this the KazI fell down at Nanak's feet 'and confessed that it was true. Nanak rose at once in the estimation of all, and the Khan dismissed him
graoiously. He now commenced wandering about the country, accompanied by Mardana, the
musician.
Up to this point both relations agree, at least in substance, though the later compilations, out
of love for the miraculous, strive hard to exaggerate everything into the supernatural. But with
the commencement of the wanderings of Nanak nearly all points in common cease and the old
and' the later tradition diverge in such, a manner that they cannot be reconciled. This proves
sufficiently, either that very little was known about them or that very little could be said? about
them, as the old Janam-sakhl testifies. The later tradition, which pretends to have a knowledge
of all the details of the life of Kanak, was' therefore compelled Ito putt forth as voucher for its
sundry* tales and stories Bhal Bala, who is said to have been the constant companion of Nanak
from his youth up, whereas our old Janam-sakhl does not even once mention Bhal Bala, though at
every new wandering of Nanak it gives the names of his companions. If Bhal Bala, had been the
constant companion of Nanak and a sort of mentor' to him, as he appears now in the current
Janam-sakhie, it would be quite incomprehensible, why never a single allusion should have been
made to him in the old tradition.
"We will now briefly? sum up'here, what the old Janam-sakhl has to say about the further life
of Nanak.
I I
His first wandering is said to have been to the east. There he came to a certain Shekh
Sajan, who had built a temple for Hindus and a mosque for Muhammadans. He received* all who
came to him, with ostensible friendliness, but murdered them, whilst sleeping, and plundered their
goods. Nanak got quickly at the bottom of his rascality and convinced him of his sinful life, which
brought him to repentance.
I
At Dilll he is said to have vivified a dead elephant. But when the' then emperor, who had
heard of this miracle, called on Nanak to kill the elephant and to vivify it in his presence, I he
prudently declined.
Also Thags, with whom he fell in on his way, he brought to repentance by his firm and
intrepid conduct.
I
1
Other adventures, whioh he is narrated to have experienced, are so childish and nonsensical,
that it is not worth while mentioning them.
At the capture of Sayyidpur he is reported to hate been taken prisoner by the troops of Babar,
but by a miracle he attracted the attention of Babar, who released him with the other prisoners.
As Babar conquered the Panjab in 1524, a personal meeting of Nanak with Babar is not impossible,
but it is not very probable. For Nanak speaks in the Granth several times of the great calamities
whioh at that time befell various cities of the Panjab; Babar also is mentioned by 'him, but no
allusion whatever is made to his having come into personal" contact with Babar.
The meetings and verbal'contests with other Faqirs and Shekhs, which are described at full
length, are in themselves very probable, but in other respects of no importance, except that they
give some hints to the mental development of Nanak. After some lengthened wanderings Nanak
retraced his steps to his home at Talvan^I.
'His unquiet spirit* gave him no rest at home and he soon' commenced his second wandering,
whioh was directed to the south. The incidents of this period also are of little consequence.
That on this excursion he should have come to Ceylon (Singhala dvtpa), as is reported, is in the
highest degree unlikely The whole story is so mixed up with the miraculous, that it bears the
stamp of fable on its front. It] is based on altogether erroneous suppositions, the king and
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the inhabitants of Ceylon being represented as common 4Hindus, the Sikh author being quite
unaware of the fact that the popular religious belief there was Buddhism. That Nanak founded
there a "Sangat" (congregation), the order* of whjso divine ^service even is detailed, contradicts
all history,} and isr an invention of later times, when Sikhism had commenced to spread j to the
south. From this tojxr Nanak, is said to have returned to Taivancjfi and to have spent some
time at home.
His third wandering he directed to the norths where he is reported to have visited Kashmir,
which is not improbable.
On this tour he is said, to have eaten the poisonous fruits and blossoms of the Akk-tree
in^ a dried state. Nothing remarkable is mentioned on this tour, except that he had a long conversation with a Kashmiri Pandit, which ended in the Pandit's becoming a disciplo of Kanak.
His visit to mount Sumeru, where he is reported to have had a long discussion with Mahadev
and the chief Jogls, belongs; of course to the realm of fiction.
His fourth wandering he is said to have directed to jthe west,* going on a pilgrimage to
JHekkah* On 'arriving at Mekkah, he laid himself down, and by chance stretched his feet
towards the Xa'bah. The KazI Ruknu-ddln, on observing this, reproached 5ISTanak with irreverence
towards the house of God. Nanak replied: " Put my feet Jn that direction, where the house of
God is not/' The KazI turned the feet of Kanak, but wherever he turned them, thither the
Ka'bah also turned. On account of this miracle the KazI kissed the feet of Nanak 4and had a long
conversation with him, in which he was, of course, out-argued by Nanak. This hajjf of Kanak is a
favourite theme with the Sikhs and a whole book has been written about it called
Ths Conversation of Mekkah, which, is eagerly read by them. Owing ,to their credulity and
utter want of geographical and historical knowledge, no doubt of the reality of this hajj seems tc
have occurred to then, though it is as 3clear as daylight! that the whole story is au invention
from beginning to end.
His fifth wandering Nanak is said to have made to Gorakh-hatari, a place not yet discovered
hy geographers. Of this expedition nothing is reported except a conversation with the eighty-four
1
Siddhs, who belong likewise to the realm of phantasy.
Nanak closed his life at Kartarpur in the Jalandhar Duab, in the bosom of his family, with
whom he seems to have become reconciled, towards the close of his earthly career,- though all the
Janam-sakhls observe a deep silence on this point and only mention the bare fact. When he felt
his death| approaching, he nominated, to the great disappointment of his two sons, his devoted
servant and disciple Lahana (or Angad) his successor in the Guruship. Ho died in the (Samvat
year 1595, on the tenth of the light half of the month of Asu (A.». 1538, about the 10th of
October).«
This is the sum of all that can be gathered from this oldest source as to the life of
Nanak. It is a biography containing very little to attract our interest and, mutatis mutandis,
applicable to nearly every Hindu Faolr. If more could have been said of Nanak, we might bo
sure, that his devoted disciples, who revered -in him the saviour of the world, would not have
passed it over in silence. The writers of jthe later Janam-sakhls, to whom this picture of Nanak
appeared ,too scanty and mean, did their best to embellish it with all sorts of wonderful* tales
and stories, but in comparison with this older tradition they cannot be held in any account.
Slddha, ».*. a perfect Jogi, of whom generally eighty-four are enumerated, but their names are nowhere
stated; they are popularly considered as a kind of deml-gods.
This is the date given by the old Janam-sakh!; the later compilations give the year 1539; see the
translation.
;
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We lappend here a literal translation of the old Janam-sakhl marked A. Of the current JanamBfikhls, which differ from each other merely in minor points, we give only those parts, which
1
are of interest tfor the sake of comparison. This later compilation is marked B.

A.
JANAM-SAKHI

OP BABAi NANAK

By the favour of the true Guru!
The holy true Guru came to save the world; in the Kali-yug Baba JSTanak was born, the supreme
Brahm's own devotfee.
By the favour of the true Guru!
2

In Sambat, 1526, Baba Nanak was born in the nionth of Vaisakh; in a moonlight night at an
early hour, while \yet about a watch of the night was remaining, he (was born. Unbeaten sounds
were produced at the gate of the Lord. The thirty-three crores of gods paid homage (to the child
Nanak). <5The sixty-four Joginis, the fifty-two heroes, the six ascetics, the eighty-four Siddhs, the
3 n
nine Naths, paid homage, ? because a great devotee has come to save* the world; to him homage
should be paid l*\
ft
• •
i
l
l
M l
At that time Kalu, a Khatrl by caste, & Ve \\ (bv clauV was livins at Taivandl. a village of Rae
Bhoe, the Bhatfi; there (Nanak) was born.
of the boys and his
different. In his spirit he was occupied with the Lord.
I
When Baba (Nanak) was five years old, he began to talk of the Shastras and of the Vedas;
whatever ho says, that he (also) understands; everybody received comfort from him. The Hindus
say, that some form of a god has become incarnate and the Musalmansf s
of
God has been born.
1

L

I used for this purpose a Gtirmukhi MS. belonging to myself, a MS. belonging to the; India Office
Library, marked —. Bibliotheca Leydeniana, and a lithographed copy, published at Lahore (1871) with the
title: S T T ^ m f t ^
A l A c ^ - a UTO SHHTft* UT^RT *3Tf ; f t * *5T&3 TSVtelTt
OieSi WTfnTT SfJA ^ *HMo( id • This book, containing many bold woodcuts, is utterly spoiled in
the latter half by the maliciousness of the scribe, the letters being purposely so disfigured, that they can no
longer be read without the help of a manuscript. Large extracts are also contained in the fsftf t $ CTTTT *£t
f*cf%*HTt published at Ludilmna by the American Mission Press, 18G8.
8
Both Janam-sakhTs agree as to the year, but not as to the month; for according to B (2), he was born
in the month of Katak (middle of October—the middle of November). The month Vaisakh Is middle of
April—middle of May; his birth took therefore place either in May or November of 1409 A.P.
8
i
Compare, B (2).
See II (3).
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When the Baba was Beven years old, Kalfi said: " 0 Nanak, read!" Then he brought Guru
19
Nanak to the schoolmaster. Kalu said: " 0 schoolmaster, teach this one to read!
The schoolmaster wrote a slate and gave it to him, containing the thirty-five letters (of the Gurmukhi alphabet);
a
the slate (is contained)! in | the Rag Asa, Mahala L The [first| word he read Jwas: | " By the favour
true Guru

[N

A

or paraphrase being added to it. After seme conversation between the schoolmaster and Nanak on the
subject of these verses the story continues.]
I
9
I f The [ Pandit became astonished and paid reverence (to| him), | "because this is a perfect one. '
down. I It was
ThenI the
What
the order of the Lord, that he did no work whatever. When he sits down, he remains seated;
when he goes to sleep, he remains asleep. He associates with Eaqirs. His father Kalu became
9
astonished, what would become of him.
4
(two leaves being lost). Nothing of the field of this one is spoiled. Then the
Bhattl said: "Sir, my field indeed is laid waste; I am robbed, my field is spoiled. Procure me
1
justice, if not, I go to the Turks/ Guru Nanak answered: " 0 Divan, health (to (thee)! if one
blade be spoiled or cut off, then answer must be made for i t ; but send thou thy own man and
look!" Then Rae Bular sent his ownjfootmen
(a lacuna in the MS.) Not one blade
5
9
was destroyed. Then the Baba made a Sabd; it is written in the Rag Suhl, Mahala I. [four
verses follow without a paraphrase].} Then ] Kae | Bular [ called j that Bhattl j a liar. | Nanak J and
Kalu both Iwent home.
should
Lord, that I in i the I house! of IG
Lakkmi-daa and Sirl-cand. But Nanak's retirement from the world was not given up; Guru
Nanak going to trees remained (there) retired from the world (MS. p. 21).
7
Then one day the Baba Guru Nanak went and fell asleep *in a garden. The day went down
again and he did not rise. At that time Rae Bular, the Bhattl chief, was occupied in this business
(of his chieftainship, i.e. measuring land). Coming *and coming when he entered jthe garden, some
one had fallen asleep under a tree. But when he looked on, he saw, that the shade of the other
91
was remaining. Rae Bular said: "Awaken him!
When he was raised, it was found, that it was the son
ion of Kalu. Then Rae Bular said: "Friends,
v%
we have seen a wonderful thing, and look also at this,
lis, it is not emptyl
Then Rae Bular went
home and sent for KalQ, and said to him: " Kalu, don*
HI'11 be I saying to this J thy son: 'Fie upon thee,
9
die! he |is | a J great man,] my town is a sacrifice to him
also
iir
am exalted,j in| whose | town this one j has been born." (Kalu said:)" The things
and
company with Faqlrs, with any |ono| (else)jhe did[not converse, fche J whole
family was grieved [thereby,] and said:[ " He has
Guru Nanak
1

See B (8).

ngs
Every
marked in the Granth. *0 The pa(tlf(or woodetT slate) is found I in the Rag Asa (Lahore lithographed edition
the Granth), p. 477 *9?»
11
• Compare B (3)/ at the end.
4
See 3 . (4), where the same story is related.
The Caupada and Dopada are called by one common name 9fE|?» Sabd.
* SM Rig Suhl, Sabd, Mab. I. v. 7.
I
7
Sea B (5).
I •'That it: Itforebodessomething Important.
\\ 1
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and said to him: "Son, it does not behove thee, to sit with Faqlrs, thouihast*a house and family,
M
daughters and sons, do some work! leave ofFJmaking continually good words! the people^langh
at us, that the son of Kala has become mad." Such words! his mother spake, but they made no
impression whatever on the; heart of Nanak.
He went away again and fell down. As he had fallen, so he passed; four days. When she
had cased|rubbings him,* the wife of the Baba came to her mother-in-law and said: " 0 mother1
in-law, how canst thou sit down, , whose son has fallen ? It is now the fourth day, he does neither
eat nor drink." Then his mother came and said: " Son, it does not become thee to fall down;
eat and drink something and look after thy fields and crops! be a little 'attentive to thy work!
thy whole family is grieved. And, son, what does not please thee, that do not, we will not say
anything to^thee: why hast thou gone away 'again?" 'Then Kalu heard of it and came. He said:
"Son, what are we commanding thee? but J to do work is good. Though the sons of Khatrls have
money, yet they do (some) work. Son, tour field out there stands ripe (for the sickle) and (that)
it may not be wasted, how, if thou wouldst be standing in it? then the people will say: 'the'son
of Kalu has {become a good eon.' The field is with its owners, 0 son!" Then Guru Nanak said:
" 0 father, a private field is ploughed by us, that we take eare of. The plough is carried over
it by us, seed is sown, a hedge made round i t ; day and night we stand and protect it. 0 father,
we do not take care of our own field, what knowledge have we of another'H (field) ? " 'Then Kalu
became astonished and said: " Look, people, what this one is saying!" Then Kalu said: " When
hast thou cultivated a private field ? Give up such foolish talk; but if it please thee, I will give
thee at tb° next harvest a new field under cultivation, it will be seen, how thou wilt make it
4
ripen and eat!" Guru Nanak answered: " Father, we have now' cultivated a field and it 'has
grown up well, it looks quite well." Kalu said: " Son, I have not seen any field of thine, what
dost thou say?" Then Guru Nanak answered: "Father, this field has been cultivated by us, of
which thou wilt hear." Then Baba Nanak recited one Sabd, in the Bag Sorathi it is contained,
3
Mahala I. [now follows the Sabd with one Rahau]. Then the Baba said again: " 0 father: our field
is sown, as thou bast heard. 'Our field is sown and stands and has grown up. We have so much
reliance on'this field, that the whole government tax will fall off, it will make no further demand.
Sons and daughters will become happy, and the poor, 'brothers and relatives, all will be profited
thereby. The Lord, for whom I have done farming work, gives me much assistance; for that day,
v
when there is union with him, I am much rejoicing. Whatever I ask, that he is giving me.
Father, such a great Lord I have-sought and found. Traffic, service, shop, all has been entrusted
by him (to me)." Then Kalu became astonished and said: " Such a -Lord, O 'son, we have never
seen nor heard of." Nanak answered: " 0 father, by whom my Lord has been seen, by them he
1
4
is praised." Then Guru Nanak recited one Sabd in the Rag Asa, Mahala I. [now follows one
Sabd, consisting of four verses]. Then Kalu said: "Give up these things and walk after the manner
1
of other people; it is nothing to live without U calling/' Then Baba Nanak remained silent. Kala
rose and went after his work. He\said: "This work is beyond our strength, but may not the field
It appears hence, that Nanak had also daughters, not,only two sons, as stated by the later Janamsakhis.
1

T h e o r i g i n a l i s : ^ \ n r f & ^ s f t ; * J * * < M , t o r u b ( a p e r s o n i n a s w o o n ) . H a d l N a n a k e p i l e p t i c fits?
I n B . (6) this is m o r e represented u n d e r t h e h e a d of idleness, N a n a k is called t h e r e a ? f 3 R { Z t a n idler. I n
the L a h o r e lithographed edition of the n o w current J a n a m - s a k h i it is related (p. 387), that N a n a k a s s u m e d
the behaviour of a m a d m a n , In order t odrive the people a w a y ( f c ^ I A l g Q ' d V S T f W W ) ' i Something
seems to have b e e n the m a t t e r with h i m , as is n o w a n d then hinted at.
f
1

I

See, Sorathi, Sabd II. (1), Mah. L
I

'

I

* See, Asa; Caupada I., Man. I.
B
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outside be damaged I " Then came hia mother, and began to give [him instruction: "O^son, forget
for four days the name! stand op, put on clothes and go about in the lanes and streets, that the
people may be reassured (of thy health) and that every one may say: * The son of Kalu has become
1
well (again).'" Then the Baba recited a Sabd [now follows a Sabd, consisting of four verses].
Then his mother rose andt went - away and gave information (as to his state) in the family.
The whole family and clan of the Vedls began to grieve ond| to say, that a great calamity had
become mad.
of
eat nor drink
Then
became dispirited. All began to say: "Kalu, how canst thou sit down quietly, whose son has
fallen (sick) ? Call some physician and give him some medicine, thyE son will become well, then
Kalu rose and called a physician. "When
the
come, he took the arm of Nanak to feel his pulse. Nanak pulled away his arm and standing on
what art thou doing?" The physician answered: " I look
legs he rose and said
after the disease, that mayi be in thy spirit." The Baba laughed and uttered a Slok, [now follow
four verses].* The Baba made also a Sabd on the subject of the physician^ in the Bag Malar
[there follow four verses]."
The physician being afraid stood in the shop and said: " Brother, don't be anxious, this is
Mahala I. [tto
removing the pain." Then the Baba uttered a Sabd. in

0
came the order
Guru Nanak went away (from home). The brother5
Daulat Khan. Jairam
in-law of Baba Nanak was Jairam. who was the steward
had heard that Nanak was distracted in his mind and did no work whatever. He wrote a letter
that Nanak should come to him. Guru Nanak read this letter and said: "May it be BO, I will
would go, perhaps his
join Jairam." The people of the house said
mind would become settled there. The Baba rose and went to Sultanpur. The wife of the iBaba
began to weepr and said: "Thou wast {never kissing me before, thou art now going ] abroad, how
99
wilt thou come (again)?
The Baba said: " 0 silly one, what were we. doing here? and what
shall we do there? I am of no use to thee." She rose and addressed again this petition to him:
11
When thou wast sitting in the house, then I had, in my view, the sovereignty of the whole world.
91
0 dear, this world is of no use to me whatever.
Then the Guru became tender and said: " Do not
99
bo anxious: every day the sovereignty shell- be thine,
She said: "Sir, I shall not remain
behind, take me with thee," The Baba answered: " I t is (the order) of the Lord, that I am
99
going. If I shall gain some livelihood there, I shall call thee there. Mind thou my order.
Then she kept silence. Guru ^Nanak then took leave from his relatives and friends and went to
Sultanpur. Ee arrived there and met with Jairam. Jairam was very harmy and said: f * Brother
very good
to the court and made this petition to\Daulat Khan:
9
" Nabab,, health!
has.come; he wishes to meet the Nabab/
Daulat
99
Khan said: "Go and bring him!
Jairam went and|brought Guru Nanak; he put some present
(before the f Nabab) at meeting with him. The Khan was much pleased and said: "What is the
name of this one?" Jairam said: "Sir. his
The Khan rejoined: " H e seems
to be a good and honest man, entrust ray work to him! " Nanak became happy and smiled. The
Khan gave him a dress of honour, and Gum Nanak and Jairam then went home. They com1

The place, whereithisjSabd is to be found, is not indicated.
1
Tha place, where the Sldk-oecurs, is not indicated.
1
To^be found in Malar, Sabd 7, Mah. I., but th* verses are given* there in a differentWder.
4
See Gaufi, Sabd 17, Mah. I.
* See this story enlarged In B. (11)..

|
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me need their work; they did their work i n such a way, that everybody waa pleased with it. Ail
the people said: " W e l l , well, this i s some good j n a n j every,one praised (him) hefore the Khan."
The Khan waa very much pleased. Whatever salary Guru Nanak got, of that h e ate ( = spent)
something, } the [rest! be gave away for God's Bake. B y night h e sang always praise (to God).
i
came from Talvandi land remained with the Baba. To others, w h o
Afterwards Hard an
bread
with
favour of Guru Nauak. A l l were pleased and kwhen the Baba's food waa prepared, they all came
as
was said (by Nanak)
dow
2
night was remaining, the, Baba went t o t h e river to bathe. Whenfit became dawn of day, he put
on his clothes, applied the Tilak (to his forehead), and having taken t h e aocount-book in the office
he sat down to write.
One day the order of t h e Lord w a s made,, that the river w a s going continually. H e went
therefore there, taking one servant with him. Stripping off his clothes, he entrusted them to
the servant and began to bathe. A s h e was doing so, according t o t h e order of the Lord, servants
u
91
( » angels) took him away t o the threshold of the Lord. T h e servants said: S i r , N a n a k i s ^ p r e s e n t
Then h e (Nanak) .obtained a sight of the true court (of God); the Lord was kind (to him).
Meanwhile that servant (of Nanak) was standing byihis clothes. .Standing and standing he (finally)
Ho
returned (home) and said, that Nanak had gone-into the river, but had
went to the Khan and said: ".Khan, health I Nanak has gone into the river, but no more come
out." The Khan mounted his horse and came out to the bank of the river. ;He called fisher1
men and made them throw a net (into the river). The fishermem searching became tired, but
did not find him. The Khan was very much grieved, he mounted again his horse and said:
"Nanak was a good steward," and returned home. It wa3 the order of the Lord, that Nanak,
the devotee, was present (at the threshold). Then a enp of nectar was filled and^given him
hy the order (of the Lord).) The command was given: " Nanak, this nectar is a cup of my
name, drink it!" Then Guru'Nanak made salutation and drank it. The Lord waa kind and said:
"Nanak, X?am with thee, I have made thee exalted and who will take thy name, they will all oe
made exalted hy me. Having gone mutter hny name and make also other people mutter i t !
Remain uncontaramated from the world! Remain in the name, (in giving) alms, in performing
ablutions, in worship and remembering (me) I' I have given thee* my own name, do this work
(I tcldjthee)! "I
. '.
ife
*
Then G u m ' Nanak made salutation and stood u p . Then t h e order of the Lord came: " Nanak,
of what kind i s t h e greatness o f m y n a m e ? " T h e Baha answered, whilst a sound (of music)
was made without instruments being beaten, as i t i s written i n Sir! Rag, Mahala I . [there follow
4
four verses].
Then again a voice came: " Nanak, m y order h a s come into t h y sight, praise thou m y order!
what i s done b y any one (but me) ? and at m y gate what hast thon heard ? (what) are the musical
instruments p l a y i n g ? " T h e Baba. answered: '(and a sound arose), as written i n t h e Ragu
Asa, Japu, Mahala !l. [there follows a Slok].* Then came again the order: " Nanak, on whom
thy (favourable) look is, on him i s also mine; on whom t h y benevolence is, o n h i m i t also mine.
j

4

|pj, a caste of Musalroans, who are professional drummers
\|*nf, a watch, equal to three hours.
The words are important as containing the duties inculc
See SIri Rag, Sabd'2, Mah. I
the Rag A

w f e *re

they arc: J7TH «CT^

•
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Xll

urn the Supreme
Brahm
and thy name is:
My
l
Locd." Then Nanak fell on his feet. A dress of honour was given to him; a sound and voice
9
arose, it was the Bag Dhanasarl, the Art! [there follow four verses].
1
Then order was given to those ministers, that they should bring Nanak back to that very
ferry; so they brought him there on the third day and went t off. He came out'from-the! nver.
When the people saw himf they said: "Friends, this one had fallen into the river, whence has he
1
removed his abode far off. Many
come? ' Nanak entered his house; giving
irything
The
people assembled, the Khan* also came and said: " Nanak: what has happened to thee ? '
$rf he has been hurt i n thelrivetr." Then the
people said: " Sir, this I one
i into
He was much grieved, rose and went away.
Khan answered: "Friends,
great
9
At that time there was on the body of Guru Nanak only a Langotl, he kept no other piece
(of olothing). He went and sat down with Faqire. Mardana, the Dum, also wenti and sat down
with him. Guru' Nanak continued in silence for one day. The following day he rose and said':
9
"There is no Hindu and there is no Musalman. ' The people went and said to the Khan, that
91
Nanak was saying: "There is no Hindu and no Musalman.
The Khan (said: "Don't think of
it, he is a Faqlr." One Kazl was sitting near; he said: " Khan, this is wonderful,' that he is
99
saying: there is no Hindu and no Musalman.
The Khan said to a man, that he should call him,
99
to
saying: "Nanak, -the Khan is calling thee.
i
man):
"What
hai
liru
99
99
a
do with thy Khan?
The people thenj said
run
is
a
lunatic.
Guru
He
99
and the Baba
M
Mardana: "Play*the rebeck!
Mardan
it, it was the
4
].
Then the Baba was silent. When he
uttered the Sabd, iMahala I. [th
Musalman
The
said
very
then he
9 n
Musalman ?
Kazl said then: " 0 Khan
thatt he says: 'There is no Hindu
it
him
Then footmen (of the Kh5n) went and said: "Sir,
Then the Khan said: Go
Khan is calling you. The Khan says: 'For God's sake, give
an interview 1 wish to
thee
Guru
went, saying: "Now, my Lord has called e, I shall
99
6
go.
He went, having placed a club on' hisi neck. He came and met
The Khan
said: "Nanak, for God's sake, take off the club from thy neck! gird
- _ 91
Then uru Nanak took off the club from his neck and
his waist. The Khan
Faqlr.
99
said: " Nanak, it is a misfortune to mo, that a steward! like thou ^becomes a Faqlr.
Then he
seated Nanak at his side and said:
thou
99
will not utter again a word.
The Kazl becoming friendly, smiled and said: "Nanak, thou,
saying
Hind
Musalm
Nanak
what dost thou mean bv it?
in the Rag Majh [there follow four verses]
When Nanak had uttered this Slok, the Kazl became amazed. The Khan then said: " 0 Kazl,
has Droved a failure to
The
afternoon
come.* All arose and went to say their prayers, and
with
The Kazl stood in front of them all and began Ito pray
Then
the Baba looking towards the* Kazl laughed.
Kazl
lughing. After the
prayer was finished, the Kazl said: "Khan
hast
Hindu, looking to*
l

the Supreme Lord, which this storv
to explain and to account for. The words of the original; are: nfcfi§3T 7>[Q 3J^ VH^»J?
* Oranth, Lahore lithographed edition, p. 732.
rapt round the waist, passing between the legs and tucked behind, serving
trousers
4
Rag Marti, Sabd 7, Mah. I.
* *|5MI = Sansk. Jfg^, a club or large stick
7
• See Majh, Var VIII., Sldk I.
See B t Sakhi 17.
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wardsjthe Musalmans, was laughing? thou, who art saying, that Nanak is a good man." The Khan
9
said: "Nanak, what does the Kazt sayl (against thee)?'
The Baba answered: " 0 Khan, what
have I to care for the Kazi? The prayer of the Kazi however has not been accepted (by God),
therefore have I laughed/' The Kazi said: " He is making subterfuges, let him manifest my< fault."
The Baba rejoined: " Khan, when this one was standing praying, his mind |was not fixed (on
God). His mare had been delivered of a she-foal .and he had come, (to prayer) having loosened the
foal. In the enclosure is a well and this one said (in his heart): ' May it not be, that the foal
will fall into the well!' his mind had wandered there." Then the Kazi came and fell down at his
feet and said: " Wonderful, wonderful, on this one is the favour of God!" Then the Kazi believed.
Nanak uttered a Slok:
He is a Musalman, who clears away his own self, who is sincere, patient, of pure words.
Who does not touch what is standing, who does (not j eat what is fallen down:
That Musalman will go to paradise, (says) Nanak.
When the Baba had uttered this Slok, then the Sayyids, the sons of the Shekhs, the Kazi,
the Mufti, the Khan, the chiefs and leaders were amazed. The Khan said : " Kazi, Nanak has
arrived at the truth, to ask him more has provedj a failure." Wherever the Baba looked, there all
1
were saluting him. Then the Baba uttered a Sabd, in Sirl Rag, Mahalal I. [there follow four
verses]. After the Baba had recited this Sabd, the Khan came and fell down at his feet. Then
the people, Hindus and Musalmans, began to say to cue Khan, that God was speaking in Nanak*
a
19
The Khan said: 0 Nanak, (my) dominion, property, authority and revenue, all is thine. iNanak
answered: "God will reward thee. I cannot reniain now here. Dominion, property and fhousehold1
goods are thine, we forsake '(all) and go. * Having gone he sat down 'among the Faqlrs. Then
the Faqlrs rose, joined their jhands and stood ^before him; they began to praise him and to say:
"Nanakihas become (our) true daily bread and is coloured in the dye of thei True one." N&nak
said then: "Mardana, play the rebeck!" Mardana played the rebeck, the *B,ag Tilang was made.
8
The Baba uttered the Sabd, Mahala I. [there follow four verses].
Then the Faqlrs came, kissed
his foot and shook his hand. The Baba was much<pteascd with the Faqlrs and showed'much "kindness
to them. The Khan also came; Hindus and Musalmans, everybody stood before him saluting him.
Then they took leave from the Guru. When the Elian came home, he saw that the rooms of his
treasury were filled. (At this) the Baba was much pleased.
I
Taking Mardana with him he wandered about; they did not enter any village, they did noi
1
stop in any jungle nor on any river. Now and then, when Mardana was hungry, the BaM said.:
11
Mardana, thou art hungry?" Then Mardana answered: "Yes, thou knowest all." Nanak said:
11
Mardana, go straight on to the village, there in front is the KhatrPTJpal, go* to his house and
stand'there silently;' there they will!give thee food. 0 Mardana, to thee, who art going with me,
some Hindu, some Musalman, whoever will come and follow me, will fall down at thy feet, they
will bring and put before thee exquisite food; some will bring Rupees and Paisas (copper coins);
some will bring fine oalicos; no one will ask anything, whence thou ha3t come 'and whose 'servant
thou art. Whoever will come and follow me, he will say: ' I will bring and lay down all my
property/ They will say: 'We have become exalted, that this interview has been given (to us),
that the Baba has been pleased.'"
f
One day Mardana was sent to a town; in (thus) sending him much worship was paid to him.
When^he went, the whole town came and fell down at his feet. He made up a bundle of copper
coins and clothes and brought it. The Baba laughed. Mardana brought the clothes and the
u
copper coins to the Baba. Then the Baba said: Mardana, what hast thou brought ? " 'Mardana
answered: "Sir, true king, alms in thy name; the whole town rose to thy service. 0 King! I
1

Bee SirilRag, Sabd 27, Mali. I.

2

See Itfigu Tilang, Sabd 3, Mali, I.
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said that I would bring these'things and clothes to the Baba." The Guru answered: "Mardana,
thou hast done quite well, but these things are of no use whatever to me." Mardana said: " 0
king, what shall I do?" The Baba answered: "Throw them away!" Then Mardana threw all'the
things away, the wholo bundle he scattered about there. After 'that Mardana said: " 0 king, if
one is willing to give alms *in thy name audi puts it into the mouth of a disciple, does his love in
any way reach thee?' And this thought is also in my heart, that thou art not touching anything
nor putting'into thy mouth, with what dost thou satiate thyself?" The Guru Baba answered:
"Mardana, play the rebeck!" Mardana,played the rebeck and the Ragu Gaurl Dlpakl was made,
Mahala I.* The Baba uttered the Sabd [there follow four verses]. Then Mardana being moved
(thereby paid worship (to him).
Then they departed thence. <"Wandering about they came to the house of Shekh Sajan. His
house was on the road; he had built there an idol-houso and a mosque. If a Hindu came, he gave
him a place (to stay in),, and if a Musalman came, he paid attention to him. "When the night came
on, he used to say: " Go to sleop!" Taking them in, he threw them Into a well and killed them.
And when it became morning, he took a staff: and rosary into his hands, spread out a carpet to pray
on and sat down.
When the.Baba and Mardana came, he did much service to them and said to his people: " I n
this one'8 hemj is much wealth, but it is concealed; on whoso tface there is such a splendour, he
is not empty. It: is all a story that he is* a Faqlr." When night had set in he said: " Else
and go to deep!" Then the Baba said: " 0 Sajan, having recited oneiSabd (song) to tha service
iJ
of God, we will go to tsleep." Shekh Sajan replied: Well, be it so, SirI recite it, the night is
fast passing." Then the Baba said: " Mardana, play the rebeck!" Mardana played the rebeck;
1
the Rag Suhlj was made. Kanak ^uttered the Sabd, Mahala I. [there follow six verses]. (Then
99
Shekh Sajan said): "X am a sacrifice;to the interview (with thee).
His mind returned to him;
when he reflected, he found that all his sins j were discovered. He rose and fell down at the feet
99
(of Nanak), he kissed them and said: "Sir, pardon my sins!
The Baba replied: "Shekh Sajan,
99
at the threshold of God the sine are pardoned by two words.
Shekh Sajan humbly said9 "Sir,
99
gay those words by which sins are forgiven. Then Guru Nanak became compassionate and said:
"Tell the truth, that murders have | been perpetrated by thee!" Then Shekh Sajan began to tell
the truth. He said, " Yes, many sins have been, committed by me." Then said Gum Kanak:
" Whatever remains of their * property, that bring! Shekh Sajant obeyed the order and brought i t
It waa igiven, away in the name of{God (as alms). He (Shekh Sajan) began to matter: " 0 Guru,
Guru!" and relied on the name.—Say: vah Guru!
<1
j
Then he went on from thence ou the road and came to Panlpath. In Panlpath was a Plr,
named Shekh Saraf; hie disciple was Shekh Vatlha*. He had come to fill the water-jug of that
Plr with t water* The Baba and Mardana. were both seated further on. When he came, he saluted
them and said:, "Peace be to thee, 0 Darvesh^" Guru Nanak replied: "To thee be peace, 0
hand-servant of the Plr|," Shekh Vatlhar beeame astoniahed and said: "Till this day noj one
has answered my salutation. But let it be. so, I jwill go and inform my Plr of it." He eame and
said: " 0 Plr, health! having heard the voice of a Darvesh I have become astonished." The Plr
replied: "Tell, that I may Bee, what sort of a man he is." Then Shekh Vatfhar said: "May the
Plr live in health!,I had gone to fill the jug: ha-was sitting*in front (of me), in going I saluted
him and said: j Peace be to thee, Oi Darvesh! | Then he replied: ? To thee be peace, 0 hand-servant
of the P l r ! ' " The Plr said: " Son, who said to thee, «to thee'be peace/ his sight has been seen
| (by m e ) | Show me, where that man was seen (by thee)." Then Shekh Saraf having taken his
fee Rig Suhi, Sabd 3, Mali. I.

The property of thc,murdored persons.
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him, came to Guru Nanak and eaid [th ire follow a number of questions on
Vatlhar
erses]. The Shekh kissed his hands
the part of the Shekh,* to which Nanak answers €n lo
continued their wanderings and they
and feet and went to his house. The Baba and Mar A
came thus to Dilli.
1
remained
At that- time Sultan Ibrahim Beg was Xing of Dilll. Having come
during the night. Among the elephant-drivers much service was rendered to him (Nanak). At
;
a heating their breasts ( n token
that time there had fallen down dead an elephant. The people
v
lc
?
They answered: W e are
of grief) and^ weeping. The Baba asked: " Why are you weej
weeping for an elephant." The Baba said: "Whose was the jpbant?" The elephant-driver
2
to the one God "
The Baba said then:
replied s * I t was the elephant of the King
8
They answered: " S i r , it was our livelihood." The Baba 'replied
Why
Cl
a Take** up another occupation! *'
They said 5 Our work had bebn prosperous, our family was
u
said
This
happy and had its sustenance (from i t ) . " The Baba showed then compassion
u
said: Sir. how shall
?
The Baba
elephant
lf
his
Guru I ' " They
said: f "Go and move your hands!upou its face, say:
and stood. This matter was reported
moved their hands (upon its' face). Then the elephant
to the King. Sultan Ibrahim Beg sent for the elephant. Having mounted [he came to see it>
vified
having come he sat down and said: " 0 Darvesh, hast
e l e p h a n t ? " The Baba
1
God, and the prayer*of
replied: " T h e destroyer and
Faq rs is for the mercy of
Then the Baba uttered this Slok
God
The Xing said again: "Kill it and
He kills and vivifies.
i
0 Nanak, besides the One there is none other J
ii

Tl
the elephant died. The King said
alive
Make
The Baba answered
Your
majesty, the iron being heated in the fire becomes red, but it does, not remain a moment on the
hand, and (red-hot) coals remain but for a short time. So the FaqTrs become red in God and take
upon themselves a complete devotion to God, but their devotion gives way (again)." The King
11
understood this and was much {pleased. He said then: "Agree to something!
The Baba answered
with the Slok:
Nanak is hungry after God, for other things he does not care.
Oar search is for the sight (of God), for other things we do not search at all

Kfag

Baba continued wande
First (Nanak) passed his retired life in the east. !
Mardana. ithe rebeck
player, was with him. At that time he practised wi
The attire of the Baba was
mango-coloured raiment, and one white raiment; on his feet he had one pair of shoes and one pair
s
of slippers. Over .his neck a shirt, on his head a Kalandar'e hat, a necklace -of bones, on his
forehead a Tilak (mark) of saffron.
I I
I t
Hi
4
<r
Then he met on the road Shekh Bajid jSayyid, fwho was
a
mounted
palkl (a kind of sedan-chair); with! his wooden
he was riding) were six bearers.
He alighted under a tree and they (the bearers) commenced to pull and to fan, him
Mardan
1

The MS. writes the name XjTW %3Tt instead of Ibrahim Beg. Ibrahint^Lotjtf was King of Dill! from
1517-1520, and fell in battle against Babar.
* The original is: f^ M*Z\f\& ^ T ^TTi rather a curious expression.
3
The V3?ft C ^ & ) is a kind of woollen shirt without sleeves, worn by Faqirs.
4

Very likely J ^ v b .

h >
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said: " I s God one?" The Baba replied: " 0 Mardana, God is one." Then said Mardana: " O
!>King, whose creation are those and whose creation is he, who has come mounted on a palkl? Those
are running on their feet and with naked bodies have brought him on their shoulders, and this one,
who is seated, they fan." Nanak answered with the Slok:
I
I
The ascetics, who in a former birth have borne the sting of cold,
Were then worn out; now, 0 Nanak, they adorn their body.

1
I

The Baba went on saying: " 0 Mardana, from austerity comes dominion and from dominion
hell. Whoever is born from the womb of a mother, he comes Rnaked (into the world). (There is)
pleasure and pain (in this world) and last the account, when he departs." Then Mardana fell down
I at his feet.
1
I
Departing thence they came to Benares. Having arrived there they sat down in a square. At
v

I that time there was at Benares a Pandit, called Catur-das, who had come to make his ablutions.
He saluted him (i.e. Nanak) and having seen his (Faqlr's) garb he sat down and said: " 0 devotee,
thou hast no Saligram! * thou hast no necklace of Tuls! (holy basil)! thou hast no rosary! thou
hast no mark (on the forehead) of white clay! and thou callest thyself a devotee! What devotion
9
hast thou taken u p ? " The Baba said: "Mardana, play the rebeck!' Mardana played the rebeck
9
and the Rag Basant was made. The Baba uttered the Sabd, Mahala J . [there follows one Terse].
I The Pandit rejoined: "This truly is collecting barren soil, 0 devotee, but. what is that thing, by
Imeans of which the world is gained and the Lord is obtained (also)?" The Baba uttered then
I the second Pauyl [there follows one verse]. The Pandit asked again: "The earth indeed is dug
I up, but without watering it how shall it become green ? and how shall the gardener consider it
his own?" Then the Baba uttered the I third Pauyl. Then the Pandit Catur-das said: " Sir, thou
art a perfect devotee of the Lord, my understanding,; being overcome by the senses, is .dull like a
I white heron." Then the Baba uttered the fourth PaufT. The Pandit went on saying: " Sir, thou
I art a worshipper of the Lord, bat make also this city holy! Say something in its praise!" Then
1
I Guru Nanak .asked: "What is its excellency? ' The Pandit .answered: "Sir, its excellency is
I science, by reading which prosperity is accruing, and where thou sittest down, there the world will
I respect thee; by taking this advice thou wilt become great." Then the Baba uttered a Sabd in
4
the Rag Basant, Mahala I. [there follow four verses and one Rahau]. The Pandit Catur-das said
again: "We, who are instructing the world, and we, who are reading (ourselves), is the name
I of the Lord idso necessary to us ? " Then Guru Nanak asked: " Sir, what are you reading and
I what are you teaching the world, your disciples?" The Pandit answered: Sir, the words of the
1
I Supreme Brahm I make the world read with the first wooden slate/ ' Then, the Baba said in the
Bag RamkalT, Oakar, Mahala I. [there follows one verse and one Rahau]- After that the fifty!
four Pauyls (following were uttered) and the Dakar made (thus). Then the Pandit came and fell
u
down at his feet and became a relier on the name; he began to matter: 0 Guru, Guru! " •
J
7
The Baba departed thence and came to 'Nanak-mata. That Banya-tree had become dry since
1

a square court (in a temple, monastery, etc.) or an open square of the town, where markets
I are held.
I
* •uf^nTTT. an ammonite-stone, found in the river *ftnfY and worshipped as sacred to Vishnu. It is
I usually written lfffHVIM •
4
* 8ee Rag Bnsant, Sabd 9, Mah. I.
See Rag Basant, Sabd 11, Mali. I.
I
' The sense is: with the first wooden slate, I write for them, I make them read, etc.
I
" Compare with this relation the story in the Slkhl de raj di vithia, p. 289, where it is nearly literally
contained, only those words and phrases being left'out, which were unintelligible to the later reviser.
I
According to what follows, this appears to have been the name of a Banyi-tree.
I
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many years. A small smoking fire was kindled there (by Nanak) and it became green* again. The
fl
Jogls saw this, came and sat down there. Then the Jogls asked: 0 young man, whose disciple
ait thou? from whom hast thou got thy initiation?" The Guru Baba replied with the Sabd in
1
€
the Rag Suhl. Mahala I. [there follow four verses]. The Joglsi then saidi iO young man,
become a JogI and take the garb of (our) denomination!" The Baba tanswered with a Sabd, Bag
2
Sfihl, Mahala Lj [there follow four verses]. Then the Jogls paid him reverence, (saying) * * This
is* a great man, by whosei sitting (under it) the Banya-tree, the Faqlrs' cooking-place, has become green!"
The Guru jBaba started thence. They came to some goods-stores of grain-merchants and sat
down iat the door of the chief (of them). In his house a son had been born and the people were
3
coming to congratulate him. Borne one came and applied red lac-dye, another gave a hundred
thousand blessings. Mardana being seated I looked I at \ the spectacle."! When the day had declined,
he rose and went; in the house ao notice was taken of him. Mardana, who had become
u
excessively hungry, said: O King, this one has taken no notice whatever of us; in histhouse
a son has been born to-day, he has now risen and gone with his own pomp. But if thou wilt
order| me, I will go {into his chouse, he is giving a present to the begging! people on the occasion
of <the birth of) a son, I may also bring away something." The Baba laughed and >said • " 0
Mardana,* in this one's house no Bon'has been born, into his house a debtor has come. Be silent,
this night I shall remain, to-morrow Ii shall riser and go. But if i t be thy mind, then go (to
91
the house), but do not pronounce a blessing, stand there silently!
Mardana answered: "Well,
Sir, I will go and see." He went and stood there silently; nobody* took any notice of him. He
rose and came back. Then the iBaba said: " Mardana, play the rebeck!" Mardana played the
rebeck, the) Bag Sir! Bag: was sung, and the Guru Baba uttered the Sabd, Mahala I. [there
4
follow four verses]. When it became morning, that baby died. Then weeping and beating their
breasts they came out (from the house). Mardana said: J" Sir, what has happened to this man ?
Yesterday they were applying red lac-dye and laughing and sporting!" To this the Baba answered
with this Slok:
Prom which mouths congratulations and Lakhs of blessings are given:
Those mouths are again beaten in grief, mind and body suffer agony.
Some have died, some are'buried, some are floated away in the river.
Thei congratulation is gone, but thou, 0 Nanak, praise the True one!
Then the Baba and Mardana departed thence. On the road they fell in with an enclosed
field of pulse. The watchman (of the field) began to parch half-ripe pulse-stalks (for them). I t
came into the mind of Mardana: " I f the Baba would go, I would take two or three stalks." The
Baba smiled and' sat down. The watchman brought the parched pulse-stalks and put them down
(before Nanak) and Nanak gave them to Mardana. Then it came into the mind of that boy: " I
1
should fetch something from the house to put into the mouth of the Faqlrs." He rose and went.
The Baba asked (him, why he went). He "said: " I will fetch something from the house to put
into thy mouth." Then Nanak made this-Slok:—
Thy raattrass and .coverlet is a bed of straw;
Lore is thy sweetmeats.
Nanak is much satiated with thy virtues, 0 Sultan!
He got then a kingdom for offering as alms a handful of pulse.
0

1

s

See Rig Suhi, Sabd 9, Mnh. I.
Rag SQhi, Sabd 8, Mali; I.
r
* ^RRTT (° ^tt%TTt) *•»»• a kind of cloth, half-cotton and half-silk (Sausk. WPft). It siguifics also
red lac-dye, to stain the feet with (at festivities). The latter is meant here.
* Slrl Rag, Pahire 1, Mah. I. (p. 84). '
"
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The Babii departed thence ^andl went on. Then said Mardana: " Sirf where shall the rainy
Well, r if some village be met with, there a stay will be
season bo spent?"
made." Having gone above one Kos from the city they sat down in a village. In that village one
KhatrT was attachedi (to Nanak). He came one day to have an interview, and after having had
made the vow, that 'without having
to do service. One
One of his neighbouring shopkeepers
had an interview he
ke any draught of
esked: " Brother, why art thou continually going, to what rendezvousiart thou going ? " That
disciple replied: " Brother, some pious man has come, I go to meet him." That one said: " Sir,
that one also came with* him: (but) coming and
also have an interview
coming he attached himself to a slave-girl. Thence they were always going together from home,
but that one went to the whore's house, and the other, who had been coming before, went to do
service to the Guru, the Lord. One day that one said: " 0 brother, I go to do a bad work and
thou art going to render service to the Jholy man. To-day let us make an agreement between
ourselves, that we will see, what will accrue to me and
i thee. If thou wilt
will
o-day <we will go together away." When that one went, he found fthe slave-girl not at home. I Being vexed he rose
and come to the (appointed) place and sat down there. In his stray thoughts I he began to dig up
1
ground
was a gold coin. Then having drawn
to dig (more). When he looked, they were charcoals, a whole jar Axil. The other, after he had
fallen down jat the foot of the Guru, went away. Outside the door a thorn pierced his foot.
Having bound up his foot with a cloth he came (to the appointed place), with one shoe drawn off
being
asked: " 0 brotherJwhv hast thou' drawn off one of <thv shoes?"
He replied: " 0 brother, a thorn has pierced my foot" That one said: " 0 brother, to-day I
have found a gold muhar and thee a thorn has pierced; we must ask about this matter. J?or
thou goest to do service to the Guru and I go to commit sin." Then both came and told the whole
truth. The Guru said: "Be silent!" They I replied: "Sir, may an explanation be given (to us)!"
Then the Guru said r " The jar of charcoals were gold muhars; it is what he has sown in his former
birth. He had given one muhar to a holy man, these his alms had become muhars. But in
proportion as he ran after wickedness) the muhars became charcoals. And in thy destiny an irapaling-stake was written. In proportion as thou wast (coming to do] service (to me), the impalingstake decreased, of the imoaliniz >8 take became a (thorn, as the result of service rendered
they rose and fell down at his feet and became devotees of the name: they began to
"Guru, Guru!" Then the Bab& recited a Sabd, in Rag JMaya, Mahaia I . [there follow four
8
verses]. .
\
Then they departed thence. On the road they fell in with Thags.' Having seen the
(travellers) they said: " In whose face there, is such a lustre, he is not empty, in his purse there
is much money, but it is concealed. They surrounded the Baba and stood before him, but with
seeing his sight they became weak (—discouraged) within. The Guru asked them: "Who are
you?" They answered: "We are Thags, we have come for thy jewels." Then the. Baba said:
'•Well! Having done one work you may kill (me). Where that smoke is coming into sight,
thither come a little further on! There you may kill and brand m e ! " The T^ags Baid: " Where
is I the .fire, where ? J we] will | kill Mid remove him!" Then said some Thags: "We have killed
has said: 'kill me!' where is he going in hope?" Then two ^hags
1

*£Xf<J */• a gold coin or muhar ( « ,-iCfcT), worth about one £1 Us. 84
* Rag MapV'Sabd 8, Mah. I. I
T
* Z^f a robber, who inveigles his victim and kills him; literally: a cheat.
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pile was burning and
ran towards the fire. When they came
The Thags asked: "W
and the troops ofe Yam a were standing a
are you quarrelling?" Those answered: "We* are the troops of Yama. having received the order
But after us these troops
of the Lord we are going to take
of Bama have come; and have snatched hiin away from us. Ask them, why they have torn him
9
away from us." The Thags asked then: "Why have you snatched him away from these?' The
troops of Bama answered: "The Guru, the Lord, whom you have J come to kill, by his favourable
look the smoking fire of this one's funeral pile has been applied, (having been) a sacrifice to him
he has (now) reached paradise."...The Thags hearing this ran back and said: "By whose favourable
look one has become entirely emancipated, when the fire was applied (to his pyre), him we have
come to kill." Then the/ came and fell down at his feet. The-others asked and were told the
matter; ithen theyniso came and fell down at his feet. Joiningf their hands (in supplication) they
stood before him and began to beseech (him) and said; "Sir, make us attached to the name!
Destroy ?thou our sins! we'have perpetrated very horrible sins." Then Guru ISTunak became moved
with compassion and said: "Your sins will then be extinguished, when you abandon this occupation and take to agriculture; and whatever (stolen)<thing rests with, you, that give away in the
Lord fas divas)! Seek
They
whatever thing they had, they brought and put down before him. They began to mutter: "Guru,
3
Guru!" Their life was adjusted.
Then the Baba recited a Sabd, in the Sri Bug, Mahala I.
4
[there follow four verses]. The Guru was much pleased and departed thence. Say: vah Guru!
5
Then they came to the country of Kaufu.
One day Mardana became hungry} he rose and
called him and asked him if he
went. He came to the door
wished to eat. Then she bound him with a thread, made him a ram and seated him. Ha
bound him she went for water.
then and having seen (him) he (Mardana) ^bogan
to bleat (like a sheep). When she came back with her water-jar, Guru JSanak asked her and
said: " My man has come here." She answered; " No one lias come here, look (yourself)!"
Then ithe Baba uttered (this} Slok:
The female traffickers in barren soil I ask musk {from the bramble.,
Without (good) works, 0 Nanak, how wiU they meet with their Lord ?

i

On this the jar on her head remained fixed, it did not go off, as a punishment for her false*
hood; she went about with it. Then Nur Shahi heard that such a (great) conjurer had come,
that the jar did not go off. She gave the order that no female coniurer in the town should remain
behind* Then, wherever there was
came with their skill. One came mounted
on', a tree, another came mounted on a deemskin, another on the moon, another on a wall, another
brought with her a tiger, another came beating a drum. Having come they commenced to practise
their jugglery, binding threads. Then the Baba saw Mardana bound; Mardana began to mew.
9
9
The Baba laughed and said: "Mardana, say: vah Guru! bow thy head and bring tho rebeck!"
Then Mardana bowed his head and the thread broke and, fell off his neck. He brought the rebeck.
Then the Guru said: "Play the rebeck, 0 Mardana!" Mardana played it and the Sabd in the
Bagu Ta^hans, Mahala I. was sung [there follow four verses].* Thou no answer whatever was
3T5J

6

in
Spft OTi name of a hell, in which peoj
TWW *icglfd*WTf their life was adjusted
Sabd 4. Mah
). There the name of the country is written STT<c<f».Kavaru or Sffi^
Yadhans, Sabd
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made. Intelligence reached Nur Shahi that no mantra nor charm was availing. Nut Shahi was
the head of all conjurers; she came with her best disciples mounted on an apparatus of paper, and
began to apply her mantras and charms. Then Kanak recited the Sabd, in the Rag Suhl, Mahala I.
,a
[there follow four verses]/ The Baba having said: "Vah, v a h P rose. Niir Shahi also became
tired of practising her mantras and spells, they took no effect whatever. She said: " I have
9
done wrong/ and remained silent from shame. Drums also were standing near, they began to
dance and to sing. Then the Baba said: "Mardana, play the rebeck!" Mardana played the rebeck,
the Bag Sri Bag was made, Mahala L, the Baba uttered the Sabd [there follow four verses and a
Slok].» After the Guru had said this Slok, Nur Shahi said (within herself): " I will delude him
with the Maya ( = wealth)." She brought things of many kinds: pearls, jewels, gold, silver, coral,
camphor, clothes; whatever good things there were, she brought and put them down before him.
She began to beseech him, that he should desire something. The Guru replied: " Mardana, play
19
the rebeck!
Mardana did so and the Bag Tilang wa» made, Mahala I. [there follow four verses].
After this she fell down at the feet of the Guru. Having put a veil over her cheeks she stood
before him and commenced to say: "How shall our salvation be brought about and how will the
1
water-jar go'off from the head of this one?" The Guru answered: "Having said: 'vah Guru!
you will make the water-jar go off from her head and your salvation also will be effected;
mutter: ' Guru, Guru!'" Then she came and fell down at his feet; she became a votary of
the name. Say: vah Guru!
Then the Baba departed thence. Going about he came to a desert and sat down. Then by
0
the order of the Lord the Kali-yuga came to frighten him, having assumed a visible form. A
storm arose and the trees began to fly about. Mardana got very much afraid and said: " 0 Xing,
9
thou hast brought me into the desert and killed me; even grave and shroud I must forego.' Guru
Nanak said: "Mardana, don't become troubled!" Mardana answered: "Up to "this day I have
now lived, but such a calamity I have not seen, for what has happened here to u s ! " Then a
9
form of Are was shown; a smoke arose from the four sides and in the four quarters a fire was
made. Then Mardana covering his face fell down and said: "Sir, I am waiting." Then a form
of water was made (by the Kali-yuga); he came having gathered clouds. * Water began to rain,
but it fell at some distance from the Guru. Then the Guru said: "Mardana, disclose thy face,
rise and sit down! play the rebeck!" "Mardana rose, sat down and played the rebeck." The
7
Bag Maru was made. The Baba uttered the Sabd, Mahala I. [there follow four verses]. Then
assuming the form of a Daitya he (the Kali-yuga) came near. The top of his head he had raised up
to heaven. In proportion as he approached, he decreased in sue. Joining his hands he stood and
said: " Sir, take something from me! walk in my word!" The Guru Baba asked him : " What
hast thou?" Kali-yuga answered: " I have everything. If thou order me, I will build thee a
palace of pearls and stud it with gems and rubies, I will besmear it with sandal-powder and aloewood." Then the Guru recited a Sabd (as written) in the Bag Sirl Bag, Mahala 1. [there follow
8
three verses]. The Kali-yuga said: "Take something from me! thou^mayest become a Sultan,
thou mayest exercise sovereignty." Then the Guru recited the fourth Paup [there follows the
fourth (verse]. Then the Kali-yuga walked round (Nanak) ,in adoration, came and fell down at
1

Suhl, Kucajl 1 (p. 840).
« Vah, vah «= bravo! bravo! I
1
These lines are not found among the Sabds of Nanak.
* Tilang, Sabd 4, Afah. I.
I
1
Cf. Sakhi 26 (Lahore ed.).
• {%e% by the Kali-yuga.
7
The quotation Is wrong; in the Granth these verses are ascribed to Guru Arjun; see Mini, Sabd 1,
Mah. V. (p. 1108).
t i
>
1
Sir! Rig, Sabd 1, Mah. I.
*'
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his feet and said 1 " Sir, fhow may my salvation be effected ? " Guru Nanak J answered s " If among
a crore some one will become my disciple, his sacrifice (= devotion to me) will become thy -salvation."
The Kali-yuga then felL down; at his feet and was dismissed by .the Baba. Say: vah Guru!
1
The Guru and Mardana continued their wanderings;,, they came to a city of ants. When
they looked about, trees and shrubs, all appeared black, the whole ground also. When Mardana
saw this, he was much frightened and said: "Sir, let, us depart hence! such, a great black thing
I have never seen, go away from this black thing!" The Guru Babajreplied: "Mardana: (here)
is their realm, though some one (i.e. ant) may go to a hundred jungles. If some young one of an
animal is born, they eat it, and if -eggs be laid by some snake, they eat them also, but none will
come near thee." Then said Mardana; " Sir, has ever any one come here ?" The Guru answered:
"Mardana, one day one Raja had come up here. Having formed a host of fifty-two complete
armies he had marched out against some Raja and come to this country. One ant went and met
him and said: ' 0 Raja, remain here and do not march on! And if thou art marching, then march
according to my will.' The Raja asked: ' What is thy will ?' The ant replied: ' 0 Raja,
my will is this, that having eaten my bread thou shouldst go/ The Raja said: ' I am the Raja
of fifty-two complete armies, how should I eat thy bread ?' The ant replied: ' If not, thou wilt
1
go after a battle. The Raja said: ' Well, let it be so!' 0 Mardana, the Raja taking his fiftytwo complete armies began to fight with the ants. The chief of. the ants 'gave the order .to the
ants: * Go and. fetch poison!J Having filled their mouth with poison from the Piyal-tree they brought
it; every one died, to whom they applied!.it. 0 Mardana, the whole host of fifty-two complete
armies died with (=by) the order of the Lord; the Raja alone remained alive. Then that ant went
and said: ' 0 Raja, hear my word, now thou wilt accept my bread/ The Raja joining his hands
9
stood (as a suppliant) and said: ' Well, may it be so!
Then that ant gave the order to the
9
(other) ants: 'Go and bring nectar! In the nether region there are seven pools; of nectar and
seven pools of poison. The ants went, filled their mouth with nectar and brought it. To whom
they applied it, he rose and stood; so the host of fifty-two complete armies rose and stood with
the order of the Lord. Then the Raja having risen went to eat bread with his fifty-two complete
armies. When the bread was given (them), it was cold, and when the grass was given to the
horses, it was soaked, and when the corn was given, it was chopped. The Raja asked: 'Why is
9
f
such bread given and soaked grass and chopped corn?
The ant answered: 0 Raja, soma
time ago a Raja had come! for him I had prepared bread; what was left by him, that I have
served out to thy army, and the corn,.and grabs, that was left by his horses, was given to thy
horses.' When the Raja on going away looked about, sfuil magazines stood jthere. The pride of
9
the Raja was humbled and he said: 'Such are the habits of the Rajas. Then the Raja returned
99
tolhis house. The Baba I uttered this Sl5k: I
i
I £ 1 1 M I 11 t I H I
Lions, hawks, falcons and birds of prey he makes eat grass.
Who eat grass,* them he makes eat flesh, such is his habit.
In rivers he shows heaps of sand and on dry land he makes bottomless pools.
Having killed the creatures he vivifies them, (if) he bestows his look and favour on the
creatures*
He establishes an ant and gives it dominion and an army he reduces to ashes.
Nanak (says) : as it pleases the True one, so he;gives a morsel.

Then Mardana fell down at his feet. Say: vah Guru!
They departed thence and having come to a village (they sat down there. t \ In that, village no
1

1 Cf. Lahore' edit, Sikh! 27.
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QUO gave them a place to stay in, they began to rail (at them).
this Siok:
'
j
When I keep silence, they say. in this man'there is no unders
When I apeak, they say, he rattles much away.
When I sit down, they!say, he is seated on a bed of.straw, he has laid down.
1
When I rise and go> they say, he is gone haying thrown ashes on his head.
When I bow down, they say, he performs worship continually bowing down.
1
There is no abuse*and no taunt, by which I may cut off their false accusation.
(But)jhere and there, (says)'Nanak, the true Guru (U God) preserves (my)*honour.
4

He did not remain there twenty-four minutes. Mardana said then i " Sir, what order has been
given (by God) regarding these people?" The Baba answered: " Mardana, this town will be
thriving." Then they went J to another town. There much attention was paid to them, they remained there a night. Early in the morning they rose and started. Then the Guru said: "This
1
town will be ruined, it will become a place where eight roads meet." Mardana said: " I see a
fine justice at thy gate; where thou dost not get a place to sit on, that (town) is made thriving
(by thee), and by whom much attention and service is rendered to thee, their town is ruined."
The Guru Baba replied: " 0 'Mardana, when the people of that city will go to another town, then
others also will be spoiled, and when the people of this town will go to another town, they will
also save them and give them good advice." Mardana answered: " Sir, if it please thee, procure
also salvation to that town!" Then the Baba recited a Sabd, in the Bag Malar, Mahala.
[there follow four verses]
lived
the
to which the Baba went. Shekh Farld said: "Allah, Allah, O Darvesh!" The Guru Baba
4
answered: "Allah, 0 Farld, is my aim. Come, Shekh Farld, Allah, Allah is always my aim."
Then taking his hand he sat down. Shekh Farld looking at the face of the Baba said! entering
into a conversation with him:
Desire either dominion or desire Allah!
Do not put thy feet on two boats, lest thou drown thy goods!
The Guru Baba answered with thefSlok:
Put thy feet on two boats, ship'thy goods in two :•
One boat may be sunk, one may pass across.
(They require) neither water nor a boat,
They are not sunk nor do they pass away:
The goods, the true wealth, are naturally contained (in God)*
Then Shekh Farld recited this Slok:

f

O Farld, who art enamoured with (this) witch, the world is a false distinction.
0 Nanak, -whilst looking on with the eyes the field is wasted.
The sense is: It. will be totally trodden
Gf. Lahore ed., Sakhl 28. It is not k

Rag Malar, Sabd 1, Man,

A
Farid
Mahammadan PIr, lived not far from Lahore, lower down the Ravi. There are still
Farid
great portion of his poetical compositions has been incorporated in the Oranth
Farld Is not mentioned by De Tassy In his " Histoire de la literature Hindou! at Hindustani."
* The original is: 1H&QT Y<Tte Wd^Y. literally: Allah is my effort, I am striving for him (-HOJ>
t^Ot|>- or ^JHFT).
There is no donl
some little Arabic as well as Persian
frequent intercourse with Muhnmmada
*
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The Guru Baba answered with the Slok:
Love to the witcfr comes, springing up by itself, by itself.
0 Nanak, thefieldis not wasted, if its guardian be attentive.
Then the Shekh recited this Slok:
0 Farid, the body has lost its strength, the heart is broken, no strength whatever is left.
The beloved has beoome (my) physician, he applies remedies and medicines (to me).
The Guru (Baba answered with the Slok:
Verify in thy own person the true friend, to talk with the mouth is senseless.
Perceive him in the heart*'my friend is not far from thee.
1

Then the Shekh uttered a Sabd (as written) in the Rag Suhl [there follow three* verses].
The Guru Baba answered with the Sabd in the Rag Suhl, Mahala I. [there follow five verses].*
Then Farfd uttered a Sabd, in the Bag Asa [there follow three verses].'
4
The Baba answered with a Sabd in the Bag Suhl, Mahala I. [there follows one verse].
The Baba. and Shekh Parld remained together one night in the jungle. Then came one servant
of God there. Having seen (them) he rose and went home, filled a bowl with milk and. brought
it towards the close of the night, after having thrown four Ashrafls into it. The Shekh took his
portion (of the .milk) and ^left the portion of the Guru. Then Shekh Faiid uttered this Slok:
Those who wake obtain gifts from the Lord.
At the commencement of the night there is the blossom, at the end of the night also the fruit.
The Baba'answered with the Slok : t
The giftsiare the Lord's, what can he be prevailed upon ?
Some, though -waking, do not obtain (them), some,!who are'asleep, he makes rise and meets
(with- them).
Then the Baba said: "Shekh Parld, move thy hand in this milk and see what it is." When
Shekh Parld looked, there were fonr Ashrafls; he dropped the bowl and went away: Then the Guru
Baba recited a Sabd, in the Bag Tukharl, Mahala I. [there follow five verses].' Then the Bab*
and Shekh Parld started thence. Then that man came and saw that the bowl Was lying on the
ground. When he lifted it up, it was of gold, and filled with Ashrafls. He began to regret it
and said: " Those were wealthy Faqlrs; if it had come Into my mind, I would have put in religion: so I Ihave brought money and have got money." He took the bowl and went .home.
Then the Guru Baba and Shekh Farld came to the country of Asa. At that time the Raja
6
of the country of Asa, whose name was Samundar, had died His skull did not burn (when his
corpse was burnt), though they made different efforts. Thereupon the astrologers were asked, who
said: " This one has onee told a falsehood, therefore his soul has come into trouble." The people
of the- country of Asa were speaking the truth, by day they were sowing and by night they were
cutting (the corn). The people off Asa began to lament. The astrologers said: "He will then
become emancipated, when the feet of a saint! touch (him)." The road to the country of Asa was
therefore shut up, only one gate was left, that if by chance a Paqlr should i come, he would be
parried along from that gate. At that time Baba Nanak and .Shekh Parld arrived there. When
1

Rag Buhl, Farid, 2.
'Rag Subi, Sabd 4, Mah. I.
4
• Rag Asa, Shekh Farid* 1.
Apparently a misquotation, for the verscis not found there.
1
Rag Tukhari, Chant, Barahamatra 2, Mab. I. (p. 1234).
• In the Lahore edition and In MS. (B.) the name is given as: Syam Samundar.
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they had come near, Guru Nanak said: "Shekh Fartd, 2pu<? thy foot (fcMB)!
Shekh Farld replied : " "What is my power, that I should pufy forth my foot ? " £hen, the Baba, put his foot (on
it) and the skull burst; he was emancipated. Then all the people of the country pf Asa came and
fell down at (their) feet. The Baba recited a Sabd, in the R&g Maru. Mahala I. [there follow
1
four verses]. Then the people brought bread. Who offered bread to Shekh Farld, to him he said:
11
fc
1 have already eaten bread and also bound some up in the hem of my garment." Then the
people of the Asa country said: " 0 servant of God, art thou some untruthful man of that country,
in which Shekh Farld lives, who has a loaf of bread made of wood and if one offers him bread,
f
9
says: I have eaten already and also bound some up in the hem of my garment." Then Farld
threw down the bread of wood and said: "For telling once a lie the Raja has got such a great
1
punishment (what will then be my state)?" The Baba was-pleased at'this. "When Shekh Farld
took leave, the Baba said: " Shekh Farld, truly God is in thee, but take thou a Pir (spiritual
leader)." Shekh Farld answered: ? Well, it may be." When Shekh Farld departed, they em:
braced each other. The Guru Baba recited then a Sabd,. in the Bag Sri Bag, Mahala I. [there
9
follow four verses]. The Baba remained some days (longer) in ,the Asa country and the whole
country began to mutter: "Guru, Guru!" and became devotees of the name. In the Asa country
4
there is (still) a Manjl.
The Baba was much pleased with the Asa country. Say: vah Guru!
Then the Baba came to the country of Bisiar. There they gave him no place to sit on.
5
Wherever they go and stand, there the people apply cow-dung, seeing them gone. Then he came
to Jhancja, the carpenter, who took him to his house. This one was drinking after he had washed
his feet. Whilst he was drinking, the Guru came into sight. He became an TJdasI (Faqlr) and
h
began to wander about with (Nanak).
By the favour of the holy true Guru! The writing of the Jugavali* (comes now). At that
time he (i.e. the Guru) was sitting on the sea-shore; he practised wind-eating; with him was
Jhanda, the carpenter, of the Bisiar country. He got the Jugavali, with Jhanda i it was finished.
7
At that time it was read with astonishment. [There follows the Jugavali.]
Nanak was pleased and discharged Jhanda, the carpenter, to the Bisiar country. Then the Baba
and Mardana departed thence. Going along they came into a great desert, where theyidid not meet
with anybody. Mardana, who had become,very hungry, said: "Out of attachment to thee,I became
thy musician and was eating the morsels, I begged from the country; this also is now denied to me.
We have fallen into a great jungle; if God ever will draw us out. we shall come out jof i t Now
19
if some lion* will roar and fall on (us), he will kill us.
The Baba replied: " 0 Mardana, none
will borne near thee, but be thou prudent!" He said: "Sir, how shall I be prudent? I have
fallen into a desert." The Baba replied: " 0 Mardana, we are not in a desert, we are in a Tillage,
wherever the name comes, into our mind." There the Baba uttered the Sabd, in the Bag Asa,
Mahala I. [there follow fonr verses].' Then the baba said: " 0 Mardana,, keep (this) Sabd in
(thy) mind, except by thee (these) words are not understood." Then the Baba said:. "Mardana, play
1

Rag Maru, Sabd 2, Mah. I.
' This I have supplied|from the Lahore edition, at It is missing in the original.
• Sir! Rag, Sabd lO.iMah. I.
*
4
ifrftt properly a small conch or stool, bedecked with silk clothes, on which the Granth is placed and
adored by the people.
• As if the place had been polluted.
• yfJH<3*fl, the row of Yugas.
All the other Janam-sakhis do not mention' this. It is apparently an old Interpolation, as It has
p
nothing whatever to do with the narrative of Nannk's wanderings.
••
1 •• )
I» C
• Rig Asa, Sabd 33, Mah.il.
or * •
tJ
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the rebeck I
Mardana replied: " My body is pierced by hunger, I cannot play this rebeck."
u
The Baba said; Mardana, follow,me, we will go to some village." Mardana replied: " I cannot
go even;to a village, my body is pierced by hunger; I am Mardana." The Baba said then: " 0
Mardana replied: "Sir. how shall I'be sensible. I
Mard
am Mardana. my life is done for." The Baba- said then: i" Mardana, eat the fruit
Mardana answered: "Well. Sir!"
thou art satiated, but put none into
and began to eat. He liked the flavour of the fruit and said: " I f possible I will eat all,!perhap
Some of them he also bound up in the hem of his garment, saying
they may
(to himself): "If L become hungry again, I will eat them." When I Mardana became hungry again,
he said: " I will eat some of the (fruits)." When he >put it into his mouth, he felll down at that
very time. The Baba said: "What is the matter, Mardana?" He replied: "Thou hadst said,
0 King, that IIf should eat to
toj my satiety, but I should bind none into the hem of my garment.
garment, perhaps
1 said to raveelf that jI would (also
not) come to hand again. These I have put into my mouth; this is the matter that happened."
The Baba^ said; " Thou hast done wrong, that thou didsti put them into thy mouth, these are
poisonous fruits, but having pronounced a word over them they were made nectar-fruits. Then
the (Baba put his foot on his head and he became quite well again, rose and sat down. Then
Mardana said: " A. fine things is the attachment to thee and serving thee! I am a Bum and desire
to eat by asking and begging; thou art a great,man free from pleasure and pain, thou dost not eat
nor drink anything nor dost thou enter any village, how shall I "-remain with thee? give me leave
to g o ! " The Baba saids c"Mardana, I am much pleased with thee, why dost thou ask leave
from m e ? " Mardana replied: " I t is all very well, that thou art pleased with me, but discharge
me, I will go home," The Babatreplied: "Mardana, <by all means remains!" Mardana said:
MI will remain, if thou stillest my hunger; what thy food is, that should be mine, make it also my
food! If thou do this, then I will remain with thee. If thou makesti this promise, that thou wilt
also think of my business, then : I will remain with thee, if thou wilt not do it, then give me
leave." The Guru Baba replied; " Go, Mardana! thou hast been exalted in this and that world/*
Then Mardana sprang up and fell down at his feet. By the Guru Baba so many things were
impartedr (to! him); with the raising up of his head* he got the thorongh knowledge of the Shastras
and Yedas. Then Mardana commenced (again) to wander about with the Baba.
1
Twelve years, after he had become an TJdasl, |he (=Nanak) came to Talvandi and sat down
outside, two Kos from it, in a desert. Stopping there for twenty-four minutes, Mardana begged
andr said: " I f order.be given to me, I will go
wife), and see
how my people are, if somebody is still alive or
The Baba laughed and said: "Mardan
will die, how wilt thou hold fast the world? But if it be thy mind, then go; having met
okly! Go also to the house of Kalu
with them mi
Mardaua having fallen down at his feet went and came to Talvandi
house. Then
many people assembled; every one who came, fell down at his feet and all people said: " It is
Mardana, the Duni, hut he is the shade of Nanak. He is no (more) that, he has become greater
than -the world." All who come fall down at his feet. Mardana having seen his family went to
the yard in front of the honse of Kalu and sat down. Then the mother of the Baba rose and fell
n
on his.neck and began to weep. Having wept she said: Mardana, from whence? hast thou also
information about Nanak?" Then all the people of the yard gathered together and began to ask.
Mardana said: " My dear, when the Baba was at Sultanpur, I was with him as Dum; since that
time I know nothing of him." Having sat there for twenty-four minutes Mardana rose and
1

Compare: Sikh a de raj di vithia, p. 291
i>
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went. The; mother of the Baba said then:
My dear, that "this lone has BO quickly risen and
departed from the yard, that has its reason." She stood up, took some clothes and some sweetmeats and went after Mardana, with whom she met * and said: "Mardana. bring me to Nanak!"
Mar<lana remained silent. They went on above two Kos to the place where the Baba was sitting.
When the Saba saw that his mother and Hardana' had come, he came and fell down at her feet.
His mother began to weep and kissed his head and said: " I am a sacrifice, I am a sacrifice, my
son, for theer I am 4a sacrifice. I am a sacrifice for that place, where thou art wandering about.
I have been made happy by thee, that thou hast shown me thy face.'* The Baba seeing the lovo
a
of his mother became soft and began to weep. Having wept he laughed and laid: Mardana,
play the rebeck!" Mardana played the rebeck and the Baba made the Sabd, in the Bag Ya^nans,
1
Mahal a I. [there follow four verses]. Then his mother put the clothes and sweetmeats before him
and. said, "Son, eat!" The Baba answered: " 0 mother, I am satiated." His mother said: "Son,
with what food art thou satiated?" The holy Guru Baba said: "Mardana, play the rebeck?!"
Mardana played it .and the Baba made the Sabd, in the Sir! Rag, Mahala I. [there follows one
3
verse and one Rahau]. His mother said\ again: "Take this patched quilt off thy neck and put on
new clothes!" Then the B5ha recited the second Pauri [ here follows one verse with a Rahau].
His father KalQ also heard this news, he mounted a horse and came. When he hod come, the Baba
fell down at his feet and paid reverence to him. Then Kalu began'" to weep and said: " Nanak,
mount the horse and come to our house." Then the Guru replied: " 0 father, horses-are of no use
to me." He recited the third Faurl [there follows one verse with a Rahau]. Kalu said again: "Go
once to (our) house, we have built a new house, see it, thou hast returned after a long time. There
is thy family, meet with it, and if it shall please thee, thou mayst go again." Then the Baba
uttered the fourth Pauji [there follows oner verse with a Rahau]. Kalu went on to say: ^Oson,
thy soul has! become embittered by some matter, tell* it me! if thou tell me, I will procure thee
another marriage; I will get up a good company!for thee at the wedding-procession,* with splendour
I will get thy marriage solemnized." The Baba uttered a Sabd in the Rag Suhi, Chant, Mahala I.
1
[there follow four verses]. Then the Baba said: " 0 father and mother, that one is the all1
arranging Supreme Being; the union, that is^made by him,*is good." His*mother said then: " 0
L
son,-rise and go! give up this perverse* talk, what union may be made again, by which we shall
again meet?" The Baba made then the Sabd, in Ragu Marti, Mahala I. [there follow four verses].*
After this the Baba said: " 0 father and mother, we, who have come, shall come (again) at sonic
fit opportunity. But mind now the order: I am an Udasl." His mother replied: " 0 'son, how
shall this give contentment to my heart, as thou hast come after having led a retired life for many
u
years?" The Babassaid: 0 mother, mind my word, thou wilt obtain contentment." Then his
mother kept silence. The holy Guru Baba departed then from that place.
Having seen the Ravi and the Canau (Chenab) he went into the wilderness and came to *.he
8
country of Patan. Three Kos frcm ithe country of Paten was a desert, thither he went and sat
down, Mardana ibeing with him. The Plr of i Patau had been Shekh Farld; on his throne sat f (now)
9
Shekh Briham. One of his disciples hadi come early in the morning to collect wood, whose name
1
was Shekh Kamal; he had gone out to collect fuel for the kitchen of the Plr. He saw' that near
an Akk-tree both the Baba and Mardana were sitting. Mardana played then the rebeck and began
to sing a Sabd; he gave a Slok in the Bag)Asa. Shekh Briham had had a conversation with the
Baba (before).
1
8

1 • 1 I

i

Rag Vagbans, Sabd 1, Mah. I.
• Siri Rag, Sabd 7, Mali. I.
Rag Suhi, Chant 4, Man. I.
* Rag Maru, Sabd 1, Mah. I.
1 1 H ' Compare the Lahore edition, SSkhi'83. fl I I B l l
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816k.
Thou thyself art the wooden tablet, Ithou thyself art the pen, thou art ako the writing upon it.
Why should the One be called!another, 0 Nanak ?
When Kamal heard this Slok, he left his wood and came near and said: * Sir, tell this EababI
(player of the rebeck), that he should repeat this' verse." Mardana was told to do so and repeated
it. Kamal learnt it; he took the wood he had collected, made his'sal am and returned to Pa Jan.
Having thrown down the wood he went to his Plr, made his salam and said: " Plr, health to
thee! a beloved man of God has fallen in with me." The Plr said: "Kamal, where did he meet
with thee?" Kamal answered: " 0 Plr, health to thee! I had gone to gather fuel; a Rababi is
with him and his name is Nanak; he recites his own Sldks." The Plr said: "Son, hast thou learnt
some verse?" Kamal replied: " 0 Plr, health to thee! One verse 1 also have committed to
memory." He says: ' Thou thyself art the wooden tablet, thou thyself art the pen, thou art also
9
the writing upon it. Why should the One be called another, 0 Nanak? " The Plr said; " 0 son,
hast thou somewhat understood the meaning of this verse or n o t ? " Kamal answered: "Plr,
health to thee! to thee all is manifest." Then the Plr said: " 0 son, by whom this verse has
been spoken, his tight I have seen (already), he is a Faqtr of God, bring me also to him! words!
of God are spoken by him." Then Shekh Briham ascended a sedan-chair and went taking Kamal
with him: he went along above three Kos; when he looked, the Bab a wassitting th&e. Shekh
Biraham* went'and standing said: "Kanak, peaee be on thee!" The Guru Baba answered:
"And on thee be peace! 0 Plr, health to thee, come! God has been merciful to us, that I have
got a sight of thee." Then having kissed the hands mutually they sat down. The Plr asked then:
" 0 Kanak, 'having heard one verse'of thine, I have beoome astonished. I said: 'By whom this
9
verse has been spoken, his sight I have seen. " Nanak replied: " Sir, a favour hat been bestowed
on me, that 1 have obtained a sight of you." The Plr said: A Nanak, give me an explanation of
T
9
this verse. Thou sayst: 'Thfere is one, 0 Kanak, why another? But * there* is one Lord and
two definitions. What shall I accept, and what shall I reject? Thou sayst: 'There is only
9
One, but the Hindus say that the "truth is with them, and the Musalraanst say that the truth is
with them. Say, who i s right and who is wrong?" Baba Kanak answeredj "Sir, there is!one
Lord and one definition, accept (he One and reject another (God)."
SUA..
7

Why should another be servod, who ia born and dies ?
Remember the One. 0 Kanak, who is contained in water and earth !
When -the Baba had given this Slok, the Plr said:
1

Tear the silk petticoat and make a flag of it, put on a small blanket!
Put on those clothes, in which the bridegroom is obtained.
The Guru Baba gave the answer:

;

Teai? any petticoat, put on any blanketSitting in the house the bridegroom is obtained, if thou keep thy mind firm (on him)/
In the house ia the woman, her beloved abroad, she grieves continually remembering him.
He meets with her without delay, if she make a sincere desire (for him).
1

The name is written differently: Briham, Biraham, and Biraham, as here. Very likely it is corrupted I
from Ibrahim.
I f i T h e Faqirs are'in' the 'habit of erecting a flag in frontjof their duellings. E L
1 i 111 ^1»« r
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When Nanak had given this answer, the Fir said:

Sldk.
I have been young and he did not sport (with me).
Having grown up I departed.
19
The woman has sunk into the grave weeping: " I have not met withrmy Lord.
The Baba answered:
Sldk
The womanjis foolish, thin, black, of an impure heart.
If she had virtues, she would constantly enjoy her beloved
0 J Nanak, by her vices she is confounded.
*
The Plr asked again:
Sl6k
What is that word, what those virtues, what that gem and charm:
What is that. I should get into my nower. 0 sister, bv which the beloved
I
my power ?
I
The Baba answered with the Slok:
virtue, the tongue the gems and charm
These three, 0 sister, get into thy power, by which the beloved one will come into thy power*
Who serves the beloved one, his the beloved one becomes.
Nanak (says) : who gives up all her companions, with her the beloved one will be.
When Kanak had given thia^answer, the ^Pir said: " Nanakf I want one knife, give me
that knife, by which man .becomes slaughtered. With the common knife they slaughter animals,
and when it passes over the neck of man,:; he ]will be slaughtered. Give me that knife, by
9
which\ egotism becomes slaughtered. ' The Baba answered: " 0 Fir, take it!|"
4
Sldk
The knife of truth consider altogether as true!
Its working is inestimable.
Apply it to thet whetstone of truth and hide it j
Put it into a sheath of virtues!
Who is slaughtered by this becomes,a Shekh. •
Behold,,covetousness, the blood, has flowed out.
If, being slaughtered, thou cling to truth:
. Thou wilt be absorbed in the .sight (of God) at the gate, (says) Nanak.
I When the Baba; had given, him this knife, the head of the Plr tun
said
99
Well, well done! thou art [the
the beloved of God.
God, God has bestowed a great favour (on thee).
1
Plr
" 0 Kanak, let me hear one Var of God! Our intention is this: a Var
cannot be made without two and thou art saying, he is* only one. Let me see, whom thou
91
partner of God! " The Baba said:, "Mardana
Mardana played it. and
Rag
gave the Slok ( in the Var of Asa. Mahala I . ["there follow three
2
Sloks and one Paurf}. Nine^ Pauris were made on this topic. Then
Plr
He came and kissed his( hands,, saying: < "Nanak, i thou| hast jobtained
God
99
there is no difference, but be thou merciful, that God may also come and remain with me.
The
i

, a song of praise.

Asa
The second Slok is noted down in the Granth as being of Angad, whereas
it if here quoted as being made by Nanak.
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The Plr said: Sir, give
Baba answered ! Shekh Briham, God will accomplish *thy ixip.
1
1
1
me your woidP
The Baba replied: "Go, you have my word/
The Shekh * rose then and
1
stood, and ithe Baba took leave of him.
The Baba also rose, and passing' through Dipalpur^ Ka£hanpur, Kasur and Paji, he came to
GSidawal and stopped there,^ but nobody allowed him to stay there. There was one Faqir there,
to his hovel he went. That Faqlr was leprous. The Baba having gone * there stood and said :
11
1 M
0 Faqlr, allow rae to remain here dunng the-night!" The Faqlr said : Animals are destroyed, who come near rae, but it "is the favour of God that a human shape has come againtinto my
19
sight.
He remained there. The Faqlr began to lament. The Baba uttered then a Sabd, in the
2
Rag Dhanasari, Mahala *I. [there follow four verses]. The Guru became compassionate and said J
11
"JJIardana, play the. rebeck I
Hek'did so, and? the'Rag *GaupI was made, the Baba recited the
8
Sabd, Mahala 1. [there follow ten Worses]. Then in consequence of the! interview (with the Guru)
the leprosy was removed 'and his body was" healed. He came and fell down at (Nannk's) feet
and became a votary of the name; he began to mutter: i" Guru, iGuru I
Then the Baba started thence; he came through Sultanpur, Vairowal, Jalalabad to Kina, a
l
Pathan town; there he raadef Pathan people his ^disciples. Those Pathau people moving along
r
began to sound drums and said: "Courage, Shah N&nak!" Then* the order was'(given to Mardana: "Play the rebeck!" He did so and the Rag Tilang was^made; the Baba uttered the
4
Sabd, Mahala I. [there follow ten verses].' Then the Pathan people ^becoming brave ''began to
shout: "Courage, Shah Nanak!"
Vatala and Said pur to San deal!. In
Then the Guru departed thence; he
the houses of the Pathans weddings were solemnized and with the Baba were also somo Faqlrs,
hungry and
Having gone there the Baba sat down, *bul nobody took any notice
of them, though the Faqlrs were sorely depressed by hunger. The Baba rose and stood, he took
6
went' and begged, but no one responded to the demand. The
and Mardana
u
He did so, and the Rag Tilang
Mardana
le very angry
6
was made, the Baba uttering in anger the Sabd, Mahal I. [th
follow four verses]. When.
Guru
1
kind
that has been uttered, be revoked ! " The Baba answered:
Sabd
11
Sir, now it is too late to revoke it, it is spoken; but thou, who hast come and met us, art
pardoned. Twelve Kos from here is a pond, thither bring thy family, do not remain here; if
remain
family
1
Kos! and at down in a desert. "When
M
God)
O
marched on andt struck Saidp
about, Hindus and Musalmans
were promiscuously cnt down, the
Suchl a slaughter came on the
•s sacked and pulled
Pathans by the Sabd lof the Baba.
f
man. God minds the
was the wrath' of a
FaqTre, as he is minded by the Faqlrs; God being adored by the Faqlrs hears their word .-> Wbat1
2

4

The sense is« God will bring thee safely through (this life).
Dhanasari, Sabd 5, Mah. I.
This is again a misquotation, for in the Granth these verses are ascribed to Guru Ram Das (fourth
258: Transl. p. 337)
Rag Tilang, Raisa, I. (p. 799).

vrfenn
6
7

»> 1

Itfis also expressly stated, that he begged on his second tour} see p. xxxiv.
Rag Tilang, Sabd 5, Mah. I.
Cf. Transl. p. 509.
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ever comes into the mind of the Faqlrs, that he does. Bat who aro theso Faqirs? Who aro
given< to kindness and love, who ask little, who walk in sincerity and patience, who have subdued
their body and soul and who do not make forethought; who are- careful and tender-hearted and
upright, they are Darveshes of God, they are Faqlrs. This also this*married servant (of God)
desires to be. jWho among the Jfour castes puts on the( garb of Faqlrship, be he a Hindu! or
Musalman, a thief, fornicator or highwayman, $ie ought to bo served and .his (former) works should
not bo taken into account.
The Baba and Mardana were thrown into the prison of Saidpur (at the capture of the place) :
1
then they came into the hands of Mir Khan, the Mugal. Mir KMn, the Mugal, gave the order,
that these slaves should be carried away. The Baba got a bundle on his head and for Mardana a
horso was seized. The Baba uttered then a Sabd, in Jftag Maru, Mahala I. [there follow four
1
verses]. Mardana said: "Sir, what is the matter»regarding these (women), who aro standing on
9
their feet and go along weeping?" The Baba replied: "Mardana, play the rebeckV Mardana
said: "Sir, in my hand ds a horse." The Baba said: " S a y : vah Guru! and let the horse go
froml thy hand." Mardana let the horse go and played the rebeck, tho Rag Tilang was made, the
1
Bab& uttering the Sabd, Mahala «Iw [there follow twenty-two verses]. When the Babaihad recited
these Sabds, Mir Khan, the Mugal, came* When he looked, he saw that the bundle on the head
(of Nanak) was going on supported by a hand and that the horse was walking behind (Mardana).
He reported this to Sultan Babar and said: " A Faqlr, who has been taken prisoner, on his head
a bundle is going; with him is a Bum, behind whom a horse is walking; he is playing a rebeck
U
and worshipping! God." The King replied: A town, in which there are such rFaqlrs, should not
have been struck." Then the Mir said: " See to bestow favour on them!" Then having gone
above two Kos the tentsf were (pitched. There mills were put before them and they were told to
grind the corn of the government. The Pathan, Khatrl, and Brahman womeu were all seated
together land mills put before them, before the Baba too a mill was put, but i t turned by itself,
the Baba sat and filled in a handful (when the corn was ground). Then the King came there and
8
the Baba recited a Sabd, in the Rag Asa, Mahala I. [there- follow seven verses]. The King began
then to ask miracles; at that time the Sabd was made in the *llag Tilang, Mahala I. [there follow
4
four verses]. When, the Baba had recited this Sabd, the King Babar came on and kissed his feet,
saying: " I n the face of this Faqlr God is coming into sight."* Then all the people, Hindus as
u
well as Musalmans, began to* make salara (to Nanak). The King; said, 0 Darvesh, accept of
91
something!
The Guru Baba replied: " I do not want anything, but release the prisoners of
Saidpur and what {has been taken from them restore to them!" King Babar gave the order that
they should release the prisoners and restore their property to >them. All the prisoners of Saidpur
were set at liberty, but they would not go without the Baba; so the Baba returned with them on
the third day to Saidpur. When he arrived there, he saw that p. promiscuous slaughter had been
made. The Baba said then* " 0 Mardana, what has,happened here!" tMardana replied: " 0 King,
what was thy will, that has happened." The Baba said: "Play tho rebeck!" Mardana did so,
6
and the Rag Asa was made, the Baba uttering the Sabd [there follow seven verses]. When
1

Maru, Sabd 6, Mah. I.
2
1
'This is a misquotation; in the Granth these'verses'are ascribed to Guru iRam Das (Mah. IV.) j see
Tilang, Sabd 1, Mah. IV. (p. 800).
*
J
* ^ >
*
f
3
This is properly an AsfpadT; see Rag Asa, Asfpadi XI., Mah. I. (p. 4C0).
4
Thesd verse si are not to.be found in the Rag Tilang.
5
MuKsin FanI says in the Dahfetan (II., 240), that there was a report that Nanak had called the Mugals
into the country. This is by no means'countenanced by the Sikh tradition.
Asa, Altpadi XII., Mah. 1.
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Babar marched away, the Baba recited the Sabd ia the Rag Sorathi, Mahala I. [there follow four
1
verses]. When the Utiba came to Saidpur, the Hindus and ithe Musalmans commenced to bury and
to burn, the dead ones; in every house they began to weep and to beat their breasts and to lament.
The Guru fell into a trance; at that time the^ Sabd
Rag Asa [there follow ten verses].*
a
a:
alike (destroyed and why have so many
Mard
Sir, why has this (town
Baba
Mard
go and sleep under that tree, when thou wilt
been killed?" The G
1
nd slept there. | One drop of grease had fallen
rise, I will give thee an answer.' Afardana went and
on his breast when eating bread. As soon as he was (therefore) fallen asleep, ants came and
fell on hiin. When one ant bit the sleeper, he bruised them all with his. hand and threw them
The Baba said: "What ha9t thou done, 0 Mardana?" Mardana answered: >"For the
away
,,
sake of one, who ,has bitten me, all have been killed. The Baba laughed and said: 4" In this
M
Mard
very wise they have been .killed for the sakej of one.
came /and fell down at
his feet. Many people of Saidpur became {votaries of the name.
3
At that time Jharu, the distiller, was in prison; he wrote (to Nanak); he was a Kharar | of
Khanpur, but by visiting .the society (of the pious), he put f his trust in God and became an TJdasi.
4
The Baba started thence. Passing through Fasrur he came to the small fort of Miya Mit-ha,
and at a distance,of a little more than half a K5s he went into a garden and sat down there.!' Mia
Mitha was informed of it and said amongst his disciples: "Nanak is an excellent Faqlr, but when
he will meet with us, we ^will skim him off, as the cream is skimmed off the milk." The Baba
said; "Maniami, what does Mia Mitba say?" Mard ana answered: "Sir, he is thy musical
Mardan
instrument, as he is caused to sound, jso he sounds*/'
9
Mia Mitha will meet us, we will 30 squeeze him, as the] juice is squeezed out of a lemon. ' Then
His
th
Mia M
had8t
Nanak will meet with us, we will so skim him off, as the
cream is skimmed oil the milk/" Mia Mith
as
"Rise, an answer has come (to
Mia Mitha will meet (with me), I will squeeze him out.
The milk is nothing when the cream is taken off, and the lemon when squeezed out will be a
Mia Mith
refuse
saluted
Mia Mitha said then:
/

Stok.
The first is the name of God, the| second jthe prophet:
5
0 Nanak, if thou read *the Kalima, thou wilt be accepted at the threshold.
The Baba answered:
The first is the name of God, the prophet is the cowkeeper at the gate.
0 Shekh, if thou make a right aim, thou wilt be accepted at the threshold.
The Baba added: " O Shekh M
remains
there
there, he remains there having become one (with God)." Then Shekh M
said: " 0 Nanak,
burn
SlOk.
Him, who Cannot be deceived,r fraud does not deceive, .the dagger does not inflict one wound
(on him).
The mind of this covetous one palpitates; how should the lamp burn without oil?
I
1

These verses are not to be found in the Rag Sorathi.
* Asa, Astpadl XH.f Mali. I. (p. 461).
3
Name of a savage (tribe of the Rachna Duah.
Compare: Sikha de raj di vitliia, pp. 257, sqq.

' The Moslem confession of faith
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The Baba answered:

Stok.
(1). The book of the Kur'an should be performed, the wick of fear should bo applied to this body.
Understanding of truth shouldibe brought andikindled:
Thus the lamp burns without oil; make light, thus the Lordtis met with.
(2). To this bodyiadhere (different) tempers*
Comfort is obtained by performing ser?ice (to God).
All the world is coming and going.
(3). (If) in .the world service (to God) be performed,
Then at the threshold a seat is obtained.
*
1
Nanak says: the armiwill be leisurely swung (there).
Then Shekh Mitha said: "Sir, what is that Kur'an, by reading which one 'may become approved of? and what is that book, by acting up to which one may become accepted? and what is
1
that Darvesh-ship, by which one may become worthy^ of the gate (of God) ? and what is that
fastiqg, by which the heart remains fixed and does toot move ? and what "is that prayer, by the
performing (of which* a I favourable glance t(of God) falls (on one) ?
9
f
Mardana did so, and the Baba
The Baba answered and said: "Mardana play the rebeck!'
2
r
made the Sabd in the Rag Maru, Mahala I . [there follow fifteen verses]. Then Shekh Mitha said:
11

Thou hast praised the one name, what is this* one name?" The Baba answered: " O Shekh
1
Mi^ha, has any one attained to an estimate of!the one name? ' Shekh Mitha said: J" For kindness' Bake show it to m e ! " The Baba seized the arm*of Shekh Mitha, led him to a corner and
said: " ShekhAMitha, the one name of* God was void." Then the Baba said: " A l l a h ! " and
with saying thisi the other became ashes. Seeing this Shekh Mi|ha became astonished; when he
looked on, there was a handful of ashes there. Then came again a voice: " A l l a h ! " and with
this he rose and stood erect. Thereupon Shekh Mitha came on and kissed his feet. Then the
Baba said in a state of ecstasys "On those, who are present, favour is bestowed, to those, who
are not present, he is incompassionate. Faith is a friend, the'faithless one is an infidel; arrogance
is wrath, wrath is unlawful. Sensuality is the devil; conceit is infidelity; the mouth of him,
who slanders ono behind one's back, is black; :he, who is without faith, is impure; the tenderhearted one is pure- Wisdom is mildness; who is without greediness, is a saint; the dishonest
one is not honourable; the ungrateful one is shameless. Truth is paradise, tfalsshood is hell;
clemency is au oath; force is oppression; justice is the Kur'an; praise (of God) ablution; the
cry (to pra
adultery
the life of a
Faqlr is patience; impatience is deceit The way is the Pir; who lias no Pir, is going astray.
Honesty
dishonest one is worthless. The sword becomes men, justice the kings.
Who knows and makes known so many things, he is called wise, (says) N&nak."g Then the
Baba took leave of Mia Mitha and,departed* thence. Say: vah Guru!
Going along the bank of the river Ravi he came to Lahaur.
Parga
was a man, who owned a Crore (of Rupees), named {Dam Cand, a Dhupuj Khatp, tjhe Sradh of
whose father was then performed. When he heard, that Nanak, the ascetic, had come, he went
and paid reverence to the Baba and took him with him. The Guru went and sat down (in his
house). Then the performance of that matter (••*. the Sradh) was taken up. He (DunI Cand)
1

An idiomatic expression for a comfortable life without cares.
beipg
See Maru,
Solahe, V. Mah.. 12.
a w
TTfaT fcieW u ; U&of is in itself senseless; it is very likely a slip of the pen instead
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gave borders: milk, coagulated milk, fuel, grain was kept ready and tho Brahmnns ate i he went
u
also to call the Baba. The Baba asked: What has happened in thy house ? " He answered:
11
It is the Sradh of my father, in his name the Brahmaps eat." The Baba said:) " To-day it
l
is the third day to thy father (since he has died) and he has eaten {no thing and thou art saying,
that thou art ifeeding one hundred men." ^Dunl Oand humbly replied and. said: " Sirf where is
he?*' The Baba said: " H e has fallen into a wood near * a village, five Kos from here the birth
of a wolf takes place. But go thou eud bring (him) food and don't be afraid! With thy going
v

I

his human intellect will return (to him); he will eat the food and will speak; too." Dun! Gaud
brought thof food there and put it before (the wolf, in which his father's ghost was). Then he
lf
u
asked: O father, how hast thou come into this birth?" He replied: Without the perfect
2
Guru^I have come into this birth. I was the disciple of a ueligious man, * who had allowed me
1
to eat the flesh of fish. With me were profligate companions (and jthus) the lust also seized
me, my desire went also that way. When the time of my death came, I became: distressed; in
punishment thereof I v have come into this birth*" Then that one rose and went away and this
one ran off. Dun! Cand came back and fell down at the feet (of Nanak), and took the Ouru
Baba to his house. Upon its door seven Jflags
were
fastened,
of
which'
every
one
was
worth
one
_
v
Lakh (of Rupees). The Baba asked: "Whoso flags are these?" Dun! Cand answered: •'Sir,
these flags are mine." Then the Baba gave him a needle and said: " Keep it as- a deposit of
mine,< we shall demand it again in the other world." jDuni Oand brought the needle toihis wife
and said: "Keep this needle, which the Guru gave (me) and said: * We shall demand it in the
l,f
other world
His wife ^replied: "Will this needle go on with thee to the Lord?" Duni
v

|

V

Cand said: "What is to be done?"! His wife replied: "Go, give it back to hira." ^Dunl Cand
brought the needle back to the Baba and said: "This needle cannot go with mo to the other
world, take it back!" The Guru j,Biba replied: "How wilt thou bring these flags there, as thou
art not able to bring* a needle there?" Duni Cand rose and bowed his head and said: "Sir, tell
me that word, by which they may arrive there." The Guru replied: "Give in the name of tho
Lord! put (food) into ftho mouth of ascetics and uninvited guests, thus (the flags) will arrive
there with thee." Then Duni Cand gave away (as alms) the flags of seven Lakhs *<(of Kupees)
and removed them. He obeyed the order. The order'.of the Guru is this, whoever will obey it,
will ^e saved. Then Duni Cand became a votary ofi the name and began to mutter: "Guru,
Guru!" *The Baba \said then: "Mardana, play the rebeck!" Hardana did so, and the Var of
Rag Asa was imade, fifteen Paurls on the subject oft Duni Cand.
After that the "Baba went to his house andl remained some days in Taivan^I. One day a
Brahman came, who*was strict in the observance of the prescribed religions duties; he v/aslhungry
and having come in he pronounced 3a blessing. Tho Baba was just sitting at his <meai and said:
f<
" Come, 0 Misr, the W a l is ready!" The Pandit replied:
I shall not eat this food, I shall
eat that which' I 'have prepared myself. When I shall dig up the ground a cubit long and make
3
a Cauka and when If shall dig upt the ground a span long, I will make a hearth, and having
washed the fuel, I will lay it upon it;—of what kind is the ground of this cooking-place?—I
will not eat." The Baba said: " Give to this Pandit a netf cooking-place."
A
new.
cookingv
1
1
place was given him. The Pandit went out and began to make a Cauka and to dig up tho
R
ground; wherever he dug, there *bones came 'forth. He went about digging for four watches
(-etwelve hours). When he had become quite exhausted by hunger, he said (within himself):
1
The sense is : Thou hast made no offering' to his manes.
1
*HTBTtfti properly: strict in observing the prescribed religious duties.
3
The tjde/1 ("*•) is n small place, defined by lines and smeared with cow-dung, in which Hindus cook
their food.
I l l
K
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May that food be given
" I will go to the Baba." He came, fell down
to me, I am dead of hunger." The Guru said: " That time of meal is passed, but go and say:
* vah Guru!' dig up the ground, maket a cooking-place and eat!" Then the Baba uttered a
1
Sabd in the'Rag Basant, Mahala, I. [there ttbllow four 1 verses].
*
One day the Guru gave the order, that in Hhe last watch of the night the praises (of God)
should be sung. One boy of 'seven 'years rose from his house and icame. (too), and stood behind
2
the Guru. When the rebital of the ArtI was made,* ho wose and went. One day the Baba said:
m
Keep to-day the boy back." "When he went away, after having bowed his head, the isociety
held him back and placed-him before the Guru. The Guru asked him saying: "Why art thou
coming here and rising at this time? Till now it is for thee the time of eating, playing and
sleeping." That boy replied: " Sir, one day my mother said to me: / 0 my son, kindle a fire I'
I set to kindle it. When I had put on the wood, the fire first seized the small pieces and
afterwards the larger ones,
afraid
God), like the pieces of-wood. Therefore
little; in growing big we
I said: ' I will mutter the Guru!'" The assemblv hearing: this became astonished, and
The boy fell down at'his feet. At that time the Baba uttered the Sabd
was
in the Bag Sin Rag, Mahala 'I. ([there follow four verses]
true Guru!
Dalhan
the second
started
4
(south). He got his livelihood by filling his begging vessel with morsels; on his feet he had sandals
of wood, in his hand a staff, on his head rolls of rope; on his forehead ast Tilak the paint of a
point. With him were Saido and Slho of the Ghehd J at tribe. The Baba. went to the country
of Dhanasari and remained some days there. At night-time Saido and Slho of the Gheho tribe
both went to the river to perform worship. They went when yet one watch of the night was
remaining, and thought in their heart that what the Guru had got from the Khavajah,* he had
got in that very place. One night they went and saw ai man coming towards them, in whose
handjlwas a fish. That man asked: "fWho are you?" ISaido and Slho said:* " W e are the
disciples of -Guru Nanak." That (man askedi (further): "What for are you come here?" Saido
replied; " W e are always going here in the last watch of the night to worship the Khavajah,
because our Guru has obtained (something)* from j the Khavajah." | Then [ Saido | asked: "Sir, who
are you and) where will you go ? " That manj answered: " I am
going to the Guru; I go at this time itof, pay worship to him.* To-day I bring him a fish as
offering." ^ h e n Saido and Slho came and fell down »tl his* feet and said t " We are saying that
the Guru has got i t from you, and you are sayingi that you are alwajs going to ^perform service
(to the Guru), and that jyou bring to-day an offering to the Guru." Then Khavajah Khidir said •
" O ye men of the Lord,? I
wind. I have many times been
1
produced from him and man
Both: disciples. Saido and Slho
of the Gheho tribe, went then and fell down at thet feet of the Guru. The Guru askedt: " Why
1

Rag Basant, Sabd 3, Man. I,
.
1
The nfTcnft is hpre the piece of poetry sung at the oblation of the Arti.
8
It is a misquotation, the verses being ascribed in the Granth to Guru Arjun; see Sir! Rag, Sabd 4,
Mali. V.

* The begging of Baba Nanak is here most plainly nsserted. Qf. p. xxlx. note 5.
8
WTTOT or VnrnTT fVfefo (y^L *>-££. ), according to Muslim tradition the prophet Ellas. In
KlikJIr Is worshipped also by the Hindus an the river god
1*
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have you come to-day at this (early) time ? you have come before the day has risen." Saido the Gheho
told him, how they had met with the Khavajah. Then the Bab a uttered the Slok in the Jap [there
1
follows one verse]. The Guru Baba remained after that some days in the country of Dhanasarl;
many people there became votaries of the name and began to mutter: "Guru, Guru!"
There was a cloister of Jainas there, the people of which performed much worship* When
they heard that the Guru was! come, they collected their disciples and came with them; they
spread out their beds outside the door and sat on them. They then* sent word to the Guru,
that he should eome out to them. When Guru Daba came out, the head Jaina asked him,: " Thou,
who art eating grain new and) full, and who art eating split vetches and drinking; cold and unstrained
water, and callest thyself a Guru, what authority hast thou got, that thou jart always, killing living
creatures ?" The Baba reoited *(in answer) a Paurl of a Var in the Rag Majh [there follows a
Paurl] and (two) Sloks."
When the Guru Baba had said these Sloks, the head Jaina came and fell down at his feet;
he became a votary of the name and began to mutter: " Guru, Guru!" At that time in a state
of ecstasy this whole Var of the Rag Majh was made in} the country of Dhanasarl, and written
down by Saido, the Gheho; the whole is to be read. In the. country of Dhanasarl many became
votaries of the name; there is also a ManjI there.? Say: svah. Guru!
1
The Baba departed thence and wandered along. There was a Rakshasa ^ of the Dhanasarl
country, who was eating men. The Baba passed there, Saido and Slho being with him. The
Rakshasa came up to them, having seen that,the iron boiler was sput on. He, seized the Baba and
carried him away, who seeing this laughed. Saido and Slho began to weep and^said: "He will
also throw^ our bodies into the boiler." The Baba sat down in the heated boiler and fell into ta
state' of ecstasy. At that time the Sabd was made in the Rag Ma.ru, Mahala I. [there follow four
3
verses]. The Rakshasa kept on heating the boiler, but the boiler did not become hot, it became
cold. Then he came and fell down at his feet and said: " Sir, effect my salvation!" Then Slho
4
gave him the Pahul; he beoame a votary of {the name and was emancipated (saved).
8
The Baba. went on wandering about. Further on, on the sea-shore, Makhdum Bahavadln was
sitting on a carpet and playing. The) Guru went up to him. Then Makhdum; 3Bahavadin having
seen him saluted him and 4said: " Peaoe be on thee, 0 f Darvash!" The Baba answered and said:
11
1
On thee be peace, 0 Makhdum Bahavadln, the KuraishI!" Then having kissed shis hand he sat
down. Makhdum 'Bahavadln said: " 0 Darvesh Nanak, come let us make a trip on the sea.'
The Baba said tf " Makhdum Bahavadln, hast thou seen anything in making this voyage.?"
1
Makhdum Bahavadln ireplied: " 0 Nanak, one day a tower, came into sight/ The Baba said:
" Go and bring information about i t ! " Makhdum Bahavadln replied: " I promise to do it, Sir!"
Makhdum Bahavadln threw his prayer-carpet into the ocean and sporting, sporting he went out
(into the sea). He saw there f one tower and went there. As he t*eent on, he saw twenty men
seated there. He went to them, saluted :them and shook hands with them .and sat down. When
night had set in, twenty dishes of food came down from heaven; the Foqlrs ate the food. Four
*

!

See the last Slok of the Japji.
' The Patiri is in Majh Var XXV., but in the Granth ascribed to Guru Amar Das (third Guru);
the following two Sloks are in Var XXVI. and also in the Granth attributed to Baba Nanak.
1
These verses are not to be found among the Sabds of Rag Maru.
4
is
The Pahul (now pronounced Pahul) t h e i n i t i a t o r y r i t e o f t h e S i k h s , w h i c h I s h e r e c a r r i e d b a c k r s
far as the time of Baba Nanak, which Is by no means probable, as It is never mentioned In the Granth. The
more ancient rite of the Pahul consisted simply In the drinking of some sherbet witlr two other disciples and
uttering; "VahGuru!"
8
Bahau-ddin, the .famous Musalman- Saint of Mult an.
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watches (of the night) they worshipped God. At daybreak those twenty men jwent away.
MakhdQm <BahavadIn remained that day there. "When the day had risen one watch r ( = three
hours), one boat came along, >and it began also to sink. Makhdum lifted up his hands before God,
that this boat should not sink whilst he stood there. The boat ceased to sink. When night had
set in. those men came back and remained together during tthe night, but no food came down from
•

the sky. The Faqlrs went onf remembering God during the night. When it became jinorning,
those men went again I away. Makhdum Bahavadin remained also that day there. When the
second day had set in, that tower "began to fall in. Then Makhdiim joining his hands begged
that the tower, whilst he was sitting there, should not fall in, and it* ceased to fall. When night
had set in, those men also came; they sat together during the night,] but no food came down from
heaven. Then those friends said: "Who is the unfortunate^man, who has thrown an obstacle
into the way of God's works?" They began to reflect and to inquire among themselves. Then
said Makhdum Bahavadin :• " I have preserved the boat and the tower." Those (men asked: " 0
Makhd
Darvesh, what is thy name?" Makhdum Bahavadin answered: "My name is
Plrs
Plr " Those men said:
are lustrous in the world and are the gate and foundation of the way of God; the head of Plrs
and Kings ib high."
Makhdum Bahavadin having said: " Peace be on you!" took up his prayer-carpet and put it
on the sea and sat thereon. But the carpet did not go, the four watches of the day he remained
silting on the ocean. When'the day began to sink, those men also came. When they saw that
he was sitting on the ocean, those men asked": " 0 Darvesh, why art thou sitting here?" Makhdum
Bahavadin replied: " M y prayer-carpet does not I go."
Those disciples then said: "Write the
name of the true Guru Nanak (on it), that thy carpet may go! " He wrote then (the name of)
carpet of Makhd im Bahavadin went along and he came back to the
the true
Baba. Having made his salutation he Bat down. The Baba asked: " What hast thou seen, 0
Makhdum Bahavadin?" He repliedh "Sir, thou knowest all; I have come back as a sacrifice
works are a -carcass, it is forbidden to
to thy slaves." The Baba said: " 0 Makhd
the devotees to sit down there." Makhdum Bahavadin came then and kissed (his, the Baba's)
fi e t. i At that time the Sabd was made in the Hag Sirl Bag, Mahala I. [there follow eight verses].*
Makhdum Bahavadin Hung away the prayer-carpet from hisi hands; he was ordered, that ho
Plr. Makhdu n Bahavadin said: "Sir, whom shall I make my P l r ? " The
Baba gave the answer: "Whom Shekh Farld^has made ^(his Plr)." Makhdum Bahavadin made
his salutation, shook hands and was dismissed by the Baba. The Baba also departed thence. He
3
4
went along on the road of the ocean; further on Machind and Gorakhnath were sitting. When
Machind saw (him), he said: " Q Gorakhnath, who is > coming {here on the ocean?" Gorakhnath
answered: "Sir, this is Nanak." The Baba made his appearance; having said; "Ades, ades
(salutation)!" he sat down. Machind asked and said: " 0 Nanak,? what did the ocean of the
1
world appear (to thee)? In which wise is the ooean crossed?" The Baba uttered a Sabd in the
Kings
9
4

not
That is to say: he went along on the sea-shore, but on the ocean.

M a c h i n d (properly Mnchendra) a n d G o r a k h are J o g i s (both have therefore the title o f nath), G o r a k h n a t h b e i n g t h e s o n o f M a c h e n d r a a n d g r a n d s o n o f A d i n a t h , a c c o r d i n g "to P r i c e ' s H i n d i a n d H i n d u s t a n i
S e l e c t i o n s , v o l . i. p . 1 4 1 . I n l a t e r t i m e s G o r a k h n a t h w a s c o n s i d e r e d t h e f o u n d e r o f t h e J d g l s e c t , t h o u g h w i t h o u t
r e a s o n . A t a n y r a t e M a c h i n d ' a n d G o r a k h n a t h ' w e r e n o t c o n t e m p o r a r i e s of N a n a k , a s G o r a k h n a t h was* a c c o r d i n g to ail accounts, a c o n t e m p o r a r y of K a b i r . I t need therefore h a r d l y b e mentioned that-this whole story is
an invention o f the S i k h s , w h o consider M a c h i n d a s a fabulous belli*, h a l f - m a n a n d half-fish.
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Bag Ramkali, Mahula,l. [there follow% four verses with,two Rahaus]. At that time the Sabd was
1
also made [there follow four torses]. Machind said further: J!0 Nanak, practise the Yoga, that thou
1
mayst become free from vacillation and cross in comfort the water of existence/
The Guru
2
recited a Sabd in the Hag Ramkali, Mahals I. [there follow four verses]. Thea Gorakhnath humbly
said t " 0 Guru: thy Plrship (spiritual guidance) is (my) prayer; from the beginning, from the
beginning of the Yiigas it has gone on." The Baba replied: "Whom wilt thou make (thy) .Guru,
91
0 Gorakhnath?
Gorakhnath said; "Who is such a Guru, that he may put his hand on thy head?
91
that is thyi Guru, who may be bom from thy body.
The Baba replied: "Yery well." Then
the Baba departed and went along. The conversation with Machind is finished, it was written by
Saido of the Gheho Jaf tribe. Say: vah Guru!
j
Then mention was,- made of Singhala-dlpa (Ceylon). They went and stood on the bottomless
ocean. The B&ba said: "How shall this bottomless ocean be crossed and passed?" Hia disciples
Saidd and Siho humbly said: "Sir, by thy order the mountains will cross." The Baba, said:
"Keep on reading this^SlSk: the true name is the creator, the Supreme Spirit, without fear,
without enmity, of timeless form, unproduced from a, womb. By the favour of the holy true
Guru I " Then the Baba said: " In whose disciple's mouth this S15k will be and who will continue
reading it, and as many people after him will hear it, they will all cross the water of existence,"
At >this the disciples fell down at his feett and said: "Sir, whom thou pleasest, him thou makest
cross." Then they went across the ocean (to Ceylon). In Singhala-dlpa they went to^the^Raja
Siv-nabhi and took up their abode in his garden on the other side of the ocean. .fAt that time the
garden of the Raja Siv-nabhi, which was worth nine Lakhs, was dried u p ; it became green again,
what bore flowers, got .flowers, what bore leaves, got leaves. jWhen Maghor, the, gardener, saw that
the garden, which hud been dried up for years, had become green, he went and informed the Raja
Siv-nabhi of Jt, saying: " Sir, come out! with the t sitting down in it of a Faqir the garden has
become igreen!" The Raja Siv-nabhi sent slave-girls of exquisite beauty, who, having arrived
there, began G to dance. They sang many Rags and made many sports, but the Baba did not say
anything, he remained sunk in meditation. Afterwards the Raja Siv-nabhi came (himself). Having
come he began to ask and said: "Sir, what is thy jnarae ?p what >is thy caste? art thou a J6gl?| Be
5
so kind as to come to my palace!" The Babatrecited a Sabd in the Rag Maru, Mahal a I. [there follow
four verses]. Then the Raja Siv-nabhi asked: "Sir, art thou Gorakhnath?" The |Baba recited
then the fifth sPauyl [there follows one verse]. When the Baba had concluded (this verse), the Raja
came and ifell down at his feet, humbly begging and saying; " Sir, ,be so kind us to come to my
house." The Baba replied:-*'I do * not go on foot." rRaja Siv-nabhi said: "Sir, all is given to
thee. If it be thy wish, mount a horse or an elephant! or mount also a travelling-throne!"
The Baba replied: " W e will ride on men." The King said: "Sir, there are>also many men (at
thy disposal), mount! "t The Baba replied: "Your honour, if there be such a man, who is a Raja
(or) a prince, and if there bcj the Raja of the city, on his back I will mount." The Raja| said:
" 0 King, I am thy creature, the Raja am I, mount!" The Baba mounted on the back of the
Raja. The people (seeing this) began to say, that the Raja had run mad. When he (the Baba)
had come, he sat down. The Rani Candleala and the Raja Siv-nabhi joined their hands (in supplication) and stood before him, humbly saying: " D o you wish • to eat, S i r ? " The Baba answered:
" I am keeping a fast*" The Raja said: "Sir, how may we bestow any benefit (on you)?" The
Guru answered: " I f there would be some flesh of man, I would cat it." The Raja Siv-nabhi
1

Ramkali, Sabd 3,4, Mah. I.
f Ramkali, 8abd,5, Mah.<I.
8
These verses are not to be found among the Sabds of Rag Maru.
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said: "Sir, many mcn also are a "sacrifice for ydu. ' The Baba* replied: "Your honour,* if there
1
would he such a -man, a son in the house of the Raja, a prince 'of*Ttwelve years, his flesh I would
a
eat." On this the'BajH and t h o ^ a n l became thoughtful; then the Kftja said: " 0 Lord, perhaps
1
1
there is a'son in the house of some B&ja'." The *RanI said then. "How shall ]? give Htn up by
0
thy order? A*fight 'ensued with herj* when she was overcome^ she gave her son up? The Rani
6aid then: "Your honour, there is a son in our house, look at his janam-patrl!" When the
,4
janam-patrl was examined, it was found, that he was twelve years old." The-Raja said thenr
" 0 son, thy body is required for the Guru! what is thy desire?" The boy*repliedr " 0 father?
,f
what benefit is derived from*this, that my body should be required for the Guru?
The Itaja
said: " As this one has been married seven days, his wife also should be asked." Then the Rani
%
and the Raja went and sat down at the side of their'daughter-in-law. The TRaja said: " 0 daughter,
1
the body of thy husband is required for the Guru, what is thy pleasure?" *The^gtrl replied:
widowhood is sacrificed to the Guru,
" 0 * father, this one's body
what other "benefit is derived from t h i s ? " Then the four came to the Guru and stood ?before! him.
The Kaja Siv-nabhi eait
"Sir, here is the boy!" ThtftBaba replied: "^Tour honour, thus he
is of no use. to me, The mother should seize his arms and his wife should seize his feet and thou
1
shouldst take a knife into thy hand and slaughter him, then he will be of use to me." The Raja
Siv-nabhi obeyed the order of the Guru j taking a knife into his hand he slaughtered his son.
1
Having boiled (the flesh) he brought it and put it before him. Then the Baba said: "You three,
1
1
closing the eyes and saying: 'Vah Guru! put (it) into your "moutlt!" The Haja and the
Rani and the Raja's daughter-in-law closed thdir eyes and said IT "Vah Guru I*** When they
put it into theii* mouth, the four*were sitting there, but when they opened their eyes, the Guru
stood
Baba was not there.
bare-headed and wandered about saying i "Guru, Guru!"
Then after twelve months he (the
regeneration
Guru) came and gave him an interview and applied
of the Raja Siv-nubhi was cut off, he became a disciple. Saido the Ja$, of the Gheho tribe, gave
him the Pahui byJ the order (of the Gurrf); all the people of Singhala-dfpa became disciples, thoy
8
began to mutter: "Guru, Guru!" the whole region was pardoned after the Raja Siv-nabhi.
The evening service of the society of Singhala-dipa.
Dharmsala. Then one
"When" night sets in, then all assemble together c
disciple goes for the food of the night. In the morning they"all go and eat [together. In irhose
ace
At that time tho secret devotional service was made manifest. Byftthe favour of the 'holy
s
Guru is written the Pran-sangall (viz-): the story of the empty palace; * meditation on the
the consideration of the vital
tal
body. At that time the Baba was wind-eating. It was' made beyond the ocean
in Singhala-dipa, in the country
at that time the disciples Saido and Siho
were with him, when the * Pran-ean gall was made. First parti Ragu Asa, i Mahala I. [there follow
6
twenty-one verses].
At that** time the Pran-sangalX was made, the "knowledge of the soul is
It Is not stated^ what they should put intoHheir mouth, very likely, purposely.
The story of Raja Siv-nabhi is also contained In the later Janam-Sakhis, but totally changed; see
Lahore edition, p. 120. It was thought too offensive, asrft borders on madness.
3
Literally: the chain of the breath. The Pran-sangali formerly formed a "part of'the Sikh devotional
service, but is now unknown amongst them (at least in the Pnnjab).
The words of the original are: ff^ HvR5 oft <4"MT«
* I cannot find these verses in the .Kay Asa j they were, asit appears, not received into the collection of
the 0ninth, if they are not altogether fictitious. *
I
*
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1

(therein) discussed, but none could take it, it was (therefore) left there. By Saido the Gheho he
j
caused lit to be written, having made him wash 'his tfeet near the small shop of Gorakh. Near the
little shop of Gorakh is a square, in that he (the Guru) began* to remain separated (from the
world). But the* secret devotional service was not made manifest, it was given to the Raja Sivnfibhi. The frord^was pronounced (by the Guru): *iffone man shall come from Jambu-dlpa (India),
forfhitni'it should be written.*
w
r
The G uru^ departed thence. He carae to the house of a carpenter and remained ithere during
the night. This tmail performed much fservice to him and laid out a couch for him. The Baba
slept (on it) during the night; inithe morning he seized with his hand the wood of the hut^and
smashed the couch with a iside-post.r When he came out, Saido the disciple humbly said:* "Sir,
in the whole town nobody was giving us a place, but this carpenter gave us a place. His things
also have been ruined; he had one hut and4 a couch, this also thou hast pulled down and -gone
away. What is the matter concerning h i m ? " The Baba replied: " 0 Saido, his love (to me)
has been accepted. When that (carpenter) came to! his house, those four feet (of the couch) were
buried' in the ground, but beneath them were four pots of money ;i of the hovel a palace was
19
raised, and of the low couch fine bedsteadsi were made. • Then Saido and Siho fell down at his feet.
The* Baba went tthen to this house (i.e. home to TahrangI), and remained some days at* home.
Then he set out again and began to pass his third retired life * in the northern region. In this
1
(third) retired life he was eating the fruits and blossoms of I the Akk-tree, but in a dried state. On
his feet he had a skin and on his head also,* his wholb body was wrapped up* On his forehead ho
had -a'Tilak of'saffron. Ati that time were with him Hasu, the blacksmith, and Sfha, the calicoprinter. The Baba went to Kashmir and remained some days there; many people became votaries
of the name. At that time there was in ^Kashmir a Pandit, Brahm-dag; he heard that a FaqTr
had come. With him (i.e. the Pandit) went two camels (laden) with the Puranas, and? on his
neck he had an idol. ' Having come he said: " Ram, Bam!" and sat down. Having seen the
garb (of the Baba) he said: "Thou art a Sadh, why hast thou iput on skins? and why hast
thou twisted round ropes? why hast thou given up the (prescribed) works? and why art thou
touching meat and fish?" The (Baba replied with the Yar in the Rag Malar, Mahala I. [there
2
follow'two Vara]. Then the Pandit Brahm-das came land fell down at his feet and said: "Sir,
when this thing *was not, where was ithen the Lord ? " The Baba recited the Sabds in the Rag
1
Maru, * Mahala I. [there | follow sixteen verses]. Then the Pandit Brahm-das came and fell down
1
at his feet; he flung away the stone I (idol) from his neck) and became a votary of the name, he
began* to perform service (to it). But the desire did not leave his mind, whatever service ho
performed, that he did naturally sighing; it* came* into his mind, that he was performingi this
service also before. The sacrifice of his egotism was (therefore) not acceptable. One day the Guru
91
Baba said: "Go and-take a Guru!
The Pandit replied: "Sir, whom shall I make my Guru?"
The Guru Baba said: "Go, in the wilderness is a house, there four Faqirs *are sitting, they will
9
point him out to thee." Brahm-das started off; having gone there he made obeisance to them.
Those disciples having paused for twenty-four minutes said: " Thy Guru is in that mansion."
The Pandit came baek and made his sobeisance. A* woman dressed in crimson clothes stood before
him, and * taking her slipper beat him badly. Weeping he went back (to those disciples). Those
11
disciples asked h W : "Hast thou met with the Guru?
He related to themi the accident that
1
had<*happened to him. Then said* those disciples: " 0 brother, that was the Maya, whom thou
1
1
8

Which are considered very poisonous.
Of these Vars the first Sl5k;is ascribed In the Granth to Amnr Das. See.Malar, Var 1, 2 (p. 1414).
Rag Maru, Solahe, 15, Mail. I.
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wast desiring*" Then he came and fell down at the ».feet of the Guru Baba; he >drove away the
two camels with the Furagas and began to mutter: "Guru, Guru!" he became the dustjof jthe
feet of the society. (This) true story was written by Hasu, ther blacksmith, and Siha^the calico-printer.
The Baba departed thence. Having passed a Lakh and a quarter of mountains he ascended
Sumeru, where t the residence of Mahadev (Shiva) was. There Mahadev, Gorakhnath, Bhartharl,
Gopi-cand and Garpat were sitting. The Baba went up to them, made his salutation and sat
lf
down. The Siddhs igave him then a small round box and said to him: O child of the Kaliyug, go, fill it (with water) and bring i t ! " The Baba went to fillfcthe boxj when he put i t
into the water, diamonds and pearlsi began to fall into it. The Guru Baba beat the box with
earth, so that it broke into pieces. He joined then the pieces again together and recited the Slok;
He breaks, fashions and adorns:
O Nanak, without the True one there is none other.

1

Then the strength of the mantras went off; he iput? the box Into the water and got water (in i t ) ;
having filled it he,brought it*back to the Siddhs. All the Siddhs drank of the water, but the water
was not exhausted. Mahadev tasked then: "Art thou a householder or a lonely m a n ? " The
Baba replied: "What are the characteristic signs of a lonely man < and of a householder?"
[there follows a number of verses about the state of a householder, about loneliness and Bairag
(indifference to the world)]. Then said Bhartharl: " O Nanak, * become * thou a JogT, who continues
to live for everrf" The Baba replied: "What is the form of the J o g ? " Bhartharl said: "The
form of the Jog is the earring, the patched quilt, the wallet, the staff (and) the horn, the sound of
which is emitted in the universe." The Baba recited j the Sabd* in the Bag Asa, Mahala I. [there
1
follow four verses]. Then the Siddhs saidi: "Nanak, go thou to the mountain (Kail&sa?), there is
an assembly there, a meeting of the Siddhs itakes place there." The Baba replied: "How many
9
days' journey is it to the mountain?" The Siddhs* said: "The* mountain is distant three days
journey; we are going there with the pace of the!wind." The Baba said: "Go ye, I shall come
slowly." The Siddhs started and j after them the Baba too; he went there in one moment on the
flight of his desire. Having come (there he sat down under a Ficus Indies, afterwards the Siddhs
also came; when they looked about, he was j(already) sitting there. The Siddhe asked: " When
has this one come?" The forerunner i of the Siddhs said: "To-day it is the third j day,, that this
one has come." The Siddhs became astonished at this. When the time of the cup came, the
flagon went round; ithey I brought it also to ithe Baba, whoj asked: "What is t h i s ? " The Siddhs
answered: "This is the cup of the Siddhs, drink thou?" The Baba said: "What does it
contain?" The Siddhs answered: " I t contains raw sugar and the blossoms of the Dhava-tree."
9
The Baba recited then) a Sabd in the Bag Asa, Mahala I. [there follow four verses]. Then the
Siddhs said: "Ades, ades! (salutation, salutation!)" but the Baba said: "Ades to ; the primeval
divine male!" He started thence.
**
%
I . jHis fourth retired life twas passed* in the t west. On his feet he had shoes "of leather and trousers
of leather; on|his neck he had a necklace of bones, on his forehead a Til&k of a dot, his clothes
were blue. |He played ^amongst children; (thus) playing he went onf a Hajj. One Hajl fell in
with him and they* remained ^together during thei night. The Hajl asked him andisaid: " 0
Darvesh, thou hast no cup, no staff, no skin, no sack, .art thoma Hindu or a Musalman?" The
9
Baba recited a Sabd, in jthe Bag Tilang, |Mahala I. [therei follow fonr verses]. The Hajl said again s
" Sir, we are living in this world, what will be our state ? " The Baba recited the Sabd in the
1

1

Rig Asa, Sabd 37, Mah. T.
•• Asa, Sabd 38, Mah. I.
9
Tilang, Ssbd 2, Mah. I.
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K&g Tilang, Mahala I. [there follow four Verses]. Then they went on travelling to IMokka. j As
f
they went along the road, a cloud went along wlth them over their heads. When the) Haji
1
Mekk
he said: " A cloud is over me/ Ho
1
not go with me I either go before or behind me! ' The Baba replied: " Well,? let it be so! go
1
thou ahead!" Bo he went ahead. When he looked again, there was ino Baba nor a cloud- Then
u
the H5jl began to beat his hands (in grief) and said: I have had'* a sight of God." But as he
could no longer stop (him)9 he got alarmed.
o
The Baba entered Mekka. ItHiad'been written before in books, that one Nanak, a Darvesh,
would come, then water would be produced in the wells of Ifekkaf "When the Baba had entered
Mekka he lay down to sleep, stretching his feet towards Mekka. It was the time of evening
prayer. The KazI Rukn Bin came to make his prayers; when he had beheld (Nanak) he said;
<c
0 servant of God, why dost thou stretch out thy feet in* the direction of the house of God and
,
,,f
f
1
towards the K a b 3 ? The Baba replied : "Where the house of God and the Ka'ba is not, drag
t
but in whatfeet
turned
a
ever direction he turned the feet of the Baba, to that direction the face of the Mihrab was also
turning. The KazI Rukn Din became astonished and kissed his feet saying: " 0 Darvesh, what is
thy name ? " The Babi recited the
Mahala L [there follow four verses]
When the Baba had concluded, the KazI Rukn Din made his sal am and said
wonderful H. to*dav I
He went then to tho Plr
fl
1
and »iid: N&nak, the DarvSsh, has come/ The Plr Patalla came to have tfn, inter view wjth
saluted
began then to
n
the praises of God. Then tho KazI Rukn Din asked and said; "Sir, those who are reading the
thirty letters, will they i get some advantage from it J or n o t ? " The Baba said: " B y the favour
1
of the true Guru!" fThe conversation that was .held on the subject mentioned) by Bukn Din is
4
(written) in the Rag Tilang, iMahala I. The speech was made by thejBaba; Shekh Bukn Din
was the (Kail of Mekka. IThe Baba said: [there follow thirty verses]. Then; the KazI Bukn Din
said: " 0 Darvesh Nanak, the Hindus and Musalmans, who are reading; the Veda and the book
(*.*. the Kur'&n), will they obtain God or n o t ? " The Baba answered with the "Sabd in the Bag
Tilang, MahalSl I. [there follow four verses]/ Then the Kaal Bukn Din said: " Sir, those who are
reading these (th
Kur*an) and are practising bad works, who never keep fasts
r
7
nor say their prayers, and* who are drinking wine or drinking Bhang * and beer, what will be
theirstate at athe day .of resurrection ? " ThejBabaputtered this Slok:
His worship (— the Prophet) has said in his decision and in the book:
:
Dogs, who watch well at night-time are better than not-praying men.
The wretches, who do not wake and remain asleep after the call (to prayer)
In their bene is uneleanness; though men, they are like women.
4
f
Who do not obey the Sunn at and divine commandment nor the order of the
1

This is again a misquotation, the verses being attributed in
verses also is iuverted; see Tilang, Sabd 1, Mah. V.
imrj\jS^ the arched niche in a'mosque, the front of which is j
1
These verses are not to be'found among* the Sabds of Tilang
Rag Tilang
These verses are attributed
See
4
Bhang, an intoxicating potion, made from hemp-leaves.
1
The word is ySflt Pers, jrjjj.

order

directed

F
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They arc burnt in hell, like roasted meat put on,a spit.
Great misery will befall them, who are drink in g,B hang and wine.
A pig < is interdicted from liquor, and beer, nor vis jit Bhang-drinking. f
Who walk according to the advice of their lust) they will suffer great pain:
At the day of the resurrection there will be a clamour and noise.
9
f
At that day the mountains will fly about as when cotton is carded,
|
0 KsizI, none other will sit (there), God himself will stand.
I
According to justice all will be decided, the tablet is handed oyer atcthe gate.
Just inquiries are made there, by whom sins were committed,
±
f
f
They are bound and thrown into, hell, with a layer (of earth) on their neck and with a
black» face.
*
**
£* • *»
The doersiof good works will ba unconcerned at that £ay.
i
|.
n f
>M^
1
Those, will be rescued! O^Nanak, whose shelter his worship (the Prophet) is. j 0
j
m

Then Pir PatalTa said: "Sir, we ore living in the world, how will God be obtained?" Tho Baba
replied with the Sabd in the Rag Tilang, Mahala I. [there follow four verses]. When the Baba food
:
uttered this Sabd, the KazI Rukn Din-and the Pir''Patalla came i and kissed this hands and Ids feet
and with their "saying: "Vah Guru!" Water was produced in the well. The Baba was pleased
2
and departed thence; he came homo again. a
*
His fifth retired life. The Baba went to Gorakh-h/itafT. There he was seen fby! the Siddhs,
fcho asked: "What Khatrlfart thou?" The Baba replied* " M y name is Nanak." Tho eightyfour Siddhs, making their (different) postures, were sitting there. Then the Siddhs said j *f 0
j
devotee, say some praise (of God)*!" The Baba lanswered:! The conversation with the Siddhs f(is
written) in the B&g BamkalT, Mahala I. [there follow five verses].** tThe Siddhs gave him then a
cup of five Seers ( = ten* pounds). The Baba put i t on the ground ; at this the Siddhs became puffed
{
,f
up and said: " See something or show something!
The Baba repliedc "Well, let it Jbersoj if
you will do something, I will look."! tThen the Siddhs began to show their power; some one
made fly (in the air) a deer-skin, another caused a stone to move about, another gave forth fire,
another caused a wall to run about. The Baba came i into a state * of ecstasy; at that time he made
!
thisSlok:
* i#«/ >
fi
n
>
*t
\*
If I put on fire and make a house of snow and cause the best food to be made.
If I turn all pains into water and drink it and drive the earth about.
9
4#
If I put the sky on scales and weigh it and put afterwards a Tank into (the scales).
If I increase so much, that I be not contained (in any place), if I lead all about by a nose-ring.
If I ascertain all the power theresis and also tell it:—
As great as the Lord is, BO great, are his^gifts^in giving he doeschis pleasure.
0 Nanak, on whom his favourable look his, (he gets) the greatness of the true name.
0 Nanak, the faces of the workers of miracles (will be) black; greatnesses in the true name.
Then the Siddhs said: "Ades (salutation!)
1

19

but ther Baba said: "To the primeval divine male

This last verse looks very suspicions, and very unlike Nanak, though his name is inserted. It contains
a plain confession of the Islam and the intercession of Muhammad, which/Nanak nowhere else has made.
I need hardly mention'here, that this whole story is without jany foundation whatever, though a very
f
WflT w f d (conversation) is made up under the title: iQ'fft JJU<GGI whjch is in my possession.
9
Rag Rainkali, Siddh Gostf 1, Mah. I. (p. 1039).
^
f
1
A tank is equal to four masas. The sense of this phrasers : to weigh most accurately, which is done
by putting a tank into one of the scales, in order to make it sink.
. '

I
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(be) salutation J
At that time the word was [spoken (as written) in the B.5 g Gaurl, Astpadl,
1
M
Mahala I. [there follows one Astpadi]. Tho; Siddhs said then: "Ades, ades! the Baba (however) said; " To the primeval divine male (be) salutation!"
I
After that the Guru Baba. went thorae.i One day the order of >the {Lord was made (manifest),
that one disciple of good caste in Khadur was muttering: "Guru, Guru I " and that the whole of
Khatfur was minding the (goddess) Durga, and that all were tcazing jthat disciple, who remained
in the quarter of the Tihanas, and that his worshipper was Lahaiui. iOne day that disciple Was
sitting and repeating his jap (muttering). Guru An gad heard it and asked, whoso this word
was. That disciple replied: "Guru Nanak's."
Guru Angad cama together with that disciple
and fell down \at tho feet (of the Baba), and as soon as he had seen his sight, ihe tore away the
jingling balls from his handstand feet and threw them away; he began to mutter: "Guru, Guru I "I
and came to serve him; he [scoured the pots and swung the (fan. One day Guru Angad Went
towards the close of night; when| he«looked about, he saw a woman* dressed in crimson clothes
91
sitting and pulling) (the fan). Guru Angad humbly said: " 0 King, who was that?
The Baba
replied: " 0 Angad, that was {Durga; every eighth day she is coming to do service to tho Guru."
Then Guru Angad fell down at his feet. One day by the Order of the Lord the foot of tho B&bal
8
was shaking. When Guru Angad looked on, several (living) creatures were (taking leave of his feet. I
One day Guru Angad] had got clothes from the town and put on a suit. The Guru Baba gavel
him the order to bring grass. GuruiAngad brought grass from* tho pools, but all his clothes becamej
sullied by mud. When the mother (the wife of Nunala) saw this, she began $o bo angry with tho
41
Baba and said a This one also is driven away (by thee) by worldly business; he is another's son,
who has brought (the grass) having sullied ohis clothes with spots and mud."} The Baba laughed
91
andisaid:i"0 mother, this isjnot mud, this is sandalwood perfume of this and that world.
The
mother remained silent at this. Then the Baba went and slept; when it was dinner-time, a slave-1
girl began to awaken him. She licked the feet of the iBaba with her tongue, and at the moment
of licking them she saw that the Baba wa3 standing in the ocean; a boat of disciples was with
him, which he was pushing on and pulling out. Then the mother also came and said: " I s Nanak
9
awake? ' The slave-girl isaid: "Nanak is not here, 0 mother, he is; standing in tho occanJ' Tho
19
mother began to beat the] slave-girl and said :j " Also this one commences to make drolleries.
Then the Baba awoke and the mother said: " 0 child, jthis slave-girl also commences to make
91
drolleries, she says, that Kan. k is standing in the ocean.
The Bab J replied: j " 0 mother, do
99
not care for what a (mod slave-girl talks.
The| slave-girl became then mad,t bufe as a reward forthe sight (she^had had), sheiwas received into the society (ofi the tisciplos)*,? Many people became!
at that time votaries of j the name.
,
I
Then by the order (of the Lord) Gorakhnath came to the Baba and said: " A wide diffusion
99
(of thy name) isimade.
The Baba replied; " 0 Gorakhnath, if any one will belong to us, you
1
will* see yourself." Then thejBaba went out of the house and many people, votaries of the name!
8
followed him. By the order (of the Lord) copper coins were laid on the ground; many people
took the copper coins, rose and went away. When they went further on, •llupecs were "laid on J
the ground; many people taking the Rupees went away. When they went further on, gold muhafsl
were laid down. Whoever had remained with him took the gold muhars and went away. Twol
disciples remained as yet with him. When they went further on| there wa»*a funeral pyre, upon
1
which four lamps were burning; a sheet was spread over Mt, (under which) a dead one was
I

* Not to belfound among the Astpndls of the Rag Gauri.
1
2
The words of the original run thus: * r a ^ VfrJFC *& 5T STS^ ^ « f O^T 'Alfa f%3Hf &$" 9fxA
I have translated them literally, but their sense is not quite clear to me.
I I
\ A wonderful example of Sikh credulity!
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lying, but a stench was coming (from him). The Baba said: Is there'any one who will eat
91
this one?
The other disciple, who was (with him), turned away his face and spit oat, and
having spit out walked away. Guru Angad alone came on, and haying received a promise stood
19
there and said: " 0 Sir, from which side shall I apply toy mouth?
I t was said! "From the
99
side of the feet the mouth should be applied.
When <Guru Angad lifted up the sheet, Guru
Kanak was lying there asleep. Then Gorakh pronounced Hhe word: " 0 Nanak, he is thy Guru,
99
who will be produced from thy body.
Then his name was changed from Lahana to Guru
Angad. Gorakhnath departed and Nanak returned to his house. Then the people began to
repent very much (of what they had done). Those who had taken the copper "coins said: " I f
we had gone further on, we would have brought! Rupees," and those, who had taken the Rupees,
u
Baid: If we had Jgone further on, we would have got gold muhars." Then the Baba uttered
1
the Sabd in the Rag diri Bag, Mahala I. [there follow four verses].
I
Then one day the order of the Lord came, that Makhdum Bahava-din, the Plr of Multan,
went to the mosque on a day of a festival, and many disciples of his and people came with him
to pray.-* The word of Makhdum Bahava-din was then fulfilled; he began to shed tears and to
99
weep. His disciples asked: "May the Plr live in health, why art thou weeping?
Makhdum
99
Bahava-din replied? " 0 servants; of God, thisr word must not be told.
The disciples auid:
99
"May the Plr live in health, be so kind as to tell us!
Then Makhdum Bahava-din said: "From
99
to-day the faith of none will remain firm, all will become infidels.
The disciples said: "May
99
the Plr live in health, be so kind as to expound us this.
Makhdum Bahava-din replied: " 0
friends, when, a Hindu will come nnto paradise, then there will fbe light in paradise. Then as
11
many as be intelligent, the faith of all these does not remain firm. The disciples began to say:
"May the Plr. live in health! the learned people say, that for a Hindu paradise is not decreed."
Then Makhdum Bahava-din said: "Who among you is well read and> intelligent, him bring to
m e ! " They brought a learned man. Makhdum Bahava-din wrote then a Slok and gave it to
9
i;
him (to the purport) 5 " We ,have packed up, give us some notice. ' And orally he added : " The
99
name of thatiDarvesh is Nanak, he is living inTTalvandl; when he askatfor this, give it to him.
That man went to Talvandl; above two Kos from it ho sat down and r said: " I f it be true, he
91
will send for me. The Baba sent then one disciple to him and said: " I n that gardendis a man,
99
who has come from Multan, he is a man of Makhdum Bahava-din, call him and bring him here.
Ho* brought him to the Guru; having come the (••*. the messenger) kissed his feet. The Guru
asked for the paper Makhdum Bahava-din had written, and read it. Makhdum Bahava-din hod
4|
19
written: We have packed up, give us some notice. The Baba Wrote a Slok above that Sloki
I
Who is filled up, he will pack up
• .'
0 Nanak, their faces are bright, who departyhaving done what is right.

I
I
99

Then the Baba wrote him in plain|prose; "Depart thou, wo also shall*come forty\days after. ! At
9
that .time the Sabd was made in the Rag ,SirI Rag, Mahala I. [there follow five verses]. Then that
man went to Multan. Makhdum Bahava-din had gone out with fhis disciples, when that me»enger
brought him the letter; having seen it he began to weep. His disciples asked i "Sir, why do you
99
weep?
He replied: " 0 friends, I had written; if you go, we will go together, we will go, to
the threshold, of« God. He has written me: go thou first, we also shall come forty days after.
0. friends, I am anxious about those forty days, because L shall have to remain forty days in darkness ; 0 friends, on account of those forty days I am weeping, for how will they be passed ? If
he would go, we would go with comfortable light." When ^ d e p a r t u r e (death) of Makhdum
Bahava-din had taken place* tranquillity entered thciheart of his disciples and ottthe people. *
11

8irl Rag, Sabd 3, Mah. I.

* The paper is torn here.

» Siri Rag, Sabd 24, Mah. I. I
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Baba came to the bank of the Ravi; he put five Paisa before Guru An gad and fell
Th
l
down at his feet; this became known then among h retinue. Then among all the society the
intelligence was spread, that the Guru Baba was in the house of Canag; the society came to see
hands stood before him:
Musalmans also came. Then Guru
him. Hind
lf
0
the Baba said: Ask something!" Qui
V7
The answer was given to Guru
society, bo again applied to (its) skirtl
was
down at hie feet. At that time
Guru Angad
Angad: "For thy sake all are pardoned."
8
Sabd was made in the Rag Majh, Mahala I. [there follow* four verses]. Then the Baba wen
Sarlh-tree and sat down under it; the Sarlh-tree had ^become dryland became now green again
Then the' mother (the
Guru Angad
of Nanak) began to weep; brothers, relations, all the retainers began to weep. At that time the
4
[there follow four verses] Then the society began
was made in tho Rag Vadhans, Mahal
to sing funeral songs; the Baba fell into a trance.
sr was given and the Rag
Tukharllwas made. The Baba uttered the Barah maha; it I was I night, towards dawn of day, at the
0
time of his departure. The Rag Tukharl, Barah maha, Mahala I. [there follow seventeen verses].
u
Then his sons said: O father, what will be our state?" The Guru answered: " N o t even the
dogs of the Guru are in want, you will get plenty of clothes and bread, and if you will mutter:
1
9
9
Guru, Guru! the end of your loxistenco will be obtained.'
Then the Hindus and Musalmans,
u
9
who were votaries of the name began *to say the Musalmans: We shall bury him, ' and the
Hindus: " W e shall burn him." Then the Baba said: " P u t ye'flowers on both sides, ion'the right
side put those of the-Hindus and on*the left those of the Musalmans. If the flowers of the Hindus
11
will remain green to-morrow, then they shall burn me; and if the flowers of the 'Musalmans will
remain green, then they) shall bury me." Then the Baba ordered the society, that they should
as written) in the Hag Gaurl
recite the praises (of God); the society began to recite the
four
] j • Rag Asa,^MahalaJ I. [th
purb!,f Mahala I. [there I
two
G
8
follows one
read: "The wind is
then from Dh an a sari Rag [th
then the Slok
k was "read
the Guru
When (this)
taken up (his feet?) he fell asleep
. . . . .• When they lifted up the sheet, there was nothing at all. The flowers of both parties
had remained green. The Hindus took theirs and went and the Musalmans took theirs and went.
The whole society fell on their knees. Say: vah Guru! In the Samvat year 1595, the tenth
10
day of the light half of tho month of Asuj Baba Nanak was absorbed ( = died)'in Kartarpur.
Guru, vah Guru, vah Guru,
said
Guru
The Sakhl
f This was the initiation or appointment to the Guruship; afterwards, as it appears from the later
Janam-Sakhis, a cocoa-nut also was placed before the successor; see p. xlviii, 1. 15.
2
The sense is: may those, who were excluded from the society (of the disciples), be againirestored! I
* A misquotation, the verses being ascribed in the Granth to Guru Arjun; see Rag Majh, Sabd 18,

Mali. V. (p. 113).
6

j

r

J

J

J>

Vadhans, Alabama, 1, Mali* I.
** Rag Tukhari, Barah maha, 1, Mab. J
7
Gaufi pfirbi dipaki 1. (20), Mab. I. (p. 175)
Asa. Sabd 30, Mah. I.
0
here
The leaf here is tattered.
10
Anno Domini 1538.
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B.
THE

JANAM-SAKHI OF BABA

NANAK

{Enlarged recompilation o / A . )

The Janam-patrl ofjBaba Nanak iwas written in the Sam vat year fifteen hundred and eightytwo,S on the fifth day of the light half of the month of Vaisakh. The book was written by
2
9
Paira, a Mckha, a Khatri of Sultanpur. Guru An gad caused it to be written, and Paira wrote
4
it according to the oral dictation of Bala, a Sandhu Jat.
6
6
iBhai i}Bala had come from Talvan<Jl (the jaglr) of Rae Bhoe, the jBhatti, and had looked
ont for Guru Angad.
Two months and seventeen days were spent in writing (this* book). Wherever he M d
wandered about with Guru Nanak, that Bhal Bala dictated with facility*
Guru Angad was much pleased with Bhal Bala; (for) Bhal Bala had wandered about with
Mardana, the irababi, in the company of Nanak; also at the time, when Nanak was employed
in the commissariat, Bhal Bala was iwith him.

(i).
How the Janam-Patri of Nanak was obtained.
One day t the»thought came into Guru An gad's minds " M y Guru Nanak was perfect, between
1
him and the Supreme Lord there was no ^difference whatever, I should like to know, ; in which
wise my Guru was born." This thought was occupying his mind. Meanwhile in the latter half
of the month of Katak Bala, the Sandhu Jat, came to see iGuru Angad. Guru Angad was keeping
himself concealed. Bala, the Sandhu, had this desire, that if the Guru would come forth, he
would have an interview with him. Then Bhal Bala heard that Guru Nanak had appointed (as
\l.e* A.D. 1325. If Angad was born in 1561 Sambat, he was then twenty-one years of age.
was
* ?iYHT
the name of his jfl^ oHclan; by caste he was a Khatri.
* The word Guru is? written differently: JTH, gur, JTcT, guru and j r a Guru.
4
Bala, as will be seen, is here represented us the constant Companion of Nanak; the old Janam-Sakhi
never mentions bis name. He was a Ja( (TTJZT) °f the Sandhu clan; Gust made him a Sindhi!
6
Bhal is an honorary title.for saintly Sikhs, literally: brother.
6
Rac Bhoe, a Musalinan Knjput, wasformerly the jagirdar of TalvaniJJ, the birth-place of Nanak, after
whom the place was named ; sec p. iii, note 1.
7 *p
fhe original is: i^feffr, I should like to see.
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1

his successor) one Khatri, by name Angad, a Trihun jKhatri, but( that it was not known in
which place he kept himself concealed. But he heard further the news, that he was sitting at
Khandur, a Tillage of the. Khahara-Jats/ Having heard this, Bala came to Bee Guru Angad.*
He searched for the Guru and found him, He saw that t Guru Angad was twisting van. [Bhal
Sandhu, went and bowed his headr before him. Guru Angad said: "Come, brother!
Bala
9
«4
come,i i sit down!' " Guru Angad left offKtwisting van and began to ask
true
a
0 brother disciple, from
hast thou come ? why didst thou
Bala
? and who art
11
thou?
Then Bala, the Sandhu, joining |bis hands in supplication, said: "Guru, I am a Ja{;
my clan is Sandhu and my name is Bala. My birth-place is Talvandi, (the village of) Rae Bhoe,
the Bhatti; I am come for the sake of an interview with the Guru." Guru An gad < asked further:
1
ffiBhal Bala, whose disciple art thou? ' Bhal Bala said: "Guru, I am the disciple of Guru
19
Nanak; with me, Guru Nanak, fthe son of Kalu, the Vedi, had met.
Guru Angad asked further:
" B h a l Bala, hadst thou seen Guru Nanak?" Bhai Bala said: " Guru Nanak was three years
older than I, I wast, following Guru 3Nanaki and going about with him. But at that time I had
not this faith, that he&is a perfect andf great Guru; I was with him in the capacity of a servant."
When Bhai Bala had said this, Gunif Angad wept and did not stop his tears in any way. Thus
that night passed. When it had become morning, Guru Angad saidi "Call Bha£ Bala.T Bhal
u
Bala came and bowed his head. Guru Angad asked Bhal Bala:
Bhal Bala, is it known to
thee, how the birth of Guru Nanak did take place?" Bhal Bala answered: "Sir. that; I do
H
not "know. But so much *L heard from the mouth of the peoplef
the Brahman
says, that in these auspicious moments, in the twenty-seven lunar ^mansions and at the full
moon [of Katak, not any such one was born into the world. In the house of Kalu, the Vedi,
5
a great Avatar is born. So much 11 had heard. I had also heard that Mahata Kalu caused a
Janam+patrl* to be written." Guru Angad said: /'Bh51 Bala, how could this Janam-patrl be
T
19
procuredV* Bhal Bala answered: "The Guru knows it; but by searching it may come to hand.
Guru Angad said: " Bhal Bala, is there any such one, by whom a trace of the Janam-patrl may
be procured?" Bala said: " L e t it be searched, $ i r ! " Guru Angad said: "Bhai Bala, thou,art an
inhabitant of that place, byj thee a *,trace of it may be procured. Search and get it from any one."
Bhal Bala, the Sandhu, said: " S i r ! Mahata Kalu, the Vedi, has a brother, it is Mahata
Lalu, the Vedi, from him it may be searched." Guru Angadj answered: "Bhal Bala, vou mast
search for it." Then Bhal Bala said: "Give pie one of your own men; he and I will go and
say to Mahata Lalii^the Vedi: ' Bhal Lalu, thou hast become very old, Guru Angad has shown
thee much benevolence: search after the Janam-patrl of Guru Nanak and give* it (to us)! We
have inquired and found Guru AngaddlI between Guru Nanak and Angad there is no difference
a
Then Angad said
Bhai Bala, what the society (of the disciples) says, r that JT is
whatever
Angad was a Khatri, of the Trihun clan. His former name was LahanaL According to the JanamSakhi it was changed by Nanak to Angad: ^ff vfe itflf %
Compare also p. xliv, 1. 6.
2
The lithographed Lahore copy inserts •here: M SJS? ^T3 *HVff?*1 f&£ ft *HTfS*HTs he brought
1
a present, as his circumstances would permit him, significant'for the later Sikh times.
y9 coarse twine made of munj. This occupation of Angad was afterwards considered as unbecoming
a Guru and therefore left out in the Lahore lithographed copy.
wa
4
|afd:5ld * the old form of Sikh salutation.
an
o
HO HI i* honorary title given to Khatri merchants, corresponding.to master
arriage and the birth of the
remarks, p. i, note 1.
wwr.vsft
first child is also frequently added. I have seen j and examined many of .this kind.
7
ue. I do not know it, you know it better.
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T

true." Guru Angad was much pleased with Bhai Bala. " Well, Bhfil Bala, take some disciple and
M
g o ! " *Bh5I Bala said: " 0 Guru, whom thou sendest, him I tako with mo. Then Guru Angad
lf
called Lala, the Punnu. He was'a disciple, a Ja(. Guru Angad said: Bhal Lala Punnu,
1
thou art a disciple, thou art attending to the Guru, go thoui with Bhai Bala toITalvandT, bring
the Janam-patrl o f Guru Nanak," Lala, the Punnu, said: " Blessed is our lot, that we shall 1 see
the Janam-patrl of Guru Nanak, we shall consider it as if wc had had an interview with Guru
l
1
Nanak." Guru Angad said: "Bhai Lala, may the creator come into thy m i n d ! "
Bhai Bala, the Sandhu, and Lala, the Punnu, came to TalvandT, (the village of) Ilae BhCe,
1
the BhattT. Having arrived there they met Mahata Lalu. They said: "Bhai Lalu, give us the
Janam-patrl of Guru Nanak! Guru Angad asks for it." Bhai Lalu answered: " I t is not with
me." Bhai Bala said: "Thou art the brother of Mahata Kalu, search thou in the bouse." Lalu,
the Vedl, rejoined: "Bhai Bala, thou art the friend of>Guru Nanak, speak the truth: is Angad
19
Guru or Sirl Cand? ' He told them also something else. Bhai Bala said: "Bhai Lalu, Angad
3
has become Guru, before whom' Guru Nanak put-five paisas and a cocoa-nut and bowed his head.
What competition* is there against Mm ? We have sought and found him/ To his honour, Sirl
Cand, as being his son/ due reverence will be paid." Then' Bhai Lalu said: " Bhai Bala, look,
i' am searching. 'My^ brother's wife has departed and my brother Kalu also." They began to
search in the house. Searching and searching they found on the fifth day the Janam-patrl and
Bhai Lalu gave it into the hand of Bala, and Bala put it into the hand of Lala/ the Punnu.
Then Bhai Lala ' said to Bhai Bala: "Bhai Bala, go, thou also with mo! much honour will be
1
paid to thee;* Bhai Bala answered: " Well, brother/ go on i "
When Bhai Lal3 and Bala went away, Lalu, the Vedl, said: " Yo take away the Janampatrl of Guru'Nanak, but take <also with you some offering of mine!" Bala said: "Well,
brother Lalu, whatever comes into thy mind, that is good." Bhai Lalu gave five paisas and a
f
cocoa-nut and said: "Put my offering before Guru Angad, bow the head and say: O Guru,
v

I

f

9 4

if ever his honour Sirl Cand should take offence (at this), you'must render me iassistance. "
On this Bhai Bala said I " 0 Lalu, there is no ground for fear/'
Bhai Lala and Bala took the Janam-patrl and ^brought it to Khandur, (a village of) the Khahara*
Jats, and put it' before Guru Angad. Guru Angad was very muchi pleased and said: " Bhai Bala,
may the creator come into thy mind! to-day thou hast procured us an interview with Nanak."
1
Having taken it into his hands Guru Angad kissed it and put it on" his eyes and on his head.
When he looks at 4t, he sees that the letters are shastrf .* Guru Angad reflected: " May there
be such a disciple, who is read in both kinds of letters?" Mahima, a Khahara-*Tat, in whoso
house Guru Angad was staying, said: "Guru, in Sultanpur is Paiya, a Mokha Khatrl, he reads
11
both letters.
Guru Angad then said: "Bhai Mahima, he should be brought." iMahima
^t

!

Thislis a Sikh blessing.
' T*fc*V^£fr name of the eldest son of Nanak,jas in the later Janam-Sakhis he is always mentioned
first; in thai old Janam-Sakbi Lakhmi-das is on the contrary mentioned first; see p. viii, 1. 22.
* This rite of investiture with,the Guruship, practised also by the following Gurus, when nominating
their successor, differs somewhat from that mentioned on p. xlv, 1. i. But from what follows, it may be
concluded that it was the common, way of doing homage to a superior.
4
The passage runs thus in the original: % j j ^ f t 9 " ^ faj\ ifc jSfcft 1J3T *55K 3 t ^ H t VHTOT35T
oJdcM* This passage, being very significant as to the violent character of Sir! Cand, was in the Lahore
lithographed copy changed in the following way: %' S?5£ f?f^ 3 ^ S ^ t Vffi 47531 3 t 3*ti 3JHT 7%
•fctcfYi: if ever Sir! Cand should take offence (at this), you must not be angry (with him)! (sic t)
f
*.<% Devanagari. Tide notice is very important, as it shows that the so-called Gurmukhi letters'were
in use before the Sikh Gurus, and not invented by thcin.
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answered: " Woll> Sir, I will^ bring himf at my bidding ho Willi quickly coroc.^ Mahirna went
to, Sultfmpur and brought Paipa, the Mokha. Having come, Paira, tho Mokha, bowed ,his head
and Guru Angad showed him the Janam-patri. He read it off quite ;fluently. Guru Angad iwas
much pleased and said: "Paija, put .this for us intoj GurmukhT letters!" Paiya answeredti
"Well, Sir! procure good paper, I will write it." The Gum procured papor, inkiumd pen^ and
gave them, to him* Paiya wrote and Guru Angad caused it to be written.
Say, O brother: vah Gurujl!—The narrative is continued.
(2).

Circumstances of the birth of Nanak.
1

The Janam-patrl of Guru Nanak is written.

In Sambat 1520, the\ fifteenth of the light half of the month of Katak, *Nanak was born at
TalvanclT, (a village) of Rue Bhoe, the Bhatti. He was born 4a the house of Kalu, a VBdrKhatrl
by caste. In the Kali-yug the name of Baba Nanak < was given to him. He founded his own
sect (or way). Whilst one watch and a half of the nightj were remaining, in the? moonlight night
an unbeaten sound was produced at the gate of Baba Nanak. The thirty-three crores of gods,
2
3
4
the eighty-four Siddhs, jfche nine Naths, the sixty-four Joginls, the fifty-two Vlras$* the six
Jatls,* paid homage to him (saying): " The incorporeal Supreme Spirit has come to save the world;
to him homage should bo paid, who has come as an Avatar!" At midnight and twenty-four
7
minutes he was born in the house of Kalu, thq Vedl.
The family priest of iKalui the VSdl
was the Brahman Hari Diyal. Early in the morning Kalu went to the house ofi Hari Diyalt and
said: " Pandit, do me a favour! "4 The Pandit said: " Mahata Kalu, why hast thou come at such
a time?" . Kalu rejoined; " A male child has been born. Do me the favour and set down his
Janam-patrl." Hari Diyal said: " Well, Mahata Kalu, having performed (religious) service and
1
worship I will come. Meanwhile go thou.' Kalu came again to his house. The Pandit came
8
M
risen for five Gharis. Havin o
afterwards
I have come." Kalu, led him in; he had spread out cushions and seated the Pandit upon them.
9
Being seated the Pandit said: "Mahata Kalu, bring paper (and) saffron, and let me hear also
9
the sound, the child emitted, when it was born; tell jme the time when it was born. ' Kalu
said: " I know about the birth, that it was midnight and twenty-four minutes when it was
born, but about the sound I know nothing." On this the Pandit said: "Ask from within; ask
10
the midwife Daulat,"
Kalu called the midwife Daulat out. She came out saying: "Why have
you called me o u t ? " Kalu said: "The Pandit is asking, thou knowest it, tell it." Tho midwife answered: "Pandit, what do you a s k ? " The Pandit said: " What sound did the child
fl
emit when it was born?" The midwife answered:
0 Pandit, how many children were born
1

It is quite Evident that what follows cannot be the original Janam-patrl of Nanak. The headings we
have added.
1
The nine Naths of the Jogis.
ogis
4

MT*IA\

(tftfttft

rocs
* It is not known exactly, who are meant by thefifty-twoVlras. TI
9
The HSft (Tf?l) are ascetics; who thtse six are is not known. The Jainas worship seven Jatls.
u
to here are left out
' In the Lahore lithographed copy the words from: In (lie Kali-j
9
9
A Ghuri Is twenty-four minutes,fiveGharis therefore = two hours time.
f
*?T<y or saffron is used, to blot out any letter, that- may he written by mi
10
as may be concluded

1
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tinder my hands! but such a child and in such a manner was never born. The voice he emitted
was such, as if some very wise one would laughingly join (us). I am quite out of liny wits
about this/child." The Pandit said: "Hear, Kalu: the child is born when the twenty-seven
lunar mansions were full. If he were born before midnight, he would become a great merchant;
this one is born in the following watch, the night declining (already). This night was a very
momentous point of time, on his head an umbrella" will 'needs be turned. I am very much
1
surprised, I will see what sort of umbrella Jwill be turned (over liim).' The Pandit was sunk
9
in deep reflection and said: "Kalu, let me see the child.' Kalu asked for the childrfrom within,
from his wife. But the wife of Kalu said: "I shall not give it, the days are chilly." The
Pandit said: "It will do him noft*harmyyou may rely on my word." Then Kalu brought hint^
out in his clout on his hands and sat down with him before the Pandit. The Pandit was
versed in divine knowledge. Having, seen him he stood up, joined both his hands and worshipped
him. The Pandit saids " Kalu, take him away."* Kalu* brought the child to the inner room,
and having returned said: "Come (again) and point out'some name for it; for in* what auspicious
6
moments is it born!" The Pandit said : " Kalu, I will determine on a name and give it him."
The Pandit reflected' for thirteen days. When thirteen days had passed, a coat was put (on the
9
child) and the name given: Nanak the Formless one. Then Kalu said: " 0 Pandit, this name should
4
not have been given, this name is common to'Hindus and Turks." The Pandit said again: "This
is a man, in whom is a great Avatar; he has come to thy house; such a great Avatar has
never'been before. There has been Sri 'Ram Cand and there has been Sri Krisn, the Lord; those
the Hindus worship, but this one both Hindus and Turks will worship; his name will be current
3
on earth and in heaven. Wood and grass will say: "Nanak, Nanak!" The ocean will grant-him
access, he will mentally recite the Formless (Supreme) one. And he will be much given to ablutions
and the creature he will consider as a creature; Without the Supreme Lord he will acknowledge
none else. 0 Kalu, this will be my grief that I shall not see his dignity (he will attain to).
What do I know how long my life will be?"
4
When Nanak had become five > years old, he used to .lose everything which he took from
f
the house. Kalu went to reproach the Pandit: "Well, Pandit, a (fine) umbrella is turned (over
him)!" The Pandit said to Kalu: " Now thou reproachest me, but that time will come, when
4
thou {with a straight face wilti not utter a word."
(3).

Ndnak sent to school.
When Nanak became big, lie commenced .to play with boys, but his view did not agree with
that of the -boys; he studied with himself over the Formless one*
Whoa be had become seven yean of age he began to talk of the Shastras and the Yedas.
Whatever he talks, that ho understands. Every one put* reliance on him. The Hindus begin
to say: " Some form of a god has been born." The Husalmans say: " Some holy man of God
is born."
Then Kalii said: " 0 boypftanak, learn now to read."
' %
1

S^» •« ombrelm, the sign of royalty.
*°'
1
In A. this namefal<3°n<J\,Hhe Formless one, Is not even hinted at.
wtvJ •Hi^'fT Is here used in'the sense of: to be dome - to be $aid, not in'the sense now common,: to
become,
v
*
This whole passage Is simply left out in the Lahore lithographed copy, as derogatory to Nanak,, for
whom It only has praise.
i
*
t

•
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Kalu went to the (village) schoolmaster and said:' " 0 schoolmaster, look out for an
anspicious moment, for we will send the boy to* school." The schoolmaster answered: " Now
the time is good." Then TLSilu asked from hie wife for a two-pice piece,«betel-nut and rice, and
brought it 'and handed Nanak over to the schoolmaster for the purpose of reading. Kalu said:
" 0* schoolmaster,* teach Nanak to read!" The schoolmaster said :i " Well, that shall be done,
Sir!" Then the schoolmaster Wrote him a wooden slate and gave it him." Nanak >read ;one day.
On'the following day he remained silent. The schoolmaster said: *'Nanak, why remainest thou
silent ?i why dost thou not read ? " Nanak answered: " 0 schoolmaster, host thou read anything,
which Uhou mayst let me read ? " The schoolmaster said: " I have read everything.'" Then
Nanak rejoined: *' 0 schoolmaster, by reading these words jnooses are laid (on men);; that which
we must read, is all wind." Then Nanak uttered a Sabd in the Sirl Bag, Mahali I .
[Now follow four Pauris with a lengthy paraphrase' from Sir! Rag, Sabd 6, Mahala I.]
4
The i Pandit became astonished and paid reverence (to Nanak) as to a perfect man.
" What
comes into thy mind, that do!*"
Then Nanak came home and sat down, he did no work. When he sat down, he remained
seated. He associated with Faajrs.v His father Kalu became astonished, > that Nanak went on
in this manner.
Nanak grazes his father's buffaloes and spoils a eorn-field$ which it miraculously restored.
When Nanak had become nine yean old, the (brahmanical) cord'was placed (on him). He
learnt also to read some Turkish.* He did not disclose the thoughts of his mind to any one.
1
His father Kalu then said: " 0 eon Nanak, take the buffaloes which ate in my house and
pasture them!• Nanak took the buffaloes and wont out (to the pasture-ground); having grazed
them he brought Them back at night to the house. The following day he went out again. Having
left the buffaloes, he fell asleep at the border of a field sown with wheat. The buffaloes went and
fell upon the wheat and browsed it and the wheat was spoiled. The owner of the wheat came
11
and said: " Brother, why hast thou laid waste my field ? give answer for this devastation!"
Nanak answered: "Nothing of what is thine has been wasted, 0 brother! What is it, if soino
r
buffalo has pilfered from it? God will put a blessing'on this (field)/' But that man did not desist,
he began to quarrel with Nanak. Then Nanak and the BhattI proprietor come to ltae Bular,
1

1

f

f

T h i s story i s a l s o c o n t a i n e d in t h e S i k h a d e r a j d i vithid ( L u d i h a n a , l 8 6 8 ) , p , 2 0 1 , b u t r a t h e r a l t e r e d .
T h e extracts from the J a n a m - S a k h i , which'this book contains, a r e t a k e n from m o r e m o d e r n sources, a n d t h e
explanations a d d e d a r e of little o r n o value w h a t e v e r .
1
' T h e H i n d u s in t h e Punjab write o n small wooden slates painted black, with a colour m a d e o f white
e a r t h . W h e n t h e s l a t e i s w r i t t e n ovesr; t h e l e t t e r s a r e w a s h e d off w i t h w a t e r / T h e b o y s , w h i l s t i m i t a t i n g
the letters, pronounce them aloud, which causes a considerable din*
* W h e n e v e r the G r a n t h i squoted i n the later times, a translation, o r r a t h e r a p a r a p h r a s e , i salways a d d e d
1
t o i t , w h i c h p r o v e s sufficiently, t h a t a t ' t h a t t i m e t h e S i k h s n ol o n g e r u n d e r s t o o d t h e i d i o m o f t h e G r a n t h .
These paraphrases are usually very iudi(Fcreut[aud frequently misinterpret the original text completely, o r
simply pass over w h a t was unintelligible t othem*
*
4

1

The Lahore lithographed copy has bcrc'significantly: ^ V<J*faftJ 9,-thou*art the Supreme Lord,

* U n d e r 3 7 J s f t > T u r k i s h , v e r y l i k e l y P e r s i a n i s t o b e u n d e r s t o o d , ' t h e official I a n g u n g e o f t h o s e d a y s .
1
T h i s i s also corroborated b y the fact, t h a t s o m e Persian verses o f N a n a k ' are found i u t h e G r a n t h , t h o u g h
h i s k n o w l e d g e o f P e r s i a n m u s t ' h a v e been very deficient. T o t h i s very likely alludes t h e notice i n t h e S i y a r u l - i n u t u ' a X X i r i n ( l l r i g g s " t r a n s l a t i o n , v o l . i. p . 1 1 0 ) , t h a t s o m e S a y y i d U u s a i n , w h o h a d n o c h i l d r e n o f h i s
o w n , c h a r g e d h i m s e l f w i t h h i s e d u c a t i o n a n d i n t r o d u c e d ' ' h i in t o t h e k n o w l e d g e o f t h e m o s t e s t e e m e d w r i t i n g s
of t h e I s l a m . I n t h e L a h o r e l i t h o g r a p h e d copy t h i s is ( n o d o u b t i n t e n t i o n a l l y ) left o u t .
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the iheadman of Talvan4i,*by tribe a Bhattl. Then the headman said: "Call Kalu!" Aside
people had said that Nanak was mad and that he should send for Kalu. ]They brought Kalii.
Then Rae Bular said to Kalu, that he was notfwarning this his son, who was laying waste the
fields of others. "Well, though considering him mad, thou hast let him alone. Go now and make
amends for the devastation done toi others! If not, thou wilt have to ianswer before the Turkish
,,
u
authorities. Kalu said': Sir, what shall *I do ? this one is verily mad*" Then the |R[ie said:
u
I havo forgiven this trespass to thee, Kalu, bnt go and make amends for the »damage." Nanak
€i
spoke then: Sir, Inothing of the property of this one has been damaged, he speaks a falsehood."
The owner of the field rejoined: "Sir,{my wholetfield has been laid waste; I have been plundered.
Grant* me justice, if not* I go to the Turks."* Nanak ^answered: "Sir, not ono blade ghas been
spoiled andicutioffll Send thou thy own linen, they shall see and report." Then Rae Bular sent
his own footmen. When those footmen having gone see, what do theyi see? ,not one blade of the
field was spoiled. The footmen come and Report; "Sir, nothing at all is wasted." Then ltao
1
Bular called the owner of the field a liar. Nanak and Kalu both went home.

I

•

5

( )«

x

A -black serpent, expands its hood over Nanak when resting under a tree.
When Baba Nanak was nine years of age, he had gone out (one day) to graze the buffaloes.
They werothe days ofi(the month of) Vaisakh (April-May), at the time of noon he >camo and
rested under a tree and made also his buffaloes stand (there). As soon as he had taken to rest,
a black snake came and Lsat at .his,head expanding its hood (over him). They were the days of
measuring (the fields under cultivation), Rae .Bular having measured wheat was going home;
when he looked on, a boy had fallen asleep (there) and a black snake sat at his head, expanding
its hood (over him). Rae; Bular,stopped; when he looks on, what does he see ? # that the shade
of the other trees is gone and that the shade of that tree, under which the boy was sleeping, had
remained there. He reflected in his mind: if that boy really lives, then he is some prophet, and
if ho has :drunk the breath of the snake, he is dead. Afterwards some people came there, Rao
Bular said to them: "Look, who this boy is, who dies there?" When they looked on, what did
1
they see ? that it waa Nanak, the eon of Kaji^, the Patvarl, who was lying there. They said to
Rae Bular: " 0 Rae, the sou of Kalu, thy Pa^vari, is lying there." Rae Bular said: " Look,
that ye raise him up." They raised the sleeper and Nanak stood up and sat dowii. When ho
looked about, he saw, that Rae Bular stood at his head. Nanak joining his hands saluted him.
The Rae dismounted, from his horse, embraced, Nanak and kissed his head, -and showed him much
politeness. Rae Bular said: "Look, Mends, a wonderful thing has ^becn seen (already) and to-day
also see! This one is not empty, on him is some mercy of God." The people were astonished
(saying) if " 0 brother, Raft Bular^ has ^become very kind to this boy." Having gone home Jie
called Kalu and said to him: " 0 Kalu,* the son of thy house Nanak do not consider as thy son,
he is ia devotee of i the Supreme Lord. Do not say to this (thy) son: ' Be cursed, die 1/ he is a
3
great person, my town is a sacrifice to him. Kalu, thou also hast been exalted, in whose houso
thy son Nanak has been born." Kalu said: " T h e thing of God Qod knows," and,went home.
1

This whole story is left oat in the Lahore lithographed copy, as ^t was Jfelt that this duplicity did not
redound to the honour of Nanak. It is also missing in a MS. copy of the India Office Library, No. 2885,
whirh is nearly identical with the Lahore lithographed edition of the Jannm-Sakhi.
J
3
"UdcStcH* hind steward; his business is to keep the land-accounts of the village.
J
The words: Do not say to this thy son*—to the end of the sentence, are left out in the Lahore lithographed
copy (likewise in the MS^No.(2885)|a8 .being' too disrespectful. The answer of Kalu also is given differently:
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Nanak refuses to do any work; \the attempt to eure[ him from his supposed madness fails.
But Nanak kept company with Faqlrs, he spoke with nobody else." His wholo family was
grieved and distressed -thereby, they feaid: " Nanak has become mad." Then his mother came to
1
Nanak*and taid: "It will not do for thee to Bit with Faqlrs, give up'these perpetual foolish words!
The people laugh at us, that the son of Kalu has become an idler." When his mother had said
these words to Nanak, he did not'mind them at all, he lay down again, he did not speak with any
one, as he lay down, so he remained for four or .five days. His mother came again and said to
:
him: " 0 son, how does it behove thee to lie down ? rise, eat and drink something! Look after
the fields! all thy family is grieved. And, 0 son, if anything do not please thee, then don't do
it, we say nothing to you; why art thou BO thoughtful?" Then information was given to Kaluj
Kalu said: " 0 son, what were we telling thee ? it is good to do. work. If the sons of Khatris
have money, do. they no work? 0 son, it is good to do (some) work! Our field out there stands
ripe, if thou wouldst go and' stand in it, it would not be wasted. Then every one will say: ';Well
done, well done, the son of Kalu .has become a good son!' 0 son, the field is with (itsV owners!"
Nanak answered: "By us a private field has been ploughed,, of that we are taking care. The
plough has been carried (over it), tine proper time for sowing the ground has come; the eight
1
watches we were standing there. 0 father, we take care of our own field, how shall we have
knowledge of another's field?" Kalu became astonished'and said: "Look, people, what this one
is saying!" Then said Kalu: " When hast thou ploughed a private field ? Give up (these) silly
words, and if it be thy pleasure, I will give thee at the next harvest a private ploughed field, I
will see, how thou wilt make it ripen!" Then Nanak said: " 0 father, the field has now been
ploughed by us and it has grown up well, it looks quite well," Then Kalu said again: " 0 son,
we have seen no cultivated field of thine at all, how shall I know, what thou art saying?" Nanak
answered: "0 father, that field has been cultivated by us, thou thyself wilt hear." Then Nanak
uttered a Sabd in the Bag Sora^hi (Sabd 2, 1, Hah. I.). [Kalu said again: " 0 Nanak, sit, thou
in the shop, our field is the shop." Then the second Paurl was said. Then Kalu said again: " 0
eon, if thou wilt not sit in the shop, take thou horses and traffic with them! Thy spirit is
melancholy. Do (some) business and see also foreign countries! we shall say, that he is gone for
(some) business and that he will come now.", Then .the third Paurl was said. Then Kalu said
again: " 0 Nanak, thou art gone from us, but go audi do some service, perhaps thy spirit will come
to rest therein, we have given up thy gaining (anything). 0 son, if thou wilt beoome an TJdasI,
then all* people will say to us, that the son of Kalu has become a Faqlr and the people will reproach
us." Then ,the fourth. Paurl was said.]' Then Nanak said: " 0 father, our field is sown, thou
hast heard how* 0 father, our jfield has sprung up well, we have so much confidence in this field,
that the whole government tax will fall off, sons, daughters and the whole family will eat[ to their
1
satiety and will bo happy; the debt of the Lord will be removed, and the poor, brothers and
relatives, all will- be profited by it. The Lord, whose husbandry I have carried on, gives me much
assistance; for that day I rejoice much.' Whatever I ask, that he gives me. 0 father, I have
found £out a great;Lord, traffic and shop, all bus been entrusted, (by him to me)." Then Kalu
I

' The negation which A. has, is left out here, very likely purposely.
. * The words lit brackets are an addition. It is easily perceived, that they do not agree with the context,
but rather interrupt it. All'the additions made by the second compiler will thus!be pointed out by brackets.
* The' text is here so much shortened, that the words are no louger intelligible, whereas they are quite
f
plain in the Crst compilation. ]
| **•*?' "rc f- 9 uygyafiipi m m iy fjpr|pei|4lH|i |*HM|*4lj^
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became astonished and said: We have not at all seen (or)\heard of thy Lord." The Baba said: "By
whom my Lord has been seen, by them he is praised." The Guru Baba uttered one Sabd in the
v

I

Hag Asa (Caupada 1, Mah. I.). Then Kalu said again: "Give up these things, walk after the
manner of the people, it is nothing to live without a business." Then Nanak remained silent,
Kalu rose and went home and took to his work; he said: "This work is beyond our strength,3
but may not the field outside be damaged!" Then all the family of the Vedls began to grieve,
they said: " It is a great pity, that the son of Kalu .has become mad." Nanak remained silent;
three months he lay down and ate and drank nothing. The whole family of the Vedis became
dispirited and all began to say to Kalu: " How dost thou, sit down (quietly), whose son
remains • lying down ? Call thou some physician and get medicine for him! The people will
say, that Kalu, on account of the money, does not get his son cured. (This is) much money,
if (thy) son become well." Then Kalu stood up and went and brought a physician. The physician
came and began to seize the arm of the Baba. The Baba drew away his arm, lifted up his
leg, stood up and sat down. He began to say: " 0 physician, what art thou doing?" The
physician said: " I am looking after the disease, that may be in thy spirit." The Baba laughed
and made the Sabd [there follow four verses]. On the subject of the physician he made also
1
another Sabd, in the Bag. Malar [there follow two verses]- Say, 0 brother: vah Gurujl!
I
(7)

i

'

Nanak sow* a field and neglect* it thoroughly. His father expostulate* with him.
[When the Baba had become twelve years of age, then Kalu said, after he had reflected in
his mind: "Nanak has read, but he should (now) be put into some business." Then Kalu said
to Nanak: "Son, apply thyself to some business!" Nanak answered: "Well, father, if you
tell me anything, I will do it." Kalu said: " Son, in such and such a place sow thou a field!"
"Well, father, I am sowing." Kalu gave to Nanak one maund and a quarter of seed, Nanak
took it, went and cast it. The field sprang up, but who protects it? Any one's cattle, any
one's ass, any one's filly, any one's horse eat it away, Nanak removes none (of them). Kalu
went and saw that his field had sprung up well. Becoming angry (that the field had been
wasted) he began to reproach him {i.e. Nanak), and said: " A fine son has in thee been born
in my house to cause destruction!" and going away he began to say to the Pandit Hari Dayal:
11
A fine umbrella is turned about in my house; such are thy Vedas and Puranaa! mv field,
1
that had sprung up, is wasted by him!" The Pandit Hari Dayal said: " Thou hast no information whatever, thou art luckless! thou hast no profit whatever from Nanak, * other people
will be profited by Nanak and how many will be liberated (by him)! having heard the words
of Nanak they will do them. Nanak will become famous among Hindus and Musalmans. The
people having heard and read the Vedas (and) the book (a-the Kur'an) will do (them). The
four Vedas, the eighteen Puranas, the si* Shastras and the Bhagavad-(Glta) and as many Gitas
as there are, all will suddenly come out of * the mouth of Nanak "without having read (them) (as)
from the invisible (world). Hear, Kalu, be not alarmed about 'him! It is weighty to say of
him, what cannot be said of a corporeal being, that Nanak appears to me even as the Formless
one (the Supreme . Being). Between him and the Formless one there is no difference whatever."
[Then Kalu remained silent.t
When Nanak was fifteen years of age, Kalu said to him: " What sort of a man art thou,
Here the second compiler breaks off suddenly without carrying the story to the end, whichris also
rather abruptly finished in the first compilation. It is very significant that.this whole Sakbi ia left out in
Itlie Lahore edition, as it was considered rather derogatory to Nanak.
*
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who;, wast born iiL my house? In the time of old age my name is drowned by thee. I have
no more any hope. First Nanak I was born and then thou. I had hoped that my name .would
remain after me, and thou hast been born such a man! Whilst I live my name is drowned
by thee." Nanak remained silent. Then Kalu said again: " I am gradually worn out and
die and thou givest me no answer I?
\
"When Nanak had become' seventeen years of age, J£alu said to Nanak: "Son, I have
M
become anxious about thee, think of something!" Nanak answered:
Well, father, pardon me
now! Whatever thou wilt tell me,concerning,the field, that I will do.**]

r

(8)

-

Nanak is sent on a trading trip and spends Ms money on Faglrs.
Rae Buldr.
/

Me is beaten by his

<

l|f

[Then *Kalu said: tfake twenty Rupees and go and bring four or five things! Bring salt
and turmeric and some other things, that I shall point out to thee; and if thou wilt make this
r
time a good traffic, then I will give thee again many Rupees." Nanak answered: " Well,
father, thou wilt see thyself, what a good traffic I shall make.** Kalu gave him the twenty
1
Rupees and (sent) one servant with him. They set out; when} they had gone twelve Kos, he
saw that an assembly of Sadhs was sitting there, and how was it ? Except 'a strip of cloth
between the legs, they, had no .kind* of clothes on. Among them was a Mahant; him Nanak
n
asked: M Sir, are you not in possession of clothes or are clothes not pleasant to your* body ?
1
The Mahant said: "How, ^brother, why dost thou , ask? what object hast thou?" Then Bala,
the [Jat, who was. as servant with him, said: "Hear, Nanak, thou hast cime for the purpose
of traffic, go and take up that traffic, that Kalu has told thee." Nanak said: "Hear, brother
Bala, my father has said, that I should make good traffic. Shall I make a good traffic or a
[
99
99
bad one, tell me thy advice.
Bala answered: "Kalu has sent; thee for good traffic.
Then
4
9
Nanak said: 'Bala, this is gdod traffic and that is* bad'.traffic.'
Bala replied: "Sir, know
thou (thyself), thou art the son, he is the father." Then* Nanak asked theseiSadh*: "Why have
1
9
a
f
you not" given me an. answer?' The Mahant*said: " 0 boy, we are Nirbanls, to us abstinence
99
from clothes i/ necessary.
Nanak said: "You will also not be eating?" The Mahant replied:
" 0 lad, when the Lord sends, then »we are eating, otherwise we remain silentj for this reason
we are dwelling in the jungle; having become Sanyasls we no longer dwell in a village, in a
village^ there is hope (of getting something)." * Then Nanak said: " Hear, 0 Mahant, what is
§i
thy name ? " The Mahant mentioned his name; (my) garb (is that of a) Nirbani, (my) name:
the dust of the saints." Nanak.became very happy and said: "Hear, brother Bala, I cannot
s
give up this traffic." BaH* said: "Hear, r Nanak, Kalu will be angry with me, see thou to i t ! "
Nanak replied:. "This is a good traffic, there is no loss in it, but on the contrary* an increase."
Bala said: "You,must know it." Then Nanak took the twenty Rupees from Bala and put
them before the Mahant. The Mahant said:^ "How, 0 lad? these are of no use to us, *and
1
they are given thee by thy father for the sake of traffic; what dost thou mean by giving them
to Faqlrs?" Nanak replied: "Hcjar* 0 Mahant! ray father had said to me: ' I f thoi come
9
having made good traffic, then it is 'good. This is good traffic, every other traffic is bad."
l

T h e l i t h o g r a p h e d L a h o r e e d i t i o n a d d s . h e r e : 75T37J 7 T T F 5 m W T * H T v T T : t h e s e r v a n t w i t h ( h i m ) w a s
Bala, whereas the M S . (No. 2885),"which otherwise agrees verbatim with the L a h o r e edition, does not mention
the n a m e here, but further on.
r

8

tAdMlcMi MI order of Faqirs, who pretend to be freed from every want and to be emancipated,whilst
as yet la the body.
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The Mahant said: "Hear, 0 lad, what is thy name? who art thou?" Nanak replied: "Hear,
0 Mahant, my name is Nanak Nirankarl (the Formless one), I am the son of Kalu, a Khatrl of
the Vedl tribe." Then said that Mahant: " Hear, 0 lad, what is this ? Nirankarf and the son
of a K h a t r l ? " Kanak replied: " I n the Dvapara yuga we had performed devotion to the
Formless one, the devotion was complete, but desire entered us; therefore our birth took place in
a low house. Then our birth look place in the house of an oilman; on account of that desire
we were again born in the house of a Khatrl. At that time also we were incorporeal and now
l
also we are incorporeal." Then the Mahant said: " 0 lad Nanak, ask thou something!" Kanak
replied: "What shall I ask? the One Formless one I desire, I desire nothing else." Then the Mahant
said again: " 0 lad, thou thyself art the Formless one, what shall we give to theo ? But do (one)
work, take these Rupees and bind them in thy bundle and bring provisions for these, that the
Atlts £FaqIr3) may eat, money is of no use to us." Then Nanak took Bala with him and went
to the town, he took provisions and fuel and raw pots and brought them and put them before the
Mahant. Then the Mahant said: "Nanak Nirankarl, thou art indeed the Formless one. The Atlts
had passed seven days in fasting; now go thou!" Then Nanak bowed his head, rose and went.
After (that) an Atlt asked the Mahant: "Sir, why didst thou send him away, jhe had done
service to thee." The Mahant replied: "Hear, 0 Atlt, he was himself the Formless one,.*he had
come to* (inquire after us,f we had to take from him our provisions/ but service we had not to
exact from him; his splendour could not be borne by us, therefore.we gave him leave.""
"When Nanak had gone above one K5s, ho began to ask Bala: "Brother Bala, what, has
been done by* u s ? " Bhai Bala said: "Hear, O Nanak, by me none (i.e. * Rupees) have been
eaten ( = spent), thou didst demand them and I gave them to thee." Then Nanak said: "Bala,
we did not make thef mistake." Bala replied: " I f I made the mistake, thou must-know, if
1 did not make the mistake, then thou must know. As thou wast inexperienced, so was I inexperienced; Kalu knows (this) or thou must know it." Having come there (i.e. fhonie) Nanak
did not enter his house and Bala went to his own house. Kalu was informed, that Bala, the
g
servant (of Nanak), had entered his house and that Nanak had not come. Kalu became alarmed
and went to the house of Bala and called him out. Bala came 'out of the house and Kalu
asked: ^'Bala, where is Nanak and where are pthe Rupees?" Bala said: "Mahata Kalu, in going
along Nanak has given the twenty Rupees away to feed Faqirs.** Kalu said again: " I , who had
1
sent thee with him, what for did I send thoe with him? that you should feed Faqlrs?" "Mahata
€
Kalu, 'thou hadst said to Nanak: ' make a good traffic!' He said: Hear, Bala, we must make
a good traffic;* by him "the good traffic haB been made, thou mayst cry or not." Then Kalu
said: "Show me to a certainty where he i s ! " Bala .took Kalu and came with him to the pond.
v
Having come there Kalu seized Nanak and-began to ask: "Where are those twenty Rupees?"
Nanak did not say anything. Kalu became angry and gave Nanak two slaps on his left cheek
and on his right cheek he gave 'him (two) with his right hand.* Nanak shed tears, but^said
nothing, the water ran down his cheeks. One man wentj to Rae Bular and said: " Kalu, the
Patvarl, has given his son* a severe beating. NanakI, the daughter of .Kalu, has fallen for the
The MS. No. 2885 has the words: In the Dvapara yuga we'had performed devotion to the Formless one,
the devotion had become complete; then also we were incorporeal and now also we are incorporeal. About
the different births nothing is said. The Lahore edition lias (intentionally) left oat this whole passage,
1
The MS. No. 2885 gives this passage more clearly: 5 ^ 5 JPTT V t f e Zf<S 7TT7S7 % ^ f e 3HT%i*T%
TO % VTlft 3R5 § *H§ ^f^ 5 * n § \(Tfr %m $ TR^ft TO § i i.e. Kalu having become angry struck
Nanak two slaps with the right hand on the left cheek and two-slaps with the left hand on the right cheek.
(The verb (HTd) is dropped.) In the.Lal lore edition this whole passage, which all Janam-Sakhis have, is
intentionally left out, it only says that Kalu became very angry.
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sake of Nan&k at the feet of Kalu (saying): 0 father, forgive him this fault for my sake! *"
NanakI had released Nanak, when a man .of Rae Bular came (and said): " Go, Kalu, the Rae
Kalu said: "Sir, what shall I bring? this
is calling thee, and bring also Nanak
my e son has quite upset me, whatjshall I do?" That servant of Rae Bular said: "Go, brother,
go there!" That servant• brought both to Rae Bular. The Rae was sitting in anger; when
he saw Nanak, he wept. The Rae rose and t embraced Nanak, he took him and kissed his
head. When he looked at his faoe, what did he see f that the water was running down his
cheeks! Then the Rae said: "Hear, Kalu,. I had told thee, don't call Nanak bad, and (yet)
thou hast beaten him to-day, fMy word has made no impression on thee, thou hast had no
love to God nor affection to thy son, that there is only one son in thy house; Kalu, thou
art a great fiend! Kalu, Nanak is not (held) worthy in thy house. What shall I do, as
this one has no knowlege of himself?" Kalu replied: "Sir, I had given him twenty Rupees;
there is no traffic and no Rupees (more), what shall I do ? You are quarrelling with me. I
had sent (also) a servant with Nanak; that one began to say, that he has fed Faqlrs." Rae
Bular asked the servant Bala; " Where„ has Nanak thrown away the twenty Rupees?" Bala
told before the Rae the whole thing that had happened. Then the Rae said: "Till now I never
called thee bad, but now I call thee so, because thou, uproarious, unhappy man, hast beaten so
much Nanak for the sake of twenty Rupees. Go, TJm&da, bring frora4 within, from the Rani
twenty Rupees and put them jinto the hand of the uproarious .Kalu! What shall I do, as he
(Nanak) will not eat in my house, otherwise I would keep him in my own house, he is not
to be kept in thy house; to-day or to-morrow we were entrusting, him to somebody." Meanwhile TJmeda brought the Rupees from the Rani Khokhar and put them before Rae Bular. The
Rae taking them into his hand began to give them to Kalu, but Kalu would not take them
and said: "Sir, the Rupees are thine and L also am thine and Nanak also is thine. I am
9
not sat all grieving about the Rupees, I am grieving about his conduct.' The Rae replied:
" H e is acting well, Kalu, take the Rupees! As long as the steps of Nanak are here, so long
we will serve him." Then said TJmeda, the Vazlr of the Rae: "Kalu, take the Rupees! it
is not good to disobey the word of the Rae. Rae Bular must be obeyed, .otherwise he will
take it amiss." Then Kalu, took the twenty Rupees. Kalu having taken the Rupees became
astonished. The people of Talvandi, the Khatrls and the Brahroansp and the Jat families, they
all began to be angry (and said): "Art thou a Khatrl? Thy birth is rather like that of Cancjal,
that thou hast thus beaten thy son. And thou hast taken twenty Rupees from the Rae!
Thenf the next morning Kalu went again to the Rae and fell down at his feet, and said: " I
r
have no place whatever, don't beat me; take back again these twenty Rupees!" The Rjie
replied: "These twenty Rupees we have ,not given to thee, I had to give them to Nanak, to
him they are given, how should they be again taken from thee ? " Kalu answered: " Sir,
where> were Rupees with Nanak, that they were borrowed by thee from him?" The Rae
replied: "Kalu, thou dost not know it; as much wealth and property there is in this world,
the Lord of all that is Nanak, what he gave, that we were eating and drinking."]

9

( ).-

J

Jairum't betrothal with Ndnakl and subsequent marriage.
[When Nanak was, eighteen years of age, they were the days of Cet and Vaisakh, the
Palta Jairam had come for the sake of measuring (the corn-fields), (for) he was an Amil.
Before (him) the daughter of Kalu, NanakI, was drawing water from a well; the sight of
Jairam, the Palta, fell on her, she was very beautiful. Jairam seeing her fell in love with her
and said to the Rae: " O Rae, whose is this girl?" The Rae replied: " 0 brother, this girl
H
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belongs to Kalu, the Patvarl." Jairam. asked further: " 0 Rae, Kalu tho Pa^varI, what sort
,,
of people ate they?" Rae Bular said: " 0 brother, they are Khatrls, of the Vedl clan.
lf
1
Jairam said: * 0 Rae, if her betrothal has not been made somewhere else, bring about my*!
betrothal with her." The Rae replied: " 0 brother, if between them and you intermarriages
take place, ' i will speak about it, but if fcot, how can I speak! about it ? " With Jairam was
a Brahman cook, but very intelligent. Him Jairam asked: " Sir, between ug and the Vedls
do betrothals take place or n o t ? " Nidha, tbe Brahman, replied: " 0 brother, they are taking
J
d
place." T?he Rae called' then Kalu and aBked: "Kalu, ° betrothals take place between
him and you or n o t ? " KaHr answered: "They are taking place." The Rae said further:
"Kalu, thy daughter lias become big, betroth her with Jairam!" Kalu replied: " 0 Rae,
those who have a daughter, do not speak themselves, those speak, with whom something is
wrong. I am thy servant, whatever is in my power I shall be ready to do." The Rae
said: " She is our daughter, don't trouble yourself about i t ! " Jairam called again on the
Rae: " 0 Rae, what news about the betrothal ? " The Rae answered: " The asking 'in
marriage of others' daughters is not a law, but a matter of submission and entreaty. Call thou
him and speak with him, what will have to be said on our part, that we shall also say.
Jairam replied: "How shall I speak? you are Rajas, you understand it." The Rae said: " D o
sot speak thyself, let it be told by the Brahman." Jairam replied: " Well, Sir, the Brahman
way go." Jairam called the Brahman and said: " Sir, go to Kalu, the Vedl's house, for the
sake of betrothal." The Brahman answered: " 0 Rae, let us both, you and I, be together Sand
speak to Kalu!" On Saturday, when one watch and a half of the day was yet remaining, the
Brahman said to Kalu: " Look, Mahata Kalu, thou art a good Khatrl and? Jairam also is^a
k
great man; it is a good union, consent to a betrothal!" Kalu replied: "Art thou 'speaking,
0 Brahman, or is Jairam speaking?" The Brahman replied: " 0 Mahata, how should Jairam
speak? ne has sent me." Then said the Raer "Kalu, the Brahman speaks truth, how should
Jairam speak? What the Brahman says, that he says." Then said Kalu: "Well, 0 Rae, thy
word is**on my head;' what you do, that is acceptable to my seven generations!"
The betrothal of Jairam and NanakI took place. In the coming (month of) Manghar the
1
work was done. Jairam took the Doll (with his wife) to his house (at Sultanpur). Afterwards
2
Kalu began to send Nanak, but Nanak did not go. Kalu said: " G o and bring thy sister."'
Then the Rae called Nanak, comforted him and said: "Go for this time and bring thy sister,
after we shall entrust you (to them) there." Nanak went and as it was some journey, he took.
1
Bala, the Sandhu, with him, as he had ah affection ** for Bala. Having gone there he began to
ask leave for his sister. Then Jairam said: "Nanak, remain thou also here,* I am not sending
(thee and Nanak!)." NanakF said then to Jairam:* "Send me this time, that the father Kalu
and the mother, both may be pleased and Nanak also may be pleased, he will say: * I have
not come back empty.' Then don't send" me again! I stand in awe of ^Nanak. When a dream
comes to me, whatever comes forth out of his mouth (in the dream), that is taking place;
for this reason I tell you this." Jairam said: "*"WelI> 'go, when wilt thou come [ again
NanakI said: "When thou wilt come to do the government work, then take me with thee,
1 am not coming by myself." Nanak took NanakI with him and they went home and joined
1

The words of the original are: 1»TT^ *faffcT TTYT blHT; they allude briefly to the wedding which
took place in Manghar. But the Lahore edition is not content with this brief allusion ; it gives a description
vt the marriage procession, and that much money and sweetmeats were distributed. That this*is quite a
recent addition is'proved by the MS.*2885, which contains nothing of this kind, but agTees here quite with
oar text.
* i.e. to 8nltanpur, to look after his sister.
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(their people). "When the season of Vaisakh came again, the measuring {of the corn-fields)
commenced. Jairam came to Talvandl, and having measured there'fhe was on the point of bringing
back his wife. Bae Bular heard of it, he showed Jairam much attention and entreaty; Jairam
was-1 much pleased with the Kae, he said also to the Kae: " 0 Rao, I am very much pleased
with youf may boldly some service be ordered to m e ! " The Rae said: " 0 brother, thy fatherin-law lis very foul-tongued and Nanak^ thy .brother-in-law is a perfect Sadh. "We were saying
11
this, that you should keep him with you.
Jairam replied: "OlRae, what is better than this?
u
He 4shall go with me." Then the Rae said: 0 brother, it will not do, that he go with? you,
after two months we will send him; you must bring about his betrothal* there somewhere•
(i.e. with somebody). Jairam replied: " Well, Kae, what Ram will do, that is good." Jairam
took his wife and went home.Jfr

•

(io).

Nanak gives away his drinking vessel and ring to an Atit.
to Sultanpur.

Arrangements for his departure

[When Nanak had become twenty yean of age, one day an Atit (Faqlr) came and sat outside
of the town. There also Nanak went with pleasure and sat down. In Nanak's hand was a
drinking vessel (Lo(a) and on one hand a ring of gold. The Atit said: "Who art thou? what
9
is thy name?' Nanak replied: "My name is Nanak Nirankari, I am a Yedl Khatrl." Then
f
the Atit said again: "Whose are yeV
Nanak replied: "You are the NirankarW Then
1
the Atit said: "You are a Nirankari and I am a Nirankari, between thee and me what
9
99
difference is there?'
Nanak replied: "None whatever.
Then the Atit said: "Give me this
99
drinking vessel and ring!
Nanak took joff the ring from his hand and put (it and) the drinking
vessel before the Atit. .Then the Atit said; "They have come to hand, let them remain with
99
me.
Nanak said: " 0 God, when the spittle is thrown out of the mouth, it is not again
99
taken up. The Atit replied: " 0 Nanak, thou art really the Nirankari (Formless one) and we are
9
the copy, ! Nanak went then to his own house and the Atit took the drinking vessel and the
99
ring and went off. Kalu asked N3.nak: "Where is the drinking vessel and the ring?
Nanak
remained .silent and did not speak. Kalu having become angry said: "Go, leave my house! I
99
do not hold thee back!
Kae Bular heard this and called Kalu: " 0 Kalu, what has happened
99
again?
"Sir, I am (your) dust: the ring and the drinking vessel he has thrown away some99
where; it is not known what he has done.
The Rae then said to Kalu:' "Let him be sent
99
to Jairam; here thou art annoyed and he also is grieved; whatever happens there, that happens.
The Kae wrote a letter to NanakI and Jairam and wrote a good deal: " W e have entrusted
99
Nanak to thee; whatever'will be done on thy part, that should be done without delay*
Jairam
99
also wrote a letter: "Nanak, come and join us.
When Nanak had read this letter, he said:
99
1
9
" I will join Jairam.
The people of the house said: " I f Nanak go, it is good/ ]*

*

*

en).

Nanak arrives at Sultanpur and enters the Commissariat.
3

On the third of the light half of the month Manghar, in Sambat 1540, , Nanak went to
Jairam; he came on the fifth day from Halvan^I to Sultanpur. On the seventh of the light half
of Manghar, he met with. NanakI, his sister. NanakI on seeing Nanak fell down at his feet.
Nanak said: " 0 sister, thou art older (than I), I on the contrary will fall at thy feet, or shouldst

1

Here Nirankari has the sense: of the Formless one.
The Lahore edition'has Sambat 1544, against all MS. authority.
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thou fall at my feet?"* NanakI replied: " 0 brother, thou art speaking the truth, but though!
thou mayst ibe a man, thou appearest ito me as my Supreme Lord." Jairam was not at home.1
,,
The Bebe* put down a stool (for Nanak) and began to ask: " 0 brother, art thou very happy? I
1
Nanak replied: "%Q Bebe, If am always happy/ j He was (still) sitting when Jairam afterwards I
came home. When he looked about, Nanak was sitting in front. When Nanak saw that his
brother-in-law Jairam had come, he rose and ran to fall down, at his feet. Jairam was a very
intelligent man; he seized the hands of Nanak and did not allow him to apply itbem to his feetf|
ho himself put his handf on the feet of Nanak. Then Guru* Nanak said: " 0 brother-in-law,^
why is^ this inverted custom made by thee ? " Jairam replied: " 0 Nanak, tyou know, that we
were brothers-in-law, and (now) I consider thee as the Supreme Lord. It has been my good luck, ]
that you have come to me; you have given me your sight, and I have been exalted thereby.
u
Don't you do anything, sit down and live with ease!" Guru Nanak replied: 0 brother-inlaw, if there would be some business (forme), it would be a good thing." Jairam said: "Well,
brother, .as this (thought) has arisen in your mind, it is good. Have you read some .Turkish ? "
91
Guru Nanak replied: " We have read some Hindi.
Jairam said: " Brother Nanak, will you
take the Commissariat ? " Guru Nanak replied: " 0 brother-in-law, whose is the Commissariat ? "
Jairam said: " I t belongs to the Navab Daulat Khan LodI, it is a great commissariat; if it he
possible, then take i t ! " Guru Nanak ^replied: "Well, brother-in-law, the Formless one will bring
it to on issue 1 " The Bebe NanakI said again; "Thou art the form of the Supreme Lord, as
the morsel is, so eat it in sitting down, do thou not fall into these troubles! thou dost not come
up to these troubles, thou art a Faqir." Guru Nanak replied: " I f one eats his bread in doing
l
(some) work, it becomes pure, and the Turks -'are saying: What is ,eaten lawfully, that is
,M
good.
Then Bebe NanakI said: "Well, brother, as thou >art thinking and liking, so it is
right." Then* Bebe NanakI said further to Jairam: "'Sir, are you^ acquainted with his circumstances or n o t ? " Jairam replied: " 0 servant of the Supreme Lord, I am acquainted."
Then Bebe NanakI continued to say: "Where shall his betrothal be made? if he conceivo an
affection for the married state, then business Will be done by him." Jairam replied: " I will
see about it. If he will give himself to business, then some Khatrl also will give the hand to a
•betrothal; do not be hasty! Keep the Lord in thy mind!" Bebe NanakI replied: "Sir, I am
not cleverer than thou, but I had to tell you this.*' On the fourteenth of the light half of
[the (month of) Manghar ,the Commissariat was given (to Nanak) by Jairam. Say, 0 brother:
vah Guru-jl!
1
(12)
Nanak in the Commissariat; visited by his father. Sis
found correct.

accounts are examined by Jairam and
3

[One thousand Rupees iu cash were given (to him by Jairam). Bala, the Sandhu, said:
11
0 Guru (Angad), I also was with him, I said; *0 'brother Nanak, thou hast taken one
thousand Rupees and the Commissariat, give me leave to go/ Then Guru Nanak said: ' 0
1

This story is also to be found in the Panjabi Grammar (edited by the American Missionaries, Ludihana)
p. 97 sg<;.9 but the text is not given correctly; they nrint e.g. UlfiJ A I J I instead of Uffg AlvITi as if UfiJ
and UffH were [the same, whereas the latter is the Locative and written so in the MS
"H^ the same as £<-***, blbi, a la/ly, used also in addressing a sister, out of respect or endearment;
generally ^fy is added to TfrTfr, to enhance the respect.
It is not quite clear, by whom the Rupees were given to Nanak, if by Jairam, as head-steward, or by
Navab Daulat Khan ; the original only say 3; f ^ ^ r a W H ^ T T f ^ ? feVglfattfT.
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brother Bala, thou hast made an unsolid friendship (with me), whilst living thou art leaving^
me?' I replied: 'Sir, thou wast the son of a Khatrl and didst thy own business, I will
now also do 1117 own work.' Then Guru Nanak said: *0 brother Bala, we shall pass»(here)
some days, this profession must be done by us, what our business is, that we shall do j behold
thou the amusement (show) of the Formless one! what feats the Formless one is doing! remain
thou with us, live (with me)!' Then I replied^ 'Well, Nanak, as you like, what you wili|say,
l
that I will i do.' Then {L also began to do work with Nanak. When in this work two years
had passed,, Mahatat Kalfij came to get information (about it), and met with Guru Nanak. Gurfi
Nanak rose and fell down at the feet of Kalu. Mahata Kalfy kissed his 'head and pressed him
1
to his neck .and comforted him. He began to ask :\ 0 son, two years -have now passed, since
thou wast sent here, what is gained, what eaten?' Nanak replied: 'Father, much has been
9
eaten (spent), much has been gained, but no Damri remains with us.* Then Mahata Kalu
began to quarrel with me {i.e. Bala). Guru Nanak made me* a sign, and so I did| not speak.
Kalu began to say: j I had thought, Nanak is now employed in business, what of my property
he had (formerly) squandered, that he will now have gained and will restore to me.' He talked,
in, such a way, as it was usual with Kalu. He met then with NanakI and Jairam and began
to say: ' What have you done ? are you looking after him ? you have not looked after his
business nor have you madej an effort for his', betrothal, you have done nothing at all.' Bebe
NanakI replied,: ' Since he has come here, he has squandered nothing of thine, you are not
thankful, that, he is happy and has taken to his tfork, one day he will make( profit; and we
have also some information concerning a betrothal, {to-day or to-morrow it will/ take place in
some direction; we have lost nothing in it, what must we look out ? 0 father, •; if (the betrothal)
is in any direction being brought about on your part, then do so! As it is painful to us, so it
1
is still more painful to you. Kalu said: ' 0 daughter NanakI, if it will be 'done by me, then
what is it necessary to me (to ask you) ? And, daughter, if you mnke (it, {i.e. the betrothal),
it must be made in the house of a good Khatrl; an indifferent one must not be made/ Jairam
^

V

said then: 'We must not make entreaties, 0 Mahata! There is a Khatrl MulR, of the Cona
3
family, in (the village of) Pakho, the Radhava, in his house is )a idaughterj he.also is called a
good man and is Patvarl of thej Radhava. He is making the betrothal (of his daughter) for the
4
sake of religious merit; there we have looked out for a betrothal; what is pleasing to the Lord, that
1
will take place. 0 Mahata, compose your mind, Ram will make ((all) right.
K5iu Baid then i
1
The shame is common to the sons and to the sons-in-law. I was saying in my mind: the
happiness of Bebe NanakI J have seen with my eyes, now it is my wish, that whilst living I see
the happiness of Nanak; then my mind will be composed.* Then Jairam said: ' 0 Mahata, Iremain
thou here, and the mother-lady we will also call and* bring here.'! Kalu replied: ' 0 son Jairam, it is
hard for me to remain here, as I am occupied there.' Jairam said: ' 0 Mahata, thou arts in the place
8
of Parmauand, thou artymy father.' Then Kalu said: 'Jairam, when the betrothal of Nanak takes
place, then give me information; keep my son Nanak under'your eyes, lest he waste any money,'i
" Then. Bebe NanakI said}: ' 0 father, you are not thankful. You were daily crying: " to-day
All MSS. read : %rft? <5fcJ*ttwo years, but in the Lahore edition this is changed (apparently without any
authority, for in the,Panjahi Gram. p. 99, and in the Sikhl de raj di vithia, p. 211', we find also 7ft? ^3Tf)
to ^lf\ftS£ < JJ-rQ (p. 29), two months.
8
<.«1TT\» the eighth/part of a Paisa.
Titus the name is written in, the MSS. Radhava (also pronounced Randhava, as I was told) is the
proper name,of a tribe of Jafs. V ^ ^ dMI^ signifies therefore literally: in Pakho, the Radhava's (village
4
being left out). See p. Ixiv, 1. 25.
That is to say: without taking any money for her.
I * Parmanand is said to have been the father of Jairam.
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this is wasted*(by him);" now he does, not waste thine own. And, 0'father, when he is feeding
the' Faqirs, then our heart is trembling; if there is no deficiency In the money of the Government,
and if we remain unabashed on the part of the Government, it is all right. And, 0 father, wlien
he is rendering account, some surplus comes out; he is some form of the Formless one.' Then
Jairam said: ' 0 Mahata, for this reason we cannot say any tiling to him.' Kalu replied: ' 0
son Jairam,* if you render again account and if some surplus comes out, you would do well to
take it to yourself, to him a Lakh (of Rupees) and a straw is the same. And call thou Bala and
9
1
admonish him, I am also telling it him.
Ja'iram sent a man and called Bala; he said to him:
'Bhal Bala, thou art the special friend of Nanak, we were thinking of thee thus, that as Nanak
1
is, so art thou; take thou care of Nanak, *that he do not waste his money on any sttanger. *
Kalu said then: ' I t is a shame, that (my) son and Bala remain together.' What Jairam said
I did ' not take amiss, but that which Kalu said.* I answered to Kalu: ' Mahata Kalu, raay^not
fc
some suspicion be in thy mind, that Bala is remaining with Nanak? and will make some extravagance !f In my opinion Ghi also is a bad thing, and some other greediness is a bad thing: to
us, who were remaining with Nanak, Nanak appears 'as the Supreme Lord. Mahata Kalu, thou
5
art hungry 'after money and I have a craving after this one. What he (Nanak) does, that he does.
We make further no apology; if thou art hungry after money, then remain thott with him,
whatever comes into his hand that take!' Then said Jairam: ' 0 Mahata, Bhal Bala speaks
the'"truth: Nanak is not a man, he appears as something else. Well, Mahata, depart thou noW!
when the ibetrothal has taken place, at that very time the affair (i.e. the marriage) must be done
3
by us quickly, love will then spring up to his wife and then he will comprehend himself (what
he has to do).' Then Kalu went) home.
" When one month had passed, some good man brought Jairam this information about Nanak t
1
Hear, Jairam, thy * brother-in-law is a steward and is squandering the money of the Government, thou dost not take care of him; dost thou not know, how the temper of the Pathans is ?'
Jairam became sorry, he went home and took Nanaki aside. He began to say: ' Hear, *0 beloved
of the Lord, a certain man said to-day to me: "Jairam, thy brother-in-law is a steward, he is
squandering the money, thou dost not admonish him; dost thou know the temper of the Pathans
or n o t ? " What shall I) do now, wife? What you say, that I will do/ Nanaki repliedt 'What
1
comes into thy mind, that do, what can I say, I must also walk according to thy word. Jairam
9
said: * Give me some advice, 0 wife, I will do it. Nanaki replied: ' Sir, has no faith yet come to
1
you ? You will think, that I am taking the side of my brother. Whatever be the Maya of
thei world, that all goes out of the hands of Nanak. But well, Sir, it is in thy mind, do this
c
worki take thou once an account; if the account has turned out full, be it in excess or be it not
1
in excess, but be it not deficient, then thou wilt not again be bewildered by the word of any one.
1
9
Jairam replied^ f Well, wife, I do not take it, if thou haat faith (in him), what should I do?
1
Nanaki said: 'Sir, don't let it go now, £ will call my brother. Jairam replied: 'Well, wife,
as you like.* Nanaki sent the slave-girl Tulsa and called Nanak. The slave-girl Tulsa went
€
and made her salam. Nanak said: 0 Tulsa, why hast thou come to-day?' "Tulsa replied:
99
'Sir, my lady told me: "Go to my brother and tell him, that he should give me his. Bight;
9
9
thereforo I have come.
Nanak said: 'Go, Tulsa, I am coming.
Afterwards Guru Nanak
9
asked Bhal-Bala: 'Why has the B5be called m e ?
I said: « She may have called you on
9
account of anything.
Guru Nanak rejoined: 'Bhal jBala, my \heart gives me witness, that
9
some tale-bearing has been made about me. Bala said: 'Sir, what tale-bearing can any one
make about thee? what arti thou doing ?^ Then Guru Nanak said: 'Bhal Bala, bring* a plate
9
1
of sweetmeats.
I brought it. Nanak put all the' sweetmeats into lite lap, they were *one Seer
and a half («three pounds). Nanak took them and came to N&nakl. Bebe Nanaki was standing.
'Come brother,' she said, and put a stool for him. Nanak sat* on the stool, I also was with him.
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Nanak asked: ' 0 Bebe, why have I been called?' She replied: *0 brother, many days have
passed since *T have seen you, I had a longing to see you, then I sent for you.' Guru Nanak
said: 'Bebe-jl, I doubt it; tell me why you have called me If Then the Bebe replied: ' 0
1
brother, all is known' to thee, but it cannot be told.' Nanak said: 1 know in myf own mind,
that somebody has made a tale-bearing about me, therefore say I also, that account should be
9
taken' from ime. The Bebe Nanakl comforted him, but Guru Nanak said: ' No, this is a matter
i
1
of account, here no regard is had to any one.* Then the Bebe said: Well, brother.
41
1
In Sam vat 1543, on the fifteenth of the light half of the month of Manghar, the account
was made; the account of three months was given. One hundred and thirty-five Rupees remained
due to Nanak after (deducting) eating, drinking, taking and giving. Then Nanak said to Jairam:
€
"Well, brother-in-law, we have become justifiedc in thy sight: take* this Commissariat and give
it to some one else! ours is the Formless one, the creator!' * Then Jairam fell at his feet and "Bebe
i
9
f
Nanakl began to weep and to say: First beat me and then go! Nanak said: 0 brother-inlaw : now the account has turned out full, but if it would be less or more, then how ? you
would bring me into difficulties/ Jairam replied: * 0 brother, formerly I knew something, but
s
now faith has come to me on both sides; pardon me for this fault! I have erred very much!' . . / .
11
Nanak went to the Commissariat and sat down there; all the workmen began to congratulate
him, Hindus and Musalmans were happy."]
'13)Ndnatts betrothal* He has to give account and comes out with a surplus.
[In Sam vat 1544, on the fifth, of the light half of (the month of) Manghar, the betrothal of
Nanafc took place in the house of Mula, the Co^a, in Pakh5, the Radhava's (village). Jairam
4
and Bebe Nanakl gave notice to Mahata Kalu and to the lady mother and congratulated; they
f
called them (saying): ' If yon come, the marriage expenses will be made." Kalu having heard
this was very happy and likewise the lady mother. Who had brought this information, his
5
mouth was filled with sugar-candy anti Khlr, which the mother prepared with her own hands.
Having filled his mouth she began to say: " I am a sacrifice to thy mouth, which has given
91
me the information of the congratulation of Nanak.
Then all the females of the Yedls came
by night and sat down to sing; they began to say: "One Nanak, a good man, has been produced in our family; as his betrothal has lawfully taken place, our family is rendered spotless
f
by him." And the lady mother sent congratulation to her father's house in the 3Ianjha. Rama
7
Jhangar was the father of the lady and Bhiral was ber mother; they were the maternal grandfather and grandmother of Nanak and the father and mother-in-law of Kalu. She sent word
v
to them: " Come and go to Sult&npur, we will make fine expenses (in the marriage)." Bhiral,
the grandmother, and Earaa, the grandfather, and Kisna, the grandmother's brother, these' three
having heard this, were happy and came thence to Talvandl and met Kalu. Having met him
they rose and went from Talvandl with Kalu and LSlu, the Vedt, and the mother lady, six men
6
were ready. Two servants were with Kama, three servants and one Mardana, the Bum of the
house, in all four men were with Kalu, so that ail together there were twelve men. When they
1

All the MSS. have the year 1543, only the Lahore edition has changed it to 1544.
* The MS. No.2885 reads: WTT3T *!T3^ *T33T3 ftf our work is (to say and to testify): the creator is!
* We*break off here, as the lengthened*speeches and mutual compliments are quite irrelevant.
4
5
The words are: ttf*n ^fcft^ 3 is rice boiled in milkt
* ^tTT* the JYIanjha is the central part of the Ban Duab.
7
f
3£df;? is the family name, properly Rama of the Jhangar family.
8
About sW, see p. xi, note 1. Though Musalmans, theylare also attached to Hindu houses.
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were on the point jof starting, they went to Rae Bular to take leave of him. Kalu went and stood
before the Rae; tjie Rae asked: "How, K a l u ? " Kalu said: " T h e betrothal of Nanak, thy slave,
has taken place, we are going to make the marriage expenses* in Pakho, the Radhava's (village),
may leave be given to u s ! " The Rae replied: "Kalu, it is good, but is Nanak careful ? " Kalu said:
" 0 Rae, he has given me ground for apprehension." "No, Kalu, I spoke on account of something
else, thy temper is harsh, but he is a Sadh, do not quarrel with him!" "This is not my intention,
0 Rae! and, 0 Rae, you have been made equal to the Supreme Lord, speak you with kindness!"
The Rae said: " Go, Kalu, may God do you good, may he accomplish the work! We also love
him,} but, (Kalu, kiss the head of Nanak as being mine, go, the Lord protect you I "
Kalu mounted a cart and started j on the fifth day they arrived at Sultanpur, on Thursday.
They entered jthe house of Parmanand, the Palta, and congratulations began to be made. Nanak
obtained information, "that the mother and the father, the father's younger brother, the maternal
grandfather and grandmother and uncle (on the mother's side) and also Mardana, the Dum, had
come. He roser and ran and fell down at the feet of Kalu. Kalu lifted him up, and kissed his
head. Nanak said; " 0 father, is the Rae pleased?" Kalu replied: " 0 son, it is good, .that
thou didst remind me, the Rae had said, that I should kiss, thy head," Then Nanak fell down
at the fleet of his mother lady; his mother kissed his head and pressed him to her neck. Then
Nanak fell down at the feet of his uncle Lalu. Lalu took him to his neck, kissed his face
91
and said: " 0 son, thou hast made our family spotless here and the future the Lord knows.
Then Nanak fell down at the feet of his grandfather Rama. Rama took him to his neck and
did not let him go. Then the grandmother Bhirai said: "Let him go from ( thy neck!" Rama
replied, to Bhiral: "When my desire will be fulfilled, then I will let him go." . . . .
In Sam vat 1544, on the seventh of the light half of the month of Magh, they* started from
Sultanpur, having reflected on a good moment and day. Nidha, the Brahman, was gent in advance
to the village of Pakho, the Radhava. The grandson of Pakho, the., Radhava, was Hita, his
v

•

Patvari was Mula, the Cona. Nidha, the Brahman, went and gave information to Mula: " 0
Mahata Mula, be happy!" Mula replied: "Reverence to thee, 0 Pandha! Come! whence hast
thou come?" Nidha said: " I have come from Sultanpur." Mula said then: "Why hast
thou come ? " Nidha replied: " 0 brother, Jairam and Parmanand, the Palta, have sent me."
Mula said: "Why hast thou been sent?" Nidha replied: "Kalu, the father-in-law, has come
from Talvandl for the sake of making the marriage expenses. And Jairam had said to me:
1
Go. thou and brings information to Mahata Mula;* therefore have I come." Mula replied: "May
they come on my head!"
On Sunday, the tenth, after a watch of the day had risen ( = passed), they arrived. Mula
had made some preparations (of food) and j>ut down (for them). Parmanand, the 3Palta, went
and gave .the wedding .presents with his own hands. 1% taking and giving congratulations the
custom was well observed from the side of both parties. Then Kalu, the Vedl, said to Parmanand:
" 0 brother, ask thou for the appointment of the marriage day I " Parm&nand was an intelligent
man, he took Mula and sat aside with him. The matter was accomplished. "Look, 0 Mahata,
the lad is a young man, and it is heard that the girl also is grown u p : give thou a day for
the marriage, the Vedls have come from Talvandl, and the Jhangays, the relatives of the mother
of the lad, havq come from the Manjha." Mula answered: " 0 brother, be of good cheer! give
me one year's delay, then having ascertained a good time for the marriage I will send you
word." Having said this he dismissed them in a good manner with honour. Thqy re-entered
Sultanpur^ with great joy. Congratulations began to he made; Bebe NanakI called her companions
and they sat down to sing. On the fourth day^ thqy took leave.
Then Mardana, ^the pum, said: " 0 Nanak, give n e some marriage present* of thy own."
Nanak replied j " 0 Marduna, what wilt thou takd? Wo haver some business with thuc"
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Mardana said: Sir, give me some good thing!
Nanak replied t
Of a good thing thou
11
•wilt earn grief.
Hard an a said : " If thou wilt give mo a good thing, how shall I be grieved ? "
1
Nanak replied: " 0 Mardana, thou art a MirasI, thou art pleased with money and clothes, and
u
the future thing (the other world) thou* dost not know." Mardana said:
0 Nanak, if you
u
know *a good thing, give us t h a t ! " Nanak replied:
We have given to thee the skill of the
M
strings, this (art)* is necessary for us.
Then Mardana rose and stood and paid reverence. Then
Nanak took off his coat from his neck, gave it to him; and *put it on his neck, saying: " 0
1
1
Mardana, mind my word!" Mardana said: "Sir, command me!' / "Mardana, thou art the
n
u
Mirasr of the Vedls, thou must not beg from others! Mardana replied:< Well, Sir, I agree
to this, but you must take care of m e ! " Nanak said: " Hear, 0 Mardana, the creator takes
care of all."
J
Then all the families took leave and departed/ after having met with joy and comfort.
Nanak's conduct was the same as of old; if one came (to beg), he did"not send away any
one 'empty. Rumours were spread ^ among the people that. Nanak will be ruined <to-day or tomorrow. The people came and informed Nanaki and Jairam. Nanaki said to Jairam: " You
must look out, (else) you may be led astray by the talk of the people." Jairam was pondering
within, but 'he did not let out any breath. Then one day Nanak* said himself to Jairam: " 0
brother-in-law/ account* should be given' to the Government, many days have passed (now)."
Jairam went to the Navab and said: " 0 Navab, health! The steward Nanak says: ' If the
9
Nav&b would take aocount, it would be well. " Navab Daulat Khan said: " Jairam, call thy
brother-in-law, the steward." Jairam sent the Brahman Nidha and called him (saying) i " Nanak,
bring the ledger and give account." Nanak was much pleased* and brought the ledger. The
people were filling the ears of the Navab (saying): "Navab, health! The steward is squandering
1
the money of the Navab." Having come (Nanak) saluted the Navab. The Navab asked: " O
steward, what is thy name?" Nanak replied: "My name is Nanak Nirankart." The Navab
Mid to Jairam: "Jairam, I have .understood nothing, what did the steward s a y ? " Jairam
satisfied the Navab in" Persian: "You say, (he is) incomparable, countless, without a sample, to
whom this quality is applied, his servant I am." The Navab laughed and said: "Jairam, is
Nanak married?" Jairam replied: "Sir, he is not married." Then the Navab said: " I understand now, if he wilt be married, such talk will not be conceived (by him)." Then tho Navab
said: " Nanak, I have heard that thou art squandering my money; dost thou not know that
I am Daulat Khan LodI ? " Nanak replied: " Navab, health! May account be .taken! Whatever comes out for the Navab, that will now be paid and you may take it, and what will
1
come out for (this) poor one, that you may give him or not give him, as you please." The
1
Navab said:;"Jairam, in what manner does the steward speak?" Jairam replied: "Navab,
health! The steward is truthful, he is not guilty of a crime." The Navab said then: "Call
Jad5 Rae Navl Sinda!" Jado Rae Navl Sinda came and saluted. The Navab said: " 0 Jad5
Rae, account should be taken from Nanak in a good manner!" Jado Rae answered: "Navab,
health!" He began to make the account; the account lasted five days and five nights. Jado
Rae Navl Sinda raised many difficulties, but with the Lord and with truth nothing could be
brought against (him); three hundred and twenty-one Rupees came out as surplus for Nanak from
the side of the Navab. Jairam was happy, he came and paid reverence to the Navab. The Navab
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It Is dearly seen from these words that the reason for giving account was very*different from that
stated above, where Nanak is said to have asked it himself.
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9aid: "How is it, Jairam, ia the account made u p ? " Jairam replied* "Health, 0 Navab! it
is made up." The Navab said: "How has it turned o u t ? " Jairam replied: "Health, 0 Navab,
call Jfido R a e ! " Jad5 Rae was called; 'having come he jpaid reverence to the Navab. The
Novftb said: "Has the account been taken? and, how has it turned o u t ? " Jad5 Rae replied:
"Navab, health! three hundred and twenty-one Rupees have come out as, surplus to Nanak."
The Navab said: "What, ours or h i s ? " Jad5 Rae replied: "Of Nanak, they are due to Nanakl
on the part of the Government" Then the Navab said: "The people were saying that Nanak
is squandering the money." ^Then Jairam said: " 0 Navab, health! the people are bearing
much spite." The Navab said: " Call the treasurer Bhavanl-das!" The treasurer was called,
came and saluted. The Navab said: " Bhavanl-das, the money that is due to Nanak, give
1
him now! and give him three thousand Rupees in addition." Bhavanl-das replied: "Tery
well, health, 0 Nanakjl" Bhavanl-das gaveL him the three hundred and twenty-one Rupees
and three thousand Rupees in addition. Nanak took the bags and came home; some of them
he took to his shop, but the most of them he placed iwith his sister. Afterwards Jairam came
very happy. Nanakl asked: "How did the account turn o u t ? " Jairam said,: " 0 beloved of
God, I am quite astonished. I was thinking that Nanak was openly squandering the money,
and now, that the account is being made, comes out on the contrary a surplus for him.'
Nanakl said: "What surplus has to-day come o u t ? " Jairam replied: " A surplus of three
hundred and twenty-one Rupees after eating, drinking and giving away."]
r
(14).
Marriage of ITanaJc9 which turns out unhappy.
[In Sam vat 1545, for the seventh of the light half of (the month of) Har, the marriage
day was written. Nanakl made congratulations in the house and by the hand of the Brahman
Nidha a letter was sent, sprinkled with .saffron. Sweetmeats and Cardamom seeds and five
Rupees in cash were sent to Talvandi to the ihouse of Kalu. In the house of Kalu, the VedT,
they commenced to rejoice and to make congratulations. Kalu sent a man to his father-in-law's
family in the Manjha; there also congratulations were made; they began *:to divide fruits (among
19
their friends). Kalu went to Rae Bular: " 0 Rae, be blessed!
The Rae said: "Kalu, what
9
1
(is the matter)?'
Kalu replied: " T h e day fixed for the marriage of thy slave Nanak has
come (to us)." The Rae said: " Kalu, don't call Nanak again our slave, we shall be grieved
2
thereby." Kalu replied: "Well, Sir, politeness becomes us."
Who went to the wedding? Kalu, Lalu, Parasram, the son of Lalu, Nandlal, lndrasain,
Phiranda, Jagatrae, Lolcand, Jagsitmall, Jadmall; all the Vedls were ready. When the first day
of (the month of) Bhado had risen, seven .days passed, then they started from Talvandi. From
the Manjha came Rama, the maternal grandfather, and Kisna, the (maternal) uncle, and two
other companions with them. When they had arrived at Sultanpur, the beginning was made in
the house of Parmanand and Jairam, the Palta. ^When yet five days remained for the appointed
day of the. marriage, they started from Sultanpur. Having come to the twenty-second resting3
place, they stopped and alighted tin a garden. Parmanand, 'the Palta, the father of? Jairam, sent
the Brahmap Nidha, (saying to him): "Go and inform Mula, (that) the marriage company of
l
the Vedls has come, let it be known .to you." Nidha Vent and informed Mula, the C5©a, he
gave him a benediction and said: " 0 patron, be^happy!" Mala said: " 0 Pandit, reverence
1
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(to thee)!" Nidha jsaid: R 0 patron, the marriage company of the Vedls has ialighted in a
garden, in order to inform you Bhal Parmanand has sent me." Mula replied: " I t is well."
Then Mula went and assembled his own brothers and relatives; he went to Hita, the Radhava,
v

. -

"

^^

1

and said: " 0 Caudhari, the marriage company of the Vedis has come.
Hita, the Radhava,
said: " 0 son Ajita, go with'Mula; whatever Mula says, give that supply! Whatever vessels,
clothes, people, he may desire, r that give, and remain thou thyself also with him! My body,
0 Mula, is old, else I <would be myself with thee." "Well, Caudhari, what your order .is, that
is yourself." "jMula, good people have come to thy house, have an eye on, (thy) honour, and
restrain tiiy tongue, this is what I have to say. I have heard that Kalu, the Patvarl of the
Bhatvis, is foul-tongued, and thou also hast a sharp tongue. But well, among them Parmanand
and Jairam }are called, good men, therefore from thy own part politeness must be shown (to
v

m

'

1

them)." Mula replied: " Well, Caudhari, you are our refuge and asylum and the Lord also is
our support." "Well, Mula, go, mind my^order." Then Mula having assembled the head men of
the easte sent excellent food; Ajita, the Kandhava, was with them, much, honour and politeness
was shown t(to them). At night the marriage company (of the Vedls) rose and entered (the
village) with fine musio, inside much honour was shown (to them). When one watch and a
quarter of the night had passed, the (four) circuits (round the marriage fire) took place. "This,
which I am telling, 0 Guru, Ir have seen with my own eyes, I was present and speak as au
9
eye-witness/ Guru Angad having heard some words became happy and began to weep in* love.
"When the time of the circuits (round the fire) came,? Nanak said: 'Bhal Bala, remain thou
1
with me. 0 Guru, whatever was Nanak* s secret expense, that was with me. I said: ' Well,
Sir, I will remain with you.* 0 Guru, it was a good enjoyment. Three days the marriage
company remained, on the fourth day it took leave. Having taken the Doll (with the young
wife) they came to Sultanpur. Kalu and Lalu said, that the lad and his wife should Igo to
their own house and Nanak said: ' I will remain here.' NanakI and Jairam said, jthey should
remain here, for who would attend to the business of the commissariat? Then Kalu said: ' 0
9
daughter NanakI, thy mother sits (at home) full of expectation, ;she also is longing for comfort.
This contention was goingf on, when Mula came. When ^Mula heard of it, he said, that the
lad and the girl should remain here, they should not be sent to Talvandl. This strife was going
2
on for several days, then Parmanand said: ' Mula, this is now the first time, the mother of
D
the lad is also full, of expectation and desire, let them go to their own house, then havin
9
returned they shall remain here, the business
of
the
commissariat
is
here.
3
"NanakI
and
the
mother,
the
Corn,
and
all
the
other
marriage
company
.that
had
come
_
v
V

from Talvandl, went with the ,DalIr of the mother, the C5rtf; Nanak (also) wont to Talvandl
and left the commissariat to me.
v
I

I

I

I I

"Nanak returned again to Sultanpur and took the mother, the Com, to her father Mula's
house, then he went to the commissariat and sat down there and commenced his work.* As the
custom of Guru Nanak was, so it continued to be. He showed little affection to his wife and
V

^ _

_

the mother, the Com, became (in consequence thereof) angry, the conduct of the Guru did not
r
please her, the Guru did not apply her to his mouth (i.e. he did not kiss her). Two months
passed and he did not enter the house J
1
^ O M C M I the head officer of a village.
2
In other MSS. he is also called ^ 5 U^T Mulcand, cand being an epithet frequently added to the names
of Khatrls.
As soon AS a giii is married, her proper name
Mrar^ft
is dropped and she is only called by the name of her family* N&uuk's wife mis of the Oona family and she is
therefore only called by that name; her maiden name was SulakhanI (TO5HcfV); see p. Ixviii, 1. 5.
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she said to him: ' 0 father, where hast thou
When Mula
me away? This one is feeding the people and does not at all care for his house.' Mula
drowned
to Jairam, made a great row and said: ' Having
1
And to Nanak he said: *0 thou, whence hast thou been born?
But N&nak did not
at all. The name of the mother, the ConI, was SulakhanI, and because she eame to the
<

-

V

I

I

I

m

given
went
speak
house

of the Guru, she was called the mother, the 05QI. They made continually altercations and months
on months ''passed in squabbles. The name of the mother-in-law of 'Nanak was Candoranl.
Candorani came to her daughter and the daughter began to weep before her mother. Candoranl
became very angry and went to Bebe NanakI and began to quarrel with her. She Baid: 'How
so? You begin to govern thus, that^you ruin other people's daughters? You have no fear of
God, thou dost not admonish thy brother, thou dost not consider thy sister-in-law as one (with
thee), thou dost not look after thy sister-in-law! Neither does thy husband admonish his brotherin-law, tell me, what you have 'in your mind ?' Bebe NanakI replied: ' Hear, 0 aunt, how
shall I admonish my brother ? My brother is no thief, nor adulterer, nor gambler, he sis not
committing any wickedness, this is (all), that he is giving alms to the naked and hungry; with
what one earns oneself, one may do what one pleases. Then you may reproach him, when
1
your daughter remains hungry or naked. . . ' . . . Candoranl remained silent, she could not say
anything. She came back to her daughter and said: ' 0 daughter, thy sister-in-law has put me
quite to shame, I could not give her any answer; 0 daughter, behave thou also a little humbly.'
SulakhanI replied: ' 0 mother, I am not hungry nor naked,* jewels, clothes, food, all this I
9
have. 'But daughter, if thou hast all this, why art thou giving a bad name to the son of a
Khatri ?' She said: ' 0 mother, what shall I do ? He is not applying me to his mouth, he
v

9

does not speak to me face to face, what shall I do, to whom shall I speak? Candoranl went
then again to Bebe Nanaki and commenced to say: ' 0 daughter, I have much admonished thy
sister-in-law; she admits, that she is not hungry nor naked, but she says that he does not
1
speak to her face to face, nor apply her to his mouth: what shall I do? ' Bsbe NanakI replied:
1
0 aunt, the manner of \ my sister-in-law is rough, . . . . f but she herself will * become discreet/
'Well, daughter NanakI, there is no question of any want,'but consider thou thyself: what is
9
the custom of the women, that also is desired. Bebe KanakI replied: ' Thou art right, the
Lord will make it well; comfort her and admonish her also, that she should walk according
to his word, that she should be gentle and give up roughness. Thou' also knowest, 0 aunt,
that I am taking care of my brother and !!l do not consider Nanak as my brother, I consider
Nanak as the Lord; put thou true faith in him! We are so afraid of Nanak, that we dare
not 'say a word to him, for Nanak is a Faqlr.' Candoranl went then ?home."]
I
(16).
N&naVs two sons are born. He quits the commissariat.

I

nak carried on the commissariat and satisfied everybody, he commenced also to come
to his own house. When
of age, a son was born in the
of the Guru, the turning pin of the world; the name of Sirl Cand was given to him. When
Sirt Cand was four years of age, Lakhmi-das, the gentleman, was in the womb.
l
The Guru was sitting in the commissariat, when one day a man of the Govind people
l
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555? being in PanjabI also used in the sense of " man" (8ing.)« The Govind 15k were a sect of Faqirs. See:
Sikhi de raj'di vithiS, p. 268.
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appeared to him in a Turkish garb. Guru Nanak said: " Sir, sit down?' Then that Govind
man sat down and said: " 0 servant of God, what ''pain hast thou ?" Nanak replied: " Sir,
I have no pain whatever." The Govind man continued to say: "Why has thy colour become
yellow?" Nanak replied: "Sir, I am the son of a Khatrl, without bathing I do not eat. Four
watches pass while I am sitting (in the commissariat); when two Gharls ( » forty-eight minutes)
of the day are as yet remaining, then, having bathed, I put a morsel into my mouth." The
Govind man answered to Nanak: " 0 brother, all is present with thee: rise thou early in the
morning, dip in the canal and Bit then in the commissariat after having 'put some Ghl, molasses
and some raw grains of corn into thy mouth, then thy liver will remain green, it will not
wither away." Nfcnak took up this custom. When Bix months had (thus) passed, Nanak dived
in the canal and was lost. After his servant had waited (for some time) ^he rose and came
and informed the Navab. The fishermen began to search tor• him, but became tired of it; °they
threw in also a large . net, but did not get him. Then in the commissariat and in the 'publio
office the noise was made, that Nanak, the Vedl, had been* lost. Some said this, some that.
Some said: " He has squandered the money 'of the Government, for he was feeding the Faqlrs,"
Three days and nights he was lost. On the third day Nanak came out of the 'canal. 'When
1
he had come out, the noise arose that Nanak is sitting among the Faqfrs. The people said:
"A demon has seized Nanak, the steward. Daulat Khan Lodl seized Jairam and said: "Nanak,
thy brother-in-law, was my steward, answer thou for my money." Jairam Iwent' to Nanak and
said: "Nanak, Daulat Khan the Naval) demands account, go and give it!"* Nanak'rose and
went with him and gave the account, 760 Rupees came out as surplus to Nanak. Daulat Khan
was informed that 760 Rupees came out as due to Nanak on the part of the Government.
Daulat Khan said again: " 0 Nanak, sit down in the commissariat, what is thy own bill,
settle that and take it and go on with the business of the commissariat." Nanak replied:
" 0 Navab, this money is of no use to me, this money belongs tc God, feed the Faqirs with
this money." Nanak got discharged and did not enter his house, he remained outside. Mula,
his father-in-law, burnt and became hot like coals.
On the third month (after) Lakhmi-das was born in the house of Guru Nanak. Mula, the
>
Con a, his father-in-law, was a votary of the Pandit Sama; he went to him and wept: "Look,
v
11
Sir, Nanak is neither doing any business nor does he go anywhere ; I am very much afflicted*
(17V
Ifnla, his father-in-law, complains against ^Ndnak and declares him mad. Nanak proves that
he is in his senses. The prayers in the mosque.
Then Mula the Cona. went to the Navab and complained. The Navab Daulat Khan said:
" 0 Tar Khan, who is this man, of whom does he complain?'* Yar Khan asked Mula;;
"Who art thou and of whom dost thou eomplain?" Mula answered: "Sir, X am the fatherin-law of Nanak, the steward, and I complain of Nanak." Yar Khan told it to the Navab. The*
Navab said: "Bring him here!" iYar Khan brought Mula and the Navab asked him: "Why
art thou complaining of Nanak?" Mula said: "Navab, health!? The 760 Rupees, which came
out as* due to Nanak, should go to the wife of Nanak," The Navab said: "SO Mula, Nanak
is saying, that they should be given to the Faqlrs." Mula answered: "Navab, health I Nanak
has become mad." The Navab said: "These have a just claim. A.pply to Nanak a Mulla!
If be has not become mad, then give the money tto the Faqtrs!" ! Then the Mulla commenced
1
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to make incantations to Nanak, but Nanak remained absorbed (in thought).
the burnt roll of candle wick went into the nose of Nanak, he said:

TWhen

the smell of

Stoi.
Whose field is wasted! what need have they of a threshing-floor?
0 Nanak, woe to their life, who write and sell the name I

.

i

.

The Mulla said further: "Who art thou? tell me thy name!" Then Nanak uttered a Sabd in
1
the Bag Maru, Mahala I. [there follow four verses].
The Mulla became comforted and. began
to praise (him). Having come the Mulla said to the Navab« "Navab, health! Nanak is not
mad, with him some saint lias met, he is in his senses." The Navab said then: "Call Jairam!"
Jairam was called. Thet Navab said: "Jairam, what shall be done? We cannot keep the money
of Nanak, and Nanak has said that it should be given to the Faqirs. His father-in-law complains against him (saying): ' We know, that Nanak has become mad,' and the Mulla says that
Nanak is in his senses. Speak thou! what thou sayest, that we will d o . ' " Jairam was very
much afraid of Nanak, he remained therefore silent. The Navab said again: "Jairam, why dost
thou not give an answer?" Jairam. replied: "Navab, health! The Navab understands everything (better than I ) ; what shall I .answer?" The Navab saidj "Jairam, (his) wife has also
a right." Jairam replied; "Nanak is also present, he is not gone far off^"
Then the Navab
said: "Call Nanak!" A man went to .call Nanak, but * Nanak • did not come. The man
returned andf said to the Navab: " Sir, he does not come." The Navab Daulat .Khan became
angry and said: "Seize and bring Jum ! "•. The man went. again and said: " 0 Nanak, the
Navab has become very angry." Then Nanak rose and came and stood before the Navab, he made
his salam (to him). The Navab got angry jand said: "Nanak, why didst thou not come?"
Nanak|replied: "Hear, 0 Navab! when L was thy servant, I came to thee, now I am not thy
servant, now I have become the( servant of God." The Navabr said then: " I f thou hast become
such a one, then go with me and say prayers! it is j Friday to day." .Nanak said: "Go, S i r ! "
The Navab, the Kazi, Nanak and many innumerable people, went together and stood in the great
mosque. As many people as were in the mosque, they all began to say in their place, that
Nanak has to-day come over to this side, and among all the respectable Hindus in Sultanpur a
noise was made. Jairam was much grieved and went home. When NanakI saw that her lord
was much grieved, she rose and said: "What is the matter to-day, that thou hast come so
grieved?" Jairam replied: "Hear, 0 servant of God, what thy brother Nanak has done! he is
gone with >the Navab to the great mosque to say prayers! and in the whole town, among Hindus
and Musalmans, a noise is made, that to-day Nanak is coming over to this side; why should I not
be grieved?" NanakI said: "Compose thy mind, rise and eat food! do not be in anxiety about
Nanak! Nanak, my brother, is under his (i.e. God's) strong protection, no one is able to look towards
Nanak with a bad eye; rise thou and eat with joy!" Whilst they were talking thus, a noise
arose. Jairam had left Nidha, the Brahman, as a spy; he came and congratulated Jairam, (saying):
" 0 patron, comfort and joy setl in! ho apprehension is to ibe made!" i Jairam and NanakI began
to ask Nidha: "Tell, Nidha, how has it happened?" Nidha said: " I was not within (the
mosque), but I have! heard it from the mouth! of the Turks, that the Navab made his prayer and
that'Nanak remained standing. When the Navab had finished his prayer, he began tto say to
9
Nanak: * 0 Nanak, thou hadst come to make prayers, why didst thou not jsay them ?
Nanak
1
replied: ' With whom shall I make prayers?
The Navab said: 'Thou shouldst have made
them with us/ Nfiuakwreplied: 'Thou hadst gone to Kandahar in order to buy ^horses, withi
*
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•whom shall'I pray?!' Daulat Xhan saidj ' 0 Nanak, thou art telling* so much falsehood, I am
standing here.' . Nanak replied; 'Hear, 0 Khan, thy body was standing here, jand, he who
1
wasf» saying the prayers had gone to Kandahar to buy horses. Then.the KazI said: 'Navab,
health! how much falsehood is the Hindu telling!' The Navab replied: ' 0 KazI, Nanak is
truthful. At the time of bowing down my spirit had gone to Kandahar for the sake 9f horses.'
Again the KazI made a calumny (saying): ' Hear, 0 Khan! we surely had not gone, he should
have said prayers with us2' Then the Nav&b said: * Nanak thou shouldst have prayed with
the KazI!' Nanak replied: ' 0 Navab, the KazI had ,gone to his house to take care of a colt,
11
perhaps my colt may be falling into the pit." ' "
1
Then both believed. ti So, 0 brother, I have heard^' iNanakl said -again: " 0^ Misr, where
hast thou left Nanak?" Nidha replied: " I have left him there." Jairam began to quarrel
with Nidha: " I f thou hadst stood there for one hour, Nauak would have come out and thou
wouldst have met with him." Nidha replied: "Sir, he was in the mosque, and all the people
1,
T
that were there, returned to their houses, but he did not come into my sight, who knows where
f<
1
he is. gone?*' NSnaki comforted Jairam: Be thou not anxious at all, Nanak is coming noW.
In the meanwhile Nanak came to Jairam's house. The slave-girl Tulsa cried from below:
19
r
"Mistress, your brother has come!
Jairam became very happy and began to ask Nanak:
<c
0 brother Nanak, how. did the mentioned affair happen? tell thy own story, what is heard from
9
thy own mouth, that is genuine information.'
Nanak said: '*' 0 brother-in-law! Daulat Khan
and the KazI began to say their prayers, we {remained standing by. When he (the Khan) had
finished his prayers, he began to say: ' 0 Nanak, hast thou come to say prayers or to stand here,
thou hast not said prayers.' "We replied:
The forehead he knocks on the ground, theheart rises to heaven,
Daulat Khan, the Pathan, buying horses in Kandahar.
4

9

The Narab said: 1 have not understood it, what didst thou say? I said again: 'Thou hadst
gone to Kandahar to buy horses, how should I have made ptayers ?* The KazI said then: * Look,
9
0 Khan, how much falsehood the Hindu is telling! The Khan replied: ' 0 KazI, the Hindu
is truthful. At the time, we were making the bows (in prayers), our heart had gone to Kandahar
9
for the sake of horses. Then the KazI said: ' We indeed had not gone anywhere, he should
9
have said (prayers) with us. I replied to. the KazI: ' I n (thy) courtyard a pit was dug, while
(
bowing down on the. ground (thy) spirit was with (thy) colt/ The Navab said: 0 Nanak,
9
whyjart thou saying this?
I replied: 'The mare of| the KazI had brought forth a colt, and
in his courtyard is a pit; when the KazI made his bowings, his spirit was dwelling on the colt,
99
"perhaps the colt may fall into the pit and die. ' This I said; then Daulat Khan laughed:
1
'Now, KazI, what does Nanak say? speak the truth!
The KazI began to say: ' 0 Khan,
9
the matter is Indeed go. Then the Navab said to the KazI: ' Nanak is a perfect Faqlr.' Now
9
not a word .jean. be said against him. The Navab said further: ' Hear, Nanak, thy money I
cannot keep and thy father-in-law has jbrought a complaint against thee, that it is the right of
(thy) wife, and thou hadst said, that I should give it to the Faqlrs, say now, to whom shall I
9
give the money? I repliedjtto the Navab: ' I have told thee, knowj thou, (what is further to
9
be done)!
The Navab said: 'Hear, Nanak; the one half of thy money we will give to thy
9
wife and the other half to the Faqlrs, give thou it with thy own hands!
I replied: ' We
1
9
know nothing at all, know thou! This word we hare spoken, whether 4t please thee, 0 brother
1

Here!the Lahore edition adds^(against all the other MSS.): Both fell at his feet and said : "Sir, thou
9
thyself art Indeed God/
f
1

The Lahore edition has here again: AlAo/ H *HTV VCT \ h Nanak indeed is himself God.
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in-law, or displease thee!" Jairam Baid: "What is*done by thee, that is done." Then Nanak
and Jairam took their food, and haying eaten they sat down. Afterwards Hula and CandoranI
came in. Before Mula and S5raa, the Pandit, had been quarrelling. Now CandoranI, the motherin-law, came; having seen Nanak Bhe pealed like thunder and began to say: "Hear, Nanak,
?
for this purpose thou hast married, that having increased the family thou lea vest it and runnest
away?" So she went on chatting. . / . Mula did not again give up his daughter. ILakhmi-das
v

1

1

m m

I

was as yet on the haunch (i.e. a baby) and Sill Cand was four years and three-quarters old.
(18).
Nanak leave* his family^ which is broken up.
[Nanak then went ^ away from Sultanpur and remained outside (of it in the jungle); he did
not come (any longej) to the house of his wife. CandoranI and Mula did not give up their
daughter; prating on he {i.e. Mula) made much altercation. At last the matter was settled thus.
Bebe Nanak! said: "Well, aunt, Sirl Cand shall remain with me, and my sister-in-law and
Lakhml-das yo&gtake with you. If there should be any question about property and if my
sister-in-law should become excited about anything, we will fmake a present of it to her; we
v

cannot struggle with the Lord." Then CandoranI and Mula took their daughter and grandson

with them

']
(84).

Ndnak returns to Talvandi.
Then Guru Nanak and Bala came to Talvandi; his uncle Lalu met with him and said: " My
brother Kalu is departed and my lady sister-in-law is also departed, thou art my arm, remain
now with me! what thou sayst, that I will d o ! " Guru Nanak replied: " 0 uncle Lalu, we also
must go, we cannot remain." Then uncle Lalu said again:, "Well, Sir, what thou wilt say,
that we must mind." Guru Nanak remained there fifteen days.,
(85)
N&nak joins his wife at) Pakhd. Questions about the succession in the Guruship.
Then Guru Nanak and Bala came to (the village) of Pakho, the Badhava, and began to
9
remain there. One day the mother, the ConI, said: "Bhal Bala, let'now the ascetic stop (here),
he has wandered enough about." Bala replied: "Well, madam!" Bhal Bala said then to Guru
Nanak: "Sir! give me now leaveI" Guru Nanak replied: "Bhal Bala, where* we remain,
there remain thou also!" Bala said: "Sir, going and remaining depends on the Lord, but, Sir,
who will be after thee (thy successor)?" Guru Nanak replied: "Bhal Bala, afterwards Lahana,
the Khatrl, the son of Pheru, the Tihan Khatri, *will meet with us, he will remain after me
1
(as Guru)." Bala asked again: " 0 Guru, will he also be a good man?" Guru Nanak replied:
"Bhai Bala, he will be like me." Bala asked again: "Sir, Vhafc about his honour Sill Cand?"
The Gura replied: " Bhal Bala, he will not be in want of bread *and clothes, they will follow
him, bit that thing (i.e. the Guruship) belongs to Lahana." Then BSla took leave and went
to* TalvancJI.
*
1
iWe break off here and give the conclusion of the life of Nanak. The intermediate wanderings of
Nanak, as related here, have very little in common with the original compilation and are full of wonderful stories,
which bear the stamp of invention on their front. We pass them over as irrelevant to o»r object Jn view.
The home of Nauak's wife, where she had been staying in the house of her parents since her separation
from her husband.

*

*
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(86).
Jiulu presses Angad to tell him how he became NunaUs disciple and successor.
Then Bala Baid: " Hear, 0 Guru (Angad)! between Guru Kanak and. thee there is no
difference whatever I and till here I have information about'the Guru; what I have Been with
19
my own eyes, that I have dictated. Of what follows I have no knowledge.
Then Guru Angad
19
said: "Bhal Bala, thou hast given us a sight of Guru Kanak,* the creator* is merciful to thee.
Bala replied: "Sir, thou hast taken from me the whole account, give me now, Sir, thy own
99
story, how did it happen with thee?
Guru Angad replied: "Take my account, 0 Bhal Bala!
thus it happened with us. iWe had gone to K&ngpi with the family (wife) to worship the Devi.
We ihad heard before, that one Kanak, a Vedl Khatrl, had become an ascetic and was staying
9
there; We said: ' As we have come here, we will also have an interview with him. We* went out
f
aad^had an internew with him and every hair of us became cool. The Guru asked us: How, brother,
9
what is thy name? whence art thou, 0 brother disciple? I answered: ' 0 Guru,"there is a village of
9
9
the jungle, theretwe dwell and my namelis Lahana. Then the Guru- said: * Who art thou? We
l
9
replied: !• 0 Guru, we are a Tihan IKhatrl and have^ come on a pilgrimage to the Devi. The Guru
9
said then: 'Well, brothel, go and having worshipped the Devi come (again)! *We replied: 'Sir,
now our going is stopped, if crores of Devls be *put together, they will not come up ( = be equal)
9
to youir sight. For which sake we were going there, that business has been accomplished here.
The Guru said: 'Hear, 0 brother Lahana, what will be due to you on our part, that you will
9
take. Then, brother Bala, whilst I looked out for ray own opportunity, all the bonds of my body
broke, and when I moved away, my breath became stopped. The Guru said then: * Brother
9
3
Lahana, go!now to thy own house and take thy wife with thee! I did not go.'* Thus; 0 brother
99
Bala, it happened with me.
Then Bala replied; ''Sir, between Guru Kanak and thee there is
no difference whatever. Guru Kanak did not hide anything from me, what defect hast thou seen
9>

Bala, show to me, that I
in me, that thou hidest (things) from*me?
Guru
99
have hidden anything from thee?
Bala replied: "Sir, manifest that, why Guru Kanak has
99
1
given thee the name of Angad? «Guru Angad understood in his mind that this was a perfect man,
and that it was not good to hide anything from ^hira, as he had stayed with Guru Kanak.
lc
Guru Angad said then: i One day I had brought a bundle of grass from without {i.e. the
v
jungle) for the cow. The mother, the Com, was sitting at the side of Guru N&nak, and having
seen on my clothes splashings of mud she said to Guru Nanak: 'Fear a little God, 0 ascetic,
9
this one is also the son of a Khatrl!
Guru Kanak replied: 'Hear, 0 daughter of* Muia!
8
9
these are not splashings of mud, they are Kungu of the threshold (of God). Bhal Bala, thus
99
my name Angad was given to me.
Bala said: " Sir, having become Guru you keep (things) back from the disciples! Bather
say, that you are not a Sikh!" Then Guru Angad answered: "Bhal Bala, one day the mother,
|

v

the Com, brought her two sons to Guru Kanak and sat down. She began to say: 'Though thou
4
hast sons of thy own, thou art throwing this thing into other houses. 'It is not becoming to
9
thee, that thou givest it to the sons of strangers, whereas thou hast sons of thy vown. A mouse
f
fell into the sight of Kanak, which was dead. Guru Kanak said: O son Sirl Cand, this mouso
is dead, it is not good that it should lie here;
the toe of thy foot, that it may bo
T3\T<5 or fijuts ia the name of the clan.
3
The Lahore edition interpolates; here an apparition of the Devi to Lahana, professing to be herself the
servant of Nannk. The
»y
c?3T m. a fine powder composition of *red coloui, rubbed
The Guru ship is meant here by the thing (
K
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removed to some distance !' But Sirl Cand answered: I have seen many such conjurers, who
l
putting down a wing let fly < off a pigeon, and who from skins make cats.'
Upon this Guru
Nanak remained silent. "When an hour' had passed, I came. Then Guru Nanak said: ' 0 child
An gad, a dead mouse is {lying here, touch it with the toe of thy foot and throw it to some
distance/ I touched it with the toe of my foot and a t fell down in some direction. Then
Nanak said: ' O daughter of Mulal this is the son of a stranger and this one is my own son,
what shall I do? To whom the creator givest it, he takeB it* (i.e. the Guruship). Then, Bhal
9
Bala, my name became Angad/
*
Bala said: "Sir, another doubt has come to me: is there in me.some great vice>that you
are putting a screen before me every twenty-four minutes?" Guru Angad answered: "Heaf f
8
Bhal Bala!
One day I and Bhal Buya were with Nanak, it was midnight. Guru iNanak
9
said: 'Bhal Bur a, what time of the night is it?
Buy a looked, came and said: 'Sir/ittfs
1
midnight.
Guru Nanak said: ' Bhal Buya, I know it is not midnight, it* is a watch* of the
night.'' Bufa went again out and looked; it was midnight* Bupa said (therefore) again: 'Sir,
it is midnight.' fGuru Nanak said the- third time: 'Bujra, it is not midnight, it is a Watch of
the night.' jBura said the third time: ' Sir, it is midnight, it is not a watch of the night.'
Guru Nanak then said: ' Bhal Bura, remain seated!' Then Guru* Nanak said again: ' Son
Angad, see thou, how much of the night it i s ? ' I went out to see; it was midnight. Having
come in I said: 'Sir, it ispmidnight.' Guru Nanak said again: 'Son Angad, it is a watch of
the night, go and see!' Then I understood in my mind, that it .was (indeed) midnight, but
that the Guru's view was different. I came and_said: ' 0 Guru,2a watch of the night is
1
remaining, but there was a defect in my eyes. Then Guru Nanak became much pleased and
said: 'Son Angad, bowj thy head before the creator!' I bowed my head, but Bura became
9
displeased in his mind. Then Guru Nanak said: 'Bhal Buya, bow thy «head before Angad!
But i Bura became much displeased. Then Guru Nanak said: 'Bura, don't be displeased! this
is the order of the creator/ Thus, Bhal Bala, it happened with us."
Upon this Bala said: ""Why are yon continually keeping the secret from m e ? " Guru
Angad answered: "Bhal Bala, the mouth isr. middling and the greatness unfathomable, it cannot
99
be told, it must be kept in the heart. But as thou dost.not leave off, it must be told.
Bala
said: " Sir, let it be told!" Then Guru Angad said: " The discipleship is difficult and all is
the creator's j but this is the conduct of the world.
story has not been written
"One day my daughter• was going about and fell into the sight of Guru Nanak. He said:
'Son Angad, having dressed thy daughter bring her to me.' I dressed and brought her to him.
Guru Nanak said: 'Son, go thou, sit outside!' I went and sattdown on the threshold. (Guru
Nanak and my daughter sat down on the bedstead, then the rail of the bedstead broke* Guru
0
Nanak wasu sitting in his composure of mind. Irsaidpthen (to myself): ' I n the Guru's composure of mind discomposure; must take place.' I seized then that rail and sat down. Thus,
Bhal Bala, it happened with us, if you will accept it or n o t " Bala saids " 0 Guru! true, true,
true!" Then Guru Angad said: "Bhal Bala, this story, thatjhas been heard, must be taken as
The Madaris (followers of the Musalman P£r Madar) are such jugglers. They put down a wing of a
pigeon, read,a mantra over.it and a pigeon flies off, etc.
* This story is left out in the Lahore lithographed edition.
8
That is s it is the last watch of the night
4

* This story, which throws algood deal of'light on the reason bf the Intimacy of Nanak and Angad, is
naturally left out in the Lahore lithographed copy, being'too discreditable to the character of Nanak.
*
5
The M S j g reads here: Jf? *TOF W l f ^ fiPHT&'f^fe nTRJT, Guru Nanak was in his own
l
thought.
*
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true, and,' Bhai Bala, thou must consider Guru Nanak as true. And if one will consider him as true,
his vices and sins, as many as they may be, will, by taking his words as true,i be washed away.
M
l
And if one will do the words of Guru Nanak, he wilU arrive there, where Guru Nanak ie. .4. *
" One time there -was in a certain town a pool full of black mud. When rain was falling,
all the filth*of the town was collected |there. The Guru having gone near it fthrew a cup ?into
it. At that time both sons of thei< Guru were with him and I (i.e. Angad) also3 was with him.
I

v

The Guru looked first towards
Cand answered: ' Where one
pleasure and not give it up.'
out the cup from the pool!
the Guru looked towards me.
the pool and brought the cup

i

1

Sir! Cand and said: Son, take the cup out from the pool! Sir!
must go^ there -one may go, some others will* take ifc out with
Then the Guru looked towards Lakhmi-das and said: 'Son, take
He answered in- the same manner as Sir! Cand had done. Then
I did not let the Guru speak, ?but jumped with my clothes into
out. Though my clothes were full of mud, I felt very happy.*'
(89).
Death of Nanak.

As it was the Baba Guru's habit to remain in Kartarpur (towards his end), so ho remained.
0
At the time of praising (the Lord) praise was made, towards the^end of the night * ablution was
made and recitation and austerity practised, the Lord was magnified; then crowds (of disciples)
come and cooking "goes on. Iif the mind of Guru Baba Nanak dwelled this thought: "When will
that time come, in which I shall see the Lotus-foot of the Lord?" When some days had passed,
the month of ABU came. Then Guru Nanak became very joyful and happy. On the seventh
of Asu it happened, that songs of joy were sung and the praise of the Lord was made. Baba
Nanak fell into deep reflection. After that he said to his attendants: " I think, that to-day
my absorption will take place; smear a place with cow-dung, throw Kusa-grass upon it and
1
make things ready." His attendants began -to weep y Guru Nanak comforted them. Then his
attendants began to collect the (necessary) things and a man went to call Lakhmi-das and
V

I

V

Siil Cand, (saying): " You are called for." Lakhmi-das and Sir! Cand did not come, they began
to say: " W h y should we go, as he is in good health?" The mother, the Com, went by her
own disposition to the Guru. When Guru N*anak saw that her hands' were sullied with Dal,
v

he said: " How, 0 ConI ? If thou hast anything to say, say i t ! And why are thy hands
sullied?" When the mother saw that the Guru was in the state of absorption, she said:
f
"To-morrow ip a Sradh, it is the date of thy father; if it please thee, we \vill go and make
*

v

t

ft

i

a

the Sradh."
T h e mother, t h e C o m ,having become very humble, begged of him.
Then Guru
Nanak said: " W e l l , b e it so, 0 ConI! make t h e Sradh! Remaining (as y e t ) t h e eighth a n d
ninth, w e shall b e absorbed o n t h e t e n t h . " H a v i n g seen t h e submissiveness of t h e mother, t h e
ConI, t h e G u r u became merciful a n d said: " P r e p a r e t h e things for t h e Sr&dh!" T h e n t h e mother
i n t o k e n of sacrifice c l u n g t o t h e feet of t h e B a b a . T h e G u r u B a b a t h e n g a v e t h e o r d e r : " G i v e
u p to-day preparing t h e things for ( m y ) absorption!" This w o r d w a s noised about among t h e
people, t h a t t h e G u r u B a b a will b e absorbed o n t h e tenth.
O n t h e eighth t h e Sradh of h i s
3
father w a s performed, o n t h e ninth the! whole family of t h e G u r u Baba assembled.
Then Lakhml*l H e r e b o t h t h e - M a n u s c r i p t s , w h i c h w e h a v e h i t h e r t o f o l l o w e d , b r e a k off, a f t e r s o m e c o n v e r s a t i o n b e t w e e n
A n g a d a n d Bhai Bala o n t h e former Bhagats a n d why K a b i r alone reached the presence of t h e Supreme
L o r d . T h e death of N a n a k i s n o t mentioned b y t h e m a n d w e a r e therefore restricted t o the L a h o r e lithog r a p h e d copy alone, which relates some m o r e stories of A n g a d ' s blind obedience to.the c o m m a n d s of Guru
N a n a k a n d o f the disobedience of h i s sons,
I
2

We leave out the story, that all Prophets, PIrs, Saints, etc., came to take leave of Nanak, as it is not
worth mentioning.
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das and Sir! Cand besought him much, saying: P Sir, the Guruship you have given to Lahana,
what ke our support?"" The Guru answered: "Children, you will have plenty of food and
clothes." Then Lakhml-das and Sirl Cand said: "Food and clothes we shall! have, but nobody
will mind us." The Guru answered: "Children, don't be anxious! The dogs of Gurus and
Pirs are minded, you also will be minded. But the greatness of the name is with Angad,"
When they had" heard this order of the Guru Baba, Lakhml-das and Sirl Cand and all the
family and the disciples fell down at his feet.
"When two watches and a half of the night were remaining, the Guruv Baba fell into deep
meditation. All the things (for cremation) were prepared. Then the Lord appeared to him, and
in the true region a cry of victory arose. When the Baba had given up his meditation, he
began to say: " I 'am a sacrifice, have mercy on me the lowest sinner! Blessed be the Lord!"
Then the Lord, having become merciful, said: ." I havn pardoned thy way {i.e. thy religious
system and the followers of it), before and after, whoever will take thy name, he shall become
emancipated." Then with the order of the Lord the Guru Baba was 'absorbed in Samvat 1596,
on the tenth day of the dark half of the month of Asu. The Mahajans (i.e. Khatris) and the
1
people of Govind began to perform the duties of the world {i.e. to prepare for cremation) and
put Guru Nanak on the funeral pile. There were also Path ana, who were; disciples of the Guru.
They said: "We also will have a sight of him." t The Mahajans said: "Khans, now it is not
your time." They answered: "Baba Nanak is our^Plr, we will have his sight." The Mahajans
said: "To-day is not the time to see him, go away!" The Pathans came on with {might and
began to say f " Baba. Nanak is*our Plr, we will do with him as it is customary to Pirs, we will
bring him to the grave-yard." The Mahajans had, on account of the Turks, drawn sheets round
about (the corpse). Then one disciple said: "Ye brethren, Hindus and Musalmans, what for are
you quarrelling? The Guru Baba is not here indeed, he has departed to the true region." When
he went and looked, there was nothing on the funeral pile; the quarrel of both parties ceased.
;
»(90). i
Impression made by the death of N&nak.
All the retinue, the attendants, the Mahajans and the people of Govind began to say:
"RamJ Ram!" They praised Guru Nanak, (saying): "Vah, vah! Guru Nanak has been the
visible Supreme Lord! but by our own lot we have not been able to worship him in any way."
They began to repent and having seen the sport of the Guru Baba they were confused with
fear. The .Musalmans began to take the name of God, (saying): "Yah, vah God! Guru Baba
Nanak has been a great man, of a great spirit, he was the image of God himself." They set
to praise God. Hindus and Musalmans, having seen this, (were astonished. The family and
attendants of Guru Baba Nanak set fire to the funeral pile and performed the funeral ceremonies,
(saying): " The Guru Baba Nanak is bodily gone to Paradise!"
8l6k.
How shall I, the sinful worm, utter thy praises?
The speaker art thoujthyself, thou thyself siogest thy praises.
Who sings, reads, hears and writes (them) with an attentive mind:
Him surelv Hari unites (with himself V
I am a musician, begging at (thy) door: may by thy favour the name be given to me!
Give (me) the name, (the bestowing of) gifts and ablution, that I may become fully satiated!
Tha musician has by silent repetition (of the name)* obtained comfort, meditating on the lotus-foot
0 Nanak, it is the prayer of (thy) slave: keep me in thy 'asylum!
1

See about the J^fiJ^ &^ f p. lxviii, note 1.
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II.
SKETCH OF THE LIFE OF THE OTHER SIKH GURUS.
2.—GURU ANGAD (A.D. 1538-1552)0
THE disciples. (Sikhs, f»Tfcf) of Nanak would jno doubt have soon dispersed, and gradually disappeared, as well as the disciples of many other Gurus before Nanak, if he had not taken care
1
to appoint a successor before his death. The disciple, on whom his choice fell, was Zahand. who
had Joined Nanak not long before his death. None of his early disciples seems to have remained
with Nanak, and we may fairly conclude that there was not one amongst them who had attained
to any degree of learning. The way, in which Nanak used the disciples who attached themselves
to his iperson, was not very conducive to impart to them any considerable knowledge; they jwere
in fact little more than his menial servants (see n« xliii, 1. 18 sqq.). No Brahman of any note or
learning had, as it appears, joined him, and the mass of the disciples were ignorant Jats, who,
on an average, could ^neither read nor write.
What Nanaki looked chiefly for in his successor, were not scientific accomplishments, or a
cultivated mind, [but blind obedience to the commands of the Guru. The stories, whichj are told in
the Janani-sakhis, of the total #' sacrifcium intellects" of Lahana, are therefore very significant
(cf. p. xliV| 1. 1 sqq.; p. lxxiv$ 1. 9 sqq.).
Lahana became first acquainted with Nanak at Kangra, whitherf he had gone to worship, the
Devi. He heard there, that Nanak, a great Faqir, was staying there, and after the first interview
he attached himself firmly to him and no more left him. This is the relation of the later JanamsakhTs, whereas the old Janam-sakhl states thats. Angad became acquainted with Nanak by the
medium of another disciple of the village of Khodur (see p. xliii, 1. 3 sqq.), which seems far more
probable.
The later Sikh tradition states, that Nanak changed the name of Lahana into that of Angad
when conferring on him the Guruship, as being a part of himself? but the old tradition* knows
nothing of this jneither does the panegyric ofjAngad in the Granth allude to any such change of
name, which, if it ,had been known at those times, would certainly not have been passed over in
silence. The Bhatt Klratu (Transl. p. 703, V, xv.), on* the contrary, gives him both names
(" Then Angad Lahana becoming manifest," etc.), from which} it would appear, that he bore both
names at the same time. I need hardly remark, that the explanation, which the Sikhs give of
!
9 an
the signification of»the Iname of Angad, is altogether fanciful, for 1 1 $ ^ *
oM Hindu proper
name and signifies literally: giving (one's) limbs ot body.
I
Angad 'settled down at the village of Khadur, on the banks of the Biasa, which was very
1
probably his native-place. He gained his subsistence by his own handiwork '(see p. xlvii, 1. 4)
and led the life of a recluse: He was altogether unlettered and could himself neither read nor
write, as may be fairly concluded from p. xlviii, 1. 4 from below. The later tradition, which
makes him the inventor of the Gurmukhi letters (see Sikha de raj dl vithia, p. 20, 1. 13 sqq.). is
therefore without any foundation.
1

(Also written: LuhinaJ, a Tihun (-tTrihuv, Tehu?t)*Khatri (p. xlvii, I. 1).

a

See p. xlvii, note 1.
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1

The few verses of Angad, which are contained in the Granth (marked Mahalla II. )! are but
a poor repetition of the words of Nanak and shallow in the extreme. Being fully aware of the
u
importance of the successio episcoporum" to the Sikh community, he nominated before his death
(4th March, 1552) his devoted servant Amar-das his successor, deeming, like Baba Nanak, neither
of his sons worthy of the Guruship.

3.—GURU AMAR-DAS (A,D. 1652-1574).
3

Guru Amar-das was a Khatrl of the iJBhdlla clan, born in the village VasarkI '(csi+fde/T) in
the district of Amritsar. The story goes, that he went in his youth on- a pilgrimage to Harduar.
There a thirsty Pandit drank water from his hands; after he had quenched his thirst, he
asked Amar-das, who he was and whence he had come? Amar-das answered, that he was a
Bballa Khatrl from the Panjab, from a village calledi VasarkI. The Pandit asked him further
who his Guru was? When Amar-das answered, that he had not taken any Guru, the Pandit
felt vexed and said: "Alas! I have committed a great sin, that I have drunk2 water from this
1
man who has got no Guru! I am a great transgressor, that at the time of being thirsty I did
not (first) reflect! how will my transgression now be done away ? " Ori< hearing "this Amar-das
felt much ashamed in his mind; he fell down 'at the feet of the Pandit and said: " Maharaj,
pardon now my' fault, as soon as I shall come home, I shall take a Guru."
When he had come home, he began to vlook out for a Guru. One day he heard, that in *the
vicinity, in the village of Khadur, there was a perfect Guru, Baba Angad, andthat he, who would
take his instruction, would cross over (the world of existence), and that Ua him all qualities,
that are required in a Guru, as steadiness, contentment, forbearance, mercy, devotion, etc., are
to be found.
Thereupon Amar-das went to Khadur, seized the feet of Guru * Angad and said: " 0 Lord,
f
having heard your name I have come to you for the sake of my own salvation; give me mercifully
the name of the Guru!" Guru Angad received him kindly and he remained with him, serving
1
him with heart and body.
It is related that Amar-das was so conscientious in the service of the Guru, that he did not
eat any bread from the store-room of the Guru, but got his subsistence by carrying round on* his
1
back a bundle of salt and oil and selling it to the people.
I
He was performing to Angad all sorts of menial services, as Angad had done to Nanak. Thus
ho used to bring daily for the sake of "the ablutions of the Guru a large metallic jar of water from
the river of Govindva), which was about two Kos-distant; out of reverence forihis Guru he is
said to have made the way from Khacjur to Govindval in walking backwards, lest he should turn
his back on his Guru. One night, when he was carrying water from the river, he is said to
have slipped and to have fallen into *a weaver's hole. When the weaver asked his "wife who it
Allj'the Sikh Gurus call themselves "Nanak" in order to designate themselves as the legitimate
successors of Nanak. For the sake of distinction between them VRT&T VfvRST (makftla pahila, first court),
«N0<M>1 ^rlT (mahalla duja, second court), etc., is added to their respective compositions in the Granth
(see p. Ixxxi); otherwise they are also ^mentioned by the name of Vftfaft HT3*HJ1» first reign, etc., as
the Sikhs soon commenced to look on their Gurus as their sovereigns (thence the address: 1f3 \Jld*JIU»
O true king !^ In later^times, when Nanak was gradually looked upon as an Avatar, every succeeding Guru
was considered as an incarnation of Baba Nanak. In the Granth itself no allusion of this kind is found, only
the Bhatts, whose panegyrics are added at the end of the Granth and who know no bounds in their flattery,
commence praising Nanak as Avatar.
3
In the Granth written ^F5T Wiftla, as no letter is doubled in the writing of the Granth.
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was, she answered: "Who will fall at this^ time? it must be that unfortunate, homeless Amaru."
f
Amar-das rose and returned to the river and having filled his jar he brought it to the Guru.
Angad heard from somebody, that the people were calling Amar-das " the homeless one " (
Being fully satisfied of his sincerity and devotion,, he took him to his neck and said: "Amaru
is not homeless, but* from this day the Lord has made him the home of the homeless and the
asylum of those, who have no ^asylum; who will follow him, will obtain great happiness." On
that very day Angad put five Paisas and a cocoa-nut before him, bowed his head before him and
trusting the throne of the Guruship to
said to all the societies (of the saints): " Now I
Amar-das, bow ye all your heads before him! he is a perfect G
the Lord has received him
if
to-day; who will be on his side, he will also be pleasing to the Lord
After the death of Guru Angad, Amar-das took up his residence at GovindvaJ ee was a
humble, patient and pious man, round whom many disciples assembled. Though unlettered, like
3
his master, who could teach him only the few simple tenets he had heard himself from Nanak,
he composed many verses, which were incorporated in the Granth (Mahalla III.), and which are
1
conspicuous for simplicity and clearness.
The offerings of his numerous disciples Enabled him to build a great walled well ( m Q w t )
at GovindvaJ, irt which eighty-four steps led^down to the wiiter. The Sikhs believe, that whoever
sits down on those eighty-four steps one by one and makes ablution and reads the JapjI to the
end, gets free from the eighty-four Lakhs of fornis of existence* and enters paradise* A great
Mela is still held every year
Guru mar
14th of May in the year 1574, having appointed in the usual way
Ram-das as his successor
be Gurushio.

4

GUKTJ EAM-DAS (AJ>. 1674-1581).

s
Ram-das was a Khntri of the Sodhi clan (*7*£^) and a native of the village Gurucakk (
He had come tin early youth to the house of his grand-parents at Govindval and remained there.
His grand-parents were very epoor and he sustained them and himself by] selling boiled grain
It is said, that one day he sat near the door of Baba Amar-das selling (boiled grain, when
Amar-das by chance called his family-priest and said to him: "Misr, our little daughter has now
become of ripe age, go and look out in some good house (for a suitable partner), that we may
betroth her." When the family-priest had gone, the wife of the Guru said: "For my daughter
a lad must be sought of the same age, as the lad there is, who is selling boiled grain, the
girl being of about the same age " At the same time Guru Amar-das said in his own mind:
ic Our girl is now this lad's, for it is the religious observance of the Khatris, that the thought,
this he called that lad
mind, must be performed." Having
which first
and asked:
My dear boy, who art t h o u ? " He answered: " I am a Sodhi Kha^I," "Wh
Amar-das had heard this he* thanked God and said: " Blessed be thou, Lord, that thou hast
preserved the honour of my word: for if this lad would be no Khatri, my caste-fellows would
he put into the hem of the lad
reproach me for giving? him my daughter. ^ *
very
the betrothal-presents and a few days after the wedding took place and Ram-das took his wife
to his native village Gurucakk.
1 J

s

*r*T<£ I * diminutive form ofttPTc?•
* The word 3f<J was very likely added more recently, when Guru Ram-das had taken up his abode
The real name was therefore only \JZJ.
This passage is very significant as to the observance of caste by the earlier Sikh Gurus.

I
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Guru Amar-das was particularly fond ofi his daughter (whose name was MohanI), so that
passing his son Mohan, he entrusted ^the Guruship to hisfe son-in-law Ram-das, who* was a pious
and peaceful man. He was eager in collectings disciples rand great crowds used to flock to his
residence ,at Gurucakk.
His income from • the voluntary offerings of his disciples must have been considerable: for
it enabled him to restore magnificently an old tank which he called iAmritsar (the nectartank), in the midst of which he built a place of worship, to which he gave the name of
Harmandar (Od+Kdi? temple of Hari). The now town, which soon sprang up round Jthis tank,
was first called Rum-dds-pur (city of Ram-das), afterwards the name of Amritsar was extended
to the whole town and the old name Gurucakk fell into oblivion.
This was of the greatest importance for the firm establishment of Sikhism, for the Sikhs jobtained
thereby a fixed central place of worship, where the disciples annually assembled round their
Guru and performed their ablutions in the nectar-tank. Ram-das, though without any scientific
education, gave himself much to literary work. He composed a great many? verses, in which
he expounded his doctrines, and though no originality of thought is to bo found in them, they
belong to rthe better compositions of the Granth (Mahalla IV.). He spent his days in peace and
rest, as under his Guruship the organization of the Sikh community had not yet progressed so
far as to arouse ;the suspicion and alarm of the Muhammadan Government. He died on the
1
3rd of March, 1581, having nominated his son Arjun (Arjun-mall) his successor in the Guruship.
From Ram-das the succession remained hereditary in the''family, which added greatly to increase
the wealth and the authority ,of the Gurus, as the Sikhs were thereby gradually accustomed to
look on their Gurus as their actual sovereigns.
,

6.—GUKU ARJUN (A.D. 1581-1606).
Up to Guru Arjun the Sikhs were a community neither very numerous nor much taken
notice of, their Gurus leading the life of Faqlrs and^being averse to outward show and pomp,
though Amar-das, and more so Ram-das, had already considerable means at their disposal from
the voluntary offerings of their disciples.
This state was changed considerably under Guru Arjun, who was an enterprising and' active
man, and the first Guru who meddled with politics. After the Sikhs had obtained under the
Guruship of his father Ram-das a visible sacred place,! which served them as a rallying point,
Guru Arjun*s first object was,* to give them also ja sacred code, in order to unite them more
closely by one common, religious tie and to separate them from the mass of the Hindus. He
collected therefore the verses of the preceding Gurus, to which he added his own very numerous
(but carelessly written) compositions, and in order to prove that the tenets of the Sikh Gurus
were already entertained and proclaimed by the earlier popularL saints (Bhagats), JIG inserted
considerable extracts fromj their writings as loci probantes at the end of nearly every Rag. This
miscellaneous collection he called Granth (or Granth sahib, a t e HlfjM), i.e. the book, and* it was
thenceforth held sacred as the Bible of the Sikhs, supplanting gradually the authority of the
Vedas and Puranas, which the unlettered
able to read, whereas the Granth
was composed in, their mother-tongue and intelligible to the vulgar.
The story goes, that the disciples assembled one day *ound Guru Arjun and said, that by
hearing the verses which Guru Nanak had uttered, tranquillity! came jto the, mind and desire
It is not quite clear if lliim-das had two or three sons,
273)

h

It is certain that Bharat-mall was the brother
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for worship was increased, but that by the numerous verses which iwere uttered thy other Softs,
and to which the*name of Baba Nanak was (also)! given, pride and worldly wisdom were springing
up in the hearts of men; it was therefore necessary to put a sign on the words of* Nunak,
that people might be able to distinguish them from the words of others.
Hearing this, Guru Arjun collected all the words of Nfwak from different places, andihaving
also collected the verses of' the other Gurus and the words of other Bhagats, which were not
contrary to the words of Nanak, he 'gave them* to the writer Bhai Gur-das, that he should write
them in one place {i.e. book) with Gunnukhi characters* And because Angad and the other Gurus
had put down in their words the name of Nanak, ho thought that it would be difficult for
the disciples to distinguish their several! speeches; where therefore the word of Nanakkis, he put
down the sign: HvR5T Vf\J<M>7> and where the words of the second reign were, there he wrote
1

W ib'l ^FTT, and in this, wifee KTR3T yYdl and VfXTSJT *T3Ti and his* own words he marked
<HU~66| ^IrRct; in this way he distinguished the words of the several Gurus. Similarly he marked
also the speeches of the Bhagats by putting down their names. When all the speeches were
r
made up into one volume, Arjun gave *out the ortder to all disciples, that thcy should mind
r
whatever was written in 'it, and reject everything else, though it bore the name of Nanak.
It is said, that Arjun left a few blank pages in the volume, predicting that the verses
of the ninth reign would be written upon them and that before that no Guru would utter a
speech (that was to be written),—a prophecy ex eventu.
{
s
Another measure, which Arjun set a-going, was likewise of the greatest importance for the
organization of the Sikft .community.
"We have mentioned already, that the Gurus had no fixed income, but what was voluntarily
offered to them by Hheir disciples. Arjun saw 'clearly enough, that for his aspiring schemes
atid the extension of his spiritual authority, he required considerable sums, which should be forths
coming with some regularity. Hc reduced therefore the voluntary offerings of his disciples to
2
a kind of tax, which he levied by deputies, whom ho nominated in the several districts,
and who forwarded whatever they had* collected annually to the Guru. In this wise the Guru
was on the one hand enabled to hold a court, and to keep always a strong band of adherents
round his body, and to extend his authority by the not inconsiderable sums he had at his
command, wherever he found an opportunity, and on the other hand the Sikhs were thereby
1
1
gradually accustomed to a kind of government of their own, and began to feel themselves as
a Armly organized and strong party within the state.* This institution of deputies of the Guru,
though very useful in a political and financial point of view, led soon to very hard oppression,
so that i;he last Guru was^ compelled to give way to the continual complaints of his 'adherents
and to abolish it.
Guru Arjun was the first Sikh.. Guru who laid aside the garb of a Faqir and kept an
establishment like a grandee; he engaged aldo in trade in a grand style, as he either loved money
or was much in want of it, though the Sikh tradition is now quite silent about such transactions
of their Gurus. Under Arjun, who had apparently a great talent for organization, the Sikh
1

In the Sikha de raj di vithia, p. 29, 1. 2 from hclow^ Jfaftoft is found, which is a misprint for * ^ * H t
Sufis (or Sufis). For the first Sodhi Guru was Ram-das, who cannot be meant here, and of other SOdlii poets
tradition is altogether silent.
These deputies were called *Pfl^, tnasawf, a corruption of the Arahic-Pcrsinn &*»*+ (or more properly
i\'-Au-r)i a support on which none leans, or n person to lean upon, used in the sense of "deputy" in the IndoPersian idiom.
*
3
See Hie remarks of'Mulisin FanMu the Dabistiin, H.lp. 271, who very well perceived the purport
of this measure.
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community increased very considerably and spread fasti over the Panjabj but in proportion as
the Sikhs began to draw public attention on themselves, the suspicion of the Muhammadan
Government was roused, and Guru Arjun was the first who fell a victim to it.
1
There are different accounts of the causes of the death of Arjun.
The common Sikh
tradition is, that Arjun 'had a son named Har-govind. When he had ^attained to the years of
discretion, a barberi and Brahman came and. brought about his betrothal with* the daughter
v

"

v

T

of Candu-sah, who was a servant (finance administrator) of the Emperor of Dilli. Candu-sah
heard from the people, that in the house, where his daughter had been . betrothed, theyj lived
after the manner of Faqlrs and were eating offerings. He got veryr Bngry with the Brahman
and the barber and turned dthem out of his house. "When Arjun heard of this, he sent word to
Candu-sah, that the betrothal was given up on hisr part, he could betroth his daughter somewhereJ
V

r

else. Candu-sahi became greatly ashamed at this breaking off of the match and from that day was
a bitter enemy of the Guru. He calumniated him to the Emperor, and Guru Arjun was several
times summoned to Lahore, where he suffered severe treatment. One day this wretch suggested to
the Emperor, that he should sew Arjun up ia a raw cow*hide, which the f Hindus abhor most, ^and
burn him. When the cow-hide was brought before him, he begged to be allowed to-take first a
bath in the Ravi. The Emperor granted this request; Arjun jumped into the Ravi, and was lost
in it; the people searched much for his corpse, but could not find it. Guru Arjun died in the
year 1606, having nominated his young son Har-govind his successor in the Guruship.
This account of the cause of the death of Guru Arjun is very unsatisfactory. I t is easily
perceived that the real charge which was brought against the Guru, is passed, over in silence
by the Sikh tradition, even if wo admit that Candu-sah was actuated by private enmity for
the reasons stated above. Fortunately the Dabistan (II. p. 272) throws some light on this dark
point. There we learn, that the Emperor Nuru-ddin Jahangir called to his court (when at
Lahore) Arjun-mall, on account <of his having offered prayers /for the King's son Khusrau, who
had rebelled against his father. Khusrau having been taken, the King ordered the imprisonment
of Arj un-mall, and wanted to extort a large sum of money from him. The Guru was helpless;
they rkept him prisoner in the sandy country of Lahore until he died from the heat of the sun
and ill treatment. This happened in 1606.
From this it appears that Arjun was arraigned on the charge that he had joined (with his
adherents) in the rebellion of Khusrau. Whichever way he died, his death was ascribedvrto ,the
bigotry and cruelty jof the Muhammadan Government, and his disciples were burning to revenge
it. The death of Guru Arjun is therefore the great turning-point in the development of the
Sikh community, as from that time the struggle commenced, which changed the whole character
of this reformatory religious movement.

6.—GURU HAR-GOVIND (A.D. 1606-1638).

I

j

I
After the death of Guru Arjun, some troubles arose in the Sikh community, as the uncle of
the youthful Har-govind, Pirthl-mall,' claimed for himself the succession in the Guruship. "Pirthl1

Malcolmi(Sketch of the Sikhs, p. 32) gives a different story, that a Hindu zealot, Dani-cand, a Kl
whose writings Arjun refused to admit into the Granth, caused his death by prevailing upon the Mahamm
Governor of the province to Imprison Arjun. The whole story looks very unlikely and I have hithertc
been .able to trace it in any Sikh tradition that has come under my observation.
^ * J* *» *«7 Ukely that flfT^Y TO Is identical with a i d 3 *W* (see the Dabistan, H. p. 273)
JU«iw« His progeny, called lfi<J+J&U2» and Iris disciples, called contemptuously *ft^fc (tftST m.,a
with the horns bending down the face), were at a later time excommunicated by Guru Govlnd Singh.
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mall seems to have been of an intriguing disposition; he is said to have gone to Candu-sah to
Dilll, in order to get the Guruship by his assistance, but becoming obnoxious to the Sikhs by
his intrigues, he was soon deserted and Har-govind was acknowledged as the rightful successor to
his father.
In order to revqnge the death of his father he for the first time armed his followers and
took bloody revenge of Candu-sah and the Muhammadans whom he considered concerned in
his death.
The Sikh accounts agree* by no means on this point and are full of confusion, as they
apparently try to smooth over many uneven thingsV and to conceal the real facts of the life of
1

their ?Guru. According to one relation it was Candu-sah, instigated by Pirthl-mall, who told
the astrologers of the King, that they should frighten the King by telling him that for one month
and a quarter there was great danger for him; if he would call Guru Har-govind from the Panjab,
all would go well. On this the King (or Emperor) sent men to bring him } from Amritsar;
when he arrived, the King told him thai he should for his sake^sit forty days in prison and
perform worship. Others ...say, that the King sent him fo^ forty days to the fort of Gualiar to
perform devotion there. When the forty days were over, ja Sikh, named Bidhl-cand, who was
staying with the Guru, gave himself the, appearance of a physician, met the King, and jsaid, that
Har-g5vind, whom he kept in prison for the sake of his own , comfort, was a great saint, he
should speedily set him at liberty, for those, who had caused his imprisonment, were his enemies.
The King called Har-govind, acknowledged his fault and asked the Guru to forgive it. Har-govind
had a priceless pearl, which -<he offered as a present to the King. When the King had seon its
splendour, he was much pleased and said: ' ' I f one other like it could be, found, itf would be
very well." The Guru answered, that on the neck of his father Arjun there was a necklace
containing more than one hundred and eight of such pearls, but they were now in the possession
of his Divan Candu-sah. When thes King heard jthis,[ he was astonished, and asked how Candusah got them from his father? The eyes of .the Guru were .filled with tears: he told the King
the whole story and added, that when his father under the hard treatment of Candu-sah had died
at Lahore,* he took the whole necklace from him. The, King became very angry, and when he
had ascertained the full * truth also from other people, he seized Candu-sah and handed him over
to the Guru, to revenge himself on him as he pleased. He took him with himself J to rAmritsar
and began- to j punish him. I t is said, that they bound a rope round his feet and dragged him
through the bazar of Amritsar and Lahore. As he had seated Arjun on heated frying-pans and
hot sands, so did Har-gdvind to him, till he at last died being dragged about in the bazar.
All this appears veryjfrnprobable, as it is f far more likely that he revenged himself without
any reference to authority. We know from the Dabistan, that Har-govind was a man of a warlike
spirit and addicted to hunting; he always kept a strong band of armed followers round his person
and he is said to have had eight hundred horses in his stable. He built the town of Har-gdvindpur on the banks of the Biasa, to j serve him, in case of necessity, as a firm retreat. His warlike
inclinations prompted him also to enter the service of the Emperor Jahanglr, but his irregular
conduct involved him in many difficulties. It is expressly stated in the Dabistan (II. p. 274), that
1

T h e history of the later S i k h G u r u s from H a r - G o v i n d to G o v i n d S i n g h is involved in a great deal of
obscurity, as the Sikh accounts are so frequently contradictory and dictated by prejudice or hatred against the
Muhammadans.
T h i s part of their history requires as yet a careful, critical sifting, as-the S i k h a themselves
have no idea of historical truth.
s

From this tradition it would follow, that Arjun had really died of ill treatment, as the Dabistan reports,
and hot by drowning in the Ravi. This Is also more or less confirmed by Arjuu's tomb, erected a t L a h o r e ;
for if Arjun's corpse had not been found, how could a tomb have been erected over it ?
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he appropriated to^ himself the pay due to the soldiers in advance, in consequence of which and
on account of the mulct imposed upon his father Arjun, the Emperor Jahangir sent him to the
fort of Gutlliar, where he remained imprisoned for twelve years. At last the Emperor released
him, being moved by pity. The Sikh tradition is quite silent on this point; and his imprisonment at Gualiar, which it restricts to* forty days, is ascribed to quite different reasons, as we have
seen above.
11
After the death of Jahangir (1628) Har-govind entered the service of the Emperor Shahjahan, but he seems soon to have left his* service and to have taken up a reckless course of
life again. Shah-Jahan sent troops against him, who took Earadaspur and plundered the Guru's
property. Thence he fled to Kartarpur,* where* he soon had a serious encounter with the Pathan
1
Puindah Khun. According to the Sikh tradition Paindah Khan was living with the Guru in his
1
J
tent *(he is even said to have been his foster brother). One day a Sikh brought a sword, a hawk
and a beautiful dress as presents to the Guru, which he bestowed on Paindah Khan, who gave
them again away to his son-in-law. When the Guru heard this, he became angry with Paindah
Khan and expostulated with him about it. Paindah Khan denied it at first, but was convicted,
whereupon he was beaten by some? Sikhs present and turned out of the. tent.
Paindah Khan got the ear of the Mugul authorities,! and as he was considered a fit instrument
to strike a blow at the dreaded Guru, troops were entrusted to him, with whom he besieged
Har-govind at Kartarpur. A severe struggle ensued, in which the Imperial troops were vanquished
and Paindah Khan himself slain by the Guru.
Eucouragcd^by this victory he moved to Bhagvara in the vicinity of Lahore, He seized
some horses' belonging to the Emperor, but being pursued he fled to the hills. He took up his
abodo at Kiratpur (near Anandpur), in the house of his eldest son Gur-ditta, who was living
2
th6re with Baba Budha, and some time after, having given the throne of the Guruship to his
8
grandson Har-rai, he died there A.D. 1638, the 10th of March.
Guru Har-govind has given quite a different appearance to the Sikh community. The peaceful
Faqlrs were changed into soldiers and the •Guru's camp resounded with the din of war; the
rosary was laid aside and the sword buckled on. As the Guru's expeditions were nearly always
directed against the Muhamniadans and the extortionate provincial authorities, we need not wonder,
that his popularity fast increased with the ill-treated Hindu rural population; every fugitive* or
1
oppressed? man took refuge in his camp, where he was sure to be welcomed without being much
troubled about religion, and the charms of a vagrant life and the hope of booty attracted numbers
of warlike Jats, who willingly acknowledged him as their Guru, the more so ^as he allowed his
followers to eat all kinds of flesh, that of the cow excepted. The home of the Sikhs was now
the camp, where the heterogeneous elements* by close contact, and stimulated by the same hopes
and fears, soon welded* together into a new community. The expeditions and fights however
were as yet on a small scale and partook more of a? local character, andr were therefore hardly
ever noticed by the authorities, who* were either too shortsighted and indolent or too powerless to
•top effectually the concourse of such a turbulent and dangerous^ crowd.
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The
recorded by the. Sikhs. ID the DabistSn the year 1645 is mentioned, corresponding to the Hijrnh 1055.
ivind in the year of the Hijrnh 1063 ( = 1643) at Kiratpur.
We do not know how to reconcile these two dates, which differ by seven years. Perhaps there is a mistake in
the Arabic ciphers of the DabistSn.
!* *
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That a Guru like Har-govind had no time ,nor taste for meditation and the composition Q£
religious poetry need hardly be remarked; not a singly verse of his is therefore to be found in
the Granth.
I

7.—GURU EAE-RAI (A.D. 1638-1660).
Har-govind had five sons, Gur-ditta, Atall, Teg-bahadur, Anl-rai and Surat-mall. Tegbahadur was from youth up of a icontemplative mind and did not care for anything; like a
1
madman he is said to have observed deep silence; the four other brothers- were worldly-minded
and continually quarrelling amongst themselves about *the succession in Ithe Guruship. Their
father was therefore greatly perplexed' to whom he should give the throne of the Guruship and
could hot make up his mind. They say, that one day at Klratpur the little son of Gur-dittatcame
to his grandfather and seated himself on his dap; when the Guru began to fondle him, Har-rai
took off the turban of his grandfather and put it on his own head. The Guru, who was not
much pleased with his own sons, on seeing this rejoiced, and thought within himself that he
would give the throne to this boy; by doing so the mouths of all the brothers would be shut
and a stop put to their mutual jealousy. Having reflected on this he called together the society
(of the disciples), put a coooa-nut and five Paisas before Har-rai and bowed his head before him,
saying: "brother Sikhs, the Lord himself has put the turban ofi the Guruship on the head of
this boy, now no one has anything more to say about it; whoever is my disciple, he shall
consider Har-rai as his Guru, he will become a great, perfect saint-" The society was much
pleased*with this decision of the Guru, they bowed their beads before Har-rai, and also the four
8
brothers {i.e. the sons of the Guru) remained silent, as none of them had the power to wrest
the Guruship from him.* Har-rai was, according to all accounts, a twise and sensible man, and
of Hi more peaceful disposition of mind than his* grandfather had been.
When Darfi Shikob, the brother of* Aurang-zeb, came to the Panjab in order to make war
r
against his brother, he sought the alliance! of Guru Har-rai, who joined him with his Sikhs. But
when Dara had been beaten! and killed, the Guru prudently withdrew from the* s^onc of war
and retreated to Klratpur, sending at the same time *his eldest son Ram-rai with an apology to
Aurang-zeb, who received him kindly, but retained him as a hostage at his court, thereby securing
the peace of the Panjab. This whole incident of the joining of the Guru in the rebellion of
Prince Dara is totally passed over by the Sikh tradition, neither is the mission of Itam-rfu to
tho court of DillT mentioned.
%
Har-rai seems to have had neither inclination nor calling for poetry; no single verso of his
3
is therefore found in the Granth. He died in peace and tranquillity at Klratpur A.D, 16€0,
having nominated his younger son Har-kisan his successor in the Guruship.

8.—GUEU HAE-KISAN (A.D. 1660-1664).
Guru Har-rai had two sons, Bam-rai and Har-kisan.f I t is said that the Guru was displeased
with his eldest son, because he made disciples of his own and worked miracles. When he had
j
therefore one day gone away to * visit his own disciples/Har-rai declared his younger son his
1
successor in the Guruship before all the societies! (of the disciples). When llam-rai heard of this,
1

The Sikha de raj di vithia (p. 39) says of him : Jf^uTlttft <?t5 HVtJTV BfvfaTT *TT
2
Some say, that Gur-ditta had died already before his father; but this is by no means certain. He died nt
Klratpur, where a splendid tomb was«built to him.
3
The date of his death differs considerably. Some give the year 16C1, some 1G63, and some 1(164. * *

.
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he was much vexed; he said before the Sikhs, that Har-kisan was still a mihor, on whom the
small-pox had not yet broken out, if he should get through the small-pox, then he might take
the Guruship.
According to one tradition (as given in the Sikha de raj dl vithia, p. 43) Guru Har-kisan
was summoned to the court of Dilll in the following way. Aurang-z§b one day asked his
courtiers, who amongst the Faqlrs of Baba Nanak was now the best? They answered, that now
a young lad, by name Har-kisan, was reported to be their leader, who already in his youth
was a perfect Faqir. Thereupon the Emperor ordered ithat they shouldi quickly bring him to
Dilll, as he wished to see him. One Khatrl, who* was a Divan (minister) of the Emperor and
one of the disciples of the Guru, offered himself to bring Har-kisan. He went to Kiratpur
and communicated to the Guru the wish of the Emperor, who set out with the messenger and
with many disciples in a Palkl for Dilll. Here the matter is represented as if Aurang-zeb desired
to see the Guru out of curiosity, whereas we know from other sources, that this was by no
means the case.
Bam-rai, the elder brother of I Har-kisan, was detained as hostage at the court of Aurang-zeb,
and was apparently not on a good footing with his father, and therefore was passed over. When
Bam-rai heard of the death of his father and that his younger brother had been installed as
Guru, he complained to the Emperor andi asked ifor his decision. Aurang-zeb was very glad
to have an opportunity of interfering, and summoned the young Har-kisan to his court, who
reluotantly obeyed.
Whilst staying at Dilll, Har-kisan was attacked by the small-pox, so that he was unable
to appear at court. When the Guru became very weak, the disciples asked himf whom they
should acknowledge as Guru after him? It is said, that after some reflection he put five Paisas
and a cocoa-nut on the ground, and having bowed his head said to the disciples: "Go, your
Guru is in the village of Bakaja (TfSnKT)* *ear Anandpur." He died in 1664. No verse of his
is contained in the Granth.
In the disturbances' which followed the death of Har-kisan, Ram-raii was disavowed by all
l whepe
e
parties. He went therefore to the hills and settled jat Dehradity (3\JdT-^<A)t
^ started
a sect of his own, and collected many disciples. He still lived in the times of Guru Govind Singh
and frequently quarrelled with him. He taught his disciples not to bow the head before any
one but himself, and not to worship any god or goddess but himself. His disciples were called
11
M
Ram-rale (J|*4dlif\^)» 8ad were afterwards excommunicated by ^Guru Govind Singh.
It is reported that Bam-rai, for the sake of one of his disciples, underwent in at deep cave
a very severe course of austerities ( M T *Hf3*KPT); when the? breath had risen to the tenth
gate, the disciples, who were near* him, knew that the Guru had died, and they burnt his body
after the manner of the Hindus. They erected there a tomb (WTO) and 2called it dl+fdifk
•5TT K!\S6TI hence that hilly country received the name of Dehradun; there every year a great
M€la is held, where many holy personages assemble

9—GURU TEG-BAHADUR (JL.D. 1664-1675).
After the death of Har-kisan, dissensions arose among the Sikhs as to the succession in the
Gurnship. A company of disciples went to 'Bakaja, in order to pay their reverence to TegSihadur as their Guru. But Teg-bahadur at first refused to accept the Guruship: for the Sodhis
thereabout had set <up a Guru of their own,j and Bam-rai also was raising claims to the succession.
1

%,\Jdl signifies a shrine and ^QE (sjl) a valley between two mountains, literally therefore: the shrine*

vallsy.
•
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At, last Teg-bahadur jwas prevailed upon,! chiefly by the entreaties of his mother, to take upon
himself the burden of the Guruship, and he was soon generally acknowledged as the head of
the community.
Teg-bahadur left then Bakaja, where he had lived in seclusion, and removed to Makhoval
(HTMc£ I<&), which is 'near Klratpur, on the banks of the <Satluj j this place was afterwards called
Anaudpur, asj being the residence of the Guru.
Some time after he left this place and went, as the story goes, on a pilgrimage to$ Patna
with his wife and kindred, where he stayed for about five or six years, and where G5vind Singh
was born and also received his first education from the Pandits of that place, whiohj deeply
tinged his mind with the ^Hindu superstitions. Very likely Teg-bahadur no longer felt safe in
the Panjab, where the spies of Aurang-zeb kept a watchful eye on the proceedings of the Sikhs,
and he resolved therefore to leave the Panjab altogether, and to settle under the garb of a
Hindu pilgrim in some populous place, where he could remain concealed or unnoticed. On the
following events of the life of Guru Teg-bahadur the accounts differ very widely, as the Sikh
tradition is endeavouring to conceal or do away with everything that could throw an unfavourable
light on him. According to the Sikh tradition, Guru Teg-bahadur was a saint, who, even after
his, accession to the Guruship, remained an XJdasI (i.e. indifferent to the world) and was totally
taken up with meditation and devotion.
He removed from Patna again to Anandpur on account of some enmity with the people,
the reasons of which are not stated.
1
He is said to have been very fond of wandering) about in the jungles with some disciples.
On one of these wanderings he is said to have come to Hindustan. When he arrived at Agra
he stopped in a garden, and sent his signet-ring and a shawl to the bazar to dispose of them
and to buy some provisions. The confectioner, to whom these things were offered for sale, took
fright, lest they should be stolen goods,)and brought them to the Kutval. The Kutval, having taken
the signet-ring, went, to Teg-bahadur into the garden and began to interrogate him, who he
was and whence he had come? • When he had ascertained that it was Teg-bahadur, he sent a
message to Aurang-zeb at Dilli, that Guru Teg-bahadur had by chance fallen into his hands,
and asked for orders regarding him. The Emperor Aurang-zeb was making all efforts to bring
the whole world to the Musalman faith, and he had in those days imprisoned many Brahmans,
as he hoped, that if these first became Musaimans, the other people would readily follow their
example. When the Emperor heard that Guru Teg-bahadur had been seized, he was veryc glad,
because he had heard much of the Nanak-panthis jand wished to meet with them. He sent
therefore orders to Agra, that he should be quickly sent to Dill!.
When the Guru had come to Dilli, the Emperor had many disputations with him, and tried
alli means to bring him over to the Musalman faith. Teg-bahadur, who was not a learned man
nor conversant witht disputations, gave no answer, and when the Emperor desired to see miracles
from him, he remained silent. At last he was thrown into prison with three disciples, and
told that he would not be set at liberty till he would embrace the Musalman religion. When
the Guru ^remained firm, they began to torture him. He managed to send % a letter to his son
Govind at Anandpur, informing him of his hopeless state. Govind answered him* with a consolatory
9
Dohra, but could do nothing for him. When no more any hope! was left for the Guru, two*
1
Sikhs fled and only one remained with* him. Despairing of life, and being weary of the cruel
treatment he had to suffer, >he ordered the Sikh to cut off his head. He refused at first to
1

What is concealed under these harmless words j we shall see hereafter.

* See Translation of the Granth, p. 708,
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commit such a crime, but ^hen the Guru pressed him hard, he at last struck off his head with
a Bword. Teg-bahadur died A.D. 1675.
!
When Govind heard of the death of his father, he sent his sweepers (^tTWT 8uh]-a) to Dilll
to bring the corpse of the deceased tot Anandpur. They entered the jail under the pretext of
laden with grass. The body was
corpse
at Anandpur and as great shrine erected there; the head/ which had remained at Dilll, some
9
Otffatffai head-stack).
Sikhs burnt there, and erected a tomb which was
1
According to this tradition of the Sikhs, as it is essentially contained in the Sikha de raj
dl yithia, p. 47, sqq.% Guru Teg-bahadur appears quite as an innocent man, who suffered severely
at the hands of the bigoted Aurang-zSb, and who, in order to avoid a contumelious death, with
which he had been threatened, got his head cut off by one of his disciples. To this view* his
compositions, which are contained in the Granth and which *bear the stamp of a rather melancholy
and world-renouncing character, seem to have contributed greatly, and it is not to be overlooked,
that as to his sanctity and renunciation of worldly desires, those very verses are appealed to in
the foregoing tradition. We need Wherefore not wonder if Teg-bahadur, after the troubles and
turmoils of the times were somewhat forgotten, appeared to the later Sikhs in this light.
But we must (not rashly conclude from the words of Teg-bahadur, as far as they have been
handed down to posterity,: that he was altogether a quiet, world-renouncing Faqtr, who did not
meddle in worldly affairs or the politics fof those days; for the moral views of the Sikhs of those
times were already so thoroughly confused and their hatred against the Muhammadans so great,
that they considered rebellion against the established government and 'plundering the property of
the Muhammadans quite as lawful acts.
The reasons alleged in the Sikh tradition for the persecution and death of their ninth Guru
appear very defective and improbable, though the bigotry of the I Emperor Aurang-zeb is conceded
on all hands and may not have been altogether strange to it. Some hint as to the real cause
of the destruction of Teg-bahadur is given by the Sairu-lmuta'axxirla (Briggs's translation, vol. i.
pp.1112, 113), where it is stated, that he was taken prisoner on account of *his predatory proceedings and executed as a rebel against the Government.
*
9
The S&khls, which Sirdar Attar Singh, chief of Bha^our,—who with an enlightened mind
follows up the history and religion of his nation,—has lately published, throw a Very significant
light on the wanderings of Teg-bahadur and their real character, and tend to confirm the charges
brought against him by Muhammadan writers. As these Sakhls reproduce the Sikh tradition,
we have the less reason to question their trustworthiness. According to them the Guru appears by
no means as a harmless, spiritual instructor, but riding at the front of well-armed disciples, who,
rots are said to be the HW^ft f*W (Majbi Sikh), as those sweepers were received into the
Guru G6vind Singh for their daring courage. If-Nlft i» * corruption ifrom the A r a b i c i ^ ^ j ^ i
(regular, due Sikhs)
about
CO
Some ascribe his persecutions and consequent .death to the inveterate hatred of Ram-rat (see
Greg
Malcolm, Sketch of the Sikhs, p. 39)
of. Aoraug-xeb.
comes nearer the truth, as he consulted also
* Muhammadan
The Sikh reports most bo taken with great precaution and critical discernment.
Their title is: The Travels of Guru Tegh Bahadur and Gum Gobind
GobindlSingh,
Sinirh. Translated from th
Original Gurmukhi by Sirdar Attar Singh, Chief of Bhadour. January, 1870. Lahore, Indian Public Opii
Press. It would have been very useful If the translator had also added Mine critical apparatus about
probable time of the composition of these Sikhis. They cannot be fery old, as the British territory thereabo
is already mentioned
I.I
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inhabitants of the Tillages
on
willingly provided
and made predatory incursions on the Muhamraadan 'population The
through
3 to
Guru had not only a strong band of Sikhs with him, J but he engaged also some
them, that he would pay them handsomely and put them in the way
service
of obtaining booty (Sakhl 44). It is also stated, that the Muhammadan soldiers were at the
was
heels of the Guru, trying to capture him (Sakhl
the Guru wanted to put
whose
we see from the same Sakhl, where one Rupa Khatrl
house, for the Emperor will destroy mo and my
up, says " Sir.
entertain
i
Guru
that time. We
family.'' From this it may be safely concluded,
Agra seized Teg-bahadur, when he fell into
ean therefore easily understand, why the Kutval
reasons
his hands.
Muhammadan reports, which ascribe
1
deserve therefore full credit, the Sikh tradition itself confirming by these Sakhls tho charges
brought against him.
10.

1

GURU GOVIND SINGH

(AJ>.

1675-1708).

succeeded by his son Govind Singh, who was
Teg
fifteen years old when
his father died. As he was surrounded on all sides by dangers, he retreated to the mountains,
where he kept himself concealed, being occupied with hunting and archery, in which latter art
he ^became a great adept. He studied also Persian and read a good deal of Hindi, but never
attempted the study "of Sanskrit, though he occasionally tried to imitate it in his compositions
9
which on the whole are very difficult and intricate.
1
•

We must remark here, that In these Sakhfs no distinct line is drawn between the wanderings of Guru
Teg-bahadur and those of Guru Govind Singh,-so that it remains uncertain, where the first end and where
second commence
iginal text at my disposal, I cannot say, if this i
text or to some
ran s la tor. This great defect seems at any rate nc
as
certain that the Sakhfs from 51 refer to Guru G
9
Mnkt-sar
dm. In Sakhi 56 it is also stated that the Guru
years old, which could only be said of Govind Singh.
* Govind Singh describes his youth briefly in the following verses of the Vicitr nafak:
44

V * 7T75 ft* <T53 fVS§

H v. 280.

g i f t \J3TR n^THT 3 M H

3 t f e 3 t f e SCTBtof* *L&6\§ i v. 281.
WKSf alfif 3 R HST n
3?taft 3 t f 5 3 t f 5 sft 1*131 B
JVAV

§ ^ & ? 3*1 fttfsry'ftimij I v. 282.

My father had travelled to the east,
To different kinds of TIrthas.
When going along he was at TribSipf,
The days passed in bestowing alms.

" There I was manifested.
I took birth in the city of Patna.
He took me (then) to Madra-des*
(Where) I was fondled by various Jiiirscs
44

My body was preserved in various ways.
I received instruction of various kinds.
When ( had come to years of discretion,
My father went to heaven."

By H 7 $*f the' Pan jab is meant. The verses following describe bis hunting- expeditions and after his
4
accession to the Q uruship his wan with the hill Rajas.
M
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up as Guru, and comWhen he had attained to years of ^manhood, he stood publ
menced to collect the dispersed and intimidated members of the Sikh community. During his
retreat he had matured his plans; his jairao: was to wreak bloody revenge on the marderers of his
father, to subvert totally the Muharnmadan power,* and to found a new empire upon its ruins.
As ibis mind was deeply tinged, owing to ihis early education by Hindu Pandits, with the
superstitious notions of the Hindus, he resolved, before embarking on his great enterprise, to secure
to himself the aid of the goddess jDurga, who was his special object of worship. After he had
hill
procured some Pandits from Benares,
which is about six K5s distant from Anandpur. There he began to practise the severest austerities
according to the directions of the Pandits. When he had gone through the course of these
austerities, the Briihmans began to offer up his burnt offerings, throwing hundreds of maunds
of Ghi,| raw} sugar j and Jmolassesf into j the fire.
s
When the burnt offering (TO) was completed, the Pandits told the Guru, that he should now,
in order to make a powerful offering, cut off the head of his own son and put it before the goddess.
1
Govind Singh had .four sons, but when he asked their mothersr to give him one, they flatly
refused it. The Guru asked the Pandits, what was now to be done ? and when they" answered,
that the head of some one else would do, five (others say twenty-five) disciples offered their heads,
one of which was cut off and offered to the goddess, and thus the burnt offering made complete.
The story goes, that thereupon fthe Devi appeared andp said: " Go, thy sect will prosper in the

world" oaro 3ttT iftr lira f^* 3 3 v%3n)-*

J

When the Guru had returned from the hills to Anandpur, he assembled the societies of the
disciples, and told them that he required the head of a disciple; he, who loved, his Guru, should
give it. Most of them were terror-struck and fled; but five out of them rose and offered
resolutely their heads. ' Their names (which have been carefully recorded, whereas the name of
the poor victim offered to the Naina-devi is not mentioned) were: Dharm Singh, Sukkha Singh,
Daya Singh, Himmat Singh and Muhkam Singh. These fiva he took into a room, and told them that,
as he had found them true, he would giverthem the PahuJ of the true religion (<R§ xjgif $\ VJIU&).
3
He made them bathe and seated them ,side by side; he dissolved purified sugar in water and
stirred it with a two-edged dagger, and having recited over it some verses, which are written in the
4
*KSTR5 Q+i33f he made them drink some of this, sherbet, some part of itlhe poured on their head
The names of the four sons of Govind Singh are: Joravar Singh, Fate Singh, Jujhar Singh and
Jit Singh.
1 nere can narciiy oe any doubt that this bloody human sacrifice was really offered, as all reports agree
on this point. The Sikhs, who felt very much the atrocity of such an act, would never have ascribed anything
of this kind to their Guru, if it'had not really taken place. At the same time we may learn from this fact,
that the Brahmay*, even as late as the seventeenth century, did not scruple to offer up a human sacrifice.
V3TTT (Sindhi ndIlA), purified sugar; also some kind of sweetmeats made of it.
The 1H7TC* *%H33 (the praise of the Timeless one) follows immediately after the Japji in GSviad's
Granth. It commences with the words :
W7TW V W eft 3^T TO'fc II

^

»TT ^

3fel»fT TO 5> H

"The protection of the timeless divine male is to us
The protection of all iron is to us.
The protection of the All-time is to ns.
The protection of.the All-iron is to-us."

*

WZ i/IWSft
toviiTi, the All-iron (i.e. he who is all iron
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and the rest he sprinkled' on their body; then patting themS with his hand he cried with a load
voice: "Say, the Khalsa* of the Vah-Guru! victory of ( = to) the holy Vah-Guru!" (c^lOJId-vH 7T
1
tfTWRT f*fift ^TOJIdnrTY sft ^ ^ ) . After he had given the PahuJ to> these five in this manner
he took it likewise from them, and in this way all the rest of his disciples were initiated, to
whom he gave the name of the KhahU* 'adding to
)<jh
(lion). Then he gave the order, that whoever desired to be his disciple, he must always have
five things with him which all commence with the letter Kakka (i.e. K \ viz,: the hair (3^/which
an
musttnot be cut), a comb (c?un)> a knife (oj 6 •£)> a sword (foTcTUTSOf ^ breeehes reaching to the
hiee (STgf), otherwise he would not consider him as his disciple. In order to separate his Sikhs
totally from the Hindus and to form them into a distinct body, which as such should also be
known hy outward signs, he issued many other regulations, which are called 'd(vjy/>IHT (book
of conduct). As he had perceived, that thejHindus had become an easy prey to the Muhammadan
invaders by their division into castes, which nursed a rancorous feeling and did not allow the
lower orders' to bear arms, he abolished the casteii altogether, in order to put all on a footing^ of
equality, and received people of all castes into the Khalsa.
But this offended the pride and
prejudices of the higher castes to such a degree, that a great many of his disciples left him and
would no longer acknowledge him as their Guru; the Khalsa consisted therefore chiefly of men
of the lower orders, especially of Jats, whereas the> disciples, who did not acknowledge the
authority of Guru Govind Singh on account of his inovations, simply called themselves Sikhs,
without adding to their names the title of Singh.* He tried also to infuso his own spirit into
the Adi Granth, which was already generally received as the holy book of the Sikh community,
as he slightingly remarked that the Adi Granth, such as it was, only instilled into the minds of
the Sikhs a spirit of meekness and humbleness. He therefore sent men to Kartarpur, where the
officiate volume, signed by the hand of Guru Arjun himself, was preserved, to bring it to him,
in order to make additions to it; but the Sodhls, to whom the volume was entrusted, refused
4
to give iti away, as they did not acknowledge Govind Singh as Guru. They sent him word,
that
message
and he resolved forthwith to make a Granth of his own for his followers, which should rouse
military
inflame them to deeds of courage. He set to work, and composed a big heavy
Granth and when it was completed (Sambat 1753 m A.D. 1696), he called it th$ Granth of the
a
tenth reign ('-£*u0 VTCVTift ^ T ^fa)1

The Pahul was no new invention of Govind Singh, as- frequently asserted, but only the renovation of
xxxv
Hit
community on a new and firmer basis by administering the Pahul
The sherbet drunk at the ceremony of the PahuJ the 'Sikhs call IHf+13 (nectar).
*
2
I
mM>M\> the name of the new Sikh common wealth, is derived from the Arabic <U-Jli. It signifies:
one's owny p a r e p r o p e r t y ; t h e n c e : the G u r u ' s (or G o d ' s ) m o n % s p e c i a l p r o p e r t y .
This is the most
appropriate
explanation, in spite of the Sikh saying: VfTOTTT 75TH V**Tf*Wt
7f *T3X <RcH? S7TtVTOTT ifW *!&•
*Among this latterclasswere also the Nanak potra, the descendantsof Baba Nanak, some of whom
v i s i t e d m e a t L a h o r e . T h i s c l a s s o f S i k h s d i f f e r v e r y l i t t l ef r o m t h e H i n d u s , a s t h e y a r e e q u a l l y p a r t i c u l a r a s
t o c a s t e ( e s p e c i a l l ya s r e g a r d s i n t e r m a r r i a g e s ) a n d d o n o t r e f r a i n f r o m s m o k i n g , a s t h e G o v i n d S i n g h l s d o .
As far as I could perceive, the stricter Sikhs are now fast decreasing io number, since they no longer enjoy
a n y* p u b l i c p r i v i l e g e s .
4
3
p
These Sd<JhIs were the lftcW$ni£» the descendants of Dhir-maIl. See p. Ixxxii, note 2.
§
Only a small portion of it was composed by Govind Singh himself, by far the greater portion of it was
made up by his court poets. The idiom of it is the older Hindi, but couched in very difficult and frequently
obscure language.
I
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Govind Singh knew very well, that he could not I accomplish his schemes with an undisciplined
crowd; his great aim was therefore to exercise MB Sikhs in tho use of arras. When this point
was reached to some degree, an opportunity for trying their valour was not long wanting, tthough
1
G5vind Singh assures us, that war was made upon him without a cause. According to tradition
the war broke out on account of an elephant, which the hill Bajas demanded from Guru GSvind
Singh, and which he refused to give up. The hill Rajas marched with a considerable force on
Anandpur and some severe battles were fought, in one of which, near the town of Oamkaur
( ^ W 3 ) , the two eldest sons of Govind Singh were killed; but the Rajas were at last successively
repulsed and compelled to flee to the hills.. When the Rajas perceived, that they could effect
nothing against? Govind Singh, they addressed the Emperor and asked for assistance,} which i was
readily granted. In union.with the Imperial troops they again attacked Anandpur and besieged it.
When Govind Singh saw the danger of his position, he left his troops there and fled with those five
Sikhs (whose names have been mentioned above) and his two youngest! sons to the town of
Machuvarai (Hit? <c W l)> where the concealed i himself for some time in the house of a Sikh. When
the Imperial troops followed him also there, he managed |his escape with those five Sikhs by
disguising himself and putting on the dress of a Musalman, and reached isafely Malva; but his
two sons he was- compelled to leave behind at that place. They were betrayed into the hands
of tho Imperial troops, who brought them to* Sirhind (in Panjabi **<}<;). Vazlr Khan, the
Governor of Sirhind, informed the Emperor Aurang-zeb of |it, and asked for orders regarding them.
He was.' ordered to put them to death. He put the poor children under the foundation of a wall,
closed the place up and buried them thus alive. I t is said that the weeping of the children
was heard for some days.
The Guru was meantime pursued by the Imperial forces,i but as they could follow him in
the sandy deserts only slowly, owing to the want of water and provisions, he found time to collect
again la body of Sikhs round his person. When the troops at last came up with him and brought
him to action at a plade {called afterwards Mukt-sar*${^3 nd)> he was defeated withi his small
band; but as the Imperialists were under the impression that the Guru had been? slain, they
2
desisted from further persecution, as they were nearly dying of thirst.
Thus Govind Singh
found some; rest; he built on the battle-field a large tank, which he called ¥fc73?nj (the [tank of
emancipation), as he asserted that many had there been emancipated. He settled in a village
of Malva and remained peaceful, only bent on making disciples, in which he is said to have
3
been very successful.
He built there a large residence fori himself, which he called Damdama
(<+\ <*n)* This place became the Benares of the Sikhs, and >many resort thither, as a residence
at Damdama is considered a very meritorious act. A saying of Govind Singh is current among
the Sikhs, that whoever would dwell at Damdama, he would become iwise, be he ever so jgreat
a fool. The study of the Granth is much in vogue there and the Gurmukhl writers of Damdama
are considered -the best.
1

Vicltr najak, v. 285: &J \T3T xP% jf fTO ©TRU- It is very ^remark able, that Govind Singh passes
here in complete silence the reason, or reasons, which led to these sanguinary conflicts with the hill Rajas,
which ^ie describes in such glowing colours (if lie does not too much exaggerate th$ importance of these
^fights, which is by no means certain).
1

This fight is recorded in Sakhi 53 (Attar Singh's edition). Thfere it is jtated, that forty Sikhs fell and
obtained the crown of martyrdom and that 250 Muhammadans were killed. It is openly conceded, that the
Imperial forces remained masters of the battle-field. During the fight the Guru had retired to a hillock and
after the departure of the Muhammadans he came down from that hillock to the battle-field aikd wiped the
faces of his wounded followers.
3
It is said that Govind gained 129,000 disciples.
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Some time after the Guru left his retreat atiDamdama and went to Sirhind, where his two
youngest sons had been buried alive. The Sikhs with him jwere so exasperated, that they wanted
to burnt down the town and to destroy ?it utterly* But Govind prudently damped their rash
zeal, as he feared that such an act wouldt b r i n g d o w n u p o n h i m n e w p e r s e c u t i o n s . H e o n l y
ordered ihia disciples, t h a t w h o e v e r passed t h r o u g h S i r h i n d o n h i s w a y t o t h e G a n g a should d i g
u p two bricks and throw t h e m into t h e Jamna, and o n h i s w a y back h e should likewise d i g
u p t w o bricks and throw t h e m into t h e Satluj, otherwise his ablution i n the Ganga would b e o f
n o u s e t o h i m . T h e y b u i l t t h e r e a g r e a t s h r i n e , w h i c h t h e S i k h s still, v i s i t . F r o m S i r h i n d t h e
G u r u weuti to Anandpur, h i s o l d haunt, and settled there again, a s h e seems not t o have been
m o l e s t e d t o w a r d s t h e close o f t h e r e i g n o f A u r a n g - z e b . S o m e s a y , t h a t h e w a s s u m m o n e d t o t h e
c o u r t o f A u r a n g - z e b ; b u t t h i s i s d o u b t f u l , a t a n y r a t e h e n e v e r o b e y e d t h e s u m m o n s . I t is e q u a l l y
doubtful i f the Zafar-nama, i n which G u r u Govind Singh exposed t h e wrongs h e and h i s predecessors experienced a t t h e h a n d s o f t h e M u g u l E m p e r o r s a n d t h e i r Governors, ever w a s presented
to Aurang-zeb.
W h e n A u r a n g - z e b died ( i n 1707), G o v i n d S i n g h rejoiced m u c h a t b e i n g n o w freed from
contend with h i s younger brother Azim for
his bitterest enemy. H i s
t h e c r o w n ; b o t h brothers assembled large armies, and i n t h e jbloody battle near A g r a A z i m w a s
beaten a n d killed w i t h t w o o f h i s sons. According t o a Sikh tradition Govind S i n g h joined
1
B a h a d u r S h a h w i t h his followers a n d assisted h i m i n this war. T h i s appears v e r y probable a n d
w o u l d a c c o u n t for t h e o t h e r w i s e h a r d l y c o m p r e h e n s i b l e t u r n i n t h e G u r u ' s l i f e / t h a t of \ e n t e r i n g
t h e service o f t h e E m p e r o r B a h a d u r Shah, w h o entrusted h i m w i t h a military c o m m a n d i n the
D e k h a n . W h e n t h i s w a r o f s u c c e s s i o n w a s o v e r a n d B a h a d u r S h a h firmly s e a t e d o n t h e ) t h r o n e
of Dilll, t h e ! G u r u lis said t o h a v e visited t h e E m p e r o r a t Dill! a n d t o h a v e b e e n graciously received
by> h i m . F r o m D i l l l * h e r e t u r n e d t o A n a n d p u r a n d w a s i m p l i c a t e d a g a i n i n a s h o r t p r e d a t o r y
warfare w i t h t h e p e t t y hill chiefs, w h o m h e routed.
A b o u t t h i s t i m e t h e a b r o g a t i o n o f t h e i n s t i t u t i o n o f t h e s o - o a l l e d M a s a n d s o r h e r e d i t a r y d e p u t i e s of
the G u r u took place. T h e Masands h a d become a regular plague to the Sikhs, extorting m o n e y i n every
possible w a y a n d ill t r e a t i n g t h e poor people more t h a n ever t h e G o v e r n m e n t tax-gatherers h a d done.
T h i s gives some significant hints a s t o h o w t h e S i k h G u r u s w e r e ever enabled t o k e e p such large
bands of armed m e n and t o w a g e such a n obstinate and persevering struggle against jthe Governm e n t . I n t h e t i m e s o f G u r u G o v i n d S i n g h t h e o p p r e s s i o n iof t h e S i k h s b y h i s d e p u t e d c o l l e c t o r s
m u s t h a v e been beyond endurance, s o t h a t t h e y a t l a s t resolved t o Jbring t h e m a t t e r before their
dreaded G u r u i n the form of a play. T h e passage i n the Sikh a d e r a j d l vithia, p p . 70, 7 1 , i s
very instructive a s to the overbearing conduct of the iMasands o f the Guru. T h e G u r u took the
b i n t t o heart, and a s h e perceived t h a t t h e "institution h a d become t h o r o u g h l y hateful a n d unbearable
t o h i s Idisciples, h e r e s o l v e d t o a b o l i s h i t a l t o g e t h e r . H e p u n i s h e d t h e M a s a n d s s e v e r e l y a n d
excommunicated them.*
1

T h u s i t t i s s t a t e d i n t h e S i k h a d e r a j d i v i t h i a , 3 p . 6 8 : D f f b f ^ \T7% f ? ^ 7 T i r P T f c J t J i ^ f i l T t f i f ? f ^ M "

M v f l - i d * T R r * ^ QHD W T 5 o f l ; ? U t h o u g h t h e h i g h p r e t e n s i o n s o f t h e S i k h
tradition, that B a h a d u r S h a h vanquished his brothers a n d ascended the throne b y means o f the Sikh host
O r a s ? f R W t # t TO % i ' 4 | k | M % n W T C 3
means countenanced, b y history,

*nrr * * n V ^ 3 7 R g t , 3 > l 5 V T & *3\(3 V 3 $ 3 T ) w e by n o

I
* T h e Guru cannot have been so ignorant of the proceedings o f his Masands as he pretended to b e ; for he
1
m u s t have k n o w n that such large s u m s o fmoney, a s h ew a s continually d e m a n d i n g a n d spending o n his
troops, were n o t forthcoming willingly, especially from a poor population. I t must surprise every one, that the
M u g u l G o v e r n m e n t did n o t stop this secret tax-gathering o ft h e S i k h Gurus, a s w e c a n hardly a s s u m e that
the authorities w e r e k e p t in i g n o r a n c e o f it.
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After Govind Singh had settled his affairs at home, he marched for the Dekhan, where he
1
had been appointed to the command of five* thousand horse.
On the march there he fell in
with a Pathan, who was the grandson of that Paindah Khan with whom Guru Har-govind had
fought. The Guru showed to this man great affection, and engaged him in hisi service and took
1
him with him. One- day* the Guru began to mock at him; when he perceived that the Pafhan
paid no heed to his taunts, he began to put him to shame, saying: " If the i son (and)
grandson, whose father (and) grandfather have been killed by somebody, goes to him in order to
get his subsistence from him, say, what shameless man must he b e ? " The Pathan answered:
" I f a''man remains with the enemy of his father (and) grandfatheriand gets his subsistence from
him, ho must be a very shameless, nose-cut person." liThe Guru continued: " If a Pathan remain
with the enemy of his father (and) grandfather, what dost thou consider Jhim ? " He answered:
9
" I do not consider him a Pathan, but a weaver." The Guru said further: " I f thou wouldst
meet with the enemy of thy father (and) grandfather and a weapon would be in thy hand, say,
what wouldst ithou d o ? " 'He answered,: " I would not let him live." The Pathan wondered
why the Guru asked him such things and reflected on it. He recollected that Govind Singh was
descended from Har-Govind, with whom the battle of tKartarpur was fought; he felt ashamed in
his mind and resolved to take hisi revenge at a given opportunity. One day a Sikh brought Ho
the Guru* from abroad a very beautiful dagger. The Guru seeing its brightness and its edge was
much*- pleased with it and-kept it always with him. One day he asked the Pathan by how
many thrusts of this dagger a man might be killed? He answered, that one thrust of it was
enough. The Guru went on to say: "Well, if he,-by whom thy father and grandfather may
have been killed, would come before thee and tthis dagger were in thy hand, what wouldst thou
do with h i m ? " The Pathan. on hearing this got very angry in his heart, but could say nothing.
Shortly after the Guru fell asleep and all his door-keepers went to their own tent. The Pathan,
who had remained sitting near him, took gently the dagger out of the hand of the Gunr and
thrust it into his belly. When he thought that he was dead, he rose and fled. The Guru, who
was not dead, on seeing the wounds of the dagger, cried out: " 0 brother Sikhs, I am dead!"
All the Sikhs assembled together and running in the four directions they seized that Pathan "and
brought him back to the Guru. It is said, ithat the Guru praised the bravery iof the Pathan and
set him free, telling the Sikhs, who were overcome by grief on seeing the wounds of the Guru,
1
that they should not be sorrowful, for this was ordered so by the Lord; the Pathan had not
4
struck shim (treacherously), but he had himself provoked him to kill him by putting him to shame.
The Sikhs are now loath to concede this appointment of Govind Singh. In the SikhS de raj dl vithia
it is only said: ffR fgrf Stf^E f*W \T3V $*? $ 5*35 & fiPHT: one day Govind Singh went onl a
journey to the south. Govind Singh can have been only a short time in the Dekhan, others extend his stay
there. The chronology of these events requires a careful research, which can only be carried out at the
hands of more trustworthy materials, which have as yet to be searched for.
Book of the description of Guru Govind Singh's religio
Sirdar Attar Sin&rh, chief of Bhadour. Benares
1873
It is stated there.
Paindah
who considered the Guru as a prophet. The Guru preseuted
ordered
come every day to his house to play with him at chess. For tl
Rupees per
a
The Mcoto, or weaver, is considered in India a coward
point (vol. i. p. 99)
Malcolm, who is here very brief; aeems'to have had the same tradition before him, which we have given more
in detail, following the Sikha de raj di vithia, p. 76 */'/. In this book however a great chronological blunder
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i The wounds were sown wip and healed again, but it seems that the Guru was bent on dying,
One dayi he bent his bow with great force and by so doing the stitchesr of the wounds were
broken* and the blood began to flow; The surgeon bound up his wounds again, but the Guru
obtained no rest. He mounted a Palki and traveUed towards the south. When he had arrived at
l
a town named Nadef (^<^)> the Guru became greatly exhausted by his wounds. He said to
his Sikhs, that he saw that he would not $ive any longerf they should therefore stop in this
place. When they were staying there for some >days and his pain was not relieved, he said to
WB disoiples, that they should give some alms, as fmedicines were no more of any use to him.
The Sikhs brought together a great quantity) of food of*various kinds and feasted Bffihmans and
Saints and distributed in alms ornaments and clothes. The Guru felt that his dissolution was
near at hand, and ordered his Sikhs to keep ready wood (for cremation) and a shroud. Having
<c
done'SO they all joined their hands and; asked: O true Guru, whom will you seat, fori the sake
of our welfaref on the throne of the Guruship?" He answered: "As the nine Kings before
me were ^afc- the time of their death seating another Guru on their throne, so shall I now not
do; I rhave entrusted the whole society (of the disciples) to the bosom of the timeless, divine
male. After me you shall everywhere mind the book of the Granth-sahib as your Guru; whatever
you shall ask it, it will show to you. Whoever be my disciple, he shalL consider the Granth as
the form of the Guru, and whichevor disciple wishes to have an interview with me, he shall
2
make for one Rupee and a quarter, or for as much'as he is able, Karah parsad; then opening the
book and bowing his head he will obtain a regard equal to an interview with me." Having given
them some other directions the Guru soon after became .senseless. ^Meantime the disciples heaped
up a pyre of sandal-wood and kept every other thing ready. One hour before he expired he
M
said to the disciples: Bathe me and put on me now clothes and give me all my weapons; when
my breath departs, do not take oif these clothes, but burn me with them and with all my
weapons!"* JLe then sat himself down upon the funeral pyrfe, and having meditated on the
Supreme Lord, he uttered with his mouth and with love the following Savaiya:
Since I seized thy feet, I brought nothing else under (my) eye,
0 merciful Ram, the Puranas and the Qur'an teach various systems, I did not mind one
(of them).
The Smriti, the Shastras and the Vedas, all teach many modifications, I did not recognize
"one (of them).
M 4
0 disposer of happiness, bestow mercy (on me)! I did not say " I," all I recognized as " Thee.
is committed, it being stated, that Nadir Shah sent his own physician from Dilli to look after the wounds of
Govind Singh. Nadir Shah invaded India in 1738, whereas Govind Singh died in 1708. In the Sakhi quoted
it is stated, that Lakha Singh ran after the boy and cut off his head.
Nadef is a town in the valley of the God a very.
1
o/3i\j Vd+fl^t the offering up of offfHJ (a kind of sweetmeat, made.of floiir, ghi and sugar) to a
holy person (as, for instance, the Guru), and then distributing it among the worshippers.
201.
4
The original is (Sikha de raj di vithia, p. 81):

vrf^3ni3^ TTO§5^§s^nrh^7Hff nrrTCT i
3TM 3 ^ f a 1f3T7> *[3T7% nt7& 37T V3 *H?fej * HT*^ I
faf*p

MWS6 §*T H&t THT %? 5 ^ Xm $ 7 25 yTTXk I

•iW*f MTC = Sansk. ^ t ^ u f i i j , he who holds happiness in his hands, on epithet of Vishnu
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Having uttered these verses he closed his eyes land expired A.D. 1708. All the Sikhs and saints,
who from many parts were assembled there, raised the shout of Jaikar (Victory 1} and sang a
beautiful song and the eyes of many people were filled with tears on account of the separation*^
the Guru, iBeautiful edifices were erected there, and 'in the midst of them all the shrine of the
Guru, and round this some Dharm-salas, in which the Granth-sahib was deposited. To the town
1
of Nader they gave the f name of Abcal-nagar. They put up many swords, shields, spears and
L
steel discuses in that shrine, and the Sikh people, who go there on pilgrimage, worship those
weapons, as they believe that they belonged to Guru Govind Singh.
The object of his life Govind Singh could not carry out, though he "tried to secure it even
by a human sacrifice, and he died broken-hearted and weary of life far from the scenes* of his
exploits; but he has contributed a good share to the destruction of the 'Muhammadan power in
India by his bloody struggles, inuring his Sikhs to a continual warfare, and'moulding them by his
new ordinances into a distinct nation of fanatical soldiers, the Khalsa. A body containing such
elements could not remain quiet; their course was prescribed to them, and they hod indeed
no other choice but to conquer or to be conquered. We need therefore not wonder that the
Sikhs, though repeatedly repulsed, soon succeeded in erecting their own sway on the ruins of the
declining Muhammadan Empire.
1

ttl^x}49 4WicFt the immovable city; IXfcjyW*=» *!Hf^\3<J5> Sanak. ^Mffl^^f. MacGregor(vol.i. p. 101)
states that the Sikhs call it Aphullanuggtir, a strange mistranscription; Cunningham, History of the Sikhs,
p. 394, writes it similarly Upcliullunuggur.
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in.
SKETCH OP THE RELIGION OP ^THE SIKHS.
THE religions system of the Sikhs has been touched already by different writers, but in such
general terms, that but little can be gathered from them. Even H. H. Wilson, in his " Sketch of
1
the Religious Sects of the Hindus," has very cautiously handled this matter, and contented himself
with offering a few short, though pertinent, remarks about it. All these authors had not read the
Granth themselves, but received the information they gave from second hand; it is therefore partly
defective, partly labouring under mistakes.
1
Nanak himself was not a speculative philosopher, who built up a concise system on scientific
principles; he had not received a regular school-training, and uttered therefore his thoughts in
a loose way, which are now scattered through the Granth, and must first be patiently searched
out and collected into a whole, before we can form an idea of his tenets.
Nanak himself was by no means an independent thinker, neither had he any idea of starting
a new religious sect: he followed in all essential points the common Hindu philosophy of those
1
days, and especially his predecessor Kablr, who was at that time .already a popular man in India,
and whose writings, which were composed in. the vulgar tongue, were accessible to the unlearned
masses. This obligation, which Nanak and the following Sikh Gurus owe to Kablr, is acknowledged by the reception of a great, portion of, the verses of Kablr into the Sikh Granth itself.
That also the writings of other famous Bhagats were known to and used by the ,Sikh Gurus, is
sufficiently attested by the Granth, into which they "were partly incorporated and thereby saved
from oblivion.
The doctrines once uttered by Baba Nanak were taken up by the following Sikh Gurus
1
without any perceptible deviation; and after the volume of the Granth had been collected by Guru
Arjun, they were never called into question, the Granth being held sacred as an immediate divine
revelation.
The tenth Guru, Govind Singh, relapsed in many points again into Hinduism, he being a
special votary of Durga; but notwithstanding this he always asserted the unity of the Supreme,
and the innovations he introduced were not so much touching the doctrine as the practical
course of life.
We need therefore in the following sketch^of the Sikh religion not anxiously distinguish
between the words of Baba Nanak and those of the following Gurus, as none of them excelled
by any originality of thought, every succeeding Guru being content to expatiate on the few ideas
handed down to him by his predecessors.
The chief point in Nanak's doctrine was the unity of the Supreme Being, though the Hindu
1

l

Particularly the system laid down in the Bhagavad-gIta, which was very popular among the Bhagats.
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mind was already more or less familiarized with this idea, it having been asserted long before
Nanak by most of the Hindu philosophical systems and popularized by the Bhagate, especially
the ingenious Kablr.
That the Supreme is One and that there is no other, is frequently inculcated. Thus says Nanak:
" Whom shall I call the second ? there is none.
1
In all is that One Spotless one (=* the Supreme).
That on this point there is full concord between Hindust and Musalmans, is openly conceded
Nanak says:
11

•

Know, that there are two ways (i.e. of Hindus and Musalmans), but only one Lord.

»

>

»

The same is also conceded with reference to the Hindu sects of those days, which, thought wearing
different garbs, acknowledge the One {Supreme. Nanak 'says of them:
"There ore six houses,)six Gurus, six (methods of) instruction.
1
The Guru of the Gurus ie One, the garbs many. ''
This Supreme Being if (according to the nomenclature of the Vaishnava sect, to whioh nearly (all
the Bhagats belonged) called by different names; suoh as: Brahm, the Supreme Brahm,Paramiiur
(the Supreme Lord), and especially Hariy Ram,. Gdvind.
This Being is alone really existing (tTO or Ttfj), uncreated (»Jf-HAt5}J), endless (Itfft?), timeless
(ttfSMtt), eternal (Hf<«JT3)» it contains in itself all qualities and is at the same time without
4
qualities. It is therefore inaccessible (ttf3TM> *NJWd)» invisible, incomprehensible (even to the
6
gods) and indescribable—qualities which are frequently dwelt upon in the Granth.
It is the ground or root (fcgft) of all things, the source,fromwhich all have sprung, the primary
cause («JldA«J<JA); in this sense it is called the creator (777T or oJddld)* But we must not misunderstand this appellation, for no creation
sion out of nothing is thereby intended. J "When the Absolute
Being is styled the creator, the expansion of the same into a plurality of forms is thereby meant:
creation is therefore in some places plainly called \J'4f | J |, expansion. Arjun says (Transl. p. 400, 6):
"He himself is One and he himself is many;" and p. 421, 5: "From that Lord all the creation
is sprung). If it pleases him, he makes an expansion. If it pleases him, he is of one form
1

Uaurl, Mali. I., As$p. V., Pause (Transl. p. 320):

Other passages, see Transl. p. 17, vo. 5; 2$ p. 414, 8
• Oauri, Mali. I , Aifp. V., 8 (Transl. pi 321):
HKF $ f t V W I& TOU
See also Transl. p. 482,5.
3

Asi, Man. I., Sabd XXX., 1 (Transl. p. 505)

4

Majh, Mah. V., XXI., 3 (Transl. p. 143):

$ f?>&m wm& w ^TTST I
Sea also Transl p. 416, XXI., Slok.
'.See Transl. n. 431. III.. Panr!
I
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(only)," * Everywhere and in all things and beings the One .is diffused, he is filling all places.
Thus says Namdev (Transl. p. 665,. II., 4) :
"Here is Bl(hal, there is Blthal, without Blthal the world is not.
In every place, says Nama, in all thou art fully contained." *
Tea the whole universe and all things therein are identified with the Supreme.
(Transl. p. 665, Pause, 2):

Namdev says

" All is Govind, all is Govind, without Govind there is no other.
As in one string there are seven thousand beads, (so)»is that Lord lcngthwisejand crosswise.
A (Wave of water, froth and bubble do not become separate from the water.
1
This world is the sport of the Supreme Brahra, playing about he does not become another.' '
All the finite created beings have ^therefore no separate existence apart from the Absolute, they
are only its various forms and appearances,* its frolics. Nanak says (Transl. p. 329, XVI:, 5): "In
all liVing creatures the One sports," and (p. 652? XXIV., Sl5k I.): "By %hnself the vessels
9
are formed, he himself also fills them.** All creatures are therefore alike with the only difference
11
that the Absolute becomes self-conscious in man. KabTr says (Transl. p. 682, 204):
Kablr in saying: " thou, thou,'* has become " thou," " I " has not remained in me.
"When my own • self, (which is) another's, has been effaced, (then) where I look, there
(art) "thou."*
It, is owing to the Maya (deception), which the Absolute has spread out over the whole univeive,
that the creatures are led to consider themselves as individual beings, distinct from the Supreme,
and fall thereby into the error of egotism j(%joJI<J, the idea of individual existence) and duality,
Nanak says (Japjl, 27, Transl. p. 10): "By whom a Maya of various colours, kinds and sorts is
produced." And Kablr says (Transl. p. 127):
" One is wonderful,,hear, 0,Pandit! now nothing can be said;
By whom the Gods, Ganas and Gandharvas are deluded, (by whom) a rope is applied to the
three worlds.".
1

The original is:

f^FR 3T% 3T S?9 ft|4l31d I)
few 3T% 3T TW«Hd It
Similar is the expression, Gnuri, Sukhmani XXII., Slok (Transl. p. 418):
:

3TW ^ v*rt%nrr ^ n TO f^nvsja it

* There are a great many passages of this kind'in the Granth; compare Transl. p. 13% VII., 2.
* The same idea is also boldly expressed by Ravidas (Transl. p. *130,1.):

^ f t itaft Jteft ^rft wfo^ 9 f t i
i*« Between thee and me, me and thee, what is the difference ?
Like gold and the bracelet (made of it), like water and a wave.**
We now prefer this rendering of thefirstline. Cf. also Transl. p. 116, VII., Panrf.
The original i»:
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1

The trorld *is therefore in fact nothing Unit a play or sport (\fc*) of the Absolute Being, which is
expanding or contracting itself, as it pleases; Hari establishes and disestablishes, vivifies and destroys
ad libitum. An infinite number of worlds is stated to be produced by him, which, like a plaything,
appear and disappear. Thus says Ram-das:
nronh'nn iai Tuvuliinnd Kv flivRplf. hnvinc created, the whole is caused
" B y thyself all the cr<
» 3
to disappear (again).
No teleological principle whatever is assigned for the production or destruction of the created beings;
they are cosmogonic revolutions, which could' not be accounted for and were therefore referred to a
sporting propensity of the Absolute. We need hardly remark, that this whole definition and
description of the Supreme is altogether pantheistic. The Hindu way of thinking comprehends in
tho Absolute- both spirit and matter, as the creation of material bodies out of nothing is totally
incomprehensible to the Hindu mind; to him the material essence is therefore co-eternal with the
(frrftfnn
(V3V)
but
f%*RT)» i
purely atomic (*Tfcf*? = 9T31), which by the expansion of the Absolute Ereceives the
grosser, sensible form by tho;, conjunction of infinite atoms. God is therefore, th& absolute vital
as
e
8
substance, the all-filling world-soul (iHJNW^),
^ * frequently called.
We can distinguish in the Oranth a grosser and a finer kind of Pantheism. The grosser
Pantheism identifies all things with the Absolute, the universe in its various forms being considered
3
the expansion of i t ; the finer Pantheism on the other hand distinguishes between the Absolute
r
and the finite beings and borders frequently on Theism. Though
things out
fillin
fi
Maya/ as a lotus in a pond of water remains distinct from the water surrounding it. The
•

•

VSeez Transl. p. 17, II., 2.
' The original is (S5 Parkhu, Mali. IV., I., 5, Transl. p. 17):
6 the inmimerability of the worlds, see Transl. p. G, v. 19; p. 397, v. 7, where Arjun says: '< Many
the expanse of the world was spread out.
many kinds were made. From the
y>
Lord they emanated and in the Lord thev c
according: to the expressions used, borders occasion ally on Materialism
presented
See'p. xcix, note 3.
4
Kablr says (Transl. p. 474, LIL, 2):
M

Whose body the universe is, he is not in it, the creator is not in it.
aloof
And Arjuu says (Transl. p.-148, XXXV., 2):
a

x>

In every body he dwells near.
w
The donor of the living beings is always distinct (from them).

Cf.
In order to understand the words of Kabir and Arjuu more
fully, we must compare what is said of the Supreme Being in the Bhngavad-gita, Chap. XIII., Shldk 14 sqq,
" It,it existing both apart from and within existing things, it is animate and also inaniinn
It cannot be recognized omaccount of its subtilty, aud it exists both:far and near.
Not distributed among beings and yet existing as if distributed."
And in Chap. XIII., Shldk 12, it is said:
" It is called the Supreme Brahin, without begiuning, neither existent uor non-existent.**
The sense of this Une is, that it has and has not a real existence, i.e. that it is spirit and matter.
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Supreme is in its essence yf*f (light, the all-energizing vital power), which, though diffused into
all creatures, remains distinct* from them; the material bodies are dissolved again into atoms,
whereas the emanated light is re-absorbed into the fountain ef light. In this (finer shade of Pantheism
creation assumes the form of emanation from the Supreme (as in the system of the Sufis); the
atomic matter is either likewise considered co-eternal with the Absolute and immanent in it,
becoming moulded into various, distinct forms by the energizing vigour of the absolute yu3; or
the reality of matter is more or less denied (as by the Sufis, who call it the +S&, T^/ITJ ov)y so
that the divine y{\3 is the only real essence in all; this last view borders on Idealism.
That an Absolute Being, thus defined, cannot be a self conscious spirit, endowed with a free
will and acting according to teleological principles, seems never; to have struck their minds. For
after the strongest pantheistic expressions, the Supreme is again addressed as a self-conscious per*
sonality, who ^governs all things and takes care of all creatures and with whom man endeavours
to enter into personal relations. Contradictory sentences of this kind we find a great many in the
1

Granth.

To this personification of the Supreme it is owing, that intellectual jand moral qualities are
frequently ascribed to him, though, strictly speaking, there is no room for them in this system.
He is called very wise («ITHO> *\6d>\)f acquainted with the secrets of the ihearts or the inward
governor (*J?JdT(T*ft% not deceivable (*He?W)f etc., kind to his devotees (SJ(d*££&>)$ merciful,
just, etc. In other places qualities are again attributed ito him, which are contradictory to each
other, and which clearly show that they are to be taken in a pantheistic sense. Thus says Nanak
(Tnmsl. p. 35, XXV., 1):
i
i t
" H e himself is enjoying pleasure, he himself is the pleasure, he himself is amusing (others)
with pleasure.
He himself is the petticoat ( 2 the woman), he himself is the husband of the bed." *\
f
We should be wrong in assuming that Kanak forbade the worship of other gods on the ground of
the unity of the Supreme. Far from doing so, he took over the whole Hindi! Pantheon, with all
its mythological background, with the only difference that the whole was .subordinated to the
Supreme Brahm. The position of the popular gods was thereby, though not openly attacked,
naturally lowered, and their service must needs appear less important, yea even useless for the
attainment ,of the highest object of mankind. The folly of idolatry is occasionally ridiculed in the
Granth, especially by Kablr. He says (Transl. p. 657,1., 1-3):
11

The female gardener breaks off leaves, in the leaves, in the leaves (there is) life.
The stone, for the sake of which she breaks off the leaves, is lifeless.
A stone is shaped by the hammer and formed into an image, giving it a breast and feet.
If this image be true, then it will eat the hammerer."

And, Transl. p. 678 (v. 136), he says:
11

K a b l r ( s a y s ) : a stone-is m a d e t h e Lord, t h e whole world worships it.
W h o remains i n reliance o n this, i s drowned i n t h e black stream."

I t is a mistake, if N a n a k is represented
idea about G o d . | K a n a k | remained a
communion ship with Miisalmans 'and
t h e f a c t t h a t £ ufism, w h i c h a l l t h e s e

a s having endeavoured to unite the .Hindu a n d Muhammadan
thorough Hindu, according to all h i s views, a n d if h e h a d
m a n y of these even became h i s disciples, i t w a s . o w i n g t o
M u h a m m a d a n s f wore professing, w a s i n reality n o t h i n g b u t

S e e s u c h a d d r e s s e s to t h e S u p r e m e , T r a n s l . p . 1 4 3 , X X L , a n d p . 144, X X I V . ,
I n a s i m i l a r s e n s e A r j u u nays ( T r a u s l . p . 1 4 3 , X X I . , 3 ) :
41

Thou art perfectly composed, sensual and givemto pleasure.

99
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a Pantheism, derived directly from Hindu sources, and only outwardly adapted to the forms of
the Islam. Hindu and Muslim Pantheists could well unite together, as they entertained essentiaUy
1
the same ideas about the Supreme; the Hindu mythology was not pressed on the Musalmans,
p
as the Hindu philosophers themselves laid no particular stress upon it—the belief in the minor gods,
the transient manifestations of the Supreme, being with them a matter of choice. On these grounds
1
tolerance between Hindus and Turks is often advocated in the Granth and intolerance on the part
2
of the Turks rebuked.
I
Our next question i s : What is the relation of man to the Supreme? %
I
The human soul is represented as being light (rife) from light, a scintilla aminae divinae,
which has emanated from the Absolute and is by Itself immortal*
I
According to the popular belief of the Hindus, which is»occasionally alluded to in the Granth,
:
four Lakhs of souls have once for all emanated from the (fountain of light, their number neither
4
increasing nor decreasing.
The human souls form only a small part of the creation, which is
limited to eighty-four Lakhs of forms of existence, viz.: nine Lakhs of aquatic animals (^R5\J<J)i
seventeen Lakhs of immovable creatures (?H4J MI <c <J ^ IJT^Tf such as trees, etc.), eleven Lakhs
of creeping animals '(fofiJH =»?rf?T), ten Lakhs of} feathered animals (\fbft), twenty-three Lakhs of
quadrupeds 03TMTfB*H7)> and four Lakhs of men (H25VC)*
It is *the aim and object of the individual soul as a divine spark to be reunited with ithe
fountain of light, from which it has emanated, and to be re-absorbed in it. As long as it has not
reached this goal, it is unhappy, beingi separated from its /source,, the Supreme. Why the soul
has emanated and what for, is nowhere stated, in the Granth; we must therefore look also on this
process as a sport of the Absolute ("fcf<S>)- But the return of the individual souLto the eternal fountain
of light is cut off in consequence of works practised whilst in the body, and by its impurity,
contracted by second love (^y\\ 9tQ) or duality (^filUT — %fa^T)> which* subject the soul to
metempsychosis, the coming and going (
This leads us to the question: i f the individual soul is light, how' did it happen, that it fell
into impurity or sin?
That the world is actually under the dominion of sin, Kanak could and would not deny; he
declared himself, that the object of his mission was, to show to mankind the way, by which it
could be saved from this state of misery.
According to the pantheistic premises, as stated above, sin "cannot be the free, deliberate act
1

Kabir says (RSg Asa, XIII., 4, Transl. p. 657):

TTO'^ratarBTHTO JII<£<3 a
f ^ 73? $ f f *TM*£|<^Q II
* See a passage of this kind in Rag Asa, Kabir VIII., 2 (Transl. p. 655), where he wittingly says:

II

*WfiJ *17fcT S?f3 *JAf3 TObSt^T? M^QJII fHUt II
* Arjun Bays, Siri Rag, Mah. V., Snhd XIV., V (Transl. p. 66):
l

w$ TO TO firffc i£fir;ftnrT WwiWftr n^rfo i
*rm TOT srfn wrfUncT nfaf* ^fo nnirra i
* Compare with this what the Bhagavad-glta says, Chap. XV., Shlok 7:

* ^ t * f t ^*ta^1% ^fonjji: *r*nr<rc: I
"An eternal portion of me only having become endowed with life in the world of life, attracts the mind and
thefivesenses, which belong to nature."

•
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of man; it must have on the contrary itS origin in the Absolute Being itself, as all creatures are
said to be subject to an absolute destiny (IfrVf, 3T3J. QdS)* This is plainly taught in the Granth.
Ravidas says (Transl. p t 666, L. 3):
11

As far as living creatures are, they are subject to destiny."

On the forehead of every man his lot is written from the beginning, which cannot be effaced,
though one try to do so. Nanak says (Gauri, Mah, L, Sabd X., 1, Transl., p. 217):
11

The lot has fallen, none effaces it.
"What do I know, what will happen in future?
What has pleased him, ithat has come to pass.
,f!
None other is acting (but he).

There are consequently numbers of passages in the Granth which pointedly deny the liberum
arbitrium in man; man comes and goes according to the pleasure of Hari; he acts, speaks, etc.
as he is caused to do. Arjun says (Transl. p. 398, v. 5 ) ;
" The power of this one is not in this one's hand.
The cause of causes is the Lord of all.
The creature is helpless and must obey*
19
What pleases to that one, that will be.
Very pointed is the expression of -Arjun^Transl. p. 399, XI., 7), that man like a mimic shows many
appearances, and that the Lord makes him dance as it pleases him. Man is naturally impelled
to actions by the three qualities (3<H<&)> which penetrate ; every created being, even the 'gods them1
1
selves. These three qualities are the ^O (M*T=1> the quality of goodness), the Ipft (4^*IHt the
6
quality of passion) and the 3^f (fT*JH,> the J quality of darkness); they are innate in every body, but
not in equipoise, the one or the other being predominant. The actions of all men are consequently
determined by the quality that has a ruling influence on'them.
To this must be added, that the Supreme has|spread the Maya (deception) over the whole Universe,
8
the gods not excepted, by which the created beings' are deluded into egotism and duality.
The
wise and the fool, the good and the bad, are therefore alike, they cannot be considered responsible
for what they think, say br do, as they are acting under influences and impulses which are not
3
under their control. This is now and then keenly felt and acknowledged. Thus Arjun (Transl.
asks
When! bv himself the form of the world
in

Then religious demerit and merit, what is it? "
The original is:

ferar \rfEWT war **% srfe i
fWT -HUM fonnnnSt&ffe i
r^3
21

7% oHcJ^teM ^HfT I

Tbe Brahman Trilocan'says (see'Transl. p. 127, II.):

•rrfsw *J3T §3f*c Huff TO*? Ji^ifuG JHTOTRWT>B
* Amar-das says plainly:

Bee Transl. p.' 104, II., 3. Folly and error, produced in man
causality. Bee Traasl. p. 126, Kabir I., Pause; p. 494, III., 3.

ascr
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And Ravidas boldly asks |(Transl. p. 130, I., Pause):
11

If I would not'commit sins, 0 Endless one 1
i
How would be thy name purifier of the sinners'?"
!

With reference to the delusion of the Maya, Kablr says (Transl. p. 470, X X X I X . ) openly:
Pause.
" Hari, the deceiver, has practised deceit on the werld.
In separation from Hari;how shall I live, 0 my mother ?
(2). Say, who is a man, who is a woman ?
Reflect on this truth in thy body!
(3). Kablr says: my mind is reconciled with the deceiver.
19
The deceit is gone, the deceiver is known (by me).
1

Under the influence of the three qualities and the delusion of the Maya man commits acts, which
subject the soul to transmigration.
According to common} Hindi! notions every action carries .with itself its fruit or reward. If
quality of goodness, has done here meritorious acts (\fc» TOg
fruits
after his death admitted
m
till they are exhausted; then he is turned
caste and in a pious family, to commence mew tile old course, which may end, according
to his actions, to his advantage or disadvantage. If he has acted under the impulse of the quality
has acted
after
under the influence of the quality of darkness and heaped up demerits, he is variously punished
1
by Tama (or Dharm-rai), and }then born in the body of some animal, or even thrown into hell
(7% dV); when his punishment there is over, I he is then born in some vile animal body and has to
1
go through various transmigrations, till he be jborn again in a low human womb.
There is a
great r latitude in these popular views concerning future rewards and punishments, and we find
many allusions to them in the Granth, partly couched in melancholy, partly in jocose terms
Every soul,is supposed to have migrated through the eighty-four Lakhs of forms of existence
' I find it nowhere stated in'the Granth, if the soul itself is considered inactive, as in,the system of the
theistic Sakhya (and the ,Bhagavad-gita), where the three qualities are represented as exercising their
influence through the medium of matter, which transmits the good or badfimpressious to the seat of sensibility
ttQ
(*!*t*01 this again forwards them to consciousness ( K f <tl 0» d this to the intellect (*jfW), which conveys
them to the sonl, who takes cognizance of them.
I
1

Kablr says (v. -108, Transl p. 676):
TlfS «n f W 3 K S l f t ^ D&lft 3T$ JSTfo i

I

" Having given up the remembrance of Hari the woman keeps the Ahoi(-fast).
H a ving
carries
•

: .

Ravidas says (Asa

in.i

few* ^fc m f e 4 r e \hs vnr n^m i
*nw*t nrerarra *%&s fsft tfirfar \te i
The

I:I

The human birth it hard,to obtain, In that (human) society

merit (or) demerit.
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before it reached the human ibirth; the human birth is therefore considered so valuable, as final
emancipation can'only be worked out in it.
No man is thus able to work out his final emancipation, as< even in the best case, when he
is under the influence of the qualityt of goodness accumulating meritorious works, which hold ,out
to him future rewards, the Maya sticks to him! who deludes him into the error of duality, and so
t
long as he is not freed froml this error of duality, he cannot reach the gate of salvation (Htf *W{\6)>
as only light, purified* from all earthly desires, can be re-absorbed in the eternal light.
'We need hardly remark, that this whole system is contradictory to\ itself; for on the one hand
it is asserted, that the! lot of every Jman is written from the beginning on his forehead, that he acts
under the influence of the three qualities, and is in addition deluded by i the Maya into error, and
on the other hand he is made accountable for his works and rewarded or punished accordingly,
) itrouble of transmigrations,
and after
not) unaware of these contradictions, but transmigration twas considered
The Hindu mind* was not
necessary in order to account for the different lot; of man in this world, which they were at a
loss how to account for otherwise. Why are some high, honoured, rich, happy, etc., and why are
others How, poor, crippled, etc., and this so frequently (without any apparent merit or fault of their
own? The only answer, which the pantheistic philosophers could give, that this was all the sport
of the Supreme/ could not satisfy the popular mind, which instinctively felt that there must be
some causal connexion between the actions of man and the evil in this world. It WUE therefore
supposed that the lot of man in this {present life depended on actions done by him in a former
birth, though he had no longer any remembrance of them.t The philosophers had to reokon
with this popular idea, and took it up, though unconnected! with their system and .contradictory
to it.
i
The transmigration of the soul, which has in India so firmly and universally; laid hold of the
to the) Sikh) the greatest of evils, and the
popular mind, appears to the
question, which occupies all the thoughts of his mind, is, how ito be freed from it? His-aim is
to remain there for ever; his aim is, as held out
not heaven nor parad
to him by the Bhagats and their followers, the Sikh Gurus, the total dissolution of individual .existence
1

Kabir says (Gnuri, XIX., Trnnsl. p. 480):

wr'^Hnfai iftw TtfR nftr ipra ?fe ^ra WT^ % i
" W a n d e r i n g about in the w o m b of the eighty-four L a k h s of creatures N a n d b e c a m e m u c h w o r n out, 0 d e a r ! "
1

The Maya produces spiritual blindness or infatuation (3-fcT), the consequence of which is regeneration
Nanak says (Asa, Mali. I., Sabd XXIII., 4, Transl. p. 503):

§ 5 Stftr firfa wft vifij i ifi* n u nTOTvfofnfir i
I

" In this spiritual blindness one falls again into the womb.
Who clings to spiritual blindness goes to the city of Yama."

1

This answer is frequently given in the Granth. Compare Japji 17f 18, Transl. p. 6 ; Transl. p. 500, V.

4

Nanak says (Asa, Mah. I., Sabd XXXVIII., 3, Transl. p. 500):

" T h e discourse of the Guru is: a nectar-speech, who drinks it becomes acceptable.
Who la very fond of the sight of the gate (of God) becomes emancipated, what shall he do lu para dine ? "
o
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e re-absorption of the soul in the fountain of light} His aim is, in one word, the Nirban (fc4i<M
total cessation of individual consciousness and reunion with the Vacuum ftiTif ^J^)- **
\
If there could be any doubt on the pantheistic character of the tenetseol the Sikh Gurus
Where
no
personal
garding the Supreme, it would be dissolved
aim
can only be absorption in the Absolute Substance, i.e. individual annihilation. We find therefore
no allusion to the joys of a future life in the Granth, as heaven or paradise, though supposed to
exist, is not considered a desirable object. The immortality of the soul is only taught so" far as
the doctrine of transmigration requires i t ; but when the soul has reached its highest object* it is
no more mentioned, because it no longer exists as individual soul.*
The Nirban, as is well known, was the grand object which Buddha in his preaching held
out to the poor people. From his atheistic point of view he could look out for nothing else;
personal existence, with all the concomitant evils of this life, which lare not counterbalanced by
corresponding pleasures, necessarily appeared to him as the greatest evil. His wholi
fore to counteract the troubles and pain of this existence by a stoical indifference to pleasure! and
f
pain, and to stop individual consciousness to its utmost limit in order to escape at the point of death
from the dreaded transmigration, which he also, even on his atheistic ground, had not ventured
to reject.| Buddhism is therefore in reality, like Sikhism, nothing but unrestricted ^Pessimism,
unable to hold out to man^any solace, except that of annihilation.
In progress of time Buddhism has "been expelled from India, but the restored Brahmanism with
its confused cosmologicsd legends and gorgeous 'mythology of the Puranas was equally unable
to satisfy the thinking minds. I t is therefore very remarkable, that Buddhism in its highest
object, the Nirban, soon emerges again in the ^popular teachings of the mediaeval reformatory
movements. Uamdev, Trilocan, Kabir, Ilavidas, etc., and after these Nanak, take upon themselves
to show the way to the Nirban, as Buddha in his time had promised, and find eager listeners; the
means
for obtaining the desired end.
In the Kali-yuga, announces Nanak, as well as the popular saints before* him, is the name of
Uari the \only means of obtaining final emancipation (
Kabir exemplifies this process by the words:
a
A drop is mixed with a drop.
A drop cannot^be separated from a drop."
IYansl. p. 484, v. 29. Compare also the next following verse.
2
Kabir expresses this very forcibly (Gauri, Kabir XXI., 1, Trausl. p. 481):
*TTT TO fe 3HET 3 H TTTTfV II W T H T TO ; p * 7ST\ft Q

wn TO'rw &? 3^ ufa §t $vf5 n* v^nntft w
3

" When I was, thou (wast) not. Now art thou and I am not.
99
Now I and thou have become One, my mind is assured seeing One (only).
Amar-das says (Gaufi, Asjp. I.f 7, 8, Transl. p. 331):

t

srfs? affir ayaarftf QstfM info u
iron vft T; nrr% >nfE n
»
arssT arrofW ift w r f s 11

" In the four Yugas the name is the highest (thing) ; having reflected on the word (of the Guru),
The disciple will cross over (the water of existence) in the Kali-yug.
(When) the true (disciple) dies, he-does not come nor go (again),
f
Nanak (says): the disciple remains absorbed (in the Supreme)."
There are innumerable passages of this kind in the Granth.
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Austerities (STlf)* renunciation of the world and its pleasures (0-£l*0, bathing at holy wateringplaces (3lyM) f the giving of alms (•£\/%)f are notj denied to be meritorious acts; but rthey ,are by
1
no means sufficient for gaining complete emancipation, as they are pot powerful enough to clear
2
away egotism. This can only the name of Hari effect, which washes away in a miraculous manner
3
all the filth of sins, liberates from all further transmigrations and reunites with Hari. The name
4
of Hari is the universal medicine for mankind; whoever mutters it, is saved in a moment.
This muttering of the name of HarL(TTV) seems to be a very easy way of salvation; the Sikh
Gurus however took good care, lest it should be made too easy, so that they themselves might be considered more or less superfluous guides. They taught therefore, that nobody was able to take the
name of Hari by himself; any attempt of this kind was loudly declaimed against and^ severely con5
demned.
The name of Hari can only*be obtained from the true Guru (Jf$ 3T<J)> who alone can
6
bestow the right initiation and communicate the mantra of the name of Hari.
The Guru on his part again gives the name of Hari only to those on whose forehead this lot
7
is written from; *the beginning.
We meet here again with the decretium aeternum; salvation by
8
the name is by no means universal, but restricted to the elect; they {are chosen, not according
to their meritorious works, but according to the pleasure of Hari, the leading principles- of which
1

Nanak says (Japji, 21, Transl. p. 7):
" Tirthas, austerity, mercy, gifts given : if one obtain (their merit), it is the honour of a sesam-seed."
2
Nanak says (Sirl >Rag, Astp. XIV., 4, Transl. p. 86):
"Though I) give (in charity) castles of gold and present,many excellent horses and elephants.
Though I give land and many cows, yet (there>is) egotism within (me)."
* Nanak says (Japji, 20, Transl. p. 7):
3 3 ^ & TTW $7J H25 $7T II VR?t ^& *&3*3* *fa «

4
5

" If hand, foot, body, trunk become defiled: By washing with water the dust will be removed.
If the cloth be polluted by urine: ,By applying* soap it will be washed.
If the intellect be defiled with sins: It is washed by the dye of the name."
See Gaufi, Sukhmani IX., 5, Transl. p. 394.
Nanak says (Gauri, Mali. I., Astp. XII., 5, Transl. p. 32G):

fTO 3T»I5 H0-4T 7ft\ vTO II f T O yfON MU\6 TSiftl&TZ II
f*& TO ^ % «TI? WlfZ ll Cf. Transl. p*337*XXVIII., 4.
6
See G a u p , M a h . I., Astp.jXV., 4, T r a n s l . p . 328.
Arjun says (Gauri, M a h . V., S u k h m a n i IX., 5, T r a n s l . p . 394):
" T h e " p r a i s i n g of t h e B e a u t i f u l o n e a n d t h e s i n g i n g of ( h i s ) e x c e l l e n c e s
I s not obtained by a n y skill nor b y a n y religious practice.
N a n a k ( s a y s ) : h e o b t a i n s it, t o w h o m i t is d e c r e e d b y d e s t i n y itself."
I t is n o w h e r e h i n t e d a t , h o w t h e G u r u k n o w s , o r finds o u t , t o w h o m t h i s l o t h a s b e e n d e c r e e d . T h e m e e t i n g
of t h e d i s c i p l e w i t h t h e G u r u , o r vice versd, o f t h e G u r u w i t h t h e d i s c i p l e , i s t h e r e f o r e a s c r i b e d to a p r o v i d e n t i a l
a c t o f t h e S u p r e m e , s o t h a t t h e d i s c i p l e h a s in t h i s v e r y fact t h e b a d g e o f h i s s a l v a t i o n . N a n a k s a y s ( A s a ,
M a h . I., S a b d X V I I I . , 4, T r a n s l . p . 5 0 1 ) :
$

I

8

Amar-das says (Majh, Mali. III., Astp. I., 1, Transl. p. 153):

•ran $%'*?f3 TO fvmv: 11
" (Whose) destiny it is, (him) the true Guru unites (with Han)."
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are nowhere hinted at, so that also the emancipation of the eleot necessarily falls under the
category' of" " sport." This is occasionally expressed in very decisive terms. Thus' says Arjun
(Transl. p. 397, XI., 2): " If it please the Lord, man obtains salvation. If it please the Lord, he
makes a stone cross. If it please' the Lord, he rescues a sinner. He himself acts, he himself
reflects. The inward governor sports and expands. What pleases him, that work he causes to
be done."
But on the other hand it was felt that such a doctrine, if strictly carried out, would naturally
render men thoroughly indifferent to their'salvation, if nothing depended on their own exertion. We
find it therefore stated in other passages of the Granth, that those, who are seeking the Lord, obtain
l
him in their own heart; that with those, who are'thirsting for the sight of the Lord, he will meet;
the people are frequently exhorted to come to the true Guru (Transl. p. 464," XVIII., 2) and to
receive meekly his instruction, which necessarily presupposes; in them a free decision for good or
3
evil. The disciple is even warned not to come to the Guru for the sake of food, as a mere
bodily intercourse with the Guru will not save him (see Transl. p. 495, IV., 2-4).
We might naturally expect that Nanak would bring forward some proof that he himself really
was the true Guru, sent and confirmed by the Supreme Lord. In the old Janam-Sakhl there is
was called to the threshold of God and solemnly installed
purport
as Guru (see p. xi); but in the Granth itself we find no trace of it and Nanak never alludes
to anything of this
>ry where presupposed as self-evident that he is the true Guru
and he never takes the slightest pains to prove it. The following Gurus in their turn appeal to
instituted
every proof.
The Granth is full of the praise of the Guru, who in every way is extolled and magnified
infallible
emancipation (Transl. p. 95, VII., 1); he is the
mediator (f^yWT) between Hari and mankind,, without whom nobody can become acceptable at
the divine threshold; he is the boat (Tjf\JTJ), that carries men over the water of existence |
6
yea, he is the very fulness of Hari himself.
The .disciple has therefore to submit to the direction of the Guru unconditionally; mind and
body he has to surrender to him, for his salvation depends entirely on the favour and mercy of
uru I who freely disposes of the treasures of Hari. Baba Nanak says (Transl. n. 209. XXV..
Paupl): " If the I true Guru become merciful, then (one's) wish is fulfilled. If the true Guru
become merciful, the nine treasures are obtained. If the true Guru become merciful, then one is
absorbed in the True one." "Whatever *the Guru does, is approved by Hari: whom the Guru
Hari, ihe remains united with him. The Guru is even possessed of a magic power:
like
VfiJT) turns everything, that it is touching into gold, so the Guru
•

.

•

1

See Transl. D. 396
The Gurus used to keep up a large cooking establishment to feed their disciples, no small attraction for
a lazy hungry population
17. Of.
Transl. p. C09, VII.; p. 704, III. ¥
I [IT
I
I
8
See a passage of this kind, Transl. p. 377, LV., last Slok.
4
Nanak says (Siri Hag, Mali. I., Sabd IX., 3, Transl. p. 26):

a

% f5*T 3T% fhT*ft TO*rf3 7SI&& W@
Arjun says (Siri Rag, Mah. V., Sabd IX., 4, Transl. p. 64):
VT3 ^ T O 1{f § 7 9 ^m

*fift £ffe ||

3jfa * j t Vfi* SfelHT TTfV * T O TOT ^ffe
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totally changes all, who come into contact with him. The saving* power of the Guru
turn
that not only the greatest sinners} are purified by him, tbut also his disciples
(apparently by some magical process) I the means of salvation to their respective families. This
is taught in ^numberless passages of the Granth (see Transl. p. 43, V., 3 ; p. 590, 5).
That, which [the Guru teaches the disciple for the sake of effecting his final emancipation, is,
if we may trust the Granth, contained in a/few meagre sentences.
The Guru gives the name of Hari to the disciple, which hef is enjoined to mutter continually.
He is required to repeat and sing thei qualities (3Tc5) of Hari, to meditate on them continually and
never to forget them one moment from his mind. *Then he isi taught to clean away his own " I "
and to consider himself identical with Brahm. This is the highest degree of knowledge, which is
The Guru strives hard to ^surround himself with
to
some mysterious halo, but in reality he has nothing to teach the disciple but the pantheistic sentence:
2
"So harnf" f.^.il.am that, I am identical with the Supreme.
This knowledge and its effects are
t
frequently described in glowing colours; the disciple gets thereby uncontaminated from the world
and remains without any blemish, becomes purer than pure; darkness is dispelled and light diffused
%
in his mind; he looks on all things as the same, pleasure sand pain, friend and enemy; he is
patient towards all, kind to all, he stops his running mind, destroys his egotism, in fact he is the
Supreme Lord? himself.
4
To a disciple, who has Teached this fourth or highest step of the soul, religious works are
no longer obligatory, as he is free from the jMaya and duality, and whatever he idoes, he must
6
do with an indifferent mind, without any desire for future rewards.
The disciple must overcome
all jhis desires and wishes, which are not directed on Hari, so completely, that he becomes totally
n
hopeless (fodltf) 4 the world, that he dies, whilst living, being merged in meditation Ion Hari;
thus he becomes emancipated whilst being as yet in the body, and when he dies, he does not
6
eome again.
From the foregoing remarks it is plain enough, that in a religion, where the highest object
1

Amar-das (Sir!Rag, Mah. III., Sabd III., 4, Transl. p. 42) says expressly:

"Mid« \JlTJ ^fcft ^f3 THTfr? II
* Nanak says (Sir! Rag, Astp. XL, 8, Transl. p. 84):

f r o aj3 ijftfe T: #K% zr§ $ tte * *rrfe 11

•'fiee Transl. u. 391. VIII.. Astn. 1-6: D. 263. XXXIII.. XXXIV.
4
See about this fourth step (U'Qfcft "U0fft» *J0MI V3T or 37jtofT)» Transl. p. 157, note 3j p. 522,
II., 2, where a popular description of the four steps is given.
9
Arjnnisays (Gauri, Sukhmani, IX., Astp. 2, Transl. p. 393):

§*& ^ fin* "fvf? irifTO ii faro ^ Hiftwr 5 ^ f t f§^ n
sra*?735 d% rAU4<jH n f5*r tras sn toreroTO*TM
6

Amar-das says (Gauri, Mah. HI., Astp. I., 8, Transl. p. 331):

Ibidem Astp. VII. 3, Transl. p. 335:
•HWAHO^

ap^ffW $

TOV II V3M \JR.WQ i n % f ^ II

t?ra ^iS fjTHHw TOt II TO% mfy ft# v& inz\ 11

1
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of life is the extinction of individual existence, there can be no room for a system of moral duties;
Sikhism
hardly
a moralizing Deism.
U
We have already noticed that the chief duty of the disciple is blind obedience to his Guru,
and in* the second place service to the saints. This latter point is considered quite ^essential to
salvation and therefore frequently enjoined; the disciple should become the dust of the feet of
the pious 0Jrni)> he*should wash their feet and drink the water used in so doing; he should offer
greatest
sacrifice
in then society all filth is removed, trite
1
16 found, so that the eate of Hari (i.e. fineI etaancipation) is naturally reached. The other duties
are summed up in the triad: 7?PT» 5725» fU*IAlAf i.e. remembering the name, giving alms and
practising ablutions; but the two latter duties, as in fact all, except the muttering of the name,
are no longer required, when the highest} step, the knowledge of Brahm, is obtained. Other
duties are occasionally inculcated, as <far as they tend towards the burning oft egotism and the
removal -of duality, such as abstaining from falsehood and slander, not looking on another's wife,
purifying the heart from the five vices, 5FTO (lust), SHJ (wrath), &3 (greediness), 3JTT (infatuation
9
or spiritual blindness) and JHvJiMcT (egotism).
'
Charity to animal life is frequently inculcated in the Granth on pantheistic grounds (all
3
creatures being1considered alike), and in consequence abstinence from animal food; but this injunction, which went right against the habits of the Jat population of the Panjab, was never observed
interdicted
and therefore silently dropped
as sacrilegious, though in the Granth itself no trace of a peculiar sanctity of the cow is to be found.
Remarkable it is, but quite in accordance with the/[pantheistic principles of the system, that
4
prayer to the Supreme is hardly ever mentioned in the Granth, whereas prayer to the Guru is
frequently enjoined.
deification of the

!I

and though N a n a k spoke modestly of himself and confessed himself unlearned and the lowest of sinners,
1

Compare Gauri, Mab. V., Sukhmani, XV., 6, Transl. p. 406, and VII., 1-8, Transl. p . 389.
1
See Gauri, Mah. V., Sukhmani, IX., 1, Transl. p. 393.
* Kabir says (Transl. p. 682, v. 199):

<

•

*

And even when prayer to the Supreme is mentioned, no object or contents of it are detailed, so that it
seem& to be

387
*F5& 5 f t ^

(

V T O T T l J

4 J 4 - r i l R H1 K M 7 5 T s f t w n n v f t f

HTTfc

B02

TOT »ra>T W t flfSnf*? II HUVft'\ffllf *T%>H*llflf
5

Nanak says (Siri Rag, Mah. I., Astp. IV.; 5, Transl. p. 77):

l

mortis firfei^ m vrfswT ^m ^5 *fe f w MTfs 1
0

Nanak says humbly of himself (Asa, Mah. I.f Sabd'XXIX., 2, Transl. p. 505):
*T

%r& TTH\ ^3i 7%ut vfwnn ^ B M TORT'TO* srfgnn «

It is incomprclicisible, how the later tradition, in the face of confessions of this kiud, could deem Nanak to be

4.
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to identify
t h e f o l l o w i n g G u r u s s o o n c o m m e n c e d , | owing to the abject flattery
1
t h e G u r u w i t h t h e S u p r e m e himself.
T h e consequence w a s s u c h a deification of m a n a s has: h a r d l y
2
ever been h e a r d of elsewhere.
Life, p r o p e r t y a n d h o n o u r w e r e sacrificed t o t h e G u r u i n a w a y ,
w h i c h is |often revolting t o o u r m o r a l feelings.
I t w a s therefore a very fortunate event for : t h e
m o r e free a n d m o r a l d e v e l o p m e n t o f t h e S i k h c o m m u n i t y ! t h a t , w i t h t h e t e n t h G u r u G o v i n d S i n g h ,
t h e G u r u s h i p w a s altogether abolished.
W i t h precepts of this k i n d t h e disciples of N a n a k w o u l d h a v e s u n k into a state of dull a p a t h y
t o t h e w o r l d a r o u n d t h e m , o r t h e y would* h a v e fled a contemplative l n e i n monasteries, a s t h e
Buddhists did, if N a n a k , cautioned b y h i s m a n y disputes a n d contentious w i t h t h e Jogls, a n d
convinced b y practical experience of t h e wickedness a n d hypocrisy of t h e erratic Faqirs, h a d n o t
enjoined to jthem, t o remain i n their secular occupation a n d n o t t o leave t h e world.
I t is owing
to ithis sound principle, t h a t thei Sikhs h a v e n o t become a n a r r o w - m i n d e d sect of Faqirs, b u t t h a t
t h e y developed themselves b y degrees into a political commonwealth.
N a n a k a n d h i s followers t a u g h t , t h a t t h e state of a householder (fipT^ft) w a s equally acceptable
3
to H a r i as retirement from t h e world, a n d t h a t secular business w a s n o obstacle t o t h e attainment
o f final e m a n c i p a t i o n .
Salvation does n o t depend o n o u t w a r d circumstances, neither o n t h e per3
formance of austerities, b u t o n t h e i n w a r d state of t h e m i n d , w h i c h even a m o n g s t t h e daily business of
life m a y r e m a i n a b s o r b e d i n m e d i t a t i o n o n H a r i ( t h i s k i n d of d e v o t i o n i s called d ! r | - n J | o r d l V f A ^ J f ) .
T h e e v i l p r a c t i c e s o f t h e m e n d i c a n t F a q i r s a s w e l l <as t h e r o g u e r i e s o f t h e B r a h m a n s a r e t h e r e f o r e
frequently
exposed i n t h e Granth a n d severely censured.
B y such pious tricks transmigration cannot
b e overcome, b u t t h e soul jgets o n t h e c o n t r a r y still m o r e sullied a n d r depraved.
y i i f a t T h e 1 i n s t i t u t i o n oi\caste
w a s n o t directly assailed b y N a n a k , t h o u g h h e a n d t h e other B h a g a t s d i d
n o t p u t a n y s t r e s s u p o n i t . H e e x p r e s s e s j h i s m i n d o nn t h i s p o i n t v e r y c l e a r l y b y s a y i n g ( T r a n s l .
p . 494f I I I . , P a u s e ) : " T h o u ( 0 God) acknowledgest t h e lig
l a t i s i n h i m ) a n d d o s t not
( h i s ) c a s t e . F o r i n t h e o t h e r w o r l d t h e r e i s n o c a s t e \\
also T r a n s l . p . 1 1 4 , I I I . ,
I
K a b i r even occasionally ridicules < it, jas well a s t h e B r a h n
id t h e Mulla.
Emancipat
fined i t o t h e h i g h e r c a s t e s , b u t m a d e a c c e s s i b l e t o a l l m e n . i e v e n t o
Different stories
are therefore cited i n t h e Granth, t h a t even t h e lowest m e n attained t o salvation b y m u t t e r i n g
the name.

6

N a n a k received a l l m e n as h i s disciples w i t h o u t a n y regard t o caste, recognizing i n

1

Garu Arjnn, who oversteps all bounds in the praise of the Guru, Says for instance (Sir! Rag, Mah. V.,
Sabd XXIX., 2, Transl. p. 73):

TO T*ra^T WVT?TOcgsld IJfV -£<J*4A of?! I

That really the Guru (not the Supreme) is meant by these words, js clearly seen from v. 3, where he says:
3

TO *rnn uft ZTPJ $fij " 8 ^ TO AM\6 B
Aijun says (Asa, Mah. V., Sabd CLVII., 2, Transl. p. 573):

f*C3 f*C3 f&3 fa? Ut I TO fSpJ W f f ? Ut II
dHA^Ji c^fdvil.tiTOf*r^ ^3 ftwrfimt H
3

(Transl. p. GG1

>R5 & VR(f7> $ 3TfH 0% fX3 f&3 H37 AWfU*I
fft'Ste? S^ *§ffeTOf&fz fefo ^?ft wugRr n
#
0

See Transl. p. 430, XVIIf, Pauji
See Transl. p. 489, Namdev.
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all the dignity oft the human birth, and laid thus the foundation of? a popular religion, and it
was.quite in accordance with these principles, that Guru Govind Singh finally abolished caste
altogether in the Khalsa, though the deeply-rooted^ prejudices of the higher castes refused to
submit to it.
The dignity of the Brahmans as family priests, etc., was likewise left untouched, and of nearly
all the Gurus it is reported, that they had their ifamily (priests, though the teaching of the jBrahmans,
1
as well as the authority of the Vedas and Puranas, is often reproved. I t was the last Guru, Govind
Singh, who positively prohibited the employment of Brahmans in any capacity, and introduced< a
new ritual partly taken! from the Granth, and partly from his own compositions.
Prom* the foregoing sketch of the Sikh religion, as laid down in the Granth, we must well distinguish the popular notions of *the masses. The vulgar are -nowhere given to lofty metaphysical
speculations; their ideas are concrete and 'adapted to their every-day wants, Pantheism has never
1
been the religion of 'a whole nation, or of any large body of men, toot oven in India, the home of
Pantheism. In spite of all the definitions of the Granth, the common people constructed foi
5
themselves a God such as they * required for their outward and inward wants. The teaching
of the Granth * gradually disaccustomed them from idolatry and the worship? of the inferior deities,
and impressed them with the idea of One Supreme \Lord, whom however they could not realize
under the abstract notion of an Absolute Substance, but only as a personal, self-conscious Supreme
Being, who created all and governs and disposes air according to his will. It is not improbable,
that the Islam had a great share- in working silently these changes, which are directly opposed to
the teaching of their Gurus. The mass of the Sikh population is now at all events thoroughly
imbued with these deistic notions and even educated Sikhs were quite astonished, when I proved
to them the contrary from the Granth. I met only a very few devotees, who, being fairly read
in the Granth, knew about "the secret."
4
Guru Govind Singh did not and could not essentially change the teaching of his predecessors.
He describes the Supreme Being nearly in the same terms in his Japjl, as the Adi Granth does,
though he was personally addicted to the worship of. the goddess Durga; he made the worship of
1
the One Supreme obligatory, though the adoration of the minor deities, as we are taught* by his
2
own Granth, was by no means rejected.
The changes and additions he made in Sikhism concerned chiefly the ceremonial and social
duties of his adherents; as he received men of all castes and creeds into the Khalsa and endeavoured
1

Nanak says (Asa, Mah. I., Sabd XXI., 4, Trail si. p. 502):
1& fVX ^ ^ ^

* hft

?

II TTCT B f e HfTOTT ^{3 ^ f | T II

The Raliit namas go in this respect much farther, condemning all other worship but that of the One
Supreme. The Ruhit-nama of Prahlad-rai says, v.13:

wrera v w ^ sits? 3% $^ $ nrf? 11
The worship of idols is also positively forbidden In the Rahit-namas; see Prahlad-rai, v. 14:

" Who adores a stone and bows his head to any one but a Sikh:
He is a Sakat (and) without a. Guru, he is always cursed by the Lord of the world."

I
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to weld them into one religious and political body, he Bet up a number of |new ordinances binding
1
on all. These injunctions are laid downt in a number of so-called Ilahit-namas or books of conduct,
which all pretend to be dictated by the Guru himself, butUnone of which appear to be genuine,
as they vary Tory greatly, andr were, as may be easily proved, all composed after the death of the
Guru, some of them even as late as the end of the last century. They cannot therefore be adduced
as a direct testimony of what Govind Singh himself ordained and introduced into the Khalsa, but
only as an evidence of the later development of Sikh ism.
The initiatory rite into the Khalsa ris tthe PahuJ, which has already been described (p. xc).
I t is generally administered by five Sikhs and not before the attainment of years of discretion!;
its administration is considered very meritorious, and by instructing a disciple in the doctrines of
2
the Guru, one will get final emancipation even whilst living.
Every Sikh is enjoined to read the Granth for his devotion, especially the Japjl ofiNanak and
8
the Japjl of Govind Singh; these two he should always read when taking his meals.
In the
morning he is to repeat some portion of the Granth, and when beginning* any workjhe is to say
4
an Ardas (*HcF7Tf*Tf prayer, supplication).
In the evening, when taking his food, he is to read
6
the Rahiras (<jfj <j I fa, supplication), consisting of Selections from' the* Adi Granth (see Transl.
p. 14, So daru, note 1), to which in later times also \some portions from the Granth of Govind
Singh were added* As these religious duties took up a great deal of time, they were seldom
observed by the vulgar, and are now generally neglected. They content themselves with uttering
3

the ground-mantra (\fJPT ^frtT): Iff? W7TO ' j j ! ? ' W mm
1

T i r o o f t h e s e R a h i t - n a m a s t f c a v e l a t e l y b e e n p u b l i s h e d in* a n E n g
o f B h n d o u r ; b u t it is a p i t y t h a t h e h a s noti g i v e n t h e G u r m u k h i t e x t
gives only the sense generally, not verbally. Fortunately I brought
Prahlad-rai with me, so that I a m enabled, for the sake of accuracy, to
T h e title of S i r d a r A t t a r S i n g h ' s p u b l i c a t i o n is: " T h e R a y h i t N a m a of
tion of the D a s w n n P a d s h a , a n d N a n d Lai's R a y h i t N a m a , or rules for
9
4
matters/
Lahore, printed at the Albert Press,• 1876.
9
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lish translation by Sirdar Attar Singh
also. T h e translation is v e r y free a n d
the original text of the Rahit-nama of
q u o t e it,c w h e r e it m a y s e e m n e c e s s a r y .
Pralad Rai, or the excellent conversathe guidancerof the Sikhs in religious

Prahlad-rai says, v. 28:

^r ajar ^r xnsft t w «nr% M
* Prahlad-rai, v. 10:

•

^\%X

^rarfe ircrrarVrt i

[ A I *Jk 1 1 B —

JH[

1 j

flLi

11 JoA. i t

fro w inv tft trot *t ^% "unifa: i] ^ fiwsT «n f^* ^ffeTOHSI^IVMQ inft i
This injunction would presuppose, that every Sikh should be able to read, but this was never the case and
m e a n s whatever were taken to secure this end.
4

no

According to a note of Sirdar Attar Singh to Nand LaPs Rnhit-nama, p. 5, the Sikhs read as Ardas the

^tsft^JTcT
11

The goddess Bhagavati was first worship
das, and to them she was propitious. (Then
they also rose to the highest honours. Gur
5
dfodlf*? (thus it is written in the <
prayer, supplication; its, derivation is t not

was

J9

dUdrfa

t i o n o f S i r d a r A t t a r S i n g h " R o w R a s s . " ] H e d e t a i l s i n t h e R a h i t - n a m a o f N a n d J L o l / p . 4 , n o t e *, t h e c o m ponent parts of the A r d a s as n o w in use a m o n g the Sikhs. In reference to the. m o r n i n g a n d evening prayer
t h e following verse is c o n t a i n e d in Prahlad-rai's R a h i t - n a m a (v. 1 2 ) :
1
l l I
I

^TfOT^ft f W fiflJ TTI& 1 1 3 <gc)3X fan fkfa>WT TO I
i
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to be

Temples, shrines and burning places
1
praised. The Vedas, Shastras. Pnranas and the Qur'an are not to be minded, neither the Pandit
the Hindu ceremonies at
Mulla. All Hindu and Musal
the time of birth, marriage and death should not be observed; noiShradh should be performed,
and if it be performed, the words of the Granth should be used. No Tilak should be applied to
e vrom
the forehead, nor should the sacred cord (MA^) nor a rosary (HTWT) °
> circumcision should
not be practised.
nor
2
A Sikh is never to wear a cap (elft)i
*° shave ihis head or beard, nor to wear red clothes.
He should bathe in cold water, comb his hair twice every day "and bind his turban after adjusting
the tresses; he is never to take off his turban whilst taking his food. He is to clean his teeth
every day with a tooth-stick. He should always wear breeches (cTgf. the Hindu Dhoti being a
forbidden article), andfhave steel about his person, especially a sword.
8
The use of tobacco in any shape is prohibited,
Gambling, especially the play of Caupar
(tJ^lfsf, a kind of chess), and visiting prostitutes, deserve severe? punishment.
A Sikh should' never buy meat from a butcher, but eat only the flesh of such animals whose
head was severed by a Sikh with one stroke of the sword; this kind of slaughtering animals is
called U<JQ/T. Beef islnot even so much as mentioned in the Rahit-namas, as its use was altogether
considered' abominable. To eat of the leavings of the meal of another entails the pain of death.
Especial attention is paid to the making and distributing >of the Karah Prasad (ST^nRT V1T?)t
which in some way resembles the Communion Service of Christians, the Karah Prasad being cony
secrated to the Guru
ta
It should be made
of equal quantities! of ghl, flour and sugar. The cooking-place should first be swept Jclean and then
1
plastered with cow-dung; ' the cooking utensils should likewise be well washed. The Sikh, who
prepares the Prasad, should enter the cooking-place after bathing and purifying himself, and only
utter: vah Guru! He should fill a*new jar with watei, drawn from* a well with an'iron bucket,
and place it at his side. "When the Rayah Prasad is ready, it should be put on a stand, and the
1
people should sit round it praying {i.e. saying: vah GuruI)• I t should be distributed to all in
4
equal portions.
The'disciple is strictly to obey the orders of the Guru and never to forsake him; mpostacy
5
is visited with * the severest punishments; het is also to minister to his brother Sikhs. He is to
1
pay taxes, if demanded by the Guru; the withholding of the customary offerings of the tenth
1

Prahlad-rai says, v. 20:

vtf\ ate $3** ^ *nfc i vanta* ^ -f^ wrfti
The custom of wearing blue clothes (in remembrance of j Govind Singh making his escape
ies) soon fell intotdi suae; only the A kalis preserved this custom. See p. cxviii, note 2.
3
1 Prahlad-rai say R, V. 9:
The Karah Prasad and'its preparation is described in Nand Lai's Rahit-naraa, p. if 8.
Prahlad-rai says, v. 8:
8

Prahlad-rai says, v. 7:

ho, having seen the order (of the Guru), does not oav taxes. Who. havlmr hid the monev.hm fin »
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part of his income, the defrauding of the Khalsa and others deputed by the Guru, is! severely
1
censured. He should consider only the precepts of the Guru, as true and all others as false. The
Granth is to be minded like the Guru, and ;the Khalsa like the Guru, as it is the visible body of
8
the Guru, (and in consequence) the visible body of the Timeless one. The persons, to whom the
Guru gives authority (or a Hukm-nama), should be equally obeyed, and those, who set themselves
3
up as rivals with them, should; be burnt with their families.
With regard to his family the Sikh is enjoined to dispose suitably of his daughter (or sister)
4
and not to take any money for her hand.
The »killing of daughters is strictly forbidden.
Among the moral duties truthfulness and kindness to thoipoor are especially inculcated; falsehood, dealing fraudulently, stealing, slandering and fornication, are branded as deadly sins. A Sikh
should earnestly strive to subdue the .five passions: lust (3TH)> wrath (syxj), greediness (353), infatuation CH\T)t and pride (O'oJld)The injunctions regarding the intercourse with people of other creeds evince already a narrowminded bigotry and a deep fanatical hatred.
1
A Sikh .is not even to salute one, who is not a Sikh, otherwise he is an apostate and accursed
by God. Who bows his head to one, who wears a cap {i.e. a Muhammad an) or shaves his head
0
{i.e. a Hindu), is doubtless worthy of hell. He is not even to place a apiece of cloth or any6
thing belonging to a Muhammadan on his head, otherwise he will suffer many deaths. ;A true
Sikh should always be engaged in war with the Muhamniadans, and slay thera, fighting them face
to face; it is his duty to destroy the enemies of his faith/ and to help in the diffusion of the
money, set aside for the Guru, is put), talks falsehood with his mouth. Who, acknowledging the vow of an
offering of taxes, steals (them): such a disciple is not pleasing to the Guru." Compare also Nand Lai's Rahitnama, p. 3, 24.
The Rahit-nama of Nand Lai (p. 6, 4.6) 4*as the further injunction: " Do not listen to any calumny
respecting the Guru, and he who speaks ill of the Guru, must be killed with a sword." In this way the
infallibility of the Guru could easily be kept up.
Prahlad-rai says, v. 21:

^ m&m mf&$ "4*rfe aj^ eft $fu H
^ i ^ fHF>^ B § V I T fZTS qftl & f r ||
"The Khalsa should be minded as the Guru, it is the manifest body of the Guru
Who desires to meet with me, he having searched finds,me in them.

if

And in v. 24 he says:

w n w V3V «ft *&f3 §JT ii iprfe WTTW MT*5*Tr $UT u
4*

91

This one is the shape of the timeless divine male. The Khalsa is the visible body of the Timeless one.
9

Prahlad-rai says, v. 15:

4

See Nand Lai's Rahit-nama, p. 3, 16, 17.

' Prahlad-rai says, v. 20:

6

See Nand Lai's Rahit-nama, p. 2, 9.

7

These duties are frequently inculcated. See Nand Lai's Rahit-nama, p. 7, 02, 04 j p. 9, 73, 77, 79.
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Sikh religion.

1

called

Towards the Sikh sectarians the same implacable hatred is evinced. A true Sikh should
the
abstain from all intercourse with the following people, who are accursed ^ ^
^^
3
Guru: (1) the Mine (*ft5fc), the progeny of Pirthimall; (2) the Dhirmallie (qldWcA3)> the
he
progeny of Dhlrmall (see p< Ixxxii, note); (3) the Ramrale (dMdltfY8)> * disciples of Kam-rai,
the son of Guru Har-rai (see p. lxxvi, 1. 27 sqq.)\ (4) the Masands, the former deputies of the
Guru (see*p. xciii, last line and note 2); (5) the head-plucked ones (fad<fl*T> t.*.|the Jaina*,jwho
heinous
are now called in the Panjab TT3T^3TT or <ST^fd3F
((>) those who kill their daughters (of rfV^TcT
There are some other injunctions of minor importance, which are hardly worth mentioning,
such as: not to blow out a lamp with the mouth; not to extinguish*fire with water, from which
one has*been drinking; not to remain naked from the waist downwards at night; not to bathe
without a S7sf (or breeches); not to distribute food without being fully dressed, etc.
We see from these minute ordinances, that the Sikh reformatory movement soon ended again
in a new bondage, .which was quite as tiresome as that which they had thrown off. By precepts
of this kind the Sikhs, tho majority of whom consisted of rude and ignorant Jats, could morally
but little be improved, as no provision whatever 4was made to *raise them to a higher standard of
education and culture, Guru Govind Singh being only intent on rendering them subservient to his
will and on kindling their martial valour and hatred against the Muhammadans. "We need therefore not be surprised, that they soon surpassed their fellow-countrymen in all sorts of vices and
debauchery, to which they added a rapacious and overbearing conduct, so that they became a regular
Muhammadan power. They
scourge to the country, after they had succeeded in
could easily destroy by their martial fury an old weak establishment, but were not able to erect
a new solid fabric upon its ruins, as they had not in themselves the necessary moral and intellectual
capacities.
1
In conclusion we have to notice some denominations, which sprang up in the bosom of the
Sikh community.
I
I I (1). The Uduszs. This body was founded by Sir! Cand, the eldest son of Kanak. There are
four subdivisions amongst them, who only differ from each other *by some outward signs. They no
f
more marry, after they have given up their household (f3TfcP T3') and turned Udasis (i.e. indifferent
See Nand Lol's Rahit-nama, p. 9, 80. The spreading of Sikliism by force of arms is here clearly
enjoined. No wonder therefore, if the Sikhs became gradually more fanatical than the Muhammadans.
I
8
Pralilad-rai says, v. 22:

sn* & »ra 3^7 sn»7$ KT ^S* farifu' 1 ^ f*n=r if fro KT zft v t ^3? $ ynfz N
" He should by no means put any confidence in an ear-cropt one and in a Turk.
Who does not entertain love with a Sikh, goes to hell."
We have stated p. Ixxx, note 1, that it was not quite clear, if Ram-das had two or three sons. But
from the Sikha de r«vfl<H vithia, p*57,1. 15 sqq., and a note of Sirdar Attar Singh to his translation of the
llahit-naina of Prnhlad-rai, p. 1, we find that lie had three sons. The name of the eldest son was Pirthimall,
that of the second Arjun, and that of the third Dhirmall. The Mine are therefore not the disciples of Dhirniall, as supposed on p. Ixxxii, note 2, but the descendants of Pirthimall, who had tried to poison his younger
uer
'' Arjun, on whom the Guruship had been conferred, and who was therefore called by his father M ^ T

$3
4

Prahlad-rai says, v. 18:

*?fanH «!*fe'*! »ft% srr v*nfc H W£ ^ fex 9 arc sn TOM *ret% *nfc
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to the world); they are therefore a Bociety of monks, though they>do not live together in monasteries.
v
Some of them do not out their hair, like the regular Sikhs, some have short-out hair (trfccotttCDt
some wear long tufted hair ( T J ^ T O ) , and some shave head and face* They practise the Hindu
1
rites concerning birth, death, marriage and Shradh, as all the old Sikhs did. They wear clothes
dyed with red oohre (fTO*|tft) and apply to their forehead a high Tilak.c Their sacred book is the
Adit Granth. whereas they reject the Granth of Govind Singh. Formerly they were very strict
in their religious duties and led an ascetic life, subsisting on coarse bread, baked ;on live coals
lrreconcu
As they
*TCo/cft
a b l e w i t h s e c u l a r o c c u p a t i o n s , and* a s t h e y r e f u s e d t o s u b m i t t o t h e a u t h o r i t y o f t h e e s t a b l i s h e d
G u r u s , G u r u A m a r - d a s e l i m i n a t e d t h e m from t h e S i k h c o m m u n i t y a n d t h e y w e r e t h e n c e n o l o n g e r
a c k n o w l e d g e d a s S i k h s , t h o u g h t h e y t h e m s e l v e s n e v e r g a v e u p t h i s c l a i m . T h e TJdasis h a v e s e t u p
some disciDle.' w h o m t h e G u r u h a s elected.
a s s u m e s t h e s p i r i t u a l a u t h o r i t y ; t h e y a d d r e s s e a c h o t h e r b y t h e t i t l e of f J T l f t ( b r o t h e r ) . T h e i r d e v o t i o n a l
service jis v e r y s i m p l e ; J i n t h e m o r n i n g a n d evening t h e y p l a y a violin o r a rebeck a n d sing a song
ord, which is mostlv taken from t h e Granth. imitating i n this
of p r a i s e ( y l d ^ A ) t o t h e S u p r e m e LLore
w a y t h e simple worship of B a b a K a n a k .
T h e Udasls w e r e a l w a y s \a small
Leir principles found) no favour with the populati

Now
former ascetic habiw and have for the greater p
taken to secular occupations, differing only by some outward tokens from other people. Some of
them bore a hole through their privities and insert a large ringt of iron or brass to \prevent them
fornication j
named
(2). The Suthre (Sing. 7T^T,lpure).HTheir founder | is i said j to
3
Suca (TRJT); they took their origin under Guru Har-rai. This body, which is still to be found
)r-their
in nearly every town of the Fanjab, has greatly degenerated; they are notorious for
their drunkenjust the contrary
ness and debauchery, so that they have become a by-word in the Fanjab,
former Emperors
of what their name implies. It is stated, that they obtained from one
a written order, that every shopkeeper should give them one Faisa as alms; they wander there*
fore continually about the Bazars, begging and clashing together two staves (sJ3T). On their
and
rope of black wool and keep two staves in their hand; to their forehead
black colour. They perform the usual Hindu rites, make Shradhs and
and
tombs over the ashes of a burnt corpse
throw into the Ganga. With meditation and worship they do not trouble themselves very much; they
recite the verses of Nanak. which thev parti v learn bv heart, aud sine some praises in honour of the
Devi. They visit the Dehras,(shrines) of the ten Gurus
e. They all add the
Guruship of their own
title of "Shah" (literally King) to their names, as Kavlland receive novices (%HT
nor regular discipline among them; now mostly
profligates and vagabonds join them. They are a public nuisance, like so many other mendicant
orders, and disavowed by the Sikhs.
(8). The DivUM Sadh (Vl*&\7> *TR, the mad saints). They keep their hair uncut, like the
Sikhs, and wear on their neck a necklace of shells i(*hr *f\ HT&T) and on their turban a very large
feather (tj tt J| f); they consist for the greater part of Jats and tanners (*J*fl3)* Their devotional
service consists in muttering the true name '(*T3T 75TH)* Host of them are married, but some few
remain also unmarried. In their other habits they are like the Sikhs and acknowledge the i Adi
Granth as their sacred book.
i
1

They born their dead, but always erect a tomb (9VHTO) °ver their ashes, like the Jogfs and Smny&ala.
* Wilson, Religious Sects of the Hindus, p. 177, states, that they look up to Teg-bahidur a* their
founder. What Authority he had for this statement is not mentioned by him. I
I
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(4). The Nirmale SadhU (the pure saints). These people were originally strict Sikhs and
followed exclusively the Granth and the regulations of Govind Singh; they stood in high esteem
with the Sikh* community and exercised great influence on the people. Formerly they used
to wear white clothes and dwelt at Amritsar, Mukt-sar and otter places, which are sacred to the
Sikhs (as Damdama, etc.), but*8n the course of time they gradually relapsed into Hinduism by
applying" their mind to the Shastras and* especially' the Vedanta. In consequence of this internal
change of mind' their outward habits also underwent- some changes; they deposed their white robes
and adopted the common garb of the Hindu Faqlrs, consisting of reddish-yellow clothes. They I
also now visit the holy watering-places on the Ganga and Jamna and conform to nearly all the
1
Hindu rites. At the time of birth and death they perform the Yedic ceremonies and burn their
dead, but do not use the Hindu mantras at weddings. They are now in a state of transition and
deeply tinged with Hindu notions, so that they can no longer be considered as regular Sikhs,
They live mostly together in separate societies under a Guru and choose celibacy; there is some
learning cultivated among them and even Sanskrit studies are to some extent attended to. They
do not beg, but live on the offerings of the people; they receive men of all castes into their
society, as within the brotherhood no caste is acknowledged. They have a large establishment at
1
Amrit8ar, where they are much respected by the people'for the purity of their morals.
(5). The Akulu (the worshippers of the »HVT<S>i or Timeless ^Being). This body is said to
have been instituted by Guru Govind Singh himself. They were the zealots among the Sikhs, who
8
watched over the* purity of their religion and withstood firmly the innovations, which the Bairagi
Banda, who after the death of 'Govind Singh assumed the leadership* among the Sikhs in the
Pan jab, endeavoured to introduce into Sikhism. They wear blue chequered clothes and bangles or
bracelets of steel round their wrists and frequently also a diseus of steel on their turban. They
established themselves in great numbers at Amritsar, where they assumed the direction of the
religious ceremonies and acted the parts of defenders of the faith in the days of Sikh independency,
as they assumed the right of convoking a Gur-mata (a national council, literally: the Guru's advice)
and directing its consultations. Thus they became a formidable body, which was dreaded even by
the Sikh chiefs, as they were always ripe for a fanatical outbreak. They lived on the offerings of
the people, which they often extorted by force. As they were in 'fact more a political than a
religious body, their influence ceased with the destruction of the Sikh community, and now-a-days
they are hardly taken notice of; they'are gradually dwindling away like Sikhism itself, in whose
bosom of late even an atheistic or materialistic sect has sprung up, that of the Gulab-dti8i8} who deny
every creation and the existence of any Supreme Being. The old tough Hinduism has therefore
c
every prospect of outliving also this reformatory movement, which was impeded in its course and
eventually rendered baneful by being made-subservient to political interests.
Amritsar establishment. At
instructor.
These innovations did not concern the doctrinal parts, but only some outward forms and customs of
Sikhism. He endeavoured to induce the Sikhs to abandon their blue dress, to abstain from drinking liquors
and Bhang (to which even Govind Singh had been addicted) and from eating flesh. He tried also to make
l
them exclaim: 1JBK sft * $ (victory to religion!), *l4hX sft * § (victory to the (Sikh) system !)f instead of
the exclamation ordered by Guru Gdvind Singh s ^fj JJ<frf\ sft 1 § (bravo, victory to the Guru !), ^ J
MTwM \'^t sft ? 5 (bravo, victory to the Kbalsa!). As the bigoted Banda insisted on these innovations, many
death. After the defeat and cruel
blue dress, which onlv the fanatical
retained
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IV.
ON THE COMPOSITION OF THE GRANTH.
THE

A d i G r a n t h in 'its present state W a s collected b y G u r u Arjun,

as stated o n p . l x x x i ;

after

Arjun t h e verses of T e g - b a h a d u r w e r e added a n d o n e single D o h r a of h i s son, G u r u Govind Singh,
in answer t o some Dohras of h i s father.

W e have n o further information, h o w t h e writings of t h e

predecessors of A r j u n h a d been collected a n d preserved, a n d w e m u s t w h o l l y d e p e n d for t h e i r a u t h e n ticity o n t h e testimony of A r j u n

himself,

Besides t h e w r i t i n g s of t h e S i k h Gurus, considerable
B h a g a t s w e r e also inserted i n t h e G r a n t h ;

extracts from t h e writings of famous

t h e works of Kabir

a r e still e x t a n t i n India, a s t h e y

served b y

though they are far superior in form
hitherto
as well as in originality of thought to the versifications of the Sikh Gurus. The writings
Apite
e^em to
of them; perhaps one piece or another may yet ibe found in progress of time.
Nearly all the panegyrics of the Bhatts were composed for the occasion and] are abject flatteries
without any intrinsic value whatever; they were apparently all added by Guru Arjun himself.
The authors of the Granth are therefore the following:
(A). Sikh Qurn.—tt). Baba Kanak (Muh. I.). (2). Angad (Mah. II.). (3). Amar-das (Mah.II
(Mah. IX.). (7). G5vind S
(4). Ram-das (#ah. IV.)- (*)• Arjun (Mah, V.).
1
(Mah. JS^; only one Dohrfi. See Transl. p. 70S).
1
8
4
(B).| Bhagats.—(1). Beni.*|(2). Bhlkan. J (3). Dhanna.
(4).|Fartd (Shekh).
(5). Jaidev.*
6
7
e
9
S - 10
(6). Kabir. (7). Namdev. (8). Plpa. (9). Ramanand. (10). Ravi<
(11). Sadhna." (12). Safyu."
14
(13). Surdas." (14). Trilooan. *
l*flP
\ 1 i §§
• •
•
1

In many copies,Mali. X. is not added to this Dolira, though good copies testify to it.
9
About Beni (TEt^ft) and Bhlkan ( C J W A ) no particulars are known.
8
Dhanna O^TST) is said to have been a cultivator (Jat). See Transl. p.'668, note 2. He became a disciple
4
of Ramanand. See Price, Hindi Selections, p. 124.
About Shekh Fa rid see Transl. p. 685, note 4.
I
5
Jaidev ( f l ^ ) =* Sansk. ^ft!|<^f, the well-known author of the:Gita-govinda.
9
See about Kabir, Transl. p. 120, note 1; p. 93, note 1.
1

Namdev (ATH%^~t
frequently
o n l y 77t*TT) w a s a c a l i c o - p r i n t e r (gfpEfT)> a< f a m o u s Bliagpat, w h o is c o n sidered t h e first M a r a f h l w r i t e r ; his verses a r e therefore particularly i n t e r e s t i n g in a linguistic p o i n t of view.
S e e a b o u t h i m /Transl. p . 9 3 , n o t e 1.
8

as

Pipa, 'Raja of the fort of Gangaraun (<>faRj*T *!<£ ^IST TTOT)> he is styled by the Bhakta-mala (see
Price, Hindi Selections, p. 87), was first a votary of the Devi, but became afterwards a disciple of Ramanand.
9
Ramanand (about A.D. 1400), a disciple of Ramanuj. Twelve disciples of Pamanand arc mentioned,
among them Kabir, Ravidas, Pipa, Dhanna, etc. Ramanand received men of all castes as his disciples,
and declared that the knowledge of Brahm^made a man free from all social bonds.
I
See about Ravi das, Transl. p. 130, note 3.
I
11
Sadhna was a butcher (STRTCfy Nothing particular is fknown about him, if we abstract from the two
wonderful stories related about him in the Bhakta-mala.
Sainu is said to have been a barber (AfQ)« He Is also enumerated among the twelve disciples of
Ram
u

c

district treasury on saints. Hefledthen to the forest of Vrindavan and became himself a Bhagat.
126
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(C). Bhaft8.—(1). Bhalhau. (2). Bhika. (3). Das (Dasu). (4). Ganga. (5). Earibaus. (6). Jalan.
(7). Jalap. (8). Kal (Kalu, Kalhu). (9). Kalasu. (10). Kalasahar. (11). Klratu. (12). Mathura.
(13). Nal. (14). Ra<jL (15). Sal (Salh).
The Bhaft Kalasu eulogized Baba Nanak j Kalasahar and Kalu: Guru Angad; Kalu, Jalap, Klratu,
Bhika, Sal and Bhalhau: Guru Amar-das j Kalu, Kalasahar, Nal, Ra4, Dasu, Jalan, Ganga, Mathura,
Klratu and Sal: Guru Ramdas; Kalu, Kalasahar, Mathura and Haribans: Guru Arjun. Thence it would
appear, that the Bhntt Kalasu lived towards the close of the life of Nanak or under Guru Angad;
Jalap, Bhika and Bhalhau under Guru Amar-das; Klratu, Nal, Rag, Dasu, Jalan, Ganga and Sal
under Guru Ram-das; and Kalu,'Kalasahar, Mathura and Haribans under Guru Arjun. The panegyric
of Angad was composed under Guru Arjun, very likely to fill up the gap.
The Granth itself consists of the following portions:
I. The Jap {or Japjl), an introductory chapter, by Kauak.
II. The SO daru, consisting of extracts from Rag Asa, and Rag GujrT, used by the Sikhs as
evening prayer (yfvj'dl*{) together with:
I H . So purkhu, consisting of extracts from'Rag Asa.
IV. Sohild, consisting of extracts from' the Rags Gaurl, Asa, and Dhanasari! used as a prayer
before retiring to rest.
These pieces were intended for devotional purposes and therefore put at the beginning of the Granth.
Then follow:
Y. The Rag*, which form the body of the Granth.
(1]}. Sir! Rag (flfift TOf).
!. Rag Majh C3T3T HTCT).
(3)1. Rag Gaurl, (BTajj^O^t).
(4)I. Rag Asa (^131 nrnn)(5)1. Rag GQjrt (OTJ JJ-rlcH).
1. Rag Devgandharl (BT3f 3 < ^ M l d U
L
Rag
Bihagra
(<TT3J
HjONMT)
V]
|.
Rag
Va^hansu
("3T3J
<<«$*]+[)•
W
|. Rag Sorathi (<JT3T lfef<J)«
(10)|. Rag Dhanasari (<TT3I MA|l|<n)>(
). Rag Jaitsir! (B13T ftdfajt).
(12]1. B5g Totf (TO[ | j t )
(13]I. Rag Bairari (3TJJ § 6 1 «ft).
). Rag Tilang (gpj f3*!k|).
1. Rag Suhl (7T3J ^Tft).
(ie;). Rag Bilavalu (3TJT 1\|<H> !<£&).

(17).
(18).
(19).
(20).
(21).
(22).
(28).
(24).
(25).
(26).
(27).
(28).
(29).
(80).
(31).

w

<

•

)

(

»

)

("j

a*:
w

Rag Gaug (7I3J ife).
Rag Ramkall (3T3J dl^<^66».
Rag Natnarain ("ZTQ AdAldlUiA)
Rag Mallgaura (3PT Hl*ftj|€tf0.
Rag Maru (3T3J *n?)- j
Rag Tukharl (OTJ :TOTOty
Rag Kedara (OTT 3«£ldl)'
Rag Bhairau (OTJ §cl0).
Rag Basantu C3TJT Trfe).
Rag. Sarang (7T3J 4f|j<J|)>
Rag Malar (BT3T W5TH>
Rag Kanara (OTT ^ 1 Atf 0*
Rag Kalian (3T3T Srfe7*HT^)«
Rag Prabhata (7T3T V3T5T).
1
Rig Juija vantl (FI3T ^Nlcjdt).
•

r

The verses of the different Gurus hare been distributed into these fore-mentioned Rags, apparently
without any leading principle, as hardly any verse is internally connected with another. The name
of the Rag is, therefore a mere superscription, without any reference to its contents. At !the conclusion of a Rag frequently some sayings of one or more Bhagats are added, which seem to have
1
beeni selected in the same arbitrary way as chance might offer them. No system nor order is therefore to be looked for in any of the Rags. In the first four Rags the most important matter was
There were originally only thirty Rags; the last, Rag Jaijavanti, was composed by Teg-bahadur, and
contains only Tour verses.
»
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collected and they are therefore, also comparatively | of the largest compass; the following minor
Rags seem to be a second gathering or gleaning, as materials
By thusj jumbling <together whatpaid to the contents, but only to the bulky
incoherent
to
endless
which are for the greatest part nothing but a mere Jingling of words.
This portion contains:
YL The
(1). Some
srrar> <RS& *&* ^ Q * f i
(8). Sl5ks of Kabli*
(4). Sloksjof Shekh Farld.
(5), Savayye (Savale) of Arjun.
(6). Savayye of the Bhafts (or.Bhats):
(a). Panegyric of Guru Baba Nanak
(£). Panegyric of Guru Angad.
(e?). Panegyric of Guru Amar-das.
(d). Panegyric of Guru Ram-das.
(e). Panegyric of Guru Arjun.
(7). Sloks in excess of the Vars, by Nanak.
(8). Sloks by Amar-das.
(9). S15ks by Ram-das.
(10). Sl5ks by Arjun,
(11). Sloks by Teg-bahadur.
|
|
(12}. A T)iece called Mundavant I
(13), Kag-mala (an enumeration of the Rags with the Raginis) by an unknown author
s
Tliey are called in the Granth *T75o7 <HVJ HQiH i whence some rashly concluded, that they were really
Sanskrit Shioks. But this is a great mistake. Neither Nanak nor Arjun understood anything* of Sanskrit,
and these verses are therefore composed in the usual Panjabi of those days. What is meant by *W*(ft:fl
see p. cxxxiii, Remark*
1

Mund
Cunningham,p. 371, strangely interprets by; « Hymn of the first woman or slave"); a Ratan-mala (or rosary
of gems) belonging to the Rag Ramkali, by Nanak; and-a short story (in prose) of Rah-mukam Siv-nabh,
Raja (of Ceylon), by an unknown author.
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AND

ON THE LANGUAGE AND THE METRES USED IN THE GRANTH
the foregoing survey of the various contributors to the Granth it may be easily inferred, that
the idiom of the Granth is not the same throughout; it varies?considerably according to the time
or the provinces in which the author lived. Though the Granth, as regards its contents, is perhaps
the most shallow and empty book that exists, in proportion to its size, it is, on the other hand, in
treasury of the old Hindul
a linguistic point of view, of the greatest
dialects, specimens of which have been preserved therein which are not to be found anywhere else.
Tho Granth contains sufficient materials, which will enable us to "investigate those old and now
obsolete dialects, from which the modern idioms have had their origin, so that the gap, which
hitherto existed between the older Prakrit? dialects and the modern languages of the Arian stock,
may, by a careful comparative study of the same, be fairly filled^ up. It is to be regretted, that the
1
oldest and therefore most interesting specimens of the language of mediaeval India are comparatively
few in number.
Very likely the oldest writer in the collection of the Granth is Numdev, who is also considered
the oldest Marathl poet; he lived about the fourteenth century of our era, though we have no materials
at hand, by which we might be enabled to fix his time more accurately. "We kiiowtfrom the Bhaktamala, that he was a native of the Dekhan and lived in the town of Pandharpur (in the Bhakta-mala
written xrgTTlTmnd
ijv^^ir^),
being
the
illegitimate
child
of
a
daughter
of
Vamdev
and
by
proM
^
^
">*
fession a calico-printer (not a tailor, as Moles worth will have it). The peculiarities of the modern
Marathl are already visible in his compositions, though not in; such a degree as in the verses cited
by Molesworth in his Marathl-English Dictionary, Introduction, p. xxvi, so that the suspicion arises,
that either the verses of Namdev, as far as received into the Granth,! were adapted to the Hindul,
or that t h e verses cited by i Moles worth- were adapted to the modern Marathl. In order to illustrate
his style and its peculiar grammatical features, we subjoin here a few lines taken from Bag Gaup
(TransL p. 489):
FBOM

^ T i n r a 'drcDiH&.H 7 w SOT TO'W 775ft 1 dofG i
*5T3\ fMfAWT f t e ^v c^fiwi fanrrfa nrfnnw 31JVH& H
&37> **tf*&TO%& *pf5 3& R TT^ Tjf*5 TTf*5TOcTR 5?^ | q
Pause.
"By God stones are caused to swim. How should not men by the order of Ham cross?
(1). Seiziog the raft the whore, Ithe hump-backed woman without beauty, the hunter and Ajamal
were brought across,
man who struck the
I am a sacrifice to the man, (who)
utters: Ram!"
We have perhaps in]
Marathl nouns of the first declension, but the Instrumental
case-afilx ^ is not vet added
Hindul), the Formative as such serving: as Instrumental.
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the same as-in SindhT. sy?f is the MarathI cfiCTi how? In 3TcjY>X^ we .have a participle past
Mar
formed
the
affix
passive
and
at
the
same
time
a
short
a-sound
added
=
ffjfT^;
but
by
the
side
of
such
formations
to IJ
The pronoun
find also the regular Hindu! form of the participle past, like
and not ^rt, as now in MarathI Nearly
are
gular is %T%
this kind are extremely difficult
wanting, so that
About the same time lived the Brahman Trildcan, who was likewise an inhabitant of the
Dekhan, as may be safely concluded from the peculiarities of his styley which resembles very
closely that of Namdev. We subjoin here- a sample of the same taken from the Sirl Rag (Transl.
p. 127, I I I . IV.):

f

iu

i

i di

5fl

«

;

(3). On a difficult, terrible road thou must go, 0 man, (whither) sun and moon do not penetrate.
The infatuation of the May5, is then forgotten (by thee), when thou hast left behind the world.
(4). To-day he has become manifest in my mind, Dharm-rau has been seen.
His very strong jhands break in pieces (men), before him I cannot abide.
We meet here likewise with the forms 3rft*H§£f *trfeft*H^ by the side of sJ fS*HTi which wo have
noticed in .Namdev.
JaidSv (Jayadeva), though the time in which he lived has hitherto not yot been fixed with
certainty, belongs in all likelihood also vto the fourteenth century. Wilson,- who enumerates him
with the disciples of Kamanand, is apparently mistaken, as the Bhakta-mala nowhere states that
Jaidev was a disciple of Ramanand, which it certainly would ;have done if any tradition to this
But we consider it equally wrong, if Lassen (Gitapurport had been current
govinda, Prolegomena, p. iv.) is inclined to date back the Gita-govinda to the twelfth century of
th
era
verses, as preserved in
strongly, which decidedly bear the stamp of a later age. Only the following piece of
mixture
the vulgar tongue, is contained in the Granth
Jaidev, which is
(RagC
•

v

-

ircwifc v w HTJfvnfarfe nrtfc ^ T ^ F 3 n
V3*TC !$ Vcrfsjfe vd^fftr f ^ f 5 *4<JM<JI:?

sfe*5 3WOT*?W 3 ^

nrf5p ronton?

3 3 3 5 3TC *TOftptf *T3H "M*5 f5*£ || ^
SRJ wjua *r?^ II 3
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(1). The primeval Spirit (is) incomparable, iirst, steeped in love.
2
Joyful, far from nature, though in thought penetrating all.
Pause.
con
Only the name of Bam is beautiful
8
4
the remembrance of which there is no burning (in the heart), neither fear
trouble of old age (and) death.
fame (and) welfare (are to)
(2). (If) thou desirest'the
the doer of meritoriou
6
equally continuing, he is extremely propitious and
In the present, past and
tender.
the other (Vices}, looking upon another's wife
( » duality).
Ha v in g
Hari (must be) (in one's) heart only; what is the use of works (and) words ?
Tog, of sacrifice, of alms and austerity ?
99
(5).i Mutter: " Govind, Govind, 0 man! this is the step to every perfection.
7
6
Jaidev (says): the coming of that (man) is fruitful, all (his) regeneration is gone.
!

Of RUmUnand also, who lived towards the end of the fourteenth or the beginning of the fifteenth
century, one piece only is contained in the Granth. It is found in the Bag Basant4and runs thus:

*T3 M iyWf % uffij sFfiif ;jay u 5fcrrfearT% g§> ?f$ sjfyG tfar n yoiG n
fey fo<3*( W5 wSt #*foT II *rfa i f e R ' ^ H T "TO Tflpfa II

TJTO yj*0 tpn? Tsxf^z \
TO *rn£W^3iJTO*W W

* ^pm wJTI^G < ar?'v&sfi *nf\F H <*
e ^ iff? dfoG & TO W E * n

i f t 3J? $ *rf*5UT<ft 3 7 Vftif/>WW fiW46 ipr'^T^ W Q

"Where shall it be gone, Sir? colour is applied to (my) house (•» body).
My reasoning faculty does not move, my mind has become!lame.
1

All the MSS. read i M7tflf4» biit (there moat be some mistake or another inrthis word; very llkelj
miswritten for: ttfKfvp? (Saosk. ^pp|*T, « changing with o, and a with t, asJu.many other instances)
VcRTC 33"1 being excessive joy j 33" Is shortened from v?T.
3

mw

nere

I^T *
(*• in v, 3) be separated from W 3 3 T ; it ia the Prakrit relative neutei
Anusvara I. very frequently not written In the Granth.
4

TT

•cAfi. Instead of ^Xf-J, from the Sansk. root W, <|Wtfai intransitively used'here.
"MdlfiiM
IH|*I*1, v being frequently ex
TOtftptf (sam-abya) = Sangk. *n? and V3TO, in later Hindni <tf

nnfuG (=nrrfswT), the participle past used as a substantive: tl
Sansk. ^ J , blown, budded (like a dower) « fruitful, bearing its 'fruit. It is an idiomatic
expression t " the destiny of a man buds," i.e. it comes to its fulfilment.
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(1). O n e d a y excessive j o y h a s sprung tip ( i n m y ) mind,
1
Having Tubbed very fragrant sandal-perfume (on m y body).
8
3
The Brahra, (which) I go 'to worship,
T h a t B r a h m w a s shown (to m e ) b y t h e Guru (as being) i n (my) very mind.
4

(2). W h e r e o n e goes, t h e r e ( i n ) w a t e r (and) stone
Thou a r t remaining brimful, being contained in all.
5
All t h e Vedas (and) P u r a n a s I have searched through,
One should go there, if h e is n o t here, ( t h e y say).
( 3 ) . 0 t r u e G u r u , I a m * t h y sacrifice,
B y w h o m a l l m y r e s t l e s s * e r r o r s w e r e cut-off.
T h e L o r d of R a m a n a n d , B r a h m , i s s p o r t i n g ( i n a l l ) .
T h e w o r d of t h e G u r u cuts-off c r o r e s o f w o r k s .
T h e i d i o m o f R a m a n a n d i s a l r e a d y t h a t of t h e o l d H i n d u ! a n d i n n o p a r t i c u l a r d i f f e r i n g f r o m t h e s t y l e
of K a b l r a n d h i s c o - d i s c i p l e s , w h o i n t h e i r n u m e r o u s w r i t i n g s h a v e d e l i v e r e d , t o u s t h e l a n g u a g e
spoken in those days i n t h e valley of t h e Ganges.
- K a n a k a n d h i s successors i n t h e G u r u ship w e r e a l l Panjabls, b n t i t is r e m a r k a b l e , t h a t t h e i r
i d i o m d o e s n o t differ s o , m u c h f r o m t h e H i n d u ! o f t h o s e d a y s i n a g r a m m a t i c a l p o i n t o f v i e w , a s t h e
7
m o d e r n FanjabI does from t h e H i n d i .
B u t w e m u s t n o t r a s h l y conclude from t h i s fact, t h a t t h e
P a n j a b I o f t h o s e d a y s w a s e s s e n t i a l l y t h e s a m e uz i h e H i n d u l , a n d t h a t t h e p e c u l i a r g r a m m a t i c a l
forms of t h e F a n j a b I w e r e developed i n a l a t e r period, for s u c h a n assumption i s disproved b y t h e
o l d J a n a m - S a k h l o f B a b a K a n a k , w h i c h i s w r i t t e n i n t h e r e g u l a r F a n j a b I , a d i a l e c t w h i c h differs
c o n s i d e r a b l y f r o m t h e H i n d u l , a s i t u s e s p r o n o m i n a l suffixes a n d o t h e r g r a m m a t i c a l f o r m s , w h i c h
are quite u n k n o w n i n H i n d u l a n d only t o b e found i n t h e cognate SindhI, t o w h i c h i t approaches
far m o r e t h a n t o t h e H i n d u l . I t i s t h e r e f o r e a l m o s t c e r t a i n , t h a t N a n a k a n d h i s s u c c e s s o r s e m p l o y e d
i n t h e i r w r i t i n g s p u r p o s e l y t h e H i n d u l i d i o m , f o l l o w i n g t h e e x a m p l e of K a b l r a n d t h e o t h e r B h a g a t s ,
w h o h a d raised t h e H i n d u l t o a k i n d of s t a n d a r d for religious compositions, a n d b y e m p l o y i n g w h i c h
t h e y could m a k e t h e m s e l v e s u n d e r s t o o d t o n e a r l y a l l t h e devotees of I n d i a , w h e r e a s t h e proper
1
3

ft

%*H1 (or tJc-rr)i perfume, made of sandal-wood, therefore generally: tP£25 ^*HT*
B"R^t> first person of the present tense: 1 go or use to go; the older form of the verb is tJ|cooi> later

\J?n? ^JvHT Tift?* dlfifei is an old Hindu! Dative-postfix (shortened from ^jf*i), identical
nSTl!or7rft\
I
•HlliW*w the old Prakrit passive, which is still in frequent use in the old Hindul.
•nfl£» participle past conjunctive of r(fy<M (Hindi 4fta*tl}» to look out for.
6
a
(t4°Je*> Sansk. fa<*^
perfect,
f^Ww has the sense of " nueasy
deficient," as in Sanskrit).
In order to prevent any mistake as to the nomenclature, we add here, that we understand by the old
Hindul
times of Govind Singh and thereabout, as this idiom differs already in many essential points from the old
Hindul.
Hindi
Hindul and Hindi
adjectives, "hindul" being derived from "Hindu," a Hindu, and "Hindi" from the Arabic noun "hind?
India, but the two adjectives are very convenient to designate different periods of the development of the
language of the Hindus in Hindustan proper. Where we do not find it necessary to distinguish between the
Hindul
trad isti notion to the modem Hindi.
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PaniabI was only intelligible to the people of the Panjah. The idiom of the Sikh Gurus however
is not- the pure Hindu!, but :a sort of mixture of jbothj dialects, as they frequently introduce pronearer
vincialisms, which give a peculiar colouring to their diction,
in
,n trymen. The Granth of Govind

H
to the Sikhs of the Panjab, to whom it must be translated, if anything^ is to be explained to them
from it.
It would exceed the limits of these remarks, were we to enter more fully into the peculiarities
of the idiom of the Granth, which can only be treated in a grammatical analysis of the same. A few
hints, which in a great measure also refer to the old Hindu!, may suffice here. The general impression,
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
grammatical forms of theuanguage are not
yet firmly fixed, but are rather in a state of transition, the genius of the language apparently endeavouring to build up a new structure out of the ruins of the Prakrit, which had gone to pieces. We find
therefore a number of forms promiscuously * employed, as usage had not yet decided for a few select
ones. This i3 manifest not only in the inflexion of the nouns, for > which a new way had* to be
found out, the old Prakrit terminations having almost totally been lost in the progress of time,
but also in that of the verbs.
As regards the declensional process of the nouns, most of them have still a vocalic termination
(U)6, •), which is very closely to be! attended tp, as the right understanding of a sentence frequently
depends on the vocalic termination of the noun or nouns. In later MSS. the final vowels are
frequently dropped, as the copyists had no longer a right understanding of their grammatical relation,
or carelessly exchanged, so that a sentence becomes' easily confused thereby. This is especially the
case with the Locative singular, which ends in i (if the noun in the Nominative terminate in u)$ and
the Ablative singular, which may likewise end in * (in the modern Panjab! in i), where the final vowel
in inferior copies is not seldom either dropped altogether or confounded with " u," which represents
the Nominative. The Nominative plural is variously formed and in like manner 'the Formative
singular and plural, the details of which we must forego here.
l
The case-affixes and postpositions are manifold, as may be expected at the time of the reconstruction of a shattered language. In the Genitive we find the affixes fvT hi and Wff*T ***$ which
are peculiar to the old HinduI, and the inflected affixes Sff kdf ^ 3 7 k8ri9 tJT cd9 yfTJ^f <Tl Vfl (also
^T r<2)f the Panjab! 7T d&$ and even the SindhI *f<l sandd. In the Dative the postpositions 7£% kau}
2
5{ kef S£ ku (M), QJTT kahUj offi kahy of kai9 Vfr khe (as in Sindhl), cTTfET fkdif t(lfc thdni} ^ thai;
special Panjab! forms are 7T© nauf 35 nu (nfi), 7? no; the Genitive case-affix fvT hi is, as in
Prakrit, also used for the Dative, and peculiar to the old Hindu!. The Accusative is either identical
with the Nominative or Expressed by the Dative case-signs. In thee Ablative weifind the affixes
f%J hi, *J hu9 %[ huf *% o, *H au, ftr#, ^\ ?, andFthe postpositions faWTT kiahuf ^\du% m<£0 thavahu,
^ tho (3*1*3), f taif ^ 86 ( = s<5)f| etc. In the Locative singular we meet with the affix *,. in the
m

•

terminations
ployed
for the cases and which are still written separately. To the affixes we must also add UJ
*

inflected (for they turn the noun, which,they follow, properly into an adjective). Under " case-signs" we comprehend both affixes and.postpositions.
That the Hindi, nnd Hindustani fee fa ^£) is really a Dative-postposition, is sufficicntly.borne out by the
Hindui; some disputed points in Hindustani grammar are to be settled accordingly, irrespectively of the
decisions of the Maulavis, who have no idea of the old Hiudui.
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Locative plural with the affix I (now pronounced f), or* the Locative is expressed, by means of
postpositions, as: *f mat, *rrf\T muhi, f^ftJ vici, etc. The Instrumental is generally expressed by
u
the Formative (without a case-sign) or by the affix i , " w h i c h o u t w a r d l y coincides w i t h t h e A b l a t i v e .
B u t ithe p o s t p o s i t i o n s a n d t h e case-signs g e n e r a l l y a r e a s y e t v e r y s p a r i n g l y u s e d , f t h e n o u n i s u s u a l l y
p u t i n t h e F o r m a t i v e , a n d t h e r e a d e r h a s t o find o u t for h i m s e l f i t s g r a m m a t i c a l c o n n e x i o n ; i n m a n y
s e n t e n c e s n o t a s i n g l e case-sign i s t o b e m e t w i t h , s o t h a t t h e t r a n s l a t i o n c a n o n l y b e m a d e a c c o r d i n g t o
c o n j e c t u r e . T h i s u n s e t t l e d s t a t e o f t h e l a n g u a g e often occasions v e r y g r e a t p e r p l e x i t i e s .
T h e verb i s a s y e t very little jdeveloped. Generally t h r e e tenses only are i n u s e : t h e Present
1
( i n t h e l a t e r H i n d u l t h e P r e s e n t indefinite a n d i n H i n d i t h e S u b j u n c t i v e ) , t h e P r e t e r i t e , a n d t h e
F u t u r e . O f t h e Imperfect I have found only a f e w curious forms; t h e Perfect a n d Pluperfect,
which v e r y seldom occur, a r e compound tenses.
T h e P r e s e n t stense offers a g r e a t v a r i e t y o f p e r s o n a l t e r m i n a t i o n s , . m a n y o f w h i c h coincide, . t h e
Anusvara being generally dropped sin t h o writing of t h e Granth, so t h a t t h e person can in m a n y
i n s t a n c e s o n l y b e f o u n d o u t b y , t h e c o n t e x t . T h e F u t u r e ^offers t w o forms, o n e o f w h i c h i s m a d e , u p
b y t h e t e r m i n a t i o n s <RT> ' 4 f f j 9 *ft> e t c . , c o r r e s p o n d i n g t o t h e P r a k r i t t e r m i n a t i o n s W T f * T i <fiif*f> W f e >
e t c . , a n d t h e o t h e r o f w h i c h i s a c o m p o u n d t e n s e , a s n o w u s e d i n H i n d i a n d H i n d u s t a n i (see m y
SindhI, Grammar, p . J291, annotation).
T h e P r e t e r i t e is j m a d e u p e i t h e r b y m e a n s o f t h e p a r t i c i p l e p a s t a l o n e o r b y p e r s o n a l t e r m i n a t i o n s a d d e d t o i t (as i n S i n d h I ) .
t
There is still a regular passive voice for the Present, 'Imperative, Future, and* partly also for
the Preterite, which has been lost already (with a few exceptions) in the,later Hindul, which shows
the first attempts to make up for it by having recourse to a composition.
u
u
There is not only a participle present active, formed by the terminations antd"
antf" "atu,"
"at,"
" £ a " f o r § " < f r 2 , " b u t also a p a r t i c i p l e p r e s e n t p a s s i v e , f o r m e d b y t h e t e r m i n a t i o n " t a l u , "
" i a t " T h e {participle p a s t offers s t i l l t h e o l d e r f o r m " \id " (id i a u ) ; m a n y a r e also d i r e c t l y t a k e n
o v e r f r o m <the P r a k r i t w i t h o u t a n y f u r t h e r a s s i m i l a t i o ni .. T o t h i s m u s t b e a d d e d , t h a t p r o n o m i n a l
suffixes a r e n o t u n f r e q u e n t l y c o n n e c t e d w i t h t h e v e r b , e s p e c i a l l y in. t h e P r e t e r i t e , m o r e r a r e l y so w i t h
t h e n o u n . I n S i n d h I t h i s i s still v e r y c o m m o n a n d q u i t e a p e c u l i a r f e a t u r e o f t h i s i d i o m , b u t i n
t h e later H i n d u l only a few traces of i t a r e t o b e m e t w i t h , a n d i n H i n d i a n d H i n d u s t a n i i t is
altogether j unknown.
From
G r a n t h i s w e l l w o r t h a closer
i n v e s t i g a t i o n , a s w e s h a l l t h e r e b y g e t a c l e a r e r i n s i g h t i n t o t h e f o r m a t i o n of t h e m o d e r n . N o r t h - I n d i a n
vernaculars
cannot) b e fully laid open w i t h o u t j going back t o t h e source
from w h i c l
i c h h a s f o r t u n a t e l y b e e n ',preserved t o u s i n t h o G r a n t h .
The whole Granth
T h e artificial m e a s u r e s j of S a n s k r i t p o e t r y a r e a l l discarded,: t h e m e t r e s t h a t a r e u s e d i n t h e G r a n t h ,
are either o l d Prakrit metres o r later inventions, perhaps of t h e poets themselves. There a r e
t w o l e a d i n g p r i n c i p l e s i n . H i n d u l p o e t r y , v i z . : t h e verses a r e m e a s u r e d b y quantity o n l y , i.e. b y t h e
T h i s mood ( t h o u g h originally t h e P r e s e n t tense) is in o u r m o d e r n H i n d i a n d H i n d u s t a n i g r a m m a r s
generally called t h e Aorist9 w h i c h is quite a n i n a p p r o p r i a t e appellation. I n native H i n d u s t a n i g r a m m a r s i t is
designated b y c i L i * , a s i t in some way corresponds t o t h e A r a b i c c j U i ^ , w h i c h D e Sacy t r a n s l a t e d b y
11
Aorxst.
T h e n c e i t was applied also t o t h e Hindi and H i n d u s t a n i . B u t it w a s quite lost s i g h t of t h a t the
t e c h n i c a l t e r m s of A r a b i c g r a m m a r cannot-be p r o p e r l y applied t o t h e H i n d u s t a n i verb, whichiin its conjugation is totally different from t h e A r a b i c v e r b ; a n d if t h e Maulavis t e r m this tense o r r a t h e r mood (as it is
now) c . L x * , t h e A r a b i c not offering a m o r e suitable appellation, we a t a n y r a t e m u s t not r e n d e r i t b y
"siorist," a s this t e r m conveys a different m e a n i n g altogether.
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the number'of "moras (not by number of syllables or fixed feet), and they must rhyme together; the
metres are therefore all so-called mdtra chandas (regulated by quantity), as *they are intended for
1
singing or a rhythmical recitation. The greatest attention is paid to the rhyme, as in our modern
j
poetry ; and if the poet cannot command it readily, the last word is tortured into it and thereby
frequently so disfigured, that its original form is hardly'recognisable.
&
It cannot be our object here to'give a full description of all the metres employed in the Granth,
as this would carry us beyond the limits of a preliminary!discourse; we must content ourselves with
laying down here the general rules and giving a survey of the most common metres, which will enable
the student to find out by scanning those fancy metres of some poets, to* which no name has been
given in the Granth, as very likely no name was known for them, whereas 'the usual metres are
always indicated by their appropriate names. The Sikhs' themsplves seem now to have lost all
knowledge of the metrical laws 'of the Granth, for I never met a person' who could give me the
least due to them, and the learned Brahmans disdain to read the Granth.
The length of the syllables is determined by allotting to a short syllable one matra or kala,
i.e. mora, and to a long syllable two matt as. A syllable is long either by nature (as d, 7, ft, S, <5,
ai% an) or~by position (when a naturally short vowel is followed either by a double or a conjunct
consonant); but if the second part of a conjunct consonant be a semi-vowel, a k, p} b or A, the preceding vowel may remain short, if the metre requires it. On the other hand, a single consonant
may be doubled, in order to gain a long syllable; this is especially the case, if it be originally
doubled in Prakrit j Yor instance fy*| tisu may also be pronounced tissu (Prakrit T?fW)* To this circumstance especial attention must be paid, as 'the doubling of a consonant is never indicated in
the writing of the Granth, not even in such cases where in common pronunciation it is still doubled.
I
A diphthong may again be severed into two short syllables, as at = a-i, au «=* a-u, wherever
(
required by the metre. A naturally long vowel may be pronounced short] this is especially the
case with e and <5, which may be considered as' anceps, as in Prakrit; even the diphthongs ai and au
may be rendered short under the pressure of the metre. On the other hand, the 'poets take the
liberty of lengthening a short vowel, whenever necessary for the sake of the metre, not only at
the end of a verse or hemistich, but* also in the midst of a verse, though this is comparatively
seldom the case. Two vowels may be contracted into one, especially i with a following vowel, #
being changed in this case into the semi-vowel y, as iu ** yu; even a short and a long vowel may
1,
be contracted, as ai to ai (short or long, as the metre may require it).
Another point, which must well be attended to, is, that the pronunciation of the Hindu! differs
E
greatly in poetry from that usual in prose. In prose the consonants are now frequently mute, and
so always a*final consonant containing short a; but in scanning a verse, no vowel is, as a rule, to
be passed over; even a conjunct consonant must now and then be separated into its constituent
parts (by the insertion of $ or a), in order to gain the necessary number of matras*
if

1.—THE DOHA

(OR

8

BOHRA)

V

AND SORATTHA.

T h e Dohra, which is comparatively little used i n t h e Granth, is a distich, t h e t w o verses of
w h i c h r h y m e a t t h e e n d . E a c h verse consists o f twenty-four m a t r a s , w h i c h a r e distributed i n t o
feet ( « H ) of 6 + 4 + 3 a n d 6 + 4 + 1 m a t r a s respectively, t h e r e b e i n g a caesura' a t t h e e n d of everv
I n t h e G r a n t h t h e k e y - n o t e (UfiJ) I s t h e r e f o r e g e n e r a l l y a d d e d , a s t h e v e r s e s o f t h e G r a n t h a r e still
s n n g i n t h e p u b l i c w o r s h i p of t h e S i k h s , especially i n t h e H a r - m a n d a r a t A m r i t s a r , a c c o m p a n i e d b y s t r i n g e d
musical instruments.
f ? T T T , f P r a k r i t £\%\
The
D d h a i i s a n old P r a k r i t m e t r e , a s it is already found i n Kalidasa's V i k r a m o r v a s i (edited b y Bollensen,
S t . P e t e r s b u r g , 1840), p . 5 5 a n d p . 3 7 3 .
" ' * ''
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first hemistich. The syllables of a whole Dohra may therefore be„.from forty-eight short ones to
twenty-three long and two short ones, the final matra of each verse being always short. We
aubioin here two Dohras of Tesr-bahadur (Transl. t). 708\ in order to show their scansion.
\|5

STif 7>. XT3 "fVTfe II

bala chutkio | bandana | pare || kachu na ho|ta upa|i
TO

25T355T *KV '&Z \Sfd

3T*T fiTw

kahu nanaka | aba o|ta hari || gaja

3fir w r

jiu

*rfe srfit arc* sr#
V

T:

V

Tn^sr "for ftwf? ^

W

™

V

V

W

W W

kahu nanaka I iha

*WTfiJ II

ho|hu saha|i || v. 53

fXyQO ^n^ H'

V

sangi sakha I sabhi taji | gae || kou na

TO

TO

W

nib|hyo sa|tha

H«f Trrcni

S? w

W

bipajti mai || teka eka | raghu na|tha'|| v. 54

The Sorattha is the reverse of the Dohra, the smaller half preceding the longer one; it is very
seldom met with in the Granth.
1

2.—THE DUPADA.

The Dupada is of very frequent occurrence in the Granth; it consists usually of a distich of
two verses, which rhyme at the end, each verse containing thirty-four matras, and heing divided
by a caesura into two equal hemistichs. The verse is distributed into feet of 2 X 6 + 4 + 5 + 2 Kalas,
the last syllable always being long. We subjoin an example taken from Rag Gauri, Mali. V., Sabd 115, 2
(Transl. p. 291):
k
*i *
/ *
m
N?teT 7%m W5TW y'4c5T
V

V

^

—

H t e fV3T HfiTSrafoWT Q

«UHA
*»

—

. %P

%#

•»

W

dina na|tha* ana|tha karuna | mai || sajana mi|ta
V V

I

W W W

«•»

—>

WW

W •

*#

W

W •—

••

pita | mahitarl|a ||

17 + 17 = 34 K

—

carana kavala |shirdai | gahi nana|ka || bhaii sagara | santa pa|ri utarl|a || 17 + 17 = 34 K. I I
68 K. I

The Dupada presents many varieties. One kind consists of only one verse, the two hemistichs of
hy
also written as separate verses and counted as such. In this case
the verse is scanned by 6 + 4 + 5 + 2 \\ 6 + 4 +*4 + 2 = 33 Kalas, or by 6 + 4 + 3 + 2 || 6 + 4 + 4
+ 2 ^ 8 1 Kalas, the last syllable always being long. Now and then we meet with Dupadas, which
alternately contain 34, 33 and 31 Kalas. Usually a Rahau also is added, scanned in the same
eparate verse. We subjoin here an example, taken from Bag Gaurl, Mah
Sabd 114 (Transl

3TH *

"TO 1[37% 3TC^ H 3TS f*pT
W

*

W

W

mm mm

*•

7% fxpHrt

OTTCV

U 3\TT& II

w

rama k5 ba|lu pura|na bha|I || tatc britha | na biajpai ka|I
6 + 4 + 3 + 2||6 + 4 + 4 + 2 « 1 5 + 1 6 e = 3 l K .
y
Sanskrit fspTCT• Cplebrooke, Miscellaneous Essays, cd. Cowell, vol. ii. p. 85, note 1, states, that the
Dwipadika has in each verse twenty-eight matras; but such a metre is not to be found iu the (Jriuith.
u
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^ f%5% 5TR nf? amrtn^ $r znszi nrrfir z r a t ^ m
V

V

jo jo cita|vai da|su hari ma|T || so so kar|ta a|pi karaj!
6 + 4 + 5 + ^ || 6 + 4 + 4 + 2 = 17 + 1 6 = 33K.
w»

V

V

•"

V

V

r

W W

nindaka kl | prabha pati | gava|I || nanaka hari | guna nir|bhau ga|I
6 + 4 + 3 + 2 || 6 + 4 + 4 + 2 = 1 5 + 16 = 31 K.

3.—THE TIPADA

(OB

TRIPADA).

The Tipada is essentially the same as the Dupada. It consists, as a rale, of a' stanza of three
distichs, to which generally a Rahau is added; the rhyme generally.varies in every distich. There
is a considerable variety in the scansion, some distichs being scanned by 6 + 5 + 4 + 2 and 6 + 5
f
+ 4 + 2 = 17 + 17 or 34 Kalas, others by 6 + 5 + 4 + 1 and 6 + 5 + 4 + 1 = 16 + 16 or 32 Kalas,
the last syllable in this case being short. "We subjoin a Tipada of Kablr, taken *rom Bag GaurT,
Kablr 19 (Transl. p. 464).

f*f# VT^Wf (3*ft ^fo N ^
kancana syn

pa|Iai

% OTf *5tofT &

na|hl to|li || manu de .ra|mu
16 + 16 = 32 K.

^ M

lla | hai mo|li ||

n m ^ f t OT! WM3T 5?ft -HlfAW I TOfff TOtffe ScTT H25 ittfiWT » 3*XT#
aba mohi ra|mu apuna | kari janjya || sahaji eubha|i merai|'manu man|ya ||
I
17 + 17 = 34 K.

brahamai kathi | kathi antu | na
*

kahu kabTra | cancala ma|ti

pai|a || rama bhagati | baithe gha|ri
17 + 17 = 34IK.

ai|a

tia|gl || kevala ra|ma bhagati | nija bhajgl
17 + 17 = 34 K.

4.—THE CAUPADA.
The Caupada is in very frequent use iu Hindu! poetry, the greatest part of the Granth being
y

composed in this metre. In the Ramayan of Tulsl-das the Caupada is usually a stanza
tetrastichs, each of which consists of two distichs, the two' verses of 'each distich again
ming at,the end. Each verse contains sixteen
ty-two.
caesura in each verse after Ithe sixth, seventh, eighth, ninth or tenth mora; the last
of a verse is generally Jong, but it may be also shor
We
(Hindul edition of Tulsl-das Bamavan. Medical Hall
last

of four
always
There
syllable

Colebrooke states, /. e. p.i85, that each verse (i.e. distich) contains thirty moments (seven times 4 +
1
•nd terminated by a long syllable. This Is wrong, as shown by 'the example quoted from Tulsi-das, 1
Rimiyau of whom he seems not to have examined him** if
•

AND

*hr * R ^trr 11 srera*j

^^IHTcT
v

v

CXXXl

v

V

v

V

v

^

^rlf^frmn

*

v

—

V

krisatanu { sri | raghu |jblra |biyoga ||
aye|jbharata |]sanga sabaUoga
16 + 16 32 K.

^flre
••

w

V

*ff.
vfr
Evg
wnsfshi
*3

*ff«li
•IN**
II
v*
W W

»

—

w

W

bamadeva [basishtha } muni[nayaka|||jdekhe|prabhu|mahi|dharij| dhanu jsayaka
16 + 16 32X0
In the Granth also the Caupada consists, as a rule, of four tetrastichs, each containing two distichs
of thirty-two matras severally, one or two Rahaus, consisting of one distich, being usually added
to the stanza. We subjoin an example taken from Rag Gaurl, Hah. IIL,[l (Transl. p.|222) :i |g ; W |
s
3 T f H | t ^ ^ l n f ^ | ^ 5 T l ^ t II Wnl ^ f e tW5T TOtlll
ape meliMiniilavai sol 16-4-16
guri @miliai | [hari] mela | hoi
V

^BT

V

V

W

?T3 Jfirfq Inm*

M?

u u ^ ^ 5S*
v

w

MVVZ VET&JI ^

—

sabdi

mera Sprabhu'sabha bidhi | apefjanai ||f hukame'mele

*rf3Ti3ra
w

I*

w

3r@i*rrfe
W W

ai

16 + 16.

HT%I TO 1cffir I*wrfe« 30T£|I
— V

•

V

—

+

w

sati ' gura j karjbhai | bhramut bhau J jai \\\j bhai] rajai^ saca

^rfelfnfsswHufolHfcl ^UNsnfii« ^BT H?
W

V

gun

3 T 3 l I o ? t o f 5 ^ f t "MTft B
miliaijl hari mani vasaifsubhai|||merajprabhuf bnara | kimati nanl

JfMfc *i»lO

JJ?5 25 Vldl^ld II' *faT I"V{3

sabdi salahai | antu na paravaru

•

"W^
V

—

M

+

"W4U&UIJ MK
V

V

mera| prabhu bakhse | bakhsanaharu || Jl 6 •+• 16 K.

But there arefalso many Caupadas tin the [Granth consisting only of one distich and a half or even
of one distich with one or two Rahaus added. In this case all the} three verses of thet tetrastich
r
must have the same rhyme. jE .y.<RagiGauri,lMah. V., I. (Transl. p. 246): | *§ f\9W io 0fc at&A

HF7> trrfrilsPTO
*#

UK ^BT

IK f s r ^ l V T ^ S l vTfij 3TH *\%)\\2\ II d d l Q I

V

kina -bidhi!kusala I hotu 1 mera bhal

kyu

paiai

hari' rama M sahal || 16 + 16 K.

|

? W te [fljflrJ ^3^ J TO HTftoMTl"^
kusala Jna^ grihi| | jmerI \ sabha maia

^

ST6HT.II

ucei mandara jjsundara^chaia || 16 + 16 K,

Wlttfe jfTWJ3T^Tf2WT II ^
w

w

w

jhutheUalaci |jjanamu^gavaia!||jl6 E.
Example of a tetrastich consisting only of one distich, Rag Gaurl, Mali. V., XXIX. (Transl.|p. 261)
MdlfeG *te\ nnCTTT » | ^ 3^T
V «.

paraio

sol

apana

§325

joltaji chodanaHl Itisu
5.

f*iO| W5 I <WA| K <^
syu^manu^ racana.||*16 + 16 K.

THElPANJPADA.

It consists commonly of five distichs, each
The Panjpada occurs but rarely in
of hich has J its J own rhyme; one or b
may boj added to them. Occasionally the | stanza
contains also six [distichs j with! one ^or »two| ltahaus j in' addition. ^There} is 'a 'great |variety| of (the
the j number j of the] matras;) the {distichs
Panjpada,* as nearly ovory distich differs
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are scanned by 15 + 15, 16 + 1 6 , , 17 + 1 7 , or even 20 + 20 Kalas, there being a caesura in every
n
verse aff r the seventh, eighth, ninth or tenth mora.
I
I I I
serve. Rag Asa. Hah. I., XXIII., a Panjpada consisting of six distichs
Bab an after

w

Star zrt*t
—

TR® Srra ii

5

wr 3** 3*rcr TOR* ^srra 11 <*
W W

w

W

W

W

W

•»

mohu'kutambu I m<5hu sabha ksira llTnohu tuma tajahu | sagala vekara || 15 + 15'= 30 K

ifcr nrj sr?H

3*TvT ^ H xfte II *TO *TO tF^

3<t tf^fa n dUiG

mohu aru bharamu | tajahu tuma blra || sacu finamu ridai | ravai sarira ||„16 -p 16 = 32 K
WW

gura dlkhia

W

—

V

le | japu tapu kamahi || namohu tutai | ?na thai

pahi || 1 6 + 16 = 32 K.

Panjpada of Kablr, Rag Gaurl, XV. (Transl. p. 462):

GiG

^TW

i£f3 Miofd dfkG *jteT II w*r

W W

—

W

W

W

ww

TT# S V t7T

titer y ^

W

jyu jfala chotjU bahari f bhaio mina || puraba janama hau | tapa ka hlna ||,17 + 17 = 34 K.
Panjpada of Kablr, Rag Gauji, L. (Transl. p. 474):
W

W

W

W

W W

«••

pevakayai dina

W

W

•»

V

W

•*

•»

••»

V

•

•

-

•

W

W

••

W

«•

W

W

•»•»

«w

can hoi | sahurayai jana || andha 15ku oa janal | murakha Sana || 20-4*20=40 K
1

6.—THE ASTPADI.

The AstpadI, which is very extensively employed in the Granth, is a stanza consisting usually
of eight, and occasionally of more distichs, the two verses of each distich rhyming together at the
end. There are also Astpadis, the strophes of which consist of two distichs or of three verses
severally, in which latter case all the three verses must have the same end-rhyme. The single verses
are scanned by 26 or 24 moras, with a caesura after the thirteenth mora, so that a distich contains
either 50 or 48 Kalas. To every Astpadt one or two iRahans may be added, which are never
counted.
E.g. As^padl, consisting of distichs/Sir! Rag, Mah. III., I I . (Transl. p. .90):
\T# $

sraH

WT5$

iW

S3

v£\ f375 W i f e II

hau mai karma kamavade | jama dantfu lagai tina

Ii

II 13 -J- 13 = 26 K.

fc

fir *?f5 a»? ' $^f7> ^ f h l ^ I trfo ^ y t f*55 S5Tfe M

ji

sati gura sevani se ubare | hail set!

VT>
V

V

liva

lli ||

1

1 3 + 1 1 = 24 K

STK

3 aranfW ?rpj fironffei
W

W

W W

mm

W

mana re J gurmukhi namu
^fo M ^ t |

W^»

^ ^

W

dhiai II 13 K.

srat f**ffcflHT f37>T J j j q f e *Tfi? * T H T f e l O T T S l
mm

mm

dhuri purabi kartai

W »

w

<•»

likhia | tina

W

W W

••

W

gurmati nami

samii || 1 3 + 1 3 = 26 K

s TOr ftp vdJWj 35 nrr^t a^TfH » writ HT# I
vinu

W&

sati gura

*Pf

pratiti

na

Ival | nlmi na 15g6 bhCii || 18 + 1 1 ss24 K.

» vretft ^c Hf^r n§ mrrffe i

supanai sukkhu na

paval | dukha mahi savai samli t ||

R

1 3 + 1 1 = 24K.
48 K.

The Chapai it not to be found in the Granth, bat is much employed by GdVind Singh.
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Mah. V
4

ytt Sr^ *{M°l*b tfffe TlS

^ g > Srfff 7> ^f^H

ja kau muskala ati banai | dhdl koi na del ||
S5T3J TO

m

*£*\ W T * T R fir
v

—

•»

w

Bt^T

v

™

*f& ||

w

lagu hoe dusmana I saka bhi bhajji khalle ||
w

—

v

v

••

w

avai

13 + 1 1 = 2 4 K.

My

sabbho bhajjai asara | cukai sabhu asarau
citi

13 + 11 = 24 K.

||

osu parbrahamu'l lagai na tatti

13 + 11 = 24 K
vau || 13 + 1 1 = 24 K
96 K

7.—THE SLOE.
!

The Slok used in the Granth is not to be confounded with the epic Sanskrit Shlok consisting
of 16 + 16 syllables, the word Slok being taken in the Granth in the more general sense of a stanza.
The Slok of the Granth consists usually of one distich, but also of a triplet, or two or three distichs,
which rhyme at the end, there being a caesura; in each verse after tha* twelfth mora; the whole
verse is scanned by 12 + 10 = 22 moras.
E.g. Slok of Kablr I. (Transl. p. 671):
V

kabira "men simaranl | rasna
adi>

upari ramu ||

12+'10 = 22 TC

jugadi sagala bhagta | ta k5 sukhu bisramu || 12 -4- 10 = 22 K.

44 K.
Jap]!, Slok at the end of it (Transl. p. 13):

3R vreft fvanr
V —

pavanu guru pan!

VTST

TOft ^r? 11

• • «•

« v

w

v

w

pita | mata dharti mahatu ||

1 2 + 1 0 = 22 K

BTfir ^ffe TITft ^TTfSWT *fr& TOR5 WT3 II
V

V

W

V

V

V

divasu "rati

dui

V V

da!

]daya | khelai; Bagala jagatu || 12 + 10 = 22 Tv

^fwreWi ^ftwTCTnn ^T§
v-«Lii : v :v

cangyala
_s
karami apo

vzw u^fa H

buryaia

| vacai dharmu haduri ||

apni | kS nepai \ ke duri ||

trot *TH fanrrftzwn TO^^wrf? «nfw 11
v» _

jinl narau

dhiaia | gae samakati ghah ||

W

12 + 1 0 = 22 K

*
12 -4- 10 = 22 K.

0-H^V $3^ ^t* tfrf&M

nanaka te mukha ujale | ketl chu^i nali ||
Remark
called 9J&o{ T^pFlt^t*

12 + 1 0 = 22 K

As

12 -f 10 = 22 K.
132'K.

) there are some Sloks by Kanak and
j
they are neither Sanskrit Shloks nor composed in the Shloka metre.

LANGUAGE AND THE METRES
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the question is, what is meant by Jf^ST 4f U«JtyS\? The easiest solution would be to understand
by it the Sanskrit* metre, which is much used in Prakrit. In Prakrit poetry the Sanskriti is a
stanza consisting of four verses, which together contain the number of 96 moras, each verse averaging
between 18 and 28 moras. Very likely by the word *T\P?f^pft a Variation of this metre is * intendedt
as those Sloks in the "Granth do not contain the same number of moras;
The Slok of Mah. I. isi scanned by 2 x 5 + 5 + 4 = 28 Kalas, as:
I

I

I

I

111

vftr ypxtt *Wwt wt n fro "iprf*? t&p® *wro 11
pap pustajka. jpandhia | badara || sila puja|si bagula sa|madham || 14 + 14 = 28 K.

*rfv

T&S

fTCW

*n4 II §VTS5 f30lW> flWlJ II

• #

mukhi jfhuthu | bibhukana | saram || traipala | tihala bijcaram || 14 + 1 4 =^28 K
140 Kalas.
first
T»S7 4 J \ | 4 j Q ^ of Mah. V. are scanned in a different way, as shown by the first Slok
which runs thus:

*n3T T3B tvFT ;*nfe yfASi ft X-tr tnnni
•

w

v

v

v

«•»

v

•

v

M

v

katanca | mata | katanca | pita ||'katanca | banita | bin5da | sutaha ||
J,. ,•

4 + 4 + 4 + 3 = 15) on -ir
4 + 4 + 4 + 3 = 15*—*" ^"

katanca | .bhrata | mita hijta bandhava || katanca | m5hu ku|$amba te || 4 + 3 + 4 + 4 = 15j__2,.,*
4 + 4 + 4r=3 12

3VW

i&X\

Tp}

\W$

f5W4< 3&f3 II

katanca | capala | mohanl | rupam || pekhante | tyagam |.karoti ||
'3&3

*fot

4J|<£IA 1?IH3?

AI AW
—

V

V

WtTJ
—

91

tH^3
•»

V

4 + 3 + 4 + 4 = 15i

4+ 4+ 4

07 K"

37JTTII

V

4 = 15

ruhanta | sanga | bhagvana | simaranu || nanaka | labdhyam | accuta | tanaha || 4 + 3 + 4 +
\-_ QQ IT
4 + 4 + 4 + 3 = 15
114 K
In this Slok the first and fourth, and the second and third verse rhyme together, and have also the
same number of moras. "Whatever be therefore understood by KMoJ tJd+ifojrft* so much is evident,
that they have no uniform metre, as the Sloks also vary considerably in the number of verses.

8.—THE DAKHANA.
The Da ;hana is a couplet of two' verses, -which rhyme at the end, each verse being divided
caesura into two hemistichs after the twelfth mora, the whole verse containing 12 + 10 = 22
Kalas, J which may be distributed into JGanas of jfi + 4 + - 3 || 3 + 4 + 3. As .regards fee number
moras the Dakhana therefore coincides with the Slok (see sub. 7), the only difference being,
that
found
in connexion with the so-called Chant (see the next following metre), iwhich it usually preoedes
"We subjoin two Dakhanas, from Sirl Rag, Chant I., -1, 2, Mah. V. (Xransl. p. 109):
ha^ha majhahu ma
•

•

«

V

——

V

V

piri | pasC kiu
••

M

dld'aru ||

12 + 10 = 22 K

""

santa jsaragal labhane | nanaka prana judhRru ||

12t+ 10 = 29 K.
i
44 K.
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vtfi wxxWTm Q5?rrft?^^'f^yTwn
~

w

dhuri majanu sadha khe | sill
thie kripalu ||
12 4- 10 = 22 K.
s
OT
*J§ I OTH V> I <W <jf<J TO HT35 II
laddhe habbhe thokare I nanaka hari dhaau mfilu II 12 -f <10 = 22 K.

44 K

9.—THE CHANT.
s

n

Chant (S3) ^ * the Granth the name of a\ stanza, which consists of three couplets, each
at
1
;
couplet haVing its %wn rKyme. t Each verse of the couplet contains 28 moras, being *scanned by
8 -fJfS*-}- 8 + 4, with a caesura after the sixteenth mora, the whole couplet therefore 28'-f-28
c
56 mforas. xE.g. Sfri Eag, Chant, Mah. V. , I. (III.) (Transl/jp. 109):
1

sw5 tirf^ i j ^

TO*

honiwii caranai kamala siu | pirlti
•

•

? J ^ W r 3T&

l !

»

.%*

fe

^Tf^r

-

«ife I K T ^ § TTTOM

riti) || santana manij a|vae

jlu |j j
l

faVdl&-

W f r f e ;JTOT OT 3 T 5 § nffr§' |
V

•

W

—

M M

*

?5^r 3T^&
— • M M

fro? ^d*n<^S ftw fvc?5
W

> 56 K

JM M

; dutia ^hhauTf TbiprltiF^ anitif |f dasa^naha hhajvae lfiu* || T
TRTT

28 K

M\<H

^%

J| I 28 K

^ w

M

dasa naha bhavae | binu^darsavae || ]ika. khinu dhlraju | Jriu karai || 28 K.

7TR? fyOAT
^

v

V

••

.325 H25 \ft7Tf W* f%J25 Hc»rfT fir@i **? II

156 K

—

nama bihuna | tanu manu hina || jala binu machuli, | jiu marai ||

f^w 5ft f w r t i£T7> nrro.
—

28 K.

«m tfflr ftrfo * n ^ n

TO

M

milu merai piare | prima adhare || guna sadha sangi mili j gavae || 28 K.
56 K
nanaka ke sua|mi dhari anugrahu || mani tank anki salmajae ||.

.28 K.. /
168! EI.

10.—THEtfPAURL
The P a u r f > ( \ r § ^
or less) which all rhyme together at the .end,, and^ are clividecL by a qaesura injp two hemistichs.
In the Granth the Pauyl usually follows after one or two Sloks and constitutes in connexion with
:
the Slok or Sloks the so-called*Par, which is therefore a mixed stanza. The verfees of tfie Pauri
are
vjus. by \HA-

+ 4 +,3 II 3 + 4 +
4

We Bubjoin \<Pau|& taken'from Sift Rag, Vltr I., Mah

irfsr fe? yyyi fe? fs& ^m** ufn i
V

hari ikkof karta
• O f f Jt

ikku || ikko dlbanu

1

hari ||

12 + 10 = 22 K

xrfs ferft TT§ npre 11 'fc£ irfo t^fe tift i
hari ikkasai dahai amaru II ikko.haii

*

V

citti dhari ||

• * 12 + 4 0 = 22 K

Though the word isWitteh hire^lfVf^, It miist be read ptfitli for the sake o? the metre.

LANGUAGE

cxxxvi

vrf^Jfe^ fg? |^gu?sTftr <s 3?Wlffi!^| H^{ Tf? |7fg
w

w

haril tisuft binu Ikol *nahi .11 daru j bhramu j bhauplduri jkari(]| | 0 1 2 + 10 = 22 K.

nfgr fs^I^JiiTOrftri^
V

V

V

hari Utisail n5 ^salahin i ji || tudhu | rakhai |bahari J ghari ||
wfB*flTH % ^ • ^ f t & H H ^ f r
hari

Tisa n5 h5i

Hi •

Uf3 iTflT B ^ I f W H

12 + 10 = 22 K
3f<rif

T i l

dayalu BO || hari Japi bhau bikbamu tari || 12 + 10 = 2 2 J K

I 1 I h I • 11 ! 9 • ( H i

I I m lio K

But the metre of the Paurl may also differ from that of the Slok, as in fact any [metre may be
optionally employed as well in the Slok as in the Pauri, so that the appellation of Slok and Pauri
means lplies a jfixed or uniform metre. The safest thing is always
subioin hero an examnle.of i a Slok Land Faun taken from
to trace ,the metre by scanning. "We sub
to* prove this, £ tFhe JSlok is
ItiiglGauri, Bavanakhrl, Mah. V.,*XXXV

+ 6 + 6 || 6 +
by|32 moras, 1 distributed | into | Ganas j of 2?x 6 + 6 + 4|Kalas.ifl In } thec Pauyi* the, hemistichs] are
rhyme then together, the end-rhyme {being in this
parately
case dispensed with.
SM:

^n^t^ro Ww Trfynrrt «itofa ImoHif jfar u
v

*

—

r

nanaka | namu "namu | japu] japia Ijantari \ bahari rangi j] 4 + 6 + 6 |f 6 + 3 = 25 K

arfo v&i^ifWHT 1^35 ; *rrflr *nt? •^faniJI
M

—

V

I

. i l l * 1^

V

gurij pur|aig upade | sia j^naraku |||j nahiM sadha || j sangi | | H | 4 + 6 +J6 || 6 + 3 = 25 K
50 K

Pauit.

fan 7&fit \refir % izvflu %Tj?iitfe 3ft ISTHKWIJI i
••

mm

%#

v

v

V

v

nanna|nara|ki] paratope | nahl]|| Jja|kai mani | tani^nama j ba | sahi J y ^ j , 2 X 6 + 6 + 4 = 32 K

namu nidha|nu gurmiikhi j5 | Japatl || bikhu may! | mahi na 6?| khapatl || 2 X 6 + 6 + 4 = 32 K.

V

nannaka|ru jnaLhdta|| ta ;kahu || namuj mantra |igiii—dlno | ja ,kahu || fJff^ 2 X 6 + 6 + 4 = 32 K
V

V

w

nidha|nidhana|| hari ,amnta | pure l^taha jbaje; jinanaka 4 anhada | tQr5 || 4 ^

IBH*

2 x 6 + 6 + 4 = 32 K
128'K

* 11.—THE SATAYYA (OR SAVAIA)J |^

The Savayya is a stanza of different length, as it may contain one, two or three couplets, no^
and then even more. On an average the single Terse is scanned by 2 x 8 + 8 + 8 + 8 or 32 moras
the caesura dividing the same into two equal hemistichs; but there are also verses of 8 + 8 || 8 + 6
8 + 8 || 8 + 5 and 8 + 8 || 8 + 4 moras. We meet also with^yerses consisting only of 8 + 8 + 1

*

O N T H E L A N G U A G E A N D T H E M E T R E S TT8E1* I N T H E G R A N T H .

cxxrrii

or 8 + 8 4 - 4 m o r a s ; i n this case t h e verse i s n o t divided b y a caesura. T h e couplets 'composing
the Savayya h a v e either one common o r each their o w n end-rhyme, occasionally also t h e hemistichs
r h y m e together, especially w h e n t h e stanza consists only o f one couplet.
A n e x a m p l e b f a* r e g u l a r S a v a y y a i s t h e s t a n z a q u o t e d o n p a g e x c v , w h i c h w e w i l l t r a n s c r i b e
here i n o r d e r l t o show^its scansion.
1

p a i g a h e t u m a r e . | j a b b a t e t a b b a || t e k a c c h u a k h a | t a r e n a h l a n y 5 ||
2

8+ 8||8 + 8=:32E\

3

r a m a r a h i m a purana kurana || aneka kahe mata | Ska na manyo ||
W

V

«••

W W

•-

W

W

»»

W

8 + 8 || 8 + 8 = 32 K.

W

simrita sastara | veda sabhe bahu || bheda kahe hama | eka na janyo ||
T

W

4

*

V

W

W

—

W W

•»

W

W

—

W

^

••

W

V

*m

8 + 8 || 8 + 8 = 32 K

W

sit! aspana | kripa tutnarf kara || mar na kahyo sabha | tdhi pa6hanyo || 8 + 8 || 8 + 8 = 32 K.
fi
'
128 K.
Wo insert here a Savayya consisting of two couplets, each verse of which contains 8 + 8 || 8 +
and 8 + 8 || 8 + 5 moras ^respectively. Savale referring to Mah. I . (Transl. p. 694):
w

w

w

W

W

v

w

w

V

v

M

w

mm

w

W

wm

^

w

mm

w

W

4*

W

W

••

_

_

gavau guna parama | guru sukha sagara || durta nivarana | Babda sare || 8 + 8 || 8 + 6 = 30 K.
W

W

W

«•

•

W

M W

W W

«

If

V

•

»

•

••

W

W

—

W

W

mm

%

gavahi gambblra | dhlra mati sagara || jogl jangama | dhyanu dhare ||
nfTHT <fl* f^rfe

3TT^fO'
w

-HffcW II

w

gavahi
W W

8 -f 8 || 8 -f- 6 = 30 K.

indradi | bhagata prahiladi||ka
W

W

W

W W

W

****

*#

V

^

M

atma

W

^

rasu

W

™*

W

jini |
J#

W

janio ||
mm

8 + 8 || 8 + 5 = 29 K.

V ••*

kabi kalasu jasu gajvau gura nanaka || raja jogu jini | manio ||

8 + 8 || 8-J-5 = 29 K
118 K

12.—THE G-ATHA.
The Gatha, of which only a small piece (of 24 stanzas by Arjun) is to be found in the Granth,
is sot the usual Arya metre, consisting of 7£ feet respectively and containing 30 + 27 = 57 Kalas,
but comprehends a number of the many varieties of that metre, which have come into use in the
later Prakrit and are destitute of the end-rhyme, for which.- they substitute an internal rhyme after
the twelfth mora, though not always. Each stanza must therefore be scanned by itself, in order
to determine the exact metre. We subjoin here as examples the first two Gathas.
The first Gatha is a couplet scanned by 29 + 29 s 58 Kalas and called Vig\ti% as:
73\£3

jwif

Wfal

V3*J

HTCVf

§tf

VP$t£ I!

karpura | puhapa sujgandha || parsa | manukhya | deham | mallnam ||
HYTT

"SfvtS
V

W

•idJlUI
W

—

AIM
—

—

V

ttffa
V

•

TB^5C W<MlAc^ Q q
V

majja | rudhira dur|gandha || -nanaka | atthi | garbena | agyanano ||
j
*
1

12 -(- 17 =s 29 E..

12 + 17 = 29 g .
5
58 K.

In the text on p. xcv 3% has fallen out.
2
The original has only BTTtK, but the metre requires FTT^HT* which is also justified by the grammar,
3
as it is the Vocative.
In the text there is,a misprint on p. xcv, as ^ ? must he read instead of *Jf^ST4
an f
Though written in the original if^H'TVTTJ»
must here be inserted in the conjunct consonant sr9 in
in order to^gct the necessary number of moras.
5
As regards the distribution of the feet there are always 4 + 4 + 4 in the first Pada, in the second Pada
we have 3 + 5 + 4 + 5, but in the fourth Pada 4 + 3 + 5 + 5.
I
>
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v

The second Gatha isia couplet scanned by,27 -j- 29 and called Candrika, as:
V3Hlo

u

Vdrlfd *W WVW ^?Hr w K f*f
v

v

15 -|- 12

27 K

gachena | naina'l bharena II nanaka | bina | sadhu na | sidhyate || 12 4-17

29 E
56 K.

pramano | prajanti | akasaha || dlpa | loa

^3

77T255? ffclAl

si | khandanaha ||
*TTO

3

II

The name of the metre is always added in the Granth, where it is a conventional metre, as stated
already; where it 4s, not added, it is more or less a fancy 4 metre of the poet. Such stanzas are
designated by the Sikhs by the general appellation of " Pauri."

$
*

- . *

•

*

TRANSLATION OF THE' ADI GRANTH.

OM!
The true name is the creator, the? Spirit withouti fear, without enmity, having a timeless form, not
1
produced from the womb.
By the favour of the Guru!
a

JAPTJ.

8

At the beginning is the True one, at the beginning of the Yug is the True one.
The True one is, 0 Nanak t and the True one also will be.
1.

I

By meditation (and) meditation it (i.e. the knowledge of the True one) is not effected, though I
meditate a hundred thousand times.
By silence (and) silence it is not effected, though I keep on a continual absorption of mind.
4
The hunger* of the hungry does not cease, though I bind together the load of (all) the worlds.
There may be acquired': a thousand, a hundred thousand dexterities, not one goes with (at the time
of death).
How does one become * a man of truth (knowing the True one), how is the embankment of falsehood broken ?
^ • H e who walks* in his (i.s. God's) order and pleasure, 0 Nanak! (and) with (whom) it is (thus)
written.
I
*H-H<C\, free from the womb (the same as nHfaft), ft#= ^Hq» birth, production. Other forms are:

^5» *fs» *tefe*H6
*ra AIWTO ?ft

ifarfe flnrt 25m£^if & *nte xr&xs B . ^ n f t ^ BTOT "@^ ^ r 9 . o«ru Nam* bad a couTlie

OglS

V##t
1

• Man! Singh comments on this: IHlf? VIJIS 7S WT 3"© 3 t "TOH i f ? "^T vT& -HJId tJIWT JT&
T£\ ffiflH T3T WT • when there was as yet no beginning of the world, Brahm was true (existing); when the
world was made, then also Brahm was true.
4
V<ft*Ht, etc. There are said to be fourteen cities, seven*celestial and seven sub-terrestrial ones = the
whole universe. VA^T = "M&cM» v.a. to bind together (into a bundle).
* 7hft*fr is a passive form, properly: it is become, not as the Sikhs now explain it: we become.'
is a verbal adjective, walking.
I

9

JAPU 2—5.
2.

By (his) order are made the forms (of all things), his order (however) cannot be told.
By his order are made the living beings, by his order greatness is obtained.
By his order are the high and the low, by his order pain and pleasure are set down.
By his order some are pardoned, some *re by his order always caused to wander about (in transmigration).
Every one is under (within) his order, exempt from'his order is no one.
0 Nanak! if one understand his order, he will not speak in self-conceit.
3.
3

One sings his (*.*. God's) power, if one has power (so to do). Another sings (his) liberality, if he
1
knows (his) sign* One^ sings his beautiful qualities and greatnesses.—Another sings, a difficult thought o# science.
One sings: having made the body he reduces it to ashes. Another sings: having taken life he gives
it again.
One sings: he is known (manifest), (but) seen afar off. Another sings: being present he sees in
the presence.
8
There is no end of sayings and tellings. The story, story is told by crores, crores, crores.
He (*.*. God) goes on giving, they takingtbecome tired. For ages and ages they go on eating.
I The Lord goes on executing his order. 0 Nanak! he)expands unconcerned. .
4.
8

True is the Lord, of a true name, in language his love is infinite.
If they speak and ask, he gives, he gives, the Liberal bestows gifts.
What shall again be placed before (him), by means of which his court may be see:
What speech shall be uttered by the mouth, which having heard he may bestow 1
Reflect at early dawn on the greatness of the true name!
JFrom the destiny comes clothing, from his (favourable) look the gate of salvation.
4
Thus, 0 Nanak! if is known, that he himself is true in all (things).
5.
He cannot be established, he is not made.

He himself is the Supreme Being.

6

s m

Al+||c£ - - explained in the commentary by <J5"fcf
The sense is apparently, that God may
7>Y*l|c% may also be referred to the Sansk.faVI1Ul = fvm

^rrfy
<

3

The sense is: wad is praised in varipus ways by innumerable people.
An old Sikh commentary gives the following explapation of this dark passage : ^ J 7?T@" VcPfo? 7R*

~* v i "All the other names of God are uttered in praise; as inside (in the heart) love dwells, so Key
s
tt
M
*
praise him.
Explained by the commentator: 3T3" of$
done all."

fAdflA (f«RW4
pare, light.

nnfunnfU
e Being, free from any stain or contact with the Maya;

•

3

JAPU 6—8.
By whom he is worshipped,,by him honour is obtained.

l

) Nanalc, if the abode of virtues be praised,
2
mind. He puts away his pain and brings

comfort to his house.
Guru
sound
the mouth of the Guru it is contained (or absorbed).
The Guru is Isar (Shiva), the Guru is Gorakh (Vishnu), Brahma, the Guru is the mother Parbatl.
If I would'know, would I not tell? the story cannot be told.
know the One! That the one liberal patron of all living beings may not be for
4
gotten by me J
6.

I bathe at a Tlrtha, if I please him; without pleasing him, what shall I do with bathing?
5
As much as I see created, what is obtained without destiny, that Innay take i t ?
and
all livine: beings may not be
0 Guru! let rae know the One,
gotten by me !

7,
If (one's) life last the four periods (of the world), or become tenfold more. If he be known in
the nine regions (of the earth), and every one go with (him).
If having got a good name he obtain renown and fame in the world. If his (God's) merciful sight
do not come upon him, none will ask a word about him.
6
Having made him a worm amongst worms (in hell) he puts the sin on the sinner.
O.Nanak! he who is void of qualities ( = God) bestows favour, he grants favour to the virtuous.
Such a one is not seen, who may bestow some favour on him (God).
8.
7

8

By having heard (his name) the Siddhs, Pirs, Gods and Naths (have been made). By*having
9
heard the earth, the white (Bull), the sky.
By having heard the (seven) insular continents, the (seven) Lokas, the (seven) Fatalas. By having
heard, death cannot affect (them).
0 Kanak! (his) worshippers are always happy. By having heard, pain and sins are annihilated.
1

3Tc!CT (AMI At " the abode of virtues or of (all) the qualities" is a frequent epithet of the Supreme Being.
i.e. the <F^Tc7 or I worshipper.
3T3 (or JT3) has in the Granth two meanings; it may denote God, the Supreme Being (cglvJ 3]7J), or
the Guru (who is always considered as an Avatar er incarnation of the Deity).
Said to be»the petition of Angad.
5
fc?cS <7cTOf> without destiny. cTcW hi the plural denotes the works of a former*birth, and is therefore
equivalent to destiny (the state of a man in this lifef depending* on the works of a former birth).
• The explanation of Man! Singh t sfcst'flftrfcT sftt£ ofcftrffaTT
<5 "7T V£<JAJi "He will be made a worm amongst worms, also the
1
subject being the same (God).
+
7
About the Siddhas or perfect ones, see Wilson's Vishnu Purana,
also a Jogi who has attained to supernatural power.
8
27nST> i.e. the nine Naths or great Gurus of the Jogls.
9
Mani Singh says: l[(3& VdiO ^ jUTcf^ Q i l f \ j VflJ^TT vfr
up the load of the earth." (^R*f

£ « 1 W « » M VTlft vfa? ^ ift f&R
sinners will blame hiui," is false, the
p. 227* In the Granth Siddh denotes

1

"The white bull stands,«having lifted

JAPU 0—11.

4

9.

By having heard'"(his name) Isar (Shiva), Brahma and Indra, (have been made). By<having heard,
1
they praise with their mouth the mantra.
a
By having heard, the skill of Jog (and in) their body the secret (of God).
By having heard, the Shastras, the Smriti and the Vedas (are obtained).
1
(VNanak! (his) worshippers are always happy. By haviiig heard, pain and sins are annihilated.
10.
By having heard (his name), truth, contentment and (divine) knowledge (is obtained). By having
heard, the (merit of the) bathing of the sixty-eight Tlrthas.
By having heard and reading, reading (the, name) they obtain honour (at the threshold of God).
By having heard meditation comes naturally to them.
0 Nanak ! (his) worshippers are always happy. By having heard, pain and sins are annihilated.
11.
By having heard, the songs (stories) of the Avatars* (have been made). By having heard, (they
have become) Shekhs, Plrs; and Kings.
By having heard, the blind find the road. By .having heard, the unfordable (water or river)
4
(becomes) fordable.
V
0 Kanak! (his) worshippers are always happy. By having heard, pain and sins are annihilated. I
12.
6

The state of him, by whom (the name) is minded, cannot be told. If one tells it, he repents of it
after w ards.
There is no paper, pen nor writer (to describe it). Sitting *they reflect (on him, by whom the
name) is minded.
I
Such is the name of the Supreme Being. If one mind it, he knows it in his heart.
13.
If one mind (the name), understanding and wisdom is obtained in,the heart. If he mind (it), the
knowledge of the whole world.
If he mind (it), he is not struck in the face. If he mind (it), he does not go with Yama.
Such is the name of the 1 Supreme Being. If one mind it. he knows it in bis heart.
14.
6

If he nrindt(it), he is not hindered on the road. If he mind (it), he becomes manifest with honour.
1

9

MtV ^coiucsi^T ."They sing or recite (|n his praise);the mantra/ Le the f l ^ ^ f t .
* Mani Singh says: 375 t ^ *&&\ £;V3H%3*S1 %5T fKTf%WT ft (j into their body the secret of
God hasfcouie."
3

•idl*icv= Hindi *i vglg (Sansk. ^rf^JHir)* possessing all,qualities, an epithet for an Avatar. 3|TT m.
Sansk. #ntf, a song.
1
*W*JJ||\J adj. unfordable (Sansk. ^J + H4\TO).
6
TO Sft 3rrf5, a very short expression. It must be thus constructed : 1f[& Jfc ijft «ft *rf5t the state
of the name being minded.
#
* i\e. at the threshold of God.
I

/

JAPU US. 16.
1

If he mind (it), hefdoes not?anxiously go his way. If he mind (it), he has connexion with piety.
Such is the name of the Supreme Being. If one mind it, he knows it in his heart.
15.

If he mind (it), he obtains the gate of salvation. If he mind (it), he brings about the salvation of
his families.
1
If he mind (it), he is saved, and saves the disciples of (his) Guru. If he mind it, 0 Nanak! he
does not wander about in begging.
£
i r
I
Such is the name of the Supreme Being. If one mind it^he knows it in his heart.
16.

The saints (or pious) are choscu, the saints are foremost. f;The saints obtain honour at the .threshold
(of God).
The Guru is the (one object of meditation to the saints. The saints ,are lustrous at the gate of
the King.
If one tell (it),,, he may reflect. There is no counting of the works of the Creator.
The Dhaul (white bull) is Dharm (religious and civil law),^the son of Day a (mercy), by whom the
3
rule of contentment is
fixed.
*
J f one understand this, he becomes truthful (knowing the truth).
4
How much id^ldnoad upon the "Dhaul ? There is another earth and beyond another, another. Upon
him what load is there and under hfra what power ?
l
The (different).!kinds of living beings, the names of the cblours; the destiny of all, (in which) the
f
pen (of God) has moved on.
If one know to write this account, how iliucli will*be the written account*?
a
How much is (his « God's) power, his beautiful forms ? how'much his bountifulness ? who knows
the food (he is bestowing) ?
I
l
l
4
The f expansion (of the universe) is made from one tank. From this Lakhs of rivers have been
made, A
.
I
1

V^[ 7% B ^ i f e * The Sikhs explain it in different ways. Maui Singly is altogether silent on this
point i but another old commentary says: WRf Q § *?t>3 feS? *|3J i f e ^n vfr «H VETT *16& 9 "Ofil "@VfcJ
>jHf AIOV fsft^TT "On the journey onwards there is a very heavy (difficult) road, on which one cannot
ascend." But this is rather a Musalman idea. Hffi signifies also (in Sansk, ^fCT) " anxious," and this seems to
be required by the context.
9
The commentaries explain the word \F3 in different ways (understanding* by it the Jive elements, etc.).
certain, from other passages of the Granth, that \P5
3

#^

A

_ . _*iy _ ? -

few

_S -^

^.

&R3 *f^Vf < | V 3 ^5*WTfvnn & TO* V33\ ^ ??X&\ § V&3\ 7%OT*3TT?5 USRT TT TO^
' f j V of<WT vt ^Tf^UfTd "Qo 9" "The Dhaul is Dharm,,the son of Daya, Tsar has fixed the rule (line) on
contentment. The water is tenfold more than the earth, but it cannot dissolve the earth. He who is content is
9
truthful/ The sense seems to be: The earth (is supported, not by a white bull, hut hy a fixed law and the
mercy of God, who has ascribed to all limits and bounds.
*
1
4
This word ( Q / ^ J O ) is explained differently. Man! Singh says, it s
*%tifers
com
is equal to
T^T^HTOT V§<3 T&" HfTTfVnSt T& WTT

w r f a fer *TWT Mdal Su Bra *TT^ s?tS f3ir snr fer ifc *i<z\Q dnrr" <wma&a of wind; oft tftssx
of water, one masa of fire, one masa of earth, these four masas were made ; a Kavau is one tank of it." *This
best suits the context.
> .

6

JAPU 17—19.

Whatfis (thy)qpower? what (thy) thought? I cannot be sacrificed (to it) one timet(t.*. I cannot
come up to it).
1
What is pleasing to thee, that is a good work. Thou, 0 Formless! art always in safety.
17.

(There are) innumerable (silent) repetitions (of the name of God), innumerable reverences
Innumerable]worships, innumerable austerities.
Recitations of innumerable books and of the Veda with the mouth.
Innumerable jogs (of those, who) remain secluded in their heart.
\
Innumerable devotees, reflecting on the comprehension of his qualities.
Innumerable truthful ones, innumerable bountiful ones.
3
Innumerable heroes, eating iron in the face.
Innumerable apply continual meditation in silence.
What is (thy) power ? what (thy) thought ? I cannot be sacrificed (t<
What is pleasing to thee, that is a good work. Thou art always in safi
18.

wages

(There are) innumerable fools, stark-blind ones.

iniquity.
3

Innumerable rulers, who commit.tyrapnyJ Innumerable cut-throats, who commit murder.
Innumerable sinners, who commit sin. Innumerable liars, who wander about in falsehood.
Innumerable, barbarians, who eat dirt. Innumerable calumniators, who put a load on (their) heads
Nanak expresses a low thought.
f
I cannot be sacrificed one time (i.e. I cannot reach thee).
j
What
art always in safety. 0 Formless
19.
liinum

4

names, innumerable places.

(The

are

mac-

cessible worlds.
6
Innumerable speak (his praise), bending the head downwards.
praise (of
ivine) knowledg
songs, the metrical recitals of (his) qualities.
1
I
Of letters (consists) writing, speaking, voice,
6
I
In letters is the description of destiny. B
(letters) have been'written, upon him
(i.e. destiny) is not.
1
Explained by the commentator: ^ \ f iftl % dfvJJ ^ " Thou art free from form and colour!
u
Hf\F 3Tfcf *tT3 is inverted, for the sake of the 'rhyme, instead of ITTJ 3 V iron-eating in the face,"
an idiomatic expression for—-exposing one's face
s
j* WfcT is explained by/3T% rajas? it ma
also
be
y
translated: 'Innumerable give orders of violence.
beings

fafdiU

An old

commentator (without name) 'says: ftdd&^IT^ ,\}fift? TWioJd^ Tfat " With
0
praise liim.
k

+yy{*\ conjunction, instead. of Hyfal fig-H^I conjunction and separation (of the beings) = destiny.

JAPU 20, 21.

7
1

| As he commands, so,] so it falls. As much as Us created, BO much is the name (of it).
Without a name there is,no place,
What is (thy) power ? what (thy) thought ? I cannot be sacrificed one time.
What is pleasing to thee, that is a good work. Thou, art always in safety, 0 Formless !

L

20
1

If hand, foot, hody and trunk become defiled. By Washing with Water the dust Will be removed.
If the cloth be polluted by urine. By applying soap it will be washed.
E
If the intellect be defiled with sins. I t is washed in the dye of the name (of God).
9
There is no rehearsal of meritorious (or) sinful deeds; Having done a deed, (man) puts it down in
3
writing and takes it with him (to Yama).
*
J
4
He himself having sown will himself eat (the fruit). OlNanak ! by order (man) comes and goes.
21.
Tirthas, austerity, mercy, gifts given : if one obtain (their merit), it is the honour of a sesam-seed., J
If (the name of God) be heard, minded and loved in the heart: he bathes inwardly (as) at a Tlrtha.
All virtues are thine, I have none. Without virtues being practised worship is not made.
JBe blessed! is the speech of the-Brahman. He is pleasing-to the True one, (who has) always a
desire in (his) heart/
What is that season, what the time, what the lunar date, what the week-day ? What those
seasons, what the month, in which the forms have been created ?
I
The time is not found out by the Pandits, though it be written put of a Puran. The time is not
found out by the Kazis, though they write out a document from the Koran.
I
The lunar date, the week-day, the Jogi does not know; the season, ithe month, nobody (kiows).
When the creator makes the creations, he himself, (only) knows. How shall I tell (him) ? how
shall I praise (him) ? how shalrl describe (him) ? how shall I know (him) ?
0 Nanak! from the sayings of (others)* every one says (it), one is more clever than the other.
Great is the .Lord, of a great name, by whom creation is made. OrNanak! if one thinks (anything
7
is made) by himself, he, having gone onwards (to the other world) will not be honoured.
1

The sense is: every created thing has its name and thereby its own destiny. God alone is J*fRftf>
i.e. not subject to destiny.
' 1?7> t religious merit by good actions; V7ft is the Gen. Plur.
r
9
The Sikh tradition is, that every man!writes down (unknowingly) all his acts and deeds, and will present
the tablet of them to Dharm-raja (Yama) when dying.
4
He comes and goes, i.e. man is subjected to transmigration by reason of his former (bad) works.
6
The Sikh commentaries do not know what to make of these words. The sense seems to be this:—The
Brahman, when asking for a gift,'says m{f*T3 (*<* far), Blessed! As men give gifts willingly when tbns
addressed by a Brahman, so God is also pleased When there is always desire in the heart to praise him and
to ask from him. The'following verses are not logically connected with the preceding. Nanak is in the
habit of rambling from one thought to another without any attention to logical coherence.
must here be taken as the Ablative Sing. The Sikh commentators, who are
all totally unacquainted with the grammar of tlie old HinduT, pass all such words in deep silence, without
giving the least hint.
7

Explained thug by the old commentator: ^ shfY TJT^ ^ fe*W£j<J aft $ ^ OffeHfT^ft ^ ^ d < W
•fds SftNK3T 7%[ VT% "If one thinks, that as much as a sesam-seed is made by me, he will not obtain
honour at the threshold of the creator."

8

.iXTUr 22—26.
2i>.

There are Lakhs of nether regions in the nether regions, (Lakhs) of heavens In the heavens. Having
sought the end, the end, they'have become tired, the Vedas say one word.
II
The books (of the Musalmans) say i (there are) eighteen thousand (worlds), one single hair out of
1
the hairs of a horse.
If there would be an account (of the works of God), it would be written, (but) the account is
destroyedi(«.«. impossible). 0 Nanak! he is called great, he himself knows his own»self.
I
23.

.That I may praise (him), so much understanding I have not obtained. Kivers and brooks fall into
9
the ocean, (but the ocean) is not known (by them).
i
*
Kings /tnd Sultans with rings, with houses, wealth and property, do not become equal to an ant,
3
if from its mind he (God) is not forgotten.
V «

24.
J

There is no chd of his praises, in saying (them) thetfe.is no end.
4
There is n<?<end of his works, in (his) giving there is no end.
There is no'endMn seeing (his works;, no end m hearing (them).
No end*is known, what counsel h in (his) mind. No end is known, what his form is. No end nor
limit is known.
^
On account of (not getting)*his end, hofe'jinany lament! Tlis bounds cannot be obtained. This
end nobody knows. If much be said, mucn (more) is (to be said).
Great isHhe Lord, h?gfi his place. Higher than high is his^name.
If one be so high, ho may know* this high one.
I
So great a one, as he himself is, he himself (only) knows.
* 0 Nanak! by his favourable look and by destiny the gift (of knowing his name is obtained).
25.

<

His great benevolence cannot be written. He is a great giver, there is not a bit of greediness (in him).
Borne warriors ask boundless (things). Some have no consideration nor thought (to ask anything).
Some are consumed and broken down by^passion. Some having taken (his gifts) deny it.
Some fools go on eating. Some are always afflicted by pain and hungers
*
This also is thy gift, O bountiful! Imprisonment (and) release is made by (thy) decree. The other
(things) no one can tell.
7t
He will know, how much he will be struck
f If one having}eaten (his gifts) falls, into, reviling.
1
in the face.
i «t a
comments
Musalmans assert
are just as much as a single hair out of the liairs of a horse; i.e. there are innumerable other worlds.
^\Jt
t.ro. signifies—a constituent part of anything; here, a single hair out of those which constitute the hairs
of a horse.
4
2
7% mcHlfftr " is not known"-—must be referred to T&^« The other T^CZ is an adjective (*W£T)t
having a sealing-ring, the sign of royalty or power* sBut the whole verse is without any apparent, logical
connexion and the Sihh commentators are totally bewildered about it.
L
The.sense is: if by an^ant (it low creature or man) God is not forgotten, wealthy kings will not lie
equal to It!
^ %1 i
z
1

^JioCt •wpply OTti blows.

!
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JAPU 26, 27.

He himself knows, himself having given (the gift).
This also some, some say. On whom he bestows his praise and laud: he, 0 Nanak! is king of kings.
2 C

j

-

I n v a l u a b l e a r e h i s qualities,! i n v a l u a b l e t h e o c c u p a t i o n ( w i t h t h e m ) .

I n v a l u a b l e t h o s e occupied

1

( w i t h t h e m ) , i n v a l u a b l e t h e store-rooms. }
I n v a l u a b l e (those w h o ) come ( t o i t h e m ) , i n v a l u a b l e (those w h o ) t a k e a w a y (•'.*. stores from t h e m ) .
I n v a l u a b l e (those w h o ) p l e a s e ( h i m ) , i n v a l u a b l e ( t h o s e w h o ) are"absorbed ( i n h i m ) .
I n v a l u a b l e ( h i s ) j ustice, i n v a l u a b l e h i s c o u r t (of j u s t i c e ) .
3
i I n v a l u a b l e ( h i s ) b a l a n c e , i n v a l u a b l e i(his) m e a s u r e .
I n v a l u a b l e ( h i s ) ! b o u n t i f u l n e s s , i n v a l u a b l e jthe
8
p e r c e p t i o n (of i t ) .
Invaluable (his) work, invaluable (his) command.
f
A n y thing more invaluable t h a n invaluable cannot b e told.
*
4
T h e y g o o n t e l l i n g ( t h e m ) , telling* ( t h e m ) i n d e v o t i o n . T h e y t e l l t h e m w h o r e a d t h e V 5 d a s a n d
the Puranas.
*
*
T h e l e a r n e d m e n t e l l a n d e x p l a i n t h e m . T h e Brahm&s a n d I n d r a s t e l l t h e m .
•*• *
r
T h e Gopls a n d G o v i n d ( K r i s h n a ) tell t h e m .
Isar (Shiva) and t h e Siddhs tell them.

As many as are made Buddhas (sages), tell them. The Devas and Danavas (demons, enemies of
the D&vas) tell them.
>
6
The Gods and Naras and Munis tell them, having worshipped. Some tell (and some) begin to tell
them. Some having told, told them, rise and go off.
,±
tf.
* A
J ms
4
made and others (still) he makes. Yet
qualiti
great as he pleases, so great
True one (^=God)
knows it.
If some contentious man tell (it): he is written down as a fool above fools.
27.

What
are manv innumerable musical
How many Rags with the It a gin is are sung and how many are
To thee sing wind, water, fire, at (thy) door sings Dharm-raja.
The Citraguptas sing (to thee), who write down continually, ki
(To thee) sings Isar (Shiva), Brahma, the Devi; having always I
At thy gate" sings Indra with the gods sitting on Indra's throne
1

r

<cTin<n< HT a trader occupied in any business. These are *the pious disciples, who are called in the
Granth STHT % cgTVTcftfei the SsMJp or store-houses, are the 3fTO, or'saints, ftom whom the name may
be obtained.
* inr^PTC? signifies here " measure " and is the same as trf^JTRT* as proved by other passages of the Granth.
a
;
Compare v. 3.
4
1
WTO^T " to tell," i.e. the qualities or the praises of the name, the greatness'of the name.
4
Naras,(fi kind of centaurs, with the limbs of horses and human bodies,—Wilson, Vishnu Purana, p. 42.
€
The Sikh commentaries have totally misunderstood the whole verse.
* It may also be translated by the second person,'" thou supportest," as concluded from Sodar (after the
Jap-jl), where ^ Z£3 %7H is
found.
f
o
•
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JAPU 28.
1

(To thee) sing the Siddhs (Jogls) in their deep meditations, the SaAhs (devotees) sing (to thee)
reflected
(To thee), sing the truthful and contented, (to thee) sing the hardy heroes- (To thee) sing the
Pandits and Bakhlsars (great abstinent men), who read continually with the Vedas (in their hands).
(To thee) sing the ^fascinating women, who enchant the mind in the heavens,rin the mortal world'
8
and in the nether regions.
(To thee) sing the gems, produced by thee, withithe sixty-eight Tirthas.
very
5
(To thee) sing the (nine) regions, the countries, the worlds, which are made and preserved by* thee.
Those sing to thee, who please thee; thy worshippers, steeped (in thee) are full of happiness.
Many others, who sing (to thee), do not come to my mind;
He, he is always the .real Lord, true, of a true name, j He
by whom creation is made.
By whom a Maya (Jllusive wor!4) of various colours, kinds and sorts is produced. ^Having made
(it), he sees, his own work is, as his greatness is.
I
What is pleasing to himj that he willjdo, no order can be given (to him)*?
He is King, Lord of Kings: Nanak (says): the order (pleasure) of the Lord abides (firmly).

28.
(Who)hnakes contentment the earring, shame the vessel (bowl) and wallet, (who applies to his
body) ashes of meditation. ("Who makes) death his patched quilt, his body a virgin, the use of the staff
6
b M l
faith.
* »
* < * * » ,
>
7
He is an AlpanthI, (joining) all assemblies; by the heart being overcome the world is overcome.
8
Salutation to him, salutation! Who is first, spotless, without beginning, immortal (not killed),
having the same dress through all ages.
1

is

The difference of fxmfT7J and TTWTfc t h u s s t a t e d b y P a t a n j a l i : " R e s t r a i n t o f t h e b o d y , r e t e n t i o n o f
t h e m i n d a n d m e d i t a t i o n e x c l u s i v e l y c o n f i n e d to o n e o b j e c t , i s d h y a n ; t h e i d e a o f i d e n t i f i c a t i o n w i t h t h e o b j e c t
o f s u c h m e d i t a t i o n , s o a s i f d e v o i d o f i n d i v i d u a l n a t u r e , i s samadhi."—Vish.
Pur. p. 637, note 21.
* 1if& " t h e m o r t a l w o r l d " ( i n s t e a d o f ^ T O ^ S a n s k . ? T ^ T ) > c o m m o n l y c a l l e d t h e * n S T w 7 ( t | 7 ^ < j f t <=n)>
9
" the world of mortals/
9
"The fascinating women in heaven and on earth are the Apsarasas, who are of two kinds, <M>Gfea/
(laukik), worldly, who are said to be thirty-four in number, and '•£fyf<£y (daivifc), ten in number.'*—Vish.
Pur. p. 150, note 21.
" In the regions of Patala, the lovely daughters of the Daityas and Dauavas wander
about, fascinating the most austere.*—Vish. Pur. p. 204.
The four mines are: WfjpR* (what is born or produced from an egg); VfcJ-rf (what is born from a
=
foetus, ? t c l Sansk. <bmj^l); 0 J,3T|
(produced by growing out, as plants, trees and some lower animals,
T
Sansk. 3f|p5J) ; ifcjrT (Sansk. Q?&f), produced from sweat (as lice, etc.).
|s.m.= ^d+i3> Brahman-egg, globe, world; m is first changed to b and then aspirated by
the influence of the preceding r.
*
I
•Hdlf:* QT3T signifies here: use qf the staff, Sansk. ii'U^ <fftti
The
Amongst tbe twelve divisions of the Jogis there is one called Aipanthts, of whom Man! Singh says :
«t3At 2VR5 tAdSd TSf& *g6d& \T7%
8
WTjfc*
spotless, and thence water generally. But here its original
signification must be kept fast: spotless. The ex ^ ^ ^ „ f the old commentary: -DfVsltf «T*ct* STvftlft
19
VTSft "what is called anflu ? "water," is therefore wrong.
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JAPU 29—3$.
29.
fc

1

(His) food (is divine) knowledge, mercy the cook, in every body sounds (his conch's) sdnnd.

He;hi
enjoyment.
Union and separation! both works he sets agoing, (his divine) allotment comes'into account.
Salutation to him, salutation! Who is first, spotless, without beginning, immortal, having the
same dress through all ages.

30.
M
4
the creator of the world, one the storekeeper, one keeps the court of justice.
As it is pleasing to him, so he sets agoing, as his order is. He sees,
not come, he is very wonderful.
fl
him
Who.is first,- spotless, without beginning
through all ages.

One is

His seat are the worlds, his storehouses the worlds. Whatever is put down by him (in them), (is
0 Nanak! .the work
put down) once (and for ever). Having made ((all
of the True one is true (i.e. real and lasting).
Salutation to him, salutation! Who is first, spotless, without! beginning, immortal, having the same
dress through all ages.

„

32.

t

If from one tongue a Lakh*be made, if (from)* a Lakh twenty Lakhs (of tongues)jbe made. If Lakhs,
Lakhs of times the one name of the Lord of the world be uttered, i
n
Q
Ave onHhis'Wajp the steps of fellowship ascended becoming twenty-one (twentieths)?' Having
heard the words (of the birds) the worms became emulous of the sky (i.e. of -flying).
I
0 Nanak! by (his) favourable glance he is- obtained, false is the idle boasting of the false ones.
1

Very likely an allusion to the vital breath.—7%TZ signifies also in Hindi and Panjabi the conch itself,
not only its sound.
ft
V
' ' * * • .
2
fcTi*? Wf^f may genejally signify: prosperity and success j here mot the perfections, which are obtained
by the practice* of the Jog, of which eight are enumerated (see Wilson's Vish. Pur. p. 45, note 5), elsewhere
eighteen; see Gujri V. ma/u 1, 4.
!

HTFt

1

M a y a . In t h e B h a g a v a t a P u r a n a the divine will, contemplating its expansion into manifoldness,
is m a d e to d e n o t e a female' deity, c o e q u a l a n d c o e t e r n a l w i t h t h e F i r s t C a u s e , w h o s e n a m e is M a y a . B y h e r t h e
L o r d m a d e t h e universe. T h i s (originally poetical) personification of t h e divine will is also a d o p t e d h e r e . — S e e
Vish. P u r . p. 2 1 , note 1.
i.
4

TTTBi> the worldly or creator of the world, is Brahma} the yyicft f or storekeeper, is VishnU (the
preserver), and the judge, Shiva (the destroyer).
%
* I
We have preferred to give the whole sentence ias interrogative.
pugns
V f ? Vc??t*>ff» the steps of fellowship are said to mean ifSjrftr, final,emancipation ; Affe XtfW
95
Tft^T fTJ*!%f "twenty twentieths is a Panjabi.expression implying
One ahove, it means

to?W7
from without.
•
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JAPU 33—30.
33.

In uttering (the name) there is no power, in silence there is no power. There is no power
in begging, in giving there is no power.
There is no power in living, in dying there is no .power. There is no power in dominion, and
wealth, (bydLis) uproar in the mind.
There is no power in intelligence, divine knowledge and reflection. There is no power in cleverness, (by which) the world may be liberated.
1
{
In whose hand the power (of liberation) is, he, having oreated, sees. 0 Nanak! no one is high or low.
34.

Wind,
Dharmsala (Karavan
kinds of living beings and of practices.
2
Their names are many and endless.] (Their) actions, actions are taken into consideration (by God).
He himself is true and true is his darbar. There obtain honour the pious and the chosen.
(According to his) glance (and their) work, the sign (=lot of the creatures) is|put|down>f The raw
has
ones [obtain ripeness there.
35.
8

DharmJKhancJ (region of justiceJas told in the last verse). |Tell now the
works of Gian-Khand (the region of divine knowledge).
Mahes (Shivas).| Many
(by "Whom) creation is formed, and dresses (disguises) of forms and colours.
4
Many regions of works, many Merus, many Dhruvas and instructions
Many Indras, many moons, suns, many orbs and regions.
Many
I
Many Siddhs, many Buddhs and Naths (Jogis), many disguises.of tl
Danavas, many Munis, many gems and oceans.
6
I
Many|mines, many voices, many Lords and kings. Many Vedas, n
there is no end of the account, jal
H I
11
*I
J* *
36.

In Gian-Khand divine knowledge is very Btrong. There are sounds (of music), pastimes, pleasures
and joys.
I
7
The character (sign) of Sharm-KhancJ (the region of happiness ) lis beauty. There is shaped a very
incomparable form (shape).
Its words cannot be told. If one tell them he afterwards repents of it.
There is formed discernment, intelligence'and wisdom in the mind. There is formed the knowledge of the Gods) and Siddhs.
i
i a £
1 4
ildli l i
i
* #»
t l
1

We havefdeviated from the common explanations oi
silence whatever offers particular difficulties.
1
8
STcPft * the Formative Plur. dependent on ^ ^ J f y

TOW3
STSHffH
Hisjname the Sikh commentators expressly'add. On his instruction see Vish. Parana, p. 117.
V n ^ t | t h e four mines (of production) f HVtR signifies the (Tour) staeres of 'voice! from th
the
9T3H» the Sansk. ^ ^

A

JAPU 37, 38.
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37.

The character of the region of works (Karm-Khau^) is power. There is none else.
I
There are heroes very powerful in battle. In them Ran). (God) remains quite brimful (or filling them).
l
There Sita is cool (happy) iu greatness. ^ Their *beau ties cannot be told.
They do not die nor are they deceived. In whose heart Ram dwells.
There dwell some communities of Bhagats (devotees). They are joyful, (for) that True one is in
their heart.
2
In Sao-KhandL dwells the Supreme Being (the formless),? Having created he sees.it and is happy
by the sight,*
There are regions, orbs and worlds. If one would enumerate them, there is no end of £the account.
There-are worlds and worlds and.'forms. As his order is, so is the work (done).
I
He sees and expands, having reflected.
0(Hanak! the telling (of it) is;,hard iron*
38.

I
Continence is the work-shop/ patienoe the goldsmith. Understanding the anvil, the Veda the tool.
Fear the bellows, the. heat of austerities the fire. The vessel is love, in .this melt Amrita (nectar).
5
6
(Then) the sabd is formed in the true mint. This is the work
destiny is (fixed),
0 Nanak! the looker onais happy by the sight.

One Slok.
7

Wind is the Guru, water tfoe father, the great earth the mother, *Day and night, the two are
female and male-nurse; the whole world sports.
Dharm«*aja rehearses the good and bad works ittithejpresence (of God). By their own actions some
are near and some are afar off (from God).
By whom the name (of God) has been meditated upon, they* are gone (to the other world) having
cast off their labour.
1
0 Nanak! their faces are bright, and with them (after them) how many people are saved (liberated) !•
(End of the Jap-ji).
1
3

Sita, the wife of Rama, i n j , cool, refreshed, happy, an allusion to h
The V^3 Vf£? corresponds to the ?Tc5J^p3R, the ^habitation of Brahma.

s
The fSikh commentaries explain 7&£3 f/>dl<Y> by: f^TT 5T©" <W,fd TfcT ^*f3T 9" ^H (A-JI*M>
\T3J u "whom he'looksat, he becomes happy;" but) there is no indication oft the change of the subject.
r VOldl is the workshop of a goldsmith,
, the sabd or word of the Guru, the instruction of the Guru concentrated in the name of God,
Uf^jl^ may also be translated as Imperative or Jussive : should be formed.
6
TtTt w * l i w » the true mint is explained by: TT3 *i<*\{h > the assembly of the true or pious; in this
assembly the true instruction is obtained, as shown'by the following verse: for those, on whom his*look and
1
mercy is, are the *TPJ Sadhs.
7
With reference to the wind or breath being the Guru (of all) the Sikhs relate: when Brahma created
the human body, all the limbs, etc., quarrelled, which'should beHhe most important; then Brahma decided
that breath was the greatest, without which the whole body could not live.
8

1

ofcft eftft AlTw J supply: 3*ft ^ffcM<fe> how much creation or people, a common omission in the
Granth,
I

SO DARU, I. II
Om! By the favour of the true Guru
SO DARU.

I

Rtia Asa; mahala I.*
I.
Thy musical instruments
What is that thy gate, what thy house, where sitting thou supportest
and sounds are many and innumerable, many are thy musicians.
To thee sing wind, water,
I Many Bags of thine with the Baginls are sung, many are thy singei
fire, to thee sings'Dharm-raj a at thy gate.
To thee sing the Citraguptas, who write down continually, know and weigh the religious deeds. To
thee sing Isar, Brahma, the Devi, having always remembered thee they obtain honour.
At (thy) gate sings Indra with the Gods sitting on Indra's seat. To thee sing the Siddhs
1
meditations, to thee sing the Sadhs (saints) having reflected.
To thee sing the chaste, the truthful, the contented, to thee sing the hardy heroes. To thee sing the
Pandits and Bakhisars,* who read*continually with the Vedas (in their hands).
enchant
region. To thee sing the gems, created'by thee, with the sixty-eight'Tlrthas.
To thee sing the
four
preserved
full
Many others, who sing
He is and will be. he will
*He, he is always tl
whom creation is made.
Having made it he sees, his
Maya of various colours, kinds
work is as his greatness is.
He
What is pleasing to him, that he will do, his order cannot
3
Nanak (says): the order of the Lord abides.
Asa; mahala I.
II.

*

(1), Having heard (it) every one calls him great. How great he is, has it been seen?
4
His'value cannot be obtained nor told. The expounders (of it) remain absorbed in thee !
1. Pause.
0 my great Lord, 0 deep and profound one! O aboderof qualities! Nobody knows, how much and
great thy attire is!
I
(2). All intelligent ones have met and worked^up their intelligence. All valuers have met and put
down his value.
So dar, the words, with which the
They are taken from Rag Asamnd inserted
here, because they are used for evening prayer by the Sikhs. We
few alterations), v. 27.
2
Mahala (
the authorship of
Baba Nanak ; mahala duja = Angadt etc.
.
3
Tbese and theflike verses, without a fixed number oft Hues, are called by the Sikhs tabds (words).
consisting of four cou

I
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SO DABU,'III. IV.
1

.By t h e m e n e n d o w e d w i t h d i v i n e k n o w l e d g e a n d t h e G u r u s o f t h e G u r u s .
Not a b i tcan h i s
greatness be told.
( 3 ) . A l l t r u t h s , al) a u s t e r i t i e s , call g o o d a c t i o n s . T h e g r e a t n e s s e s o f t h e S i d d h s ( J o g l s ) .
W i t h o u t thee perfections have been obtained b y none. B y destiny they are obtained and not prevented.
(4). "What i st h e helpless praiser (of t h y n a m e ) ? W i t h praises t h y store-rooms are
filled.
T o w h o m t h o u givest, w h a t m e a n s has h e (to refuse it) ? 0 N a n a k ! the T r u e one is upholding (him).

Asa i mahald I.
III.
]
(1). If I praise (the name), I live; if it be'forgotten, I die. Praisinj
If one has hunger after the true name. He removes his nam bv*that

name is difficult

1. Pause.
I
Why is he forgotten, 0 my mother ? True is the Lord, of a true name.
(2), Having §told a little of the greatness of the name, they have become tired, its value was not
found. If all having met begin to tell i t : it does not become greater nor smaller.
"
(3). He does not die nor become sorrowful. He keeps on giving and does not take food (himself).
This is his quality, there is no other. Nor has there been another, nor will there be another. I
{4). As great as thou thyself art, so great is thy gift. By whom day and night has been made. I
Those, who forget the Lord, are low caste people. 0 Nanak I without the name they are low (mean)
people.
4
Bdgu Oajrt; mahald IV.
IV.
(1). 0 people of Hari, 0 true men of the true Guru, make supplication to (=near) the Guru!
We low worms are in the asylum of the true Guru ; mercifully manifest (to us) the name!
1. Pause.
I
0 my friend, 0 Gur-dev! manifest to me the name of Bam! The name taught by the Guru is my
soul's friend; the glory of Hari is my^prayer- {i.e. I desire).
I
(2). Very great are the fortunes of the people of Hari, who have faith in Hari, Hari, thirst after Hari.
If the name of Hari, Hari is obtained, they are satiated, having joined the society (of the saints)
they man
Hari. Hari has not been obtained, thev are
with Yam a.
Those, who have not come into the asylum of the true Guru and into -the society (of the sain
curse (misery
1
By which people of Hari the society of the true Guru is obtained, on their forehead from
ginning (this) decree was
saints, (in) which the taste of Hari has been obtained
having
i

, the Instrum. Plur.
a
literally: It is gone (by him) having eaten his pain by that hunger.
tt
is the Arab. t L - ^ ^ , art, trade; equal to low-born people
4
The fourth mahala is Guru Ramdas.
5
frpj = f\pF (r is an addition in old Hindu!), fie! for shame! but in Hindu! it has also the meaning
of curse, misery.
' All the Sikh Gurus call themselves Nanak, because they consider themselves as incarnations of Baba
Nanak, as will be seen in the course of the Granth,
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SO DARU, V.—S5 PURKHU, T.
1

Ragu Gujri; mahold V.
V.

(1). Why, 0 my heart, exdogitatest thou an effort, in the completion of which Hari is engaged?
In rock and stone are beings produced, their daily food is placed before them.
1.. Pause.
0 my Madhava, he who falls in with the society of tfte saints, is saved. By the favour of the Guru
the highest degree is obtained, dry wood is (made) green.
2
(2), Mother, father, (household) people, son, wife—none is in the protection (support) of the other.
On every head the Lord provides the daily food} why, 0 my heart, hast thou been afraid?
(3) Flying, flying a hundred kos it (i.e. the crane) comes, behind it its young ones are left.
3
"Who feeds them, whofnourishes them ? he (God) inlhis mind has remembered them.
4
(4). All the (nine) treasures, the eighteen perfe6iions the Lord has put on the palm of his hand.
0 humble Nanak! though one become always a sacrifice, a sacrifice, a sacrifice, there is no end nor
limit of thine (found).
SO PURKHU.
Ragu Asa ; m ah aid IV".

'

*

i^

Om! by the favour of the true Guru !
I(1). That Supremo Being is Hari, Hari is the Supreme^ Being, unattainable, unattainable, infinite.
All meditate, all meditate on thee, 0 Hari, O true creator!
#
All creatures are thine, thou art the provider of the creatures.
0 saints! meditate on Hari, who causes to forget all pains!
Hari himself is*the Lord, he^himself is 'the worshipper, what is, 0 Nanak! the helpless being ?
(2). Thou, 0 Hari! the one Supreme Being, art unintermittingly contained in everybody.
Some are donors, some are beggars, all are thy wonderful shows.
Thou thyself art the donor, thou thyself the enjoyer, without thee I do not know another, Sir!
5
Thou art the Supreme Brahm, endless, endless, what can xtell and-explain thy qualities?
"Who serve, who serve thee, Sir, their sacrifice is humble Kanak.
(3). Who meditate on thee, 0 Hari! who meditate on thee, 0 Hari 1 those people live comfortably
in tlie world.
Those have become liberated, those have become liberated, by whom Hari has been meditated upon,
the noose of Yam a has broken away from them.
1

Mahala V. = Arjun.
2
s
^TTcPin — Vf3$ s.f. protection, prop, support; Wff > meaningless, and only added to make up the
rhyme; similarly HlcH<£ ifd'Hl instead of XJIdl^ld* Arjun's poetry is distinguished by such violence} he
often spoils the wordsrat the end of a verse so, that they art hardly recognizable.
8
SrfcWT might, in Arjtin's poetry, also bejtaker^for Sffj; then the translation would run thus; having
remembered them in his mind.
4

fTHTO and
mentioned.

frm^=fci**5

f^7% 3f (Amis. Plur.). We find in the Granth also eighteen siddhis

^ VTH^vnT* Sansk. WIIPTnC* *h* farthest limit of Brahma, beyond Brah ma, whom Brahma even cannot
reach; or perhaps more simply = Mi^^f, the Supreme Brahm.
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SO PURKHU, II.
fearless, by whom the fearless Hari has been meditated upon, all their f<
Hari is worshipped, they will'be absorbed in the form of Hari, flari
sed. those are blessed, bv whom Hariris meditated4roonJhumble Nan
sacrifice.

(4). With
endless Hari!
They offer to thee manifold, manifold adoration, Sir! they practise to thee austerities, they mutter
(thy name), 0 endless one!
3
They read many different, different Srnritfts and Shastras of thine, they practise the Kriya and the
8
fcix works,
Those are Bhagats, those are good Bhagats, who please my Lord Hari.
4
(5). Thou art the first Being (male), boundless, the creator, like thee there is no other*
Thou art in all ages the (only) one; always, always thou art One, thou art that immoveable creator.
What is pleasing to thyself, that exists; what thou thyself dost, that is made.
By thyself all the 'creation is produced; by thyself all (the creation), is made and caused to disappear.
Humble Nanak sings the praises of the creator, who knows all.
Asa { mahalci IV.

ii.
1. Pause.
Thou fert the creator, true, my Lord.
*
What is pleasing to thee, that will be donej what thou girest, that I obtain,
(1). All/is thine, thou art meditated upon by all.
On whom thou bestowest mercy, he obtains the gem of (thy) name.
6
By the disciple of the Guru it is obtained, by the self-willed it is lost.
By thyself (one) is separated (from thee), by thyself one is united (with thee).
(2). Thou art the ocean, all is iu thee.
Without thee there is none other.
The living creatures are thy sport.
Having fallen in? with separation, they are * separated, with union—there is union/
(3). Whom thou lettest know, that raanjknows (them).
f
He always tells and explains the qualities of Hari.
<McSi*ft may be pause instead of aic£*i\
3 d might also be translated : to thee, is
fyfj*HT =5 Sansk. f^TT may be taken i
f?TOT (Sansk. f ^ T t ) , IJHt ^&\, y&><$, VX&l, f 3 H 7
hair on the crown of the head, the toothpick, the Dhoti, the Brahmanical thread, the rosary and tilak; these
are binding en the Khatri (cf. Sir! Rag, Astp. 26, 5).
4
6a
IHV3V3r= Hindi ^MM'^MIT* nsk. ^IMK^K* the limit of that which is illimitable, an epithet of
1
Vishnu; identical with tHVcTMTcJ ) which is also found in the Granth.
6
dj"d«jTVf he who turns his face towards the Guru, a disciple'of the Guru, and W5*rfVf> he who turns
11
his face towards his own mind, self-willed/not attending" to the Guru's instruction.
*. .} *
6
flFSCTt to fall in with, is constructed with the Locative (fc^'VI fsj); 4?rf3ft is likewise the Locative,
ma
hut with lengthened final I (JTfifjf firf%5). But ^RMJTT y also'he taken as an adjective, united; then the
construction would be : TT^Tarft" <5 5^5 %. Where all case-signs are left out, the construction is more or less
a mere conjecture. The sense; however, is plain : when thou separatest them)(from thee, by transmigration),
they are separated; when thou unitest them, they are united (absorbed in thee);
'

I

3

SO PURKHU, III, IV.—SOHILA, I.
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By whom Hari is worshipped, he obtainsicomforc.
He is easily (naturally) absorbedin the name of ,Kari.
(4). tThou- thyself art the creator, all is made by thee.
Without thee there is no other one.
Thou, having created, created, seest and knowest it.
0 humble Nanak! the disciple of the Guru will beoome manifest (at the threshold)
*

Asd / mahtild I.
III.
In
that
pond
his
dwellings
arc
made
v
In mud, which is spiritual blindness, the foot does not (»cannot) go: we looked, they were sub1
mersed in it.
1. Pause.
0 heart, 0 foolish heart! dost thou not think of the One ?
By Hari being forgotten thy virtues are wasted,
(2). I am not chaste, nor truthful, nor read, foolish and ignorant I am born.
KTinak says: I am in the asylum of those, by whom thou art not forgotten.
\L&u r mahald V.

3

1 II I

I

IV.

(1). The body of man has been received (by thee), this is thy opportunity to b* united with Govind.
Other works are of no use to thee. loin the society of the Sadhs (saints)! Adore only the name!
1. Pause.
Acquire the means of crossing the waters of existence!
Thy birth (life) goes for nothing in the enjoyment of the Maya.
(2). Repetition (of the name), austerity, continence, religious works have not been practised (by me),
0 King Hari I
mean
as
SOHILV
Rdgu GauriDipakl;

mahald'l.

Om! By the favour of the true Guru !
(1). In which house-praise is said and the creator thought of.
In that house sing:a song of praise and remember the creator!
*
'
v 1. Pause.
Sing thou a song of praise of my fearless one !
I am a sacrifice to that song of praise, by which always comfort is obtained
1

Tliis,verse is generally misunderstood^ by the Sikhs. First, the texl
MSS
they write: VR>T HvT, but it must be written \ f o iT HvT* \ f c i T does
it, mud% this, is i f a . If we write \fe TT *fo\,the sense ,is quite plain. The; first line alludes to Vishnu
sleeping onjthe ocean (Vish. Pur. p.- 634). Nanak{ says : he, in whom is mT,^ cannot
^ ^ ^ ^approach
_ _him.
_ he is
drowned in the rtud.
m
f TuR5T * Is a song of praise, generally sqng at marriages (in honour oftthe bride and bridegroom
but also in honour of God. The Sohila is now used as a prayer, which is said before retiring to rest at night,

SOHILA, II. 111.
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(2). Day by day the creatures are supported, the giver will see (to their support)*
The value of thy gifts is not obtained (found out) j what is the estimate of that jdonor ?
(3). The year and day for the wedding is written, having met apply oil (to the bride and bridegroom)!
1
Give, 0 fHend I a blessing, by which union with the Lord may be effected!
(4). To every house (comes) this invitatory letter, these calls are always made.
If the caller be remembered, those days, 0 Nanak! will come.
•M0

Rdgu Asa; mahala I
II.
2

(I). There are six houses, six Gurus, six doctrines.
3
The Guru of the Gurus is one. the dresses different.
1. Pause.
4

0 father! in which house praise is said to the creator.
Ill
That house keep, it is thy greatness.
5
(2). Of seconds, minutes, gharis, watches, lunar dates, week-days, a month is made up.
The sun is the same,} the seasons many. 0 Nanak! many
r

Rag u Dhanasari; mahala I.
III.
6

(1), The dish is made of the sky, the sun and moon are made the lamps, the orbs of stars are, so
to say, the pearls. *
I
The wind is incense-grinding, the wind swings the fly-brush, the whole blooming wood is the
flames (of thelamps).
i
1. Pause.
7

"What an illumination is made!
In the region of existence (world) there is no (such) illumination
8
(made) to thee. The kettle-drum sounds an unbeaten sound. * *
(2). Thousands are thy eyes, and (yet) thou hast no eye; thousands are thy forms, and (yet) thou
hast not one.
I
Thousands are thy pure feet, and (yet) not one foot is without odour; thousands are thy odours,
thus walkest thou, 0 enchanting one !
1

fVlO is here the Ablative, by which. Yh{t\\M^Xty{\ (dim*) may be Sing, or Plar.
I
2
The six religious (and philosophical) systems of the Hindus are: (1) Vedanta, (2) Sankhya, (3) Yoga,
(4) Mimansa, (5) Nyaya, (6) Vaisesika.
Lis the dress worn by the devotees (or faqirs) of-the different sects.
tj \ \\ \ is an endearing address to a junior (even to a girl).
5
a
fcJJT*HT>^ twentieth part of time; \3*\\ corresponds more to ourfn
The u n f t (*rfeRT) has
only twenty-four minutes. The whole day and uight is divided into eight wi
jllTni, Sansk. H « f ) , each
consisting of three hours (or<about eight gimps).
6
Sansk, IRJ, made of, consisting of (elsewhere written ^rfS)7
*HT33l (Sansk* <4U 4J ps|fe|i)9a religious ceremony.. A platter (fcj |M) containing lampsi {^VlfoJ),
incense (V\f) and flowers (and, as it seems, even pearls) is moved circularly round the head of thciimagr,
accompanied with the beating of the kettle-drum (and with ringing of bells).
8
*H AOy I 7nT7» an unbeaten sound,p.c. a sound not produced by beating, an expression whichfwill be
frequently met with in the Granth, and which (has reference to the practice of the Jog, as will be explained in
its proper place. The explanation of the Sikhs, that S H A O S T means "endless," is wrong and a mere guess.

SOHILA, IV. V.
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(3).. In all (creatures) is light/.hetls'the light. 'From his light, light is made in all.
By the testimony of the Guru the light becomes Manifest. What is pleasing to^him, that becomes
an Aril (illumination).
Hari
after it.
1
Give water of mercy to the deer Nanak, by which dwelling may be made in thy name.
R&gu Gaurl Purbl; mahald IV.
IV.
having
an original decree (of God} causes in the heart devotion to Hari
excited in the country.
1. Pause
Make to the Sadhu joining of hands/ it is a great religioUs• merit.
Make
yment of Hari is not known; in their*heart
selfishness.
As, as they walk, they are pierced, they are pained, they suffer death, on their head is punishment.
are absorbed in the name of Han, H a n : the pain
death are broken.
The eternal Supreme Being, the Lord is obtained (by them), great is their splendour in the world
and universe.
We poor and wreitched, O Lord! are thine; 0 Hari! protect, protect u s ! thou art very great
umble Nanak the name is support and defence; even in the name of Hari is the pith of comfort
Ragu Gaufl Purbt; mahald V
V.
(1). I make supplications, hear, 0 my friend! it is (here) the time to render service to The saints.
Here (in this world) having obtained the gain of Hari, depart! in the world to come (further on)
thy dwelling (will be) easy.
*"
1

The words must be thus separated: \J"f^ff"TIT 3^> etc-, by which (water of mercy) t may*dwell in
thy name.
to

VHJS5 VlaMOf he causes,(them, i.e. ZTW TcHl) he brokei
3
*Tu5 TSfd f w ^ ^QJ'46' v h n D , the construction of these i
[excited ( * f e ^ = fetftT or *fenj) f W 2 *Tf?>
in the country (
Locati
4
I K r n ^ (Sansk. ^Rff%
of reverential salutation.
1
3 3 0 5 * **/^ prostration, in which the hands afe placed on the ground

hearty devotion)

^*w «r< mrra
*JW2J (Sansk. JHW
of the Tantras. > There are two chief divisions of them, Daksinacari and Vonmcari, or right audi left hand
ritualists.il The worsl
addressed
bhfwnnh and? Parvuti.
Dur

TtfW
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SOHILA V.~SIRI RAG, MAH. I., SABD I.
1. Pause.

The (fixed) limit of days and nights decreases, 0 ! 0 heart! by joining the Guru thy business
is adjusted.
s
(2). This world is in the abnormal state of doubt ;t he who knows Brahm is saved.
Wh
Hari
of the Guru.
residence
(If) in your own 1
a turn of transmigration
knowing Supreme Being, 0
(4).
Thy slave Nanak asks this comfort: make mo; the dust of the saints!
Onft

again

By the favour of the true Guru!
THE EACJ SIRI RAG.
Mahala I . ; Qhar I.

X

1

2

(Caupad&s.)

I.
(1). A mansion of pearls may then be(raised, with gems lindeed itjmaycbe studded.
3
With musk, kungu, aloe-wood and sandal-wood having plastered it he (t.*. the builder) may be
delighted/
5
Having seen (it) likely it (ie. the name) is forgotten, thy name does not come into (his) mind.
J

I. Pause
Without Hari life is consumed.
H
(2). The ground may indeed be studded with diamonds and rubies, on the bedstead rubies may
be set.
An enchanting woman, witli jewels on her face, may glitter and make shows in merriment.
Having seen (her) likely it is forgotten, thy name does not come into (his) mind.
(3). I may become a Siddh, I may employ miraculous power, I may say to prosperity: Come!
I may sit down concealed (or) manifest, thy people may pay reverence (to m$).
Having seen (this) likely thy name does not come into (my)imind, it is forgotten.
(4). I may become a Sultan, and having assembled an army I may put my foot on the thron
I may obtain command and sit down; 0 Nanak! all is wind!
Having seen (this) likely thy name does not come into (my) mind, it is forgotten.
!

1&nj signifies, according: to the- unanimous testimony of the
musical not&oV key, according to
which these verses are to be played and sung. But the exact knowledge of it seems'to he Idst; for in spite of
many inquiries, I{have never been able to get an accurate description of it.
2
rn
This word.A*6if5TF is missing in someiMSS.; the verses are in reality Tripadas. 1The
^ ^ ^Sikhs
^ ^ ^ ^call
^ ^ the
^^
Dupadas, Tripadas and Caupadas generally sabd. %
1
eTJf, s.m. is a very fine composition, of a red colour,) made of amla (Sansk. 4| WHoR), which women
apply to their foreheads,
,<
No person is mentioned ; it may therefore be applied to the first or third person singular.
J is not to be confounded with vfi% (lest) ; *nf is the Sansk. S| 7Trffl( according to my opinion ; we
have therefore translated it with likely.
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II.

l

2

(1). (If my) life (be) crores, crores, if wind-drinking (be my) nouriture.
If (dwelling) in a cave I do not see neither moon nor sun, (if) I have no place for dreaming (and)
sleeping.
Yet thy valuers not found out (by me), how great shall I call thy name ?
1. Pause.

t

True is the Formless in his own place.
3
Having heard, heard the word (one) tells it j if it pleases (to any), he longs (for»it).
(2). (If) I he killed and cut (in*pieces) repeatedly, (if) I jbe ground on the grinding atoned
(If) I be burned with fire, (if) I be reduced to ashes (mixed with ashes).
Yet thy value is'not found out (by me), how great shall I call thy name ?
(3). (If) having become a bird I roam about and go to a hundred heavens.
(If) I do not come into the sight of any one, nor do drink]and eat anything.
Yet thy value is not found out (by me), how great shall X call thy name ?
(4). 0 Nanak! if having read, read a paper consisting of a hundred thousand maunds consi
(an idea of him) * be made.
(If) the ink do not run short, (if) the wind move the pen.
Yet thy value is not found out; how great shall I call thyiname ?
i

Siri Rag;*• mahalaM.

III.
*
6
(1). According to destiny one speaks, according to destiny one eats.
According to destiny a way is made, according to destiny one hears and sees.
According to destiny the breath is taken; what shall I go to ask,a learned n
1. Pause.
0 father, the creation of Maya is deception.
By the blind one the name is forgotten; he has neither this nor that (world).
7
(2). What lives, dies; being born it is here (in this world) eaten up by death
8
Where having sat down one is informed, there none has gone with.
9
As manv weepers as there are, they all bind together a bundle of rice-straw.
3

%w

—V

have been uttered bv Nanak. see Sikha dearai di vithia. D. 260
s
IHfVVHT^ explained by sTHTJ; it is the Sansk* WBJTT
cated. The commentary says: V|\ft fo/it 25
-^

— _

^

———

- _„—w

—

VuTZ i lengthened instead of vf$J, having fallen (on the grinding-stone)
ps here identical with 3T^35T# idea, consideration.
6
Mc
'
r^ ^ '&5PCT (similarly JXT¥c&WV5T) J the subji
flifliS from M10<*r|
8
where one. having sat down
Very
ied i of one's good and bad actions, for 4{)f3£ 1 GcNF has this secondary signification
to correct, to put right.
To bind^ up a bundle of rice-straw a to do a useless business.
useless thing.

Weeping after a dead person is a
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very
(His) value is not obtainedjby any one, by saying he does not become great.
Thou alone art the truejLord; of other creatures (there are) many worlds.
(4). Who are low-born amongst the low, who are the lowest of the low.
In their society and community is J^anak; what emulation (have I) with the great*?
Where the low ones are cared for, there lis pardon by thy (merciful) look.
Sirl Rag; mahalu*!.
l

IV.
(1). Covetousnes^ is a dog, falsehood a sweeper, food obtain3d by cheating carrion.
3
Another's defamation (is stirring up) another's dirt, tale-bearing fire, wrath* a Can4al.
Enjoyments, praising myself, these are my works, 0 creator!
1. Pause.
0 father! may (such things) be spoken, by which honour is obtained.
God), those who do
outside and weep.
(2). (There is) the enjoyment of gold, the enjoyment of silveft the enjoyment of a fascinating woman
(and); of the scent of sandalwood.
yment of a horse, the enjoyment of a bed
sweet is
the enjoyment of meat.
body
(8). That speech is acceptable, by which speech honour is obtained.
He
hear, 0 foolish ignorant heart!
Those, who please him, are good \ what will the others say ?
understanding
heart he
(God) is contained.
What for praising them? is any one (else) beautiful?*
0 Nanak! without (his) glance they are not fond of giving nor of the name.
;l

\Siri Rag; mahalu I.
V.
8
(1). A ball of intoxication, of falsehood is given by the giver.
The intoxicated forget death, they enjoy themselves four days.
The True one is found by those Softs, who keep fast his court.
1. Pause
0 Nanak! know the True one as true!
By whose service comfort is obtained and (one) goes to thy threshold with honour.
4
(2\ He is outwardlv time liauor of molasses. in whom the true
The
See
Sikha de raj di vithia, p. 298.
The
299, where the following explanation is given: XT3V& f&£[ f^TCT ft, S7*T *HTO &3T& $ TOP* ft
r l 99
" another's defamation is dirt, wrath is fire, it !is like a Cundal. The Pandit *inlquestion did not understand
thft meaning of 3Jfcf WW, and he therefore simply left I
3
Theigiver here is God, who deludes-by his Maya.
4
• A strong.liquor is distilled frorti|7F=?, or molasses
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I sacrifice myself for those, who heawand explain (it).
Then the heart is known as drunk, whennit obtains a place in the palace (of God).
(3). *Wheii the name is the water (to bathe in), good actions (and) truth the scent of sandal-wood on
the bodv.
Then the face becomes I bright; the gifts of the one giver are Lakhs.
Pain is ordered from the part of him, with whom comfort rests.
(4). Why is he forgotten from the mind, whose the life of the creatures is ?
Without him all is impure, whatever there is of clothing and food.
All other words are false; what is pleasing to thee, that is acceptable.
i

Sirl R&g; mahald I.

i
VI.
(1). Having burnt the love (of the world) rub it and make it ink; make understanding the best*paper
Make love the pen, make the,mind the writer; having asked the Guru, write the decision.
Write the name, write fits} praise, write that which has no end<nor limit.
,
1. Pause.
0 father! know to write this account!
Where account will be asked, there will be made the true sign (or signature).
(2). Where greatness will be obtained, always pleasure and delight.
(There) from their face marks will issue, in whose heart the true,name is.
1
If it does accrue by destiny, then it is obtained, not by prattle of words.
(3). Some come, some rise and go, to 'whom the name of chieftain is given.
Some are born as beggars, some have great courts.
Having gone onwards (to the other world) it will be known, that without the
2
of form.
(4). Out of thy fear dread is very great; being consumed, being consumed, the body becomes tattered
Those who had the name of Sultan and Khan, have been seen becoming ashes.
0 Nanak! when one has risen and departed, all false love breaks down.
Sir i Rag; ma ha la I.
VII.
f
(l). All juices are sweet by minding (the name), (all are) seasoned by,hearing (it).
3
The acid (juices) will go off by uttering (the name) with the mouth, by the sound they are made spices
4
6
On whom he looks in mercy, to him the thirty-six kinds of food are one substance.
1. Pause.
0 father! other food is a poor pleasure*
By.the eating of which the body is pained and disorder rules in the mind.
6
(2). Bed clothing is a red heart; whiteness (of clothes), truthfulness and donation.
The words TBfH* f^F^ HT VT5W" Tnust thus be constructed : % f?f§ S ^ f a 5T VTCfWN
, change of form, etc.nimplies here transmigration. He who is not imbued in the name, will be
ubject to a;course of transmigration.
^
f%
3
The TTTJi sound, denotes here *%YfefT3guttering Om!

Wftjp
293
e

cT5T
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Blueness and* blackness (of clothes), wicked* actions; putting on clothes, meditation on the feet

(of Hari).
The waistband is made of contentment, wealth and youth is thy name
Pause.
0 father! other clothing is a poor pleasure.
By the putting on of which the body is pained and disorder rules in the mind.
1
(3). To have a. knowledge of a horse's saddle, of a golden back-strap, this is thy way.
Quiver, arrow, bow, sword-belt are the constituent parts of virtue (with thee).
9
A musical instrument, a spear, appearing publicly with honour, (this) is thy business, 0 my caste!
Pause.
8

0 father! other mounting is a poor pleasure.
By which mounting the body is pained and disorder rules in the mind.0
(4). (My) house and mansion is the delight in (thy) name, thy (merciful) look my family
Tbat is (thy)j order, which will please thee, (though there be) other very(boundless talk.
0OSanak! the true king does not ask nor deliberate.
Pause.
0 father! other sleeping is a poor pleasure.
By which sleep the body is pained and disorder rules in the mind
Siri Hag ; mahald I .
VIII.
(1). A body (besmeared) with kungu, adorned with jewels, perfume of aloe-wood, the breath (kept
fast) in the body.
The mark of the sixty-eightrTirthas in the face—in this there is display of little wisdom.
In that is wisdom: praising the true^name, the abodo of (all) excellences.
Pause.
0 father! other wisdom, other and other:
I
If it be practised a hundred times, it is the false effort of the false ones.
I
(2). He (=one) may apply himself to worship, he may be called a Pir, the whole world may flock

to him.
He
When his (honour) doescnot fall into account (before God), all (his) worship is (but) a wretched thing
4
(3). Those who are established by the true Guru, nobody can efface.
Within them is the abode of the name, by the name they will become manifest.
5
(By whom) the name is worshipped, the name is minded, they are always unbroken and true.
f
A\ When dust is minarled with dust, what will become of the soul?
JrWflr (Pers. C i - d D is the Sindhi *JI<$M
2
f
Nanak is said to have uttered these verses on being asked by his father Kalu to mount a horse and to
a de rai etc.. n. 294
go home.
The word
The
without
to
4
The Sikhs always now "refer the words Tffs 3TcT *° their Guru, as an incarnation of the Deity.
* ^Iptef unbroken, not subject to death (f^RI <fiX T H I T ffr)«
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All clevernesses are burnt (with the body); it rises and goes weeping.
name
I

I

Sirl Rag ; mahalal.

II

I

IX.

I

I
(1). The virtues of the virtuous*woman are^spread (abroad), *the vicious woman pines.
I
If the fascinating woman longs for her husband, there is no meeting (with him), the friend («husband)
is hard-hearted.
I
There ifc no boat nor buoy, he is nottobtained, the friend is far off.
I
Pause.

I

I

I I

My perfect Lord is motionless on his throne.
II
2
If he makes the disciple perfect, the True and Unweighable one is obtained.
(2). The palace of my Lord Hari is beautiful; in it are gems and rubies.
r
His castle of pearls, pure diamonds and gold, is delightful.
Without a ladder how shall I ascend to (his) castle ?
I am happy by the meditation on Hari (my) Guru.
3
(3). The Guru is the ladder, the Guru is the boat, the Guru is the buoy, the name of Hari
The Guru is the pond, the sea, the boat, the Guru is the Tlrtha and the sea.
If she pleases him, she is bright, she goes to bathe in the true tank.
4
(4). He is called brimful, dwelling on a full throne.
(Dwelling) in a full, beautiful place, he fulfils the hope of the hopeless.
0 Nanak ! if he is found full, how shall his qualities diminish ?
Sirl Rag; mahald I.
X.
1). Come, sister, cling to my neck, (cling) to my breast, 0 dear companion!
laving joined (me) tell (me) stories about thy powerful sweetheart (husband)
all
Pause.
every
One word should be considered: when^thou art, what are the others ?
(2). Go ask the woman beloved by her husband : by what cleverness is he enjoyed by you ?
11
Easily with contentment she is adorned, who speaks sweetly.
Guru
(3). How many are thy powers, how great is thy donation ?
How many are thy living creatures, who praise thee day and night 1
How many are thv forms and colours, how manv the high-born and
are absorbed into
the True one.
3|fl2WT must>be read jrfSWft (in having gone), but in all such cases the Anusvara is never placed
3T7T signifies also God, 3fiTHf¥
seeker of God*
The Guru is here the Gurdev (the incarnate Guru). This is shown by the whole context
\frTTf fnllf denotes Jn reference to God : all-filling, ail-pervading and perfect in himself.
l
signifies here cow fort , joy.
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If attention is made, honour springs up; by the words of the Guru he (*sone) eats up'his fear.
0 Nanak! the true king himself unites (him with himself).
#

Siri Rag; mahald I.
1

(1). It has come to a good issue, that I have been saved, (that) egotism has died away from (my)
house (=*body).
The messengers'(of Tama) render service again, (because I have) faith in the true Guru.
3
I
He who abandons his own volitions is an idle talker; the True one (alone) is without concern.
Pause.

I

0 h e a r t ! i f t h e T r u e o n e i s found, fear d e p a r t s .
H o w shall ( o n e ) become w i t h o u t d r e a d a n d fear ?
T h e disciple i s absorbed b y m e a n s of t h e w o r d (of t h e G u r u ) .
\
( 2 ) . H o w . m u c h u t t e r a n c e (of t h e n a m e ) i s m a d e ( a n d y e t ) i n u t t e r i n g n o e n d i s r e a c h e d !
H o w m a n y a r e the'' b e g g a r s ! h e alone i s t h e b o u n t i f u l .
B y t h e i n d w e l l i n g i n t h e h e a r t of h i m , w h o s e t h e life of t h e j c r e a t u r e s i s , comfort* is obtained.
( 3 ) . T h e w o r l d i s a d r e a m , ( i n w h i c h ) a p l a y i s m a d e ; jfor a m o m e n t h e ( G o d ) m a k e s h e r p l a y t h e p l a y .
United ( b y God), those w h o a r e alike, meet together, separated ( b y God) t h e y rise a n d g o .
W h a t h a s pleased h i m / ; t h a t i s d o n e , a n y t h i n g else c a n n o t b e d o n e .
3
( 4 ) . B y t h e disciple t h e t h i n g {i.e. t h e n a m e of H a r i ) is p u r c h a s e d , ( t h i s is) t r u e trade-stock, t r u e c a p i t a l .
B y w h o m t h e t r u e (stock) i s sold, praise t o t h a t perfect G u r u !
0 N a n a k ! h e w i l l recognize ( k n o w ) t h e t h i n g , w h o traffics i n t r u t h .
I

Siri Jtag; mahald I.

XII.

I
I

(1). A metal is again joined to a metal, he who praises is absorbed into the object of praise.
4
A pply (to thyself) deep red, thick, true colour!
The True one is found by the contented, having uttered " Hari" with one mind.

I
I

Pause.
0 brother, (become) the dust of the holy people I
In the assembly of the saints the Guru (=God) is obtained, (final) liberation and the cow of all things.*
6
(2). High and beautiful is (his) place, above is the palace of Murari.
By true (»good) works the gate of the house and palace of the beloved iarobtained.
7
The mind of the disciple is instructed having reflected on the Supreme Spirit.
1

3*ft i t f t f^Tr <•<?• 3R#tTO*"inft %, literally: a good thing has been effected, that.
mu8
' SRoV f j W f t
t here be taken in the sense of: he'who says or pretends, that he is abandoning
his volitions or designs.
V
* *S«13» »s often used in the Granth, signifies th* thing- /ear 4S°X0 » **• the name of ftari.
u
I
* teico TT&Te?; both are adjectives (for Jgtfltf is also used as adjective) signifying red."
I
4 * V5TOW *fc$ is Identical withj^Hf ifrf, the cow that grants all wishes. \ R 1 dM signine**in Hindu!
also: ail things. .
9
H4\f6 (*JMf\)» *ho enemy of Mora (a Daitya), name of Vishnu or Krishna as God.
1
W S H 3 P ? (*&• *««*• as VTO13*n). Sansk. 11(41 |<J4|,*the 8opiemc Spirit. I t denote! the worldsoni (enjoying itself), identified with VJsb?u or Hari.
* I
* « 1
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(3). If the threefold work be practised, there arises hope and anxiety.
2
How shall without the Guru the triad |cease tojbe? by being united w
arises.
rec
he (God) looks[(on him) in mercy.
(4). Without the Guru the dirt does not.go off ;• without llari how is there perfume ini the house ?
(By whom) the one word (i.e. the name) is reflected upon, he gives up (all) other hope.
0 Nanak! (by whom) he (i.e. Hari) is seen and pointed out (to me), (for him) I always sacrifice myself.
Sirl Rag; mahald I.

I

XIII.

Woe

to ruin
Without

without
Pause.

0 handsome young* woman! what is decoration without the beloved ? P H ^ f " * I
At the gate thou obtainest no entrance tofthe house,*at the threshold the false one is wretched.
He
First having brought the soil in order he sows the seed of the name (in it).
i sign (slot) falls
conduct"? I
6
By the blind the name is forgotten, in the self-willed is great mistiness.
His coming and going does not cease; having died he is born (again) and becomes wretched
(4). Sandal-wood has been bought, kungu and red lead for the parting-line of the hair.
7
Very much perfume, camphor with betel-leaves.
I
8
If the woman does not nlease the sweetheart. all fthisMarvnaratufl is naalpRa-lJIM i i A
ornaments
As long as she is not perforated • by the word (of the Guru), how
honour
gate of the Guru ?
I
0 Nanak! those favoured women are blessed, who are in love with
fljf^rfa TTHiis ^f^cf (what is (collected, heaped fup), | | N cfcj
3

fcjy'iV (formed from the Sansk. T^ch'd, having three heads or horns), triad, the three qualities 7T?
(W1\ = HT=|> the true nature, the quality of goodness), cpn CC—'V^^O passion), and 35^ (7\TR = ci*fc^t
darkness), inherent in all that is created.
* VIvRTt the same as <MlHlft4i» self-existing, an attribute of the Supreme Being; but it may also be
translated by: ^composure (of mind); composure (of mind) being obtained* ftW*dJt*fi***JKl19*¥T Uf*»H
3T@
worldly love; • duality.
^T3
•^lOIfigrain, seed.
6
a
^W
fr«q»entj expression in the Granth: deep darkness or mistiness ( I L A ) . I B Wft
W T ^ 5 7 5 , name of a perfume, ^ l ^ T (Amaranthus oleaceus) and ^ ? > f sandal-wood ground
togethter to a paste.
8

10

J* ^ *^3 75 s l ^ i H ; 4 % » » here neither Ablative nor Locative, but stands for sfeftf (Dative).
3TOT, v.at Imperforate, to split* in the passive: to be perforatedht to be thoroughly imbued in.
i s a Si
*®
*dhi word (*&), and signifies properly: bridegroom.
f
•
fm

l
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XIV

r
f
(I). Empty and frightful is the body, when the soul (or Ufe) departs from it.
1
The burning fire is extinguished, not any smoke has issued from it.
^
2
The fire (elements) have wept,filled!with pain, they are destroyed by second lore

III

. .

Fame.

0 fool! mutter Hari, remembering his qualities.
Egotism and selfishness is,captivating, the whole (world) is ruined by egotism.
* i(2). By whom the name is forgotten, having stuckHo another business: i
3
They, by giving themselves to duality, are consumed and dead; in their*heart is the,lire 06thirst.
Those are saved, who are preserved *by the Guru, the others are cheated I- and deceived by their
4
(worldly) business.
(3). Dead is friendship, love is gone, enmity and opposition is dead.
(Worldly) business is stopped, egotism is dead, selfishness and wrath is absorbed.
It is owing to destiny that the True one is obtained ^ the disciple is always suppressing (his senses).
t (4).< By true 1 work the>True one is found, by the wisdom of the Gurulhe Jails into the skirt (of the
1
disciple). *
\ m .
9
• .
That man is not born (again) nor does he die/ he does not oome nor go. t
6
0 Nanak! he who is foremost at the gate, he will go dressed to the threshold (of jGod).
* '

" *

Sirl Rag; maJtalu*!.

H

l

*

(1). The body being burnt has become earth,rthe mind by the infatuo+ionof the Maya (like) dross
The (old) vices have again chang*to it, the cruel ones sound (again) the trumpet.
W i t h o u t t h e w o r d ( o f t h e G u r u ) h e ( o r t h e < i n i n d ) t i s j b r o u g h ti n t o e r r o r , ( d u a l i t ys i n k s t h e b o a t ' s l o a d
Pause.
mind
Guru is not understood, he, having
born (again), he comes and goes.
(2). That is called a pure body, in which the true name is.
(Such'a) body "is steeped in true fear (of God), the tongue has'a true tfcste.
fr
(If) it (i.e. the body) is looked upon with a true glance (of mercy),* it will not get into distress again.
1

cJlIU Wfeftt. life is compared to a burning fire, which is extinguished without leaving
its existence.
*TThe five are here €he elements ( ^ F T ) , viz.: TJtafY*(earth), SRf (water), ^rftj (fire), ^BTT^J (breath)f
"WITnX (ether), of which the body is composed according to Hindu notion. The Sikhs refer the five to
STTH (lust), sfa (wrath), *&3 (covetousness), >^J (infatuation), viand" (selfishness).
*f *
3
^f^MI has in the Granth not* the Sense of doubt, but retains Its original meaning: duality, twofoldl
ness (Sansk. S[f%^)> like ^TFTT 3T^«
'*' *
! I
4
1
" ufcfV^ft ^ Tf*F must he constructed thus: ufg 3f*T *p£\ W f **nft i* few* («*pply *$ffe)> <Jf*I
is part, past conj.
i t /
1

1

*tf% VcPTTR foremost at the gate (of the Guru), t.i.lqttite given to the attention and service of the
Guru, t h n t dressed, Le. in a dress of honour (
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(3). From the True one wind (air) has proceeded, from the wind water has been engendered.
1
From water the three worlds have been made, into everybody light is infused.
The pure does not become defiled; by him, who is steeped in the word, honour is obtained.
(4). This mind is contented in the True one, (if )*he (God) casts upon it*a look of mercy^
2
Theifive beings are steeped in true fear, there is true light in the mind.
0 Nanak! the vices are forgotten; those^who are protectedfby the Guru (obtain) honour.

}
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.XVL
(l). 0 Nanak! on the boat of the True one there is crossing over (by means of reflection on the Guru.*
Borne come,j some go, quite full of selfishness.
The intoxicated with obstinacy*of mind are drowned, the disciple thateTrue one is bringing across.
Pause.
Howishall it be crossed without the Guru, (how) shall comfort be obtained ?
As it is pleasing (toithee), so keep me, I have none other.
4
(2). If I look before me, there is a conflagration of the jungle, on my back there are green sprouts.
By whom it is produced, by him,it is destroyed, in every body ^vessel) the True one is brimful.
He himself (also) unites to union* (with himself), to his true palace and presence (he conveys),
(8). At every breath I remember thee, I never forget thee.
As, as the Lord dwells in the mind, (so, so) the disciple drinks nectar.
I
Mind and body are thine, thou art the Lord, having removed pride thou indwellest.
(4). By whom this world is produced, having made the forms (beings) of the three worlds.
(His) light is known by the disciple, (whereas) the self-willed is bewildered in mistiness.
The light (which is) unintermittingly in every body, he comprehends, who bears in mind the wisdom
of the Guru.*
(5), The disciples, by whom it (i.e. the light) is known, are applauded.
They are united with the True one, they manifest the qualities of the True one.
0 Nfcnak! by the name they are contented, their soul and body is with the Lord.
J

Siri Rag ; mahala I .
XVII.
(1). Hear, 0 heart! O beloved friend! be united (with the Supremo Being), this is the time*
As long as there*is there the breath of youth, give (him) this body!
Without virtue it is of no use, the body decaying is reduced to ashes again.
This is not quite in accordance with the cosmogonies of the Puranas; see Vishnu Purana, p. 16, note 25.
i H\J IpS* the five beings,(not elements), i,*. STPHt 9Ht » 3 , ^RT^ &Jld> which are personified.
3dAI> to cross (the ocean of existence); the .crossing is made possible by reflection >or meditation
(f<£tHdAl) on the Guru, whojis the mediator of salvation. \
4
<&%\ «•*»« a burning of the jungle, "3% y(&> literally: a conflagration .of the jungle is burning.
is a frequent expression in the Granth; %)f^£ is the: Locative of $fco*» union, so
that ^ f e f ^ w i G c v i literally signifies : c to finite in or to, union (with .himself); from the Supreme Being
all emanates and into it all is again reunited.
' !?% «J0*lf3 1 T J J these words are very comprehensive ; ; t ^
mind, to think or reflect upon (Sindhi: 9TTO» Snnsk. ^fT^T).

is =s * n $ (from *ITd<M), to keep In
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Pause,

Omy
name
1
(2). (If) having heard, heard a literary composition be made, (if) having written and *eadla*load
one understand it.
His thirst'is day and night very great, (asHhere is in him) the disease and abnormal state of egotisi
He (*.«. God) is without concern, nnweighable, (but) the wisdom of the Guru calculates his (God
2
value
(8). (If) I acquire lakhs of clevernesses, friendship and intimacy with lakhs (of people).
"Without the society of the saint * I am jnot satiated, without the name I have pain and affliction.
Having muttered Hari in the heart, (final) emancipation; is obtained, the disciple recognizes his
own self.
(4). >Body and heart is sold to the Guru, the heartjis given with the head.
By the disciple the three worlds are searched through, s searching and looking'about.
He. who is united to uniontfwith God) bv the true Guru, he, 0 Nanakl is, with the Lord
8irl-\R(k(f; mahald I .
>

XVIII.

(!)• There is*no anxiety about death, no hope of life.
Thou takest care of all .creatures, thou countest their breath] and morsel.
4
Within the disciple thou dwellest, as it pleases (thee), so thou determinest.
PdU86.

*0 heart! muttering Ram, the mind is soothed.
In the heart grudge is burnt and extinguished! by the disciple divine knowledge is obtained.
(2). '(If) the state of the heart be known, if the Guru be joined, fear ceases.
f
t
From which house, when being dead, one must depart, (in that, whilst living, kill thyself and die!
3
Prom the unbeaten,•beautiful soundihe {i.e. Hari) is obtained, by means of reflection on the Guru.
(3). If the unbeaten sound is obtained, egotism is annihilated.
For him, who serves his^own true Guru, I always sacrifice myself.
I
Standing at the threshold (of God) he is dressed (with a dress of honour), in whose mouth the
name of Hari dwells.
8
(4). "Where I see. there he is diffused, there is union of Shiva and of his'Shaktis.
•TOc? «M-icM; d f e o ( = Sansk. 3Pty*f)t binding together, making a cfNf (literary composition).
4
* I T ? is here a verb, *UdM« to compute, to calculate/ As regards the verbal forms, I must refer to
my Grammar to the Granth, which I intend to publish, as it would carry'me too far to explain in*notes all
the different grammatical, forms.
t
TTTtf, when used in the'singul
4
xpl
judge, to determine. Its
etymology is obscure (perhaps identical with the Hindi f«loim<!f9 fiFSfflf = f^PSPT)•
5

s

DitfWC I the same a s
ttfAvlSlt
unbeaten.
T h e s o u n d n o t p r o d u c e d b y beating i n d r u m , etc.) i s
said t ob e p r o d u c e d j i n ithe Vt4J<£t ^ T H l c f o rt e n t h ] g a t e (of t h e h u m a n b o d y ) , i.e. t h e v a u l t o f d i e b e a d ,
w h e r e t h e vital b r e a t h , b y t h e p r a c t i c e of J o g , is c o n c e n t r a t e d , a n d w h e r e t h a t s o u u d is believed t o b e p r o d u c e d
thereby. * H * S v K TJTcft is t h e s a m e as n f A v J - £ *ffl«J.
M a h a d e a or Shiva, see Vishnu Purana, p . 5 1 , note 4.
agent

R u d r a ( = S h i v a ) i» w i t h
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In three qualities the body is bound jip y< he who has comejinto the world* is a sport.
I
By separation (from God) they are separated in gajn, thegself-willed do not obtain union (with God).
(5). If the mind retired from the world dwell in its (own) house (body), if it l?e imbued^with true
fear (of God).
It enjoys the great delight of divine knowledge, it will not again become hungry.
OJNanak! kill this (thy) mind and he united (to God), there wilLnotJbe again pain
Sirl Rag ; mahala I.
mind
The Sakta (worshipper of the Shakti) is not affected by the word (of 4he Guru), in foolishness he
is comin g and going.
true
is obtained (by him).
Pause.
0 (my) mind! give up egotism and pride !
Having served Eari, the Guru, the ocean, thou wilt' obtain honour at the threshold.
(2). Having muttered the name of Ham day and night, the disciple knows the wealth of Hari
saints divine
All comforts are in the enjoyment of the taste of Hari; in the
knowledge is obtained.
i
(By whom) always, day and night, the Lord Hari is worshipped, (to him) the name is given by the
true Guru.
(3). By the dog falsehood is practised; by reviling the Guru he is wasted and consumed.
Erring he wanders about, he has much pain; Yama having killed (him), makes him a threshing-floor.*
3
The-self-willed obtains no comfort, the (disciple (obtains) comfort and splendour.
L
(4). Here (in this world) business is pushed on, (but) the writ of the True one is authoritative
He is the friend (of) Hari who serves the Guru; by the agency of the Guru he is foremost.
4
0 Nanak!- who does not forget the name, he (is) conspicuous by (this) true work.
Sirt Rag; mahala I.
(1). If but a little the beloved be forgotten, there is great sickness in the mind (produced).
How shall honour at the threshold be obtained, when Hari does not dwell in the mind?
By meeting with the Guru comfort is obtained, the fire dies/the (three) qualities axe absorbed
i
Pause.
0 mind, day and night (remember the qualities of Hari
Those men are rare in the world, bv whom the name u

'

The three qualities a n 3 ^ , fg^$43ft.
i.e. He beats him hard like a threshing-floor
Sansk. *J + *THJ> splendour, lustre.
%
* *. *
ns
here
**VHI<5 y
b»*wwlated by "conspicuous" (literally, a flag); true work (Sansk. m qn$)»not
forgetting the name—is
man becomes
honoured at the threshold of Hari. Bnt ^*f|<$ may also be taken = 7^H |&
(with the Locative) true work.
* * **
?PS VtffV* HTffJ i» here ?etb (^ \Q<ST - W l G c M , to be absorbed) and not postposition (tn)
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(2). (If) light be united with, the source of light,* there is conjunction of the intelligence with the
intelligen
egotism they are gone, there are no (longer) doubt and grief.
In which disciple's mind Hari dwells, his union (with Hari) the Guru brings about.
(3). If I make (my),body,(like that) of a fascinating woman, the enjoyer will enjoy (i
With that love should not be made, that appears as transitory.
That Lord is the husband of the bed. he dallies (with) the disciple (as with) a beloved
throwing the water of Hari (upon them), die
(4). Having
Within (thee} the lotus is (then*) opened, filled with nectar thou wilt be satiated
made the true Guru (thy) friend, thou wilt attain the True one, having
threshold (of God)
!

Siri Rag; mahala I.

(1). 0 beloved, mutter Hari, Hari! having taken the wisdom (=instruction) of the Guru say *. Hari!
0 mind, if the touchstone be applied to the True one, if he be weighed by a full weight:
I
His value is not obtained by any one, 0 heart! he is a priceless * gem.
J
Pame.
0 brother, the diamond of Hari is in the Guru!
4
In the true assembly the true Guru is obtained by praising (Hari), day and night by means of the
5
word (of the Guru).
*
(2). .-The true stock-in-trade (or goods), wealth and capital is obtained from the Guru's revelation.
6
Asfiredies by water being poured upon it, thus thirst (is extinguished) by the slave of slaves.
7
The executioner of Yama does not touch (the disciple), thus he crosses the water of existence and
will cause (others) to cross.
I (3). To the disciple falsehood is not pleasing; to him, who is attached to truth, truth is pleasing.
To the Sakta (=impious) truth does not please, falsehood is allotted to the false one.
|
By the Guru being joined (with them) they (
the true
are absorbed in the True one.
8
I (4). In the heart is a gem, a ruby; the name is a jewel, the best thing, a diamond.
The true stock and wealth is the name; in every body is the profound and deep (Supreme Being).
0 Nanak! by the disciple the diamond is obtained, if Hari bestow mercy on him.

wVOt^TOlft

i

le
is

of life In rational beings. In consequence of the M f e (light)
ence
M6S\
gence,.from which the M<J\3 of the (rational) beings has emanated.
* The four fires or heats are said to be: tv?J?T» 'HvT, s h j , "&3.
such like compounds are very frequent in the Granth, signifying* literally: priceless in price.
4
E*|BI {*HT ^)<J|fe> ^ e true assembly or the assembly of the true disciples or saints*
I I
0
*fV|R£ 4446|0<M» to praise Hari by means of the +<*j>t or word of the Guru.
6
t i * ] f c ^ZT*!* the slave of slaves (servus servorum), i.e. the Guru. This phrase is of frequent occurrence in the Granth.
I t
7

H^lcJt which the Sikhs traditionally explain by messenger (5J3)b is the same as
Camjal = executioner.
8

^HH<S5 = ^ S T R * *

>

V*€l<JtJt Bke '«£*($ i the thing, the real thing or substance»the best thing or inclnding nil things.

I

I

5

»
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Sirf Rag ; m ah aid I .

XXII.

try
country.
From his heart the dirt (

dress
true
Pause.

Guru
If the word of the Guru dwells fin the mind, the thirst of egotism dies away.
1
(2). 0 mind! it (i.e. the name) is a priceless gem, from the name of Bam honour is obtained.
Having joined the assembly of the true ones Hari is-obtained by the disciple, hating applied his
2
devotion to Hari.
"When his own self is gone, comfort is obtained, (as) water mixing with water is absorbed (in it).
Hari. Hari
been ioined. he nines in the water of existence
causes (others) to pine.
Thisjgem, 0 soul! which is priceless, goes thus for a kau£I (cowrie).
4
I (4). Those are perfect and wise men, by whom, being desirous for, the true Guru is found.
Having met with the Guru the water of existence is crossed (by them), at the threshold they are
d
manife&t (present) with honour.
<0 Nanak! they will have bright faces, (in whom) contemplation springs up (and) attention^to the)
6
word (of the Guru).
SirlfJRaf ; mahaldJL.
XXIII.

9

(1). Make traffic, U trader! take with care a stock of goods.
Such a thing should be bought, with which one gets through (the water of existence).
7
In the other world is a very knowing banker, he will look after the thing.
1

Vl<cOt (TnnnO Is^also neuter, to be received, to come to hand.
3
f w ^ s.f. (SindhI ^f^J *./.), Sansk. ^P3> the entering into a thing, absorption in at deep meditation or
intense devotion to.
8

is c

e

The true Guru is often called in the Granth \&\$ (*J^)- tjl^r
i *& & *Ini t h e V i s h n u - P u r a j i a
V i s h n u ( w h u M s i d e n t i f i e d w i t h B r a h m a ) , T J ^ ( s p i r i t ; i n d i v i d u a l i t y ) b e i n g t h e first f o r m o f t h e S u p r e m e . S e e
V i s h n u P u r a n a , p . 9 . T h e t r u e G u r u is c o n s i d e r e d a s a n ' A v a t a r .of t h e S u p r e m e B e i n g , a n d * t h e r e f o r e t h e
a t t r i b u t e p f VfiP$ i s c o n f e r r e d o n h i m t o o . B a b a N a n a k i s c o n s i d e r e d b y t h e S i k h s a s a n A v a t a r ( i n c a r n a t i o n )
!
of the S u p r e m e (Vishnu), w h o becamel again incarnate in the nine following G u r u s ; for this reason they ail
call themselves N a n a k .
4

Hf*T isjadjective (^f%^), having a taste for, longing for, or having a right understanding for the matter.
6
VcJcJT^ has here the sense of i|«t5f, manifest, present, as used already by Tulsi Das (and written fry
him TH^rpiM
ft• • ;
|
6
No Sikh, how much soever-I inquired, could explain me this verse. The sense!is: those have (or will
have) bright faces in whom contemplation (trf??) and attention (3>fT3) of the word springs upk
sound, word, is nearly always the word of the Guru.
e
7

The cso-nidli or trafficker (retail dealer) takes his ^TS stock of goods (or HTf*T capital) tt
TvT 08TO)i wholesale merchant or banker, to whom he is accountable.
* *
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Pause.

0 brother, Bay Ram! attentively.
1
Having taken the praise of Hari as thy stock of goods go, if the Lord sees it, he puts confidence in
(2). "Who have no capital of truth, how shall they obtain comfort ?
By carrying on a base traffic heartland body become base.
Like a deer eaught in a snare he has much pain and weeps always.
the sight of
Hari the Guru.
The base ones have neither caste nor fellowship, by baseness nobody prospers.
The base practise baseness; having come (into this world) they lose their honour when having gone
Hari)
(4). 0 Nanak! the heart should be instructed by the word of the Guru (and in) the J
Those who are steeped in«the love of the name of Ram, have no burden nor doubt
In muttering Hari is the greatest profit, the fearless Hari (dwells then) in the heart.
Siri R&g i mahald I.
II. Ohar.
*

XXIV.

(1). Wealth, youth" and a flower are .guests for four days.
1
Like the leaf of a lotus, after having brought forth flowers, is withering away
Pause.
E n j o y pleasure, w h e n y o u t h is fresh (blooming), 0 beloved I
T h e few d a y s ( o f y o u t h ) a r e (soon) o v e r a n d t h e coat ( = b o d y ) h a s b e c o m e old.
( 2 ) . M y m e r r y friends h a v e d e p a r t e d a n d a r e fallen asleep i n t h e g r a v e - y a r d .
I also shall g o sad a n d w e e p w i t h a feeble voice.

1

(3). T h o u hearest not a t allthe intelligence with t h years, , 0 w o m a n !
F o r t h w i t h thou wilt come to t h y father-in-law's house, thou wilt not be continually in t h y father's house.
0 N a n a k ! k n o w , s h e w h o h a s f a l l e n a s l e e p Ii n h e r f a t h e r ' s h o u s e o u t o f s e a s o n , h a s l o s t t h e b u n d l e
o f h e r v i r t u e s a n d i s g o n e off, h a v i n g b o u n d t o g e t h e r v i c e s .

Siri Rug; mahald I.
II. Ghar.
XXV.
8

(1). He himself is enjoying pleasure, he himself is the pleasure, he himself is amusing (others)
(with pleasure).
He himself is the petticoat (=woman), he himself is the husband of the bed.
Pause.
Given to pleasure is my Lord, brimful he is contained (everywhere).
(2). He himself is the fisher and the fish, he himself is the water and!the net.
1

14Ufc5f Sindhi Mqfiy, Sansk. Tff^fift, the lotus plant, (not theflower)Nelumbium speciosum.
2
'nrTt'ditcS'Js explained tby the Sikhs = STTTcTt (In the graves), but the proper sense of the word is graveyard. if\<Jlc% — Sansk. ^ T $ , decayed, the last syllable being originally•ban = an, i.e. ^TPT> place, the place
of the decayed. *
3
9
cf*ft*HTi <n?i d l ^ c i l i refers chiefly ta sensual pleasure. 'dfcfcM * 'he causal of ^cT^CT (= d*Jc\T#
an(
T¥f*TT)> i signifies either to amuse, to divert, or to cause (others) to dally with.

SIM RAG, HAH. I., SABD XXVI. XXVII.

3(i
1

He himself is the bait of the net, he himself is within (it) the greediness (of the fish;.
(3). My beloved himself is in many ways playful, 0 my (female) friend!
J
He continually dallies (with) the favoured woman; behold ! this is my state.
J
(4). Nanak bows with supplication: thou art the lake, thou art the gander.
I
2
8
Thou art the crane, thou art the white lotus, thou thyself seest (thy) opening.
J
Sir I Rag ; ma hula I.
I I I . Ghar.
XXYL
Make
(MakeVthe mind the husbandman,'cause TIari
wilt obtain the state of final emancipation.
Pause.
Maya (ill
wives
suality
becomes meditating on the Supreme Spirit, after haying given them up.
Then silent repetition (of the name), austerity and continence is made, when>they {i.e. the wicked)
are checked, the lotus opens in the hermitage (i.e. secluded heart).
6
(3). (Who) subdues the twenty-seven fold body, (who) in the .three stations ^remembers continually
death.
6
He recognizes in t the ten and eighteen the Infinite; Nanak says; thus he is-in one (continual)
absorption (of thought).
Sirl Rag ; mahala I.

I

H I . Ghar.
XXVII.
(1). Make works the earth, the name the seed, give continually tne water of truth.
Having become a husbandman, grow faith; paradise and hell is thus (obtained) by the fool (and) wise.
1

M&of # | s.m. diminutive of ^ C 7 (= M \l![cR), a plant (Arum Indicum), the root of which is sometimes
eaten and used as a bait for fish.
2
* SJ^S? (Sansk. cfiTf^f) must here be translated by crane% for the sake of contrast. 9<j£\*HTf Kansk.
^if%^5T> is- the white lotus, that opens at night-time.
3
f%3PT instead of fc^J(|4{ (Sansk. f^RTO)» the opening of the lotus (at night-time).
4
^ Ifd<*pJTc!ft * in whose hand is a bow. an epithet of Vishnu.
5
CTZt the wicked are STW. ^rq, <&3, *flTf TTSTT?.
TV| •$ iud» the twenty-seven fold, i.e. body. The body is said "to consist of twenty-five parts, of
I t f n n n and ofTO?—twenty-seven.
•\
y
Vfe 9.m. station == U i ^ t t q i , Le. «VTO^, ^TT, H^fjTt waking, dream and deep sleep; a fourth (cl ^ * j )
is also counted, the absorption of the soul in Brahma.
8
The ten are said to be the four Vedas and the six Shastras; the eighteen are the eighteen Puranas.
9
The words, a re so elliptic, that they are hardlyjintelUgible. The sense is s|thui paradise is obtained by
the wise and hell by the fool.
9
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Pause.
Likely thou wilt think, that it {i.e. paradise) is obtained by (mere) words.
1
By the conceit of wealth, by the beauty of the body, in this wise tho (human) birth is lost.
(2). Vice is on the body (like) mud, thi# mind is a frog, who does not get*any information respecting
the lotus.
The black bee is the teaoher, who continually talks;*how shall it {i.e. the mind)*understand, when
bee) does not make it understand ?
o
iking and hearinc is (like") the vc
the Maya.
I The (merciful) glance of the Lord is heart-pleasing to them, <by whom he is considered as One and
meditated upon.
I
(4). (By whom) the thirty (days of fasting) and the five (prayers daily) have been kep% ho, having
made the name his companion, goes off, having frustrated the design of Satan.
Nanak says: it must be departed, what for is property and wealth amassed ?
Sirl R&gi mahalu I.
IV. Ghar.
XXVIII.
(I). He is the Lord, by whom the world is made budding, (by whom)
By whom the water and earth have been fixed; blessed is the creator.
Fame.
1
Thou must die, 0 Mull a! thou must die!{ remain <in the fear of the creator!
(2). Then thou art a Mull a, then thou art a Kazi, if thou knowest the name of God.
8
None, though he be very learned, <wiil remain, i t is gone onwards.
(3). He is a Kazi, by whomshis own self is abandoned and the one name isimade his
He is and will be, he will not be destroyed, true is ?the creator.
(4). Five times he prays, hejreads the book of the Qoran.
Nanak says: when tho grave calls, drinking and eating is stopped.
Sirl Rag ; mahald I
IV. Ohar.%
XXIX.
There is one dog (and)
Bewildered they always bark early in the i
Falsehood is a knife, stolen (goods) carrion.
in the form
Pause.
4
I have no road of honour, nor do I practise good works
I am ugly and remain in an unclean form.
1

s i t at the beginning of a sentence and in connexion with an imperative, is an exhortatory particle, like
he Sanskrit ^rfcf •
9
to
VTft? 3 d ^ l » carry the foot = to go on, to quicken one's step, t
3
MIKeJ1 armed with a bow; a caste of low people, who are armed with a bow and live by hunting.
4
roa(
Iff? oft Vfe>
l of honour, i.e. I do not walk honourably.
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Only thy name saves tho world.
This is my hope, this my support.
(2). "With my mouth I utter calumny day and night.
1
I look at another's wife and am[ of low occupation.
'
v
Lust and wrath dwell in my bpdy, I am a Cancjal.
0 creator \( I remain in the'Iform of a bowman*
I (3). Ensnared (caught) is my understanding by an elegant dress.
1 am a cheater, I cheat the country.
2
I am very clever, great is my weight.
I remain in the form of a bowman, 0 creator!
(4). I am ungrateful! I live on the wages of iniquity.
How shall I, wicked .thief, show my face ?
The humble Nanak expresses his thought.
I remain in the form of a bowman, 0 creator!

I
I
I

I

Sirl Rig; mahald I.
IV. Ghar.
\

XXX.

1. There is one (and the same) understanding in as many creatures as there are.
Without understanding none is created.
As their understanding is, so is their way.
31
The account is one afod %he same, (in consequence of which) they -come and go.
Pause.
"Why, O soul I practisest thou cleverness ?
He {i.e. God) takes and gives, there is no remissness (on his part).
(2). Thine are the creatures and thou belongest to the creatures.
To whom (else) shall they come <and< weep, JO Lord?
As thou art the. Lord, they come (to thee) and weep.
Thou art theirs and they are thine.
(3). "We contradict, we contradict.
Thou weighest (us) within thy sight.
Who (does) good works, he has full understanding.
Without good works it (•.*• the understanding) decreases in the heart.
(4). Nanak bows ( — says): what sort of a man will get divine knowledge?
He who knows his own self, will comprehend (God).
Who reflects by the favour of the Guru:
*
That sage is acceptable at the threshold (of God).
Occupied with or in a low business, or a low-caste man.
1
It is difficult to say what is exactly meant by l | O d l 3T?i as there is no hint to what it is to be
referred. Very likely the sense is: myl weight (^T^Mmay have thiskmeaning) is great, which I, as a clever
man, have or exercise.
3

« ¥ T i« the final account taken aud asked at the threshold of God, according to which they come and
go, i.e. are subjected to transmigration.
1

fro vr£t-fc9 v%.
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Siri R&g / mahala I.
IV. Ghar.

*

xxxi t
(1). Thou art the ocean, wise and clear-sighted, how shall I, the little fish, obtain (thy) end ?
Wherever I see, there art thou, if, I go out from thee, Lburst and die.
Pause,
I do not know thefishernor do I know the net.
When pain overtakes me, I remember thee.
c
(2). Thou, 0 beloved! art known as brimful, I am far off. v Whatever I do, that is in thy
presence.
•
Thou seest, I do not acknowledge (it). Neither thy work nor thy name.
(8). Aa much as thou givest, so much I eat. I have no other door, to which door shall I go ?
Nanak makes one supplication: soul and body, all is with thee.
(4). He himself is near, he himself is far, he himself is in the midst.
He himself sees and hears, he himself by his power makes the world.
That order, 0 Nanak! which is pleasing to him, is authoritative.
SirJ Rag; mahala I.
IY. Ghar.
. XXXII.
(1). Why is the creature conceited in its mind ?
The gift is in the)hand of the giver.
As he pleases, so he gives or does not give.
What is effected by the word of the creature ?

)

Pause.
Who himself is true, to him pleases truth.
Who is blind and ignorant, (to him pleases) nonsensical talk.
(2). Whose>the trees are, (his is) the garden.
As their kind (species) is, so is their name.
According to the nature of the blossom the fruit is defined (set down).
Having sown himself he himself will eat it.
1
(3). A wall is raw, (if) the clay in it be raw.
If the intellect if unsalted, the.flavour is insipid.
0 Nanak! the simple-minded are put right (i .#. succeed).
^ Without the name there is no commendation (at the threshold of God).
Sirl Rag; mahala I.
V. Ghar.

.

*

XXXIII.
(1). The fraudless (man) fraud does not deceive, nor can a dagger wound him.
As the Lord keeps him, so he remains! (but) the soul of this greedyjman is agitated.
1

STtft #*lf TOT <rni 0—<J5T). the wall is raw,* not good,firm,if the day from which it is made be

raw, i.e. bad, sandy.
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Pause.
How
(2). If the Puranas are highly appreciated, if the wick of fear is applied to this body.
1
The understanding of truth is unawares kindled.
I I I
Fame.
This is the oil, thus the lamp hums.
Make a light) the Lord then meets (with thee).
(3). In this body sticks a Banya.*
Comfort is obtained, if worship (of God) be made.
The whole Wprld is coming and going.
(4). (If) in the world worship (of God) be practised:
Then a seat at the threshold <will be obtained.
Kanak says t the arm will

\

Siri Rag; tnahald III. (Amardds.)
I. Ghar.
I

Om I By the favour of the true Guru.

i* £xxiv.«
(1). I serve my own true Guru with one mind! with one thought and love.
The true Guru is the heart's desire and Tirtha of him, whom he instructs.
He obtains the boon, for which his heart has been anxious; the fruit he wishes, he get
If the name be reflected upon, if "the name be asked, he is easily absorbed in the name.
Pause.

I

0 my mind! rtaste the juice of Hari and thy thirst will cease, i*
I
The disciples, by whom it has been tasted, remain easily absorbed,
(2). By whom the true Guru has been served, they have obtained the treasure of the name.
In their heart the love of Hari dwells, in their mind conceit has ceased,
I
The lotus of the heart has opened, meditation is easily brought about.
The pure heart is delighted with Hari and at the threshold honour is obtained.
(3). Those who serve their own true Guru are rare in the world.
I
By whom egotism and,selfishness are destroyed and Hari is kept in the breast.
Who have love to the name, for them I sacrifice myself.
Those are happy in the four periods (of the world), in whom the inexhaustible, endless name jjs.
(4). By meeting with the Guru the name is obtained, spiritual blindness and (worldly) thirst ceaso.
5
With Hari their heart is delighted, in their house thev are solitarv.
1

*Hif© i* =* ^ W t without knowing, unawares.
' Banya, a Hindu retail-dealer. The Bany&s are l
gTeedin
1
TETHir ?5snT?WN the arm will
In India people who walk about happy and without concern
usually swing their arms in walking.
The Sabds (Dupadas nndKJaupadas) are counted in one continual number, but at the same time the
verses of the different mahalas (or Gurus) are counted separately. The first number indicates therefore the
number of verses belonging to/he several mahalas,jthe second the totality of Sabds etc., tn a Rag.
The
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I #1

L^hall sacrifice myself for those, who have obtained the taste of Hari.
i
0 Nfinak ! by his (merciful) look the true name is obtained,-the vessel of virtues.
Sirl Rag; mahala I I I .

*

.•

ir. x x x v .

J*

(

2

(1). "Who having put on many dresses deceives (others), practising in his mind and heart hypocrisy
He does not obtain the palace of Hari," after his death he enters into ordure,
. Pause.
0 iny mind! the disciple, who (dwells) solitary in his own house.
1
H e practises true abstinence and will become manifest (=honoured). '
(2). By whom his mind is overcome by means'of the word (instruction) of the Guru, he obtains the
state of final emancipation in his house.
Hari is reflected upon,'him he\i.e. Hari) brings
true assetably.
(3). If (one) enjoy a lakh of women, if he exercise dominion over the nine regions (of the earth).
Without the true Guru he does not obtain comfort, again and again he falls into the womb.*
the necklace of Hari is put on their neck, having directed their thought on the feet
of the Guru.
Behind them follows increase and success, they have not a bit of oovetousness.
(5). What pleases to the Lord, that is done, anything else cannot he done.
Humble Nanak lives by taking the name; 0 Hari, give (it to me) according to thy inherent g
disposition!
I
Sirl Rag ; mahala I I I .
•

: • : •

I. Ghar.
III.

XXXVL

(!). Whose,the (government is, his is every body.
By performing the work of a disciple the True one becomes manifest in the heoxt.
Within whom the True one dwells,the has true knowledge of the True one.
4
Those who are united with the True one, are not separated (from him), they dwell in their own house.
Pause.
0 my .beloved, without Hari I have none other!
The true Guru is the true (real) Lord, union (with Hari) is made by the pure word (instruction of
the Guru).
(2). Who by the word (of the Guru) is united (with Hari), he remains united, whom he *(Hari)
unites himself.
In a second love no one isfunited, again and again he comes and goes.
In all the One dwells, the One is contained (in them).
1

R

3JcS 3T?f t frequent attribute of the name^about the same as J]<j[\ f^HIA ; 37*T is the Arabic fjwlL
(cup); in Panjabi It denotes a large metallic plate or vessel. 3J^ 3"fif may be translated by the vessel of
ii)
2
gVf, the dress of a faqir. This verseis poken
3
y)Xl Vc£cM* to fall into the womb, i.e. to be bora again in the course of transmigration.
4
The meaning is; whep united;.with the Lordfthey dwell in their own house solitary (retired from the
world), and do not wander about like faqirs. Or "house" may be taken as the inner man.
6
%

\

(xxxvi r
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himself (=Hari) is merciful, is absorbed in
Having
intellect
of covetousness.
transmigrat:
become wretched.

What
service of the true Guru
own
with the word (of the Guro\ he is united with Hari
By touching the philosophers stone he becomes a philosopher's stone, light is absorbed in the
luminous (Supreme Being).
uru
(5). 0 heart, do not say: (I am) hungry, hungry, do thou not utter a cry!
By whom the eighty-four lakhs (of forms of existence) are created, he gives support to every one
The fearless is always merciful, he remembers all.
0 N&nak! if it (—truth).be understood by the,disoiple, he willfobtain the gate of salvation.
I
\

Sirl R&g ; mahald III.
IV.

XXXVII.

(1). By whom, having heard, it {i.e. the name) is minded, they dwell in their own house.
Having praised the true Hari by means of the instruction of the Guru, the vessel of virtues is obtained.
Those who are steeped in the word (of the Guru) are pure, I shall always be their sacrifice.
In whose heart Hari dwells, in their body he is manifest.
Pause.
0 my mind, meditate on the pure Hari, Hari!
On whose forehead it id written from the beginning, those disciples constantly meditate on him.
(2). 0 ye holy men of Hari, behold and look ! he dwells near brimful.
r
By whom he is recognized by means of the instruction of the Guru, those see him always in thei
presence
He always dwells in the heart of the virtuoiis, from the vicious he is far
the name they nine and die
(instruction) of the Guru is heard
Hari
attached
safflower
In whose heart the name is shining, he will always, always be firmly established.
(4). Having obtained the boon of human birth%e does not think of the name of Hari nor meditate

(on it).
After his foot has slipped, he cannot ren
That time does not come to hand (again
(Hari) looks (in mercy), he is saved, having constantly directed
Thers are eighty-foor lakhs of forms of existence (^ffc - *ftf*f), through which transmigration
skhs of ^ r ^ ; (moving in the water), twenty-seven lakhs of * J T ^ (stationary, like trees, etc.),
Wfl? (worms, etc.), ten lakhs of t | ^ (birds), twenty-three lakhs of ^ffaTO (qnadrnpeds), font
of9VTO
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(5). They look at all things, (but) thet fleshly-minded get no understanding.
The worship of those disciples is acceptable, whose heart is pure. .
They sing the qualitiesjof Hari, they always repeat; Hari! having sung the qualities of Hari, they
are absorbed (in him).
0 Nanak! tbeir speech is always true, who remain meditating on the name. I
II
I
II
Sirl Rag; mahald I I I

v. X!XXVIII.
instr
tion of tho Guru.
Their faces are always bright in that true court (of God).
Those always, always drink nectar, who are attached] to the true name.
Pause.
f

0 brother, to the disciple honour will always betgiver
^ ^ ^
•—•™*-™
If Hari,iHari is always .meditated upon (by .him), he washes off the filth of egotism,
(2). The fleshly-minded do not know the name, without the name honour is lost.
They have not tasted the relish of the name, they cling to another love.
Worms of ordure fall upon ordure, they are absorbed injordure.
(8). His human birth is fruitful, who walks in the love of the true Guru.
He saves his own family, blessed is the mother who has given birth to hira.
The name of Hari, Hari is meditated upon (by him), upon whom he bestows his mere
(4). By which disciples the name is meditated upon, having removed from within$th<
Those are pure from inside and outside, the true ones are absorbed in the True one.
1
Those have become acceptable, who meditate on Hari bv the instruction of the Guru
Sirl RSg; mahala I I I .
*

VI.

X3CXIX.

*f

devotees of Hari, Hari is wealth and capital, having asked the Guru they carry
continually the name of Hari. the name of Hari is (their") trading stock and s
By the, perfect Guru the name of Hari
haustible storehouse.
Pause.
0 brother, admonish this heart (of thine)!
Why does this (thy) heart indulge in laziness ? 0 disciple, read (repeat) the name!
(2). The devotee of Hari has love to Hari, if he reflect ^attending to the Guru.fatf&idrfSfft<fc)BRP|
[" By hypocrisy devotion is'not'made, the word duality is wretched.
That man, thoughjunited (by the Guru with the Supreme Spirit) does not blend (with him), in whose
8
heart is the thought of difference.
f{3)^ He is called a worshipper.of Hari, who keeps Hari in the breast.
3
Soul and body he entrusts and,puts before (Hari), having destroyed«egotism from within.
Blessed and acceptable is that disciple who is never discomfited.
SfiflS <*ld*i:Tt^rfcF faWftfe signifies literally: tin whose contemplation Hari is by means
' fyV|o/, separation, discrimination,
vXijMtf duality. The sense is: A man who
considers himself different, apart from
Egotism •» the idea of individual existence as distinct from the Supreme Being.

1
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obtained

Hari
Nanak! by the disciple Hari is obtained
I

Sirl R&g; tnahala III.*
VII.

XL.

(1). The name of Hari is an ocean of comfort, by the disciple it is obtained.
By whom daily the name is meditated upon, he is easily absorbed in the name.
His heart is in love with the true Hari, his tongue sings the qualities of Hari.
Pause.
0 brother, the world is'pained by second love!
He who has come to the asvlum of the Guru ol
Hari
If by the disciple the word (of the Guru) is known, he is absorbed in the immortal name of Hari.
By the Guru divine knowledge is kindled very bright, ignorance and darkness pass away.
(3). Thefleshly-mindedare filthy, filled with dirt, (in'them) is'the thirst'and passion of egotism.
Without the word the dirt does not go off, they die and are born (again) and become wretched.
l
They cling to imposture and have neither this nor that side.
(4). The disciple practises silent repetition of the name, austerity and continence; his love is (directed)
to the name of Hari.
By the disciple the one name of the creator is always meditated upon.
0 Nanak ! the name is meditated upon (by him), (which) is the support of all creatures.
Sirl R&g; tnahala III.
VIII.

XLI.

(1). Thefleshly-mindedis filled with spiritual blindness, indifference to the world and loneliness he
does not practise.
He does not know the word (of the Guru), he is always in pain, at the threshold of Hari he loses
his honour.
By the disciple egotism is parted with, by being attached to the name comfort is obtained (by him).
Pause.
0 my mind, day and night (my) hope has been fulfilled'continually
Who having served the true Gum burns his spiritual ignorance, he
indifference to the world and iov in Hari serine's
(in him).
orms
great luck the true assemblv is obtained. Hari
man
Within
true Guru, bv drinking the iuico of Hari
W;Jd*mi\, deceit, imposture, compounded of ny<JTi ••/. roguery (Bansk.^V^HT
*HFCT)i and ^ w
fences or some hocus pocus. Theyfciing to imposturet(as knavish fiiqirs are wont toIdo) and lose thus this
and that world, are deprived of both.
;
i
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(4). {By whomsoever is obtained the society of the pious by a perfect destiny,^ he is indifferent to
the world.
„ The fleshly-minded wanders about, he does not know the true Guru, egotism clings to his heart.
0 Nanak! those who are steeped in the word (of the Guru) and dyed in the name of Hari,
without fear, what can happen (to them) r
f

i

*

,

Sirl Ray; mahald III.;

%

*ix. xiir.

(1). In the house the wares are laid out, all the thing is within/
If every moment the name be remembered, some disciple will obtain it.
The treasure of the name is inexhaustible, by a great destiny it is obtained.
Pause.
0 my heart, give up calumny, egotism and conceit!
J
I
0 disciple, meditate thou always with one mind on Hari!
(2). The faces of the discipjes, who reflect on the word of the Guru^ are bright.
muttered in
I
Here (in this world) and there (that world) they obtain comfort, having m
their heart: Murari!
4
•*
In their (own) house the palace (of Hari) is found (by them), by reflecting; on the word of the Guru
(3). The foreheads of those, who turn away^their face from the true Guru, (will be) black.
1
Daily they earn pain, they are perpetually looked out for^by the vile men of Yania.
(Even) in a dream they have no,comfort, they are consumed by.much anxiety.
(4). The donor of all is one, he himself gives presents.
Nothing can be said, he gives to whom he pleases.
0 Nanak ! by the disciple he (=Hari) is obtained, he himself knows him.
[*'

*

*

Stirf'Rag; mahald I I I .

*'*

X

t
* I''' * I
i
t XLIII.
*
j
(1). If the true Lord be served, the True one gives greatness.
(In whose) heart he dwells by the favour of the Guru, he removes egotism.
running
Pause.
0 brother, 0 disciple, meditate on the name of* Hari!
H
minded
In many births he wanders about like a crow in an empty house.
By means of the instruction of^he Guru there is light inHhe'heart, by the word (of the Guru) the
name of Harris obtained.^
' *
*•?
• •i
(3). The world endowed*with thef three Equalities is'biind, the infatuation of the Maya is darkness.
1
The greedy worship for thef 'sake of food, feadifig'thetyedas they raise a erf.
I
Amongst worldly*pursuits they acre consumed and dead,Hhey have neither this nor that side.
(4). By the infatuation of the Maya is forgotten the father and preserver of theiworld.
(2).

ft

Vtlwf is here derived from the Snnsk. oif^M, low, vile man; iT*f yUf$ quite corresponds to.^*f
tit!Id t cf. Sirl Rag, Sabd 21, 2. The' words m&$9 however, also be translated: they are*always overcome by
the net of Yama.
* I l>
^r*
* . i.
:
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t Without

the Guru it (i.e. the world) is thoughtless, the whole (creation) is (therefore) bound by
(Yama) the death.
I I
The followers of the Guru ere saved, having remembered the true name.
%

I

Siri Rag ; mahala III.
t
XL XLIV.
;
1
(1). (In) the three qualities is the infatuation of the Maya, the disciple obtains the fourth degree.
He is united by him (with himself) in mercy, the name of Hari comes and dwells in his heart.
In whose bag there is religious merit, them he unites with the assembly of the pious%
Pause.
0 brother! keep fast the true instruction of the true Guru I
(Who) is acquiring the thoroughly True one, (him) he (i.e. Hari) unites (with himself) by the word
(of the Guru).
(2). By whom the name is known, for them I sacrifice myself.
Having given up my own self, X sit down at (their) feet and walk according to their will.
(Who) obtains the gain of Hari, the name of Hari, he is (naturally absorbed in the name.
(3). Without the Guru the palace (of Hari) is not obtained, the name is not gotten.
Seek such a true Guru, from whom that True one may be obtained.
1
He who'kills the demons, lives in comfort, what is pleasing to him, that is done.
8
(4). As the true Guru is looked upon, so will be the happiness.
If a man have faith (in the Guru), he will have no doubt whatever.
0 Nanak! there is one light and two forms (shapes), by the word (of the Gum) union (between the
two) is effected.
Siri Rag; mahala III.

I

XII. XLV.
(1). Having abandoned the nectar they are greedy of worldly objects, they perform a false worship.
They forsake their own religion, they do not understand, their (life) is daily spent in pain.
The fleshly-minded are blind, they do not think, they are dead, being drowned without water.

Pause.
0 my heart, flee always to the asylum of Hari!
If the word of the Guru dwells within, Hari is not forgotten,
(2). This body is a puppet of the Maya, within which wicked egotism is put.
The fleshly-minded comes and goes, is born and dies (again), his honour is lost.
^By serving the true Guru, comfort< is always obtained, by the Luminous one light is united (with
himself).
(3). The service of the true Guru is full of comfort, the fruit, that (one) wishes, he obtains.
By chastity, truthfulness and austerity his body is pure, lie makes Hari Hari dwell in his heart.
I He remains always in joy, day and night, meeting with the beloved he obtains comfort.
(4). I sacrifice myself for those, who have come to the asylum of .the true Guru.
I
At the true gate there is true greatness (obtained), they are easily absorbed in the True one.
O Uanak! by his (merciful) look he is obtained, the disciple he unites to.funion (with himself).
1

the

t>Qtu V*T*=gO^>
fourth or mystic state of the soul, in which it is united with the Supreme
Spirit or Brahm by intense meditation and abstraction from all objects of the senses.
* The n n r ? a r e ^ l f , S ^ , & g , % J , JoJIdt according to Sikh interpretation.
The happiness of a man depends on what he takes the Guru for.

!
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Sirl Rag ; m ah aid III.
X I I I . XLVI.
(1). The works, ^hich the fleshly-minded practise, are like ornaments on the body of an unfavoured
woman.
The husband of the bed,does not come, continually she is wretched.
The palace of the beloved she does not obtain, his household is not seen (by her).

Pause.
0 brother, meditate with one mind on the name!
He who keeps company with the society of the pious, obtains comfort by silently repeating the
name of Earn.
(2). That (fem.) disciple is always a favoured woman, by whom the beloved is kept in the breast.
She speaks sweetly, she walks humbly, her husband dallies with her on the bed.
Those favoured women are beautiful, who have infinite love to the Guru.
(3). By a perfect destiny the true Guru is found, when the destiny is rising.
From within pain and error is cut off and comfort is obtained.
She who walks according to the pleasure of the Guru, will not find any pain.
(4). In the decree of the Guru is nectar, which one may easily obtain.
Those who have got it, have drunk it, having removed egotism from within.
0 Nanak! if the name is meditated upon by the disciple, union is effected with the True one.
I

Sirl Rtig/ mahald III.
,
XIV. XLVII.
(l).r When she knows her own beloved, she putsjbody and soul before him (as an offering).
She does those works, which the favoured women do.
I
There is (thereby) easily union (or meeting) with the True one, the True one gives (her) greatness.

Pause.
0 brother, without the Guru devotion cannot be made.
I
Without the Guru devotion is not obtained, though every one desire it.
(2). On account of another love (than God's) the sum of the eighty-four lakhs (of births)is allotted
to the fascinating woman.
Without the Guru she gets no sleep, in pain she passes the night.
Without the word (of the Guru) the beloved is not obtained, she wastes her lifetime uselessly.
(3). In^egotisuLshe goes about in the world, (but) there is no wealth nor prosperity on her side.
Every blind one, that does not think of the name, is bound by Yama, the death.
.When the true Guru is found, wealth is obtained, having remembered the name of Hari in the .heart.
1
(4). Those who are attached to the name are pure by the inherent nature of the Guru.
(Their) heart and body are dyed with colour, their tongue tastes sweet juice.
1
,0.Nanak! that colour does not go off, which. Hari has applied in the beginning.
Sirl Rtig; mahald 111.
XV. XLVIII.
f
(1). (If) he (Hari) bestows mercy on the disciple, then devotion is made (by him), without the
Guru devotion cannot be made.
1
2

The Guru being the \JldU or touchstone.
In the beginning O^fcf loc.) when the destiny of every being was fixed.
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He hiraBelf unites (with himself); he, who understands (the truth), becomes pure.
Hari is true, true is his word, by the word (of the Guru) union (with Hari) is effected.
Pause.
0 brother! why is he, who is destitute of devotion, come into the world?
(By whom) the service of the perfect Guru is not made, he has uselessly wasted his human birth*
(2). He himself is the life of the world, the giver of comfort, he himself by his gift unites (with
himself).
"What
He himself gives greatness to the disciple, he himself causes (him) to do service.
Having seen his family he is bewildered with infatuation, at the time of departing it does
with
1
God) is obtained; his value b not to be
the
found out.
The Lord Hari
(but) without the
(4). (One) ma
Guru self does not (
Hari is the don
N&nak! he gives beauty and understanding, the Lord himself gives greatness to the discipl
I

Siri Rag ; mahala I I I .
XVI.

XLIX.

(1). Blessed is the mother, who has borne (the disciple), blessed and foremost is (his) father.
Having served the true Guru, comfort is obtained (by the'disciple), from within conceit is gone
Standing at the gate (of the Guru) the holy people serve (him), they obtain the abode of (all) qual
Pause.
0 my mind, turning with the face towards the Guru meditate on that Hari!
If the word of the Guru dwells in the mind, soul and body become pure.
(2). Having bestowed mercy he has come to the house, he himself has come and joined (it).
By whom he is praised by means * of the word of the Guru, they are easily coloured.
The true ones are absorbed in the True one, they remain united (with him) and are not separated
(again).
Whatever is to be done, that he has done, anything else cannot be done.
e who are separated long times, he has united (with himself), having put them down in the
account-book of the true Guru.
He himself will cause the work to be done, anything else cannot be
(4). Having given up the passion of egotism, soul and body is dyed
Day and night the name of the fearless, formless, is contained in th
Guru)

word

Construct f^H ^ t sfo? « fjl? TO f*TO? & Tfc? * I T T ^ .
He may say—that his cwn self is gone and he may get it said by others, i.e. it may be attested by others.
nns like Z& S7TJTT* bear in the Granth also the sense of an intensive verb: he may well say.
OTRT <5K» (*fW<i<M<fOi kind to the devotees, a frequent attribute of Hari in the Granth.
csHlkH stands here instead of Cc*ftiV, a being lengthened for the sake of the rlivme.
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Sirl Hag ; tnahald III.
XVII.

L.

(1). Govind is the abode of (all) qualities, bis end cannot be attained.
By talking and chatting lie ia not obtained, (he is obtained) if egotism departs from within.
By meeting with the true Guru he (%.e. the disciple) is always steeped in the fear of God, he himself
(»•*• God) oomes and dwells in the heart.
Pause.
0 brother! some disciple understands (the truth).
Those who do works without understanding (the truth), lose the blessing of their human birth.
(2). Those have obtained the relish (of the name) who have tasted it, without having tasted it they
go astray in error.
I The true name is nectar, which cannot be described at all.
I He who drinks it has become acceptable, being absorbed in the perfect word (of the Guru).
(3) If he himself gives, then it is received/nothing eWcan'be done.
Iu the hand of the giver is the gift, which he bestows by the medium of the Guru.
J
As it is made by him, so it has been (made); as he does the works, (so they are).
(4). The name is chastity, truthfulness, and abstinence; without the name one does not become
pure
By a perfect destiny the name dwells in the heart, by means of the word (of the Guru) union is
effected.
0 Nanak! he who abides in the love (of Hari), easily obtains the qualities of Hari.
Sirl Rag; mahald I I I .
XVIII.

LI.
1

(1). If (one) subdue his body and practise upturned austerity, egotism does not depart from within.
2
If he practise very spiritual works, he will never obtain the name.
If he, livingt die by means of the word of the Guru, the name of Hari comes and dwells in the heart.
Pause.
Hear, 0 my heart, flee to the asylum of the true Guru!
!
I
By the favour of the Gum one is freed from the world/he crosses the* water of existence by means
of the word of the Guru.
(2). In the whole (creation) the three qualities are inherent, second love (duality) and (consequent)
3
disorder,
The Pandit reads, (but) is bound by the fetter of spiritual ignorance; he does not understand out
of love to the visible world.
By meeting with the true Guru the triad (the three qualities) goes off, on the fourth station is the
gate of salvation.
(3). From the Guru the (right) way is obtained, the dimness of spiritual ignorance ceases.
1

OdM 3V» austeritytpractised by lifting up the arms or standing on the head and lifting the feet upwards, etc. It is often mentioned in the Granth.
1
or
ver
WffaWIPT (=1IWT<*1 ^WtfOTOf y spiritual, affectedly spiritual.
1 J
§ ]<X M$\ VT$ ft should be constructed; JT3T ( I A f i j ^ f i , creation) $| c^3Tc5 VR% fh in,all (the
creation) the three qualities are the § constituent element: ^F$TT 3 l G H^STTJ outfit also be taken as Nominatives.
7
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If Tone) die by means of the word (of thoiGuru), he is saved, he obtains the gate of salvation.
By the favour of the Guru he remains united (withjGod); true is the name of the creator.
(4). This mind is very strong, 'it does not give up in any (way) its scheme.
It-inflicts pain (upon itself) by another love and is much punished.
I
0 Nanak! those who cling to the name are saved, having removed egotism by the word (of the Guru).
Sirl Rag ; m ah aid I I I .

•

XIX; ' i l l .

I

(1). If he bestow mercy, the Guru is obtained, who establishes the name of Hari (in the heart).
1
"Without the Guru he is not obtained by any one, he wastes uselessly'his human birth.
By doing self-willed works he is published at thcrthreshold (of God).
'

I
I
I

Panne.

I
II
I
I
I

0 my heart, drop second love L
Within,thee Hari dwells, by the service of the Guru thou wilt obtain comfort.
(2). True is the speech, true is the word (ofihe Guru), when (one) loves the truth.
Having removed egotism and| wrath, the name of Hari dwells in (his) heart.
If with a pure heart|the name is meditated upon, he obtains the gate of salvation.
(3). In egotism the world (=people) passes away, having died it is born (again), it comes and goes.
The fleshly-minded do not know the word (of the Guru), they wilLdepart having lost their honour.
By whom the name is obtained by the service of the Guru, he remains absorbed in the True one.
(4). (By whom)jthe Guru is obtained by muiding.the word, he removes from within his own self.
Daily he performs devotion, his thoughts are always directed on the True one.
I
0 Nanak! when the name, the highest good, dwells ^n (his) heart, he is easily absorbed (in God). I
i

Sirl Rag; mahalu III.
^

XX.

J

LIII.

(1). Those men, who have not served the true Gunij are afflicted in the four periods (o£the world).
The Supreme 'Spirit which is in their house (—Iwdy) is not known (by them), they are ruined by
conceit and selfishness,
II
Begging from those who are cursed by the true Guru, they are consumed in the world.
I
The true word (of^the Guru), which is putting all things right, is not received (by them).
I
Pause.
O my heart, behold always Hari in (thy) presence!
j
He takes away the pain of birth and death, in the word (of the Guru) he is contained brimful.
(2). Those who praise the True one are true, the true name is their support.
. They do true work, they love the True one.
"What the true Lord is doing, none is'erasing.
The fleshly-minded do nof^pbtain (his) jpalace, the false ones are ruined by falsehood.
(3). Practising selfishness the worldhas died, without the Guru there is deep darkness.
By the infatuation of the Maya the comfort-giving donor is forgotten.
If it serves the true Guru, then it'is saved, if it keep the True onefin the breast.
By mercy Hari is obtained and by reflection on the true word.'
I
(4). Having served the true Guru, (his) mind is pure by abandoning the passion of egotism.
Having given up his own self, he dies whilst living by meditating on the wordtof ther Guru.
t
The hurried avocations (of life) are stopped, love*to the'True one has set in.
I The faces of those who are immersed in the True one, are bright at that true court.

1
I
I
1
I

I
I

I
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(5). By whom the true Guru, the Supreme Spirit, is not minded, whose love is not attached to the
word (of the Guru).
As much bathing and liberality as Jie may practise, > he is wretched by second loveu__c
II
J f Hari bestow his own mercy (on him), then he will give himself to the love of,the name.
I
0 Nanak! remember.thou the name by infinite love to the Guru !t
I
i

Sirl Raff; mahald I I I .
XXI.

LIV.

(1). "Whom shall I serve? what silent repetition shall I perform ? I will go and ask the true Guru.
The decision of the true Guru I will obey, havingTemoved from within my own self.
By this service and attendance the name comes and dwells in the heart.
1
From the name comfort is obtained, from the true word splendour.
Pause.
0 my heart, wake daily, thinking of Hari!
Protect thy own field, the crane will fall on thy field.
(2). The heart's desires (of him) are fulfilled who remains brimful in the word (of the Guru).
He who performs devotion in fear and love day and night, Bees always 'Hari in his presence.
His heart is always immersed in the true word, error has gone far from^his body.
%
The pure Lord, who is true and profound!in qualities, is obtained by him.
(3). Those who have waked are saved, those who have fallen asleep are plundered.*
Who has;not known the true word has passed his (time) (like) a dream.
I I
As the guest of an empty house goes as he has come.
I
The life of the fleshly-minded one has passed*• uselessly, what face will! he show when having gone
(to the threshold) ?
*
(4). Everything is he himself, (but) in egotism he cannot be described.
If he is known from the word of the Guru, he removes the pain of egotism from within.
1 cling to J the feet of those who serve their own true Guru.
u
I, Nanak, sacrifice myself for those who are true at the true gate.
Sirl R&g; mahald III.
XXII.

LV.

(1). If the time is considered, at which time shall devotion be made ?
Those who are daily immersed in the name have true knowledge of the True,one.
If but a little the beloved be forgotten, what devotion is (then) made ?
3
If soul and body is cool (happy) with the True one, no breath goes in vain.

%

I
Pause.
0 my heart, meditate on the name of Hari!
f
True devotion is then made, when Hari comes and dwells in the heart.
(2). Having' sown the seed of "the true name, the field is easily cultivated.
The field springs up abundantly and the heart is readily satiated.
The word of the Guru is nectar, by the drinking of which thirst ceases.
(If) this mind be true and immersed in truth, it remains,absorbed in the True one.
1

I

*HI |fk ™ wouTI I it is shortened for the sake of the rhyme.
* \je. Without remembering Hari.

*
*•
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(3). He is telling, seeing, and speaking, (who) is continually absorbed in the word (of the Guru).
(His) voice is sounding in the four periods (of the world), proclaiming the perfectly True one.
(His) egotism and selfishness are stopped, (who) is united by the True one.
I
They have the palace (of Hari) in'their presence who direct their constant thoughts on the True one.
(4). By his (merciftil) look the name is meditated upon, without destiny it cannot be obtained.
I
By a perfect destiny he obtains the assembly of the pious, with whom the true Guru falls in.
By being daily immersed in the name, the pain of the world departs from within.
2
0 Nanak! by means of the word (of the Guru) union is (effected), (who) praises, he is absorbed in
the name.
Sirl Rag; mahala III..
XXIII.

LVI.

(1). His own love he has put in them who reflect on the word of the Guru.
I
With the assembly of the pious they remain always united, remembering the qualities of the True one.
He has cleared away the dirt of duality (in those) who have put Hari in their breast.
3
True is (their) speech, »truthiin (their) heart, they love the True one.
i
Pause.
0 my heart, (thou art) filled with the dirt of egotismi!
Hari is pure and always beautiful, by means of the word (of the Guru) he is adorning.
(2). Those are united byjthe Lord himself whose jheart is fascinated by the true word.
By being daily immersed i n the | name, light is absorbed in tthe luminous (Hari).
By the (inward) light tbe Lord is known, without the true Guru understanding is not obtained.
To whom it has been decreed beforehand, with them the true Guru has fallen in.
(3) Without the name the whole (world) is distressed, by second love it is lost.
Without it it does not live twenty-four minutes, in pain the night is passed.
He who is led astray by error is blind, again and again he comes and .goes.
j
(If) the.Lord bestow his own look (of mercy), he himself unites (with himself).
4
(4). He hears and sees all things, how shall it be denied ?
They commit sin on sin (and) are consumed by sin, and cause (others) to be consumed.
That Lord does not come into their sight, the fleshly-minded do not obtain understanding.
I Whom he makes seeing, he sees; 0 Kauak! the disciple obtains (understanding).
Sirl Rdg ; mahala III.
}

Pause.
O my heart, dwell in thy own house!
Praise thou the name of Ram, there will notlbe again-coming and going.

8

I

Though no trace of the subject be given, itlmust be, according to the whole context, the disciple.
Le. The name.
1

I
I
1
I
I
I
I

XXIV. LVII.

(1 )• Without the Guru sickness is not broken, the pain of egotism does not depart.
In whose heart he dwells by the favour of the Guru, he remains absorbed in the name.
By the word of the Guru Hari is obtained, without the word he is led astray in error.

I

I
t

I
I
I I
1
1
I

Some MS8. read flflHTJ, which,'however, is against the rhyme; the right reading is f\RHTf<5i the
Ahl. Sing., by, on account of love with (=»to) Hari.
I J J H i e lW^graphed copy reads Vpfo VfeiHT TTTfe but the MSS. read correctly VTfSWT ?^Tfd
VTfOTTI^nffe Ifl the passive: how shall it be denied ?
# 4
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(2). Hari is the only donor, there is none other.
He dwells in the heart of him who praises him by the word (of the Guru), comfort is easily obtained
(by him),
h
He sees all within his look, to whom he pleases,,he gives.
(3). Egotism is all calculation, in calculation are not the nine comforts.
1
Those who practise works of poison are absorbed in very poison.
Without the name they get no place, in the city of Yama they .suffer pain.
(4). Soul and body, all is his, even he sustains them.
Bv whom (the truth) is understood by the favour of the Guru, he obtains the gate of salvation.
0 Nanak 1 praise thou the name (of him who has) no end nor limit!
Sirl Rags mahala III.
XXV.

LVIII.

(1). They have always joy and comfort whose support the true name is.
By the favour of the Guru truth is obtained, the remover of pain.
He always, always sings the qualities of the True one, who has love to the true name.
Having bestowed his own mercy, he has given him a storehouse (full of) devotion.
Pause.
0 my heart, sing the qualities of him who is always happy!
1
The true words of Hari are obtained by him, who remains absorbed with Hari.
2
(2). By true devotion the heart has become red, it is coloured by a natural process.
By the word of the Guru the heart is enchanted, nothing can be said (about it).
1
The tongue, coloured by the true word (of the Guru), drinks nectar, having the right taste it sings
the qualities (of Hari).
This colour is obtained by that disciple on whom he (Hari) bestows mercy and favour.
I
(8). This world is in uncertainty, sleeping the night is passed.
I
Some are drawn out (from uncertainty) by his own decree and united by himself (with himself).
I He himself dwells in their heart and stops the infatuation of the Maya.
9
I He himself gives greatness and makes the disciple understand (the truth).
(4). The donor of all is one, the erring he instructs.
Some are ruined by himself, they are attached by him to another (love).
I
From the instruction of the * Guru Hari is obtained, the luminous (Hari) unites light (with
]
himself).
0 Nanak! those who are daily steeped in the name are absorbed in the name.
Sirl R&g; mahala I I I .
XXVI.

LIX.

(1). By the virtuous the True one is obtained, having given up the passion of thirst.
By the word of the Guru the mind is coloured, the tongue with love and affection.
"Without the true Guru he is not obtained by any one; behold, having reflected in thy mind!
From the fleshly-minded the dirt does not go off, as long as he does not love the word of the Guru.
1
2
8

frftf, poison,|anything detestable or wicked.
Le. Filled with love.
<Tf*T> atff. (Sansk. Tftm) having,the right taste, i.e. being enamoured.
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Pause.
0 my heart, walk according to tlie will of the true Guru !
Han)
(2). rThe vicious (woman) has no virtue, she does not attain to sit in the presence.
The
whom
By the word of the Guru their heart is perforated, the Lord himself has met w!th them in the
1
presence.
1
(3)#By himself they are coloured with dye-stuff/by means of the word (of the Guru) they are united
by him.
True colour does not go off, those who are steeped in truth, give themselves to devout meditation.
Having wandered about in the four corners (of the earth) they have become tired, the fleshly-minded
do not obtain understanding.
"Whom the true Guru unites, he is united, having been absorbed in the true word (of the Guru).
(4). I am tired of making many friends, (tnat) one should cut off my pain.
Having met with the beloved my pain is cut off, by the word of the Guru union is brought about.
2
The acquisition of truth is true capital, the knowledge of the True one is true.
Those who are united with the True one are not separated (again), after having become disciples,
O Nanak!
Sirl Rag ; mahala I I I .
XXVII.

LX.

He
In all the One exists, the invisible cannot bo seen.
Hie Lord himself is merciful, he himself gives understanding.

thought
continually absorbed in the True one.
Pause,
0 my heart, obey the will of the Guru!
•,
Soul and body, all becomes cool (refreshed), (if) the name comes and dwells in the heart.
(2). By whom the element (of the world) has been made and put down, hejtakes care>(of it).
By the word of the Guru he is known, when he himself looks down (in mercy).
Those men are shining by the word (of the Guru) at that true courtf (of Hari).
I
The disciples, who are steeped in the true word, are united by the creator himself.
(3). By means of the^instruction of the Guru the Truejone is to be praised, who hasrno end nor limit.
He
within
without
li.e. The Lord himself has joined them and is in their presence, present with them.
Hftr, according to the traditional Interpretation of the Sikhs) of the True one ( a God)
is true (real, lasting*), all other knowledge is to no purpose.
B=
( o/ld'o o/dcO* the maker or creator of the elements or rudiments. The elements are
evolved from primary.matter (TTVPf)- This, however, is c
Wrf^
fore as a part of the Supreme Being itself. oJ|d<A «T33T
of the causality » the cause of causes.
t>. Individuality, the consciousness-or opinion of individual-existence {as separated from the Supreme).
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(4). The True one I will praise, to the True onerl willrcling, by the true name satiety is given?.
On virtue I will reflect, virtue I will collect, vice I will wash away.
If he himself, unites to union (with himself), there will not'be again reparation.
I, Nanak, will praiBe my own Guru, from whom I obtain that Lord.
• I

Sirz Rug; mahald III.
XXVIII.. LXI.

(1). Hear, hear, 0 thou careless of work! why walkest thou swingingrtheharm ?
Thou dost not know thy own beloved, how wilt thou show thy face having gone (to the threshold
of Hari)?
.
*
t
w
u
I hold the foot of those friends who have known their beloved.
(That) I may become like them, whom he unites with the company of the society of the pious.
.

Pause.
0 false handsome woman, thou art mined by falsehood !
I
The beloved, the true, beautiful Lord, is obtained by means of reflection (on) the Guru.
(2). Thefleshly-minde&-donotjknow the beloved, how is the nightf passed by them?
They are filled with pride, in thirst they burn, th^y are distressed by Becond love.
Prom the heart of those favoured women, who are attached to the word (of the Guru), egotism ^departs.
1
They always enjoy their own beloved, in continual happiness (their time) is passed.
(3). She|who isj without divine | knowledge is abandoned by J the beloved, * the beloved cannot be
obtained (by her).
Ignorance is darkness, without seeing the beloved hunger does not cease.
Come, join me, 0 companion ! unite with me the beloved!
If by a perfect destiny the Guru is met with (by any), the beloved is obtained, she is absorbed in
the True one.
j
(4). Those friends are favoured women on whomthe looks (in mercy).
(Those) know their own husband (who) put their body iand soul before him.
In the house.their own bridegroom is obtained (by them) who remove egotism.
I
0 Nanak! beautiful are the favoured women, who perform devotion day by day!
I

Sirl Rag / mahald I I I .
XXIX.

LXII.

(1). Some enjoy their own beloved, to which door shall I go and ask (for him) ?
Lwill serve the true Guru wffch love (saying): join to me the beloved!
All created beings he sees himself, to some one he is near, from some one far.r
She who has known, that her beloved is with her, always retains the beloved in, her presence.
Pause.

I

O handsome woman, walk,thou in the^love of the Guru!
Daily thou,wilt enjoy thy own beloved, being readily absorbed in the True one.*
(2). Favoured women steeped in the word (of the Guru), adorned by the true word:
Obtain Hari, their own bridegroom, in (their)(house, by infinite love and affection to the Guru.
I The bed is beautiful, Hari sports in love, with devotion their storehouses arerfilled.
That beloved Lord dwells in the heart who gives support to every one.
<JT<cfvJ» literally, they cause their beloyed (husband) to dally with them, or to stay with them.

I I I
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(8). I always Bacrifice myself for those who praise their own beloved.
Soul and body I surrender, I give my head, I cling to their feet:
"Who have knowncthe One,,having done away second love.
0 Nanak! (if) by the disciple the name is known, she is absorbed in the True one.
I

Sirl Rag ; mahald I I I .
XXX.3 LXIIL*
1

(1). 0 Hari, thou art perfectly true, everything is in thy lap.
In the eighty-four lakhs (of forms of existence) they wander abont, longing (for thee), without
meeting with the Guru they are in pain*
(If) thou, 0 liberal Hari! bestowest it, there is always comfort in the body.
1
By the favour of the Guru ! serve theeJ 0 true, deep, and profound one!
Pause.
0 my heart, he who is steeped in the name'obtains comfort!
By means of the instruction of the Guru the name should be praised, there is none other.
(2). Dharmrai {i.e. Yama) has the order: sit down and decide on true religious merit!
He who by second love is of a wicked mind, is under thy dominion.
Who mutter fthe qualities of the Supreme Hari, the vessel of virtues, the one Murari, in their heart:
To them Dharmrai performs service; blessed is he who is remembering (Sari)!
(3). If "the passions of the heart leave the heart, spiritual ignorance and conceit irf stopped in the
heart.
B y w h o m t h e Supreme Spirit is known, h eis readily absorbed i n t h e name.
W i t h o u t t h e t r u e G u m final e m a n c i p a t i o n i s n o t o b t a i n e d , t h e fleshly-minded o n e w a n d e r s a b o u t m a d 1
H e does n o t k n o w t h e w o r d (of the G u r u ) , h e i s chattering, i n worldly objects h e is absorbed.
(4). H e himself i s everything, there is none other.
A s h e causes ( t h e m ) t o speak, t h u s i t i s spoken, w h e n h e himself calls ( t h e m ) .
T h e speech o f t h e disciple i s B r a h m , b y t h e w o r d (of t h e G u r u ) u n i o n i s effected.
O N a n a k ! remember thou t h e name, b y t h e worship of w h i c h comfort i s obtained!

Sirl Rag; mahald I I I .
XXJXI. LXIV.
(1). In the world filth and (consequent) pain of egotism is obtained, by second love dirt sticks (to
men).
The filth of selfishness, though washed, does not go off at all, if (one) bathe at a hundred Tirthas.
They practise works of many kinds, (but) twofold dirt has stuck to them.
1
By reading the dirt does Hot go off, go and ask the sages!
Pause.
0 my heart, if one come to the asylum of the Guru, then he will become pure.
The fleshly-minded in saying: Hari,*Hari! have become tired, the dirt could not be washed off
(by them).
(2). By a dirty heart devotion cannot be made, the name cannot be obtained.
The dirtyfleshly-mindedhavered dirty, Ihey will go, hating lost their honour.
1
If he (Hari) dwell in the heart by the favour of the Guru, the filth of egotism !* absorbed.
As in darkness a lamp is lighted, so causes the Guru by (his) divine knowledge ignorance to be
dispersed.
% j
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(3). " It is done by us," we shall do it," (saying thus) we are foolish and ignorant.
The (real) actor is forgotten (by us), (otir) affection is (turned to) second love.
There is no pain like that of the Maya, all have become tired wandering about in the world.
From the instruction of the Guru comfort is obtained, having put the true name in the breast.
(4). Whom %e ^unites, he is united, I sacrifice myself'for him*
2
0 heart! to them, who are immersed in devotion, the true speech (of the Guru) is their owri place.
The heart being coloured the tongue is coloured £also) and sings (then) the^true qualities*of Hari.
0 Nanak! (by whom) the name is not forgotten, he is absorbed* in the 'i\rue one.
Strl R&g; mahalu IV.

8

Ghar I.
I. LXV.
(1). In my soul and body are excessive pangs of separation, how shall the beloved come to my house
and meet'(with me) ?
When I see my own Lord, my pain goes by seeing* the Lord.
It will go and ask those friends, in what wise the Lord may come to an interview (with me) ?
Pause.
0 my true Guru! without thee there is none other.

Hari
(2). The true Guru is the giver of the name,of Hari, he himself unites that "Lord (with men).
From the true Guru the Lord Hari is known, like the Guru there is none other.
I fall on ihe asylum of the Guru (saying): kindly join to me that Lord!
(3). No one has obtained ihim (Hari) by the obstinacy of his mind, every one becomes tired i
shifts
If
By falsehood and hypocrisy he has not been obtained by any one; what ho sows, that he will eat.
(4). The hope of all is in thee, OfLoyd! all creatures are thine, thou (art their) capital.
0 Lord! no one is empty of thee, at (thy) gate the disciples (obtain) praise.
Draw out those, who are drowning in the poison, the water of existence! this is the petition of
humble < Nanak.
Sirl Rag ; mahalu IV.
II.

LXVI.

(1). If the name is obtained, tne heart is satiated, without the name I shall live in misery.
Would that some disciple, a friend, would meet (with me), that he would show me tte Lord, the
vessel of virtues!
I will be quartered for him who manifests to me the name!
Pause%
0 my beloved! I live, having meditated on the name.
Without the name I cannot live: 0 mv true Guru. m\
1
9
9
4

i.e. Hari.
The sense is: they live in the true speech of the Guru, are wholly given to it.
i.e. Guru Ramdas.
It appears that these verses were made by Ramdas beforefhe himself had succeeded to the Gurusliip.
, adj. new, fresh, not Improved or prepared (by a course of discipline).
8
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(2). The name is a priceless jewel j it is with the perfect, true Guru.
The true Guru, having taken it out, reveals it to those who give themselves to his service.
Blessed and very fortunate are the men, very * fortunate the women, who have come and joined
the Guru.
t
(3). With whom the true Guru, tbe t Supreme Spirit, has not met, they are luckless andjin the
power of death.
They are again and again compelled to wander aboutfin the womb, being made hideous in ordure.
One should not come near to them, in whose heart is wrath, the Chandal.
(4). The true Guru, the'Supreme Spirit, is the pond of immortality, the very fortunate come and
bathe therein.
The dirt of their several births goes off, having made fast the pure name (in themselves).
Humble Nunak" has obtained the highest station, having directed his devout meditation on the true
Guru.
Sirl R&g ; \mahal& IV.
III.

LXVII.

(1). (His) qualities I''will sing, (his) qualities I will spread, (his) qualities I will tell, 0 my mother!
The disciple who tells (his) qualities, is my friend; having joined (this my) friend, I will sing the
qualities of Hari!
A diamond, having met with a diamond, is perforated; in deep red colour I will bathe!
Pause.
O my Govind! if I sing {thy) qualities, my heart is satiated.
r
Within (me) is thirst after the name of Hari, the^Guru being pleased procures it (for me).
(2). Colour the heart, 0 ye very fortunate! the Guru being pleased grants the favour.
The Guru makes fast the name with colour; I sacrifice myself for "the true Guru.
H Without the true Guru the name of Hari is not obtained, though they do lakhs and crores of (good)
works.
I
(3)- Without destiny'the true Guru is not found, (though) always sitting near'him in (his) house.
Within (whom) is the pain of ignorance and error, in (whom) is a film (over the eyes), they (fern.)
have fallen far off (from the Guru).
Without meeting with the true Guru gold is not made (of iron), the fleshly-minded, the iron, is
drowned at the side of the boat.
(4). The true Guru is the boat of the name of Hari, in what wise can it be ascended ?
He who walks according to the will of the true Guru, comes and sits down in the boat.
Blessed, blessed, very fortunate are those, 0 Kanak! whom the true Guru unites (with Hari).
Sirl R&g / mahald IV.
IV. LXVIII.
I (1). I always stand and inquire after the road; if any show me the Lord, to them I go.
1
I 1 go about following those who have got hold'of my beloved, making entreaty, making supplication,
(tor) I desire to meet the Lord.
Hi
Pause.
0 my brethren, may any one unite me to union with Hari the Lord!
1 have devoted myself to the true Guru, who has shown (to me) Hari the Lord.
f
(2). Humble I fall down at the side of the perfect, true Guru.
Thus hope of the humble is the Guru, the Guru, the true Guru, applauds them.
I cannot praise enough the Guru, who makes melmeet with Hari<the Lord.
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(3). Every one is desiring the true Guru, ,aU the world, everybody.
Without destiny an interview (with him) is not obtained; he, whose lot it is not, sits and weeps.
What has pleased to Hari, that has come to pass; what is written from, the beginning, no one will
blot out.
He himself is the true Guru, Hari himself unites to union with himself.
j
v4).
He himself, having bestowed mercy* will unite, who follow after the Guru, the true Guru.*
He himselfris injthe world the life of the whole world; 0 Nanak] water is.absorbe 1 in water.
Sirt Mag

; mahald IV.

V.
(1).

LXIX.

The name is juice of nectar, a eery good juice; how is it obtained, that I may.drink (this)

juice ?i

Go and ask the favoured women: how has the Lord come and joined you,?
2
These fearless ones say: I, rubbing, rubbing, wash his foot.
Pause.
Hari
3
The friend is the true Guru, the Supreme Spirit, he removes (thy) pain by destroying (thy) egotism!
(2). The (female) disciples are favoured women, into their heart mercy has fallen.
H
Hari
(3). This juice of Hari is in every tree and grass, the luckless do not drink*it.
4
Without the true Guru it does not come to hand, the fleshly-minded are lamenting (at not getting it).
They do not bow before the true Guru, in their heart is the calamity of wrath.
(4). Hari, Hari, Hari himself is the juice, from Hari himself the juice issues.
He himself, havinsr bestowed memv. will oive it. and the disciole will suck the nectar.
When
0 Nanak!
has
green
Sirl Rag; mahald IV.
VI.

LXX.

(1). The day rises and sets again, the whole night passes (again).;
The time of life decreases, man does not perceive it; continually the mouse gnaws the rope (of life).
Maya
consumed
Pause.
0 ^brotherf my friend and companion is that Lord.,
The fascination of son and wife is poison, at the end no one will be a companion.
1

eft

The idiomatic expression is 7TW MT0c51f t° t the juice.
2
¥rf?5 V(f&> tRTC f3A'f\nfSTf fhese words are apparently to be referred to the Guru (f37f
in an honorific sense).
^

5^ is often: to b e . t a k e n in t h e sense of t h e S a n s k . ^ { f c f i T T * t h e individuality a s s e p a r a t e d
S u p r e m e Spirit. T h e G u r u removes the pain by causing the individuality to be re-absorbed into the world-soul.
' \ | ^ 5 7%X
6

V % i literally, it d o e s n o t fall i n t o t h e l a p .

V% Ifyjfj/ may also be translated: he .is thoroughly consumed, being taken as an intensive-verb.
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(2). The disciples of the Guru are saved by devout meditation on Hari, uncontaminated they remain
in the asylum'(of the Guru).
Their departure fe always kept in view by them, Hari is taken asl their viaticum, they will receive
honour.
The disciples are accepted at the threshold, by Hari himself they are received andiembraced.
(3). To the disciples the way is manifest, at the gate (of Hari) they are by no means kept back.
They praise Hhe name of Hari, the name is in their heart* they continue devoutly meditating on
the name.
l
"Whilst sounds not produced by beatingl(an instrument) are sounded at the gate, they obtain lustre
at the true gate.
(4). Eveiy one applauds the disciples by whom the name is praised.
\
0 Lord ! give me their company! (this is) the petition of (this) beggar.
0 Nanak! the lot of those disciples is great in whose heart the name is shining.
Shh Rug; mahaid V.

GMT i.
X.

I

LXXI.

(1). How thou art delighted,^having seen the ornaments of thy son and wife,!
Thou enjoyest thyself, livestjin pleasures, art given to innumerable merriment*.
Thou givest many orders and artrinflexible.
The creator does come into thy mind, (thou art) a^blind, ignorant, self-willed man.Pause.
0 my heart! the giver of comfort, is that Hari.
By the favour of the Guru he is obtained, by destiny he.is acquired.,
(2). Thou art covetous of clothes and enjoyment, of the dust of gold and silver.
3
Excellent horses and elephants are much liked (by thee); indefatigable chariots are made.
(But in spite of all this) thou dost not come into anybody's mind, thou art forgotten by all (thy)
relationship (after thy death).
Being led astray by the creator (thou art) impure without the name.
(3). Earning the imprecations (of others) thou collectest wealth.
On what thou art putting thy trust, that does not remain always with theo.
Thou practisest egotism; 0 selfish one! thou art immersed in the inelination of thy heart.
1
He who is led astray by that Lord himself has no caste nor fellowship.
I
(4). He, who has been joined (with Hari) by the true Guru, the Supreme Spirit, isialone my friendi
One is the protector of the people of Hari, what do men weep in selfishness?
I II
"What is pleasing to the people of Hari, that hy (=Hari) does, at the gate of Hari they arc never
turned back.
0 Nanak! ho who is steeped in the lovo of Hari becomes a light in the whole world.
1

<H3f Vl0cM> to obtain lustre = to be adorned, to be received with'honour.
2
fiuru Arjun. On the whole, his poetry is the most incoherent and the least refined in the Granth and
a
therefore frequently obscure, as little attention is paid by him to a clear grammatical construction.
.
* fr^TcT«Hnnsk. ^ H J ^ , excellent horse; SfeBt SIndlil i I ^ = Sansk. JPTCT (Prakrit first VTOHC,
IhgAfH! thr Hindul *nFPC> T being a euphonic insertion to avoid the hiatus). The Luhor lithographed
edition reads j^lt, two other MBS. rend only ^3[, which suits the context better; the translator has followed
the latter rending.

t
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Sirl Rag; mahald V.
It'

LXXII.

(1) In (their) heart (is) much wantonness and great merriment'; being led astray by the pleasrres
of the sight:
1
The umbrella-wearing soyereignties have fallen into doubt {i.e. duality);
Pause.
obtained
decreed
blotted out.
(2). As many places and countries there are, BO many have (I) wandered throug
a
The wealthy man and great landowner says (everywhere) : " it is mine,4fris,mi
(3). He carries out his order, fearless and unflinching he is in his pursuit.
Every oneds subjected by him, (but) without the name he is mingled with dust.
2
(4). Thirty-three crores of servants, Siddhs andtSadhiks, standing at the gate.
1
Wealth, great dominion—all, 0 Nanak! has become (=passed) like a dream.
Sirl Rag; mahala V.
III.

LXXIII.

I
(i). Having risen early in the morning (the*body) is adorned, without understanding (the truth)
she is foolish and ignorant, i
j
(If \ that Lord has not come into her mind, she will be left in the desert.
. *
Having directed her thought to the true Guru she always, always enjoys pleasure.
I
I

Pause.
9

0 man, thou art come (into this world) to gain advantage.
4
In what bad brawl art thou engaged ? (thy) whole night, passing away, is gone,
(2). Cattle and birds jump about, death is not seen (by them).
In that company (i.e. like them) is man/who is ensnared in the net of the Maya.
Those are perceived as emancipated who remember the true name.
(3). The house, that is to be abandoned, has become dear to thy heart.
Whither thou hast to go and to retpain, of that thou dost not think.
Those ensnared ones have come out (of the net), who fall down at'the feet of the Guru.
(4), No one can protect, *no other (can) show (Hari).
Having searched in the four corners (I) have come and fallen on the asylum (of the Guru)
By the'truc king* («Guru) Nanak the drowning one has been drawn out
They have fallen into doubt or uncertainty, i.e. they,no longer know who they are, they do not know
their own self.
f*PJ, a man supposed to have acquired miraculous powers (a Jog!); ^Rffifoi ft?TO*l
observances
\ £ [ ^ , any II
T—~>»»^~M w ^ ^ ^ ^ lifetime.
"RJ 141(5+1111 > true kin if, is applied to the Guru, which afterwards has become
the usual address to'the Sikh Gurus.
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Sirl Rag; mahald V.
IV.

LXXIV.

(1). The guest of twenty-four or forty-eight minutes is intent on his business.
Being immersed in the business of the Maya the foolish one does not understand (the truth) r
Having risen and departed he repents, he has fallen into the power of the executioner (of Yama).
Pause.
0 blind one. thou art seated near the bank (of a river)!
If it be written before, thencthou wilt obtain the word of the Guru.
(2). Not the green nor the half ripe, the ripe (field) he is cutting.
;
Having taken the sickle)he has arrived (on the field), having kept ready the reapers.
When the order of the farmer is given, then the field is reaped and measured.
(3). The first watch (of the night) is gone in business, the second he has slept, in the third nonsenso
is chattered, in the fourth it has become morning.
*
He has never come into his.mind, by whom*soul and body j were given.
(4.) (My) soul is devoted and made a sacrifice for the assembly of the holy ones:
From which sagacity has fallen into (my) heart and the Supreme wise Spirit is obtained.
Nanak has seen (thus) the heart-knowing, wise Hari always (dwelling) with him.
Siri Rag; mahald V.
V.

LXXV.

(1). All things are forgotten (by me) r the One'is not forgotten.
Having burnt all (worldly) business, the Guru has given (to rae)*the relish of the true name.
Having dropped all hopes, I acquire one hope.
served
Pause.
0 my heart, praise the creator!
Having abandoned all clevernesses falLdown at the feet of the Guru!
(2). Fain and hunger do .not pervade (the body), if the giver of comfort be in the heart.
One is not ruined by any business (or work), if that True one is in the heart
Whom thou protectest having given thy hand (to him), him no one can kill.
If the comfort-giving Guru bo served, he washes off all vices,
(3). (Thy) servant asks the service (of those),j(by whom) thy service is performed.
By the assiduity of the assembly of the holy ones I obtain a pleased God.
1
Everything is subject ta the Lord, he himself achieves the action.
1 sacrifice myself for the'true Guru, who accomplishes all my desires.
(4). One friend is seen (by me), one brother and friend.
The One's are the materials, the One's the njanner (of applying them).
If with the One my heart is conciliated, my mind has-become immovable.
The True one is (my) eating, the True one (my) clothing, by'Nanak the True one is made his
support.
1

There is no real liberty of the created beings, the Lord himself is>performing the actions in and through
them.
is an alliteration instead of sf^,*likewise \f3s* instead of \f&$ *o rhyme with ?t&. Arjun,
who pays little attention to a pure rhyme, adds any meaningless syllable* to make up the rhyme, so that the
final words of a verse are often hardly recognizable.
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Sir* Rug; mahala V.
VI.

LXXVI.

(1). All things are obtained, if the One come to hand.
1
The boon of human birth is^bearing fruit, if one tell the true word,
Ho obtains the palace (of Hari) from the Gum, on whose forehead it may be written.
Fame
0 my heart, apply thy mind to the One!
Without the One all is trouble, oil the fascination of the Maya is false.
I (2). There are lakhs of pleasures and sovereignties,!if the true Guru cast a glancei( of mercy).
If he gives (me) one moment the name of Hari, my soul and body become cool.
Poriwhom it isldecreed before, he has seized theifeet of the true Guru.
(3).nFruitful are the forty-eight minutes, fruitful the twenty-four minutes, in which there is
to the True one.
!
I Pain and affliction do not touch him, whose support is the name of Hari.
Whom the Guru, having seized his arm, has drawn out, he has passed across.
(4). That place is beautiful and pure, where the assembly of the saints is.
I
I Entrance obtains he, who has got the perfect Guru.
0 Nanak! their house is built there, where there is no death, nor birth, nor old age.
Sirl Hug; mahala V.
VII.

1

LXXVII.

(1). He should be meditated upon, 0 soul, who is king above kings!
O heart, place thy hope on him, in whom every one trusts!
Having given up all cunning fall down at the feet of the Guru V
Fame.
i
0 ray heart, with comfort and ease mutter the 'name!
Meditate the eight watches (of the day) on the Lord, sing continually the qualities of Govind !
(2). Fall on the asylum of him, 0 heart, like whom there is none other!
By the remembrance of whom much comfort is obtained, and no pain whatever arises.
Perform always, always the service of the Lord, he is the true Lord.
(3). In the assembly of the saints thou becomest pure, the noose of Yaraa is cut off.
Before him, who is the giver of comfort and the remover of fear, offer thy supplication!
3
On whom the kind one bestows kindness, his business is put right.
I
j
(4). More than''muoh he should be praised,!whose place is higher than high.
*
Of him, who is without colours and marks, I cannot tell'the value.
0 Lord* have compassion on Nanak,'give him thy own true name!
I

Sirl Rag; mahala V.
!

VIII.

LXXVIII.

(1). He, who meditates on the name is happy, his face becomes blight.
Prom the perfect Guru he is obtained, who is manifest in all the worlds.
In the house of the society of the pious dwells that One true.
1

I

i.e. If one always utter: Hari! Hari I the true Sabd is the name of Hari, the Gur-mantr.
* i.e. He obtains the object of his coming into this world.

c

I

SIRIjRAG, MAH. V., SABDflX. X< (LXXIX. LXXX.)

I I I
Pause.
I I
I I
0 my heart, meditate on the name of Hari, Hari!
I
The name is always a companion and with (thee), in the other world it will bring (thee) emancipation.
(2). Of what nse are the greatnesses of the world ?
The amusement of the Maya is'all insipid, at last it passes away and is annihilated.
In whose heart Hari dwells, he imperfect and foremost,"
'*
(3). Become the dust of the pious having abandoned thy own self!
I
Give up all schemes and cunning and cling to the feet of the Guru>!
He gets the jewel, oh whose forehead the lot may be (written).
I
(4). He-gets it, 0 brother! to)whom the Lord himself gives (it), .t
|
He performs thd service of the true Guru, the heatlof whose egotism is put out.
"With Nfmak the Guru has met and all his passions have become extinct.
I
Sirl Rag: mahald V.
IX.

LXXIX.

(1). One knows the creatures, One is their preserver.
In One Intrust in (my) heart, One is the support of my life.
In the asylum of him, who is the Supreme Brahm, the creator, there is always happiness.

I
I
I

Pause.
%

0 my heart, give up all schemesI
Worship the perfect Guru, apply thyself continually to the meditation on the One!
(2). The One is (my) brother, .the One (my) friend, the One (my) mother and father. %
In the One I trust in my heart, who haa given (me) soul and body.
That Lord is not forgotten from (my) heart, who has subjected to himself everything.
I
(3). In the house is the One, outside is the One, in every place is he himself.
I
By whom the living creatures ore made, him repeat silently the eight watches (day and night)!
Those who are in love with.the One have no grief nor affliction.
I
(<t). The Supreme Brahm, the Lord is One, there is no second.
v
I
Body and soul, all is -his, what is pleasing,to him, that is done.
I I
In the perfeetjGuru he has become complete ;* OfNanak, repeat thou silently that True one H I
*

Sir? Rag; mahald V.

I

X. LXXX.
(1). Those whq have applied their mind to the true^Guru* are perfect and foremost.
To whom he himself is mcrciful| in their mind divine knowledge springs up. t
Tokwhorn.it is written on the*forehead, they obtained<tho name of Hari.
Pause-

I

I

[

0 my heart meditate on the One name!
All comforts spring up, thou wilt go dressed (In a robe of honour) to the threshold.
2
(2). The fear of birth ami death is gone by the love and worship of Goptfl.
He himself preserves (those, whs) are pure by the society of sthe holy ones.
The dirt of birth and death is cleared away, having seen the sight of the Guru thoy aro happy.
•

1

The sense is: titfthe perfect (Wu the Supreme is complctelyVdntaiiied, preterit..
A name of Krishna, identified with the Duprcrii'e.
* t • ' *
*

f

I I
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I

I

I

••

fi;j
H

Wk

(.1). In every place is,contained that Supreme Brahm, the LonU
The donor of all is the One, there is no second.
In his asylum emancipation is obtained; what onq desires, thr.t comes? to pas*.
(4). In whose heart the Supreme Brahm dwells, they arc perfect and foremost.
Their pure lustre has become manifest in the world.
i
Nanak is a sacrifice for those who have meditated on my Lord
v

>.

f

Sin RCiff; hiahnhl<\.
XI.

LXXX1.

I (I). Having met with the true Guru'all pain is gone, the comfort of Hari has come and settled in
the heart.
\
Within (them) light is manifested (who) direct 'their) thoughts on the Oncn
I I Having joined!the holy ones the face is bright, they [HK- tlie disciples) obtain wh at tis* written before
(for them)*
I Those who sing continually the qualities of Govind, are pure by the true name.
Pause.
0 my heart, by the word of the Guru comfort is obtained !
The service of the perfect Guru is by no means fruitless.
(2). The desires of the heart are fulfilled, tho'treasure of the name is obtained.
1
The creator, the knower of the heart, is known as always indwelling?.
By the*favour of the Guru the face is bright, having ^repeated the name (and practised) liberality
(and) ablution.
2
Lust, wrath, covetousness have become extinct, all pridePis abandoned.
(3)I The gain of the name*is obtained, all the business is completed.
I
ByKhc Lord, having bestowed mercy, he is united (with himself)/his own nameifs given to him.
His coming and going has been stopped, he himself (•".*. Hari) has become kind (to him).
8
The true palace and house'(i.e. of Hari) is obtained (by him), (who) has known the word of the Gum.
(4). The devotees he protects having bestowed his own mercy (on thom).
I
In this and*that Vorld the faces of them are bright who remember the qualities of the TruG one.
Remembering (his) qualities the eight watches (=day and night) they are steeped in infinite love. M
Nanak is always a sacrifice for'the Supreme Brahm, the ocean of happiness.
Siri Rag ; mahalu Y.
XII/

I

LXXXII.

(1): If the perfect, true Gutu be met with, the treasure of the word (=name) is obtained.
If the Lord bestow his own mercy, the immortal name is silently repeated.
The pain of birth and death is cut off, meditation is easily brought about.
Pause.
0 my heart, fall oh the asylum of the Lord,!
Without Hari there is none other, meditate on the One name!
(2). His value cannot be told, he is an unfathomable ocean of qualities.
I
I

I

' VETICS,"= M^lAI i. on account of the rhyme.
2
All this is the fruit of the service of,the (Jurn.
3
i.ft. Who has received as true.
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0 very fortunate, join the society (of the holy ones), believe in the true word (of the Guru)!
I
Serve the ocean of happiness, who is king above kings !
(3). My trust is the lotus of the foot (of Hari), there is no other place.
My hold is on'thee, 0 Supreme Bralim !* by thy power I remain (abide).
0 Lord! thou art the trust of the humble, into thy society I enter.
(4). Hari should be silently repeated, Govind should be worshipped the eight watches!
(By whom) soul, life, body, property are preserved, (by whom) mercifully lite h protected.
0 Kanak! all pains are removed by him, the Lord, the Supreme Brahm, is forgiving (or: giving).
Sirt Rag; mahald V.
XIII.

LXXXIII.

Who
Though separated, he is not separated (from him, who) is continually'contained in*; all.
I
The pain and trouble of the humble he (Hari) is breaking on account of his good disposition towards
(his) worshipper.
The wonderfully formed, the unstained (Supreme) has been united (to me) by the Guru, O mother!
Pause.
0 brother, make that Lord thy friend!
I
Away with the fascination and friendship of the Maya! no happy one is seen.
j
(2). He is wise, bountiful, well*disposed, pure, of an infinite form (or beauty).
J
a
A friend, a helper, very .great, high, great, infinite.
I
He is not ktaown as young (or) old, his court is immovable.
I
1
What is asked (from him), that is obtained, he is the support of the helpless.
I
(8). Looking upon whom the sins are taken away > an dr tranquillity is | made in soul and body.
If with one mind the One be meditated upon, the error of the mind ceases.
He is the abode of virtues, always young, whose bountifulness is (all*) filling.
Always, always he ^ should be .worshipped, day and night he should not be forgotten!
(4). For whom it was written before, their friend is Govind,
Body, soul and property, all I offer (to those, by whom) thisvwhole life is devotedj(to him).
He always sees and hears in the presence, in,everybody Brahm is contained.
2
(Even) the ungrateful he cherishes; the Lord, 0 Nanak!; is always giving.
Sirl Rag ,\ mahald V.
XIV.

LXXXIV.

(1). By the Lord, by whom soul, body and property have been given, they are easily (naturally)
taken 'care of and preserved.

within
Always, always the Lord should be remembered, put and keep him within thy breast J
fovidl = fo^di; Arjun lengthens or shortens the syllables, not only at the'end of the verse (for the
sake of the rhyme), but also in the midst of the line, just as he pleases.
2
Wif^6^*f^t ungrateful. It is somewhat doubtful if it is to be derived from V\r\M or from ^rSHTSJ•
In the first case the initial JJf would be wrong, in the second the assimilation of ^J to ghan is without analogy.
Q/WT is here identical with \sTTff> a constituent part of the "body, of which seven are enumerated : blood,
marrow,^fat, flesh, bones, medullary substance, semen. The ^[fs IHVtcTt the infinite light, is the ttfT3T*IT»
or the individual spirit which has directly emanated from the 8upreme Spirit.
"*

SIRI RAG, MAH. V., SABD XV. XVI. (LXXXV. LXXXVI.)
Pause.
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•

0 my heart, "there is none other without Hari!
Remain always in the asylum of the Lord, no pain will enter thee."
(2). Jewels, choice things, rubies, gold, silver are dust.
Mother, father, son, relative, all kinsmen are false.
By?whom he was'made, him he does not know, the fleshly-minded one is an impure beast.
(3). "Who is inside and outside diffused, him he considers as being far away.
Thirst (worldly covetousness) has seized him, he is absorbed in it, in his heart is cruel egotism.
1
The boat's load of them, who are destitute of devotion and the name, comes and goes.
I I (4). Be merciful, 0 Lord creator, and preserve the>creatures!
Without the Lord there is no protector, very formidable has Yama become.
Nanak does not forget (thy) name, 0 Hari| bestowi(on me) thy own mercy!
Sirl R&g i mahald V.
XV.

LXXXV.

(1). My body and property, my kingdom and beauty, my country,
(My) many sons and wives, many amusements and clothes :
Are, if the name of Hari do not dwell in (my) heart, of no use nor account.

'

Pause.
0 my heart, meditate on the name of Hari, Hari!
Keeping always company with the holy ones direct thy mind to the feet of the Guru!
(2). Theitreasure of the name is meditated upon (by'him), upon (whose) forehead the lot may be
(written),
t
All the works (of him) are adjusted, (who) clings to the feet of the Guru.
The sickness of egotism (and his) error is cut off, he does not come^nor will he go (again into other
wombs).
(3). Keep thou company with the holy ones (and thus) bathe at the sixty-eight Tirthas !•
Life, soul, body become fresh (thereby), 'this is true relish.
Here (in this world) greatnesses will accrue to thee and at the threshold thou wilt obtain a place.
(4). The Lord himself does and causes to be done (everything), all is in his hand.
He^hiraself having killed vivifies, within and without he is with (every one).
Nanak has taken refuge with the Lord, who is the Lord of all bodies.
Sirl Rag; mahald V.
XVL LXXXVI.
(1). I have fallen* on the asylum of my Lord, the Guru hastbeen merciful.
By the instruction of the Guru all my troubles have become extinct.
My heart has clung to the name of Bam, by the sight of the nectar I am happy.
Pause.
0 my heart, the Bcrvice of the true Guru is the best
If the Lord bestow his own mercy (on me), I do not forget him one moment from my heart.
1

9 s%m

ie

art

ft

V?
* ** P y * ken over in one boat's trip.
3
The sense is: if thou keep company with the pious, it is as much as if thou wouldst bathe at the sixtyeight Tirthas.
3
VTJ; no subject is mentioned, but it must be, according to the whole context, TTH, we = !.
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SIRI RAG, MAH. tV.. SARD XVII. XVIII. (LXXXVII. LXXXVI1I.)
<*

(2). The qualities of Govind should continually 15c sung, who is the extinguisher of vices/
1
Without the name of Hari comfort is not obtained, I have seen a great many things.
Those who were given to his praises, have easily crossed the water of existence.
(3). (It is equal to) a Tirtha, fasting, lakhs of abstinences, if itho dust of the holy ones be obtained.
From whom will (one) hide himself, as he (=*Hari) always sees in the presence ?
In every place my Lord is contained brimful.
(4). True is (his) kingdom, true his order, true is the place of the True one.
True power he has applied, by the True one the world* has been created.
I, Nanak, am always a sacrifice for .him, by-.;whom the true namcis silently repeated.*
Sirt R&g; mahalu V.
XVir:

LXXXVII.

Who with effort is silentlv reneatinir Hari
He who remembers Hari in the society of the saints, cuts off the dirt of (all his) births.
Pause.

t,

0 my heart, go on repeating the name of Hari!»
I
Enjoy the fruits desired by the heart,falligrief and anguish ceases.
(2). By whose agency the body is sustained, that Lord is seen as being with* ( « i n dwelling).
I
3
'In the water, the earth, on the surface of the earth die is present, the Lord beholdsfhis own sight.
(3). Soul and body have become pure, love to the True one has sprung up.
I I
By whom the feet of the Supreme-Brahm are worshipped, they have ^performed all silent repetitions
and austerities.
II
I
(4). A gem, jewel, ruby, nectar^ is the namo of Hari.
I
Comfort, ease, joy, relish; humble Nanak sings the qualities of Hari.
Siri Huff; mahdla V.
V

XVIII.

f

LXXXVUI.

3

(1). That is a Shastr, that is a;magic spell, by meansfof which the name of*Hari is muttered.
By (that) placclcss one a place has been obtained, (to whom) by the Guru the wealth of the lotus of
the foot is given. I l l
*
(That is) true capital, (that is) true abstinence, if (one) sing the eight watqhes the qualities (of Hari).
With whom the Lord has met bestowing his thorcy (upon him), | he|does not die, nor doesihe come
and go (again).
1
Pamc.
0 my heart, worship always Hari with one mind!
He is contained within everybody, ho is always a helper with (thee).
(2). How shall I count the amount of comforts, when I remember Govind ?
They.have been satiated who have tasted it, that relish knows (their) soul.(only).
The Lord dwells in the heart of him who is associated with the saints, the beloved is bestowing (his)
favour (on him).
I
He, who lias served his own Lord, is king and chief of men.

2

The sense is: I have seen a great deal and can speak from experience.
Vf<WT# literally s filled in, ue. completely diffused, so thattno place ii
* l v ^ » Sansk. ^cj>*t, a magic spell or hymn, sung to obtain favourab
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1

3).
At
(every)
opportunity
(I)
delight
in
the
gloryjand
qualities
of
Hari,
in
which
(are
contained
}
k
crorcsiof ablutions and bathings.
(If) the tongue utters the reports of the qualities (of Hari), no alms will come up to it.
Having bestowed a favourable look he dwells in; soull and 'body, the merciful Supremo Spirit, the
kind one,
Soul, body and?wealth are his. I am* always,* always a saorifice (for him)
(4). "Who is united by the creator (with himself), he,fbeing United, is never separated (from him;.
* Tho fotters^of his servants are cut asunder by the true creator
The erring ono is put by him into the (right) way not considering his virtues and vices.
Nanak has gone to the asylum of him, who'is the support of all bodies.
I I
I I
I
i

i

Sirl Run: mahald V.
XIX.

LXXXIX.

(1). If by the tongue the True one be remembered, soul amVbody become pure.
(Though there fee) mother, father and numerous relatives, without him there is none other.
If he bestow his own favour, he is not forgotten a minute.

I'auto.
T

0 ray heart, serve the True one a3 long us there is (any) breath
Without thcjTruc ofto all is falsehood, at the end it is annihilated.
(2). My Lord is pure, without him I cannot abide.
:
In my heart and body is very great hunger, may some one bring and unite (him with me), 0 mother!
In the four comers (of the earth) (a place) has been sought (by me), without the bridegroom there
is no other place
?
(3). Make supplication before him, whoas uniting the creator (with men)!
Tho true Guru is.the giver of the name (of him) whose storeroom is full.
Always, always he should be praised, (who has) no end nor limit!
(4). The preserver should be praised, whose actions are man) !
Always, always he should be worshipped! this is the greatest wisdom.

0
K

Siri Rag ; mahala V.
*
XX. XC.
1
(1). 0 brother, join the saints, remember the true name
Store up provisions for the soul! (that will be) with (thee) horo and there.
From tho perfect Guru he (=Hari) is obtained, having bestowed his own favourable look^
By destiny ho obtains (him), to whom he i s merciful.
Pause.
0 my heart, there is no one like the Guru!
No other place is seen, the Guru (alone) unites that True one (with thee).
(2). All things he has got, who has gone and seen the Guru.
Whose mind is fixed on the feet of the Gum, they arc very fortunate, *0 mother!
The Guru is bountiful, the Gfuru is powerful, the Gum is contained iniall.
2
The Guru is the Lord, the Supreme Brahm, the sinking ones the Guru causes to swim.
!

1

The sense is : which is equal to crorcs of ablutions.
Tiie Guru, as an avatar, is identified with the Supreme Being.
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1

(3). By what mouth is the Guru praised, who is the powerfulj(=efficient) cause of jcauses?
Those foreheads remained immovable, on which the Guru put his hand.
The nectar of the name, which the Guru gave to drink, is a suitable food against birth and death.
(Byiwhom) the Guru, the Lord, the destroyer of fear, has been served, (his) pain has gone*off.
(4). The true Guru is deep and profound, the ocean of comfort, sin-removing.
Wlto has served his own Guru, omhim the club of the messenger of Yama does not fall.
I have searched and seen the whole world (and found that) nothing can be compared.with the Guru.
Guru
the pith of happiness.
Sin Hag ; mahalu V^
XXI.

XCI.

(1). Having considered it sweet I ate it, (but) a bitter taste sprang up (after).
Brothers, friends, good friends were made (by me)} (I) was occupied with talking about worldly subjects.
3
(But all) passes quickly, without the name it is insipid.
Pause.
Guru
What is visible, that is annihilated, give up the opinion of thy (own) mind!
(2). Like a dog, who has become mad, runs.in the ten directions.
(So) a greedy creature does not know what is eatable and not eatable, it eats all.
Being immersed in thejintoxication of lust and wrath, it falls again and again into the womb.
(3).f By the Maya a net is spread out having made a bait within it.
t
greedi
It does not know him by whom it is made, again* and again it comes and goes.
(4). This world is fascinated in many ways and in many manners.
"Whom he preserves, he is preserved (abides), the infinite Supreme Spirit is powerful.
The people of Hari are saved by their constant meditation on' Hari, Nanak is always a sacrifice
(for them).
Sin R&g; mahala V.
Ghar I I .
sXXII.

XCIL

8

(1). The cowherd has come to the cowhouse, what ostentation has he to make?
arrived
Pause.
0 my heart, sing the qualities of Hari, [serve the truefGuruf n*love!
Why art thou conceited of a trifle \9
fferen t
The expression is also found in Tulsi Das Ramayay,
t b e effi
• ^ T I ^ T H ? ^ cniVy»
rient causes of the Mahat, etc. (see Wilson
Pur. p. 14). ZT3& srreS* *T*T3^
^ l VU)« Bat it is perhaps more simple ttf take it =» ofdcSl I^T o/Td<5
S7TO ondCV *WOT
(efficient) cause of causes.
Literally: In going delay is not made.
^ t l j w , cow-house, a hut built on pasture ground, thence the adjective or s.m. j i f a * ^

Srfew

*fri3o
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• (2). Like the guest of a night thou wilt rise-and depart at dawn.
"Why art thou enamoured with thy household ? all is (like) a flower-garden^
(3). "Why sayest thou: "mine, mine"? desire that Lord, who ha9 given itj
I By any means thou must rise and go, thou wilt go leaving behind lakhs and crores^of rupees).
(4). Whilst wandering in the eighty-four lakhs (of forms of existence) thou hast obtained" the hard-,
to-be-acquired human birth.
0 Nanak, remember thou the name! that day (of departure) has come near to thee.
Sirl Rug; wahaid V«
XXIII. XCIII.
(1). So long thou livest comfortably, as thy companion is with (thee).
!
When thy companion has risen and gone,.thou art mingled with dust, 0 woman
l
Pause.
(If) in (thy) heart indifference to the world has been effected, (if there be) a desire to see the sight
(of the Guru).
Blessed is that thy state!
(2). As long as thy beloved (husband) dwells in the house, all say: -yes, yes I
When thy beloved will rise and go, then none will ask a word about thee.
(3). Serve in thy father's house thy bridegroom and thou wilt dwell in comfort in thy father-in-law's
1
house.
Having joined the Guru learn wisdom and good conduct, (then) pain will .never befall thee.
(4). All must go to their father-in-law's house, all ore bringing their wives home.
0 Nanak, blessed are the favoured women, who have love to their bridegroom!
Sirl Rag ; mahala V.
GharVI.
^
XXIV. XCIV.
(1). He alone is the (primary) cause of causes, by whom the form (of every thing) is made.
Meditate on him, Omy heart, who is the support of all!
Pause.
Meditate in thy heart on the feet'of the Guru!
i
Giving up all cunning fix thy thoughts on the true word (of the Guru)!
(2). Pain, trouble and fear do not befall him, in whose heart the mantr (initiatory word) of the
Guru is.
(Though) one make crores of efforts, no one has crossed without the Guru.
(3). Having seen the sight (of the Guru) he (the disciple) subdues his mind, all his sins go off.
1 am a sacrifice for them, who fall down at the feet of the Guru.
(4). The true name of Hari dwells in a heart Associated with the saints.
Those are very fortunate, 0 Nanak, in whose heart this is the case!
Sirl Rug; mahala V.
XXV. XCV.
(1). Collect the wealth of Hari, worship the true Guru, give up air passions!
By whom thou wast made, having kept in mind that Hari thou wilt be saved.
1

This is a simile often used in the Granth. The sense is : fif thou servest God in this present world (thy
father's house), thou wilt live in happiness hereafter (in thy father-in-law's house = the next world).
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Fame.
:

Recite silently, 0 heart, the One, infinite name !
The support of the heart is he, by whom life, soul and body were given.
(2).- In lust, wrath and conceit the world is immersed, 0 mother!
Fall on the asylum of the saints, cling to the feet (of the Guru)! pain and darkness are done away.
(3). He practises truth, contentment and mercy: these are the best works.
He gives up his own self and becomes the dust of all,$tb whom the Lord, the shapeless, gives it.
(4). "What is seen, all'that art Thou, (thy) expansion is spread out.
Nanak says :* by the Guru (my) error has been*cut off, I consider (now) all as Brahm.
[
Siri Rugs mahdla V.
XXVI.

XCVI.

s

(1). In bad and good actions th8 whole world is (engaged)
1
1
Free from both is the devotee; some rare one is knowing.
Pause
The Lord is contoined^in all (things); What shall I say (and) hear ? •
Thou, 0 Lord, art the great Supreme Spirit, the wise!
(2). He who is in pride and conceit, is no worshipper.
Of unbiassed regard for truth, 0 saints, is one amongst a crore.
8
(3). Telling ana causing to be told is'a false renown.
By telling a story some rare disciple is emancipated.
3
(4). The state of him, who is everywhere present, does-not come into sight
He has obtained (this") gift. O Nanak! who is the dust of the saints.
Siri Rug; mahalu V.
Ghar VII.
XXVII.

XCVII.

(1). On account of my trust in thee indulgent treatment has been shown to me
The child errs and makes mistakes, thou, 0 Hari, art father and mother 1
Pause.
Telling and causing to be told (legends) is easy, (but) what is pleasing to thee is difficult.
(2). I put my trust in thee, I know, thy own self is I.
In all and without all art thou, 0 father! who art not in need of anything.
(3). 0 father, I do not know what word is conformable to thee!
He who is free from bonds, 0 saints, keeps affection for me!
(4). The Lord has become merciful, coming and going has been stopped.
Having met with the Guru, the Supreme Brahm was known by Nanak.
*

.•»*

>,.

. „ *

»

knowing, supply: the'fact, that pood and bad actions art not
who sees in all Brahm.
god
Obtained. Th
' *HT«|Jlf!r» aHj\ (Sanski 1ffa*ra
The explanation (in the Panjabt Diction

^rpnn
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Hirl^Rag; m ah alii V.
6r%rr I.
XXVIII. XCVIII.
1. Having joined the saintsideath has been out off.
The true Lord has settled in (my) heart, tho Lord has become merciful.
The perfect, true Guru has been met with (and) all troubles have become extinct
Pa met
0 my true Guru, I am a sacrifice for thee!
1 devote myself for thy sigfyt, having been pleased thou hast given me the. nectar-name.
(2). Those are wise men, who have served thee in love.
Final emancipation is obtained (following) after those, in whose heart the treasure of the name is
1
There is no donor like the Guru, who has given, the gift of the soul.
2
(3). Those have become acceptable,, (with) whom the Guru has met by (their) good destiny.
Those who are in love with the True one, get a place to sit in his court.
In the hand of the creator are honours; they obtain what is written before (for theip).
(4). True is the creator, true the maker; true is the Lord, true his support.
3
The perfectly TJyue one is praised (by him), whose intelligence and discrimination is trite.
He is contained in all unintermittingly; Nanak lives by reciting silently the One.
Sirl Rag ; mahalu V.

xxix. xcix,;

(

{1). The Guru, the Supreme Lord, should bo worshipped, loving i i m in heart and body>l
The true Guru is the donor of the creatures, he gives support to every one/
** a
The words of the true > Guru should be done, this is true consideration.
Without being attached to the society of the saints all the fascination of the Maya is (but; ashes
Pause.
I I
0 my friend, remember the name-{of Hari, Hari!
4
(If) connexion with the saints dwell in the heart, the toil is accomplished.
(2). The Guru is infinitely powerful, the very fortunate get an interview with him.
The Guru is inapprehensible, pure, like the Guru there is none other.
The Guru is the creator, the Guru the maker, the disciple has true information (regarding him).
Without, the Guru there is nothing, what the Guru wishes to do, that is done.
5
(3), The Guru is the Tirtha, the Guru is the Coral-tree, the Guru,is the accomplisher of the desires
of men).
The Guru is tlie donor, having given the name ofllari he saves the whole world.
The Guru is powerful, the Guru is formless (or the formless Supreme Being), high, ii
The greatness of the Guru is incomprehensible, what will the narrator say ?
0

1

*W I3<H»£I<S must here he taken as a Tatpurusha, the gift of the soul, i.e. the gift, by which the soul
may be saved.
V
fa
Jfyifi£> AM. of ^RBT^^om'W^fpT, good lot o* destiny. *Thia seems to h6. the simplest explanation,
the meaning " natnrally " not fitting so well the context.
* *
4
, literftlly: *truer than true = perfectly true*
*
4 m

The sense is : man's toil Is accomplished, or over.
* VTcJVM!±J> Simsk. MjfV^ll^l/the Cornl-trec, one of the five trees of heaven
10
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(4). As many fruits as arc desired in the heart, so many are with the Guru,
The (fruits) written before are to be obtained (by him), (to whom) he gives the capital of the true
name.
He who has come to the asylum of the true Guru, will not again be destroyed.
0 Hari, mayst thou never be forgotten by Nanak! this life, body and breath are thine

>

SirT Rag ; mahalu V
C.

(1). Hear, 0 saints, 0 brother! final emancipation (is obtained) by the true name.
1
The feet of the Guru should be embraced, the name of Hari is the Tirtha.
In the next world (such a one) is received at the threshold, the placeless one obtains a place.
[Pause.
0-brother, true is the service of the true Guru!
2
From the Guru, being pleased, the (all*) filling, the invisible and indivisible is obtained.
(2). (I am) devoted to the true Guru, who has given (me) the true name.
Daily I praise the True one, the qualities of the True one I sing.
The True one I eat, the True one I put on (as clothes), true is the name of the True one.
(3). May he not be forgotten at any breath (or) morsel, the Guru himself is the fruit-yielding bod
(or person).
Like the Guru none is seen, recite him (silently) day and night!
If he bestow a favourable look, then is obtained the true name, the vessel of (all) qualities.
(4). The Guru, the Supreme Lord, is One, he is contained in all.
To whom it was decreed before, they meditatef on the name.
0 Nanak! who has resorted to the asylum of the Guru, does not die nor does he come (again) having
gone

Om ! By the favour of the true Guru!
S I R I HAG.
Mahalu I . ; Ohar I
(Astpadis.y
I.
(1). Speaking, speaking (my) heart is proclaiming (his qualities), as, as it is known (to my heart),
so it proclaims (them).
4
He, who is proclaimed, how .great is he, in which place is he ?
As many as are telling (his qualities), all having told (them) continue meditating (upon them).
1

(sreva^a), (Sansk. 'm 14| «J Uj ), v.a. To embrace, to hold fast, to resort to.
I
, having no difference (from the universe), the identity of the Supreme and of the
universe
%

Tho W T Z V c l does not always contain the exact number of eight verses, but sometimes one more
or less.

The whole verse is obscure and the sense can only be arrived at by conjecture.
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Pause.0 father, he (Hari) is invisible, inaccessible, infinite!
1
True is the preserver, of 'a pure name, of a pure place,
(2). I t is not known tow much thy command is, no one knows to write'it down.
If a hundred poets be assembled, not a^moment they cause to arrive (at it), though they weep.
His value has been* obtained (found out) by no one, all tell it by 'hearsay.
(3). Plrs, prophets, Saliks, Sadiqs and martyrs.*
3
Shekhs, Mullas, DarveBhes: a great blessing has come upon them, who continually read (his) salutation.
(4). Without asking (any body) he makes, without asking he pulls down, without asking he gives
and takes.
>His o
He, looking on, sees all; to whom he pleases, he gives.
(5). The jiame of (his) place is not knownmor how great his name|i3.
How great is that place, where my king dwells ?
None can arrive there, to whom shall I go to ask ?
(6). Castes and no-castes dofnot please (him),* if he makes one great.
In the hand of the great one are the greatnesses (=honours)^ to whom he pleases, he gives.
By his own order he adorns (a man), not a moment he delays.
(7). Every one recites much (his qualities).in the thought^bf taking much (from him).
5
What a great donor shall he be called? his gifts are not counted.
0 Nanak! there is no deficiency coming forth, thy store-rooms are from age to age.
r

,

3 ahald 1.
<
II.
*
(1). All are the female friends of the beloved (=husband), all adorn themselves.
They are come to make an estimate (of their respective virtues): a bastard scarlet dress is not the
right state.
JBy hypocrisy the affection
he husband is not obtained, counterfeit overgilding, is ^miserable
Tame.
0 Hari, thus the woman lays hold of*the beloved!
The favoured women, who please thee, thou adornest in thy own'mercy.

i

1

The explanation of the words VTSft TTTTjt VT? MlfiJ by the Sikh commentary: j
is a mere guess and only shows that the Sikhs themselves no longer understand their Granth.
2
MT&><>( =* u ^ J b i literally, a traveller, the first stage in Sufism, a devotee ; 4J|<^,aJ = j J U , adj. True,
sincere;
*jg< W ^ c J flVH^f literally: martyrs
f a plural of the plural \J^£ (from Ju^-1), martyrs.
w
and martyr, a mere tautology, to fill up the verse, as Nanak apparently did.not understand that HXT7T &s the
plural of Jug** p The same is the case with the following Tfbf HTTfTJSF* / ^ u u ^ being likewise the plural of ^J^ 0
3

The whole verse is very obscure and the Sikhs are totally at a loss how to explain it. < f a CT*TY\T must
apparently be taken as one word (Pers. t^\<l*~*j j£9 to arrive, to happen) and joined with f j A <7@ McWf3
1 f d | « l <fd d H \ ^ , to them a great blessing has arrived. As in the whole sentence a number of ArabicPersian words are jumbled together, we need not be surprised if also a Persian verb isi em ployed. Such a
jumbling of foreign (and frequently not at all understood) words is considered a great feat of learning. It
does not come into consideration if even the rhyme be broken thereby (HVfi7
4
, castes and no-castes, i.e. he has no regard to any castes, if he wishes to make one great.

Hfonn w r a

much he gives.
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adorned, with the word of the Guru, is with
(husband).
d
in love, in the true
(3). Servant and slave of the beloved she is called, who minds the>name.
True love does not break, if ho unitejto true union (with himself).
heart
perforated (by it).
true Guru
Her beloved is delightful, young, true, he does not die nor go.
He always sports with the beloved woman, true is his favourable look arid goodwill (towards her).
1
(5). Truth is laid out (by her) as her wealth, the ornament of her dress islove.
2
Having applied the paint of sandal-dust, the tenth gate is made her palace.
^ —^

1*1

I

Her lamp is lighted by the word (of the Guru), -ner necklace on her breast is the name of Ram.
(6). She is beautiful amongst women, on whose forehead is the jewel of love.
Her beauty and wisdom is charming by the infinite love of the True one.
i
Without her beloved she knows no man, on account of her love and affection to the true Guru.
(7). 0 thou, who hast fallen asleep ia the dark night, how will the night be passed without thy friend ?
(Thy) bosom burns, (thy) body is set on fire, (thy) heart, 0 woman, is consumed byfire*
When the woman is not enjoyed by the husband, her youth passes to no purpose.
(8). On the bed (is) the husband, the wife has fallen asleep (and) obtains (therefore) no understanding.
I have fallen asleep, my beloved is waking, to whom shall I go and ask?
She who is united (with her Lord) by the true Guru, abides in fear; love, 0 Nanak! is her companion.
Siri Rag; mahala 1
III.

(them)
reflectest.
Thou thyself art the jewel, thou (thyself) examinest (it), thou thyself art its infinite price.
Thou art true honour and greatness, thou thyself art bestowing (it).
Pause.
0 Hari, thou art the creator! As it pleases thee, so keep me !
May thy name, 0 Hari. be obtained as rule of conduct!
art
Thou thyself art the "bright pearl, thou thyself art the mediator of the devotees.
By the word of the Guru (thou art) praising (thyself), iu every body (thou art) visible and invisi
(3). Thou thyself art the ocean and the boat, thou thyself art the near and further shore (of it).*
ferrying over (the water
of existence).
1

W t *J7>5 tf^>araountf(of weight), -q=jft Tf7>, am oun t of wealth.
*£*i<ct Tftfrg-, the tenth gate, said to be in the crown of the^head (the so-called s^ff^. the aperture
of'Brahma). The Jogis pretend to keep the'breath fasten the tenth gate and'to drink thus the nectar of
?
immortality, by union with Brahm, which is brought about there.
*i™^» *•/• the root of a vine, from which a genuine red colour ia extracted fa|\ft%T, coloured with
majlth, genuine red, in contradistinction to J^TT, ungenuine red).
"'
I

VTcf n m i T ? - Sansk. MI'^IMK ( = Ml U 3 1 0 . the near and further bank or shore.

I
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1

The fear of thesfearless is known, without the Guru there is i darkness.
(4). Thou, 0 creator, art Been as firm, all the other (creatures) come and g
Thou alone art pure, the other (creatures) are bound and fall into dullness.
are
Hari
To his body dirt does'not stick, who has a habitation in the house of the True one.
can
True
Having extinguished
Guru
their
(7). (By whom) true goods are laden, he has always gam, true is his stock.
In the true court he will sit, whose devotion and supplication is true.
With honour his account will be settled, the name of'Bam is making (him) manifest.
(8). He (=Hari) is called higher than high, he cannot be seen by any one.
Where I see, there art thou alone, by the true 'Guru*thou art shown.
(Thy)'all-pervading light iB easily known'by Nanak.
«

Sirl Rag ; mahald L
IV.

(1). The fish did not know the net, the saltish pond is bottomless.
Why did the very clever and beautiful (fish) confide (in it) ? •*
On.account of its (own) action it was caught, death does not recede from'its head
Fame.
0 brother, know thus death (impending) on thy (own) head!
9
As the fish, so man falls nnawares)into the net.
(2). The whole world is fettered by death, without'the Guru death does not recede'(from them).
fc
Those who are attached to the True one, are saved having abandoned the anomalous state of duality.
1 am a sacrifice for those, who are true (=accepted as true) at the true gate.
(3). Like a hawk is the birds' net in theihand of the huntsman.
preserved by the Guru
Without t
time of death).
,:
(4). Truer than true he is called, true lis the place of the True one.
By whom the True one is minded, in their heart is true meditation.
Those disciples are known as pure in heart and face, who have divine knowledge.
(5). Offer before the true Guru the prayer: join to me the friend!
The sweetheart being met with, happiness is obtained/ the messengers of 1 Yama have died having
eaten poison.
If I abide* within the name, the name comes and dwells in (my) heart.
1

f?53f<RHT QJ<J> the fear of the fearless; the sense of the words is: the fear of those, who do i
thee, is known. Though they are apparently fearless, they are at the end afraid: for without the G
his word all is darkness. But (ASfd*HT ScT might also be translated by: thou art known as fearless
free ft om
53
using such compounds as s ttfSJ^ TOT,
" p**ts), fayfeWT standing'for fj^HT fc>d<Jt
8
i.e. in the net; why did it confidently go into the net ?
i
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I

(6). Without the Guru there is darkness, without the worcU(initiatory raantr) (one) does not obtain
understanding.
I I
By the instruction of tho Guru light is made, if (one) continually meditate on the True one.
There death docs not enter, light is absorbedan the luminous (Supreme Being).
(7). Thou art the sweetheart, thou art wise,ithoufthyself art uniting (men with thyself).
By the word (of the Guru) thou art praised, who hast no end nor limit.
Therefdeath,does not arrive, where the boundless word of the Guru is.
(8). By (his) order all are produced, by (his) ordei? they do their work.,
I
By his order they arejin the power of death,i by his order they are absorbed in the Tru$ one.
0 Naiiak! what is pleasing toihim, that is done, nothing is in the power of these creatures.
I

Sirl Rug ; mahald I.
V.

I

(1). He who is of an impure body, is of an impure heart, his tongue (also) becomes impure.
He who is of a false mouth, speaks falsehood, how shall he becomejpure?
1
Without the word (of the Guru) (his) heart is not cleansed, from the true one truth is obtained.
Pause.

I

0 fair lady! what comfort has she, who is destitute of virtues ?
Joined with'thy beloved thou wilt enjoy pleasure, happiness is in the love to the true word (of the
Guru).
I
(2). If the beloved (husband) goes abroad, the woman, separated from her husband, is in grief.
3
As a fish in little water makes pitiful moaning.
If it Is pleasing to the beloved, comfort is obtained (by her), when ho himself bestows a favourable look.
(3). I will praise my own beloved with my friends and companions.
I
By the beauty of (his) body my heart is enchanted, having seen (him) I am imbued with love.
Being adorned with the word (of the Guru) (I am) beautiful, (my) beloved, enjoys (me) with favour.
(4). A {fascinating woman is of no use, if false and vicious.
She has no comfort in her father's nor in herffather-in-Jaw's house, she burns in a false passion.
Her coming and going is annoyance, she is forgotten and abandoned|by her husband.
(5). The wife of the beloved is bright (happy), she, who is abandoned, what relish has she?
She is of no use to the beloved (husband), who speaks a great deal of nonsense.
At the gate and house she is not admitted, who has abandoned herself to another, pleasure.
(6). The Pandit reads books, (but) does not understand the subject under consideration.
He gives instructions to others—(on his part) a money business.
In a false story the world wanders about, to remain in the word (of the Guru) is the best.
(7). Many Pandits and astrologers reflect ou the Vedas.
In discussion and opposition, in praise and discussion is (their) coming and going.
"Without the Guru (their) destiny will not be Joosened, thoy tell, hear and deliver explanations.
(8). All are called virtuous, I have no virtue whatever.
Hari is the bridegroom of the woman that] is pleasing (to him), to me that Lord pleases.
0 Nanak ! if by the word (of the Guru) union is effected, there is no more separation.

fro nfg WER: 3? ^rftftnl'.

The words are inverted iand must thus be placed to get any sense out
of them: fing H^R! »T3 75 Mt*ftfr. »H3 ««* *»ffe= *W$r1K» heart, mind> Another reading is: fTO
TO *JTO» very likely instead of; fa?* ^3 *(TTC. But the text is apparently corrupt here. ,
"••Jcra "M<H> 1 <£ =» SF^SS X|4H4> pitiful moaning.
1

•
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Sirl Rag; mahala I

VI.
usterity and abstinence be practised, if at a Tlrtha
(one's) residence be made.
True
1

What he sows, that he will reap, without virtue birth is destruction.

1

Pause.
t
0 fair lady, the slave of virtue obtains comfort!
She is perfect who, having abandoned vicejia absorbed by the instruction of the Guru.
(2). Without a trading-stock the trafficker looks about in the four corners (of the earth).
1
He does not comprehend his own capital stock, that the thing remains in his (own) household.
I I "Without goods his pain is very great, the false (world) is ruined by falsehood.}
1
." (3). Who tries the jewel (of the name) reflecting (upon it), his gain is day and night new.
He,obtains the thing in his own house, he goes having accomplished (his business.
make traffic with the traffickers, 0 disoiple, reflecting on Brahm!
(4). He (Brahm) is obtained in the society of the saints, if he, who is uniting, unite (the disoiple
with himself).
Within whom the boundless light (of Brahm) is, he, being united, is not separated (again from him).
He remains in the true seat of the True one, (who has) love and affection to the True one.
8
(5). By whom their own self is known, (they have) in their (own) house, in their own palace, the
palace (of Hari).
The True one falls into the lap of tnose who are in love with the True one.
That Lord, who is true and of a true name, is known as (being present)4n the three worlds.
(6). That woman is quite happy, who has known that her beloved is with her.
The woman is called to the palace, (where) she enjoys (herjp beloved* with pleasure.
She Js a true-and good-favoured woman, who is fascinated by the beloved with his qualities.
j
(7). Wandering about, wandering about I ascend a sand-hill, having ascended a sand-hill Ijgo to a
mountain.
*
I I
l
I
Though I wander about in the forest, I do notfget understanding without the Guru.
If I wander about, Jiaving strayed from the name, again and again I shall come and go.
(8). Go and ask theitravellers, who, having become servants (of God), have departed.
(If) they know their own king, they are not repulsed at the gate of the palace.
•
O Nanak! the One is contained (everywhere), there is no other.
Sirl*Rag; mahala I.
VII. «*
*
(1). From the Guru the Pure one is known, whose body is pure.
4
In whose heart the Pure and True one dwells, he knows the sweet friend.
5
Easily abundant comfort (accrues) to him, the arrow of Yama does not touch him.
The sense is : he does not know that the Supreme is within him.
I
2
i.e. He has a new gain day and night.
s
* UfcT I here = body ; inttheir own house = within themselves.
€
th
*H3^ftcJ instead of *Kf3t\r5r e sweet friend (Sansk. ^qfff^finj
lengthened for the sake of the rhyme. The explanation of the Sikh Granth:
of the heart, gives no sense and does not suit the context.
5
I
M\tM 3 may also be translated: from the innate (Hari); see Astp. x:

nreifta
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Pause.

0 brother, (on him) is no filth, who bathes in pure water.
Thon (0 Hari) alone (art) pure! all the other (creation) is defiled with)filth.
1
(2). The palaee of Hari has been made beautiful by the creator.
The light of the lamp of the sun and moon is incomparable, in*the three worlds is boundless light
In the shop, the city, the fort, the cells, is the ttade and traffic of the True one.
(3). The collyrium of divine knowledge breaks thetfear(of him) (who) sees the light of him, who is
1
without collyrium (i.e. of the * Supreme).
The hidden and manifest (things), all are known (by him), who keeps his mind steady.
If such a true Guru (who keeps his mind steady, etc.) be met with, he easily unites (with the Supreme).
(4). Aiscratch is made with the touchstone, he carefully examines the good ones.
The counterfeited do not obtain a place, the genuine ones he puts into the treasury.
I
Remove hope and anxiety! thusj(thy) filth will be absorbed,
(5). Every one desires comfort, no one desires pain.
Comfort (has) abundant pain (following), (but) thefleshly-mindedone (has) no understanding (of this).
If comfort and pain be considered as the same, comfort is obtained from the secret cof the word (of
the Guru).
(6). If the Veda be read with a loud voice, the speech of Brahm (and) Vyasa:
3
The Munis/ worshippers and devotees are imbued with love to the name, the vessel of virtues.
Those, who are in love with*the True one, have overcome; I shall always be a sacrifice for them.
(7). In the four periods (of the world) those are dirty and filled with filth, in whose mouth is not
the name.
The face of those, who are destitute of devotion and love (to the name), is black, they lose their honour.
Those, who have forgotten the name, weep being, ruined by vice.
(8). By searching and searching he is found, he meets with him who fears him and unites (him
with himself).
He dwells in the house (=-body) of him who knows his own self, the thirst of (his) egotism ceases

(then).
0 Nanak! those are pure and bright, who are in love with the name of Hari.
Siri R&g; mahuld I.
VIII.
(1). Hear, 0 misled and foolish heart, cling to the feet of the Guru!
Silently recite and meditate on the name of Hari! Tama is (then) afraid and pain flees.
Great is the pain of the ill-favoured woman, how shall her happy state (of wifehood) remain firm ?
Pause.
0 brother! I have no other place!
My wealth is the treasure of the name, I sacrifice myself for the Guru, by whom it ia given.
(2). (By means of) the instruction of the Guru honour is (obtained), praise be to him! in his society
is union (with God).
1

\rfcJ 3fT $F£3 f the palace of Hari Is the Universe, which is 'illuminated by the lamp of the jsun and
moon. TJJZ, shop » heart J VtBSi city-body; 3f^, fort =* the crown of thcihead containing the tenth gate
(<*i<sl 7*HTcJ) 1 <*d?fW the seventy-two cells or compartments of the humanibody.
1
f75cm7*; God is without collyrium, i.e. without any spot or darkness, aiftf > *%/*. light, splendour.
3
?R5 3T?J may here also be translated by: and its qualities.
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Without him I do not lire twenty-five minutes, withoutfthe name I die.
May by me, the blind one, the name be not forgotten! if I remain steady (in it), I shall go to the
house (of Hari).
(3). That disciple (finds) no place (in Hari'a palace), whose Guru is blind.
Without the true Guru the name is not obtained, without the name what relishlisfcthere?
1
He comes and goes repenting, (he is) like a orow in an empty house.
(4). Without the name there is pain in the body, like a wall made of soil impregnated with saltpetre
(it crumbles down).
As'long as the True one is not in the mind, so long the palace (of Hari) is'not obtained.
By him the house (of Hari) is obtained, who is imbued with the word (of the Guru), he is continually in the state of emancipation from individual existence.
(5). I ask my own Guru, having asked the Guru I do the work (enjoined by him).
If I praise (Hari) by means of the word (of the Guru), he dwells in (my) heart, the pain of egotism
(or individual existence) is consumed.
Union (with the Supreme) is naturally effected, the true (disciple) has union with the True one.
(6). Those who are imbued with the word (of the Guru) are pure, having abandoned lust, wrath
and conceit
the name, thev keen Hari
How should he be forgotten from the
He who dies bv means of the word (of the Guru} has
time.
j
From the word (of thfe Guru) Hari is obtained (by him), who has love to the name.
Without the word the world strays about, it dies and is born again and again.
1
(8). Every one praises his own self, a high-flown (speech) is made (in self-commei
Without the Guru one's own uelf is not known, what is done bv sneaking and heari
( = instruction of the Guru
no one will practise deceit.
Sirl Hag ; mahaid I.
IX.
(1). If, without (having) the beloved (husband), the woman be adorned, her youth is useless and
wretched.
She does not enjoy in comfort her bed, without the beloyed her ornament is useless.
3
The ill-fated woman has much pain, the Lord of the bed is not in the house.

O heart, mutter the name of Bam, thent comfort will arise!
Without the Guru the love (of the husband) is not obtained, by the word (of the Guru) it accrues
and pleasure springs up.
(2). By the service ot the Guru comfort is obtained; if Hari be the bridegroom, there is easily
decoration.
The beloved enjoys the bed of the true (woman), whose love and affection is deep.
1

^SJU c^Bdt; supply t 3T75 or U13, a higher than high (word or speech) is made.
2
cJvJ* 7T% foptfT Vjfy ; the sense of these words is: what is the good of saying tha
own self, or of hearing that such a one has known his own self?
* This simile is used'by Nanak all through the Grantb ad nauseam.

U
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S2

She is recognized as a disciple, who is united (with Hari)jby the Guru (on account of heir) virtuous
i
conduct.
tru
Heart and body is delighted in the True one, whose value cannot be told.
(If) Hari (be thy) husband, (thou art) a favoured woman in the house; he is pure, of a true name.
(4). If in the'mind the mind die, then the woman will enjoy the beloved.
I
2
A necklace of pearls in one thread|is joined together on her neck.
In the assembly of the saints comfort springs up, the name is the support of thef (female) disciple.
(5). In a moment/man) is born, in acmoment he is consumed. inf a moment he comes, in a moment
he goes.
If he knowHhe word (of the Guru, i.e. the name) and remain (in it), dpathjwill not persecute him^*
The unequalled Lord cannot be compared (with/any thing), from,a story (that is told) he cannot be
obtained.
(6). The traders and traffickers are come, having written down theirfwagcs.
|
If they do the work of the'True one, profit accrues to them by>his favour.
The true trading-stock is obtained from the Guru, he has not ajbit of covetousness.
(7). The disciple he will weigh accurately, true is his balance and weight.
Hope^and desire is charming (him),#by the Guru it is stopped, true,is (his) word.
He himself will weighjaccurately, full is the weight of the Perfect.
(8). By the telling of legends (final) emancipation is not obtained, nor jby reading loads of books.
Furity of the body is not obtained without devotion and love to Hari.
0 Nanak! him, by whom the name is not forgotten, the Guru, the creator, unites (with himself).
Sirt Rag; mahalu I.

X.
(1). If the true, perfect Guru be met with, the jewel of reflection is obtained.
If the heart be given to one's own Guru, the love of all is obtained.
The boon of final emancipation is obtained, that is blotting out vices.
* Pause.

I

I

I

0 brother, without,thaGuru divine knowledge is.not acquired!
II
8
Go and ask one of the Brahmas, Naradas and Ved-Vyasas!
I
I
w
(2). He, who is known by application to divine knowledge and meditation, is called inexpressible
(If) a tree is fruitful and green, its shade becomes large.
I
Rubies, jewels, gems, are in the store-room of the Guru.
I
(3). From the store-room of the Guru is obtained the love to the pure name.
The true, boundless stock of goods is collected by a full destiny.
He is a giver of comfort, a remover of pain, the true Guru is destroying the demons.
I

= 3t«K *H^*Td > virtuous conduct. The case or grammatical connexion is utterly neglected by
Nanak, and the translation can only be made according to conjecture.
1
As a sign of her iJOlJf, or happy state of wifehood.
I
, the sen of Brahma, and one of the ten original llishis. Fie delighted in exciting quarrels
(hence <M<j< = an embroiler). He is said to be the inventor of the Vina or lyre, of a code of laws, and of the
Naradiya Purana. fxTOfTTr = *QV3, the supposed compiler of the Vedas^ Twenty-eight Vyasas are mentioned, who are incarnations of Narayana (or Brahma), and descend to earth from time to time to promulgate
theVedas.
I
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(4). The water of existence isjdifficult and terrible, there is no shore nor limit of it,,
There>is no boat nor buoy, nor is there a pole vto work r the boat with) or a boatsman for it.
There is a boat (consisting) of the fear of the time Guru, by a favourable look he ferries across.
(5). If but a little (only) the beloved be forgotten, pain sets in and happiness departs.
May the tongue be burned with)firebrands, that does not mutter the delightful*name!
I
When (his) body is destroyed, his pain is very great, when Yama seizes (him), he^repents.
, I
(6). Saying "mine, mine," they are gone, body, wealth, wife, is not with (them).
I
1
Without the name wealth is useless, he is gone astray on,the road.
I
The true Lordjis served by the disciple) (whose) story (description) is inexpressible.
(7). He ( = man) comes (into the world), having gone, he is caused to wander about (in transmigra2
tion), his lot having fallen he follows his occupation.
Howjshall that, which is written before, be blotted out? the destiny is written after the pleasure
(of the Supreme). •
Without the name of Hari there is no (final) emancipation, by the instruction of the Guru he finds
union (with the Supreme).
(8). Without him I have .nobody, whose my soul and life is.
I
May egotism and selfishness be consumed, may covetousness and conceit be burnt!
I
0 Nanak! if the word of (the Guru) be reflected upon, the abode of virtues (or of all, qualities»the
Supreme) is obtained.
Sift Hag; n\ahalu I .
XL
(1)

H

thev
Having received their life in the water, they must die without water.
Pause*
0 my heart, how wilt thou be released without love (to Hari) ?
He who is contained within the disciple, bestows on him a storehouse {full) of devotion.
(2). 0 my heart, entertain such a love with Hari, as the fish with the water !
As it is very great, so is its joy great, in its mind and body is tranquillity.
1
Without water it does not live twenty-four minutes, it considers the Lord very dear.
3
(3). 0 my heart, entertain such a love with Hari, as the Chatrik with the cloud!
1
The tanks are full, the deserts are green, not $ drop (more) falls, what is that?
What accrues by destiny, that is obtained, he gives to him,'on whose head the destiny has fallen.
(4). 0 my heart, entertain such a love with*Hari, as the water has with milk !
1

We should expect here " they," but the change from either number to the other is very frequent, as it
may suit the .rhyme.
3
V^E^T fofdfB *?*nf\j» an expression which is frequently met with, in the Granth, but which the
s
Sikhs are no longer able to explain. I f f ^ H * the Formative (here Locative) of ITf^HTi fallen, used absolutely: after having fallen ((|fttn)» *•*• his 1°' (foTdJ)• HMhe Granth it is a frequent expression:!
VfglHTVthe lot has fallen = to reap one's (evil) deserts. It may therefore be translated : after having met
with his deserts, after being punished, lie (being born again in human shape) does his avocation (assigned
s0
to him by the caste, in which lie is born). W C M 3 is &l the Locative of W d 3 , in. destinj>\ the whole construction being: used in the sense of the Latin Ablative absolute.
.
YSatittki Wf d^Oi the Cnculus melano-lucus. It is said, that he only drinks'from clouds :md that
he is therefore always eagerly expectant of rain.
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Jt eudures itself the boiling, but does not allow the mil& to*be consumed.
He*f = Hari) himself having united the separated (from him), gives (them) true greatness.
1
(5). 0 my heart, entertain such a love with Hari, as the Clinkvl with the sun*!
I I Not a moment she falls into Bleep, she thinks that the far (sun)'is present.
I
I
The fle9hly-minded does not get any understanding, the disciple (considers ^him as)'always^(being)
in (his) presence.
(6). The fleshly-minded make calculation;*(but)*what the creator does, that'comes to pass.
I His value is not obtained, though every one search (for it).
(If) by the instruction of the Guru it be given, then it is obtained; he who meets with the True one,
fiiids comfort.
Guru
If the blessings of divine knowledge be obtained, the knowledge of the three worlds accrues (thereby).
The pure name is not forgotten, if he take (=repeat) the qualities (of Hari).
(8). Having played those little birds are gone, which are picking up food on the surface of the tank.
In twenty-four (or) in forty-eight minutes one must go; the play (lasts) tolday (or) toimorrow.
"Whomithou unitestc(with thyself), ho is united, having gone he treads on t h e true arena.*
(9). Without the Guru love*(to God) does not spring up, the filth*of*egotism does not go off.
3
By whom bis own self is known as the " So ham," he believes in the secret of the word (of the Guru).
If<by the disciple his own self be known, what else shall he do or cause to be done ?
4
(10). What of those, who have been united, shall be united? he (Hari) believes in (them, who)
aro united by the word (of the Guru).
The fleshly-minded one gets no understanding, being separated (from the Supreme) he is struck in
the face.
0 Kanak! there is only One^palace (of Hari), thereiis no other place.
Siri Rag ; mahalu I.

XII.

I

(1). The self-willed (ungodly) woman gbes Astray and is led astray, having gone astray^she finds no
place (of rest;.
I
Without the Guru no one points out (the way), blind she conies and goes.
I
The blessing of divine knowledge is lost (by her), deceived and ruined she goes.
I
Pause.
0 father, the MSya deludes, into arror!
The ill-fated woman, deluded by error, is not taken to the bosom of the beloved*
(2). Erring she wanders about in foreign countries, deluded she goes and abandons her house.
Erring she ascends a mountain and a sand-hill, in error she agitates her mind.
BSret (Simsk. THR^Tsft
It is said, that the male and female bird
separate at night-full and are anxiously expecting the re-appearance of the sun to be reunited. They are
therefore said to be'ln love with the sun.
2
l
J
fi(5J (Slndhfy a level piece of ground, on'which sports are made; ^T^ *|©c5T, to tread on the arena,
to sport. 'The play down here is transitory, the true play will come hereafter, when united to the Supreihe.
S *

£

The Absolute becomes conscious only in the human spirit, The tenor oftfifcinstruction of the Guru|is*here
f
perfectly lucid, hnd Sikhism is in no way differing from tie common HlndQ pantheism.
*rsife fate V3Wrftr: these words are, as UHUUI, only a hint, by themselves they are mute utiiiitelligible.
Yrmrf^ fa&f37n "©vfair^Wrfg
mean* ofjthe word of the (lura, in them he (Hari) confides, plate* hi* full trust in theft*.
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How shall she, who is separated (from the Supreme) from the beginning, be united ? ruined by pride
she will lament.
(3). Those separated ones the Guru will unite, who have their joy in Hari and love the name.
Those have easily true great splendour, who rely for support oft the qualities and the name of Hari.
As ifpleases thee, so keep me, without thee what Lord have I ?
I
(4). By reading and reading letters one is led astray, in (faqlr-) dresses there is much pride.
What does he, who has bathed at a Tlrtha, (if) in (his) heart he the filth of conceit?
Without the Guru, by whom shall the heart, the King and Sultan, be admonished ?
(5) } (If) the boon of love (to Hari) be obtained, the disciple* will reflect on truth.
That woman has parted with her own self, (whose) ornament is in the word of the Guru.
In her (own) house that beloved is obtained by infinite love to the Guru.
(6). By the service of the Guru the heart becomes pure and happy.
In (whose) heart tine word of the Guru is settled, she removes from within egotism.
When the boon of the name is obtained, there is always (new) profit acquiredin the neart.
(7). If it accrue by destiny, then it (the name) is obtained, by thyself it cannot be taken.
Cling always to the feet of the Guru, remove from within tuy own self!
The True one falls into the lap of those%ho are in love with the True one.
(8). Every one is subject to error, unerring is the Guru, the creator.
By the teaching of the Guru the mind is instructed, love (to Hari) springs up in it.
(By whom) the name is not forgotten, (him) the inexhaustible word (of the Guru) unites (with the
Supreme).
Sirl Rug; jnahald I.
XIII.
(1). The thirst after the Mayft(illusive world) is deluding (men), sons, relations, house and wife.
By wealth and? youth the world is deceived, by greediness, covetousness and selfishness;
In consequence of the deceit of spiritual darkness I have died, this prevails in the world*
Pa me.
0 my beloved, I,have none other without thee!
Without thee none other is pleasing to me, (if) thou art pleasing (to any one), happiness is obtained
(2). The name I will praise with pleasure, from the word of the Guru contentment (is obtained).
What is seen, that will go,off, false is the infatuation (of the world), do not look (at it) I
The travelling caravan has come, (but) behold, it is continually going along.
(3). Many tell a story, (but) without the Guru understanding (of truth) is not found.
If the greatness of the name accrue (to any one), he is steeped in the True one and obtains honour.
Those who please thee, are good, .there is no false nor genuine one (by himself).
I
(4). In the asylum of the Guru final emancipation is obtained; the trading-stock of the fleshlyminded is false. I
1
The eight metals of a kiug, (which) arc mulleatcd (into money), are inscribed with a word.
He himself is the examiner who tries them; .the right ones are put into the treasury.
2
(5). Thy value docs not become known, all has been seen by me and carefully examined.
By tolling it docs not come to hand; ho who abides in the True one, obtains honour.
According to the instruction of the Guru Thou art to be praised, another vqlue (of thine) cannot be told.
%

The eight metals are: gold, silver, copper, tin, lead, brass, iron, steel.
!
T{f3 ftf^U tff? <^"HTfk« ^rfo? kcHIfk» having struck and sounded. This refers to the habit of
striking on earthenware and sounding it (before buying* it), to see if it be sound = to examine carefully.
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I

(6). ;In which body the name is not approved of, in that body is the contention of egotism.
Without theGuru divine knowledge is not obtained, the enjoyment of the visible world is duality.
Without (praising) the qualities (of Hari) it is of no use, the relish of thejMaya is insipid.
I
(7). In hope they are born, in hope they enjoyrthe pleasures (of this life).
Bound in hope they are marched off, ruined (robbed) they are struck in the face.
I
He who is bound by vice, is beaten, who follows the instruction of the Guru, is saved by the name.
(8). Thou alone art in all places, as it pleases thee, so keep mo!
In (whose) heart the True one dw^ls by means.of the instruction of the Guru, he has a good name,
honour and reputation.
By whom the disease of egotism (individuality) is removed by means of the true word (of the Guru),
he perceives the True one.
1
I
(9). In the sky and in the nether region,-in the threehvorlds thou art'presont.
Thou thyself art the devotee and the object of his love, thou thyself art united (with him) and
unitcst him (with thyself).
H May the name not be forgotten by Nanak! as it pleases thee, so thou fillcst (all places).
I

Sir i Rag; ma ha Id L

I

XIV
I

(1). By the name of Bam my hearths perforated,, what other reflection shall I mako?
By attention to the word (of the Guru) comfort arises, love to the.Lord is the pith of happiness.
I I As it pleases'thee, so keep me! the name of Harris my support.
I

Pause.

I I

0 my heart, true is the will of the Lord !
Meditate on him who has created and adorned body and soul!
I
I I 1(2). (Ifmy) bodyibe thrown into thetfire as an offering, having cut it (to pieces of) one rati and

weighed it.
1
I
I

I

If I make body and soul the fuel, daily burning (them) in the fire.
I
It does not come up to the name of Hari, though I perform lakhs of crores of works.
1
(3). (If my) body be cut into halves, having ordered the saw to be placed upon my head.
(If my) body be melted in the Himalaya (snow-mountain), yet the disease will not leave my mind.
It does not come up to the name of IIar|; every (place) I have seen and carefully examined.
(4). Though I give (in charity) castles of gold and present many excellent horses^and elephants.
(Though) I give latid and many cows, yet (there is) pride and conceit within (me).
2
By the name of ltam my lieart is pierced, the Guru has given (me) the true!gift.
(5). Many are the opinions of the mind, many the reflections onHho Veda.
I
Many^are the fetters of the soul, (but) the disciple has the gate of salvation.
I I
3
On the side of truth is every one, (but) above it is good'conduct.
(6V Every one is callod high, none is seen low.
I
One reaaon (leading thought) is in the created vessel (=man), One light is in the three 'worlds.

Wd<£i» (Saitsk. ^nCH^Ot a kind of large saw, but without teeth, as formerly suspended at Benares, by
which the body was cut into two halves (lengthwise).
The sense of TtHSTTi to pierce, is: to have a lively, never intermitting remembrance of a thing-, to
have a constant pricking.
I j * The sense of these words is : every one wants to know truth, but a good religious^conduct is better than
this ri'Mrarch after truth.
I
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1

If it accrae'by destiny, then the True one is obtained, the original gift none erases.
1
(7). (If) a holy man meet with holy men, contentment dwells (in him) on account of his'love to
the Guru.
I
If the inexpressible tale be reflected upon, he is absorbed in the true Guru. I I I I I I I I I I
Having drunk nectar he iscontented, dressed^in a dre«s of honour) he will go to the court (of Hari).
1
(8). In every body sounds the kingurt daily bySthe natural property of the*word.
I
I
I
Some rare one gets understanding, (but) the disciple informs his heart.
0 Nanak! by whom the wprd Is not forgotten, jhe is rescued (from material existence), having performed r the word (of the Guru).
I

Sirl Rug ; mahalcl I.
XV.

I

3(1). Painted and white is the aspect of the mansions, beautiful are the doors.
1
According to the pleasure of the heart they were erected, in seoond love and affection.
If the inside is empty and without love (of God), the body tumbles down (and becomes) a heap of ashea.

Pausf*
0 brother, (thy) body and property will not go with thee (after death).
The name of Earn is a pure property, the Guru bestows that Lord as a present.
(2). The name of RSm is a pure property, which the Giver gives.
In the future world no question will be asked from him, whose companion the Guru, tho creator is.
(If) he himself release, emancipation is obtained, he himself is bestowing the gift.
(3). Thefleshly-mindedone considers his own daughters and sons as a chance.
Having seen women, he is delighted, (but) the joy he has, is grief.
The disoiple enjoys, by the delightful word (of the Guru), day and night the juice of Hari.
I
(4). (His) reason goes (if) his wealth is going, the worshipper of the Sakti is.continually wandering
3
about.
Seeking it outside one is ruined, the thing is in the house, in one's own place.
The fleshly-minded one is robbed by egotism, into the disciple's lap (the thing) falls.
(5). 0 thou vicious worshipper of the Sakti, know thy own origin!
4
The body (consists) of blood and semen, near the fire life (is infused into it).
6
The body is in the power of the breath, on the forehead is the sign of the True one.
(6). Long life is desired (by every one), no one wishes to die.
The life of that disciple is called happiness, in whom that (Hari) is indwelling.
Upon what does he, who is void of the name, count, who has not the sight of Hari, the Guru ?
(7). As one is led astray by night in a dream, as long as sleep lasts.
0
So are the creatures in the power of the female snake, within them is the duality of egotism (i.e.
individuality).
II
If instruction by the Guru is given, it is- reflected, that this world is (but) a dream (hasmno real
existence).
1
2

A sort of a lute, containing only two wires.
Or: in love and affection for duality.

4

Thefireis thefireof the womb.
5
Tff3 Z?\*i[t£ — W3 57 ?fl*iTc4jf the sign of the True one is on the forehead written already in the
woqib; i.e. man's destiny is allotted to him already in the womb.
6
The TTcTVf?? is identical with the Maya.
•
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(8). Fire dies if water be poured,(upon it), *a8 a child byath$ milk ofcthe mother (is satiated).
Without water no lotus id produced, without water the fish dies.
0,Nanak! if the disciple obtains the juice of Hari, he lives and sings the qualities (=praises) of Hari.
J

Sirl Hag; rnahalu'I.

iXVL
(1). Having seen a terrible mountain in my father's house I became afraid.
I
1
High and difficult is the mountain, there is no staircase (leading up) to it. '
By the disciple he {i.e. Hari) is known (as being) within; being united (with Hari) by the Guru, I
am saved {i.e. I have crossed).
Pause.
I
I
0 brother, the difficult water of existence frightens (me).
2
(If) the perfect and true Guru fall in with one, being friendly disposed (to him), the Guru brings
him across (by) the name of Hari.
(2). Though I make preparations for departure (and) know, that I am going.
Who has come will depart (again), immortal is that Guru, the creator.
I
I
I
3
Yet (I am) praising the True one* (I have) love to the True one.
(3). Beautiful mansions and palaces, thousands of solidly-built forts.
Elephants, horses, saddles, armies in boundless lakhs :
Are gone with no one; wearing away they have died being sapless (unsolid).
(4). If gold and silver be collected, wealth is a net of anxieties.
If one cry out for justice (or help) in the whole world, without the name death is upon his head.
4
When the body falls down, the soul will spor£, what will be^th© state of the evil-doer ?
I
(5). Having seen his sons and wives the Lord of the bed is delighted.
Perfume is applied (by him), he adorns his dress and figure.
Dust is mingled with dust, he departs leaving his family behind.
6
(6). He may be called.a chief, a King, a Raja, a Rau or Khan.
6
He may be called a Chaudharl, a Rau, he may burn in haughtiness.
The fleshly-minded one, by whom the name is forgotten, is (like) a reed burnt in a junglc-firo.
(7). He, who has come into the world, will go having practised egotism.
7
The whole world is a chamber of lamp-black, body, mind and trunk (are or become) ashes.
Those are pure who are preserved by the Guru, by the word (of the Guru) their fire is extinguished.
(8). 0 Nanak ! it is crossed ( = salvation is obtained) by the true name (of him who is) king above
kings. .
By me the nnme is not forgotten, the jewel of the name of Hari is my trust.
The fleshly-minded are consumed in the water of existence and die, the disciples cross the bottomless
(water).
T33* DTR i the second is superfluous and only added to make up the rhyme.
2
3TJ( must here be taken as Part. p. conj. of JJHcNT* to,become well-disposed.
3
The words *T% ^ j f * fVWTH, of which the Sikh Oran this could give me no explanation, must he
constructed thus: *J% ^TfS fVWTtT ^f & ^ , I have love to the True one. tjxfX i* here simply postposition (= WT%)» Hindi fTT^, to, for.
' *
\
, the soul will sport (i.c. in transmigration).
5
There is some difference between raja and rau. the latter signifying a chuftain.
6
W0Mdl> the head man of a village or trade.
a chamber of lamp-black, by entering which one is sullied = a place of defilement.
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XVII.
Ghar I I .
(1). Having ifixed (thy) residence remain in the house; why is there continually ithe apprehension
of going ?
This is|Considered a residence, when*p<jople remain stationary.
Pause.
How is there a (firm) residence in the world ?
.
I
if:
Practising righteousness bind thou up good Vrorks as viaticum, apply thyself continually to the name!
1
(2). The Jog! practising his sitting-postures sits down, the^-Mulla sits down Jn. (bis) place (or
house).
The Pandit explains .books, the Siddh* sits down in a temple.
t
3
(8). The Gods, the Siddhs, the Gaiias, the Gandharvas, the Munis, the Shekhs, Plrs, chiefs:
Are departed to the threshold (of God), and others also will go (there).
(4). Sultans, Khans, Kings, nobles are gone, having departed (from the world).
In twenty-four minutes (or) in forty-eight minutes it must be gone; 0 heart, understand it, «thou
also wilt arrive there!
(5). If he (the Supreme) be described in words, some rare one will understand it.
earth
Is anak tells this supplication (
(6). Allah is invisible, inapproachable, powerful, creator, merciful.
All the world is coming and going, only the residence of the Merciful
(7). He is called stationary, on whose head there is no destiny.
Heaven and earth will pass away, he alone (will remain) stationary.
stars
5
He alone is stationary; 0 Nanak, call him the True one!

SIRI RAG; MASALA I I I ,
Ghar J .
Asfpadts.
l

By the favour of the trurf Guru!
I;

XVIII.

Guru)
cannot be made.
The Jogis have eighty-four sitting-postures.
9
The Siddh, an ascetic, who is said to have acquired superhuman powers. In the following verse the
Siddhs are a sort of demi-gods, inhabiting, with the inferior deities and Munis, the region between the sun
and earth.—See Vishnu Purana, ed. Wilson, p. 227<
^TO
Ganesh
Vwfvjf from \|<M>cM or HWdcMi to be destroyed, from the Sansk. TT5RT
6
The insertion of a Persian word or phrase is considered very
"*jjyM\r la Pcrsl
elegant by the Sikhs.
12
*

v
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He himself unites (the disciple with himself), if he (the disciple) understand (the truth), then he
will become pure.
I
HariHs true, true is (his) word, by''the word (of the Guru) union is brought about.
Pause.

J

r

0 brother, why hast thou come into the world void of devotion ?
p
The service of the perfect Guru is not performed (by thee), uselessly (thy) human birth is wasted.
(2). Hari himself is the life of the world, the donor, he himself, having bestowed (the gift), unites.
What are these helpless creatures ? what can one say or tell ?
He himself gives greatness to the disciple, he himself makes, (him) perform worship.
(3). Having seen (his) family he is charmed \frith fascination, when departing, it does not go with (him).
Who serves the true Guru, obtains the abode of (all) qualities, his value is not ascertained.
My friend is the Lord Hari, he will be a companion (also) at the end.
1
(4). In the father's family the life of the world is the donor; by the fleshly-minded one (his)
1
honour is lost.
Without the true Guru no one knows the road, the blind one (has) no place whatever.
In whose heart Hari, the giver of comfort, is not dwelling, he will regret it at the end, when he is gone.
(5). In the father's family the life of*the worldVthe donor; by the instruction of the'Guru he is
caused to dwell in the heart.
Daily, day and night, (such a one) performs devotion, the infatuation of his egotism (individuality)
is'stopped.
He becomes such as the person is, with whom he is in love; the true ones are absorbed in the True one.
(6). When he himself (=Hari) bestows a favourable look, he («=the disciple) conceives love (to
him), having reflected on the words of the Guru.
By the service of the true Guru tranquillity springs up, having extinguished the thirst of egotism.
Hari, the giver of favours, always dwells in the heart (of him, by whom) the True one is put and
kept in his breast.
(7). My Lord is always pure, by a pure heart he is obtained.
In whose heart the treasure of the name of Hari dwells, all the pain of his egotism (individuality)
ceases.
By the true Guru the word (=the name of Hari) is proclaimed, t am always a sacrifice for him.
(8). One may say (so) in his^own heart and mind, (but) without the Guru "self" does not go.
Hari is propitious to (his) devotees, the giver of comfort, if he bestow mercy, he dwells in the heart.
0 Nanak! the Lord himself gives beauty and reflection, he gives greatness to his disciple.
Sirl Rag; mahald I I I .
II.

XIX.

(1). Who are practising works of egotism, on them the punishment of Yaraa falls.
Those are saved who serve the true Guru, being occupied in their thoughts with Ifari.

;

Fame.
0 my heart, meditate on the name, directing thy face towards the Guru!
To them it is originally and before byi the creator decreed, who by means of the instruction of the
Guru are absorbed in the name.
I

I I

i Vff.*. Whilst living in one's father's house =* In this world.
2
The honour of the human birth.
I
I

r
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"Without the true Guru faith does not come, love to the name does not arrive
Not* (even) in a dream they obtain comfort, absorbed in pain they sleep.
(3). Though it may be said: llari, Ilar&l though hen may be much desired, the destiny cannot be
effaced.
Those devotees have become acceptable at the gate, by whom the will of llari has beenjobeyed with
love.
(4). The Guru makes the word firm with colour, without mercy dt cannot be taken.:
1
If a hundred nectars be sprinkled, yet the Dhau will bear a poisonous fruit.
I
(5). Those people are.true and pure, who havejlove to the true Guru.
They are performing the will of the trjiie Guru, having given up the poison and passion of egotism.
(6). From the obstinacy of the mind one is not liberated by any contrivance, go and search the
Smriti and theShastras!
Those who have joined the assembly of the holy ones, are saved by performing'the word of the Guru.
I
(7). The name of Hari is a treasure, which has no end nor limit.
Those disciples"are lustrous, on whom the creator bestows mercy.
(8). 0 Nanak, the donor is One, there is no other!
By the favour of the Guru he (Hari) is obtained,iby destiny hejis acquired.
Sirl Rag;
III.

tnahaldlVl.
XX.

(1). There is a beautiful bird on a tree, he picks up (as food) truth by "love to the Guru.
He drinks.the juice of Hari, he remains at his'ease, he does not'fly, nor come nor go.
In his own house he has obtained a dwelling, in the name of Hari, Hari Hie is absorbed.
Pause.
0 my heart, do the work of the Guru !
If thou walkest according to the will of the Guru, thoi}. wilt daily4be steeped in the name of Hari.
(2). There are beautiful birds on a tree, they fly and go to the four quarters (of the earth).
As much as they mayjfly, their pains are great, they always^bum and lament.
Without the Guru the palace (oi Hari) does not become known, nor is the fruit of immortality found.
(3). (In) the disciple Brahmfis yerdant with true, natural ease.
2
The three branches are removed](by him) having directed hig thoughts on the One word (-name).
Hari alone is (or has) the fruit of immortality, he himself gives it to eat.
(4). The. fleshly-minded are oppressed with heat«and dried up, they.havq noi
t nor shade.
One should not sit near them, they have neither house nor village.
They are cut down and continually burnt, they have neither the word (of the Guru) nor the name
(of Haii).
(5). According to his order they do works, when the lot has fallen they wander about.
According to bis order they see the sight (of,the Guru), where he sends them, thither they go.
By his order Hari, Hari dwells in (their)|heart, by his order they arc absorbed iiLthe True one.
(6), The helpless do not knowjiis order, the fools wander about being led astray.
In the obstinacy of their mind they are doing (religious) works, continually, continually they become
wretched.
No rest comes into their heart, nor do.they conceive love to the True one.
1
2

M\Q* *•#*• (Kansk. \sTT7F$t) the Grixlra tommtosa, a poisonous shrub.
The three branches are the three qualities *T3\ <Tn • !?*?•

02
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(7). The faces of the disciples are beautiful by their love and affection toithe GuruBy true devotion they are attached to the True lone, at the gate of the True one they are (found) true.
They have become acceptable (themselves) and save all their family (also).
\S). All do their works (in) his sight, outside his sight no one (is doing a work),
I
As the True one'is looking upon one, such hefts.
H
1
0 Kanak, from the name (come) greatnesses, by destiny they are acquired!
II
Sirl Raff; mahald III.
IV.

I

XXI.

I

(1). The disciples meditate on the name, the fleshly-minded get no understanding.
The faces of the disciples are always bright, Hari comes and dwells in (their) heart.
Quite easily comfort is obtained (by them), easily they remain absorbed (in Hari).

I I

Fame.
0 brother, become the slave of the slaves!
The service of #he Guru is attachment to the Gurur'soroe rare one obtains it.
(2)« There is always the happy state of wifehood of that favoured woman, wha walks in the dove of
the true Guru.
The immovable beloved iis always obtained (byiher), he do.es not die nor go.
I
I
Being united by the word (of the Guru) she is not separated, she is absorbed in the bosom of the beloved.
(3). The pure and exceedingly bright Hari cannot be obtained without the Guru.
One reads the Yedas (but) does not understand (them), by (faqlr-) dresses and error he is led astray.
By the instruction of jthe Guru Harir is always obtained, the tongue is absorbed in the juice of Hari.
(4). By the innate nature of the instruction of the Guru the infatuation of the Maya is brought to
an end.
Without the word (of the Guru) the world goes about in pain, the fleshly-minded she (the Maya)
has.eaten up.
I
He who by the word (of the Guru) meditates on the name, is absorbed in the True one by means of
the word.
I
(5). The ascetics (Siddhs) wander about being led astray by the Mflya, by the naturallproperty (of the
Maya in them) deep meditation (BO as ioHdentify themselves with the Supreme) is not made (by them).
I In the three worlds she (=the Maya) is'contained, excessively she is clinging (to them).
Without the-Guru final emancipation is not obtained, nor does the duality of the Maya cease.
(6). "What is called Maya ? "What works does^the Maya practise ?
I
By pain and happiness this soul is bound, it practises the works of egotism (individuality).
Without the word (of the Guru) the error does not cease, jegotism (individuality) does not depart
from within.
(7). Without love devotion is not possible, without the word (of the Guru) it is not acceptable
(with Hari).
•
If by the word egotism (individuality) be annihilated, the error of tho Maya will cease.
The boon of*the name is obtained by the disciple with natural ease'.
(8). Without the Guru the qualities (of Hari) are not known, without the qualities*(of Hari being
known) devotion cannot be made.
f
In (whose) heart ?Hari, the propitious to the devotees, has taken his abode, he has naturally found
that Lord.
0 Nanak! Hari is-praised by means of the"word (of the Guru) (by him, who) obtains (him; by destiny*
I !

!

Or 4 in the name are.

I

r
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I (1). The infatuation of the Maya is made by ray Lord, he himself leads astray in error.
The fleshly-minded one practises (religious) works, (but) does not understand (the truth), uselessly
he wastes his human birth.
The word of the Guru is the light in this world, by destiny it comes and dwells in the heart.
Pause.
0 my heart, repeat silently the name, and comfort will be obtained.
;
If the true Guru be praised,"naturally that Lord will be found.
(2). (His) error is gone, (his) fear has fled, who applies his thoughts to the feet of Hari.
If the-word (of the Guru) be performed by the disciple, Hari comes and dwells in (his) heart.
To the true house and palace (of Hari) he is admitted, death*cannot eat him.
r
1
(3). Kama (was) a calico-printer and Kabir a weaver, (but) from the perfect Guru they obtained
salvation.
2
I
The sons of Brahma know the word, they parted (therefore) with egotism (individuality) and family.
Gods and Naras sing their praise, no one effaces it, 0 brother I
3
(4), The son of the Daitya does not at all read (with his preceptor) the duties, religious observances
and abstinences (prescribed by the Shastras) (and yet) he knows no duality.
I Having met with the true Guru lie became pure, daily he praises the name.
The One he n citee the One name he meditates upon, he knows no other.
4
I (5). The six'(philosophical) systems, the Jogis aud SanyasTs are led astray in error without the Guru.
If they servq tlie true Guru, then they obtain the station (degree) of salvation, Hari dwells in (their)
heart.
If (their) thought is fixed on the true word (of the Guru), coming and going is stopped.
(6). The Pandit reading and reading explains an argumentation, without the Guru he is led astray
in error.
Nam a or Namdev, a famous devotee, who is considered the first Marathi writer (Molesworth, Marathi
Dictionary, Introd. p . xxv), is said to have been a contemporary of Kabir (about 1480 A . D . ) . Kabir, the
weaver, a Musalman by birth (as borne out by the Granth and the testimony of Ravidas) and disciple of
Ramanand, lived partly at Mngar and partly at Benares under the reig-n of Sikandar Shah Lodi(1488—1512).
Portions of the writings of both are incorporated in the Granth, especially oPKabir, who comes in for a considerable share in every Rag, and who is to be considered'as the author of the whole reformatory movement
going* on in India during the Middle Ages. Nanak and the following* Sikh Gurus have indorsed the tenets of
Kabir and made them their own.
2

The sons of Brahma \ the mind-born sons of Brahma, who are called Sanatkumara, Sananda, Sanaka
and Sanatana (with sometimes a fifth, Kihlm, added). They are said to have declined to create progeny and to
have ever remained boys (Kumara\ pure and umoccnt. The"*' sabd" means here the initiatory mantr (so ham),
implying- identity with*the Supreme; they refused therefore to enter duality by procreation.
3

^ 3 " V 3 V the sou of the. Daitya (Ilirauyakasipu) l'ralilad, whose story is told in the Vishnu Parana.
His preceptor did not teach him the name of Vishnu, hut*Vishnu himself (who is here to behinderstood'by the
*ffy 7T^)t the instructor of the whole world. His father is said to have made different attempts on the life of
his son, but to have signally failed ; at hist Hfrnnyakasipif was toriitin pieces by Vishnu in the Avatar of the
Narsinha (man-lion) issuing* from a pillar of the hall. This story is frequently mentioned in the Granth.
4

:

•4fV**WT' n (*IWl^lT)» wic who Ijas cast oft* all worldly desires ami possessions, a religious mendicant
(now different from the fourth order of Brahmans). The. Sanyasls are generally followers of Shiva, the
Bairagis of Vishnu.
k
y
{
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The round of the eighty-four, lakhs (of forms of existence) is allotted (to him), without the word
(instruction of the Guru) he does not obtain salvation.
When he reflects on the name, then he obtains salvation, when the true Guru unites (him) to union
(with Hari).
(7). In the assembly of the holy ones the name of Hari is produced, where the true Guru is naturally

met with.
Soul and body I offer up, my own self I remove, I walk in faith in the true Guru.
I am always a sacrifice for my own Gur% who fixes any mind on Hari.
(8). He is a Brahman who knows Brahm, who is in love with Hari.
The Lord, who dwells near in the heart of all, is known by some rare disciple.
0 Nanak! the name, (by means of which) greatness is obtained, is known from the word of the Guru.
Sirl Ildg; m aha Ia I I I .
VI.

XXIII.

1

(1). The whole world seeks composure, (but) without the Guru it cannot be obtained.
The Pandits and astrologers, reading and reading (treatises), have become tired, by (faqlr-) dresses
and error they are led astray.
By meeting with the Guru composure is obtained, if he (i.e. Hari) bestow his own mercy and good
pleasure.
Pause.
0 brother, without the Guru composure does not accrue.
From the [word (of the Guru) alone composure springs up, that true Hari is obtained (from it).
What is sung in composure
useless.
Easily devotion is produced by composure, out of natural love and abandonment of the world.
Prom composure comfort and tranquillity are obtained, without composure life is useless.
(3). By" composure (the disciple) always, always praises (Hari), 'easily giving himself to deep
meditation.
By composure he utters the qualities (of Hari), he performs^ devotion directing his thoughts (on
Hari).
By the word (of the Guru) Hari dwells in his heart, hisFiongue eats the juice of Hari.
(4). By composure death is driven away, if (one) fall on thetasylum of the True one.
By composure the name of Hari dwells in (his) heart, he does true work.
Those are very fortunate who have obtained it, they remain easily absorbedi(in Hari).
(5). In "the Maya composure is not produced, the MayaHs in duality.
Thefleshly»xnindedare doing (the prescribed) works, (but) r they|burn continually in egotism.
Birth and death do not cease, again and again they come and go.
,'
(6). In the three qualities composure is not obtained, the three qualities lead astray in error*
I t may be read, it may be pondered, what shall be saidi(by him), when -he goes astray fromjthe
beginning?
2
In the fourth stage is composure, it falls into the lap of the disciple.
1

i The whole Asjpadi is-a play with the meaning of tJO-H, «|0'"ri I • It signifies here (as a substantive m.)»
according to the whole context: "composure, ease of mind.'* In Sindhi it is still used in this sense (*f^5j)
but no longer m modern Hindi. ^xTPf is also used as adjeetke, "innate," natural, and as adverb (*<UTI)»
naturally, easily*
I
2
In the fourth stage the individual spirit identifies itself completely wltn the Supreme Spirit.
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(7). The name of him that is without attributes (=the Supreme) is a treasure, by composure
1
sagacity (of mind) is obtained.
I
By the virtuous it is praised, true is the story of the True one.
I I
Those who are gone astray he (Hari) will unite (with himself) by composure, by the word (of the
Guru) union is brought about.
(8). Without composure every one is blind, the infatuation of the Maya is darkness.
By composure sagacity is obtained from the true inexhaustible word (of the Guru).
He,himself, the perfect Guru, the creator unites (him).
(9). By composure the invisible one is known, the fearless, the luminous, the fbrmkss.
He 'alone-is the donor of all creatures, the luminous is uniting (with himself) that jvhich is luminous.
By the perfect word (of the Guru) he is praised, who has no end nor limit.
(10). The wealth-of those endowed with divine knowledge is the name, naturally ( ^ readily) thoy
:
traffic (with it).
Daily they take as profit the name of Hari, *the store-rooms (of whom) are inexhaustible and filled.
0 Nanak! no deficiency befalls them, they are given by the giver.
Sirl Rag ; mahaid III.
VII.

XXIV.

f

(1). After the true Guru is found, no wandering (in transmigration) takes place, the pain of birth
and death ceases.
I I
From the perfect word all knowledge is obtained, he (the disciple) remains absorbed in the name of

Hari.
Pauses
O my, heart, fix thy mind on the true Guru"!
He himself, (whose) name is pure and always fresh, will come'and dwell in the heart.
(2). 0 Hari, keep me in thy asylum! As thou keepest.me, so I remain.
The disciple, who whilst living dies by means of the word (of the Guru), crosses the water of
existence.
(3). By a great destiny the name is obtained, by the word approved by the Guru he (=the disciple)
obtains honour.
In whose heart the Lord, the creator himself dwells, he remains easily absorbed (in Hari).
( 4 \ To some fleshly-minded theyword (of the Guru) is not pleasing, bound in fetters they are causcni
lo wander about (in transmigration).
Again and again they come having passed through the eighty-four lakhs (of forms of existence',
uselessly their human birth is lost.
(5). In the heart of the devotees is joy, by the true word they are steeped in the love (of Hari).
Daily they sing (his) qualities, they are always pure (and) are easily absorbed in the name.
(6). The disciples speak a speech of nectar, they recognize all (the world) as the Supreme Spirit.
The One they serve, the One they worship, the disciples recite the inexpressible one.
(7). If the true Lord be served, hetcomes and dwells in the heart of the disciples.
Those who are always in love with the True one, he unites (with himself) out of his own mercy.
(8), He himself docs (everything) and causes it to be done, he himself awakens some who have
fallen asleep.
He himself unites to uniori|(with himself) (those\ 0 Kanak! (who) are absorbed in the word (of the
UunO.
1

Hv TRJT} (ahJ.)tfionipoHiu\ ^?^M • brightness of intellect or sagacity of mind, i* ohiniiiec).
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$*n Rng i*mahalu I I I .
VIII.

XXV.

(1). By serving the true Guru soul and body have become pure and'holy.
1
He always gets joy and comfort in his heart, who has^joined the deep and profound (Hari)
f
He who sits in the true assembly, his mind is composed by the true name.
Pause.
0 my heart, fearlessly serve the true Guru!
I
By serving the true Guru, Harir dwells in the heart, not a bit of filth clings to it.
(2). From the true word honour springs up, true is the name of the True one.
1 shall become a sacrifice for those who, having extinguished their egotism (individuality), have known it.
The fleshly-minded do not know the True one, they Jhave nowhere a place or spot.
(3). The True one (I) eat, the True one (I) put on, in the True one is my abode.
(I) praise always the True one, in the True4one is (my) dwelling.
I All is recognized (by me) as the Supreme Spirit, by means of the instruction of the Guru (my) abode
is in (my) own house.
I
I (4). (Who) sees the True one, who speaks the True one, (his) body,and soul become true.
True is (his) evidence, true his instruction, the story of the True one is true.
I
By whom the True one is forgotten, they go in pain and weep.
(5). By whom the true Guru is not served, for what have they come into the world ?
Being bound they are beaten at the gate of Yama, he does not hear ( = listen to) their screams and cries.
Uselessly their human birth is lost, they die and are born repeatedly.
1
(6). Having seen this world burning (I) have fled to the asylum of the true Guru.
By the true Guru the True one is'made firm (in me), (I) always remain in true continence.
The true Guru is the true boat, by (his) word (I) cross the water of existence.
(7). In the eighty-four lakhs (of forms of existence) they continually wander about, (but) without
the true Guru final emancipation is not found.
The Pandits and silent ascetics reading and reading have become tired, by duality they have lost
their honour.
By the true Guru the word (=the name) is proclaimed, without the True one there is no other.
(8). Those who are applied by the True one, cling to the True one, and do always true (good) work.
2
They have obtained a dwelling in their own house and remain in the true palace.
0 Nanak! devotees are always happy, they are always in love with the true name.
Siri Rag; mahalfi V.
I.

XXVI.

(1). Whom a very great difficulty befalls, to him none gives an entrance.
If his enemies are lying in wait for him, even his relatives keep aloof from him
Every asylum is broken down, every protector fails.
(But) if he remember the Supreme Brahm, no hot wind will touch him.
Pause*
TheLcrd
firm
1

No subject whatever is pointed out, it can only be guessed at.
2
The sense is: they do not seek the Supreme outside, but they find him in their own heart, which is his
palace, where he dwells.
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(2). If one be weak, naked, in the pain of hunger;
If no money fall into his lap, if no one encourage him.
1
If no one do his aim and object, if there be no business ^whatever (for<him).
If he remember the Supreme Brahm, his satiety'will be immovable.
1
(3). Who has much anxiety, whose body much -sickness pervades.

Who

gne
sits not down nor sleeps forttwenty

minutes.
If he remember the Supreme Brahm, his body and*soul will be refreshed.
H
r^ss,*
3
He may have committedlthe four sins and crimes, he may have perpetrated an atrocious murder.
He may never have caught with his ear any book, song, pootry.
If he remember the Supreme Brahm, he is saved by the remembrance of a moment.
(5). He may go through the Shastras, Smriti, the four Vedas from memory.
I
The great ascetic mays practise austerities, the JogI may go to a Tlrtha.
4
He may (practise) twofold more than the six duties, performing worship he may bathe.
If he has no love to the Supreme Brahm,;he will surely go to hell.
(6). (If he have) dominion, property, chieftainships, an abundance of enjoyment of (sensual
i
pleasures.
(If ho have) delightful and beautiful gardens, if his order go unflinching.
(If he have) merriment? and shows of many kinds, if he have adhered continually to his pleasure.
If he has not remembered the Supremo Brahm, he has gone into the womb of a snake.
(7) J* Ho may be very rich and of virtuous conduct, his comeliness and manners may be spotless.
He may be inllove with mother, father, son, brothers, friend.
8
He may be addressed by tha whole quiver-bearing army in homage: Sir, Sir!
If he has not remembered the Supreme Brahm, he is seized and thrown into the lowest hell.*
(8). In his body there may be no sickness nor any defect, no pain nor grief whatever.
Death may not come into his^mind, day and night he may enjoy himself.
He may have made all his own, he may not have got anxiety in his heart.
f**PHT<r^r ^ d * W T ^ are synonymous; the latterrstands for (3T<f *= ^ W T ^ (in Prattrit dissolved
already into V^|fij|), The word *pjjnj is also used in the same sense in Sindhi.
2
w f | j fVHTSTJ fvj*HTJ stands here (for the sake of the rhyme) for fVpHTcTTf attached to, given to
(<=?fin?), constructed with the locative (wf3)i as in Sanskrit.
3
* The r four sins are now said to be: the killing of a girl, the killing of a cow, the killing of afBrahman.
and cohabitation with one's Guru's wife. Formerly five heinous sins were enumerated: (1) killing a brahman, (2) stealing gold, (3) drinking liquors (fl\[MT^)» (4) intercourse with the wife of one's Guru, (5) associating with any one guilty of such crimes.
i
I
The six duties, as far as they are binding on the Khatri, are mentioned already, p. \*$ note. The six
duties of the Brahman are: (1) ^\2p^M (reading of tthe sacred texts),--(2) ^VUTPTVT (teaching the same).
(3) ^j3¥*f (sacrificing), (4) ^niflf (procuring or vicariously conducting sacrifice), (5) Igrm (almsgiving),
(6) TrfTRfif (accepting donations),
bcJ^+f ^FZ T&Z must be thus divided: S'd<^*T Tfe=» J£j {J*£j> wearing a quiver, the other T^T is
q«s l|r to Worship, to do homage, and is the participle past conjunctives having done homage.
\fo originally one of die seven divisions of 'Fatala (see Vishnu Purana, p. 204); but in the
modern Hindi it denotes the lowest of the seven divisions, and is identical'witl i
13
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the
of Yama.
(9). On whom ,theriSupreme Brahm bestows mercy,fhe obtains the society of the holy ones.
As, as he (Brahm) is magnified, so, so love with Hari (is increased).
1
He himself is the Lord of both boundaries, there is no other place.
f
From the trueiGuru, if he be pleased, the true name is obtained, 0 Nanak !
Sirt Hdg t mrJtala V.

Ghar V.
1

II.

XXVII. *
Pause.

I do not know what things please (him).\
0 heart, seek the way !
(1). He who is given to meditation, makes meditation;
He whojhas divine knowledge, acquires divine knowledge.
By whom is the Lord known ?
2
(2). The Bhagauti remains in his practice.
The Jogi says: (I am) emancipated.
The ascetic is absorbed in his austerity.
(3). The silentrdevotee keeps silence, the SanyasI is given to chastity.
The stoic is absorbed in indifference (to the world).
The devotee bows down in (different) manners.
The Pandit reads with a loud voice the Veda.
The householder is fulfillingo his duties in his household.
(4). The lk-sabdl and Avadhut is (given) to mimicry.
The Kaparl is,given to show (sport).
3
Some bathe at a Tlrtha.
(5). (Some) who go without food and arerfasting, are touchable {i.e. mingling with people).
Some hide themselves and do not give an interview.
Some are wise in their own mind.
4
(6). No one says: he is wanting.
•
All say : he is obtained (by me).
I
Whom he (Hari) unites (with himself), he is a devotee.
K
(7). Giving up all contrivances and shifts i
I will fall on the asylum (of the Guru).
i
Nanak flees to the foot of theJGuru.
«
*

1

^TJt fafcPWf ¥WJ» the Lord of both ends or boundaries, ue. of this and that world, or of the whole
universe.
:

i The Bh&gauti is]a faqir, who imitates the dres»| dance, etc.,fof Krishna; R3nn> given to the practice,
performance (of the \TM> ctr.).^
3
The Ik'sabrii is the same as the Alokh-namT, who only uses the word Alakh (Rrahmii). fTlie Avadhut
is a naked faqir; both are said to.be given, to mimiwy. The Kaparl is a faqir who makes pilgrimage to
Hinglaj ; they carry ia redflag",sell rosaries, etc., and also givejpublic shows (STw^T =*?^HqS). VHJIjrf 1
Sansk. STHFrT, wakeful, attentive to, given to.
4
^nfd> he (i.e. God) is wanting, or not found.

•
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6m!

hx * the favour of the ^true Guru!
1

S I R I j l l A G ; mahala X.
Ohar I I I .
I.

(1). Amongst JogTs thou art a Jogi, amongst sensual men thou art sensual.
thou
I

Fame.

\

I devote myself, I devote myself, I am a sacrifice to thy name.!
2
(2). Thou hast created the world, thou hast put the created beings into (their) occupation.
8
Thou seest thy own work, by the omnipotence thou lettest fall the dice.
(3). Thou art manifest and known in the world (the expansion).
The whole (world) longs for (thy) name.
Without the true Guru (thou art) not obtained, the whole (world) is in the net of the illusive Maya,
OLord!
(4). One should offer himself a sacrifice to the true Guru!
I
By meeting with whom perfect salvation is obtained.
4
What the Gods, Naras, the Munis are longing for, that is taught by the true Guru, Sir !
(5). Now is the society of the good known:
Where the One name is praised.
The One name is the commandment (of God), 0 K&nak! by the true Guru it is taught, S ?
(6). .This world is led astray in error.
.'
By thyself it ia ruined.
Anguish has seized those ill-fated women, whose lot thou art not, 0 Lord!
(7). What are the signs of the ill-fated women ?
Having strayed away from their husband, they wander'about wretched.
i
Dirty are the clothes of those fascinating women, in pain the night is passed (by them), 0 Lord!
(8). What work is done by the lucky (women ?
They have obtained the fruit decreed for them before.
Casting upon them thy own favourable look, thou thyself unitest them (with thyself), 0 Lord!
(9). Whom (thou hast) caused to obey (thy) order:
Within them (thou hast) planted the word (of the Guru).
Those lucky women are (thy) intimate friends, who have love with (thee) the husband, 0 Lord!
(10). Who are pleased with the divine decree: from their heart error is removed.
0 Nanak, such a one is known as the true Guru, who unites every one, Sir!
(11). By meeting with the true Guru those have obtained the fruit (of their former good actions):
Who have cleared away from within egotism (individuality).
numbered
Astpadis, to which they do not belong. No title is given to either piece; we head them therefore by thefirstwords.
2
f r o = - f i f d 3 t the created,beiogs; ^ ftlQ WlGcM, to pot into (upon) their occupation, to assign
to every created being its peculiar work.
VTOT -i I ttcM
V?10 may be translated by !• Lord" or " Sir" (or brother).
*TY©
God
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The pain of (their) foolishness' is cut off, destiuy has como and settled on their forehead, Sir!
%
n 2\ Thy wordb are neetar. I l l
I
\

/

I

•

II

1

I I I

In the heart of (thy) devotees they are deeply
fixed.
I
1
2
By keeping up worship in the heart, comfort (is obtained); (on whom) thou bestowest a favourable
look, (him) thou savest, 0 Lord!
I
(13). The true Guru, being met with, is known.
H
By the meeting with whom the name is praised.
I
Without the true Guru it is not obtained; the whole (world), doing (religious) works, has become
3
tired, 0 Lord!
(14). I have devoted myself to the true Ghiru.
I Who has put me, who was led astray by error, dnto the (right) way.
If he bestows* his own favourable look, he himself unites (with himself), Sir!
I I
(15). Thou art contained imall.
I I
Bv that creator his own self is hidden.
I I
0 Nanak, he has become manifest to that disciple, to whomf the creator has communicated his

|ight, Sir!

I

(16) By the Lord himself he is cheri>lud.
I
Who has given randrmado soul and hody.
*
II
He preserves the honour of his own servant, putting both hands onihis forehead, Sir!
I
(17). All abstinences and cunnings have come to an end.
My Lord knows everything.
* *
I
His glory is laid out manifest, all the world cries: victory ! Sir!
t
I
(18). My virtues (and) vices he has not taken into account.
4
The Lord has remembered Jiis practice.
I
Taking me to his neck he has preserved (me), no hot wind touohes (me), Sir!
I
(19). In my heart and body the Lord is meditated upon.
The fruit desired by my heart I have obtained.
f
Thou art Lord above a kingrandjemperor, Nanak lives reciting silently (thy)inarae, 0 Lord !
(20). Thou thyself hast created thyself.
Thou hast made another sport ( = the world) and shown it.
In all is the perfectly True one: whom he pleases,*him he lets know (the truth), Sir!
(21). (Whena) he is obtained by the favour oflthe Guru.
I There the infatuation of the Maya is broughttto an end.
I
He himself, out of his own mercy, absorbs (with himself), Sir!
(^2). C£hoU|art) the Gopls, tho river, the cowherd.
Thou thyself hast removed the kine.
5
By (thy) order "the vessels are made^thou thyself having broken? J*(them) makest (them again),
9 Lord!
i
><J I f ii
'
(23). Who have fixed their mind on the true Guru.
,The <d*ff3'> or foolishness, consists in considerring-oneself different from the Supreme.
2 m
>e#woi;ds W fl^T n r ^ f ^ g f l f ^ must be thus constructed: *^\ Wf^f? Tftrft W (tfTT ft).
Has become tired, knocked up. The sense is: all their (religious) works have been of no'use, the name
was not obtained by their works,
I
*
^The sense is: thettLord| 1ms remembered that it is bis practice ever to forgive.
=
JIHTM 3 1 ^ ^Rc^TlcT mt> may*idso be translated : thou thyself, having prepared (or adorned them),
hrrakest (them).
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A pure light is in those men, they are gone,' having adorned their human birth, Sir!
(24.) (Thou art) always, always (doing) good works.
I (am saying) (thy) praises night and day.
(Thou art) giving gifts without being asked; Nanak says: remember the True one. Sir!

/

Siri R&g; mahald V,
I.
Pause.
Having fallen at his feet I will conciliate him, Sir!
By the tine Guru, the Supreme Spirit, (I am) united, like him there is none other, Sir!
1
(1). The Lord (is) my dear friend.
(He is) sweeter (to me) than mother and father.
I
(Sweeter than) sister, brother and all friends; like thee there is none other, 0 Lord!
2
(2). By thy order Savan has come.
.
I have applied the plough of truth.
Hari, having made it grow, bestow heaps of corn,
O Lord 1
(3). I, having met with the Guru, know the One.
j
I do not know any other word in my mind.
. '
By Hari I'was put into one work; as it pleases (thee), so accomplish it, 0 Lord 1
(4). 0 brethren, enjoy yourselves and eat!
I have been invested by the Guru in the court with the mantle.
*
9
I have become the master of the village; the five partners were brought bound, Sirs!
(5). I have come to thy protection.
The five are the labourers of my fields.
No one lifts up his shoulder and is remiss, 0 Nanak! by hard labour the village is cultivated, Sir!
(6). I sacrifice and devote myself (to thee).
Continually I am meditating on thee.
I
The desolate heap of ruins is built up, I am a sacrifice to thee, 0 Lord!
(7). I am always meditating on the beloved Hari.
I obtain the fruit, I desire in my heart.
All my works are adjusted by him, the hunger of my heart is taken.a\
occupat
serve the true
The name of Hari, the receptacle of the nine treasures, I have taken and bound in my lap, Sir!
(9). I have obtained the comfort of comforts.
•
c
The Guru has fixed the word in my heart.
n

B

Wfnlt (• <llM'l*ft), an epithet of Krishna, the Lord of cows. Arjun was a great worshipper of
Krishna: lie was his l ^ S ^ I (the God whom he had specially chosen for his worship); his tomb at Lahore is
still covered with paintings exhibiting the feats'of Krishna.
2

Savan = July-August (the rainy month in-the Panjab). If
' The master of the village, the master of the heart. The five partners arc explained by: ZTtfj, ^xj,
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By the true Guru, the Supreme Spirit, it was shown (to me), having put his hand on my forehead, Sir!
(10). I have built a true Dharmsala.
I obtain the instruction of the Guru, having searched (for it).
,
I wash the feet (of the Guru), I swing the Pankha, bowing and bowing to him I cling to his

feet. Sir!
(11). Having heard (his) words (I) came to the Guru.
The name, alms-giving, bathing was enjoined (by the Guru).
The whole world was saved, 0 Nanak, having ascended the true boat, Sir!
(12). The whole creation serves (him) day and night, Sir!
1
Give ear and hear my -supplication, Sir!
I have seen and accurately examined all: he himself, being pleased, has released (saved) it (the
creation), Sir!
(13). Now the order of the kind (Hari) has been given.
No one is troubling the other.
All (the world) has settled in happiness, this pule of mildness has set in, Sir!
(14). Softly and lightly nectar is raining.
I speak, what I am caused to speak by the Lord.
I have put much trust in thee, thou thyself wilt accept me, 0 Lord!
(15). The hungerjof thy devotees is always thy own.
0 Hari, (thou art) fulfilling my desires!
Give me a sight of thee, 0 giver of comfort, take and put me to thy neck, 0 Lord!
(16). like thee none other,is found.
Thou art in the earth, the heavens and'in the nether regions.
Thou art contained in every place; Nanak. (says): thou art -the true support of (thy) devotees,
OLord!
<
r
(17). I am the brave combatant of the Lord.
Having met with the Guru the back-part of my turban stands high up.
All the (world) has been assembled for the wrestling; God himself, being seated, looks on, Sir!
(18). The mouths of the drums and kettledrums sound.
The wrestlers have descended and take their rounds.
Five young men were killed (by me); the Guru, rejoicing, tapped me, Sir!
(19). All have come together.
3
They will go home, having changed the road.
The disciples are gone, having got the advantage, the fleshly-minded are gone, having lost their
capital, Sir!
(20). Thou art (without colours and signs.
Thou, 0 Hari, art seen present and manifest.
Having heard, having heard, they are meditating on thee; thy devotees are attached to thee, 0 ocean
>f qualities!
(21). il am constantly the servant of the Deity.
The Guru has cut my rope.
1 shall not again dance in wrestling. Nanak has sought and found the'fit time, Sir!

t.e. my word.
^V£ ^RrrfTJttfT ~ ^HT ^FZXft?; *nal d is an alliteration, for the sake ofjhe rhyme.
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Om! By the favour of the true Guru!
SIRI RA&f PAH ARE.

1

Mahald I.
Qhar I.
I.
9

(1). In the first watch of the night, 0 friend merchant, he (= man) has- fallen into the womb
rder (of God).
I
He performs within austerity, the face being turned upwards, 0 friend merchant, and supplication
to the Lord.
He mak
meditation and devout absorption, the face
being dire ctec
Without
again
God)
written) on the forehead
the first watch man
friend
"Krishna) in the house
hand
5
of Jasuda.
The child is fondly passed (danced) from hand to hand, the mother says:
My son! know, 0 my thoughtless foolish heart, at the end nothing will be thine.
Thou doest not know him, by whom creation was made; form (—conceive).in thy mind divine
knowled ge fI
watch
intent
He does not remember the name of Hari,r 0L friend merchant, by which the bound one is released.
Man does not remember the name of Hari, he is confused and (engaged) with the Maya.
He is enamoured of property, drunk by youth, uselessly his human birth is lost.
He has not carried on traffic with^religion, he has done no (good) works, 0 friend 1
Kanak says: in the third watch the thought of man (is directed) towards wealth and youth.
(4). Inf the fourth watch of the night, 0 friend merchant, the reaper has come (and reaped)
the field.
9
When he is seized and marched off by Yama, no one has undergone a change of mind.
No one has undergone a change of mind, when he is seized and marched off by Yama.
A false weeping is made round about him, in a moment he has become a stranger.
That thing he has obtained, on which he had bestowed his affection.
Nanak says: in the fourth watch the field of man is reaped by the reaper.
\

The following pieces bear the superscription " pahare," watchesf for reasons apparent fromi,the congjara mitr, which the Sikhs take for a proper name, but It Is perhaps
tents.
more simple to take it for an appellative.
M

j

uteru8

* J|d£j|f*lf Loc. of 3T33T^ 'T^nr T^
«|
9
The Hindus fancy that the foetus in the womb is meditating on Bralim
4
Literally: he is caused to dance.
5
VHtl£Ti the wife of Nanda, in whose house iKrish^a was brought up.
9
a
%% — i£?» changed state, change of mind; man dies as he lived.
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Sirl Rug; mahalu I.
II.
(I). In the first watch of the night, 0 friend merchant, the child is of a thoughtless mind. I
It drinks milk, it is caused to play, 0 friend merchant, mother and father are in love with
their son.
Mother and father have great love to their son, all are under the infatuation of the Maya.
I
1
By copulation (of the parents) he came (into the world), he has earned his deeds, he does the work,
which he has to do.
Without the name of Bam final emancipation is not obtained, he is drowned in thc'love of duality.
Nanak says: man will be released (=saved) in the first watch by keeping Hari in his mind.
,g
(2). In the^second watch of the night, 0 friend merchant, (his) mind is filled with full youth.
Day and night he is given to lust, 0 friend merchant, the blind one has not the name in his mind.
The name of Ham is not in his heart he considers other (things) as sweet pleasures.
I
("Who have) no divined knowledge, no meditation, virtue nor continence; they are false and, being
born, they will die (again).
Not by a Tlrtha, nor fasting, nor purity and abstinence, nor good works, religious practices and
1
worship.
iJ
0 Nanak, by love and devotion salvation (is obtained), by another (work) duality is diffused
4
(iu the mind).
(3). In the third watch of the night, 0 friend merchant, the geese have come and alighted on
5
the pond.
Youth decreases, old age gets the upper hand, 0 friend merchant, life diminishes, the days go.
At the end thou wilt repent, 0 blind one, when thou art seized and carried off by Yama.
I
Thou hast made all thy own, in c moment it has become the property of another.
"Wisdom is abandoned (bf thee), cunning is gone, having practised vices "thou wilt repent.
Nanak says: 0 man, in the third watch remember the*Lord, directing (thy) thoughts (on him)!
3
(4). In the fourth watch of the night, 0 friend merchant, he (man) has become old, (his) body
emaciated.
•'
?
I Blind in his eyes he does not see, 0 friend merchant, with his "ears he does not hear a word.*
I
I He is blind in his eyes, his tongue has no taste, his power and strength have come to a'stand-still.
There are no virtues in him, how should he obtain comfort, thefleshly-mindedOne is coming and going.
he
trust
I Nanak says: O man, in the fourth watch become acquainted with the word proceeding* from' the
mouth of the Guru!
'
(5). The end of those breaths has come, 0 friend merchant, a burning fever is on the shoulder.
3
Not a bit of virtue is contained (in them), having collected vices they will take them (with
themselves).
9

But vf-nfjf may also be transh
5| is here adjective (Sansk. TRT
intoxicated) with full youth.
Supply: salvation is obtained. There is no verb nor subject in these verses, and the translation can
only be made according to conjecture, asnot even any case-relation is pointed out/ \
4
The words •cftim f^HTM ^ T l might also be trail slated: the other (he who U given to the practices)
duality permeates.;
6
The sense of this allusion is: the hairs of men have become white, the geese being white. YTOVpond,
lake = body.

STRI RAG, MAIL IVt, PAHARE I. (III.)

J 05

He who (goes having* collected virtues will not be struck* in the face, heiwill not.be born (and)
die (again).
%
fM
Yam a with the net of death will not be able to overpower hini$ by love, devotion^and fea» (of God)
he is saved.
With honour he goes (to the threshold of Hari), he is easily absorbed, all pains he removes,
Nanak says: a man (whovhas become) a disciple, will be emancipated, from the True, one lie will
receive honour.
Sirl Rags ma ha Ia IV.
It

1

III.

(1). In the first watch of the night, 0 friend merchant, he (man) is placed in the belly by Hari.
He meditates on Hari, he uttersiHari, 0 friend merchant, he remembers the name of Hari, Hari.
He silently mutters the name of Hari, Hari, he adores (him), muttering, in fthe fire (of the womb)
Hari, he olives.
I
He is born into the world, he is applied to the mouth (i.e. kissed), father .and mother {have become
happy.
Think of him, 0 man, whose properly thou art, reflecting in thy heart on the word .proceeding from
the mouth of the Guru*
_^
4
Nanak says: in the first watch man silently mutters Hari, (who) bestows mercy (omhim).
(2). In the second watch of the night, 0 friend merchant, (his) mind is bent on.duality..
I Mother and father, pressing him to their cheek, nourish him, 0 friend merchant, saying: mine,
mine (thouiart).
Mother and father always press him to their cheeky they think in their heart:
.
m
Having got (from us food) he will (again) feed (us).
Him, who gives, he does not know, the fool clings to tho gift.
*
Some one, who becomes a disciple, reflects, he reflects in bis mind on Hari, directing his ^thoughts
on him.
I
Uanak says: in*the second watch, 0 man, this one death will never devour
(3). In the third watch of the night, 0 friend merchant, his mind is occupied with care and trouble,
Of wealth he thinks, wealth ho collects, 0 friend merchant, the name of Hari, Hari he J does not
remember.
The name of Hari, Hari, Hari he does never remember, who at the end becomes a companion.
This wealth and prosperity is a false illusion, having given it up at the end andfhaving gone,
he repents.
1
"Whom the Guru in mercy unites (with Hari), he remembers the name of Hari, Hari.
Manak says: in the third watch, 0 man, that one, having gone, is united withjljari.
I
(4). In the* fourth watch of the night, 0 friend merchant, Hari has brought on the time of
departure.
Serve with (thy) hand the perfect true Guru, 0 friend merchant, all the night is gone and
passed.
Serve Hari,—not a moment make any delay,—whereby thou wilt for ever become firm (not subject
to *transmig ration).
In union with 'Hari thou wilt ever enjoy pleasures, the pain of birth and death thou wilt remove.
\

1

The following Gurus had apparently the writings of iNanak before them ; hence these iiWfntlons, ^hich
usually add very few ideas.
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T

II

H

I

H

Do not make in thy thought a difference between the Guru (and) the true Guru, the Lord, meeting
with whom (t.*. the Guru) the worship of Hari becomes pleasant.
Ill
I
Nanak says: 0 man, in the fourth watch the might of the devotees is fruitful.
Sin Rag ; m ah aid V.
I.

IV.
1

(1). In thjB first watch of the night, O friend merchant, he (Hari) puts (him) into the belly.
In ten months he is made a man, 0 Mend merchant, after some delay he earns (his former) works.
The time is passed, the (former) works are earned, as it is originally written, so he has received.
Mother, father, brother, son, wife—amongst them he is placed by the Lord.
He himself (i.e. the Lord) causes him to do bad and good works, in the power of this creature is
nothing.
Nanak says: in the'first watch man is put into the womb.
(2). In the second watch of the night, 0 friend merchant, he gives way to the freak? of full youth.
Bad and good he does not know, 0 friend merchant, his mind is intoxicated with egotism.
Bad and good thou doest not know, 0 man, the journey further on (to the other world) is difficult!
The perfect true Guru was never served (by thee), on (thy) head the executioners of Yam a are
standing.
"When Dharm-Rae ( « Yama) will seize (tlfee), what answer wilt thou make! O fool ?
Nanak 88ys: in the second watch man gives way to the freaks of full youth.
(3). In the third Watch of the night, O friend merchant, he collects poison and blind ignorance.
He clings to son and wife in infatuation, 0 friend merchant, within he is tossed about by emotions.
Han is tossed about within by emotions (desires), that Lord does not come into his mind.
With the assembly of the holy ones he has not;associated, in many wombs he will (therefore)
suffer pain.
The creator is forgotten (by him), not a moment he has meditated on the Lord.
Nanak says: in the third watch (of the night) poison and blind ignorance he collects.
(4). In the fourth watch of the night, 0 friend merchant, that day haer come near.
Remember thou, 0 friend merchant, the name communicated by the Guru, it will be thy'companion
to the Cburt (of Hari)!
*
Remember the name given by the Guru, 0 man, at the end it will be thy companion!
6
This is an illusion, the Maya will not go with thee, she has made a false friendship (with thee).
The whole night is passed; serve the true Guru and the darkness will become light.
Nanak says: 0 man, in the fourth watch that day has come near!
(5). The decree of Govind has come. O friend merchant, they have risen and gone and their work
with them.
4
Not a bit of delay they (i.e. the messengers of Yama) give, 0 friend merchant, firm hands are laid
upon them.
The decree has come, they are marched off, the fleshly-minded are always distressed.
Those, who have served the perfect, true Guru, are always happy at the threshold (of Hari).
The body is the ground (soil) of works in (this present) world, what they sow, they are eating*
Nanak says: the devotees obtain honour at the court (of Hari), the fleshly-minded are always
2
wandering about-(in transmigration). £ • M & s L J & f t flB H
IR
11
•
H

\nf&3T may be the participle present (from \nGcAl) orfthe past pjirt = Sansk. l|Tf?|7f.
3
;
35?Tf3\ for the'sake of the rhyme « W4& (3'Q $). [ |
I I I
f^
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8IRI a RAG.
MahaldlV.i

Gharll

CHANT.

1

I.
(!)•, How shall the ignorant girl see the sight of Hari in her father's house?
If Hari! Hari bestow his own mercy (upon her), she learns from the mouth of then Guru the work
of her father-in-law's house.
Of her father-in-law's house she learns the work from the mouth of the Guru, meditating always on
Hari, Hari.
Amongst her friends she goes about happy, at the threshold of Hari she swings leisurely
her/arm.
I
The account, as much as Dharm-Rae (Yama) has to ask (from her), she clears away by muttering
the,name„of Hari, Hari.
1
The ignorant girl, (having become) a disciple, sees the sight of Hari in her father's house.
(2). The wedding has taken place, 0 my father, from the mouth of the Guru Hari is obtained.
Ignorance and darkness are cut off, by the Guru divine knowledge is kindled bright. I
By the Guru divine knowledge is kindled, darkness is extinguished, Hari, the choice jewel, is
obtained.
I
The disease of egotism is gone, pain has ceased, self is consumed by means of the instruction of
the Guru.
I
I
The timeless being id obtained as husband, the imperishable, who never dies nor goes.
The wedding has taken place, 0 my father, from the mouth of the Guru Hari has been
obtained.
(3)* Hari is true, true, 0 my father! having, met with the people of p a r i the marriage-procession
is beautiful.
9
Muttering Hari in her father ! family she (the girl) is happy, in her father-in-law's family she is
quite shinitig.l
In her father-in-law's family a she is quite shining, who has remembered the' name in her father's
family.
The human birth of those, whoscjmind is turned to the Guru, is bearing all fruits; having won (the
3
game) the dice is thrown down (by them).
Having met with the holy people of Hari (their) work is adorned (excellent), the joyful man is
obtained as husband.
Hari is true, true, 0 ray father! having met with the people of Hari the marriage-procession is
beautiful.
(4). The Lord Hari, 0 my father, Hari givea me the dowry-gift.
Hari gives clothes, Hari gives splendour, sby which (my) work is adorned.
I
By the worship of Hari, Hari (my) work is easy, he caused the .Guru, the true Guru to give (me)

the gift.
ir

(= q?*£')9 a peculiar kind of vers**, consisting of six hemistichs (occasionally also of less); five such
verses form.a* whole.
2
This (rather poor) simile is used very frequently in the Granth. The girl is the disciple, her father's
house implies! this present world, Iter father-in-law's house is the next world, to which she is transferred-by
marriage (i.e. death).
3
1 C(i a r e
1TPRT •ZTfWBfT' th* ^'
fhrwn down, .in token .that the game is over.
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1

1

In the world and universe the splendour of Hari is spread; this gift, though coveted, is not
apportioned.
I I
The other gifts, which the fleshly-minded have and exhibit, are falsehood, conceit, glass and plaiting.
The Lord Hari, 0 my father, Hari gives me the dowry-gift. I l l
I
II
(5). Hari is lovely, lovely, 0 my father! having met with her beloved the woman is an increasing
vine.
3
Hari is from age of ages, from age of ages, the generation of the Gurujis always going on.
From age to age the generation of the true Guru goes on, by which the name coming from the
mouth of the Guru, is meditated upon,
I
Hari, the Supreme Spirit, is never annihilated nor does he pass away, he gives continually and
becomes (even) more abundant.
0 Nanak, the saints, the saints (and Hari) are One; muttering the name of Hari, Hari'(the girl)
is shining.
Hari is lovely, lovely. 0 my father; being unitediwith her beloved the woman is an increasing vine.
Sirl Bag; mahald V.
CHANT.
Om! by the favouriof the true Guru!
I.

II.

(1). 0 dear heart, 0 friend, remember the name of Govind !•
0 dear heart, 0 friend, Hari goes through! with thee.
4
Hari is a companion; no one, who meditates on (his) name, goes uselessly.
The fruits he desires in his heart he obtains, having directed his mind on the lotus of the foot
(of Hari).
5
In water and earth he is fully diffused, the Banvarl sees in everybody.
Nanak gives (this) instruction: 0 dear heart, burn (thy) error in the assembly of the holy ones!
(2). 0 dear heart, 0 friend, without Hari the expansions ( = worlds) are a falsehood.
0 dear heart, 0 friend, an ocean of poison are the worlds.
Make the lotus of the foot of the creator the boat, and the pain^of doubt will not enter (thee).
(With whom) the perfect Guru meets, he is very fortunate, the eight watches the Lord is known
(to him).
In, the beginning, in the beginning of the Yug is the .Lord ; 0 worshipper, to (his) devotees (his)
name is a support.
Nanak gives (this) instruction: 0 dear heart, without Hari the expansions are a falsehood.
6
(3). 0 dear heart, 0 friend, lade the cheap cargo of Hari !
7
O dear heart, 0 friend, knock at the immovable door of Hari!
^dsloi is a corruption from ^ j i f e ( = ?R|rF3)t the egg of Brahma or universe.
l
?? d « d«lfk HT> it is not apportioned (or met with), though caused to be apportioned, i.e. though
some one cause itfto be apportioned''to'himself, try to get i t
*
y or generation of the Guru, are his disciples.
4
i.e. Without having accomplished Vis purpose.
5
*K%^ldlt an epithet of Krishna, having a garland of wild flowers (Sansk. ^<W|f*H*T).
6
W c o ^ o i t to lade an assortment of goods and go about trafficking with them.
7
V&\> lengthened for the sake of the rhymte « *?f*5.
a

«•.

V
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He who serves the gate of Hari, the invisible and impenetrable, has obtained an immovable seat.
He is not subject to birth and death, he is not coming and going, the pain of his doubt is effaced.
The paper of Citragupt is torn in pieces, the messengers of Yam a cannot, do anything against him.
Nanak gives (this) instruction: 0 dear heart, lade the cheap cargo of Hari!
(4). 0 dear heart, 0 friend, dwell in the company of the holy ones!
0 dear heart, 0 friend, muttering the name (thou wilt be) conspicuous.
Remembering the Lord (thou art) living in happiness, all (thy) wish is fulfilled.
By former works the husband of Laksliml («Vishnu) is obtained; Hari meets with the long-time
separated.
rywhere
Nanak gives (this) instruction si 0 dear heart, dwell in the company of thejholy,ones!
(5), 0 dear heart, 0 friend, by lovo and attachment tojHari the mind is absorbed. L , t
I
I
0 dear heart, 0 friend, the fish, having met with tho water of Hari, lives.
Having drunk Hari thoy are satiated, nectar is poured out, all comforts are showered down on
the heart.
The husband of Lakshinl is obtained, songs of congratulation are sung, (their) desire,is fulfilled,
the true Guru is pleased.
They are absorbed in (his) skirt, the nine treasures are obtained, tho name and all his property
the Lord has given them.
Nfinak has givon (this) instruction to the saints: by lovo and attachment to Hari the mind is
absorbed.
—

V

SIRI RAO KB CHANT; MAIIALA V.
Om ! By the favour of the true Guru!
I. JUL
i
Dakhand.

(1). How shall I see in my heart the sight of my beloved?
0 Nanak, in tho asylum of the saints the support of life is to be obtained.
Chan t.

Hari)
Hari)
?

Void of the name body and soul are decayed, as a fish dies without water.
0
Nanak
Dakhand.
He is shining in every
(of the tenth gate) are opened by meeting? with the "true Guru, 0 Nanak
Chant,
Thy word, are quite incomparable j (thy) word, the support of the saints, should cbo reflected
upon, Sir!
1

WSST *• * peculiar kind of verso, consisting of two herniations. The following piece It a mixture of
p.khno&s and Chants.
'

HO

SIRI RAG KE CHANT, MAH, V., L (III.)

Who remembers (thee) at every breath and morsel, his faith (thou art) making full, how ehouldst
thujx be forgotten from ( ^by) the mind ?
How shouldst thou be forgotten .from the mind, (who art) not removed a moment, 0 my life, the
abode of qualities!
Thou givest the fruits the heart is desiring, 0 Lord, thou rememberest the request (desire) of the
creatures.
0 Lord of the helpless, (who art) with all J who mutters Ythy name), (by him) his birth is not lost
in the play!
(This is) the prayer of .Nanak to the Lord: in mercy make me cross the water of existence !*
Dakhand.
1
r
(3). (Who is) bathing in the dust and ashes of the saints, (to him) the Lord becomes merciful.
All things are obtained (by him), 0 Nanak, the wealth and property of Hari.
Chant.
3
Beautiful isi(thy) house, 0 Lord, the rest of (thy) devotees, in hope (on thee) they live, Sir I
In heart and body they are immersed (in devotion), they are remembering the name of the Lord,
the nectar of Hari they are drinking, Sir!
•
The nectar of Hari they are drinking, they are becoming firm for ever, fthe water of 6ensual
pleasures is considered insipid (by them).
(To whom) thou, 0 Gopal, my Lord, hast become merciflxl, they have appreciated the treasure (in)
the society of the saints.
Li all ways they have much* comfort and joy, the jewel of the beloved Hari they are sowing up
within their heart.
The support of life is not forgotten a moment, muttering, muttering (the name) they live, 0
4
f
U f
f
Nanak!
*
**
*
'
*• '
I Dakhand.
I
(4). Whom thou hast made thy own, with them thou art united.
Thou thyself art in thyself, that praise, (says) Nanak, thou thyself hast heard.
Chant.
*
Thou, 0 Govind, applying the trick of love and gratifying me, hast enchanted my heart, Sir!
Clinging to (thy) unfathomable neck I have become illustrious by the favour* of the saints, Sir!
Clinging to the neck of Hari I have become illustrious, all vices are overcome, the'characteristics
of devotion have come into my power.
On (my) heart all comforts are showered. Go vind is pleased, all birth and death is done away.
By (my) friends a song of congratulation is sung, (my) wish is accomplished, there is not again
5
a motion of the Maya.
My hands are seized, (says) Nanak, by the beloved Lord, I am not influenced by the ocean of the
world. I
1

bl«JVfr» literally L may he (i.e. Nanak) be caused id cross, brought over the waters of existence!
* VRGS CPOPI) must here be taken as an adjective.
* Or; resting-place4
O Nanak = says Nanak,
5
*1ITKM7 ofU*m = HlflJon 7T ovJT» * motion of the Maya (In my heart) » I am not any mftre
affected by the Maya. Bat there is another reading, which better suits the context, viz.: £}f\PHTt I am not
again deluded by the Maya.

Ill

SIRI RAG, MAH. IV., VANJARA.

Dakhanu.
(5). Thejname of the Lord isjpriceless, its value no one kiiows.
*
On whose forehead the lot is, those, (says) Nanak, enjoy the pleasure'of Hari

I

Chant.

I

Those, who utter (the name), are pure, all who hear it are happy, by those, who write it, their
family is saved, Sir!
7
Who have the society of the saints and love to the name of Hari,, they meditate on Brahm, Sir !
Brahm is meditated upon (by them), their human birth is adorned (and) by the Lord chis mercy
is made full.
The hands (of those) are seised (by Hari), who have praised Hari,they do not run into at womb
nor do they die.
;
Those, who meet with the true, merciful and kind Guru, are flourishing, lust, anger and covetousness is destroyed.
[ I
The inexpressible Lord cannot be described; Nanak sacrifices and devotes himself (to him).
SIRI RAG: ,MAHALA IV.
v-

-

VANJARA.
Om I The true name f By the favour of the Guru !
(l).iHari^Hari is the highest name, by whom every one^has been created, Sir!
Hari cherishes all creatures, in everybody he is contained.
That Hari should always be meditated upon! without him there is none other.
Those, who direct their mind to the infatuation of the Maya, go off leaving her behind and will
weep in pam.
By humble Nanak the name is meditated upon; Hari will be a companion at the end.
Pause.
I have none other without Hari.
The asylum of Hari, the Guru, should be obtained, 0 Mend merchant*! jby a great destiny i t is
laid hold of.
Hari
Those who practise works in egotism are like the son of a whore without a name.
The lineage of the father is then brought about, if the Guru, being pleased, bestow his favour.
a
By (that) very fortunate one the Guru is obtained, who has put his love day and night on Hari
Humble Nanakl(says): Brahm is known (by him, who) practises the work of praising Hari.
Paused
In (my) heart a longing after Hari has sprung up.
By the perfect Guru the name is made firm, the name of Hari, Hari the Lord, is obtained (by me)
(3). As long as there is a^breath in youth, meditate on the name 1
At the time of departure Hari will go with (thee), Hari will at the end release (thee).
i

v

Vanjara is the name of a peculiar kind of verse, very likely takt.i from the circumstance that theae
verses are addressed to the friend merchant.
1
"<<a5£J13ft> very fortunate; literally: he whose destiny is great, very auspicious.
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I am a sacrifice for those, into whose heart Hari has come and settled {there).
Who have not kept the name of Hari, Hari in their mind, they are gone at the end with remorse.
On whose forehead it was written in the beginning,by Hari, the Lord, (says) humble Nanak, thej
meditate on the name.
tame.
0 hearty bestow love on Hari, Hari \
By the very fortunate one the Guru is obtained, by the word of the Guru'<he will pa*s over.
(4). Hari himself is producing (everything), Hari himself'gives and takes.
Hari himself leads astray in error, Hari himself gives wisdom;
x
Those disciples, in whose heart he is manifest, are some rare ones.
1 am a sacrifice for*those who have obtained Hari from the instruction of the Guru.
Humble Nanak (says): the lotus («hcart) (of them) is opened, in whose heart Hari, Hari has
settled.
Pause.
t

Mutter
Flee and fall on the asylum of Hari, the Guru, 0 beloved! he takes away all sins and pains.
I
(5). Who is contained (diffused) in everybody, how shall he dwell in the heart, in what mai
is he obtained ?
I
If the Guru, the perfect, true Guru be met with, Hari comes and dwells in the heart and,mind.
1
I
To me the name is refuge and support, from the name of Hari (comes) knowledge of salvation.
9
I
My trust is in the name of Hari, Hari, in the namegof Hari is my caste-fellowship.
I
Humble
Pause.
Meditate on Hari. Hari
.^rom the words'of the Guru the Lord Hari is known, the whole creation is from Hari the Lord.
(6). To whom it has b°en written (•*decreed) before, they have come and joined the Guru.
Hari
frieL
Blessed, blessed is the traffic of the traders, who have laden the goods and stock of Hari!
The faces of the disciples are bright at the gate (of Hari), having come they are placed at the side
Hari
Humble Nanak (says) : those have obtained the Guru, with whom he himself, the abodcr of
4
qualities, has been pleased
Pause.
Meditate on Han at (every) breath and morsel!
Love isiproduced in the heart of those disciples, whose prayer is (for) the name of Hari.
••

STf? VT3* 3ffS signifying here salvation (final emanclpatioi
TT% \ff5t caste-fellowship. ^rf^r» TFTTfe, caste, and \ff5

Vt%
^TcT (see under SUrl *JTfT)
TRT

*T<3? Blfyii In servanUhlp, i.e. in the state of being a servant
4 "* 3T*Ji <?n account of ttoa rhyme, ^H being masculine

iftWi row, line,
The derivation
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6m / *By the favour of the true Guru !
S I R I RAG, VARi; MAHALA IV.
With Sldh.

1

I
Slok I . : mahala I I I ,
Amongst the Rags is the Sri Rag; if (one) bestow love on the True one :
Hari, the True one always dwells in his heart, whose wisdom is immovable and boundlesst*
The priceless jewel is obtained (by him, who) reflects on the word (instruction) of the Guru.
His tongue is true, his heart is true, true is his body and form.
Nanak (says): by serving the true Guru there is always true traffic (made).
Slok I I . ; mahala HI?
8
Other pangs of separation are all deception, aa long as there is no love to the Lord.
This (human) mind is deluded by the Maya, there is no (proper) seeing nor hearing
Without the sight of the husband love is not produced, what will the blind do?
0 Nanak, by whom the eyes are taken, that True one Ogives (them again).

Hari alone'is the creator, there is only, only the court of Hari (as refuge).
{j
The order of Hari alone is (executed), keep the One Hari in thyf mind 1
Without that Hari there is no one, who removes fear, error and dread.
Praise that Hari, who keeps thee abroad and at home.
To whom Hari becomes merciful, he, muttering: Hari! crosses the .difficult existence
I

II.
Sldk I . ; mahala I.
4

They are the gifts of the Lord; what will prevail with f liim?
I
Some, being awake, do not obtain them, some, having fallen asleep, he raises.
SlMc I I . ; mahala I.
Sincerity and contentment is the viaticum of the sincere ones, patience that of the angels
I Bhall obtain'a sight of the Perfect'one, (but) there is no place for the foolish.
1
Paufl.
Thou thyself, having created all creation, hast put it into its (several) work.
c
Thou tliyself, seeing thy own greatness, art happy.

1

I

1

Var Is in the Granth a peculiar kind of poetical composition, every piece consisting of two of three SI5ks
and one Pauji. In one Var are often Sioks and Pauyi belonging to different authors, so that the whole is an
eclectic, artificial collection.
I
2
B JThis refers to Hari.
B u t 5t s c e m s b e t t e r t o d e r ! v c t
8
TOft *%/*• deception, shortened from Xfttt C—^jjftin)?
TT5 (*» *•»*•)
is
from \nf*T!f running,*worldly activity = Tprf%. *In the same sense TJT53 *&M used in the Granth.
1

4

I

^1

tSRKT tjffc fen 'Alfat literally: what goes with him? Who caif say anything to him, or compel
him to give anything ?
* The sense is : thou hast created every creature and assigned to^hem their several occupations.
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I

0 Hari, without tHee there as nothing, thou art the true Lord.
Thou thyself art existing in all places.
Meditate on that Hari, 0 ye saints, who gives final emancipation.-

I
I
I

%

III.

I

Sldk I . ; mahala I .
I
I

I

Castes are (but) raillery and names are (but) raillery.
Upon all living creatures is one shade (of ignorance).
If one call himself good:
1
0 N&nak, it will then be known afterwards, when he obtains honour in the account.
J

Sldk I I . ; mahala I I .

I
I
I
I

I
I

After death it is gone to the presence of that beloved, with whom there was love (in this world).
Life in (this) world is a misery, after that*(comes the right) life,
j

I
I

I

Faun*

I

I

By thyself the earth is tnade, moontandjsun are two lamps (in it).
I
2
3
Fourteen shops are made by thee, (in which) traffic is carried on.
I
I
To some Hari gives profit, who have become disciples.
I
I
Those death does not enter, who have drunk the true nectars.
They are themselves emancipated (from existence) with their family, and after them the whole
world is released.
I

IV.

I

Sldk I . ; mahala I.

I
4

I
I
I

I

Having exerted his power He has taken a form of appearance.
I
He who reflects on (that) time, becomes (his) servant.
(His) power is (visible), (his) value (man) does not obtain (find out).
When he obtains (his) value, it cannot be told.
5
(One) may reflect on the law.
Without understanding (the truth) how shall he cross over? .
(Who) practises sincerity and bows down (to him), he accomplishes (his) heart's purpose.
Wherever I see, there He is present.

I

Sldk I I . ; mahala I I I .

I
H
I

I
I

I
By the Guru's natural disposition (or favour) the bridegroom is obtained, (who) is neither near
nor far.
I
0 Nanakj the true Guru is then,met with, when the heart remains in his presence.
I
1

\ f 3 » \ j q ^ f i ^ , after, afterwards.
i
I
* <7T *#lfd \TZf fourteen shops = fourteen worlds, seven above and seven below.
I
I
* ©TcH^c • • S T J ^ t on account of the rhyme (3?t%); similarly tg£\7* « ff^ftWf •
I
4
I
It is more suitable to the context to take <?f?TOfT for the Sansk. p. p. qfffrf, dressed in, having taken a
form of appearance; the subject is the Supreme (not man).
.
!
358

I
* ]V& WclYiHfd (genitive dependent on ^fajTcT) =* HcTT
Imadanlaw; in Panjabi Jf&Jtefeminine, in Hindustani mate.

c ^ i and STiftwfflT « u ^ o ^ i > , the MuboinI
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In the seven insular continents, -the seven oceans, 4he nine regions (of the earth)! the four V*das,
the eighteen Puranas:
\
In all, thou, 0 Hari, art abiding, in all (thy) decree, 0 -Hari, is (working).
~
AIL creatures are meditating on thee, 0 Hari, holding the bow in hand !
l a m a sacrifice for those disciples, who adore Hari. f
'
1A
Thou thyself art abiding (everywhere), doing strange* wonders.
I
I

X \ "-v \,

I I

I I I

v. \
l\

Sldk X \

mahautlll.

Why is pen and inkstand called for j? Write in (thy) heart!
If thou always remainest in the lore of the*Lord, (thy) lovet will never break down.
Pen and inkstand will pass away, and what i r written willipass away with (them).
bridegroom will not .pass away, which from the beginning the True one
has instilled (into the heart).
•

\

J

i

•

Slok I I . ; mahald I I I .
3

What is visible (comes into sight), does not'go with, let one ascertain and see it.
By the true Guru the True one is made'fast (established in him, who) directs his thoughts continually to the True one.
I
9
O Nanak, from the word (of the Guru) the True one is (known), by destiny he fails into the lap.
Paurl.
Hari
What is done, that Hari is knowing, 0 my heart, keep Hari in mind!
He is afraid, who commits sin, the righteous one is happy.
1
Thou art true, thou thyself art justice, why should the true'one be afraid?
0 Nanak, those, who have known the True one, are united with the True one.
VI.
II

*

Slok I . ; mahald I I I /

May the pen be burnt, the ink in the inkstands, may the paper also be burnt!
May the writer be consumed, by whom other love (or duality) is written.
0 Nanak, what is originally written, must be earned, anything else cannot be done
Sldk *I1.; mahald I I I .
0

Other reading is falsehood, other speaking is falsehood, love to the Maya (is falsehood).
0 Nanak, without the name no one becomes firm, reading'and reading (anything else but the name)
he becomes wretched.
1

fcjdlcM Adj. strange, wonderful (Sansk. fq\4**H)*
2
1
fcS0M!fl2 having measured it through, = having ascertained it, from f^GlJlQcM " ftfUUWT
(Sansk. f*f*nff)I *' •
1
3
The words: 4fU«£T 7TH 9 could also be translated: in the word (of the Guru) is the True one.
I
4
I
c ^ a f o U what for? why?
.,
1
5
I
The sense is: reading and uttering anything but the name of Hari in falsehood =°useless.
1
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Paurl.
i
1

Great is the greatnessjof Hari, the praising of Hari, Hari (is great).
Great is the greatness of Hari, who judges on religious actions.
8
Great is the greatness of Hari, whose is the fruit of the creatures.
Great is the greatness of Hari, who does not hear the words of the slanderer
3
Great is the greatness of Hari, who is giving gifts without being asked.
VIL
SlQk I . ; mahalu I I I .

I

Practising egotism (i.e. saying I, I) the whole (creation or world) has died; with no one (goes)
his wealth.
By second love (or duality) pain is received, the whole (world) is overpowered by death.
0 Nanak, the disciples are saved by remembering the true name.
Sl6k II. J tnahald I.
In words we are good, in conduct bad.
In the heart we are impure and black, outside we (are) white.
Let us emulate those, 0 sisters, who, standing serve the gate (of Hari)!
(Who) aredn lovcj with (their) Lord, they enjoy pleasures in comfort.
Whilst there is strength (in us) shall we remain powerless and wretched ?
0 Nanak, (our) human birth is successful, if we join their company.
Paurl.
Thou thyself art the water, thou thyself art the fish, thou thyself art the net.
4
Thou thyself art moving about the net, thou thyself art therein the sebal.
1
Thou thyself art the lotus,uncontamiuated in water a hundred cubits deep.
Thou thyself art procuring final emancipation, having sported one moment (or) twenty-five minutes/
0 Hari. without thee there is nothing: having seen (this) from the word of the Guru (I am) happy.
VIII,
SlOk I . ; mahala I I I .
She who does not know the order (of Hari), weeps ( « will weep) much.
She who is alarmed in her heart, does not sleep.
The woman, that walks after the will of her Lord:
1

It might also be translated: Hari is praising Hari, iTVdSA being taken as a verbal adjective,
* i.e. who is awarding retribution to the creatures, according to their works.
8
Literally: unasked for is the gift of God (read: ?£<=£ oH).
4
ifcrnSt Sansk. ^TT% name of an aquatic plant, the root of which is esculent, Itiis used as a bait
for fish, as it appears,
6
The Sikh Granthis explain ftvJTfT by water and <JIWIW as an adjective signifying deep. But we cannot
8
detect any etymology for either meaning. IfOMI * apparently an adjective signifying: containing a hundred
cvbit* (U\f); ajwiw is very* likely the Sansk. ^jft^TO water. This explanation would suit very well the
context.

wrf5
*port9 frolics of Hari. Hari has his sport in or with the creature.

• If I I I J

T •
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Is called with honourtto the court andjpalace.
O Nanak, by destiny this wisdom is obtained.
By the favour of the Guru she is absorbed in the True one.

Sink II.
0 fleshly-minded one, destitute of the name, be not led astray, having seen the colour of the
saffron-flower It
Its oolour (lasts) only a few days, its value is nothing.
The fools and blockheads, who cling to another (but Hari), are consumed and die.
I Having fallen like worms into ordure, they are again and again consumed.
0 5 Nanak, those, who fare attached jtc the name, are joyful by the natural good • disposition of
the Guru,
From the devotees the colour does not go off, easily they remain absorbed.
Paurl.
The whole creation is produced by thee, by thyself the daily bread is prepared.
Some eat practising fraud and deceit, falsehood andllies are emitted from their mouth.
What is pleasing toithee, that thou dost, by thyself they are applied to that work.
1
Some he has instructed in truth, to them he has given inexhaustible store-rooms.
Who eat, thinking of Hari, to them it is profitable, the hand of the thoughtless ( = iwho do not
think of him) istbeaten.

IX.
Slok I.; mahalu I I I .
Beading and reading the Pandit explains the Veda, (but), the infatuation of the Maya lulls him
to sleep.
By reason of second love (duality) the name of Hari is forgotten, the foolish heart incurs punishment.
He never thinks of him, who has.given soul and body, who prepares and gives the daily bread.
The noose of Yama is not cut off (his) neck, again and again he comes and goes.
The blind fleshly-minded one does not see anything, he earns what is written before (for him).
By a full? (perfect) destiny the true Guru is found, the comfort-giving name comes and dwells in
the heart.
Comfort he (i.e. the disciple) enjoys, comfort he puts on (as clothes), in comfort, comfort he passes

his time.

I
2

A

May not that name be forgotten by Nanak from his mind, jby which h obtains lustre at the
true gate!
f
Slok I I . ; mahalu I I I .
By serving the true Guru comfort is obtained, the true name, the vessel of (all) equalities.
(Who) has known his own self by the instruction of the Guru, (to him) the: name of Kama is
manifest.
He is acquiring the perfectly True one, greatness is with the great.
Soul and body, all is his; offer praise and supplication (to |him)!
Who is praising him by the true word (of the Guru), he dwells in full comfort.
I

f

The subject is here changed at once ; he is= Hari.
2
Nanak might also lie taken as Vocative, and then the translation would be: may not (by the disciple)
name, be forgotten,
| p$\ #y • f "£• H ^ H H ^ ^ B H B H I IWBl 1H W m I 1

*
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I (Though) in the heart be silent repetition (of the? Vedas, etc.), austerity and continence, he has lived
in misery without the name (of Hari).
;<•
'
From the instruction of the Guru-the name is obtained, the fleshly-minded one is ruined by spiritual
blindness.
As it pleases thee, so keep me! Na&ak is thy slave.
Paurl.
Every one is thine, thou art every one's, thou art the capital stock of all.
I All are begging from thee, continually making supplication.
J
To whom thou givest, he obtains everything; from some thou art-far, to some (thou art) near.
5
s
j
Without thee there is no place, from which* (anything) might be asked; may some one ascertain
this in his mind!
I
All are praising thee, at (thy) gate thou makest manifest the*disciples.

X.
Slok L j mahala III.

I

The Pandit, reading and' reading ones aloud, (but in him is) the infatuation of the Mays and love
(to her).
*
r
* *
In his heart he does not know Brahm, in his mind he is foolish and ignorant.
1
In duality (other love) he instructs the [world, he does not understand the (right) consideration.
Uselessly his human birth is wasted, having died he is born again and again.
-I
8l6k II.; mahala III.
By whom the true Guru is served, by them the name is obtained; (who) reflects, he comprehends
(this).
\ \
a i
Tranquillity and comfort always dwell in the mind, crying and screaming ceases.
(Whose) own self consumes itself, (his) heart becomes pure, (if) he reflect on the words of the Guru.
0 Nanak, those are emancipated, who are attached to the word (of the Guru), on account of (their)
love to Hari. ,
.
JPaurl.

*

The service of Hari is fruitful, the disciple he (*=» Hari) receives.
To whom Hari is pleasing, with him the Guru falls in, he meditates on the name of Hari.
From the word of the Guru Hari,is obtained, Hari brings him (=* the disciple) across.
By the obstinacy of his mind no one has obtained him, go and ask the Vedas!
3
O Nftnaki he performs the service of Hari, whom Hari puts into (it),

XI.

I

Sldk I.; mahala III*
0 N&nak, he is a hero and great warrior, who has destroyed from within wicked egotism >
The disciple, praising the name, has adorned his human birth.
He himself has always become emancipated and all his family (too) is saved (by him). *
They obtain honour at the true gate, (to whom) the name is dear.

*

The sense is: he doe* not know nor comprehend that there is (properly) no duality.
1
ftf* **l£ 5Tf«J wiffc| WTfTJ wfc he puts into it, i.e. the service; m f i i is part.*pi conj. o f m # S T «
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1

The fleshly-minded one dies in egotism,J his death is spoiled.
In all his-(= Haii's) order is current, what will the helpless creature do?
Clinging to another the Lord is forgotten (by him) from his own self ( = mind)
0 Nanak, without the name all is pain, comfort is ibrgotten!
Stole I I . : mahalu I I I .
(In whom) by the perfect Guru the name is made firm, from their heart doubt is removed.
The name of Kama, the praise of llari is sung (by them), light is made and the road is shown
(to them).
Having destroyed egotism devout meditation on the One has sprung np, in (their) heart the name
is fixed.
The disciple of the Guru Yama cannot overpower, he is absorbed in the true name.
In all the creator himself is abiding, who pleases (to him), he is put into (his) name.
3
Ifrhumble Nanak takes the name, then he lives, without the name he dies in u moment.
I
Paurh
I
I
"Who is admitted to the court of Hari, is admitted to all courts.
Where he goes, there he is honoured, by seeing his face every sinner is saved.
3
Within him is the treasure of the name, by the name he is much exalted.
The name should be worshipped, the name should be minded, by the name all sins are removed.
By whom the name is meditated upon with one mind and one thought, they remain firm iu
the world.
XII.
SI ok I . ; ma ha Id I I I .

I

4

The self-deity is worshipped by the innate good disposition of the Guru.
I
I
0
When the spirit becomes conscious'of the Spirit (within), then intimacy (intercourse) in the hou.se
\sx body) takes place (between the two).
The spirit becomes immovable and does naturally not shake by faith in the Guru.
6
Without the Guru composure does not come, the filth of covetousness does not depart from within.
7
In (whose) heart the name of Hari dwells one moment, het bathes at all the sixty-eight Tlrthas.
Filth does not stick to the true one, dirt sticks (to man) by duality.
I
(The dirt) though washed off, does not go off, if he bathe at the sixty-eight Tlrthas.
mi

pains.
0 Nanak, the dirty ( = sinful; one becomes then bright, when he is absorbed in the true Guru
1

*1dO Tc£<MlfW*HT Mis dying or death is spoiled, damaged; the sense is : by his death he is not absorbed
into the Supreme, and his death is therefore not fruitful to him, but a damage.
2
HfcJ iTTfeWT «» account of the* rhyme (7F5TfS*HT)» instead of *rf<F y\\f\l or y\\\£.
a
V3<cf<PHT on account of the rhyme: "Mdejd or \<d<3dt (Sansk. JfffT) much exalted; foremost.
- * ttCnrVfT < G , <3od, who is identical with J>fT3^TT» 'he spirit or soul of man.
r
5
The sense is: when the spirit gets knowledge of the spirit (s= the Supreme Spirit), i.e. when man
becomes conscious that he himself is the Supreme Spirit.
6
*W"H, as explained on p. 04 note 1, composure, ease of mind, which is not acquired without the instruction of the Guru.
I.I?. it is equal to bathing at all the sixty-eight Tlrthas.
t
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Slok I I . ; mahald III.
6

If the fleshly-minded men are admonished, will they ever take it to'heart?
1
The fleshly-minded one though united is not united (with the'Supreme), he walks a? his ]fot has fallen.
1
2
Contemplative devotion and (worldly) activity are the two ways (of men), According to the order
(of Hari) they (i.e. men) do (their) work.
The disciple destroys his own mind, applying the touchstone of the word (of the Guru) (to it).
Even with (his) mind he has a quarrel, even with his mind he holds a Pancayat, even in his mind
he is reconciled.
What his heart desires, that he obtains by his love to the true word (of the Guru).
The nectar of the name is always enjoyed (by him), the disciple does (good) works.
He who fights with others but his (own) mind, will go, having wasted his human birth.
The fleshly-minded one is defeated by the obstinacy of his mind, he works falsehood'and lies.
He who overcomes his mind by the favour of the Guru, applies devout meditation-on Hari.
0 Nanak, the follower of the' Gum works truth, the fleshly-minded one comes and goes.
Pauri.
'
I
Hear, 0 holy men of Hari, 0 brother, the word of Hari, the true Guru!
On whose face and forehead (this) destiny may be from the beginning, that man receives it and
keeps it in his heart..
The neotar-like word of Hari is the best and highest, from the word of the Guru it is easily tasted.
3
By that light is made, the darkness is extinguished, as by the sun the night is dispersed.
The unseen, the imperceptible, the invisible, the spotless (Supreme) is seen by the eyes of the disciplo.
j

XIII.
Slok I . ; mahald I I I .
4

Those who serve their own Guru, bring their head into account.
Having removed from within their own self, they continually apply deep meditation on the
True one.
Who have not served the true Guru, they have uselessly wasted their human bii
0 Nanak, what is pleasing to him {i.e. Hari), that he does, .nothing can be said.
Slok I I . ; mahald I I I .
The (human) mind is encircled by passions and does the work of (its) passions.
The ignorant, who worship in second love (or duality), are punished at the threshold (of Hari).
5
Though the self-deity be worshipped, without the true Guru understanding is not obtained.
Silent recitation, austerity, continence—(this) is the will of the true Guru, by destiny they fall
into the lap.
1
0 Nanak, (though) they perform Bervice (to him and make) reflection—he who plertses' Hari, is
accepted.
1

The sense is: • though one attempt to unite him with the*Supreme, he Is not united, he does not
blend with.
(ss^T^I) contemplation, meditation (without any regard to the prescribed worksj^and X(XJ s.m.
(=• VTrf*fft) busy, stirring or running, worldly, active life9|corresponding to f^ofr^and jraf^f respectively.
3
fofdT¥^i on'accounl of the rhyme (BT¥^) =• fa6 tft1
w^t ' w l G o i toiiring into account, i.e. before Hari, to make worthy, acceptable.

' VTfe=V$ or \|%.
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Paujri.
Matter the name of Hari, Hari, 0 my heart, by which always, day and night, comfort is brought about.
1
Mutter the name of Hari, Hari, 0 my heart, by the remembrance of which all sins and vices go off.
Mutter the name of Hari, Hari, 0 my heart, by which poverty and all pain of hunger cease. [ I
Mutter the name of Hari, 0 my heart, the disciples show (bestow) their love with (their) mouth. I
On which mouth the lot is written from the beginning by the true Hari, by that mouth he-(Hari)
causes th* name to be reoited.
Sldk I . ; mahald I I I .
Who .have not served the true Guru nor reflected on the wofd (of the Guru).
Into (their) heart divine knowledge has not come, they are corpses in the world.
The round of the eighty-four lakhs fof forms of existence) is allotted to them, thev die * and are
bom
He does service to the true Guru, whom'he (Hari) himself causes to do 60.
In the true Guru is the treasure of the name, by destiny it is obtained.
Who are attached to the true word of the Guru, by them always true meditation is made.
0 Manak, whom he unites (with himself), he is not separated (again), he is easily absorbed (in him).
Sldk I I . ; mahald I I I .
He is a worshipper of Bhagavan, who knows Bhagavan.
(Who) by the favour of the Guru knows his own self.
5
(Who) restrains (his)'running (mind) and brings (it) into one nouse.
(Who) whilst living dies and praises the name.
Such a worshipper of Bhagavan will become very great.
0 Nanak, he is (or will be) absorbed in^the True one.
Sldk I I I . ; mahald I I I .
He is called a Bhagauti, (but) in his heart is hypocrisy.
By hypocrisy he never obtains the Supreme Brahm.
Who calumniates another, heaps up filth within (himself).
Though he wash off the dirt on the outside, the defilement of the mind does not go
He disputes with the society of the saints.
Day by day he is afflicted and absorbed in second love (^duality).
He does not remember the name of Hari, (but) does much work.
What is written before, that cannot be effaced.
0 Nanak, without the true Guru being served he does not obtain final emancipation
Paufi.
2
By whom the true Guru is meditated upon, they do not sleep in.distress (fretting).
By whom the true Guru is meditated upon, they are fully satiated.
*WT:ft ^WvjS; similarly the following Vlfa y\\J\ -"WRT yT&, "ttJ||:J\—ttJ|n} 9 rHTnft = iTVT?
(honorific plural, referred to Hari).
"3T3*
nouns are oftea violently pressed into it, though they become thereby quite disfigured and unintelligible.
2
The words *^f^A*lc£|vft
^ Srf^ 7S fT^ruft; *^l\fi*=*J5?fU (rhyming
with the following ^T^nvft), thej
, v.n. to be distressed, to fret.
Sindhi cfi^TST or ^fi^TfT - It would
too
which they put on this passage.
16
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By whom the true Guru is meditated upon, they arc not afraid of Yama.
J o whom Hari has .become merciful, they fall down at the feet of the true Guru.
Their faces are bright here and there, dressed (in a dress of honour) they go to the court of Hari
*

XV.
Slokil.} mahaId I I .

1

The head, that does not bow down to the Lord, should be thrown down.
The chest, in which there are no pangs of love (to Hari), burn that!
SIdk I I . ; mahald V.

I

From the beginning, 0 ]?anak|'I have gone astray; again and again'I was born and died
Mistaking it for musk, I fell into a stinking puddle.
*

Pauri.

The name of that Hari should be meditated upon* 0 my heart, who executes his order above all.
The name of that Hari should be silently recited, 0 my heart, who at the end-time releases (from
individual existence).
.
The name of that Hari should be silently recited, 0 my heart, who removes the thirst of the heart
and all hanger.
Those disciples are very fortunate, by whom the name is silently repeated; all their wicked slanderers
fall down at their feet.
0 Nanak. adore the name! by the name all are brought before thee and caused to bow down (to thee)!
XVI.,1
Slofcl.;

mahald I I I .

The ugly, ill-tempered (woman), of a false and lying heart, makes disguises.
She does not walk after the will of her husband, the ignorant (woman) commands.
She who walks after the will of the Guru, is putting a stop to all pains.
"What is written, cannot be effaced, what is written from the beginning by the creator.
She entrusts soul and body to her husband, (who) puts her affection on the word (of the Guru).
"Without the name he (Hari) is not obtained by any one, see and reflect iu (thy) heart!
Nanak (says): She is beautiful and endowed with graces, who is enjoyed by the creator.

I

Sidle II.; mahald I I I .
The infatuation of the May& is darkness, neither this nor that side of it ( = the world) is seen.
The fleshly-minded are ignorant and fall into great pain, they are drowned, having forgotten the
name of Uari.
Having risen early they do much work, (but their) uflcctioais«i«- duality.
Those who serve their own Guru, cross the water of existence.
0 Nanak, the disciples are absorbed in the True one, by keeping the true name in their breast

j

Pauri.
1

Ilari'is omnipresent in water, earth and on the surface of the earth, there is none other
1
Hari himself being seated administers justice, all falscAmes he beats and casts out.
1

TCTO•

tor lJ|

e sake of the rhyme (gfjj), instead of ^ .

i

-
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To the true (righteous) he gives greatness (honour), by Hari equity is practised.
All praise Hari, by whom the poor$and helpless are protected.
The righteous are applauded by him and the sinners punished,
XVII.*
Slok I.; mahala I I I .
The self-willed, dirty woman has evil-boding .qualities and is a bad woman.
She has given up her own beloved ( = husband) in her house and is in love with another man
Her thirst never ceases, she cries out for water.
0 Nanak, without the name she is deformed and ugly and abandoned by (her) husband.
Slok I I . ; mahala I I I .
She who is attached to the word^(of the Guru), is a happy, married woman by*(her) love and affection to the Guru*
Her own husband she always delights byatrue love and affection.
She is a very beautiful, handsome and graceful woman.
0 Nanak, by the name she is a happy married woman and united (with himself) by him, who is
uniting.
Panri.
0 Hari, all praise thee, by whom the ensnared are loosened.
0 Hari, all bow down to thee, by whom they are preserved from sin,
0 Hari, thouart the hope of the lowly, thou, O Hari, art stronger than the strong!
The proud are beaten and caused to bow down by Hari, the foolish self-willed (men) are subjected
(by him).
Hari^gives greatness to the devotees, to the poor and helpless.
, 4

p

XVIII.
Slok I.
"Who walks after the will of the true Guru, his greatness will (be great, t
In whose heart the high name of Hari dwells, him nobody can annihilate.
On whom he bestows his own mercy, he obtains it (the name) by destiny.
I
Nanak (says): the causality is in the power of the creator; some disciple comprehends (the truth).

Slok II.
0 NanakMby whom the name of Hari is adored, they are daily (engaged) in a continual meditation
on Hari.
2
The Maya is the. servant of the Lord, (therefore) she does work before them.
3
By the perfect (every thing) is made perfect, by his order he is Bettling (it).
Those who have comprehended (this) by the favour of the Guru, have obtained the gate of salvation.
The fleshly-minded do not know his order, the executioners of Yama (therefore) kill (them).
y
All disciples,' who idore him (Hari), cross*the water of existence, the world.
All their vices are blotted»out by virtues, the Gurii himself is pardoning (them).
1

sft^flT—<7V€r» for the sake of the rhymeJ
$
I
2
f37> JH^fr «7HT% STT3V she (the Maya) does work ( » i s doing service)iin tfje presence of the disciples
or devotees; the .Maya must be their servant, f £ft
I
8
s
e r
There is no hint whatever to be gathered from the context to what \£3\ SffH gMrfJWT * *° ^ eferred.
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Paurh

Hari has a thorough knowledge of his devotees, Hari*knows everything.
Like Hari none is knowing, Hari reflects on the religious merit*(of men).
Why should grief and anxiety be entertained, as he is not striking in injui
True is the Lord, true is his justice, the sinful man he is taking away.
0 ye devotees, join your hands and praise him ! 4 the devotees he is caving.
XIX.
Slok L : mahald I I I .
and

will continually join my own beloved,

heart.
5
I will always, always praise that Lord, by love and affection to the Guru.
Nanak (says): On whom he bestows a favourable look, her he unites (with himself), that is a happy
married woman.
Sldk I I . : mahald I I I .
By the service of the Guru Hari is obtained (by them), on whom he bestows his favourable look
1
(By whom) the name of Hari is mediated upon, they have become Gods from men.
Having destroyed their egotism (individuality) they are united by him (with himself), by the vt
of the Guru Ithey are saved.
him, (if) Hari bestow his own
Paurt.
Hari has shown his greatness, causing his own worship to be made.
He himself makes apprehension (ascertainment) of himself, he himself has set up (his) service.*
To his worshippers he gives joy, he has seated them firm in (his) house.
He does not give a Arm standing to the sinners, gathering them he marches them off to the
horrible hell.
Hari bestows love on his

Sldk I . ; mahald I I I .
1

Evil-mindedness is a Dumnl, cruelty a butcher's wife, she
who
is
occupied
with
the
censure
of
v
i

2

(

others is a sweeper's wife, she who is overcome by wrath is a Candal's wife.
3
What is effected by the drawing of lines, when (these) four are sitting with (thee) ?
Truth and abstinence is the (right) drawing of lines, bathing is, if one silently repeat the name.
4
0 Nanak, in the other world he (will be) the highest, who does not give way to sins.
1

LFrom

being men they become Gods, ueiues.i The meditation on the ,name of Hari turns men into Gods
2
q5H^T> the wife or female'of the Dum caste (Muhammadan drummers or musicians), noted- for theii
wicked
3Tcft Sf^jt f?*HT tfafr* literally: What is done by lines being drawn? OTTJ sJi
^ , Pasto J
explain Iff^C by with, desire, but this is only a guess. It U identical \vlth iflft
which is also found in the Granth (Maru, Var II., Slok II.).
«

I
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Slok I I . ; mahald:!.

What
Whoi
[Paurl.
The work, that one wishes to do, should behold to Hari*
i
He settles the business by the true words of Jthe true Guru, i
I n the society; of the saints is the treasure, neotar is tasted (there).
By the fear-destroying and kind (Lord) (the honour) of his servant
0 Nanak, (who) sing3 the qualities of Kari, (by him) the invisible

I
1*

t *•
w

\ \
is preserved,
Lord is seen

XXI.
Slok I . ; mahald I I I .
Soul^and body is his, to«every one he gives support.
?
Nanak (says): by the disciple the liberal donor is always, always served.
I am a sacrifice for them, by whom the formless Hari is meditated upon.
Their faces are always bright, the whole world pays them reverence.
^<

%2x±

i.

SldkTLi

mahald I I I .

By meeting with the true Guru^deflection (from one's former ways) is effected, all the nine treasures
(that man now) enjoys.
1
The eighteen prosperities follow (him), he dwells in his own house, in his own place*.
2
The sounds not beaten (by human hands) are always sounding, being absorbed in divine contemplation' he deeply meditates on Hari.
Nanak (says): attachment to Hari dwells in the heart of them, on whose forehead it is written from
the beginning.
Paurl.
Hari. the Lord and master. I have come to the crate of Hari
5
Hari has heard within (therhouse) the cry, he has'put the musician to his mouth.
Hari, having called the musician has asked (him): for what purpose hast thou come ?
,r
4(
Give continually a gift, 0 merciful Lord, the name ottflari is meditated upon (by me).
The libejal Hari has caused (me) to repeat silently the name of Hari, he caused Nanak to be dressed
(with a dress of honour).
i •

* *'

!

Else eight Siddhis are enumerated, but in the Granth their number is swelled to eighzeeri.
1
The l||AO*^ M/*i or unbeaten sounds, are said to sound in the dasva duar as a sign, that the per1
sonality is meiged ii* the Supreme, by hearing continually these supernatural sounds (Om ! Om!).
3
O A ^ Q S " , adj.v, having lost the .consciousness of individual existence and being merged in the Supreme
s
or in divine contemplation. The " G A H A ^ (*•/*•) i the fifth of the modes of human existence, viz.: ^II«IKT>
f
n
*5?T5T> ^"NfjTj cj 0 'ft- ^ *W^ l Boehtliugk's and Roth's Sansk. Dictionary this signification of ^J*JT«T^
is .quite overlooked..— ' •
r>\
, a class of Musalmans, who are musicians and beggars in one person.
fffcf Wl GcH to a pply to the month, to kiss, to caress.,
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Om ! By the favour of the true Guru !
I. SIRI BAG.

KABIB.

1

%ung after the turn: " Ex
I.
mother thinks, that
does not know so nr
1
Saying: " m i n e / " m i n e " (thou art), she fondles him excessively, Yam Rau
Pause.
misled by thee in error
How shall it understand, when it is deluded by the Maya ?

Kablr says: give up the pleasure of the world, in this society (thou) must certainly die!
3
Mutter him, who is omnipresont. 0 man. fit is) the* word of another life. in this wil
cross the ocean of the world.
III.
r
When it*is pleasing to him, then faith springs u p . !
Error and mistake depart from within •
Understanding and knowledge (of the Supreme Being) are produced, the mind is wakeful
By the favour of the Guru deep meditation settles in the heart.
.Pause I I .
In this society (thou wilt) not die.
If thou knowest his order, thou wilt he united with the Lord.

—v

I I . SIRI BAG.

TRILOCAN.

,1.
There is a*very great infatuation of the Maya in (thy) mind, 0 man, old age and the fear* of death
are forgotten (by thee).
Having seen (thy) family rthou expandest, like a lotus, thou lookest on another's wife, Q hypocritical man !r
•
Kabir (see p. 93, note 1), one of the most important reformers of mediaeval India, and at the same
time one of the oldest Hindu! writers,, is quoted at the end of nearly every Rag, as well as other famous
Bhagats, as a witness for the truth of the teaching of the Sikh Gurus. By profession he was a weaver9 to
whicji he frequently alludes. He was a pantheist, who equally ridiculed the idolatry of the Pandit and the
bigotry of the Mulla. There is still a sect in India, bearing his name (which is by no means fictitious), the
so-called Kabir-panthTs. — I have been so fortunate as to collect nearly all the works of Kuh'if, which are still
current in India, though some of them appear'to be spurious.
2
r/. Siri Rag, Sabd*29.
*
*HW!s "Hl^cN might also be translated: life not sinking or declining (^J + VfTf); otherwise IK35ST is
the formative of *W75» other.
Trilocan is said to have been a Brahman; who he was, and where hetlived, is not known. He is not
mentioned by Garcin de Tassy in his Histoire de la Literature Hindoui et Hindoustani. But as far as may
be judged from the use of the word.-qT755, he was from the Dakhan, where this God was worshipped.
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Pause.
A messenger has come from the Bide of Yama.
Before him I cannot abide.
Is there some, some friend, who will come and say:
&
Join me, 0 my Bl(hal, take (thy) arm and sling it round (me)!
Join me, O.my dear, release me!
II.
By,many, many enjoyments and passions (lusts) he is forgotten (by thee), 0 man, on the ocean of
the world thou hast become immortal (in thy eyes).
Carried away by the Maya (illusion) thou dost not remember (him), thy human birth is lost (by
thee), 0 lazy man!
>
°
III.
On a difficult, terrible road thou must go, 0 man, whither sun and moon do not penetrate.
The infatuation of the Maya is then forgotten (by thee), when thou hast left behind' the world
IV.
To-day he has become manifest in my mind, Dharm-R&u (Yama) has been seen
His strong arms break in pieces (men), before him I cannot abide.
V.
If one gives me instruction, then Narayaij is contained (diffused) in tree and grass.
0 Sir, thou thyself knowest every thing!
TrilScan says: he is contained (everywhere).
__

y

I I I . SIRI BAG. THE BHAGAT KABIR.
I.
One is wonderful
Gandharvas are deluded, (by
applied to the three
Pause.
The Kingurl of Ram, the king, sounds without being struck.
By his favourable look deep meditation springs up (in the heart) by (its) sound
n

i i*4law* Sansk* f(fg<4» said to be an incarnation of Krishna and much worshipped in tfe^xPC 0 *he
Dakhan), which city he is believed to have visited. Namdev was also a worshipper of iftdtt* The Sikhs
no longer know what is meant bytthe word lf\tW** **d proffer all sorts of guesses about it.
1
3

S ^ W ^ i * a Marithi form (TUf^f), another proof that Trilocan was from the Dakhan. i

SfcfSfr */<> a rope, by which cattle are fastened together. God has bound the three worlds with a rope
and leads them as he pleases. (Sansk. i f e m a girdle.)
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I I II

1

I II

IL

The furnace is the skull, (under) the horns and funnels * a<pot of gold is placed.
Into this (pot) a very pure stream oozes, the juice is caused to drop on the organ of taste (*« the
tongue).
III.
The one incomparable thing, that is made, (is this, that) the breath is made uio cup.
In the three worlds is the Jogi alone; eay, who is (their) king H

4

IV.
By such divinevknowlcdge the SupremeiSpirit has become manifest.
>
Kabir says: I am steeped in (his) colour ( = identified with him).
All the other world is led astray in error; (my) mind is intoxicated by the elixir of Ram.

IV. SIRI RAG.
1

THE SPEECH OF THE BHAGAT BBNI.
J

To he sung after* the tune?

u

8

1

PAHARii^KAi/

Om ! By the favour of the true Guru !

I

H

I

tM

\ '

\

V

'

' ft '

0 man, when thou wast in the circle of the womb, thou wast given to meditation and contemplative
absorption with the head upwards.
In the mortal body ( = womb) (is) no pride of rank, day and night (tnere is) one thorough absence
of ignorance..
Remember those days, the trouble and great pain, now (thy) thought is excessively expanded. I
Having left the womb, thou hast come into the region of death, thou hast forgotten from thy mind
Hari, the divine male.
I
, 8j. =s 0J4I, a furnace, kiln. 6\<*\£%9 literally: the sky, the vaulted firmament; thence metaphorically, the skull — the tenth gate (in the skull), where the nectar is distilled, according to the language of
the Jogis.
1WT5*HT» ^fi5WT> Gen, Tlur. from fjTcjT and tTSfT f^fefT signifies in the language of the Jogis
^ e tV.rf I (#-"!.)» one of the channels of the vital breath. The ft£?f f is said to be the passage on the right
f
side, proceeding from the os coccygis (the lower back bone) and passing through the HTfiftl^ff or umbilical
region and through the right upper nostril to the head; the \5^>] (Hindi ^ff^Jf) or funnel is the channel of
e su
0Se
the vital breath on the left side (usually called fVjdicsT)» ^
PP d channel between the two, leading to
the middle part of the head, is called 7fb|4iCM s.f. (TfcTHTS)* Sansk. TTM^J. We shall often meet with these
expressions in the Granth.
s.m. The organ of*taste (Sansk. '^^•t, neuter)<« tongue, on which the jufce'is dropped, to be
thence'put into the pot of gold, which is said to be the heart.
u
-*
4
The breath in'made the*cup; the sense is:*by means of the breath* tMe Supfreme is Enjoyed, thcfrogk
being united with him by shutting upithe breath in the dasva duar. The JogI alone is thereby Jin the three
worjds (penetrating them as united with the vital spirit) and their king in reality.t
*M
tr
1
Nothing is known about this Bhagat.
•it
a*
* t
i
r« •
«
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Pause.
Thou wilt again repent (of it), 0 fool! into what folly and error hast thou fallen ?
l
Remember Ram and thou wilt not go to the city of Yama, do,not go about without having been
t
accomplished!
II.
The child is given to the thought of pastime and enjoyment, every moment it is replete with
spiritual ignorance.
Mistaking (it) for sugarcane-juice, thinking (itito be) nectar, poison is tasted (by the child), then
the five passions* (have become) manifest.
Having abandoned silent repetition, austerity, continence, virtue and wisdom, the name of Ram is
not worshipped (byat).
Lust has sprung up, its mind is bent on death, the Sakti (—Maya) has come and bound it round
3
its neck.
e
I
III.
jln the young man is heat, he looks at the face of another's wife, going and retreating ( « right and
wrong) he does not know.
Intoxicated in lust, the great poison, he is led astray, sin and religious merit he does not know.
Having seen a son and prosperity % this (human) heart becomes protid, Ram is dropped from
the mind.
His mind weighs the ^property of another, who is dying, then being defeated, his human birth is
ruined (spoiled).
k
IV.
White is the hair, whiter than a flower, the voice is (weak like) that of^the seven nether regions.
I I The eye becomes weary, intellect (and) strength flee, then lust falls into the churning-pot/6
^j | By hot worldly ^pursuits (his) mind was confused, in the rainy season • the lotus of the ( » his) body
became withered.
f \
8
7
M r Having given up in th6 region, of death (F this present world) the* word.of the inherent (Hari) (or
sound of Hari), he repents there afterwards.
V.
8

Having seen (his)'body dried u p a noise arises, he makes calculation (of the rest of his life), but
does not understand (it).
[not (ne); ttfAdPJT =" ^*TTO (*f + TTO).
* The five ^ 3 T V °r passions are: STDTt ^PT> 733* *W» *HOoJld8
3ff?5 yf*WHTs the sense is: the Maya has laid a rope round the child's or young man's neck,
4
7t*jT Vc^fif ^I'Mlc^t ^ i m s T t on account of the rhyme « *|tiT5Ctf */. churning-pot (Sansk. Vptpft);
lust falls into the churning-pot, an idiomatic expression for: to lie utterly at a loss.
I
3 ^ = y ^ y , from cJc^cM (H*0 to be confused.
6
n
VTCcf^T* Locative cf \|T<J*f (HT5^)i * the rainy season, when the lotus should flourish and he verdant
The sense is: he has lost his good opportunity.
I
7
=1
3^^J|fj ?I + f^TTfTf inherent (<3nTj^|); the word or sound of Hari, who is inherent (in man).
8
, dried up (from uVo/ i&cM » v.n. to be dried up). The Sikhs merely start conjectures about
these passages, but do not understand any of them.
17

1
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l

He covets to lire a Quarter (of his
flown
the courtyard of the house (=* body).
Bept says: hear, ye devotees, who has obtained final emancipation When dying ?

V. I S I R I I R A G . I RAVIDAS*
I.
Thou art I, I am thou, of what kind is the difference ? F3-* 1
Like gold (and) the bracelet (made of it), like water and a wave
Pause.
But if I would not commit sins, 0 endless!
How would be thy name " purifier of the sinner"!

W J ]

*

II. I I f I f

Thou, who art the Lord, art acquainted with the secrets of the .heart
From the Lord the servantjis known^from the servant the Lord." [
III.
(My) body adores (thee), give me discernment!
V
4
May somebody instruct Ravidas,[ who is of the same mass (as the Supreme)!

2

\f^ = Sansk. TJ^f a quarterJ or a step, pace.
3iT> the energy or strength of the body. * I
124)

^TTT!)

or

leather-dresser, and lived at Ben
Ramanand
was a disciple of Ramanuj.

he
be

applied either way.
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RAG MAJH, MAH. IV., SABD I. II.
— V

RAGTJ MAJHU.
Caupadus ;* Qhar*I
Mahalu IV.
6m! The true name is the creator, the Spirit without fear, without enmity, of timeless form, unproduced
1
i
from the womb. By the iavour of the Guru !
i

I.

(1). The'naine of Hari, Hurl, to my mind Hari is pleasing.
^
By'the very fortunate the name of Hari is meditated upon.
2
From the perfect Guru the fruit of the name of Hari is obtained, some rare one walks according to
the instruction of the Guru, 0 dear!
(2). As provisions (viaticum) I have taken Han, Hari and bound it up in (my) lap.
3
My dear friend goes always with me.
By the perfect Guru the name of Hari is made firm in me; Hari is immovable, the wealth of (this)
Hari is'in (his) lap, 0 dear!
(3). Hari is (my) sweetheart, (my) beloved, (my)L king.
If some one bring and unite (him with me), my life is vivified (revived).
I cannot exist without having seen my beloved, my .water (= tears) flows and goes on flowingr,
0 dear!
(4). The true Guru is my friend and companion from youth up.
I cannot exist without having seen him, O my mother*
f
0 Hari, bestow mercy (on me)! join (to me) the Guru! humble N*nak (says): the wealth of Hari'
is in (his) lap, 0 dear!
Mtyh ;\ mahalu IV.
II.

• :

i

4

(1). The destroyer of Madhu is the life of my soul and body.
I do not know-any other but Haii.
Would that some friend and pious man would meet (with me) by a lucky destiny, and*show mo my
beloved Lord H&ri, 0 dear !
9
(2). I, soul and body, will seek (him), inquiring (myself) and causing (others) to inquire.
How
Having joined the society of the. pious I will inquire after him, in their society the Lord Hari dwells,
Ode?ar!
f
(3). My dearly bcloved,is the true Guru, ho is (my) preserver.
I am a poor child, cherish thou me!
My mother and father is the Guru, the true Guru, the perfect Guru; the lotus having fallen in with
water opens, 0 dear !
i
2

»HT7>
as onfl word = ^S|^tf^THH^» not Iwinir produced from the woml
f^TTO* the fruit of the adoration or repetition of the name of Hari.

3

VdTO*lt|l\jli

1

HQ*j"£V» ( T W n 7 1 )i destroyer of the Daitya Madliti, an epithet of Vishnu or Krishna.

•#

a

>

foijipanion of one's life = dear friend.

S t t T B l - 3 t w l f i J , causal of Is)146dTt to inquire

_
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(4). I find no sleep without having seen the Guru.
l
In my soul andbody is pain, the Guru causes me pangs of absence.
0 Hari, Hari, bestow mercy on me, join to me the Gpru! humble Nanak (says): having met with
the Guru I am happy, 0 dear!
•

M&jh; mahala IV.
III.
(1). (If) the qualities («= excellences) of Hari be read, (if) the qualities of Hari be enumerated.
(If) the recital of the name of Hari, Hari be continually heard.
q Dalit
is difficult to pass, is crossed, 0 dear!
(2). Cojne, my friend. we will jo
(Who) gives me a message of lov
(Who) shows me Hari, the cttvic
0 dear!
(3). My pain Hari, the perfect Guru, knows.
I cannot exist without praising (his) name.
I may
May a medicine and mantr be given me by tt
be saved, 0 dear!v f
\
,
(4). I, poor Catrik, am in the asylum of the true Guru.
1
May I obtain a drop of* the name of Hari, Hari in my mouth!
Hari is the ocean, we are the fish of the water; humble Nanak (says): without water I die,
0 dear!
Mdjh; mahala IV
IV.
(1). O ye holy people of Hari, 0 my brother, join me!
hungry
?
having met with Hari my heart becomes
Make full my faith
bappy'by his -sight, Sir!
(2). Having met with the assembly of the pious I will speak the word of Hari.
tory (or recital)
Hari
in my) mind; having met with the true Guru
nectar is drunk, Sir J
(3). He, whose destiny is great, obtains the society of Hari.
The luckless, one wandering about is struck in the face.
Without destiny the society of the pious is not obtained, without (their) society he is covered over
with dirt, Sir!
(4). Come and join me, 0 beloved world-soul!
Out of mercy put the name of Hari, Hari into my heart!
By the instruction of the Guru the name is sweet and heart-pleasing; humble Nanak (says): by the
name my mind becomes happy, Sir!
!

Majh; mahala IV.
V.
Guru, the taste of Hari,
r of Hari. the iuice of I
1

MT3\TI

anguish or pangs caused by separation'from^the beloved.

4
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J

The name of Hari, Hari, the speech of Hari, Hari is in (my) mouth, by the juice of Hari (my) heart
is dozing, Sir!
1
(2). Come, 0 saint, take me to thy neck.
Let me hear the story of my beloved!
0 saint of Hari, join me 11 give my heart (to him) who is telling (me) the Word of the Guru (• God)
with (from) his mouth.
j
(3). The very fortunate saint of Hari ist united (with Hari).
From the perfect Guru the juioe of Hari is obtained in the mouth.
By the luckless the true Guru is not obtained, the fleshly-minded one is'continually falling into the
womb as embryo, Sir I
I
(4). By the merciful Lord himself mercy is bestowed.
All the filth of egotism and sensual pleasures is cleared away (by him).
8
Nanak (says): in the shop of the body the disciples are carrying on the traffic of Hari, Sir!
JUdjh ;\ mahald IV.

VI,

I
I

(1) I will meditate on the excellences of Govind, on the name of Hari.
I I H
I
Having joined the society (of the pious) I will fix the name in my heart.
I
The* Lbrd Hari is an incomprehensible, unattainable' Lord, having joined the true Guru Hari is
3
tasted, Sir!
(2). Blessed, blessed are the people of Hari, by whom the Lord Hari is known.
Having gone Bwill inquire after the people of Hari.
1 will rub their feet, having rubbed, rubbed (them) I will wash (them); having met with the people
of Hari the juice of Hari is drunk, Sir!
I
(3). Bjr the true Guru, the donor, the name is fixed ($n the heart).
By the very fortunate the sight of the Guru is obtained.
Nectar-juice, true nectar is (his) speech, from the perfect Guru (this) nectar is taken, Sir!!
(4). By the society of theqwous Hari, the time (Universal) Spirit is joined (with man).
Having joined the society of the pious the name of Hari is meditated upon.
Nanak (says): (by whom) the story of Hari is heard and told with (his) mouth, he believes in the
name by the instruction of the Guru, Sir!
Mdjh; mahald IV.
i

VII.

(1). Come, 0 sister! join me, 0 beloved!
"Who shows me my beloved, to him I devote myself.
Having joined the society of the pious, Hari, my sweetheart is obtained, to the gratuitous service ot
the true Guru I devote myself, 0 dear!
(2). ^Wherever I sec. there is the Lord.
Thou art contained in every body, 0 thou near and dear one!
gratuitous
service of the Guru, O dear!
1

5| dffW $<WIvfl*>f ~ ^ ^ ?Tf?5 5feFnft*ft» pa»M\T nmstnuhViij litf>i Sdly: may it be joined me ^
may I be joined to, tie.
\ n j c £ is to^be taken as one word, shop (literally: a rity-tfliop)J'
c7i%, generally 7TM, a Simllii form of the Passive =

G^CTT^^T

*J» ** tnadc.
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(3). There is one breath, all the earth is one (and the same), all the light is one-(and the same)
in all.
I
1
2
In all there is one (and the same) light, (but) individually distinct, it docs not mingle, though one
try to mingle it.
By the favour of the Guru the one (light) is perceived, I am devoted to the gratuitous service of the
true Guru, 0 dear!
(4). Humble Nslnak (says): he {i.e. the Guru) speaks words jof nectar.
They arc dear and pleasing to thejnind of .the disciplesjof the Guru.
The true Guru, the perfect Guru give^ instruction, the true Guru is beneficent, 0 dear!

I
I
,

4

JUIujh; mahalu V.
I

I

v

^1

Caupadus; Gharl*
I. V I I I .
3

(1). My heart is longing for the sight of the Guru.
I t laments like a Catrik.
The thirst does not leave it, it gets no rest without the sight of the beloved saint, 0 dear Sir!
•

Pause.
I.sacrifice myself, 0 dear, Lsacrifice myself for the sight of^the Guru, the beloved saint, 0 dear Sir!
(2). Thy face is beautiful, Sir, comfortable is the voice of thy speech!
4
A long time has passed, since I have seen the bow-holdor.
Blessed is the country, where thou dwellest, 0 my sweetheart, my friend, my Murari, Sir!
Pause.
T sacrifice myself, I sacrifice myself for the Guru, my sweetheart, my friend, my Murari, 0 Sir!
(3). If thou art not met with for twenty -four minutes, then it is to mo the Kall-yug.
Now when shall It meet with thee, 0 beloved* Lord?
5
To me the night does not pass, I get no sleep without having seen the Gur-darbar, Sir!
Pause.
I sacrifice myself, Sir, I sacrifice myself, Sir, for this true Gur-darbar!
:
(4). I t has been (my good) lot, the pious one is united by the Guru (with,himsclf).
The immortal Lord I have obtained in (my) house.
I will serve (thee), that I may not be separated (from thee) a single moment; humble Nanak is thy
slave, Sir.!
i

Mf3f> light, the heavenly principle of life in the creatures*
The individuality of the soul is thereby asserted.

3 r

Hi

he had been sent on account of family dissensions. .He succeeded his father in flic (iiiruship in 1581.
4

ro

er

.

an

The WQT/A •urijJTVTSu " P P 'y
epithet of Vishnu, like Murari (the enemy of the Dailya Alufa),
but applied here to his father; rather a gross flattery.
5
T'»fc Gur-darbar (the Guru's court) is the temple at Amritsar, which was built by Ramdas. Amritsar
was formerly therefore called.Ramdaspur, the city of Ramdas,
This verse is said to have been uttered by Arjua after having been recalled by bis father. If this,tradi1
tion of the Sikhs be true, it would appear;that the sonsrof the Gums also called themselves *Natiak, even
before their accession to.the Guruship.

|
1
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Pause.
;«.t

acrifice
RUgu Majh; malidla V.
II.

£

IX.

(1). That season is beautiful, in which I remember thee.*
I
1
That work is easy, which is thy setting on. ;
j
That heart feels casy,Un which heart thou art indwelling, 0 donoriof all!
(2). Thou, 0 Lord, art (our) companionship, our father.
Thine arc the nine treasures, inexhaustible is thy storeroom.
To whom thou givest, he becomes satiated, he is thy.worshipper, 0 Lord!
(3). Every oneputs^his hope "in thee.
In.every body thou art indwelling.
All are (thy) associates, thou art always their support, thou art not seen outside of any one, Sir! *
(4). Thou thyself procurest final emancipation to the disciple.
/
Thou thyself causest the self-willed to wander about in birth (transmigration).
3
Thy slave Nanak is a sacrifice for thee, all is thy play, 0 Dasahar.
M i l
I

i i

^^B 1R9B li

:m

Xa

I

II

IIII

(1). (If) the unbeaten (sound) sounds, (I am) easily happy.
*
4
)
4
By the sabd 1 am happy and always delighted;!
5
Easily I Jpractise »deep meditation (on thee) in th ef cavern, J 0 Lord,} (who) hast made (thy)
seat hi gh!
(2). Having wandered and turned about, \I) have come to my own*house.
•
IFg
^H
(The fruit), that was desired (by me), I obtained.
*
I ami fully satiated; by the saint, the Guru, (thou) 0 Lord, the fearless Supreme Spirit, wast
shown (to me).
i
• (3). Thou thyself art the king, thou thyself the people**
Thou thyself art free from all worldly concerns (and enjoyments), thou thyself art enjoying

thyself.
6

Thou thyself sittest on the throne as true judge, all cries and calls (for justice) have ^ceased,
OLord!
a
, ,!,£ T
% % fe
(4). As I have seen (him), so I have described (him).
He has got a taste (of him), who has obtained (his) secret.
u
7
Light is mingled with the fountain of light, comfort is obtained (thereby); humble Nanak (says):
thoujilone, 0 Lord, art spread^out (in the creatures) f|
.§^» J^B w r „ . ^ *
* / v « *Zm
The
sense
is:
which
thou
settest
a-going.
«nft5»*/«
3
The sense is: none is empty of thee,j thou art not outside of any one, but in every one.
8
^ m d d isfche San?kf j ^ T ^ t »n appellative of Krishna; the Sikh Granthls explain it by fc#i<,l (is
appearing),fcbut this is a mere guess.
I
4
The JfEPZ signifies here sound, i.e. the sound notjproduced by beating, but by coercion of the.brentl^ in
the dasvl duar, where the sound 6 m ! is said to be heard.
6
or
T h e 3T<ST cavern is here « t h e body,
7

|Literally : the luminousjone, in whom the light (the principle of lifers contained

•»
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M&jh; tnahalfl V.

r

iv xi.
l

(1). In which house the wedding-ornament is adjusted by the beloved (=* husband).
I
In that house, 0 friend, a song of congratulation;is sung.
Joy and amusement are in that house; that woman is shining, who is adorned by her beloved, 0 dear!
(2). She is virtuous, she is very fortunate.
Blessed with sons, and endowed with an amiable disposition, a happy marriediwife.
That woman is beautiful, skilful and clever, who is attached to her husband, O dear!
(3). She is of virtuous conduct, she is foremost.*
ornaments
©
8
She is of a (good) family, she has brothers, who is adorned with the love of her husband, 0 dear!
(4)* The greatness of her cannot be told.
i
Who is joined by her husband and taken to his bosom.
I
Her married state is firm; humble Nanak (says): by the love of her unattainable and inapprehen4
sible husband she is united (with him), 0 dear!
Majh ; mdhala V.
V.

XII.

(1). Searching and searching I desire his sight.
5
I enter every uneven ground and every,forest (searchin g (f or him).
Hari is without qualities and* endowed with all qualities: is there any one,- 0 dear, who will bring
and join to me my Hari, 0 dear?
6
(2). In going through the six Shastras, in knowing them by heart.
In worship, in (applying) the Tilak, in bathing at a Tirtha.
T
8
f
In the practice of purity, in the eighty-four ascetic postures tranquillity is not obtained, 0 dear \
(3). Many years silent repetitions and austerities are practised (by the Jogi).
9
Innumerable strolls are made on the earth.
Not one moment comes tranquillity into (his) heart, again and again the Jog! rises and runs about,

0 dear t
i

JfcJWI ftftHTO

bride gr
VcPTRfc**VcPTffTSt adj. fem.; similarly f^RMlT? Instead of ftf*HTf7S
, adj. having brothers (?f + a j | Q ) , i.e. to defend her or take care of her.
l

Vfl^ldlt from '*fIiffdAT (»HtVJIdAl) 9 the causal of <HWcM ( -*llM*T» the Am
dropped in the Grat
*UM<M
she is accomplished.
is the Loc. sing, of 3 1 3 , uneven, broken ground, where a matt may hide himself.
I'
'The six Shastras arei the Sankhya, Nyaya, Mimansa, Yoga, Vedanta, Vaisesika.
1
7
fo^cfl or I^OwV 7 3 H ; f A ^ ' t t ^ f ^ l w V (by transition of m Wv)9 sf. parity. Tins
practice of the Jogis prior to restraining the breath and falling then into a death*like sleep or toi
J6gis are said to purify first their bodies by drinking milk; they swallow then a piece of cotton cl
It out at the anus, thus cleansing the stomach and the bowels from all impurities.—Relatatrefero.
9
This is another practice of the Jogis.
ft

3d+1i3l» Sansk. HTPf> •**• certain large number, corresponding to Tiff??? ^I3V-

The
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(4)j Bestowing mercy (on me) he (Hari) has joined to me the sAint (fe= Guru>).
My heart and body became refreshed, I obtained comfort.
The eternal Lord has taken his dwelling,in (my) body, sKanak sings (now) the happiness (imparted
by) Hari, 0 dear!
Mtijh; mahald V
VI.

XIIL

(1). The Supreme Brahra, the (infinite God:
The unattainable, inapprehensible, invisible, impenetrable:
The cherisheqof the poor, Gopal, Govind, Hari, meditate upon him in (thy) body,jO disciple!
1
(2). The disoiple of the Guru the destroyer of (the Daitya) Madhu saves.
II
II
Krishna, the enemy of Mura, is the companion of the disciple. I l l
I
3
The merciful Damodar* is obtained by the disciple, not by any other votary, 0 dear!
4
(3). Kesav does not eat and is without enmity.
"Whose feet crores of men worship.
Hari, Hari is, he alone is (his) worshipper, 0 dear
(4). Efficacious is the sight of the endless and boundless one.
He is very powerful, always a donor.
name is silently repeated, is saved: Hanak
by few, 0 dear I
!

M&jh ; mahald V.
VII.

XIV.

(1). What thou sayest, must be done, what thou givest, must be taken.
The poor and helpless trust in thee.
Thou, thou art everything, 0 my beloved, I sacrifice myself to thy power, 0 Lord!
(2). By (his) decree is the wayless wilderness, by (his) decree is the way.
6
By (his) decree the disciple sings the qualities of Hari.
By (his) decree (man) wanders about in many wombs; all is in his pleasure, 0 dear!
(3). No one is foolish, no one.is clever.
In everything thy decree is current.
0 unattainable, inapprehensible, endless, unfathomable, one! thy value cannot be told, 0 Lord!
(4). Give me the dust of (thy) saints, 0 beloved!
1 have come and fallen down at thy gate, 0 Hari!
Seeing thy sight my heart is satiated; I am longing to meet (With thee), 0 Lord!
Majh; mahald V
VIILf XV.
(1). There.is pain, when thou art forgotten.
Hunger seizes (him), he runs about in many ways.
1

An epithet of Vishnu or Krishna.
9
•id^Wf Sansk. ^ W f a ^ ( ^ W + ^ ^ 0 > having a rope round his belly (alluding'to an event in
Krishna's childhood); an epithet of'Krishna.
31 Qj =3 Sansk. HU> votary (otherwise sJJ|fS)» or way, manner.
4
1
ofaT^e > Sansk. ifft^Ti having long hair, an epithet of Krishna.
5
J||<^VvTl 9 corrupted, on]account of.:the rhyme, instead of <*Hcsfu ; JllceTVXT itself is meaningless, but
that does not matter with Arjun, if only the rhyme be kept up.

I

III

18
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I

I I

^^M

To whom thou, 0 cherisher of the poor, givest the remembrance of (thy) name, he is always happy.
(2.). My true Guru is very powerful.
I
If I remembferihim in my heart, all pain is gone.-*
The disease of anxiety, the pain of egotism issdeparted, thou thyself cherishest me, 0 Lord!
'
(3). Like a child I ask everything.
Thou art giving, 0 Lord, and there is|Bo deficiency of pleasures.
Falling at thy feet I conciliate thee much, 0 Gopal, who art compassionate to the poor.
(4). I devote myself for the true, perfect Guru.
By whom all my fetters are cut asunder.
1
Into whose heart thou givest (thy) name#thcy arc made pure; Nanak is happy in (thy) love,
0 Lord!
L
*
* > (v
i
r
Mdjh; mahaJa V.
IX.

XVI.

(1). 0 dear Gopal, 0 merciful and mirthful one!
I
0 deep and profound, 0 endless Govind !
I I
0 high, unfathomable, endless Lord! remembering, remembering thee, I live, 0 Lord !
I
(2). 0 remover of pain, 0 inestimable treasure!
'
0 thou fearless, free from enmity, unfathomable, unweighablc one!
0 timeless form, not produced from a womb, remembering thee in my mind I become refreshed,
0 Lord!
I * rf 1 *fc
i ^ lg
(3). Thou art'always my companion in every circumstance, 0 Gopal!
Thou art cherishing the high and the low.
The elixir of (thy) name is satiating my heart, I drink the nectar proceeding from the mouth of the
Guru, 0 Lord!
(4). Jn pain and in comfort I meditate on thee, 0 beloved!
This good disposition of mind I have obtained from the Guru.
Thou art the support of Nanak, 0 Lord, Ly all means I shall pass ovfcr (the ocean of the world),

OLord!*

k

<

^ *

C

'

Majh; mahalu V.
X.

]'

* '
{

XVII.

(1). Blessed is that time, in which I have met with the true Guru!
Fruitful is (thy )i sight, seeing (thee) 'with my eyes I am saved.
r
Blessed are the forty-eight minutes, the seconds and moments and the twenty-four minutes, blessed
is that conjunction, 0 Lord!
8
(2). By exerting myself (my) mind has become pure.
"Walking in the way of Hari every error has been done* away.
The treasure of the name was proclaimed to me by the true:Guru, all diseases were extinguished,

0 Lord!

i ••*

(3). Inside and outside is thy word.
fc~Thou thyself hast told it, thou thyself hast explained it.
f
\
The Guru has said: in all there is One (alone), One (alone), there will be no other, OjLord!
1

T

Arjun frequently gives no hint as to the subject and all must be found out by conjecture*
* The words VTfcJVcTWl ^ftO* must thus be divided: \fffg \fg\ ^[ffi\%;
^T i» antoteijcction,
thtd same a s j v ,
• • • • • «
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(4). Nectar-juice (I hare) drunk from Hari, the Guru..
*
* Hari has become (my) clothing, the name (of Hari) my food.
I i
In the name is (my) pleasure, in'the name (my) delight* and sports/the nametfsimade bj4Nanak the
object of his enjoyments, 0 Lord!
Majh; mahalu V.
XI

XVIII.

(1). From all saints I ask*one thing,
_
j
u
n i*
I make supplication, P givejup conceit.
«o*
t
I devote, I devote myself a hundred thousand times: give me the dust of the saints, 0 Ltird!
I
(2). Thou art the donor, thou art the Supreme Spirit, the disposer of the destiny.
Thou art powerful, always bestowing comforts.
1
2
Every one gets from thee his sustenance, bring to an end our drought, 0 Lord! %
+
(3). By thy sight the house is purified.
fl
The difficult fort of the soul is thereby overcome (conquered)..
#
Thou art the donor, thou art the Supreme Spirit,? the disposer^)!; destpy, like thee there is no other
hero, 0 Lord!
(4). The dust of the saints is applied to my face.
.
Evil-mindcdness is extinguished, wickedness of thought has (no longey) a share (in me).
I dwell continually in the house of truth, I singjthe excellences (of Hari); Nanak (says): falsehoods
have been done away, 0 Lordj!
.
Afdjh; mahalu V.

*>

rr

X I I . XIX.
•"
. (1). May not such a great donor (like thee) be forgotten (by me J!
Bestowing mercy (on them) thou art attached to (thy) devotees.
That I may day and night meditate on thee, give me this gift, 0 Lord!
(2). "With the blind earth ( = body) reflection is joined (by thee).
All is given (by thee): good places (abodes).
Joy, pastime, shows, exhibitions; what is pleasing to thee, that is done, 0 Lord!
I
(3). "Whose the gift is, (from him) all must be taken.
' i t
u. id
I
The nectar (consisting^) thirty-six drugs, victuals land food.
* *
An easy couch, eool breath; naturally thou art making sports and merriments, 0 Lord!
?
(4). May that wisdom be given to me, by which thou wHt not be forgotten!
1
may that mind be given to me, by whichT may'meditate on thee !
That I may sing thy praises at every breath; the shelter of 'Nanak are the fe^t' of-the Guru, 0 Lord!
»

!

I

Majh; mtihaldY.
XIII.

XX.

°
'

m

*

&

^

I I

\

(1). To praise thy excellences isjthy order.and,pleasure.
A
That is (divine) knowledge and meditation, which pleases thcc.l I I
.
That is silent repetition (of thy name), which is pleasing to thee, 0 Lord; by thy decree (divine)
knowledge (becomes) full, 0 Lord!
I I
i

, v. cans, to get perquisites, allowances of food, formed from the Kansk, cf^tllf, literally: to
cause to be rained (gifts, etc.),
drought, Sansk. ^f^E|, want of rain unci thence scarcity of food. \f3T of JA'T,
to make full = to bring to tin end.
*i
?
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(2). He sings thy nectar-name:
Who is pleasing to thy mind, 0 Lord J
Thou art the saints' and the saints are thine, the heart of the saints is won over by thee, 0 Lord !
(3). Thou art cherishing the saints.
The saints play with thee, 0 Gopai!
;
Thy saints are very dear to thee, thou art the life of the saints, 0 Lord!
(4). My heart is a sacrifice for those saints:
By whom thou art known; who are pleasing to thy mind:
In their society comfort is always obtained; by the juice of Hari Nfinak is perfectly satiated, 0 Lord!
Mojh ; mahalu V.
XIV.
1
(1). Thou art the ocean, we are thy fish.

XXI.
t.

v

Thy name is the drop, we are the Catriks overcome by thirst.
After thee we long, after thee we thirst, our mind is absorbed in thee, 0 Lord!
(2). As a child is satiated having drunk milk.
As a poor man is comforted having seen wealth.
f
(As) a thirsty man drinking water is refreshed : so this .(my) mind is happy with Hari, O^ord!
(3). As a lamp is shining in darkness J
1
As one, who is looking out for'her husband, full of desire:
Becomes joyful, when meeting with the beloved; so my heart is mirthful in the love of Hari,
OLord!
•
t
%*
(4). The saints have put me into the way of Hari*
By the merciful holy man (= Guru) I have been familiarized with Hari.
Hari is ours, we are the slaves of Hari; the true word ( = the name) is given to Nanak by the Guru,

OLord!

;

y

J\

I v j

>fi<

<

*

Mujh; mahalu. V.
XV. XXII.
(1). (Thy) nectar-name is always pure.
(Thou art) the giver of comfort and the remover of pain, 0 Hari!
I.have tasted and seen all other relishes, the juice of Hari is sweeter than all to my mind, 0 Lord!
(2). 'Whoever drinks it, he becomes satiated.
He becomes immortal, who obtains the juice of the name.
The treasure of the name he obtains, in whose heart the word of the Guru is settled, 0 Lord!
(3). Who has obtained the juice of Hari, he-is fully satiated.
"Who has obtained the relish of Hari, he is (no longer) agitated.
l
He'obtains the name of Hari, Hari, on whose forehead the destiny (is written), 0 Lord!
(4). Hari has come into the hand of one man («* the Guru), (from whom) many are benefited.
Many, who cling to him, are emancipated.
The treasure of the name is obtained by the disciple; Nanak says: by some rare ones it is seen,
;
!
OLord!
< .
*
*M
*
M&Jh; fixahaldrY.
XVI. XXIII.
(1). Treasure, perfection and prosperity (art thou), 0 my Hari, Hari, Hari!
The boon of life (art thou), 0 deep and profound one!
1

ft

dUftdl is fanciful word (instead of 3T3J), manufactured to rhyme with the following sfcjT

IM

•
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Lakhs and crores of pleasured and merriments he enjoys, who has citing to the feet of the Guru,
OLord!
*
(2). Seeing (thy) sight (We) havtf become purified.
All (our) brothers and friends have been saved.
**
Unattainable, inapprehensibleiis my Lord; by the mercy of the Guru I meditation the True one,
0 Lord!
a
(3). Forgwhom all created beings look out.
(Thy) sight some rare lucky one obtains.
High, boundless, imperceptible is (thy) place; that (thy) mansion!the Guru shows, 0 Lord !
(4). Deep and|profound is thy nectar-name.
I In whoso)hcarti(thy)*1 welling is, he has become emancipated*
By the Guru all his tetters are cut asunder; humble Nauak (says): easily he is absorbed (in thee),
OLord!
Mtijh; tnahala V.
{XVII.

XXIV.

«

(1). By the mercy of theTDord I meditate on Hari, Hari.
By the mercy of the Lord I sing a song of joy.
In rising, sitting, sleeping, waking, Hari should be meditated upon through the whole life, 0 dear!
(2). The medicine of the name was given me by the saint (=»*the Guru).
m
My sins were cut off, I became pure.
Joy sprang up, all pain went off, all troubles were effaced, 0 dear!
(3). Whoso side my beloved takes:
He becomes emancipated from the ocean of the world.
Who has known the Guru as true, why shobld he be afraid, 0 dear!
(4). SinceJ obtain the^society of the holy^ones.
%
!
The calamity of egotism is gone by meeting.jwith the Guru.
At every breath Nanak .sings (the praises), of Hari; by the true Guru a screen is pnt over me,
Odcar!
liajh; mahald V.
XVIII.

*

XXV.

8

(1). He (the Lord) isrthofoughly in love with his servant.
Tho Lord, the giver of comfort, cherishes his servant.
(He brings) water, (swings) the fan, grinds (corn for him),, even, the Lord is in subserviency to his
servant,* Onlear H
I
(2). By the Lord he (the servant) is put into his service, after his fetter is cut off.
Tho order of thotLord has been pleasant to the mind of (his) servant.
?
He does that, which pleases to the Lord; within (in his heart) he is a servant, outwardly he is a
Lord, O dear I
(I)). Thou art a wise Lord, thou knowest all rules.
I
The servants of the Lord enjoy the pleasures oftHari.
%

1

f0 0 t egotism = individuality, considering oneself as distinct from the Supreme.
I
2
^Tf3 V f 3 t *d*k literally: lengthwise andgcrosswise (like a texture), sSansk. ^TflfttT*
3
#}<S<V of" dl<JdoV 7T *HTvTcT? *HTvTtft s.m. (<W£0 bringing on, fetching (things)ion thefuirt of the
Lord ;]7tc?o7 of supply : ivrf^* into the hand of the servant. [
} f | Y J f l H l f VM m H H H ^ ^ ^ I
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Whatever is the Lord's, that is his servant's, the servant is manifest by connexion with his master,
0 dear!
(4). Who has been dressed (with a dress of honour) by his own Lord:
He is not called again to render account.
Nanak is a sacrifice for that servant, he is a deep and profound jewel, 0 dear!
Mujh; mahalu V.
XIX.

XXYL

I
I

(1). Allis in the house ( = body), not*outsidei(of it).
Who seeks outside, he is led astray by error.
Who has found it inside by the favour of the Guru, he is inside and outsidelhappy, 0 dear!
(2). A stream*of nectar is softly raining down.
I
The heart drinks it, the word (of the Guru) is heard and reflected upon.
Day and night he {i.e. the disciple) indulges in joy and sport, continually he amuses himself with
Hari, 0 dear.
(3). He, who had been separated through his (various) births, is united (with Hari).
By the mercy of the holy one ( = the Guru) the dried-up one has become green.
He gets a good conscience, he meditates on the name, haying become a disciple he is united (with
the Supreme), 0 dear.
|
(4). As a wavo'of water is absorbed^again) in water.
So light is united (blended) with the luminous (Supreme).
1
2
Nanak says: the shutters of error are cut down, there will not be (made) again a wandering.about,
0 dear!
Mujh i -mahalu • V
XXVII.
(1). Iiam a sacrifice for that (ear), by which thou artfheard.
I am a sacrifice for that tongue, by which thou art uttered.
I devote, I devote myself to the gratuitous service of him, who*adores thee in' soul *and body,
OLord!
(2). I will wash the feet of him, who walks in thy way.
With mv eve I will
I give my heart to that friend of mine, who, having met with the Guru, has obtained that Lord,
0 dear!
^
(3). They are very fortunate, by whom thou art known.
In the midsfcsof all they are uncontaminated and free from worldly concerns.
I
In the<Boeiety of the holy ones the water of existence is crossed by them, all the intoxicated ones
8
are subjected by them, O dcaal
(4). My heart has fallen on their i asylum,
I
Having given tip (every other) expectation, infatuation and darkness.
May the gift of the name of that unattainable, infathomable Lord be given to Hanak, 0 dear! J
^W fofkgUft the shutters of error (t
i s ve
iflGttl
*y Hkely the Persian .. J
Sansk. *£| t ip.p. of f^ f drunk, intoxicated. Thei^3R5 ^5 areff-?DTt<ra» * 5 3 , *^T»
*WJofffd • The Sikh Granthis explain *£3 by wicked, an enemy, which is a merer guess, as ZJ^f cannot be
rever, may,also be derived from *3tt,vausingtyain (iitml d being changed to t9
derived from \Z*
which is frequently the case).
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Mujh; mahald V.

*

xxi.

'XX^III.
1

(1)* Thou art the*tree, thy branch has blossomed.
2
From (bteing)4arge thou hast become small (minute).
Thou art the ocean, thou art the foam, tlie.bubble, without thee none otheriis found, 0 Lord!
(2). Thou art the thread, thou art also the^beads (thereof).
3
Thou art the knot, thott art the middle (connecting) gem on its head.
In the beginning, middle and end (art thou) that Lord, none other is shown, 0 Lord!
(3). Thou art without qualities and endowed with all qualities, the giver of comfort.
1
Thou art perfectly composed, sensual and given to pleasure.
Thou thyself knowest thy own actions, thou art taken care of by thyself, O Lord!
(4). Thou art the master, thou thyself art also the servant.
Thou art hidden, thou thyself, 0 Lord, aft (also) manifest.
I
Nanak, (thy) slave sings always thy praises; look a little down on me in mercy, 0 Lord!
Mujh; mahald V.
•

XXII.

XXIX.

(1). Fruitful is that speech, by which the praises of the name (are uttered).
Some rare*one has known it by the favour of thetfjuru.
5
Blessed is that time, in which there is the song ofi Hari (and its)ihearingj r these are approved of,
O dear!
(2). Those eyes are a standard, by whom the sight (of Hari) is seen.
Those.hands are good, by whom the gloryrof Hari is written.
Those feet are beautiful, which walk in the way of Hari; I am<a sacrifice for those$ in whose society
he (Hari) is known, Odeart
ra"
(3). Hear, my sweetheart, my beloved friend!
i
I
r
In the society of the holy ones he (Hari) saves in a moment.
..
H
He cuts off the sins, the mind becomes Dure, coming and coiner is ejuaced. 0 dear!
I
(4). Having joined both hands supplication should be made:
11
9
May in mercy the sinking stone be taken!"
Nanak

0 dear!
I
,

\Mujh ft mahalft V.
X^III.

*

kxX.

(1). A word of nectar is thy word, 0 Hari, Hari!
Having heard, having heard itX my final emancipation is effected (thereby).
1

The sense is: Thou art the tree, the branch and flower.
2
J>f*fy WT is the Abl. Sing*. (Sansk. ?51<3f).
3
5fcj, s.m. The largep middle gem of a necklace, in which the two ends meet. fiifd* Loc, on its (the
necklace's) head.
fc3, dead to all passions nnd agitations.
6
J|l<£y 9 s.m. a song (Sansk. ^n^j^); the*singing and hearing of the praises of Hari are accepted or
approved of, a standard, authority (Vd^elW = Sansk. 7T*niff).
e
The
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The burning is extinguished, my mind becomes oool after having obtained the sight of the true
Guru, 0 dear!
(2). Comfort has set in, pain has fled far away.*
I
By the tongue of the saints the name of Hari is praised.
1
Water and land is filled with water, the ponds are quite full, no one goes;in vain, 0 dear I
(3). That creator has bestowed his mercyt
All the living creatures are cherished.
He is kind, merciful and compassionate, all are fully satiated (by him), 0 dear !j,
(4). Forest, grass, the three worlds are made green by him.
In a moment this was done by the creator.
Turning his face towards the Guru Nanak adores him, who fulfils the desire of the heart, i0 dear!
Mujh; mahaldV.
XXIV.

XXXI.

I
t

(1). Thou art my father, thou art my mother.
Thou art my cousin, thou art my brother.
Thou art my protector in all places, then what fear and grief (is to me), 0 Lord!
(2). By thy mercy I have known thee.
Thou art my support, thou art my trust.
Without thee there is none other; all is thy play and (thy) arena, 0 Lord!
(3). All the living creatures are^made by thee.
Where, where it pleased (thee), there, there they were placed.
Whatever is made, is thine, nothing is ours, 0 Lord!
(4). Having meditated on the name I have obtained great comfort.
Having sung the excellences of Hari my mind has become refreshed.
The perfect Guru has congratulated me: thou, 0 Nanak, hast overcome the world! *
Mdjh ; makala V.
IXXV.

XXXII.

(1). Thou, O Lord, art the support of (my) soul, life and mind.
(Thy) worshipper lives by singing (thy) boundless excellences.
(Thou art) the repository of excellences, nectar is the name of Hari, having meditated*, meditated
on Hari I have obtained comfort, 0 Lord!
3
(2). Thou espousest tho desire (of him), who comes to thy house.
In the society of the holy ones thou efFacest birth and death.
(His) wish and purpose become fulfilled; by the Guru, falling in with (him), thou art shown,

OLord!

>

?

(3). (Thou art) unattainable, inapprehensible, no measure (of thine) is known.
The devotees, ascetics and wise meditate (on thee).
Egotism (individuality) is effaced, error has ceased, by the Guru*thou art manifested (as being) even
in the heart.
These verses apparently refer to a full rainy season. Water and land, i.e. rivers, lakes, etc., and the
dry ground. No one goes in vain, i.e. every one obtains his object, is satisfied.
1
fTJVTsTT> for the sake of the rhyme, corrupted from|fqfWf^TC* subst. dim. of ftjftpHTf
8
It must be read: ^ X*ff3 % 1WT%; ^ is here * thyi" and.not postposition.! If simply \XT3 % be rend
(as most MS8. do), the verse becomes unintelligible.
,
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(4). (Thou art) the repository of joy, blessing and welfare.
Comfort and easiness is the praising of the name of Hari.
Be merciful, Q Lord, thy own name has come into the house of Nanak, 0 Lord!
M&jh; mahaluY.
XXVI.

XXXIII,

Having
very
Thy works even thou knowest, I rely on thy support, 0 Gopal!
(2). Singing thy praises (my) heart becomes green (=* revived).
Hearing (thy) story I drop all dirt ( » sins).
in

Lord
(8). I remember my own Lord at every breath.
I
This method I keep in my heart by the favour of the Guru.
1
By thy mercy light is made (in my heart), out of kindness thou cherishest all, 0 Lord!t
(4). True, true, true is that Lord.
Always, always, always thou thyself existest.
Thy works are manifest, 0 beloved! having seen them Nanak has become happy, 0 Lord!
I

M&jh ; mahald V.

xxvn. xxxiv.
(1). By (his) order rains have commenced to fall.
0 dear friend, having joined the saints let us silently repeat the name!
Coolness, quietness, rest, comfort is obtained, the Lord himself has bestowed coolness, 0 dear!
(2).j Every thing.is abundantly produced (by hira).j
Out of mercy all are satiated by the Lord.
1
Bestow a gift, O my donor, all living creatures are satiated (by thee), 0 Lord f
(3). True ia the Lord, of a true name.
By the favour of the Guru I always meditate on him.
He cutsi off the fear of birth and death, j spiritual ignorance, grief and troubles are extinct, 0 dear!
(4), At every breath Nanak praises him.
By the remembrance of (his) name all nooses are cut off.
The hope (of him) is fulfilled in a moment, who mutters the praises of Hari, Hari, Hari, Oidear!
Majh; tnahal&Y.
XXVIIL XXXV.
(1). Come, 0 pious sweetheart,JO beloved friend I
Having met together we will sing the praises of the unattainable and boundless one!
Those, who sing and hear (them), are all emancipated; he Bhould be meditated upon, by whom we
are made, 0 dear I
orms
The fruits
Having remembered the Lord, that true Lord, (by whom) to every
1

u n

^JWSTt *•*. To be satiated, from the Sansk. '^(TPfy* t

being changed to "if" and aspirated at

same time by the influence of r (Sindbl ^fl]Qr» dh having passed to the cerebral row atrthe same time)

19
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(3). By him, who mutters the name, all comforts are obtained.
All fear is destroyed, if Hari, Hari be meditated upon.
t }
By whom he is sefved, he is passing over, allthis works are done, 0 dear!
(4). I have come and fallen on thy asylum.
I
I
As it is?pleasing to thee, so unite (me with thee)!
Out of mercy, 0 Lord, apply me to thy adoration, that Nanak may drink true nectar, 0 Lord!
;i

Mfijh; mahala V.
XXIX.

XXXVI.

*
•

i *

(1). Govind, the Lord, has become merciful.
The cloud rains in all places. f
*
I
He is compassionate to the poor and always merciful, coolness is bestowed^ by the creator, (J dear!
(2). He cherishes his own creatures:
As a mother takes care of her child.
I
He removes pain, the Lord is the ocean of comfort, he gives food to all, 0 deafr!
(3). In water and land is omnipresent the kind one.
I make myself always a sacrifice and oblation (for him).
Always, night and day, I meditate on him, who in a moment .saves all, 0 dear:
I
(4). -All are protected by the Lord himself.
I
All sorrows and troubles are gone off.
I
I
Muttering the name (my) heart and body (become) fresh (revived), (if) the Lord look favourably
on Nanak, 0 dear!
I I
I
I
I
Mujh; mahala v.
I

a

i

xxx. x^xvn.
f

(1). Where the name of (my) beloved Lord is muttered:
'
*?
T
Those places are golden upper-storied houses.
*
*
* t
Where the name of my Govind is not'muttered, thoseicities become^desolate^ 0 dear! \ 1
(2). Who eating dry bread remembers Hari:
+ I
(On him) Hari looks in mercy inside and outside* **
* *
i
Who, having eaten and eaten, ^commits wicked deeds,* him consider an offspringibf poison, 0 dear!
(3). Who shows no affection for the saints :
*
Who commitsmisdeeds with the Sakats (the worshippers of the Sakti) :
By (that) ignorant man his (human) body, so difficult to be obtained, is ithrown away, his own root
is uprooted by himself, 0 dear!
(4), 0 thou compassionate to the poor, (I'flee) to thy asylum!
Thou art to me the ocean of comfort, 0 Guru Gopal I
Bestow mercy (on me), that Nanak may sing (thy){praises; kcep^my honour; p Lord!
j r /

v

£

Mujh; mahala V.

xxxi. XXXVIII.
f

^

'•••

•

(1). The feet of the Lord are contained in my heart.
All th« troubles of the Kali-yug have fled afar.
'Rranqmillity, ease, understanding, contemplation have sprung up, with the holy ones is (my) dwelling,

O Lord!
*

I
* ftft T&wYh'not adjective, but the Format. Plur. (instead of ^ ^ %35t 3^)-

*
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(2). Love has sprung up (in me) and does, not break by any means.
Hari is within and without (me) brimful.
I
Rememberingy remembering, remembering (thee) I sing (thy) praises, the noose of Yama is cut off
(by thee), 0 Lord!
1
(3). Nectar rains (by) the voice not produced by beating.
In heart and body tranquillity is diffused.
Thy servants are perfectly satiated, the true Guru has}comforted them, 0 Lord 1
(4). Whose it was, he has obtained the fruit (of his former works).
I
By the Lord heKis in mercy united with (himself).,
I
(His) coming and going is stopped; Nanak;(says): the desire of the very fortunate one (thou art)
fulfilling, 0 Lord!
i \
1
.j ?
, * j •
0
'

Mnjh ; malxala V.
]

XXXII.

XXXIX

(1). Rain has fallen, by the Lord it was poured down.
All living creatures are allowed to dwell in comfort.
The troubles are gone, comfort has set in, the true name of Hari, Hari, I will remember, 0 Lord!
\
(2). Whose they were, by him they were cherished.
I
The Supreme Brahm has become (their) protector.
By my Lord (their) supplication was heard, (their) calamity was brought to an end (by thee), 0 Lord!
(3). To all creatures he is giving.
|
By the favour of the Guru he has looked down in mercy.
H In water, land and on the face of the earth all have been satiated; I will wash the feet of the >holy
one (=• the Guru), 0 Lord!
(4). The desire of the heart he is bringing about.
I always, always sacrifice myself (for him).
I By the destroyer of pain a gift was given to Nanak; thou gratifiest' those, who are imbued with
love (to thee), 0 Lord!
Mujh ; mahala V.
&XXIII.

!

f

XL.

•

f

i

I
I

(1). (My) heart and body, are thine, my wealth also is thine.
Thou art my master, owner and Lord.
f
>
Life and body are all thy stock, thine is the strength, 0 Gopal!
i
4
(2). Thou art always, always the giver of comfort.
Bowing, bowing I fall down at thy feet.
I do work (for thee), if I please thee (and) when thou givest it to me, 0 merciful Lord!
3
(3). 0 Lord, thou art my credit, thou art my deposit.
"What thou givest, that comfort I enjoy.
Where thou puttcst (me), there is paradise, thou art the cherisher of all, 0 Lord!
1

*4l<i\T *•/*• voice or sound, not produced by beating (or playing) a musical instrument,ibut taking its
rise iiKtlie dasva duar.
ciH^wl (the causal of yHc\'|), 2nd pcrs. sing, pros., instead of*d*nfw> which is more connnon in the
Graiith.

[ smyn. Literally : what is torbe taken or obtained from (%) somebody, one's dues, credit. JkJcM
s.m. deposit, pledge (Sansk. ^^^f), which one is to receive back.
'
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(4). Remembering, remembering (thee) Nanak has obtainedicomfort.
The eight watches he sang thy praises.
All his desires were fulfilled, he willrXUNror be afflicted, 0 Lord!
Mujh; m({haUl N.
XXXIV.

I<

XLI.

(1). By the Supreme Brahta, the*Lord, a cloud (containing rain) was sent.*
On water, land, on the face of the earth, onHhe ten regions%e made it rain.
Tranquillity (of mind) has sprung up, all| thirst is quenched, itfall places joy is spread, 0 dear!
(2). The giver of Comfort, the remover of pain;(is he).
He himself bestows gifts on all living creatures.
He himself cherishes his own creatures; falling at his feet I will conciliate (him), 0 dear!
(3). By falling on whose asylum salvation is obtained :
The name of (that) Hari should at every hreath be meditated upon!
Without him there is no other Lord, all places are his, 0 dear!
(4). Thou art my trust, 0 Lord, even thou.
ThouWt the true Lord, weighty with>excellences)
Nanak, (thy) slave, says (this) supplication : the eight watches I meditate on thee, 0*Lord !
Mujh; mahald Y*
XXXV.

XLII.

(1). Ail comforts have sprung up, the Lord is pleased.
The feet of the perfefit Guru ar6 dwellirig in (my) neart.
Understanding, deep meditation springs up; (in whose) heart is absorbedness of mind, he knows
that sentiment, 0 dear!
(2). Unattainable, inapprehensible is my Lord.
In every body he dwells near.
1
The donor of the living beings is always distinct; some rare one knows his own self, 0 dear!
(3). This is the sign of being united with the Lord:
(If) in his heart he^knows (only) one true order (command).
He is easily content and always satisfied, his joy is in the will of the Lord, 0 dear!
(4). By the Lord, the giver, (his) hand was given (to me).
All the diseases of birth and death are done away.
Nanak is made by the Lord his own slave, by the praise of Hari he enjoys pleasure, 0 dear!
Mujh; mahald V.
*

XXXVI.

XLIII.

(1). Gopal, the Lord, has bestowed mercy (on me).
The feet of the Guru dwell in (my) heart.
That creator has espoused (me) as his own, the tabernacle of pain is pulled down (by him), 0 dear!
(2). In (my) heart and body is settled that True one.
Not any difficult place is seen.
The messengers (of Yama), (my) enemies have become (my) friends, the one Lord is praised (by
me), O doar!
The sens* is: the Supreme abides in every body, but distinct from it, not mixed up witluit. Some rare
one knows that the Supreme abides in his own self (or body) nnd yet is distinct fromiit.
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(3). Whatever he does, that (he does) himself (alone).
1
By (human) wisdom and cleverness nothing is produced.
He himself assists his own saints, by the Lord (their) error and mistake are taken away, 0 dear!
(4). The lotusjof the foot is the support of (his) people.
(All) the eight watches (their) occupation is with the name of Bam.
In comfort and joy they sing the praises of Govind, the Lord; all (his saints) are taken care of (by
him), 0 dear!
. j

Mdjh;

m ah aid V.

XXXVII. XLIV,
*
(1). That is a true house, in which the True one is meditated upon.
That heart is happy, in which the praises of Hari are sung.
That country is beautiful, in which dwell* the^people of Hari,{(who Tare) a sacrifice to the* gratuitous
service of the true name, 0 dear!
8
(2). The greatness (and)*.value (of) the True one is not obtained (by man).
|i(His).power and works cannot be told.
Thy people live, meditating, meditating (upon thee), the true word (of the Guru) is this heart's
trust, 0 Lord!
(3). The praising of the True one is obtained by a great destiny.
By the favour of the Guru the praises of Had are sung.
Those who are imbued with love to thee, please thee, (whose) aim is the true name, 0 Lord!
(4). Nobody knows the end of the True one.
In every place tis that True one.
0 Nanak! the True one should always be meditated upon, (who is) acquainted with the heart and
knowing (ail), 0 dear!
Mdjh; mahaldV.
X X ^ V I I I . XLV.
(1). (That) night is beautiful, (that) day is pleasant:
(In which) there is a meeting with the saints in muttering the nectar-name.
3
Where the gharl, the muhurta, 3the pal pass in remembrance (of the name), there life is fruitful,
O dear»!
(2). By remembrance of the name all sins are taken off.
Inside and outside is the Lord Hari with (them).
Fear and error are removed 'by the perfect Guru, he (i.e. Hari) is seen in all places, 0 dear!
(3). The Lord is powerful, great, high, boundless.
His store-rooms are filled with the name (containing) the nine treasures.
4
At the beginning, at the end, in the midst is that Lord; do not compare (him) with another, 0 dear!
(4). 0 my compassionate to the poor, bestow mercy (on me)!
The beggar asks the dust of the pious.
Give the gift, (which) Nanak thy servant asks, that I may always, always meditate (on thee), 0 Lord!
1

t0

)e

TTT^frf Sindhi WpTflt, ' produced. Arjun uses many words which are preserved in Sindhi only.
1
i.e. Found out or apprehended*
3
The ghafi is, as pointed out already, twenty-four minutes, the muhurta forty-eight minutes, and the pal
the sixtieth part of a ghafi (^jf^^jj).
4
^ ^ * 5 ^ 7* 'wi^Tt- 35%# near to, Is {originally the Formative (Locative) of JSJqTf — Sansk. JflJ,
clinging to, sticking to, contact with | literally: do not bring (him) in contact with another, i.e. do not compare him with another.
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Mujk; mahaJd V.
XXXIX.

t

XLVI.

|^l).lHere (=in this world) thou art, onwards (=in the other world) thou thyself art.
All living creatures are fashioned by thee.
Without thee there is none other; 0 creator, thou.art my refuge and support, 0 Lord!
(2). (My) tongue lives by muttering, muttering (the name of) the Lord,
The Supreme Brahin,.the Lord, who is acquainted with the heart.
1
By whom he is served, he obtains comfort, he does not lose his human birth in the play, 0 dear!
(3). That servant of thine, who has obtained the medicine of the name,
I
Has removed the sickness of his several births.
Sing the praise of Hari day and night! this is a fruitful work, O^dcari
»
u
(4). Looking down in mercy his servant is accomplished (by him)j
Within every body the Supreme Brahm is worshipped.
Without the One there is none(other; Baba Nanak (says): this (contains) all wisdom, O dear3
Mujh; mahalu V.
XL.

-t

II

XLVII.

(1). My heart and body are attached*to (my) beloved Ram.
All my property shall be devoted and given (to him).
I
The eight watches the praises of Govind shall be sung', may he not *be forgotten t>ne breath, 0

dear!

I

(2). He is my sweetheart, my beloved friend.
In the-society of the pious' the name of Ram is reflected upon (by me).
In the society of the pious the ocean is crossed, the noose of Yama is cut oiF, 0 dear!
2
(3). The four objects (are to be obtained) by the service of Hari.
3
The tree of paradise (is obtained) by muttering the invisible and indivisible one.
Lust, wrath, (all) sins are out off by the Guru, the desire is fulfilled, Q, dear I
4
I
(4). Which man's destiny has become*full:
He falls in with the bow-holder (Vishnu) in the society of the pious.
I
Nanak (Bays): in whose heart the name dwells, his married state (or) retiredness from the world is
approved, 0 dear!
Majht mahald VI*
T
*

XLI.

XLVIII.

(1). By remembrance of the name comfort is obtained in the heart.
Out of mercy it.(t.*. the name) is manifested to (his) devotees.
Having joined the saints Hari, Han is silently repeated (by them), the diseases of sloth are extinct,
O dear!
. (2). In whose house the nine treasures* of Hari are, 0 brother!
(Kfiow): to him they accrue, whose gain (they are) from a former birth:
I

* TM 5J*Ht> f.m. dice-ga nabliug, is the world, where life is won or lost.
2
The four objects of human pursuit are: \ J ^ , virtue; cfTPR, love; ^ } t wealth ; trt^r,'.final emancipa*
tion. They are usually called ^Tp^ft.
J
N»
I I
I
I
one of the five trees of a paradise, from which every wish may be obtained.
, 3Wl \ d A 3K» whose lots have become full, i.e. who has met with his full deserts, who has reaped
the full fruit'of his former works.
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(His) divine knowledge and meditation the Lord is making full-; the LordHsr able to do all things,
0 dear 1
(3). In a moment Tie establishes and removes (again).
'
1
He himself is for himself, he hitnself is the expansion (of •the universe).
2
8
He who gives life to the world is not contaminated, by seeing his sight separations cease, 0
dear!
(4). Putting it into tho hem of his garment he causes the whole creation, to cross ( = h e saves it). .
He himself causes his own name to be muttered.
Tho Guru is the boat, by his mercy he obtains it, (says) Nanak, who from the beginning has union
with him, 0 dear!
Jllflfii; mafialu V.
X£II.

XLIX.

i

(1). He is the cause (causality), who himself causes to be done (all things).
I
That is a good place, where he puts down.
I
He is clever, he is famous, to whom the command (of the Lord) is sweet, 0 dear!
4
(2)< The whole (creation) is strung (by him) in! one thread.
"Whom he (himself) applies (to them), he clings to his feet.
I
"Whose lotus (heart), being raised upwards has opened/ hef sees ihim, who is free from all'contamina6
tion, 0 dear!
(3). Thy greatness even thou knowest.
I
Thou thy self' knowest thy own self.
I
I am a sacrifice for thy saints, by*whom lust, wrath and cbvetousness are ground down, 0 Lord!
i (4). Thou art^wlthout enmity, thy saints are without spot.
6
Seeing whom all sins go off.
I
Nanak lives meditating, meditating (on thee), (his) error is destroyed, his fear ground doWn, 0 Lord I
Mujh; mahald V.
XLIII.

L.

(1). If one asks a false petition :
*
His death is not put off for twenty^four minutes.
'
He, who always serves the Supreme tBrahm, he, having met with the Ghiru,*is to be called immovable.
(2). In whose heart love and attachment (to Hari) have sprung XLp :
*
a
He sings day by day his praises, and is continually awake.
The Lord, having seized his afm, unites him (with himself), on whose forehead the allotment (is
9
written).
1

fliWisTf existing for himself or by'himself, separate from the world and at the same' time being the
\j +11 d I > the expansion of the world. Or in philosophic language: be is transcendental and immanent/
2
s <
^ I ^ V > contamination by contact with the world; the Supreme is the M'|34V<? T« the life of the world,
but not mixed up with the world and thereby contaminated.
8

J

1

The sense is: though the Supreme is not mixed up wifh the world so as to be identical with the world
(gross Pantheism), yet. those who have got a sight of htm (have known him) know, that they are not separated
from him.
4

8

The sense is: the Supreme is the thread, on which all is strung (as beads).
JfcPT u%dTHY> free*from all contamination (by contact with the world), or free from all darkness. I
<*oo*fw is the same asfa<M,f^J tf ( f ^ j f ^ f f ) , sin.
*
I

»

1£2
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(3). The lotus of the foot (of Hari) dwells ^in the heart of (his) devotees.
Without the Lord all are wretched.
(Who) continually desire the dust of the saints, (to them) the name of the True one is a pledge.
(4). In rising and sitting down.Hari, Hari should be sung ( = praised).
By whose remembrance an immovable boontis obtained.
0 Lord, become merciful to Nanak ! what thou doest, (I) endure.

RAG MAJH.

ASTPADIS.

Mahald 1.; Ghar I.
Om / By the favour of the true' Guru I
/

I.
1

(1). By the word (of the Guru) he {i.e. Hari) imbues with love (to him), by his order he prepares
(the disciples).
I
He calls t (them) to the true court and palace.
i
0 my true Lord) compassionate to the poor, in (thee) the True one my heart is believing!
Pause.
2

I am a sacrifice, 0 Lord, I am,a sacrifice, for the beautiful word (of the Guru)!
(Thy) nectar-name is always giving comfort, by the instruction of the Guru thou art establishing it
in (my) heart!
^2). No one is mine nor am I any one's.
*
My true Lord is in the three worlds.
3
Given to egotism many people depart, having practised vices they regret it (afterwards).
(3). Who knows his order> he praises the excellences of Hari.
By the work of the Guru he meditates on the name.
At the gate (of Hari) account (is taken) from all, he is let off, who is shining by the true name.
(4). The self-willed one goes astray and gets no place (with Hari).
Being bound he is struck in his face at the gate of Yam a.
Without the name no one is a companion with (him)} the emancipated ones;are meditating on the
name.
True
Bound by duality he comes and'goes.
The written destiny no one effaces; the disciple he {i.e. Hari) causes to be emancipated.
(6). In her father's 5 house her beloved was not known (by her).
Separated (from him) by falsehood she weeps with sighs.
Wretched (robbed) by vices she does not obtain the palace (of Hari); forgiveness for vi
procured by virtues.
(7). By whom in her father's house the beloved is known:
1

M tlYfcJ = *W 10 9 he prepares, he accomplishes the disciples by uniting them to himself, by final emancipation.
JIUIcgfci'tfT might also be translated; by the word I am shining, lustrous

* ui5fcft> supply fawfy.
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That (female) disciple understands (the truth), on? the true Being (Deity) she reflects.
Her coming^and going are brought to a stop, she is absorbed in the true name.
(8). The disciple comprehends (him, who) is called inexpressible.
To the true one the true Lord is pleasing.
Nanak says a true word; who is united with the True onC| he sings his praises.;
Ilajh; wahalii IIT.; fflntr T.
I. IT.
(1). (Whose) destiny it is, (him) the true Guru unites (with Hori).
Ho applies his mind to the service (of Hari), to the remembrance (or the name of Hari), and to the
word (of the .Guru),
Having continually destroyed his egotism, comfort is obtained (by him), the infatuation of the Maya
1
has ceased.
Pause.
X am devoted, Lord, I am devoted, I am a sacrifice (to them, who are) devoted to {he true G^ru.
By the doctrine of the Guru light has been made (in their) heart, day by day (they a?e) singing the
praises of Hari.
(2). If he search (his) body and heart, then he obtains the name.
2
He keeps backlmsy stirring and cnecks it.
Day by day he sings the word of ttie Guru, easily he is making adoration (to Hari). r
(3). Within this body is an incalculable thing.
If from the mouth of the Guru the True one be obtained, then it is seen.
There are nine gates (to the body), in the tenth? he is emancipated and causes the unbeaten sound
to be sounded.
(4). True is the Lord, of a true name.
Who by the favour of the Guru causes him to dwell.m (his) heart:
He remains day by day and continually imbued with his love, and obtains acuteness of mind, at the
true.gate.
(5). Who has not got knowledge of sin and religious merit:
She clin gs to duality and is led astray by error.
Blind by ignorance she does not know the way, again and again she comes and goes.
(6). Prom the service of the Guru comfort is always obtained.
» l(T " it mine," is stopped.
I,
By the discourse of the Guru darkness is blotted out) the shutters, hard like adamant, he (the Guru)
is opening
(7). Having destroyed egotism,(individuality) he (Hari) is established fn the mind.
The mind is always directed on the feet of "the Guru.
4
By the mercy of the Guru heart and body are pure, (it is) meditating on the pure name.
(8). Life and death (rest) all with thee.
On whom thou bestowest (thy favour), to him thou givest greatness.
Nanak CsaYs^ i Meditate thou alwavs on the name* thou art (thus^ adjusting* fthvVbirtih and death
i

are a mere

, the last three syllables, V^TcMKT *
alliteration, without any meaning, as the.
whole cannot be taken here as verbal adjective.
\s.m.9 Sansk. \JTfarfr» busy stirring, running tifter the things of. this world (the same as TP|ft!).
8
He who concentrates the vital air or breathHn the tenth gate (from which the soul takes if* flight from
the body) is already emancipated and hears there the Om.
The sense is: thou art putting a stop to.
20

I

I
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Mfijh; mahahl TTI.
I
1
J II. JTL
I
(1), My Lord is-spotless, unattainable, boundless.
Without scales he weighs the world.
I
Who becomes a disciple, he comprehends (him), having recited (his) qualities he is absorbed in him,
who is endowed with (all) qualities.
Pause.
I am devoted, I am devoted (to them), 0 Lord, who make the name of Hari dwell in.(their) heart.
Those who stick to the True one are daily awake, at the true gate they obtain lustre.
(2). He himself hears and he himself sees.
On whom he bestows a favourable look, that man is of account.
Whom he himself applies to (himself), he is applied, the disciple is acquiring the True one.
(3). Whom he himself leads astray, where will he obtain a (helping) hand ?
What is written before, that cannot be effaced..
With whom the true Guru has met, they are very fortunate, on account of (their) perfect destiny he
is uniting (them with Hari).
(4). In her father's house tile woman was daily asleep.
She is forgotten by her beloved (husband), on account of her vice she is sent away.
Daily and continually she goes about lamenting, without her beloved she gets no sleep.
(5). Who has known in her father's house the giver of comfort:
I
She, having destroyed egotism, has recognized him from the word (of the Guru).
(Her) bed is pleasant, her beloved she always enjoys, she is making true love (to him).
(6). Eighty-four lakhs of living beings have been produced.
On whom he (Hari) bestows a glance of favour, him he makes fall in with the Guru.
I
He cuts off his sins, his servant is always pure, at the true gate he is shining (lustrous) by the name.
(7). If he asks account, by whom is it given ?
There is no happiness also the second and third (time).
The true Lord himself pardons, he himself having pardoned is uniting (them with himself).
(8). He himself does (everything) and causes it to be done (by others).
.
1
By the word of the perfect Guru he causes (people) to be united (with himself).
Manak (says): (who) obtains the greatness of the name, (him) he himself is uniting to union (with
himself).
•
Mdjh; mahalu III.
r
I
*
III. IV.
3
^ f l I (1). He himself, the only One, goes about concealed.
I . When (by) the disciple he is seen, then this (human) mind is changed.
I
Haying abandoned (worldly) thirst he obtains ease and comfort, the One is established (by him) in
his heart.
I
I
Pause.
I am devoted, I amidevoted (to them), 0 Lord, (who are) applying (their) mind to the only One.
3
By the doctrine of the Guru (their) mind has come to the house of the (only) One, (who is) colouring
(them) wittwtrue colour.t ,'$>
1
a
1

4

£The primary cause of union with Hari is he himself and, the instrumental]cause the Guru.
ftbe sense is: the Ahsolute Being is underlying everything, but not visibly.

I

The sense of lift? *h lGcM» to come to the bouse of any one,»is: to become intimately connected.

Colouring with true colour = steeping or imbuing with true love.

I

\

*
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(2). This world is gone astray, by thyself it is led astray.
*
5
Having forgotten the One it has become attached to another.
Daily and continually it goes abouti being led astray by error, without the name it WfFers^pain.
(3). Who are in lore with the disposer of the destiny:
j
They^are known in the four ages by the^ervicc of the Guru ( = God).
To whom he himself gives greatness, he is absorbed in the name of Hari.
1
1
(4). On account of the spiritual blindness caus.ed by the Maya he does ndt think of Hari.
Being bound he (Hari) makes him suffer pain ipPthe city of Yama.
He is blind and deaf and sees nothing; (this) self-willed (man) is consumed on account of his siu
(5). Who, being imbued with one love, apply deep meditation on thyself:
They are agreeable to thy mind by their love and devotion.
Who always serve*the true Guru, the giver of comfort, all their wishes thou thyself art fulfilling
(6). 0 Hari, (1 am) always in thy asylum!
Thou thyself pardonest and givest greatness.
*
Death does not come near him, who is meditating on the name of Hari, Hari.
I
8
(7). Who are day by day steeped in the love of Hari:
They are united by my Lord, united to union (with himself).
The true ones are continually in thy asylum, thou thyself art teaching them the'truth-(or: the True one)
(8). By whom the True one is known, they are absorbed in the True one.
They sing the excellences of Harijithey praise the True onei
Nanak (says): (those who are) attached to the name, v (are) Bairagls, in their own house they apply
themselves to deep meditation.
21&jh;
IV.

mahaWllI.
V.

(1). Who dies by the word (instruction of the Guru), he, being dead, is born (again, anew).
Death does not press him down, pain does notttorment him.
•
i
•
I
Light, being blended witlijthe Luminous (Supreme Being), as absorbed, (in him),lthc mind, having
heard (the word ot the Guru), is absorbed in the True one,
v
Pause.
I am devoted, I am devoted, 0 Lord, (to .them, who) from the name of Hari obtain lustre..
Serving the true Guru (their) mind is applied to the True''one, by the doctrine of the Guru they are
easily absorbed.
*
(2). (Her) body is raw and wears raw clothing.
I
Clinging to another (but God) she does uot attain the palace (of Hari).
1
Day hy day, quickly, and day and night she goes about, without thd beloved she incurs much pain.
(3). Body and caste do not go onward j(to the other world).
f
Where account is asked, there she is set free, who acquires the True one.
Those,*who serve the true Guru, aro blessed here and there, -they arc absorbed'in the name.
(4). Who with fear and faith shows love (to him):
1
I
She attains by the favour ot the Guru the^pafevce^nd house (of Hari).
Daily and always, by day and night, he (Hari) dallies (with her), he is applying (to her) coloitr of majlfh.
1

The subject is TTTWtf •
l
\=* £Hfe '<rfifr» steeped in love.
3
"HHff^t ifiJ* colour or dye made froiti ltiajlfh (sf.),}a''red dye, that does nof^go off.
steeps her in true love.
•

The sense is: he

RAG MlJflL MAH. 111. A&Tl'Al). V. (VIS
(5). The beloved is always abiding with all.
I
: >
By the favour of the Guru he casts some glance of favour.
I
My Lord is far higher than high, bestowing mercy he himself is uniting (with himself).
I I
(6). By the infatuation of the Maya the world has fallen asleep.
1
3
From whom the sleep (comes), he awakes (it), by the instruction of the Guru he is imparting
sagacity of mind (to the world),
3
(7). "Who drinks nectar, he removes (his)jerror.
By the favour of the Guru he obtains final emancipation.
Whojis given to devotion is always a Bairagi; who destroys his own self, (him) he (Hari) is uniting
4
(with himself).
(8). He himself produces (the creatures) and puts (them) into their occupation.
To the eighty-four lakhs of (living creatures) he himself gives their daily bread.
Nanak (says): those, who meditate on the name, are attached to the True .one; rwhat is pleasing to
him, that work he causes to be done.
Mujh ; mahald III
V,

VI.

Within
uru
True

the True one is applying

the touchstone.
PauM.
I am devoted, 0 Lord, I am devoted (to them < who) ^fix the word of the Guru in (their) hearts.
Luminous
one is blending light (with himself).
(2). "Within the body is a large outlay (of things).
The pure name is very unattainable and boundless*

He
My Lord makes fast the True
he favour of the Guru he annli
True one.
He who is truer than true, exists in all places, the true ones are absorbed in lbc*True one
(4). Pearless and true is my,beloved (Lord).
Sins and vices he is cutting off.
(By whom) he is reflected upon in love and affection, him hev is
firm in (hisj
f
fear, love and attachment. .
(5). Thy worship is true, if it is pleasing, to (thee), the True one.
\

s

ere

?|3T * h
subst m. sleep (WJT)* *U iQfcvi (VRffSWHT) implies the same subject (as YfT3TT£> it must therefore be causal of \(V£<5T
(TjTfif), to fall, to'be allotted.
*Hf\Tv2 * *.m. nectar (from ^WtT* w> being changed to v and thence top, and t being elided).
But it is perhaps better to retain the same subject for the whole sentence,and to translate: he who
il
thc
destroys his own self,is obtaining ( f a & \c£falHT) ( * • • • B^lfe). As no subject is indicated, it is difficult
to say which is meant.
5
IjfaR, liter ally: collyrium for the eyes; fig., the instruction of the Guru, consideredtas a means to
sharpen the (spiritual) eyes. There is a play of wards between Ijftr?? and f/>j-rfff, uluch cannot be rendered
in English.

_
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Thou thyself givest (it) and dost not repent (of it).
(Thou art) the only donor of all living.creatures} having destroyed by.tthe word (of therQuru) (thou
art) vivifying (again).
^
i
4i*» i
(6). 0 Hari, without thee J have not any one!
a r
••*•• •'* }
0 Hari, thee I serve and thee J praise !
[
I)o thyself unite (me with thyselft), 0 true Lord! by a perfect destiny thou* art obtained.
(7). I have none other like thee.
By thy favourable look the body is prospering*
*
"Who day by day remembers and keeps (thee) in mind, (him) thou protectest, 0 Hari! the disciple
is easily absorbed (in thee).
(8). Like thee I have none other.
I
I
By thyself (creation) is made, by thyself destroyed.
I
Thou thyself art forming and breaking (again); Nanak is shining (=s becomes lustrous) by the name.
Majh; malt alii I I I .
KL« VII.
(1). Everybody he himself is enjoying.
The unattainable, boundless one is present invisibly.
Har
in the True one.
Pause.
I am devoted, 0 Lord, I am devoted (to them, who are) fixing the word of the Guru in (their) heart.
(When) the word is understood, themthey fight with (their) mind, having destroyed (their ^worldly)
desires they arc absorbed (inthe Supreme).
1
I (2). The five drunken ones rob the world.
The blind self-willed man takes no notice nor care (of it).
*
*
k
He who becomes a disciple, watches his own, house, the five drunken ones he consumes (destroys)
by means of the word (of the Guru).
*
(3). Some disciples are always steeped in true colour (love).
f
Easily they serve the Lord, being daily intoxicated (in his love).
Having met with their beloved they sing therpraiscs of the True one and obtain lustre at the gate
of Hari.
,
(4). First by the One his own self was produced.
II
3
Secondly duality, (and thirdly) the threefold Maya.
1
I The fourth step is the high (stop) of the disciple, (in which) he is acquiring the perfectly True one./
I (5). He is quite true, who is'pleasing to the True one.
*
I I By whom the True one is known, he is easily absorbed (in him).
,
1
I t is the work (business) of the disciple that hq 6ervc the True one, (and) in the True one he is
(then) absorbed.
i

i -see p. 142, note 3.

^fsnn

First the subtle elements were produced, and thence the Maya, the illusive world. Whatever is created,lis pervaded by the three Gnnas (Sato,
HnjojTamo). In the first elementary creation- the three Gunas were in equipoise, but in the grosser creation
the Gnnas are distributed unequally.
3

ytpfcft MQrti9 the fourth step or state (Sansk. H\Y*I)* that of complete abstraction from without add
absorption in the Deity, so that the consciousness of individuality is lost.** '
I
I I I
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(6). Without the^True one there is none other.
The world; clinging to another one, is wasted and dead.
He, who becomes a disciple, knows the (only) One, serving the (only) One he obtains comfort.
(7). All living ^creatures are in thy asylum.
Thou thyself, putting (them) down, seest all the rough and perfect chess-figures.
Day by day thou thyself causest the work to be dono (by them),ithou thyself unitest to union (witl
thyself).
(8). Thou thyself joinest (them to thee) and secst (them)in (thy)ipresence.
In all thou thyself art brimful.
Kanak (Bays): he himself abides (in them); the disciple gets brightness of intellect.
Mtijh; niahalu I I I ;

vti. vin.
(1). The nectar-speech of the Guru is sweet.
Some rare disciple has tasted and seen*it.
1
In (his)* heart there is light, he drinks the great juice (of Harij, at the true gate he lifts up (his)
1
voice.
Pause.
l\am devoted, 0 Lord, I'am devoted (to them, who) apply (their) mind to thelfoct of the Guru.
The true Guru is a pond of nectar; (whose) mind is true, (his) filthjhe {i.e. the Guru) is removing
by. means of the name!
(2). No one has obtained (found out) thy end, 0 True one!
By the favour of the Guru some rare one has applied his thoughts (to thee).
He neverican praise thee»enough, to "whom thou impartest a hunger aftcf the true name.
(3). The One is seen (by him) and none other.
By the favour of the Guru nectar is drunk (by him).
By the word (instruction) of the Guru his thirst is* quenched, naturally he is entering com-

fort.
Who
Is a blind fleshly-minded man, that clings to another love (duality).
) in a dream he gets comfort
What
(5)/ On whom he {i.e. Hari) bestows his own mercy, that man obtains it.
(Who) fixes the word of the Guru in his mind :
He remains day by day always in the fear (of Hari), and having destroyed (other) fear ha is removing
his error.
(6). (Whose) error is removed, he obtaius always comfort.
By^the favour of the Guru the highest step (i.e* final emancipation) is attained.
:
His heart is pure, his speech is pure, he is naturally singing the'praises of Hari.
(7). He (i.e. the Pandit) explains the Smriti, Shastras and the Veda.
(But) being led astray by error he does not know the truth (the Deity).
Without serving the true Guru he does not obtain.comfort, he is earning pain upon pain.
(&). Heshimself does (everything), to whom will one say anything?
One should go tell, if a mistake be made (by him).
Nanak (says)i he himself does and •'causes to be done (everything); who praises (the name), is
absorbed in the name.
!

Literally: he sounds<his voice, it.c he makes himself heard.
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Miijh; mahalii IT T.
VIII.

IX.

(1). Ho himself colours with natural case.
By the word of the Guru Hmi, applies the colourMind, body and tongue are steeped iu deep red colour, by fear and faith the colour is applied.
Pause.
I am devoted, 0 Lord, I am devoted (to them, who) cause to dwell'the Fearless one in (their)
mind.
(By whom) by the mercy of the Gurufthe fearless Hari is meditated upon, (them) he makes cross
the water*of existence, the baneful thing, by moans of the word (of the Guru).
I
(2). The stupid self-willed man practises cunning.
*
*
1
(Though) bathed and washed he is not accepted.
I
As he has come, so he will go, having committed vices he is regretting (it afterwards).
(3). To the blind self-willed man nothing is known.
Hari, (by whom) death has been decreed, he does not comprehend*
The 6olf-willcd one docs (rcligious)'work, but does not obtain (him, i.e. Hari), without the name
he throws away his life.
2
(4). To take the word (of the Guru) as true is the chief thing.
From the perfect Guru the gate of salvation is obtained.
sEi
Day by day he lets his voice be heard in the sabd, those who are attached td the True one* he is
4
colouring with dye.
(5). The tongue is steeped in the juice of Hari and joyful/
Mind and body are easily captivated.
5
Easily the dearly beloved is obtained; easily, easily he (Hari) is uniting (them with himself).
(6). In whoso heart is love (to Hari), he sings (his) praises.
By means of the word of the Guru he easily enters comfort?.
I am always a sacrifice to the gratuitous service of those who apply their mind to the* service of
the Guru.
(7). The true one believes in the perfectly True one.
*

By the favour of the Guru his heart is filled with love (to him).
Sitting in his own place he sings the praises of Hari: he himself, having taken him as True, is
winning him (i.e. Hari) over.
I
(8). On whom he (Hari) looks in favour, he obtains (him).
By the favour of the Guruuiis egotism (individuality) ceases.
*Nanak (says) : in whose heart the name dwells, he obtains lustre at the true gate.
on

Vtidl t account of i
*KJo/c)c\it s.f* verific

\|% or \HJ

TETP^Y *nafa w&\\l
The sabdjis the Gur-mantr, the secret word or verse communicated by the Guru to a disciple, by means of
which the disciple becomes initiated. The purport of the sabd is the name (of Hari).
4
i.e. The Guru is imbuing them with W e to Hari.
5

f

m?i

ft so

)e

The words ?TOH ^RTrf^T f*lM>t<<ftWCT y i i translated: he (or they) is earily united (fi|&>|Q
verbal adjective) witli the Innate or self-existing Supreme., 4H0-*T as adjective signifies innate; iu Tulsi Das'
Ramiiyan it is also explained by I<n*nf^R* self-existing- (as if HvJ-H had sprung. from-^^T)-

1C0I I

I

I .
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j\ffijh; ntahah'i ITT.

I

I

{ • •
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1

I

IX. X.
(1). By serving the true Guru great grandeur (is obtained).
I
Hari comes and dwells in the heart unawares,
I
Hari is a fruitful tree; by whom the nectar (of Hari) is drunk, his thirst he {i.e. Hari) is quenching.
Pause.
I am devoted, 0 Lord, I am devoted (to them, who) unite (me) with the company of the society of
the pious,
Hari himself unites with the society of the pious (those, who) by the word of the Guru are singing
the praises of Hari.
(2). That servant of the true Guru bccopies lustrous by Tthe word (of the Guru):
Who fixes the name of Hari in his heart.
The filth (of whose) egotism the pure Hari clears away, he obtains lustre at the truejgate.
(3). Without the Guru the name cannot ba^obtained.
The Siddhs and Sadhiks continually lament.
Without serving the Guru comfort does not spring u p ; by a full destiny the Guru fa obtained.
(4). The (mind is a looking-glass (of steel), (whiqh) some (rare) disciple sees,
Rust does not settle on it, when he dries up egotism.
He sounds the sound not produced (by an instrument), the pijre voice, by yneans of the word (of
the Guru) he is absorbed (in the Supreme).
(5). Without the true Guru nothing c{in be seen.
(To whom) by the Guru out of mercy his own self is shown :
1
He himself remains united with himself, '(he is easily absorbed in the Innate (Supreme).
(6). He who becomes a disciple, absorbs his mind in the One.
The error of duality he consumes;by the word (instruction) of the Gum.
Who within (his)*body makes traffic and trade, he obtains the treasure of the true name.
(7). The chief work of the disciple is the praise of Hari.
The disciple obtains (thereby) the gate of salvation.
(Who) sings day by day, steeped in love, the praises (of Hari), him he (i.e. Hari) is calling into (his) palace.
(8). The true Guru, the donor is met with,^when caused to meet (by Hari).
By dint of a perfect destiny the word (of the Guru) is caused to dwell in the heart.
Nanak (says): Who obtains the greatness of the name, he is singing the praises of the true Hari.
I

3fojh; mahalu I I I .
X.

XL

/

','

(1). If he {i.e. thetdisciplc^part with his own self, then he obtains all.
By the word of the Guru he applies true absorption of mind.
Truth he buys, truth he collects, a traffic of truth he is carrying on.
Pause.

I

'•/ .

I am devoted, 0 Lord, I am devoted (to them, who) are day by day singing the praises of Hari.
I am thine, thou art my ;Lord,<by means of the word (of the Guru) thou art giving greatness.
!

I
The sense is : the Gum shows, that man's spirit is an emanation of thejSnpremc Spirit, amEtherefore in
essoitte identical with it. He, who knows that-the Supreme Spirit is innate in himself, remains, united with
himself, %M he does* not seek the Supreme outside of himself, but considers himself as identical with him
f
T( #, I am He) top* M i l l
IfllP * » tt » t» fl J I UI9 r i * * • I I I
E
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(2). All the season and time is pleasant:
|
In which the True one 4s approved by my heart *
I
By serving the True one true greatness (is obtained), by the mercy of the Guru I obtain the True onei
(3). The food of faith he obtains from the gratified true Guru.
I
Inclination to other things ceases, when he causes inclination to Hari to dwell in his heart.
^M
'True contentment, understanding, comfort he obtains fromJthe word of the perfect Guru.
(4). "Who do not serve the true Guru, they are foolish, blind and ignorant men.
Wandering about, whence will they obtain thetgate of final emancipation?
I
Having died and died they are born again, again they come and. are struck in (their) fuce at the
gate of Yam a.
(5). If they know the flavour of the word (of [the Guru), then they know their own self.
They praise the pure sound (*= name) by the word (of the Guru).
Serving the True one they always obtain comfort, the nine treasures of the name they are causing
to dwell in (their) heart.
*
1 .
(6). That, place.is beautiful, which is pleasing to the mindjof Hari.
Sitting inrthe assembly of the.pious the praises of Hari are sung (bjf them).
Day by day they praise the>true Hari, they emit the spotless sound (=sthe name).
(7). The stock (in trade) of the fleshly-minded is false (not genuine), false are the things laid out
(by them).
r \
II
Falsehood they earn and a burthen of pain oppresses them.
Led astray by error they wander about day and night, having died they are born (again), they lose

their life.
I

I

I I I

I

(8). The true Lord is very dear to me.
I
[ I I I
In the word of the perfect Guru is my support.
I I
Nanak (says): by the name he obtains greatness, who is considering pain and pleasure ps the same.
.

y

j

M"}h; waftaht I I I .
XL

XII.
1

(1). .Thino are the mines ( = genera), (thine) the species.
*
^
Without the name the whole (creation) is ledfastray int error.
*.
From the service of the Guru, the name of jHari is obtained, without the true Guru no one is ob

taining it.
Pause
I am devoted, OHLord, I am devoted (to those, who) apply theirimind to Hari.
!
The true Hari is obtained by attachment to the Guru, (who) i3 easily causing him {i.e. Hari) to
dwell in the heart.
(
(2). If he (i.*. the disciple) serve the true Guru, then he obtains everything.
He obtains such a fruit as he is desiring.
;;
2
The true Guru is the giver of all things, by a perfect destiny he is obtained.
(3). This (human) mind is dirty and does not meditate oa the One.
•

1

Vff5^i *f* Plu?\ the four mines j yifcS *(*•/. species, kind (Sni*sk. ^IIJ, from which a substantive fan.
s
TUSH > formed, which is now in Sindhi-Hindi commonly written ^fT^T or ^TTJT). The sense is: by thee all
living creatures are created.
2
"M^J fTTfar ftjW RcfcWT may be translated either: by a perfect deptiny he (/.#'. the (ittru) is obtained
(fHWT^fenfT^ f)1&lQf verb. uilj.% iiia> being .then nil, alliteration), or fif»f<g(c%*HT may be taken .i*
gerundive and translated : be must be acquired. The sense is the snuic cither way.
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Inside much filthincss is accumulated by dint of another love (duality)*
I
At the bank (of a river), at a Tlrtha, in a foreign country the/selfish *m an wanders about and accumulates other additional filth of egotism,
•
(4). If he serve the true Guru, then his filth goes off.
He dies whilst living and applies his mind to Hari,
Hari is spotless and true, no filth sticks to him9 who clings to the Trucione, his filth he (Hari) is
taking away.
(5). "Without the Guru there is deep (blind) darkness.
*
Ho whoihas no divine knowledge is blind, stark r blind. .
1
The worms of ordure are working up ordure, and are again destroyed in ordure.
(6). Whoiscrves the emancipated ones becomes (himself) emancipated.
Egotism and selfishness he removes by means of the word (of the Guru).
iWho serves daily Hari* in truth, obtains by a perfect (good) lot the Guru.
(7).* lie himself bestows the gift, that he unites to union (with himself).
From the perfect Guru hc*(ue. the disciple) gets the treasure! of the name.
By the true name the mind always (becomes) true, by serving the True onoflhc is removing his pain.
(8). Consider him {i.e. Hari) as being always in (thy) presence, do not consider him as being far
away!
Learn from the word of the Guru, that Hariris present) within (thee)!
Nanak fsays): from the name greatness is obtained, from the perfect Guru (thou art) obtaining it
(t.^.Hhe name).
Mujh; mahalCi I I I .
XII.

XIII.

•
*

(1). Who are true here, they are true (also) in the other world.
A true heart is absorbed in the true word (of the Guru).
2
The True one it serves, the True one i t acquires, from the True one it gets comfort (with the
Supreme).
\Pame.
I am devoted, 0 Lord, It am devoted* (to them, who) cause the true name to dwell in their heart.
The true ones serve (him) and are absorbed I n the True one, thtey are singing the praises of tho
True one.
(2). The Pandit reads (but) does not obtain a relish (from it).
By another love (duality) the Maya/tleads his mind astray.
By the spiritual blindness caused by the Maya all his intelloct is lost, having practised vices he is
regretting (it afterwards).
(3). If the true Guru be met with, then'he gets the truth (the Deity).
The name of Hari ho fixes in his mind.
He dies by the word (of the Guru), he subdues ms own mrod and is (thus) obtaining the gate of
final emancipation.
f*
rl

V^JT^jf^ttfT* alliteration instead of XfcSVQ, s;m. destruction; (their) destruction is in —! Or IfBT*
CcfcJwfT is alliteration instead of VHl^f, * verbal adjective formed from \|Bc5T> being consumed ;* the luttcr
is more suitable and borne out by other similar forms (tH46 I c^fcMHT)
2
*RF, *.m. comfort, joy, as used in Tulsf Das' Ramayana. The Snnsk. ^I^fr = ?f§J = ^Pf, written also
^fp^ (hut always $. m.), signifies: friendship, intimacy, and differs from 1&39 the etymology of which is
uncertain.
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(4). He cuts off sins, he removes his wfath..
The word of the Guru he puts into his breast.
Those, who arc attached to the True one, arc always Bainlgls, having destroyed egotism (individuality) they are in union <(with the Supreme).
(5). Within (tha body) the jewel (ue. the Supreme) is found, if procured (by the Guru).
1
Threefold is the will (of mau), threefold the Maya.
Having read and read the Pandits and silent ascetics have become tired, they obtain no knowledge
of the fourth state (of the soul).
8
(6). He himself {i.e. Hari) colours and applies the* colour.
Those mcu are dyed, who are colouredrby ithe word of the Guru.
(On whom)tthe boundless colour of Haii is put,|they, having the right taste of Hari, are singing his
excellences,
(7), The disciple has prosperity and success, true control (of his passions) and intelligence.
The disciple has divine knowledge, by the name he becomes emancipated.
The disciples work is, (that) hei acquire the True one, the true i ones are absorbed in the True
one.
3
(8). The disciple establishes, and having established he removes (again).
4
The disciple is caste and brotherhood, all is he himself.
*
Nanak (says): the disciple meditates on the name, by praising (it) he is absorbed In the name
Mdjh; mahald I I I .
XIII.

XIV,

(1). Crctttion and destruction are made by the word (of the Guru).
Even by the wont creation (production) is again made.
In all the disciple himself exists, the true disciple, having produced, lis again absorbing (what is
produced).
Pause.
I am devoted, 0 Lord, I am devoted (to them, who) make the perfect Guru dwell in their heart.
Quieted by the Guru thoy^porform worship day and night, reciting the qualities (of Haii) they are
absorbed in the abode of (all) qualities.
(2). The disciple is earth, the disciple is water.
6
The disciple is wind and fire, he sports assuming supernatural forms.
"Who is destitute of tho Guru, he, having died and died, is born again; those who are destitute of
the Guru, come and go again.
(3). By that creator one sport is made.
Everything is put (by* him) in the (human) body.
1

fijfVjfxi, threefold, i.e. affectedly the three Gnnas.

2 rn

r<> colour, to dye, etc., in a figurative sense: to impart one s own essence'or nature, as a cloth by being
dyed'is changed.
.i
As to the meaning- of these words compare XIV. (1).
4
Vffe» the same us ITTf^T, from the Sansk. xtf^ff, row, line, fellowship
s
5 m
riie fiiiru, nnd iii him the disciple, is perfectly identified with the Supreme, even "Oyiffe and \ J J W 0
are ascribed to him.
A
Sansk. f q ^ f i c ^ , mb being changed first to m (JIMI)* thence to jt (the'preceding vowel
being lengthened according to Prakrit (rule).
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By the secret of the word (of the Guru) some one obtains thetpalace (of Hari), the palace-servants'
calls to (his) palace.
t
(4). True is the wholesale merchant^ true his retail-dealers.
The True one tney buy out of infinite love to the Guru.
3
The True one they purchase, the True one they acquire, from the Trueione they earn comfort.
(5). Without capital how shall he obtain anything?
The fleshly-minded one wanders about in the whole world.
"Without the capital (of the name^ all oro off emotv. ha vine? cone cmntv thev are iucurrii gpam
(6). Some purchase the True one from the dear word of the Guru.
They are saved themselves and save all their families.
Having come (to the threshold of Hari) they are approved of, having:met with their belovdd they
obtain happiness.
I
I
(7). Within is thfe thing {i.e. the Supreme), the fool seeks it outside.
The self-"Willed are blind and wander about without restraint*
4
Where the thing is, from thence no one getsrit, the self-willed are going astray inverror.
(8). He himself gives and calls by the word (of the Guru).
The palace-servant obtains easy * comfort in the palace.
Nanak (says): from the name greatness is obtained; he himself (i.e* Hari) having heard, heard (the
word of the Guru) is meditating (on it).
Mojh; mahala I I I
XIV.

XV.

J3y the true Guru his true
Think on Hari, at the end he will he (thy)companion!
Hari, the unattainable, the inapprehensible, the masterless, the unproduced from the womb, thou
obtainest by faith in the true Guru.
PauHi.

I am devoted, 0 Lord, I am devoted (to them, who) part with (their) own self.
If they part with their ownjself, then they obtain Hari, they are easily absorbed with Hari.
(2). The work, that is'written before, isiperformed.J
p
By serving the true Guru comfort is always obtained*
f
Without (divine) allotment the Guru is not obtained, by the word (of the Guru) he («Hari)iis uniting
to * union (with him self).
(3). The disciple remains uncontaminatcd in the world.
His trust is in the Guru, the name is his support.
I
If one oppresses the disciple, what is it to him? he himself (t.*. the oppressor) i& wasting away and
subjected to "pain.
(4). The fleshly-minded are blind and have no understanding.)
F
The world is a, butcher killing itself.
By slandering and slandering it lifts up a great burthen, without wages it conveys the burthen.
(5). This world is an inclosed garden-bed, my Lord the gardener.
1

T*FTjf*r :%fe• ^70siguifies here secret, mystery
VJvPSTT, *.tn. a palace-servant (otherwise eunuch).
3 signifies here: joy, comfort, happiness.
<^*HT> \crbal adjective

gr changed to

I.

ke;of the rhyme

m m

v
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He always takes care (of it), no one is empty (destitute of liis care);
As the smell is, that it gets, so it is, the indwelling (soul) is*to be known (from) the smell.
(6). The fleshly-minded are sick in the world.
The giver of comfort, the unattainable, the boundiess^ne, is forgotten (by them).
In pain they continually wander about lamenting, without the Guru they get no composure
1
(7). By whom the rules are made, he knowa^them.
As he himself makes (them), he knows (them to be made) by his order.
As he puts (the rule) inside, so it is, he.himself is (also) putting, (it) outside.
(8). Without that True one 1 have none other.
Whom he attaches (to himself), he becomes pure.
Nanak (says): the name dwells within the body: to whom he gives it, he obtains it.
Mnjh; mahala I I I .
XT.

*XVI.

>

(1). (Who) causes to dwell in his heart the nectar-name :
He removes egotism, " m i n e " and all pain.
8
Who always praises the nectar-sn^ch, he obtains the free gift or the nectar
Pause.
1

I am devoted, 0 Lord, I am devoted (to ther
heart
(Who) fixtthe nectar-speech in (their) heart, they (are) meditating on the nectar-name,
(2). Ho always utters from (his) mouth the nectar-speech.
The nectar he always looks and glances at with (his) eyes.
The nectar-story he always tells day and night and proclaims it to others.
(3). Being steeped in nectar-dye he applies deep meditation.
The nectar he obtains by the favour of the Guru.
(His) tongue speaks day and night nectar, in mind and body he is'drinking* nectar.
(4). That he {i.e. Hari) does, what is not in ^(anybody's) thought.
f
(His) order no one can efface. * * *
*
By (his) order the nectar-speech exists, by (his) order he causes the nectar to be drunk.
(5). Wonderful arc the works of Hari, the creator.
*
This (human) mind, which 4s going astray, he is turning back (to! him self).
the
Guru\
(6). The bad and good (men) are created by thyself.
are
The good ones, after having tried them, thou puttest into (thy) treasury, the bi
leading astray in error.
I
(7). How shall I see (thee), how shall I praise (thee)?
liy the favour of the Guru I praise (thee), by means of ithe word (of the Guru).
In thy (divine) decree dwells nectar^ by thy ^decree thou art giving nectar to drink.
(8). Tho^worcl (of |he Guru) is nectar, the speech of Hari is nectar.
1

f\|fi| (*».) may also be translated by: act, deed, arrangement. The sense is: he himself is ordering
or arranging everything inside and outside.
v
2
*Wf*j5 *>ff*T5- *Hf**3T signifife*«aIso: a free gift that is not asked for; this seems to suit the context.
I * vtofT^?fo*HTf here verbal adjective, instead of \ftTWT^> drinking.
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By .the service of the true Guru it (i.e. the speech) is fixed in .the heart.
.Nanakj(says): the nectar-name is always giving comfort; having drunk nectar all one's hunger is
ceasing.
Mujh ; mahald I I I .
XVI.

XVII-

(1). Nectar rains with natural ease (i.e. without any human effort).
I
Some rare disciple obtains it.
Having drunk nectar he is always satiated; he (f.e. Hari) bestowing mdrcy (on him) is-quenching
his thirst.
Pause.
I am devoted, (TLofd, I am devoted to the diseiple, who is drinking nectar.
His tongue, having tasted the juice, remains always steeped in love, naturally it is singing the
praises of Hari.
(2). By the favour of the Guru some one obtains understanding (of truth).
Having extinguished duality he applies devout meditation on the One.
If he (i.e. Hari)bestow a favourable look (on him), then he (the disciple) sings the praises of Hari,
by a favourable look (from the part of Hari) he is absorbed in the True one.
(3). Upon all'is thy look/O Lord!
Upon some little, upon some much.
"Withoutjthee nothing comes to pass; the disciple gets acuteness of mind.
(4). By the disciple the truth (i.e. the Supreme) is reflected upon.
Thy store-rooms are filled with nectar.
Without the service of the true Guru no one obtains.(it), from the mercy of the Guru he obtains (it).
(o). The man, who serves the true Guru, gets lustre.
By the nectar-name he fascinates heart and mind.
Whose mind and body are imbued with the nectar-word, he is.easily proclaiming the nectar.
(6). The fleshly-minded ore led astray)and wasted by another love (duality).
They do not take the name, they die, having eaten poison.
Daily and (always is (their) dwelling in ordure, without the service (of thq Guru) they„arc wasting
their life.
(7). He drinks nectar, to whom he himself is giving it to drink.
By the favour of the Guru heffeasily applies jlcvoutjmeditation.
He himself (ife. Hari) remains brimful in all, byfcthe doctrine of the Guru he is coming into sight.
(8). He himself is that pure one.
By.whom (creation) wasjmade, by the same it is destroyed.
Aanak (says); keep thou always in mind the name, easily thou wilt be absorbed in the True one!
Mojh; mahald I I I .
XVH. XVIII.
c
(1). They apply themselves to the True one, who please thec.
They always serve the True one with natural ease.
Who praiseithe True oneaby means ofHhe true word (of the Guru), them he is uniting>to true union
(with himself).
Pause.
I am devoted, 0 Lord, I am devoted (to those, who) are praising the True one.
M Who meditate on the True one, they are imbued with lovefito the True one, the true ones*are absorbed
in the True one.

RAO MAJH, MAIL 111., A8TPAD. XVIII. (XlX.)
(2). "Wherever I sec, in all places is the Tine one.
By tho favour of the Guru he dwells inj the heart.
1
The body (becomes) true, the tongue is steeped i
are speaking (of him) and praising (him).

16^

True one they

T*uo
This mind has seen, that all (the creation) is coming and going.
own
(4). By the word of the Guru ho (i.e. the Supreme) is shown (as*dwelling) in the heart. * *
4
The infatuation of the Maya is burnt by the word (of the Guru).
f
Having seen the perfectly True one (in his own heart) lie praises (him), by the word 6f the Guru he
is getting the True one.
*
1
(5). Those, who are imbued with love to the T^rue one, apply true meditation (on him).
Who praise the name of Hari, they have got a grt?at destiny.
By the true word (of the Guru) he himself (i.e. Hari) unites (them), who are singing the praises of
the True one in the company of thc*pious.
(6). An estimation is read, if (a thing) be estimable (calculable).
He is unattainable, inapprehensible; by means of the word (o* the Guru) knowledge (of him) is
obtained (by those):
J
(Who) daily praise (him) by the true word; none other gets an estimation (of him).
(7). Having read.and read they have become tired, no composure has come (to them).
(Worldly) thirst consumes (them), they have;no knowledge.
Poison they purchase, they are thirsty after infatuation, the baneful thing, speaking falsehood they
are eating poison.
(8). By tho favour of the Guru the One is known.
Having destroyed, duality (their) mind is absorbed in the True one.
Nanak (says): in (whose) mind the One name abides, he obtains (the True one) by the favour of
the Guru.
Majh; mahald III.
XVIII.

XIX.

(1). The colours and forms, (that) exist, are all thine.
Having died and died (men) are born (again), many turns (in transmigration) are allotted (to them).
Thou alone art .immovable, unattamable, boundless, by the doctrine of the Guru (thou art)i conveying
understanding (as regards thyself).
1
I
Paine
I am devoted, 0 Lord, I am devoted (to them, who) fix the'name of Ram in (their) mind.
himself in structin
(2). (In) all is one light, if one know it.
By the service of the true Guru it becomes manifest.
luminous (Supreme) is blending light (with himself)
1

cJT3T t steeped in =s imbued with love to.
* Jf+IWfft 3 no subject is hinted at, very likely ftprftS, creation, people, is to be supplied, as in the
second line.
3
The sense is: the mind, being instructed by the Guru (by serving him), wanders no longer about, but
dwells in its own house («bbdy), where it finds the (innate) Supreme. Compare the following verse.
4
*Uf\ffifT. <HvT9 the spiritual darkness or infatuation caused by the Maya, i.e. the duality, by which man
considers himself (erroneously) different from the Supreme.
I
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(3). In the fire of (worldly) thirst'the world burns.
There is much greedines, conceit and selfishness (in it).
Having died and died it is bom (again), it loses its honou: it throws uselessly away (its human) birth
(4), The word of the Guru some rare one comprehends.
F
'.'•>• ^A}'"^It he destroy his own self, then the three worlds become known (to him).
1
If he dies, there will not be again death for him, he is easily absorbed in the True one.
(5). He does, not again apply his thoughts to the Maya.
I
He always remains absorbed in the word of the Guru.
The True one he praises i within every body the perfectly True one is emitting radiance.
(6). The True one he praises (as being) always in his presence.
I
In the word of the Guru he;remains brimful.
By the favour of the Guru the True one comes into sight, from the True one^he is obtaining comfort.
(7). The True one is contained within the mind.
The True one is always immovable, he does not eorae nor go.
The mind, that clings to the True one, is pure, by the doctrine of the Guru it is absorbed in the
True one.
(8). The True one he praises, none other:
By whose service comfort is always obtained.
Nanak (says): those, who arc attached ^o the name, are reflecting; the perfectly True one they are
acquiring
• •

.1

i

i

Mujh ; mahalu I I I .
XIX.

XX.

(1). Pure is the word, pure the sound.
*
Pure the light, that is contained in all.
Who is praising the pure word of Hari, (becomes) pure by muttering Hari, he is removing his tilth
sins).
Pause
I am devoted, 0 Lord, I am 'Vvoted (to him, who) is causing the giver of comfort to dwell m (his)
mind.
Who is praising the pure Huri by the word of the Guru, he, having heard the word) is extinguishing
hU thirst.
(2). Into (whose) mind the pure name comes and dwells :
(His) mind and body (become) pure, he removes the spiritual blindness of the Maya.
He always sings the praises-of the Pure and True one, he is sounding the pure sound (=the name).
(3). The&pure nectar is*,obtained from the Guru.
Fromj(whose) heart his own selffhas died away, in him is no infatuation of the Maya.
Pure is his (divine) knowledge, very pure his meditation, the pure word he causes to dwell in his heart.
l). Who serves the Pure one, he becomes pure.
lihe filth of egotism he washes away by the word of the Guru.
The pure and unbeaten sound and voice sounds (in him), at the true gate he gets lustre.
^5). From the Pure one all become pure.
A|pure heart Haij strings (like a pearl) by the word (of the Guru).
Those are very fortunate, who are given to the pure name, by the pure name they are lustrous.
/6). He is purer|who is radiant by the word (of the Guru).
By the pure name he fascinates his mind and body.
The sense is: he will not he again subject to another birth and consequent death.

l-

I

i
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1

On account of the true name no dirt ever sticks (to him), (his) face is bright, he enjoys comfort.
(7). (His) heart is filthy by another love.
ia <
\ (His) cooking-place is filthy (and) in a filthy place.
I
Having eaten filthy (food) heiincreases again his nlthiness; the fleshly-minded ione incurs pain by
(his^filthiness.
»
I (8). The filthy and the pure ones, all are made by his order.
'• %*
Those are pure, who are pleasing to the true. Hari.
Nanak (says): in (whose) heart the name dwells, (that) disciple is clearing away his filthiness. . J
Ifajh; mahald I I I .
2

(1). Govind is bright, bright are (his) devotees.
i
I
My mind, temper and desire are pure.
v
Who is bright in the heart, his .face is always brilliant, the very bright name he is meditating upon.
Pause.
I am devoted, 0 Lord, I am devoted (to himf who) is singing the praises of Govind.
(Who) recites day and night Govind, Govind, (who) proclaims the praises of Govind by the word
the Guru).
(Who) sings (=praises) with natural ease to Govind i
He
He
of Govind.
(3). His heart dances (out of joy), he makesfijrmhis devotion.
3
By the word of the Guru he reconciles his mind with the mind.
4
He keeps true time (in music), he puts a stop to the infatuation of the Maya, according to the word
(of the Guru) he is dancing.
He cries aloud, he throws down
May
infatuation of the Maya makes
When he himself (i.e. Hari) ci
Hari)
The word (of Hari) is told (by him), by means of the word (of the Guru) he proclaims (it)} the
Hari) is approving (on account of his) devotion (tc Hari)
Maya he dances, by anoth
incurring

Hari)
1

*RJ QM'I^£fo*HT• *F3 signifies here joy, comfort; cf. p. 162, note 2. <3cH<^fcVHT is ft new
see m
formation of a verbal adjective, s n n ^ (
Y SiudhI Grammar, p. 52, 9), which, by alliteration, is changed
to the (in itself meaningless) form of J T^fcfVHT.
2
vfaj s.m. a*devotee or ascetic,
* The mind was before going astray by duality, it is now reconciled (united) with itself. Cf. p. 1/0, note 1.
4
3\b> 1|d may also signify: he plays the cymbal; see v. 6.
6
fVf? cjftft having bound round (himself) a halo = being surrounded-by a halo, like the moon. The
sense is: oil account of the Maya (illusion) he has become dim-sighted, sot that he is no more able to look
upon things as they are in reality, he is ensnared in the error of duality.
* • .
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(7). His senses (are) in (his) power, he is endowed with tnic control* (of his passions).
By- means of the word of the Guru lie always meditates on Hari; this devotee'is pleasing to Hari.
(8). |By the disciple devotion is made (all) the four ages (to Hari).
By devotion to another no one obtains (him, i.6. Hari).
Nanak (says): the name is obtained*by attachment to the Guru, by him who applies his mind to the
feet of .the Guru.
Majh; maftald I I I ,
XXI.

XXII.

(1). (Who) serves the True one, (who) praises the True one:
He has never (any) pain on account of the true name.
Those, who serve the giver of comfort, obtain comfort, by the doctrine of the Guru they are causing
him to dwell in (their) heart.
Pause.
I am devoted, 0 Lord, I am devoted (to them, who) with natural case practise*deep*mcditati<>n.
Those, who serve Hari, are always lustrous; by beauty and sagacious knowledge they arc brilliant.
(2). Every one is called a .devotee.
Those are devotees, who are acceptable to thy mind.
They praise thee by the true word (of the Guru), imbued with love (to thee) they perform adoration.
(3). Every one is thine, 0 true Hari!
If he meet with a disciple, then his wandering about ceases.
Wfyejr he is-pleasing to thee, thou imbuest him with love to the name, thou thyself causcst him to
mutter the name.
(4),| By the doctrine of the Guru Hari is established in the heart.
Joy and grief, all spiritual blindness is parted with.
Devout meditation is made on the One, lie is always fixing the name of Hari in (his) mind.
(5). The devotees arc always imbued wilh love and affection to thee.
The name, (containing) the nine treasures, has eoinc and settled in their heart.
By a full destiny thcttrue Guru is obtained (by them), by means of the word (of tlic Guru) (thou
art) uniting (them) to union (with thyself).
{&). Thou art always merciful and bestowing comfort.
Thou thyself unitest (him who) is known (by thee) as a disciple.
Thou thyself givcst the greatness of the name; those, who arc attached to the name, obtain comfort.
(7). The true ones are continually praising thee.
By the disciple none other is known (but thou).
1
His mind remains absorbed with the One, by (his) mind being won over he meets with (his) mind.
(8). He, who becomes a disciple, praises
The true Lord, who is without concern.
Nanak (says): .(in whose) heart-the name dwells, (him) Hari is uniting Iry means of t lie word of
the Guru.
Majh; mahaln 111.
XXII.

XXIII.

(1). Thy devotees are shining in (thy) true court.
By means of the word of the Guru they are -adorned by the name.
1

\

Hf7? ^f?>*ft HTrfiT fHM I^feilfT• fH?5T© governs the. Dative (H7>ftT)? by lli« mind h<-inK
reconciled, won over to the Supreme, from whom it wn*flpparntedby duality, duality in tin* mind tva^R.
<

H

•
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Always, day and night, they remain in joy,?reciting the qualities (of Ilari) they are absorbed in thfc
abode of qualities.
Pause.
I am devoted, 0 Lord, I am devoted (to those, who) hear and fix the name in (their) heart.
Hari, the true, the highestJis uniting £them to himself), having destroyed (their) egotism.
I
(2). Hari is true, of a true name.
I
Bv the favour of the Guru he unites some one.
Those, who are united with him by means of the word of the Guru, are not separated (again), they
pre easily absorbed in the True one.
I
(3). Without thee nothing is done.
I
Thou having made seest and knowest (all).
I
The creator himself does and causes to be done (everything), by means of the doctrine of the Guru
he himself is uniting.
I
(4). A virtuous woman obtains Hari:
I
(Who) makes her ornament out of fear and love (to Hari).
I
By serving the true Guru she is always a (happy) married woman, by means of the true instruction
(of the Guru) she is absorbed.
?
(5).. Those, who forget the word (of the Guru), (get) no place nor spot.
I
They arc led astray by error (and are) like a crow in an etnpty house.
I
This and the other world, both are lost by them, in pain they pass their time.
1
I
(6), In writing and writing paper and ink is lost.
I
By second love (duality) no one obtains comfort.
Falsehood they write and falsehood they earn, those who apply their thoughts to falsehood, are
consumed.
(7), The disciples, who write the consideration of the perfectly True one:
I
They are true and obtain the gate of salvation.
I
True is (their) paper, ;pen and inkstand, writing the,True one they are absorbed in the True one.
I
(8). Thy Lord, being seated within (the heart), sees (it).
1
Who obtains him by the favour df the Guru, that nianjs of account.
Nanak (says): from the name greatness is obtained, from the perfect Guru he gets it (i.e. the name).
0

Mfijh; mahahl I I I .

I

XXIII. XXIV.

I

(1). The manifestation (explication) of the Supreme Spirit is made by the Girru.
(To whom) the filth of egotism sticks, he clears it away by means of the word of the Guru.
fc
(His) mind (becomes) pure, he is daily engaged in devotion, performing devotion he obtaina Hari.

I
I

Pause.

I
I

I am devoted, 0 Lord, 1 am devoted (to them, who) themselves perform dovotion and cause Others
to perform devotion.
t
To those devotees reverence should always be paid, who day by day sing the praises of Hari.
(2). The creator himself is the causality and causes (everything) to be done.
Whom he pleases, he applies to the work.
In consequeucc of a perfect destiny the service of the Guru is made; by the service of the Guru he
obtains comfort.
I

Jc_<|_ f

W% M Supply from the following* lines the word "falsehood" (ST^f). itot

jjjp
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(3). Haying died, having died he lives and obtains then everything.
By the favour of the Guru he makes Hari dwell in (his) mind.
I He is always emancipated (from matter) and makes Hari dwell in (his) mind! easily he is absorbed
1
in the Innate (Supreme).
(4). (Though) he perform many (religious) works, he does not obtain final emancipation.
He wanders about in foreign countries and is ruined by second love (duality).
Uselessly his (human) birth is lost by the deceitful one, without the word (of the Guru) he is
incurring pain.
(5). "Who checks busy activity and keeps it back:
I He obtains by the favour of the Guru the highest step.
The true Guru himself unites (him) to union (with Hari)! being united with the beloved he obtains
comfort.
(6). Some are given to falsehood and obtain spurious fruits.
By second love they uselessly waste their life.
I
They are drowned themselves and all their families are drowned (by them), having spoken falsehood
they are eating poison.
2
(7). Some (rare) disciple sees in this (human) body the mind:
When he soaks up by love and devotion his individuality.
The Siddhs and Sadhiks and silent ascetics continue in deep meditation, yet even in their body the
mind is not becoming visible.
(8). That creator himself causes (everything) to be done.
What can another do, what is done by a creature ?
Nanak (says): To whom he gives the name, he takes it; he causes the name to dwell in (man's)
mind.
Majh; mahala I I I .
XXIV.

XXV.

(1). In this cavern (=body) is an inexhaustible treasure.
In it {i.e. the body) dwells the invisible, boundless'Hari.
I
He himself is hidden, he himself is manifest, by the word of the Guru he is doing away the individuality (of man).
I
Pause.
I am devoted, 0 Lord, I am devoted (to them, who) cause the nectar-name to dwell in (their)
mind.
The nectar-name is a great sweet juice, out of the doctrine-of the Guru they are drinking nectar.
(2). Having destroyed egotism (individuality) the adamant shutters are opened (by the Guru).
The priceless name is obtained by the favour of the Guru.
Without the word (instruction of the Guru) no one gets the name, by the mercy of the Guru he
makes it dwell in (his) mind.
I
(3)« (By whom) the (divine),knowledge of the Guru as a true collyrium is put upon (his) eyes:
In (his) heart there is light, ignorance and darkness are dispersed.
light, is blended with the Luminous (the fountain of light), his heart is won over (conciliated to the
Supreme), at the gate of Hari he obtains lustre.
(4). If he go to seek {i.e. the name) outside his body:
He does not get the name, he incurs much forced labour and pain.
Or: the self-existing.
I
I I I I
I
Ww here comprehensively, the inner man, the intelligent power, as being light from light.
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To the blind fleshly-minded man it {i.e. the thing)'does-not become visible, having returned^to his
house ( = b o d y / the disciple gets the thing {i.e. the Supreme).
__

•

(5). By the favour of the Guru he obtains the true Hari.
He,sees (him) in (his) heart and body, the filth of (his) egotism goes off.
Sitting in his own place he always sings the excellences of Hari, by means of the true word (of the
Guru) he is absorbed (in Hari).
8
(6). He obstructs the nine gates (of the body), he keeps back the running (mind).
He gets his dwelling in the tenth (gate), as in his own house.
3
There the unbeaten sound is sounded day and night, by ihe doctrine of the Guru he is hearing the
sound.
is darkness in the heart.
Without
4
He receives the nine (sentiments) and the seven (elementary substances of the body), the revolution
(in transmigration) does not cease.
In the hand of the true Guru is the key, by another the door is not opened, the Guru makes (the
disciple) meet with a perfect lot.
I
(8). Thou art hidden and manifest in all places.
Being united by the favour of the Guru acuteness of mind is obtained.
Nanak (says): Praise* thou always the name! the disciple makes it dwell in (his) mind.
Majh; mahald I I I .
*

XXV.

XXVI.

(1). The disciple is united (with Hari), he himself unites (him).
Death does not overcome (him), pain does not afflict (him).
Having destroyed«egotism (individuality) he breaks all bonds, the disciple is lustrous by the word (of
the Guru).
Pause.
I urn devoted, 0 Lord, I am devoted (to them, who) are lustrous by the name of Hari, Hari.
The disciple sings, the disciple dances, he applies his*mind to Hari.
(2). The disciple is approved of, he may live (or) die.
(His) life is not consumed, (if) he knows the word (of the Guru).
The disciple does not die, nor does death devour (him), the disciple is absorbed in the True one
(3). The disciple obtains lustre at the gate of Hari.
r
The disciple*puts away from within his own self ( = individuality).
6
He himself crosses and causes all his families to cross, the disciple is adjusting (his) life.
(4). Pain never befalls the body of the disciple.
The disciple's pain, caused by egotism (individuality), ceases.
The mind of the disciple is pure, filth does not again stick to it; the disciple is easily absorbed.
1

The reading of many manuscripts: fuffcTf is wrong, llffH must be read in its stead.
2
The reading of many manuscripts (and of the lithographed copies): ^f^, is wrong, ^3f must be readf
as borne- out by the best manuscripts. *
8

^RoicgfeHT is = 1J5Tr(^, verbal adjective: hearing. The sense of this verse is: By abstraction from
without and restraining the vital breath in the tenth gate the sound not produced by beating (a musical instrument) is heard, i.e. Om, indicative of the mental absorption in the Supreme.
is to be referred to the nine ^ f or sentiments of the *R?, m
elements of the body.
6
i.e. He gains the object of his life.

to the seven constituent
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(5). The disciple obtains the greatness of the name, ^ f l I M K |
The disciple sings the praises (of Hari) and gets lustre (thereby).
He remains alwava inliov dav and nitrht. the [disciple is performing the word ( = order
Gum)
(6). The disciple is daily in love with the word (of the Guru)
l a the four periods (of the world) it is known by the disciple.
Guru)
performing
(7). Without the Guruithere is utter darkness.
Seized by death they make shrieks.
They are daily sick, worms of ordure and are incurring pain in ordure.
(8). The disciple himself does and causes to be done (everything).
(For) he himself (*=Hari) has come and settled in the heart of the disciple.
ISTanak (says) : by the name greatness is obtained, from the perfect Guru he {i.e. the discipl
e. the name), i m B mm I n I ( I 1 1 1 1 mm H i
1 MSL • ! A2BMJ
Majh&mahald I I I .
XXVI.

XXVII.

in
(1). There is one and t
The true. Derfect Guru
1
(Hari)j himself the difference is made within the body, he himself (also) is making the harmony

Pause.
true Hari
Without the Guru no one obtains understanding (of truth), the di
(2). Thou thyself art brilliant, thou thyself fascinatest the world.
ance
Thou thyself givest pain and joy, 0 creator, the disciple is seeingiHari.
(3). The creator himself does and causes to be done (everything).
He himself makes the word (of the Guru) dwell in the mind, f !|£f
From the instruction (of the Guru) the nectar-sound (
springs
proclaims it.
(4). Thou thyself (art) theicreator, thou thyself (art) the enjoyer.
(His) bonds are broken, he is always free (from matter):
He himself is always free, he himself is true, (who) is apprehending the inapprt
(5). Thou thyself (art) the Maya, thou thyself the shade (caused by the Maya)
Thou thyself the spiritual blinduess, (by whom) thea world was created.
3
ThoUjthyself (art) the giver of the excellences, thou thyself singest the exc<
and
rything)
thyself disestablishes!
W
kille8t
1
1

\

thou

Differences duality.
Thou overlookest the world with one glance.
devotee

who sings it

^
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Thou thyself unitest (them) and causest (them) to be united (with thee).
From (thy) service comfort is always obtained, the disciple is easily absorbed (in thee). T
II W
(8). Thou thyself art higher than,high.
To whom thou showest thyself, that one sees (thee).
Nanak (says): in (whose) heart the name dwells, he himself, having seen (him), is showing (him
to others).
'?
Mujh; mahald I I I .
XXVII. XXVIII.
(1). My Lord is brimfully contained in all places.
By the favour of the Guru I obtain him even in (my own) house ( = body).
I always cling (to him), with one mind I meditate (on him); the disciple is absorbed in the True one.
Pause.
I am devoted, 0 Lord, I am devoted (to them, who) make the world-soul dwell in (their) mind.
4
Hari is the world-soul, fearless, bountiful; by means of the doctrine of the Guru they are easily
absorbed (in him).
(2). In the house («=body) is the earth, the heaven and the'nether region.
Even in the house is tbe young beloved always.
The giver of comfort remains always in joy, by means of the instruction of the Guru he is easily
blending (with the\disciples).
(3). In (whose) body is: " I , I , " " m i n e " (=individuality):
(His) turn of birth and death does not cease.
"Who becomes a disciple, he destroys his egotism (=* individuality), he is meditating on the perfectly
True one.
(4). Within the body is (religious) demerit and (religious) merit, two brothers.
By both, having met, a creation (of their own) is produced.
I
2
"Who, having destroyed both, comes into the One house, he is easily absorbed by means of the doctrine of the Guru.
(5). In the house (=intellectual personality) is darkness on account of another love (=duality).
(In whom) light is made, he gives up " I , I , " " m i n e " (^individuality).
(To whom) the comfort-giving word (of the Guru) is known, he is day by day meditating on the name.
(6), Within (the person) light is displayed and spread out.
Bythe testimony of the Guru darkness is dispelled.
The Lotus (=s heart) is opening, comfort is always {obtained, the Luminous one (=fountain of light)
3
is blending light (with himself).
(7). Within is the palace (of Hari), with jewels are filled the stone-rooms.
The disciple obtains the boundless name.
r
The disciple purchases and is always trafficking, he obtains always the gain of the name.
(8). He himself keeps the thing (=the name), he himself gives (it).
I Some, some disciples purchase it.
»
Nanak (says): On whom he looks favourably, he obtains it, bestowing his mercy (on him) he dwells
in (his) heart.
1

The first 5fr5c5T signifies : to unite, and f?T46lGcM, to'cause to be united in union (SftgC Loc.).
* f l W J "Offer* Locative, dependent on WfT^* The One house is the One personality, freed from the
Maya, and recognizing its identity with the Supreme. Such a personality demerit or merit docs not affect any
longer, they are cleared away by knowing the all-pervading world-soul and by absorption in it.
8
i.e. The fountain of light ( = the Supreme) is re-absorbing the (infused) light.
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Majh; mahald III.
XXVIII.

XXIX.

(1). Hari himself unites (those) and makes (them) do service:
(Whose) second love (=duality) ceases by means of the word of the Guru.
Hari is> pure (and) always giving (his) qualities (to praise), he himself (also) is absorbing (them) in
the qualities of Hari.
Pause.
I
I I
II
I am devoted, 0 Lord, I am devoted (to them, who) are making the perfectly True one dwell in
(their) heart.
I
The true name is always pure, oy the word of the Guru it dwells in the mind.
I
(2). The Guru himself is bountiful, disposing the destiny.
(His) servants serve (him), by the disciples Hari is known.
By the nectar-namej(his) people are always lustrous, from the instruction of the Guru they obtain
the juice (=nectar) of Hari.
(3). In the cavern (=body) is a beautiful place.
I
I
By the perfect Guru the error of egotism (individuality) is stopped.
Day by day they praise the name, the} are imbued with love (to.it), by the mercy of the Guru they
obtain it.
(4). By means of the word of the Guru they reflect on this cavern (=body):
"Within (whom) the pure name of Murari dwells.
They sing the praises of Hari, they become lustrous by the word (of the Guru), having met with
(their) beloved, t they obtain comfort.
(5). Yama is a receiver of customs; on second love he levies an impost.
He punishes him, who has missed the name.
He takes account of twenty-four minutes (gha^is) and of forty-eight minutes, from a (Rati he is
1
drawing out the weight of a Masa.
4
(6). Who does .not think of her beloved in her father's house:
She, robbed by second love, weeps (with) lamentations.
,
I
She is quite unadorned, deformed and bearing ill-boding marks, not fin a dream she obtains her
beloved.
(7). (By whom) in her father's house the beloved is made to (dwell in her heart:
(To her) he is shown (as being) in (her) presence by the perfect%Guru.
By (that) woman the beloved is kept fast, she puts (him) to her neck, by means of the word (of the
Guru) she enjoys the beloved, her bed is beautiful.
(8). He himself gives^(and) calls.
His own name he* makes dwell in the heart.
Nanak (says): the greatness of the name accrues (to them, who) daily always sing (his) praises.
Majh; mahald III.
XXIX.

XXX.

(1). (Theiif) life is excellent, (who) dwell in their own place:
(Who) serve the true Guru and lead a retired life in their house.
They Remain in the love of Hari, they are always imbued with love (to Hari), by the relish of Hari
(their) mind is satiated.
* *
A Masa is equal to eight (or five) Rat Is.
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Pause.
I am devoted, 0 Lord, I am devoted (to them, who) having read and understood (the name) make it
dwell in their heart.

Hari
(2). Hari is contained (everywhere) ii
By no contrivance can he he obtained.
Hari) bestow his mercy, then the true Guru meets (with one), by his
is uniting to union (with himself).
(3). "Who reads in second love ( duality), does not understand.
I
On account of the threefold Maya he is tossed about.
I
The threefold bond breaks by means of the word of the Guru, by the word of the Guru he (i.e. Hari)
is procuring final emancipation.
I
(4). This (human) volatile mind does not come into (one's) power.
runs
in
1

(5). " I , I , " he says, his own self he causes to be brought forth.
He does many (religious) works, but is not at all accepted.
"Without thee nothing is done; (on whom) thou bestowest (thy favour), he is lustrous by the word
he Guru).
(6). He is born and consumed, (but) Hari he does not comprehend.
Daily he wanders about in second love.
The life of the self-willed one is lost uselessly, at the end, when he is gone, he is regretting it.
(7). The beloved (=husband) is in a foreign country, (and) she ( = his wife) is decorating (herself).
The blind self-willed woman does such works. I
she (zets) no beautv. in that world no entrance
name
Guru
Day by day he performs devotion, day and night he easily obtains comfort.
I
(9). In all abides that (only) One.
Some rare disciple understands (this).
Kanak (says): The people, who are attached to the name, are lustrous, he himself (i.e. Hari) is
uniting them out of mercy.
Mdjh; mahald I I I .
(1). The fleshly-minded one reads and is called a Pandit.
By second love he incurs great pain.
Intoxicated by worldly affairs he sees nothing, again and again he comes into the womb.
I

Pause.
I
I am devoted, 0 Lord, I am devoted (to them, who), having destroyed their egotism (individuality),
are united (with Hari).
I
On account of (their) service of the Guru Hari takes his abode in (their) heart, they are easily
drinking the juice of Hari.
(2). They read the Veda, (but) the taste of Hari has not come (to them).
They explain a discourse, (but) .are blinded by the Maya.
, v. caus. To cause to be brought forth; to deliver (said of a midwife). The sense is: he
Anywhere
23
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There is always ignorance aud darkness in the intoxicated utc>, ,uut Jic disciple understands and
is praising Ilari.
(3). (By whom; the iiuftaUe one is related, he is lustrou? hy the wor :
l
By the instruction of \he Guru he likes .in (his) .mind the True one.
j
The perfectly Trucfone abides (with him) day anefnight, (and) the mind takes delight-" in the Truo
one.
(4). Those who.are attached to the True one, the Tmc one like-.
He himself gives (to them) and does not repent of it.
From the word of the GUITL the True one is always known, King united with the True one tluy
»;tain comfort.
(5). The filth of falsehood and unrighteousness does not stick to them.
By the favour of the Guru they wake daily.
The pure name dwells within (their) heart, the Luminous one is blending light (with himself V
3
(6). They read in the three qualities, the truth .of Ilari they do not know.
Having strayed away from the root (=first cause) they do not apprehend the w«»id b! trie <niiu.
T
They are overspread w ith spiritual blindness, nothing is (clearly), seen; from the word of the Guru
they obtain Ilari.'
(7). They read aloud the YGda, (blinded by) the threefold Maya.
The fleshly-minded do not understand (them) on account of second love (=dualify).
(Blinded by) the three qualities they read, the One Hari they do not know, without comprehending
him) they incur pain,
(8). When it ia pleasing to him, then he himself unites (with himself).
By means of the word of the Guru he'puts a stop to doubt and pain.
Nanak (says): the greatness of the name is true, by minding the name they" obtain comfort.
jlujh; tnahald I I I .
XXXII.
(1). He himself is without any qualities and endowed with all qualities!
Who apprehends the'truth (=thc Supreme), he becomes a Pandit.
He himself crosses and makes all his families*cross, who makes theinamejof Ilari dwell in his mind.
Pause.
I am devoted, 0 Lord, J am devoted (to them, who), having tasted the juice of Hari, arc getting
its flavour.
Those people are pure, who taste the juice of Hari, they are meditating on the pure name.
4
1
(2). They are exempt from the jobligation of (religions) works, who meditate on the word (of the
Guru).
In (their) heart is the truth, by divine knowledge thev destroy egotism
is also active, to consider, to like, to incline to.
2

We have in the manuscripts two readings—(a) *tfB OTT^feW* and (£) TO <JJH<jfo*HT- I» the
first case d J H ^ f e H T ( = £ j | l Q ) is the Verbal adjective, of dJ|cM> vM, taking delight in; iir the'latter
s
B*1.I*SK»'HT (=TJTT<cCST) * the verbal adjective of d3|lGcM» colouring, imbuing with love. According to
the context the first reading is preferable.
'
Cj<*jc5j Sansk. ^*p?f, the aggregate of the three qualities, the same as the following fefrjftj VfTf^llITt
the Maya containing the three qualities. It is opposed here to 33^ (CIT^T) truth.
4
fAO^J*ft (Sansk. f*T^*5)i free from the obligation of religious works (by meditation on the name).

/
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absorbed (in the Supreme).
(3). Who says: " I, I," does not become exempt
By the favour of the Guru he puts away egotism.
Within
Hari)
(4). Hari is the lake, the ocean,'pure is the intelligence (about him).
The saints always pick (it) up, it is obtained from the mouth of the Guru,
They always bathe (in the oceans Hari) day and night, the filth of egotism ( = individuality) they
remove.
(5). The devotees are pure by dint of love and affection (to[Hari).
They dwell in the pond of Hari, having destroyed egotism.
Day and night they have love to the true word (of the Guru), in the pond of Hari they get (their)
d wellin g.
1
(6). The fleshly-minded one is always a filthy heron, the filth of egotism he applies (to himself).
He makes ablution, but (his) filth does not go;
(Who) dies whilst living and reflects on the word of the Guru, he is removing the filth of his egotism.
(7). The jewel and exquisite thing is obtained from (one's own) house,
By the perfect and true Guru the word is proclaimed.
8
By the favour of the Guru darkness is blotted out, he himself is recognizing the light in (his) body.
(8). He himself produces and he himself sees.
Who serves the true Guru, that man is of account.
8
Nanak (says): the name dwells in the body (creature), by the mercy of the Guru (one) is obtaining it.
Mujh ,\ mahalu t IIL
XXXIL

XXXIII.

(1). The whole world is under the infatuation of the Maya.
4
The three. qualities are seen as beguiled by the Maya.
By the favour of the Guru some'rare one comprehends (the truth), and is applying deep meditation
in the fourth state.
Pause*
Maya by means
of the word (of the Guru).
Who burn the infatuation of the Maya and direct their thoughts on 'Hari, they obtain
gate and palace of Hari.
Maya
May
Lust and wrath are spread out in the world, coming and going (people) incur pain.
(3). In this (world) one jewel of divine knowledge is put down.
By the favour of the Guru it is made to dwell in the heart.
1

frrifc? (f^J3fi)i the power of discriminating Brahm, the invisible spirit, from the visible (but unreal)
objects, reality from unreality.
i.e. The disciple.
3
Uf?, body, vessel; any created thing or creature.
4
There are two readings in the MSS.: 3<H^ and ^3JcSY; if ^3J5?t be'read, the translation must be i
the creatures endowed with the three qualities (i.e. everything created).

—
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Who
means of .the perfect Guru.
(4). In her fathers house the woman is led: astray by* error.
(
She has clung to another and repents (of it) again Rafter wards).
iThis and that world, both are lost, not in a dream she obtains comfort.
(5). (If) in her father's house the woman keeps in mind her beloved :
She sees (him as being) with (her) by the favour of the Guru.
She remains naturally imbued with love to (her) beloved, by means of the word (of the Guru) she
makes^ove (to him).
(6). Their life is fruitful,! who have obtained the true Guru.
Other love is consumed (by them) by means of the word of the Guru.
The One abides in (their) heart, having joined the society of the pious they are singing the attributes

of Hari.

I

(7). Who does not serve the true Guru, for what has he come (into the world) ?
His life is a misery, his human birth is uselessly thrown away.
The name does not come into the mind* of the fleshly-minded one, without the name he is
incurring much pain.
(8). By whom creation is made,?he knows (with certainty).
r
He himself unites (him), (who) knows (him) b} means of the word (of the Guru).
1
Nanak (says): the name^is obtained by those people, on whose forehead (this) destiny was written
from the beginning.
I
— v

MAJH;fMAHALA IV.
I.

XXXIV.

(1). He himself is the primeval, boundless male (~Supreme Being).
He himself establishes, and having established disestablishes (again).
D~-~/
I In all exists that One; the disciple obtains lustre.
Pause.
I am devoted, 0 Lord, I am devoted*(to<them, who) are meditating on the name of the Formless one.
He has no form nor sign (and is yet) seen in everybody (=in everything created), the disciple is
apprehending the inapprehensible one.
(2). Thou art kind and merciful, that Lord.
'
Without thee there isrnone other.
If thue Guru bestow his favour, he gives the name; who praises (the name), he is absorbed in the name.
(3). Thou thyself art the true creator.
2
Thy store-rooms are filled with devotion.
The disciple gets the name, his heart is^thereby imbued with love, naturally he is applying deep
mcditatioii (on the name).
I
(4). Day by day I sing thy attributes, 0 Lord !
Thee I praise, 0 my beloved !
"Without!the© I do not want anv one else, bv the favour of the Guru thou art to h^ nhf.nin*/* 3
1

f*5VJr^fcWTT = f^TT or f*5ffc(THT> the syllable ^fettfT being a meaningless alliteration.
2
The sense of this expression, "thy fetore-roomsare filled lyith devotion or adoration," is: all devotion
is bestowed by thee from thy inexhaustible-treasury.
3
Vl<cfc5*HT fa here gerundive.
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£$j* Tho measure of the unattainable and inapprehensible one is not obtained.
If thou bestowest thy own mercy, then thou unitcst (with thyself).
By means of the word of the perfect Guru thou art, meditated upon; who obeys the word (of the
Guru), is obtaining comfort,
*.
(G). The tongue of a virtuous woman singsUhe attributes (of Hari).
("Who) praises tho name, she is pleasing to the True one.
The (female) disciple remains always imbued with lovo (to Hari), having met with the True one
she is obtaining^lustre.
(7). The fleshly-minded one does (religious) works out of egotism.
In the gambling (for) life all the play is-lost (by her;.
I
"Within (her) is greediness and great darkness, again dnd again she is coming and going.
(8). The creator himself gives greatness (to those) :
«
To whom he decreed it from the beginning.
Nanak (says): who gets the name, the Jear-destroy iug, l\e obtains comfort from the word of the Guru.

MAJ11; MAHALA V.
Ghar I.
I.

XXXV.

(1). Within (the mind) the inapprehensible one caijnot be apprehended.
Having taken thc^jewel of the name he has concealed it.
1
The* unattainable, inapprehensible one, who is higher than all, is apprehended from the word
of the Guru.
i
I
x
Sr
Pause.
I am devoted, 0 Lord, I am devoted (to them, who) in the Kali-(yug) proclaim the name.
The saints arc beloved and supported by thefTruo one, by a great lot they obtain (his) sight.
(2). For whom (i.e. in whosoincarch) tho Sudhiksiand Siddhs wander about:
(On whom) the Drahm&s and Indras meditatciin (their) heart:
(Whom) tho thirty-three crores (of gods) search for, him they praise in their heart, having met with
the Guru.
(3). The eight watches the wind mutters thee.
The earth is the servant and runner of (thy) feet.
In the (four) mines and (their) species, in ull thou art*indwelling, in the mind of all thou art the
2
sentient principle.
(4). The true Lord is known to the disciple.
From the word of the perfect Guru ho is known.
By whom he is drunk, Ihey are satiated, the true ones arc filled with the True one.
(5). In his house is comfort, he is happys
*
He always indulges in joy, pastime and play.
He is wealthy, he is a great merchant, who fixes his mind on tho feet of the Guru,
(G). First the daily bread is prepared by thoo.
Then, thojliving creatures are produced jby^thce.
1

£!ftJT<£fcM*n is here simply --?5tfT or ^f^fJJfTf STc^dvT .<./*. forming; iulhe initid, conception, fcclhio- i'San>k. ifT^ITji or taken us adjective: forming,
Urtiiur*

j
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Like thee there is no donor, no other Lord, (thoulart) not bringing any one in contaet (with thyself).
(7). With whom thou art pleased, he meditates on thee.
He performs the advice of the holy people.
1
He himself crosses and makes all his families cross; at the threshold he is not repulsed.
(8). Thou (art) great, (thou art) higher than high.
2
Thou art endless, thou art infinitely extended.
3
I sacrifice myself for thee, Nanak is the slave (of thy) slaves.
Mfijh; rnahalu V.
II.i XXXVI.
(1), Who is free (liberated), who is bound ?
4
Who is endowed with (divine) knowledge, who is the teacher (of it) ?
Who is householder, who is living lonely? who attains (his) value, Sir ?
(2). In what wise is (one) bound, in what wise set free ?
In what wise is coming and going stopped ?
Who is doing (religious) works, who is abstaining from works? who orders and is (himself)
5
ordered, Sir ?
(3). Who is happy, who is afflicted ?
Who is turning his face towards, who is turning it away ?
In what wise' is meeting (union) effected, in what wise separation ? who makes this manner
manifest, Sir?
(4). What is that letter, by which (worldly)/activity is stopped ?
What is the instruction, by means of which (one) bears equally pain and pleasure ?
What is the manner of lite, by which (one) meditates on the Supreme Brahm ? in what manner
may (one) sing (his)'praise, Sir?
(5). The disciple is free, the disciple is bound (to Hari).«
The disciple is endowed with (divine) knowledge, the disciple is teaching.
The disciple, as householder (or) living lonely, is blessed, the disciple attains (his, i.e. Han's) value, Sir!
(6). By egotism one is bounds the disciple is set free.
The coming and going of the disciple is stopped.
The disciple is doing (religious) works/ the disciple is abstaining from works, the-disciple acts by
his (own) natural disposition, Sir!
(7). The disciple is happy, the self-willed one is afflicted.
The disciple is turning his face towards (the Guru), the self-willed one is turning it away (from him).
The disciple is united (with Hari), the self-willed one is separated, the disciple makes (this) manner
manifest. Sir!
1

,

VT^fc\*HT(= MI^cM) is here verbal adjective — obtaining*
2
3j^n, Sansk. *Tf^f<Ti extended, enlarged.
s
K
*CVR -i*f|c5fc5IKT»'a corruption instead of •CTT <ttf+iH(%T)»
4
f3T*MT?ft only signifies: endowed with knowledge, though we should rather expect here (for the sake
of contrast) TifdHtl+H (f%\JT*j)> seeking after knowledge. **oib\ (^HffT)> speaking; master, teacher. The
construction is *j73JT ^ cfGc\ vh etc.
* 7 ^ of VJI y, he orders and is (himself) ordered, i.e. he acts for himself spontaneously, as explained in v. 0.
6
? 3 H » GTCTOTt odj. working, doing religious works, final a being dropped, though the word becomes
thus confounded with the substantive STcPH* work.
I
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(8). From the mouth of the Guru (comes) the letter, by which (worldly) activity is stopped.
From the mouth of the Guru (conies) the instruction, (by means of which) (one),bears equally pain
and pleasure.
I
It is thp walk (conduct) of the disciple, by which (one) meditates on the Supreme Brahm.
It is the disciple, who sings the praise (of Hari), Sir!
(9). All, that is made, is made by himself.
He himself does and causes to be done and to be established.
From the One has come forth the innumerable, in the One it is absorbed, Sir!
Mujh; mahala V.
III.

I

XXXVII.

(1). The Lord is undecayable (eternal), then what anxiety is there?
Hari is the Lord, (his) servant is therefore quite happy.
(Thou art) the hope of (my) soul and life, thou (art) the giver of comfort, that comfort (which) thou
preparest, (Lam) obtaining.
I
Pause.
I am devoted, 0 -Lord, I am devoted (to thee, who art) acting in the mind and body of the
disciple.
1
Thou art my rock, thou art my screen; who clings to thee, (him thou art) not sending away.
(2). To whom thy work is sweet:
That man sees in every (created) body the Supreme Brahm.
In jevery place even Thou, even Thou, the only One,{art existing.
(3). All desires thou art granting.
With devotion and love (thy) store-rooms are filled.
Who are protected by thee in mercy, they, by a perfect destiny, are absorbed (in thee).
2
(4). From the hell thou pullest out.
Thou bestowest mercy and lookest favourably on thy servant.
I I He sings (then) the attributes of the all-filling and undecayable one; in telling and hearing (them)
there is no end.
(5). Here (in this world) and there (in that world) thou art the protector.
l
In the womb of the mother thou art the preserver.
The fire of the Maya does^not affect them, who steeped in (thy) love are singing (thy) attributes.
(6). How shall I tell and remember thy qualities?
I
Within my mind and body I look on thee.
I
Thou art my friend, my sweetheart; 0 Lord, without thee I do not know any one else.
I
(7)- To whom thou, 0 Lord, hast become a helper:
I
I
Him no hot wind touches.
I
Thou, 0 Lord, art asylum and giving comfort; the society of the pious is muttering and proclaiming

(thee).

II
f

I
/

(8). Thou art high, unfathomable, boundless, Inestimable.
I
I
Thou art the true Lord, (I am) thy servant and slave.
Thou, art the king, true is (thy) sovereignty, Nanak is devoted, devoted (to thee).
1

I
I

*&*£> from WcgtSTt v.n. (from the Sansk. ^3TO or 9ra*0 to cling to; <SM<^cM, to send oti£causal of
McfcM* The Sikhs do not know what to make of these words.
I I
2
itfWVt literall) : a well, whose mouth is closed; but also name of a hell'.
I
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|

Ohar II.
I

IV.

I

XXXVIII.
v

Pause.
I
(1). Continually, continually the deity should be remembered.
I
By no means it should be forgotten from the mind.
From the society of the saints (that) is obtained,
II
II
By means of which one must not go on the road of Yama.
I
Take as viaticum the name of Hari and no reproach will befall thy family, Sir!
I
(2). Who are remembering the Lord:
I
I
I
I They are not thrown into hell.
,
No hot wind touches (them), into whose heart he has come and settled (there), Sir I
(3). They are beautiful and lustrous:
1
* Who are sitting in the society of the pious.
I *By whom the wealth of Hari is collected, they are profound (and) boundless, Sir!
1
(4). (By whom)'the nectar (and) elixir of Hari is drunk:
'By seeing the face of (that) man one lives (it is lived).
Having adjusted all (thy) business, worship continually the feet of the Guru, Sir!
I (5). "Who by Hari is made his own:
I To him the Lord is known,
I
He is a hero, he is foremost, on whose forehead'the lot (is written \ Sir!
(6). Who (fern.) in (her) heart is immersed (in) the Lord:
She is enjoying kingly (grand) enjoyments.
*
(By whom) no wicked (thing) is done, she crosses, having applied herself to true work, 0 clear!
(7). (By whom) the creator is made to dwell in (her) heart:
She obtains the fruit of (her) life.
1
(If) Hari, the husband is liked in (thy) heart, thy (happy) married state is lasting, 0 dear J
(8). The immovable thing is obtained (by him):
(Who) is in the asylum of the fear-destroying (Hari).
I
Nanak (says): putting (him) into the hem (of his'garment) he is brought across by him (/.*. Hari),
endless births are overcome, Sir!

Om / By the favour of Hie true Own !
MAJH; MAHALA. V.

j

Ghar I I I .
V.

XXXIX.

Pause.
(Who) continually mutters Hari, in (his) mindtis calmness.
(1). By remembering, remembering the Gurdev (his) fears are effaced and removed.
(2). (Who) comes to the (asylum of the Supreme Brahm, why should he pine with grief?
(3). By worshipping the feet of the saints and pious all-wishes are fulfilled.
3

T7T75 xluo* R I A •£! ffcjc5T> e being added;for the sake of the rhyme.!
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(4). In every body abides the One, in water, land and on the face of the earth, he is fUlly
contained.
(5). (By whom) the remover of sins is worshipped, (he is) pure by the dust of the saints.
(6). All release (emancipation) (is ?made) by the Lord himself, by muttering HarL calmness
(coldness) is effected.
1
2
(7). By the creator ^inquiry (examination) ia made, the wicked died, having become powerless.
Nanak (says): who is attached to the true name, he always sees Hariin his presence.

3

BARAH 1TAHA.

Majh; mahald V.
OJiwr IV.
Om ! By the favour of the true Guru !
(1). Be merciful, 0 Ram, and unite (with jthyself) those, who were separated (from thee) by (their
former) works and deeds.
In the four quarters, *in the ten directions (of the earth) (we) erred about, being worn out (we) have
come to the protection of theiLord.
A cow without milk is of no use whatever.
4
Without water vecretables are withering, i
is produced.
If there be no meeting with Hari, the sweetheart, how shall rest be obtained ?
In what house Hari, theibeloved (husband), is not present, that town (and) village is a furnace.
All*ornaments, all betel-leaf juices with theibody are but poor^ (ornaments).
She who is destitute of the Lord, the beloved (husband), is (without) friend and sweetheart all (her)
6

lifetime.
t
The prayer of Nfinak is: be merciful and givei(thy) name |
0 Lord Hari, join (me) with
the
Lord,
whose
dwelling-place
is
immovable.
1
I
v
1
7
(2). If GSvind be adored in the (month) Get, great joy is produced.
By meeting with the holy people he is obtained, by the tongue (his) name is uttered.
I
Who have obtained their own Lord, they come into his account.
Who live one moment without him, the>life of (those) men is useless.
I
In'water, land and on the face of the earth he is present throughout, he is containediin the trees.
Into whose mind that Lord does not come, how<much shall recount his pain ?
8
By whom that Lord is taken possession of, their lot is propitiated.
(My) heart is longing for the sight of Hari, -Nanak (has) thirst in (his) mind.
That Lord unites (him with himself) inf (the month of) Cet§ who clings to (his) feet.
l

s

, 8.m. inquiry, corrupted from
VL%9 P-P* TFf > from the Sansk. 7T?$, weak, powerless
The twelve months.

4

*TW> *•/•* Sansk. ^fni5
TTHi thing, from jjfoEJ = davva = dav = dam (v being changed to m).
6
must
e r e e a t e a ter
TTW> contracted from 5p3T9 lifetime. fHiTcjftlHT
^ P ^ ^ *ft3" *McS> otherwise no
sense is to be got out of this verse*
§ 3 (^^) i* the first month of the civil year, comm
8
*R?CT = V(7H1 (v.nX on account of the rhyme Cy\<M\
24
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How
whose love is cut off?
I
Having forgotten Hari, the sweetheart, the husband, it (•'.*. the world) has clung to the deceit
of the Mayft.
I
Son, wife, property (do not go) with (man), that Hari (alone is) imperishable.
I
r
I
Adhering, "adhering (to) a false business the whole (world) is dead (by ) spiritual blindness.
I I Without the name of'the Ohe Hari it (i.e. the world) is robbed on the way onwards (to the other

world).
I
Having forgotten the Deity (man) is ruined; without the Lord there is none other.
I
Who cling to the feet of the beloved, their reputation is pure.
I I (This) is the prayer of Nanak to the Lord: 0 Lord, join (me), let me obtain thee !
I
Then Yaisakh becomes!beautiful, when the saints meet with that Hari.
8
I i(4). In (the month of) Jeth union with Hari should be desired, before whom all bow.
I
(Who) clings to the skirt of Hari, the sweetheart, (him) he does not hand over bound to any one.
I
Rubies and pearls are the name of the Lord, they cannot be stolen.
(With) NarayaijL are (all) the pleasures, which are gratefuUto thejoiind.
I
What Hari wishes, that he does, that very thing the creatures do.
1
Who are made by the Lord his'own, they are called happy.
I
Who,* being taken as his own, are united (with him), how. should they be separated (from him)
and weep ?
(By whom) the society of the pious is obtained, they, 0 Nanak, enjoy pleasures.
O Lord Hari, (the month <of) Je^h is delightful to him, on whose foreheadt(this) lot (is written).
3
(5). (The month*of) Asay becomes hot to him, with whom Hari is not.
Having forsaken the life»of the world, the divine*male, the hopp of man:
He is ruined by duality, on his neck has fallen the noose of Yama.
What he sows, that he reaps, what is written on his forehead.
The night is passed, it (i.e. the world) is repenting, it haslriscn and gone off hopeless.
With whom.the pious fall in, they are liberated at the threshold.
I
0 Lord, bestow thy own mercy! (I am) thirsting after thy sight.
0 Lord, without thee there is none other ! this is the prayer (=word) of Nfmak.
I
(The month of) Asaj becomes agreeable to him,/in whose heart the feet of Hari dwell.
4
(6). In (the month of) Savari (that) woman is excellent (who)>has love to the lotus of the foot
(of Hari).*
}
i t
i
f
T
(Whose) mind and body is imbued with love to'the True one, (her) support is the One name.
I
The pleasure of the world is;falso, all, that is seen, is ashes.
A drop of the nectar of Hari is delightful, who joins the saints, he (or shi ) is drinking it.
Wood and grass has become green from the<Lord, the boundless divine male is powerful.
(My) heart is longing to be united with Hari; by destiny he is bestowing it.
By whom the Lord has been obtained, to those (female) companions I am* always devoted.
Nanak (says): 0 Hari, bestow mercy! by means of the word of the Guru (thou art) accomplishing (me).
5
I
(The month of) Savari is pleasant to thetn, on (whose) breast is the necklace of the name of Hari.]
2

s

^ T W - f l i Sanak. Slftj*. f
f
Snnslrj^flm£
*TMUT
5
Most MSB. (and also the lithographed copy of Lahore) read: *MNlc^, but thisfis M useless, TOT^ft
must be read, though the gender (fern.) is wrong, ? n ^ being masc. But as it shouldirhyme with ^ ^ f t
(TOTcgcft)i it is used here in spite of its being a errftmmatical blunder. | | 1 1 i \ { I I
|

EA.G MAjir, MAH. V.. BAJIAH MAHA, 7-10.
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(7). Those women, are lecLastray by error in (the.month of) Bhadu/ who have bestowed love on
her (than Hari).
(Though) a Lakh of ornaments be made (by them), they are of no use.
In what day the body will be destroyed, at that tjnie they will call it^a corpse.
Having seized (man) they march (him) off, the messengers of Yama make,no difference with
any one.
•* • - •
They stand, having abandoned (him) in a moment, whom he had loved (p. his lifetime).
(His) hand is twisted, (his) body trembles, from being black he has.becomc white.
I What he sows,[that he will reap, the field of his (own) works.f
lN"anak has fled to the asylum of the Lord, the Lord is giving (him) (his)jfeet as a boat (to crosp over).
They are* not thrown into hell in (the month of) Bhadu, who keep fast (their) love to the;Guru.
2
4
(8). In (the month of) Asun love (to Hari) springs up,**|how wilLa meeting witl^Hari take place?
In (my) mind (and) body is great thirst after an interviaw (with Hari); 0 mother, may some one
bring and join (him) to me J
#
rI will cling to the feet of (those) saints, who are assistants of (my) love.
How shall happiness be obtained without the Lord? there is no other place.
,J
By whom the relish of (his) love is tasted, they remain fully satiated.
Having given up their own* self they offer up the prayer: 0 Lord, apply (us) to (thy) skirt!
Who is admitted to a meeting by Hari, the husband, sjie cannot be separated (fromthim) in any way.
Without the Lord there is no other; Nanak is in the asylum of Hari.
*
j
In (the'month of) Asu they are dwellingin comfort, (on) whom is,the kinclness/of) Pari, the king.
Who
they are not deserving any blamu
Who have strayed away from the Lord, into them all diseases enh
Who have turned their face away from Bam, they lose their life/*
In a moment all the enjoyments of the Maya have(become bitter.
No one can make mediation,- where shall he weep 9
Nothing can be done, tho event (=what is to happen) is written frpm the beginning.
By a great destiny (lot) my Lord is obtained, then all separations cease,
.4
1
0 Lord, preserve Nanak ! 0 my Lord, release the prisoner L .
[ >
(If) in (the month of) Katik the pious people be joined, all sorrows become extinct.
7
(10). In (the month of) Manghar those are beautiful, who are seated with Hari t (their) beloved.
How shall I describe the beauty of those, who are united by the Lord (with himself) ?
The body and mind of (those) companions, who are with'the pious, has flourished with Rani.
Those, who are without the holy people, remain solitary.
A \
.
Their pain never ceases/ they have f&llen into the power; of Yama.
I
By whom their own Lord is laid hold of, they are alwrys seen standings
Gems, jewels! rubies are with Hari, he is setting (them) on them.
Nanak desires the * dust of those who L ^ e fallen on the asjlum and the gate of the Lord.
Who adore the Lord in the (month of} Manghar. thev are not born again.
1
8
3
4
5
6
7

Sansk.^nj^v
, «
.......
1
Sansk. ^5JTf%I«T- J* Gurmuklii WJ7> and W?T are in use.
Q H I V J ^ I * *•»*• dim. (of '©HRR* Pers. ^/wbt) literally: the rising (of love, etc.).
1
Literally: how, having gone, will it be met (with) Hari?
3
Sansk. ^nf^fefi.
«
sa
"HA*T f^"HJ[r l° Of birth or life, i.e. their life goes for Nothing, h uselessly wasted
or
in
In Sansk. ^TT'lf^TT ^RTTOfW;
Sindlii also: ^ftT?£ (Pasto J£).
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1

(11). Iu (the month of) Pokh cold'does not aflfoct(her), (who) has clung to the nock of Hari, (her) Lord.
(Her) mind is perforated by the lotus of the foot (of Hari), (there is in her) a desire for an interview

with
2
(Her) shelter is Guvind Gopal, the *king, she serves (her) Lord.
I
The world cannot affect (her), having met (with) the piou3 she'sings'the excellences (of Hari).
From whom she was produced, (with) him she is united; (by) true love she is absorbed (inliim).
By the Supreme Brahin she is taken by the hand and absorbed (in him), she is not'again' separated
(from him).
I I
I am devoted* a hundred thousand times (to her, whose) sweetheart is Hari, the^unattainable, the
unfathomable one.
I
Mall on the*protcction (of those), (say's ^ Nanak, (who have) fallen down at-the gato of Ifflrayaii.
(The month 'of) Fokh is pleasant ?to her, she lias) all comforts, on whom the fearless (Hari)
bestows (them).
3
(12). In (the month of) Mfigh inakc ablution and bathing with the dust of the saints!
Having heard tho name of Hari meditate (on it), 'give alms to all!
The filth of the business of life-goes off, pride will leave the heart.
(Thou) art not deluded by lust; covctousness,4hc dog, becomes extinct.
The World praises those who walk^in the true way.
All tho'religious-merit of the sixty-eight Tlrthas (is nothing), mercy to the creatures is approved of.
To whom he gives it out of mercy, 'he is a wise man.
JSfanak is a sacrifice for them, who have obtained their own Lord.
They are accounted as pure in (the mouth of/MSgh, to*tahout the perfect Gum is kind.
I
4
(13). In*i(the month of) Phalgun (she is) acquiring'jo), (toVhom) Hari, (h^tf) s^eethear^ comes
9
and is manifest.
The saints aro the companions of limn, in inou-y ihry arc'united (by him \vlUi nimvifT.
I
* (Her) bed is beautiful, (she enjoys) all comforts,TIOW there is no (longer) a'* place Il>r pifiu.
(Her) wish is aocomplishcd/(sho is) very fortimale, she harfgorlni^husHuid, Jl.ifi, the king.
Having joined her companions she sings a song of congratulation, she iutnnes a song of (jovitul.
Like Hari none other is seen; do not compare any one with him !
This and that world arc adjusted by him, lie gives an imnmable place.
\Who) is preserved by him from the ocean of the world, he docs not run abour again in births.
The tongue is one, many are the Excellences (of llari); he crosses, (says) Nanak, who falls down at
the feet (6f Hari).
In (the month of) Phalgun he should continually be praised, who Has not a bit of dovctottsness!
(14). By whom tho name is meditated upon, their works arc accomplished.
(By whom) Hari, the perfect Guru, is adored,'*they arc standing* at the true threshold.
The foot of Hari is the repository of all comforts, (by means of it one) crosses the Wutct orthcr world.
Devotion with love those have obtained, who do not bunrin worldly pursuits.
Falsehoods are gone^duiility hashed, they are filled with the (all)-fiiling Tftic*one.
"Who are serving the Supreme Brahm, the Lord,Hhey keep in (their) heart the One.
Months, days, muhfiHas (forty-eight minutes) are good (to him), on whom he'looks favourably.
Nanak asks the gift of meeting with ITaH, O llanj bfcstow mercy (on the)!
i

smisk. UTO- I

t #•«v

J

; J

^•^^T-* ?rrar - '(Blt5-

* sansi^^ntr.

*H»niisk. Tj?T^ipr

I his versts may also thus he translated f\ In IMialgnn there is ar<|iiisitfori ('^HnHvTTJT'taken AS *.f.) of
joy, Hari, the sweet heart* chines. «UM1 h munife*!.
* ^ f i n ^ ^CSl
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MAJH; MAHALA \
PIN 11AIXL
Qui I* Jiy the favour of the true Guru !
H

(1). I serve my own true Guru, I remember Hari all the days and nights.
Having given up my own self, I fail on (his) asylum, witht(my) mouth I speak sweet words.
Unite (with me) the sweetheart aud companion, separated (from me) through many births, 0 Hari!
The creatures, that are separated from Hari, do not dwell in comfort, 0 sister!
AVithout Hari, the beloved, no rest is obtained, I have searched and seen all ways (=*possibilities).
I am separated by my own deed, not any one is to be blamed.
1
Mereiftilty, 0 Lord, preserve me ! nobody else does (this) work.
• 0 Hari, without thee (I am) mingled with dust, where shall a word be said?
I (This is) the prayer of Xanak : may I see Hari, the sweetheart, with (my) eyes!
(2). The petitions of the creatures he hears, ILu' is the powerful, boundless (divine) male.
|
In'death and life (I) adore ^him)fi(who is) the support of all.
In (my) father-in-law's and in (my) father's house (I belong to)* that beloved (husband) whose
retinue is great.
(He is)1iigh, unattainable, of unfathomable! wisdom, without any end (and) limit.
1
That is service, (which) will please him, (if one) become the dust of the saints.
God is a kind protector of the poor, saving the fallen ones.
I
(From) the beginning, (from) the beginning of the Yug, ho is protecting (them), true is the name
of the creator.
(His) value nobody knows, nobody is weighing (him).
In heart and body lie dwells continually, (says) Nanak, (of whom) no estimate (can be made).
"Who (are) serving day (and) night the Lord, to them (Para) always devoted.
(3). The saints always, always adore the*donotf offall:
1
By whom soul and body are created, who in mercy has given life.
By means of the word of the Guru (his) pure rnantr is worshipped and muttered.
(His) value cannot be told, the Lord is endless.
3
In whose heart Narayan dwells, he iscalled a saint.
The desires of the creatures are fulfilled, (if) the Lord, the sweetheart, be found.
Nanak lives by muttering Hari, all sins (he is) destroying.
The creature, that does not forget (him) day and night, becomes flourishing.
(4). All the contentions the Lord is bringing to an end, to me, the huraole, (he is giving) a place.
I grasp the shelter of Hari, muttering in (my) heart continually (his) name I live.
OLord, bestow thy own mercy (on me), (that) I may repose in the dust of (thy)*servants!
As thou keepest (me), so I remain, what thou givest, that I put on and eat.
0 Lord, produce (in me) that effort, (that), having joined the pious, I may sing (thy) praises!f
No other place is seen, where shall I go to cry ?
]
4
(Thou art) destroying ignorance, removing darkness, 0 high, unattainable and immeasurable one !
May (my) separated mind be united with Hari! this is the aim of Kaaak.
I
All welfare (I obtain) in that day. (in which) I touch the feet of Hari. the Guru.
1
1
%»

#

-3fc}<S = *7^t <5 betng* merely an alliteration.

2

VifcCf *f. life as the sentient principle or motivity

3*/the Supreme God, hut also applied to a saint or devotee
W H r § = *KHtV» without measure.

—
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RAG MAJH, VAIi I.
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RAG^AJH, VAKI.
Mahald I.
1

To bo sung after the tune : Mai Kamurld and Candrahara, the Sohis.
Om! the true name is the creator, the divine male.
By the favour of then Guru!
*

I.
Sldk I . ; mahald I.
The Guru is the donor/the house (of the) Guru (is a house of) coolness ( —refreshment), the Guru
is the lamp in the three worlds.
The boon of immortality, 0 Nanak, happiness is obtained by the min<i being won over (or conciliated with him).
Sloh I I . : mahald I .
a

In (his) first affection jhe sticks to the milk of (his mother's) teat.-*
In the second (he gets) knowledge of mother (and) father.
I n the.third (of) brother, brother's wife (and) 3ister.
In the fourth affection .sporting springs up.
In the^fifth^there is) runningrafter eating and drinking.
In the sixth he inquires}after the caste of women.
In the seventh,a household is set up (by^him).
In the eighth wrath is indulged in, (thercause o£) the destruction of the body.
In the ninth (his hairs become) white, heavy (his) breathing.
In the tenth he is burnt and becomes ashes.
3
Gone are those songs, crjesrand sjghs.
The soul has flown away Jiaving inquired after^p road.
y
He has come, gone (and) died—a (mere) name I
4
Afterwards he calls (to) the platter the crows.
Nanak (says) ; the affection of thefleshly-mindedfone is blind.
Without the Guru the world is drowned.

v

Sloh I I I . ; mahald I.
XTTp to) ten (years goes) childhood, (with) twenty (years there is) sporting (amorous dalliance),
(being a man) of thirty he is called beautiful.
(Being) a man of forty he is in full strength, (being) a man of fifty (his) foot becomes weak, with
sixty old age -comes*on.
.
(Being) a man of seventy he is weak in understanding, (being) a man of eighty he is no more able
1
to do work.
"With^ninety he is sitting on a couch, being feeble he does not at all know (anything).
I have searched and sought and seen, (says) Nanak, (that) the world is a house of smoke.
I

!

VpS\y name of a tribe of Jajs.
8
fVWIcF* affection, love ; ten kinds of affections of men are mentioned,
to all states, the whole description being too artificial and therefore unnatural.
f M t e i W f t 5 , fifafte; it is.best to read fa ( =*•£) 3ft? or & R j ic
wild p ives no sense.
4
The sense is: when the shraddha is over, in which the nearest relation has offered a platter (made of
5S and filled with f^THf or rice-balls), he calls the crows to eat up the offering.
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i

if

f -

if i .

Ptfwrl,

- .

Thou art the creator, the unattainable divine male, by thyself creation is produced!
Manifold (is thy) production, of many, many kinds and sorts.
4
Thou knowest (it), by whom they are produced, all is thy sport.
1
Some come, some go off, "without the name they die.
The disciples are deeply tinged with colour, they arq steeped in colour, in the colour of Hari
Serve that true pure Spirit, Hari, the divine male, the ordainer (of all things)!
2
Thou thyself, thyself art wise, the great, great divine male.
Who in heart and mind are meditating on thee, 0 my True one, to them I am devoted.
II.

*

Slok I . ; mahald I.
The body is created (by him), having put the soul (inio it) (and) preserved, having made harmony
(between body and soul).
"With his eves he t man) sees, with (his) tongue he speaks, with (his) cars he hears.
With (his) feet he walks, with (his) hands he is working, whattis giverit(to him) he puts'on and eats.
By whom creation is made, him-he does n o t know, the blind one does blind (works).
When (the vessel of the body) is broken, then it becomes shards, the form cannot (again) be shaped.
am
Slok I I . ; mahald I I .
11

From the part of thp donor good things jare given," this tl^efleshly-mindec^one knows.
His intelligence, wisdom andc cleverness, how shall jit be told jand described ?
Who, sitting within, .does the work, he is known jiif the j four corners (of t\\ejearth).
Who performs religious works, he gets the name of a religious man, by( committing sins he is known
as a Binner.
Thou thy self, :0 creator, doest all (this) sport, how shall another jbe mentioned (and) described (as a
religious man or a sinner) ?
As long as thy light (is in him), so long he is enlightened, in (him) thou speakest; without the
3
luminous (Supreme Being) can any one do anything? show (that), 0 clever one!
Nanak (says): to the disciple it has become manifest, that*Hari alone is clever and wise.
Paurl.
r

Thou thyself, having produced the world, didstjput.it into (several) occupations.
Having placed on it the deception of spiatuaL blindness thou tjiyself didst put it away (from thee)
Within (it) }& the fire of ^worldly) thirst, the hungry and thirsty* are not satiated.
This world is in doubt (duality), having died it is born (again), it is coming and going.
i

VfS *tU3\ W TrnS J similarly f^tfTB^ = ftgM'lS
& X3\ f F t
cgsn^M might possibly be the participle present from ^ % I H l 6 c 5 1
(I am) praising (thee), the great divine male, onJy^that in this rase no subject is hinted at.
* fWHTtzftlfti °n account of thetrbyme, instead of flflHTcMT^ > similarly the following TT^HlcA^

i

•

RAG MAJFL VAtt III. TV

Without the true Guru the spiritual blindness is not broken, all become tired having clone works
(for the sake of their emancipation),
I
I
By means of the instruction of the Gum*the name is meditated upon, he ( = man or the disciple) is
filled with comfort, when it is pleasing to thee.
I
He saves his own family, blessed is the mother, who (gave birth >( to* him) !
I
His beauty and intelligence is brilliant, who has applied his thoughts on Hari.
111.
I

&Jfik I . ; mahahi IT.

1

(Who is) seeing without eyes, hearing without ears,
I
Walking without feet, working without bauds,
Speaking without tonguo and thus dying, whilst living :
(He), (says) Nanak, having known the order (of the Lord), is then united (with) the Lord
SlokJLl.; mahald II.
Who is crippled in the legs, lame in his hands and blind, how shall he run and cling to the neck
(of the beloved) ? I
H (
Wfk
i fi
i(| i \
, .
{
,
£
Make feet of fear, hands of faith, eyes of understanding!
Nanakisays: thus, 0 clever one! a meeting (with) the (sweetheart is brought about.
JPaurl.
Always, always thou art the (only) Ono, by thee another sport is made.
Having produced egotism, pride and covetousness thou didst put (them) into the creatures.
As it is pleasing to thee, so thou keepest (them), all do what thou causest them to do.
On some thou bestowest (this) "gift and uuitest (them with thee), by thee they arc applied to thn
instruction of the Guru.
Some stand and serve thee, 'without the name nothing else pleases (them).
Others are employed*in work, some are applied to true work.
(Some have) sons, wife, family, some remain uncontaminated (by such ties), who please thee.
Those (these latter ones) are inside and outside pure, they are absorbed in the true name.
IV.
SIdk I . ; mahalu I.
(If) I make a cavern in a mountain of gold or in water, under the earth.
Or in the earth orjin the sky, (if) I remain (the feet turned) upwards and the head downwards.
1
(If) I put on (my) body abundant clothes and wash (them) always, putting (them)'off.
2
(If) I read aloud the white, red, yellow and black Vedas.
(If), having become filthy I carry about filth (on my body): (all this is) folly and unsoundness
of mind.
9
Emancipated 1 oecomo by the name, says Nanak, having reflected on the word of the Guru.
41felt port. p. conj. fromi7T377T ( = Hindiiat. LA?1£) to put off.
These are unusual appellations of the four Vedas. As no further hint is given, it is difficult to say,
e appellations arc to be applied to the usual order of tiie Vedas (ltfk, Yajur, Sama, Atharva). or not.
AKlGt literally: not I, released from individuality (in German: ein nicht-ich).
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)n«; M.wn.-VAR v.
Stole II.; mahalu I.

Having washed his clothes he himself washes his body and practises continence.
The dirt sticking to*his heart he does not know, from the outside he washes (himself).
The blind one, being iediastray, has fallen into the net of Yama.
Another's thing (property) he considers as his own and earns pain in egotism,
Nanak (says)i the egotism (individuality) of the disciplo is broken, he meditates on the name
of Han, Hari
name
Paurl.
There is conjunction of the body (with) the soul, (they are) joined in union.
1
I By him separation is made, by whom it is produced.
The fool is given to enjoyments, (but) all (is) pain.
.From pleasure diseases arise by committing sin.
From joy, grief (arises), (man) is consumed (by (he Supreme) having brought on separation (of the
soul from ithe body).
9
The fool, making an estimate (of his meritorious actions) raises a quarrel.
I From the hand of the true Guru (comes) the settlement, (by him) the quarrel is brought to an end.
What the creator does, that will take place, what is done (moved) (against or without him), does
not succeed.
V.
Sldk 1.; mahalu I.

I

He speaks falsehood (and) eats carrion.
He goestto.teach others.
He himself is ruined (and those who are) with (him), he ruins (also).
Nanak (says); as such a guideihe becomes known.
Sldk II.; mahalu IV.
In whose heart the True one is, he praises with his,mouth the true name (andY the True one.
He himself is walking in the way of Hari and puts others into the way of Hari.
If there would bo a Tlrtha of fire, then the filth would go off, by bathing in a puddle he makes
himself even more dirty.
The Tlrtha is the perfect, true Guru; whojineditates daily on theename of Hari, Hari:
He himself is released (from material existence) with his family, and giving the name of Hari, Hari,
he rescues the whole creation.
to
Paurl.
roots
Some
(But) within there is much*worldly thirst and desire for clothing and food.
solitary
docs
1

This sentence is general, without special! application.
* He quarrels with Qod, as if being treated unjustly.
J
Li*. ^rrf^F*» corporeal, tfTf^R ,'jornl andffTOflpV• mental
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By means of'the instruction of the Guru death does not come near, as he (i.e. Yama) is the servant
of the servants (of Hari).
(In whose) heart is the,true word (of the Guru) and the True one, he is in (his own) house living
solitary.
Kanak (says): who serve their ownftrue Guru, they;are free from desires.
VI.
Slok I . ; mahald If* •
If cloth isistained by blood, the dress becomes defiled.
How shall the mind of them (become) pure, who drink the ^blood of men ?
Nanak (says) : take the name of God with a pure heart and mouth!
1
Other (things) are (only) false shows of the world, (which) practises false works. ,
Slok I I . ; mahald I.

•

d

When I am not (anything), what shall I say ? (when) I am nothing, what may I become?
The story (of) the creaturei. (and) the creator (efficient cause) is tpld (by me), what' has become
defiled
I do not understand myself (anything) and.teach the people, such a guide I become.
Nanak (says): (who) being blind shows the way, he ruins every one (who is) with (hini).
Having gone onwards (to the other world) he is robbed and struck in the face, as such a guide
becomes known.
P.auri.
four
(forty-eight minutes):
Ho one has obtained thee by means of celebration, 0 true, incomprehensible, boundless one!
That learned man is called a fool, who (is given to) covetousness, greediness and egotism.
The name is read, the namelis comprehended, reflection is made by means of the instruction of the
Guru.
Guru
are filled.
true at the true
Whose
true
VII.
Slok I . : mahald I.
(Make) kindness the mosque, sincerity
rectitude (equity) the lawful (food)
(according to*the) Kuran.*
*
Modesty circumcision, good conduct fasting, (thus) thou becomest a Musalman
(Good) works the Kn'abah, the true Plr (Guru) the Kalimaty kindness the pra
(Make) that the rosary, which will'please him; Nanak (says): he preserves tl
1

* ^ V ^ ' preface (to a book), generally written in highly ornamental language
embellished with gilding and decorations ; a false show or pageantry!
2
So, as the words stand, theyLgive no sense, as*nd grammatical .relation of lany kind is indicated, the
whoie verse being only a cumulus of words, as so often.
t
I

—
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ShlokUI.; mahalu I.
0 Nanak, a forbidden thing*is (to) that one thet swine, to that one theicow.
The Guru (and) Ptr then gives his assent (to him), when he does not eat carrion.
By*means of (mere) words one does not go to paradise, he istemancipated by acquiring the True one
(Though) he put spices into the forbidden food, it does not become lawful (thereby).
Nanak-^says): by falso words falsehoodifalls into his lap.
Slok I I I . ; mahalu I.

t

1

Five prayers, fivertimes, five names (in) the
five.
The first (is) truth, the second "lawful/' the thirji^lms (in the name of) God.
The fourth (is) a right intention (and) mind, the fifth praise (and) lard.
2
Having uttered the spell of the Kalimah ho is called a Musalman.
Nanak (says): As many as are false (Muhammadans), they fall (from) one falsehood into another.

u

sPauri.
Some are trafficking with exquisite gems, some are dealing in glass,
* J
Q
(From) the true Guru, being pleased, treasuries of gems are obtained within (the heart).
"Without the Guru no one Jias obtained
dogs)
have died.
investigation

(of truth).
Without the One (SupremefcBeing) there is none other, before whom shall they cry?
3
Some, being poor, always bark, the treasuries of some are filled.
"Without the name there is no other wealth, all the other objects are.ashes.
) order
arranging (everything).
VILL
SlOk L : «inahalu I.
Musaima
4

Before all, having approved.of religion, he gives away (his) property (to) the saints,
Havii
He obeys the will of the Lord on hls7head,^he minds ftie creator, he parts with his^own self. TJ
Then, (says) Nanak, having become kindly affected towards all living creatures ho is indeed called a
Musalman.
1

No verb is given nor any logical relation indicated.
*fit6tS\ signifies also incantation, spell. The Kalimah (<uib)
of magical spell.
, s.rn. Explained by treasury ; its etymology is obscure (perhaps derived from CLJjlir).
4
Jtfc^f^ji JlfOf©' can hardly be translated in any other way, as UfQf^ cannot be taken for
what to make of this*word; at any rate it is a barbarous
nt and ^TT?J = <<T!7> > haying a polishing instrument« saints,
composition, from^JJi
who are polishing the hcartjof men, cleansing itjfrom fust
3 • 9

OTf?5*? - fh*'* >

firm

>

S0unc

^ s^ure.
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SlOk II.; mahald i y .
Having removed lusc, wrath, falsehood, calumny, having given np the Maya (=» illusive world) lie
put* a stop to egotism.
If, having given up lust and women, ho abandons spiritual blindness, then he obtains in the darkness him who is free from all darkness (=the Supreme).
Having given up pride and conceit, love to son (and) wife, having given up (worldly) thirst (and)
desire he makes deep meditation on Ram.
Nanafc (says): in (whose) heart the True one dwells, he is absorbed, by meansrof the true word (of
the Guru) in the name of Hari.
Paufl.
Kings, subjects, chieftains, none will remain, oh!
Shops, bazars will tumble down by (his) order, oh !
Solid, beautiful gates, tbe fool considers as his own.
m
chariots
Gardens, property, household goods, whose own are they?
Tents, bedsteads, tapes, tent-walls, satin (whose own are the
Nanak (says): the true donor (of all these things) is known
IX.
Sldk I.; mahald I.
(Though) rivers of sour milk be made, (though) springs of milk and ghl.gush forth.
(Though the whole earth become sugar, (that) (my) soul always could enjoy itself.
(Though) the mountains become gold (and) silver, studded with diamonds and rubies.
Yet (I would) praise thee, the desire of praising (thee) would not cease.
Sldk II.; mahald I.
1

(If) the fruit of the eighteen loads (of trees and] plants) should be had, (if) their taste should
3
exquisite.
(If) both moon (and) sun should be stopped in their course, (and if) (my) place should become
immovable.
Yet (I) would praise thee, the desire of praising (thee) would not cease
Sldk III.; mahald I.
Though pain should be inflicted (on my) body by an inauspicious planet (or) by the two (Rahus).4
, Pen. &**. uJ*, known. All sorts of words are jumbled together in this verse.
WdldvJi the eighteen loads (supply: tpPSlffl
leral). It is said, that if of every
A comprehensive term for all the

tree i
trees
* The word Jiy?#T is quite unknown to the Sikh Granthis; but it is apparently the Sindhi J||^f*1»
dissolving, melting. The taste (of the fruit) is melting, i.e. the fruit is so delicate inflavourthat it melts In
tbe mouth.
ind Ketu. divJ Is said to have been a &&(, with the tail of a
fffe cH^Tt the two Rahus
drago
Both head and tail retained their separate existence. The head
ind the tall the ninth planet, called %?T.
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1

gh) the blood-drinking Rajas should be put on (my) head and my state.should appear
uld) praise thee, the
Sldk IV.: rnahald I.
(If) fire (and) cold should be my clothing, (if) wind shoukbbe (my) food.
2
(If) all the fascinating women of heaven, (says) Nanak, should become my wives.
Yet (I would), praise thee, the desire of praising (thee) would not cease.

I I I II I

I

Taufi.

The evil-doer is a goblin, (as) he does not know the Lord.
He is called mad, who does not know his own self,
I
Bad strife is in the world, by contention it is consumed.
Without the name it is labouring under disease ^and), error.
8
Who considers both ways as one (and the same), he will be accomplished.
Who talks infidelity, he, having fallen by (his) infidelity (into hell), will burn
All the world is containedfin the true Lord.
At (his} sate and court he is accepted, who parts with his own self.

X.
Sldk I . ; rnahald I.
He lives,!in whose heart That one dwells.
*•>
Nanak (says): none other lives (in reality).
If he lives (without him), (his) honour is gone.
All is unlawful, whatever he eats.
(His) pleasure (is) in dominion, (his) pleasure (is) in wealth, steeped in pleasure he dances naked
Nanak (says): deceived and robbed he goes
Without the name he loses, when'being gone, (his) honour.
I

Sldk I I . ; rnahald I.

I

What is the good of eating and dressing :
When that True one does not dwell in the heart ?
What are fruits, ghl, sweet molasses, what flour, what meat?
What clothes, what a comfortable bed, (on which) the sport of enjoyment is made ?
4
What are armies, what the attendance of mace-bearers, ^wnat) the dwelling in great show (and) in
palaces?
Kanak (says) : without the true name all things pass away.
1

I No hint whatever is given as to who the blood-drinking Rajas are.
* *H3 yfjQ* The Sikh Oranthis are utterly at a loss how to explain these I words. But M\Q fe
apparently the Sansk. STTOT* wife, Sindhi ^ 1 [ .
I
3
i.e. Hindfiism and Islam.
4
^ I f is traditionally explained by "mace-bearer."< \f^T?ft *•/• (from t / ) | ^ » domestic servants,
pages or valets), attendance (on the body). The following word, of which I could get no explanation from the
m
Oranthis, I would derive from ttfT^ (or iKT^T)ii^« * great show or display; this word*is now only found in
Marathi, but it suits the context very well.
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Paurl.

What is in the hand of the pilgrim, (if) the truth jbo Investigated ?
Poison is in his hand, he dies, if he tastes it.
The dominion of the True one is known through all ages.
(Who) minds (his) order, he is a chieftain at (his) gate (and in) his court.
I
By the Lord a work is ordertd, (man) is sent (to do it).
(Under) beat of drum the decision (of the Lord) is proclaimed by means of the word (of the Guru)
1
Some have mounted, some stand in readiness.
J
By some the loads arerbound, some are in a running haste.

XL

I

Sloh T. f mahaid I.
When (the field)4s ripe, then it is cut, what remains within the inclosure, is the straw.
Like hemp it is bruised, *the corn is taken, after the straw is shaken.
Having joined the two millstones of the mill they sit di wn to grind (the corn).
Those (grains), which remained at the door ( = mouth of the mill), were spared.
Nanak (says): I saw a wonderful thing.
Sloh I I . ; mahald I.
Behold,-what is sweet {i.e. the sugar-care), that is cut down, cut down and bruised it is bound by

the leg.

I
1

Having placed it within the rollers, they punish it squeezinglit well.
Its juice and marrow is put into an iron pan, it is heated and laments.
Also the sediment (thereof) is taken care of, fire is, kindled (thereby).,
Nanak (says): (on account of its being) sweet it is ill-treated; come and behold' it, 0 people!
PauriJ

I
3

Some do not think of death,, (they have) much hope (of living longer^.
4
Having died and died they are continually born (again); it is not in the power of any body.
I
In their own mind and thoughts they say: (we arc) good.
The fleshly-minded are continually observed by Yama, the Xing.
The fleshly-minded are untrue to thoir salt, they are ungrateful.
I
Being bound they will make salam, (to whom) the Lord had not been pleasing (during their life-time).
(By whom) the True one is found, (in whose) mouth (is) the name, j(to them) the Lprd will be pleasing.
They will make salam at (his) throne, what is written (for them) they will obtain.
XII.

I

Slok I . ; .mahald I.
5

What does deep (water) to a fish, what the etherlto a bird?
"What does cold to a stone, what the married* state to a eunuch ?
1

J

f

TTW3ft *•/• * barbarous word (like ;JTfcf5?Y)f readiness (from\jMl.La).
2
\fZ *•"*- The roller of a sugar-mill (now ^W<5)*
* *Mc^fd*HT •" ^cftyV on account of thef rhyme.4
te
f^fa 7% 3fcWT t ? $ 7&% (l.e. fjf^f),It Is not in the hand of any one = they cannot help it.
* i.e. what affects t

1
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Though sandal-wood preparations be applied to a dog, yet he runs after the bitch.
(Though) a deaf man bo instructed and the Smriti be read (to him, he will not hear).
(Though) a blind man be put into the light andififty lamps be lighted (to him, he will not see).
(Though) gold be .put (before) a herd of cattle, it selects and*eats grass.
(Though) iron be put on the anvil and crumble to pieces, it does not become cotton-flakes,
Nanak (says): (though one) tell these peculiarities (to) a fool, it is always lost.
Sl6k IT.; mahald I.
t

(If) bell-metal, gold (and) iron break:
1
By means of fire the blacksmith joins (them) together.
(If) the husband falls out with (his) wife,
By (their) sons reconciliation is effected in the world.
(If) the Raja asks (anything), he is appeased (satisfied) by giving.
:
The hungry one s appeased, when,he eats.
Drought is appeased (by) the swelling (of) the rivers (by) rain.
A bond (of friendship) (is made) (by) affection and sweet words.
The Yedas are reconciled, if one speaks the truth
The dead are appeased, if goodness and honesty be done.
1
In this bond the world goes on.
The fool is appeasedjby a slap on his mouth.
Nanak expresses this thought:
By praising (Qod) a tie (of friendship) is made at the court (of God).

I

I I

Patirt.
s

He himself having created the Maya, he himself reflects (on her).
Some are false (counterfeit), some are genuine (coins), he himself is,trying (them).
*
The genuine ones are put into the treasury, the false ones are struck off (from the account) and
thrown out.
cry
Guru
The true Guru*makes genuine (coins) from false ones, hy means of his word he is accomplishing
(them).
Guru
How
XIII.
Slok I . : mahald I.
Under the eartn (are) also the Plrs and Shekhs and Rajas of the world.
(And) more kings go, 0 God!
4
Thou alone, Thou alone (art abiding).
*,The sense of the whole Slok depends on JRE, which sign!
rendered by reconciliation^ appeasement, etc., to make it intelligible
2
The sense is: by such bonds the woild is connected.
3: in thei sense of ^RSTfS", Sfikti, the Maya, the illusive world.
4
I
The idiom is half Persian and quite barbarous. * T O f T * £>jj . - * , as^Nanak was apparently ndt
aware of the singular and plural in Persian. t ^ V f j ^ Per*, ijtji!, more/
I
/
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Slok IE.; mahal&J.
Not the Gods, Titans and Centaurs (are anything)
Not the Siddhs, Sadhiks on earth.
1
Is there any other?
Thou alone. Thou alone (art existing).
Slok I I I . ; maUU I
Not the gift-bestowing men (are anything)
Not the seven (regions) under the earth.
Is there any other ?
Thou alone, Thou alone (art existing).
SldfrlVJi mahalu I
Not (is) the disk of sun (and) moon (anything)
Not the seven insular continents, not water.
2
(Not) fire (and) wind; none is stable.
Thou alone, Thou alone (art abiding).
Sl&k V.: mahalu I
The daily bread is not in anybody's power.
1
Our hope is the One (Supreme Being).
Is there any other ?
Thou alone, Thou alone (art our hope).
Slok VI.: mahalu I,
Birds have no gold in their purse.
The tree is hoping for water.
Who is giving it?
Thou alone, Thou alone.
SMyil.i

mahalu I

Nanak (says): what is written on the forehead, that
None can efface.
According to his will* he puts down and takes away.
Thou alone. Thou alone (art abiding).
Pant*.
True is thy order, by the disciple it is known.
The True one is apprehended (by him), having parted with hie own self by means of the instruction
of the Guru.
1

W r f H = Pers. | * -A \ %«T f^Jlfy — £*>£ dX>. The sentence can only be taken as interrogatory
there is none other.
1
1$7* */•fire*another assimilation from S((M«
9
*ZW3 HTf Pers. \ v - ^ (but not in use in Persian itself, being* rather a barbarous composition after
)
in
the
sense
of
"
power
16 analogy of \j»% I
UV
ability." 9 7 | « fof^p altered on account
i
ty \H*£*\ — *HT*J5T? t hope, com fort.
Ql'dfJt Pers. iSf a knot in the end of a shawl or cloth, in which money is bound
o/WIt propensity, willI
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1

True is thy court, by means of the word (of the Guru) it is pointed out.
I
Having reflected on the true word (of the Guru) he is absorbed in the True one.
*
The self-willed one is always given to falsehood, by error he is led astray.
1
His dwellin g is amongst ordure, no relish is known by him.
Without the name he incurs distress, he is coming and going.
Nanak (says): he himself examines accurately, by whom the false and genuine one is recognized.

xrv.
Stole I , ; mahald I.
1

Lions, falcons, hawks, kites, these he makes to eat grass.
Those who eat grass, them he makes to eat flesh; these ways he makes (them) go.
In the rivers he makes appear hillocks, in the deserts he makes unfathomable (pools).
He establishes worms and gives them royalty, armies he turns into ashes.
As many creatures as live, their breath he takes away'and vivifies them* (again), then what is it
l

with (him) ?•

Nanak (says): as it is pleasing to the True one, so he gives the morsels.
Stok I I . ; mahala I.
Borne are living on flesh, some eat grass.*
4
To some the food consisting of thirty-six (ingredients) is allotted.
Some (live) in dust (and) eat dust.
Some are counting (their) breath, counting (their) breath.
Some take the name of the Formless one for their support.
(By his)-gifts"they live, no one dies (of hunger).
Nanak (says): they go, being robbed, in whose heart He is not.

c

Paufl.
The work of the perfect Guru is done according to destiny.
1
* Who has parted with his own self by means of the instruction of the Guru, (by him) the "name is
meditated upon.
_

—

- • —-

m

IF

m

Who sticks to another work, (by him) his life is lost (wasted).
I I
"Without the^name all is poison, (whatever) is put on (and) eaten.
I
By praising the true word (^narne) one is absorbed in the True one.
I
Without serving the true Guru there is no dwelling in comfort, again and again one comes. I I
The world is a false capital, falsehood is earned (from*it).
H
Nanak (says): by praising the fully True one (one) goes with honour (to the threshold of-the Supreme).
XY.
Sidle I.; mahald I.

H

(When) it is pleasing to thee, then they play and sing, (when)lit is pleasing to thee, then they bathe
(lit) water.
1

a

Some M8S. (and the lithographed copy of Lahore) read 4f l|*Q J^ H\fcWfTt bat this is wrong; the right
reading is JTTjfc XY*llfc$*HT •
Rl,
* tJcT^T d 5£Ot are different species of hawks.
I
1
3T f7*KT 4f|\|, what is it wifh (him)? i.e. what does it matter with him? M\\J ** HTM, postposition,
* B?rO'\J Wf*J9f > f°°d> consisting of thirty-six ingredients « delicate food. IflftT is here — \[%, to fall
to one's lot.
26
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1

When it is pleasing to thee, then they exercise superhuman powers, they let hear the sound of the
onch.
(Qur"n), they are called Mullfts and Shekhs.
When
When
When
When
homes.
When it is pleasing to thee, thou imbuest (them) with love to the name; who please thee, them
thou likest.
Naxo k utters one supplication (
earn
f%

Sl6k XI.; mahala I.
2

When thou art great, all is greatness, by the good one good (things) are done.
3
When thtou art true (^real), then every one is true, not any one is false.
Telling,, seeing, speaking, going, living, dying, running:
He, having issued an order, keeps under his order; Nanak (says): he himself is true
Rauri.
uru
The work, that the true Guru enjoins (to him), is performed.
(If) the true Guru becomes kind (to him), then the name is meditated upon.
->
The gain of devotion, which is the best, is obtained by the dfscrple.
By the self-willed one fuLehood (and) darkness (are obtained)*(afid)tfalschood is* practised
4
Having gone to the gate of the True oneHhe true one is comforted.
He is called to the true palace by the True one.
f •
Nanak fsavs^: the true one is alwavs riven to truth and is absorbed iu therTrue one.s
jXVI.
(Slak I. j mahala I~
The Kali-yug is (like) a large knife, the Raj as!are the butchers, religion, having mad« itself wings,
has flowniaway.
There is (now) the new-moon's night, it is not seen, where the moon (of) truth has risen.
Searching about I became bewildered.
In darkness there is no way (seen).
>
i
Being given tojegotism in (my) heart I weep in pains,
;
Nanak says: in what manner shall salvation be effected?
*
Slok I I . ; mahala IIL
(In) the Kali-yug the praise (of Hari) isithe manifest light in the world.
Some (rare) disciple passes across (the water of existence).
i

*#?

his wife Dtirga. They are-eight: ^Mf(!J4(|
^rfajrr
«1 f\*lIf eitreme wcight; TTTfHt power of obtaiuing everything; HT^W, fulfilment of every desire; irffWT
largeness of size (ad libitum) ;;%fa|clT> power over .nature.
•
1
The sense is: everything is a sign of thy greatness.
, of a false, illusive existence, not real.
, cans*, of
^xr). It is here not the causal
form of tJcgcMt to say (Sansk^^pT)

HAG MAJII, VARfXVIT.
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On whom he (i.e. Hari) looks in mercy, to him h<* gives (the praise*).!
Xanak (says): the disciple takes that gem.
JPtturl.
J k t w e e n devotees a n d worldly people a union is never b r o u g h t about.
T h e creator himself is unerring, h e does nut err, t h o u g h o n e t r y t o mislead h i m .
(Those) devotees are united-by"himself (with himself), b y w h o m t h e perfectly T r u e one h a s been
actyumd.
(Those) w o r l d l y people a r e r u i n e d b y himself, w h o , continually s p e a k i n g falsehood, h a v e e a t e n ^ o i s o n .
T h e y h a v e n o I d e a of d e p a r t u r e , t h e p o i s o n o f l u $ t a n d w r a t h i s i n c r e a s e d ( b y * t h e m ) .
( T h o s e ) d e v o t e e s p e r f o r m s e r v i c e to H a r i ) , b y w h o m t h e n a m e i s d a i l y m e d i t a t e d u p o n ,
1
H a v i n g b e c o m e f y h e s l a v e s of ( t h o s d ) s l a v e s , b y w h o m t h e i r ^ o w n s e l f i s * p a r t e d f r o m w i t h i n .
T h e i r faces a r e b r i g h t a t t h e g a t e of t h e l L o r d , b y m e a n s o f t h e ' t r u e w o r d ( o f t h e G u r u ) t h e y h a v e
become lustrous.
XVII.

Sloh I . ; mahald I.
At dawn by whom^he is praised and meditated upon with one mind:
They are perfect wholesale dealers; having fought (their struggle) they have died at the right time*
tTn the second (watch) (there are) many ways, many schemes of the mind, aro laid out.
Many have fallen into bottomless water, they dive and do not get out.
In the third (watch) (there is) a^morsel in the mouth, hunger and thirst both are barking.
What is oaten (becomes) ashes, yet (there is) friendship with eating*
In the fourth (watch) drowsiness has come on, having closed the 3eyes he (i.e. man) goes about in
his dream,.*
Having risen (in the morning) dispute is also made by him; (thus) a circle of a hundred years is
made by him.
If at every, ©very time, in the eight (watches) the fear|(of God) be entertained:
(Then), (says) Nanak, the Lord dwells in the heart, true bathing is made (in it).
SIok I I . ; mahald I I .
m

J

Those are perfect wholesale merchants, by whom the all-present one is obtained.
'
1
They remain unconcerned (all) the eight (watches = the whole day) in the same state of mind.
He, who is unfathomable in appearance (and) form, is obtained by (some) rare one.
By a perfect destiny the perfect Guru (is obtained), whose Word is perfect.
Nanak (says): (if) ho makes (it) fall, thejweight is not diminished.
^
Paurl.

A

When thou art, then what are others? by me the True one is proclaimed,
. J3y her, who,is robbed by (worldly) business, the thief, the^alace (of Hari) is not obtained.
By this hard mind the service (of Hari) is discarded.
3
In whose body the True one.is not found, that is broken and shaped (again).
|
How shall it be weighed with a full weight and balance ?
No one says: (I am) little, in egotism people go on.
,
1

T h e r e n d i n g I H T f V i a s found in s o m e M S S . , is w r o n g , I J f T V , the substantive, m u s t b e read.
m o r e m o d e r n M S S . the copyists n o longer k n o w h o w to m a k e the proper difference between ItfTU* a n d
' V c c T J » *•*"• d r e a m .
T h e sense i s : t h a t c r e a t u r e is c o m p e l l e d to e n t e r n e w

bodies.

Jn the
IjfTfV-

•
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The good ones are examined and picked out at the gate (of Hari).
1
The ware is found in one shop by means of the perfect Guru.
XVIII.
Sidle I . ; mahalu I I .

(Wh
the Supreme Being)

containing

he finds.
3
By them, whose lot it is, he^s praised, says Nanak^having made (to themselves) a Guru (or) Plr.
4
In the fourth watch of the dawn (of day) the desire (after Hari) of the intelligent ones springs up.
5
They have friendship with those oceans, in their heart and mouth is the true name.
There nectar is distributed, (according to) one's destiny favour is bestowed.
6
The body, the gold, is closely examined, its colour comes fully out (on the touchstone).
\
If the glance of the banker be favourable, it (i.e. the body) is not again thrown into the heat (to be
melted).
Who
There demerit and merit are reflected upon, the capital of falsehood sinks down.
There the false ones (like spurious coins)rare thrown^down, the good ones are applauded.
useless), 0 Nanak, pain and pleasure
.onstrating against this process
(rest) with the Lord.
8
Slok I I . : m ah aidr II.
1

The breath*(wind) is the Guru, watet the father, the great earth the mother.
I
Day*and night, the two are the>male and female'nurses, the whole world sports.
In the presence (of God)lDharm (raja== Yama) reads theigood and bad actions (of the creatures).
By their own works some are near and some far off (from God).
By whom the name is meditated upon, they are gone, having done their work.
Nanak (says): they are bright in their face; how many other people are released (from existence^

in their
1

10«il> ware, or else ^JT3T> thi thing, i.e. the name or the absolute being. 7TZ> the shop, i.e. the heart.
3
f
JXtft, the eight; what eight? perhaps the ^bj^*Tfq or eight affections of the >ody, the eight members
of the body (^RUff), and the nine (IfPC) outlets of the body. \Jvl<f| = T T \ T I removing (adj.).
* i.e. having chosen for themselves a Guru (or) Plr.
4
The sense is: early, at:the dawn;of day, the intelligent ones, who haverfound the Supreme within their
body, are filled with desire to praise him.
6
fhJAT NTcffaHTccT fwQ «i*13^f friendship with those oceans, i.e. friendship, love to Hari, the ocean.
The

^7ft

^tfrO

rising it rises, i.e. it comes fully out.
7
*?5ft V\T<ft» removing the seven j what seven ? perhaps the tfflHeifH or seven tempers (of the mind).
The whole verse is nearly unintelligible, as only a few hints are thrown out and the whole is purposely made
as obscure as possible. Of such sentences a translation cannot properly 'be made, hut only a conjecture. The
Sikh Granthis'themselves could give^me no explanation whatever.
6
This Slok is here (as in all MSS. I - have compared) ascribed to Guru Angad, whereas it is verbatim
repeated fromtthe Japji, where it is the concluding Slok. In the Japji there is nowhere any indication that the
Sldk does not belong to Nanak, but it Is very probable that this addition was made by Guru Angad, and that
v
for certain reasons he is not mentioned there as the author of the Slok.
I

mV
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Patlrl.
i

True enjoyment (is) faith, by the true Guru it is pointed out.
(Who) believes in the True|One,|he is happy in the True one.
In /the true fort and. village, in his own house he dwells. .
By means of the pleased<Guru heJs happy in the love of the name.
By falsehood one cannot go to the court of the True one.
Hari)
By a totally false explanation (

Hari)
Who has heard and comprehended the true explanation (of truth), is called to the palace (of Hari)
XIX.
Sidk I . ; mahalu I.

4 .

1

(If) I put on (as clothes) fire, (if) I make (my) house iu the snow, (if) I'make iron my food.
(If), having: turned all pains into water I drink (Jhem), (if) I urge and drive on the earth.
1
(If) I put on the scales the sty and.weigh ft, (andf.if) I then putb tank on (the scales, to weigh it
thereby).
(If) I be so much enlarged, (that) I may not be contained (anywhere), (if) I. drive jou every one
with a nose-ring.
I (If) there would be so much power in (my) mind, that I*do, and that, having ordered, Lcause to be
done (everything)^
i As great as the Lord is, so great are'his gifts, in giving he does as he pleases.
^
.,
3
Nanak (says): on whom he Oasts a favourable look, (he obtains) .greatness by the true name.
Slok I I . ; mahald I I .
The mouth is not satiated with speaking, the, ear is not satiated with hearing.
The eyes are not satiated with seeing, they are continually discerning the qualities (of things).
The hunger of the hungry one does not cease, by (mere) Avords the hunger does not leave off.
Nanak (says) *)tho hdngry one is then satiated, when, Jiaving uttered jthe excellences (of Hari), he
is absorbed in the abode of<(all) qualities ( = the^Supreme).^
«
Paurl.
Without the True one all is falsehood, falsehood is acquired.
Without the True'one he, who is given to falsehood, 5s bound'and fharched off!
*
Without the True one the body is ashes and mingled with ashes.
Without the True one all is (but) hunger, whatsis put on and eaten.
*
t
Without the True one, by means of falsehood,Ihc court^of Hari) is not obtained.
(By him who) Bticks to false covetou6ncss the palace (of Hari) is missed. 4
3
The whole world is deceived, in deception it comes and goes.
The thirst and fire in the body are extinguished by the word (of the Guru).
I

I
* m
|
>
J

, a weight, equal to four mas as.

\ afcodosis
in tlys
this verse
verse is'not
is not dear:
cl
Jtis iu
Nanak rambles about in bis thoughts., and a clear logical construction (quite^abstracted from grammar) fs neve* to be expected. *Flte sense, however, appears to lie this:
whAtcvfer mnirs feats may 'he/lie never ran reach the Lord, whose'all gift* fire.
3

nrra\>K 'rftHtw^ literally! it is cDine dad aotib.

r

•

t

I
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4

Sldk I*; tnahalU I
j
Nanak (says): the Guru is the tree (of) contentment, religion (virtue) is (its) blossom, divine
knowledge (its) fruit.
(The tree) is abounding in succulence*(and) always green, by (religious) works (and) meditation (its
Vuit) ripens.
t>
1
1
(The wise one) is eating the flavours'of the sirup, the gift descends on the head" (of) the wise one.
JSIok IltA mahalu II.

r

(There is^a treo of gold, (its) leaves are red corals, (its) blossoms jewels and rubies.
Fruits of gems are found ou it, who eats (them) with his mouth, he is happy in (his) heart and mind.
Nanak (says): (whose) destiny it may be, on (his) face (and) forehead (this) lot is written.
The sixty-eight Tirthas (are).at the feet of the Guru.
The excellent (men) always worship (the feet of the Guru)*.
Laughter, desire, covetousness, wrath, are four streams of fire.
Those who fall (into them), are burnt; 0 Nanak, it is crossed over by sticking to (religious) works.
Paurl.
Die whilst living! having destroyed (one's own self) one will not regret it.
This world is false (unreal), who are apprised of it ?
\
Without bestowing love oh the True one it has fun after (worldly) business.
Death is a bad thing; destruction and death (hang) over the head of the world.*
By the order (of Hari) the executioner (of Xama) (stands) on the head (of every one) and lies in wait.
(If) he himself (i.e. Hari) gives (his) love, he is made to dwell in theiheart.
(If) not forty-eight minutes, not a minute procraotinatioa be made,, he is obtained.
j f (Who) by the favour of the Guru comprehends (the truth), he is absorbed in the True one.
j |

I

Slokl.i

mahala I.

1MB i f

The Tumml and Tumma is poison, the fruit of the Akk, Dhatura and Nimm (is poison).*
It abides in that self-willed man, into whose mind Thou dost not come.
Nanak (says): (he enmity of (those) is told (before Yama), who walk without (£oing) relig
SlOk I I . ; mahala 1.
oonfonnity
tree.? now,on the boueh of an
Nanak (says): jby the order (of God)
Paurl.
Many give explanations, having given'(them) they go.
<*&4i JM| WM a i * I)
They give explanations of the Veda, (but) its end (object)'they do not obtain.
By reading (the Yeda) they do not obtain (its) secret, by comprehending (the truth) they do.
\f^r. *f. sirup
the flavour of the fruits, when^ipened^sjeompared[to a|slrup|in
aweetnest,.
• * The *pft .is a smaller.kind of the -$VR | in Gurmukhi. it signifies a very bitter fruit, a colocynth (not
as in Sanskrit, a(long white go»rd)^ The 1»(5T (Sansk. ^ ) is the gigantic swallow.wort; the MJ<JT iV^T*),
the thorn-apple; the f$Hj (Sansk. fin?), Azadirachta Indica, a tree bearing bitter fruits* ,
*

— V
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»ere in any dress of the six (philosophical) systems an absorption in the True
true (divine) male is inapprehensible, by .means of the word (of the Guru) h

(bright).
He who minds the incomprehensible name, obtains the threshold (of Hari)
The musician, who sings salutation.to the creator :
He, (says) Nfinak, causes (him) to dwell continually in his mind.
XXII.
Slok I.; tnahald 11/
Having become a conjuror he sticks to scorpions and snakes.
With his own hands he himself applies to himself a faggot.
(If) it has been from the beginning the order of the Lord, he eats excessively flames of fire,*
The fleshly-minded one quarrels with the disciple, he is drowned (according to justice and equity

ryth

He
Nanak (says): thus it is known, that everything is amder his order.
•

Slok I I . ; tnahald I I .

0 N a n a k , (if one) examines himself, t h e n h e i s a wise e x a m i n e r .
( I f ) h eu n d e r s t a n d s t h e sickness a n d i t h e ( p r o p e r ) m e d i c i n e (for it), t h e n h e is a n intelligent physician
("Who) makesjUO t r a n s a c t i o n (on) t h e road, (as) h e k n o w s ( t h a l f h e is) a guest.
( W h o ) speaks, k n o w i n g t h e root ( g r o u n d ) , ( w h o ) inflicts destruction (on) t h e d e s t r u c t i v e one,
5

( W h o ) does not w a l k i n covetousness, (who) remains i n the T r u e one, h e is chosen and approved o f
W h o directs a n arrow towards t h e skv. h o w shall i t arrive
discharge

Pauri.
are adorned
Perform
Hari\ bvithe wordtfof the QunO thev are accomplished
Those helpless (women) utter a true petition.
^
t
They are graceful at the side of the Lord, by (his) order they have departed
The whole sentence must needs be taken as interrogative;
is translated here as a verbal* noun,
which seems to suit the context best.
2
T|7t *•/• flame of fire.
8
f*T ~h TT) has* two meanings
f ^ i n f f S T B(from fe + HVT^ST
4
ascertain) or to determine, to fix.
|;
The whole Slok is made against a certain juggler and conjuror.
a
xpl
mediator." which
P p.p.fo( the Sansk. verb <f^t to choose. The Sikh Gi
is, however, a secondary signification (= the chosen of God).
6
The words:!
!tpare; as they stand, quite unintelligible and a barbarous diction. I have
translated them according* to surmise. 'Ml"c\ is here very probahly the verbal adjective: going.
,l/.B
humping sound. But cfTvt^W (as one wt>rd) may also be taken as participle present. The translation would
then run thus: it (i.e. the TTfcS) is going (>TT3) (to) the discharger OSH^Ci?)*
7
9
The words of the text: Trfift VcH=f.fVHT|» literally s " the women, the divine male, love/ may be
translated in any way, as there is absolutely no sign nor hint of any grammatical or logical coherence.
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They address (this) petition (to their) f era ale friends i mind^Wm), (ffe beloved !
Without
By the word (of the Guru) we were accomplished, nectar (was) drunk (by us).

xxur.
Slok I . ; mahalu I.
The desert is not satiated by rain, the fire (of) hunger docs not cease.
The Raja is not satiated by dominion, are dried-up oceans (ever) filled ?
Nanak (says): how much is the inquiry after the true name! [ I
Slok I I . ; mahalu I I .
1

1

1

,

1

There is no fruit of that (human) birth, sojlongjas one does(notrknow»Brahm.
The ocean of the world someone crosses by the favour of the Guru.
The cause of causes is ipowerftil, saysiNanak, having! reflected.
Causality is in the power of the creator, by whom the* skilful machinery (of the world) is putcdown.
Paufl*

I I

At the court of the Lord the musician dwells.
By praising the true Lord the lotus (of his heart) has opened.
Having obtained the omnipresent Lord; his heart has become happy.
The enemies are kicked;out and beaten, the virtuous ones have got the ascendancy.
Who serve the real and true Guru, (to them) the true word is shown.
•
Having'reflected on the true > word (of the Guru) death is destroyed (by them).
The musician rehearses the inexpressible (Supreme Being), by the word (of the Guru) he is
accomplished.
Nanak (says): the beloved Hari, who is deep in qualities, is met with
XXIV.

i

Slok I . ; mahalu I.
From sins sins'spring up, if they commit (sins), they fall into sins.
By washing they {i.e. the sins) do not go off, though they wash them a hundred* (times).
Hari) pardon (them), then they are forgiven, otherwise they follow
(them).*
Slok I I . ; niahald I.
0 Nanak, talking and prating are pains, giving (them) up pleasure'should bc'asked.
1
Pleasure and pain, both are at the gate; man goes and puts them on (like) clothes.*
Where by speaking loss is suffered, there silence is the best thing.
1

There Is an attempt on the part of Angad to write Sanskrit. rff?f ^T^Hf^
M\i\6 $*\\6U\
It appears that he has considered
as fa substantive, fruitlessne'ss (though it is an adjective) and that cirf?T VtAHf*T *tahd<* for fTO
T(7CT^> though the Sansk. genitive of 5 R | i» STO??:. That* such'an attempt at Sanskrit-writing- is made,
the whole context shows.
j! i

\rcft

I

mt(); vifo - v f

^ H ? ^f<f is: both are at the'gntc U within'reach.
pain on a* he puts on a-cloth, i.e. according to»his liking.

Man puts pleasure and

*• V
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Paurl.

Havi
look
l
To him, who has gone astray in the desert, the'Way id 6hfrwn by the Guru.
The true Guru is the'Vehicle of the True bne/the True one is held xxp (by him).
The gem {i.e. the Supreme) is obtained in (one's own) house ( = personality), the lamp is lighted
(therein).
1
(Who) praise (him) by means of the true word (of the Guru), (they are) happy, truth is kindled
(in them).
The fearless one, who is "given to pride, is annihilated.
*
1
The world, having strayed away from the name, wanders about as a goblin.
XXV.

.*•» >

Sldi I.; mahaid I I I .

^

In-fear (man) is born, in fear also he dies, fear is in his heart.
Nanak (says): if he dies in the fear (of God), he hasfcomc into the world happy.
i

Sidle I I . ; mahaid III.'
•

Without fear he lives, many*- many pleasures he,enjoys.
Nanak (says): if he dies without^fear, he rises and goes with a blaqk face.
1

(If)
(If)
(If)
(If)
(If)
(If)
(If)
(in

the true Guru
the true Guru
the true Guru
the true Guru
the true Guru
the true Guru
the true Guru
the true Guru

become merciful,
becotacf-merciful,
become merciful,
become merciful,
become merciful,
become merciful,
become merciful,
become merciful.

ir Paurt.
i
then (one's) wish is fulfilled.
one never grieves^
pains are not known.
thenHhe pleasure of'Hari is enjoyed.
thrift what is the^ear*of Yama ?
there is always happiness in the body
the nine treasures are*obtained.
thenionais absorbed in the True one.

Sidle I*; mahala I.

1

2

They pluck their head, they drink washings,*they ask the leavings of meals and eat them.
4
5
Having laid bare the excrements they put them into their mouths/having seen raw water they
are afraid.
Like sheep they pluck their head, their hands are filled with ashes.
With mother, father and business they part, their families weep (after them) with lamentations
1

Tills whole Slok is directed against the Jainas, who ate now called in the Panjab ±ldlGjft; see Sikh!
de raj di vithia, p. 162..
2
This is their initiatory rite.
, now called llcMJlcNi water used already in vessels: The Jainas drink no fresh water, but
f
either boiled water or washings (From the pots).
*'
•*
s
» fi Arabic v^u-^Uii (properly: disgrace).
SWI*I<51» v*n.9 p.p. 3±rf*i\9 here used, in the sense of 79T VT9Tt natural wfttrf, not cooked, but
wanned or heated by the sun.
I
I
*
27
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(They offer) no rice-balls nor platter, not funeral ceremonies, to the dead they do not put down
a lamp anywhere.
They are not admitted to the sixty-eight Tlrthas, the Brahman eats no food (from their hands).
They remain always dirty day and eight, to their forehead (they do not apply) Tilaks.(marks).
shroud
do not go to a court.
1
On, their loins (they carry) their cups, in their hands a (white) brush (of wool), (thus, having
cleansed
Mull
Ruined by the deity-they go about distressed, cursed'goes the herd about.
fie kills and vivifies the living beings, none other preserves (them).
Alms and ablutions are abandoned, ashes are put on the head of the plucked one (i.e. the Jaina).
In the water gems are produced, the (mountain) Meru was made the churning-staff (by the gods).
The sixty-eight Tlrthas (were) established by the Devi, at the festivals the praise (of the gods) is
sung.
By him (i.e. the Jaina) neither a musical instrument'is played (in honour of the gods) nor worship
(performed), (whereas) the wise ones always bow down (in worship).
Who whilst living dies, he is saved, when water is put on (his) head.
Nanak (says): the head-plucked ones are devils, to them nothing is pleasing.
3
After it has rained, joy springs up, the frugal economy of the creaturesahas come to an end. f
4
After it has rained, there is corn, sugar-cane and cotton (produced), every one gets his sheet.
After it has rained, (the kine,.etc.) browse the grass, the woman constantly churns the pleasant
thick milk.
1
By means of that ghl burnt-offering, sacrifice and worship being always made, the business (of man)
»e
is prospering
The Guru is the ocean, all;the rivers are disciples,,by bathingiin which greatnesses (obtained).
0
Nanak (says): if the head-plucked ones do notjbathe (in it), seven spits ^(on them!), dust ou their

head!
Slok I I . : mahalu II.
What can the cold do to the fire, what the night to the sun ?
What darkness to the moon,^what is the nature of wind and water?
What can the things do to the earth, in which everything isiproduced ?
Nanak (says): then the honour (of a thing) is known, when he {i.e. God) protects (its) honour.
Pauri.
true
Thou art the true court, the others are coming and going
Who asks the true sift, he is like thee.
1

The^*^
after them, lest they by inadvertence destroy a living being. This broom they call
a
TRTHI mendicant; they worship Shiva and the Linga and hate the Bra
hair and ring a bell when begging.
3
Wlt^f has here the meaning of "frugal temperance."
, s.m. a sheet spread out to receive rice, etc., from the cooking vessel. The sense is: every one
gets his (full) share of food.
5

The argument used here is just.the same as that advanced in the Bhugavad-Oita, Hi. 10.
, m.-.= "EH?, spit, spitting.
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*

True is thy order, by the word (of the GuruV it i* mado pleasant.
By minding it divine knowledge and meditation are obtained from thee.
1
According to (one's former) works the sign i s inadH it iK-« n^t go off, though one try to remove it
Thou art the true donor, thou givest*always, as it iWiva*c*j thu rfc-uv thou givest).
J
Nanak asks for that gift,^whieh is pleasing to thee.
XXVIk
«/aJcl.; mahala jll.
Who has been initiated and instructed (in truth), he, by means of praising (Hari) is absorbed in the
True one.
What instruction shall he given to thenu whose Gur-dev Nanak is?
>S/fik I I . ; mahalflt I.
Whom he -himself causes^to apprehend (the truth), he apprehends (it).
To whom he himself makes it known, to him becomes known everything.
2
Having related, related the story he fights (wjth) the Maya. •
BY his*order he makes all forms (of existence).*
He himself J^nows all|(his) reflections,
Nanak (says): the word is told by himself.
(His) misapprehension ceases, to whom (this) gift is made.
^
Pavrl.

- k

.

I, the unemployed musician, was put (by him) into (his) work.
Many times, by day and night, an ordcK was given (by him to fhe)Vrom the beginning.
The musician was called by the Lord to the true palace.
With true praises praising (him) hot obtained clothing.
The true nectar-name* was given (to him) as food.
(By whom) it is eaten, they are satiated and obtain comfort.
(IQ he (God)jbostows favour*(ou) thejnusieian, the t word (=s name) is sounded £by hiiaj
Nanak (says): having praised the True one the Omnipresent was obtained (by me).
1

At *U A tithe sign, mark, i.e. the allotment .put down for a creature.

* This line seems to refer to him, to ?u horn everything is made known. Relating, what he has beard, he
struggles with the Maya (illusion).

%
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RAGU GATJRl GUARERI.
I

f

I

Caupadds (and) Dupadds.
6 m ! I The true name is the creator, the divine male without fear, without enmity,
of timeless form, unproduced from the womb.
I
By the favour of the Guru!
I . ; mahald I.

(1). The fear (of God) is very heavy, a great weight:
1
The wisdom of the (human) mind is light, it talks (random) words.
I
(By whom) the load is put on the head and carried about:
He, by the favourable look (of God) and by destiny reflects on the Guru.
Pause.
Without the fear (of God) none will pass over.
2
The state (of) the fear (of God) is kept up by means of faith.
(2). lear is in*the body (like) fire, it is kindled with fear.
The state of fear is shaped by njeans of the word (of the Guru). *
Without fear the shaping is but rough.
3
(If) the mould is blind, the cast is blind.
(3). By the sport of the intellect desire is produced.
By a thousand clevernesses passion does not go down.
Nanak (says): the fleshly-minded talk wind.
Blipd is (their) word ( = instruction) and senseless prattle.
Gaufl; mahald I.
"
I

II.

(1). In fear is the house ( = heart), in the house is fear, by means of the fear (of God) fear goes.
What is that fear, by which fear subsides ?
Without thee there is no other place.
4
Whatever exists, all is thy pleasure.
Pause.
One would be afraid, if there should be another object of fear.
He is alarmed by fear, (in whom there is) an uproar of the mind.
(2). The soul does neither die nor is drowned, it passes over.
By whom (everything) is done, he does everything.
By (his) order it comes,iby (his) order it goes.
6
In future and past (times) it is absorbed by (his) order.
(8). (Who has) love to Brahm (and) a desire (for) heaven :
1

I
I

Light, i.e. not able to bear the weight.
I
I
is a
* cJTfW'HT *RgTf3
compound verb, in which *TqTTfcT is nearly meaningless.
1
4f\JT> s.m. mould, stamp. *WPTT *• indistinct.
4
*T3 %$\ dMlllf* aW is thy pleasure, i.«, all is produced by thy pleasure (or order).
* ITT^ VT&t literally: before and after, i.e. the soul in its past and future births is absorbed (reabsorbed) by his order.
I I
I II
I I
II
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1

In him is much hunger (after) a sign of direction.
Eating and drinking the fear (of God) (is his) support.
Without*eating (it) he dies (and) becomes arfool.
(4). (Is there) any, any, any, any one, whose he (i.e. God) is ?
Every one (is) thine, thou (belongest) to all.
Whose the living creatures, wealth and property are:
I
To express a thought (about him) is difficult, (says) Nanalc.
I

Oaurl; inahala I.
'

I

III.

(1). Make wisdom the mother, contentment the father.
Truth the brother; this is the best.*
%P
i
I Pause.
There is a talking (about God), (but) nothing (in reality) can be said (about him).
Thy power and value are not attained.
(2). (Whose) two fathers-in-law, modesty^and reflection have become:
He makes (in his) heart (religious) works (his)twife.

Id) t
holy ones, (says
(jaurl; mahald I.

1

IV.
(1). The union (of) wind, water, fire.
The sport of the fickle, active intellect
The nine doors and the tenth gate.
Comprehend, 0 wise I one, this thought!
Pause
4

He is relating, speaking, hearing.
Who reflects on bis own self, he becomes wise.
(2). The body is earth, the*wind (breath) speaks (in it).
Comprehend, 0 wise one, who has died ?
The form ( = body) has died, egotism is rejected.
He has not died, who is seeing.
(3). For whose sake they go to the bank of a TTrtha t
(That) exquisite jewel is even in the heart.
The Panclit, having read and read, discusses an argument,
1

The Sikhs do not know what to make of these two lines. They explain tf?f by f*?ITT* injury; *H*fHlA
hy >fc #4+111* <?ir (Wke heaven), RjffA by \fiTZ or T^ft *£3 (like a river), all which explanations give no
sense whatever. TTf is a name for Brahm (the absolute substance); ^ 7JJ7% we would explain by f$ = VfCf
8i u
guidance, direction, and *TT3> =• *tajT> £ (in Hindustani also ^L* f as* l i l ^ ^ i^X** to make one understand by hints). These verses are mere riddles, intendedjfor,puzzling.
Mard
leave
We have^ added the words in parenthesis according* to conjecture, as Nanak usually only gives a few
hints, which by themselves are more or less unintelligible.
4

*ftft
!\,
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(But) does not know the thing that is within.
(4). I hav3 not died, my calamity (only) has died.
He has not died, who remains absorbed-(in the Supreme)
Nanak (says): by the Quru Brahm is shown :
(Who) is not seen dying and going.
Gaurl; mahalu I
Dakhrii.

I

v.

»—

(1). (Who), having heard and heard comprehends (and) minds the name:
To him I always devote myself.
(Whom) thou thyself leadest astray, (he has) no place nor spot.
(Whom) thou instructest (in truth), (him) thou unitest to union (with thyself)
Pause.
(If) the name be obtained, it goes with me.
Withoutrthe name the whole (world) is boundlby death.
(2). Agriculture (and) trade (are under) the protection of the name.
A.rbundleiof seed (of) sins (and) religious merits (is with men).
1
Pleasure and passion in the heart are a loss.
Who has forgotten the name, departs with a blemish in his heart.
(3). The instruction of the true Guru is true.
Body^(and) mind (become) cool ( = tranquil) (by)^true knowledge.
By the fullness of water in the moat (there) is sap (in) thetlotus.*
(Who)'are attached to the word (of the Guru), (they are) sweet (like) the juice (of) sugar-canes
8
(4). In accordance with (his) order there are ten gates in the fort ( — body). •
Five dwell in it having met, (in) infinite light.
.
He himself is weighed, he himself is the retail-dealer.
4
Nanak (says): by means of the word (of the Guru) he is accomplishing (the disciples).

I

Gaurl; mahalQ, L
VL

*

(1). Is it known, from whence (man) comes ?
c
From what he is produced, in what he is absorbed ?
How he is bound, how he gets emancipation?
How he is absorbed (in) the imperishable self-born one ?
Pause.

I

I
\
1

I

*

The name is nectar in the heart, the name (is nectar) in the mouth.
I
(It is) the name*(of j Nar*Hari, (by) Nar-Hari (be becomes) free from desire
l ^ H Z , a blow, a loss (Itttrade), a*misfortuliie.
•
f
1
a
• ie Such Hues cannot he Translated, fts all refcts on conjecture, no case nor *terb being indicated. Vcfaf fo
a
r
perhaps VfcTVT > moat or ditch. The sense would'be : if there is plenty of water in a moat, the lotuses are
full of sap.
•
3

s

.
iftnjft faflft'ft) ' here (as adjective) used in an adverbial sense : according to. It is constructed with
the Locative (occasionally also with the Norn.). **
*
4
' The sense of this verse is not easily found out, as no grammatical construction is observed. \Vftff\he
five are (senses?), is not indicated. The Sikh Uranthis themselves are bewildered about it.
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(2). Naturally he comes, naturally he goes.
1
From the mind he is produced, in the mind he is absorbed.
The disciple is emancipated and" not bound.
Befleoting on the word (of the Guru) he is released (from matter) by means of the name of Hari
birds is a t m c h t (on} a tree
afflicted
(F;
this
(Who*is) devoted to the name (is like) a framework in a pasture
The jar of pleasure and passion, the poison, bursts asunder.
The house and shop are without chattels and empty.
The diamant-shutters of the disciple are opened.
2
(5). The saints are met with (on account of) fa former conjunction.
Who rejoice in the-True one, they^are the perfect people of Hari.
Who offer up soul and body with natural ease:
T
At their feet Nanak falls down.
Gauri; mahald I.
VII.
(1). Pleasure and passion are contained in the mind.
Directed to the disease of falsehood the mind wakes.
A stock of sin (and) covetousness is collected.
9
He crosses and makes others (cross), whose mind is attentive to the n
Pause.
Praise, praise (to thee), 0 True one, thou art my support I"
I am a sinner, thou alone;art pure.
4
(2). Fire (and) water speak (with) a>crackling and gushing sound.
The tongue (and) the senses (hare) a bad taste.
The sight is diseased, (there is) no fear nor love.
(If) (one) destroys his own self, then he obtains the name.
(3). (Who) dies through the word (of the Guru), has not again,to die
Without haying died how should he become perfect ?
I n illusion and duality the inind is involved.
Firm is (only) Narayan, what he does, that is done.
1

9|2¥ must here be taken in the sense, which the Sankhya attributes to it. According to this^ system
(which is also received* in the Yoga of Patanjali) there are 25 components of all existing things (with the exception of the Supreme Being), viz.: (1) Prakfiti (undeveloped matter); (2) Buddhi, intelligence ; (3) Aliankara, egotism (individual consciousness) ; (4-8) Tanmatrani, the five subtile elements; (943) Mahabhutani,
the five grosser elements; (14-18) Indriyani, the five senses of perception ; (19-23) Karmendriyani, the'five
organs of action; (24) the Manas, the internal organ of perception, the director and ruler'of the five senses
and organs of action; (25) the at ma or purushn, the individual soul. 2*24 are called "vyaktQ9" developed
matter, and form the kshetra, or body. From the manai (as the last) man (purusha) is said to be produced.
2
VcTO *Hi<Ht a former conjunction, i.e. in a former state of existence/
8

&

M

i

cau8 l, ,f,to c r o 8 S

^ j y r J l t H"? 3 ^ > he crosses, and 3Tcft ( Sansk. Htf^C l)>- * 8
- Tin* Sikh Oranthis
explain BTdt by Tfpn, boat, "he crosses in a boat;" but this is against etymology and grammar.
4
4
W l f o VTcSY> the fire and water (i.e. iu the body)/the bodily elements break forth violently; this
seems to be the sense according to the context.
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(4). I ascend the boat, when (my) turn comes.
Who are repulsed (from) the boat, arerbeaten at-the threshold (of Hari).
The True one I praise, blessed is the gate of the Guru.
Inlthe gate and house? of Nanak is he who has always the same form.
Ganrl; mahala I .
VIIL
(1). The (drooping) lotusi>{of the heart) was turned up (again) by reflecting on Brahip.
2
A stream (of) nectar (is flowing) (in) tta tenth gate (of) the skull.
The three worlds are penetrated by 3furari himself.*
-t '
'
'
Pause.
0 my heart, let no error be entertained!
>
The mind being reconciled (with itself) nectar-juice is drunk.
(2). Having overcome birth (regeneration) by dying (my) mind is reconciled.
(I have) died in (my) own self, by the mind (my) mind is known/
6
(If) (his) favourable look is bestowed, the house is known by Hie house.
(8). Chastity, virtue, (going to) Tirthas, control of the^passioas (are contained) in the name
(If) I make a great extension (of'works), of what use is it?
The divine male Narayan is the inward governor.
(4). (If) I would mind another one, I would go to another's house.
(From) whom shall T ask (anything) ? there is no place. t
Nanak is easily absorbed bv means of the instruction of the Guru.
Gaurl: mahala I.
1

IX.

(1). (If) the true Guru be met with, he shows that dying is necessary.1
(TVwhom) the taste (of) dying and ceasing to be is»pleasing in hisiheart
He, having removed pride, obtains the heavenly city.
Pause.
Death is written (decreed), this (creature) is not remaining.
Who mutters Hari, he is remaining in the asylum of Hari.
(2). (If) the true Guru be met with, then duality flees.
The lotus (of the heart) is opening, the mind clings to Hari, the Lord.
"Who dies whilst living, (he gets) in the other world great enjoyment.
(3). By the true Guru being obtained, by virtue and control of the passi
The ladder ( = instruction) of the Guru is higher than high.
1

|ATcFt|gate = mouth; \ifcT, house « body, heart \t3*>tT6 (1W W1d)t who Is always of the same form
the Supreme, who never changes.
is a grammatical blunder, instead of ^TT%; but as this did not suit the verse, it was
exchanged for 7?T, ten.
* NThat is, he is present in the three "worlds as the absolute substance.
The sense is: the mind becomesiconscious of itself.
|Uf7 is the same as kshetra,ithe body or house of the atma or purusha. The house is known as the seat
of the spirit (itself an emanation of the Supreme Spirit). It must not be lost sight of, that (according* to note
1, p. 215) IfR and UfiJ^are here essentially the same, 3^75 beiug the last of the twenty-three components of
the kshetra.

I
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By destiny he is obtained (and) the fear of Tama (is then) done away with.
(4). By meeting with the Guru (the disciple) is absorbed in the ibosom;* (of Hari).
Out of mercy the house and palace (of Hari) is shown (by the Guru).
Nanak (says): haying destroyed his egotism (individuality) he is united (with Hari).
Gaufl; mahala.l.

X.
1

(1). The lot has fallen, none effaces it.
"What do I know, what will happen in future ?
What has pleased him, that has come to pass.
' *
None other is acting (but he).
•
Fame.
I do not know (thy) works (nor) how great thy gift is.
Acts and deeds are the nature of thy name.
(2). *Thou art such a great donor and giver.
There is no deficiency^ (of gifts), thy store-room is distributed (to the creatures).'
3
(By whom) conceit is entertained, he is not agreeable (to thee).
Soul and body, all is with thee (=incthy power).
(8). Thou killest and vivifiest, thou pardonesfrand unitest (with thyself).
As it pleases thee, so thou causest thy name to be muttered.
Thou art wise, clear-sighted and true concerning me.
By means of the instruction of the Guru thou givest (me) confidence (inf^thee).?
(4). In (my) bodyds filth ( = sin), (my) mind is not attached (to thee).
By means of the word of the Guru, by (his) true instruction is known
Thy power and the greatness of (thy) name.
Nanak (says): the devotee is remaining (in thy) asylum.
Gaurl; mahal&J.
XL
(1). (Whom) he«make8 recite|the ineffable (Supreme):
(Him) he gives nectar to drink.
%
Other fears are forgotten,an thejname he is absorbed.
Pause.
Why should one be afraid ? fear is absorbed in the fear (of God)A
By means of the word of the perfect Guru he (the Supreme) is known.
8
(2). In whose heart is the divine maleiBam, a ray of light of H a d :
He is with natural ease united (with him), praise (to him) !
(3). Early in thomorning and in the evening the snakes-go.
Here and there the fleshly-minded are bound by death.
(4). (In whose) heart Ram is day and night, they are ^perfect.
Nanak (says): (if) Ram be found, error is removed.
Gaurl; mahald I.
XII.
(1). He is born and dies (again), who is fostering the three qualities.
The four Yedas relate the (different) forms (he is going through).
Ill

\ '^JJlQj is here best taken as part, past (Sansk. Hffi)» distributed.
1
IJTf'T* very likely =* \VlM% a ray of light, contracted to VUf*f*
>.

*
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1

They give an explanation of the three states.
3
In the fourth state Hari is known from the true Guru.
Pause.
4
By devotion to Earn and the service of the Guru'he is crossing. *
He will not again be born and die.
3
(2). Every one speaks of the four desirable objects.
The Smriti and the Shastras are in the mouth of the Pandit.
Without the Guru the reflection on the (four) objects is not obtained
The boon of final emancipation is obtained by devotion to Hari.
(3). In whose heart that Hari dwells:
(That) disciple obtains devotion (to Hari).
Hari
Guru
(4). By whom he {i.e. Hari) is obtained, (to him) he has been shown by the Guru, who has seen (him)
4
W)io in desire has become free from (all) desires, he is instructed (in the way of truth).
The Lord of the poor is giving all comforts (to, him):
:
(Whose) mind is attached to the feet of Hari, (says) Nanak.
Gaufl ceti;. mahald I.
XIII.
(1). "The body isummortal" (thus thinking) this world remains in a pleasant sport.
It practises greediness, covetousness (and) much falsehood, it raises many loads.
Thee, 0 body, I have seen rolling like dust on the ground.
j
Pause.
Hear, hear my instruction!
Good works will be stopped, 0 my soul, there will not come again an opportunity (for doing good works)
(2). I address thee, 0 ray body, hear thou my instruction!
Thou revilest another and desirest what is another's, thou makest a false tale-bearing.
Thou lookest at another's wife, 0 my soul, thou committest theft and adultery.
The soul has departed, thou art left behind; such a forsaken woman thou hast become.
(3). Thou, 0 body, art left (behind); what work hast thou*done (even) in a dream?
When I stole anything, I considered it as good tin my mind.
0
Here there is no lustre, there no entrance (for me), (my) whole lifeiis lost.
Pause.
I have become very much afflicted, 0 father Nanak, nobody asks a word about me.
(4). Arabian and Turkish horses, gold, silver, loads of clothes:
Go with nobody, (says) Nanak, they fall off, 0 fool!
sugar-candy, fruit, everyth
wall
l

I * The three states are: Sn^lfa (wakefulness), T^TO (dream), ^HjfH (deep sleep).
s |e
I ' The T j O ^ l ^ ^ l * ti state of abstraction from without and absorption in the contemplation of one's
own spirit (as identical with the Supreme).
s
I
The four desirable objects are : \}1$, IflT'jf, ^ p j , ?fttf.
4
I
Man must become KH7ff% free from desire or hope of getting any reward for his actions, only intent on
the contemplation of Hari.
5
JKftrRT« Sansk* ^ff<3*f» whole.
I
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(If) having collected and collected (a hoard) I do not give (anything) to any one*—the blind one
thinks, " all is mine."
(If I have) a heap of gold, an upper room (full of) gold—it does not belong to any one.
Pause.
Hear, 0 foolish, ignorant mind!
(6). His (i.e. God's) decree will be executed.
Our banker is a weighty Lord, we are his retail-dealers.
Soul and body, all the capital is his, he himself kills and vivifies.
Gauftceti;

mahala I.

XIV.
1
(1). The others are five, we are (but) one, 0 man! how wilt thou protect thy household goodsaO mind ?
They beat and plunder continually, before whom shall I raise a cry (for assistance), 0 man ?
Pause.
Utter the name of Sri Ham, O mind!
On the way onwards (to the other wo rid )j the army of Yama is very hostile.
a
5
(2). Having raised a small idol-temple he guards the doorf(of it), within is seated a woman.
The woman plays?continually with nectar, the other five men are robbed at night.
(3). Having pulled down the small idoktemple (*.*. the heart^the temple (^body) is plundered (by
them), the one woman is seized, 0 man!
^
(When) the club of Yama and (his) chain has,fallen on the neck (of the person), these five men take

to flight.
(4). He desire
Nanak (says):

sake
*

Oaurl ceti; mahala I.
i

XV.

5

(1). (There is) a (large) earring on thy body, (but) the (right) earring is within, (thy) bo<Jy should
be made the patched quilt.
f
The five should be made the servants and subjected, 0 llaval, this mmd should be made the staff J
Pause.
Thou, thou wilt get the skill of the Yoga:
(If) thou wilt apply (thy) mind to the esculent roots (of) the one word (=name), (forV there is
none other.
(2). After the head is shaved, a Guru should be obtained, by us the Ganga is made the Guru.
The Lord alone brings across the three worlds, thou dost not think (of him), 0 blind one!
(3). (If) in ostentationJthou wilt apply (thy)mind to (raerq) words, (thy) doubt will never'go off.
If thou appliest (thy) thoughts |ta the feet pof the One, thou wilt not run about in greediness and
covetousness.
Pause.
If thou mutter the Pure (Supreme), (thy) mind will be absorbed (in him),
^ l i y dost thou talk, 0 Jogi, much deceit
1
2
3
4
5

The five are: STRTi Sfat W3» OT> tyuoHd*
s
*Tff<Y>T f- & small idol-temple in a temple = the heart
The 4f(l|Al, or woman, is here the TTfxT, or intellect.
In VTIJT3T the 37 (as well as in YJ1113 T) **• redundan
These lines are addressed to a Jogi named Raval.

*
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(4). The body is mad, the soul ignorant, saying: "mine, mine" (life) is passed.
Nanak (says): the naked (body) is burnt, then afterwards (the people) repent.
Gaufi cetl; mahald I.

I

I I

I

I

I

XVI.
(1). The medicine, charm (and) root (of)*the mind (is) the One; if ithc thought be fixed (ou him),

0 dear!

I I

He is obtained, who is cutting off the sinful works of the several births, 0 dear!
Pause.

I

I

Mind the One Lord, 0 brother!
1
In thy three qualities thou art involved in the world, the incomprehensible one cannot be comprehended, O dear!
(2), (Like) sugar-candy the Maya is sweet in the body, by me and thee a bundle (of it) is lifted up,
0 dear!
The night is dark, nothing is seen, the mouse cuts the rope (of life) to pieces^ Obrother!
I
(8). As much as the fleshly-minded do, so much pain they incur, the disciples obtain greatness.
What is done by him (i.e. Hari), that is effected, the destiny cannot be effaced, 0 dear!
(4). Who are*full, theih lie fills, (so that) they do not want ([anything), who are coloured, them he
steeps in colour, 0 dear!
'
i
If thou becomest their dust, (says) Nanak, then thou wilt obtain something, 0 foolish one!
Gaurijcell; ma7talu*it.
\

I

XVII.

(1). Whose mother (is she), whose father (is he)? from which place have we come?
Within an orb (of) fire (and) water we are produced, for what work are we made ?
£
Pause.
0 my Lord, who knows thy qualities ?
My vices cannot be told.
(25. How many trees and shrubs are known (by) us, how many animals are'produced ?
How many snakes come into the cottages, how many birds are caused to fly about ?
1
(3). He breaks into city*shops and palaces, halving committed theft he comes home.
He looks forwards and looks backwards, before thee where will hcTiide himself?
(4). The shores (of rivers), Tlrthas, the shops in the Bazars have been seen by me in the nine
regions (of the earth).
*
I
&
Haying taken the scales ( n began to weigh (all I have seen); the retail-dealer is even in the heart.
(5). As much as the ocean andfeeais"filled with water, so many are my vices.
Bestow mercy (on me), have a little compassion (on me), bring across the sinking stones!
I
r
(6). (My) soul burns like fire, within the shears move about.
*
Nanak (says): who knows the or#er (of God), he (enjoys) comfort day and night.
Gauri bair&gani; mahald I.
XVIII.
I

>#

(1). The night is passed in sleeping, the day is passed in eating.
(One's) life-time is (precious) like a diamond, it is given away for a cowrie.
1

fTRT *focF= J s * tAsf^i

a housc or

l»datc hung o\>er With glass (literally: a house of lightening).
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Pause.

The name of Ram is not known (by thee).
?
0 fool, thou wilt again rue it afterwards!
1
(2). Unrighteous property they put into the ground, unrighteous (property) cannot be liked.
Those, who go off (to the othqr world) liking .unrighteous (property), come (again in another birth)
having lost tlie unrighteous (property).
(3). If that would be obtained, which one takes himself, every one would enjoy a good destiny.
The decision is made according to (one's) works, though every one wish it (otherwise).
(•*). Nanak (says): by whom the workn(of creation) is made, he takes care of it.
The order of the Lord is not known, to some one hesgLvcsL greatness.
.-..?.

J

-.Gaui[l$aiyuganii waftahl 1.
;

I

XIX.
•

(1). (Though) I become a doe and live in the /vfood and eat esculent roots :
My bridegroom is met with by the favour of the Guru; I am devoted, devoted (to thee), 0 i o r d !
*
Pause.
I am the (female) retail-dealer of Earn.
\. • .,
«
Thy name is my goods and trade, 0 Lord I
• & - ' • ' *
(2). (Though) I become a KjJkil and lj^veion a mango-tree and reflect on (my) natural sound (or voice):
With natural ease my bridegroom is met with, who in appearance and form is boundless.
(3). (Though) I become a fish andlive in the wjiter: he, who remembers all creatures,
My bridegroom dwells on this and that sj^dc, I shall meet (with hipi) having stretched out.my arm.
I
(4). (Though) I become a (female), snake and live on the ground:
uru
dwell (in me), fear goes.
I
I
Nanak (says): they are always happy married women, (in) whom the luminous (Supreme) (is), (in)
light they are absorbed.
Gaurl purbi dipakl; mahald I.
Om! By the favour of the true Guru!

(1). In what house praise is uttered aim.the creator reflected upon:
In that house sing a song of praise, remember the creator!
•

\

pause.
Sing thou a song of praise of my fearless (Hari).~
I am devoted to that song of praise, by which happiness is always obtained.
(2). Continually the living creatures are taken care of, the giver will see (to them).
The estimation of thy;gifts is not found out. what is the valuation of that donor?
(3). The year and day appointed for the wedding is written (fixed); having met apply oil!
Give, 0 sweetheart, a blessing, by which union with the Lord may be brought about!
(4). To every house this message (is sent), the calls are continually made.
-1
If the caller be remembered, (says) Nanak, those days, come.
i

The Sikhs explain *H7*3T ortyf7>r?by J>f A3 i boundless, endless, which h etyifibfogi&illy inadmissible
f,
and gives no sc»**e whatever. We derive IKJ73T from the Snnsk. 3prpf, false/unrightoons.

2 I

I

1

1
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RAGU GAURI; MAHALA I I I . ,
I
v»
Caupadds.
Om I By 'the favour of the true'Guru!

II
I

I

Gaufl gttareri.

I. 2pa,
(1). The Guru being met with union (with) Hari is'brought about. •
He himself unites to union (with himself).
My Lord himself knows all the means.
By his order he unites (with himself) (those, whom) he recognizes by the word (of the Guru).
Pause.
By the fear of the true Guru, error and dread go off..
Who is immersed in fear, he is tinged in true colour.
(2). By meeting with the Guru Hari dwells naturally in the heart
.
My Lord is weighty, his value (estimation) is not found out.
(Who) praises by means of the word (of the Guru) (him who) has no end nor limit:
:
Him mv Lord nardons. he is nardoniner.
and
True
every
The highest work is to Reflect on the word (of the Guru).
true service
Some disciple becomes acquainted with the name.
The liberal Hari lives, he Is giving (to him) :
*
(Who) entertains love to (his) name, (says) Nanak.
4
f

Gauri gu&reri; mahala I I I .
II.

XXII.

'

\

(1). From the Guru some pious person obtains divine knowledge.
From the Guru he gets understanding and is accomplished.
From the Guru (he gets) composure and true reflection.
From the Guru he obtains the gate of final emancipation.
Pause.
By a perfect lot (destiny) the Guru comes and is met with.
By true composure one is absorbed in the True one.
(2). 3 y meeting with the Guru he quenches the fire of thirst.
By means of the Guru tranquillity comes and dwells in the mind.
By means of the Guru he becomes pure, clean and holy.
Through the Guru union (with Hari) is effected by means of the word.
(8). Without the Guru all the (world) is led astray by error.
Without the name it incurs much pain.
He who becomes a disciple, meditates on the name. •
By the sight of the True one true honour is obtained.
(4). Who shall be called a donor? he alone is the donor.
If he bestow (his) mercy, union (with him) is brought about by \means

1
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Having met with the beloved the praises of the True one are sung
Nanak (says): the true ones are absorbed in the True one.
Gavfl gudrSrl; mahald I I I .
III.

XXIII.

(1). That place is true (good), (in which) the mind becomes pure.
In the true one that True onp fixes his dwelling.
True (is his) word, it is known through the four ages (of the world).
The True one himself is everything.
Pause.
(Whose)*destiny it way be,*(hini) he unites with the'society of the pious
He sings (then) the qualities of Hari, sitting in his own place.
(2). May this tongue be burnt on account of its duality!
It does not taste the juice of Hari, it talks insipid things.
"Without|Comprehending (the. truth) body and mindfbecome insipid.
Without the name (man) is afflicted and, having departed, weeps.
<
(3). By (what) tongue thejuice of Hari is tasted with natural ease:
That is absorbed in the True one by the mercy of the Guru.
Having reflected on the word of the Guru it is steeped in the True one.
It drinks ac pure stream of nectar.
i,
(4). Who is absorbed infthe name becomes a vessel.
} *
In a reversed vessel nothing sticks.
By the word|Qf the Guru there is in tho mind dwelling in the name/i
Nanak (says): he is a vessel, a vessel, who has a thirst after the word**
Gaufl pu&rSrl; mahald I I I .
IV.

XXIV.

(1). Some continue singing (the praises of Hari), (but) get no relish in their heart.
What they sing in egotism, is useless. *
1
c
They singia (true) song, who have love to the name.
*
(Who) reflect on the true word (arjd) instruction* (of the Guru!).
* • »". *'

4

\
k Pause.
They continue singing, who are pleasing to the <true Guru. ^
Their mind and body is steeped^n love, by the name they become acceptable,
v
(2). Some sing, jsome practise devotion.
* rr
i
ft
They domot obtain the name without love.
^
i i •
, • *.
DevotionS(becomes) true by love to the word[ of the> Guru^
[ £- /;
* .
(If) their own beloved is always kept in the breast. *
. .t
^
''
(3). They practise devotion, (but) the fools cause (only) their owu self to be brought forth.
Dancing and dancing they jump, (but) incur much grief.
v
By dancing and jumping devotion is not made.
Who dies by means of the fword (of the Guru)< that man, obtains devotion.
(4), The compassionate to the* devotees causes devotion to be made.
•

1
2

The sensesis: by means of the.word of the Guru man dwells in the name in his mind
Compare in the following verse: fe^U »fTV Vfe«
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By true devotion one clears away from within his own self:
My Lord, is true, ho knows every procedure.
Nanak (says): (to whom) he gives the name, he knows it.
I

franrJ gucircri ; mahalu I I I .
V.

XXV.

r >* U

M

(1). By killing the mind the busy running about (of the mind) dies.
'
Without dying how shall (one) get Hari?
Does any one know a medicine, by which thejraind may die?
(Whose) mind dies by means of the word (of the Guru), that man has understanding.
!
Pause.
On whom he bestows greatness:
Into (his) mind Hari comes and dwells (therein) by the favour of the GUPU.
(2). (If) the disciple practises (religious) works i
fC
Then he gets an insight into this*(human) mind.
The mind is intoxicated in egotism like an elephant.
1
The Guru is the goad; having killed (the selfish mind) he vivifies (it again);
(3). The indomitable mind (hardly) some one subjects.
1
If it remains steady, then it'becomes pure. *
'
By the disciple this mind is adjusted (brought into subjection).
^
The diseases (of) egotism are removed from within.
(4). (Who) is kept by him from the beginning, (him) he unites to union (with himself)
He is never separated, by means of the word (of the Guru) he is absorbed.
His own machinery he himself knows.
IN anak (says): the disciple knows the name.
Gaufi guurerl-j mahahl I I I . I
VI.

I

I

I

XXVI.

(1). In egotism the whole world is mad.
By second love and error it is led astray.
I t makes many reflections, but itself it does not know.
t i
4
Carrying daily on business life is passed.*
Pause.
Enjoy (in thy) heart Ram, 0 brother!
The tongue (of) the disciple is made juicy (by) the juices (of) Hari.
(2). By which disciple Bam is recognized in his heart:
He, serving the life of the world, is known in the four periods (of the world).
(By whom), having destroyed hfe egotism he {i.e. RSm) is known:
\\
2
(On him) the Lord bestows mercy, who is requiting according to one's works.
(3). Those people are true, who arc united (with the Supreme) by the word of the Gum
They keep back their running (mind) and stop it.
1

The Sikh Granthis could never tell'me whht WftJcT ^3c^ means. '•But
signifies here (as in
Sanskrit), to remain. If the mind remains steady, 'fixed (opposed to
3T,'miming about), it? is purified (by
being concentrated on the Supreme),
I
2
1 73TCT r^Ml^U requiting ^according to one's workVt, disposer of the destiny of men according to their
desert?.
w
I
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They obtain the nine treasures (of) the name from the Guru.
By the mercy of Hari Hari comes and dwells in (their) mind.
(4). Saying "Ram, Ram/' there is joy and tranquillity JJJL the body.
(If) he {i.e. Ham) dwell within, the torment of Yam a is not inflicted
He himself is the Lord, he himself the Vazir (prime minister).
Nanak (says): serve thou always Hari, who is profound in qualities.
Gaurl gudreYi; mahald I I I .
<

VII.

XXVII.

(1). How should he be forgotten, whose the life and soul is?*
How should he be forgotten, who is contained in all?
By serving whom there is assurance (of) honour at the threshold.
Pause.
I sacrifice myself to the gratuitous service of the name of Hari.
i
(If) thou art forgotten, I am burnt, I die.
i
(2). By them thou art forgotten, who are led astray by thyself.
By them thou art forgotten, who are (involved) in duality.
The fleshly-minded, (who^are) destitute of divine knowledge, fall into the womb (again).
(3). With whom he is invariably pleased, them the true Guru applies to (his) service* '
"With whom he is invariably pleased, in their mind he causes Hari to dwell.
By the instruction of the Guru they are absorbed in the name of Hari.
1
(4). In whoso bag is religious merit, they are reflecting on divine knowledge.
In whose bag is religious merit, (by them) egotism is destroyed.
Nanak (says): I sacrifice myself to them, who are attached to the name.
Gaurl guareri; mahald I I I .
VIII.

XXVIII.

(1). Thou art ineffable, how'canst thou be described? L
2
In the word of the Guru, (which is) subduing the mind, thou art contained.
Thy qualities are many, their estimation is not found out.
Pause.
3
Whose the species is, in him it is absorbed (again).
Thy ineffable story is explained by the word of the Guru.
(2). "Where the true Guru is, there an assembly of pious men is formed.
"Where the true Guru is, (there) naturally the qualities of Hari are praised.
Where the true Guru is, there egotism.is burnt by means of the word (of the Gu
(3). The disciple obtains by his service (of Hari) a place in the palace (of Hari).
The disciple makes the name of Hari dwell in his heart.
l

I I frTT* V% VISt in whose bag is religious merit, i.e. those, who in a former birth have accumulated
religious merit, get in a following birth this reward, that they meditate on divine knowledge, by means of
which they obtain final emancipation.
2
The words are to be constructed thus: 3J7T TER£ HTdc\ T25 ^T % tlPT ^UftT *f Hlfj» the word of
the Guru, which is subduing the niind, in that (word) thou art contained.
From which the species (or genus) has takcu its rise, into that it is
mc£\
re-absorbed.
99

29
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The disciple is by'his devotion (to Hart) absorbed in*the name of Hari.
(4). The donor himself {i.e. Hari) bestows gifts (on him):
Who is imbued with love to the perfect true Guru.
Nanak (says) : victory to them who are attached to the name r

I

Gauri ffttdreri; maliala I I I .
IX.

XXIX.

I

(1). From the One are all forms and colours.
1
Wind, water, fire, all (elements) are bound up (in him).
The Lord sees all the colours (=forms) severally.

t

Pause.
The One is wonderful, that One (only).
.J
Some rare disciple meditates (on him).
(2). Naturally the Lord goes about in all places.
I
Somewhere he is concealed, (somewhere) manifest, by the Lord harmony (between himself and the
creature) is made.
He himself awakes the sleepingjones.
I
(3). His estimation is not made by any one.
Every one goes on telling (his) story.
I
Who is. absorbed in the word, of the Guru, he comprehends Hari.
(4). Having heard and heard be {i.e. Hari) sees (everything), by means of the word of the Guru he
unites (with himself).
Great grandeur is attained by the service of theiGuru.
Jfanak (says): those who are attached to the name, are absorbed in the name of Hari.
1
Gauri guarerl; maliala I I I .

X. XXX*

I

(1). The fleshly mind is asleep by the delusion of the Maya (and its) love (to her).
The-disciple is awake, reflecting on the qualities (of Hari) (and) divine knowledge.
2
Those people wake, who have love to the name.

I

JPause.
Easily one wakes and does not sleep :
If one gets knowledge (of the *truth) fronr the perfect Guru.
(2). The bad and inexpert one*never comprehends (the truth).
He relates a story (of some god) and struggles with the Maya.
4
The blind and bareof divine knowledge is never accomplished (emancipated)
(3). In this (Kali)-yug emancipation (is obtained) by the name of Ham.
Some rare one obtains it by^reflection on the word of the Guru.
He himself is sav^d and he is rescuing (also) all hip families.
(4). In this Kali-yug are no (good) works nor religion.
I
v'
The birth^of the Kali-yug takes^place in the house of a Candal.
Nanak (says) * without the name no final emancipation is obtained.
I
2

#iuwc*|, an arbitrary formation from the Sansk. ^f&f^.
on
fM*HTfcT> instead of fv*HTcT> account of the rhyme.

I

I

I
*
1

1
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Gatifi auiirirt; mahaid I I I .
XI. X X X I
(1). True is (his) order, true is the King.
Hai
They are absorbed in the true palace (and) in the true name.
Pause*
Heaiy 0 my mind, the word* (of the Guru) and reflect (on i t ) f
Mutter Ram and thou wilt cross the water of Existence!
(2)*, In error it comes, in error it goes.
This world is born in second love (duality).
The fleshly-minded one does not reflect, he comes and goes.
(3). Is (man) gone himself astray or is healed astray by the Lord himself?
This creature (man) is put into a stranger's service.
Great pains are earned (by him), uselessly is his lifetime wasted.
(4). The true Guru, bestowing his mercy, unites (with jETari).
Who reflects on the One name, from his heart he removes error.
Nanak (says): who mutters thv. name, he obtains the nine treasures of the^name.
Gauri guareri; mahala H I .
XtL

XXXII.

(1). Go and ask those disciples, by whom (the name) is meditated upon.
By the service of the Guru the mind becomes confiding.
They are blessed, who acquire the name'of Hari.
From the perfect Guru they obtain brightness of intellect.
Pause.
1
0 my brother, mutter the name of Hari, Hari!
The worship of the disciple, the service of Hari is accepted.
(2). (Who) knows his own self, (his) mind becomes pure.
1
He obtains emancipation whilst living, (from) Hari.
I
He sings the qualities of Hari, his wisdom becomes very great.
Easily he enters tranquillity.
served
(Wh
May
The fleshly-minded one is blind, he comes and^goes.
(4). (If) that man ( = the Guru) gives the name of Hari, Hari:
Daily devotion is made jby means jof the worfl of the Guru.
By means of the instruction of the Guru some rare one comprehends (the truth).
Nanak (says): that one is absorbed in the name.
Gaurt guCirerl; mahala I I I .
XIII. XXXIII.
4
(1). (By whom) the service (of) the Guru is performed: continually (the four ages)
(He is) a perfect man, if he practise (religious) works.
The soul is not yet actually separated
from the body, but is so virtually, the influence of the exterior objects on the soul being* destroyed by divine
con
called ?Ttf3
sfY<£A*Wfe (sffaffT??
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Inexhaustible is the wealth/(of ) the name (of) Hari, there is no deficiency (in it).
Here (in this world) there is always happiness, and at the gate (of Hari) lustre is obtained.
Pause.
0 my mind! no doubt should be entertained!
By the disciple nectar-juice is drunkYby means of his)«service (of the Guru).
(2). Who serve the true Guru, they are great men in the world.
1
They themselves are saver (a^d) all their families are emancipated.
JWho keep the name of Hari in (their) breast:
t
They, being attached to the name, cross the water of existence.
slaves in (their) mind
(Who) serve
After having destroyed egotism the lotus (of their) heart is expanded.
The unbeaten (sound) sounds (in them), they dwell in tlieir own house.
Being attached to the name they are lonely in (their own) house.
(4). Who serve the true Guru, their speech is true.
Continually in'devotion they utter the praises (of Hari).
I
Daily they mutter Hari, the bow-holder.
Nanak (saysY: those, who are attached to the.name, are quite his (flail's) own and without worldly
concerns.
v
Qauri guar Sri; mahala I I I .
\

H

xiv. xxxiv.
1

(1). The true Guru Is met'with in accordance with a great cestiny.
In (whose) heart is the name, he enjoys continually the reli&n of Hari.
Pause.
0 disciple, meditate on the name!
Having overcome regeneration thou obtainest the gain of the name.
(2). Divine knowledge, meditation, the word of the Guru are sweet.
By the mercy of the Guru some rare one tastes and sees them.
2
(3). (Though) one practise much the prescribed works:
Without the name they are but woe, woe (and) egotism.
(4). (Who) is bound by the fetter and the noose of the Maya :
1
He is released, (says) Nanak, by the Guru's explication (of truth).
*Gaufi lairagani; mahala I I I .
XV. XXXV.
3
(1). As the ^cloud is raining on the earth, if * there be water on the ground or not.
particular
1

The sense is: the
works in a former birth.
J*3, the section of the Vedns treating of rites or works ; then the prescribed works generally.
as; we should expect here also T^+I (adv.), as ^ * 0 has the appearance of being in an adjectival
connexion witli VB3^t which is not the case,
4
fsPHT. interrogative particle (properly f^jff—fgufj
TTKn the particle f^PKl
should be repeated.
pSJJS VTT 5 'be Sikh Qranthis do not know what to make of this word, as \PT
"foot." But V3T or. V a n i» & substantive derived from the verb VJTcCT
1
meat," "affection to." f t d l A ^ f e d f i ) * lengthened on account of tl
But the whole construction
of these two lines is barbarous.

1
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Pause.
0 father, remove thou in this manner (thy) error!
!
Whatever one is doing, that he is, 0 dear,*in such a one he is absorbed.
(2). Having become female and male what works are they doing ?
Thou art always of various forms, thy*(people) are absorbed in thee.
Hari)
no longer err.
Whom the affair concerns, he knows it, if he be absorbed in the word of the Guru.
1
(4). Even thou proolaimest thy word, ? thou thyself causest error to be told (taught).
Nanak (says): (if) reality is united with reality,'then he does not come again into 'regeneration.
Gaurl bairagani; mahala I I I .
XVI.

I

I

XXXVI,

(1). The whole world is in the power of death, being bound by duality.
The fleshly-minded one, practising works of egotism, incurs pain.
Pause.
0 my mind, apply thy thoughts to the feet of the Guru!
The disciples, taking the treasure of the name, are emancipated at the threshold (of Hari).
Wanderinsr about in the eighty-four
)

fall
(3). By the disciple his own self is known, the name of Hari*(therefore) comes and dwells in (his)
mind.
I
Bay by day he is given to devotion, he is easily absorbed in the name of Hari.
I (4). (If) the mind die by means of the word (of the Guru), then a clear apprehension (of truth)
takes place, the passions of egotism are dropped.
Humble Nana^k (says): (by .whom) they are obtained ]by destiny (according to their.former works),
3
(to them) are distributed the store-rooms (of) the name (of) Hari.
I 1
Gauri bairagani; mahala I I I .

XVII.

xxxyii.

(1). In one's father's house there are four days (to be spent), by Hari, Hari they are fixed.
(That) female disciple is lustrous, (by whom) the praises (otfHari) are sung.
(Who) remembers the excellences (of Hari) in«her father's house, she gets a dwelling in her fatherin-law's house.
I
I That female disciple is easily absorbed (in Hari), to whose mind Hari, Hari has been pleasing.
Pause.
4
The beloved dwells in tho father-in-law's and in the father's house; say, in what manner may he be
obtained ?
I
\

i

vjfo ? It cannot'be here, accord
5%^rfH)> to call, to-proclaim, corresponding to ofO lf\T
2

WTift^W

* The construction of this One Is utterly confused and a regular puzzle (for which it is intended), but we
do not doubt, that the words must be placed in the order we have translated them.
4
The f\JT3f or beloved, is here the Supreme'Being.
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I

I
The pure (Supreme Being) himself is inapprehensible, by himself union is brought about.
1
I - (2). (If) the Lord himself give understanding, the name of Hari is meditatedrupon.
I
l
I
The very fortunate one meets with the true Guru, from (his) mouth nectar is obtained.
I
I
Egotism and duality are destroyed, naturallyj^and* easily he is absorbed.
I
In all he himself, he himself is ^existing, he himself applies (men) to the name.
i.
I
(3). By the fleshly-minded he is not obtained on account of their pride, by their ignorance (of divine
matters) they are foolish.
They do not perfbrra§the service of the true Guru, again and again th^y rue it.
i
They must dwell in the belly and, womb^in the belly*they p.re melted.
Thus it pleases my creator, the ^fleshly-minded are led astray (by him).
I
(1). By my Lord Hari the full destiny (of every man) is from the beginning written on the
forehead.
I
(Who) meditates on the name of Hari, Hari, (with him) the Guru, the hero, meets.
I
My father and mother are the name of Hari, Hari is my relative and brother.
I
0 Hari, Hari, 0 Lord, pardon and unite (with thyself) humble, poor Nauak!
I
Gauri bair&gani; mxhalu I I I .
XVIII.

I

XXXVIII.

I

(t). From the true Guru divine knowledge is obtained, the truth (reality) of Hari is reflected
upon.
I
The dull intellect becomes unfolded by muttering tha name of Murari.
I
2
By the spirit the illusion is dispelled, darkness ceases.
I
On whose forehead it is written from the very beginning, to them the name of Hari is dear.
I
Pause.
I

v

In what manner is Hari obtained, 0 ye saints, seeing whom I live ?
Without Hari I do not live a second, 0 Guru, join (him to me), (that) I may drink the juice

of Hari!
(2). I sing the praises of Hari, I continually hear Hari, Hari is made (my) refuge.
I
Tho juice of Hari is obtained from the Guru, my mind and body are absprbed (in him).
I
Blessed, blessed is the Guru, the true divine male, by whom devotion to Hari is communicated.
I
3
From which Guru Hari is obtained, that Guru I buy (for myself).
I
I
(3). Hari, the King, jis the giver of virtues, we are vicious.
$
1
I
The sinful, sinking 6tonesjHari brings across by means of the instruction of the Guru.
I
I
Thou art the giver of virtues and pure, we are without virtues.
0 Haii, I have fled to (thy) asylum, preserve (me) the foolish one, save the bewildered*one !j
(4). By means of the instruction of the Guru ease and joy are always (obtained by him), (by whom)
Hari, Hari is meditated.upon in (his) mind.
I **. (By whom) the Lord Hari, the beloved, is obtained, he sings in (his) house a song of praise.
I
Bestow mercy (on me), 0 Hari, 0 Lord, (this is my) prayer, by Hari, Hari (I am) quickened!
I
Humble Nanak asks the dust.of those, by whom the true Guru is .obtained.
l

I
i.&. He, whose lot or destiny is great, by the performance of meritorious works in a formerBbirth.
s
I
* f*Rc*i here not the god,Shiva, hut the Spirit, as distinguished from &fe, the individual life, +{*}f3
is taken in the sense of Maya, the illusion spread over the creatures by the three qualities.
1
j y f a ^ / I buy, from ujmcM> to buy, to gain over (Sansk.1^).
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GAURl GUARERI; MAHALA. IV
V

Cavpadas.
Om! by the favour of the true Guru!
I.

XXXIX.

(1). By the Pandit the Shastras and the Smriti are read.
l
The JogI says: Gorakh, Gorakh!
I the foolish one mutter: Hari, Hari!
i
P
*

•

_

•

__

y^f- i *
Pause.
I do not know what onr state is, 0 Ham!
4
Worship Hari, 0 my mind, and thou art bringing the boat
(2). The SanyasI besmears his body with cow-dung ashes.
f
Tfte Bfahmacari lets go another s wife.
I foolish one, 0 Hari, desire thee,
(3). The Khatrl does Works and obtains the fame ofa hero
The Sudra and Vaisya follow (their own) disposition.
Me, the foolish one, the name of Hari rescues. .•
(4). 'All is thy creation, thou thyself art contained in it.
To the disciple, (says) Nanak, thou giTest greatness.
By me, the blind one, Hari is made my refuge.
Gatifl guureri; mahrild'lV

II. XL
story
T

Worsh

lory about Har
Pause.
I
0 Govind, join (mo) with the ^assembly of thetpious!

(That) (my) tongue may sing the juice of Hari, the qualities of Ham.
(2). Who meditate on (thy) name, 0 Hari, Hari!
Make me, 0 Ham, the slave of those (thy) slaves! *
The service of thy people is the highest work.
Hari. Hari
That man is pleasing to my heart and mind.
He whose lot is great, obtains the dust (of) the feet (of such a) man.
(4). Friendship and intimacy with the saints
Is obtained (by them), to whom it has been decreed from the beginning
These men, (says) Nauak, are absorbed in the name.
1
2

le

3Tf3Ttf (lf\ v^)» ^ name of the famous Hindu?reformer.
I
a
f/>dJlcS </M It story without attributes, i.e. the attributes or qualities of Hari, cannot be described
, cross (Imper.) = and thou wilt cross.
I I
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Gaurl guarSri; mahald IV.
III.

XLL

(1). The mother is delighted, (if) her son eats.
The fish is delighted by bathing in the water.
1
2
The true Guru is delighted, (if) he receives a disciple into his favour. 1
.

Pause.
0 Hari, join to me those dear people of Hari,
3
By meeting with whom my pains depart.
(2). As a cow shows affection having met with her calf.
As a woman is delighted, <when her beloved (husband) comes home:
(So) the people of Hari are delighted, when they sing the praise of Hari.
(3). The peacock lives in delight, (if) (there be) a stream of water.
The king (lives) in delight, having seen a profusion of wealth.
The people of Hari (live) in delight, (when) they mutter the Formless one
4
(4). Man is greatly delighted, (if) he acquires wealth and property.
5
The disciple is delighted, (if) he be pressed to the neck of the Guru.
Humble Kanak is delighted, (if) he may lick the feet of the pious. ,.
Gaurl gudrerl; mahald IV
IV!

XLII.

(1). The beggar is delighted, (if) a Lord gives (him) alms.
The hungry one becomes delighted, (if) he may eat food.
The disciple is delighted by meeting with the Guru, (thereby) he is satiated.
Pause.
0 Hari, give (me) an interview^O Hari, I long after thee!
Bestow mercy (on me) and fulfil my desire!
.
•
(2). The CakvT is delighted, (when) the sun shines into her face.
She meets (then) with her beloved and renounces all pains.
The disciple is delighted, (when) he becomes a favourite with the Guru..
(3). The child is delighted (when) it drinks milk with its mouth.
I t is happy in its heart, (when) it sees the mother.] (_
The disciple is delighted, (when) the Guru receives (him) into favour.
*
(4). All other delight is an unsolid delusion of the Maya.
<
I t passes away and is a false glass, and plating.
*
Humble Nanak (says): delight and satiety is (only) the truefGuru
6T

After ^Tfj 7T3 \ftf3T supply: g^jt.
2
ifTVf VlQcM» to apply to the mouth, i.e. to receive'(an inferior) into favour, to become fa
fTO fHfWnfT — t T O ^ f5rf?Wt it in the older language it would be f ^
ftf&nt
with whom.
fin

25H " ^ T ^ ^ f e « 3 ^ \ £ T f S vftfS* the al t In IfTSft being here^
netrical syllable; 77<f VTCft Ij^fS signifies therefore literally t (to)«a/ man
,
3R5Td = JTC5i *KT^ Js a meaningless alliteration to rhyme \vitfi> fcn^.
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Gauri guiireri; ^mahalct IV.

V. XLttl.
(1). The service of the true Guru is rendered fruitful:
By meeting with whom the name of Hari, of Hari the Lord, is meditated upon.
emanc
Pause.
0 disciple, 0 my brother, say: Hari!
*
Saying: Hari! all sins go off.
(2). When the Guru is met with, then the mind is broughtfinto subjection
3
The five running (senses) are* stopped, Hari is meditated upon.
Day by day the qualities of Hari are sung in the city (=?body).
(3). Who put the dust of the feet of the Guru on their mouth*:
They abandon falsehoods and meditate devoutly on Hari.
They are bright-faced at the threshold of Hari, O brother!
(4). The service of the Guru is pleasing to Hari himself.
1
Krishna and Balabhadra meditate at the feet of the Guru.
Nauak (says) : the disciple Hari himself brings across.
Gaurlguareri;
VI.

mahalu IV.

XLIV.

(1). Hari himself is the Jog! and carries a staff (like a Jog!).
f
2
Hari himself, the Banvarl, is contained (in all).
*
Hari himself practises austerities and is given to? deep contemplation.
Pause.
My Bam, who is of this kind, is all-fillin g.
*
Hari dwells near* and is not far off.
(2). Hari himself is the word, the attention and contemplation is he himself.
Hari himself sees, he himself is expanded.
•'*
Hari himself causes (his name) to be muttered, Hari himself mutters it.
(3). Hari himself is the cloud (and) the stream of nectar ( = water).
''
Hari is the nectar, he himself is (also) the drinker (of it).
Hari himself is bringing about final emancipation.
(4). Hari himself is the boat, the buoy and raft.
t
Hari himself is, by (means of) the instruction:of the Guru, salvation.
4
Hari himself, (say^) Nanak, is carrying across.
Gaurl bairugani; mahalu TV.
VII.

XLV.
•

(l).s Thou art our wholesale merchant and our Lord, what sort of goods thou givest us, that we take
We deal in tho name of Hari with pleasure, if thou thyself, having become jnerciful. givest it (to us)
, name of the elder brother of Krishna.
;.
•
-- ^trfvn^ft > an epithet of Krishna, wearing a garland*of wild flowers.
8
i

3T3T> *•*»• (^Sanskt TfTT«Ri. »*0 boat, raft.
I
\JY3 VT<ccftT» *° bring orj ferry across; VTccOT ** here theirausal of X|<c^M (to full)
30
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Pause.

I

I

We are the retail-dealers of Ham.
I I
I
I
Hari makes (us) carry on traffic, giving us a stock of goods, 0 dear!
I H
(2). He obtains the gain of the worship of Hari and his wealth, who is pleasing to the mind of
Hari, the true wholesale merchant.
I
(By whom), muttering Hari, the goods^of Hari are laden, him Tama, the tax-gatherer, does not
approach.
(3). The tradesmen, who carry on another traffic, are absorbed iu pain, being tossed about by other
(things).
*
v
n
As the trafficiis, to which they are applied by Hari, such is the fruit they obtain.
(4). That man carries oni theftraffiotof Hari, Hari, to fwhom th$ Lord gives it, having become
merciful (towards him);
Humble Nanak (says): (by whom) Hari, the fwhplesale merchant, is served, (from him) he never
take8 again an account.
... *
Qaurl bairagani; mahala IV.
*
. O * • h$ |
XLVI.
*
VIIj
(1). As the mother is nourishing th*, embryo, in the hope of getting a s6n,
(Saying): "having become great and having acquired-wealth he will: give (me), having gone
1
through his enjoyment and pastime;'
So the people of fitari keep love to Hari, (thinking): he himself will give us his hands.
'?,
*
Pause.
0 my Ram, 0 Hari, my Lord, keep me Ahe foolish one ! *
The greatness of thy servant is greatness to thee!
s (2). In (his) palaoe and house is-joy,fto (whose) mind the praise of Hari is pleasing.
All juices become sweet to the mouth, when one sings the qualities of Hari.
The people of Hari are the support of their dependents, twenty-one families, (yea) the whole world
they save.
&'
(3). Whatever is done, that is done by Hari, it is the greatness of Hari.
0 Hari, thine are the creatures, thou art existing (in them), thou art causing (them) to perform
worship, 0 Hari!
Thou lettest them obtain the treasury of devotion, thou thyself art distributing it.
(4)« A slave bought in a shop what cleverness has he (in the transaction),
'
If Hari put him into a sovereignty ? a slave (and) grass-cutter he makes utter the name of Hari.
- Humble Nabak is the slave of Hari, (this is) tho greatness of Hari.
Qaufi guarerl; mahala IV.*
IX.

XLVIL
1

8

(1). The husbandman undertakes farming, he takes to it brightening up his spirits.
He yokes on the plough and exerts himself, (thinking): my son and daughter will eat (from the
fruits of my labour).
In this way the people of Hari mutter: gHari, Hari! (thinking): Hari will at the end release (us).
>
• Pause.
0 my Ham, may my, the foolish one's salvation be effected!
%
Apply (me) to the service of the Gum, the true Guru, (this is) my desire!
1
2

w ^ o t t v.a. (Snnfck. ^J^, cous. \ t * p ^ ) to like, to take to (a thing), j
^TY@ W t'OCM» to take courage, to brighten up one's spirits.

(XLViiii

XLIX.)

-

23*5

(2). The merchant! having takemhorses, goes about for the sake of traffic.
1
He acquires wealth and entertains the desire to increase (still more) the infatuation of the «Maya.
In this way the people of Hari are saying: Hari, Hari! saying: Hari! they obtain comfort.
(3). Poison collects the shopkeeper, (poison) he earns sitting in (his) shop.
Spiritual darkness and falsehood (is in him), (he has) an outlay of falsehood, to falsehood he clings.
In this way the people of Hari collect the wealth of Hari, having taken Hari as their provisions
they go.
(4). This infatuation of the Maya is the family, in second love (there is) a noose (for man).
By means of the instruction of the Guru that man crosses, who is the slave of the slaves (of Hari)
2
By humble Nanak the nameds meditated upon, the disciple is made manifest.
Gaurl bairugani; mahald IV.
X.

XLVIII.

l

(1). Continually, day and*night he is given to covetousness, by error he is led astray.
In forced labour the forced labourer turns about, he has put a burden upon his head. I
"Who performs service to the Guru, him Hari applies to his house-work.
jPa use.

0 my JRam, break the fetters of the Mayfi and apply me to (thy) housework !
"We will continually sing the qualities of Hari, being absorbed in the name of Hari.
(2). Airmen serve a king and prince on account of the illusive world (money).
He either imprisons or fines (them), or the king dies.
I
Blessed, blessed and fruitful is the service of the true Guru, by means of which, having muttered
the name of Hari, Hari, the comfort of jHari is obtained,
(3), Continually traffic is carried on^in divers ways on account of the Maya,
If it {i.e. the traffic} produces gain, then he is happy, if-there be loss,jthen*he dies.
Who makes partnership with the Guru in praising (Hari), heegets continually comfortt
(4). As much as there is hunger (after) other relish and pleasure, BO much hunger will again befail
(one).
t
58
On whom Hari himself bestows mercy, he sells his head before (F to) the Guru.
Humble Nanak (savs): (who) is satiated bv the juice of Hari. (him) no huneeriagain befalls.
Gaurl bairugani; mahald IVl
XI.

XLIX.

(1). In my heart and mind (there is) continually a desire after Hari, how shall I see, 0 Hari, thy
sight ?
Who entertains affection (for thee), he knows (thee), in my heart and mind there is much love (to
thee), OHari!
I am a sacrifice to my own Guru, by whom my creator, who was separated from me, has been united
(with me).
m
Pause.
0 my Bam, we sinners have fallen on (thy) asylum, on (thy) gater 0 Hari!
3
Believing, that at some time, bestowing'thy own mercy (on us), thou wilt unite us the- destitute of
virtue (withjthyself).
1
2

The sense is: he desires to increase still more his wealth and in consequence his spiritual blindness
Or: (to) the disciple (the name) is manifest.
J , believing that, may*bc that ( = iTHT3T "*T5 w
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(2). Our vices are many, many, they are many^hcaps uponihoaps, 0 Hari, thoy cannot be counted.
Thou, 0 Hari, art virtuous, thou, 0 Hari* art merciful, thou thyself, 0 Hari, pardonest, (as) it
pleases .(thee), 0 Hari I
"We sinners are protected {by the society of the Guru, (by him) instruction is given (to UB), the name
of Hari releases (lis).
(3). How shall I tell thy qualities, 0 myltrue Guru? when we speak of [the; Guru, then iastonishment overtakes (us).
A sinner likejme norther protects as we are rescued and protected by -the>true Guru.
Thou, 0 G\jru,|art (my) father,! thou, 0 Guru,jart (my)smother,i*thou, 0 Guru, aiifmysrelative, my
companion f
f
(4). What is our fate, 0 my true Guru, that fate thou thyself knowest, 0 Hari!
We are wandering and strolling about, no one is asking ^a word about U3, by the Guru, the true Guru,
we poor ones are received into his society.
Blessed, blessed is the Guru of humble Nanak, by meeting with whom all cares and pains have ceased!
Gaurl bairugani ; mahala IV.
XII.

L.

(1). Gold, women, female buffaloes (my) soul is coveting, sweet is the>infatuation of the Maya.
To house, palace,ihorse, insipid pleasure (my) mind is attached.
i
i J
Hari, the Lord, does not come into (my) mind, how shall I be emancipated, 0 my King Hari ?
Pause*
Hari. these are
Thou art virtuous, 0 Hari, thou prt merciful, out of mercy pardon all my vices!
(2). Ijhave no beauty, nor high birth, nor any good Conduct.
What dare we say, who are without virtues, thy name iis not inuttered (by us).
*
We sinners'are saved in the society of the Guru, it is the meritorious deed of the true Guru.
soul
f
1
f
He, by> whom they are given, does not come into (my ) mind, I consider myself as a
!
(4).« All is thy work* thou art the inward governor.
What shall we helpless creatures do, air is* thy sport, 0 Lord!
8
Humble Nanak isa shop-bought (slave), 0 Hari, (I am) the slave (of thy) slaves!
Gaufi bairugani; mahala IV
XIII.

LI.

mother
every
(out
the true Guru keens the disciple out of affection and love to Hari
Pause.
Ram, we are ignorant children of Hari
Blessed,,blessed is the Guru, the Guru, the true Guru and master, by whom We are instructed concorning Hari and made wjse.
- - —

B

^

i

AM

A

IH-PTf S$I is only a meaningless alliteration.
3T35H JJwlWt is a ludicrous corruption instead of 3T&TOT ?T 9T&TO•
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1

(2). As in the sky turns about and flies the, white-clothed (bird),
Keeping its mind (thought) behind, in its heart continually remembering its young ones:
So the true Guru, Hari, Hari has an affection for the disciple, the Guru keeps the disciple in his heart,
2
(3). As the pinchers, thirty (or) thirty*two (in number), preserve within the tongue of flesh and
blood:"
—Does one think, that the flesh (=the tongue) is in the hand of the pinchers ? all is subject to Hari.—
So when men calumniate the saints, Hari protects the.honour of his people.
I
I
(4). 0 brother, may not any one think, that anything is in the hand of any one, He does and causes
it to be done.
Old age, death, fever, one-sided rheumatism in the face, imprecation, all are in the power of Hari,
none (of these evils) can befall (a'man), except when put on by "Hari.
Meditate continually in (thy) mind and thought on this name of Hari, (says) humble Nanak, which
3
at the end will emancipate (thee).
Gaufl bairagani; mahcld IV.
XIV.

LII.

(1). By meeting with whom joy springs up in the heart, he is called the true Guru
The duality of the mind is done away with, the highest station of Hari (= final emancipation) is
obtained.
a
Pause.
My beloved true Guru, how shall he be met with ?
I "make obeisance every moment, my perfect Guru, how shall he be obtained?
(2). By Hari, out of mercy, my true, perfect Guru is joined (to the pious one).
The wish of the (pious) man is accomplished, having obtained the true) perfect Guru.
(3). Harimakes devotion Arm, he hears devotion, if one meet with that true Guru*
No deficiency at all takes place, the acquisition of Hari is continually made solid.
(4). In whose heart there is brightness (of understanding), (he-entertains) no second love (=duality).
Nanak (says): he is saved by meeting with that Guru, who makes (him) sing the qualities of Hari.
Gaurl jpurbl; mahala IV.
XV.

LHI.

(1). By Hari, the meroiful Lord, mercy was bestowed (on me), in my mind, body and mouth J speak

of Hari.
4

The colour of the disciple has become very deep, my jacket is steeped in the colour of Han.
Pause.
I,am the female slave of my Lord Hari.
"When my mind was reconciled with Hari, the whole world was given away (by mo) as a valueless*
ball.
t i >. ft *
x i
I
i
(2), Make discrimination, 0 pious brother, search (thy) heart and inquire well!
The form of Hari is all light, Hari dwells near to all, Hari is with (them)
(3). Hari, Hari, the boundless, the inapprehensible divine male, dwells near the whole world.

f

The *rnf\f

op

i.e. the c^ifT, or crane.
pinchers, are the teeth.

* y r f t t jacket,figuratively=* heart, mind.
* ttfW5^ = WfHWt must here beitaken in Che seuse of: without value = valueless.
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Hari is made manifest by the perfect Guru, (my) head is (therefore) sold to the Guru/
»
(4). 0 Hari, inside and outside of the creatures art thou! I have come to thy asylum, thou art the
great, great divifie male. *
•••'!•
u
J
Humble *Nanak sings day by day the excellences of Hari, having mtftHrifih the true Guru, the Guru,
the mediator.
9
r
Cntur?pUrbt;•' mahalb IV.
a> i
(1). 0 Lord, 0 boundless life of the,world, 0 Lord of the Universe, 0 divine male, the arranger (of
all things) I
* fl u
•.
.A
On which road thou sendest us. 0 Lord, on thfit road do we goA
on
Pause.
0 Earn, my mind is m love with Hari!
Having joined the society of the^pious the relish of Ram is obtained (by me), in the delightful name
of Hari I am absorbed.
(2). The name of Hari, Hari, Hari, Hari, js a medicine in (this) world, the name of Hari, Hari, Hari,
is true.
All their sins and faults are done away with, who* by means of the u&structfon %r the Guru eat the
juice of TlarilT^
1
(3). On whose forehead he writes the decree from the beginning, they are bathing in the pdna of
contentment, the Guru.
^
x
All their filth of foolishness isrgone off, who are imbued with love to the name of Ram.
(4)4 0 Ram, thou thyself, thou thyself art the Lord and master, like the6 there is.no other donor. I
(If) humble Naoak takes (thy) name, then he lives: Hari is muttered by the mercy of Hari.
-

•

•

•

•

•

'

"

'

•

'

* Gaurt purbi; mahatuiY.
,

/

XVII.

'
k

LV.

'

'

(l^.*Bestow merayi (or%me), Qflif^ of the woyld, 0 doqorj^my mindjis absorbed with Har^ £
By the true Guru the exceedingly pure word i3 communicated (to me), muttering Hari, Hari, Hari,
my heart brightens up.
Pause.
0 Ram, my heart and body are pierced by the true l l a r i !
By the mouth of which the whdle-Vbrld'is devoured, (from that "death }Mwe are s&ved, 0 EEarfy by the
word of the true Guru.
1
3
(2). Those, who hate no Iove*to'Har^dfre SSkats^fools and? ignbrantf iberi?
* ^° ttfo&o © tT
On them birth and death press very heavily, having died and died they are consumed in ordure.
7
(3). Thou art merciful, cherishing in (thy) asylum, may*a^gift be given W*ifte, OtHaify ! am besee
In
May I be made the slave (of) the slave (of) Hari, my mind dances and takes delight (in it'
(4). The Lord Tiiriiself is the*great wholesale raerchaht, we are his^retailidealers. &
H
My mind, body, life, alPifAHj stock,'the wholesale merchant df hiimblef NanaMs tWLoftl
Gaurt purbi; mahala IV.

xvirp. uvi.

** * f 5i3 Gnr- %ih
™

»——

(l). Thou art merciful, removing all pains, give ear and hear dhe petition (of mine)!
Through whom, thou, 0 Lord Hari, art known, join to Tire that true Guru, my life P
1

f 7 ^ f 3 *= &"*sk. fiptf^f> <kKg!ift; gf^^KtH^Srfj^ST^i ^l)e5ng^n(?r(i|y an?allft<*raiion
•

1
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Pause.
0 Ham, by me the true Guru is minded as the Supreme Brahm.
*•
jl
?
** I am foolish, stupid, of an erring nAind, by/inean& of the wbrd of the Ghira, the true Guru! Hari is
known by me.
J,
(2). As many flavours and^astee a9 were* seen b^ iaiJ'thej are all distasteful insipidities.
1
* 1 The'narae of Hari Is nectar juice^ hav&ig met with the- true Guru the sweet juice of Sugar-cane was
tasted (by me).
h
(3). "With Whom the Guru, the true Guru, has not met,*they are foolish and madiSakats.
1
Their works are put down as .mean from the beginning, (though) having seen the lamp (of truth)
they areJeon&umed by spiritual blindness.
fi
I
I
f
fl
(4). "Whom thou unftest *(v?tth th^elf), 0 Hari, bestowing* mercy (upon them), they are applied
(by thee), 0 Hari, to the service of Hari.
j
Humble Nanak (says): muttering Han, Ifari, Hari they are manifest, by the instruction, by the
instruction of the Guru they are absorbed in the name. I
Gaufi pvrbi; mahald IV.
f.B.ii •*.-

i

(XIX.

LVII.

(1). 0 my mind, that Lord is always near (to thee), say, whereto should one flee from Hari?
Hari himself, the true Lord, pardons, (if) Hari himself releases, then one is emancipated.
Pause.
. Ojrjy mind,f^nutter Hari. Hari ! Hari should be>muttered in the mind!
T?lee to the asylum of the true Guru, 0 my mind, following the Guru, the true Guru one is
emancipated, r
* *•
l .
(2). 0 my mind, serve ^that Lord, who is tjie giver of all comforts, by serving whom one dwells in
his own house, r
*
.0 disciple, go and ^obtain thy p\yn house! the 6andal-4ust of the praise of .Hari should be rubbed in
and impressed on the memory!
(3). 0 my mind, the praise of Hari, Hari, Hari, Hari, Hari is the highest (thing), having made the
acquisition of Eari one rejoices in his mind.
I
I
^H
(If) Hari, Hari himself, out of mercy bestows it, then the nectar-juice of Hari is tasted.
I I
x ( (4)# .Ojmy mincLtwho cling to any othep than the name (of Hari), they are jSakate, and are pressed
down by Yama.
SQ a r
at ^pP
? Sakats ^nd-thieves, by whoio^the name is forgotten, 0 heart, one should not go near them
(5). 0 my mind, serve the inapprehensible, pure, divine male Hari, by serving whom the account is
brought to an end.
I
Humble Nanak (says): who are made^full byfHari,cthe Lord, (their) weight does not diminish a
2
Masa for one moment.
Gauri purbi; mahald IV.
.,XX.
n

I

I

LVIII.

T (l^.*Wy*life \i in thyJpower, 0 tLord,*my ioul anybody are all [thine.
Bestow mercy (on me), 0 Hari, and show (me) (thy) sight, hf my heart there^s great desire (for thee),
1

r

.3TT^= ^ » toTf sugar-cane.*
J
f¥*
2
The stnse is: they remain full (fully united with the Supreme Being) and no more subjected to
transmigration.
)
a
I

I

9id
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Pause.
In my heart and body there is a desire of meeting with Hari.
1
uru, by the:Guru some mercy was shown (to me), Hari, my Lord came and
joined (me).
Hari
(2). TI
continually
desire for thee. 0 Hari!
(3). By the Guru, the true Guru,ithe way as shown (to me), Hari, my Lord, has come and joined (me).
Daily joy has accrued to the very fortunate one, all the desire of (his) servant is accomplished,
(4). All is in the power of Hari, the Lord of the world, the King of the Universe, the creator.
Humble Nanak has come to (thy) asylum, 0 Hari, keep the honour of thy servant!
GaurlpUrbl; mahala IV.
XXL

LIX.

(1). This mind does not keep quiet a moment, it is of a versatile disposition, it runs about in the
ten, ten directions (of the globe).
(If) by great luck the perfect Guru is obtained, by (whom) the mantra of Hari is given, the mind
(becomes) sedate.
Pause.
0 Ram, we are called the slaves of the true Guru.
2
(2). On our forehead a mark is burnt in, we owe much debt to the Guru.
3
Much assistance and meritorious work is done (by him), (we are) brought across the difficult water
of existence (by him).
(3). "Who have in their heart no affection to Hari, (by them) false connexions are made.
4
As paper is dissolved in water, so the fleshly-minded are dissolved in the womb.
(4). We know, (that) we know nothing; as Hari further on keeps us, so we stand.
•We are erring and mistaken, 0 Guru, bestow mercy on us! humble Nauak (says): draw out the bad
5
swimmer!
Gauri purbi; mahala IV.
XXII.

LX.

(1). "With lust and wrath the town is much filled j a pious man having come there breaks (them) to
pieces.
(If) by a former decree (of God") the Guru be obtained, he establishes in the district devotion to
Hari in the heart.
Pause.
Make joining of the palms of the hands to the holy man, it is a great meritorious act!
Make prostration (to him), it is a great meritorious act!
1

s a

IJsT *fcft; ^cft i grammatical blunder (instead of 5^JT), but that docs not matter, if only the rhyme
be kept up thereby (efcu—*fcft)9
is t h e
art
st
TO *TPfc; *TGST
P - P* of HftkM (v. intr.), to bear; ^TfT-^rfTOT t to owe.a debt. The
Sikh Gran this do not know what to make of it.
3

V3T§ (Mil. rr»Ti which is to be supplied here), instead of V3T&, injorder to keep UP the rhvme
with *TT^* y i f j Vdl@'lc$lt to bring across, to ferry over (IfdlGcM
4
J l ^ i ^ instead of d|»Tj) f for the sake of the rhyme.
5
SFT^ = oftf^t»imperative, on account of the preceding imperative VXS\S
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Hari
As he walk's he is pricked (by it), he incurs pain, he suffers death, on (his) head is the cluh (of Yama).
Hari are ^absorbed in the name of Hari
fear of death.
The imperishable divine male, the Lord, i3 obtained (by them), infthe world and the universe they
have much lustre.
(4). We-are poor and Vretohed, 0 Lord! protect, 0 Hari, thine owrrt thoa art very great.
1
The name is the support and prop of humble Nanak, even in the name of Hari is the pith of comfort.
Oauft pHrbi; mahalu IV
XXlfi.

2

LXt

'

(1). In this fort (=body) is Hari, Ram, the King, (but) the impudent one gets no taste (of him). I
(On whom) Hari, who is merciful to the poor, bestows his favour, (by him) Hari is tasted and seen
by means.of the word of the Guru.
Pause.
The praising of Ram Hari is (made) sweet by meditation on the Guru.
(2). Hari, the Supreme Brahm, is inapproachable, incomprehensible, the true Guru being found'acts
3
as mediator,
To whom the worda of the Guru are pleasant in (their) jmind, to them I come and fall down before

them.
0

(3). The heart of tithe fleshly-minded one is exceedingly hard, within it is a black venomous snake.
Though much milk may be given to drinkjto a snake, poison^issues (from it), in the twinklingyof an
6
eye (the bitten man) swells up.
(4). Or Lord} Hari, bring and join (to me) the holy Guru, (that), having^rubbed (for the bite) as
7
charm the word (of the Guru), I may take it in my mouth.
servant
assembly (of theipious).
Gaufi pftrhi ; imahald IV.
XXIV. XXII.
(1). For the sake of (obtaining) Hari (my) body is sold (by me) before the perfect Guru. I
By the true Guru the name is made firm (in him), (on whose) face and forehead a lucky lot (is written).
Pause.
0 beloved, by rmeans of the instruction of the Guru devotion to Hari is stirred up.
1

^teTCf — ^sJT 5 J ^3T*• Sansk. ¥ T ^ , pith («*TTO.
8
This verse I laid before the assembled Grantbis at Amritsar, but they could give me no explanation of
it whatever.
J5lfj| = ?5"f?t, acts (as mediator).
*HTf5S VBYSTf having come, I fall down beforeithcm. XfTJ^TT onjaccount of the rhyme = \|7J3jy.
The words i£\6 otd\dT are very obscure. I suppose that 5T3T3"T is corrupted from the Hindi <^^<^
ft very venomous snake. This suits well the context.
6
occurs in this sense twice more in the
^fW < S « l i l ; « f * 5 = ^ f 3 , in the twinkling
8
SW)<H = fo<J6STt ' swelling (i.e. the bitten man). The final words are so effectually corrupted in
this verse, that we ran only translate them by conjecture.,
J
7
lnft
<B^clT='Sfrt I y take, "3T being a meaningless alliteration.
31

i
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(2). Sporting in everybody} fiain, therkmg, is contained (therein), by means of the word of the Guru
devotion to the Guru (Ram) is stirred up.
i
I cut off mindiand body, and give (them) to the Guru, (for) my error and fear are dispersed by the
word of the Guru.
(3).iHaving brought a lamp he kindlesut in darlfttess, by the knowledge (communicated by) the
Guru devotion to the Guru (God) is raised.
Ignorance and darkness are totally destroyed, in the house p o n e ' s own body) the thing ( = the
Supreme Being) -is obtained, tne mind becomes awake.
(4). The Sakats are killers, depending on the Maya, Yama begins to look out for them.
They have not sold their head before the true Guru, the luckless ones come and go.
I (5). Hear our supplication, 0 Lord, we ask if or the protection of Han the Lord.
The honour and reputation of humble Nanak is the Guru, (my) head is sold before the true Guru.
Qauri purbi ; mahald tlV.
XXV.

LXIII

(1). We are selfish, of a selfish and foolish mind, by meeting with the«Guru (our) own self is*done
away.
The disease of egotism goes off, comfort is obtained, blessed, blessed is the Guru, Hari the king!
Pause.
0 dear, by the word of the Guru Hari is obtained. I
I
(2). In my heart is affectitou to\Ram, the king, by the Guru the way and path are shown.
My soul and body, all ie (put) before the true Guru, by whom the separated Hari is applied to (my)
neck.
(3)» In my heart a desiire arose to see (him, i.e. Hari), the Guru showed him (as being present) with
my heart.
Tranquillity and joy%ave sprung up in my mind, my own self is (therefore) sold before the Guru.
(4). Many sins and wicked deeds were done by us, becoming a thief and committing wickedness I stole.
Now, says Nanak, we have come to (thy) asylum, keep my honour, 0 Hari, Hari is liked (by me).
I

I

Gauripurbi; mahald IV.
XXVI.

LXIV.

I
\

(iy By reason of the instruction of the Guru the unbeaten sound sounds, by means of the instruction
of the Guru (my) mind sings (the praises of Hari).
By him, whose lot is great, the "sight of the Guru is obtained, blessed, blessed is he, who*dir6cts his
thoughts devoutly on the Guru!
Pause.
*
The disciple Hari applies to deep meditation (on the Guru).
'
(2). My Lord is the perfect, true Guru, my mind does the work (enjoined by) the Guru.
*We, rubbing and rubbing, wash the^feet of the Guru, who lets (us) hear the story of Hari, Hari.
' (3). in (my) heart is, through thennsttuction of the Guru, the elixir'of Ram, (my) tongue sings the
qualities of Hari.
\
1
(My) mind,»being pleasantly, pleasantly engaged, is satiated with the juice of Hari, it» will nofc again
bring on hunger.
\
1

d*lfe is the part past conjunctive of B^fSjn^, v.n. to be pleasantly engaged in an,occupation, to8be in
a happy situation.
%I
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(4). (Though) one make manyfjmany contrivances, he will not obtain the name without the mercy
(ofHari).
On humble Nanak Hari has bestowed mercy, through the instruction of the Guru he makes firm the
name in (my) mind.
^
I
Gauri m&jh rmahalG, IV,
XXVII.

J t

l

LXV.

(1). 0 disciple, 0 dear friend, mutter the name! (this is thy) work.
. » ^
Understanding (is) the mother, understanding theflife (of him), (in whose) mouth the name of Ram is.
Contentment (is his) father, having made the unborn divine male (his) Guru.
He, whosefootis >gre at, is united (with) Ram.
w, %
(2). The C iru, the divine male of magic power is obtained (by me), I enjoy pleasures, 0 dear!
Being steeped in the colour of Hari the Guru (Jiani) always without worldly concerns, jO dear!
(My) lot is great, having met with the clever and! all*wise one/O dear£
j
My heart and body are steeped in the colour of Hari.
(8). Come, ye saints, we will together mutter thejname! ...•*.
rj
[
The taking always of the name in the assembly (of the pious) is a gain, 0 dear \ j
*
By serving the saints nectar istobtained in the mouth, Ojdear! f f
i
\
9
l:
By a former destiny, written from the beginning, i t is obtained.
u ., ) <
(4). In Savan rain (falls),* with nectar the world is overspread, 0 do|ir!
' f
ex
My mind has raised a cry (like a peacock), the word (of the Guru) is obtained in (my) moujth.
[
f
The nectar ofHari has rained, Hari, the king, is obtained, 0 deai
1
Humble Nanak[is steeped in the; love (of Hari).
Gauri m&jh ; mahald ±\
XXVIII.

LXVI.

(1). Come, 0 friend, 0 deal* lady, we will utter the praises (ofHari)!
Joining the pious people, we will enjoy pleasures and/arihisetnents, 0 dear ?
By the Guru the lamp of spiritual knowledge is always kindled in the mind, 0 dear!
l
lowing and bowing (we are) uriitea vrah the plehsed Ifiiri/O^dear! j
(2). In my mind and body love has sprung tip TO Hari, the beloved, 0 dear! I I
May he join me with (my) friend, the true Guru, the^ mediator, 0 dear!
I I
111
I
f
I give my heart to the saints, who join to me my Lord, O dear!
I
I
1
I sacrifice myself always to the gratuitous service or Hari, 0 dear!
I
I
I
(3). Dwell, 0 my beloved, dwell, Ojmy G5vindf 0 Hari, bqstowing3m$rqy (on m9)-dwell (in\my)
mind, 0 Lord!
L
The fruit, desired by my rniud, is obtained^ 0 my Govimjl, having peen the^jperfect Guru Lam delighted,i0 Lord!
,
\.
The name of Hari is obtained, (I am) a happy married woman, 0 my Govind, <^aily (there is) joy
and merriment, O Lord 1
r s
Hari is obtained by (me) the very fortunate one, 0 my Govind, continually getting gainj am hapny
im (my) mind, 0 Lord!
.
;
(4). Hari himself produces, Hari himself sees, H#ri himself applies to the work, 0 dear J
Some eat,* there js no deficiency of the gifts (ofHari), some*get (only)^a handful, 0 dearL
r
Some are kings and sit on a throne being always comfortable, some must beg alms, 0 dear!
r
In all only (thy) word is current, 0 my Q5vind; humble Nanqk meditates on (thy) name, 0 Lord!
!

1

H^TJT^^HT.
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G$ufl m&jh ; \mahald IV
XXIX.

LXVIL

Hari
Hari, (my) joy (—husband) is not perceived as being near, 0 my Govind, the perfect Guru causes
the inapprehensible one to be apprehended, 0 dear!
(When) the name of Hari, Hari is made manifest, 0"my Govind, all the pains of poverty go off,
0 dear!
The step of Hartyiwhich is the highest, is obtained, 0 my Govind,,the vciy ibrtunatc one is absorbed
in the name, 0 dear!
(2). "With (her) eyes, 0 my beloved, with (her) eyes, 0 my Govind, byjwhom is Han, the Lord,
seen with (her)*eyes, 0 dear ?
1
My heart ana body are very sad, 0 my Govind, without Hari, the woman is withering away, 0 dear!
Joining the pious people, 0 my Govind, my Lord Hari, my sweetheart and companion was obtained
(by me), 0 dear !
Hari, the life of the universe, has come and joined me, 0 my Govind, tho night is spent by me (now)
in happiness, 0 dear!
(3). 0 pious man, join to me my Lord Hari, (my) sweetheart, in my heart and body hunger (after
him) is excited (by thee), 0 dear!
I cannot exist without seeing my beloved, thou hast roused within me the Ipangs of separation from
Hari, 0 dfcar!
Hari, the king, is my beloved sweetheart, (if) the Guru join (him to me), my heart is>v£vified, 0 dear!
In my mind andlbody (there is) full desire (after thee), 0 my*Govind, (wheft)jHari is met with,
(there are) congratulations in the heart, O.dear!.
(4). I am devoted, 0 my Govind, I am devoted, 0 my beloved, I am always devoted to thy
gratuitous service, 0 dear!
In my heart and body is love to the beloved, 0 my Govind! 0 Hari, keep our store, 0 dear!
Join (to me) the truejGuru, the mediator, 0 my G5vind, (that) he guiding (the right way) may
unite Hari with me, 0 dear!
If thou bestowest mercy, the name of Hari is obtained, 0 my Govind, humble j^anak is in thy asylum,
0 dear!
GaurI mujh ; mah aid IV.
XXX.

LXVIII.

(1). He is wonderful, 0 my Govind, he is ^onderfiil, 0 thy beloved, Hari my Lord is wonderful.
0 dear!
Hari hintself is producing Krishna, 0 my Govind, by Hari himself the GopI (lladha) is sought, 0 dear!
Hari himself is enjoying everybody, 0 my Govind, Huri himself is given to sensual pleasures and
enjoying himself, 0 dear!
i
Hari is very wise and does not err, 0 my Govind, he himself is the true Guru, endowed with, magic
power, 0 dear!
(2). He himself is producing the universe, 0 my Govind, Hari himself sports in many ways, O dear!
2
Some he lets enjoy pleasures, 0 my Govind, somerwander about naked and disgraced, 0 dear!
He himself is producing the World, 0 my Govind, Hari;givos gifts to every one who asks, 0 dear!
1

MclNlcMt QM. to be sad, to'wfefcp.

2

2vff 7&\\i Ptrs. {^S^> cJ^j , disgraced by shame

RAG GAU#I, MAH. IV., 8ABD XXXIi XXXII* (LXIX. LXX.)
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itory about Hari
0 dear!
(3). Hari himself causes devotion to be mado, 0 my Govind, the devotees of JEari have full desire
(after Hari)*in their heart, 0 dear I
He himself is existing in water and land, 0 my Govind, he is contained (everywhere), he is not far
away, 0 dear!
Hari himself is inside and outside, 0 my Govind, Hari himself is omnipresent, 0 dear!
Hari, the vivifying principle, is spread out, 0 my Govind, Hari himself sees in the presence, Of dear!
(4). Hari is within the sound of the breath, 0 my Govind, as Hari himself produces a sound, so it
is sounded, 0 dear!
The hidden treasure of the name of Hari is within (the heart), 0 my Govind, by the word of the
Guru Hari the Lord becomes known, O dear!
He himself causes (men) to flee to his asylum, 0 my Govind! Hari keeps the honour of (his)
devotees, 0 dear!
I He, whose lot is great, is united (with) the'assembly (of the pious), O my Govind! the perfection
1
( = emancipation) of humble Nanak is effected by the name, O dear!
Gauri mdjh;mahala IV.
XXXI.

LXIX.

(1). I (have a desire after) the name of Hari, I am suffering the pangs of separation from Hari, 0 dear!
May my Lord Hari, my friend be met with, (that) I may obtain comfort, 0 dear!
Having seen the Lord Hari, I live, O dear mother !
My friend is the name, (my) brother is Hari, 0 dear!
(2). Sing, 0 pious (man), the qualities of ray Lord Hari,-0 dear!
Mutter, 0 disciple, the name, thy lot (will be) great, 0 dear V
3
The name of Hari, Hari, 0 dear, of my beloved Hari, 0 dear J
Will not again make (thee) wander through the waters of existence, 0 dear!
f
H
Join Hari (to me), O pious man, in my heart (there is) love to him, O dear!

Hari
very
(4). In my heart and body is a great desire after Govind, the Lord, 0 dear!
0 holy man, join (to me) Hari, Govind, the Lord, 0 dear!
By the instruction of the true Guru the name is always made manifest, 0 dear!
Humble Nanak (says): the desire in the heart is (thus) accomplished, 0 dear!
Gauri m&jh ; mahala IV
XXXII.

ILXX.

3

(1). My desire is the name, if it be obtained, then I live, 0 dear!
In (my) heart (there is) nectar, by the instruction of the Guru I get Hari, 0 dear!
My heart is imbued with love to Hari, the juice of Hari I drink always, 0 dear!
1

S7T% = STcT?t> passive, is made or effected (generally oft%).
II I
2
VTCKJ life; anything dearly beloved.
I
3
fVldiFtf *./. entreaty, desire (cf. (\|yMI = TITBIT = ntH*l|)» the termination 5 being changed to i,
which is frequently the case.
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Hari
Hari
Mjr beloved^friend is Hari
Har
I am a sacrifice to the ^gratuitous service of the name of Hari, 0 dear ?
(3). I inquire after Hari, Hari, my sweetheart, Hari, my friend, 0 dear!
Show to me, O'ye holy men, Hari, I inquire after thfe ttacfes of Hari,*0 dear \
If the true Ghiru, being pleased, shbws^ari (to ine)^ then^F obtain (Mm), 0 dear!
{
Praising Harplfem absorbed in the na6ie, 0 deer!v
n f
Hari
0 'Gttfru/toompletcr^my') Vaittt, (that/1 may obtain necfew in my iriouth, 0 dfe&r!
0 Hari, become merciful, (that) I may meditate on the namd of Hari/ O^ddai*!
Humble Kanak (savs^: (that^ T matr obtain the iuice of Hari. Crdear !
!

RAGXJ GATJKI GTJARERIj MAHALA V
V

*

Caupadus.
Om! by the favour of the true Guru!

I •.
x a

i di) t fiiv iu * iPause* , i . ..... ¥
i
How is happiness brought about, 0 my brother«? r
\T
.t j j f
j
How is Hari Ram obtained a s ^ helper? ] J
*.
u
c t i>
(1). (There is) no happiness in the house, (jf)jnine (be) all t^eoM§ya.a ^
(If) high (and; beautiful palaces.be roofedjin (by me).( ^
(.. J
By false covetouBness (one's)^lifetime ^s Jost. v
rd >J r
(2). Having seen elephants and hopsep he^s happy. u ;lJ
^ {f |
1*1
Armies, mace-bearersftndQdomest$<is^rvan^s are collected (byjhim). i
{
On (his) neck is the rope^nd noose of se$sh|iess. , >. . j
c
>d
(3). He may exercise dominion in all the ten quarters (of the earth)j j , n
He may enjoy many pleasures and women, i
o
i; /
f c
As in a dream the king becomes a beggar^ (
J
h
I tW
(4). (There is) oije happiness, (whjch) the true Gurushas shpwn)to me. }
•in
"Whatever HarL doesi that is pleasing)to(the devotees^ of Hayi. .
a
Humble Nanak (says)|: having destroyed.(their) egotism they are absorbed (in Hari)

fl

1

^ Pause* *
In this wise happiness is brought about/O^my brother^
Thus Hari Ham is obtained as a helper.,
Gauri gu&rcrl ? mahalaiV

ik.

IXXIL'

'

How
When he (i.e. Hari) is contained in watek eartlTand'on the surface of the earthil
#
ni r
The disciples are saved, the self-willed lose their honour.
* * *
^*
1

The sense is : he becomes a beggar suddenly, as In a dream. *' '

>V

;

*
u ,J

P

RACtfGAtfRI,} MAHjV., SABDJIIIJIVf(LXXIII. LXXIV.)
:

I
I
I I
VB*tf&5 I B hr ittffln Pause J^
Whom the merciful,Ham himselfbproteots 5
To him none other can come near.
^
(2). I n all exists-;the One infinite.
Sleep thou therefore in comfort and he without care !
He knows everything that is happening.
b*
i a j
(3). The fleshly-minded die, who have another thirst (than that*after Han)*
I n many wombs they wander about, (as) it was written from the beginning )>y destiny
1
What they sow, such things they will eat.
f,
t< •• i
)!
(4). Having seen (his) sight happiness has sprung up injmy mind.^ (
{^
All has come into my sight as manifestation of Brahm.
, n w
Humble Nanak has a full desire after Hari. 1 ^ I ^ H TJkmtm iJMitwmtiMi• •a.irt 1 j
»

Gaufl guarerl;

"MF"

mahala V

III. I LXXIII. I
(1). I n some births thou didst become a worm (and) moth
I n some births an elephant, fish (and) deer.
I n some births (thou) didst become & bird (and) snake.
I n some births a horse and an ox, that is yoked on. t
It Eflf 1

1

J

1 M

fll

1 Pause* vUfcl

Be united with the Lord of the Universe, this is the time of being unitedf(with him)!
1
After a long time this (human) body was obtained (byjthee},
j
T
(2). In some births (thou wast) made a rook and mountain, o
o
In some births thou fellest off as an unripe fruit from the womb.
In some births thou wast produced as a potherb* • . . * . • * ui»
J
In the eighty-four lakhs (of forms of existence), thou wast caused to wander about.
r
(3). A birth is (now)gobtained (by thee) with the pious.
Perform worship, adore Hari, Hari) by means of the instruction of the Guru 1
!
Give up pride and, false conceit!
l6B^lr^rft
(If) thou diest whilst living, (thou art), approved at the threshold (of Hari).
(4). Whatever is done, that will be done by Thee.
,
There is none other capable of doing (anything).
Then one is united (with thee), when thou unitest (himr with thee\ Jff ^71f^"a*%!S
Hari
Oaufl guuren ; mahala v

IV. 1LXXXV. jL.
3

(1). I n the field of works sow the^name!
4
Thy work will be completed. j y vj±_
1

on

VfTTT> account of the rhyme, instead of MTf*TI I I
2
Only in the human body the soul can work out its final emancipation.
rf
3
8
sent
<7cW lp>f*f > this p r e
world.
*' •
I Hi
4
1
The sense i s : thou will get thereby final emancipation and become freed from * the * necessity of
generation.
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Thou wilt get the fruit (of thy works), the fear of Yama will be effaced:
(If) thou singest continually the qualities and the praise of Hari.
Pause.
Put the name of'Hari, Hari into thy breast:
(And) thou wilt quickly accomplish thy work !
(2). If thou becomest attentive to thy Lord:
Thou wilt obtain honour at the threshold.
Give up all, all contrivance and dexterity!
Cling to the feet of the pious people!
(3). In whose hand all the creatures are:
He is never separated, he is with all.
Give up shifts and seize his asylum!
In a moment thy release will be effected.
(4). Consider him always as (being) near!
Mind the order of the Lord as true!
Blot out, by means of the word of the Guru, thy own self!
ISanak (says) : mutter the name of Hari, Hari!
*
*

Gaurl gu&rerl; mahald V.
V. LXXV.
(1). The word of the Guru is always imperishable.
By the word of the Guru the noose of Yama is cut asunder.
The word of the Guru is with the creatures.
By the word of the Guru they are imbued with love to Bam.
Pause.
]
What is given by the Guru, that is useful to the heart.
Mind that, which is done by the holy one (= Guru) as true!
(2). The word of the Guru is immovable and not to be broken.
By the word of the Guru doubt is cut off and duality.
The word of the Guru does not pass away in any way.
Sing by means of the word of the Guru the qualities of Hari!
(3). The:word of the Guru is with the creatures.
The word of the Guru is the friend of the friendless one.
For the sake of the word of the Guru he does not fall into hell.
By the word of the Guru (his) tongue enj oys nectar.
(4). The word of the Guru is manifest in the world.
By the word of the Guru (one) sustains no loss.
(To whom) he himself (•".** Hari) is mercifid:
(To him), says Nanak, is the true Guru always compassionate.
GaufI gu&reri; mahald V.
i

*

VI.

LXXVL

a

(1). Who makes a gem out of (a olod of) earth.;
Who with effort preserves in the womb j *
"^
Who gives lustre and greatness:
On that Lord I meditate the eight watches (of the day).

v
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0

PaUse.
1
0 my sweetheart, may I obtain the dust of the pious people!
Joining the Guru I will meditate on my Lord!
(2). Who makes of a fool an eloquent man,'
Who makes of a stupid an intelligent man,
By whose favour I obtain the nine treasures:
That Lord is not forgotten from my mind.
(3). Who gives a place to tho homeless,
Who gives honour to the honourless,
Who fulfils every desire :
*
(Him) I remember day and night at (every) breath and morsel.
(4). By'whose favour the rope of the Maya is out.
By the favour of the Guru the aeidl poison (becomes) nectar.
Nanak says: by this (man) nothing (is done)1 praise the preserver.
Gauri gtiarerl; mahala V.
VII.

LXXVII.

(1). In his asylum there is no fear (nor) grief.
Without him nothing will happen..
I give up dexterity, force, contrivance and passions.
2
He is preserving (the honour) of his servant.
Pause.
Mutter, 0 my heart, with pleasure: Bam, Ram!
In the house (and) outside (of it) he is always with thee.
(2). Establish him firmly in thy mind,
(And) thou wilt taste the nectar-juice, the word of the Guru.
Say, of what use are the other efforts ?
He himself, bestowing his mercy, keqpe (thy) honour.
(3). Say, what is man, what is his power ?
AIL the uproar of the Maya is but false (= vain).
The Lord causes the work to be done.
He is the inward governor of all the bodies.
(4). Of all comforts the true comfort is this:
Take to heart the instruction of the Guru!
Who is given to contemplation on the name of Ham :
He, says Nanak, is blessed and endowed with a great lot.

p

r

*

Gaujrt gu&rirl; mahald V.
{VIII. LXXVIII.
(1). By hearing the story about Hari filth is taken off.
(Men) easily* become much purified.
1

i

• •

>

|
\

£
*
M

cJ+HftttfT signifies'also (like i^Qf 9 to which it corresponds) " sweetheart," " husband .
%
s
*TPR W l & « f t i wpply *WTt honour*.
91
* *Cfcf $t&f used adverbially; " easily, " without difficulty." $fe? •> San sic. ijffjm.
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I
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By reason of a great lot (destiny) the society of the pious is obtained.
Love to the Supreme Brahm springsjup.
I
Pause.
The (pious) man, bxuttering the name of Hari, Hari, is saved.
By the Guru he is brought over the sea of fire.
(2). By praising Hari (his) mind becomes sedate (cool).
The sins of (his different) births are gone|floff.
I I
The receptacle of all (things) he perceives in his mind. I
» .*
Now why should he (go to seek (it elsewhere)!?
I
(3). When his Lord has become merciful,
I
The,labour of the worshipper has come to an end.
The fetter8 of (his) servant are cut
By remembering, remembering, remembering the abode;of (all) qualities*
(4). The One is in the|inind, the One is in every spot%
He abides|brimful in every place.
By the perfect Guruf every doubt is removed.
By remembering Hari, (says) Nanak, comfort is obtained.

I I I I I

I

i
t

I

I l l

Gaurt gudrerl; mahalu V.
IX.

LXXIX*

(1). Those who die before, repose afterwards.
1
Those, who are spared, they, having girded up ; their loins, are standing. .
The business, to which they cling,
I I
I
By that duality is made firm, in that they are absorbed.

f

Pause.
y
%i
That time (of death) does not at all come into their mind.
*
<tr
They cling to that which passed away.
(2). By desire the body of the fool is bound.
He clings to lust, wrath and love.
$ i
r.
On his head is standing Dharm-Bai ( = Yama).
;*
s
i *
^
He eats poison considering it a sweet thing.
*
(3). I bind, I subdue enmity.
§
t # 4 *
< H U"
l
Who will put his foot into our ground?
<i
to r t m ¥ w
if*
I am a Pandit, I am clever and knowing.
:Mt <*
npft ' ^ •*
\v
Another does not comprehend the creator.
'i
> i^
T
2
(4).'His own state.and mind ,he himself knows.
t*
What can one say, how can one describe (it)?
Into whatever (business or condition) he puts (a man), there he must remain,
[
I
(Though) every one is asking for his own welfare.
I l l
(5). Everything is thine, thou art the creator. „
I I I
There is no end nor limit (of thee).
I
I
Mayt to (thy) servant (this) gift be given :
11
I
,;
(That) Nanak may never forget (thy) name.
«*
1

w

are

^n^> ^°
spared, i+p. who spare (their ]ffe and do not,die (|>y means of contemplation). \f%9 they
are standing, i.e. they are engaged in work, must work on (in contradistinction to.lf^, theyrepose).
r
7
s
T^itlj t^rfH I 'he same as ajfgp Hff3>> one's secret mind pr thought.
t

KAG GAUfll, MAH. V., SABD X. XI. (LXXX, LXXXL)

I I

Gauri gu&rerl; mahald V.

I

X.

LXXX.

1(1). By many efforts emancipation is not brought about.
•(Not) by much dexterity (nor) by great force.
I By reason of the pure worship of Hari
1
I Splendour and dignity (are obtained) at the threshold (of the Lord).

I

I I I I
II
I
I
Pause.
0 my mind, seize the shelter of the name of Hari!
No hot blast of wind will touch thee.
(2). As a boat (preserves) in the ocean of fear.
I (As) a lamp lightens up darkness.
(As by) fire the cold season, by laughing pain (is removed):
(So) by muttering the name happiness is brought about in the mind.
(3). The thirst of thy mind will leave off.
All thy desires will be fulfilled.
Thy mind will not vacillate,
Having muttered the nectar-name, 0 dear disciple !
(4). The medicine of the name that man obtains:
To whom he himself (i.e. Hari) causes it to be given out of mercy.
In whose heart the name of Hari, Hari dwells:,
His pain and trouble flee away, (says) Nanak.

j

Gaurl guaretl / mahald V.
\

*

*XL

LXXXL

(1). By collecting much wealth (my) mind was not satiated.
Having seen many forms (I was) not assured (of them).
To son and wile my soul clings.
That (wealth) will pass away, these (will be) a heap of ashes.

I
I

Pause.
Without the worship of Hari I see (them) lamenting.
"Woe to the body, woe to the wealth (of those, who are) in love with the Maya!
(2). As (when) to a forced labourer money be given,
2
(And) he be in the house of the Lord (and) that (Lord) undergo toil.
As (when) in a dream he becomes a Raja and sits down (in state):
"When he opens (his) eyes, it is a vain affair.
9
(3). As a watchman over another s field.
The field is the Lord's (owner's), the watchman goes off.
The watchman vexes himself on account of that field.
3
Into his hem (= pocket) falls nothing.
(4). Whose the dominion is, even his is (also) the dream (= the Maya).
By whom the Maya is given, by him (also) the thirst (after the Maya) is raised.
1
2
3

^3, s.m. dignity, rank*
*%7% 5£Vf 9RJTOT; *fJIHT~jT*rT> *H being a meaningless alliteration.
VT657 = V?7Tf hem of a garment, here = pocket.

P

\
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Ha.himself annihilates, He himself establishes,
Nanak (makes) supplication before the Lord.

I

Gaurl guareri; mahala V.
XII.

LXXXII.

(1). The illusive creation of many kinds and;sorts was seen (by me).
%
With the pen wisdom was put down on the paper.
Having become a chief (and) king a (line) house was seen (by me).
(But) by (all) this my heart was not satiated.
Pause.
Show me that comfort, 0 holy man!
1
(By which) my thirst may be quenched and my mind satiated.
(2). Biding on a horse (swift like) the wind, (and) on an elephant.
Perfume of sandal-wood, a bed and a beautiful woman.
The singing of actors and dancers in the arena:
In (all) this my mind receives no satisfaction.
(3). The assembly (round) the throne, the festive procession of (the Raja's) sedan-chair.
All fruits, beautiful gardens.
Delight in the chase, the kingly sport:
(By all this) my mind is not comforted, (it is) illusion 'and deceit.
(4). Out of mercy the holy men toldime of the True one.
*
All comfort and joy was obtained (bylme) (from) this.
In the assembly of the pious the praise of Hari is sung.
Nanak (says): by him, whose lot is great, he (i.e. Hari) is obtained.
Pause.
In whose (house) is the wealth of Hari, he is happy.
By the mercy of the Lord union with the pious (is broughtiabout).{
Gaufi guareri.; mahala V.
XIII.

LXXXIII.

(1). Man1 thinks: this body is mine.
2
Again and again he clings to jit.
Bon, wife, household are a noose (to him).
(Suoh men) cannot become the servants of Earn.
Pause.
What is that manner, by which one may sing the excellences of Ham ?
"What is that method, iby which one may cross this Maya ?
(2). What is good, he considers as bad.
(If) one speak the truth, that is (to him) equal to poison.
He does not know victory and defeat.
This is the nature of the Sakat (in) the world.
(8). What is deadly poison, that the fool drinks.
The nectar-name he considers as bitter.
** fSfMSft^VJf instead of fcpJ3T%> for the sake of therh^me.
2
WlftcJT =* S5V^> cFT being only an alliteration.
0

.
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He does not go near the assembly of the pious.
He wanders again about in the eighty-four lakhs (of forms of existence).
(4). By one net birds are ensnared.
1
Glowing with youthful ardour he is given to sensual enjoyments of many kinds.
Nanak (says): to whom he has become merciful:
His nets are cut asunder by the perfect Guru.
Qauft guarlrl / mahala V.
XIV.

LXXXIV.

(1). By thy mercy the (right) way is obtained.
By the mercy of the Lord the name is meditated upon.
By the mercy of the Lord the bonds are loosened.
By thy mercy egotism is broken.
Pause.
(Thy) service is done, if thou appliest (one to it).
We can do nothing, 0 God!
2
(2). If it is pleasing tokthee, then I singi(thy) praise.
If * it i is pleasing! to thee, then I praise the True one.
If it is pleasing to thee, then the true Guru is compassionate.
All comforts, 0 Lord, (are obtained) by thy mercy.
(3). "What is pleasing to thee, that is a true work.*
What is pleasing to thee, that is true virtue.
The receptacle of all excellences is with thee.
Thou artHhe Lord, (thy) servant (is offering up) supplication (to thee).
(4). (My) mind and body become purely love to Hari.
All comforts I obtain in the society of the saints.
1
My mind remains attached to thy name.
This is considered (by Nanak as happiness.
?.

Gaiiri guarSri ; mahala V.
XV.

LXXXV.

(1). As many other flavours as are tasted by thee *
(By them) not for a moment (thy) thirst is quenched.
If thou tastest the flavour of the juice of Hari:
By tasting (it) thou becomest wondcr-stiruckji

I

Pause.
0 my beloved tongue, drink nectar!
3
Steeped in this juice thou wilt become satiated.
(2). 0 tongue, sing thou the excellences of Ram!
Every moment meditate on Hari, Hari, Hari!
Nothing else should; be heard nor should one go anywhere<clso.
1

a

v n

I

l

d'fadfaf P rt. past conjunctive of Bftfd+JcM* * * to be glowing with youthful ardour.
2
IJlcSti <£/• readiiigffrom the Purans or singing in praise of the Deity.
* f^TMBTcft*• ( ^ 1 1 ^ (TflT), adj. satiated, aii being a meaningless alliteration.

•
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In the society of the pious he {i.e. Hari) is obtained by him, whose lot is great
(8). 0 tongue! praise him all the eight watches (of the day)]
The Supreme Brahm, the Lord, is unfathomable.
Here and there (thou wilt) always (be),happy.
Singing the praises of Hari (thou art) priceless,?0 tongue!
(4). The tree has sprouted, blossoms and fruits are (on) the tree.
Steeped in this juice (of Hari) thou wilt not give it up again.
He brings no (other) juice near his mouth:
I
(To whom) the Guru has become an assistant, says ISTanak.
Gaujri gu&rtrx; \mdhald Yf
XVI.

LXXXVI.

*

f

(1). The mind is made the palace, the body the fence.
I Within it is an infinite thing (=a the Supreme Being).
Within it the wholesale merchant is heard (saying):
Who is the retail-dealer, on whom there is reliance there ?
Pause.
Some (rare) one is a trafficker with the gem of the name.
Who procures it, is feeding on nectar.
(2). Mind" and body I offer up aa a sacrifice, worship is made (by me).
What is that contrivance, by means of which I may be imbued with love (to Hari) ?
1
I fall down at (his) foot, giving up mine and thine.
Who is that man, who puts (me) into the traffic (of the came of Hari) ?
(3). In what wise may I obtain\the palace of the wholesale imerchant ?
What is that manner of life, by reason of which he calls (one) within ?
ijr
Thou art a great wholesale merchant, who hast crores of retail-dealers.
I Who is that donor, who having taken (life) makes (it) enter (again) ?
I (4). Searching and searching about (our) own house was (atilength) obtained.
The true, priceless gem was (then) shown (to us):
I When, out of mercy, (we were) united by the wholesale merchant (with himself),
• By reason of confidence (faith) in the Guru, says Nanak.
I

t

Oaufi guar&rt; makald V.
i

XVII.

LXXXVII.

(1). They remain night and day in one (continual) love (of Hari) j
(Who) know the Lord (as being) always (present) with them.
The name of the Lord is made (their) occupation.
They are fully satiated by the sight of Hari. •
Pause.
(Who) are in love with Hari, they are flourishing in mind and body.
I They have fled to the asylum of the perfect Guru.
(2). The lotus-foot (of Hari) is (their) soul's support.
1

H3J ocTTt mine and thine, i.e. all questions about mine and thine, all earthly goods. 3 ^ , for the sake

of the rhyme, instead of 3"cfT-

\

t

rr
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The One they look at obediently.
The One is (their) trade, (with) the One (they are) occupied.
They know no other without the formless one.
(3). They are free from both joy and grief.
1
1
They are always free (from contact with the world) and given to devotion.
Who ia Been in all and free from all:
On (that) Supreme Brahm they are meditating.
(4). How shall I describe the greatness of the saints ?
(They are) of unfathomable wisdom, I-cannot estimate it W any way.
0 Supreme Brahm, bestow mercy on me,!
May the dust of the saints be given to Nanak!
i

Qauri guareri; tnahald W*
XVIII.

LXXXVlrf.

(1). Thou art my companion, thou art my friend.
Thou art my beloved, with thee (I have) friendship.
Thou art my honour, thou art my jewel.
Without thee I cannot live a moment.
f
Pause.
Thou art my darling, thou art my life.
Thou art my Lord, thou art my prince.
(2). As thou puttest me down, so I remain.
What thou say est, that must be done by me.
Wherever I see, there thou art dwelling.
Thy fearless name I mutter with (my) tongue.
(8). Thou art my nine treasures, thou art my treasury.
Thou art my pleasure and delight, the support of my heart.
Thou art my lustre, with thee I am in love.
Thou art my shelter, thou art my support.
(4). Within my mind and body even thou art meditated upon
Thy secret I obtained from the Guru.
By the true Guru the only One was confirmed (in me).
Nanak, the slave of Hari, relies on Hari, Hari.
Oaufl gudrirl; makalu V;
XIX.
I

LXXXIX.

(1). (The Maya)jenters by spreading out joy and grief.
| She enters heaven and hell and the avatars.
2
She enters the poor one, who is looking out for splendour.
Root-piercing* she enters (by) covetousness.
I
1

I I
I
I

The words must be thus constructed: iflEf *Mt^5H3T v^ I f ? WT TW|3 0S\*l«j>ll» given to devotion
or abstract contemplation).
* VR£ fXdMW is to be .taken as one i word = poor; such (superfluous) compounds are frequent in the
Granth. Vffvf may be taken as adjective (= Sansk. TTfc*0» looking out for, or as part, past conjunctive
from \J\fc5Tf having looked out. The sense is the same both ways.
I * U|9 f\|J|f|lft (Sansk. cq^f\|V^)/root-piercing, i.e. totally destroying.
I
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Pause.
The Maya enters (men) in many ways,
The saints l^ve in thy protection, 0 Lord !
(2)., She enters him, who is drunk by vain conceit.
She enters him, who islattached<to son and wife.
She enters (him who is proud) (about) elephants, horses and things.
She enters him who is drunk in the inebriety of youth and jbeauty.
1
(3). She enters the ground, the tabor and the arena, r
She enters the assembly, having, heard the sound of a song.
She enters the bed, the palace, the ornaments.
2
The five intoxicated and blind ones she enters.
(4). She enters him, who does works ensnared by selfishness.
She enters the married state, she enters lonely life.
She enters conduct, occupation and caste,
Everything she enters except him, who is steeped in the colour of Hari
(5).. The bonds of the saints are cut asunder by Hari.
How should the Maya enter them ?
Nanak says: who have obtained the dust of the'saints:
Near them the Maya does not come.
Oaufl guCirerl; mahaldtY
XC.

(1). (In) the eyes iscsleep (and) the passion of looking at another's #ife
The ears have fallen asleep having heard and reflected on calomny.
The tongue has fallen asleep by greediness and sweet taste.
The mind has fallen asleep, amazed by the Maya.
*
Pause.
(If) one remains awake in this house (= body):
He gets his thing unimpaired.
3
(2). AH the companions are intoxicated in their own pleasure.
They have no knowledge of their own house.
4
The five highwaymen are robbing.
t
The cheats have fallen on the empty city,
(3). Father and mother cannot protect from them.
jfciend and brother cannot protect from them.
J. hey are not stopped by wealth and cleverness.
In the society of the pious these are broughthmder subjection.
(4). Bestow mercy on me, 0 thou, bow-holder !
*
The dust of the saints is all (my) treasure.
i

f
i

^

We divide the words into ££» ground, and f¥r^7'(as ,HS?, poor, gives hens no sense); f^fij?
fSfe^JT (TOff

cPT

cTTVfi | ^ i etc.
5 « a w l or companions are here the senses.
* "fa "M£c£fcJ ("»"STtOTraT). orfivehighwaymen, are STR, ^ » *53> J f r , nrffctT
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(My) capital (remains) safe with the true Guru
Nanak wakes in love to the Supreme Brahm.
(

Pause
He wakes, to whom the Lord is merciful.
His capital, wealth (and) property (remain) safe.
Qaufl guurerV; mahald V
XCI.
(1). In whose power the Khan and Sultan is;
In whose power all the world is;
By whom \ everythin g is m ade:
Without him there is no one.
Pause
Hake thy supplication before thy own true Guru!
He will settle (all) thy affairs.
%
(2). "Whose court is higher than all.
Whose name is. the support of all (his) devotees.
All-pervading and omnipresent is the Lord:.
Whose splendour is formed in every bodyv
%
(8). Remembering whom the dwelling of pain tumbles* down ^
Remembering whom Tama does not say anything.
Remembering whom the dried up ones become green.
Remembering whom the sinking stones swim across.
(4). Victory always to the assembly of the saints 1
The name of Hari, Hari, is the support of the life of his serve
Nanak says: he baa heard my supplication.
By the favour of the saints I ; dwell in the name.
Qauft gu&reri ; mahald V
XXII.

XCIL

(1). By the sight of the true Guru the fire is extinguished.
By meeting with the true Guru egotism is subdued*
J
In the society < of the true Guru the mind does not vacillate
The disciple utters the nectar-speech.
Pause.
The whole world is true, when steeped in the True one.
Coolness and tranquillity are (obtained) from the Guru,
(2). By the favour of the saints he mutters the name.
By the favour of the saints he sings the praise of Hari.
pains

released
the saints
in

When
Amongst the pious4 (is) this my soul.
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(4). Meditate on the compassionate depository of mercyI
Thou wilt then obtain a seat in the society of the pious.
On me, the destitute of virtues, the Lord has bestowed mercy.
In the society of the pious Nanak has taken the name.
»

Gaurl gudreri ; 4mahald V
X X I I I , 'XCIII.
(I). In the society of the pious the Lord' is fluttered (by them)
(To whom)hy the Guru the mantra of the name alone is given.
Having given up conceit they have become free from enmity.
The eight watches they adore the feet of the Guru.
Pause.
Now theiwicked thought of another is extinguished,
Since the praise of Hari is'heard with-(their) ears'.
(2). The depository of tranquillity, comfort and joy,
The protector protects them at the end.
Pain and trouble, fear and doubt are extinguished.
Coming and going are stopped by his kindness.
(3). He himself beholds, utters and sees everything.
Who is always with (thee), him, 0 mind, mutter!
By the favour of the saints he was made manifest.
The One, the ocean of virtues, is omnipresent.
1
(4). "Who relates (them) (becomes) pure, (he becomes) cleans©
Who continually sings the excellences of Govind.
Nanak says: to whom he becomes merciful:
All that man's toil is brought to an end.
>
Gauri guarSri; m aha Id V
XXIV.

XCIV.

(1). Having broken (his).fetters he makes (the disciple) utter Ram
In (his) mind true meditation springs up.
*
The troubles ,are done away, he lives in happiness.
Sufth a donor the true Guru is called.
Pause.
He

Hari)
(2). To whom,he becomes kind, him he himself unites [(with himself).
uru
The depository of all (
Having given up his own self (his) coming and going are effaced*
1
In the assembly of the pious the Supreme Brahm:is known (by him).
&
(3). To his servants Hari has become merciful.
The support of (his) servants is the One, Gopal.
r
On the One (their) contemplation (is directed), to the One (theyjhave) love in (their) mind
1

i.e. the 3TcS of Govind.
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1

All treasures are inUbe (house) of (his) servants, the'name of Hari.
(4). (Who) entertains love to the Supreme Brahni:
(His) work is pure, (his) practice is true.
By the perfect Guru (his) darkness is effaced.
I
2
The Lord of iNanak is boundless.
s

Gauri guurcrt; mahalu V
XXV.

XCV.

(1). In whose mind he {i.e. Hari)>dwells, that man^crosses over.
3
By whose destiny ^this) may be obtained.
No pain, sickness and fear enter (him) : I
Who mutters the nectar-name of Hari in (his) heart.

\

Pia use.

That the Supreme Brahra, the Lord, be meditated upon :
This method is obtained from tho perfect Guru.
(2). He who causes (every) work to be done,, is merciful;^
All creatures he is cherishing.
He is unattainable) inapprehensible always and endless.
Kcmember, 0 mind, the mantra of the perfect Guru!
I
(3). By whose worship all treasures (arc obtained);
By the adoration of (which) Lord honour is acquired ;
[
Whose service is not left unrequited :
Always, always sing the praises of (that'j Hari!
(4). Bestow mercy (on me), 0 Lord, the inward governor!
(Thou), 0 Hari, the inapprehensible Lord, arte tho depository of comfort!
The creatures (flee) to thy asylum.
May (to) Nanak tho greatness (of \ the name be given I
Gaurl guurerl; mahalu V.
XXVI.

XGVI.
4

(1). In whose hand is the creation and management of the living beings:
Remember that Lord of the friendless !
If the Lord comes into (thy) mind, all pains leave.
All fear is*done away by the name of Hari. I
Pause
Without Hari of what art thou afraid ?
Forgettingt> Hari in what wilt thou find comfort?
1

TFTTS § t

u

supply liffgr. f&MIA must here he tak en in the sense df treasure."
t W T 3 *HVTcF ( = ^ ( H K M I K > Hindi), boundless, both*being identical in meaning, but differently compounded.
r:3
The crossing (over the waters of existence = final emancipation) is obtained by destiny (according to
one's former works).
*
4
a
*ft*H TOrf5> frequent expression in the Granth. TT3T15 (Sails!*, itfjfi) signifies the art or skill tf
v*
making and the manner of apply big anything (said especially of a machine;.
•
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(2). By whom many earths and skies are upheld;
Whose vital energy is manifest in the creatures u
"Whose gift no one effaces:
Remembering, remembering (that) Lord thou wilt become fearless
(3). Remember the eight watches the name of the Lord!
I
(It is equal to) bathing and ablution in many Tlrthas.
I
Full on the asylum of the Supreme Brahm !
I
Crores of stains ( = sins) are blotted out in a moment.
(4). He is a full king, not in want of anything.
1
The confidence (faith) of the servants of the Lord is true.
I
The perfect Guru, giving (them) his hand, protects'them,
4
Nanak l(says): 1the Supreme Brahm is powerful.
I
Gaurl guurlrl; mahala V.
XXVII.

XCVII.

J

(1). By the favour of the Guru (his) mind clings to the name.
He who had fallen asleep through various births is awakened.
2
He utters the nectar-speech of the excellences of Lord Hari:
3
(By whom) the benevolence of the perfect Guru is obtained.
- *
Pause.
*
By remembering the Lord he obtains all happiness.
In the house and outside (of it) (he gets) all comfort atld tranquillity.
(2). He knows (hira), by whom he is created.
'
The Lord himself unites him (with himself) out of mercy.
He takes his arm and makes him his own:
Who is always'roiterating the story of Hdri.
4
(3). I t is charm, spell and medicaments.
J
The name of Hari, Hari is the support of the life of the'creatures.
True wealth is obtained by love to Hari.
In the society of the pious one crosses (the water of existence), which is difficult to get over.
(4). The followers of the saints and pious dwell in comfort.
The wealth of Hari, which cannot^ be estimated, is acquired (by them).
Whose lot it is, to him the Guru gives it.
5
Nanak (says): at random no (wealth of Hari) accrues.
1

TfTBT* true, i.e. it is not deceived.
The words of this line must [be put thus : \ r g S? STcSt^ Wf*J3T "STR^Y '©Bet There is no grammatical connexion between them and the proper position of the words can only be arrived at^by conjecture.
8
The Sikhs do not know what tormake of tiiis verse, as they explain VdTc5t by ^mani*' But here
IfiJI^ft is the part, past of VcJT&SCT (="UT0cM> from U T ^ ) , to obtain, a form which is also found in
R5g ASH, A^tpadi, 13,7.
»HiHfTf 14AU'^TiJ: JH^PT* drug, medicament; V^vTBTJ- Sansk. g « t < / N K
1 s
»f medicaments) ; Jlf^TtfTf \ 1 A V M T 3 * used as* a general term for all remedies ando
*

m ^frwrr
&

V

VAJ^Fd

*

f*rarerr

, at random! or accidentally

srfc 7: dfs, supply: srfs vTi \rfzfj

T>

ufs

V3TVf5
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Gaurl gudrSri; mahala V.
XXVIII.

XC*III.

(1). Then (thy) hand wilbbecome pure :
When the clog of the Maya is done away.
1
(If) thy tongue sing continually the excellences of Sam:
Thou wilt obtain happiness, 0 my brother and friend!
Pause.
Write with pen, paper and ink
The name of Ram! (the name of) Hari is nectar-sound.
c
(2). By this work thy passions (or diseases) go off.
Remembering Earn Yama cannot beat (thee).
The messengers of Dharm-Eae ( « Yama) will not overpower (Mm):
£~2 2
(Who Is) not at all sunk in'the infatuation of the !& „ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ —
(3). He himself is delivered (from existence) and (with him) the world crosses :
8
(Who) mutters the name of Ram with one mind.
He himself imparts instruction to others:
Into whose heart the name of Ram has entered.
(4). On whose forehead this treasure (is written):
That man mutters the Lord.
(Who) sings the eight watches the praises of Hari, Hari:
To him I devote myself, says Nanak.

GAURI GUA11ERI; MAHAJA V.
V

Caupadds; Pup adds.
Om ! By the favour of the true Guru!
.

XCIX.

(1). What is another's, that (he considers)fhis own.
What is to be given up, to that his mind is attached.
Pause.
Say, how should union bo effected with the Lord'?
What is forbidden, for that he has an inclination.
(2). A false word is considered as true.
1
(If) true (words) be spoken, he does not like it in his mind.
(3). The perverse man goes the road to the left.
1

TST^T — d^cM (Sansk. T^rff

Wf^KT ^
is not to be expected, that the readerthas to find out for himself.
, adj. intent in his mind (on Ram only).;
The MSS. differ very much in this line.

H3T35 7% Tglfr

ore copy: Wfjf

*rf!r vi df/i vf7?7%
S5ft 'STSif which
sake of the rhyme.

3 7 3 ^ « <jf5i for tin*
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1

Having given up the (road) to the right (hand) hs chooses tho untrodden one.
"(4). That Lord is the owner of both extremities (* .** of this and that world). I
Whom he unites (with himself), (says) Nanak, he becomes emancipated.
Gaufi guureri; mahalu V.
ft

(1). In the Kall-yug they have met in union.
So long they enjoy themselves, as his order is ( = as he orders them).
Pause.
(Though) ihe burn (in self-immolation),* Ram, (her) friend is not obtained.
Rising according to destiny she becomes a Satl.
(2). (Though) in emulation and obstinacy of mind she burn herself;
She does not obtain the society of (her) beloved, she is caused to wander about in many births.
(3). Who in virtue and continence obeys the order of her beloved:
2
That woman suffers no pain in (this) world.
(4). Nanak says: who considers the Lord as her beloved :
She is a blessed Satl and accepted at the threshold (of Hari).
.
Gaufi guureri; mahalu V
XXXI.

CI.

Pause.
We are rich and opulent by the true name.
We sing the praises of Hari with natural ease.
(1). When I opened and saw the treasury of (my) father and grandfather:
Then the treasure was put into my heart.
(2). With gems and rubies, the value of which cannot be estimated:
(My) store-rooms are filled they are inexhau&tible and cannot be weighed.
(3). Having met together, 0 brother, let us eat and spend (the treasures) !
They do not become diminished, they are (rather) increased.
(4). Nanak says: on whose forehead he causes (this) decree to be written
Him he applies to this treasury.
Gauri guureri; mahalu V.

k

XXXII. en.

;

(1). (Then) people die out of fear, when he is considered as being far off.
Fear ceases, when he is seen as- omnipresent.
Oranthis
! no explanation of this line. The three MSS., which I have at my
disposal, read all t|AAI» 'e is weaving. But this gives no sense whatever. It is also to'be noticed, that the
rhyme is thus rendered impure (vfWAI—V|AAT)> which speaks against VJAAT** We
(Sansk. f R f ) , he is choosing. This'root is no longer'found in Hindi and Punjabi, and therefore very likely
was corrected to the well-known VAAtt but in Sindlii ^m^t is still in common use. This emendation
>9
will make the whole line perfectly clear. *ftHT
but "right" (opposite to
left). tyXf&lf untrodden (literally: untouched), <£s derived from thetSansk. ^ R ^ J ; see my Sindhi Grammar,
Introduction, p. xlii. ht B and p. xliv. 7.
:
* The Sikh ClranftiTs explain iTHlA = r W ^CT 7W (sbe suffers no pain at the hands of Yama). But
8 wcl1 h e
y*H& "»ay »
*h« locative of iTHTTJT (<UUj), time, world, which suits the context better.
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Pause.
(I) devote (myself) to my own true Guru.
I do not give him up, he brings me across by any means.
(2). There is pain, sickness and grief, when the name is forgotten.
11
There is always joy, when I sing the praises of Hari.
(3). None should be called bad (or) good.
Having given up conceit the feet of Hari should be seized !
(4). Nanak says: apply thy mind to the mantra of the Guru!
(And) thou wilt obtain happiness at the true court.

*
*

Qaurl; mahald V.

kxxnt cm.
8

(1). Whose friend and beloved the Lord is r
*Say, what may that man stand in need of ?
Pause.
Who has directed his affection on Govind:
His pain, trouble and, error
flee.
(*
(2). Who has tasted the juice of Hari:
He does not stick to another juice.
(3). Whose word has effect at the threshold (of Hari):
To whom should he bring an offering (bowing down) to the ground ?
(4). Who belongs to him, whose everything is:
He enjoys always comfort! (says) Nanak.
*
Gaurl; mahald V.
XXXIV.

CIV.
3

(1). Who looks upon pain and pleasure as the same:
t
How should!grief affect him ?
Pause.
Tranquillity and happiness (dwell) in (those) saints of Hari:
(Who are) obedient to Hari, Hari the King.
(2). Into whose heart the inconceivable (Supreme Being) comes and dwells (there):
He has no anxiety about anything.
I I
*
(3). From whose mind error has become extinct :•
He has no fear at all of Yama.
(4). Into whose heart the Guru has given the name:
His are all treasures, says Nanak.
Oaufl i mahald V.
XXXV. CV.
(1). The place of him, whose form is unattainable, is in the mind.
By the favour, of the Guru some rare one has known him.

1
3

TT*!^ 3n?f»I sing^U may also be the third pers. sing*" when one sings."
iRftlKT » ilPftf Lord (l<n*ft).
# u$
§!(=* ofr)» ed byiAijun also as a ^Dative postfix = <T%.
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Pause.
1
The report about composure (of mind) are jars (full) of nectar.
"Whose lot it is, he takes and drinks them.
(2). (There is) a sound not produced by beating (an instrument), a pure place.
By its (i.e. that sound's) report Gopal enchants.
(3). In that (pure place) are many endless courts of tranquillity.
The saints are the companions of the Supreme Brahm.
(4). (Where there is) endless j oy and no more grief:
*
That house the Guru gave to Nanak.
GaurliLmahalCt V.
XXXVI*

CVI.

(1). What is (that form of thine, which I should adore?
What is that Yog, by means of which I should subdue my body ?

I
I

I
I
I
I
I

Pause.
I
What is (that) excellence, 'which T should sing in thy praise ?
I
What is that word, by which I may gladden (thee), 0 Supreme Brahm ?
I
(2). What is that worship of thine, which I should practise ?
I
What is that manner, by which I may cross the water of existence ?' .
I
1
(3). What is that austerity, by means of which one may become an ascetic?
2
I
What is that name, by means of whtch one may remove the filth of egotism ?
I
(4). Singing the excellences (of Hari), worship, (the acquisition of) divine knowledge, meditation,
3
all (this) he does, (says) Nanak:
I
With whom the merciful Guru meets and on whom he bestows mercy.
I
Pause.
By him are the excellences, by him is the Lord known
Whose (word) the giver of comfort minds.

I
i

Qauri ;* mahald V.
XXXVti.

CVII

(1). The body, of which thou art proud, is not thy own.
Dominion, property, wealth are not thy own.
Pause. *
Why dost thou cling to that which is not thy own ?
4
)
Thy own (is) the name, (which is) obtained from the true Guru.
(2). Son andiwife, 0 brother, are not thy own.
;r
Not friends and acquaintances, nor father and mother themselves.

i

1

TTtTtT 7WT> the story or report about the 4f\Jrl or composure of mind; S^ is misplaced, it should stand
after ttffTO
The reading: ot'r£s% TTCTON though found in the'three MSS. at<my disposal, is apparently wrong, we
1
should necessarily expect H7TT7>> bathing , ablution; "what is* that bathing, by means of which,"} etc. The
MSS. of later date are often very thoughtlessly written, especially in reference to the vowels, the grammatical
importance of which the Sikhs no longer understand.
*
3
All the MSS. at my disposal read UfT$5, but thisfis senseless; UfTSJ (he does) must be read.

RAG GAURI, MAH. V., SABD XXXVIII.—XL. (CVIII.—OX.)

(3) Neither gold, silver and money,
Nor horses and elephants are of use to thee. • *
(4). Nanak says: who is kindly united (with Han) by the Guru,
Who has Hari, the king, his is everything.
Gaur^i mahald V.
XXXVIII.

CVIII.

(1). The feet of the Guru are on my forehead.
By him all my pains are removed.
Pause.
I am a sacrifice to my own true Guru.
Having known the (Supreme) spirit I mind him with the greatest delight.
(2). "Who applies to hiB face the dust of the feet of the Guru :
1
By him all egotism is given up.
(3). To whom the word of the Guru has become sweet in his mind:
He has seen in (it) the Supreme Brahm.
(4). The Guru is the giver of comfort, the Guru is the creator.
The Guru, says Nanak, is the support of souh and life.
Gaurl; mahald V.
XXXIX.

i

CIX.

(1). 0 my heart, praise thou him,
In whose (house) there is no deficiency whatever.

<

j

Pause.
0 heart, make that beloved Hari thy friend!
)
The support of life keep always in thy thoughts!
(2). 0 my heart, serve thou always him,
"Who is the primeval spirit, the infinite God.
(3). Put thy hope on him, 0 heart,
Infcwhom confidence (is placed) from the beginning, thejbeginning of the Yugs.
(4). The love to whom always becomes* happiness :J
(Him) Nanak praises, having met (with) the Guru.
Gauft; mahald V.
XL.

GXiv

(1). What (our) friend does, that is agreed to by us.
2
The actions of (our) friend are the reasons of (our) welfare. *
Pause.
In my heart and thought I trust in the One,
From whom (every) work proceeds, he is our friend.
(2). Our friend is unconcerned (about anybody).
3
By the mercy of the Guru he is a friend to me.
1

2

tH&qfq,s.f. the consciousness of individual existence.

i.e. they tend to our welfare.
* *Hi»Wlu I — Pers. k-lT* friend, acquaintance.
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(3). Our friend is the inward governor, I I H
The powerful divine(maloH the Supreme .Brahm, the Lord.
(4). We are thy slaves, (thou art) our Lord.
Honour and greatness, (says) <Nanak, are thine, 0 Lord!
II

'

Oaufi; mahald V.

XLL CXI.

I

(1). To whom thou hast become a powerful advocate :
To him no stain whatever (is applied). *
Pause.
0 Madhavr., who puts his hope in thee:
To him the world is nothing.
(2). In whose heart the Lord is:
He has no apprehension whatever.
(3). To whom thou, 0 Lord, hast given firmnessi(of mind;
Him tio pain approaches.
|
I
(4). Nanak says: I obtained that Guru,
Who showed to'me" the Supreme Brahm as omnipresent.
Ganri; mahal&fV
•

*

XLII.

CXIL

(1). By a great lot the human body, which is hard to get, is obtained.
Who do not mutter the name, they are*suicides.
*
Pause.
1
Having died those (find) no place, by whom Bam is forgotten.
Destitute of Bam of what use is (their) life ?
(2). They are eating, drinking, sporting, laughing to a great extent.
Of what use is the embellishment of a corpse ?
(3). Who do not hear the praise of the Supreme bliss (=* God):
2
They are born as stupid animals, as quadrupeds and birds.
(4). Nanak says: (in whoirf) by the Guru the (initiatory) mantra is-made firm:
In (his) heart the name alone is contained (and nothing else).
Ganrl; mahald V.
XLIII.

CXIII

(1). Who has a mother, who has a father ?
All relatives arc but nominal and false. *
Pause
9

Why, 0 fool, art thou bewildered ?
/
I
In accordance with (his) order thou" hast come.
1

iTTvft - Vnftft place.
2
f i W H f c (Sansk. fTpfaftfir), here used as adjective : born from the womb of an animal = animal,
to
s
especially of the lower order. The assimilation of f^T^Nf f ^ T ? * against all rules and must be considered
as a vulgar corruption (Hindi 7T3PI).
I
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(2). (There is) one earth, one vital energy (in all).
...*..
^
l
(There is) one breath (in all), why and for whom (art thou) weeping ?
9
(3). Saying: "mine, mine/ thou lamentest. .
ri*
This soul is not dying.
%
(4). Nanak says: by the Guru (our) shutters were opened.
r, ,
(We) became emancipated, all errors were effaced. .
Gauri; mahalti V
XLIV.

CXIV.

(1). The great, great men, whojare seen (in the world);
Them anxiety and sickness penetrates.
Pause.
No one is great (by reason of ),fthe greatness of the Maya1(= wealth)
He is great, who devoutly meditates on Ham.
(2). The land-owner quarrels continually about land.
Having given it up he departs, his thirst not being quenched.
(3). Nanak says : this is the full truth :
Without worshipping Hari there is no emancipation.
Gauri; mahala V.
XLV.

CXV.

(1). Perfect is the road, perfect is the ablution.
Everything is perfect, (if) the name (be) in the heart.
Pausei
Perfection abides, when preserved by the perfect*one.
The asylum of the Supreme Brahm (accrues) to that man.
(2). Perfect is (his) comfort, perfect (his) contentment.
2
Perfect (his) austerity, perfect his abstract contemplation.
(3). On the road of Hari the sinner (becomes) purified.
Perfect is (his) splendour, perfect (his^ renofan.®
(4). The creator always dwells in the presence.
Nanak says: my:true Guru is perfect.
Gauri: mahald V.
XLVI.

CXVI.

(1). By the dust of the saints crores of sins are blotted out.
and
Pause
The sight of the saints is perfect ablution*
By the mercy of the saints the name is muttered,
i

dlMWI (TTSrefftyJ) signh
signifies, (J) an easy mode of yog or abstract contemplation, opposed to 3"U>
austerity. (2). The supreme yog (as practised by a Raja holding in the world a high position and at the
same time practising abstract meditation).
I
^
I
I
3
Wofto/ s.m. renown, notoriety.
'*
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1

(2). In the society of the saints egotism is effaced;
2
All is looked upon aa having one and the same form.
3
(3). (If) the saints are favourable, the five are subdued.
The nectar-name is collected in the. heart.
(4). Nanak says: whose destiny is perfect:
With him the feet of the pious have fallen in.

I
I

GaurX; mahald.Y.
XLVII.

I

I I I

OX VII.

(1). By muttering the excellences of Hari the lotus (of the heart) opens/
By remembering Hari all fear
flees.
I
Fame.
I
I
That intellect is perfect, by which one sings the excellences of Hari.
In consequence of a great destiny he obtains the society of the pious.
(2). In the society of the pious the treasure of the name is obtained.
In the society of the pious all affairs are accomplished.
'(3). By devotion to Hari (one's) life obtains its object,
(If) by the mercy of the Guru one praise the name.
(4). Nanak says: that mau is accepted:
In whose heart the Lord dwells.

1

I
I

Gauri; mahala V.
XLVIII.

CXVIII.

(1). Whose heart is attached to the only One:
4
He forgets (every) thought about other things.

I

Pause.
"Without Govind none other is seen.
He is the creator, who causes (every) work to be done.
5
(2). Who longs for (him) in his heart, who utters with his mouth; Hari, Hari! J
That man will not vacillate in any way, neither in this nor that (world).
(3). In whose (house) is the wealth of Hari, he is a true wholesale merchant.)
By the perfect Guru faith is imparted (to him).
(4). Hari, the king, the life-giving Supreme Spirit is united (with him).
0
Nanak 6ays: the highest region is obtained (by him).
Gauri; 'mahala V.
XLIX.

CXIX.

(1). The name is the support of the life of the devotees.
The name is (their) wealth, the name is (their) occupation.
1
3
8
4
5
6

ttftAj 173 > egotism, i.e. the idea of individual existence.
i.e. all Is considered as a form of the Supreme Being.
J
Thefive,i.e. STTO»<?*?» etc.
yifjj (3X3)9 thought, care about; it is still used in this sense in Sindhi.
y*<lGcNT (Sansk. caus. MU*J<^), to long for, to love.
V 7 H M 7 ' *ke highest region or place •=*finalemancipation.
I

<m
9
>
«
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I Pause.
That man obtains the greatness of the name and lustre,
To whom in mercy he himself causes it to be given.
(2). The name is the occasion (place) of the happiness of the devotee.
Who delights in the name, that;devotee is accepted.
(3). The name of Hari upholds the (pious) man.
At every breath the pious man remembers the name.
(4). Nanak says: whose lot is perfect:
His mind is attached to the name.
Qaurl; mahala V.
L.

CXX.

(1). 'When by the favour of the saints the name of Hari was meditated upon:
From that time the running (unquiet) mind was satiated.
Pause.
By singing the excellences (of Hari) comfort and rest were obtained.
Toil was done away, my calamity was struck down/
(2). Having adored the lotus of the foot of the Lord,
By the remembrance of,Hari my anxiety was effaced.
(3). When having given up all (others) I came helpless to the asylum of the One :
Then the high place (of Hari) was easily obtained (by me).,
(4). Pain, trouble, error and fear lied.
The creator, says Nanak, took up his abode in my heart.
Oaurl / mahala V.
LI.

CXXI.

(1). Do service (with thy) hand, (withHhy) tongue;sing the praises (of Hari) I
(With thy) feet run in the way of the Lord!
Pause.
(This is) the favourable time, (this is) the fit opportunity of remembering (Hari).
1
By remembering the name thou wilt get safely oyer (every) fear.
(2). With (thy).eyes behold the eight of the saints!
Regard in (thy) heart the imperishable Lord!
(3). Go to the pious and hear his praise!
He will efface (thy) fear of birth and death.
(4). Put the lotus-foot of the Lord in (thy) breast!
Save (thy human) body, which is hard to get, (from further transmigration)!
Qaufi / mahala V.
LII.

CXXII.

(1). On whom he bestows his own meroyV
That man utters with his tongue ths name.
1

QacTlW •» ^3f<f > thou wilt get over, on account of the rhyme (TJtft*HT)-
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Pause.
By forgetting the name the pain of doubt enters (man).
By remembering the name error and fear flee.
(2). Who hears the^praise of Hari/who sings the praise of Hari:
That man pain does not approach.
(3). The man who serves Hari is graceful.
The fire of the Maya does not affect him.
(4). In (his) mind, body and mouth is the name of the merciful Hari.
Nanak (says); other worldly cares are abandoned (by him).
I Gaurl; mahatu V.

Lin. cxxin.
(1). Giving up cleverness and much dexterity,
*
I kept fast the perfect Guru.
Pause.
Pains become extinct having sung with pleasure the praises of Hari.
The perfect Guru met (with me), having devoutly meditated (on Hari).
(2). The Guru gave (me) the mantra of the name, of Hari.
Cares were effaced, anxiety went off.
(3). Joys sprang up by meeting with the Guru, the merciful.
Bestowing his mercy (on me) the nooses of Yama were cut asunder (by him).
(4). Nanak says: (who) has obtained the perfect Guru:
Him the Maya does not again overspread.
Gaurl: mcchaldY.
LIV.

CXXIV.

(1 ). (Thou wast) preserved by the perfect Guru himself.
The fleshly-minded ones I distress overtook.
Pause.
0 my friend, mutter the Guru, the Guru!
Thy face will become bright at the court (of Hari).
(2). Make the feet of the Guru dwell in thy heart!
(Thy) pain, enemies and misfortune he will destroy.
1
(3). (If) the word of the Guru (be) with thee as a cotnpanion
All creatures become kind (to thee), 0 brother!
(4). "When the perfect Guru bestowed his mercy (on me):
1
1 became fully satisfied, says Nanak.
Gaurl I mahald V.
LV.

CXXV.

(1). Many relishes he enjoys like an ox.
The thief is bound by the rope of spiritual blindness.
Pause.
(Man) is a lifeless body if destitute of the society of the pious.
He is coming and going, by the pain of the womb he is consumed.
II

I

I

* vnf\, s.f. fulness, satisfied state.
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(2). Many beautiful clothes are put on (by him).
1
(But they are like) a scare-crow in a field, (by which) (birds) are frightened awayi
(3). All other bodies are of (some) use.
(But) the human (body) is of no use, which does not mutter the name.
(4). Nanak says: to whom he became merciful:
He, haying joined the society of the pious, adores Gppal.
•

•

I

Gauri; mdhalCi V.
LVL

CXXVI.

(1). In the Kali-yug troubles are removed by the word of the Guru.
Coming and going is put a stop'to, all comforts (are obtained;.
Pause.
Fear is qxtinct, the fearless Hari is meditated upon.
In the society of the pious the excellences of Hari are sung.
(2). Who have put the lotus-feet in their heart:
They are brought over the sea of fire by the Guru.
h
,
(3). Those, who were continually drowning, are drawn outfby the perfect Guru.
Those, who were broken through various births, are refitted again.
(4). Nanak says: I am devoted to that Guru,
By meeting with whom my salvation!!was effected.
I

Gauri; mahalu V.
4

I

I
I
I

I

LVII.

CXXVII.

(1). In the society of the pious fall on his asylum!
Place (thy) heart and body before him!
Pause.
Drink the nectar-name, 0 my brother !
I
Kemembering, remembering (it) all heat (of passions) is extinguished.
(2)#> Giving up conceit put a stop to birth and death!
Pay reverence to the feet of the servants of Hari!
• • 4
t(3). At every breath think of the Lord inj(thy) mind \
Collect that wealth, which goes witht(thee) 1
(4). To him it accrues, on whose forehead the lot (is written).
Nanak says: cling to his feet!

.

I

Gauri; mahalii V.
LVIII.

CXXVIII.

I ^1). The dry ones are made green in a .moment.
\
Having got the sight of the nectar they are vivified.

I

I

I

I

Pause.
The afflictions are cut off by the perfect Guru, the God.
On hiB worshipper his own worship is bestowed.
*~Tbe words are very obscure and without a free rendering unintelligible.
runs: "as by a scare-crow (3dA!» *•/•) in a field it is frightened."

The literal translation
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(2). Anxiety is effaced, the wish of the heart is accomplished.
By the true Guru, the abode of (all) excellences, mercy is bestowed.
(3). Troubles fled, comforts settled (in the heart).
1
Ho delay intervened when they were ordered by the Guru.
(4). Their desire was attained, they met with the perfect Guru.
Nanak (says); those men have borne good fruit.
Gauft; mahald V.
LIX.

CXXIX.

(1).' The turmoils are passed, tranquillity has set in from the Lord.
Coolness has sprung up, by the Lord (this) gift is given.
Pause.
By the mercy of the Lord they became happy.
Those, who were separated through many births, are united (with the Lord).
(2). By remembering, by remembering the name of the Lord,
The place of all diseases is destroyed.
(3). With natural ease he utters the praise of Hari,
Who remembers the Lord through the eight watches.
(4). Fain and trouble and Tama do not come near (him),
Who sings the praises of Hari, says Nanak.
Gauri; mahald V.
LX. CXXX.
(1). 0 blessed day,*0 blessed event,
By which the supreme, unfettered Brahm was met with.
Pause.
I devote myself to that time,
In which my mind mutters the.name of Hari.
(2). Fruitful are those forty-eight minutes, fruitful those twenty-four minutes,
In which my tongue utters: Hari, Hari!
(3). Fruitful is that forehead, by means of which I shall pay reverence to the saints.
Pure is that foot, that walks in the way of Hari.
(4). Nanak says: blessed is my destiny,
By reason of Which the feet of the pious were met with.
Gauri: mahald V.
LXL

CXXXI.

(1). Keep the word of the Guru in thy mind!
Remembering the name all anxiety departs.
Pause.
Without the Lord there is none "other.
He alone kills and preserves.
1

i n ?rf<J «pWnh when they (t.e. the ^Vf, the comforts) were ordered to come.
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(2). Put the feet of the Guru in (thy) heart and breast!
The ocean of fire thou wilt* cross muttering (the name).
(8). Direct (thy) meditation on the form of the Guru!
Here and there thou wilt obtain honour.
(4). Who having given up every (thing) comes to the asylum of the Guru:
His anxieties are removed, he obtains happiness, (says) Nanak.
? Gaurl i mahald V.
LXH.

CXXXII.

(1). By remembering whom all pain passes off,
(And) the jewel of the name comes and dwells in the mind:
Pause.
Mutter, 0 my heart, .the praise of (that) Govind!
1
The tongue of the pious praises Bam,
(2). Without the One there is none other,
By whose favourable look comfort is always obtained.
(3). Make the One thy friend, acquaintance and companion!
The word M Hari, Hari," write in thy heart!
t.
(4). The Lord is contained everywhere.
Nanak sings the praises of the inward governor.
Gaufl; mahald V.
LXIIL

CXXXIII.

(1). The whole world is sunk in fear.
He has no fear, whose support is the name.
Pause.
Fear cannot enter thy asylum.
What is pleasing to thee, that (thou art) doing.
(2). There is grief and joy in coming and going.
By that comfort is obtained, what is pleasing to the Lord.
(8). The Maya enters the great ocean of fire.
They are cool (composed), who obtain the true Guru.
(4). Keep me, 0 Lord, the preserver!
Nanak says: what (can) the helpless creature do ?
Gaurl j mahald V.
LXIV.

CXXXIV.

(1). By thy mercy the name is muttered.
By thy mercy a place (is obtained) at (thy) threshold.
Pause.
Without thee, 0 Supreme Brahm, there is none other.
By thy mercy comfort is.always obtained.
1

The words of this line must be constructed thus: TRTV>

TTTT sft

<WAf <TW
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(2). (If) thou dwellest in the*heart, no pain befalls (it).
By thy mercy suspense and fear
flee.
*
(3). 0 Supreme Brahm, 0 boundless Lord!
(Thou art) the inward governor of all bodies.
1
(4). I offer (this) supplication to my owii true Guru !
<
May the name, the true capital, be'given (to me), (says) Nanak.
Gauri; mahald V. I
LXV.

I

1

I

CXXXV.

(1). Like empty husks without a grain :
So are (those) empty, (whose) mouth is devoid of Hh'j name.

*

Pause.
Mutter the name of Hari, Hari, 0 man!
Woe to (thy) body void of the name and being another's !
(2). "Without the name there is no good lot on the face.
"Without the-husband there is no happy married state.
(3). Who, having forgotten the name, takes to another enjoyment:
None of his desires will be accomplished.
'
(4).* 0 Lord, bestow on me thy own mercy and gift,
(That) Nanak may mutter the name day and night.
I

|

I

Gauri; mahald V.

LXVI.

exxxvi.

(1). Thou artjpowerful, thou art my Lord.
All is from thee, thou art the inward governor.
Pause.
Thou, 0 supreme, omnipresent Brahm (art) the shelter of thy servants.
In thy asylum are crores of thy servants saved.
(2). All creatures, as many as there are, are thine.
By thy mercy many comforts (are obtained).
J•
1
(3). Whatever exists, all is thy decree.
. ,
Who comprehends* (thy) order, he is absorbed in the True one.
(4). 0 Lord, in mercy bestow (on me) (this^gifti
That Nanak may remember the name (containing) the (nine) treasures.
Gauri; mahald V.
LXVII.

CXXXYII.

(1). (That) very fortunate man obtainsihis sight*
Who devoutly meditates on the name of Bam.
Pause.
In whose heart Hari dwells:
Him no pain (befalls) even in a dream.
- ->

w

*

I

1

i.e. exists by thy'decree.

I
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(2). All treasures are laid up in (his) people.
In their society sins and pains depart.
(3). The greatness of (his) people cannot be told,
(His) people are absorbed in the Supreme Brahm.
(4). May in mercy my petition be heard, 0 Lord!
May the dust of (thy) slave be given to Nan ak!
Gauri ; mahald V.
LXVIIL

CXXXVIII.

(1). By remembering Hari thy calamity goes'off.
All welfare comes and dwells in thy mind.

*
*

Pause.
Adore, 0 my heart, the one name!
It will be of use to thy soul.
(2). Night and day sing the excellences of the endless one!
The mantra of the perfect Guru is spotless.
(3). Give up shifts, hold fast the One!
Taste the nectar-juice, the great excellent thing !
(4). The difficult ocean (of existence) those people cross f
On whom he bestows a favourable look, says Nanak.
Gauri; mahald V.
LXIX.

*

I

CXXXIX.

(1). Who put the lotus feet of the Lord in their heart:
They, having met with the perfect true Guru, are saved.
Pause.
Sing the praises of Govind, O my brother!
Having met with the pious meditate on the name of Hari!
(2). The (human) body, which is hard to get, becomes approved of.
From the true Guru attention to the name is obtained.
t

1

(3). By remembering Hari the perfect degree is attained.
In the society of the pious fear and error are effaced.
(4). Wherever I see, there he {i.e. Hari) is contained.
Nanak, the slave, is in the asylum of Hari*
I

I

Gauri: mahald V.
LXX.

CXL.

(I). I sacrifice myself to the sight{of the Guru.
Continually muttering the name of the true Guru I live.
Pause.
O Supreme Brahm, 0 perfect Gur-dev!
Bestow mercy (on me), (that) I may apply myself to thy service.
^f37J "M^Tt the perfect degree = final emancipation.
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(2), The lotus-feet (of Hari) I put in (my) heart and breast.
(My) heart,' body and wealth are the Guru's, who is sustaining (my) life.
(3). (His) life becomes fruitful and approved of:
"Who considers the Guru, the Supreme Brahm (as being) near.
(4). The dust of the saints is obtained by the very fortunate
^
Nanak (says): by meeting I with the Guru devout meditation on Hari is made.
I

I

I

I

Oaurl; mahald V.
LXXI.

CXLI.

(1). He does wicked works and shows (outwardly) other ones (i*e. good ones).
(But)'at the threshold of Bam the thief is bound.
Pause.
1

'Who utters: Ram! he is a devotee of Ram.
In water, earth and on the surface of the earth the One is contained.
(2). In his heart is poison, (but) with his^mouth he utters nectar.
In the city of Yama he is bound and struck in his face.
(3). Within the screen (= secretly) he practises many passions.
(But) m a moment he will become manifest in the world.
(4). Who inwardly is delighted with the true name;
To him,-(says) Nanak, the ordainer (of all things) is merciful.

(
I

Oaufl; mahald V.
LXXII.

CXLII.

(1). The colour of Ram never goes off (from him):
Whom the perfect Guru instructs.
Pause.
The mind that is steeped in the colour of Hari is true.
The Spirit, the ordainer (of all things), is filling in the red colour.
(2). Who, sitting in the society of the saints, sings his excellences:
His colour does not go off.
(3). Without remembering Hari no happiness is obtained.
All the other relishes of the Maya are insipid.
(4)% Those, who were coloured by the Guru, 3became happy.
Nanak %says: (to whom) the Guru became compassionate.
Gaufl; mahald V.
LXXIII.

CXLIIL

(1). By remembering the Lord sins flee away,
Happiness, tranquillity and joy settle (in the heart).
Pause.
The people of Ram have faith in Ram.
By muttering the name all anxiety is done away.
1

dt+licM (<TTHT7?T)f * devotee of Ram, uttering continually: Ram, Ram !
their impure practices.

They are now known for
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1

(2). In the sooiety of the pious there is no fear nor doubtfulness.
The praises of Gopal are sung day and night.
(3). The fetters are broken by the Lord out of mercy.
The protection of the lotus-foot is given to them.
(4). Nanak says: in their mind clear apprehension (of truth) is made.
2
His servants continually drink (=^ enjoy) spotless renown.
Gaurl; mahala V.
i

w

LXXIV.

CXLIV.

(1). Whose mind is fixed on the feet of Hari;
His pain, trouble and doubt flee away.
Pause.
Who is dealing in the wealth of Hari, he is perfect,
Whom he {i.e. Hari) cherishes, that man is a hero.
(2). To whom the Lord became compassionate :
Those men cling to the feet of the Guru.
(3). (They enjoy) happiness, tranquillity, quiet and joy.
Continually muttering the supreme bliss ( = t h e Lord) they4ive.
(4). The capital of the name is acquired in the society of the pious.'
Nanak says: by the Lord (their) affliction is cut off.
Gaurl / mahala V.
LXXV.

CXLV.

(1). By remembering Hari all troubles are effaced.
The lotus-feet enter the heart.
Pause.
Utter the name of Ram a hundred thousand times!
3
Thoti wilt drink nectar-juice by love to theiLord.
(2). There is comfort, tranquillity, enjoyment and great happiness.
Continually muttering the supreme bliss (==• the Lord) they live.
(3). Lust, wrath, covetousness and passion, are removed. I
In the society of the pious all blemishes are washed away.
(4). Bestow mercy, 0 Lord, who art compassionate to the poor!
May to Nanak the dust of the pious be given!

I

*
$ •

'

Gaurl; mahala V.
§

w

LXXVI.

CXLVI.

(1). Whose gifts one puts on and eats:
How is indolence towards him becoming, 0 mother ?
3 d 131™ Sansk. VTf^T> finals being lengthened on account of the rhyme and medial n assimilated to t.
* W f W H O signifies in Sanskrit also " water," but this meaning is uncommon and does not fit the
context.
3

*£3 fMWcftj fWfTcft cannot be here the feminine of\fif*WT3T* but must be taken as ablative
of fMftrnji final short i being lengthened on account of the/Vhyme.

RAG GAURI, MAH- Vw SABD LXXVII. LXXVIII. (CXLVII. CXLVIII.)

Pause.
Who, having forgotten the Lord sticks to anoth or work:
He gives away a gem*for a shell.
(2). Forsaking the Lord he takestyo other objects of desire.
In paying obeisance to the slave how (shall) lustre (be obtained) ?
(3). He enjoys nectar-juice, food and drink.
By whom they are given, him the dog does not know
(4). Nanak says: we are untrue to our salt ( — ungrateful). I
Pardon us, 0 Lord, thou inward governor!
I [
Gaurl; mahala V.
LXXVII.

CXLVII.

(1). Meditation in the mind (on) the feet of the Lord
Is (equal to) bathing and ablution at all Tlrthas.
Pause.
By remembering,Hari every day, 0 my broth w '
The filth,of crores of births goes off.
(2). By whom the report about Hari is fixed in his heart \%
He gets all the fruits, his mind is desiring.
(3). (His) life and death and birth are approved of:
In whose heart the Lord dwells.
(4). Nanak says: those men are perfect,
"Whose lot is the dust of the pious.
Gaurl; mahala V.
LXXVIII.

CXLVIII.

(1). Who is eating and putting on clothes and denies i t :
Him the messenger of Dharm-rai (Yama) overpowers.

l

Pause.
Who turns away his face from him, by whom soul and,body are given:
He wanders through crores of births and many wombs
(2); This is the manner of the Sakat:
Whatever he does, all is perverse.
(3). By whom soul and life, mind and body are sustained:
I
I
That Lord is forgotten from (his) mind.
II
2
(4). Many papers are written (with reference to) the destruction of the passions. 1
Nanak (says): deliverance (is obtained from) the ocean of mercy and happiness.
Pause.
0 Supreme Brahm, (I am) in thy asylum.
(Whose) bonds thou cuttest, he crosses by means of the name of Hari.

I

\ Xoffj VrfXT > denies it, i.e. that all is the gift of God.
* Tp| friSTTJ J *T*t must here be taken as substantive (TpTT = ^TO)> destruction.

BAG GAURI, MAH. V., SABD LXXIX.—LXXXL (CXLIX.—CLI.)
Gaurl; mahala V.
LXXIX.

CXLIX.

(1). According to his own desire he was'made (my) friend :
(By whom) all wishes and the post of final emancipation are*given.
Pause.
Every one should make such a one his friend :
By whom nobody is disappointed.
(2). According to his own liking he Was put into (my) heart:
By whom all pains, troubles and diseases are Bevered.
(8). (My) tongue became accustomed to say: Bam!
All (my) works are accomplished (thereby).
(4). Many times Nanak is a sacrifice.
The sight of my Go vind is fruitful.

I

Gaufl: mahala V
LXXX.

CL.

(I). Crores of obstacles are done away in a moment,
(If) in the society of the pious one proclaims the 6tory of Hari^Hari,
Pause.
(Who is) drinking the juice of Bam, (the recital) of whose excellences istnectar:
His hunger is taken away by attending to the feet of Hari.
(2). He has all welfare, comfort, tranquillity and treasures:
In whose heart the Lord dwells,
(3). Medicine, charms and spells are all ashes.
t
Hold fast the creator in thy heart!
(4). (If) abandoning all doubts the Supreme Brahm is adored:
This is, says Nanak, a virtue that will last for ever.

•«
<

Gauri; mahala V.
LXXXI.

CLI.

(1). (With whom) that Guru meets, bestowing mercy (on him):
1
Him no disease overtakes and enters.
i
Pause.
1
Who is uttering: Ham! crosses the ocean of fear.
In the asylum of (this) hero the papers of Yama are torn to pieces.
(2). By the true Guru the mantra of the name of Hari is given.
2
By taking this the affairs (of a man) are accomplished.
(3). Recitation (of the name), austerity, control of the senses, perfect greatness (obtains he):
(To whom) the compassionate Guru Hari has'become a helper.
(4). Conceit, illusion, error, are removed by the Guru.
He sees the Supreme Brahm spread out (everywhere), (says) Nanak.
1
2

yfft^past part. conj. from Y1W<M (*>•«•)» to go round and get before = to overtake.
•KTT? (•= Sansk. HIT *H 4(), taking, laying hold of.

]
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Gaurl; mahald V.
LXXXII.

CLII.

(I). He is heavily blind by being filled with worldly affairs.
It is painful to him, (if one) remind (him) of the name of Ham !
Pause.
Even thou art greatness to thy servant*
Him, who is sunk in the Maya, thou marchest off to hell.
(2). Seized by sicknesshe remembers the name.
(But) he who is intoxicated with poison, (finds) no place nor spot (of rest).
(3). "Who is in love with the lotus-feet:
He does not think of other pleasures.
(4). I will continually remember the Lord.
Join Nanak, 0 Hari, the inward governor!
Gaurl ;* mahald V.
LXXXIII.

CLIII.

1

(1). The eight watches the highway robbers (were) (my) companions.
They were mercifully removed by the Lord.
j
Pause.
Such\a taste of Hari every one should"enjoy.
Every inclination of the mind that Lord is fulfilling.
(2). Over the very hot ocean of the world
The Lord is ferrying in a moment.
(8). The many fetters cannot be broken.
(But)-by remembering the name one gets the fruit of final emancipation.
(4). By contrivance and dexterity nothing (is effected) bylthis one (= by me).j
(If) he bestow his mercy (on me), Nanak sings his praises.
Gaufx; mahald V.
LXXXIV.
N

CLIV.

(1). (Who) has obtained as capital the name of Hari:
He passes through the world, all his affairs are accomplished.
Pause.
By him, whose lot is great,,the praise of Hari is sung.
0 Supreme Brahm, if thou give it, then it is obtained.
(2). Hold fast the feet of Hari in thy heart and breast!
Rising thou wilt pass over the ocean of existence.
(8). Every one should acquire the society of the pious.
(He will) always (enjoy) welfare, pain will not again affect him.
(4). With love and devotion adore the abode of (all) virtues ( » God)!
Nauak (says): at (his) threshold honour will be obtained.
1

The Tra^nfr or highway robbers are the five: STp?* STOt <&3, ifel» ttRfaTd-

I
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Oauti i mahala V.
LXXXV.

CLV.

(1). In water, earth and on the face of the earth is Hari, tl
Doubts are (thereby) done away, his excellences are contini
Pause.
In rising and sleeping Hari is a watchman with (me),
l
Remembering whom there is no fear of Yama.
(2). The lotus-feet of the Lord are dwelling in (my) heart.
Every pain is (thereby) effaced.
•
(3). (My) hope, trust and wealth is the One.
In (my) heart I rely on the wholesale* merchant.
(4). The very humble and friendless pious people
Are protected by the Lord, holding out his hand to them.
Gaurls tnaJialdiY.
LXXXVI.

CLVI.

(1). Haying made ablution in the name of Hari they (are) pure.
(They get thereby) crores of meritorious deeds done at an eclipse, many fruits (of their good works).*
Pause.
If the feet of Hari dwell in the heart:
The blemishes of many births pass away.
(2). As reward for praising Hari in the society of the pious (this) is obtained
(That) the road of Yama does not come into sight.
(3). (Whose) support Govind is in mind, word and deed;
\ \
From him the world, the baneful thing, recedes.
\
(4). Who in mercy is made his own by Hari;;
He. (savs^ Nanak. is muttering fthe name\ he is muttering Hari.
Oaurl: mahala y.
LXXXVII.

CLVII.

(1). Fall on (his) asylum! by whom Hari is known:
(Their) mind and body become cool, being attached to the feet of Hari
Pause.
Who do not settle in their heart the Lord, the destroyer of fear :
They pass in continual alarm through many births.
(2), In whose heart the name of Hari dwells:
All his designs and affairs are accomplished.
(3). In whose power birth, old age <and death are e
That powerful (Lord) remember at (every) breath and morsel!
STJIHT^QT?

The
to give alms, etc.

muttering the name of Hari, is equal to crores of meritorious
fruits
3J3TS
36

f

I

RAG
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(4). (My) friend, sweetheart and companion is the one Lord.
The name of the Lord is the support of Nanak.
I
}

I

I

X?aurl: viahalu V.
LXXXVIIL

I

I

CLVHI.

I

(1). Outside (the house) he is kept fast (by me) remembering (him) in (my) heart.
f
(We) returnVhome taking Govind with (us).
I

Ptuse.

The name of Hari, Hari (goes) with the saints.
(Their) mind and body are imbued with love to Ram,
(2). By the favour of the Guru the ocean (of existence) is crossed.
All the impurities of the (former) births are removed.
(3). The remembrance of the name of the Lordt(brings in) lustre
The mantra of the perfect Guru is pure.
(4). In (my) heart (there is) attentive regard to th6 lotus-feet.
Nanak lives by seeing (their) splendour.

*-

I
I
I
I

Gavri; mahaluY.
9

LXXXlk.

I

CLIX.

I

(I). Blessed is that place, where the praises of Govind are sung.
Welfare and happiness are made to dwell (there) by the Lord himself.
Calamity is there, where Hari is not remembered* *
Grores of joys are there,| where they sing the excellences of Hari.
(2). By forgetting Hari many troubles and diseases (set in).
(Where) the Lord is served, Yama does not come near.
fl
(3). That is a very blessed, immovable place:
Where only the name of the Lord is muttered.
I l l
1
(4). Wherever I go, there my Lord is with (me).
I
I With Nanak the inward governor is united.
I I

I

t

I

I
l
I

XC. CLX.

I
l
I I

J

(1). The man that meditates on Govind :
I Be he learned (or) unlearned, attains the highest state (= final emancipation)
I
Pau*»
I Remember Gopal in the society o f the pious!
Without the name wealth and property arc (but) falso ( « useless).
I (2). That man is handsome, clever and intelligent:
By whom the decree of the Lord is heeded.
(3). In the world that (man) is .approved of:
^ Who^knows his Lord (as bcifig) in everybody.
9

I

fj
J
<j

I
J
*

' tT5T 'R'TCrfaJh literally: " wherever it is gone."

I
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(4). Nanaksays: whose lot is perfect:
His mind is fixed on the feet of Hari.

283

i
,••

Oaurl;

mahald V,

XCI. CLXT.
Pause.
The Sakat does not keep company with the, servant of Hari.
That one is worldly-minded, this one has love to Ram.
1
(1). Like as one, who rides (only) in his thoughts, dresses'out a mare.
2
I
Like as a eunuch causes a woman to be brought to him.
(2). (Like as) one, putting a rope on an ox, causes it to be milked.
(Like as) one, being mounted on a cow, runs after a lion.
3
(3). (Like as) one, taking a jenny-ass and considering her as the cow, that grants all uesires,
worships her.
(Like as) one runs after traffic without a capital.
(4). Nanak (says): mutter the name of Ham in thy mind!
Hemember the Lord Hari, he is (thy) friend.
f

Gaurt; ?nahala V.

.

XCII. ;CLXII.
(1). That is called a pure mind and firm:
"Which drinks the elixir of Ram, 0 brother!
I

f
Pause.

l

By making the feet of Hari (one's) support in the heart:
Release is effected from birth and death.
(2). That body is spotless, from which no sin springs.
By love to Bam it is of pure dignity.
(8). In the society of the pious the passions are extinguished.
Higher than all is this assistance (of the pious).
(4). Who are imbued with love and affection to.Gopal:
The dost of (those) pious men Nanak asks.
Oauri:

r
I

*
>i

tnahald V .
r

xcm.

•

*

CLXIII.

•

•

(1). In whom such an affection to Gopal has sprung u p :
Those men of a full great lot are united (with him).
Pause.
As a wife is happy seeing her husband:
So the people of Hari live by remembering the name.

*

•

I
I

I

I

1

T h e following lines are meant to show the incongruity of t h e friendship of the servant of Hari and the
Sakat. T o make the sense'clear, there roast be supplied: their company o r friendship is as incongruous as
if one, etc.
1
8

\fST325T »1jtJ|6<M» to cause to arrive, to be brought.
\
8
4MSd» \f* here jenny-ass («* Vf^ft); it may also signify 8 *heep, which does not suit the context here.

1
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(2). As a mother lives seeing (her) son:
So are the people of Hari thoroughly in love with him.
(3). (As) the covetous one is happy seeing weajth (coming in):
(So) the mind of the pious is fixed on the lotus-feet.
(4). May not a bit be forgotten the liberal donor-!
I
The Lord of Nanak is the soul's support.
Gaurl; mahald V.
XCIV.
I

CLXIV.

Pause.

I

Those men, who are accustomed to the elixir of Hfimj^:
Are imbued with love and affection to the lotus-feet.
(1;. All other juices appear as.ashes.
"Without the namcathe world is devoid of fruit.
J
l
(2). From thefblindrwell they are drawn out by himself.*
The qualities of Gopal are of wonderful majesty.
(3). In tree and grass and in the three worlds Gopal is omnipresent. I
The creatures are the expansion of Brahm j the merciful is \rith (them)
(4). Nanak says: this is the best tale,
Which the creator approves of.

ft

Gaurl; mahald V.
XCV.

CLXV.

Paused
Gontinually ablution in the pond of Ram should be made!
Stirring up the great juice the nectar of Hari should be drunk I
(l). The name of Govind is a pure water.
Who bathes therein, all' (his) affairs are accomplished.
2
(2). If approval of the saints and conversation with (theni) be made
One clears away the blemishes of crorcs of births.
(3). (Who) remembers the pious, ho is happy.
In his mind and body the highest bliss (== the Supreme) is contained.
(4). To whose lot the treasures of the feet of Hari fall:
To him Nanak, the*slave, sacrifices himself.
Gaurl: mahald V.

XCVL

eyevi.

Pause.
Do that by which no dirt will stick to thee!
wi
In tho praise of Hari this mind should wake!
(1). Remember*the One (and do not*entertain) a socoud love J
a blind well, the mouth of which is covered and into which people fall unawares.
> '•**. (Marathi still Tf^)9 approval, agreehionfc But the%ord*is not of Persian origin, it is
derived from the same source as the SmdhI TCSi concord.*
t
u
i
l
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In the society of the saints mutter the name alone!
(2). (He performs) religious works, observances, vows, and worship:
Who does not know another besides the Supreme Brahm.
(3). His toil has come*to an end.:
"Whose affection rests with his own Lord.
(4). That Vaishnava (devotee) is boundless (Supreme^:
By whom (his) passions are abandoned, says Nanak.
u

(jlauri ; mahald Y.,
XCVII.

CflUXVU.

1

(1), Whilst living the fools give (him) up.
Has any one after his death been benefitted (by him)?
Pause.
Remember Govind in (thy) heart and body, (this is) written (for thee) from the beginning.
The material world is not of any use (to thee).
(2). Whoever is deceived by the material world:
His thirst will never cease.
(3). The dreadful afflictions, the world, which is hard to cross:
How will he without the name of .Bam get through them?
(4). Having joined the,pious he accomplishes ( = saves) both families: •
Who adores the name of liam, says Knnak.
"'
Gaurl; mahald V.
XCVI1L

CLXVIII.

(1). (If any one) stroke out his<bcard against the humble*
That (beard) is burnt in fire by the Supreme Brahm.

#

Pause.

I

The creator and administercr of full justice,
He is protecting his own servant.
(2). From the beginning, from the beginning of the ages his majesty is manifest.
The calumniator has died, great distress befnlls him.
1
(3). Who is killed by Him, him nond preserves.
3
Before and after his report is bad.
(4). His own servants he protects, putting them to his neck:
(Who) in the asylum of Hari meditate on the name of Hari, (says) Nanak.
Gaurl; maluild V.
m

9

XGix.

r

\

CLXIX.
4

(1). By himself their declaration is made false.
Affliction befall s the sinner.
1

No hint whatever is given what the object of ^ | ( j j «H|Ql is; ire suppose, it is Hari oi* the name. The
sense scorns to heft whilst living they do not-enre about Hari and after their death IMs tooflatc.
2
i.e. the father's and the mother's family.
8
*>n5hVT& r before nnd nfter, i.e. In the future and in this world.
«
*io>id, Arabic^a.**, declaration, deposition. Their declaration is made false =• proved to be false.

•
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Pause*

n

teJ tf]
I
t < id

Whose assistant my Govind isa
* '
Him Yam a does not approach.
o
a
(2). Who speaks falsehood at the true court:
(That) blind fool dashes down his head and hands (in token of grief)
(3). Sickness enters them, who commit sin.
i
(j
The Lord himself sits down administering justice, u A >
"\
1
(4). I By their own work they are bound.
All (their) wealth is gone (lost) with (their) life.
I
(5). Nanak falls on the asylum and court (bf Hai J).
I
My honour is preserved by my creator.
J
i

Gaurl: mahalh V.
G\

CLXX.
Pa one \

*' *

Him he Jets acquire the dust of (his) servant^ whichaa sweet to the, mind :
(To whom) it is written from the beginning by reason of former works.3
(1). Whose mind is deeplytimbued with egotism filling the heart:
'
They (become) pure by cleansing it in the dust of the pious.
(2). (Though) they bathe (their) body in many waters :
The dirt does not go off, they do not (become) purei.
(3). (When) the true Guru, who is always compassionate* hus met with (them):
(Then) remembering continually Hari the fear of death is cut off.
u
(4). Emancipation, joined with enjoyment, is the name of Hari (Ho him) .
i
(Who) with love and devotion sings his excellences, (says) Nantik. .' o *
Gaurl; mahald V.
CI.

OLXXI.

(1). (Those) servants of Hari (have attained) to the Ration of linp ($= emancipation);
4
To whom their own spirit has become manifest.
Pause.
Having heard the remembrance ( = recital) of Hari with thy mind and ears,
Thou wilt obtain happiness at the gate of Hari, 0 man !
(2). The eight watches Gopal should be meditated upon.! r
Nanak, having seen his sight, is happy.
The sense is : they must eat the fruits of their own works.
2
i.e. .works done in a formenlife. * y
\f} \ r
*i
i M< Inf.
3
8
*HJ*lfa mu*t hurtj&e taken as two separate worthurtHTT" \T& egotisnrl and TTftJ mind, tonvhich the
verb fl|MI J2T aslpredicate is referred.
1
h u m tul S l\
i.e. as the Spirit of fthe Supreme.; who Jiave identified themselves withithe Supreme, their spirit being
identJcaLwithJiirru.
-> A I

• RAO GAURI, MAH. v., SABD CII.—CV. (CLXXIIJuiCLXXVi)

Gaurt f mah aid V.
CII.

.W

CLXXIL

• f . rf
! '

Tranquillity has set in, it is obtained from the Guru Govind. * jdii d
Distress and sins are extinct, 0 my brother!
i
<t
* ^
(1), Praise always the name of Ram with thy tongue !
I
Diseases become extinct, prosperity sets in.r
(2). Reflect on the excellences of the unattainable Supreme Brahm !
In the consociation of the pious salvation is (obtained).
(3). Sing continually the spotless excellences (of Hari)!
Sickness departs, the pious people are saved, 0 friend!
(4). In mind, word and'deed I meditate on my own Lord.
Nanak, thy slave, is in thy asylum.
> J

I

Gaurl; tnahaldV.
I*

CEtr.

CLXXTTI.

k

«*

*

•

Pause. ^
The eye was brightened by the Gurdev.
Doubts departed, (my) worship was made'complete.
1
(1). From the small-pox he was preserved by the sporting!(Krishna),
2
The Lord, the Supreme Brahm, bestowed merey (on him).
u
(2). Nanak (says): who mutters the name, he lives.
In the society of the pious he drinks the nectar of Hari.
<
Gaurl: mahald V.
I CIV.

CLXXIV.I

(1). Blessed is that forehead, blessed are thy eyes!
Blessed ere those devotees, who have love to thee!

r

n

11 a) *

«*

Pause*
How should happiness be obtained without the,name ?
With thejtongue the glory of the nameJof Ham should be told !
(2). One should become a sacrifice, for those;
8
By whom the highest bliss is muttered.
Gnufl i mahald V.
CV.

CLXXV.

(1). Thou (art my) counsel, thou (art) withl(me).
Thou protectest (me), remembering (me) and taking care\of> (me);
Pause.
v
Such a helper is Kam in this aha the next World. ' "
The honour of his 'servant life protects, 0 my brotltetf?
1

*
j,

,
r

I
n

' ^ •'*
'

HK

f^iuidlt Sansk* fa^lf<n,f sporting, amusing oneself; an epithet of Krishna.
1
* This verse is said to refer Wthe recovery of the son of Arjun from the (small-pox.
3
fod*4lc£, Sansk. fiT^TTJf, the highest bliss - \(d+flAVi «n*tepithet of die Supreme.
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1

(2). Onwards rhe himself is, in whose power this place ( = world) is.
The eight watches (my) heart (therefore) mutters Hari.
(3). (With) honour he is approved of, who is intent on the True one.
To whom he himself gives the order.
(4). He himself is the liberal donor, he himself cherishes (him):
(Who) continually takes to heart the name of Ham.
Gaurl: m ah a Id V
•

CVI.

m

CLXXVI

(1). The perfect true Guru becomes compassionate (to him
In (whose) heart Gopal always dwells.
Pause.
Who praises Ham, obtains always happiness.
The omnipresent Hari, the King, bestows mercy (on him).
(2). Nanak says: whose lot is perfect:
(To him) the name of Hari, Hari (gives) a firm auspicious state.
Gaurl; mahald V.
CVIL

CLXXV1I.

I

3

(1). Having unloosed his Dhoti /ho spreads it on the ground*
Like a donkey jhe appeases his belly.
,*
Pause.

%

Without (religious) works final emancipation is not obtained.
The boon of final emancipation (is obtained), (if) tho name be meditated upon
(2). He is practising worship, the tilak and ablution.
4
Having drawn out a knife he takes gifts with liis hands.
(3). He reads with his mouth the Veda, the sweet word,
(But) is killing living creatures, and has no regard for a living being.
(4). Nanak says: on whom he bestows mercy ;J
(His) heart (is) pure (and) meditates on Brahm.
Gaurl: mahalS V.
CVITT. CLXXVI 11
Pause.
Sit steadily in your house, 0 ye beloved people of Hari!
By the true Guru your affairs are adjusted.
5
(1). The wicked intoxicated ones .are killed* byjthe Lord
The honour of his people is*preserved*by the creator.
1

ttTCT *HTtvf> onwards he himself is, i.e. in the future world God himself is, dwells..
2
*TB ^ i f t c S ; TjfaTc* is here verb = <S\JT[%; T^Vfi lc\*%Lgoverns the Accusative or the Locative.
3 n\

The Dhoti us a piece of cloth wrapped round the waist, passing between the legs and tucked up behind,
supplying the place of our trousers.
*
u
L
4
lie threatens with his drawn knife, if gifts be not,given to him.
s r

I

I

JIKAGIGAURT, MAIL

v.f

SABD

cixJhqx.

•

(CLXXIX. OLXXX.)K'I

(2). All emperors and kings ore subjected (by hiinj to them):
Who drink the great juice of the nectar-name.
(3). Free from fear adore the Lord!
(Who) joins the society of the pious, (on him) (this) gift is bestowed.
(4). (We) have fallen on the asylum ofvtho<Lord, the inward governor,
Nanak has seized the sanctuary of the Lord God.

x
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Gauri; mahald V.
CIX.

CLXXIX.

(1). Who are imbued with love to Hari do not burn in fire.
Who are imbued with love to Hari, them the'Maya does not deceive.
Who are imbued with love to Hart are not drowned in water.
• • '
Who are imbued with love to Hari bear good fruit.
Pause. *
All (their) fear is effaced by thy npme.
Meeting with the assembly (of the pious) they sing the"excellences of ^IlarL Hari.
(2). All anxiety of him, who is in love with Hari, is extinguished.
He is enraptured with Hari, wlio has Ahe mantra of the pious.
Who is iiiJove with Hari is not afraid of Tama*
Who is in love .with Hari, his wtish is fulfilled*
A
(3). Who is in.love with Hari, him pain does not befall.
Who is in love with Hari is daily awake.
Who is in love with Hari dwells easily in his house..
Who is in love with Hari, his. doubt and fear flee.
(4). Who is in love with Hari, his wisdom becomes very great.
Who is in love with Hari, his report is spotless,
Nanak says: I devote myself to thoser:
By whom my Lord is not forgotten.
Gauri; mahald V.
*

CX.

^

t

CLXXX.

(1). Who make efforts, (their) minds become sedate.
Who walk on the road (of Hari), all their troubles^are gone.
Who mutter the name, in (their) heart joy springs up.
.
With pleasure the praises of the supreme bliss ( = God) axe sung.
Pause.
_ .; •
f
%
Happiness sets in, welfare enters their house.
w.
Who fall in with the society of the piojis, their calamity is gone.
(2). The eyes are purified when seeing (his) 6ight.
Blessed is the forehead by touching the lotus-feet.
(By) the service of Govind this body (^ecomes) fotytful.
By the favour of the saints the highest place (final emancipation) is obtained.
(3). He himself gives assistance to His people.
Comfort is obtained by clingingito the feet of (his) servants. *
>
1
(When) their own self is gone, then they are restored to themselves. *

r

1

f jfl WTU j r f S W S T *HTMltr 3 % ; ^hc IHTlf i* their OWJI mdiyidiinl#,ex}*tence or personolity^ when this
is gone (blotted out), then they become, what they originally af$, if. ppUjit emanated froii^ the Supreme Spirit.
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I I They fall on the asylum of the depository of mercy.
s
(4). When one has obtained what he is desiring :
Then why should he go to seek it?
They are firmly established and located on a seat of ^enjoyment.
1
By the favour of the Guru they are dwelling in comfort
1

Gaurl; mahalu V.
CXI.

I

I

I

CLXXXI.

(1). Crores of immersions and ablutions are made.
Lakhs, Arbs and Kharbs of gifts are given (by him):
1
In whose mind the name of Hari dwells. *

r

Pause.
All are purified by singing the excellences of GopfiL I
(Their) sins are blotted out in the asylum of the compassionate'pious people.
(2). Much high austerity is practised.
Many gains and desires are obtained (by him):
(Who) with (his) tongue praises the name of Hari, Hari.
1(3). The Smriti, Shastras, and Vedas declare it,
(That) he knows devotion, divine knowledge, perfection, 'and comfort:
I Whose mind, by muttering the name, is reconciled with the Lord.
I
(4). Of unfathomable wisdom is Hari, unattainable and boundless.
On Nanak, who is muttering the name, (who) reflects on the name in (his) heart,
I The Lord bestows mercy.
I

Oaurl; mdhalikN.
CXIt.

I

CLXXXII.

(1). Remembering, remembering and remembering (the name) comfort was obtained (by me).
The lotus-feet.(of Hari) are fixed in (my) heart by the Guru.
Pause.
Guru Govind, the perfect Supreme Brahm:
Adoring him my mind (became) sedate.
(2). Daily I mutter the name of the Guru, the Gura.^
Thereby all my affairs were accomplished.
(3). Having seen (his) sight (my) mind became refreshed.
The blemishes of the different births were wiped away.
(4). Nanak says: of what should one be afraid, 0 brother!
The honour of his own servant he causes to be preserved.
Oaufl; mahal&V.
CXIII.

I
T

;'

'.

CI^XXXIII.

(1). His own servant he himself assists.
*He cherishes him always like father and toother.
1

The arithmetical progression is this: &TW is a hundred thousand; ^fz
is a hundred jyf^r (now STcF?) I tfcTEI Is a hundred WT3PEJ.

*

it a 'hundred Lakhs; ftfcTTT
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Pause.

In the asylum of the Lord every one is saved.
He causes (every) work to be done, he is omnipresent and true.
(2). Now the creator dwells in (my) heart.
Fear is extinct, (my) soul (enjoys) tho pith of happiness.
(3). In mercy his own people are protected.
The blemishes of the births are taken away.
(4). The greatness of the Lord cannot be told.
Nanak, his slave, is always in his asylum.

'•V
I

RAGU GAURI Clgri; M AH ALA V.
I) up a du8.

Om! by the favour of the true Guru.
CXIV.

CLXXXIV.
Pause.

F

The power of Ram is perfect, 0 brother!
l
From him no one goes away disappointed.
(1). Whatever the servant of Hari thinks of, 0 mother!
That the creator himself causes to be done.
(2). The honour of the reviler is destroyed by the Lord.
Nanak (says): I will sing the praises of the

fearless'Hbrrt

I

Gaurl; mahald V.
*CXV. CLXXXV.

" *.

*

I

v

Pause.

' <}•

I

A hero with a strong arm is Brahm, the ocean of comfort.
I
2
Take thou the lingers of her, who is falling into a pit!
I
(1). In (my) ears there is no hearing, (my) eyes are not beautiful.
Afflicted and a cripple I raise a cry (for help) at (thy) gate.
I
(2). O friend of the poor, 0 thou compassionate to the friendless, (thou art) my sweetheart, my
friend, my father and mother!
*
3
Having seized the lotus-feet (of Hari), I have calmly passed the ocean of fear, (says) Nanak.
RAGTJ GAURI BAIRAGANT; MAHALA V.
*'

Om! by the favour of tho true Guru.
CXYI. <CLXXXVL
Pause.

i

0 Lord God, 0*my dear friend, abide thou with us, Sir!
(1). Without theo I do not live twenty-four minutes; woe to (my) staying in the world (without thee)!
s ft

fTJlHTH * lso intransitive and signifies here: to go away.
2
The subject is, according to the following lines, in the feminine.
3
*fo signifies also: calm, quiet (in miiid),

f

1
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0 thou giver of comfort to my soul and life, every moment 1 devote myselt to thee, 0 Lord!
(2). Give a support to my hand, 0 Lord, draw mejout from the pit, 0 GopaL!
I, the vicious one, have little wisdom, thou art always compassionate to the poor,
(3). How shall I keep in mind thy comforts, in what manner shall I reflect (on them) ?
1 enter (thy) asylum, 0 thou benevolent to thy servant, 0 high, unattainable and boundless one!
1
(4). All the (four desirable) objects, the] eight perfectipns (are contained) in the highly delightful
name.
To whom thou hast become very kind, 0 Kesava, those people sing the praises of Hari.
(5). Thou art (my) mother and father, (my) son and relative, thou (art) the support of my life.
Who in the society of the pious, (says) Nanak, adores (thee), he crosses the difficult world (of existence)
GAURllBAlRAGANI.
2

After the tune of the Rahoa-metre.
Mahald 1V.

Oin! By the favour of the true Guru!
CXVIL

CLXXXVIII
Pause.

Is there any one, who sings the beloved Earn ?
He obtains all welfare and (all) true happiness.
.
(1). The Bairagis wander about, exploring every wood.
Some rare one gives himself to devout meditation on the One.
Who have obtained Hari, their lot is great.
3
(2). Brahma and the other (gods), Sanak and the others desire (hi
The Jogis, ascetics and Siddhs long for Hari.
Whose good lot it is, he sings the praises of Hari.
(8). By whom the asylum of Hari is not^forgotten:
*
(Those) very fortunate saints Hari unites (with himself).
They are by no means (subject)}to birth and death.
(4). Bestow mercy on me and join me, 0 dearly beloved!i
Hear.my supplication, O high and boundless;Lord !
Kanakas asking the support of (thy) name.
£
Gaufl purbl; mahald V.
Om! by the favour of the true Guru!
CXVJII.

CLXXXVIII. 1 i
Pause.

In what manner shall I meet with the Lord of my life, 0 mother ? I
I
(1). I am without beauty, without intelligence and^strength, I the stranger have come from afar

sdwr

TOVi_?TlTt»rTO

* These are the four piind-born sons of BmlimS, vis.: Sanatkumara, Sauanda, Sanaka imdjsanatana, who
declined to create progenymnd remained for ever boys.J Wilson ^Vishnu Pur. p. 38* note 13. i
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(2). I have no wealth no^ brilliancy of youth j effect thou the/union of the friendless one!
I
(3 k Searching and searching about I became a Bairagani; 0 Lord, I am wandering about thirsting I
after thy sight.
(4). By the Lord, who is compassionate and merciful to the poor, my burning heat was quenohed,
(says) Nanak.
GaufL: mahalCL V.
I

jCXIX.

CLX)XXIX.
Pause.

' In my heart a desire has sprung up to meet with the Lord*
I cling to (his) feet, L offer up supplication:
I
May some saint, whose lot is great, meet (with me) !
(1). goffer my mind (to him) as a sacrifice, I put before him my property, all .the jopinions of my
mind I give up.
I
Who lets me hear the^Btory about thp Lord Ilari, him I follow day by day,, free ficpm worldly
passions.
I
(2). When the'sprouts of works done in a former life become manifest, the (pious) men, the delightful Bairagis, are met with.
Darkness is cleared away by meeting with Hari; Nanak (says): she, who was asleep through various
#

[births, becomes awake.

*
Gaurl; mahalu V.

cxx. cxc.

I

Pause.
l

I
I

Come forth, 0 bird, rememberingithe party of Hari!
Having met with the pious seize the,asylum of the omnipresent.Ham, keep this jewel in thy heart!
(1). A well of error is covctousness, a very pungent lotus-juice, a noose of illusion.
Govind, the Guru of the world, is cutting it asunder: make hisJotus-feet thy dwelling!
(2). Bestow* mercy (on me), 0 beloved Lord Govind, 0 protector of the poor, hear (my) prayer ! 1
Take (my)ihands, O Lord of Nanak, soul and body,are all thy property.
Gaurl; mahald V.
t

>

CXXI.

I

I

CXCI.

Pause.

I

My mind is thinking about the sight of Hari.
Longing with desire (aftor him) I think ^of him) day andfnight; isihere some saint who will bring
him near to me ?
(1). Twill do service to (his) humble servant, in many ways I will bestow favour* on him.
I
All comforts were weighed (by mo) putting them on a pair of scales: without the sight of Hari they
arc very few.
(2). By tho favour of the saints the ocean of (all) excellences is praised, he who was going though
• various births, is caused to return (to Hari).
f
He has joy and comfort, who meets with Hari; Nanak (says): his life is soon successful amLfruitful.
1

\J?d V1W» the side, party of Hari » the votaries of Hari.
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RAGTJ GAURI PURBI; MAHAL A V
I
^
I

Om! by the favour of the true Guru! I
CXXII* CXCIL
Pause.

I

H
Is there such a saint, a giver of tranquillity and happiness, who will show ine the way ?
(1). Within the incomprehensible tme cafinot be ^apprehended, within (like) a film, egotism is
spread out.
M
l
(2). In one society, in one house they dwell together; there is no word about the creator, 0 brother!
Without
(3). Whose the house is, he has put a lock on it, the key (to it) is entrusted to the Guru.
(Though) one may make many contrivances, he does not get H without taking refuge with the
true Guru.
•
%•
I
(4). Whose bonds are cut by the true Guru, they devoutly meditate on him (in) the society of the pious.
Having joined the pious people a song of joy. is sung (by them), there is no (longer) a difference
(distinct existence) of Han (from theirs), (says) Nanak, 0 brother!
• Pause.
•
(If) one be united with my King Earn, the Lord, in this way:
Tranquillity sets in, error flees in a moment, light, meeting with the fountain of light, is absorbed in it.
Gaiiri; mahald V.
I

CXXIII.

I

CXCIII.

PllHtiC.

I

Such an intimacy (with him) was obtained.
2
By the compassionate Bithula mercy was bestowed (on me), he was shown to me by the true Guru.
I
(1). Wherever I see, there art thou; this assurance has come to me.
3
To whom shall Fmake prayer and'petition, as Raghu, (my) King is hearing?
I
(2). (When) doubt is gone off and the bonds are broken by the Guru, then tranquillity and happiness
are always obtained.
What he was (before),'that he will become again; what is pointed out (to him) as pleasure (or)
4
pain?
I
(3). The parts and the whole universe stand in theiOne; the Guru, opening the screen, shows this.
The name, the depository of the nine treasures, is'in one place ($.*. the heart), then to which place
6
should one go outside (the heart) ?
ornaments)
(4)
6
Nanak says { error*is destroyed b^r'the Guru; thus substance is united with substance.
1

1

The reference is to the (five) senses, who do not like.to attend to the creator.
s&
^tHdWF = f^T7^T> id to be ft name of Krishna, identified with the Supreme.
TJUJ* an ancestor of Ram; here taken in the sense of a patronymic: a descendant of Raghu = Ram.
1
TOT HT T g l y etc., what he was (before) that he will be again, i.e. he, as an emanation of the Supreme
Spirit, will* be again united with it; then there is no longer any pleasure or pain for him he will be free from
all opposites.
&
* VflfuG ^HlfUi-6 being an alliteration, to rhyme with f*CVfTf\jQ.
I * The (emanated) individual substance is re-united with the primary substance (the Supreme).

EAG GAU^I, MAH. V., SABD CXXIV.H?SXVI. (CXCLV.—pXCVI^
,

GaUfi; tnahal<\Y.
CXXIV.

.
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OXCIV.

Pause.

The lifetime is diminished, (as) days and nights (pass on).
£
0 heart, having joined the Guru bring thy affairs into order! t
a
(1). I pray thee, hear (me), 0 my friend! (now) is the time to serve ctho saints.
i
Depart, having gained here Hari! in the future world thy dwelling (will bo) comfortable.
(2). This world is (subject) to the disease of\doubt; he crosses who knows Brahm.
I Whom he (Hari) awakens and lets drink the juice of Hari, he knows the tale ( « doctrine) about
the inexpressible one.
(3). For whose sake thou hast come (into th<f world), him purchase! by means of the Guru Hari
dwells in the heart.
a
>
]/
In thy own house i and palace (= heart)'thou wilt easily obtain happiness, there will not again take
place a wandering (in transmigration).^
*
*
is (4). 0 inward governor, 0 divine male, the ajranger,{(of all things), make full the faith of (my)

heart!
J

Nanak, (thy) slave [asks this happiness: make me the dust of the saints!
•

Gauri; mahala V. i
(I

t

i

i

©

i

OXXV.

i

1

CXOV.

'*

h %

•t
Panne.
.
Keep me, 0 ray father, my Lord!
1 am without virtues, all virtues are thine!
1
(1). There are five quarrelsome ones,(in me), (I), the poor, (am) alone; ,keep me, 0 proteotor!
They cause (pie) grief and afflict (me) much, I have (therefore) come to thy asylum. *
(2). Cawing I was overcome (by them) in many different ways, they do not let me go in any way.
Having heard one word I espied a sanctuary: in the society of the pious they are destroyed.
(3). Bestowing mercy (on me) the saints met me, from them I obtained courage.
The saints gave me the mantra (of the name), (having become) fearless I did the word of the Guru.
(4). Those'very quarrelsome ones were easily overcome by (their)'comfortable word.
Nanak says: in (my) heart light was made, the blissful state (of emancipation) was obtained.
Gaurl; mahala V. "
U

j

*

CXXVI. CXCVI. j

^
\

Pause.
*' That imperishable one is King.
»
»*
C
K
I The fearless one dwells with thee; whence has come this dread (of thine) ?
1
I (1). Sometimes thou art!unflinching, sometimes thou art lowly.
Sometimes thou art thyself, sometimes thou art humble.
2
(2). Sometimes thou art a Pandit and teacher, sometimes thou art silly.
si Sometimes thou art taking everything, sometimes thou art taking nothing,
1

tfc

* "
*

in

t
I

The five quarrelsome ones are^PT, s|w?i etc. flWT5^ ( f « R T f ^ ) hps in Punjabi the sense of
"quarrelsome,"
^ * nrrtt
9
¥ & (^W) has in the old Hindu! also the sense of foolish, silly (else: vile).
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(3). What does the helpless image of wood? he'who makes it play, knows it.
As that juggler dresses it out, such a decoration it bears.
1
(4). Many chambers of many kinds were made (by him), he himself became (their) keeper.
In which mansion he put (them) down, in sucn a one they remain; what can this helpless
(creature) do ?
(5). By whom everything is made, he knows it, by whom this whole creation is made.
Nanak says: the wisdom of the boundlessrLord (is Been) from'his own works.
Gauri / mahalu V.f

CXXVIL CXCVII.
Pause.
Give up, give up, O man, the enjoyments of the world!
Thou clingest to them like cattle that are in the habit of (breaking into a sown field?
(1). What thou considercst (as being) of use to thee, that does not go with J thee one inch.
Naked thou hast come (into the world), naked thou wilt depart; thou rcturnest again and art
3
devoured by death.
5
(2). Having sc
the saffron-flower * and being taken up ^vith it, (thy) constant
6
thought (is directed) on those merriments.
orn

Working
1
body'is wasted.
As soon as (thou art) enchanted by that fascinating young woman ( = the Maya), thfi desire for her
no (more) diminishes a minute.
(4). (When) the world was 6hown to me as being in such a condition by the Guru, then I ieli on
(his) asylum, giving up pride.
The way of the Lord was shown to me by the saint ( = the Guru), in Nanak, the slave, the worship
and praise of Hari was made firm.
•?

r,v

&

*

Gauri: mahalu V.

i

dxxviii. exevni.
%

;"f#i
•
JPause
f fl
Who is, without thee,
Ojmy beloved, the support of my life ?
' % '
(I). The state of the heart even thou k no west, thou art my delightful friend A
AIL com forts I obtained from thee, 0 my unfathomable, incomprehensible Lord !
i

s

The o) <J<fttoft"X *ofdrftort) nre the chambers and cells of the body, the internal arrangement; the

HTTC5
facJfefT* *•»*. a sown field and green. A j t d ' H t f i j G
3T3rW*KT = ^TO t devoured.
1
, the saffron-flower, yielding a badlred dye, that soon wears off,is an image of tlie world.
, to be taken up*with a tiling, and %(\ tjyJT» to swell, to bet puffed a p , joined together in the
tense: to bv completely taken up or absorbed in.
I
^TWWTT (hertf Plural) = TJ1J, laughter, merriment; *&%*(=* *TO), cottttimtttltongltt.
I
* vftTJ TOTT J 1*HT ia here, as in v. 4 (JldM *TWT)> merely an alliteration, to make up the rhyme, which
f
v
H
he could not find.
it

m
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(2). I cannot describe all thy appearances, 0 depository 6f (all) excellences, 0 giver of comfort!
The unattainable, inapprehensible, eternal Lord is known from {he perfect Guru.
(3). Having cut off our error and fear he made us exclusively his own since (our) egotism was
destroyedt(by jhlm)^
The anxiety about regeneration and death ceased by the interview^with the society of the pious.
(4). Washing his feet I will serve the Guru, a hundred thousand times I will devote myself to him.
By whosfe favour (L) have cfossfed the Water of existence and have tnet with * the beloved, says
1
humble Nanak.
Gav?l; mahala V.
CXXIX. CXCIX.
Pause.
"Who should gratify thee except thou thyself?
Having seen all thy beauty (I was) enraptured (with it).
*
(t)*In heaven, in the nether region, in* the World of death, in "all regions (thou), that One, art
contained.
a
Saying ? dreadful, dreadful!* they all join their hands (in supplication), all cry out for help to thce,
0 j Lord of mercy!
^2). Thy name, 0 Lord, is purifying the sinners, givubg. comfort9 pure and cool.
They have divine knowledge, meditation and greatness, (says) Nanak j the saints converse with*thee.
t

»

i*

Gaurt ,* mahalfiS'V.*

.

•

*

.

CXXX. CC.
Pause.
Join me, 0 my dearly beloved!
0 Lord, thy work has taken effect.
(1). Tn many regenerations, in many wombs (I) wandered about, again and again I incurred pain.
By thy mercy I have got the human body, give me thy sight, 0 Hari, (my) King!
(2). That has been done, which pleased Hm.it is not done by anybody else.
4
By thy decree 1 was deluded by error, not being awake I fell asleep.
(3). Hear thou my prayer, 0 beloved Lord-t>f my life, 0 compassionate one, 0 repository of mercy!
Keep me, 0 my father and Lord, cherish the helpless one!
(4). ToNrhom thpu hast shown thy sight, he follows the society of the pious.
# <• f
Bestow mercy (on me) and give (me) the dust of the saints! this happiness ..Nanak desires.
•

Qaufl; mahala V.
* **,

i

*

.

QXXXL cci.
, .
,
,
Pause.
&
6
1 am a sacrifice to him, whose support the name alone is*
(1). How great shall be counted the grandeur of those men, who are imbued with love to the
Supreme Brahm ?
*•
«
i. I
1

firftofTf for the sake of the rhyme = f$rf*5»HT'
• ** * • * •
^
T * ^ 1*Re (repeated) 1. here an interjection of abhorrence or fright*»
"*
8
%^\ $ t f t , supply: ^ d f j , they make.
^
* ^f^T signlfies'lieye / (—
•
*KMTOT = Itytitgt for the sake of the rhyme.ttfMT<T)>* otherwise adjecth e, which is out of qucstiou her*.
38
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tranquillity and joy are with them, no other donor is equal to
people are come to rescue the world, who are thirsty after (th
fulfilled
fall down at their feet, then J live, in the society of the pious (I am
Lou* be merciful
lifetime
Nanak
Gaufl; tnahald V.

CXXXII. CCII.
Pause.
The practice of Jog I have heard from the Guru.
To me the true Guru has shown it by (his) word (instruct
every
(1). The nine re dons of the earth are confined in .th
reverence (to it).
Dedication to the Guru (is
gnifies) the t ring in the ears, the One formless is (thereby) firmly
established (in the heart).
1
(2). (When) the five, having met together, have become slaves and are brought into the power of
the One (spirit):
When the ten averse ones * (have become) obedient, then the Jogts become pure*
9
(8). Who burns his doubt (or error) and applies (its) ashes (to his body), he beholds the way as one.
That tranquillity and happiness is enjoyed (by him), which is written by the Lord on (his) forehead.
(4). Where there is no fear, there he establishes his seat, (his) little blowing horn is the sound not
4
produced by blowing.
Reflection on the Sunreme he keens as his staff, devotion to the name pleases his mind.
very fortunate JogI be met with, he cuts asunder the fetters of the Ifuya
and
Gaurl; tnahald V.
j

I |

CXXXIII.

CCIII.

PaU80H

j
\

Hear the wonderful things of the name! meditating (on them) take them all, 0 frie
To whom the medicine of Hari is given by the Guru, his mind (becomes) pure.
(1). Darkness is effaced from that body, (in which) the lamp of the word of the Guru
His net of error is cut asunder, who has faith in the society of the pious. [ f ' •
1
(2). Take a ferry-boat, the water of existence is deep and difficult
boat

the
Thefiveare: i^TOt ata» etc.
£)d|4|fci» fern, of V)<J|jO> which has here its original meaning: averse, reluctant (Sansk. pf^jfijil)
The ten are the ten senses, viz.: five TJl*tf*5*f and five tliSff^jT^T
generation
3
The whole is a figure. The sense is: he who clears away his doubt (i.e. his duality), will see, that the
way is One, whatever may be the outward differences of the sects.

(fifeft)
ligi
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The desire of the mind is fulfilled (thereby), the Guru is met with by«reason of love to Hari.
(3). The treasury of the name is obtained by dint of devotion, heart and body be to me fullysatiated (by it).
]NTanak (says): Hari gives it to him, wiorn his order appeases.
Oaurl/ mahali&V.
CXXXIV.

CCIV.

Pause.
Bestowracrcyand compassion on me, 0 Lord of my life, I, the helpless one (seize) thy asylum, 0 Lord !
Give rae thy hand and protect me in the blind well; I have no cleverness nor contrivance
(to extricate myself).
(1). Even thou causest.every work to be done, thou art powerful, there is none other.
Thy own secret thought even thou knowest; they are (thy) servants, on whose forehead (this) lot
(is written).
(2). Thou, 0 Lord, art attached to thy own servants, thou hast a thorough conn^xioji with (thy)
devotees.
Dear,jdear is thy name (to them), they desire (thy) sight, like as those bartavelles (desire) the, sight
1
of the moon.
(3). Between Ram and the saints there is no difference whatever; the One is in many people, in
Lakhs and Karors.
2
In whose heart the Lord has become manifest, he daily utters his praise with his tongue.
(4). Thou art powerful, boundless, very high, the giver of comfort, thou, 0 Lord, art the support
3
of (niy) life.
*
4
i
May on Nanak, 0 Lord, mercy be bestowed, companionship *with those saints!
Oaurl: mahala V.'
CXXXV. CCV.
Pause.
Thou, 0 Han, art attached to (thy) saints.
t
Bring me through, 0 supremo arranger (of all things), bring me to the end, 0 donor \
1
(1). Thy latent power is known by theer, thou art the! omnipresent supreme arranger \ot ajl things).
1
5
Keep in (thy) asylum (me) the friendless and poor one, effect my salvation!
r
(2). Thy feetare the boat for'the sake of crossing the ocean (of existence), thou knowest thy. own
manner.
Whom in mercy thou keepest with thee, (him) thou bringest across.
(3). Hero and there, 0 Lord, (thou art) mighty, everything is in thy hand'
Give such a treasure to me, thy servant, 0 Hari, that will go with mc!
l

, for the sake of the rhyme. The ttard> hartavelle or Greek partridge, is said to be in

love with the moon.
2
cWcftf spoiled, for the sake of thc3rhyme, instead of 3"$| or 3HNH vK
3
*HM3TI for the sake of the rhyme = IXMTcft.
corruption (instead of 5RJT), to make up the rhyme.
1T31 for the sake of the rjiynie'sa Jff?*'
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(4). May on (me), the destitute of virtues, favour be bestowed, 0 Hari! my mind silently repmts
(thy) name.
*
i
•
By the favour of the saints Nanak meets with Hari, (his) mind and body become cool and satiated.
Qaufl;rnahaldV.

I

CXXXVL CCVI.
Pause.

Easily (I am) absorbed in God.
The true Guru has become a merciful God to me.
I
(1). Having cut (my) rope he made me his servant (on account of my) service to the saints.
(When) I became a worshipper of the One name, the wonderful (Supreme) was shownt to me
by the Guru.
(2). All became manifest and clear (to me), by the Guru divine knowledge was unfolded to
(my) mind.
I I
The nectar of the name was drunk, (my) heart became satiated, other fear was stopped.
'
1
(3). By obeying (his) order all comforts were obtained, the place of pain was removed.
When the Lord God became very favourably disposed (towards me), the all-blissful one was shown
(to me).
(4). Nothing is coming, nothing is going, all is made a sport by Hari the king.
Nanak says: unattainable, unattainable is the Lord; the name of Hari is the support of (his)
devotees.
Qaufl;rnahaldV.
CXXXVII. CCVII.
Pause.
The sanctuary of the Supreme Brahm, the omnipresent Lord,; should be laid hold of, 0 my mind!
By whom the universe and (its) parts are supported, the name of that Hari should be muttered!
(1). Give jup the thoughts of (your own) minds, 0 ye people of Hari, by understanding (his) order
comfort is obtained.
What the Lord does, that consider as good, in pleasure and pain he should be meditated upon !
(2). Crores of sinners are saved by the creator in}a moment, without any delay intervening.
I
The pain and troubles of the poor the Lord is destroying; whom he pleases, him he cherishes, 0
friends!
1
(3). The' soul and life of all he .cherishes like mother and father, he is the ocean of comfort,
0 friends!
That creator gives without experiencing any deficiency, the ocean remains (always) full, O friends!
(4). The beggar (Nanak) asks for thy name, 0 Lord; in everybody that (Lord) (is existing),
0 friends!
Nanak the slave is in his asylum, by whom no one is disappointed, 0 friends!
RAGIJ GATJBS

PirkBi;

M A H A L A V.*

Om! by the favour of the true Guru!
CXXXVIII. CCVIII.
*
Pause.
Do not forget at any time Hari, Hari in (thy) mind!
Hero and thero ho is the giver of all comforts, all bodies he supports*
h

The sense is: no more a place for pain was left.

I
'
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(1). In a moment he cuts off the great troubled (of him, who) repeats his name with (his) tougue
Coolness, tranquillity and comfort (are obtained) in the asylum of Hari, the burning fire he quenches.
(2). From the cavity of the womb (and) from hell ho protects, he brings across the water of
existence.

Who
(3). Tho omnipresent Supreme Brahm, the Lord, is high, unattainable and boundless.
Who is singing his excellences and meditating on the ocean of comfort, he does not lo
his life.
(4), In lust, wrath, covetousness and spiritual blindness my mind is absorbed, 0 thou, who art
generous to the vicious!
Nanak (will be) always devoted (to thee).
May in mercy thy o\
RAGU GAUlil CETIj MAH ALA V
Om ! by the favour of the true Guru !
CXXXIX.

CCIX.

Pause.

I

There is no happiness, 0 brother, without devotion to ITari.
l
Thou ovcrcomcst regeneration by muttering one moment this priceless jewel (of the name) in the
society of the pious.
I
(1). Having left behind son, wealth, wife, snort?,
Enjoyments, many people have departed.
(2). Having left behind horses, elephants, the merriments of dominion :
Tho fool has gone off naked.
(3). The body, that is blooming with sandal-perfume :
That body is mixed with dust.
(4). Deluded by spiritual blindness ho thinks that he (God) is far oir.
Nanak says: he is always in the presence.
Gaurt} make. Ia V.
CXL.

CCi.

Pause.
Keep in (thy) mind tho name o n i a r i for tho sake of crossing tho ocean!
2
The Guru is the boat, that is carrying (thefe) across the wolves of doubt (ofthis) world.
r
J
(1). The blackness of the Kali-yug is dark.
By tho Guru tho lamp of divine knowledge is kindled.
(2). Very much poison of worldly objects is laid out
"^
Thoso are saved who continually mutter tho excellences of Hari.
(3). Who is intoxicated with tho Maya, is gone to sleep.
Ji
1
Who meets with tho Guru, his error and fear are done away .
*
'
(4). iNanak -says: (by whom) tho One is meditated upon?! Iwi t i *
Ho sees (him)*iiveverybody.
*
*
1

2

irT?S*| THjicM* to GvrnMilii^'regeneration « to obtain filial An.liiripAllnii.f

The. ron*tructtnn of this Hurt is ^ery dWfioifff, but no iWhffl? t'hii wtt'ils cohrM [ft i*e*have given them in
1
tin translation.
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Gauri; mahald, \%
CXLI.

CCXL

Pause!
Thou alone art our court (of justice).
Thy service is reliance on the Guru.
1
(1). By many contrivances it was not obtained.
By the Guru it was brought into servitude.
(2). The five quarrelsome ones were destroyed.
By the mercy of the Guru (their) host was subdued.
(3). Presents (and) wages (are obtained from) the One name
Happiness, tranquillity, joy and rest.
(4) The servants of the Lord are worthy.
Nanak (says): their faces are bright.
Gaitri; mdhala V.
CXLII.

CCXIL

Pause.
The shelter of the soul is the name.
The others, who do what they^ought not to do,* in them is the fear of Yanka
(1). By another effort he is not obtained.
In consequence of a great lot Hari is meditated upon.
(2). (The more) they contemplate (him), the less he (Hari) is known.
Further on (in the other world) they are not regarded a bit.
(3). Who are doing (religious) works in self-conceit:
They are erecting a house of sai^d in water.
(4). (On whom) the merciful Lord bestows mercy ^
He obtains the name, (says) Nanak, in the society of the pious
Gaurl; mahala V.
CXLIII.

CCXIII.

Pause.
I devote myself, I devote myself a hundred thousand times.
The name, yea the name of the Lord, is the support of my soul
(1). Thou alone eausest (every) work to be done.
Even thou art the support of the living creatures.
(2). Thou, 0 Lord, art the owner of sovereignty and youth.
following verse the \?*J
subject.

H*

lean here not be referred to the Supreme, as elsewhere, where it stands for
5/ eau*e*i it must here be read: kar na karavano, doing what they ought not to do anc
they, ought to do (literally: doing and not doing) = perter$e9 <vdlc£<% being an adjective formation = THT^
doing. Similarly in Marathi: <^4 ^cfi^ or * R ^ 1 * 0 - The Sikhs do not know what to make of it.
3
*HT*t f3W 71 HTJ^Jf, these words must refer to those, who contemplate Hari on their own account
without having a «=n3 cjTJj for it.
J

•

5
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Thou art without qualities and endowed with' all qualities.
(3). Here and there thou art the protector.
By the mercy of the Guru some one apprehends (thee)
(4). Thou, 0 Lord, art the inward governor and Tory wise.
Even thou art the hope and trust of Nanak.
**
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t
I

Gflun ; mahalu Y.
CXLIV.

CCXIV.

Pause.
Hari, Hari, Hari should be adored.
(Who lives) in the society, in his heart Hari dwells, (his) error, illusion and fear are overcome.
(1). The VGdas, the Furanas, the Srariti tell it.
Every high and lustrous man hears i t :
(2). All places are known as being struck with fear.
(But) the servant of Ram is rendered fearless.
(3). They wander about in the eighty-four Lakhs of wombs.
(But) the people of Govind are not born (again) nor do they die.
(4). Force, contrivance^ dexterity (and) egotism are stopped.
Nanak seized the asylum of the pious people of Hari.
Gaurl; mahalu V.
CXLV.

CCXV.

Pause.

F

0 heart, the praises of the name of Ham should be sung !
Hari should be continually served, at every breath Hari should be meditated upon!
(1). Who is with the saints, in his heart Hari dwells.
Pain and trouble, darkness and error flee (from him).
(2). (By whom) Hari is muttered by the favour of thesaints:
That man is not affected by pain.
#

f
•

(3). To whom the Guru gives the mantra of Hari:
He is rescued from the.fire of the Maya.
(4). 0 Lord, bestow mercy on Nanak!
In my heart and body dwells the name of Hari.
Gaurt'; mahalu V
CXLVI.

CCXVI.

Pfiuse.

(If) with the tongue be muttered the One name.
1
Hero (in this world) much happiness and joy (are obtained), further on (to tl|e other world)' it
1
(= the name) goes with (and) is of service to the soul.
(I). If the disease of thy 'egotism bo cut off:
1

T ^ I K ^ *ff^T SIT* » very obscure construction. The subject is the name; it goes with the soul to
the other world and is of use there. ^PT — STlfH *HT0idl 9» the verb being dropped.

81)1
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Then thou wilt practise by the favour of! the jGuni|tho raostj*
(2). Who has tasted the juice of Hari:
That man's thirst is quenched.
(3). Who has obtained Hari, the abode of rest:
1
He does never again run about (in transmigration)4:
(4). Toiwhom by the Guru the name of Hari, Hari is given :
His fear, (says) Nanak, is gone.
Gaurl; mahalu V.
CXLVII.

CCXVII

Pause.
Who forgets the name of Hari, he has pain.
Who, joining the assembly of the pious, praise Hari, they are weighty with virtues
:
(1). In which disciple's heart there is (true) wisdom:
In his hands are the nine treasures (and) perfection.
(2). Who knows Hari the Lord (and) master:
In his (house) there is no deficiency whatever.
(3). (By whom) the creator is known:
He enjoys all comforts and pleasures.
(4). In whose house the wealth of Hari abides:
1
From them pain flees, sayB Nanak.
I
I I
Guuri; mahalu V.

exLvm.
*

CCXVIII.

I

Pause.

2

(Thy) pride (is) great, (thy) root (origin) (is) this much.
8
(Tho art) not abiding, as much as (thy) effort (may be).
I
4
(1). What is forbidden by the V$da (and) the saints, to that (thou art) inclined, 0 friend!
5
I After the manner of hazard-gambling the senses subdue and overcome (thee).
(2). By love to tho lotus-feet (of him who is) taking away and supplying all, (I became)
0
disencumbered.
I I
7
Nanak is rescued ; by the society of the pious the abode of mercy was given to me.
1

*ff5r is here the Ablative: from their society « from.

2

WF5

eTltdTI orlsperma genitale).
3
3fJ (= ^f^) is here substantive: tenacity, effort. Thou must go, in spite of all thy efforts.
4
fvT37* = tvTST» no being merely anlalliteration.
6
vhW*HT3> *•/. the victissitudestofigambling;"Old-H*HTcJ^ K T
victory = hazard-gambling, frilj == fxrfx|.
f
1 j |
6
fcT3?> — fcT3T (f\?ff)> vacant, disencumbered: (from pride, tl
an alliteration. No subject is hinted at. as usual, but from the follow
uppl
r
Tl3t>« f73TVgfren. The Sikhs totally misunderstand these lines and could-not give me any sensible
explanation.
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Gaurl; mahalti VL
§

w

CXLIX. CCXIX.
Pause.
I am the slave of the Lord. *
The gift of the Lord (is my) food.
(1). Such is my Lord, 0 Mend!
f
In a raoment he pre^ards (it).
(2). I do works, if I please ^ j O Lord.
I sing the actions and excellences of (my) Lord.
1
(3). I fell on the asylum of the Vazlrs of (my) Lord.
Seeing them my mind (became) sedate.
(4). The One is (ray) prop, the One (my) support.
Humble Nanak is engaged in the business of (his) Lord.
Gaurl: jnahatiL V.

I

I

I

I

CL. CQ$X. t
I
Pause.
v
v
Is there such a one, who breaks (his) egotism ?
I
I
2
(Who) from this sweet one keeps back his mind ?
8
(1).{ Man has becomefdestitute of divine knowledge; what is not, jthat he desires.
4
The night is dark and black, what is the means, by which dawn of day (may be mado) ?
I
(2). Wandering and wandering about he ( p man) is worn out \tfith fatigue, in iiuany ways he
r
§
seeks (it).
Nanak says: (on whom) the mercy of the assembly of the saints is bestowed, he gets the
treasure.
K
Gaurl; mahald V.

I

(

CLT. CCXXl
I
Pause.
• O (thou) gem, granting all desires, full of compassion!
I
I (1). 0 Supreme Brahm, compassionate to the poor, by remembering whom all comforts are obtained!
(2). 0 timeless Supreme Spirit of unfathomable wisdom :
I By hearing (thy) glory crores of sins are blotted out.
I
I (3). 0 Lord, abode of mercy, bestow mercy (pn me).
I
I
(That) Nanak may take the name of Hari, Hari!
I

I I

I

Gaurl pUrbl; mahald V.
1

CLII. CCXXII.
Pause.
0 my mind, in the asylum of the Lord comforts are obtained.
,
That day passes uselessly, in which he is forgotten, who gives comfort to the soul.
1

I

f

i.e. the saints.
^
* V\m nV&t%» *•*• HTfSWT*the Maya, which is described as attractive and sweet.
3
i.e. the Maya, which is not in reality, but only an illusion.
1
3 $ •• s f ^ t 9if. dawn of day ; the verb is left out.
5
i.e. the fofvi, the treasure ( = the name).

I
39

1
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(1). Thoa art come (into this world) as a guest of one night and extendest thy hope (of life)
to many ages.
House, palace, property, (whatever) is seen, that is like the shade of a tree.
(2). My body, all my wealth, my garden and all my property pass away.
(If) the Lord, the giver (of them), be forgotten, they become in a moment the property of another.
(3). He puts on (clean) vestments, he makes ablutions, he applies sandal-perfume (to his body).
1
The fq&rless, formless (Supreme) is not known (by him), like elephants,twhich have been bathed.
(4). When he {i.e. Hari) becomes merciful (to any), he joins the true Guru (to him), all comforts
Hari

the
excellences of Hari.
Onurl purbi; mahald V.
CLIII.

CCXXIII.

Pause.

*'
I

0 my mind, it should always be said;: 0 Gftiru, Guru, Guru !
The (human) ibirth, the gem, is made fruitful by the Guru, I sacrifice myself for a meeting
(with him).
(lj. As many breaths and morsels a man is taking, so many (times) the excellences (of Hari)
should be sung.
When one's own true Guru becomes merciful, then this wisdom and understanding are obtained.
(2). 0 my mind, by ^taking the name thou art released from the bonds of Yama, all comforts
of comforts are obtained (thereby).
Serve the Lord, the true Guru/ the donor 1 the fruit, that is desired by the mind, comes to hand.
(3). The name is friend, acquaintance and son; the creator, 0 heart, goes with thee.
2
Serve thy own true Guru, by the Guru it {i.e. the name) is put into (thy) lap.
(4). By the Lord, the merciful Guru, mercy was bestowed (on me), all (my) cares were extinguished
(thereby).
Nanak obtained happiness, by praising Hari all troubles were done away.

RAGU GAURI; KAJIALA V.
Om! by the favour of the true Guru !

CLIV. CCXXIV.
Pause.
3

The thirst of some rare one is quenched.
4
(I). Crorcs (of Rupees) they amass, hundred thousand crores, (but) their mind,they do not check.
For more and more (money) they struggle.
(2). (Though) they have beautiful women of many kinds, (tjhev are) passionate after another's wife.
Good and bad arc not known (to them).
The sentence is not complete, supply: he sullies himself or wallows in the dust, like eiephants which
have been bathed.
VT& - V ^ (pallat), tl IO border of a garment, in whirl* money is bound up
4

m

^td—Ud &y also be the singular.
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*(3). Many (are) the bonds of the Maya, (by which) he errs and is led astray, the abode of excellences is not praised (by him).
(His) mind struggles in worldly pursuits.
(4). On whom he bestows mercy, 0 friends, he dies whilst living, in the society of the pious he
crosses the Maya.
J
Nanak (says): that man is approved at the gate of Hari.
•'

i

Gaurl: mahala V.
CLV. CCXXV.
Pause.
(Thou), 0 Hari, (art) the essence (pith) of everything.
(1). Sometimes (thou art) abstract meditation, sometimes enjoyment, sometimes divine knowledge,
sometimes contemplation.
1
Sometimes thou holdest a staff.
*
(2). Sometimes (thou art) silent repetition, sometimes austerity, sometimes worship, a burnt-offering
(and) religious observance.
Sometimes thou art moving about.
(3). Sometimes (thou art) the shore, sometimes the water, sometimes reflection on the Veda.
Nanak (says): (thou art) dear to (thy) devotees.
Gaurl; mahala V.
CLVI.J CCXXVL
Pause..
Celebrating (thy) excellences, (this) is my treasure.
(1). Even thou (art my) delight, even thou (my) glory, even thou| (my) 'beauty, even thou (my)
splendour.
My hope and support art thou, 0\Lord!
(2). Even thou (art my) trust, even thou (my) gift, even thou (my) Lord,, even thou (my) life.
By the Guru the separated one is united again (with thee).
(3), Thou art in the house, thou art in the wood, thou art in the village, thou art^in the desert.
Thou art, (says) Nanak, quite near.
Gaurl; mahala V.
CLVIL

CCXXV1I.
Pause.

(I am) intoxicated, (I am) intoxicated with love to Hari/
(1). He is the beloved, he is (also) the lustful; to the Guru the gift is^given (and again) bestowed
(by him). ,
*
*
With him my heart is in love.
(2). He is the furnace, he is (also) the besmearing with mud, he is the beloved: (and) he is (also)
the desire*
r
In (my) mind he is known (as).happinesa
vT is here an interjection! oh !

o08

(
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(3). Tranquillity, amusement, joy (and) sport (accrued to mq), the wanderings (in transmigration)
were stopped, union (with the Supreme) was brought about.
1
KTinak (says): by means of the word of the Guru he was obtained.
RAGU GAURI MJvLVl; MAIIALA V.
Om! by the favour of the true Guru!.
OLVIII.

CCXXVIIL
Pa use.

I

Take tlie name of llari, 0 friend, take i t !
Uefore (thee) is a difficult, terrible road.
I
2
(1). Serve always the servant of the servants, death is dwclling^with thc&i
I
Serve thou thcipious, 0 man, and the net of Yama will be cut off.
(2). Uurnt-offerings, sacrifices and pilgrimages to holy watering places are made, but in theirthcart
they are bound by the passion of egotism.
Having enjoyed both hell and heaven they will again and again be born,*
3
(3). In the city of Shiva, in the city of Brahma and Indra there is no immovable) dwelling.
"Without the service of Hari there is (no lasting) happiness, 0 man,«thc Sakats come and go.
(4). As I was [instructed by the Guru^ so •$. have proclaimed it.
Nauak says: hear, 0 my heart, having praised (Han) there willfbe emancipation.
RAGU GAURI MALA; MAHALA V.
Om! by the favour of the true Guru!
CLIX.

CCXXIX.
Pause.

By me, child-like ^understanding, happiness was obtained, 0 friend!
4
Joy (and) grief, life and death, pain and pleasure are the same in (my) mind, after having met with
the Guru.
5
(1). As long as I meditate and reflect on something, I am full of*pain.
r
6
(But; when the ,mcrciful, perfect Guru is met with, then there is joy and tranquillity.
(2). AS many clevernesses and Works as I practised, so many fetters fen upon mo.
(But) when the holy man ( = t h e Guru) putjhis handnminy forehead, then wo became emancipated
,,
(3). As long as I was saying: " mine, .mine, so long J was encompassed by poison.
"When my mind, body and intellect were offered up to the Lord, then we slept in tranquillity.
thc

e

VUT3 = Sansk. TTTTT?
subject is Han or it may be referred to 4KJ-rT, 3^5* *c.
, the servant of the scrvant^.e. the Guru, who jis otherwise called the
in the next dine tin; ?TTtf (sing.).
3' nv

NTTJTTJ

u

^TTR, <* d

The sense is: those, who by reason of their work are transferred to these happy places, must leave them
again, after their merits are exhausted.
4
vTlfTJ fHcTIJ* Tl» common meaning of oifcv is damage, hurt, etc., which will not suit the context
\T\f& must therefore be;the antithesis of fW33*i But we
arc not aide to detect any suitable etymology and must leave it doubtful.
^ ^
[is the Format. IMural, g^J = xm 3d> we arc full of.
r,
TTVJTT* for the sake of tlie rhyme.

RAG GAURI, MAH. V., SABD CLX. CLXI. (CCXXX CCXXXI.)
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1

(4). So long as I carried about (my) load, I was mulcted.
When having: thrown down the load the perfect Guru met

i

Gaurl mala ; mahald V.
CLX.

CCXXX.

I
I
Pause.
I gavo up, I gave up, 0 dear, (my own) suppositions.
I gavo (them) up, I gave (them) up after having met with the Guru.
8
All comforts, joys, welfare and enjoyments (are obtained) by obeying the command of Govind.
(1). Dignity and conceit, both came to an end after having thrown (my) head before the feet of
the Guru.
There is prosperity and joy, no calamity nor pain, (when) love to the Lord has sprung up.
(2). The One Lord is the dwelling-place (and) the inhabitant (of it), the ^pleasure-ground and the
4
spectator (of it).
5
The saints have become fearless, their apprehension is put down by the all-filling, all-pervading
(Supreme).
'
(3). Whatever is done by the cause of causes,* they do not take offence at it in their mind.
In the society of the pious (their) sleeping mind is awakened by the favour of the saints*
(4). Humble Nanak has fallen on thy protection, he has come to (thy) asylum.
I I
(By) love to the name tranquillity and pleasures are enjoyed, pain does not again befall (one).
I

Gaurlmdld; Mahala.Y.
9

CLXI.

w

CCXXXI.

Pause.
•
A ruby was obtained, a gem was obtained in (my) mind.
(My) body became cool, (my) mind became cool, by the word of tho true Guru I was absorbed
(in Hari).
(I). (My) hunger ceased, all (my) thirst was quenched, all anxiety was forgotten.
(When) the perfect Guru placed his hand on (my) forehead, (my) mind was overcome (and)
7
all the world.
*
(2). (We) are perfectly satiated within (our) heart, we are now set free from staggering.
An inexhaustible treasury was given (us) by the true Guru, there is no deficiency of diamonds
6
and pearls.
*
(3). Hear, tho One is wonderful, 0 brother! such an understanding is taught by tho Guru.
When the Lord, after having removed the screen, is met with, then subservience to others
is forgotten.
I
i

, literally: to pay in a fine.

cf > for the sake of the rliyme.
for the sake of the rhyme.
4
), gio being a meaningless alliteration.
(=5 Sansk.
5
*d*ufalG = *T3^I3T ft^Nr)t for the sake of the rhyme,
£, the producer of the cause or cause of causes, the primary cause or principle of whatever is done.
7
*TTcftf instead of *TT<JT>,«ll, entire
* )f?T> pearl, Sansk. Tfifi.
I
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(4). This wonder cannot be told, he knows it, by whom it is tasted.
Nanak says: the True one is manifested (to him), into (whose) heart the treasure is put by
the Guru.
Gaurl malti*; mahitlu V.
CT/XI1. CCXXXII.
Pause.
They are saved, who are in the asylum of Ram, the king.
1
All (other) people are in the circle of the !Miiya (and) are falling again andjagdn on the eartli.
(1). The great men, having reflected on the Shastras, the Smriti and the Y<£da, have»siiid thus:
11
Without*• adoring Hari there is no salvation, no one obtained happiness."
^2). (If) the wealth of the three worlds be amassed, the impulse of the passions is not extinguished*
How shall one get stability (in rectitude) without devotion to llari ? ho is returning finto
2
existence) immediately.
(3). Though he practises .many heart-enchanting sports, his lust is not satiate?!.
Ifcis burning and burning-and'.never extinguished, all (sports) without t\\a n^ime are i^cless
(4). Mutter the name of Hari, 0 my friend, this is thp full pith of happiness.
The society of the pious removes regeneration and death, Nfuiak is the dust of thoj-pious;.
Gaurl maid ; mahala V.
CLXIIL

CCXXX1II.
Pause..
May any one explain (to me) this arrangement (of the world) ?
If he become the creator, he may give information.
(1). By this ignorant one nothing is wrought, not any silent repetition (of the name) nor austerity
is practised.
In the ten directions of 1 heiglohe he makes wander his mind, by doing what'work is it bound?
(2). He is the Lord of the mind, body, propertyund land,'I am his and he is mine.
By reason of error and spiritual blindness nothing is understood, these have fallen (like) ropes
on Ahe feet.
3
(t3). Then what work can this one undertake, when this one is nothing ?
4
When the One, who is void of all darkness and formless, the Lord himself, is doing everything.
(4). His own works he himself knows, by whom this arrangement (of the world) id mafic*
Kanak says: he himself is the creator, by the true Gurufthc error is stopped.
Gaurl mala: mahala V.
CLXIV.

CCXXXIV.
Pause.

Without Hari other works are useless.
_
f.
(By whom) muttering repetitions, austerities, control of the passions ,and religious .works arc
5
practised, they are robbed on this side.
1
2
3
1
a

By regeneration!.
VRT3 VTJd = VvT3?> \TvT^> first of all, immediately.
f\iO, tins one, i.e. man.
Human;liberty (nrhitrium libcrum) is totally denied here, as in every pantheistical system.
'tt

(lie sense is: niev arc stripped of the merits of their works in this world; they do not go ivitii them
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(1). "Who are engaged in vows, religious observances and obligations, they do not receive a farthing.
Going on (to the other world) is a different thing, 0>brother, there they are of no use.
(2). Who bathes at a Tirtha and is wandering*about the earth, does further on not get a place.
There this proceeding is of no use, that world does not believe in it.
(3). Though the four Vedas be rehearsed from memory, in the other world the palace (of Hari)
is not obtained.
If one do not comprehend the one pure name, all is nonsensical talk, (whatever) be pratea.
(4). Nanak expresses this result of his reflection,—who does act up to it, is crossing over
11
Serve the Guru and meditate on the name/ drop conceit from thy mind,! "
Gaurl; hnahald V.
CLXV.

CCXXXV.

Pause.
Madhava! Hari,*Hari, Hari! should be uttered with (one's) mouth.
By us nothing can be done, 0 Lord, as thou puttest (one) down, so lie remains.
What
Where
meditation (on thee)!
Hari
«i

V

RAGU GAURI MA J H : MAHAL A V
Om! by the favour of the true Guru!
CLXVI.

CCXXXVI.

(1). Damodar, the king is merciful to the poor, 0 dear !
Having made crores of men thou didst apply them to thy service, 0 Lord!
He is compassionate to (his) devotees, thy affair (or livelihood) is kept up (by him), 0 dear!
He is omniDresent in all nlaaes. O dear!
How
(Having become) the slave of the saints I will worship itheir feet, 0 dear!
This life I will devote, I will sacrifice myself (to them), 0 dearli
2
Bowing and bowing to him 1 will cling to his feet, 0 dear!
4
(3). The Pandit is searching books (and) the Veda, 0 dear I
Having become a Bairagi he*is bathing at a Tirtha. 0 dear!
1
He
and reciting praises, 0 dear !
e name of the fearless Hari. i
(4). (To whom) ray Lord has become merciful, 0 dear !
(Those) sinners (are made) pure^aving clung to the feet ot[the Guru, 0 dear 1
Having cut off (their)* error and fear they are made everybody's friend, 0 dear!
By the Guru the desire of their heart is fulfilled, 0 dear J
1

ttfTOf s.m. the eighth part of a pice (now Upft)*
i.e. the Guru, the bead of the saints.
is here used in an adjective sense = HDWTt praising, singing*.
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(5). Who has obtained the name! he is wealthy, 0 dear!
Who has meditated on the Lord, (he becomes) lustrous, 0 dear!
Who (has obtained) the society Jof the pious, all his actions are good, 0 dear!
He is easily absorbed, 0 dear!
Oaurl mujh ; mahald V.
CLXVII.

I

CCXXXVII.

(1). Come, 0 my beloved Ram!
Night and day, at every breath I think of th ee, 0 dear!
I l l
Give (me) information, 0 holy one, (that) I may^fall at (thy) • feet, O dear!
Without thee how shall one'be saved, 0 dear!
I
(2). In thy society I am happy, O dear!
In (every) tree and grass, in the three worlds (thou), the highest bliss and joy, (art contained).
The bed is beautiful, this mind (of mine) is opening (to thee), 0 dear!
Having seen (thy) sight this happiness is obtained, 0 dear!
(3). Washing (thy) feet I will always serve thee, 0 dear!
Worship, adoration and homage I will offer to thee!
(Having become) the slave of slaves I will mutter (thy) name, 0 dear!
1
Supplication I will offer to (thee), theGLord, 0 dear!
(4). My wish is fulfilled, my mind and body are green ( — happy), 0 dear!
Seeing (thy) sight all (my) pain is taken off, 0 dear !
Muttering continually the name of Hari,* Hari, I have crossed over, 0 dear!
This imperishable happiness is retained by Nanak, 0 dear!
c
Gaufi mujh ; mahald V.
CLXVIII.

CCXXXVIIL

(1). Hear, hear my sweetheart, my'friend dear to (my) heart, 0 dear!
My heart and body are thine, this life also I devote to thee, 0 dear!
May the Lord, the support of (my) life, not be forgotten (by mc), 0 dear!
I am always in thy asylum, O dear!
(2). May I obtain by the favour of the Guru that Hari, Hari, 0 dear!
Whom having found my heart lives, O dear brother!
All is the Lord's, (all) places are the Lord's.
I always devote myself to the Lord, 0 dear!
(8). This treasure he minds attentively, whoso lot is great, 0 dear!
On the one pure namo he bestows his devout meditation, 0 dear!
(By whom) the perfect Gurft is obtained," all his troubles are effaced, 0 dear!
The eight watches the excellences (of Hari)'arc sung (by him), 0 dear!
(4). A choice jewel is thy namo, O Hari!
Thou art the true wholesale-merchant, thy devotees are (thy) retail-dealers, 0 dear f
The wealth of Hari is true capital stock and traffic, 0 dear!
Humble Nanak always devotes himself (to it), 0 dear!
1

Liternlly s will be said.
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*

Om ! by the favour of the true Guru!
CLXIXii CCXXXIX.
Pause.

Thou art the object of my high regard, 0 creator, thou art the object of ray high regard.
By thy power I dwell in comfort, the true word (of the Guru) is the object of my attention.
(1). All things are known^by those, who), when having heard, are silent.
Understanding'is never obtained by those who are-deluded by the Maya.
1
(2). The hints and signs, which they give, are seen by their eyes.
He who is foolish and covetous, does not at all hear what is said.
5
(3). What shall I count onef two (orJ four (relishes) ? the whole (world) is carried *away by one
relish {i.e. of the Maya).
Some few delight in the name, (as) some rare place is cultivated.
(4). The devotees are lustrous at<the true gate, they are happy day and night.
To those, who are imbued with love to the Lord, humble Nanak always devotes himself.
Gaufi majh; mahalu V.
CLXX.

CCXL.

Pause.
Thy name, 0 Lord, is clearing away pain, thy name is clearing away pain.
I I
(By whom) it is adored the eight watches, (his) divine knowledge the true Guru is completing.
(1). In which body the Supreme Brahm dwells, that place is beautiful.
The servant of Yama does not approach (him, who) with his tongue sings the excellences of Hari.
8
(2). The knowledge of (thy) service is not known (to me) nor do I know how to adore (thee).
(I flee to) thy protection, 0 life of the world, 0 my unattainable,•unfathomable Lord !i
(3). (To whom) the Lord has become merciful, (their) grief and afflictions have*fled.
No hot wind touches them, who are protected by the true Guru himself.
T
(4). The Guru is Narayan, the Guru is God, the Guru is the true creator*
From the Guru being pleased>everything is obtained, humble Nanak is always devoted (to him).
Guttrl mujh ; mahald V.
CLXXI.
I

I

CCXLI.

Pause.
By muttering: Hari, Ram, Ram, Ram, Ram !
(My) affairs were accomplished.
1
1
(1). In muttering Ram Govind (my) face became pure.'
From whom the glory of Hari4s heard, he is (my) brother and friend.
(2). In whom (are contained) all things, all fruits and all excellences:
How should (that) Govind be forgotten from (one's) mind, by remembering whom pain departs?
(3). By clinging to whose garment's hem one lives and is brought over the water of oxistence:
1

Those, who give hints and signs, are the saints. "By their.eyes," i.e. by the eyes of those, who, when
having heard a word of Instruction, keep silence and meditate upon it.
2
7%\ TfTf^r Ityldlfn* literally: it 1A not known to adore, iTTlfcST being roust metal with the past conjunctive participle, like MlAcM, the active of It.
40
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obtained, the face (becomes) bright at the
Having met with that' saint
court (of Hari).
(4). The praise of Govind, the fountain of life, is the capital of the saints.
ftanak (says): they are saved by muttering the'name, at the true gate they are applauded.
Gaurl mdjh ; mahald V
CLXXII. CCXLII.
Pause.
r
Hari!

Sing the excellences of the j sweet Hari, 0 dear, sing thou the excellences of the sweet
By being attached to the True one the placeless one obtains a place.
(1). All other tastes are insipid, body and mind become insipid.
What one does without the Lord, that is wasted, (wasted) is that life.
(2). Haying seized the hem of the saint ( = Guru) he will cross this world.
If the Supreme Brahm be worshipped, (one's) whole retinue is saved.
(3). He is (my) sweetheart rand relative, he is (my) friend, (who) puts the name of Hari into
(my) heart.
(Who), haying effaced all (my) vices, shows benevolence (to me).
(4). (My) property, treasury, village and house (are in) the repository of the foot of Hari.
Kanak is a beggar at thy gate, 0 Lord, he asks thee for a gift.

Oin! by the favour of the true Guru!
EAGU GATJRI; MAHALA IX.

1

I.

CCXLIII.
t
Pause.
0 ye pious people, give up the pride of the heart!
Lust, wrath, the society of the wicked, flee from them day and night!
(I). Who considers both, pleasure and pain, honour and dishonour, as the same,
2
Who remains aloof from joy and grief, by him the substance of the universe is known
(2). That one may give up both praise and blame and seek for final emancipation.
This sport, says humble Nanak, is difficult, by some (rare) disciple it is known.
Gaurl s mahald.IX
II.

CCXLIV.
Pause*

Oye pious, (this) creation is made by Ham.
3
One considers (him) as perishable, another as eternal, (but) the wonderful one cannot be apprehended
(1). Man is in the power of lust, |wrath and spiritual delusion, the person of Hari isJforgottcn.
The unreal body is considered as real, like a dream in the night.
(2). What is seen, that all perishes, like the shade of a cloud.
Humble Nanak has?known the worldfas vain, he remained (therefore) in the asylum of Ham.
1

i.e. Guru Tegh Bahadur, the ninth Sikh Guru, born A.D. 1C12 (1621 ?), executed (at Delhi) 1(575.

J\ the substance of the universe, La. the supreme or absolute being, constituting the,substance of
the universe.
ffe? flWi'Si fgST *H*ifqd HT^
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tnahaldlX.
CCXLV.
Pause.

The praise of Hari does not come into man's mind/
Day and night he remains absorbed in the Maya, say, how should he sing (his) excellences ?
(1). With son, friend, the Maya, selfishness, thus he fetters his own self.^
Having seen this false world he rises and runs after it, as after a mirage.
(2). The cause of devotion (and consequent) final emancipation is the Lord, (but) the fool forgets him.
Humble Nanak (says): among crores some (rare) one attains to the worship of Jtam.
Gaufl; mahald IX.
ilV* CCXLVI*
Pause.
0 ye pious, this mind cannot be seized.
x
It is fickle, (worldly) thirst dwells in it, therefore it does not remain firm (steady).
(I). In whoso body hard wrath is, (by him) all discretion is forgotten.
Every jewel of divine knowledge is taken away (from him), with him nothing abides.
(2). All the Jog is have been wearied with their efforts, the skilful have ceased singing (his) excellences.
HUmble Nanak (says): when Hari has become merciful, then every affair is accomplished.
Gaufl ;$mahala*IX..
V.

CCXLVII.

'*

Pause.
0 ye pious, sing the excellences of Govind!
You have obtained the priceless human birth, why do ye waste it to no purpose ?
2
(1). Hari is the purifier of the sinners and the friend of the poor, come to his asylum!
3
By whose remembrance the fear of an elephant isrtaken away, why do you forget him?
(2). Having given up conceit and the delusion of the Maya, apply your mind again to the
adoration of Earn !
Nanak says: this isfthe way of final emancipation; having become disciples you will obtain it.
Gaufl; mahald IX.
VI.

*

*

4

CCXLVIII.
Pause.

ff

i

May some one instruct my erring mind, 0 mother!
c
*
(Though) having heard the way of the Vedas, the Puran9 (and) therpious, it does not for'a moment
sing the'praiscs of Hari.
t
(1). Having obtained a human body, which is hard to get, he spends his life to no purpose.
For the delusion of the Maya, which is a very intricate forest, he lets spring up a propensity.
1

dOl^H •• 3 \ h for-the sake of the rhyme/
2
1
VTSVs fa here taken in the sense of VJI^A , purifying; its usual signification is: purified.
,e e a r
an
' 3HT 7fiFTf*'l '
°f elephant, i.e. the fear of being thrown before an elephant, formerly a frequent
manner of execution in India.
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(2). He entertains no love to the Lord, who is always near inside and outside.
Nanak says: him consider emancipated, in whose body Ram is contained.
Gaurl; mahald IX.
'
V

I

VII. CCXLIX.
•

r

£

y

b

Pause.

0 ye pious, in the asylum of Kara there is rest!
One may read the Yedas and the Puranas, (but)lthis is virtue, if one remember the name of Hari
(1). Covetousness, delusion of the Maya, selfishness and attendance to worldly pursuits:
1
Joy and grief affect him, in whom that God is not formed.
(2). Heaven and hell, nectar and poison, gold and copper are the same to h i m : '
3
To whom praise,and blame, covetousness, (spiritual) delusion and passion are the same.
(8). Who is not under the obstruction of pain and pleasure, him consider wise!
Nanak says: him consider emancipated, who is a man of this kind.
Gaurl;

\ v

r

!

ttiahald I X .

VIIL
fej

• ' • ? • •

CCL.

Pause.

1
,'

0 heart, what has happened to.thee, the foolish one ?
Bay and night life diminishes, and thou dost not know, that thou hast become light (in weight)
by covetousness!
I
|
I
(1). The body, beautiful house and women, which thou hast considered thy own:
Of these nothing is thine; see reflect and think!
I
I
(2). Thy life, the jewel, is lost by thee, the way of Govind is not known by thee.
I
Not a moment thou hast become absorbed with his feet, thy life is spent to no purpose.
I
(3). Nanak says: .that man is happy, who sings the excellences of the name of Ram J
4
All the other world is deluded by the Maya, it does not obtain the secure place.
Gaurl;

mahald I X

IX.

CCLI.

Pause.

0 thoughtless man, be afraid of sin!
He, who is merciful to the poor, is annihilating all sin, fall thou on his asylum! I
(1). Whose excellences the Yedas and Puranas are singing, his name hold fast in thy heart!
The name of Hari is purifying in the world, by continually remembering it take off all sins!
(2). A human body thou wilt not obtain again, make somewhat a scheme for thy final emanoi
man
Nanak says: praise him, who is full of compassion, and thou wilt cross the ocean of existence, 0 man
1
1

I t Is better here to take VJdfiJ a s an adjective ( « Sansk. wfi), farmed,
f$Q

substantial

n

•• f 3 * | » to Urn, referring t o ^fT $ (Hf??)» * whose mind « to whom.

1

3*IT cannot be here a correlative adjective (such), b a t must b e a substantive.
passion
4

V*

It

IA-L

RAO GATJRI.I MAH. I., ASTPAD. I.

RAGU GATJRIi
AsfpadU i mahala I.
Gaufl gudrSru
Om! the true name is the creator, the supreme spirit
By the favour of the Guru!
I.
(1). A treasure and perfection is reflection on the'spotless name
(In whom) the all-filling remains full, destroying (his) poison:
1
His triad is gone off, he is pure within.
The instruction of the Guru became useful in (*= to hie) soul.
'*

Pause.

In this wise, by uttering Ram, the mind is soothed.
By the word of the Guru, the collyriumjof understanding, he (i.e. Ram) is known.
(2). (What is) considered as the only happiness, is easily obtained.*
By the pare word (of the Guru) erroris stopped. .?
*
'
They became red, the false red colour was absorbed.* tffc r
His favourable look fell (on them) and their poison was stopped. (3). A return* took place, having died whilst living they became awake.
They delighted in the word (of the Guru), \their mind was applied to Hari.
Sweet juice they collect, poison is done away and abandoned.
:
In faith they live, the fear of Yama has
fled.
r
(4). (Worldly) enjoyments, disputes and selfishness are stopped.
The mind is imbued with love to Hari (and to) the order of the boundless one.
{
4
The practices of caste and brotherhood are given up.
%
(His) favourable look has fallen (upon them) and happiness has settled in the soul.
(5). Without thee I see no other friend.
Whom shall I worship, to whom shall I apply my mind ?
Whom shall I ask, to whose feet shall I cling ?
On who so instruction shall I continue meditating ?
(6). The Guru I will worship, to the feet of the Gum Ip will cling, j
I will adore, I will in love attach myself to the name of Hari.
Instruction and initiation (into the mysteries of the Guru) is (my) delight and desire
According to (his) order I go to my own house.
*
(7). (My) pride is gone, with pleasure I meditate on my own spirit.
Light has sprung up (in me), in the luminous (Supreme) (I am) absorbed.
i

three
4414* 3 ^ i they became red, i.e. tinged with the true colour of the love
u
The word U w d (/-)$ return, nearly corresponds to our conversion."
W f 5 3 $ Vf5» WfC& «nd l f f 3 nmt be taken together; otherwise Mlfif VTf5
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1

What is written, is not effaced j the word (of the Guru is) the sign,
(From which) the creator, the cause of causes, is known.
(8). (I am) not a Pandit, nor clever and wise.
(But nevertheless) I am not erring nor led astray by error.
I do not tell legends (of the Gods), the order (of Hari) is known by me.
Nanak is easily absorbed (in Hari) by the instruction of the Guru.
Gaufl guurerl; wahala I
II.
The mind is the elephant, the body
Guru is the elephant-goad. (Who)
He
Pause.
2

By dint of cleverness He cannot be known
Without (the mind) being subdued how can his estimate be obtained ?
3
(2). In the house is nectar, the thieves take it away.
None denies it.
Who keeps (it from the thieves), to him he himself gives greatness.
4
(3). Innumerable fires»arein one place.
They ceased burning, by the Guru they were extinguished by dint of instruction.
By whom his mind is given over, he sings with pleasure the excellences (of Hari).
5
(4). As he is in the house, so he is outside.
Sitting (even) in a cave how shall I describe him ?
In the sea and on the mountain he is such a fearless one.
(5). Sdy,*who will kill asdead one ?
What a fear of any one has he, who is fearless ?
By means of the word (of the Guru) he knows the three worlds.
(6). By whom it is said, by him (his) saying is explained.
By whom it is understood, by him it is easily comprehended.
Having seen and reflected i(on it) my'mind was soothed.
6
(7). Celebrity, intelligence and final emancipation are in the One name.
In him the Supreme Being is abiding:
7
Who remains in his own house, in hie own place.
(8). How many Munis praise him and show affection to him!
In a pure body and heart think of that True one !
Nanak (says): adore continually Hari !
modern MSS. read now "4AJ*£ /Tt*(TAT> but it is perhaps 'better
good MSS.; the translation would then run thus: in the word (of
He, i.c. Hari.

TOfe AtolAF

TTHt^l
1

>N'XiWt a fanciful formation. 7?t& = a hundred kharbs.
The subject seems to be Hari,lthough no hint whatever is given; iperhaps the disciple isfrneant
* 'Jcff^T here apparently
T
f?FiT UffcT.fln his own house » in his own heart.

•
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mahald I.

Ill
1

(1). That mind does not die, which is disobedient.
ein
(If) the mind'be reconciled by the Guru, it becomes one (again).
Pause.
Rain, who is devoid of qualities! oomes into one's power byjmeans of
Who removesthis own self, he reflects on him.
(2). (Whose) mind is led astray, many passions are in (his^ thoughts.
(Whose) mind is led astray, on (his) head a load comes.
8
(His) mind is soothed, who)is.thoroughly intent on Hari.
(3). (Whose) mind is led astray, into (his) house the Maya comes.
Hindered by lust he does not remain in (his) place.
Adore Hari, O man, causing (thy) tongue to praise him!
(4). Elephants, horses, gold, sons, women
§
(Cause) much anxiety; he leaves the arena, having been overcome :
4
(Who) is playing in a game of dice with raw stones.
are
Joy and grief are standing in the hall.
Happiness is easily (obtained) by mut
Murari!
Hari)
then he unites, (him) to union
(with himself).
He (i.e. th
The disciple obtains the boon of the name.
g m
(7). Without the name all is the abode of pain.
The fleshly-minded one is foolish, the Maya dwells in (his) mind. #
To the disciple divine knowledge is deoreed * by reason of former works
(8). The mind is volatile and continually running about.
f
To the true and pure one filth is not pleasing.
Nanak (says): the disciple sings the excellences of Hari.
Gauri guarirt;

mahald I

IV.
#I

(1). In saying: I , I," happiness is not brought about.
6
The conceptions of the mind are false, He (only) is true.
All are ruined, to whom duality is pleasing.
That one earns, which is written from the beginning.
l

7TRT3
suit the context. The whole verse is so obscure, that the sense is only Muted at, not grammatically expressed.
3TOT
(by praising him.
3
s
,f
TJSfaTnj > 'we adjective (V^I *lO» having one bent of i
Hlfcf (Sansk. ^Jlf^), a stone used in playing Chuupar, et
f w f W T R ii the ?f is a mere alliteration.
6
That is: really existing.
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I

Pause.
The world was seen (by me) engaged iu such a gambling. I
I
All ask for happiness (and yet) forget, the name.
(2). If the invisible world be seen, then he could be described.
Without being seen he is described to no purpose.
By the disciple he is seen with natural ease.
By bestowing adoration and reflection with one devout thought (on him). I
(3). (They are) asking for happiness,J (yet) their pain increases.
1
They string a necklace of all passions.
"Without the One (they are) false, they do not become emancipatedP
9
Who continually says: "the creator/ he sees (him).
f
(4). He extinguishes the fire of (worldly) thirst by the word (of 'the Guru),
'
Duality, doubt, with natural ease:
(Who) by the instruction of the Guru causes the name to dwell in his heart,
(And) sings in true manner the excellences of Hari.
(5). In the body of the disciple is true love (to Hari).
3
(Who is) without the name, (does not get) his own place.
'
f
Who is devoted to the love (of Hari), is most dear (to the) king (Hari).
I
8
(If) he bestow his (favourable) glance (on him), then he comprehends the name.
(6). The illusion of the Maya is all troubles.
The fleshly-minded one is dirty, wicked and ugly.
I
1
(If) he serve the true Guru, the troubles cease.
I
(Who has) the nectar-name, (he has) always happiness.
I
(7). The disciple comprehends (the True one), "bestowing (on him) one (continual) meditation.
He lives in his own house and is absorbed in the True one.
I
%
::
m
Regeneration and death he stops.
From the perfect Guru he obtains this wisdom.
(8). (If) I would tell (His) Btory,#there would be "no end of it
Having asked the Guru I saw, that there is no other gate.
Fain and pleasure (are allotted) by his decree and pleasure'.
}
Nanak humbly says: devoutly meditate (on him)!
•

•

•

Oaurl; rnahald I.
*

V.
s

(1). "The Maya is the second," so thinks the.world.
Lusty wrath, selfishness are perdition.
*

'

Pause P

Whom shall I call the second ? there is none.
In all is'that One Supreme.
;
(2). (She is) the second (to) the foolish one>" (who) talks of two.
1

I

The sense is: they carry about with, them selves all passions.
2
t3CTf TT&t his own place (of rest), i.e. final emancipation.*
8
^£>ft ^nftjWTl/M&y* fa tk* second (next the Supreme). In the mind of tlid people "the Maya has a
reality, though she is only an illusion.
I
I
•
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He comes and goes, having died he becomes (again) a second.
f3). The earth and the sky I do not look upon as two.
I
All people;are women and men.
(4). I see the sun and the moon, the.bright lamps.
.?"".''
v
In all is the dearly beloved youth contiguously.*
•
(5). Out of mercy he directed my mind (to the One)*
.
"'"-*"•
The true Guru gave me the understanding of the One.
(6). The One Supreme is known by the disciple.
Haying destroyed duality he has comprehended him by means of the word (of the Guru)
(7). The order of the One is current in all the worlds.
.
,
;
By the 10ne all creation has been made.
% n
*
3
(8). Know, that there are two ways, (but) only One Lord, k
Learn his order from the word of the Guru*
,
*
(9). All forms and colours are in thejmind (of him),
, j
Says Ifanak, (who is) praising the One.
.
Gautl; mahaWl.
VI.

*
.*. "'

(1). If one does works with reference to the Supreme Spirit, he is, true
How does the ignorant one know the seoret of final emancipation ?
Paw*.
Such a Jog! reflects on union (with the Supreme),
*
f
Who, having killed the five, keeps the True one in his breast.
(2). Who makes'the True one dwell in his heart; (
He gets the price of the practice of Jog.
*
(3). In sun, moon, house and garden is the One.
*
(Whose) work is to praise (him),, they'are absorbed (in him).
-I
4
(4). With one word some ask alms
(Who is) given to divine knowledge and meditation, (in him),the True one w
(5). Who is absorbed in the fear (of God), does not go forth (from his house).
What is the estimate (of him), who continually devotes himself to meditation
(6). (Whom)-he himself unites (with himself), (hi
By the favour; of the Guru he obtains the highest s
final emancipation).
(7). Service to the Guru and reflection on the word (of the
Destroy egotism («• individuality): (this is) the best work (one can do).
:
(8). (Equal to) silent repetition, austerities, control of the senses, reading of the,Puran
the Boundless one, says
«•

l

These two lines are
5?lft
foolish
\ Maya is the second.
Maya
second (from the. Supreme), Le. he is not absorbed
he is
absolute substance.
VRM> youth, young man (a term of endearment applied to Hari)
Musahnlns
begging, utter the one word 9)T&Vf
endicity
ledge and meditation
41
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I II

I

I

Gaurl; mahald I.

VII.
(1). Who lay hold of patience, religious observances! good conduct and contentment:
1
Them sickness does not befall nor the pain, of Yam a.
They become emancipated (and absorbed into) the Lord, who has no form nor figure.
Pause.
What fear,should the Jogl entertain ?
In every tree, house and outside (of it) is that (Supreme).
(2). The Jogt, (who is) fearless and meditates on the Supreme,
Who day by day wakes and!devoutly reflects on the True one :
That Jogl is pleasing to my mind.
9
(3). The net of death he burns by the fire of divine knowledge.
(His) old age and death is gone, (who) removes his egotism.
He himself is saved and saves (also) his forefathers.
(4). Who serves the true Guru, he becomes a Jogl.
Who remains absorbed in the fear (of the Supreme), he becomes fearless.
As he is, whom he serves, such a one he (himself) becomes.
3
(5). (Who) praises the Supreme Spirit,^who alone is fearless;
(Who) devotes himself (to him), saying: 0 Lord of the friendless !•
(Who) sings his excellences: he is no more regenerated.
(6). Who knows, that inside and outside is the One;
Who by means of the word of the Guru comprehends his own self:
1
He is approved of at the gate (of Hari) on account of the true word (of the Guru).
(7). Who dies by means of the word (of (the Guru), he dwells in his own house.
He neither comes nor goes, his desire ceases.
By means of the word of the Guru the lotus (of his heart) is opened.
(8). Whatever is seen, that is in (hope and despair.
The poison of lust and wrathj(is<in them), hunger and thirst.
Nanak (says): some rare ones are met with, who are of mortified passions.
Gaurl; mahald I.
VIII.
(1). (If) such a servant (of Han)'be found, (to him) happiness accrues.
(By whom) pain is forgotten, he obtains (hat True one.
Pause. *
1

By seeing (his) sight (his) wisdom becomes complete.
1
The dust of the feet (of Hari) (is equal to) bathing at the sixty-eight (Tlrthas).
:
(2). The eyes are gladdened by fixed attentive contemplation.
The tongue (is) pure by the juice and essence of Hari.
1

3

^TH T V I <W — <Tfcf, for the sake of the rhyme.
* U\Jlf has here the signification of fipHTTS3
A | Q is here verb (AlOcM = Al+k&O-
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(3). By considering as true in the heart and by serving the inapprehensible and impenetrable
(Supreme):
1
The mind is satiated.
(4). "Wherever I see, there is the True one.
Without comprehending (him) the ignorant world is disputing.
(5). If the Guru instruct (one), a clear understanding is obtained.
Some rare disciple comprehends (the truth).
(6). Keep (us) in mercy, 0 protector!
Without comprehending (thee) we become beasts and goblins.
(7). The Guru has said: there is no other.
To whom else shall I look and. worship (him) ?
(8). The saints are upheld by the Lord, the cause of the three worlds.
Who ki\ows his own self, he reflects on truth.
(9). The^True one is in (that) heart, (which is) the abode of true love
Nanak s^ys: we are his slaves.

Gaurl; mahald*!.
IX*
(1). Brahma became proud and did not know (the Supreme).
The calamity of the Veda befell him, he repented (of his pride).
By whom the Lord is remembered, his mind is soothed.
Pause.
Such a pride is bad in the world.
With whom the Guru meets, his pride he removes.
(2). The king Bali (was) proud of his wealth.
He offers no sacrifices, (on account of his) great power he is unflinching/
4
The Guru not beingsasked (by him) he goes to the nether region.
5
(3). Harichand gives presents and acquires renown (thereby).
Without the Guru he does not obtain the end of the impenetrable (Supreme).
He himself {i.e. the Supreme) leads astray, he himself gives wisdom.
(4). The pride of the evil-minded and wicked Harnakhas
The Lord Narayan is smiting down.'
1

WWVf *H^ic must she referred to «r<£T> as: ?H3£fcf I H ^ ? sft *fc?T* The order, in which the words
are put, offends against all grammatical connexion.
3
This refers to the story, that the Veda was stolen from Brahma whilst* sleeping,
3
*>f «f<fl > for the sake of the rhyme = J*nJT<J*
4
This refers to the incarnation of Vishnu as vamana or dwarf. Bali, the Daitya, had gained possession
of the triple world, and the gods knew not how to recover It. Vishnu appeared before him in the form of a
dwarf, and asked so much land as he could pace in three steps. This request being granted by Bali, Vishnu
extended so much as to step over the two worlds, but left the third, Patala, the regions below the earth, to Bali.
3
Harichandra, the son of Trishanku, known,for his unbounded liberality. He is said to have given his
country, his;wife and son, and finally himself, to Vlshvamitra. See Vishpu Pur. p. 372, note 9, J ^
]

•writ
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He saves Prahlad bestow
(5). The foolish and thoughtless Havana was led astray.
Lanka was taken (from him) with Sita.
Without love to the true Guru he had become r>roud.
s«
a
(6). The thousand-armed Jfadhu, Kit, Mahikhj
Harnakhas he destroyed with (his) nails.
The Daityas, who did not practise devotion (to him), were killed.
3
(7). Jarasandh and Kalajamun were killed.
4
Kaktablju and Xalanemu were torn in pieces.
The Daityas were destroyed and the 3aints saved.
(8). The true Guru himself reflects on the word.
By reason of second love the Daityas were destroyed.
The disciples were saved by reason of devotion to the True one/
6
(9). The old Duryodhana loses his honour.
(For) Earn! that creator is not known (by him).
He is consumed in pain, who is the (cause of) pain to (other) men.
(10). He is born (again), by whom the word of the Guru is not known
How should he obtain happiness, who is led astrayjby error?
Who errs one little bit, he repents (of it) again.
_
_
v
6
(11). Kans, Kes and the infamous Canduru.
(By them) Ram was not known, (therefore) their honour was lost.
Without the Lord of the universe none protects.
eradicated
Hari
Nanak
Gaurl; mahalu I.

X.
(1). I may put sandal-perfume on my body.
I may put on and wear silk-garments.
k 11 1
What happiness shall I obtain without the name of Hari i
1

This refers to the story of Hiranyakashipu, the king of the Daityas, and his son Prahlada, which is so
often brought forth in the Granth. See Vishnu Pur. p. 126, sqq.
2
Iftf, name of an Asura, always connected with sffe, Sansk. %2W; both were killed by Vishnu.
IfftrbTnTf Sansk. tfftgm'inO however, is said to have been slain by Durga.
* *Hc)fiff^t Sansk. o^t*W> Nom. prop, of a king of Magadha, father-in-law of Kansa, killed by Bhirna.
^!Wi-l+T7>> Sansk. cfiTH^I^f t. king of the Yavanas, destroyed by Mucukunda.
J ^ ^ j S JT I I
4
VWUVftw, Sansk. ^W%Tfclt Nom. prop, of an Asura. STR57^r, Sansk. BlfFI^f*?
Asura, killed by Krishna.
5
Duryodhana, the eldest of the hundred sons of Dhritaraslitra, who, by persuading his father to banish
h(s cousins, the Pandavas, from Hastinapura, became the cause of the great war.
8
Kansa, king of Mathura and cousin of Devakl, the mother of Krishna, killed by Krishna. Kes
(= Sansk. ifftj or tftut*^)> name of a Daitya, who was sent by Kansa to destroy Krishna. He haunted the
forest Vrindavan in the form of a horse to destroy Krishna and his brother Balarama, hut was throttled by
Krishna. ^ 3 $ (or ^ l ^ , as it is also written iii some MSS.) is corrupted from the Sansk. VfUJT^, Nom.
prop, of a wrestler in the service of Kansa and killed by Krishna.
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Fame.
What shall I put on, in what dress shall I show myself?
What happiness shall I obtain without the Lord of the universe ?
(2). (There may he) a ring in my ears, on my neck a necklace of pearls.
A red cushion, flowers and red powder.
What happiness shall I find without the Lord of the universe ?
(3). A woman (may be) beautiful, with expressive eyes.
1
The very lovely (woman) may make stains and ornaments.
Without adoring the Lord of the universe she is continually unhappy.
a
(4). (Her) gate, house, palace (and)'bed (may be) pleasant.
Bay and night she may spread out garlands of flowers.
Without Hari the handsome (woman) is aggrieved.
(5). (There may he) horses, elephants, spears, (and) musical instruments.
3
Armies, mace-bearers, domestic servants (and) slaves.
1
Without the Lord of the universe (all these are) vain shows.
(6). I may be called a Siddh, I may summon prosperity and success.
I may fasten a crown, royal hat and umbrella on my head.
3
Without the Lord of the universe how shall I obtain happiness ?
(7). I may be called a Khan, King and Raja.
4
(I may call ont): Hollah, Sirrah! (all these) are false plaitings>(» shows).
Without the word]of the Guru (my) affair will not be adjusted.
(8). Egotism and selfishness are forgotten by means of the word of the Guru.
By the instruction of the Guru Murari is known in the heart.
Nanak says: (I am) in thy asylum.
Gaurl; mahald I
XI.
(Who is engaged) in the service
He
God) the True one 4s obtained (and in) the True one happiness, 0 friend t
Pause.
(If there be) suoh a man
Hari, is 'united (with'him). having washed awav his filth
(2). Upside down is the lotus (=heart) of the whole world.
The fire of folly'consumes the world.
He is saved, who reflects on the word of the Guru.
••
(3). The black bee, the moth, the elephant and the fish,
The deer die, suffering for their own deeds.
Absorbed in thirst they do not see the'reality of things.
(4). Lust, (which is in) the mind of the lover of the fascinating woman
l

\&[9 $./. (Hindi Wfaf> stains and other signs, which W Hindus make on their foreheads, etc.. with
saffron, etc.
* VT% - VTiftt a slave (mean man), I being; changed to e for the sake of the rhyme.
1
WtJt •*«**. happiuess.
4
»H§ 3 ^ t an interjection, addressed t % slave or menial« Sirrah! the veto CST3f) "'left out
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(And) wrath destroy alLthe passionate ones.
Honour and respect they love, having forgotten the name.
(5). The flerhly-minded one turns his thoughts on another's wife.
On his neck is a rope, he is entangled in worldly business.
The disciple is set free having the excellences of Hari.
(C). As a widow gives (her) body to another:
(So is) he in another's power, (whose) mind (is absorbed) in lust and money.
Without the beloved satiety is never obtained.
(7). Beading continually .hooks he peruses the Smriti.
He reads the Veda and the Puranas, having heard (their) magnificence.
Without being steeped in the love (of Hari) the mind is clean lost.
v
(8). As the Catrik has love to and desire for water;
As the fish delights in water i
(So) Nanak, having drunk the juice of Hari, is satiated.
Gaurl; mahald I.
XII.
(1)* Who dies in obstinacy, does not come into account (before God).
Who puts on (faqlr-) dresses and rubs (his body) much with gashes:
He, having forgotten the name, will regret it.

«

Pause.
Thou, 0 Hari, art comfort in (= to) the mind.
Who forgets (thy )\ name, has to endure the pain of Yam a.
(2). Who is delighted with sandal-perfume, aloe-wood, camphor,
(And) the Maya, he is far from the highest step ( = emancipation).
1
When the name is forgotten, all is quite vain.
(3). (Who has) spears, musical instruments (and) homage on (his) throne t
(Him) excessive desire and lust enter.
Without Hari being implored (there is) no attachment to the name*
(4). By disputing and pride (there is) no union with the Lord.
Who gives his heart, he obtains the delightful name.
In second love ( = duality) there is painful ignorance.
(5)# Wxthout money (there is) no traffic nor shop.
Without a boat (there is) no road on the sea.
Without the Guru being served (there is) utter want.
(6). Praise, praise to him, who*shows,the road!
Praise, praise to him, who lets hear thefword (of the Guru)!
;
Praise, praise to him, who unites to union (with Hari)!
(7). Praise, praise to him, whoso this life is !'
By means of the word of the Guru I churn nectar (and) drink (it).
The greatness of the name thou givest according to (thy) pleasure.
2
(8) Without the name how shall I live ?

8

eg ?f eg Id = djrfol'tf, for the sake of the rhyme.
f
*nfj?* here Pron. ahso]., I, Sindhi Jftf (c(. lHfvT)» wl||rh is also found as Nom. SingV

I

l
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Day by day I continue muttering [(it), (I am) in thy asylum, f
Nanak (says): those, who are attached to the name, ^receive honour.
Gauri; mahald I.

I

I

I

II

I I II

Xnl

-1 M 4 *©t j m \

All

(1). By him, who is given to<egotism and wearingja faqij's (garb), he («Hari) is notrknowu
The mind of some rare devoted disciple is reconciled. % ta a^&i B
1% *ft W a*
V
I
HI
MM
Pause. WJj f \ m M^K
^B^^WW£&
By practising egotism the True one is not obtained.
(If) egotism depart, the highest step is obtained.
(2). The Rajas, being given to egotism, run much about.
#j
By egotism they are consumed, they are born (again), die and come (again).
(3). (His) egotism is cleared away, (who) reflects on the word of the Guru.
Ho gives up (his) wavering mind and destroys the Ave.
i J
(4). In (whose) heart the True one is, into (his) house comes tranquillity. ,
Having known the king (Hari) he obtains the highest'state ( = final emancipation).
(5). By taking the Guru as true he removes his doubt.
l
In which house should the fearless one entertain anxiety ?
(6). Practising egotism one must die, what does he obtain?
(With whom) the true Guru meets, he puts a stop to the contention.
* *
1
(7). As much as there is, all this is nothing.
"
The disciple, having fallen in with divine knowledge, sings the excellences (of Hari)
turns
to
Gauri; mahald I

Ml B XIV. I
(1). Brahma went first to the house of Kala (death).
He did not obtain the lotus of Brahm in the nether region.
He was not obedient to the command and was led astray by error.
Pause*

$

$

What is produced, that is destroyed by death.
We, (by whom) the word of the Guru'is reflected upon, are preserved by Hari. *
(2). All goddesses and gods are deluded by the Maya.
Death does not give them up without service (being performed) tothe Gurrf. *
He, the inapprehensible and indivisible one, is (alone) imperishable.
H
(3). The Sultans, Khans and Kings do not remain (here).
Having strayed away from the name they must suffer the pain (inflicted by) Yama
m
My support is the name; as thou keepest (me), so I remain.
*
2
(4).[ Not'a CaudharT, nor Raja nor anf one has a (firm) place of residence. * §j
3lfTl has here the meaning of solicitude, anxiety (Sindhi fllfij.' Otherwise S\J\
of mind iiiidevolion.
^0Mcf\> ft chief of a small district, now the head man of a trade.

signifies:' absorption
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III

Wholesale merchants die, who amass property and money.
Hay to me be given the wealth of the nectar-name of Hari!
(5). Subjects! Lords, head men, chieftains,
Hone is seen ever remaining in the world.
I
%
Unflinching death strikes thefleetingones on the head.
(6). That perfectly True one? alone .is immovable*
By whom everything is created, by him it is (again) destroyed.
If he be known to the disciple, then honour is obtained.
»l
(7). Kazls, Shekhs, Faqlrs with (religious) garbs
Are called great men, (but) in (their) body is the pain of egotism.
1
Death does not give them up without the patronage of the true Guru.
(8). The net of death (is) on the tongue and eyes.
In the ears is death, (as) they hear words of poison.
{
Without the word (of the Guru) they are wretched day and night.
(9). In (his) heart the True one dwells, (who) praises Hari.
Death cannot overcome (him), (who) sings (his) excellences.
N&nak (says): the disciple is absorbed (in him) by means of the Word (of the Guru)
Gaufl; mahald I.

'

XV.
(1). They speak truth, (there is),not a bit of falsehood (in them).
The disciples walk according to (his) order and pleasure.
Freedfromall jpassions they remain in the asylum of the True one.

I

Pause.
Who dwells in the house of the True one, (him) death does not overcome.
Thefleshly-mindedone in coming and going is subject to the pain of spiritual blindness.
(2). He drinks nectar, who continually utters the inexpressible one.
9
Sitting in his own house (—heart) he (i.e. Hari) is easily obtained (by him).
I By him, who is drunk with the juice of Hari, this happiness is told.
I (3). By walking according to the instruction of the Guru one becomes immovable and does not
vacillate.
By the true instruction of the Guru he easily utters Hari.
He drinks nectar and churns truth.
(4). (By whom) the true Guru is seen (and who) has received the initiation (into truth);
(By whom) mind and body are offered up and who has gone into,his own heart: *
4
He, having known his own spirit, obtains salvation.
(6). The best food is the name of Hie Supreme.
The true Supreme Spirit is infinite light*
Wherever I see, there is the uniform (Supreme).
1

4faTt ••/• ™ f^fiJTf support, patronage.
^
' Some MSS. read: llTjf^l Uf3 ttJWfrt which gives no sense; the right reading (as exhibited by one
MS.) is i JRjfif «ftH tttTWN
* HfeTfff? *ft?ft» literally: turning to bis (own) heart Is made (by him), i.e. who has returned to his
own heart, hasfoundMs own Inward self.
4
VJ1iO> lengthened, for the sake of the rhyme, instead of tftfX •
V
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(6). By considering the One as true he remains independent (of others). 4
The highest step is obtained (by him) by worshipping the feet of the Guru.
His
duality) and error have ceased
Who
By the praise of HarLthe saints and devotees are [ saved.
The Lord is obtained by us, we do not,seek another.
(8). The invisible one is shown in (his) true palace by the,Guru
(His) palace is immovable and not overshadowed by the Maya.
By true contentment error is stopped.
;}f
(9). In whose heart that True one dwells;
In their society is the disciple.
i
Nanak (says) : by the true name his filth is done away.
Gaurt; mahalU I.
XVI.
(1). Whose mind is occupied with
His interview (with Hari) is made
Pause.
If thou dost not mutter Ram, (it I will be) thy misfortune.
Earn, our Lord, is a donor for ages and ages.
man
(2). Who, according to the instruction of the Guru, mutters Ham, is a ]
In'that one's body sounds the musical instrument without being beaten.
are
devoted
to
Bam
and
attached
to
H
v
They are mercifully preserved by the Lord*
(4). In whose heart that Hari, Hari is:
Touching their sight happiness is obtained.
(5). In all living creatures the One sports.
The conceited self-willed man wanders again about in wombs.
(6). He comprehends (the truth), who obtains the true,Guru.
(Who) destroys (his) egotism by means of the word of the Guru,j obtains (him, i.e, Hari)
(7). How shall onejknow the connexion of what is below and above?
The disciple gets (this) connexion (and) his mindiis reconciled.
*
j
(8). May on jme, the sinner and vicious man,efavour be bestowed h
|
0 Lord, be merciful to me, that Nanak may cross (the water of existence)!
GAU#I BAIRAGA^I; MAHALA I.
1

Om ! by the favour*of the true Guru!
XVII.
cowherd keeps (his) kine, taking
stream of
l

f7T3TOH> Sansk. f*Kl*H^.
Or: the error of egotism has ceased.
3
Most MSS. read: yrflf 75Tf*T, (wll
name of Ram.

the deliglitftl name; one MS. reads: BTH 7nf*T> with the

•©irtffiri ptp. conj. of ^inHraj (sansk. ^n +.*nt
xplaln ^ t n M V

tymology

and a mere guess.
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Pause.
f

(So) here and there keep (me), 0 thou compassional
Who flees to thy asylum, is favourably looked upon (by*thee).
(2). "Wherever I see, there thou art sporting; keep (me), 0 protector!
Thou art giving and (at the same time) enjoying, thou, even thou art the support of life.
1
(3). The lot falls downwards and upwards without reflection* on divine knowledge.
Without praising the Lord of the universe darkness is not passing away.
(4). We have seen, that the world is perishing by covetousness and selfishness.
By serving'the Guru the Lord is obtained and the true gate of final emancipation.
(5). in (whose) own house is the palace of the infinite (Supreme), he (becomes) infinite
2
Without the word (of the Guru} no one (is} firm ; (who) comprehends (it), (obtains) happiness
(6). What has he brought, what doe
in the sky (=»in heaven) (now)
(Like) a bucket, that is tightly boi
in the region below.
(7). (If) by reason of the instruction
individuality) is done away, being
In (whose} heart is the treasure of
united (with Hari).
(8). (On whom) tb
Nanak(says): the
Gauri; mahald I.
XVIII.

truth)
pure name
Pause.
Without the word of the Guru one is not emancipated, reflect!and look!
If one do Lakhs of (religious) works, without the Guru there is darkness
(2). Who are blind and without understanding, what shall be said to the
Without the Guru the road is not known, in which wise shall one get th
(3). The counterfeit it calls genuine, (because) it has no knowledge of th
To the blind one it gives the name*of examiner; the time of the Kali-yu
(4). The sleeping one it calls awake, the waking one asleep,
^he living one it calls dead, for the dead one it is not weeping.
(5). The coming one it calls going, the going one eome.
What is another's it calls its own. what is its own. is not considered (as i
What is sweet, it calls
is attached (to it}, it c
things
(7). It worships the maid-servant («»the Maya), the Lore
Empty water is churned, (but) no butter comes out of it.
(8). (Who) explains this wordf<he Is my Guru.
Nanak (says): (who) knows his own self, he isboundless
1

f*WT7>> divine knowledge, the only sure means of effecting final emancipation.
* f^fijt firm, i.e. no more subject to transmigration.
1
3R5 ttf^f (Sau*k. JJQ|T^)» the place or repository of all qualities or virtues, an epithet of the Supreme

•

•
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(9). He himself is all, he himself exists (in all), by himself (all) is led astray.
By the mercy of the Guru it is understood, (that in) all Brahm is contained.
BAGTT GAUBI GUABERI: MAHALA III.
Astpadis.

6m! by the*favour of the true Gurul
I.

XIX.

l

(1). Imparity of the mind is second love.
Who are led astray and are erring! come and go.

I
F

Pause.
The impurity of the self-willed one never goes off,
As long as he does not delight in the word (of the Guru) and in the name of Hari.
(2). All is impurity, whatever has the form of spiritual blindness.
(Such a one) repeatedly dies and is born again.
(9). There is impurity in fire, wind, water.
There is impurity (of) food, as much as one may eat.
(4). By impurity (of) works worship cannot be made.
The mind of him becomes pure, who is attached to the name.
(5). By serving the true Guru impurity goes off.
(Such a one) does not die nor is born again nor doth death eat (him).
(6). Let any one search the Shastras and the Smriti and see!
Without the name no final emancipation is obtained.
(7). In the four Tugs the name is the highest 'thing; having reflected on the word (of the Guru),
The disciple will cross over (the water of existence) in the Kali-yug.
(8). (When) the true (disciple) dies, he does not come nor go (again).
Kanak (says): the disciple remains absorbed (in* the Supreme).
Gaufl; mahald I I I .
II.

XX.

(1). The disciple (is engaged in) the service (of him, who is) the support of life.
The disciple keeps Hari in his heart and breast.
#
The disciple (gets) lustre at the true gate.
Pause.
0 Pandit, read Hari and give up'passions I
The disciple crosses the water of existence.
(2). From the disciple egotism departs.
No filth stioks to the disciple.
Into the disciple's heart the name comes,and dwells (therein).
(3). By the disciple true religious works are done.
The disciple burns egotism and duality.
The disciple being attached to the name obtains happiness.
(4). Who rouses his own mind, he gets understanding.
1

K5?> impurity (by reason of the birth of a child in a house).
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(Though) one instruct the people, no one hears.
The disciple understands and (lives) always in happiness,!
(5). The self-willed one (practises) hypocrisy and much dexterity.
Whatever he does, that is not accepted (with Hari).
He comes and goes and finds no place of rest.
(6). The self-willed one does (religious) works in great conceit.
Like a heron he sits down, always (sunk) in meditation. *
When|he is seized by Yama, then he rrepents.
(7). "Without serving the true Guru there is no final emancipation obtained
By the favour of the Guru that Hari is found.
The Guru is the liberal donor of the four ages.
5(8). The caste and brotherhood of the disciple is the greatness of the name.
1
The daughter of the ocean is destroyed and cast off (by him).
Nanak (says): without the name cleverness is in vain,.,
Gauri; mahald I I I
TIL

XXI.
2

(1). Read, what is tne religious duty of this|Yug, 0 brother?
From the perfect Guru all brightness of intellect is obtained.
s
Here and further on the name of Hari is a companion. ^
Pause.
Bead Bam and reflect in thy mind!
By the favour of the Guru (thy) filth will go off!
(2). By disputing and opposition he ( = Hari) is not obtained,
Mind and body (become) insipid by sepond-love.

:

r

By means of the word of the Guru one applies devout meditation on the True one.
(3). The world is dirty by means of selfishness.
Though it bathe continually at a sacred watering place, its egotism does not go off.
'Without having fallen in with the. Guru Yama renders it wretched.
(4). That is a {true man, who destroys (his) egotism.
(Who) by means of the word of the Gurulkills the five:
He. him self crosses and makes all his family-relations cross.
(5). The Maya deludes and practises tricks.
*
The blind fleshly-minded one clings ,to her.
The disciple keeps aloof (from her) and remains in devout devotion (to Hari).
(6). The hypocritical| man assumes many garbs.
In his heart is (worldly) thirst, he wanders about in selfishness.
He does not know his own self, the play is lost (by him).
(7). Having put on,clothes he practises shrewdness.
The Maya leads (him) astray in delusion and excessive error.
x

•:~

I Vfltlfd sft Vcp't the daughter of the ocean (JfllfUcf — ^TPTT) to the M
n raised from the waters by Narayann.
2
The religious duty of the present Kali-yug is to read = to utter the name.
1
The sense is:, in this and in the other world.
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Without serving the Guru he incurs much pain,
(8). Those who are attached to the name, are J always retired from the world j
Within their house they devoutly meditate*on the True one*
Nanak (says): Those, who serve the true Guru, are very fortunate.
Oaurl i mahald I I I
IV.

XXII.

(1). The Brahman's chief business is the study of the Veda.
*
1
From it the gods were produced, spiritual illusion and (worldly) thirst.
Who are led astray by the three qualities, do not dwell in their own house.
Pause.
We are preserved by Hari, (by whom) the true Guru is joined (to us).
Bay by day the name of Hari is made firm (in us) by dint of devotion.
(2). The word of the Veda, affected by the three qualities, is an embarrassment.
Having read a sentence, he (i.e. the*Pandit) explains it, (but) death strikes (him) on the head.
He does not know the truth, lie binds together a bundle of straw.
(3). The fleshly-minded are put by spiritual ignorance into a false road.'
The name of Hari is forgotten (by them), (though) many (religious) works are performed (by tl
By reason of second love ( = duality) they are drowned in the water of existence.
(4). (The Brahman) standing in need of money is called a Pandit.
Being attached to worldly pursuits he incurs much- pain.
The rope of Yama is on (his) neck, death continually distresses (him).
(5). Death does not go near the disciple.
Egotism and duality they put away by means of the word (of the Guru).
Being attached to the name they sing the excellences of Hari.
I
(6). Maya, the slave-girl, performs service to the devotees.
(If one) cling to (their) feet, he obtains the. palace (of Hari).
Being (thus) always pure he is naturally absorbed (iu Hari).
(7). Who hear the report about Hani, they appear happy in (this present) Tug.
To them all bow and do daily homage to them.
Naturally they sing the excellences of the True one in (their) heart.
(8). By the perfect true Guru the word is proclaimed.
1
The three qualities are (thereby), effaced, to the fourth state the mind is applied.
Nanak (says): having destroyed egotism ( = individuality) Brahm is found.
Oaufl; mahald I I I
V.

XXIII.

(1). The Brahman reads the Veda and explains (its) passages.
(But) in his heart is thejquality of darkness, he does not know his own
Then he will obtain the Lord, (when) he explains the word of the Guru
1

A sharp censure of the Veda and its study. Polytheism is here put down as die result of the study of
the Veda, which is never done by Baba Nanak himself, who stood qnite within the pale of the Hindu Pant leon.
2
\jQfc||, the fourth, the same as TjO^T* the fourth state, i.e. abstraction from without and absorption
in the contemplation of one's own spirit.
/

•
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Pause.
Serve the Guru and death will not again devour (thee).
Thefleshly-mindedare devoured (by death) (by,reason of) second love.
(2). Sinful men, (having become) disciples, are accomplished.
By the word of the Guru they are easily gratified in their heart.
My Lord is obtained by them, by the word of the Guru they are accomplished.
(8). (Who) are united by the true Guru, they are united by the Lord himself, (wi
Who are pleasing to the mind of my true Lord :
They sing with natural ease the excellences of Hari.
(4). Without the true Guru they are led astray by error.
The self-willed are blind and eat always poison.
They suffer the punishment of Yatna and incur always pain (5). Yama does not overcome (those who are) in the asylum of Hari.
Having destroyed [(their) egotism they devoutly meditate on the True one.
Continually they are absorbed in the name of Hari.
(6). Those men, who serve the true Guru, are spotless and pure.
Having reconciled the mind with the mind the whole world is overcome (by them'
In this wise happiness (accrues) to thee, 0 my friend!
(7). (Who) serves the true Guru, he obtains the fruit (of his life).
(In whose) heart is the name, he'removes from within his own self.
The unbeaten tune and sound he produces.
(8). Who, who is not accomplished by the true Guru, 0 my brother ?
Who is accomplished by means, of devotion, he obtains lustre at the gate (of Hari).
Nanak (says): in the name of Hari is greatness.
Oaurl; mahald III.
VI.

XXIV.

1

(1). (Who) explains the three qualities, (his) error does not cease.
*
(His) fetters do not break, he does not obtain final emancipation.
The giver of final emancipation is the true Guru in (this present Kali-)yug.

' *

Pause.
1

A man, (who has become) a disciple, removes his error (of duality ).
Naturally contemplation springs*np bjr devoutly meditating on Hari.
(2). In the three qualitie is the dominion of death.
%
One does not think»-of the name of the creator.
He dies and is born again andt again.
(3). (By the instruction of a) blind Guru error does not depart.
3
Having forsaken the root ( « t h e Supreme) he is given to second love.
He earns poison and is absorbed in poison.
tut
(4). Considering the Maya as^the root (prime causej^the living creatures * are led into
1

. This refers to the Veda, which is affected by the three qualities; cf. As|p. xxii
/The sensetis: a man, in whom the three qualities rule.
h Lc. the disciple of such a blind Guru.
f
4
THQ > hi stead of y^, r being occasionally added by way of euphony.
J

RAG GAUItl, MAH. III., ASTPAD. VII. (XXV.)
By reason of second love Hari is forgotten (by them).
On whom he bestows a glance of mercy, he obtains the highest step ( = final emancipation).
1
(5). The True one abides inside, the True one abides outside.
The True one is not hidden, though one try to keep him concealed.
He, who is possessed of divine knowledge, comprehends (him) with natural ease.
(6). The disciple is continually absorbed in meditation on the True one.
Egotism and the Maya (within him) he consumes by means of the word (of the*Guru).
My Lord is true (and) unites (him) to union (with himself).
(7). The true Guru is munificent and proclaims the word.
(Who) restrains (his) running mind and checks (it):
He obtains from the perfect Guru brightness of intellect.
(8). He himself is the creator, by whom creation is made and destroyed.
Without him there is no other.
Nanak (says): some (rare) disciple comprehends (him).
Gaurl; mahala J.II.
VII.

XXV.

(1). The disciple gets the priceless name.
He saves the name and is absorbed in the name.
The nectar-name he sings continually with his tongue.
On whom he bestows mercy, he obtains the juice of Hari.
Pause.
Mutter day by day the Lord of the universe in (thy) heart!
Thou wilt obtain, 0[ disciple, the highest step (and) final happiness!
(2). (In whose) heart comfort has been diffused:
(That) disciple sings the True one, the abode of (all) qualities.
He becomes always the slave of the slave of slaves.
In (his) house and family he is always indifferent (to the world).
(3). Some disciple, who is emancipated although still abiding in the body,
Obtains the highest category ( = final emancipation).
The three qualities are extinguished (in him), he becomes spotless..
Easily that true Lord is obtained (by him).
(4). He has no fondness nor affection for hisjfamily,
In whose heart that True one dwells.
The mind of the disciple is closely fixed (on Hari), he becomes steady.
He knows the order and comprehends that True one.
(5). Thou art the creator, I have none other.
Thee I serve, from thee.honour is obtained.
If he bestow mercy (onsme), I sing that Lord.
The jewel of the name is honour in the whole world.
(6). The praise (of Hari) is sweet to the discipla
His heart expands, daily devout meditation is made (by him).
The True one is easily obtained by grace.
The true Ouru is gotten by a perfect gfeat lot.
(7). Egotism, selfishness, folly (and) pain are destroyed :
1

<jd3l£ "• <^i5» for the sake of the (following) rliynio (sTlTHl).

835
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"When in the heart the name of Ram, the abode of (all) qualities! is.
The intellectjof the disciple is displayed (and) the praise of the Lord:
"When in (his) heart is contained the abode of the feet (of Hari).
(8). To whom he gives the name, that man gets it.
The disciple, (whom) he unites (with himself), removes his own self {i.e. his individuality).
(Who) makes the true name dwell in (his) heart:
He is easilv^absorbed in. the True one. (savs) Nanak.
Gauri; mahalu III.
VIII.

I

XXVI.

(1). By'the fear (of Hari) the mind is with natural ease reconciled with the mind.
By the word (of the Guru) the mind is coloured (in love) and^ applied to devout meditation.
By the favour of tho Lord he (*.<*. the disciple) dwells in his own house.
Pause.

I

By serving the true Guru conceit departs.
I
I
Govind, the abode of (all) qualities, isobtained.
(2). "Whose mind is of subdued passions, he consumes,(his) fear by means of the word (of the Guru)
My spotless Lord is contained in every one.
By the mercy of the Guru he is met with and unites (to himself).
(3). The slave of the slaves of Hari obtains happiness.
I
My Lord Hari is obtained in this wise.
By the mercy of Hari the praises of Ram are sung.
(4). Woe to that long life, in which no love to the name/of Hari is'entertained!
I
Woe to the comfortable bed of the fascinating woman, it is infatuation and affliction !
I
Their life is fruitful, whose support the name is.
(5). Woe, woe to that house and family, in which there is no dove to Hari!
He, he is my friend, who sings the excellences of Hari.
Without the name of Hari I have none other.
*
(6). From the true Guru I have obtained salvation and honour.
The name of Hari is meditated upon (by rae), all (my) pain I efface (thereby).
I am always joyful and meditate devoutly on the name of Hari.
(7). By meeting with the Guru my body has become clean.
^
*
Egotism and all thirst and fire (of passions) are extinguished.
J
Wrath has become extinct, patience is laid hold of.
."
(8). jHari himself bestows mercy and gives the name.
Some rare disciple takes the jewel (of the name),
J
(And) sings the excellences of the inapprehensible and impenetrable Hari, («ays) Nanak.
Om! by the favour of the true Guru!
RAGU GATJE1 BAIRAGANI; MAHALA I I I .
IX.

XXVII.

*

(1). Who turn away their face from the true Guru, they have the appearance of averse atod
wicked men.
Day by day they are bound and beaten and do not again get an opportunity (of meeting with
the Guru).

RAO GAURI, MAIL IV., ASTPAD. I. (XXVIII.)
H
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Pause.
l

0 Hari, Hari, beBto\V toerey (on me) and keep (rne) f
Join (me) to the society of the pious, 0 Lord Hari! in (my) heart I romefmber Hie excellences

of Hari.

I
I
I
I

I
I
I

(2). Those devotees are pleasing to Hari, who, (having become) disciplest, whlli in (his) love.
(Who), having'given up their own self, serve him, who remain (as) dead whilst littng.
(3). "Whose the body and soul is, hisHs the dominion.
*
How should he be forgotten from (one's) mind ? Hari should bo kept in the heart!
r
(4), By the acquisition of the name honour is obtained, by heeding the name happiness springs up.
From the true Guru the name is obtained, by destiny that Lord ik found.
(5). Who turn away their face from the true Guru, they are straying about and do not remain stable.
Earth and heaven do not suffer them, they fall into ordure and are consumed (therein).
I
(6). This world is led astray by error, having fallen Into the fraud of spiritual delusion.
With whom the true Guru has fallen in, near them the iM&ya docs^not come.
(7). Who serve the true Guru, they ]are lustrous, they remove the filth of egotism.
Who are attached to the word (of the Guru), they are spotless (opd) walk in the love of the tjruo Guru.
(8). OLord Hari, thou alone art the donor, thou thyself bestowest the gift and unitest (with thyself).
Humble Nanak has come to thy'asylum; as it>pleases thee, so release (mo)!

RAGU GAURI PUKBI; MAHALAdV.
1

JCarahale.

Om! by the favour of the true Guru!
I.

XXVIII^

8

3

(1). 0 quarrelsome mind, roaming abroad! "how shall union with and absorption in Hari be effected?
By a full destiny the Guru is obtained, the beloved comes and clings to (one's) neck.
Pause*

I

0 quarrelsome mind/meditate on the true Guru, the supiteme spirit!
(2). 0 quarrelsome mind, (having become) thoughtful meditate on the delightful name of Hari!
Where aceount is demanded, there Hari himself will release (thee).
(3). 0 quarrelsome and very pure mind, filth and egotism have eome and stuck (to thee).
I
The friend ia present, the beloved is with (thee) in (thy) house, being separated (from him) thou
j
wilt be struck in the faee.
(4). 0 my beloved quarrelsome mind, seek Hari continually in thy heart!
By no contrivance he is obtained, the Guru shows (him) in thy heart. I
(5). 0 my beloved quarrelsome mind, day and night meditate devoutly on Hari !
Ill
Having gone' to (thy own) house thou wilt find (there)l the pleasure-rooms (of Hari), the Guru
v
unites (thee) to union with-Harii
I I
(6). 0 quarrelsome mind, thou art my friend, give up thy hypocrisy and covetousness!
H
The hypocritical and covetous one is beaten, Yama fines and punishes (him).
1

Galled so from the first word, with which these Astpadls commence, sec the following note.
* o/cW'WIt AA). ^.Quarrelsome, troublesome.
8

I

* n f t ? — *tHTf\?» P

art

*P

R s t con

0

J- f*TOT@cSTf *TTf$J f*\ M'cM > to he absorbed and united.

I

II I

II

II I I I 1 4 3
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(7). 0 my quarrelsome mind, thou art my life, remove the filthiof hypocrisy and covetousnes3!
Hari, the tank ojf nectar, is supplied to the full by^the Guru; having met with the society (of the
pious) the filth goes off.
!
l
(8). 0 my dear quarrelsome mind, hear the instruction of the one Guru!
This spiritual delusion is laid out by the Maya, at the end none, will go with thee.
(9). 0 my beloved quarrelsome mind, by whom the viaticum of Hari is staken, Jjie gets honour.
At the threshold of Hari he is dressed (with a dress of honour),4by Hari himself he is applied
to his neck.
(10). 0 my quarrelsome mind, do^what is approved by the Guru, (do) the work of a disciple!
Make supplication before.the Guru! humble Nanak (says): he will-unite (thee with) pari.
Gaurl; mahald IV.
II.

XXIX.

(1). 0 quarrelsome mind, (having become) thoughtful, reflect, see and take care!
1
The dwellers in the forest have become worn out wandering about in the forest; by means of the
instruction of thejGuru behold thy friend in (thy) heart!
Pause.
0 quarrelsome mind, remember the GunHGovind!
(2). Q quarrelsome mind, (become) thoughtful! the self-willed is ensnared in a great net.
A man, who becomes a disciple, is emancipated by remembering the name of Hari, Hari.
(3). 0 my dear quarrelsome mind, in the society of the pious seek the true Guru !
Having joined the society of the pious, Hari should be meditated upon, Hari, Hari will go with
thee (to the other world).
(4). 0 quarrelsome mind, (he is) very fortunate, (on whom) Hari bestows one favourable glance.
(If) he himself release (one), emancipation is obtained*by remembering the feet of the true Guru.
(5). 0 my quarrelsome beloved mind, mind the light that is^in thy body!
By the Guru the name, that contains the nine treasures, is shown, by the compassionate Hari (this)
gift is bestowed.
(6). 0 quarrelsome mind, thou art fickle; give up hideous shrewdness !
Mind thou the name of Hari, Hari! Hari will emancipate (thee)\at the)end.
(7). 0 quarrelsomo mind, thou (wilt be) very fortunate, liaving minded the Guru of divine
knowledge.
2
The Guru holds the sword of divine knowledge in his hand, Yama is beaten by death.
(8). The hidden treasure is within (thee), 0 quarrelsome mind, those are led astray by error, who
seek it outside (of them).
(With whom) the perfect Guru, the supreme spirit, has met, they have obtained Hari, the sweetheart, within themselves.
(9). 0 quarrelsome mind, being imbued with love (to Hari), preserve*alwaysfthe JOVQ to Hari!
The love to Hari never ceases by holding fast the service of thejGuru (and his) word.
I
(10). 0 quarrelsome mind, we are the birds, Hari, the timeless divine male, is the trec.r
By the disciple, whose lot is great, he is obtained by keeping in mind the name, (says) humble
Kanak.
1

s

TcMfy; it is better to take WJ5Tft? = T f e * « the translation: "proclaim" does not so well agree
with the context.
2
The sense is: the sword of divine knowledge, which the Guru wields, effects 'the death of the disciple,
thereby Yama loses his right to draw the disciple before his judgment-seat.

RAG GAURI, MAH. V., ASTPAD. I. (XXX.)
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KAGU GATJE! GTJAKERI; MAHkLA V.
I

Astpadls.

Om! The true name is the creator, the supreme spirit.
By the favour of the Guru!
I.

XXX.

!

(1). When this one practises conceit in his mind:
Then this one wanders about foolish and estranged (from God).
When this one has become the dust of all t
Then he, who is sporting in everybody, -is known by himA
Pause.
2

The delightful fruit of humility is tranquillity.
By my own truer Guru this (humility) is given to me as a present
(2). When this one considers this one as bad:
Then all make plots against this one.
il
M
When this one has stopped the mine and thine:
8
Then these are no (more) enemies with this one.
u
n
(3). When by this one it is thought: it is my own, my own:
Then this one is under a great difficulty.
When by this one the creator is known:
4
Then he is not under any subserviency (to another).
(4). When by this one his own spiritual blindness is cherished:
He comes and goes,:being always overcome by Yama.
When by him all doubts are extinguished:
(There is)tno difference (between him and) the supreme Brahm.
5
(5). When this one thinks, that there arc some differences :
Then there is pain, punishment and affliction.
When this one has comprehended the only One:
Then all becomes manifest to this one ( = to him).
(6). When this one runs about greedy after the Maya:
He is not satiated nor is his thirst quenched.
6
When he has turned away from her:
Then the Maya, turning behind him, rises and goes off.
(7). When the true Guru out of mercy has fallen in (with him):
A lamp is kindled in the palace of the heart.
1

f^vT, this one = man, rather a contemptible expression.
3
No case-relation whatever is indicated in this line, it can only be made out by conjecture
3
^BTVit •• ^TcfYf for the sake of the rhyme.
, for the sake of the rhyme I
6
i.e. between him and the Supreme.
1
d
sa
y\ Q WT (or ^ T ^ 5 ) * substantive, signifying: a sweep off, a turn aside (=81^5). TM Sikh Granthis
explain it by SWTi separated, wliich comes near the sense, but is only a guess, as usual. >|Gwr signifies
s
also (from thejsame origin all meaning): deceit, evasion, as in Astp. XXXIV. 7, (compare the Marathi fftW
an
d 3ft<*n)9 where they explain it by ^\f, pain (sic!).
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When the right understanding of victory and defeat is made :
. Then the value of this house is perceived.
(8). The One is doing and causing to be done everything
I
Himself by his wisdom,(reflection and discrimination.
He is not far off, he is near, with every one.
He is praising the True one, (says) Nanak, (who has) love to Han.

I

II
I I II I
I I

Gaurl; mahald V.
XI.

XXXL

(1). By the service of the Guru (I) was applied to the name.
To him it is given, on whose forehead (this) lot'is (written).
In his heart that one ( =* Hari) is contained:
I
Whose mind and body become cool an<l stable.
I
Pause.
0 my mind, make such a praise,
Which will be of use to thee here and there!
(2). Muttering whom fear and calamity depart,
(And) the running mind becomes fixed.
Muttering whom pain does not again befall (thee).
Muttering whom this egotism ( = individuality) flees.
(3). Muttering whom the five become subjected.
Muttering whom nectar is amassed in the heart.
Muttering whom this thirst is quenched.
Muttering whom (thou) art approved of at the threshold of Hari.
(4). Muttering whom crores of sins are effaced.
1
Muttering whom union (with) Hari is effected.
Muttering whom the mind becomes cool (sedate).
Muttering whom (thou) gettest rid of -all filth.
(5). Muttering whom the gem of Hari is obtained.
Him he does not give up again, who becomes familiar with Hari.
Muttering whom some residences in paradise (are obtained).
Muttering whom (one) naturally dwells in happiness.
(6). Muttering whom this fire does not affect (thee).
Muttering whom this death is not overpowering (thee).
Muttering whom thy forehead (becomes) spotless.
Muttering whom all pain is taken off.
(7). Muttering whom no difficulty is brought (on thee).
Muttering whom (thou) hearest the unbeaten sound.
Muttering whom (thou hearest) this pure report (that takes place in the tenth gate).
Muttering whom the lotus becomes straight.
(8). By the Guru a favourable look is oast on every one:
Into whose heart Hari gives the mantra ( = the name).
Unintermitting praise (of Hari) is made his food by him :
Who has the true,iperfect Guru, says Nanak.
p
1

II
I
I
I

I

I

I

f JfJH cannot here he an adjective (pious, 3TTO)i hut must be taken = Yltfcf (=• ^ff*tf)9 union, though
this form is not any longer in use in Hindi*
§

I

RAGfGAUSI^MAH. ftli ABTEAD. III. IV. (XXXII. XXXIII.)
Gaufi; mahald V.
III.

XXXII.

i

*

>
*

1

(1). Who keeps the word of the Guru iu his heart:
1
He gives up the society with the five men.
Who subjects and keeps down the ten senses:
In!his heart light springs up.
I
I
I
I
I
I

,
I
I

Pause.

I

Such becomes the firmness of him:
On whom the mercy and kindness of that Lord is.
(2). In whose (mind) friend and enemy is the same: I
I
t
*
I Whatever his speaking is, it is (all) of divine knowledge.
Whatever his hearing, it is (all) (hearing) the name.
Whatever his looking, it is (all) meditation.
(3). Naturally he is waking, naturally he sleeps.
,
What naturally happens, that happens.
o
Naturally indifference (to the world), naturally laughing (is brought about).
Naturally silence, naturally recital (of the name).
(4). Naturally eating, naturally love.
Naturally all hypocrisy is effaced.
Naturally fellowship with the pious takes place.
Naturally the supreme, unrestrained Brahm is met with.
(5). Naturally (he dwells) in (his) house, naturally he is indifferent to worldly cares.
Naturally the duality of (his) body is destroyed.
In whose mind joy has naturally sprung up t
With him the supreme bliss ( = Supreme Being) has fallen in,
(6). Naturally the nectar of the name is drunk.
Naturally the soul is made a present (to him).
Whose spirit is naturally delighted in the tale (about Hari):
With him the imperishable one is dwelling.
(7). Naturally he is sitting and firmly fixed.
Naturally the unbeaten sound is sounded (by him).
(To whom) the jingling sound naturally is pleasing :'
In his house the supreme Brahm is contained.
I
(8). To whom (this) destiny has accrued/naturally :
(With him) has naturally fallen in the truly pious Guru.
Who has obtained tranquillity of mind, he knows it,
Nanak, the slave, is a sacrifice to him.
I I
Gaurl; mahald V.
IV.

I
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'
I
I I I
I
I
I

XXXIII.

(1). First they deft their dwelling in the womb.
(Then) they were connected with son, wife and family.

*

t The five men are nSTPTf sfa* fe^. HIT* nftfeTJi personified here.
3
(
1
4eAH<5oJTJf he jingling sound, which is said to he produced in the' dasva duar (or tenth gate) Ay deep
meditation, and which is taken as a sign of the indwelling of the Supreme.
I
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(They eat) food of many kinds (and put on) many clothes.
At last they will depart helpless.
Pause.
"What is the place, that never gives way ?
What is the word, by means of which folly is taken a w a y ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
(2). In the city of Indra one mnst die at last.
In the city of Brahma there is no eternal dwelling*
In the city of Shiva death will take place.
I
(In whom) the three qualities are contained, he dies and becomes a goblin.
(3). Mountains, trees, earth, sky and stars.
t
I
Sun, moon, wind, fire, water.
1
Day, night, (their) laws and changes.
The Shastras, the Smriti and,the Vedas will pass away.
I
(4). Tirthas, gods, temple, book.
2
Rosary, frontal mark, purification, pure burnt-offerings.
1
3
Dhoti, prostration, the eating of consecrated food.
The whole world will pass away.
(5). Caste and division, Turk and Hindu.
I
Cattle, birds, creatures (produced from) many wombs.
The whole expanse (of the universe), (that) is seen spread out.
All forms (of existence) will pass away.
(6). By praise and devotion easily the knowledge of the truth (is obtained)
Perpetual joy andfthe true, immovablotplace.
1
There the society of the pious delights in the excellences (of Hari).
(Where) the city of the fearless (Hari) is, there it always dwells.
1(7). There is no fear, error, grief nor anxiety.
J
1
Coming and going and death take not place.
•There is always joy in (his) inviolate court.
I
The devotees dwell (there) by the support of praising (Hari).
(8). The supreme Brahm has no end nor limit.
•Who can form an opinion about him ?
I
Nanak says: on whom he bestows mercy:
I (He gets) the immovable place and crosses in the society of the pious,
I
Gaurl; mahalaJf
V, >XXXIV.
(1). Who destroys this (duality), he is a hero.
Who destroys this, he is perfect.
Who destroys this, he gets greatness.'
Who destroys this, his pain goes off.*
i

(Sansk. jpT) cannot here signify (as usually): a religious observance, hot must mean : a law, a
fisted rule. The rules and changes of day and night.
3
s
ulft u3f ( » ^V^f)f burnt-offering.
1
1
s
"VWI-^A s3Tt thus the words must lie divided; IWRTT* * theiFormat. Plur. of \pTRT» food, etc.,
presented to an idol or holy person, to be eaten, thus honoured or blessed, by the worshippers or disciples.
The sense is: praising Hari is their support, which*keeps them there.
I

RAGf GAUflU, MAH. V.t ASTPAD. VI. (XXXV.)*

Pause.
If there is«some such one as destroys and removes duality : »
He, haying destroyed this, practises cthe most excellent Yog.
(2). Who-destroys this, he has no fear.
'j
Who destroys this, he is absorbed in the name.
Who destroys this, his thirst is quenched.
*
Who destroys this, he is approved at the threshold (of Hari).^
#
(3). Who destroys this, he is I opulent.
*
f
Who destroys this, he is honoured.
Who destroys this, he is a man of subdued passions.
^
Who destroys this, he obtains salvation.
(4). Who destroys this, his coming (into the world^is of account.
Who destroys this, he is immovable (and) rich.
Who destroys this, he is very fortunate.
*
Who destroys this, he is daily awake.
(5). Who destroys this, he is emancipated whilst being in the body.
Who destroys this, his abstract meditation is spotless.
Who destroys this, he is very well versed in divine knowledge.
*
Who destroys this, he is naturally given to contemplation.
(6). Without this one being destroyed he is not approved of,
(Though) he practise crores of (religious) works, recitals and austerities.
Without this one being destroyed regeneration is not effaced.
Without this one being destroyed he does not escape from Yama.
(7). Without this one being destroyed no divine knowledge is.brought about.
Without this one being beaten impurity is not washed away.
Without this one being destroyed all is filthy.
Without this one being destroyed all is deceit.
(8). To whom the depository of mercy has become merciful: ,
He has obtained release, (to him) ail perfection has accrued.
Whose duality is destroyed?by the Guru:
He is reflecting on Brahm, says Nanak.
Gaurl i.mahald V'.

#

*

VI. «XXXV.
(1). (If) (one) join Hari, every one is (his) Mend.
(If) he join Hari, his mind becomes stationary.
(If) he join Hari, anxiety does not enter him.
(If) he join Hari, ,he is saved.
u
(* *
HI
Pause.
0 my mind, join thou Hari!
None other is of use to thee.
(2). The great, great worldly people
Are of no use to thee, 0 foolish one!
w * i n
(Though) thou mayst hear, (that) the servant of Hari is of low family:.
In his society thou art saved m a moment.
1
(8). Hearing whose name crores of ablutions (are made). .

*»-

The sense is: hearing the name of Hari is as much as crores of ablutions.
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I

In the meditation on whom crores of adorations.
I l l
I
Hearing the tale about Hari crores of meritorious actions.
1
Crores of fruits ( = rewards are obtained) (when) knowing from the Guru the method.
(4). Reflect again and again in thy own mind !
By love to the Maya thou wilt perish.
3
The imperishable Hari is with thee.
0 my mind, be absorbed in love to Ram!
(5). By whose love all hunger ceases.
By whose love the messengers (of Yama) will not overcome (thee).
By whose love thy dignity (will be) great.
By whose love thou wilt become immortal.
(6). On whose servant no punishment (falls).
1
On whose servant is no fetter.
At whose office no one asks an account:
His service perform especially!
(7). Who does not stand in#lack of anything.
The One himself has many kinds (of things).
By whose favourable look thou becomest always happy:
0 my mind, perform his service!
(8). No one is clever, no one is foolish (by himself).
No one is weak, no one is>a hero (by himself).
To what one is applied, to that he clings.
He is a worshipper, (says) Nanak, whose lot it is.

I
I

I
I

I

Oaufi ; mahala V.
VII.

XXXVI.
4

(1). As without remembering (the name) life is a curse :
So lives the Sakat (in a curse), having forgotten the name.

I
I

Pause.
"Who lives one moment in remembering (the name):
I He becomes always firmly fixed* for lakhs of crores of days.
6
(2). Without remembering (the name) woe to the works that he does !
(Like) a crow his occupation and dwelling is.in ordure.
(3). Without remembering the name dog's works are done.

*

The fllftf, method or way of emancipation, which must be learnt from the Guru.
2
We have translated, this line so, as it stands, though it gives no proper sense. We should rather
expect: "Hari being with thee thou art or becomest imperishable," though the words, as they stand, will not
sanction such a translation. The verses of Arjun are often so dark, that it is nearly impossible to guess
what he means.
3
UlAt a new formation from ^ W , like 3T75 from <TUj5.
4
*T3V> very likely *= TTOTlf (= T^l?), curse. IHTdiilcH *» *o be divided into »fld-ril, Iff* and ift,
which is a meaningless alliteration',^as it can hardly" here be taken for the interjection <ft (fern.).
5
f^cT> firmly fixed, i.e. not subject to transmigration.
6
<Vdl*1 = Z&> for the sake.of the rhyme.

RAO GAURI,*MAH. V., ASTPAD. VIII. IX. (XXXVII. XXXVIII.)
The Sakat is (like) the son of a whore, nameless.
1
(4). Without remembering (the name) (he is) like the horns of a ram.
The Sakat speaks falsehood, (his) face is black.
(5). Without remembering (the name) he is like a donkey.
2
The Sakat, after being filled (sated) in (his) place, iblows make him turn about.
(6). Without remembering (the name) he is a mad'dog.
I On the covetous Sakat a fetter is placed.
I (?)• Without remembering (the name) he is ai suicide.
The Sakat is low, he has no family nor caste.
(8). To whom he has become merciful, him he joins to theiassombly of the pious.
Kanak says: by the Guru the world is saved.
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*
I

I

I

Gauri; mahala V.j
VIII.

XXXVII.

(1). By means of the word of the Guru I have obtained the highest step ( = final emancipation).
By the perfect Guru my honour is preserved.

I

Pause.
By means of the word of the Guru I meditated on the name.
3
By the favour of the Guru a place was allotted to me.
(2). What I have heard from the word of the Guru I explain (with my) tongue.
By the mercy of the Guru my speech is nectar.
(3). By the word of the Guru my own self ( =• individuality) is effaced.
By the kindness of the Guru my dignity is great*
(4). By the word of the Guru my doubt is erased.
By means of the word of the Guru all is looked upon as Brahra.
(5). By means of the word of the Guru the supreme Yogis performed (by me)
In the sooiety of the Guru the whole world crosses,
(6). By means of the word of the Guru my affairs are accomplished.
By the word of the Guru the nine treasures are obtained.
(7). Whosoever puts his hope on my Guru:
From him the noose of Yama is out off*
4
(8). By the word of the Guru, my destiny became awake.
Nanak (says'): the Guru, the supreme Brahm was met with.

I

I
II

I

I

QaurX; mahald V.
IX.

XXXVIII.
Pause.

That Guru I remember at every breath.
The Guru is my life, the true Guru is my capital (wealth).
(1). Having seen the sight of the Guru I live.
1

ram

and

,

I

&3\6l must be divided into GT3T> »
cTT, * meaningless alliteration.
* ^TX 3fcJ J it is perhaps better to take here &4M as intransitive. The sense is i after the Sakat lias
got his fill here (in this world), he is afterwards turned about in transmigration! like a donkey, by blows.
a
l j | 0 , place, {.<?. a firm resting-place (opposed to transmigration).
4
MlPtfHTf awake, i.e. It took effect, was realized.
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"Washing and washing the feet of the Guru I drink (the water, wherewith his .feet are washed).
(2). I make contmually ablution inithe dust of the Guru.
The filthiness of egotism of the several births I remove (thereby).
(3). I swing the fan to that Guru,
By whom, having given (me) hisihands, (I am) preserved from the great fire.
(4). I carry water to the house of that Guru,
From which Guru I learnt the wisdom of salvation.
(5). In the house of that Guru I always grind (corn),
By whose favour all (my) enemies become friends (to me).
(6). By which>*Guruilife has been given to me;
His own slave (I am), by himself I was bought.
(7). Who himself has bestowed his own love (on me):
To that Guru I continually pay reverence.
(8). The troubles, fear, doubt and pain of the Kali-yug are removed (by him).
Nanak says: my Guru is powerful.
Gauri ; mahala V.
X.

XXXIX.
ft

Pause A
Join me, 0 my Govind, give (me) thy name!
"Woe, woe to (that) love, that is without (thy) name!
l
(1). Who puts on (clothes) and eats without the name:
He falls like a dog on the impure leavings (of a meal)/
(2). Whatever business (is carried on),without the'name:
That is as vain as the decoration of a corpse.
(3). Who, forgetting the name, is given to enjoyments:
He gets no comfort (not even) in a dream, in his body is sickness.
(4). Who, abandoning the name, carries on other business:
2
He perishes, all (his) plaitings are in vain.
(5)* Who in his mind entertains no love to the name:
He, thoughfpractising crores of (religious) works, goes to hell.
(f>). Who does not adore the name of Hari in his mind :
He is bound in*the city of Yama like a thief.
(7). (There'may be) Lakhs of things and a great profusion.
Without, the name they ate vain displays.
(8). That man takes the name of Hari,«
To whom he gives it in j mercy, (says)jNanak.
Gaurt; mahala V.
XI.
m

XL.

(1). Who at the beginning,^middle and end brings (me) through 8
Tttat friend my heart desires. 1
2

YTtTT^isithe Format Plur. of y(fj£.
i.e. false pretences.

^
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Pause.
The love of Hari goes always with (me),
The compassionate Supreme Spirit, the all-filling, cherishes (me).
(2). He does not perish nor does he give up (any one).
Wherever I-look, there he is contained.
(3). He is beautiful! skilful! clever, liberal to the creatures.
The Lord is brother! son, father, mother. .
j
(4). (He is) the support of (my) life and breath, my capital.
(Who) entertains love (to^him), (in his heart) he fixes his abode.f
(5). The fetter of the Maya is cut off by Gopal.
He made (me) his own, looking (on me) favourably.
(6). By continually remembering (him) all diseases are cut ofl^
Meditation on his feet is enjoyment of all happiness.
(7). The all-filling Supreme Spirit is continually fresh and young.
Hari is inside and outside with (every one) as protector.
(8). Nanak says: by whom the dignity of Hari is known:
(To that) devotee the whole essence of the name is.given.
RAGU GAURI? MAHA,LA V.
Oin! by the favour of the true Guru !
I

XII^

1
l

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

XL*.

(1). Innumerable wander about seeking (him), (but) there is no end nor limit (of him). ifdflitfHfB
3
They have become devotees, to whom (he is) merciful.
Pause.

II

I

I am devoted, I am devoted to Hari.
(2). Having heard of the formidable road I am'overcome by much fear.
I espied the sanctuary of the saints, save me !
(3). He is fascinating! red, incomparable, all-supporting.
Bowing repeatedly to the Guru i I cling to his feet: show (him to me) !
(4). Many I made my friends, (but) to the One J sacrifice myself.
*
In none are any virtues, (but) the store-rooms of Hari are full.
1
*(5). In the four quarters (of the globe) the name isimuttered and remembered with pleasure.
I come to thy protection! Nanak is a sacrifice*(to thee).
(6). The Guru, having stretched out his arms r(to me), has drawn me out of the well.
By me infinite regeneration is (thus) overcome, I am not agaiu overcome.
(7). I obtained the'depository of all, whose story is ineffable.
4
At the gate of Hari (I shall be) glorious! I shall swing my arm.
(8). Humble Nanak obtained the priceless, infinite gem.
5
By service to the Guru the water of existence is crossed! this I publicly proclaim.

I

' VTcftafT •• VTcTt the final word being corrupted to VTcf^HTt to get two syllables more.

4

3

I
WsTnftW ? 735Tcft(lst pers. sing-.), tjie causal (WsJIdAl) of &jjcM»
the arm9 is a token of perfect ease and cqmfort.
I

5

3

XTFJ WsJIdX), to swing

as

VSTT^WfTf V^JTfcF* p w t P $ cpiijuncHye^

I
I
I
I
I
I

r

^

RAG GAURI, MAH.lV., ASTPAD. XIII.—XV* (XLII.—XLIV.)
GAURI; MAHALA V.
Om! by the favour of the true Guru!
XIII.

XLII.

Pause.
Take delight in the love to jSTarayag, Hari!
Muttering (his name) with thy tongue ask for the One Hari!
(1). Having given up egotism receive the divine knowledge (imparted* by) the Guru!
He joins the society (of the pious), (to whom) it is written by destiny "from the begin
(2). What is seen, that does not go with (any one).
The foolish Sakat clinging (to it) is consumed and dies.
(3). The charming name always remains. *
Amongst crores it is obtained by some (rare) disciple.
(4). Paying reverence to the saints of Hari,
Thou obtainest the nine treasures and inestimable happiness.
(5). Behold with (thy) eyes the saints!
Praise in (thy) heart the name, the hidden treasure!
(6). Give up lust, wrath, greediness and illusion!
(And) thou wilt be preserved from both regeneration and'death.
(7). Pain and darkness are effaced ^rom (thy) house,
(If) by the Guru divine knowledge is confirmed (in thee) and a lamp kindled.
(8). By whom he {i.e. the Guru) is served, lie comes across.
Humble Nanak (savs^ s the world, turning its face towards the Guru, is saved.
Gaurl; mahald V.
XIV. XLIII.
m
Pause.
Saying: 0 Hari, Hari! 0 Guru! Guru ! my doubt went off,
a
In my heart I obtained all happiness.
(1). When (I was) burning in heat, I was coole&by ;the Guru, (asiby) jsandal-wood.
(2). (My) ignorance and darkness were blotted out, by the Guru divine knowledge was kindled (in me).
(3). The deep sea of fire I was carried across, having ascended the boat of the saints.
(4). I have neither (good) works, nor good conduct nor purity j the Lord seized my-arm and washed me(6). Destroying fear, removing pain, compassionate to his devotees,, (this is) the name of Hari.
(6). Friend of the friendless, compassionate tosthe poor, powerful, refuge of the saints.
(7;. (This is) the supplication:of (me, who is) devoid of virtues: give (me) (thy) sight, 0 King Hari!
(8). Nanak (flees) to thy asylum, 0 Lord! (thy) servant has come to thy-gatej*
Gaurl: mahald V
m

•

XV.

XLIV.
and

Pause.
amass
(2). I am a hero, I am foremost, no one is equal to me.
(3V. "Who lB youthful, of gojod conduct' and of good family,*Tie becomes proud in his heart
i

m

*>T9nr3 =» *HVJ1 «fc&; the affix c^J (as in >it4X<£4) *** ateo be added*to IHBTH
i
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1

ma( C£)* ^J which (matter) the man of child-like understanding is entangled, that is* not forgotten at
the hour of death.
3
(5). Brothers, friends, relations, companions, (who remain) behind, to them he entrusts himself.
(6). To which predominant inclination the mind clings, that becomes manifest at the end.
(7). Egotism, practising pure works, is bound by Lthis bond.
(8). 0 merciful Supreme Spirit, bestow-mercy (on me)! Nanak is the slaye of slaves.

Om! The true name is thelcreator, the divine male,
Jjy the favour of the Guru!
RAGU GAURI IPURBH; CHANT; MAHALA I.
I.
(1). T?he young woman is distressed by.night, 0 dear, shefincjsno sleep.
That woman (becomes) feeble, 0 dear, .that is grieving about her beloved (husband).
The woman has become feeble by grieving about her beloved, how shall she,see with her eyes?
Ornaments, sweetItastes, fruition of enjoyments,-all is vain, it is of no account; whatever.?.
Replete and arunk witn youth, dissolved by pride, no milk comes to her breast.
3
Nanak (says): that woman comes to union (with her beloved), who without.the beloved gets no sleep.
(2). The woman is honourless without her beloved Lord.
How shall she obtain happiness without ^keeping, him in her breast?
Without her Lord no family-life is (possible); ask (thy) friends and companions!
Without the name there is no affection nor love, in the True one she dwells happy.
I
The true friend is joined by contentment in the heart, by .the instruction of the Guru the bridegroom is known.
»
Nanak (says): the woman, that doesJiot give up the name, is naturally absorbed in the name.
I
(3). Join me.my friend and companion! we wilLeqjoy our beloved!
Having asked the Guru I will write a message of love (to him) by the word (of the Gnru), 0 dear {j
The true word is shown by the Guru, the fleshly-minded one -repents (for not having attended to it).
(The mind)* that is roaming, ah out, remains firm, when the True one is known.
a
By thinking of the True one (the mind) is always fresh^by love to the word (of the Guru),*young.
Nanak (says): byfhis favourable look true tranquillity (of mind) (is obtained),: join me, 0 friend
and companion!
.
(4). My desire is fulfilled, 0 dear, my sweetheart has come to pay house.
The .woman having met with (her) bridegroom sings* a song of joy.
She sings (his)*excellences (and) & song of joy, by (his) love she it} happy, in the heart of the young
woman is excessive joy
yTO Tjfil c?Tt another MS. reads : TpT xrftf STT
sense.
TTTC5 tiHwT
passage
the understanding of a child.
vflfTTfY* for the sake of the rhyme, instead of ?fl4 \s% \
f l l ^ fW5T^«,f5fWTfg, Loc. of fa?5T@ > to .be un
4
No subject is hinted at, as usual with Nanak, but according to the context Vf7% is very likely to be
supplied.
ft
*
%
5
No subject, nor any grammatical relation is indicated in this*line, the translation can therefore only be
made by conjecture.
*
*
%
I
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1

The sweetheart is pleased, the wicked ones are absorbed, by muttering the True bite the True one
is obtained.
:
Joining her hands that woman makes supplication, who day and night is steeped in love (to her
s wee the art) g
Nanak (says): the beloved and the woman dally (with eaeh other); my desire is fulfilled.
Gauri; Chant; mahald I.
II.
(1). Hear,
How shall
very

She finds no sleep, (for) love pleases (her); hear my supplication I
Without|her beloved she thinks of none, (being left) alone she weeps.
Nanak (says): that woman comes to union (with her beloved), who without the beloved suffers pain.
(2). Who shall take her (to himself), who is given up by the beloved ?
I
1
With) love and affection she falls in, O deaf, (if) she be inclined to the word (of the Guru).
I
(If) she be inclined to the word, she obtains honour, the lamp (of the word) brightens up (her) body.
Hear, O friend and companion, she is happy in the True one, (who) remembers the excellences of
the True one.
If she is united by the true Guru, then she is enjoyed by the beloved, she is happy by the nectarspeech (of the Guru).
Nanak (says): that woman enjoys her beloved, who is pleasing to his mind.
(3). Who is immersed in the fascinating Maya, 0 dear, she is carried away by guileful falsehood. I
How shall the rope on (her) neck be opened without the very dear Guru, 0 dear ?
Who in love and affection to Ilari reflects on the word, hers he {i.e. Hari) becomes.
Meritorious actions, alms, many ablutions, how should they wash away the inward filthiness?
3
Without the name no one obtains salvation' by obstinacy and tenacity in a desert.
1
Nanak (says): the true house is known by means of the word (of the Guru), how should duality
know the palace (of Hari) ?
*(4). Thy name is true, 0 Lord, the word (of the Guru) is the true object* of reflection.
*
Thy palace is true, 0 Lord, (thy) name is true traffic.
The traffic of *the name is sweet, by devotion gain is daily (acquired).
1
3
Without this (name) no wares .are seen, take the name every moment!
Examine the account with a true look, by a perfect destiny it (i.e. the name) is obtained.
Nanak (says): the name is a great sweet flavour; from the perfect Guru the True one is obtained.
AAGTT GAUEI FtfrtBI; CHANT; MAH ALA I I I
Om! the true name is the creator, the divine male.
By theffavouf of the Guru!
I.

III.
excellences of Hari

Hari
Without the beloved Hari she cannot remain, without the Guru the palace (of Hari) is not obtained
i

e

, the wicked ones, i.e. oTRTi ?T» tc.
The sense ris: by practising austerities with tenacity in a desert (V)t|ldT = Pere^JbL/)
The sense is: without this name all other wares or goods are but false.

t
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(If), what the Guru says, that be done, the fire of thirst is quenched.
That Hari is'true, without him there is none other, without'serving him no comfortsfare obtained.
Nanak (says): that woman comes to union (with him), whom he himself unites (with himself).
s
(2). 0 blessed and delightful night, (in which) she applies her mind to Hari!
serve the true Guru ancl bestow love (on him), 0 dear, he Removes from within her^own
oves from'within lie* o^n self, she sings the excellences of Hari. dailv she entertains

(to him).
Hear, 0 my friend and companion, Mend of my heart! by the word of the Guru sheas absorbed (in Hari).
(If) she recite mentally the excellences of Hari, she is dear to her beloved, (if) she has love to the. name.
Nanak (says): that woman is dear to her Lord, (who wears) on her neck (as) necklace the name of Ram.
(8). The woman is solitary, 0 dear, without her beloved Lord.
L •
1
By second love she is wretched, 0 dear, without the word of the Guru she is disfigured.
Who without the beloved word crosses (the ocean), which is hard to cross ? by the infatuation of the
Maya she is ruined.
Spoiled by falsehood she is turned off by her beloved; that woman does not obtain the palace (of Hari).
Who is attached to the word of the Guru, is naturally intoxicated (with love), day by day she
remains absorbed (in Hari).
I
** Nanak (says): the woman thatfis always imbued with love (toHari), Hari himself unites (with himself).
(4). Then nnion is brought about, if Hari unite (to himself); without Hari who will bring about union ?
Without one's own beloved Guru, 0 dear, who will put a stop to doubt ?
The Guru puts a stop to i doubt, thus union % brought about, 0 mother! then that woman obtains
happiness.it
Without service to the Guru* (there is) horrible darkness, without the Guru she does not find the
(right) path.
The woman, that is imbued with love (to Hari), is naturally intoxicated by reflecting on the word
of the Guru.
obtains)Hari as her husband
Nanak
»

Gaurif tnahald III.

mi

m IV.

(1). Without (my)-beloved (I am) quite wretched, 0 dear, how shall I live without my beloved, 0
my mother ?
Without the beloved I'find no sleep, 0 dear, the clothes do not fit (my) body.
The clothes fit the body, when they please the beloved, (and) the mind is applied (to him) by the
instruction of the Guru.
married woman, who serves the true Guru
of the Guru.
Guru by (his) word' Unite * (her with
world the name (only) is (true) gain.
Nanak (says): (that) woman is dear to the Lord, who mentally recites the excellences of Hari.
(2). That woman enjoys pleasures, 0 dear, (who is) with her own beloved.
Say and night she is immersed in pleasure, 0 dear, reflecting on the word of the Guru.
She.reflects on the word of the Guru (and) destroys (thereby) her egotism (= individuality); in this
wise she is united!with her beloved.
i

, terrible, disfigured.
9
The Lahore lithographed copy reads: SfcgJ, which gives no proper sense. * The MS. (2483) rends
i^f%, which suits well the context.
I
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That is always a happy married woman,and in higji glee, (who is) attached to the tpie name.
If she remain unitedpwith her own Guru, neotar is received, she destroys and removes her duality.
Nanak (says) : thetwoman, who obtains, Hari (as) her husband, forgets all her troubles.
(3). The woman, (that) has strayed away jfrom her beloved by reasqn of affection and fqpdness to
the Maya, O dear!
•
•
•
•
.
;
.jHas stuck to at groundless lie and is ruined by the guileful falsehood (of the Maya), 0 dear!
(If) she clear away the falsehood by remembering the instruction'of the Guru, she does not lose her
life in gambling,.
(If) she obey the^word of the Guru, she is absorbed in the True one, she destroys from within her
egotism (=* individuality),
«
She makes the name of Hari dwell in her heart, this sue makes her ornament.
Kanak (says): that woman is naturally absorhed (in the Supreme), whose support tlje true name is.
(4)., Join me, 0 my beloved, without thee I am quite wretched!
r
No. sleep comes into my eyes, 0 dear!, I loathe food and water.
m
I do not like water nor food, I die out of grief, how shall happiness be^ obtained without the beloved ?
I offer up supplication before ,the Guru, jif it please the Guru ; as one; joins (him), so he is united
(with him).
ff
The giver of happpiess himself unites (with himself), he himself meets (with one) 3and comes to
(his) house.
^
8
Nanak (says): (that)^ always aj happy married woman, (whose) belovedt neitherj dies nor
goes away.
Gauri; mahald I I I .
III.

V.

(1). The woman is piercedjwith love to Hari, 0 dear! by thejnatural good disposition of Hari.
She is fascinated by the heart-ravisher, 0 dear! (her) duality is (therefore) naturally absorbed.
(Her) duality is naturally absorbed, (if) .the woman gets (her) bridegroom) by the instruction of the
Guru she enjoys pleasure.
This Body is filled with falsehood and*untruthfulness up to the neck, it practises sin.
(That) disciple is a devotee, in whom tranquillity and meditation spring up, without devotion the
filth does,not go off.
The woman, that is attached to her beloved, removes from within her own self.
(2). The woman obtains her\beloved, 0 dear! by love and affection to the Guru.
At night she sleeps in comfort, 0 dear! keeping (him) in her breast.
Seeping (him) in her breast she is united with the beloved, daily she'removes her pain.
Within (her) is the palace, (wliere) the woman enjoys her beloved, reflecting (on him) by means of
the instruction of the Guru.
Dayfand|night the nectar of the,name is drunk, she destroys and removes (her) duality.
I Nanak (says): being united with the True one she is a happy married woman by infinite love
to the Guru.
(3). Gome, be merciful, 0 my dearly beloved !
1
The woman makes supplication,. 0«dear! she is in love with the true word (of the Guru).
She is in^love with the true word, she destroys her egotism, (having become) a disciple she adjusts
her business.
In every period (of the world) that one alone is true; who reflects on the Guru, comprehends (him,
i.e. the True one).*
f
2
* jftjIldAlt v.n. To be in love with (Loe.); cf. tlie Sansk. frlflKTfT.
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The self-willed one is sunk in lust,* afflicted by spiritual blindness, to whom shall she go and cry ?
Nanak (says) s the self-willed one gets no place (of rest) without the dearly beloved Guru,
(4). The woman is ignorant, foolish and devoid of virtues, 0 dear! the beloved is unattainable,
boundless.
(If) he himself unite (one to himself), union is effected, he himself is pardoning.
The dear husband is pardoning the vices of the woman; in everybody he is contained.
By love, affection, faith and devotion he is obtained! by the true Guru understanding is imparted.
She remains always in joy day and night, (who) daily continues devoutly meditating (on him).
Nanak (says): easily Hari is obtained \as husband, that woman gets the nine treasures.
Oaurl; mahala I I I .
IV.

VI.
3

(1). The Maya is a powerful pond, 0 dear! how shall * the hard'to cross be got over ?
Make the name of Ram the boat, 0 dear! put within as rower the word (of the Guru).
Who puts the word into (her) as rower, (her) Hari* himself ferries over, in this|wise the (pond)
hard to cross is got over.
The disciple, to whom devotion is allotted, dies whilst living.
I n a moment (her) sins are out off by the. name of Ram, (her) body (becomes) pure.
Nanak (says): in the name of Ram is salvation, the slags become gold.
(2). Women and men are sunk in lust, 0 dear! the precept regarding the name of Ham is not
known by them.
Mother, father, son, brother are very dear (to them), 0 dear ! they are drowned without water.&
They are drowned without water, (by whom) salvation is not known, (who) run about in the world
in egotism.
Every one, that has come (into the world), will go (again), he is saved (who) reflects on the Guru.
(If one) (become a disciple (and) praise the fname of Ram, he crosses'himself and makes (his)
family cross.
Nanak (says): in (whose) body the name dwells, he meets with the beloved (Hari) by means of
the instruction of .the Guru.
(3). Without the name of Ram no one becomes firm, 0 dear! the world-is a play.
He (becomes) firm by true devotion, 0 dear! (whose) traffic is the name of Ram.
The name of Ram is an unattainable, boundless traffic, (but) by the instruction of the Guru the
wealth (of (Ram) is obtained.
Service, reflection, devotion, these are true: one's own self is removed (thereby) from within.
We are devoid of understanding, foolish, silly, blind, by the true Guru we are put into the

(right) path.
Nanak (says): the disciple, (who) takes pleasure in the word (of the Guru), sings daily the
excellences of Hari.
(4). He himself causes to be done, he himself does (everything), 0 dear! he himself accomplishes
by means of the word.
l
He himself is the true Guru, he himself is the word, 0 dear! he himself 4s adoring love through
all ages.
*
Through all ages he is adoring love, Hari himself accomplishes, he himself applies to his adoration.
1

raa

d<M3'ftPHl^ y be taken either •* Vffrfi H*T (or iftfTT) o r = IfJR flTO, attached to his devotees;
but the first meaning seems to suit better the context. In*f\pHTo final e is only an alliteration.

I
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He himself is wise, he himself is dlear-sighted,|he;himself causes worship to be performed.
He himself is thfe giver of virtues, he cuts off vices, he. causes the name to dwell in the hearty
Nanak is always a sacrifice to^the gratuitous service ofithe True one : he^himself does and causes to
be done (everything).
GcMrt; mahalu I I I
V.

VII.

(1). Serve the Guru, 0 my friend! * meditate on the name of Hari!
Do not go far away from thy heart, 0 friend! sitting in thy house thou wilt obtain Hari.
Sitting in thy house thou wilt obtain Hari by always turning (thy) thoughts (on him) with natural
true disposition.
The service of the Guru i s quite delightful (to him), whom he himself causes to perform it.
He sows the. name, the name .springs up, the name he makes dwell in his mind.
Nanak (says): in the true name is_greatness : to whom (this) is written before, he gets it.
(2). Thq name of Hari is sweet, (if) thou tastest it applying thy mind to it, 0 friend!
Taste with thy tongue the juice of Hari, 0 dear! giving up other juices and tastes.
Thou wilt always obtain the juice of Hari, when thou pleasest Hari (and) thy tongue delights in
the word (of the/Guru).
(If) thou meditatest on the name, thou jwilt always obtain happiness, if thou continuest devoutly
absorbed in the name. «
By the name (one) is produced, by the name one perishes, by the name (one) is absorbed in the
True one.
f Nfinak (says): the name is obtained from the instruction of the Guru, he himself (i.e. Hari) applies
(one) to it.
(3). These* (people), having given up (their own) property, go ip the service of a stranger to a
foreign country, 0 friend!
.
From none other is .comfort obtained, 0 friend! by greediness after worldly things they are allured.
By greediness after worldly things they are enticed, by error they are Jed astray, how'should they
obtain happiness ?
The service of a stranger Js very bard, having sold their own self thpy lose their virtue.
**
2
I
The fetter of the Maya is not stopped (= ceases), every moment pain distresses (thorn).
Nanak (says) : the jpain of the Maya ceases then, when they apply (their) mind to the' word of
the Guru.
word
bis mind.
The error (imparted by) the Maya is blind, 0 friend! hotor should he (i.e. the self-willed one) find
the path of Hari ?
How shall he obtain the path without love to tne true Guru ? the self-willed one takes (only) his
own self into account.
The servants of Hari aro always happy by applying their mind to the feet of the Guru.
On whom-Hari|bestows mercy, he always sings the excellences of Hari.
Nanak (says): the jewel of tho name is (true) gain in (this) world, the disciple he himself
(i.e. Hari) instructs.
1
2

fVTcFT ^fV©; fUTTIrWfhe Vocnt. of f\fiT? dear, beloved, friend.
1iofcM has here the signification of: to be stopped, to he checked,

RAG GAURI, MAH. V., CHAM I. (VIII.)
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RAGU GAURI; CHANT; MAH ALA V.
Om! ,by the favour of the true Guru!

i.

vi ir.

(1). J n my mind a strong passion (of lore) has sprungijup, >0 Lord! how shall I *see (thee),
0 liberal Lord ?
r
0 Hari, my friend andicompanion, 0 Guru,; 0 divine male, 0 arranger (of all things) \
l
The supreme spirit, arranging (all things) is alonet Shridhar; howcshall we, who are longing (for
2
thee), meet with (thee ?
I I (Our) hand performs service (to thee), (our) head (is laid) on (thy) feet, in the heart of (us), the
wretched ones, is a desire to see^(thee).
3
At every breath, (thou art remembered), not a moment, a gharl (or) muhurta thou art forgotten
day and night.
%
v
II

I

I

I

I

Nanak (says): we are thirsty likeia Catrik, how shall union be effected (with thee), 0 liberal

Lord?

'

?

*

(2), One supplication Ismake, O'Lord! hear* 0 beloved sweetheart!
My heart and body have been fascinated, 0 Lord, having seen thysactions,
i
Having seen thy actions I am fascinated; how should^the*.sad woman be of;a composed mind?
(Thowart) a virtuous Lord, kind and young, brimful with all virtues.
(It is) not (thy) fault, 0 beloved, 0 giver of Jcomfort, I am separated (from thee) by (ray^own)
4
wickedness.
6
Nariak prays: Bestow mercy (on me) and come to (my) house, 0 beloved Lord*!
1
(3). I offer up my heart, I offer up all my body, I offer up all and-shall give it.
1 offer up my head* to that beloved friend, who transmits (my) message to the Lord,
(By whom) in her own place then is offered up (her) head before the Guru, (tocher) is shown the
Lord (as being) with (her).
In a moment all (her) pain is effaced, what (her) mind desired, is obtained*
Day and night the woman enjoys pleasures, alL(her) anxieties are effaced.
Nanak says: the beloved one is met with, as we desired.
I
(4). In my heart joy has sprung up, 0 dear! congratulation is sounded.
The dear and beloved one has come to (my)4iouse, all*thirst is (now) quenched.
I I
The beloved Gopal, the Lord has joined (me), by (my) companions a song of blessing is sung.
6
(In) all (my) friends and relatives joy jhas sprung up, tho place of the inebriated one3 is
swept away.
Unbeaten sound the musical instruments in the house, the beloved one is with (me), the bed
is spread out.
Nanak says: naturally the beloved, the giver of comfort, remains united (with me).
1

TTiMd Sansk. 35ffa&PC» the bearer of prosperity, an epithet of Vishnu.
2
OoJic^l, Sajisk. ^3^T!r, p. p. of ^ 7 ^ + f^TV r**e», rovsrd, longing (for).
\T?5, the Sixtieth part of a Uf^ft (or twenty-four minutes); ^ 7 3 " = T^T? f forty-eight minutes (two
ffhans). We have put \f?3 first, though in the original it is placed after Uffft.
e sake of the rlrvme.r
= f%*nrf?lf ^ Sansk. imitation.
6
The ^3 are.TTHt Z{Tl> etc.

000
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Gaur\ ; mahala. V.
II. IX.
l
i(l). 0 fascinating one! high are thy mansions, infinite thy palaces.
0 fascinating one! thy gates'are beautiful, 0 L6rd! the alms-house of the saints.
Infinite are (thy) alms-houses, 0 merciful Lord, (where) they always sing (thy) praise!
g (Where) the pious and saints are gathered together, there they meditate on thee.
Bestow mercy and compassion, 0 merciful Lord I be kind to the £001*!
Nanak says : (we are) longing after (thy) sight, meeting with (thy) sight is the highest happiness.
(2). 0 fascinating one ! thy words are incomparable, pure (tby) deportment
0 fascinating one! thou alone carest for the creatures, all the others (are) dust.^
Thou alone carest (for them), 0 inapprehensible Lord, by whom the whole machinery (of the
universe) is upheld.
By the word of the Guru thou art'brought into (one's) power, 0 primeval divine male, 0 Banvarl!
Thou thyself departest, thou thyself remainest, by thyself the whole machinery* is upheld.
Nanak says: keep (my) honour! all thy servants (flee) to thy asylum.
I
((3). 0 fascinating one! on thee the assembly of the pious meditates, (their) meditation (is directed

on) (thy) sight.
0 fascinating one! Yama does-not come near them, who» mutter theelat therend.
I
Death does not touch them, who with one mind meditate (on thee).
Who withiheart, word and deed adore thee, they obtain all fruits.
3
"Who are confused by discharging behind and before and silly, they, having seen (thy) sight,
(become) well versed in divine knowledge,
Uanak (says): (thy) dominion is immovable, 0 all-filling supreme spirit, 0 Lord !
(4). 0 fascinating one! thou art bearing good fruit; he is accomplished with his retinue.
J
0 fascinating one! he saves his sons, friends, brothers, family.
4
The world is saved, (their)^apprehension of self is removed, by whom thy sight is obtained.
Who have called thee "blessed," near-thenuYama does not come.
1
Thy excellences are endless, endless, 0 true Guru, 0 divine male, 0 Murari!
Nanak says: who lays firmly hold (of thee), he crosses the world.
Gauri; mahala V.
Sl6k.
(Who) purifies innumerable sinners, (to him) (I am) again and again a sacrifice.
Nanak (says) : muttering the name of Bam is a fire, (which) is consuming their sins.
v

Chant.
I I I . X.
(l). Mutter, 0 my mind, Rfun, Karayan, Govind, Harl, Madhava!
b
Meditate, 0 my mind,jon Murari, Mukandi the pain (and) noose of death is (thereby) cut off.
1

According to Sikh tradition these verses are said to he addressed to Mohan, the uncle of Arjun,
who withhold the writings of the former Gurus for some time from Arjun. But the* verses are apparently
addressed'to the Supreme, as they can hardly refer to a man, except they contain the most abject flattery, which
is hardly credible.
2
gifff * / (for the mika'of the rhyme TtWlVdust, the same as d<SjfS>i from which it is shortened.
^ W *T3 (Sannk. 3T*f*T^j, discharging hehind'and before (as done in consequence of terroii etc.).
4
WfTfKHTTJt here in the sense of YHUa/l<j> egotism, individuality, apprehension of self as distinct from
the Supreme.
* V|S77T~ San*k. 1TO«?» an epithet of Vishnu.
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The lotus-feet of the pain-remover, the asylum of the poor) of Sridhar,*should be adored!
The road of Yama, the difficult ocean of fire is overcome by remembering (him) for a^moment.
1
He is consuming, sins^he is rendering pure, day and night adore (him)!
e
Nanak supplicates: bestow*merey (on me), O Gopal, 0 Govind, 0 IVIfidhava!
1
(2). 'Recite ^mentally, 0 my mind, Damodar, the remover of pain, 'the destroyer of fear, Hari,
the king!
1
The husband of Sri (=Lakshmi) is merciful, fascinating fthe mind, kind to his devotees, eminently
1
accomplished.
*
The all-filling supreme spirit is kind to his ^devotees, what is desired by the heart, is obtained
(from him).
From the<blind well of darkness he'rescues (him), (by whom) the name is caused'to dwell Un (his)
mind.
By the Gods, the Siddhs, the Gajjas, the Gandharvas, the Munis, the men, (his) excellences are sung
(with) many adorations.
Nanak supplicates: bestow mercy (on me), 0 supreme Brahm, 0 King Hari!
(3). Reflect, 0 mind, on the supreme Brahm, the Lord, 'by whom the whole machinery (of the
universe) is upheld!
The Lord is full of compassion and powerful, in everybody (he is^the support of life.
He bestows breath, intelligence, body and life, he is endless, unattainable, ii
The powerful and fascinating one is fit to be an asylum, all sins he destroys.
Murari
Nanak* supplicates: 0 powerful
achinery
upheld!
eternal
and compassionate.
l
The supporter of the universe aione cherishes, for the sake of giving, all (creatures).
every
The
Death, the plague, covetousness, spiritual/blindncss, are extinguished (in hitn), in whose soul the
Lord dwells.
T
(To whom) God is favourable, (his) service is fruitful, (his)i affliction is* brought to an end.
The desire of him is fulfilled, \vho is muttering him, who is kind to the poor.
Gmiwis mahalu V.
IV.

XL

(1). Hear, my friend, join me, we will make efforts, (that) we conciliate Hari, the beloved!
Abandoning pride and performing adoration we will allure (him) by (some) trick with'the mantra
of the pious ( = Guru)!
I
I
0 friend, if he has dome into* (one's) power, he does not give (her) up (again); this is a good[manner
of the Lord.
£
Nanak says: old age, death and the fear of hell he removes, he renders that creature pure.
(2)< Hear, 0 friend,(there Ls a good petition (= word), this schemefshould beimatured! f
"With.natural ease|tho difficulties ^topped, if a song to Govind be sung.
TJjhe troubles of the Kal^-yug are effaced, the doubt is extinguished, the fruit, that is desired, is
t
obtained,
1

f y J^lHi*HT must here also be an attribute. The Sikhs know nothing about its signification. It
tfffry fikety $>rr«spnn<ls with llie Marat hi f?[^^T^fT» eminently accomplished, derived from f^^<if> fame,
reputation, fflory.
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(If) the name of the supreme Brahm, the all-filling Lord, be meditated upon, (says) Nanak.
(3). I desire and|continually enjoy happiness, the Lord grants my desire.
I am thirsting after (his) feet, I am passionate for his^sight, I look in every place (for him).
Seeking (him) I find Hari, the assembly of the saints joins the powerful divine male (to me).
Nanak (says): those with whom the sweetheart, the giver of comfort, meets, they are very fortunate,
0 mother!
I
(4), 0%friend, I dwell with my own beloved Lord, my mind and body are familiar with r Hari.
Hear, 0 my companion, i(my) sleep is good, my«own beloved has joined me.
(My) error is done away, (I have) naturally tranquillity (of mind), the Lord has; become manifest,
the lotus has opened.
Nanak (says)* (who) have obtained as husband the Lord, the inward governor, (their) happy
married state does not give way.
I
I

f

t)m !'< by the favour of the true Guru!
O AURI; ^BAVANAKHRI;

l

MAH ALA jV*

I

n.
Sldk.
M The Gurdev is (my) mother, the Gurdev is (my),father,,the Gurdev is (my) master (and) Lord.
I
The Gurdev is (my) companion, destroying (my) ignorance, my cousin (and) full brother.
I
The Guriwis a donor, Jie teaches (me) the name; of Hari, the (initiatory) jmantra of the Gurdev
is saving.*
I
(From) the Guru (comes) tranquillity and true wisdom, the Gurdev's body is the mutual philosopher's stone.
I
The>Gurdev is the Tlrtha, the pond of nectar, jthe divine knowledge (imparted) by the Guru is
(equal to) numberless ablutions.
I
The Gurdev is the creator, taking away all} sins, the Gurdev makes the sinners pure.
I
The Gurdev is from the beginning, from the beginning of the wprld^through all ages is the Gurdev,
3
taking (his) mantra and muttering it I am saved.
I
0 Lord, join me to the society of the Gurdev! bestow mercy (on me)! I am foolish and sinful, by
clinging to whom I may cross (the water of existence).
I The Gurdev, the true Guru, is the supreme Brahm, the Lord} the Gurdev, says Nanak, I worship
4
(as) Hari.
r

By himself ((every thing) lis done and causedito bo done, he himself is able to do (it).
Nanak (says): he himself is contained (in all), no one has been or will be.

I
I

1

tjlcgii *H"tnn> literally: containing the fifty-two letters of the (Sanskrit alphabet), Anusvara and
Visarga being counted also as two letters by the Indian grammarians. The present Gurmukhi alphabet is
called the "Painti," as containing thirty-Jive letters only. In the Bllvanakhri here following*, no regular
order of the letters can he discerned.
J
%

I

4

rc

n

= Sansk. f*P|«J^C» *PJI' 8> saving.
I
tjfcf is here apparently the p. past^ conj. of %T37%\9 used hcifc not without an intended double meaning.
The Guru is here quit" identified with Hari.
Q^OMJ
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Pawl.

Worship to the Om (and) the pious true Guru!
In the beginning, midst and end is the formless one.
He himself is devoid of sensation and dwelling in happiness."
He himself is hearing, he himself is praising.
His own self is (produced by himself.
He hiraseTf is (his own) father, he himself is (his own) mother.
He himself is,subtle (atomic), he himself is big.
His sport cannot be seen, (says) Nanak.

^

Pause.

I

Bestow mercy (on me), 0 Lord, who art compassionate to the poor,
(That) my mind may become the dust of thy saints f
II.

»

r

I

il

SIoL
The One is formless and endowed with (all) forms, he hinlselris Vithout qualities and endowed wit!i
all qualities.
The One.is to be defined as the One, (says) Nanak, (and!) the One^s (also) manifold.
Pan ft.
2

By the large mouth of the Om the forms are made.
In one string he is stringing (them all).
In ono by one the three qualities arc spread out.
t
From a quality-less one lie appears (now) as one endowed with all qualities.
Making all sorts (of forms or creatures) he produced.a dissension.
(By) birth and death the infatuation of the mind is increased.
8
From both kinds he himself is free,*
Who has no limit nor bounds, (says) Nanak.
III.

I

SloL

He
Nanak (says): (this) true and pure (wealth) is obtained by him, (who) is with the saints
Paurt
8asd (S,). True, true, true is he.
None is separate from the true divine male.
4
He falls on (his) asylum, whom he puts (into it).
TftPC^Saiisk. 1T*Q) empty, devoid of sensation unci rit the same titiic ?Tfcf *HT*fi5
living in happiness.
JT3 ifvf must here be taken as two separate words and 3Tcf

^trstfe

*ror *re?>

either as formless. Endowed with all forms he is penetrating the universe and all creatures, which arenhis
sport. They perish again, hut not his vital energy in them, which called them into existence.
I lowing line). It is- difficult to say, what these corrupted forms are intended for;
\fT#> *4A1M
\rrfff and ^TTTTfe* Every grammatical; connexion is wanting in these lines,
aud they can only be translated by conjecture.
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Remembering, remembering he sings (his) excellences, (whom) he lets hear (them)
Doubt and error*do not in any way enter (him).
(To whom) his grandeur is manifest, to him he is known.
He is a pious man, he comes up (to him).
Nanak is always a sacrifice to that man.
IV.

Stok.
Why are they crying: wealth, wealth! the infatuation of the Maya is all falsehood
Without the name all is becoming dust, 0 Nanak!
I
I
Paurl.
Dhadha (Dh.). Thy servants are cleansed from dust.
Blessed are those, whose mind is delighted (with thee).
They do not desire wealth, they do not wish for heaven.
In the love to the very beloved they are absorbed in the dust of the pious ones.
How should worldly affairs occupy them,
Who d^not give up the One nor go to.any other?
Into whose heart the Lord has given the name:
(Those) pious ones the Lord is filling, (says) Nanak.
V.

Stot.
1

By many (faqir-) garbs and by obstinacy of mind not any divine knowledge and meditation is
obtained.
Nanak says: (on whom) mercy is bestowed, he is a devotee endowed with divine knowledge.
Paurl.

k

Nana (N.). Divine knowledge does not (consist) in words of the mouth,
*
2
(Nor) in making many arguments (from) (different) kinds of Shastras.
He is endowed with divine wisdom, in whose (mind) that one is firmly fixed.
By talking and hearing no Yog (abstract meditation) whatever is made.
He is endowed with divine wisdom, in whose (mind) the order (of the Supreme) remains firm.
Heat and cold, all is the same'to him.
That is a disciple endowed with divine knowledge
knowledg and reflecting on the truth ( = the Supreme),
On whom mercy has been bestowed, says Nanak.
_ ,

vi.
Sldk.
Avan (A.). They have come into creation (=»this world), (but) without coraprehendingt(the truth)
they are cattle and oxen.
Nanak (say8): that disciple comprehends, on whose forehead (this) lot (is written).
IIFM

*

Paurl.

They have come ^ifor one (purpose) into the world.
(But) their life-time is deluded by the fascinating Maya..

^

k

The J5K<J doe si not belong to fsjWTT** but to V(7> vlfcJ; so as the words stand, they give no sense.
* M*(fh must here be translated by argument (ratiocinatio), SanskJlEjfiff.
*
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In the womb they practise austerities with the head turned down and the feet lifted*upwards
They continually remember the Lord at every breath.
Those, who are discharged (from thcPwomb), tore entangled.
The giver (of life) is forgotten from their mind.
On Whom the Lord> bestows mercy?
By him he is not forgotten neither here nor there, (says) Nanak.
VII.

s (ofc*
:

They come by (his) order, they perish by (his) order, no one is sundered from (h .s) order.
the Supreme) is.
His
Paurl.
These creatures ( « men) are undergoing many a formation in the : womb
Sunk in sweet delusion they are ensnared in the womb.
By this Maya (and) the three qualities they are subdued.
Their infatuation * is communicated to everybody.
0 friend, tell me some contrivance,
By means of which I may cross this difficult Maya !
"Whom he mercifully joins to the assembly of the saints :
Near him the Maya (does not come), (says) Xaiiak.
VIII.
SlOk.

(One's own) works must be earned, prosperous and adverse (circumstances) are made by that
Lord himself.
3
The animals arG given to their o^n interest (and) to selfishness, what do they earn without Hari ?
Paurl.
He himself alone causes to be done (Bverything).
By himself demeritmnd merit are spread out.
In this age to whatsoever he has applied (one) :
Even that is obtained, what he causes to be given.
His end no one knows.
Whatever he does, that also takes effect.
From the One (comes) the whole expanse (of the universe).
Nanak (says) : he himself is arranging it.
IX.
SKA.
2

They are taken up with women and pleasure—a safflower dye, poison and uproar.
Nanak (says): I fall on that asylum, (where) " I and mine "faro destroyed.
Paurl.

Hari

into bonds

I n which manner one never is emancipated, those very (things) the Sakats,do.

46
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Who, saying " I, I,">are fondly engaged in (religious) works, they (get) an unflinching load.
When there is no love to the name, these very works (bring on) a worse state.
They are bound by the rope of Yama (on account of) the enjoyment of the sweet Maya.
Deluded by error they do not comprehend, (that) that Lord is always with (them).
m
i
deed
be) no accurate knowledge (of him).
Whom he makes comprehend (the truth), 0 Nanak, the intelligence of that disciple (becomes) pure

x.
Slok.
Whose fetters arc broken, (to him) the society of the pious accrues.
Who are steened in the colour of the One. (their") colour is dcen. fsj
Paurl.
0 ;

Hard (R.)* Colour this thy own mind!
Mutter the name of Hari with (thy) tongue!
1
None will (then) say (to thee) at the threshold: Sirrah!
(They will on: the contrary say): Come, sit down! pleasant honour they will give (thee)
In those palaces thou wilt obtain a dwelling.
(There will no more be) lcgeneration (and) death, they will be done away.
On whose forehead (this) destiny is written from the beginning,;
In his house the wealth of Hari (will be), (says) Nanak.
I
XI.
Slok.
Greediness is a false passion, delusion enters the foolish and blind ones.
M

Pauri.
Laid (L.). Clinging to sensual objects they are given to enjoyments.
Asserting their own self (as distinct from the Supremo) they are always intoxicated with the Maya
In this'Maya they are born (and) die.
As'(his = God's) order is, so they do.
No one is deficient, no one is full {i.e. by himself).
?
No one is clever, no one is foolish.
4
To whatever he applies (them), to that they stick..
2
Nanak (says): the Lord is always distinct.
XII.

SM.I
The dear Gopal, Govind, the Lord, is deep, profound and* unfathomable.
There is no other unconcerned, (says) Nanak.

^

\Panri.
Laid (Li*). No one comes up to him.
lie himself is the only One, there!will be no other.
i

2

3U, an interjection expressing some slight: O thou fellow! Sirrah !&
*Hf$5Vf7TT = *HfeV3" (^rf^TH)> distinct, not mixed up witli the Maya andr, not contaminated by her
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He will be, he is and has always been.
His end no one has reached.
In a worm and elephant he is fully contained.
The supreme.spirit is known as manifest in all places.
To whom Hari has given his own juice:
That disciple is muttering Hari, Hari with love, (says) Nanak
XIII.
Slot.
1
By whom the taste of one's own spirit is known, they naturally enjoy the pleasure of Han.
Blessed, blessed, blessed are those men, they are approved of I
a

His coming (into the world) is accounted fruitful. *
By whose tongue the praise of Hari, Hari is uttered.
He comes and dwells with the saints.
^
Pay by day he meditates on the name with'pleasure.
. • -t
That man becomes attached to the name.
On whom the mercy and compassion of the creator is.
5
His coming (into the world) is only one, he does not como again into the womb (afterwards).
Nanak (says): he is absorbed in the sight of Hari.
XIX.
ei 7 - '

By muttering which joy springs up in the heartland *econdHove is destroyed,
fain, trouble and thirst are quenched, in (that)name be absorbed, (says) Nanak.
Yayd (Y.). Consume folly and duality!
*
Having given up this thou wilt sleep in comfort and tranquillity.
Yayd (Y.). Go and fall on the asylum of the saints,
j
By whose support thou wilt cross the water of existence!
Yayd (Y.). He will not be regenerated,
w
Who takes the One name and strings it into his heart.
Yayd (Y.). His lifetime is not lost (at play), who relies on the perfect Guru.
Nanak (says): he obtains happiness, in whose heart the One is.
XV.

'

Within the heart and body ho dwells, who is a friend here and there.
Who is taught by the perfect Guru, he should always.be muttered, (says) Nanak.
JPaurl.
•

i

#

Daily remember him, who at the end will be an assistant (to thee)!
These worldly goods last four or six days, every one*goes and leaves them behind.
(Paternal) uncle, mother, father, son, daughter,
ttTHinT cTWi the taste or flavour of one's own spirit, /.''. that, true enjoyment is to he found in one's
spirit only, where the dwelling of Hari is.
I
fc
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I I

House, wife, nothing is taken with.
Collect such (things), that do not perish.
Thou wilt (then) go with honour to thy house.
(By whom) in the Kali-yug the praise (of Hari) is sung in the society of the piotis r
Theytdo not come again, (says) Nanak.

I

I
I

•

XVI.
Slok.
Very beautiful, noble and rich is he who knows the four-faced one
He is called a corpse, 0 Nanok, who has no love to the Lord.

1

Paurl.
I

*_
~'

I I

I
I

I

I

^^1

Nana (N.). He becomes learned in the six Shastras,
2
Who is practising drawing in the breath, retaining the breath and breathing it forth.
Divine knowledge and meditation (ore equal to) ablutions at a Tntha,
The giving of a Soma-sacrifice, pure (and) untouchable.
I In whose heart there is no love to the name of Ram:
Whatever is done by him, that
is
not
durable.
v
I
Account better than him a Gandal,
In whose heart Gopal dwells, (says) Nanak.

1

XVII.
Slok.
In the four quarters and in the ten directions (of the globe) those wander about, (on whom) is the
mark of doing Works,*
Comfort, pain, final emancipation, regeneration is written by destiny, (says) Nanak.
I

1

I

Paurl.
m

l

Kaka (K.). He is the cause of causes.
The destiny, that is written (by him), no one effaces.
Nothing takes place twice.
The creator is not making a mistake.
To some he himself shows the path.
Some one wandering about in the wilderness he makes regret it.
His own sport is made by himself.
Whatever is given by him, that is taken (again) away by him, (says) Nanak.
XVI1L

I
I

I

They,go on eating, spending and living luxuriously, (but his) store-rooms are not exhausted.
Many innumerable men are muttering Hari, Hari, (says) Nanak.
1 5

5 3 ^ f f V i having four fnecs, !.*. Brahma or'Vishnu. But t*^d#TfWf^*W I^Vt seems here to stand
r
f° ^T^TETPftf knowing Brahm as the one real substance.
2
I
The M^CQ, cfi^^i, and \^^R is practised to Jog and frequently also recommended in the Granth fis a
means of perfecting abstract'meditation and fixing the mind on the Supreme.
The. sense is: whose destiny it is to do works.
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PaufU
KhaJcha (Kh.). There is no deficiency withjtbat powerful one.
What is to be given, that he gives, (wherever)(he pleases, there, there he goes*
(Their) expenditure (and) treasury is the wealth of the name, this is the capital ofj(his) deyotees
In patience, humility, joy and tranquillity they ^continue (muttering his excellences.
They sport and are happy with joy, to whom}he becomes merciful.
They are always wealthy and lustrous, the wealth (of whose) house is the name of Tlam.
No grief, pain and punishment fall on thera. on whom he has bestowed a favourable look.
l
Nanak (says) : who please the Lord, to them fulness is allotted.
p

XIX

i

Slok.
Calculate a n d see i n . t h y m i n d : a t l a s t people m u s t d e p a r t .
H o p e , t h a t i s n o t l a s t i n g , i s effaced.by t h e disciple, i n t h e n a m e ( o n l y ) i s h e a l t h , (says) N a n a k .
Pauri.
I
I
I
Gaga ( G . ) . U t t e r t h e excellences of Govind a t e v e r y b r e a t h , m u t t e r ( t h e m ) c o n t i n u a l l y !
I
W h a t t r u s t i s t h e r e o n ( t h y ) x b o d y ? m a k e n o d e l a y , 0 friend Y
N e i t h e r for t h e child, n o r for y o u t h n o r for old a g e i s t h e r e a n y r e s t r i c t i o n .
I
T h a t l i m e i s n o t k n o w n , w h e n t h e noose of Y a m a comes a n d falls (on a n y o n e ) .
Look a t t h e wise, t h e m e d i t a t i n g a n d clever one, h e is n o t r e m a i n i n g i n t h i s place 1
G i v i n g u p , g i v i n g u p ( e v e r y t h i n g ) , a l l ( t h e w o r l d ) d e p a r t s , ( b u t ) t h e fool (still) clings t o i t .
B y t h e favour of t h e G u r u h e c o n t i n u e s r e m e m b e r i n g ( t h e n a m e ) , on w h o s e forehead (this) lot (is w r i t t e n ) .
N a n a k ( s a y s ) : t h e y h a v e come ( i n t o t h e w o r l d ) b e a r i n g fruit, on w h o m t h e affection o f t h e
beloved r e s t s .
XX.

Slok.
All the Shastras and Yedas were searched (by me), no one is saying, that there is another (but
the Supreme).
Nanak (says): that One alone is at the beginning, at the beginning of the Yugas and is now.
I
Pauri.
J
Ghaffhd(Qh.). Put this into (thy) mind: without Hari there is none other !
No one has been and no one will be, in every one he is contained.
Thou wilt be released, O mind, when thou comest to his asylum.
The essence of the name is in the Kali-yug a medicinal remedy.
Having spent their time many repent (of it).
How should they obtain a firm standing* without devotion to Hari ?
They, having stirred up the great nectar-juice, drink it,
To whom it is given by Hari, the Guru, (says) Nanak.
m

XXI.
Sl6l\
All the days* are counted and passed, the breath is not increasing, it is decreasing (daily) as much as
a sesam-seed.
Who desire to Jive in error and spiritual blindness, they are fools, (says) Nanak.
1
7

Vcft, Q.f. fulness, i.e. everything that is desirable.
ftfT^f a firm standing (opposed to transmigration).
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Nana (N.). Death devours him, who is made a Sakat by 4,he Lord,
In many wombs he is born and dies (again), notf having known the Supreme Lord
Divine knowledge and meditation accrue to him,
To whom they are caused to be given by himself out of mercy.
By calculation and reflection no one is emancipated.
'
!
An unburnt jar bursts at lust.
They live (really), by whom the living (Lord) is muttered.
r
!
He ha8 become manifest and is not hidden, (says) Nanak.
XXII.
Slok.
itefle
Govind himself becomes manifest by the instruction of the saints, (says) Nanak.
Paurl.
m
V

V

J

Coed (C). (I have) clung to, the lotus-foot of the Guru.%
Blessed, blessed is that day, auspicious (this) event!
(I) came, having wandered about in the four quarters and in the ten directions (of the globe).
When mercy was bestowed (on me), then (his) sight was obtained.
Light habits and earnest reflections * were done away and all duality.
In the society of the pious (my) mind became pure.
Anxiety he forgets by the sight of the One,
On whose eyes the collyrium of divine knowledge (is put), (says) Nanak.
XXIII.
Slok.
The breast (becomes) cool, the mind comforted, by sieging with fondness the excellences of Govind.
0 Lord, bestow such a mercy (on me), Nanak is (thy) slave of slaves.
Paurl^
Ckachd (Ch.). (We are) thy lads and slaves.
(We are) the water-carriers of the slave of slaves.
uhMha\Gh.). (I) am the dust of thy saints.
O Lord, bestow on me thy own mercy!
Having given up cunning and much dexterity,
The saints were firmly fixed in (my) mind.
3
(That) figure of ashes obtains salvation,
To whom the saints are assistants, (says) Nanak.
XXIV.
Slok.

(On account of their) power and tyranny they are much puffed up, (but) in their uasolid body is disease.
On account of their conceit they have fallen into bonds; release (= emancipation) (is obtained by)
the name.
1
8

VTZ &&t the Plural apparently referring to the Lord.
BT<J signifies here, Sn contradistinction to f y y !"y, light habits or manners.
e of ashes — man, mtide of dust.

--»
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Pattrh
u
Jajd (J.). (When) he thinks, I am something:"
:
1
He is caught, like a parrot by error (is caught) on a reed besmeared ;w th bird-lime.
When hfe thinks, " l a m a devotee and possessed of divine knowledge: "
Further onJ(« in the other world) he is not a bit minded by the Lord.
u
n
When hesthinks, I am reciting a story (in praise of some god):
He is wandering about on the earth like a trader.
\
By whom his own self is destroyed in the society of the pious:
With him Murari falls "in, (says) Nanak.
X

XXV.
8l6k.

Rising at dawn of day mutter the name, adore it night an d day!
Grief will notenter thee, trouble is cleared]away, (says) Nanak.
Paufl.
Jhajha (Jh.). Thy grief is effaced
By occupying thyself with the name of Ram.
Grieving and grieving the Sakat dies,
In whose heart there is another love.
Thy sins and vices drop from thy mind, \
(If) thou hearest the nectar-tale in the society of the saints
Lust and wrath, the vile ones, drop off (from him),
On whom the mercy of the Lord is/ (says) Nanak.
XXVI.
SldL

Make efforts in many ways, thou wilt not be allowed to remain, 0 fi
(Whilst) thou remainest living, adore the name of Hari, Hari with L
Paufl.
2

Nana (It.). Know for sure and certain, that this,causality perishes.
calculation
with whom should fellowship be made ?
Whatever
this precept for certain in (thy) mind: false is the appearance of the Maya
Who
Him he (*.*. Hari) draws out from the blind well, to whom he becomes very
In whose hand the power is, he is ableB to produce the (primary) causes.
4
Nanak (says): praise him, by whom the conjunction is made!
XXVII.
Sldk.

(Bis) bonds of regeneration (and) death are broken, (that) pious man obtains happiness by service

(to Hari),
1

s a ree

r

The Af4&/fr i
^ ° bamboo, besmeared with bird-lime, on which birds are caught
* ^fcy (%H), causality; the causes, that .act in this world, wilbperish or cease.
1
&ansk. fc*fcl<^» somewhat,
as in the Sankhya philosophy: the incidental conjunction of thing*.

BAG GAURI, MAHjv,JBAVANAKHRlJxXVIII. XXIX.
(Who) doesjnot forget from his|raiad the depository of (all) excellences, thejKing Govind, (says;
Nanak.
Paurl.
(T.yl Perform thou service to tlie One, none goes away (from him) unsuccessful*
If) he dwells in (thy) mitid* body, mouth and heart, then, whatever thou deskest,|that([will take
place.
The service of (his) palace is given to him, to whom the pious are merciful.
Then thou^dwellest in the society of the pious, when he himself becomes kind (to thee).
Many houses have been examined by me : without thesnarae there is JIO happiness.
The messengers of Yama depart from him who enters the society of the pious.
Again and again I sacrifice myself for the saints,
I I
(By whom)|the sins of any time|are destroyed.
XXVIII.

JH HIH1SHI SB I I I

Sl6t

I1 I I

I

I

They are not stopped at the gate (of Hari), to whom he become^ very propitious.
Whom the Lord has made his own, those people are blessed, blessed, (says) Nanak
Pauri.
m

Thafha (Th.). (That) mind does not break down,"
"Which, having forsaken all (things), clings to the One.
By agreeing with the Maya (people) die.
No happiness accrues to them in any way.
Who dwells in the society of the saints, (to him) tranquillity accrues,
The nectar-name is tasted by him (in) his heart.
1
Who is pleasing to his own Lord:
That man's mind becomes composed, (says) Nanak.ffltfrtylftr 9^ | ' w#y i r

f

'

XXIX.

Prostration and adoration many times (to thee, whose is) all skill and power!
Keep (me) from shaking, 0 Lord, by giving (thy) hand (to) Nanak!
Paurt.

n

Badd (B.). This is not (thy) dwelling;* whose the dwellingHs, know him !
Learn the control of that dwelling from the word of the Guru ! '
For the sake of this dwelling (man) undergoes (much) labour,
Of which not an inch goes with him.
He has the right knowledge of that dwelling,
On whom the glance of the all-filling Lord is.
The immovable and true duelling is obtained in the^ society of the pious.
Nanak (says): those men do not shake (any more). |
] f
tH
•
i

Here no special lettei^of|the|alphabet is putfdowit, but itjmuat be ft the firatjword (ZTT&) commencing
with it.
2 m

Hie ^ 3 1

or

dwelling* is thejluunau ibody.
V

*
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xxx

IH

Sfdh
They do t o t fall, nor is on any a fetter thrown) by Dharm Rae.
Nanak (says): they, who are connected with the pious, are saved by muttering Hari.

I

Pauri.

I l l

I I

Dhadhd (Ph.). Wtoy:do you wander about searching? search should be made in this mind.
Who dwells with thc?e, 0 Lord, why should he wander from forest to forest ?
l
Throw down the little heap in the society of the pious! self-conceit is ugly.t
Ye will obtain comfort and dwell in tranquillity, having seen (their) sight (you will be) happy.
c
A little heap is born, being born it dies, as a foetus in the womblit suffers pain.
Who being immersed in spiritual blindness continues to cling to it, comes and goes in egotism.
1
(Formerly) falHng^and falling (wey have now fallen on the asylum of the pious people.
The nooses of pain were cut asunder, we were absorbed!'(in the Supreme), (says) Nanak.

I

xxxr.
Wok.
Where the pious are, (there) is continually adoration and praising of Govind, (says) Xanak.
There is neither ' V I " now"thou; thou wilt not escape, do not c&ne near (them), 0 messenger
2
(of Yama)!
Pauri
Nana (N.J. Success is obtained in'battle, if one overcome himself.
I
3
(Who) dies fighting with his egotism, the duality,*he is a hero.
Ill
Who, effacing his egotism (=5 individuality) dies whilst living (according to) the instruction of the
perfect Guru:
Har
He does not consider any (thing) his own, the One is his reliance and support.
Day and night he continues remembering that Lord, the infinite supreme spirit.
I
He makes this mind the dust (of) all, these works he practises.
He comprehends the order (of God) and obtains always the happiness, that is decreed (for him),
(says) Nanak.
XXXII.
Body/mind and property I offer up to him.who joins that'Lord to me.
Nanak (says) : error and feards cut off (thereby), the looking out of Yama ceases.
Pauri.
Tata (T.)/ Make friendship with him, the depository (of all) virtues, the Tvingf Govind !
Thou wilt obtain the fruits, that are desired by thy mind,jthy burning will ce^se.
(His) fear of the path of Yama is effaced, in whose heart the nape dwells.
He obtains salvation, his understanding becomes bright, in the palaces (of Hari) he gets a place
No burning whatever.will take place, when he himself removes the heat.
Nanak (says): he cherishes us, he himself is father and mother.
m

1

or

The ^Jcn Httle heap is here the body.
2
From the Sikh Granting I could not get any explanation of this difficult passage.—^TlfwHvT* literally:
may it be gone !
, vei'y likely corrupt«Ml from J U£>.
J
I.
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XXXIII.
Slok.
Toiling in many ways they have become tired, (there is) no satiety, (their) thirst is not quenched.
The Sftkats, continually amassing (wealth), havejdied, the Maya (did not go) with them.

Paurl.
Thatka (Th.). Nothing is durable ; why da ye<stretch out your foot?
You practise many tricks, acts of violence and frauds, the Maya alone is (your) scheme.,
You amass money, you undergo labour, tired you fall down, 0 ye fools!
(All this) is of no use to your soul at the time of the end.
You obtain a firm standing, (if) you adore Govind, if you mind the instruction of the saints.
I
Entertain always love with the One I this is true love.
Everv affair is in the hands of the One. who is. the effioient cause of the cause of causes.
To whatever (state or business) he applies (them), to that they stick, (says) Ninak; the creatures
(are) helpless.
m

XXXIV.
Sl6k.
(By his) slaves the One is looked at who is giving everything.
They continually remember him at every breath, (his) sight is (their) support, (says) Nanak.
jPaurU
I

Dada (D.). There is (only) one donor, whoris giving to all.
By:giviug he never experiences anyfdeficiency, innumerable store-rooms (of his) are filled.
The donor is living eternally.
Why, 0 foolish heart, is he forgotten (by thee) ?
It is not any one's fault, 0 friend !
The fetter of the illusion, of the Maya is made by the Lord.
Whose pain he himself removes:
Those disciples are satiated, (says) Nanak.
XXXV.

\8ttk.
2

Hold and support, 0 soul, is the One; give thou up other hope!
If the name be meditated upon, (6ays) Nanak, thy affair will be right.
Paurl.
Dhadha (Dh.). Running activity is then stopped, if (one) take up his abode with the saints.
When he himself in person bestows mercy, then light is made in the heart.
(This) is true wealth, those are true great merchants:
l(Who) have the capital of Hari and'faith in the name.
Composure, glory and lustre are given to him,
Who hears the name of Hari with his ears.
In whose heart he {i.e. Hari) is contained:
That disciple obtains greatness, (says) Nfinak.
XXXVI. •
Stdk.

Nanak (say8^ : (By whom) the name, the name is muttered, he has pleasure inside and outside.
By the perfect Guru the instruction is given, (that there is) no hell in the society of the pious;
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II

Nana (N.). Those do not fall into hell,
In whose heart and body the name dwells.
The disciples, who are muttering the name, the hidden treasure,
Are not consumed in the Maya, the baneful thing.
No refusal (at the gate of • Hari) is made to him,
r
To whom the mantra of the name is given by the Guru.
The depositories and treasuries of Hari are filled with nectar.
There sound the musical instruments without being beaten, (says) Nanak.
XXXVII.
SIdk.
(Thy) honour is preserved by the Guru, the supreme Brahm; .give up^worldly engagements and
illusion, the disease!
Nanak (says): he should be adored, who has no end nor limit.
Paurl.
m

Papa (P.). No estimate nor limit (of him) is obtained.
Hari, the king, the purifier of the sinners, is unattainable.
He becomes cleansed from cores of sins,
Who is muttering the nectar-name in the society of the pious.
Deceit) laischievousness, spiritual blindness is blotted out (in him),
Whom the Lord himself protects.
He is king [with an umbrella over his head.
There is no other, (says) Nanak.
XXXVIII,

I

SUM.

The nooses (of Yama) are cut, transmigrations are effaced, victory is obtained by overcoming the mind.
Nanak (says): from the Guru a firm standing is obtained, wandering about (in transmigration) is
for over done away#
Paurl,
Phapha (Ph.). Wandering and wandering about thou hast, come (iuto this world).
Thou hast obtained in the Kali-yug a (human) body, which is hard to get.
Again this opportunity does not come to hand.
Mutter the name, then the noose (of Yama) is cut off.
There will not be coming and going again and again.
Mutter alone the One, that is (true) muttering.
O Lord creator, bestow mercy (on me) !
Unite the helpless Nanak (with thee)!
XXXIX.

stok.
1

Hear (my) supplication, O supreme Brahm, O^Gopal, who art merciful to the poor!
Happiness, prosperity and much enjoyment of i pleasures (accrue to him, who is) the dust of the
pious, (says) Nanak.
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I

\

Pauri.

Baba (B.). Who know Brahm, they are Brahmans.
They are Vaishnavas, who are disciples (and) of pure practices.
He is a hero, who clears away his own ill conduct.
Him harm will not approach.
He is bound by the fetter of his own egotism,
1
(And yet) the blind one blames his former deeds.
All talk and cunning is stopped.
Whom he (^Hari) lets know it, he knows it, (says) Nanak.
XL.

I

Slok.

(Their) fear he is breaking, (their) sins and pain he is destroying, who adore Hari in (their) mind.
Whose «heart (dwells with the saints, they do'not err, (says) Nanak.
H [
I I
.
Pauri.
Clear away thy own error! H
This whole world is (but) a dream.
In error are the Suras, the Devis and Devas.
In error are the Siddhs, the ascetics and the Brahmas. ^
By error the men are deceived.
This Maya is hard to cross and very difficult.
By whom his error, fear and illusion are cleared away;
That disciple obtains the highest happiness, (says) Nanak.

.

I

XLI.

I

stok.

(On account of) the Maya the mind staggers, it clings to her in many ways.
Whom thou keepest from asking (for her), he delight* in the name, (says) Nanak.
i

Paurif

A

Mama (M.). Who is asking, is foolish.
The donor continues giving, he is very wise.
What is given, that (is given) once.
0 foolish heart, why art thou crying out?
When thou askest, thou askest for other (things),
From which happiness has not accrued to any one.
4
If thou ask for anything, then ask for the One,
2
By whom thou wiJt'cross over, (says) Nanak.
XLII.
Sldk.
(Their) wisdom is perfect, those are foremost, in whose heart the mantra of the'perfect 6uru is
Who have known their own Lord, those are happy, (says) Nanak.
1

WTJIvT *&* literally : what was formerly (done by him, in a former birth). Another MS. (No. 2484)
reads : IKTVf c7"@>| be blames himself, which seems to be a mistake.
%
8
VcjftT VdTJI) V<J13T * here only a corruption for VTfcTi over, to the other side, to make up the
rhyme.
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I I
I I I
II
Pa urn
Mama (M.). By whom the secret is known :
He, meeting with the pious, believes (in it),
?
Pain and-happiness are considered by him as the same.
l
He is an Avatar#like man free from hell and heaven4
With him, with him the undefiled one
Is the eminent divine male, that is omnipresent in everybody.
(He lives) in enjoyment, he obtains happiness,
(Who) is not defiled by that Maya, (says) Nanak,

XLllI.
Sidle

m

0 friend, without the beloved Hari there is no emancipation.
•
M
Nanak (says): his bonds are cut asunder, who falls down at the feet of the Guru.
Paurl.
Yaya (Y.). (Though) one be making efforts in many ways,
When is he accomplished ( = saved) without the One name ?
He, by making efforts, gains emancipation,
3
(Whose) efforts (are made for) that society of the pious.
This appearance every one assumes.
*
(But) without muttering it {i.e. the name ^salvation is not effected.
He is crossing (himself) and able to make (others) cross,
Whom the king, whofs void of the (three) qualities, protects.
0
Whom he himself instructs in'hearty word and deed?
*
His wisdom becomes manifest, (says) Nanak.
* *

I

1

*

XL1V.

I I

II

HI ok.

Do not be angry with any one, reflect on thy own self!
Remain humble in the world! bytfiis favourable look (thou wiltiget) across.

I

III

II

Panri.

Hard (&.)• Becoming the dust-of; every place,
Thy remaining account is settled, hayjng given up thyoDdividi^ality.
In battle (and) at the threshold (of Hari) thou wiltthenJbe successful, 0 brother.
When thou meditatest devoutly on the name of Ram, 0 disciple !
Losing their power, losing their power the passions subside.
By the exceedingly great word of the perfect Guru.
They are steeped in love and intoxicated by the jujee of the namo,
To whom Hari the Guru has given (this) gift, (say$) N/irjak.
1

an

*H © 3 T'd 9
Avatar = a pious man.
2
The sensejis: who rnakesi efforts to obtain that society of the pious. The passage is very obscure and
pei3>lexing;
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XLV.

I

I

Sink.
Covetousness is falsehood ( = unreality), worldly objectsjdisease; ia this (human) body is (their)
dwelling.
The disciple drinks the nectar of Hari, Hari and dwells in comfort, (says) Nanak.
Paurl.

I

Laid (L.). To whom he (Hari) applies medicine :
His pain and ache are cleared away in a moment.
In whose heart the medicine of the name works beneficially:
Him no sickness befalls (even) in a dream.
Hari is the medicine for everybody, 0 brother!
(But) without the perfect Guru the (right) proceeding is not made.
When by the perfect Guru the restriction (of the passions) is made:
Then no pain is coming on again, (says) Nanak.

I

I

XLVI.
SM.
Vasude v is in all, he is not deficient in any place*
Inside and outside he is with (every one), why should one conceal himself? (says) Nanak.
Paurl.
f

t

^^^

Vava (V.). Enmity should not be made with any one!
"Within everybody Brahm is contained.
Vasudev sports in water and on land.
1
By the favour of the Guru he is known by some rare one.
Enmity and hostility are effaced from the mind of those disciples,
Who are hearing the praise of Hari.
From caste and mark, from all are those disciples free,
Who say-« Hari, Hari! (says) Nanak.

I

XLVII.
'Stitik.
1

Saymg: " I , I " (their life) is passed, the Sakats are foolish and ignorant.
In palpitation they die like thirsty ones, they earn their works, (says) Nanak.
Paurl.
R&ra ($•)• (His) contention is stopped in'the society of the pious,
(Who practises) religious works (and) adores the true name.
In whose heart the beautiful • ( •» Hari) dwells:
His (inward) contention is extinguished and destroyed.
The ignorant Sakat is making contention,
3
In whose heart is the disease of self-apprehension.
The (inward) contention of the disciple is effaced.
In a moment, (says) Nanak, he comprehends (the truth).
1

3Tf?£*HT = Sanslo. IHTt known.
*
* ^pfT (Hindi ^ t T ) signifies: beauttful; ,an epithet of Hari.
* *H*ftlf*f t apprehension of self as distinct from the Supreme. This Is called a frnTTT? or disease.

•
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XLVIII.
816k.
0 mind, seize the protection of the pious, give up contrivances ai
In whose mind dwells complete devotion to the Guru, on (his) fon
Paurl.
Sasd (S.)^ Being worn.out (we) have now fallen on<(thy) asylum
The Shastras, the Smriti, the Vedas declare it loudly:
t
f
Searching and searching sift thou (also) (this) thought I
11
Without adoring Hari there is no emancipation."
At every breath we are erring.
Thou art powerful, incalculable and boundless.
0 merciful one, keep (the honour) of him, who has fallen on (thy) asylum!
We are (thy) children, O Gopal, (says)'Nanak.
XLIX.
Sloh.^
When egotism as extinct, then happiness is obtained, mind and body become free from disease
Nanak (says): he comes into sight, who is worthy to be praised.
Paurl.
Khakhd (Kh.). Standing praise him,
Who in a moment makes brimful that, which is not quite full.
(If) a man is becoming quite humble,
He, being freed from the bonds of matter, mutters daily the Lord.
(If) it pleases the Lord, he gives him happiness.
The supreme Brabm is so unmeasurable,
Innumerable sins he is pardoning in a moment.
Nanak (says): the Lord is always merciful.
L.
Sldk.
I speak truth, hear, 0 my mind, fall on the asylum of Hari the king!
Give np all contrivance and cunning, (says) Nanak, he will absorb (thee
Paurl.
Sasd (S.). 0 foolish one, give up cunning!
By skill and command (of men) the.Lord is not swayed.
Thou practisest a thousand kinds of cunning,
But not one will go with thee.
Mutter him, him day and night,
0 soul, who will go with thee.
Whom he himself applies to the service of the pious:
Him no pain enters, (says) Nanak.

y

LI.
Sldk.
Hari, Hari should be uttered with the mouth, by his indwelling in the mind happiness is obtained
Nanak (says): in all he is contained, in every place is he-
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^1

II I

I I I

I

Pauri,

I

w

II

||

•

1

I

Behold! in the bodies of all the Lord is fully present.
II
I
Continually (men) go and return, the breaker of (this) pain (of transmigration) is the knowledge
(imparted by) the Guru..
\
I
(Who) is freedfifOttihis own self, to him happiness accrues; (in whom) is (no more) his own self, in
him is he himself.
I I
I
The pain of regeneration and death is out off byHhe power of ^he society of \he saints.
The merciful one makes firm the name out^of"benevolence (to theiri}.
I
To the saints he is kind. *
II
I
By none other anything is done.
*
II
All is done by the Lord, (says) Nanak.
LII.
;?

|

Slok.

V

1

One never gets free frotil the account, every moment (we are) erring.
(But) the forgiver is forgiving, (says) N&nak, and brings across.
Pauri.
%

«

(Man) is Untrue to his salt
(By whom) Soul, body and
the sake of profit aftd the Maya he goes about searching in
The Lord, the libeM donor, he does not let dwell in his mind f
By covetousness, the false passion, he is deluded, wealth is in 1
With lechers, thieves, great revilers he spends his time.
If it pleases thee, then ihou pardonest the bad ones With the g<
Nanak (says): if it pleases the supreme Brahm, a stone (even)

LIII.
I

Sidle. I

They eat, drink, sport and laugh, (but) must wander about in many births.
Draw (me) out from the water of existence, 0 Lord I Nanak relies on thee.
I I

Paurl.

I
1

Sporting continually they come, (but) incur pain in many wombs.
1
By meeting with the pious (their) pain is effaced/ by means of the word of the true Guru they are
absorbed (in the Supreme). '
r
I (By whom) meek endurance is laid hold of, the True one is acquired and the nectar-name drunk :
(To them) the mefrcy of the Lord is insured, joy, happiness and rest;
(Their) trading-trip is successfully accomplished, (they gain) much profit, with 'honour they
come home.
Guru: havinsr come thev are united
He
in everybody
ThefeCfcfee
A

••

t

•*
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LIV

-

I

Slok.
1
(We) have come to the asylum of the Lord, the depository of mercy, the kind one
u
In whose mind the one word Hari" dwells, he becomes happy.
H
Pater i.
I
In ( = by) a word the three worlds are upheld by the Lord.
Uttering words the Vedas are reflected upon.
The Shastras, Smriti and Pur an as (are) words.
Sounds, recitals (of holy stories), praises (are) words.
Emancipation, devotion, fear, error (are) words.
The performance of actions and pure rites (are) words.
As much as there is seen, (so many) words (there are).
But the supreme Brahm is not couched (in words), says Nanak.
LV.

t

o

i

Slok.
In (thy) hand is a pen, recondite (is) (thy) writing on the forehead.
Every one is taken up with (thy) incomparable, beatltiful (writing).
Thy praise cannot be told with the mouth.
I, having seen (thy) sight, am a sacrifice (to thee), (says) Nanak.

I I
II
I

Paurt**

I

0 eternal, imperishable supreme Brahm, destroyer of sins!
0 omnipresent one, 0 remover of pain in all, 0 depository of virtues !
0 thou who art with ail, 0 formless one, ,0 support of all Who are destitute of virtue I
0 Govind, 0 abode ofvirtues, with whom (there is) always discrimination.
0 boundless Hari, Hari, (who) art and wilt be!
0 thou, who art always with (thy) saints, the support of the helpless!
0 Lord, I am thy slave, I, the void of virtue, have no virtue whatever.
May (thy) name be given as a present to Nanak, (that) I may string it (like pearls) and keep
it in my heart!
SlOk.
1
The Gurdev is my mother, the Gurdev is ray father, the Gurdev is the'Lord, the supreme Lord.
The Gurdev is my companion, destroying (my) ignorance, the Gurdev is my*relative and full brother.
The Gurdev is beautiful, he teaches the name of'Hari, the mafltra of the Gurdev is saving.
The Gurdev is tranquillity, the body of true wisdom, the Gurdev is the mutual philosopher's stone.
The Gurdev is the Tirtha, the pond of nectar, the Gurdev is infinite ablutions.
The Gurdev is the creator, the remover of all sins, the Gurdev is ptfrifying the sinners.
The Gurdev is at the beginning^at the beginning of the Tiiga and through all the Yugas, muttering
1
the mantra of the Gurdev Hari I am saved.
0 Gurdev, 0 Lord, join (me) to the Bociety (of the pious), bestow mercy (on me), I am foolish and
sinful, clinging to which (society) I shall be saved!
The Gurdev, the true Guru, is, the supreme Brahm, the Lord God, the Gurdev Hari, (says) Nanak,
I worship.
[This Slok is to be read at the beginning and at the end (of the Bavanakhrl)S]
1

The Gurdev, i.e. the (human) Guru is here, as so often in the Grantb, completely identified with the
supreme Lord.
48

* •
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GAURI; SUKHMAtfl;

1

MAHALA V

Om! by the favour of the true Guru!
L

Stok.
Worship
Worship
Worship
Worship

1

to the primeval Guru-!
to the Guru, who is at the beginning of the Yuga!
to the true Guru I
to. the holy Gurdev!
Asfpadl
thou
The troubles of the Kali-yug thou effacest in (thy) body.
Recite mentally the praise of the all-supporting one,
Muttering the name of the incalculable manifold one.
The Vedas,^the Puranas and the Smriti have pronounced the correct words:
(That) the name of Ram is the one (true) word.
In whose heart he dwells one short moment:
His greatness cannot be estimated.
(I) desire one sight of thee.
With ( = by) that I am'saved, (says) Nanak.
Pause.
In the Sukhmani is happiness, nectar is the name of Hari.
In the mind of the devotees is tranquillity.
(2). By means of remembering the Lord (man) does not fall into the womb.
By reason of remembering the Lord the pain of Yama is extinguished.
By remembering the Lord he avoids death.
,
;
By reason of remembering the Lord the enemy recedes.
Who remembers the Lord, him no harm befalls.
By remembering the Lord he is daily on his guard.
By remembering the Lord fear does not enter him.
By remembering the Lord pain does not afflict him.
The remembrance of the Lord (is made) in the society of the saints.
All treasures (are obtained) (says) Nanak, by attachment to Hari.
(8). By remembering the Lord prosperity and success and the nine treasures (are obtainec
By remembering the Lord divine knowledge, meditation and the comprehension of truth.
By remembering the Lord silent repetition, austerity and worship*
By remembering the Lord duality is, extinguished.
By remembering the Lord ablution at a Tlrtha (is made) 4
By remembering the Lord honour at the threshold (of Harlfis obtained).
By remembering the Lord* one becomes very virtuous.
1

IC

?ffcf^TXtf (Sansk. 4^3 m\), the passage of the breath:between the fVJVfl (^ passage on the right i
and the fvflJWT (the passage on the'left side), leading to the crown of the head, through which it he soul 0;
wise 'departs meeting with a ray of the sun, which carries it on to the supreme Brahm.
2
*HTfe 3T3f^ TWTt « mock-Sanskrit (JTcH^ *• *f&)i similarly 5 § ^ § =* ^TRT Such passages
a sure proof that Arjun did not understand Sanskrit.
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By remembering the Lord a profitable fruit (is obtained).
Those remember him, whom he himself causes to remember (him).
Nanak (says): to their feet I cling.
(4). The remembering of the Lord is higher than all.
By the remembrance of the Lord many are rescued.
By the remembrance of the Lord thirst is quenched.
By the remembrance of the Lord everything is known.
By the remembrance of the Lord there is no fear of Yama.
By remembering the Lord (one's) desire is fulfilled.
By remembering the Lord the filth of the mind departs.
The nectar-name enters the heart.
The Lord dwells on the tongue of the pious..
Nanak is the slave of slaves of his people.
(5). Who remember the Lord, they are wealthy.
Who remember the Lord, they are honoured.
y
Who remember the Lord, they are acceptable people.
Who remember the Lord, they are the chief men.
Who remember the Lord, they do not stand in need of anything.
Who remember the Lord, they are the kings of all.
Who remember the Lord, they are dwelling in comfort.
Who remember the Lord, they are always imperishable.
They are occupied with his remembrance, to whom he himself is merciful.
Nanak begs for the dust of his people.
(6). Who remember the Lord, they are beneficent to others.
Who remember the Lord, for them I always sacrifice myself.
Who remember the Lord, they have a beautiful countenance.
Who remember the Lord, (their life) is passed in happiness.
Who remember the Lord, they overcome themselves.
Who remember the Lord, their conduct is spotless.
Who remember the Lord, their joys are many.
Who remember the Lord, they dwell near Hari.
By the mercy of the saints they are daily awake.
By reason of a perfect destiny remembrance (of Hari) (is made).
(7). By remembering the Lord (their) affairs are completed.
By remembering the Lord they never grieve.
1
By remembering the Lord they sing the excellences of Hari.
By remembering the Lord they are naturally absorbed.
By remembering the Lord (they get) an immovable seat.
By remembering the Lord (their) lotus is opening.
By remembering the Lord a jingling sound, not produced by beating, (is
The remembrance of the Lord, who has no limit nor bound, is happiness.
Those people remember him, on whom the mercy of the Lord is.
Nanak has fallen on the protection of those people.
(8). Remembering Hari the devotees were made manifest.
By sticking to the remembrance of Hari the Yedas were produced.
By remembering Hari the Biddhs, ascetics and donors were made.
1

\jf3 3JT7? TJT25^, supply: SraS

fe.
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By remembering Hari the low ones become known in the four corners (of the'earth)
By remembering Hari the whole earth is supported,
Heme inhering continually Hari, the cause of causes.
By remembering Hari all the forms are made.
In the remembrance of Hari is the formless one himself.
Whom he himself instructs out of mercy:
That disciple obtains the remembrance of * Hari, (says) Nanak.
IL
Slok.
pam
(I) have come to thy protection, 0 Lord of Nanak, (I am) with (thee)!
Astpadl.
(1). Where no mother, father, son, friend nor brother (will be with thee):
There, 0 soul, the name (will be) a companion to>thee!
Where the very terrible messengers of Yama grind down (people):
There the name only will go with thee.
Where a very great difficulty sets i n :
There the name of Hari is rescuing in a moment.
Though" one make many repeated practices, he does'not cross.
The name of Hari clears away orores of sins.
0 my mind, becoming a disciple mutter the name !
Thou wilt obtain many comforts, (says) Kanak.
(2). Though (one) be the king of the whole creation, he is distressed.
He, who is muttering the name of Hari, is happy.
1
Lakhs and crores of relatives are fur off (at the point of death).
He, who is muttering the name of Hari, is saved.
Many pleasures of the Maya do not quench the thirst*
He, who is|muttering.the name of Hari, is satiated.
J
Where this one is going alone:
On that way the delightful name of Hari is with him.*
Such a name, 0 heart, should always be meditated upon!
Nanak (says): the disciple obtains final emancipation.
(3). One is not set free by crores and lakhs of arms.
Who is muttering the name, him it brings across (the waters of existence).
When many obstacles occur and kill (man):
At that time the.name of Hari saves.
3
Who is born in many wombs and dies (again):
1
He muttering the name finds rest.
(If one be) filthy with egotism and never wash off his dirt:
The name of Hari clears away crores of sins.
Mutter with pleasure such) a name, jO my mind!
It is obtained, (says) Nanak, in the society of the pious.
1

The words must be divided thus! WWtSTTcfV *?M** VH- \ | 3 ** Vfif
at a distance, do not go with.
Hf<? >TTHt a senseless alliteration instead of *Hf7^n%*
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(4). The Kos of which way cannot be counted:
On that the name of Hari is a viaticum with (thee).
On which road there is very deep darkness:
(On that) the name of Hari is light with (thee).
On which road thou hast no acquaintance:
The name of Hari is there a friend with thee.
Where there is atvery terrible heat and<much perspiration:
There the shade of the name of Hari (is) upon thee.
Where thirst, 0 mind, oppresses thee:
There Hari, Hari rains nectar.
(5). The occupation of the devotees is the name.
In the mind of the saints is tranquillity.
The name of Hari is the shelter of his slave.
By the name of Hari crores of people are saved.
The saints are praising Hari day and night, i
The medicine of Hari, Hari the pious are desiring.
jj
The name of Hari is the treasure of the people of Hari.
By the supreme Brahm it is made a present to his people
In mind and body they are invariably delighted.
1
Nanak (says) : the delight of (his) people is in discrimination.
(6). The name of Hari is to his'people the means of salvation.
In the name of Hari his people have satiety and enjoyment.
The name of Hari is the beauty and splendour of his people.
Muttering the name of Hari"no discomfiture befalls them.
The name of Hari is the greatness of his people]
By the name of Hari his people obtain lustre.
»
The name * of Hari is to his people the means of enjoyment.
$ }
Muttering the name of Hari there is no (more) separation.
The people, who are attached* to the service of the nametof Huii>
Worship Hari, Hari, the God, (says) Nanak.
(7). Hari is the wealth and treasure of the people of Hari.
The Lord himself gives the wealth of Hari to his people.
Hari is the powerful shelter of the people of Hari.
Besides the majesty of Hari his people know nothing else.
His people are thoroughly steeped in the juice of Hari.
2
By deep meditation they are of lost sensation, by the juice of Hari they arei intoxicated
The eight watches the people of Hari mutter Hari.
The devotee of Hari is manifest and not concealed.
j
Devotion to Hari renders many emancipated.
Nanak (says): in the company of his people how many have crossed! ?
(8). This name of Hari is the Parijata-tree (of Paradise).
The Kamadhenu is the singing of the excellences of Hari, Hari.
Higher than all is the story about Hari.
1

fyvjoj (f<tq8R), in the Vedanta system: separation or discrimination of the universal spirit from the
visible world, reality from illusion.
*fltf?5 =* Sansk. IPZff here in the sense of "benumbed," of lost sensation of self-existence.
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Who is hearing his name, his pain and ache pass away.
The greatness of the name dwells in the heart of the saints.
1
By the power of the saints all sins are extinguished.
The company of the saints is obtained by a very fortunate one;"
By means of serving the saints the name is meditated upon.
Nothing else is equal to the name.
Nanak (says): some (rare) man! being attached to the Guru, obtains the name.
III.
SlOk.
Many Shastras, many Smritis were inspected (by me), searching through all (of them).
(But) they do not come up to the name of Hari, Hari, the name is invaluable, (says) Nanak.
Asfpadl.

I

(1). (If) one-practise all silent recitations, austerities, knowledge and meditation.
1
(If one) explain the six (philosophical) Shastras and the Smritis.
(If one practise) the exercise of thei Yoga, religious works and rites.
(If) forsaking all one wander about in the forest.
(If one) make efforts of many kinds.
(If one do) meritorious deeds, (make) burnt-offerings (and give) many jewels as alms.
(If one) cut hia body into small pieces and burn {it with fire.
(If) one practise fasts and vows of many kinds.
Bo not consider it equal to the name of Earn,
If for one time (only) the name be muttered by the disciple, (says) Nanak.
(2). (Though) one wander about in the nine regions of the earth and live long.
(Though) he become a great stoic and austere devotee.
(Though)'he throw his life as a burnt-offering into fire.
(Though) he make alms of gold, horses, elephants and land.
(Though) he practise the work of purification * and many ablutions.
(Though) he practise very much restraint after the method of the Jain as.?
(Though), closing hia eyes he let his body be out to pieces:
Yet the filth of selfishness does not go off.
Nothing is equal to the name of Hari.
Nanak (says) : the disciple, muttering the name, obtains salvation.
(3). The lust of the mind does not leave the body at a Tirtha.
Bride and conceit do not recede (there) from the heart.
(Though) one make purifications day and night ;*
The filth of the mind does not leave the body.
(Though) one constrain much this (human) spirit:
"Worldliness never departs from the mind.
(Though) he wash it with water, (there is) much immorality imthejbody.
How should a raw wall * become pure ?
The heart, (in which is) the greatness of the name of Hari, is exalted.
By the name very many sinners are saved, (says) Nanak.
(4). (In spite of) much cunning the fear of Yama enters (man).
Though making many efforts, (his) thirst is not quenched.
1

About the f X G t t t SfiJH see p. 136, note 7.
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STRft £\Td * a raw wall, built of unburnt bricks.
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By many (faq!r s)-garbs the (inward) fire is not extinguished.
By orores of shifts he does not become acceptable at the threshold (of Hari).
He is not emancipated (and goes) upwards and downwards.
By reason of his spiritual blindness he venters] the net of the Maya.
On all other actions (falls) the punishment of Tama.
Without adoring Oovind (he does not obtain) a bit of honour.
Who is muttering the name of Hari, his pain departs with natural ease, says Nanak.
(5). If one desires the four objects (of human life):
He should stick to the service of the pious people.
If one will remove his own pain:
He should always sing the name of Hari in his heart.
If one desires his own lustre:
He should give up his egotism in the society of the pious.
If one dreads regenerationi and death:
He should fall on the asylum of the pious people.
(
Who has a thirst for the sight of the Lord:
To him Nanak will sacrifice himself.
(6). He is the first man among all.,men,
Whose egotism is eradicated in the society of the saints.
Who considers himself low:
He is accounted higher than all.
Whose mind becomes the dust of all:
He, lessening and lessening,! knows the name of Hari, Hari.
By whom his wicked mind is eradicated fromjhimself:
He looks on the whole creation as a friend.
Who regards pleasure and pain as the same:
He has nothing to do with sinful (or) meritorious actions, (says) Nanak.f
(7). To the poor thy name is wealth.
To the homeless thy name is a home.
To the honourless thou, 0 Lord, art honour.
To all bodies thou givest presents.
Thou, 0 Lord^art the cause of causes.
Thou art the inward governor of all bodies.
Thy secret thought thou thyself knowest.
Thou, 0 Lord, art thyself enamoured with thyself.
Thy praise is made by thyself.
Nanak (says): no other knows (thee).
(8). Among all religious practices .(this is) the best practice.
Muttering the name of Hari is a spotless work.
Among all religious rites (this is) the highest rite,
(If) in the society of the pious the filth of folly is removed.
Among all efforts (this is) the best effort,
(If one) always mutter in his heart the name of Hari.
Among all words (these are) words of nectar,
(If) one hear and praise with his tongue the glory of Hari.
This is the highest place of all,
In which body the name of Hari dwells.

I

.
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IV.
Slok.
gnorant
in

Asfpadl.
(1). Reflect on the excellences of the sporting (Supreme), 0 man!
l
Erom which root (is he), who is like (him) ?
adorned
saved
Who gives thee milk to drink in the state of childhood.
(Who) in full youth (gives thee) enjoyment (of) true happiness.
(When) thou hast become old above thy relations and kinsmen:
He is giving food into (thy) month, that thou mayest quietly sit down
This virtueless one (=* I) does not comprehend at all (thy) excellences
Pardon (me), then Nanak ia accomplished.
(2). By whose favour he dwells in comfort on the earth,
9
(And) laughs with son, brother, friend and wife.
By whose favour he drinks cold water,
(And enjoys) the comfort-giving wind and the invaluable fire.
By whose favour he enjoys all flavours,
(And) all goods are abiding with (him).
By whom hands, feet, ears, eyes and tongue are given:
Forsaking him he is attached to another.
With such vices the blind fool is filled.
Nanak](says) : 0 Lord, draw me out thyself I
(3). Who is preserving (him) at the beginning and at the end:
To him the fool shows no love.
By whose service he obtains the nine treasures:
On him the fool does not direct his mind.
The Lord, who is continually in (his) presence:
]*
Him the blind one considers far off.
By whose service he obtains honour at the threshold:
Him the foolish, ignorant man forgets.
This one is continually going astray.
Nanak (says): the preserver is boundless.
(4). Throwing away the jewel he dings to a Kaup (shell).
Giving up the True one he revels in falsehood.
What is forsaking (man), that he considers immovable.
What is (really) being, that he throws far away.
What is forsaking (man), for that he toils.
What is accompanying (him), that he removes.
Sandal-plaster he washes off.
The donkey is in love with ashes.
i

<7c?7> fe *1 i l <"Tt; the words of this line are somewhat obsrtire; ( V , I | £ | A \ is very likely a corruption
from the Sansk. ^TTTT $ similitude.
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0 merciful Lord, draw Nanak out,
Who has fallen into a hideous blind well!
(5). In actions beasts, by birth men,
They go about day and night in the world.
Outside (is afaqlr's) garb, inside the filth of the Maya, which is not hidden, though they try to hide it
Outside (they show) divine knowledge, meditation and ablutions.
Inside dwells the greediness of a dog*
Inside (is) a lire, outside (are) ashes on the body.
On whose neck is a stone, how should they cross the bottomless (waters)?
In whose heart the Lord himself dwells:
Those people are easily absorbed (in him), (says) Nanak.
(6). Though haying heard (of it), how shall the blind one find the (road ?
(Who) takes his hand, he brings him to the end (of his way).
How shall the deaf one understand a riddle ?
If it is said, that it is night, then he understands " morning."
How shall the dumb one sing the foot of Vishnu ? *
Though he make efforts, yet he spoils the tune.
How shall the cripple wander about in a mountain ?
He cannot go there,
0 creator, full of mercy to the poor, Nanak mpkes this petition :
By thy mercy he crosses (the waters of existence).
(7). Who is a companion with (him to the end), he does not come into his mind.
Who is (his) enemy, on him he bestows love.
He dwells within a house of sand.
•

II

1

In joy, sport and in the pleasure of the Maya he delights*
He considers (her) enduring (and puts) faith on her in his mind.
Death does not come into the thought of the fool.
Enmity, opposition, lust, wrath, spiritual blindness,
Falsehood, passion, great greediness, fraud,
Intent on these many births are passed.
Nanak (says): preserve (me), bestowing thy own kindness (on me)!t
(8). Thou art the Lord, to thee I pray*
Soul and body, all is thy property.
Thou art mother and father, we are thy children.
In thy mercy are many joys.
No one knows thy end.
Higher than high is the Lord.
All goods are held in thy string.
What is made by thee, that is obedient to thee.
Thy own secret mind thou thyself knowest.
Nanak. thy slave, is always a sacrifice (to thee).;

v
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Who, forsaking the Lord, the giver, clings to another:
He never becomes accomplished! without the name his honour goes
fllJjA V 7 t Hterally: the foot of Vishnu, a song
foot is set forth.
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Asipadl.
(1). These things thou takest and pattest them behind (thyself).
On account of one thing thou throwest away thy faith,
If he do not give the one and also take away the ten.
Say, 0 fool, what wilt thou do then ?;
From whom nothing, nothing can be enforced :
To that Lord worship should be paid!
To whose mind the Lord has become sweet s
In his mind all comforts dwell.
Whom h e makes mind his o wn order:
That man gets all things, (says) Nanak.
(2). The wholesale-merchant gives his own innumerable stock (of goods).
Eating and drinking (man) lives in joy and pleasure.
If the wholesale-merchant takes again something of his deposit:
The ignorant (man) is angry in his mind.
Who himself throws away his own faith:
He will not'again attain to faith.
Who puts the thing before him, whose (property) it is,
And (who) minds the order of the Lord with his head:
(Him) he makes fourfold more happy.
The Lord is always merciful, (says) Nanak.
(3). There is much devotedness for the sake of the Maya.
Know, at last she will pass away.
If one delights in the shade of a tree:
That passes away and he repents in his heart.
Whatever is seen, that is transitory.
Who clings to it, is stark blind.
#
Who entertains love with a traveller:
Into his hands nothing falls.
O mind, love to the name of Hari is giving comfort.
He himself bestows it (i.e. the love) out of mercy, (says) Nanak.
(4). Vanity is all, the body, wealth and famjly.
Vanity is egotism, selfishness and the Maya.
Vanity is dominion, youth, wealth and property.
Vanity is lust and hideous wrath.
Vanity are chariots, elephants, horses and clothes.
Vanity delight in the Maya, seeing whom one laughs.
Vanity is fraud, spiritual blindness and conceit.
Vanity it is, if one be proud of himself.
Durable is worship in the asylum of the pious.
Nanak (says): (one) lives muttering continually the feet of Hari.
(5). Vanity is the ear, that hears slander on other people.
Vanity the hand, that pilfers the property of others.
Vanity \he eye, that looks at the beauty of another's wife.
Vanity the tongue, that is enjoying other flavours.
Vanity the foot, that is running to another's deterioration.
VanityHhe mind, that excites the greediness of another.
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1

Vanity the body, that is not rendering assistance to another.
Vanity the dwelling, that undergoes change.
All is vanity without comprehending (the truth).
Fruitful is that body, that takes the name of Hari,'Hari, (says) Nanak.
(6). Useless is the life of the Sakat.
1
How shall purity be effected without truth?
Useless is without the name the body of" the blind one.
Stench comes out of his mouth.
Uselessly passes (the time) without reraemb6ring (Hari) day and night,
1
As without rain'a field is drooping away.
Withouth'eniembering Govind all works are unprofitable,
As the money of the miser is to no purpose.
Blessed, blessed are those people, in whose heart £he name of Hari dwells.
Nanak is a sacrifice to them.
(7). He is continually doing this and that.
(But) in his heart is no love (to God), with his mouth (only)|he professes friendship.
(But) the Lord is knowing and all-wise.
Outside (he wears) a garb, (but) is not in love with anyone/
He instructs others, (but) docs not do it himself.
Coining and going he is regenerated and dies.
I
In whose heart the Formless one dwells:
By his instruction the world crosses. '
Who are'pleasing to thee, by them the Lord is known.
Nanak is fleeing to the foot of those men.
1
(8). Offer prayer to him, the supreme Brahm knows'all!
He himself minds his own work.
He himself, he himself, settles (everything).
Some one he makes believe, that he is far off; some one ho lets kno^, that he is near
Who is free from all shifts and cunning:
He knows all the procedure of thejspiritWhom he pleases, him he applies to the hem (of his garment).
In every place he is continually contained.
1
He is a worshipper, on whom he has bestowed, mercy.
In every moment he mutters Hari, (says) Nanak
VI.

stok.
Lust, wrath and covetousnoss, spiritual' illusion and egotism pass away.
On him, who has come to the asylum>of the Lord, the Gurdev bestows mercy, (says) Nanak
Astpadi.

(I). By whose favour thou eatest the nectar-food consisting of thirty-six ingredients :
That Lord keep in thy mind!
1
By whose favour thou separatest the sweet-smelling substance:
Remembering him thou wilt obtain final emancipation.
By whose favour thou dwellest in comfort in (thy) house:
On him meditate always in thy mind!
1

a

r<AA(G<5l> *>* * T° separate and spread out (cf. the Marsthl: fSf^Tf^fOT). as corn from the husks,etc.
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By whose favour thou d wellest in comfort in thy house :
Him remember the eight watches with thy tongue!
By whose favour thou enjoyest pleasures'and delights:
I
He should be meditated upon, (says) Nanak, he is worthy to be meditated upon*
(2). By whose favour thou wearest silk clothes:
Forsaking him whom else dost thou desire ?
By whose favour sleep is made in comfort on the bed:
His praise should be sung, 0 heart, the eight watches!
By whose favour everybody respects thee:
Titter his praise with thy'mouth and tongue !
By whose favour thy piety 4s abiding:
0 heart, meditate always on the supreme Brahm alone !
Muttering the name thou wilt obtain honour at the threshold.
With honour thou wilt go to the house (of Hari).
(3). By whose favour the gold-like body (remains) healthy :
Devoutly meditate on that Bam, 0 friend!
By whose favour thy screen is abiding:
Uttering the praise of (that) Hari, Hari, thou wilt obtain happiness.
By whose favour all thy blemishes are covered:
O heart, fall on the asylum of that Lord!
By whose favour no one comes up to thee :
I
(That) high Lord remember, 0 heart, at every breath!
By whose favour the body, so difficult of obtainment, is gotten:
Him worship, ^(says) Nanak.
(4). By whose favour ornaments are put on:
How should in his remembrance sloth be made, 0 heart ?
By whose favour riding on horses and elephants (is made):
Forget never that Lord, 0 heart!
I
By whose favour (thou possessest) gardens, property and wealth :
String and keep (that) Lord in thy heart!
By whom thou art adorned, 0 heart:
1
Rising and sitting'always meditate on him!
I Meditate on him, who alone is inapprehensible!
Here and there he preserves thy (honour), (says) Nanak.
(6). By whose favour thou performest meritorious actions (and givest) many alms:
On him meditate the eight watches, 0 heart!
By whose favour thou art engaged in religious and secular occupations:
Reflect on that Lord at every breath!
By whose favour thy external appearance is beautiful:
That incomparable Lord remember always!
By whose favour thy caste is good:
That Lord remember always day and night!
By whose favour thy honour abides:
1
His praise utter by the favour of the Guru, (says) Nanak.
(6). By whose favour thou hearest a sound with thy ears;
By whose favour thou art seeing with amazement;
By whose favour thou speakest nectar with thy tongue;
By whose favour thou art dwelling in comfort and tranquillity;

1
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By whose favour the hand moves;
By whose favour all is fruitful;
By whose favour thou obtainest final emancipation ;
By whose favour thou art easily and naturally absorbed:
Forsaking such a Lord to whom else wilt thoujcling?
By the favour of the Guru be awake in thy heart! (says) Nanak.
(7). By whose favour thou artfmanifest'in^the world:
That Lord forget by no means in thy mind!
By whose favour (thou obtainest) grandeur:
0 foolish heart, mutter him!
By whose favour thy affairs are accomplished:
Him, O heart, consider as always being inithy presence!
r
By whose favour thou obtainest happiness :
0 my jheart, be in love with him!
By whose favour the salvation of all is effected:
Him mutter, (if) thou makest (any) muttering, (says) Nanak.
(8). He mutters the name, (whom) he himself causes to mutter it.
He sings the excellences of Hari, (whom) he himself causes to sing (them).
By the mercy of the Lord enlightenment (of the understanding) is made.
By the kindness of the Lord the lotus (of the heart) is opening.
In (whose) heart that kindly-disposed LortMs dwelling J
His understanding becomes very great by the mercy of the' Lord.
All treasures (are obtained), 0 Lord, by thy mercyj#
No one has got anything from himself.
To whatever thou appliest (them), to that they stick, 0 Lord Hari!
Nothing is in the hand of these (men), (says) Nanak.
VII.
Slot.
Unattainable, unfathomable is that supreme Brahm.
"Whoever utters (him), he becomes emancipated.
Hear, 0 friend, humbly says Nanak.
The wonderful story of the.pious people!
Astpadi.
(1). In the society of the pious the face becomes bright.
In the society of the pious he {i.e. the disciple) removes all (his) filth.
In the society of the pious conceit is effaced.
In the society of the pious is displayed true knowledge.
In thc.society of the pious ho comprehends, that thejjLord is near.
' In the society of the pious every decision is made.
In the society of the pious he gets the jewel of the name.
In the society of the pious there is effort about the One.
"Who can describe the greatness of the pious ?
The lustre of the pious is contained in the Lord, (says) Nanak.
(2). In tho'society of the pious the inapprehensible one is met with.
In the society*of the pious he is always happy.
In the society of the pious the five are subdued.
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In.theisociety of the pious nectar-juice is enjoyed.
I
In the society of the pious he becomes the dust of all.
In the society of the pious (there is) a heart-captivating discourse.
In the society of the pious (his mind) does not run anywhere.
In the society of the pious his mind obtains a (firm) standing.
In the-society of the pious it is separated from the Maya.
In the society of the pious the Lord is veiy propitious, (says) Nanak.
(3). In the society of the pious all enemies (become) friends.
In the society of the pious he gets highly purified.
In the society of the pious (there is) no enmity with any one.
?
In the society of the pious (there is) no distorted foot.
j
In the societycof the pious (thereas) no want.
In the society of the pious he knows the highest bliss ( = the Supreme).
In the society of the pious (there is) no burning of egotism.
In the society of therpious he gives up all his own self.
He himself (i.e. Hari) knows the greatness of the pious.
Between the pious and the Lord is intimate union, (says) Nanak,
(4). In the society of the pious he does not run about at any time.
In the society of the pious he always obtains happiness.
In the society of the pious he acquires the inapprehensible thing.
1
In the society of the pious he bears (patiently) the place of exercise (of the senses).
In the society of the-pious he dwells (as)iin a high place.
In*the society of thp pious he reaches the palace (of Hari).
In the society of the pious every virtue is confirmed.
Luthe society of the pious only the supreme Brahm (is meditated upon).
In the society of the pious he acquires the jewel of the name.
Nanak is a sacrifice to the pious.
(5). In the society of the pious ho saves his whole family.
In the societyt of the pious he releases friends, acquaintances and his household (from further
transmigration).
In the society of the pious he gets that wealth,
By which every one is profited.
In the society of the piousiDharm-Kae ( = Yama) renders service.
In the society (of the pious he (i.e. the disciple) acquires the lustre of the Suras and Devas.
In the society»of the pious sin is fleeing.
I n the society of the piousihe is singing the excellences of the nectar.
In the society of the pious he is going to all places.
tfanak (says): in the society of the pious (his) life-time is fruitful.
(6). In the society of the pious there is no calamity whatever.
Falling in with (their) sight he (i.e. the disciple) becomes happy
In the society of the pious he takes off his filth.
In tho society of the pious he removes hell (from himself).
(Living) in the society of tho pious he is happy here and there.
Being separated he is united (again) with Hari in the society of the pious.
1

HnT3l*Rfr- WFFT? •- Sansk. ^flfap^, place of exorcise of the senses. The sense k ; he-bears patiently
the bustle of the* senses in his body, without being affected thereby. The Sikh Gruntlus proffer all sorts of
kurmiacs about the meaning of *H>f3-
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The fruit, he wishes, he obtains.
(Living) in the society of the pious he does not depart unprofited.
The supreme Brahm dwells in the heart of the pious.
(say
Hari
In the society of the pious sing the excellences of Hari!
In the society of the pious he is not forgotten from the mind*
In the society of the pious thou art saved at last.
In the society of the pious the Lord becomes sweet.
In the society of the pious he is seen (as being) in everybody.
In the society of the pious (we) become obedient to his orders.
In the society of the pious our salvation is brought about.
In the society of the pious all diseases are effaced.
Nanak joins the association of the pious.
(8). The greatness of the pious the'Veda docs not know.
As much as it hears, so much it describes.
The greatness of the pious is far from the three qualities.
The greatness of the pious remains complete.
There is no end of the splendour of the pious.
The splendour of the pious is always ^boundless.
The splendour of the pious is higher than high.
The splendour of the pious is greater than great.
The splendour of the pious agrees with the pious.
Nanak (says): between the pious and the Lord there is no difference! 0 brother!
VHIfc

Slok.
Who is true in his heart, he is true (also) with his mouth.
Without the One he does not see any one else.
Nanak (says): this is the sigu of him, who knows Brahm.
Astpadi.
(1). Who knows Brahm, he is always uncontaminated (by the Maya),
As a lotus in the water is uncontaminated.
Who knows Brahm, he is< always without blemish,
As the sun is drying up all.
Who knows Brahm, he looks on all things as the same,
As the wind blows equally on the Raja and the poor.
Who knows Brahm has one and the same patience (for all),
Is the earth, (which) one is digging up and another besmearing with sandal-powder.
This is the quality,of him, who knows Brahm.
(It is) like the innate nature of fire, (says) Nanak%i
(2). He who knows Brahm is purer than pure,
As filth is not sticking (to water.
In the mind of him who knoyrs Brahm, is light,
As the sky is abovo the* earth.
To him, who knows Brahm, friend and enemy are the same.
Who knows Brahm, entertains no egotism.

»
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Who knows Brahm, he is higher than high.
In his own mind he is the lowest of all.
Those people obtain the knowledge of Brahm,
To whom the Lord himself gives it, (says) Nanak.
(3). Who knows Brahm, he is the dust of all.
Who knows Brahra, knows the taste of his own spirit.
Who knows Brahm, is kind to all.
Who knows Brahm, commits no wickedness whatever.
Who knows Brahm, is always looking (on all things) as the same.
The look of him, who knows Brahm, ns showering neotar.
Who knows Brahm, is free from bonds.
The practice of him, who knows Brahm, is spotless.
The enjoyment of him, who knows Brahm, is divine knowledge.
The meditation of him, who knows Brahm, is directed on Brahm, (says) iNanak.
(4). The hope of him, who knows Brahm, (is placed) on the One.
He, who knows Brahm, does not perish.
To him, who knows Brahm, humility is a pleasure.
To him, who knows Brahm, benevolence to others is a delight.
r
He, who knows Brahm, is not engaged in worldly business.
Byihim, who knows Brahm, the running (mind) is bound.
To him,* who knows Brahm, great goodness will aocrue.
The reward of him, who knows Brahm, (will be) great.
In the society of him, who knows Brahm, all are saved.
The whole world attends to him, whcknowa Brahm, (says) Nanak.
(5). He, who knows Brahm, is of the same state (of mind).
Withihim, who knows Brahm, the Lord dwells.
I
To him, iwho knows Brahm, the name is support.
I l l
I I
To him, who knows Brahm, the name is retinue.
He, who knows Brahm, is continually awake.
He, who knows Brahm, is giving up his,egotism.
In the heart of him, who knows Brahm, is the highest bliss.
In the house of him, who knows Brahm, is always joy.
He, who knows Brahm, is living in happiness and tranquillity.
He, who knows Brahm, does not perish, says Nanak.
(6). He, who knows Brahm, is the outlines * of Brahm.
He, who knows Brahm, is in love with the One.
He, who knows Brahm, is free from cares.
J
The sentiments * of him, who knows Brahm, are pure.
He knows Brahm, whom the Lord himself lets know him.
The dignity of him, who knows Brahm, is great.
The sight of him, who knows Brahm, is obtained by the very fortunate one.
To him, who knows Brahm, (people) are a sacrifice.
Him, who knows Brahm, Mahes var ( » Shiva) seeks.
He, who knows Brahm, is himself the supreme Lord, (says) Nanak.

8

%3T or t}3T *w., the form, figure, outlines.
*¥3"« H3T (*»•), for the sake of-the rhyme.
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(7). No estimate of him (can be made), who knows Brahm.
All is in the mind of him, who knows Brahm.
Who knows the secret of him, who knows Brahm ?
To him, who knows Brahm, always salutation (should be made).
Not half a letter of him, who knows Brahm, can be told.
He, who knows Brahm, is Lord of all.
Who can describe the value of him, who knows Brahm ?
The state of him, who knows Brahm,{the knower of Brahm (only) knows.
There is no end nor limit of him, who knows Brahm.
N&nak is always paying reverence to him, who knows Brahm.
(8). He, who knows Brahm, is the creator of the whole creation.
He, who knows Brahm, lives always and does not die.
1
He, who knows Brahm, is possessed of emancipation, the donor of the creatures.
He, who knows Brahm, is the (all-)filling Supreme Spirit, the ordainer (of all).
He, who knows Brahm, is the Lord of the helpless.
The hand of him, who knows Brahm, is upon all.
To him, who knows Brahm, all forms belong.
He, who knows Brahm, is himself the formless one.
The splendour of him, who knows Brahm, agrees with the knower of Brahm (only)
He, who knows Brahm, is the Lord of all, (says) N&nak.
1

IX.

Stok.
Who keeps the name in his breast:
He beholds in all the Lord.
Who every moment pays reverence to the Lord:
He is untouchable and saves all.
Asfpadl.
(1). (Who) does not touch with his tongue falsehood;
In (whose) heart is a longing for the sight of the spotless (Supreme);
(Who) does not behold with his eyes the beauty of another's wife;
(Who) does service to the pious and has love to the saints;
(Who) with his ears does not hear the slander of any one;
(Who) considers himself the wont of all;
(Who) by the favour of the Guru removes worldly pursuits;
From (whose) heart the desires of the heart recede;
(Who) has overcome his senses and isfreefromthe five vices \
Among crores such an untouched one is hardly to be found.
(2). He is a Vaishnava, to whom he is favourably disposed.
Who is separated from the H&y& of Yishjtu;
Who is doing works and is not looking out for future, rewards
The religion of that Vaishnava is spotless.
Who entertains no desire for any reward;
%

1

*l«rfif iJJlOB might also be translated by: the mean* qf salvation* If ^giftST be taken
* Thefivevices are: STTM* ^!» »3lf VPS9 *HVJ*JI<J •
'
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Who in worship and praise alone is absorbed;
|
Who in heart and body is remembering Gopal i
Who is merciful to all;
Who himself is .firm and makes others mutter the name :
That Vaishnava gets final emancipation! (says) Nanak.
J
1
(3). He is a BhagautI, (whose) delight is the worship of the Supreme Being
Who forsakes the society of all the wicked;
I
From (whose) mind all error is destroyed;
J
Who considers and worships all as the,Supreme Brahm;
1
Who in the society of the pious removes the filth of (his) sins:
j
The understanding of that BhagautI becomes very high.
Who.serves the Supreme .Being continually ;
Who offers up (his) heart and body out of love to Vishnu;
Who makes the feet of Hari dwell in (his) heart:
Such a BhagautI obtains the Supreme Being, (says) Nanak.
(4). He is a Pandit, who enlightens (his own) mind.
Who explores the name of Bam within himself j
Who drinks the essence and juice of the name of Bam :
By the instruction of that Pandit the world lives.
I
Who makes dwell the story about Hari in his heart:
That Pandit does not come again into a womb.
I
Who comprehends the root of the Veda, the Puranas and the Smriti;
I
Who knows, that in the minute the large (objects) (are contained);
I
Who gives (such an) instruction to the four castes;
I
To that Pandit always salutation!
I
2
(5). The ground-mantra (contains) the knowledge of all.
I
(If) among the four castes one mutter the name,
I
Whoever mutters it, his salvation is brought about.
In the society of the pious some (rare) man obtains it.
If in mercy he {i.e. Hari) determine in (his) mind.
He makes beasts, goblins, fools and stones cross.
The medicine for all diseases is the name.
The celebration of the Beautiful one (and) the singing of (his) excellences
Is not obtained by any skill nor by any religious practice,
Nanak (says): he obtains it, to whom it is decreed by destiny itself.
(6). In whose heart is the abode of the Supreme Brahm:
He is called a true slave of Earn.
]
The Supreme Spirit comes into his sight.
I
3
By being the slave of slaves he obtains-him.
J
Who always considers Hari as being near him:
j
1

fJJlOifV* * denomination of Faqirs, who profess to worship the KJRjnS or Supreme Being.
2
16 m s
vThufcT* t* y tical letter, which forms the essential part of the mantra of any deity. The lf|if+f{(
is here the name of Hari.
corrupted from V. RWMWcSi, the state of being the slave of slaves ( = Sansk.
4l4J<nWfi)5 to this abstract is again added 3 % ( = *fTT
Granth: •TfUSPTw'i which is quite identical with
*
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That slave is accepted at the threshold (of Hari).
J
On his own slave he himself bestows mercy.
To that slave all knowledge accrues.
In the society of all he is retired in his heart.
Such is the practice of the slave of Earn.
(7), To whom the order of the Lord is dear in his heart:
He is called emancipated whilst yet living.
r
Joy and grief are the same to him.
Ho is always joyful and not separated (from the Supremo).
Gold and clay arc the same to him.
1
Nectar and bitter poison arc the same to him.
2
Honour and dishonour arc the same to him.
The beggar and the king are the same to him.
Who entertains that practice :
That man, (says) Nanak, is emancipated whilst yet living.
(8). All places belong to the Supreme Brahm.
As the house is, into which he puts (men), such is their name.
He himself is able to do and cause to be done (everything).
What pleases the Lord, that will dlso be done.
1
He himself being spread out^becomes an endless wave.
The (manifold) appearances of the Supreme Brahm cftnnot be percent
As he gives understanding, such is the light.
The Supreme Brahm, the creator, is imperishable.
Always, always he is compassionate.
By continually remembering him Nanak has become happy.

X.
SI Ok.

Many people praise (him, who) has no end nor limit.
Nanak (says): an arrangement (creation) has been made by the Lord of many kinds and sorts
(I). Many crores are (his) worshippers.
Many crores arc engaged in religious practices.
Many crores arc dwelling on holy watering-places.
Many crores wander about in woods, having retired from the world.
Many crores arc listening to the Veda.
Many crores arc becoming ascetics.
Many crores are meditating upon themselves.
Many crores arc poets and reflect on a poem.
Many crores meditate on the (always) new name.
(But) the end of the creator they do not reach, (says) Nanak.
1

fNlT \TcTfcC 3+ii "wf wT» literally: such is joy, such is grief to him, i.e. joy and grief are the same
to him.
All the MSS. at my disposal read* ??T7J—-*KfdHTA * hut there can hardly be a doubt that WflfHTTS
must be read, as JRftWTTS give? no sense 1lore.
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(2). Many crores are selfish.
Many crores are in deep ignorance.
\
IIMany crores are hard-hearted misers.
1
Many crores are' skilful, (but) blind in their heart.
Many crores pilfer another's property.
Many crores inflict pain on others.
Many crores toil for the sake of the Maya.
Many crores wander about in foreign countries.
To whatever (thing) he applies them, to that they stick.
The creator knows the arrangement of the creator, (says) Nanak.
(3). Many crores of Siddhas, ascetics and Jogls.
Many crores of Uajas, (who) are given to enjoyments.
Many crores of birds and [snakes were created (by him).
Many crores of stones and trees were produced.
Many crores of winds, waters and fires.
Many crores of countries, lands and regions.
Many crores of moons, suns and stars.
Many crores of Devas, Danavas, and umbrella-bearing Indras.
All things he keeps in his own string.
N&nak (says): whomsoever he pleases, him he saves.
(4). Many crores of Rajasa, Tamasa and Satvika qualities.
Many crores of Vedas, Puranas, Smritis and Shastras.
Many crores of gems (and) oceans were made.
Many crores of living beings of various kinds.
Many crores of long-living (beings) were made.
J
Many crores of gems and kinds of gold were made.
Many erores of Yakshasasy Kinnaras and'fiends.
Many crores of goblins, sprites, hogs and deer.
! He is near to all and far from all.
Nanak (says): (though) omnipresent he remains distinct'himself.H
(5). (There are) many crores of inhabitants of the nether-regions,
Many crores of inhabitants in hell and heaven.
Many crores are born, live and die.
Many crores'wander about "in many wombs.
Many crores'are eating at leisure.
Many crores toil along and are wearied out.
Many crores are made rich.
Many crores are anxious for (acquiring) wealth.
Wherever he pleases, there he puts them.
Nanak (says): everything is4n the hand of the Lord.
(6). Many crores have become Bairagls.
They devoutly meditate on the name of Ham.
Many crores are seeking the Lord.
They obtain in their own heart the Supreme' Brahm.
Many crores are'thirsting for the sight of the Lord.
1

1

W f ^ T ~ Nannk. ^tyftTVf, skilful, knowing.

fJIcTtSfc?' properly the large middle gem of a necklace, in which both end* meet.
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With them meets the imperishable Lord.
Many crores desire the society of the saints.
To them the colour of the Supreme Brahm is applied.
To whom he himself has become very propitious:
f.
i
Those people are always blessed, blessed, (says) Nanak.
(7). (There are) many crores of quarries and sections.
Many crores of skies and universes.
Many Avatars have taken place,
r
(By whom) many skilful contrivances were made.
*
*
Many times the expanse (of the world) was spread out.
c *
The Uniform (Supreme Yonly is always.
Many crores (of worlds) of many kinds were made.
From the Lord they emanated and«in the Lord they are absorbed.
His end no one knows.
That Lord himself (only knows it), (says) Nanak.
i
(8). (There are) many crores of servants of the Supreme Brahm.
In their heart light springs up.
'
*
(There are) many crores, who know the truth. ••
j
They always behold the One with their eyes.
Many crores drink the juice of'the name.
They become immortal and live for ever.
*i *
%
Many crores sing the excellences of the name. '
They are absorbed in self-enjoyment, happiness and tranquillity.
Who remember their maker' at 6very breath :
They are dear to the Lord, (says) Nanak.

I

filok*

'

The cause of causes is alone the Lord, there is none other.
4
Nanak is a sacrifice to him; he is in water, land and on the surface of the curt)
As f padi.

(1). The cause of causes is able to create.
What pleases him, that will be done.
.
In a moment he establishes and disestablishes.
There is no end nor any limitsof him.
*
By his order he upholds the firmament.
By his order (things) are produced and absorbed^ (again).
By his order is a high (or) low occupation (allotted).
.
h
By his order many kinds of colour are (produced).
Having created he beholds his own greatness.!
Nanak (says): in all he is contained.
:
(2). If it please the Lord, man obtains salvation.
If it please the Lord, he makes a stone cross (the waters).
If it please the Lord, he preserves (man) without breath.
1
If it please the Lord, the qualities-of Hari<become manifest.
1

A*.. V

3TVC5CT fe here not ** ^THTOTt apfeaklng, but'signifies:;to-A*manifest, to be seen

•
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If it please the Lord, ho rescues the sinner. ^ ^ H H n A B^i ¥ lurijiflJuii A I
He himself acts, he himself reflects.
He himself is the Lord of both sides ( = both worlds).
The inward governor sports and expands.
What pleases him, that work he causes to be done.
Nanak (says): none other comes into sight.
(3). Say, what is done by man ?
What pleases Him, that he causes to be done.
If it would be in the hand ( = power) of this ono ( = man), he would take everything.
What pleases to that one, that he does.
The ignorant one clings to the visible objects.
Who is knowing his own self, is saved.
Being led astray by error (man) runs J about in the ten directions (of the earth).
In a moment he comes back again (from) the four quarters.
On whom in mercy he ( = Hari) bestows his own worship:
Those men fall in with the name, (says) Nanak.
(4). In a moment dominion (is given) to a low worm.
The Supreme Brahm is the cherisher of the humble.
Of whom nothing is seen:
Him he makes manifest at that time in the ten directions (of the earth).
On whom he bestows his own pardon:
^
From him the Lord of the universe takes no account.
Soul and body, all is his property.
In everybody the light of the Supreme Brahm is fully contained.
By himself his own formation is made.
JNanak lives having seen (his) greatness.
1
(5). The power of this one is not in this one's hand.
The cause of causes is the Lord of all.
The creature is helpless and must obey.
What pleases to that one, that will be.
Sometime he {i.e. man) dwells in a high (or) low (place).
Sometime he is in grief (or) laughs in joy and merriment.
Sometime he is taken up with slander (or) cares.
Sometime he is above in the sky (or) in the nether region.
Sometime he is wise, reflecting on Brahm.
Nanak (says): he himself (i.e. Hari)Is uniting (the fa with himself).
(6). Sometime he makes deliberations of many kinds.
Sometime he continues sleeping day and night.
Sometime he is hideous by great wrath.
i
Sometime ho becomes the dust of all.
Sometime he sits down having become a great Raia.
'•
Sometime he is a beggar, of low attire.
Sometime he fulls into disrepute.
**
Sometime he is called a good man.
As the Lord keeps him, so he remains.
By the favour of the Guru he utters the True one, (says) Nanak^
The sense is: man has no. strength of his own.

0
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(7). Sometime, having become a Pandit, he makes explanations.
Sometime, having become a taciturn (ascetic), he meditates.
Sometime he is making ablutions on the bank of a holy watering-place.
Sometime, (having become) a Siddha ( = perfect Jog!) (or) ascetie, there is (divine) knowledge in
his mouth.
Sometime he lives haying become a worm, elephant (or) moth.
Erratic he wanders about in many wombs.
tike a mimic he shows many appearances.
As it pleases the Lord, so he makes (him) dance.
What pleases to that one, that is done.
Nanak (says): there is none other.
(8). Sometime this one ( « man) obtains the society of the pious.
From that place he does not recede again.
I
In his heart divine knowledge is lighted up.
That place is not destroyed.
His mind and body are coloured in the name throughout.
t
He always dwells in the society of the Supreme Brahm.
Like water falling into water is settled J(therein):
So light is absorbed in the Luminous (Supreme).
Transmigrations are effaced, rest is obtained.
Nanak is always a sacrifice to the Lord.
XII.

i

tSlOk.
1

Who lives in indigence is happy, having cleared away his own self beneath.
The great selfish men are consumed by pride, (says) Nanak.
Asfpadl.
(1). In whose heart is the pride of dominion:
He, falling into hell, is becoming a dog.
Who thinks, that he is youthful:
He is becoming a creature living in ^ordure.
Who calls himself full of (good) works :
He is regenerated and dies and wanders about ip many wombs.
Who is proud of his wealth and landed property:
He is a fool, blind and ignorant.
In whose heart he (=• Hari) mercifully causes humility to dwell/.
He is here (on earth) emancipated and further on (in the other world) he obtains happiness,
(Bays) Nanak.
(2). Who, having become rich, is proud:
Not as much as a blade of grass goes with him.
Who puts much hope on an army of men;
In a moment he will be destroyed.
Who considers himself stronger than all:
1
In a moment he will become ashes.
The conceited one, who himself does not -acknowledge any one,
1

3fltf5 =• 3T*?» <>*** being a meaningless Alliteration.
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Dharm-Rue (Yama) will render wretched*?
f a
i
Whose pride is effaced by the favour of the Guru:
t • <4i t£.#
That man is approved at the threshold, (says) Nanak.
^
(3). Who docs crorcs of (religious) works, (but) retains hisjselfishness :
l
1
He incurs (only) fatigue; all his (works) are in vain. |
Who performs many devout austerities in egotism :
He will again and again como to hell (or) heaven.
a
Who, though making many efforts, does not eject his own self;
Say,'how shall he go to tho threshold of Hari ?
Who calls himself good:
fr
Near him goodness docs not come.
I
Whose mind becomes the dust of all:
g
3
His repute is spotless, (says) Nanak.
c
(4). As long as (man) thinks, that anything is done by him :
He gets no happiness whatever.
As long as ho thinks, that ho is doing anything:
So long he is wandering about in wombs.
As long as he considers some one an enemy (or) a friend s
So long his mind is not steady.
As long ? s in spiritual illusion ho is immersed in the Maya:
So lon^. Dharm-Rao will inflict punishment on him.
c
By the raercy of tho Lord the fetter is broken.
I
By tho favour of the Guru egotism is done away, (says) Nanak.
(5). (Though) he gain a thousand (Rupees), he rises and runs after a Lakl I
He docs not get satiated, he foliows up the Maya.
Though he enjoy many pleasures of the world :
He is not satiated, he wastes away and dies.
I
Without contentment no one is satisfied.
All (his) works are in*vain, (they are) designs of a*dream.
By delight in the name all comforts are obtained.
To some very fortunate one it is allotted.
•« >
He himself is the cause of causes.
0 Nanak, mutter continually : Hari!
(6). Tho cause of causes is the creator.
In his hand are the order and reflection.
As he looks upon, so it becomes.
He himself,.himself is the Lord.
*
Whatever is made, (that is made) actforditig to his'own pleasure.
He is far from all and with all.
He comprehends, sees and makes discrimination.
He himself is One and ho himself is many.
He does not die nor perish, he neither comes nor goes.
Nanakf(says): he is always contained (in all). | ^ B H R H H ^ E I
9

t t i c j t u d = r*\<m\ff<!

being, a meaninglessjaUiteratiori.

^ % > ^ C c C 5 I = £!<!<!!i to drive away, to oject.
1 f X ' d * f « * V f \ j , a pure report % ifame. t fffSJg

. ElfWLM
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(7). He himself instructs, he himself understands.
He himself is intimately connected with every one.
By himself his own expansion is made.
Everything is his, he is its producer.
Say, is anything done separate from him ?
In every place that one alone is.
His own works he himself is doing.
He makes innumerable amusements and sports.
1
He himself is in his mind (and) his mind is in himself.
Nunak (says): no estimate of him can be told.
(8). True, true, true is the Lord.
By the favour of the Guru he is described by some (rare) one.
True, true, true (is he, by whom) all is made.
Among crores some rare one knows him.
Splendid, splendid, splendid is thy form.
Excessively beautiful, boundless and incomparable.
Pure, pure, pure is thy voice.
In everybody it is heard with the ears and praised.
Pure, pure, pure and clean
Is (thy) name; J he mutters it, who loves it in his heart, (says) Nunak.
XIII.

Who falls on the asylum of the saints, that man will be saved.
By slandering the saints (one) will be regenerated again and again, 0 Nannk !
Asfpadt.
(1). By afflicting the saints (one's) lifetime is diminished.
By afflicting the saints he does not escape from Tama.
By afflicting the saints jail happiness goes.
By afflicting the saints ho falls into hell.
By afflicting the saints his mind becomes defiled.
]ty afflicting the saints he becomes denuded of lustre.
2
Who strikes the saints, him no one protects.
By afflicting the saints he is degraded from his post.
If the compassionate saints bestow mercy (on him):
The slanderer also crosses in the society of the saints, (says) Nuuuk.
(2). By afflicting the saints he becomes restless.
By afflicting the saints he chatters like a crow.
By afflicting the saints he falls into the womb of snakes.
By afflicting the saints (he falls into) the womb of creeping animals,
By afflicting .the saints he burns in thirst.
By reason of afflicting the saints every one deceives him. W i n In tit j
*

•

1

The sense is: the Supreme Being is in and to itself subject and object at the WHIM lime.
I * The M8S. at myMispusttl «il! • rvmli ITS ^ ^ 3 " 5T@t him who is struck fy thp **intx; but^his is ijuitc
ugaiust the context. | It tdiould be read: TJ& (f*!T) Instead ofJJ-fr. \{ H I
i
J
«
1
M
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By afflicting the saints all his dignity goes.
By afflicting the saints he (becomes) the lowest of all.
"Who is injuring the saints (finds) no place (of rest).
Nanak (says): if it please the saints, he also will obtain salvation.
1
(3). The slanderer of the saints is a very mischievous person.
The slanderer of the saints does not find a moment's rest.
The slanderer of the saints is a great murderer.
The slanderer of the saints is killed by the Lord.
The slanderer of the saints remains void of satiety.
The slanderer of the saints is afflicted and indigent.
The slanderer of the saints (is oppressed by) all diseases.
The slanderer of the saints is always separated (from the Supreme).
The slander of the saints is the greatest crime.
Nanak (says): if it pleases the saints, he also will obtain emancipation.
(4). Who is injuring the saints is always impure.
"Who is injuring the saints is nobody's friend.
Who is injuring the saints incurs punishment.
Who is injuring the saints, him everybody forsakes.
Who is injuring the saints is very selfish.
2
Who is injuring the saints is always subject to change.
Who is injuring the saints is regenerated and dies.
By afflicting the saints he turns away from (eternal) happiness.
Who is injuring the saints gets no place (of rest).
Nanak (says): if i t pleases the saints, they unite (him with the Supreme).
(6). Who is injuring the saints is broken off in the midst of life.
Whojis injuring the saints does not come up to any work.
Who is injuring the saints is caused to wander about in the desert.
Who is injuring the saints is thrown into the wilderness.
Who is injuring the saints is inside hollow (empty),
Like the corpse of a dead man without breath.
Who is-injuring the saints has no root whatever.
Having sown himself he himself eats it.
Who is injuring the saints has no other protector.
Nanak (says) : if it pleases the saints, they save him.
(6). Who isjnjuring the saints is so in agony,
As afishiwithout water flutters about.
.
Who is injuring the saints isjhungry and not satiated,
As-fire is not satiated with fuel.
Who is injuring the saints^is left alone,
.
As a seedless sesam-stalk is (left) distressed in the field.
Who is injuring the saints is devoid of virtue.
Who is injuring the saints is always talking falsehood.
The deed of the slanderer is falling on himself.
Nanak (says): what pleases to that one ( = Hari), that is done.
1
2

IKSy \V!t (Snnsk. "JHrMlfiPOt literally: wearing; a drawn? how, i.e. prone to desperate deeds.
TCTTTcJTrefers l i w p«pi'»-"nliy tfi *W changes in transmigration.
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(7). Who is injuring the saints, his constitution becomes*impaired.
Who is injuring the saints is punished at the threshold (of Hari).
Who is injuring the saints is always caused to pant.
Who is injuring the saints neither dies nor is vivified.
The hope of him, who is injuring the saints, is not fulfilled.
Who is injuring the saints rises and departs hopeless.
By injury to the saints no one is satisfied.
As He pi ease8, such a one he becomes.
1
The destiny, that has fallen on one, no one effaces.
Nanak (Bays) : that True one knows it.
(8). All creatures are his, he is the creator.
To him worship be always (paid)!
Fraise the Lord day and night!
t
Meditate on him at every breath and morsel!
All is his work.
As he-makes one, such he becomes.
His own sport he himself is executing.
Who else makes reflection ?
On whom he bestows mercy, to him he gives his own name.
Those are very fortunate men, (says) Nanak.

1
1

]

XIV.

I

Give up cunning, 0 friends, remember Hari, Hari the King!
Tut in your heart your hope only on Hari! pain, error and fear go, (says) Nanak.
Asfpadl.
(1). Know, all reliance on man is in vain!
I
The Lord alone is able to give,
By whose gift thou remainest satiated.
Thirst will not again befall (thee).
He alone kills and preserves.
Nothing is in the hands of man.
By comprehending his order thoujobtainest happiness.
Stringing His name (like pearls) keep (it) in thy breast!
Kemembering, remembering, remembering that Lord,No harm whatever will befall (thee), (says) Nanak.
(2). Praise in thy heart the Formless one k
0 my mind, do (this) true business!
With a pure'tongue drink nectar! I
Thou wilt always render thy life happy.
Behold with thy eyes the ^beauty of the Lord!
2
In the society of the pious all fear passes awayOo with thy feet on the road of Govind!
(Thy) sins are effaced, (if )^Hari be muttered onlyja little.
1
2

1
1

#

fo/dS 9 destiny, as the consequence of former works.
<R3[ «•/• (Sansk. TfcRT) fear, care.

J
1
1

1
1
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Do the work of Hari, (hear) with thy ears the story about Hari!
At the threshold of Hari thy head (will be) bright,.(says) Nanak.
(3). Those people are very fortunate in the world,
Who continually sing the excellences of Hari.
"Who reflect on the name of Ram :
Those are wealthy and rich in the world.
Who with heart, body and mouth utter Hari, the most excellent:
Know, those are continually happy.
Who knows the One, the One, the One :
He has a perfect knowledge of this and that world.
Whose heart is won over to the name:
He knows him, in whom there is no darkness.
(4). Who by the favour of the Guru comprehends his own self:
Know, his thirst is "quenched.
Who are uttering the praise of Hari in the society of the pious:
Those people of Hari are free from all sickness.
Who day by day is extolling the praise (of Hari) only:
t
He, though having a family, is free from worldly concerns.
Who puts his hope on the One:
From him the noose of Yarna is cut off;
Who in his heart is hungry after the Supreme Brahm :
Him no pain befalls, (says) Nfmak.
j
I II I
III
(5). Into whose heart and thought Hari comes;
I
I
1
That saint is happy and docs not shake.
I
I I I
I
On whom the Lord bestows his own mercy:
Say, of whom should that worshipper be afraid ?
As it was, so it appeared (to him):
I
In his own work he himself is contained.
*
Searching and searching he (the disciple) has become successful.
By the favour of the Guru the whole truth was comprehendedi
When I behold, everything is the root ( = the Supreme).
He is minute and he is largo, (says) Nfmak.
(6). He (the Supreme) is not born at all nor docs he die.
He himself performs his own works.
He is coming and going, visible and invisible.
The whole creation is kept in obedience (by him).
He himself is in all.
He, using many contrivances, establishes and disestablishes.
He is imperishable without any intermission.
He continually upholds the earth and the universe.
Inapprehensible and irapcnetablc is the majesty (of;. (Tie Supreme Hpirit.
if
(If) he himself causes (his name) to be muttered, then-muttcring (of ibis made), (says) Nanak
(7). By whom the Lord is known, they arc lustrous.
Ail the world is saved by their advice.
The worshippers of the Lord "arc saving nil.
The worshippers of the Lord are causing pain to be forgotten.
H

i

3«i
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The merciful one himself unites (them with himself).
Muttering the word of the Guru they become happy.*
To their service he applies himself,
On whom, as endowed with a'great doty he bestows mercy.
Muttering the name he obtains tranquillity.
Nanak (says): on that man he bestows very high honour.
(8). "Whatever he does, that (is done) according to the pleasure of tho Lord.
Continually Hari dwells with (every creature).
91
What is naturally done, that is done.
(Who knows this), he comprehends the creator.
I
What the Lord does, is sweet to his people.
As it was, so it is shown (to them):
I
"From whom (the creatures) have sprung, in him they are absorbed/'
He is the abode of happiness, with him they accord.3
He himself gives honour to himself.
Nanak (says): know, the Lord and his people are One.
XV.
hSIdk.

In every part (of the universe) the Lord is brimful, he is knowing tho deinrc (of the creatitres).
By whose remembrance salvation is obtained, to him Nanak is a sacrifice.
Astpadl.
(1). What is broken, Gopal is joining together again.
He himself is the cherisher of all creatures.
Who in his heart is caring for all:
From him no one (goes away) unprofited.
0 my heart, mutter always Hari!
I l l
He'himself is the imperishable Lord.
One's own doing will take no effect whatever,
1
Though one desire it most eagerly.
Without him {i.e. Hari) nothing is of any use to thec.
(Thou wilt obtain) salvation by muttering the one name of Hari.
(2). Being beautiful one should not be charmed (by it):
It is the light of the Lord, that shines in all bodies.
Being rich why should one be proud,
As all wealth is the gift of him.
If one be called a very great hero:
Without the will of the Lord where will he run ?
If one be a liberal donor:
The foolish one shall know him as the giver.
The disease of whose egotism is broken by the favour of the Guru ;
That man is always free from disease, *Xsays) Nanak.
(3). As a post is supporting a house:
So the word of the Guru is supporting the mind.
1

V*e>

S

\

^ T[% VTTfl" <55U o?fe> literally: though one desire it with a hundred breaths. ITfiSY ^ 'be
Format. Plur.
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As a stone being put into a boat crosses (the waters):
"So a man is saved by clinging to the feet of the Guru.
As a lamp is lighting up the darkness:
So light (is kindled) in the mind by ,seeing?the sight of the Guru.
As one finds a road in a great wilderness:
So by joining the pious light shines forth a
The dust of those saints I desire.
0 Hari, fulfil the desire of Nanak !
(4). 0 foolish heart, why isrlamentation made (by thee) ?
r
What is written before, that is obtained.
Pain and pleasure the Lord is giving.
Giving up others think of him !
Whatever he does/that consider as happiness!
0 ignorant one, why dost thou wander about in error ?
What thing has come with thee,
(To which) thou stickest with delight (like) a greedy moth ?
Mutter the name of Ram in thy heart!
Thou wilt go (then) with honour to (his) house, (says) Nanak.
(5). The goods, for the acquisition of which thou art come (into the world) :
The name of Bam is acquired in the house of the saints.
Give up conceit and buy in (thy) mind,
Weigh in thy heart the name of Bam!
Lade a batch of goods and go with the saints!
Having given up other worldly concerns, J
Everybody will call (thee) blessed, blessed.
(Thy) faca (will be) bright at the threshold of Hari.
This traffic some rare one carries on.
Nanak is always a sacrifice to him.
(6). Washing the feet of the pious drink (the water, in which they were washed)!
Offer up'thy life to the pious!
Make ablution in the dust of the pious !
Become a sacrifice to the pious!
The service of the pious is obtained by the very fortunate one.
In the society of the pious the praise of Hari is sung.
From many harms the pious protect.
Who sings the excellences of Hari tastes the nectar-juice.
Who seizes the protection of the saints comes to the gate (of Hari).
He obtains all happiness, (says) Nanak.
;
1
*(7). The dead one He is vivifying.
To the hungry one he is giving food.
Jn whose favourable look all treasures are (contained) :
He bestows what is apportioned (to man)/according to what is written before.
Everything is his. he is able to do (all things).
Besides none other has been nor will be.
O man, mutter him continually day and night P
This is the highest and purest work.
l!
To whom he gives mercifully the name :
*
That man becomes pure, (says). Nanak.

1
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(8). In whose heart there is faith in the Guru:
Into that man's mind comes Hari, the Lord.
(That) devotee is heard of in the three worlds,
In whose heart the One is.
True is (his) work, true his conduct,
1
In (whose) heart the True one is, (who) utters the True one with his "mouth.
True is (hie) look, true his impression,
(That) the True one exists, (that) (his) expansion is true.
Who considers the Supreme Brahm as true:
That man is absorbed in the True one, (says) Nanak.

*

XVI.
Sldk.
He has no form, nor mark nor colour whatever, the Lord is free from the three qualities.
Him he makes comprehend (this), O Nanak, to' whom he is very propitious.
Asfpadl.
(1). Keep the eternal Lord in thy heart!
Give up affection to men !
No one at all is far from him.
In all is incessantly that One.
H& himself is seeing) he himself is knowing.
He is deep and profound and all-wise.
The supreme Brahm, the Lord; Govind,
Is the depository of mercy, compassionate and forgiving.
I will fall down at'the feet of thy saints!
This desire is in the heart of Nanak.
(2), He is fulfilling the desire of him who is joining his asylum.
What is done (by him), that will take place.
Who takes away and gives in the twinkling of an eye:
His counsel nobody else knows.
In whose (house) are always joyful festive occasions :
In his house all things are heard.
In dominion he is a king, in the Yoga he is a Yogi (JogT).
In austerity he is a great ascetic, in the married'state given to enjoyment.
By meditating on whom the devotees obtain happiness :
The end of that Supreme Spirit no one has obtained, (says) Nanak.
(3). Whose sport cannot be estimated:
Entering (his estimate) all the gods were foiled.
What does the son know of the birth of the father ?
1
The whole (creation) he has strung into his string.
To whom he gives wisdom, divine knowledge and meditation:
Those his * servants meditate on the name.
Whom he leads astray in the three qualities: .

'}

*

' The sense Is: he keeps the whole creation, he has made, as iu a string and directs it, as he pleases.
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He is born and dies, comes and goes again.
The high and low places are his.
As he causes (them) to be born, such they are born/ (says) Nanak.
(4). Who has many forms and many appearances:
He makes various disguises, (being himself) unchangin or
An expansion of various [kinds is made
By the eternal Lord, who is always the same.
Inla moment he makes various proceedings.
He is present hi every place.
He has made a structure of various ' kinds.
i
His own estimate he himself knows.
B
3
All creatures are his, all places are his.
.
Nanak lives by muttering the name of Hari.
(5). By the name are supported all the creatures.
By the name are supported the regions and the universe.
By the name are supported the Smriti,- Veda and Puranas.
By the name are supported hearing, knowledge and meditation.
1
By the name are supported the sky and the nether region.
By the name are supported all forms.
By the name are supported the (seven) cities and all the worlds. I
By the name they are saved, having heard (it) with their ears.
Whom he mercifully applies to his name:
2
That man obtains salvation in the fourth state, (says) Nanak.
(G). • (His) form is true, whoso place is true.
The Supreme Spirit alone is true primeval nature (as cause of (the material world)
(His) work is true, whose word is true.
The true Supreme Spirit is contained in all.
His works are true, whose creation is true.
True is his root, true his production.
True and perfectly spotless is what he docs.
Whom lie makes comprehend (this), to him all is good.
The true name of the Lord is giving happiness.
True faith (in it) is obtained from the Guru, (says) Nanak.
(7). True is the word and instruction of the pious.
True are those men, into whose heart it enters.
True is the attachment, if one comprehend (it). '
Who is muttering the name, his salvation is brought about. t
He himself (i.ei Hari) is true, by the True ono all is madtv
He himself knows his own secret thought.
Whose the creation is, he is the creator.
Another docs not understand^ (it), though he reflect (upon it)
The right knowledge of the creator iio creature has.
NanakYsays} : {what pleases to him,: that exists.
*
1

i3T75 is here the part, past of TTTGC5T» '>.«.» to bring forth.

2

n

tjG tjT V ? — BcJKHT* the state of abstraction from without and absorption'in the contemplation of
one s own spirit.
•

•
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(8). By the wonder of wonders they became astonished.
By whom it is-comprehended, he has got a taste of i t /
E
His people are steeped in the colour of the Lord.
By the word of the Guru all things are obtained (by them).
They are the donors and removers of pain,
In whose society the world crosses (the waters of existence).
The servant of his people is very fortunate.
In ihe society of his people devout meditation is bestowed on the One.
His people sing the excellences and praises of Govind.
By the favour of the Guru they obtain their reward, (says) Niinak.
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XVIT.

1

Slok.
At the beginning is the True one, at the beginning of the Tuga is the True one.
The True one is, 0 Nanak, and will be also.

I

Astpadi.

(1). His foot is true, true who is touching it (in adoration).
His worship is true, true his worshipper.
His sight is true, true who is seeing it.
His name is true, true who is meditating on it.
He himself is true, true every one who has (him).
He himself is the excellences, he himself is praising the excellences.
The word is true, true the Lord, who is telling it.
The hearing is true, true he who hears (his) praise.
To him, who understands, all is true.
Nanak (says): true, true is that Lord.
(2). By whom his own true nature is acknowledged in his heart:
He has comprehended the root of the cause of causes.
Into whose heart faith in the Lord has come:
In his mind the knowledge of the truth is disclosed.
He is allowed to dwell without any fear.
From whom he has sprung, in him he is absorbed.
The thing, that is mixed up with the thing,
Cannot be called separated (from it).
I
(Who) understanding the (right) discrimination (of Brahm from the objective world) comprehends (it):
He obtains the One Narayan, (says) Nanak.
(3). The worshipper of the Lord is obedient to him.
I
The worshipper of the Lord is always adoring him.
In the heart of the worshipper of the Lord is faith.
The practise of the worshipper of the Lord is spotless.
I
The worshipper knows, that the Lord is with him.
The worshipper of the Lord is in love with the name.
The worshipper the Lord is cherishing.
I
The Formless one preserves (the honour)?of his worshipper.
1

fllWfA fU*f*?> the wonder of wonders «• the Supreme.
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He is a worshipper, on whom the Lord bestows mercy.
Nanak (says): that worshipper remembers him at every breath.
(4). He himself conceals the faults of his people.
He himself preserves (the honour) of his worshipper throughout.
To his own servant he gives greatness.
His own worshipper he makes mutter the name.
He himself preserves the honour of his worshipper.
No one apprehends his secret thought.
No one comes up to the worshipper of the Lord.
The worshippers of the Lord arcJhigher thanrhigh.
Whom the Lord applies to his own worship:
That worshipper becomes manifest in the ten directions (of the globe), (says) jNTmak
(5). Into a little worm he puts ingenuity.
Crores and Lakhs of armies he makes ashes.
Whose breath he himself does not take away :
Him he preserves giving him his hand.
(Though) man be making efforts of many kinds:
His works are in vain.
(If) he kill, none other will protect.
He is the protector of all living bein B*
Why, 0 man, art thou thoughtful?
f
Mutter the inapprehensible, the wonderful Lord ^says) Nanak.
(6). Without intermission the Lord should be muttered !
Having drunk nectar this mind and body are satiated.
By whom the jewel of the name is obtained:
That disciple docs not look upon anything else.
The name is (his) wealth, the name is (his; beauty and dejight.
The name is his happiness, the name of Iluri ^his) companionship i.
The people, 'who are satiated by the juice of the name,
Praise it (in their) mind and body and ore absorbed in the name
In rising, sitting and sleeping
The name is always of use to his people, (say*) Nanak.
(7). Utter his praise with (thy) tongue day and night!
By the Lord (this) gift is bcstoAved on his own people.
Who worship him cheerfully in their heart:
They remain absorbed with their Lord.
He knows, what has been and what will bo.
The Lord know s his own order.
Who can describe his greatness ?
Not one is able; to tell his excellences.
In whose presence the Lord dwells the eight watches:
Those are perfect men, (nays) Nanak.
(8). 0 my heart, seize the protection of those,
Give thy mind and body to those people,
Who have known their own Lord!
Those people are the donors of all things.
In {their asylum thou wilt obtain all .happines*.
Uy their sight thou wilt'c fface all sins.
ft
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Give up all other cunning !
Apply thyself to the service of those people !
Thy coming and going will be stopped.
Adore always the feet of thoserpeople! (says) Nanak.

SI6k.
By whom the true Supreme Spirit is known, he is called the true Guru.
l a his society the disciple is saved, he sings the excellences of Hari, (says) Nanak.
Asfpadl.
(1). The truc*Guru is cherishing (his) disefple.
To (his) servant the Guru is always compassionate.
The Guru removes the filth of the foolishness of the disciple.
t
By means of the words of the Guru he (the disciple) utters the name of'Hari.
The true Guru cuts the bonds of the disciple.
1
The disciple of the Guru recedes from change (of the mind).
The true Guru gives to the disciple the wealth of the name.
The disciple of the Guru is very fortunate.
The true Guru adjusts for the disciple this and that world.
%
1
Nanak (says): the true Guni/remembers the disciple with his heart.
(2). The servant, who lives in the house of the Guru,
Performs the order of the Guru with his heart.
*
He does not hring himself forward in'any way to notice.
He always meditates in his mind on the name of Hari.
Who sells his heart to the true Guru :
That servant's affairs arc all right.
Who is doing service disinterestedly :
He obtains the Lord.
On whom he ( = the Lord) bestows his own mercy:
That disciple gets the instruction of the Guru, (says) Nanak.2
(3). Who wins over the whole heart of the Guru :
That disciple knows the way to the Lord.
He is the true Guru, in whose heart is the name of Hari.
Many times I am a sacrifice to (that) Guru.
AH treasures (are in him), (he is) the donor of the creatures.
The eight watches he is steeped in the colour of the Supreme Brahm.
(His) people are in Brahm and the Supreme Brahm is in (his) people.
In himself alone (there is) no error whatever.
By a thousand dexterities he cannot be acquired.
Nanak (says): such a Guru is obtained by him, whose lot is great.
(4). His {i.e. the Guru's) sight is fruitful, who sees him becomes purified.
Who is touching (in adoration) his feet, his walk and practice (become) spotless.
Who is meeting with (him) utters the excellences of Ham.
He goes to the threshold of the Supreme Brahm. <
»

1
2

0

>ft*H "Alf99 JWI^f he remembers him with his heart = he bears him in his heart.
Tffa? fl|*Uc> literally: twenty twentieths *- the whole.
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Hearing (his) words the ears are satiated.
There is contentment in'the heart, the soul is assured.
*
On whom the perfect Guru, whose mantra is unfailing,
Looks with his nectar-glance, he becomes a< saint.
(His) excellences (are) endless, an estimate (of them) is mot obtained.
I
Nanak (says): whom he pleases, him he unites (with Hari).
(5). The tongue is one, (his) praises many.
I
The true all-filling Supreme Spirit
No man reaches by discrimination or by any woflrd.
Unattainable, inapprehensible is the Lord, who enjoys perfect bliss.
I
He is not eating, without enmity, bestowing happiness.
No one can make an estimate of him.
Many devotees continually serve him.
They remember the lotus-foot in their heart.
(I am) always a sacrifice to my own true Guru,
By whose favour (I am) muttering such a Lord, (says) Nanak.
(6). This juice of Hari some (rare) manf obtains.
Who drinks (this) nectar, he becomes immortal.
j
That man is never destroyed,
In whose heart his (^Hari's) excellences are displayed.
(Who) takes the eight watches the name of Hari;
To that worshipper he gives true instruction.
He does not come into contact with the illusion of the Maya,
Who ke.eps in his mind the One Hari.
(To him) in darkness a lamp shines.
Error, illusion and pain are removed from him, (says) Nanak.
(7). In heat coolness is made.
Joy takes place, the troubles are extinct, 0 brother!
The cares about regeneration and death are effaced
By the full instruction of the pious.
Fear ceases, he {i.e. the disciple) dwells in a state of fearlessness.
Every trouble is effaced from the mind.
Whose he was, by him mercy was bestowed (on him),
On account of muttering the name of the Murari in the society of the pious.
1
Stability is obtained (by him), wandering^and^moving about (in transmigration) has ceased,
After having heard the name of Hari with his ears, (says) Nanak.
(8). He himself is without qualities and endowed with all qualities,
By whose ingenuity the whole (creation) is deluded.
By the Lord himself his own*deeds are done.
He himself gets his own estimate.
Without Hari there is none other.
In all that One is unintermittingly.
He is thoroughly contained in (every) form and appearance.
(These) explications are made in the society of the pious.
The creation (of the world) is made and upheld by his own skill.
Nanak is many times a sacrifice (to him)
1

ft(f5i stability, as opposed to*wandering about in transmigration.
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XIX.
Slok.
Nothing goes with (man) except the worship (of Hari), the whole visible world is (but) ashes
Hari. Hari
Astpadi
(l)a Joining the saints mpke reflection!
Remember the one name/ (it is) a support!
Forget all other contrivances, 0 friend 1
Keep the lotus-foot in thy heart and breast!
That powerful Lord is the cause of causes.
I
Seize firmly the name of Hari, (it is the best) thing!
Acquire this wealth and thou wilt be fortunate !
The counsel of the saints is spotless.
Rely in thy heart on the One!
All thy diseases will be done away,i(says) Xfuiak.
(2). The wealth, for whose sake thou runnest to the four quarters (of the earth),
Thou wilti obtain by the service of Hari.
The happiness, which thou always desirest, 0 friend,
(Thou wilt obtain) by love to the pious.
The splendour, for whose*sake thou dost good works,
(Thou wilt obtain), if thou flee to the asylum of Hari.
By many contrivances (thy) sickness does not cease.
(Thy) sickness is done away by applying the medicine of Hari.
The greatest treasure is the name of Hari.
By muttering it (thou wilt be) approved at the threshold, (says) Nanak.
(3). Instruct thy mind in the name of Hari !
(Thy raind), that is running to the ten directions (of the globe), will come to rest.
No harm whatever willibefali him,
In whose heart that Hari dwells.
The Kali-yug is hot, the name of Hari is cool.
Continually remembering it thou wilt obtain happiness.
(Thy) fear is destroyed, thy hope fujfilled.
Who by devoutness and attachment is enlightening himself:
To his house comes the imperishable one'and dwells therein.
Nanak (says): (from him) the noose of Yama is cut off.
(4). Who is discussing tho truth, he isja true; man.
Who is regenerated and dies, is quite an unskilful person.
Coming and going are effaced by serving tho Lord,
By giving Up one's own self in the asylum of the Gurdev.
Thus? one's life, the jewel, *is saved,
By continually remembering Hari/ the support of life.
By many contrivances (people) areinot emancipated,
(Nor) by reflecting on the Smnti, the Shastras and the Vedas.
Perform worship to Hari with thy mind!
Andthou wilt obtain the fruit, thou artMesiring, (says) Nanak.
(5). Thy wealth will not go with thee.
Why art thou (then) clinging to it, 0 foolish heart?
!
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Son,- friends, family and wife :
I
Say, which of them wilt thou have for a protector ?
Dominions and merriments and plenty of worldly goods:
Say, what deliverance (comes) from them ?
Horses, elephants and riding on cnariots,
Is a vain ostentation, a vain display.
I
By whom (all these things) were given, him he does not comprehend, (he is) a stranger (to him).
Having forgotten the name he repents (of it), (says) Nanak.
(6). CMignorant one, take thou the instruction of the Guru!
Without worship (of Hari) many clever ones have been drowned.
O friend, worship Hari in thy heart!
Thy intellect will become pure. I
Keep the lotus-foot in thy mind !
The sins of (thy) various births will go off.
Mutter thyself, and make others mutter the name !
By continually hearing and uttering (it) thou wilt obtain salvation.
l
The truly existing of all things is the name of Hari.
Sing his excellences with natural ease ! (says) Nanak.
(7). Singing his excellences thy filth will go off.
The poison of egotism and wickedness departs.
Thou b^comest free from cares and wilt dwell in happiness.
Remembering at every breath and morsel the name of Hari.
Give up all cunning, 0 my heart!
i
In the society of the pious thou wilt obtain true wealth.
Make it thy business to collect the capital of Hari!
Here (thou wilt have) happiness and at the threshold applause.
>
He sees in all constantly the One,
?•
On whose forehead (this) destiny (is written), J(says) Nanak
(8). Mutter the^One, praise the One !
Remember the One, recite the One in (thy) mind !
Sing the excellences of the One, who is endless!
In heart and body mutter the One Lord!
Hari himself is the only One.
The Lord is brimfully contained (in all).
Many expansions have emanated from the One.
Adoring the One (thy) sins are gone.
In the mind and body the One Lord is sporting.
By the favour of the Guru the One is known, (says) Nanak.

XX.

Stok.
Wandering and wandering about (I) have come and fallen on thy asylum, 0 Lord!
0 Lord, this is tho prayer of Nanak: apply (me) to thy worship!
Asfpadi.

(1). The beggar, 0 Lord, asks a gift.
Mercifully give (me) the name of Hari!

t

»
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J

I

{

• I ask for the dust of the pious people.
0 Supreme Brahm, fulfil my desire f;
Continually I sing the excellences of the Lord.
At every breath I meditate on thee, 0 Lord!
1 entertain love to the lotus-foot.
I worship the Lord continually.
The One is (my) refuge, the One (my) support.
Nanak begs, that^he may remember the name of the Lord!
(2). By the favourable glance of the Lord great happiness is obtained.
Some rare one gets the juice of Hari.
Those people are satiated, by whomHt is tasted.
s
They are perfect men and are no more vacillating.
They are entirely filled with love, affection and inclination.
Desire (after Hari) springs up in the society of the pious.
They fall on (his) asylum giving up all others.
In their heart«(there is) light, daily devout meditation is made.
By the very fortunate one that Lord is muttered.
Nanak (says): who is attached to the name, obtains comfort.
(3). The desire of the worshipper is fulfilled.
From the true Guru he obtains spotless instruction.
To his servant the Lord becomes merciful.
(His) worshipper is always made exalted.
Cutting (his) bonds (his) servant is made free.
Regeneration and death, pain and error are gone.
His wish is granted, all his desire is fulfilled.
He (Hari) dwells always with him in his presence.
Whose he (=*the servant) was, by him he is united (with himself).
Nanak (says): by devotion he is absorbed in the name.
l
(4). Why should he be forgotten, who does not break (one's) work ?
"Why should he be forgotten, who is acknowledging one's work ?
Why should he be forgotten, by whom everything is*given ?
Why should he be forgotten, who is the life of the creatures?
Why should he be forgotten, who preserves in the midst of fire ?
By the favour of the Guru some rare one apprehends him.
Why should he be forgotten, who draws out from poison ?
(Who) reunites him, who had broken away (from him) through various birth?.
By the perfect Guru this truth is taught.
By Nanak, the servant, his own Lord is meditated upon.
(5). 0 holy friend, do this work !
Giving up others mutter the name of Hari!
Remembering it continually thou wilt obtain happiness.
Mutter it thyself and make others mutter the name!
By devotion* and, love the world is crossed.
Without devotion (to Hari) the body iyill be ashes.
1

[1415

I

\lfR5 7% 3ifKM> literally: not to break one's work, i.e. not to let pass unrequited. UTR5 yJA<51

a^Hindi translation of the Salisk. ® } J V = unthankful, and'the following* sftnfT i 4 1 ^ of the Sansk. W?HJ
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The depository of all welfare and happiness is the name.
The drowning one gets rest.
All troubles are extinguished.
Nanak (says): mutter the name, the depository of (all) excellences!
(6). Affection, love, inclination and desire spring up (in him),
In (whose) mind and body this very relish is.
Seeing (his) sight with the eyes happiness is obtained.
The mind becomes joyful by washing the feet, of the pious.
In the heart and body of the devotees is pleasure.
Some rare one obtains (their) society.
In mercy the one thing is given (to him),
Who mutters by the favour of the Guru the name.
His greatness cannot be told,
Who is contained in all, (says) Nanak.
(7). The Lord is forgiving and merciful to the poor.
Compassionate to the devotees and always kind.
Govind Gopal is the friend of the friendless,
Making and cherishing all creatures.
The .primeval divine male, the cause of causes.
The support of the life of (his) devotees.
Whoever mutters him, he becomes purified.
(Whom) he applies to devoutness, (his) mind is directed (on him).
We are devoid of virtues, low, ignorant.
Nanak (has fled) to thy asylum, 0 Supreme Spirit, 0 Lord!
(8). AH obtain paradise (and) final emancipation,
By whom the excellences of Hari are sung one moment.
(They get) many royal enjoyments and greatness,
To whose mind the story of the name of Hari is pleasing.
(They have) many enjoyments, clothes and joyful songs,
(Whose) tongue is continually muttering: Hari, Hari!
(Their) practice is virtuous, they have splendour and ^wealth,
(In whose) heart the mantra of the perfect Guru dwells.
0 Lord, let me dwell in the society of the pious!
All happiness (is there) displayed, (says) Nanak.
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XXT.
I

OfOA'.

I

I I He himself is endowed with all qualities and .without any qualities, formless, sunk in objectless,
] meditation.
I I -')' himself (all) is created and he himself also is muttering.(in adoration).
I

I I I

I

AstpadJ.

I f 1 \ When this (humane form is no longer*^ on :
I Then d«m*'rit and merit whence does it springV
I When by himself objectless, deep meditation • is kept up:
}

I
I

H75kJH«flTi(; *j?% (^W!i empty, dt-voi«l, uot directed, to any object, as there is nut anything, hut the
.'>ipmnet nrinie.vHi beiiii*.
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Then with whom do they make enmity and opposition ?
l
When no colour nor mark of man is known:
Then, say, whom does joy and grief fill ?
When the Supreme Brahin, himself is (man's) own self:
Then where is illusion ? who is led astray by error ?
His own sport is carried on by himself.
Nanak (says) : there is mo-other creator.
(2). When the Lord alone is the master (of all):
Then say, whom shall I account bound (or) free ?
,]
When Hari alone is unattainable, endless:
Then what descent is there to hell (or) heaven?
When the Lord is destitute of qualities by his innate nature;
Then say, in which place is the energy of Shiva ?
2
When he himself applies his own light:
Then who is fearless, who is afraid of any one ?
He himself is doing his own works.
j
Nanak (says): the Lord is unattainable, endless.
(3). When he himself is imperishable, dwelling in happiness:
Then say, where is regeneration and death and destruction?
When the creator, that Lord, is omnipresent:
Then say, who should entertain fear of Yama?
When the Lord alone is not
passing
and
inapprehensible:
v

r

Then from whom should Citragupta ask an account ?
When the Lord is free from all darkness, inapprehensible, unfathomable:
Then who are set free, who are bound with fetters?
He himself is wonderful in himself.
Nanak (says) : his own form is procured by himself.
(4). When there is the Supreme pure Spirit, the king of men:
Then, say, what is (one) washing in the absencejof filth ?
When there is he, who is free from all darkness, formless, absorbed in himself
Then for whom (should there be) regard, of whom (should one be) proud ?
When there is only the form of the Lord of fthe universe:
Then, say, to whom should stick fraud (and) blemish ?
3
When that, which jbears the form of light, is re-absorbed in light.)
Then who should be hungry, who should be satialed ?
The creator is the cause of causes.
Nanak (says): there is no estimate of the creator.
(5). When his own glory is laid out (by) himself with (one):
Then who is his mother, father, friend, son and brother ?
When he himself, who is accomplished in every skill, (is in ona):
4
Then what is he gathering (from) the Veda or the book ?
1

fijJTT ofTi of this one «= man. The sense is: when all human individuality is absorbed.
1
^fy 9 light, as the principle of life in nil creatures.
8
f
^ f y *T5\ftf bearing or having the form, qualities of (divine) light, i>. the creature fs "re-absorbed in
l
the fountain of light.
J«4J*
^\^ the book, i.e. the Qur'an.
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When ho himself puts his own self into (one's) breast:
1
What should he reflect on good or ill omens?
When he himself is high, he himself is near:
Then who shall be called Lord, who servant ?
(We are) astonished at the wonder of wonders/
Nanak (says): he himself knows his own state.
(6). When the undeceivable, the indivisible, the impenetrable one is contained (in one) ; l
Whom will then the Maya penetrate ?
He himself (gives) order to himself.
The three qualities do not affect (him).
When the One Lord only is '(in one):
I
Then who is free from care, whom does care befall/?
When his own assurance of himself (is in one):
Then who speaks, who is the hearer ?
He is quite boundless, higher than high.
Nanak (says): he himself comes up to himself.
I
(7). When by himself the form of the world is created,
And laid out in the three qualities:
Then religious demerit and merit, what is it ?
*
One he makes desire hell and another heaven.
I
(There is) the useless entanglement and trouble of the Maya.
(There is) the burden (of) selfishness, spiritual blindness, error and fear.
(There is) pain and pleasure, honour and dishonour,
(Which) are explained in different ways.
(But) he himself makes and beholds his own sport.
(When) the sport is closed, there remains (only) the'One, (says) Nanak.
(8). When he himself is not passing away, then (his) devotee (also4s not passing away).
When the expansion (of the world) is spread'out, (it is done for) the glory of the saints.
He himself is the owner of both sides (=both worlds).
I
Their beauty is made by him.
He himself makes sports, pleasures and frolics.
He himself is given to enjoyments uninterruptedly.
Whom he pleases, him he applies to his own name.
4j
What he pleases, that play he plays.
No estimate can be made of him, he is unfathomable, unmeasurable, not to be weighed,
Nanak, his slave, speaks, as he makes (him) speak.
XXII.
Slok.
0 Lord of all creatures, thou thyself art existing!
Nanak (says): the One is spread out, whcrciis another to be seen ?
Axtpadl.
(I). He himself speaks and he himself isihcaring.
He himself isjOne and ho himselftis expansion (^multiplicity).
ftWhen it pleases him, he produces a creation.
Ity his own decree he absorbs it (again).
Without thee nothing whatever is done.
The whole world thou stringest into thy string.
t

?

I
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Whom thou, 0 Lord, i-nstructest thyself:
**
That man gets the true name.
He looks on all things as the same, who knows the truth.
The whole creation he is overcoming! (says) Nanak.
(2). All creatures are in his hands.
He is merciful to the poor, the friend of the friendless.
If
Whom he protects, him no one kills.
He is dead, whom he forgets from his mind.
Having given him up where else should one go ?
*
Above all is the One king, in whom there is no darkness.
In whose hand is all the management of the creatures:
Him know (as being) witlfihee inside and outside !
He is the depository of all excellences, endless and boundless.*
Nanak, his slave, is always a sacrifice (to him).
(8). The merciful one is omnipresent.
f
He is compassionate to all.
He himself knows his own actions.
The inward governor is continually contained (in all).
He cherishes creatures of many kinds.
Whatever is made by him, of that he thinks.
Whom he pleases, him he unites (with himself).
Who worships (him) singing the excellences of Hari,
Who trusting in him in his mind obeys him:
By him the One creator is known (says) Nanak.
(4). Who clings to the One name of Hari:
That man's hope does not remain unfulfilled.
To the servant (of Hari) the service (of Hari) is pleasing.
By understanding (Hari's) order he obtains the highest step.
Nothing higher can be imagined than he,
In whose mind dwells he, who is void of all darkness ( = the Supreme).
Breaking their fetters they become friendly to all,
I
Who day by day worship the feet'of the Guru.
In this world they are easy and ill the other world happy,
Whom Hari, the Lord himself, unites (with himself), (says) Nanak.
(5). Join the society of the pious and be happy!
Sing the excellences of the Lord, the supreme bliss 1
Reflect on the truth of the name of Bam!
Save (thy human) body, which is hard to obtain!
'
Sing the nectar-words, the excellences of Hari!
The crossing of thy life, this is (thy) object.
Behold the Lord always (as being) near (to thee)!
Thy ignorance will be effaced, thy darkness be extinguished.
Hear (this) instruction and make it dwell in (thy) heart!
And thou wilt obtain the fruits, thy heart desires.
(6). Adjust both, this!and that world,
By keeping the name of Bam in thy breast!
r The initiation of the perfect Guru is perfect.
In whose heart it dwells, by him the True one is verified (in his own person).
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I

Mutter with devout meditation the name in (thy) <heart andjbody!
. Pain, trouble and fear will depart from thy mind.
0 trafficker, carry on a true traffic !
f
Thy batch of goods will get safely to the threshold, (of Hari).
Keep in thy heart reliance on the One!
And thou wilt not come nor go again, (says) Nanak.
(7). Away from hira t where to will one go ?
One is saved by meditating on the preserver.
Who mutters tho fearless (Hari), all his fear is effaced.
By the mercy of the Lord man is emancipated.
Whom the Lord protects, he suffers no pain.
In the heart of him, who is muttering the name, happiness springs up.
Anxiety goes, selfishness is effaced.
No one is coming up to that man.
On (whose) head the Ouru, tho hero, is standing :
His affairs are .accomplish ed, (says) Xanak.
(8). Whose intelligence is perfect, whose glance is nectar :
Seeing his;sight the creation is saved.
Whose lotus-feet are incomparable:
His sight PIS 'fruitful; beautiful is the form of Hari.
IBlessed is ^his) service, approved of is (his) servant.
N
The inward governor, the primeval divine male,
v
In whose heart he dwells, he becomes exalted.
Death does not come near him.
They become immortal and attain the dignity of immortality,
Who in/the society of the pious meditate on Hari, (says) Nanak.
XXIII.
I

I
I

I

I

I
I
I

\

S/oL

The collyrium of divine knowledge, that is extinguishing ignorance and darkness, is given by
the Guru.
(With whom) by the mercy of Hari the saints have met, in (his) mind (there is) light.
As t pad7.

(1). In the society of the saints the Lord is seen (as being) within!*(one).
The name of the Lord becomes sweet.
Everything is in the Ono vessel,
Which appears under many various forms.
The name of the Lord is nectar (and) the hinc treasures.
JHis place of rest is in the (human) soul**
(Where there lis) deep abstract meditation, there the unbeaten sound (is heard).
1
The wonder and astonishment cannot be told.
By him it is seen, to whom he himself shows it.
Nanak (says): that man gets a right knowledge (of it).
(2). That endless one is inside and outside.
In everybody, the Lord is contained :
1

ftnffiTC~^Tf HT>rfbeing here a meaningless alliteration (not f\jt|*(|.£, adj., astonished).

\
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In earth, heaven and the nether region.
I
All the worlds the cherisher is filling.
In tree, grass and mountain is the Supreme Brahni*
As his order is, so it is<done.
He is in wind, water, fire.
He is contained in the four quarters and in the ten directions (of the ear
Without him there is no place.
By the favour of the Guru Nanak obtains happiness.
(3). Behold, in the Veda, the Pura^as, the Smriti,
Inrthe moon, sun and stars is the One.
The praise of the Lordjevery one utters.
He himself is immovable, he never moves to and fro.
f
Practising all ingenuity he plays his play.
By no estimate he is reached, he is inestimable in qualities.
Whose light is in all (created) light:
(That) Lord is supporting (all) lengthwise and crosswise.
By the favour of the Guru error is destroyed.
This faith has Nanak in him.
(4). "What the saints behold, that is all Brahm.
In the view of the sain ts all is virtue.
What the saints hear, that is a good word.
They arc absorbed with the all-pervading Ram.
This is the custom of him,nby whom he (Ifcini) is known.
True are ail the words, the pious, are uttering.
Whatever happens, that they consider as happiness.
(Because) they know the Lord (as) the cause of causes.
Inside as well as outside he abides.
l
Nanak (says): all, who have seen (his) sight, are fascinated (thereby)
(5). He himself is true and true is all his work.
From that Lord all the creation has sprung.
If it pleases him, he makes an expansion.
2
If it pleases him, he is of one form (only).
(His) manifold ingenuity cannot be apprehended.
Whom he pleases, he unites (with himself).
Who can bo called near, who far ?
^
He himself is omnipresent.
Whom ho lets know his secret mind :
I
That man he himself makes comprehend (the truth), says Nanak.
(6). Ingall creatures he himself is abiding.
He himself is seeing all with his eyes.
Whose body the whole (world) is:
He hears himself his own praise.
3
He has made one sport of coming and going.
1

ifcft = i ^ t om account of the rhyme (Q\j\).

2

The sense is: he re-absorbs all into himself.

3

The sense is: itthisjsport or pleasure, that creatures come and go
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The Maya is made obedient (to him). [
- In the midst of all he remains uncontaminated.
"Whatever is to.be said, that he says himself.
I
By (his) order (one) comes, by (his) order (one) goes.
Nanak (says): whom he pleases, him he re-absorbs.
(7). What comes from him, is notibad.
Say, is by anybody else anything done ?
I He himself is good and his work is verytgood.
He himself knows what is in his own'ruind.
He himself is true and all (his)* practice is true.
Lengthwise and crosswise he is absorbed with himself.
His secret mind cannot be told.
If there would be somebody else, information would bo got
All that he does, is real.
By the favour of the Guru Nanak knows this.
(8). Who knows*(him), to him always happiness accrues.
That Lord himself unites (him with himself).
He is rich, noble and honoured,
Emancipated whilst living, in whose heart the Lord is.
I t is good fortune, good fortune, good fortune, that the man has come,
1
By whose favour the whole world is. saved.
This is the object of the coming of (that) man,
(That) in the society of the man the name may come into (one's) mind.
He himself is emancipated and he makes the world (also) emancipated.
To that man reverence (should) always (be made), (says) Nanak.

I

*\

I

I

XXIV.
Slok.
(By whom) the perfect Lord, whoso name is perfect, is adored :
I
He obtains the perfect one by singing the excellences'of the perfect one, (rays) Nanak
A it pad i.

(I). Hear the instruction of the perfect Guru!
Behold the Supreme Brahra as being near (thee)!
At every breath remember*G6vind!
The anxiety of (thy) mind will (then) cease.
Give up the transitory wave of hope!
Ask in thy heart for the dust of the saints !
Giving up thy own self make supplication,
(That) in the society of the pious thou mayest cross the ocean of fire !
Fill (thy) store-room with the wealth of Hari!
(Pay) reverence to the perfect Guru ! (says) Nanak.
(2). Happiness, welfare, quiet and joy (will accrue to thee),
(If) thou worship tho supreme bliss ( = the Supreme) in the society of the pious.
Do away with hclliand save (thy) soul!
5
Drink the nectar-juice of the -excellences of Govind!
I

!

Baba Nanak*1s here understood.

I
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Think in thyimind of the One Narayan,
Whoso One form has many appearances!
Gopal Damodar is kind to the poor,
Destroying pain and perfectly compassionate.
Remember, remember continually the name U
It is the support of the creatures, (says) Nanakti
(3). The highest Sloks are the words of the pious.
They are priceless rubies and gems.
Who is hearing and doing them, is saved.
He himself crosses and makes also the people cross.
Fruitful is his life, fruitful his society,
In whose heart love to Hari dwells.
All hail! the unbeaten sound resounds (in him).
Hearing, hearing it he is happy: the Lord is manifested (in him).
Gopal is manifested in the head of the holy man.
Nanak (says): in his society (people) are saved.
(4). Who hearing of him and being needy of protection come to his asylum :•
Them the Lord himself mercifully unites*(with himself).
Enmities are extinguished, they become the dust of all.
The ncctar-namc they take in the society of the pious.
The GurdCv becomes very propitious to them.The service of the worshippers is accomplished.
From useless * mbarrassnuiit and change (of the mind) they are freed.
Having hoard the naruo of Ham they niter it with their tongue.
The Lord bestows favour and mercy (on them).
Xanalfc (says): our trip is accomplished.
(0). Praise the Lord, 0 holy friend!
Attentively and exclusively think (of him)!
(In) the Sukhmani (is) tranquillity; praise the qualities of Govind!
In whose mind he dwells, he becomes (his) receptacle.
All his desire becomes fulfilled.
lie becomes known as the first man in all the woi'ld.
He gets the highest place.
He is not subject again to coming^and going.
That man departs, having acquired the wealth of Hari,
To * whom it is allotted, (says) Nanak.
(6). Welfare, tranquillity, the nine treasures,
Intelligencei divine knowledge, all perfections are his.
Science,J austerity, spiritual devotion, meditation on the Lord,
The best knowledge, the most excellent ablution,
The four desirable objects (of human life), the opening of the lotus (of the heart),
Indifference to all in the midst of all (are his)..
He is beautiful, clever, a knower of truth,
Looking on all things as the same, directing his look on the One.
These fruits has he, who with his mouth utters
The name, (says) Guru Nanak, and iij his heart hears (theso) words.
1
(7). If one mutter this treasure in his mind :
His salvation is brought about in all the Yugas.
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The excellences of Gdvind, meditation on the name and praise (of it),
1
Are expounded by the Smriti, the Shastras, the Vedas and the Puranas.
The object of all instruction is solely the name of Hari.
I
I I In the mind of the devotee of Gdvind is tranquillity.
Crores of sins are effaced in the society of the pious.
1
J
I By the mercy of the saints he is rescued from Yama.
On whose forehead (this) destiny is written by the Lord:
I Those come to the asylum of the pious, (says) Nanak.
j
I (8). In whose heart it (=sthe name) dwells and who hears it with ^affection :
I Into his mind the Lord Hari comes.
He removes the pain of regeneration and death.
1
The body, which is hard to obtain, he saves at once.
I Spotless is his lustre,:nectar is his speech,
i
In whose heart the One name is contained.
I Fain, disease, fear and error are extinguished.
The same of the pious is pure, (pure are) his works.
I
I His splendour is raised above < all,
l
I Who considers it a pleasure to recite this name (of Hari), (says) Nanak. 1
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pyn ! By the favour of the true Guru!

I

I.
Slot.
The Lord, the creator, is present throughout in water, earth and on the surface of the earth.
The One, whose form is one, is spread out having become of many kinds, (says) Nannk.
Pauft.

On ihe first (lunar day) worship the Lord, whose form is one, meditating on him!
Recite Gdvind, Gopal, the Lord, fall on the asylum of Hari the king!
y
From him (comes) protection, welfare and happiness, by whom everything isjmade.
I
In the four comers, in the ten directions (of the earth) I have wandered about: without him there
is none other.
I
The Vedas, the Puranas and the Smriti were heard (by me), I reflect in many ways ;
I The deliverer of the sinners, the destroyer of fear, the ocean of happiness is the formless one.
I
He is bountiful and giving'enjoyments; with hinuthereas no other place.
I
What Nanak desires, that he obtains'by singing the excellences of Hari.
I I

Pause.
The praise of Gdvind should always he sung!
Joining the society of the pious he should be worshipped, 0 my friend!
1
2

on

YfVf *f?ft =* Tbf ^f?WT>
nccountjof the I liymc.
fbjf^t *•/". a lunar date or day of the lunar period of fifteen days..
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II.
Slot

J
\

Perform worship many times, fall on the asylum of Hari the king:
In the society of the pious error and duality will be cut off and effaced, (says) Nanak.

I

I
Pauri.
On the second (lirnar day) remove folly, serve continually the Guru!
Ram, the gem, dwells in (thy) heart and hody, 0 friend, if thou give hip lust, wrath and covetousness.
1
Death is effaced, life is obtained, all distress is annihilated.
Give up thy'own self, adore Govind, give thyself to love and devotion fto Hari)!
Gain will accrue (to thoe), loss will be removed, at the threshold of Hari>(thou wilt be) honoured.
If thou collect the wealth of the name of Hari, (thou art) a true and fortunate wholesale merchant.
t
Rising and sitting adore Hari, being delighted with the pious !
Nanak (says) : folly goes off (thus), the Supreme Brahm dwells in (thy) mind.
m

in.

f

Sldk.
l

The three (states) permeate the world, the fourth (state) some (rare),one obtains.
Nanak (says): those saints have become pure, in whose mind that One dwells.
?

Pan fix

On the third (day) the fruit of the poison of the three qualities is'now and then very high, now and
then low.
8
Wandering much about in hell and heaven death always kills (him again).
In joy, grief and doubt the world (is immersed), in egotism it spends its time.
I
By whom they have been 'made, him they do not know, they think of many contrivances (with a
view to their salvation).
*
(His) mental anxiety, difficulty, trouble, passion and inquietude is not broken,
Who
immersed in spiritual blindness and error he dwelk in the great
cifully protect me, Nanak hopes i n thee!

IV.
Sldk.

v

He is clever, intelligent and skilful, by whom histegotism is abandoned.
(He has) J the'four (desirable) objects (of human life) and the eight perfections, (who) adores the
name of Hari, (says) Nanak.
Pauri.
the fowth (day) (by whom) the four
all
(Wh<
treasures:
3ITOH, ^fjf and JJtffH 5 the fourth state Is abstraction from without and
absorption in the contemplation of one's own spirit (as identical
Whoever is vet subject to the three qualities, though he may afterwai
Who
beaven
on earth9 after his punishment is over. Only he is thoroughly emancipated, who on earth has become liberated
w
from the influence of the three qualities.
SI
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I

He prevents hell,* removes pain, (his) many troubles are done away* I I
I
Death^recedes (from him), he is delivered from Yama, by undertaking the praise of Hari.
(His) fear is destroyed, he tastes nectar, he is imbued with love to the formless Hari.
The pain of poverty and impurity is annihilated, the name is (his) support.
Gods, Naras, Munis, men are seeking Gopal, the ocean of happiness.
(His) mind is pure, (his) face is bright, (who) becomes the dust of the pious, (says) Nahak.

Sl6k.
Five passions dwell in the mind (of him, who) is absorbed with the Maya.
In the society of the pious he becomes pure, (says) Nanak, by love to the Lord.
Paurl.
The fifth (day). Those arbitrators are the best, by whom the deceit is known.
There is'a great variety of flowers and scents, (but) all is falsehood (unreality) and imposition.
Nothing is known nor understood by it {i.e. the world), it makes no reflection whatever.
The world is immersed in ignorance, being deeply engaged in pleasure, worldly attachment and
enjoyment.
He is regenerated and dies and wanders about in many wombs/ (though) many religious works be
done (by him),
(By whom) the creator is not remembered, in (whose) mind (there is) no reflection nor discrimination.
(Who has) a loving attachment to the Lord, he is not a bit contaminated by the Maya,
Nanak (says): some rare ones are found, who are not enraptured with 'the world.
VI*

1

Sldk.
The six Shastras state, that He is high and has no end nor limit.
The devotees, who are singing his excellences, shine at the gate of, the .Lord, (says) Nanak.
PaurV.
The *ixih day. The six Shastras say it and many Smritis tell it:
That the Supreme Brahm is most excellent and high! the end of his excellences Shesh * does not know.
Narada, the Munis, Shuka* and Vyasa are singing the praise of Govind.
They are desirous of (his) juice, they are delighted with Hari, the devotees are enraptured with
the. Lord.
Infatuation, conceit and error are destroyed,ithe asylum of the merciful one is obtained (by them).
The lotus-foot dwells in (their) mind and body, having seen (his) sight (they are) happy.
Gain is obtained, loss is taken away by devoutly meditating in the society of the pious.
They acquire the treasury, and depository of (all) excellences by meditating on the name, (says)
Nanak.
VII.
Sldk.
The assembly of the saints relates the glory of Hari, they utter it with true affection.
Nanak (says): (their) mind becomes content by devoutly applying their thought to the One.
1

lfc# the thousand-headed serpent king, the conch and canopy of Vishnu and the upholder of the world,
l
which rests on one of his heads.
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On the seventh day collect the wealth jof the name, the,treasury (of which) is notexhausted!
In the'assembly of the saints he is obtained) (who) has no end nor limit.
Give up thy own self and adore Govind, fall on the asylum of, Hari, the k£ng \
Thou wilt remove (thy) pain, thou wilt cross the water of {existence, thou wilt obtain the fruit
desired'by (thy) mind.
_.
.
9
(If) thou mutter day and night Hari in (thy) mind, (thy) life is fruitful and approved.
I
Know, that the creator is always inside and outside with thee.
I
He is a friend, he is a companion and friend,^who gives instruction about Hari.
,
I I
Nanak is a sacrifice to him, who mutters the name of Hari, Hari.
I
VIIL
Sldk.
§

(If) the eight4watches (his) excellences be sung, (if) the other bores'be abandoned:
The servant of Yama cannot overpower (him), Nanak (says): the Lord is merciful.

I

I

*

Pauri.

The eighth (day). The eight perfections, the nine treasures;
All the (four desirable) objects (of human life), perfect intelligence;
The opening of the lotus (of the heart), continual j oy;
Pure conduct, (the giving of) salutary advice;
All virtues, pure ablutions:
Higher and more excellent than all is divine knowledge.
The worship of Hari, Hari (is made) in the society of the perfect Guru.
3
By muttering the name and by love to Hari one crosses, (says) Nanak.

*

IX.
,

Sldk.

Narayaii is not remembered (by him, who is) fascinated by enjoyment "and passion.
Nanak (Bays) : by forgetting the name one wanders about in hell and heaven. I
I

Pauru
The ninth (day). The nine apertures (of the body) are impure.
Those, who do not mutter the name, act perversely.
They sport with another's wife, they prate slander against the pious.
They do not hear a bit the glory of Hari with their ears.
i
They steal another's property for the sake of their (own) belly.
Their (burning) fire is not put out, their thirst is not quenched.
*
Without the service of Hari these fruits are earned.
Nanak (says): by forgetting Hari the unfortunate die and are born (again).

I I
I
^H
I
t

I
*

I
I

I
»

X.
I wandered about searching in the ten directions (of the earth); wherever I see, there is that One
(••«. the Supreme).
•
i
^
The^mind is brought Into one's power, if it be the mercy of the omnipresent one.
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I

Pa tirl.
9

The tenth (day). (By whom) the ten gates (of the body) are brought under bubjecticm :
Iu (their) heart is contentment, they mutter the name.
(Who) hear with their ears the glory of Hari, Gopal:
(Those) pious ones are seeing with their eyes the merciful (Hari).
(Their) tongue sings the praises of the endless one.
In (their) heart they reflect on the omnipresent Lord.
With their hands and feet they perform service to the saints.
Nanak (says): this control (of the'senses) is obtained by the mercy of the Lord.
XI.
SlUk.

i

The only One should be praised, (but some) rare one knows the relish (of it)!
The excellences of Govind are.not known, (says) Nanak, every one is astonished (at them).'
Pauri.
•

The eleventh (day). Behold Hari as being near (thee)!
Subdue (thy) senses and hear the• name of Hari!
Contentment is in (thy) mind, (if there be) kindness towards all creatures.
In this wise (thy) religious duty is fulfilled.
If thou keep (thy) running (mind) in one place:
(Thy) heart and body (become) pure in muttering the name of Hari.
Jn all the Supreme Brahm is present.
Nanak (says): praise Hari, this is a permanent duty!
XII.
SlOk.
(Their) ^foolishness is removed, they perform service .(to Hari), (with whom) the kind pious people
have met.
Nanak (says): who remain united with the Lord, all their troubles are extinguished.
Paufh
On the twelfth day (give) alms, (mutter) the name (and perform) ablutions I
Worship Hari and give up conceit!
Drink the nectar of Hari in the society of the pious!
(Thy) mind will be satiated by praise and love to Hari.
A soft speech renders every one contented.
With the juice of the name of Hari thou nourishest the five elements (=body) apd the soul.
From the perfect Guru this assurance is obtained.
Nanak (says): uttering the name of Bam one does not again fall into a womb.
XIII.
I

8Usk

*

(Who) is^comprehended within the three qualities, his affair is not accomplished.t
(If) the saviour of the sinners dwells in his heart, he is emancipated (by) the name, (says) Nanak.

•
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I
Paurl.
1
The thirteenth (day). Under three afflictions is;the world.
It is coming and going and descends to hell.
The worship of Hari, Hari does not come into its mind.
The Lord, the ocean of comfort, is not praised a moment.*
It is bound, now and'then having joy and now and then grief. I
9
A long disease is produced by the Maya.
By making changes (of mind) disquietude is obtained \
3
In the eyes is drowsiness, it talks (as in) a dream.
*
This state takes place by forgetting Hari.
Nanak is in the asylum of the Lord, the'merciful Supreme Spirit.
XIV.
Sldk.
The four quarters, all the fourteen worlds Ram is pervading.
Nanak (says) : no deficiency is seen, his works are everywhere.
Pauft.
The fourteenth (day). In the four quarters is the Lord himself
His majesty is filling all the worlds.
1
In the ten directions the one Lord is contained.
Behold, in earth and sky, in all is the Lord.
In water, earth, wood, mountain and the nether region*:
There the merciful Lord abides.
Small and large, all is the Lord.
Nanak (says):. the disciple is knowing Brahm.
XV.
8Uk.
(By him) his own self is overcome, (by whom) according to ther instruction of the Guru the
excellences i of Govind are
anxi
Pan?!.
5
The day of the new moon. They are happy in themselves, (to whom) contentment was given by
the Ourdev.
>1, tranquillity and composure are attained by serving the Lord.
(and their) many changes (of mind), (their) affairs are fruitful and
(Their) \
accomplished.
(Their) folly* is swept away, (their) egotism gone off by remembering the name of Hari
The asylum of the Supreme Brahm is seized, coming and going are effaced.
He is saved himself with his family by uttering the excellences of Govind,
(And) by performing service to Hari, (if) the name of the Lord be muttered.
Happiness and tranquillity are obtained from the perfect Guru, (says) Nanak.
1

Hie threeN afflictions are: ^11 U(If<J|4* (psychical or corporeal), ''flrfMHtfTPIS (physical or material) and
^ifM^HV^ (from the gods or fate).
2
? All the MSS. read: m|#fifaG^though the preposition ^ft Is hardly ever found connected with *TTV
in Sanskrit/
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The perfect (full) one never vacillates, (who) is made perfect by the Lord'himself.
Day by day he increases more, (says) Nanak, and does not decrease.
Paurh
^
f ^
The day of full moon. Full is the Lord alone, the powerful cause .of causes. f (
t
The Supreme Spirit, whose hand is above all, is merciful to the creatures.
Govind, the Guru, whose work takes effect, is rthe depository of (all} exc&llcnpes.
- ^
The Lord, the inward governor, is wise, inapprehensible and free fjcpni ^11 darkness.
The Supreme Brahm, the Lord, is knowing, every jiffair.
To the assistant of the saints and (their) refuge constantly reverence! [
(His) inexpressible tale is not comprehended, remember the feet of Hari!
I l l
He is saving the sinners, the friend of the friendless.
Nanak is in the asylum of the Lord.
#

XVII.

f

(His) pain is extinguished, (hisj doubt is gone, (who) has seized the asylum of Haq, the King
Hari
.V'wrl.
If one sing, if one hear, if one reflect (on them);
*If one teach (them), if one strengthen (them), heHs saved.
*
*
He cuts off his sins, he becomes pure, the filth of his life goes.
*
«re
f
In this and in the other world his face is bright, the Maya does not affect him.
He is intelligent, he is a Vaishnava, he is endowed with divine knowledge'and'affluents ** **
He is a hero, he is of noble family, by whom the Lord is adored.
I

I

v

I

The Khatri, the Brahman, the Sudra, the Vaisya and the Caudal are saved by remembering (Hari;
By whom his own Lord is known, his dust is Nanak.
I

GAURI; YAK; MAHALA IV.
Oml by the favour of the true Guru!*.

¥

>.

%

I.
The true Guru, the Supreme Spirit is merciful, to whom every one is approved.
With one andnthe same look he beholds (all), from the faith of the heart comes perfection.
In the true Guru is nectar, that highest.word of Hari, Hari.
Nanak (says): by mercy Hari is meditated upon, some (rare) disciple obtains (him).

T

r

SM ILj
I 4 *
/
Egotism and the Maya, all is poison, in the world (there is) 1 continually loss.
i
Gain is the wealth of Hari, it is acquired by the disciple by reflecting on the woixi (of the Guru).
poison, goes off by keeping the nectar
mercy.
Who are personally
the creator

i

•

RAG GAUFtf/Bf AH. IVi, VAR II—IV.
Paurl.
Thou art the,true Lord, thou art true, the true, true Lord 1
?
All (the creation) is meditating on thee, all (the creation) clings to thy feet.
Thy praise is beautiful and fine, byjwhomitis performed! him thou'makest pass across.
r
Toj the disciples thou art giving (this) fruit/ that they are absorbed in the true name.
O my great Lord, great sis thy grandeur!
•

^

?

,

*
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I
J

It.

Sldkl.
All other praising and all other speaking, besides the,name, is insipidity.
The fleshly-minded praise, (their) egotism, >their talk is egotism and selfishness.
(But those) who do not praise (him, i.e. Hari), they die, they are all consumed (by their) slander.
Humble Nanak (says): the disciples are saved muttering Hari, Hari, the supreme bliss.

Slak II.
?
0 true Guru, show (me^Hari thejLord, (that) I may meditate on the name of Hari in my mind!
9 $ x gjfNanak (says) : I will utter with (my) mouth the pure name of Hari, that is removing all pain.
11

Paurt.
Thou thyself art formless and void of all darkness, 0 King Hari!
By whom thou, the True one, art meditated upon with one mind, all their paints removed.
Thou hast no partner, who is brought near (to thee) and informed (by thee).
There is no donor like thyself, 0 pure one, thou art considered as true in my mind.
0 my true Lord, 0 True otte, true is (thy) name!

I
I

III.
•
Slob I.
In (thy) heart is the disease of egotism, by error thou art led astray, 0 fleshly-minded wicked man!
Nanak (says): remove thy disease by meeting with the true Guru and the pious, good men!
SIdk I I .
The heart and body of the disciple are imbued with love to Hari, the depository of (all) excellences.
Humble Nanak (says): him, who flees to the asylum of Hari, he unites (with himself), praise
to the Guru!
Pater J.
Thou*art the creator, the unattainable Supreme Spirit, with"whom art thou to be compared?
(If) one would be like thee, it would be told; thou artlike thyself (onlyV (thus) it is read.
I
2
Thou alone art existing in all creatures, to the disciple thou art manifest.
Thou art the true Lord of all,* thou art higher than all.
I
"What thou doest, that, 0 True one. will take place, then why should one grieve ?
•

IV.
By

Slok I.
*
1 have love to the beloved in heart and body; those who 'are attached (to the beloved) day and night:
(On them) bestow mercy, 0 Lord, the true Guru, that they may dwell in comfort! (says) humble
Nanak.
* The Lahore lithographed copy reads: VTfjJW* birt the MSS. (Nos. 2483 and 2484) read VlfU^lf
trhich we have followed in our translation.
9
VcNI s?Wf$ instead of Vd<^eT*ftt for the sake of the rhyme.
I
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MdL* II.
In whose heart there is love to the beloved, they will shine (at the gate) in proportion as they utter
(the name of the,beloved).
Nanak (says): Hari himself knows those, who entertain love to the beloved.
Pauri.
g
Thou art the creator, thou thyself art unerring and not subject to ((any) mistake.
What thou doest, 0 True one, that is good, by the word of the Guru thou makest comprehend (this).
Thou art the powerful cause of causes, there is none other.
Thou art the Lord, unattainable and merciful, all meditate on thee.
All creatures are thine and thou art every one's, thou deliverest all.
Yi

'

H

Slok I.
Hear, 0 sweetheart, the message of love, the eyes are attentively fixed (on thee.) !
(With whom) by the pleased Guru the sweetheart is joined, they'dwell in comfort, feays) humble
Nanak.
StOk I I .
The true Guru is bountiful and merciful, whose mercy is everlasting.
The true Guru is inwardly without enmity, that One Brahm he beholds (in) all.
1
Who entertain enmity with him, who is without enmity, of those no one remains.
The true Guru is seeking the best of all, how should evil come from him ?
As one desires a fruit from the true Guru, such a one he gets.
Nanak (says): the creator is knowing all, from whom nothing is hidden.
Pauri.
Whom the Lord makes great, him I consider as great.
1
Whom the Lord pleases, him he pardons, he is acceptable to the Lord.
If one offend him, he is a foolish ignorant man.
Whom the true Guru unites:(with himself ),<he utters (his) excellences and praises (his) qualities.
Nanak (says): he is perfectly true; who comprehends (him), is (absorbed in the True one.
VT.
Slok I.
Hari is true, devoid of all darkness and immortal, without fear, without enmity, without form.
By whom he is muttered with one mind and one thought, their burden of egotism goes off.
By which disciples Hari is adored, victory to those pious people!
*
If one slander the perfect true Guru, him the whole world curses.
In the true Guru,he himself is abiding, Hari himself is protecting him.
Blessed, blessed is he, who is singing the excellences of the Guru, to him (be) constantly reverence!
Nanak is a sacrifice to them, by whom the creator is muttered.
Slok IK
**
o
i
By himself the earth is created, by himself the sky.
**
By himself the creatures are produced in it, he himself gives the morsel into (their) mouth.
He himself is abiding (in) all, he himself is the depository onfall) qualities.
^j
Humble Nanak (says): meditate thou on the name, all sins are cut off by it!
1

H f e 3T5^ — V f e 'slkMi on account of the rhyme.

I
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Paurl.
Thou art the true Lord, the truth, truth is pleasing to the true one.
Who are praising thee as the'True one, near them the*, servant off Yama does not go.
Their faces are bright at the -gate, to whose heart the true Hari is pleasing.
The fatecf ones are thrownfback f in whose heart is falsehood and^hypocrisy, they incur great pain.
The faces of the false ones become black, the false ones become sweepings.
VII.

*

SM I.
The true Guru is the field of religious duties, as one sows on it, such a fruit he gets.
1
By the disciples of the Guru nectar is sown and*Hari givesdhem the fruit of nectar*
Their faces are bright in this and that world, at the true gate they receive from Hari a dress of
honour.
In the heart of some is falsehood, they practise continually falsehood; these,ias they sow, such a
fruit they will eat.
1
When the*true Gufru, the banker, will look closely at them, they will all be disclosed as counterfeit.
They get always such (a fruit) as they intend, they are such as they are sounded by God.*
1
Jn both worlds the Lord'himself abides, working continually he beholds all his proceedings.
Sldk II.
In him, who is directing his. mind on the One, the One is abiding, to whom he (the One) attaches
himself, he becomes acceptable.
Some one makes many words, (bnt) in whose house the thing is, he eats it.
"Without the true Guru the right knowledge is not obtained, egotism does not depart from within.
The selfish ones suffer the pain of hunger, they stretch out their hand and beg at every house.
Falsehood and deceit do not remain hidden, outward show and plating go off.
For whom it is written before, with him the true Guru, the Lord falls in.
, As when iron is brought in contact with the philosopher's stone, so one falling in with the society (of
the pious) becomes gold.
0 Lord of humble Nanak, thou art the Lord, as it pleases (thee), so thou makest (men) go.
By whom Hari is served in (their) heart, them Hari himself unites (with himself).
His qualities are communicated to them, who burn all their vices by means of the word (of the Guru).
(Their) vices are sold for straws, to whom»he gives, they obtain true (qualities).
r
(I am) a sacrifice to my own Guru, who has effaced (my) vices and, displayed (in me) virtues.
Great is the (grandeur of the great or \ the disciple sings (his) praise.
VIII.
\Sl6k I.
In the truecGuru is a great majesty; who daily meditates on the name of Hari, Hari:
He, uttering the name of Hari, Hari (gets) purity and control of the senses, by the name of Hari he
is satiated.
The name of Hari (is his) strength, the name of Hari (is his) tribunal, the name of Hari procures
his protection.
*
1

*nrnf = i_ ^ *Le, 'banker, money-changer.
* The sense is: they emit snch a sound as God makes them emit, just as a musical instrument gives
such a sound as the player desires.
I I
I
I I
I
55
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Who intently adores the shape (body) of the Guru, he gets the fruits his heart desires.
Who slanders the true perfeot Guru, him jthe creator will cause to be killed.
That time will not*again come intoihis hand, what heihas sownjhe tyill eat himself^
1
He is carried off to the horrible hell with a black face, as they put a neckjhalter on a* thief.
If he fall again on'the asylum of the true Guru, he is< saved, when he meditates on the name of
Hari, Hari. I
Nanak proclaims the words of Hari, thus he pleases Hari, the creator.

I

Slok II.

1

Who does not mind the order of the perfect Guru, he is self-willed, ignorant and robbed by the
Maya, the poison.
I n his heart" is falsehood, he is known as practising falsehood, * hopeless strifes are put on his neck
by God.
I
t K f * »
t f
j
j n
H e sells many words, but his words please no o n e /
H e wanders about in every house like an ill-fated woman j wbo comes in contact w&h him, to him
also (his) marks are communicated.
«
Who becomes a disciple, ho remains undefiled, (he fleams the side of that one jandjsits down at the
side of the Guru.
o r a
*• (
«
L
Who conceals his own Guru, he is [not a good man, 0 ye saints, by him profit and capital, all is lost.
I Nanak lets first hear the Shastras and the Yedas.
(But) the word of the perfect Guru comes (stands) above them.
T o the disciples of the GurU the grandeur of the perfect Guru pleases, the self-willed do not get this
opportunity.
»>
*
Pauri.

*

I

The perfectly True one is greater than all, he obtains him, whom the true Guru appoints.
H e is the true Guru, who is. meditating on the True one, the perfectly True one and the true Guru
are One.
*
H e is the true Guru, the divine male, by whom the five intoxicated ones are subdued.
Who without serving ftic true Guru adorfe their bwn'self^ ih^heiff is falsehood, fite upon ( t h e m ) !
(their) faces are dull.
••
1
What they speak docs not please any one, their faces are black by deviating from the true Giwu,

I
I

IX

-

Slok I.h . *

t

t

I
I

I

I The whole field belongs to Hari the Lord, by himself it is cultivated.
Pardoning the disciples he makes germinate (their field)j by the self-willed their stock (of seed) is lost.
Every one sows for his own advantage, that field is made to germinate, which is pleasing to Hari.
By the disciples of the Guru the nectar of Hari is sown, the nectar-name of Hari, as fruit they
obtain nectar.
Tama, the mouse, is constantly gnawing the field, by Hari the creator he is beaten and ejected.
The field comes forth and germinates, by Hari, who is bestowing heaps of corns, it is caused to
germinate.*
§
All their care and anxiety he removes, by whom the true Guru, the divine male, is meditated upon.
Humble Nanak (says) : i(by whom) the name is adored, he himself is saved and he saves (also) the
whole world.
fl

I
This Slok is written out by the Sikhs as a charm against mice, anil buried in small vessels on the four
corners of a
field.
I
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SM

fleshly
By night he is buried in sleep, all the nine' are remis^ in sleep.'
Op the head of the fleshly-minded is the order of (their) wives, the^ odiistantly lead theih astray.
The men, who are doing what they are told by their wives, are impure, foul and vile.
The man, who is given to lust, is an impure'man, he goes along agldng'hls wives.
*»•*
Who walks according to the bidding of the true Guru, he is a true and good man.
Women and men are all created by himself, the sport of Hari is performed in all.
AH thy work is very goodf (says) Nanak,
,
.
Patty*!*
T h o u art unconcerned (about anything^) a n d bottomless, h o w should t h e inestimable 6ne b e estimated?
T h e y a r e v e r y f o r t u n a t e , w h o a r e m e d i t a t i n g o n t h e e ( a n d ) w i t h V h o n i t h e h f t e G t i f u fells i n .
T h e w o r d of t h e t r u e G u r u is t r u e a n d beautiful, t h e w o r d of t h e G u r u is b r o u g h t about.
arc
broken down.
g else is in their heart a n d s o m e t h i n g else in their m o u t h , chattering about the M
poison, t h e y a r e - d y i n g i n grief.
X.

SUA I.
The service of the true Guru is pure, that man becomes pure, who performs service (tor the Guru).
2
In whose heart is hypocrisy and false change (of mind), they are separated by the True one,himself.
The true disciples sit at the side of the true Guru and pass their time.
There, the false ones are,not found in any good place.
To whom the word of the true Guru is not pleasing, their faces are dirty, they wander about blasted
by God.
In whose heart there is no love toiHari, Low long will those fhfflldy-nunded-opcs be caused to
take possession (of bodies) as>goblins?
Who meets with the true Guru, h
Humble Nanak (says) : pome the Guru
separated by himself.
SM I I ;
1

In whose heart there is meditation on the name of Hari, their affairs are put right by God. '
Their dependence on men ceases, Hari the Lord sits near them and takes their side.
(If) Hari is on (their) side, then every one is on (their) side, all who see (their) sight, applaud (them).
Wholesale merchant and king, ail arc made by Hari, all come and make supplication to (his) people.
The grandeur of the perfect Guru is great, by serving the great Hari inestimable happiness is
obtained.
By the perfect Guru the gift (of) the immovable Hari is given, (though) he always bestows, it
3
increases still more.
w
A calumniator cannot see (his) greatness, that one is consumed by the creator himself.
Humble Nanak utters the excellences of the creator, he is always protecting his votaries.

3

The nine are very likely the^q^Jfet,
TTTI M T^>» its meaning is unknown.
i.e. the store of the gift? of the Guru.
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Paufl.
Lord, unattainable and compassionate, very 1
one comes into mv sieht. thou art clever and
Love to the
Who direct
Nanak fsav

r

XL
Sidk I.
(If) first true love be not bestowed (on Hari), talking afterwards (of it) is of no use.
1
The helpless self-willed man wanders about halfway, how shall he obtain happiness by (mere) words ?
. In whose heart there is no love to the true Guru, he comes in falsehood and departs ib. falsehood.
If my Lord Hari, the creator, bestow mercy (on him), then the true Guru, the Supreme Brahm,
comes into (his) sight.
Then he drinks nectar, (when) the word of the Guru removes all his anxiety, care and error.
He remains always in joy day and night, humble Nanak (says): daybydayhesingstheexcellen OP of Hari.
Slok I I .
{
Who is called a disciple of the true Guru, he, rising early, meditates on the name.
He makes efforts early in the morning, he makes ablution, he bathes in the pond of nectar.
2
According to the instruction of the Guru he makes the Jap of Hari, Hari, and all his sins and
faults go off.
3
Again, when the day rises, he sings the Gur-banI, in sitting and rising he meditates on the name.
Who at every breath and morsel meditates on my Hari, Hari, he is a disciple of the Guru and
pleasing to the Guru.
To whom my Lord is merciful, that disciple of the Guru he lets hear the instruction of the Guru.
0
Humble Nanak asks for the dust of that disciple of the Guru, who himself mutters and make.
others mutter the name.
Paurl.
They are a few rare ones, who are meditating on thee, the True one.
Who in heart and mind are adoring the One, their abundance innumerable erores are eating*
All (the world) is meditating on thee, they are accepted, whom thou likest, 0 Lord!
?
'Who, without serving the true Guru, are eating and dressing themselves, they die, having died they
are reborn leprous.
Being present they speak sweetly, outside they emit poison from their mouth; (these) quarrelsome
and insincere people are separated by the Lord (from himself).
XII.

Stok I.
4

(Whose) tattered blue (of) black quilt isfilledwith filth and lice, those disaffected ones are driven away.
No one allows (one) to sit near (him) in the world, who has fallen into ordure; the'fleshly-minded
one comes having the very same filth applied (to himself).
i
1

The sense is: halfway between God and the world.
9
The Jap of Hari (the muttering: Hari, Hari t) as a devotional exercise.
8
The Our-hani is another devotional exercise, consisting of singing the praises of Hari.
4
The construction of this verse is very intricate; the Sikh Gran this could not give me any explanation of it*
%«iftf or %HVf has here a double meaning: disaffected (turning away their face.from the Guru) and (with
the verb \ffQdW) ** '«*** off or drive away (similarly: %fffcf S"McSi). The construction is : fsf?5 %*Tfcf7

I
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9

Who'for censoring and slandering others is sent off/(his) facie will be'blaclc there'also (in the other
world); Hn both (worlds) (the facd) of the disaffected onesfts black.
l on Turn (him) dut," (ta^it^s heard in the whble world, 0 brother J The disaffected servant is beaten
with shoes, being done up he rises and goes home.
."Further on he is'no more allowed to mix with societies and relatives, his wife and niece bring him
again home. |
This and the other world, both are lost,) in hunger and thirst he always cries
Blessed, blessed is the; Lord, the creator, the Supreme Spirit, who 'himself causes true justice to
be done.
Who slanders the perfect true Guru, ho is by the True one' killed and consumed.
1
This word is spoken by him, by whom the whole world is produced.
SM I I .
Whose master is naked and hungry, whence shall his servant get enough to eat ?
The thing, that is in the house of the master, comes into the hands of the servant, whence shall he

(th
That service is difficult, if one, having been served, asks again an account (from the servant).
Nanak'(says): serve thou Hari the Guru, whose sight is fruitful, no one wilLask again an account
(from thee).
Pauri.
Nanak\says): the saints reflect (on what) the four Vedas are saying.
What the devotees utter with their mouth, thosej words take effect.
I t is manifest, spread about and.known, all people.ate hearing i t ;
The foolish men, who are in enmity with the saints, obtain no happiness.
They desire their virtues, they are., burning in .selfishness.
What can those helpless ones do, when their own lot is bad ?
Who,are struckidown by that Supreme Brahm, they are destroyed by any one
The branches of a tree are drying up, that is cut* off by the root.
XIII.

t

Sidk I.
Who in his heart is meditating on Hari the Guru, his grandeur is great.
Guru, being pleased, it is given, it does not diminish a bit, though one try to

diminish it.
Guru, all the people, who chatter (against him), die.
ack by Hari the creator, by himself (the Guru's honour)
increased.
slanderer slanders (him\ it (i.e. the Guru's honour) increases continually more
Humble Nanak Csavs): bv whom Hari
Sldk I I .
2
Who keeps account with the true Guru, to him all this and that world is lost
He continually gnashes with his teeth, he emits foam, prating and prating he breaks down
1

T h e v e r s e is s a i d t o refer t o s o m e M a r v a h i K h a t r i s , w h o w e r e s e n t b y s o m e disaffected p e o p l e t o Dili!,
to complain of the Guru, a n d were thus turned out by the king. U n d e r the true G u r u he understands himself,
w h o in this a n d in the following verses pronounces his w h o l e w r a t h against his backbiters.
2

w

J|c53 cT^tt ho keeps account, Le. who closely watches his proceedings, which the Guru did not like
by any means.
I
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I

He makes always schemes for money and wealth, (but)this former property also fliestaway.
What does he gain, what does he eat, into whose^heart 3the pain of doubt has fallen ?
Who entertains; enmity with hiia, who is without enmity, he takes upon his head all the sins of
the world.
, He gets no entrance neither at the front nor back, in whose heart is calumny and in the-mouth
a mango.
If he stretches out his hand to gold, it closes upon ashes.
in
T
(But) if he come again to the asylum of the Guru, his former vices- are pardoned.
Humble Nanak (says): (by whom) daily the name is meditated upon, (his) blemishes and sins go
otf by the remembrance of Hari.
,
II
IP awl.
m

Thou art perfectly true, thou art above all, thou art the supreme authority.
I Who are meditating on thee the True one, who serve (thee) the True one, who put (their) hope on
(thee) the True onet
1
•^Ib^their) hea^t is'happiness, (their) faces are bright, they speak truth, thy strength, 0 True one,
(is in them).
Those disciples are devotees, by whom he is praised, \whoso*)flagis the true word (of Vie Guru).
(I am) always a sacrifice (to them), who are serving the perfectly True one.
XIV.
VSldk I.
Who are smitten by the perfect'true Guru Himself, they are now smitten by the true Guru.
1
Though it be much desired to unite them (with the society of the pious), the creator does not allow,
that they be united.
I
They get no entrance into the society of the pious, in the society they are inquired after by the Guru.
l
If one go and join them now, him the executioncr of Yama kills.
The false ones, who were cursed by the Guru Baba, *they were'also cursed by the Guru Angad.
The Guru in the third generation reflected: what is in the hand of these helpless ones?
By the Guru, that is anointed in the fourth generation, all slanderers and wicked people are saved.
If some son (of theirs), (becoming) a disciple, serve the true Guru, all his affairs are put right. I
He will obtain the fruit, he desires, having got sons, wealth and riches, Hari saves and unites (him
with himself).
#AU treasures are in the true Guru, into whose breast they were put by Hari.
He gets the perfect true Guru, on whose forehead this destiny is written.
Humble Nanak asks for the dust of those, .who are the beloved disciples and frie&ds of the Guru.

Stok II.
To whom he himself gives greatness, at their feet he himself also lays down the world.
3 Then one would be afraid, if anything would Jbe done by oneself, (but) in all the creator makes go
on his own skill.
Behold, O brother, this arena (=* the world) belongs to the beloved true Hari, who by his own power
makes all bow down (to his saints).
I Hari, the Lord protects his own devotees, the faces of the calumniators and wicked people he causes
to be blackened.
The greatness .of the true Guru increases always more. Hari himself causes constantly praise and
i devotion to bo made.
I
*
* • IRJ here = IJtf, happiness.

•

•»
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Mutter day by day the name, 0 ye disciples of the Guru U Hari the creator himself causes it to be
uttered by the mouth.
i
_
The faces of the disciples makes bright ithe beloved Hari, in the whole world he raises the cry:
victory to the .Guru!
t
Humble Nanak is the slave of Hari, Hari preserves the honour of the slaves of Hari.
xPauru
,f %H
„
in
Thou thyself art the true Lord, thou art our true wholesale merchant.
r
Make firm (in us) the
(Who) serve the True
servants, are .united (with him), by the word of the Guru
they are accomplished.
Thou, the true Lord, art inapprehensible, (but) by the word of the Guru thou makest (thyself ) known.
XV.

*

Sttk I.
1

In whose heart the "calumny of another is harboured, he will never do well.
No one heeds what he says, he cries continually standing in <a desert.
In whose heart there is backbiting (and who) becomes known as a backbiter, all his clever achievel
ments are lost.
Who always makes untrue backbiting of another, be cannot show his face, it has become black
£
In the Kali-yug the body is the field of actions, as one sows, such he will eat.
~
Justice is not administered by (mere) words; \by whom) poison is eaten, he dies at that very
moment.
1
Behold, 0 brother, the true justice of the creator! as one acts, io he receives.
r
1
To humble Nanak the whole right insight is given, he proclaims the affairs of the, gate of Hari. H
SUA II.
Who are separated (from Hari), (when) the Guru is present, they get no entrance at the gate
Hari).
turn
Who are cursed by the true Guru
without knowing what to do.
*
By whom their own Guru is concealed, they wander about sighing.
Their hunger nevertceases, they:constantly cry out in hunger.
No one hears what they say, they always die gradually.
They} cannot see the greatness of the true Guru, they get no pi aceJ
Who goes and joins them, who are smitten bv the true Guru.Cbv
is lost.
.
Who are cursed by the Guru, they (become) further on leprous; who joins such a one, him lie (the
Guru) makes take up (his) leprosy.
• Hari does not look on those, who apply their mind to another love.
What is decreed by the creator himself, against that there is no remedy.
Humble Nanak (says) : adore thou the name, nothing can come up to that!
2
The majesty of the name is great, and it is constantly more increasing.
1
8

The sense is: he proclaims what is going on at the gate of Hari.
\3^IvTt is a meaningless corruption (for the sake of the rhyme) instead of t)«f|(^> verbal adjective

rising; g ^ y^^[Qf

it is going on rising, increasing.
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ML

Slok I I I .

4

Who is appointed (Guruj by the Guru then being, the majesty of that man is great.*
To him all the world bows and falls down at his feet, his fame is spread in the world.
To him the (nine) regions and the universe pay reverence; on whose head the perfect Guru places
his hand, he (also) becomes perfect.
The majesty of the Guru becomes always greater, no one can come up to him.
Humble Nanak has been appointed (Guru)>by Hari the creator himself, that Lord! himself protects
(his) honour.
Pauri.
t
>
t
In the body is a boundless castle, in it are shops also.
The disciple, who carries on traffic, collects the substance of Hari.
*
The treasure of the name of Hari is purchased, diamonds and red corals.
Who are seeking wealth in another place besides,(their) body, they are fools and goblins.
1
Those foolish ones are > turned about in error, like a deer is led astray in brambles.
XVI.

i

.. i

Slok I.
Who slanders the perfect true Guru, he becomes distressed in the world.
The hell is horrible and a well of pain, he is seized and carried there.
No one hears his cries and screams, in distress he weeps.
He loses all, thisjand that world, profit and.capital, all is wasted*
He is made the ox of an oilman and yoked on by his early rising master.
| Hari sees and hears always everything, before him nothing is hidden.
What he sows, that hetreaps,jas one has sown before (in a former birth).
On whom the Lord bestows his own mercy, he washes the feet of the true Guru.
2
Folio wing,the Guru, the true Guru, he crosses over, as iron with wood.
Humble Nanak (says): meditate Hhou on the name! muttering Hari happiness is obtained by the
name of Hari.
tin »
Stak I I .
I f
Those female disciples are very fortunate, happy married women, with whom Harrthe king has met.
In their heart light is manifested, they are absorbed in the name, (says) Nanak.
Pauri.
m

This body is all virtue, in which the light of the True one is.
A jewel is hidden and concealed in iL some (rare) disciple and votary draws it*out, having searched

for i t
Whep the whole is known (as) the Supreme Being, then the One is contained (everywhere), the One
is lengthwise and crosswise.
The One is seen, the One is minded, the One is heard with the ears.
Humble Nanak (says): keep thou in mind the name and thy service is becoming perfectly true!

Xtll.
Slok I.
All relishes are in the heart of those, in whose mind Hari* dwells.
Those face8 are bright at*the threshold of Hari, all go to see them.
1

3T& « 3 & » |f&.

2

tf
•

T

^3tfgiHT is a meaningless alliteration instead of tffjf.
i
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By whom the name of the»fearless one is meditated upon, they have no fear.
Hari
the gate of Hari, in whose heart Hari
air familv. and after them thev release
Hari
SUA I I .
That ground becomes green, on which my true Guru sits.
Those creatures become flourishing, by which my true Guru is seen.
Blessed, blessed is the father, blessed, blessed the family, blessed, blessed the mother, by whom the
Guru is born.
r
Blessed, blessed is the Guru, by whom the name is adored; he himself crosses and he resoues them
(also), by whom he is seen.
1
0 Hari, mercifully join to me the true Guru, (that).humble Nanak may wash (his) feet!
Pauri.

The true Guru is the perfectly True one and immortal, by whom Hari is kept in (his) breast.
1
The true Guru is the perfectly True one, the Supreme Spirit, by whom lust and wrath, the baneful
thing, is destroyed.
When the perfect true Guru is seen, the mind is subdued within.
(I am) constantly a sacrifice to my own Guru, (I am) devoted (to him).
The discinle is victorious, the self-willed one is overcome.
XVIII.

1

SUih I.

I

With (whom) he (Hari) joins the true Guru out of mercy, (that) disciple will meditate on the name.
Who does that which wiU please the true Guru, (him) the perfect Guru will let dwell in (his) house.
In whose heart there is meditation on the name, all their fear he (the Guru) will remove.
For whose protection Hari himself stands up, what will all other machinations avail (against them) ?
Humble Nanak (says): meditate thou on the I name! in this and' that world Hari will rescue (thee)
Sldk II.
To the disciples of the Guru the greatness of the true Guru is pleasing.
1i
Hari preserves the honour of the "true Guru, it is continually increasing.
a
In the mind of the true Guru is the supreme Brahm, the supreme Brahm rescues him.
?
1
(Whose) strength and tribunal the true Guru is, to them Hari makes bow down the whole (world).
By whom my true Guru is seen and loved, all their sins he removes.
Those faces (will be) bright at the threshold"of Hari and much honoured.
Humble Nanak asks the dust of those, iwho are the disciples of the Guru and my brethren.
Paufl.
I utter and praise (his) qualities, true is thei greatness of the perfectly True one.
Who praises (him) is true, true is (his) praise, (but) none has got the (right) estimate of the True one.
Who have tasted the juice of the perfectly True one, they remain satiated.
Those are knowing the relish of Hari, as by a dumb one sweetness is eaten (but cannot be told);
1

The Aura It here, as so often elsewhere, perfectly Identified with the Supreme.
56
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JFrom the perfect Guru the fruition of, Harv the Lord, is obtained (and) congratulation is uttered in
1
the heart (in consequence thereof).
XIX.
Sldk I.
Within whom there are no wing sores, they know the pain thereof.
Who know pECari, (they know) the pangs of separation (from him), I am aiwt
Who join to me Hari my sweetheart* for them I roll (my) head on the grounc
Who perform the work offthe Guru, to,those disciples I anpi the.slave of s l a v e s j ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ ^ ^ ^ _
Who are steeped in the deep red colour of Hari, (their) body is filled with love to Hari.
Mercifully join Kanak (to tho Guru) L(niy) head is sold to the Guru.

I

Sldk II.

I

1

With vices my body is filled, how shallSt become pure, 0 ye saints?
*
By the disciple virtues are bought, he washes off the filth of egotism.
I
The True one he purchases with pleasure, the traffic of the True one is carried on {by him). 1
Loss does not befall him by any means, (to whom) that gain of Hari is pleasing.
I
Manak (says): by them the True one is purchased, for whom exactly it is decreed, (that) they
should obtain (him).
Paurl*
(Who) are praising the True one, (whojare) praising the perfectly True one, they arefcpure men.
In the heart of them, who serve the True one, the True one dwells, the perfectly true Hari is
r) protector.
j
I
By whom the True one is adored, they, having departed, are united with the True one.
I
By whom the perfectly True one is not served, those self-willed fools (become) goblins.
I
They are talking nonsense like those, who are intoxicated with liquor.
f

Slolc'l.;

mahalu I I I .

In the Gauyi Rag she has a gc
Who makes this her ornament
The
Manjith is very deep red
In very d<
Falsehood
deception.
They make false shows of greatness, who entertain love with falsehood.
says
Stok lliumahald

IV.

praise of Huri is made, in
with
(The sense is; who^has obtained from the Guru the fruition of Hari,-he congratulates himself in his own
heart. ifcScST signifies here: to receive the fruition of; 3jfcT V ^ is the Ablative: from.
* oJ^tWT ~ d3?T> a being a meaningless^ alliteration. ^ ^
AA
3
9JM9J—<*t»\*XT> a senseless corruption instead of dVfw*i{t JIWW> the slave of slaves = the lowest
slave. 'For the sake of the rhyme the words are often so disfigured, that they are hardly recognizable.
I

•
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Those men are blessed men, whojgive instruction and assistance to.others.
They confirm the name of Hari (in others), who proclaim the name of Hari: (for) by the nam- of
Hari the worldjjs saved,
t
Every one desires to see the "Guru, by the nine regions and the universe he is worshipped.
By thyself thy own self is put into the true Guru, by thyself the Guru is adorned.
Thou thyself £worshippest and causest the true Guru to be worshipped, 0 creator!
If one be separated from the true Guru* his face (becomes) black, he is smitten down by |5Lama;i
He gets no entrance neither in the future nor afterwards: (this) is reflected upon in their mind by
4
the disciples of the Guru.r
I
The people, who meet with the true Guru, are saved, by whom the name is remembered in their heart.
Ye, who are disciples and sons of humble KTinak, mutter Hun! Ilaii is sating you.
Sloh I I I . j mahahl I I I .
By egotism the world is led astray, by folly, worldly pursuits and passion.
(If) one meet with the true Guru, a look of favour is (cast upon him), but the self-willed one
isr in stark blindness.
t
Nanak (says): whom he himself (£<?, Hari) joins (to himself), he bestows love on the word (of the Guru).
Pauri.
He praises and magnifies the perfectly True one, whose heart is steeped in love (to Hari).
1
By whom the One is adored with one mind, their wall ( =body) is never tattered.
I Blessed, blessed are those men and applauded, by whom the true nectar is drunk with their tongue.
To whose mind the perfectly True one is pleasing, they arCf accepted at the true threshold.
Blessed, blessed is the birth of the lovers of truth, (their) faces (arc made) bright^ happiness is
enjoyed (by them).
XXI.
Sldk 1.; mahalu IV.
Tho Sfikats go and. bow before the Guru, (but) they are insinccro and false in their heart.
1
When the Guru says: rise, 0 my brother! they srt|down being crammed together (like) herons.
2
In the heart of the disciples of the Guru the true Guru abides/those who^are privileged (by God),
are selected (by the Guru).j
Those insincere (Sakats) hide before and afterrthcir face, they do not mingle (with the disciples).
• Theit food is not there, the rams go and acquire falsehood.
Though the Sakat be fed^ yet he necessarily disgorges poison from his mouth.
No fellowship should be made with any Sakat, they are smitten by the creator.
3
Whose this sport is, he makes and sees i t ; humble Nanak remembers the name.
I
SWc I I .
H
No one can come up to the true Guru, on whoso side the creator is.
The sword and coat of mail of the true Guru is the worship of Hari, by which death, the plague.
is destroyed.
i

HJRMtJ* •• "*JJ]£>* ari being a meaningless alliteration.
I
is explained by the Sikh Grantlus by "spy ;"k.lmt this is a mere guess. I ^corresponds to the
, one who is privileged (by God) on account of hi* merit*, etc. £5MC£ Td f stands for
San ski
(or rather <$Vk£V)> on account of the rhyme.
The sense is: tho whole world.is the sport of Hari, lie makes it and sees it.

4<fl
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Hari himself is the protector of the true Guru, after the tlrue Guru every one is saved by Hari.
Who excogitates mischief'against the perfect true Guru, he is smitten by the creator himself.
He is taken notice of at the threshold of the true Hari, (by whom) the unattainable* (Guru) is
reflected upon, (says) humble Nanak.
*
I I
Paurl.
By whom the True one is adored whilst being asleep, they utter the True oiie, when they rise.
Those disciples are scarce in the world, who utter the True one.
I am a sacrifice to those, who day by day utter the True one.
7
J
To whose mind and body the True one is pleasing, they go to the true * threshold.
1
Humble Nanak utters the true name, he always worships the perfectly True one.
*

XXII,
Slok I.; mahala IV.

*

What is sleeping, what is waking ? those, who are disciples, are acceptable.
•
By whom at every breath and morsel he (Hari) is not forgotten, they are perfect and most excellent men.
By destiny the true Guruiis obtained, (if) day by day meditation be made.
Their society I will hold fast, that I may obtain honour at the threshold,
2
(Who) in sleeping utter: vah, vah J and,(who) also in rising say i. vah, vah!
Nanak (says): .their faces (are) bright, who, when rising (from sleep), continually remember (him).
SldkU.i

mahala IV.

&
r

(If) one's own true Guru be sen ?d, the boundless name is obtained.
Those, who are drowning in the water of existence, Hari draws out, the bountiful Hari 'bestows
a
gifts (upon them).
3
Blessed, blessed is that wholesale merchant, who deals in the name.
The disciples, the retail-dealers, who come, he ferries across by means of the word.
Humble Nanak (says): on .whom mercy is bestowed, they serve the creator.
Pauri.
Those men aredevoteea of the perfectly True one, by whom.the perfectly True, one is adored. »
The disciples, who seek him, find the True one in their heart.
4*
By whom the true Lord is served, they subdue and overcomeideath, the plague.
^ L
4
The perfectly True one is greater than all,f who serve the True one are united with the True, one.
Praise to the perfectly*True one! serving the perfectly True one they gain their end. f r
m

I

XXIII.
• Sldk I.; mahala IV.

^

The self-willed one is a foolish creature, being destitute of the name he goes astray.
e r»
Without the Guru the (human) mind does not become fixed, again and again (man) falls into
the womb.
(If) Hari, the Lord, himself become merciful (to one), then the true Guru is met with.
Humble Nanak (says): praise thou the name and the pain of birth and death will go!
After the true Guru, t.e.'following the true Guru.
*
1
%
Vah, vah (supply i Guru /).
The 4||%J is here the Guru.
«
1
3
VJMlfTOfT « <J7^far*TJWf), flJlNT being a meaningless alliteration ; similarly: iWtfM'HT *?^-

I
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Slok I I . ; mahala IV.
1 will praise my own G uru 'in many ways with affection!
Having brought about an intimacy (with the Guru) I keep my mind attached to the true Giiru.
Applying" my mind to the beloved Hari my ^tongue cannot get enough In praising (him).
Nanak has a hunger after the name in his* heart, having drunk the juice of Hari his heart becomes
satiated.
'*
Pauri.
The perfectly True one is known (from'his) power, by whom day and night is made.
He is true, who is always praising (him), the greatness of the True one is true.
"Who is praising (him) is true (and his) praise (also) is true, (but) the estimate- of the True one no
one has obtained.
(
1
When the perfect true 'Gurti is met with, then he (Hari) is present and comes into sight.
By whomHhe True one is praised, all the hunger of those disciples is done awaj*.
1

%

a

XXIV.
Slok I . ; mahala IV.

Searching my heart and body I found that Lord in seeking.
I obtained the Guru as intercessor, by whom the Lord Hari was joined to me.
Slok I I . ; mahala III.
Who is relying on the Maya is very blind and deaf.
He does not hear the word (of the Guru) and is much wandering about.
To the disciple it is known by devoutly meditating on the word.
'
Having heard the name of Hari he minds it, and is absorbed in the name of Hari.
What pleases him, that he does being caused to do it.
Nanak (says): the musical instrument emits a sound being caused to Bound.

I

Pauri.
Thou, 0 creator,'art knowing everything which is going on within the creatures.
I
Thou, 0 creator, art thyself inestimable, (but) the whole world< is estimated (by thee)*
I
Whatever exists is made by thee, allis^thy work*
7
I
Thou alone art existing in every creature, true, 0 Lord, is thy work.}
I
Who have met with the true Guru, they are united with Hari, there is no confidence (on the part of
Hari) on any one else.
I
f
t
{
«
XXV/
i
Slok I.; mahala IY.
This mind should be kept fast, 0 disciple, the thought should be directed (on him)!
How should he at any breath and morsel be forgotten, (who) in sitting and rising is always
(with thee)?
• i
r
Anxiety about death and life is gone, this body is in the power of the Lord ^Ilari.
^
As it pleases (thee), so keep (me), bestow the name on humble Nanak!
I

ma

• ' • i'mlj
^ffl* *"-> hd& H L
The conceited self-willed man [does not know the palace (of Hari), one moment he is before, one
moment he is behind.
(Though) he be always called, he does not come to the palace, how shall ho be accomplished at the
threshold (of Hari)?
t i
> 'j
i
,
rt
|
Some rare one know© the palace of the true Guru and always joiris his'hands (itt supplication).
|
fQn whom) my Hari bestows his own mercy, (him) he causes to return (to his palace), (says) Nanak.
•

i
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Paurl.
The performance of that service is fruitful, by means of which the mind of the true Guru is won over.
r
When the mind of the true Guru is won over, then sins and blemishes are destroyed.
The disciples hear with their ears the instruction, that is given by the true Guru.
By whom the will of the true Guru is minded, to them a fourfold colour is applied.
This is only the course of the disciples, that having heard the initiatory mantra of the Guru their
hearts are imbued with love.
XXVI.
Slok 1.; mahald III.
Who conceals his own Guru, he gets no place nor spot.
*
Both, this and that world, arejlost, he gets no place at the threshold (of Hari).
That opportunity,does not come tojband, that he may again cling to*the feet of the true Guru.
He is dropped from the account of the true Guru, in pain he passes his time.
The true Guru,fthe Supreme Spirit, is without enmity, whom he takes himself, (him) he applies (to
his service).
Nanak (says): to whom he shows his sight, them he,rescues at the threshold (of Hari).
Slok I I . ; mahald I I I .
The self-willed one is ignorant, foolish and conceited.
In his heart is wrath, in gambling his intelligence is lost.
He is given to falsehood and sins.
What does he hear, what does he speak and tell ?
Blind and deaf he falls into a well going astray.
The self-willed one comes and goes blind.
Without joining the true,Guru he is not accepted*
Nanak (says): what is written before, that he earns.
Paurl.
Whose
There the True one is abiding, (but) the heart of the false ones is gloomy.

they
the false ones.
Falsehood does not mingle with the true ones, let one see and ascertain this!
The false ones mingle with the false ones, (whereas) the truthful disciples sit with the true Guru
I

XXVII.

I

Slok I . ; mahald V.
He himself making efforts kills the remaining slanderers.
The assistant of the saints, 0 Nanak, is everywhere present.
,

Slok I I . ; mahald V.

They are thoroughly gone astray, thoroughly, where will they put their hands ?
Even by him they are destroyed, 0 Nanak, who is the powerful cause of causes.
Paurh
w•

Taking,nooscs they g9 at night-time, (but) the Lord knows the creatures.
They look at another's wife, hiding themselves in a place.
They break holes in the wallj(of a house) in un uneven place, they enjoyssweet liquor
a
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{But) they themselves will repent of their own works.
!
The angel Ajrail will press (them like) sesam seed in an oil-press.
XXVIII.

t

SIdk I . ; mahald Y.
The servants of the true wholesale merchant are approved of.
Who scire another, 0 Nanak, >those fools are consuraecraiui die.
SIdk I I . ; mahald V.
4

The destinyj fthat has been written by the Lord himself, cannot be effaced.
The name of Ram is wealth and capital, (on that) meditate always, 0 Nanak!
JPaurh
m

(To whom) Narayan has put a stumbling-block,^where willihe put his foot ?
Whotis committing countless sins, he tastes continually poison*
Who is calumniating (others) is consumed and dies, he burns in his body.
Who is smitten down by the true Lord, who willjprotecfejhim ?
Nanak has fled to the asylum of hita, who is the inapprehensible Supreme Spirit
XXIX.
SIdk I . ; mahald \ ,
The terrible hell, (in which there are) many tortures, is the place for the ungrateful.
Who arc smitten down by.thatXord, OjXanak, they, being refused, die^
i

\Slok I I . ; mahald V.

All remedies are applied by him (i.e. the slanderer), (but) there is no*medicine for the slanderer.
(Whom) the Lord himself leads astray, 0 Nanak, he is consumed and falls (again) into the womb.
Paurl; mahald V.

t

The perfect true Guru being pleased gives the true inexhaustible wealth of Hari.
f
AU cares are effaced (thereby), the fear of Yam a ceases.
:
Lust, wrath (and all) wickedness are destroyed In the society of the pious.
Who are serving another besides the True one, they will die hip-broken.
On Nanak the Guru has bestowed communion with the name.

?

*Slok I . ; mahald TV.
He is not an ascetic, (who) is covetous in his heart, the deceitful one wanders about for the sake
of the Maya.
First, being catted, he does not take the alms of the pious one, afterwards repenting, the ascetic comes
3
and places him in the hell of the childless.
All the righteous people begin to laugh, that the ascetic is overcome by greediness and worldly desires.
Where lie sees little wealth, there the ascetic does not go near, by keeping nis look on much wealth
the ascetic loses his sanctity.
I
0 brother, this4s no ascetic, he is a heron, thus the pious people think.
rt, a n c l

* *Hrr<rnn**> (jJViic) « s °f death.
^ ^ 0 0f^J

2

*

The sense is: the ascetic does not^at first take the alms offered by a pious man, afterwards repenting of
it he curses him and places him in the hell of the childless (143*1 the hell, destined for the childless).
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The ascetic, who slanders the pious people, he is smitten down hy God on^accountjOf this fault,
(though) he may he praised hy the world.
i
Behold, hy the slander of the great (pious) people all the fruit, which the ascetic had acquired, is
x
gone, destroyed by the ascetic (himself)!
Outside he sits amongst the pious and is called an ascetic.
I
%
(But when) he sits inside (the house), he commits'sin.
Hari manifests and shows (his) inward sin to The pious.
I
Dharm-Rae says to the servants of Yama: seize and put this ascetic there, where xhe great murderers are!
No one has further any connexion with this ascetic, he is cursed by the true Guru.
"What is going on at the gate of Hari, that Nanak tells ;| ha comprehend* it, who is fitted for i t by God.
Slok I I . ; mahald IV.

*

By the devotion of Hari, Hari is adored; the greatness of Hari,
The praise of Hari the devotees are always singing j! the name of Hari is bestowing happiness (on them).
On the devotees of Hari the greatness of the name is always bestowed and it 'becomes always greater.
The devotees of Hari are placed firmly in (their) houses, he preserves their honour.
Hari will ask account from (theif) slanderers, he will punish them severely.
•• <
As the slanderers are acting in their own heart, such a fruit they obtain.
'
What is done within (the heart) will at last become manifest, though lone do it sitting within the

earth.
Humble Nanak is happy having seen the greatness of Hffri.
Pauri.
Hari himself is the protector of his devotees, what can the sinner do (against them) ?
The foolish conceited man practises conceit, he eats poison and dies.
Pew are the days (of life), as a ripe field is cut down.
As the works are, they are practising, such will be their reward.
of humble Nanak is great

I I

XXXI
Slok I . ; mahaid IV.
The fleshly-minded one is thoroughly misled, (he lives) in greediness, covetousness, and
Quarrelling day by day he passes his time, he dobs not reflect ou the word, of the Guru
taken
gnorance
Nanak (says): breaking off connexion with the fleshly-minded is best, who entertain fondness and
affection for the Maya.
Slok I . ; mahald IV.
Who
transmigrat
happiness.
They practise falsehood and .utter falsehood, clinging to falsehood they become stupid.
i
w

The readings in this verse differ considerably, as its sense was no longer understood. The MS.
2483) reads: f X ^ i STT f ^ W . which gives no sense whatever; the MS. (No. 2484) reads: V/RJ

MWY sft faVvx §v

We
r

* R T n j 3 ¥ t «ft f<Wl S7T %V ftr 3 1 } 25 TO 353TT; OTT onusf be joined to
f^T == "^t STT <$w tt<*rt. But the whole verse'ifcln itself very intricate and clumsy.
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Fondness for the Maya is all pain, in pain they are destroyed, in pain they will weep.
Nanak (says): no union is possible between world liness and .devout meditation, though everyone
desire it.
Who have got religious mcrits^n their bag, they obtain happiness by the word of the Guru.
Paurl; mahald V.
O Nnnak, the saintly Munis state it and the four Yedas tell i t :
(That)'the words, which the devotees utter with their mouth, take ieffect.
They are manifest and known in the world and all people are hearing (them):
The foolish men, who are in enmity with the saints, obtain no happiness.
They desire their virtues, they are burning in selfishness.
What can those helpless:people do, when their very lot is bad ?
Who are smitten by that Supreme Brahm, they are destroyed by anybody.
God), they are justly consumed
Who
r
Who are cursed by the Saint («= the Guru), they wander about perplexed
The branches Qf a tree, that is cut off at the very root, are getting dry. '"
I

XXXII.

I

Sldk I . ; mahald V.

By Guru Nanak the name 6f Hari, who is able to break and to make, was made firm
0 friend, remember thou always the Lord,, and thy pain goes off.
Sldk I I . ; mahald V.
The hungry one knows no modesty, he is shameless and abusive.
H
srran

t

s
1
Pauri.

As the works are, which one is doing, such are the fruits.
Who grind (between their teeth) hot iron, they.are bruised in their gullet.
That messenger (of Yama) throws a neck-rope (on them) and marches (them off) (according to
their) works.
v
8
No hope (of theirs) is fulfilled, (who) are continually taking up another's filth.
I The ungrateful ones, who do not acknowledge the work (done to them), are wandering about in
(different) wombs.
I All (their) firmness is exhausted by him {i.e. Hari), (their) support is taken away by him.
(Who) does not let the quarrel drop, he Hs taken away by the creator.
I
Whoever are practising conceit, they fall down to the ground.
I
XXXIII,
Sldk I . ; viahold. I I I .
The disciple gets divine knowledge, discrimination and wisdom. I
I
He sings the excellences of Hari in his heart, stringingc(thom) into a necklace.
He is reflecting on the holy, pure and high (Supreme Being).
Who meets with him, him he brings across ( saves).
(In whose) heart a desire after the nametof Hari is contained:
1

This Paurl is extremely intricate and confused, the manuscripts differing also in consequence thereof
very much in their readings.
2
up another's filth = to slander him.
VdM& RJ3AT
57
mm

. a

•
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He gets great glory at the gate of Ilari, most excellent is (his) speech.
"Whichever man hears (it), he becomes happy.
N"anak (says) : by joining the Guru the wenlth and goods of the name are obtained.
SlOk I I . ; mahald^ IV.
No information is obtained about the heart of the true Guru, what pleases the perfect true Guru.
Within the disciples of the Guru the trueiGuru dwells; who likes the disciples, he comes into the
good graces of the Guru.
(Who)? dottherwork, which the true Quni commands, (who) practise that silent repetition (of the
name), the service of (those) disciples the True one approves.
Who desires, that work-should be done by the disciples,of the Guru without the order of the true
Guru, him the disciple of the Guru does not approach again.
If one put his life before the Guru, the true Guru, Defore him the disciples of the Guru do work.
Who comes nith deceit and goes with deceit, him the disciple of the Guru docs by no means approach.
Nanak proclaims the decision of Brahm : who causes a work to be done (by the disciptes) without
ll>
the mind of the true Guru being won over, that creature will incur great pain. • ™ W " ^
f J
j
Panri.
Thou art thejtrue Lord, veryjgrcat, likethyself thou (only) art great.
Whom thou united £with thyself), he is united with thee t wihoni ^hou thyself pardoncst, J(his)
account thou droppest. ]tt
WHtmtem
Whom thou thyself art uniting (with thyself), he serves the true Guru, his mind becomes firmlylfixed.
Thou art the true Lord, thou art true : soul, body, skin, bones, all is thine.
As it pleaees thee, sojkeep (me), 0 True one I in (my) heart I trust in thee, 0 great one!

^ • 1

I

GAURI KI VAR; J MAHALA V . F

T

^

To be sung after the tune of the Var of Rae Karaald! and Mojdi
I

ti

Om! by the favour of [the true t Guru! ^

i

1.1XXXIV.
Slok I. il mahald V,
The man, who mutters the name of Hari, Hari, he is approved of.
I am a sacrifice to that man, by whom is adored the Lord, who enjoys perfect bliss.
(His) pain of regeneration and death is cifcoff, (who) has met with Hari, the all-wiso Supreme Spirit.
1
In the society of the saints ho crosses the ocean (of existence), the true one is saved, (says) humble Nanak.
SI Ok IIL
Rising early, 0 guest, come to my house! *ti t £ md *M I u H l ( •aao*fl#oju* * j « *
I wash his feet, who has always in his mind andfoodylove (tofHari).
ij
(Who) hears the name, (who) collects the name, (who) dovoutly meditates on the name
(His) house and property, all become pure, ho sings the excellences of Hari. •*
The name of Hari a very fortunate trafficker obtains, 0 Nfmakf
| ifli
^fefitf
i

TOT 3TS- | ' t i*]p<Tlinpspiottor M tako liore 5TH asfp. past. (Sands. ^nUT^- saved;\lnxt the words
might also be translated : f ti ucf(is his) salvation," STTCJ being^taken as substantive.

• •

l
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c

Paurt.
*
What pleases thee, that is good, true is*thy decree.
* t t
1
w
J
J
Thou alone art abiding in all, m all thou art contained .
*
'
In eve*y place (thou art) continually contained, (thou art) pervading the creatures.
Who joins the society of the pious, by him thou art obtained, if he mind the will of the True one.
Nanak has fled to the asylum of the Lord, he is continually a sacrifice (to him).
II.

XXXV.

SIdk I . ; mahalu Y.
When I remind thee, then mind it: he is the true.Lord and master.
f
m
Nanak (says): who serves the true Guru and ascends the boat,.he crosses the water of existence.
SIdk J L ; mahalu V.
The fool in his pride puts on clothes of wind. n
Nanak (says): they do not go wjth him, being Jburnt they become ashes.
Paurl.

f

* i

IT

Those are «aved*in the world, who are preserved by Himself
*
By seeing the face of those, who*have tasted the nectar of Hari, one lives.
Lust, wrath," covetousncss, spiritual blindness are devoured in the society of the pious.
By the Lord Hari himself, bestowing his own mercy (ou them), they are tested.
Nanak (says): his proceedings are not known, none can perceive them.
f

\

III.

XXXVI.

SIdk I . ; mahalu V.
Nanak (says): that day is pleasant, in which the Lord comes into (one's) mind.
On which day the Supreme Brahm is forgotten, cursed is (then even) an agreeable season.

f

SIdk II. : t mahalu V.
Nanak entertains friendship]with him, in whose hand everything is.
Those are called.bad friends, who do not go with.(one) one step.
Paurl.
i
a
The nectar-name is a hidden treasure, come, 0 brother, and drink it!
By the remembrance of which happiness is obtained and all thirst is quenched.
Serve the Supreme Brahm, the Guru, and no hunger will remain!
All desires are obtained, freedom from death is gotten.
Like thyself thou (only) art; Nanak has fled to the asylum of the [Supreme Brahm.
*IV. XXXVII.
SIdk I . ; mahalu V.

*
I

I have looked in every spot, no place is vacant (of him).
Nanak (says): they have obtained their object, with whom the true Guru has met.
SIdk I I . ; mahald V.
As a flash of lightning in the sky, so is the world passing away.
That thing is becoming, (says) Nanak, (if) one is muttering the name of that Lord..
Pauri.
No one, having searched the Smriti and allthe Shastras, has found out (his) estimate. 1
Who falls in with the pious, .that man enjoys the pleasure of Hari.
jf

I
H

JfaAp GAURI, MAH. V., VAR V—VII. (XXXVIII.—XL.)
The true name is the creator, the Supreme Spirit, this is a mine of jewels
On whose forehead this is written, that man remembers Hari.
May the true name be given as viaticum to Nanak, (thyV guest!
u

it

V. XXX VII J.
Slok I . j mahald V.

In (his^heart (is) anxiety, dry (are his) eyes, hunger does not all go off.
0 Nanak, without the true name the pain of no one has gone off.
Slok I I . j mahald Y.
Those caravans are plundered, which did not lade the True one.
Nanak (says): those-are doing well, by which, joining the Guru, the One is known
Pattrt,
Where the pious are sitting, that place is beautiful.
Those serve their own powerful (Lord), all evil is done away.
and
11
1
Compassionate to thy devotees, ' this is thy practice, that is going on through all
Natak asks for the One name, that is pleasing to his mind and body.
•

VI.

XXXIX.
Slok I.

The sparrow chirps at the dawn of day, many waves flow on .*
(With their) wonderful form the saints are not enraptured, the delight of Nanak is iu the name
I
Slok I I . ; mahald V.
House and mansion and pleasures are there, where thou eomest into (one's) mind.
All the grandeurs of the world, (says) Nanak,'are bad friends.
I I
Pauri.
The wealth of Hari is true capital, but known by few.
1
He obtains it, 0 brothers, to whom the disposer (of all) gives it.
That man is flourishing in heart and body, who is steeped in the colour of Hari.
(By whom) in the society of the pious his excellences are sung, he is devouring all his sins.
Nanak (says): he lives, who has known the One.
*
VII. ;XL.
Slok I . ; mahald V.
fruits
and separation from the Lord/take place) by the knot
Sl&k I I .
i forflfefttinflrfhimV thev.die. (butVthev cannot bv anv
paling
Pauri.
I have heard, that the eternal Lord alone is the depository of happiness.
I t is said, that Hari is present in water, land, on the surface of the earth and in every creature
i

, Voc. Plur. (properly* a Sindlif Plor. *JT3T» brothers).

W?ft, *Ji
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High and low, worms and elephants! all are alike made (by him). I
II
I I
Friends, companions, sons, relations are produced (by him).
g
i• I
I Nanak (says): to whom he, being pleased, gives the name, he enjoys the pleasure of Hari.
^

VIII. X t t
8l6k I. \ mahala Vt

I

•

w

it*

•T *

"Who, minding the mantra (of the Guru), do not forget the name of Hari at every breath and morsel:
Those are blessed, 0 Kanak, those are perfect saints.
'Slti&H.} mahald V.
The eight watches he wanders about in intense pain (oaused by) eating.
&
How* shall he be prevented from falling into hell* when the messenger (of God) does not come into
his mind ?
, Pauri.
jr ^
*
4
I Cling to him, 0 man, in whose skirt isfthe name!
{
Here thou wilt remain happy and further on it (the name) will go with thee.
I
Build a house of true religion, fix firmly all the posts!
1
Seize the asylum of NarayanT*in that and*this world he supports (thee).
1
Nanak (says): by whom the feet of Hari are seized, him he receites at the threshold.
IX.

k

XLIL

The beggar asks for a gift, give it (me), 0 beloved!
The beautiful donor is always kept in my mind.
I
His inestimable store-rooms can by no means be exhausted.
I
Nanak (says): the word (of the Guru) is inexhaustible, everything is accomplished by it.

I
I
I

Sldk I I . ; mahala V.
O disciples, by love to the word (of the Guru) regeneration and death are stopped.
Their faces are always bright and happy, (says) Nanak, who are remembering the One.
r

Tauri.
There nectar is distributed, (where one) is happy at the work of Hari.
He is not put into the road of Yama, he is not dying again.
"Who has conceived love and affection (for Hari), him he is joining (to himself).
If the pious people are uttering the words (of rthe Guru), theifountains of nectar flow.
Seeing (their) sight Nanak*lives, he holds it fast in his mind.
tXl

XLIII.

f

I

§
i

Sldk I . ; mahala V.
By serving the true, perfect Guru pain is destroyed.
0 Kanak, by adoring the name the business^of human life) is put right.
I H
Sldk I I . ; mahala V.
*
4
By whose remembrance distress goes off, and joy, welfare ftnd res^(come),
0 Nanak, (that) Hari should always be muttered, not a moment (his) name should be forgotten!
1

<R|W» J •**«,* messenger (of God), here = the Gum.

f
•

a
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Paurt.

How shall I estimate their glory, who^have obtained Hari ?
Who falls on the asylum of the pious, that bound man is set free*
Who sings the excellences of the Eternal one, he is not rendered miserable in the womb. I
1
(With whom) the Guru meets, he, uttering and comprehending the Supreme Brahm Hari, is satisfied.
KSnak (says): that unattainable, unfathomable Lord Hari is obtained (by him).
XI.

XLIV.

Slok I . ; mahald V.
2

(He) does not do his own business (and) wanders about in the world (like) a whirlwind.
jNanak (says): by forgetting the name what happiness will accrue (toshim) ?

Slok II.

*

The bitterness of poison adheres to the whole world.
Humble Nanak has pome to this decision, that the name of Hari (alone) is sweet.
Paurh
This is the sign of the pious one, meeting with whom one crosses.
The servant of Tama does not go near him, he does not die again.
The ocean of existence, the world, the poison, he,gets safely through.
He strings together the excellences of Hari, the wealth of Hari is in his heart, he clears away
all filth.
Nanak (says): he remains united with the beloved Supreme Brahm, the divine male Hari.
XII.
•

XLV.

Slok J..; mahald V.

Nanak*(says): those are approved of, in whose mind Hari dwells.
Words of little affection are of no use, 0 friend 1
Slok I I . ; mahald V.
The Supreme Brahm, the omnipresent, unattainable, wonderful Lord has come into (my) sight.
Nanak has made the name of Bam (his) wealth by the favour of the perfect Guru.
*
Pauri.
Deceit does not avail against the Lord, by greediness and spiritual blindness they are ruined.
,(Who) do* good works (but) are fallen asleep by the intoxication of the Maya:
They are again and again made to wander about in the womb, they are thrown into the road of Yania.
3
They get their own deeds, they are involved in pain.
4
Nanak (says): by forgetting the name they sink into every evil.

xLvi;.

XIII.

Slok I.; mahald V. t
In rising, sitting and sleeping that (name) is happiness.
Nanak (says): by praising the name mind and body become tranquil.
1
8

•

*WMl =* Sagsk. 9 f l .
8
1J3T* Sansk* TTOIN

2
4

Wf^jl — Sansk. ^ i q ^ , s.m. whirlwind.
tgscvj tMi.tfto sink into.

t
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81 Ok I I . ; mahala V.
Whofts absorbed in covetousness, wanders always about without gaining at all his end.
With whom the Guru falls in, 0 Nanak, in«his mind£(that Hari) dwells.
i

Panrl.
*
All things are bitter, the name of the'True one is sweet.
r
To .those people of Hari it is sweet, who, beingf pious, taste it.
* * **•
For whom it is decreed by the Supreme Brahm, in his heart he dwells.
!
(In whom) the One Supreme Being^is contained, (his) second love is cut*off.
$
Nanak joining (his) hands asks for Hari; the Lord, being pleased, gives (this gift to him).
i

XIV.

XLVII.

-

w

^

m

i
SloktI.; mahala V.
$ ej* ^<j
That begging is the best, which asks for the One.
§^ | j \
. e
Other words, which have not the Lord for their object, are useless, 0 Nanak ! i
*c
SIdk II.l; mahala V.
V -A I
:,(• * ) t f t » l
A heart pierced with love (and) knowing (God) is rare.
(Whom) the saint (»the Guru) is uniting (with God), (to him) the road (becomes) smooth.
•

Paurh
' \i '
Serve him, 0 soul, who is liberal and bountiful!
4
^
All sins are destroyed by remembering Govind.
;>V ^*:
The way of Hari is shown by the pious, (if) the mantra of the Guru beimuttered.
All the pleasures of the Maya are insipid (to him, to whom) Hari is pleasing in (his) mind.
Meditate, 0 Nanak, on the Lord, by whom life is given!
i

XV. XLVIII.

f

SIdk jl.; tnahaldi V.
The right time for sowing the true name hasicome; what one sows, that he will eat
He gets it (the name), 0 Nanak, for whom it is decreed.
1
SIdk II. i mahala V.
He is asking for the only True one, to whom he himself, being pleased, gives fit).
Nanak (asks) for (that) gift of the Lord,-by the eating of which the mind is satiated
Pauri.
I
They acquire profit in the world, whose wealth and capital Hari is.
They do not know another love, theiMrust is in the True one.
The One immovable is laid hold of (by them), every'other thing is passing away.
Who forgets the Supreme Brahm, Jhis breath is useless.
Nanak will be a sacrifice to that man, - who keeps him pressed'to his nec&.
XVI.

XLIX.

SIdk 1.; mahalU V.
The Supreme Brahm has given the order and rain has fallen with-natural ease
Much corn and grain is produced, the earth, is filled and abundantly satiated.
(Who) always recites his excellences, the pain of his poverty passes away.
What is written before, J that is obtained and found by his order.
0 Nanak, meditate on that Lord, by whom thou host been vivified!

^
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Slok Ilk; mahald V.
The One life-giving ground of eternal' bliss should be remembered!
9
There is no other place, in which wise should one become tranquil
I have seen the whole world, there is no happinessvwithout the nani
Body and property will become' ashes, asjeverybody knows.
Complexion and enjoyment are worthless/ what will the creature do ?
Whom he himself leads astray,jhe does not know the7trick.
Who are imbued with Jove^to the blissful (Supreme), they sing the True one.
Nanaki(saye): * those, who are at the gate of thy asylum, please thee.
x

.

Paurt.
0

Kegeneration and death do not happen to them, who cling to the skirt of Hari.
They become approved of whilst living/who are intent on the praise of Hari.
Who have obtained the society of the pious, they are very fortunate.
Woe to the life, in which the name is forgotten !*ra# threads break.
*
1
Nanak (says): the dust of the pious is purifying (equally to) Lakhs and Crores of Prags.
XVII.

L.

Slok B I.; mahald V.
(Like)tthe golden earth, studded with gems of grass, (is) a man, (in whose) mind the love of Hari
dwells.
All his affairs become\easy, (says) Nanak, (if) the Guru, the trueiGuru, is pleased.
I

*

l

Slok I I . ; mahald "V.

(The 111 or kite) is wandering about in the ten directions, (on) water, mountain and forest*
Where a corpse is seen, there the 111 goes and sits down (on it).
Pauri.
1

Who desires the fruit of all comfort, he should acquire I the True one.
He should see the Supreme Brahm (as being) near him, he should meditate onthe One name
Having become the dust of all he is united with Hari.
If he give no pain to any creature, he will go with honour to the house (of Hari).
Nanak proclaims the Supreme Spirit, that is purifying the sinners.
XVIII.

LI.

Slok I . ; mahald V.
The One, whom I have made my friend, is versed in every ingenuity.
My life is sacrificed to Hari, (my) heart and body are,his property.*
1

Stdk I I . ; mahald V.

If thou seizest (my) hand, 0 beloved, I will not;give thee up by any means
Those, who give up Hari, are wicked men, they fall into the pain of hell.
TRTTTf the modern Ilahabad, at the confluence of the Ganges and Jamna with the supposed
i) addition of the Sarasvatl; thence called also fVqrfY.
2

Tli

attention being paid by the author to grammatical order or clearness
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Paurl.
What Haii does, in whose house are allitreasures, that takes effect.
The saints live by]continually mattering (him), they wash off the filth of (their) sins.
In whose heart Che lotus-footed,one dwells, his difficulty;he clears away.
d
With whom the perfect Guru meets, he does not die nor is he regenerated npr does he weep.
Nanajc is very thirsty after the sight of the Lord, may he in mercy .grant it (to me)!

h

#
XIX. I W
* "Stek I . ; mahald V.

"

*3
*

i
*f

l*t
£

0 foolish woman, let go thy doubt! by love thy beloved and thou are one.
Wherever thou goest, there he is present.
*

l

Sldk*ll. p mahald Vl * ".

I I
I

>

I
•

l

(In) the sport of the battle-field they,mouat horses and seize the stocks pf the guns.
(Whose) mind (is) with the geese, he delights (in) the flight of a cock.
Paurl.
9

Who (with his) tongue utters (and with his) ears hears 'Hari,- he is saved, 0 friend!
Those hands are pure, which with faith write the praise of Hari.
Ablution at the sixty-eight Tirthas and all the meritorious actions are done by them.
They are rescued from the ocean of the world, the fort of sensuality is conquered.
Nanak (says): them he applies to his skirt and saves, by whom God is served, 0 friend!

XX. Llll.
Slok I . ; mahald V.
That business is a bad profit, (in which) the One does not oome into one's mind.
x
Nanak (says): those bodies burst, by whom the Lord'is forgotten/ *
810k I I .
*
From a goblin they are made a Devta by that creator.
All disciples are saved by him, by the Lord (their) affairs are adjusted.
The false calumniators are thrown down by him!in (his) court.
The Lord of Nanak is great, he himself prepares and arranges (everything).

a

i

^
.

I
Pauri.
*
» i* l
<* u M
The Lord is endless and has no bounds whatever/ all is his doing.
* f
i
[
The Lord is unattainable, inapprehensible, the trust of the creatures; *
°
xJ C
Giving his hand (to them) he cherishes (them), filling'and supporting (is his) doing; *
I
He himself is kind and forgiving; (who) mutters the True one, is 'crossing.*
What pleases thee, that is good; Nanak, (thy) slave, (is in thy) asylum.
ru
I
XXI.

fi

LIV.

Sldk I.; mahald V.
To him no hunger whatever remains, who has that Lord.
Nanak (says); every one is saved, who clings^to his feet.
I

* tf*ft *»/» (Khu441) the battle-field, areoa.j

I
%

I

I
II
^
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Sidk I I . ; mahald V.
2Janak (-ays): (whose) patron the Lord is, he has no hunger by anyimeans
Paurh
(Whose) heart is imbued with love to G5vind, he acquires true enjoyment.
Who entertains affection for the name of Hari, he has elephants and horses.
(Who) in meditating (on^Hari) does not draw bacte(his) face, he has dom
pleasure.
The musician is begging at the gate of the Lord, he never gives up (his) gate.
jSTinak has in his heart and body this desire, he continually longs for the Lord.
m

RAGU GAURI; THE SAYINGS OF THE DEVOTEES.
Om! The true name is the creator, the Supreme Spirit.
J

By the favour of the Gtiru 1
b

GAURI GUARERI: CAUPADAS OF KABIR.
I.

I

a

Pause.

I, who wasJburning, have now obtained the water of Ram.
By the water of Ram my burning body has been extinguished.
(1). (Though) one go to the forest in order to subdue (his) mind:
Without the water (of Ram) that Lord is not obtained.
(2). The%fire,by which gods and men are burnt:
(From that) the burning people areesaved by the water of Ram.
(3). The ocean of existence is in the ocean^of happiness (= God).
(Though) people,go on drinking, (yet) the water is not exhausted.
(4). Kablr says: adore the bow-holder ( = Vishgu) !
By the water of Ram,my thirst is quenched.
SL
*
1
Pause.
0 Madhava, (my) thirst for water does not cease!
(In drinking) the water the fire increases still more.
(1). Thou art the ocean, I am-the fish pf the water.
1 dwell in the water, without the water I am done for.
(2). Thou art the cage,fcIam thy parrot.
Yama, the cat, what can he,do unto me ?
(3). Thou art the tree, I am the bird.
The unlucky one does not get thy sight.
(4). Thou art the Guru, I am thy new disciple («• apprentice)
Kablr says: join me at the time of the end!
III.
When
are

*

J

RAG GATJRI. THE'BHAGAT KABIR, IV.—VI.

Pause.
I am without honour, my honour is lost.
May not any one fall into my track!
(2). We are tardy, tardy in the mind.
We have no partnership nor fellowship with any one.
(3). Honour and dishonour,—-we do not care for it.
1
Then you will know, when the plaiting is laid open.
2
(4). Kablr says: the honour (of) Hari is real.
Give up all and adore only Bam!
!

IV.
(1). If by wandering about naked union (with Hari) be obtained
Then every deer of the forest will become emancipated.
Pause.
9
What'are the naked, what are those with skins,
When they do not know the Supreme ?
(2). If by shaving the head perfection is obtained :
The sheep is emancipated, no one is lost.
(8). If by retaining the semen virile one cross, 0 brother!
Why should then not the eunuch obtain salvation ?
(4). Kabir says: hear, 0 man and brother!
I
Without the name of Bam. no one has obtained salvation.

J
I

I

V.
(1). Who perform ablution in the evening and at dawn:
They become like frogs in the water.
Pause.
If there is no love to the name of Bam:
They go all to the house of Dharm-Bae.
(2). Who are absorbed in many ways in the love, of the body :jj
They get no mercy, not even in a dream.
(3). The four Vedas and the very clever ones pay:
(That) the pious obtain happiness in the ocean of the Kali-yug.
(4). KabXr says: why is much done ?
Giving up all (other) juices the great juice should be drunk!
VI.
(1). What is muttering, what austeril
In whose heart there is another love ?
Pause.
(2). Be move greediness and the way of the world!
Bemove lust,, wrath and egotism!
1
2
3

VTfTf plaiting « false show or imposition.
The honour,*that Hari bestows.
The sense is : what is the difference between them ?
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(3). Those who are practising works are bound by egotism.
Falling in with a stone they worship it.
(4). Kabir says: by performing devotion he is obtained.
By sincere love they are united with King Raghu ( « Ram)
0 people, the mind should be applied to the Madhava Ip,
By cleverness the four-armed (Vishnu) is not obtained.
VII.

Whilst
From the seed of .Brahm the whole creation (isPmade).
Pause.
Say, 0 Pandit, when were the Brahm an s made?
By saying: (I am) a Brahman, (thy) life (and) religion are lost.
(2). If thou art a Brahman born from a Brahman woman:
Why hast than not come in another way ?
(3). Whose art thou, 0 Brahman, whose am I, the Sudra?
Whose blood am I, whose milk art thou ?
(4). Kablr says: who reflects on Brahm:
He is called a Brahman by me.
VIII
(1). In darkness no one will ever sleep inicomfort.
!
The king and the poor, both will meet and weep.
Pause.
If you will not utter with (your) tongue Rami
In being born and destroyed you will continue weeping.
(2). As the shade of a tree is seen (passing away):
So life passes; say, whose is (then) the Maya ?
(3). The soul, that is contained in the creatures,
!
Does any one know its secret (or has he) any knowledge of it when it is dead?
2
(4). The goose is (on) the pond, death (in) the body.
drink

IX.
(1). Production is of light and light is of production.
4
To that adhere crystal, fruits and pearls.
Pause.
What is that house, which is called fearless ?
Whcn.fcar eoes off, one remains fearless.
1

ST<J s.f. Intelligence, information (Sindhl 'SR^ s.f.).
2
iftn M3<g<it tbe goose (is on),the pond, i.e. the hair has become white.
The sense of the verse: ^ 1 5 oft TITtS 'STtfe «ft W 5 *» apparently: everything produced (Wfe)
owes its origin to the divine light (or vital energy) and vice versa": there would be no light without production,
the one is dependent on the other, one cannot be separated from the other.
,s n o t
uite c e r t a i u
we havc
* The sense of STB*HT
*l
»
translated H »y crystal (= cjlvJ or S?g). The whole
verse is obscure in its relatiou to what'precedes.
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(2). At the bank (of a river) and at a Tlrtha the mind (of him) is not re-assured,
(Who) is clinging to light ways.
(3). Religious demerit and merit! both are the same.
The philosopher's stone is in thy own house, give (therefore) up other methods!
(4). Kablr says: in the name, which is.destituteiof the (three) qualities, 'there is no wrath.
Remain in intimate intercourse with this Lord !

(1). Is the measure of the Yojanas (and their) amount known ?
In the very heart paradise isfcontained.

?

Pause.
I do not know where paradise is!
Every one says, know, know, it is there!
(2). By telling and being told (by others) it (the mind) will'not be re-assured.
Then the mind becomes tranquil, when egotism will depart.
(3). As long as there is in the mind a longing for paradise:
Bo le&g it will not settle down at the feet (of Hari).
(4). Kablr says: why is this said ?
In the society of the pious is paradise.

I

XI.
(1). Thou art produced and born and being born thou art absorbed (again).
Whilst looking on with (thy) eyes this world passes away.
Pause.
Doest thou not die out of shame, that thou sayest: (this is) my house ?
At the time of the end nothing is thine.
(2). By many efforts the body is nourished.
At the time of death it is burnt on fire.
(3). The body which (thou art) rubbing with sandal-perfu me :
That body is burnt with wood.
(4). Kablr says: hear, 0 clever one !
/
(Thy) beauty will pass away, the whole world sees (this).

*

XII.
I

(1). Others have died, what grief is made about it? .
Then (grief) is made, when one onegelf becomes emaciated.

•

Pause.
I do not die, the world (in'me) will die.
Now the vivifier has met with me.
.
(2). In this body sweet scent is exhaled,
(But) by its delight the supreme bliss is forgotten.
(3). There is one well and five water-drawers. .
1
The rope is broken, (with which) the captivators of the intellect draw (water).
1

The words: g ^ *f HfV/1 dl > are very'brief and obscure; y j A T (i.e. \fTK\) to draw water;
^ t y o r y l » taken as one word, captivators of the intellect, obscuring the right understanding (of things).

•
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(4). Kabir says: who is holding and considering (all) as One:
(For him exists) neither well nor water-drawers.

v

XIII.
8

xe(

al|

I I 0 ) - ^ fi i d movable (things), as worms and moths:
I
In many and various ways we have been born.
I
I

Pause.
Many such houses have been inhabited (by us),
I
Till we have returned to the womb of Ram.
(2). (Now and then we have been)' Jogls, sages of subdued passions, ascetics, abstaining from all
sexual commerce.
Now and then Rajas and sovereigns, now and then beggars.
t
I (3). The Sakats die, all the saints live.
I They drink with their tongue the elixir of Ham.
I (4). Kabir says : 0 Lord, bestow mercy (on me)!
I We have become tired, may (now) the full (happiness) be given!
I

XIV.
1

I
I
I

I
I

*

Oaurl Kabir-ji} with which is intermixed thefifthmahald.

I I I

I I I

Pause. (Mahald V.)

Such a wonderful thing Kabir has seen.
He churns water, mistaking it for curdled^milk.
(1). The green young blade of corn the donkey grazes.
Rising continually it laughs, ]braysfand dies.)
(2). The intoxicated buffalo goes along restlessly.
Jumping about, it grazes and goes utterly to ruin.
(3). Kabir says: the sport has become manifest.
The sheep always sucks the lamb.
(4). By uttering Ram wisdom comes forth.
Kabir says: (from) the Guru the right knowledge is obtained.
I

Pancpadds.

I
I

I

X\.
I

•

(1). As a fish that leaves the water and is outside of i t :
(So I was) in a former birth, (when) destitute of austerity.
I
Pause.
a
I 8 7> O Ram, what is now my state ?
I l l
Benares is left (by me) and my intellect has become little.
(2). (My) whole life is lost in Shivpurt ( « Benares).
At the time of death I have risen and come to Maghar.
(3). Many years I have practised austerities at Kasl.
With this fourteenth verse a line of Arjun (Pause) Is mixed up, which is carefully noted down. The
remark itself contains a sharp censure of Kabir.
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1

Death has come on in the dwellings of Maghar.
(4). KasI and)Maghar T consider as the same.
How shall Itcome across by slight devotion ?
8
(5). The Guru, the elephant, says: everybody knows Shiva^
(But) Kabir dies uttering: Sri Bam!
XVI.
(1). The body, (which) they rub with sandal-perfume :
That body is burnt with wood.
Pause.
What is the^greatness of this body and wealth ?
It falls on the ground and does not go to that side.
(2). Who sleeps at nighty and is given to lust in day-time:
He does not take the name of Hari one moment.
(3). In (whose) hand is a rope (and who) eats betel-leaf with his mouth:
(That) thief is tightly bound at the time of death.
(4). Who by means of the instruction of the Guru sings ardently the excellences of Hari:
He obtains happiness by uttering: Ham, Earn!
(5). (In whom) he mercifully makes firm the name:
(In him) Hari makes dwell the scent and perfume of Hari.
(6). Kabir says: be thoughtful, 0 blind one!
True is Ham, false is every worldly occupation.

I

I

Verses consisting of three and four lines severally.
XVII.
(1).
The
The
The

1

From the restraint of the passions pleasures have been made on the contrary.
pain is gone, happiness and tranquillity are enjoyed.
enemies have on the contrary become friends.
Sakats have on the contrary become virtuous men in their mind.

I I
Pause.
Now all is considered by me as happiness.
I II I I I
Tranquillity Bet in, when Govind was known (by me).
I I I I H I
(2). Crores of troubles were (in my) body.
(Now) on the contrary meditation is made (by me) with comfort and ease.
(Who) himself knows his own self.
4
(Him) no sickness enters nor the three classes of affliction. I I
(3). Now (my) mind on the contrary has become eternal.
Then it (i.e. the mind) is known, when one dies whilst living.
Kabir says: he is absorbed with comfort and ease:
(Who)Bhimself is not afraid nor frightens others.

I I

I
II
I

1

Kabir lived first at Kasi (Benares), and removed in his old age ,to the town of Maghar (VflTFJ),
where he died, and where his tomb is still visited by Hindus and Musalmans.
2
The sense of this line is somewhat obscure; it seems to be: everybody knows Shiva to be the Supreme
Being*, acknowledges him as such.
I
3
cfTH must here (according to the context) signify: pleasure, delight.
4
See p. 429, note 1.

m
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XVIII.

I

(1). When the body is dead, to which house does the soul go,
(Which) is attached to the passed, unbeaten sound?
By whom Ram is known, he knows it,
As the mind of the dumb one is pleased by sugar.

I
I
1

Pause.
Such divine knowledge Krishna communicates.
0 mind, keep firm the breath in the Sukhman!-artery!
(2). Make him (thy) Guru, who is not to be made again (Guru)!
Utter that word, which is not to be uttered again!
Take up that meditation, which is not to be taken up again!
Die in such a way, that thou must not die again!
(3). Let the Ganga and Jamna meet in the inverse direction!
Bathe without the confluence of the water in (thy) heart!
(Consider) the desires as the same! this is thy business.
(4). Water, fire, wind, earth, ether
Are remaining so (as they are); remain thou with Hari!
Kabir says: meditate thou on the Supreme!
Go to his house, that thou come not again!

I
J

1
J
J
J

xix.!
(1). For gold he is not obtained.
Ram is obtained for the price of the heart.

I
I
I

Pause.
Now that Ram is considered by me as my own,
My heart is comforted?with natural ease.
(2). Brahma, though?always speaking (of him), did not get his end.
I
(But) Ram comes to the house of his devotee, who is sitting (there in rest).
(3). Kabir says: I have given up my fickle mind.
1
Devotion to Bam alone is my lot.
XX.
(1). Death, by which the whole world is frightened,
That death is lighted up by the word of the Guru.
Pause.
How should I die now ? my heart is comforted by<death.
Those die, who do not know Ram.
(2). Every one says: we must die, we must die.
Who dies in tranquillity (of mind),r he becomes-immortal.
(3). Kabir says: joy has sprung up in (my) mind.
1
Doubt is gone, the highest joy remains (with me).
j

XXI.

I
I

J

(1). There is not a place anywhere; with whom shall I connect the root ? J
Searching in (my) body I find no place.
1
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Pame.
He knows the pain, whom it has befallen.
The arrows of the worship of Ram are very sharp.
(2). With one love I look on all women.
What do I know, who is beloved by the husband ?
(8). Kabir says : on whose forehead the lot (is written)
She obtains at every watch the affection of her husband
XXII.
(1). Who hasia Lord like Hari, 0 brother!
(Him) I go to call emancipated and eternal
Pause.
Now I say: 0 Ram, I trust in thee!
What have I then toibow down to any one ?
(2). Hari, on whom the load of the three worlds is,
Why should he not cherish (me) ?
(3). Kabir says: I reflect on him with one mind.
What can one do, when (his) mother gives (him) poison ?
XXIII.
(1). How shall a woman become chaste without chastity ?
See and reflect in thy heart, 0 Pandit!

l

Pause.
How shall love increase without affection ?
As long as there is enjoyment (of the world), so long there is no love (of Go 8).
God) as untrue:
Who
She does not meet with the sweetheart (even) in^a dream.
(3). Who entrusts to him body, heart, property and house :
She is a happy married woman, says Kabir.
XXIV.
(1). The whole world is immersed in sensuality.
With (all her) dependents she is drowned (in) sensuality.
Pause.
0 man, why is the boat destroyed and sunk ?
By being torn away from Hari and united with the world.
(2). Gods and men are burnt, fire seizes them.
The water is near, but the cattle do not drink in wading through it
(3). By continually remembering (Hari) water issues.
That water is pure, says Kabir.
XXV.
(I). In which family the son is not reflecting on divine knowledge
Why has not his mother (rather) become a widow ?B
This line may also be translated: how shall a woman become a Sati without burning herself with her
husband ?
50
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I

^1
I
I I
Pause.
Who does not perform worship to Earn :
Why has that sinful man not died when being born ?
(2). Many abortions have taken place, why is he preserved,
l
Who with stumpy arms lives in the world ?
(3). Kablr says: such as are beautiful and well-formed :
They are hump-backed and ugly without the name.

I

XXVI.
(1). Who take the name of the Lord :
For those men I always sacrifice myself.
Pause.
He is pure, who sings the excellences of the pure Han.
That man. is pleasing to my mind, 0 brother!
(2). In whose heart Earn remains brimful:
Of their lotus-foot we are the dust.
(3). By caste a weaver and patient of mind,
Utters Kablr with natural ease the excellences (of Bam).
I

1

XXVII,

(1). (My) head is the distillery, my spirit still oozes.
2
Having collected the sugar-cane, my body has become the wood.

I

111

Pause.

I

He is naturally called drunk,
Who is drinking the juice of Earn and meditating on divine knowledge.
(2). When the wife of the distiller naturally comes and joins (them):
They become daily intoxicated with joy.
(3). (When) the knowing mind is applied (to) the Supreme :
Then the Fearless one is obtained, says Kablr.

I

I

II

I I

XXVIII.
(1). The nature of the mind penetrates the mind.
By subduing the mind what perfection is established ?

I
II

Pause.
Who is that Muni, that;subdues his mind ?
Having subdued his mind,-say, whom does he save ?
(2). Every one says (so) i n his mind.
(But) without subduing the mind devotion is not made.
(3). Kablr says : who knows the secret:
3
iHe is, like Madhusudhana, the god of the three worlds.
1
2
s

I
I
I

I

Vfi — ^ K (*JfT) stumpy; TJ*J 3>f cTlf, Bahuvrihi, formed with stumpy arms.
*undH> here substantive, sugar-cane, from which spirits are distilled.
*PIJiH/>f the destroyer of the Daitya Madhu, an epithet of Vishnu (and thence of Krishna).
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XXIX.
(1). The stars, that are seen in the sky,
By whichk painter have they been painted ?
Pause
Say, 0 Pandit, with what is the sky connected ?
Who understands it, is a very fortunate, intelligent man.
(2). The sun and the moon they call lights.
In all is spread out the diffusion of Brahm.
(8). Kablr says: he will know (it)f
In whose heart is Ram (and in whose) mouth (also) there is Ram.
XXX.
(1). The daughter of the Veda is the Smriti, 0 brother!
She has come with a chain and a rope.
Pause.
She has built herself her own city.
By the snare of spiritual blindness the arrow of death is kept ready.
(2). Though cut off it is not cut off, it does not break (scil. the rope
I t becomes a serpent, that devours the world.
(3). "We see, by whom the whole world is plundered.
Kablr says: saying : Ham! I have escaped.
I
XXXI.
Pause.
Thou shouldst ride on thy own reflection!
Thou shouldst put (thy) foot into the stirrup of tranquillity
(1). Apply the nose-string, put on the bridle,
(And) all decoration, and make (it) run about in the sky!
(2). Go on, I will take thee to paradise.
If thou draw back, I will strike thee with the whip of love
(3). Kablr says : those are good riders.
f
Who keep aloof from the Veda and the Qur an%

I

XXXII.
1

(1). By which mouth the five nectareuus substances wer* eaten
To that mouth I saw fire-brands applied.
Pause.
0 my King Ram, cut off my one pain !
I'am burnt by fire and by dwelling in the womb.
(2). The body is destroyed in many kinds and ways.
Some burn (it), some bury it in the earth.
(3). Kablr says: "0 Hari, show (me thy) feet!
Behind (me) is Yama, why do you not drives (him) away ?
•

The i f e W f i p or live nectareous substances are: TfQ milk, ^[fv curds, ^EHT clarified butler, 1TO
honey

•

/
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8

(1). He himself is fire, he himself is wind.
When the Lord hurns (one), who will protect (him) ?
Pause.
(Who) is muttering Ram, (his) body is not burnt at all.
(In whose) mind the name of Ram is, he remains absorbed (in Ram).
(2). Why should it ( =the body) burn, why should iLbe injured?
The trickish bow-holder (=Vishnu) (only) plays.
l
(3). Kabir says: utter two words !
They will become the Lord, who will keep (thee).
XXXIV.
(1). I have not applied my mindjeither to abstract devotion!(Yoga) or meditation.
Without indifference to the world I shall not get rid of the Maya.
Pause
What will become of my life,
When the name of Ram is not (my) support i
(2). Kabir says : (though) I seek in heaven,
I see none other equal to Ham.
XXXV.
f

1). On which head (thou art) arranging and fastening a turban
That head the bill of the crow will dress.
}

T (Ut*?*

Why (artfthou) proud of this;body and wealth ?
Why is not the name of Ram made firm (by thee) ?
(2). Kabir says : hear, 0 my heart!
Even this will be thy state.

GAURL GUARERI OF KABIR.
Om ! By the favour^of the true Guru!
AntpadK
XXXVI.
(I). (Who are) asking for pleasure, (them) pain befalls (in the other world).
That pleasure is not desired by us (nor) does it please (us).
Pause.
(If there be) still attention to the world and a longing for pleasure :
How will the indwelling of Kiog»Ram be effected ?
The two words ^are : Rapi. Ram !

i
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(2), By this pleasure Shiva and Brahma arc frightened.
1
(But) that pleasure is considered by§us as the true one.
(3). Sanaka and the other (mind-born sons of Brahma), the Muni Narada and Shesh(-naga):
These also did not see the mind in (their) body.
(4). Let one seek this mind, 0 brother!
"When the body is dissolved, where is the inind.absorbed ?
(5). By the favour of the Guru, Jayadeva and Xfima ( = Namadeva)
Have by love of devotion known (it).
(6). This mind is not subject to coming (or) going.
Whose error is gone, he knows the True one.
(7). This mind has no form nor mark whatever.
By the order (of God) it has sprung into existence; by comprehending (this) order it is re-absorbed
(again into the Supreme).
(8). If one knows the secret of this mind :
Being absorbed in this mind he becomes easily God.
(0). The soul (or life) is One and all bodies Care therefore One).
Kabir remains in connexion with this mind.
XXXVII.
Who are day and night intent on the one name :
How many of them have become perfected by applying ilevotion !
(1). The ascetics, Siddhs and all the Munis have been unsuccessful
The one name is the wishing-tree, (that) brings (men) across.
i
(2). Who gains Hari, he is not put to shame.
Kabir says: the name of Ram is known (by him).
(hiarl and Sorathi.
XXXVIII.
Pause.
rI

O shameless creature, thou art without shame
r
Abandoning Hari why gocst thou to any'(other's house) ?
(1). Whose Lord is high :
1
That man it docs not become to go to another's house.
(2). That Lord is (everywhere) brimful ( = omnipresent).
He is always with (thee), Hari is not far off.
(3). Whose lotus-feet arc an asylum :
Say, 0 man, why doest thou not go to his house ?
(4). Of whom every one speaks:
He is powerful, (my) own Lord is bountiful.
(5). Kahlr says: ho is perfect in the world,
In whose heart there is none other (but the Lord). *
1

The sense of these obscure lines is: the pleasure of knowing or finding out "the mind (*fi?5)" was
{riven up by Shiva and Brahma in despair,ffhey were frightened by the boundless depth of the mind. Jlni
Kabir asserts, that this is true pleasure or happiness. The mind, the.intelligent power, is*aft emanation from
•lie Supreme, the scintilla animae divinae and the conjunctive link of the Creature with the absolute siibstanre.
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XXXIX.
(1). Say, who is son>? who is father and paternal uncle ? '
Who dies, who causes agony ?
I
I I I
H
Pause.i
Hari, the deceiver, has practised deceit on the world.
In separation from Hari how shall I live, 0 my mother ?
8
(2). Say, who is a man or who is a woman?
Reflect on this truth in thy body!
(3). Kablr says: my mind is reconciled with the deceiver.
The deceit is.gone, the deceiver is known (by me).

I

I
I
I

XL.

I

I

Pause.
Now that King Ram has become my helper:
Birth and death are cut off,iI have obtained final emancipation.
(1). I have been joined to the society of the pious.
I have been rescued from the five attackers.
The nectar-name I mutter (now) with (my) tongue.
I have been made his,own slave with a price (being paid for me*
(2). The true; Guru has afforded (me) assistance.
I have been drawn out from the wav of tho world.
Love to the lotus-feet has sprung up (in m< j .
Govind dwells continually in my mind.
(3). The burning coals of the Maya arc extinguished.
In (my) heart is contentment, the name (is my) support.
In water and on land the Lord is omnipresent.
Wherever I see, there he is near and dear.
(4). His own worship is established by himself.
What is written before, that il? obtained, 0 my1brother!
On whom he bestows mercy, his accoutrement is complete.
The Lord of Kablr is cherishing the poor.

I

I

I

I
II
I
[
I

I I
I

XLI.
(1). There is impurity in water, impurity.on land, impurity arises by birth.
There is impurity by one being born, there is also impurity by one, having died, there is impurity
by people being destroyed.
Pause.
Say, 0 Pandit, who is pure ?
Attend, 0 my friend, to such knowledge !
(2). In the eyes is impurity, in the speech is impurity, in the ears impurity takes place.
I
l u rising and sitting impurity clings (to man), impurjty falls into the food.
I
(3). The way of ensnaring every ono knowB,9but some rare one the way of getting rid (of it).
Kablr says:. who reflect in their heart on Ram, in them no impurity takes place.
1

o/0A 3^; beware of,the artful use of ? ! rafter Zfw7% it signifies here: .say! (contracted from ZRS);
a
a rna
otherwise it is used = <fQ/i; STHT ** — $7W« P ^ * •mcle. . The*e lines are very perplexing.
%
yQr* sft" STt is here not the #lgn of the Genitive, but a conjunction « or,
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XLII.
Pause.
Settle (this) one dispute, 0 Ram!
l
If thou art more beautiful than thy people ?
2
(1). Is this (human) mind great or (he), with whom the mind is conciliated r
Is Ram great or he, (by whom) Ram is known ?
(2). Is Brahma great or he, by whom he is produced ?
Is the Veda great or he, from whom it has come ?
(3). Kablr says: I have become dispirited.
Is the Tirtha great or the servant of Hari ?
R&gn Gaufl Htl.
XLIII.
Pause.
See, 0 brother, a storm of divine knowledge (has come!
*
All the matted shutters, made by the Maya, are blown away, they do not remain (any longer).
(1). The two posts of double-mindedness are pulled down, the ridge-pole of spiritual blindness
broken.
The roof of (worldly) thirst has fallen on the ground, the vessel of folly has burst.
3
(2). By the water, that is falling after the storm, the large pitcher *is wetted.
Kabir 6ays: light has arisen in (my) mind, when the rise of the sun was known.
Oaufi citl.

I

Om! by the favour of the true Guru!

v

XLIV.
(1). They do neither hear the praise of Hari nor do they sing the excellences of Hari.
With words only they pull down the heaven.
Pause.
What shall be said to such people ? &
Who are made destitute of devotion, of them one should always remain afraid.
(2). They themselves do not give a handful of water.
They censure him, by whom the Ganga is brought (down).
(3). Sitting and rising they walk in perverseness.
I They themselves are lost and ruin also others.
(4). They know nothing else but wicked*talk.
The order of Brahma even they do not obey.
(5). They themselves are lost and ruin others also.
Having applied fire to (their) mansion they sleep in it.
(6). They laugh at others and are themselves one-eyed
Seeing them Kablr is ashamed.
1

re

9

STW i* h* adjective: lovely, beautiful (Sansk. WR)i it also occurs already in Tulsi Das Ramayan.
* Here of course used in the sensft of a .comparative.
3
J W A P - HTHS (Hindi), a large pitcher.
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Om! By the favour of the true Guru !
I

XLV,

(1). Some one does not obey his living father, (but) when he has died, he causes a Shradh to be
performed for him.
Say, how shall the helpless defunct fathers also obtain (the offering) ? the crow and the dog eat it.
Pause.
Wouldahat some one would show me welfare!
Saying: welfare, welfare! the world passes away, how should welfare be obtained ?
(2). Having made a Devi (or) Deva of earth, thou sacrificest before them an animal (a he-goat).
Such are called thy forefathers, what is called their own, they do not tukc.
(3). An animate being they slaughter and ^worship (therewith) a lifeless thing, which proves a
calamity at the end.
The salvation by the name of liara is not known (by them), the worldly people are sunk in fear.
(4). They worship Devls and Duvaa and vacillate about, (but) the Supreme Brahm is not known
(by them).
!
Kablr says: the Omnipresent one is not thought of, they cling to the outward objects of the/menscs.
II.

XLVI.

(1). Who, whilst living, goes on dying, he lives again, in this wise hevis absorbed in the Vacuum. I
2
If one remains in the darkness exempt from darkness, he is not thrown again into the water of
existence.
Pause.
0 my dear, such milk should be churned!
Keep steady the mind by means of the instruction of the Guru! in this wise nectar is drunk.
(2). By,the arrow of the Guru the Kali-yug, hard like a diamond, is pierced, the station of light
is displayed.
The darkness of the Sakti (Maya), the rope of error is cut off, perpetual welfare dwclls'In the house.
(3). By him, (though) the bow is strung without an arrow, this world is pierced, 0 brother!
The wind swings the paper-kite in the ten directions, (but) he keeps his attention on the string (by
which it is fastened).
(4). The mind sunk into contemplation (of the Supreme) is absorbed in the Vacuum, the folly of
luality has fled.
Kablr says: the Fearless one alone is seen, (if) deep meditation ispapplicd to the name of Ram.
(

Gaurl Bairugani; Tripadas.
III.

XLVIL

(1). (Whose) breath* is returning (through) the. BIX (mystical) spheres * (of the human body),
{whose) thought is intent on the Vacuum:
He neither comes nor goes, he neither dies nor lives i seek for him, 0 Bairagi!

(

The ntfTC, colly rium or figurat
B 7 V ? § $ - VfZ^r t $ (Pin
W m ^ F t t h e pelvis; 2) f^lR?R
•rrfH^SFi the sphere of the navel; 4) f|?^9|?, the sphere of the heart; 5) ^RcT^Tft
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Pause.
0 my mind, the mind, that turns back (from the world), is absorbed (in the Supreme).
By the favour of the Guru understanding is produced inJthe perverse on$ (1.0. mind), otherwise it
would be estranged (from the Supreme).
(2). He is near and far, far and also near, as he is considered by them.
The sherbet, that is made by means of sugar-candy, is known by them, by whom it is drunk.
(3). To whom shall thy story, which does not contain any qualities (of thine), be told? is there any
such discriminating one?
Kablr says: by whom the match is applied, by them the flash is seen as such.
IV,

XLVIII.

(1). In him*(the Supreme) there is no fire and ocean, no sunshine and no shade, in him is neither
production nor destruction.
Neither life nor death, neither pain nor pleasure pervades him, there is empty, abstracted meditation
l
(in him), both (therefore) are not in him.
Pa me.
2

The story of the self-existing one is inexpressible and wonderful.
3
He cannot be weighed, he is neither consumed nor increased, , there is neither lightness nor heaviness
in him.
(2). Below and above, both are not in him, neither night nor day are in him.
(There is) no water, no wind and fire (are in him),*the true Guru brings about absorption in him.
(3). He remains constantly unattainable and inapprehensible, (but) he is obtainedsby the favour of
the Guru.
Kablr says: I am a sacrifice to my own Guru, (by whom) I remain in connexion with the society
of the'pious.
V.

XLIX.

(1). Religious demerit and merit are the oxen,fhe buys, the breath is manifested as,the capital
(Worldly) thirst is the filled sack in the heart; in this wise the venture of goods is bought.
Pa use.
Such a Lord, is 1 my Ham,
(That) the whole world has been made (by him) a trafficker.
(2). Lust and wrath are made the two receivers of customs, the whim of the mind is the highway
robber.
The five elements, having met, determine the fine (i.e. death) and tue venture of goods is (thus)
brought across,
(3). Kablr says: hear, 0 ye saints, now there such a thing happened:
Ascending .a pass one ox became exhausted; he is gone and the sack scattered!
sphere|Of the throat, and neck; 6) 7T\^3if the sphere of the bead, having at its crown the $H|ntW? or venthole of Brahm, through which the soul escapes. # Through* these six spheres the Jogls pretend to draw the
breath up and to become thus absorbed in Brahm, whilst living.
1
<vp > either adjective, both, i.e. life and death, pleasure and pain, or as substantive: duality.
TTvTrT signifies here: self-existing; jn this sense the 1 word occurs also in the Ramayann of Tutsi Das.
TUlS ^ % J U , tonsumed; ^Jc^fs signifies also in Hindi: much, abundant; here = increased (in
contradistinction to "-HI f\f)•
60
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V

I

I

I I I I

I I

Ounri; Pancjwdn.
VI.

I

I

L.

(1). In the house of one's father's family there are four days, one must go to one's father-in-law.
The blind people do not know (this), they are foolish and ignorant,
Pa I'M.

Why does the constable seize and bind the woman ?
Persons have come to the house, those, who bring home the wife, have come.
(2). Which rope is let down into the well, that is seen ?
The rope with the jug is broken and fallen down, the water-drawing woman rises and goes.
(3). The Lord, 'becoming compassionate, bestows mercy and accomplishes his own work,
I I Then she is known as a happy married woman, (when) she reflects on the word of the Guru.
(4). Every lone goes about being bound by her former works, see and reflect (on this)!
I I What shall be said to her, what shall the helpless one do ?
(5). Having become hopeless she rises and goes, not having brought about steadiness inlher mind.
1
I I Cling continually to the feet of Hari, flee to his asylum! 0 Kablr !
VII.

LI.

(1). The Jog! says: the Jog is good and sweet, there is nothing else, 0 brother!
l
The plundered and shorn ones ( = Jainas) and the Ek-sabdis say: we have obtained perfection,
Pauss.
I
Without Hari they are led astray by error and are blind.
To whom I go to get rid of my own self, they are bound by many nooses.
(2). From whom things have sprung, in that very one they are absorbed: this rale is forgotten at
that very time.
The Pandits, virtuous, heroes and bountiful ones say: we are great.
(3). Whom he informs, he comprehends, without comprehending how should one' remain steady ?
If one meet with the true Guru, darkness ceases, in this wise the ruby is obtained.
(4). Give up all ehanges to the left and right!{ by makingfirm*the foot of Hari (in oneself) one
remains steady.
'
'
Kablr says: (if) a dumb person eat* molasses, what can he say (about it) when being asked ?

R I O T OATJRf FUBBt-QF KABIK.
Oml by the favour of the true Guru!
I

;

I. LII.
(1). Where something was, there is nothing, the five elements are not there.
(If) the right and left and the middle channel (of the vital breath) be stopped, where will the vices go?
Pout**
The thread is broken, the sky (—the soul) has passed away, where is thy speaking (soul) absorbed ?
This doubt seises me daily and no one clears it up for me.
(2). Whose body the universe is, he is not in it, the creator is not in i t
1

e ? Vfll^At an order of mendicants, who only-voclferate 1 ttflStf { tbey are also tailed Qds&vis*
n
* Or supply from the following line •• darkness as subject, and translate <J\ftftt'by: how should it be
•lopped ?
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Who is putting (the things) together, hetis,alway8 aloof (from them), in what can he,befsaid ^to be
contained) ?
(3). Being joined together it is joined, it does not break though being broken off, till it becomes
annihilated (by the Supreme),
What for a master, what for a servant? who goes (to the house) of any one ?
(4). Kablr says: where he>(=Hari) dwells, there devout meditation is'made'day and night.
His secret that very man knows, he then is always imperishable.
IT.

LUL

(1). The Veda and the Smriti are the two earrings, true knowledge the patched quilt
Dwelling in an empty cave is (my) sitting free from any design, (this is'my) religion.
Pause.
0 my king, I am a BairagI and Jogl.
When dying, I am not grieved nor am I separated (from thee).
(2). In the world and universe is (my) little horn, my bag is the whole world, (that is) living on ashes.
1
Clapping of hands is made, which is returned every minute, if it ceases, it is spread (further).
(3). The mind and breath are made the drinking-gourd, the fiddle is constantly prepared.
The string has become firm, it does not break, unbeaten the fiddle sounds.
I
/4). Hearing (its sound) (my) mind has become delighted, it is absorbed in the omnipresent one, i
does not (any more) vacillate.
again to birth, the Bairagl having played (his par
III.

LIV,

(1). Nine yards, ten yards, twenty-one yards one body is stretched out.
Seven threads, nine sections, seventy-two woofs are moreover added (to it).*
I

Pause.

]

(The woman) goes to get it (— the semen) woven (in) a month.
When the house * is given np, the weaver goes.
4
(2). It is not measured by yards, it is not weighed by weight, the baking means is two Seers and a half .
If it («the foetus) does not get, the baking means quickly, it quarrels and laments in the house
(••the womb).
(8). The sitting of the days/ the opposition of the husband, how has this time come ?
6
The platters are left, the body gets wet, the weaver goes in disgust. I
f|jV9J> the space of thr*e palas, one pala being the sixtieth part of a Uf^t, or twenty-four minutes.
These lines are extremely difficult, and I could get no explanation whatever from the Sikh Granthis. I
have translated
> conjecture. \[&\ is here apparently» body, which meaning it has
already in Sana
what measure is here understood by STTT, as the relative size of the
human body is I
In the second line the seven.threads seem to imply the seven chief
arteries, the nine sections (Vfc) the different divisions of "the body, the seventy-two woofs the seventy-two
email veins of the body, (according to Hindu anatomy).
f
llfij signifies here: wife. The act of conception seems to be hinted at
4
HMA the baking or ripening means (of the foetus), the quantity of food taken for this purpose.
* f*BB sft ttcJ t the sitting of the days, very likely the lying-in of the woman.
§

¥ ^ f&

9 the

P

l a t t e r t ftrc l c f t

S § 8 1 refers probably to the vessels, In which the fetus is enveloped.
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I
I

(4). The shuttle is empty, no thread issues or it remains entangled.
(Hying up (further) prostration she remains here helpless, (this) says Kablr in admonition.
IV.

I

I
I I

LV.

(1). There is one light throughout, is it so or not?
In whose heart the name is not produced, that man bursts and dies.
Pause.
(Thou art) dark blue and beautiful, 0 sweetheart!
I
My heart clings to thee!
(2). If a pious man is met with, perfection is obtained, (be) this either abstract meditation or enjoyment.
Both objects together are produced by connexion with the name of Ram.
I I
(3). The people think, that this is a song, (but) this is indeed reflection on Brahm,
As (at) KasI instruction-is given to man at the time of death.
(4). (If) one sing and hear attentively the name of Hari:
I
There it no doubt, says Kablr, that he will obtain salvation at the end.

I

v. ILVL

'

(1). As many as,are making efforts, they are drowned, the ocean of existence is not crossed (by them).
(Though) they he performing works and many abstinences, (their) mind is burnt by egotism.
Pause.
I

Why is the Lord, the giver of breath and food, forgotten from the mind ?
The human birth, the priceless diamond and ruby, is thrown away for a shell.
(2). By reason of terror thirst and hunger befall (them, who) do not reflect (on him) in their heart.
(By) arrogant pride they are carried away, (who) do not keep the word of the Guru in (their) mind.
(3). (Who are) incited by the enjoyment of the senses, which are greedy for pleasure, they, taking
the juice of liquor, (become) vicious.
(Who) hy the lot of (their former) woAs are joined to the saints, they are saved (like) iron (with) wood.
*(4). Wandering and running about in wombs and births we have become weary, undergoing pain we
are now Worn out.
Kablr 6ays: meeting with the delicious Guru (we are) saved hy love and devotion.
VI.

LVII.

(1). I t is (only) the figure of a female elephant, 0 mad mind, the Lord of the world has made a trick.
By the desire of lust the elephant falls into the power (of man), 0 mad mind, he suffers the goad
on his head.
Pause.
Escape from the objects of senses, delight in Hari, understand (this), 0 mad mind!
Having become fearless thou dost not worship Hari, 0 mad mind, the boat of Hari is not seized (by thee)!
(2). The monkey has stretched out his handkand taken a handful of grainH0 mad mind!
He is perplexed how to get loose, 0 mad mind! he dances (now) at the door of every house.
(3). As by a lime-twig the parrot is caught, 0 mad mind!—this is the occupation of the Maya.
As the colour of the saffron-flower is, 0 mad mind! so the world, is spread out.
(4). For the sake of bathing there are many Tlrthas, 0 foolish mind! for the sake of worshipping
there are many gods.
Kablr Bays: no emancipation (is obtained by it), emancipation is in the service of Hari.
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LVIII.

(1).' Fire does not burn it, the wind does not carry it away, no thief comes near it.
Collect the wealth of the name of Ram, that wealth does not go in any way!
. Pause.
Madhava Govind. who is suDDortiner the]earth
obtained in dominion
(2). Searching for this wealth Shiva, Sanaka and the others became TJdasis.
tongue Narayan is, (on him) the noose of Yama does not fall
own
1
is applied to his excellent instruction.
burning one water (is given), the running
see
(4). Kablr says:
and elephants, in my house is only the enemy of Mura
(** Vishnu).
VIII. LIX.
(1). As by the hand of a greedy monkey a handful of gram is not given up (and he gets caught
thereby):
(So) all the works, which are done out of greediness, fall'again back on the house?
Pause.
Without devotion life goes to no purpose.
l
Without worshipping the Lord in the society of the pious, happiness remains in none.
(2). At no one is smelling the flower that is blooming in the desert:
So is he, who is wandering about in many wombs, again and again struck downvby death.
(3). This wealth, youth, son and wife, which are given for looking at:
I
Who clings to them, he is carried away by his senses.
(4). The time (to pass over) isfive,the body is a mansion of grass, in the four quarters (of the earth)
(this) show is made.
Kablr says: for' the sake of crossing the ocean of fear I have seized the protection of the true Guru.
Omfl toil.
IX.

LX.

(I). The water is dirty, the earth white.
Of this earth an image is made up.
Pause.
I am nothing, nor is anything mine.
Body, property, all relishes are thine, 0 Goviod!?
(2). In this earth breath is contained.
Applying a false trick it is moved about.
9
(3). By some (a fortune ) of five Lakhs is amassed.
At the time of the end the water-pot is broken.
(4). Kablr says: one foundation is raised.
conceited man passes
1
8

*F3 is here •= 3|\f > happiness.
S5TO VtB sft, supply WfglXT
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X.

LXI.

(1). 0. (my) heart, mutter Bam in' such'a way,
As Dhru and Prahlad muttered Hari.
I
I
I
Pause. I
I
0 thou compassionate to the poor,' I trust in thee!
All my family I have put into the boat.
(2). When it pleases him, he makes (me) obey his order.
He brings this boat across.
(3). By the favour of the Guru such wisdom is contained (in me).
Error is gone, there is no more coming and going.
(4). Kablr says: adore the bow-holder!
On this and that side he alone is bountiful (to) all.
XI.

I

LXII.

(1). "When having abandoned the womb he (man) has come into the world :
(Then) as soon as he breathes, the Lord is forgotten (by him).
Pause.

I

0 my heart, sing the excellences of Hari!
(2). "When he was practising austerities in the womb with the head downwards,
He was remaining in the fire of the belly.
(3). Having wandered through the eighty-four Lakhs of wombs he has come (into the world).
Now having gone out (of the body) he has no spot nor place.
(4). Kablr says: adore thou the bow-holder!
When coming, (man) is seen, when going, he is not known.
Oaurl pHrbU
XII.

LXIII.

(1). Dwelling in heaven should not be desired nor should dwelling in hell be dreaded.
What is to be, that will be, no desire should be made in the heart.

T

Pause.
The excellences of the sweetheart should be sung,
From whom the highest treasure is obtained.
(2). What is muttering, what austerity and control of the passions, what vows, what ablutions,
1
Aft long as the right; loving worship of* the Lord is not known?
(8). Seeing prosperity, I one should not be joyful, seeing misfortune, one should not weep.
As prosperity is, so is misfortune j^what'is arranged by destiny, that happens.
(4). Those worshippers are excellent (by their) worship, in"whose heart the enemy of Mura dwells.
XIII.

LXIV.

(1). 0 heart, do not put on thyself any burden!
(As) the bird has its dwelling on a tree, so (fleeting) is this world.
Pause.
He drinks the juice of'Ram, 0 dear!
Who has forgotten all other juices.
1

3T&3?lf3> »'ft Taipurushaf worship out tf love (not fear, etc.).
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(2). Others have died, why should one weep, when oneself does not remain stable ?
"What is produced, will be annihilated, passing away it weeps in pain.
(3). Prom what (a being) is produced, with that it is in love, drinking (the breast) it begins to
squeeze it (out of love).
Kabir says: in (my) mind Ram is reflected upon, remembering (him) love (springs up to him).

XIV. LXV.

II

^1). The woman looks at the road, her eyes are filled with sighs.
Her breast is not divided ( » vaoillating), her foot does not move, she is longing for the sight of Hari
Pause.
l

Do not fly up, 0 black crow!
*
1
Speedily a meeting will take plaoe with my beloved Bam.
(2). Kabir says: for the sake of (eternal) life Hari is worshipped (by me).
(My) only support is the name of Naraya^, Earn is uttered by (my) tongue
XV. LXVI.
1

(1). Round about is the dense Tulsl-shrub in the village of Benares, 0 dear!
,v
Having seen his form the shepherdess was enraptured: " do not leave me, come, do not go, 0 dear!
Pause.
My mind clings to thy feet, 0 bow-holder!
He meets (with thee), who is very fortunate.
(2). Vindravan is enchanting (my) heart, thou, 0 Krishna, who art grazing the cows, art ravishing
(my) heart!
Whose Lord thou art, 0 bow-holder, to him I, Kabir, bow. 0 dear!
Gaufl purbt.

I

XVI. LXVII.
(1). Many garbs have been put on, dwelling in the forest is made.
What is effected by deceiving men aid gods, what, (if) the wise man be drowned in water ?
*Tawe.
0 my heart, I know, I shall go.
I
Comprehend him, who is not going, 0 ignorant one!
Wherever I Bee, I do not see (thee) again with (me), (thou art) clinging to the Maya.
(2). The wise and meditating people are giving much instruction, (that) this whole world is a decepti
Kabir says: without the name of Ram this world is blind by the Maya.
XVII.

LXVIII.
t
Maya!

(1). 0 my mind, come forth and dance (on) this pathway of the
The hero is not afraid of the face of any one in battle, or does the SatI collect the vessels ?
Pause.
Lsteady things!
nd die, perfection is obtained, the tree of perfection' is laid hold of
1
2
8

Theflying,up of a black crow Is an evil omen.
Benare* lis here a village near Mathura, where Krishna lived.
f*M0di> Sansk. fosffTCi the tree,ithat grants faf%; fanQcM stands therefore for f^qQ^I
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i

(2). By lust and wrath peoplelare absorbed in the Maya, in this wise the world is ruined.
Kabir says: I do not give*up the king Ram9iwho is higher tthaniall;
XVIII.

LXIX.

(1). Thy order is on (my) head, I do not again make (any) reflections, a
Thou art the ocean, thou art the elephant (to cross it), from thee (comes) salvation.
Pause.
The servant chooses service,
May the Lord be angry (with him) or treat (him) kindly.
(2). Thy name is my support, as the flower will grow out of the lotus-stalk*
Kabir says: (I am) the slave of (thy) house, vivify or kill me, as it pleases (thee)!
XIX.

LXX.

(I). Wandering about in the womb of the eighty-four Lakhs of creaturesiNand became much worn
out, 0 dear!
On account of his devotion (Krishna) entered upon an incarnation, great became the lot of the helpless
(Nand), 0 dear!
Pause.
You, who are saying, he is the son of Nand, (tell me), whose son is that Nand ?
1
(When) earth and heaven were not in the ten directions, where was this Nand ?
(2). He does not fall into trouble, he does not come into a womb, whose name is the Supreme.
The master of Kabir is such a Lord, who has neither mother nor father.
XX.

LXXI.

Pause.

I

I

Slander, slander me, O people, slander met!
Slander is very pleasant to the people.
1
Slander (is my) father, slander (is my) mother.
(1). If one is slandered, he goes to paradise.
The blessing of the name is settled in (his) mind/,
"When he, who is of aj^ure heart, is slandered:
The slanderer washes then my clothes.
(2). Who slanders me, he is my friend.
My thought is in the slanderer.
He is a slanderer, who stops the slander.
The slanderer seeks my life.
(3). Slander against me I like and loveSlander effects my salvation.
To humble Kabir slander is the best.f
The slanderer is drowned, I cross-over.
XXI.

*

LXXII.

Pause.
0 king Ram, thou art such a fearless one!
0 king Ram, (thou art) the saviour of the saved ones!
!

.
9

I
It is hard to say, how these words'are to be translated, as there is no grammatical relation between
them. It is perhaps best to take here f5C«£I as object of slander*
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l

(I). When I was, thou (wast) not.
*
Now art thou and I am not.
1
Now I and thou hate become one, my mind is assured seeing One (only).
2
(2). When there was volition h (in me), what was the strength ? now there is no clash* between
volition and strength.
Kablr says: my volition is taken away, the volition is changed and perfection obtained.
#

,1 XXII.

LXXIII,

T

(1). Digging six holes a house is made and an incomparable thing put into it.
Creating the breath, key and look is put (on it), no delay is made by the creator.
Pause.
Now, 0 brother, remain'wakeful in (thy) mind!
Becoming careless thy lifetime is lost, the thief plunders the house and goes off.
(2). Five-watchmen remain at the gate, there is no confidence in them.
Beware, remain I attentive in thy mind and thou wilt obtain light and brightness!
i
3
(8)t The woman, who seeing the nine houses is led astray, does not obtain the incomparable thing.
4
Kablr says: the nine houses are plundered, in the tenth (house) the truth is contained.
XXIII.

LXXIV.

Pause.
8

0 mother, I do not know any other.
Whose excellences Shiva, Sanak and the others sing, in him dwells my life.
(1). In (my) heart is light and divine knowledge imparted by the Guru, in the orb of the sky
(«r the head) meditation.
The diseases of sensuality, the bonds of fear are broken, the mind is in Its ownhouse, happiness is known.
(2). With affection and love it knows and obeys the One, no other Lord is in the mind.
With sandal-perfume the mind is fumigated, egotism is abandoned and depressed.
(3). Who sings and meditates on the glory of the Lord, his place is the Lord.
5
1
6
In his mind dwells a great lot, on whose head (this is) the chief occupation.
I (4). Having cut off the Maya salvation and tranquillity are manifested, in the only One (I am) absorbed.
Kablr says: by meeting with the Guru great happiness (is obtained), the straying mind remains
reconciled (with the Supreme).

RAGU GAURI PURBI; B AVAN AKHRI OF KABIR.
Om! by the favour of the true Guru!

i

(1). In the three'worlds are the fifty-two letters, everything (is contained) in these.
These letters will pass "away, those letters are not in these.
(2). Where, there is speech, there is the sound of letters.
Where there is no speech, there is no stay for the mind.
1

Tlftf must here be taken in the sense of volition, the will and design of the intellectual power.
%
Properly: sourness.
The nine houses are the nine outlets of the human*body.
The tenth house is the dasva duar, said to be on the crown oPthc head.
d
IHTTTIK — 1HT7TT other fax being an alliteration).
^iqiAiAi »*nTTt WTAT being a meaningless alliteration,
I
1
f

I

II

01
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In speech and absence of speech is that One.
l
Such as he is, no one perceives him.
(8). If I obtain the Unattainable one, what shall I say ? (and if) Is say, what is the benefit (of it) ?
Is he contained in the seed of*a globule, whose expansion the worlds are ?
2
(4), (If) I obtain the Unattainable one, the difference is abolished, (his) secret is somewhat obtained
The unbroken and indivisible one is obtained, by separation (from whom my) mind was upset and pierced
8
(5). (By) the Turk he is known (from) worship, (by) the Hindu (from) the Veda and Puranas.
In order to inform the mind divine knowledge should be read to some extent.
(6). The holy syllable Om is known (to be) in the beginning.
(Who) writes and effaces (it), he has no honour.
If one comprehend the holy syllable Om,
He having comprehended it is not effacing (it again).
(7). Kaka. A ray of light in put into the lotus.
The moonshine does not come into a covered box.
And though I put into it the juice of flowers:
To whom shall I tell and make understand the inexpressible story ?
(8). Khakha. Into this cavity ( « body) the mind has come.
Without leaving the hole it runs in the ten directions.
Having known the Lord it remains patient.
I
Then it settles dawn quietly, when it obtains the .imperishable place.
I
(9). Oagd. (From) the word of the Guru he (the Supreme) is,known (by him),?
(Who) does not put another word (into) his ears.
He ceases travelling about in the air, he does mot go anywhere.
I
He seizes the unseizable one and having seized (him) he ceases soaring in the skies.
(10). Qhagha. In everybody he dwells.r*
When the body bursts, he never becomes diminished.
When he has obtained a landing-place, in a body :
\
Why does he run to an inaccessible place, giving up that body ?
(11). Nana. Be strain love, remove anxiety!
I
Do not run away from what thou hast not seen, this is the highest wisdom.
(12). Coca. A (well)-made picture is of high.price.
I
Leave the picture and think of the painter!
4
Variously coloured is this immense (world).
Leaving the picture keep the painter (in thy) thoughts!
(13). Chachd. This isrthe snare of the king.
Why does he not remain satisfied, why does he not give up desire ?
0 my mind, I admonish thee every moment 3*
Cast out (thy own self)! why causest thou thyself to be bound ?
(14). Jaj&. If one causes his body to be burned whilst living:
He, burning (his) youth, obtains salvation.
1
1

1

yQ*- 5f "ffaT—$TI«The difference between him and me

(«^jr>

T h e ursii i s - • - - - r Jul

second c^Jui?
certainty, i.e. pantheistic union with the Supreme.
Adj., immense, huffe (Marajhl).

*tT3

(f^PHT?*

In Sindhi ITOEf^ signifies i labyrinth
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When he goes on being burned and consumed in this way:
Then, having gone, he attains to light and brightness.
(15). Jhajha. (Who) does not know how to apply his mind and to understand (the truth)
>
He remains boggling and is not approved of.
Being bewildered (myself) how shall I make others comprehend (it) ?
By making disputes I raise even disputes.
(16). JVand. Why should one go far away giving up him, who remains near in the hefcrt ?
For whose sake the world is searched through, he is obtained near.
(17). Tata. A difficult pass is in the heart.
Having opened the door why does he not go into the palace ?
Having seen the immovable one I do not move to any other place.
(If my) heart continues clinging (to him), I obtain intimacy (with him).
(18). Thafhd. This one is far, the cheat near.
At last, at last (my) mind was made sedate.
By which cheat the whole world is cheated (and) devoured:
That cheat was cheated (by me), (my) mind came to a place (of rest).
(19). JDadd. If fear (of God) springs up, fear goes.
Then fear is absorbed in the fear (of God).
2
If (his) fear (of God) subside, fear sticks again (to him).
(Who) has become fearless (of God), (in his) breast fear is produced, he flees.
(20). Dhadha. (He is) near, whom else does he seek ?
In searching about (one's) life is wasted.
When searching about he ascends the Sumeru : *
4
He is obtained in the fort, by'whom the fort is made.
6
(21). Nana. A man that enters battle makes a close fight.
He does not stoop nor vacillate.
One may account his life happy.
He kills the One and gives up many.
(22). Tata. The impassable (ocean) cannot be crossed.
The body is contained in the three worlds.
When the three worlds are contained in the body:
Then the substance is united (with the absolute) substance, the True'one is obtained.
(23). ThathdJ The bottom of the bottomless one is not obtained.
That one is bottomless, this one ( = t h e human mind) is not kept steady.
*
In a small'place and spot he commences.
Without posts he supports the palace.
?
(24). Dadd. What thou seest, that is passing away.
Whom thou dost not see, on him continue to reflect!
When in the tenth gate the key is given:
Then the sight of the Merciful one is obtained.
i

v.n. to apply the mind; JJdHcM v.a. to understand, to comprehend.
oTcf 3 d ; QJCJTJT is to be taken here in its original meaning: to burst, to break = to subside (Sansk
^KVt)
3
|erc
e
+1*^ " l
*h crown of the head, where the tenth gate is.
Hie 3[pf or fort is the human'body
5
A Ol (= ?i(u), originally : cohesiveness = close fight. °
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(25). Dhadhd. Below and above there is a settlement.
In the nether and upper regions there is dwelling.
Haying given up what is below, when one has come to what is a
Then, what is above, is united with what is below, happiness is j
(26). Nana. Xight and day (I am) looking at a place.
(My) eyes looking (at it) have become red.
When looking on and looking on I reach the place:
Then the look is blended with the look.
(27). Papa. The boundless one is not obtained.
(Who) enters into intimacy with the highest light:
He subdues his five senses.
Religious demerit and merit, both he discards.
(28). Phapha. A fruit is produced without blossoms.
If one behold a mouthful of that fruit.
He does not fall into duality, he reflects on the mouthful.
2
A mouthful of that fruit rends-all bodies.
(29). Bdbd. A drop is mixed with a drop.
A drop cannot be separated from a drop.
(Who) becomes a servant, takes up service.
Who becomesia prisoner, gets knowledge of the prison.
(30). Bhabha. The difference is united with the difference.
Now fear is broken and confidence is come.
Who (was considered as being outside), he is (now) known (as bi
The separated king is recognized (as one and the same with me).
(31). Mama. (By whom)*the root is seized, he reconciles (his) n
(Who) becomes acquainted with (these) secrets, he knows (his) w
May no one keep back (his) mind from meeting (with its root) !
By being immersed (in him) he obtains that True one.
Mama
mind
(33). This mind is the Shakti, -this mind is Shiva.
This mind is the life of the five elements.
If one taking this mind remain absorbed in divine contemplation:
Then he relates the things of the three worlds.
(34). Tayh. If one knows (the truth), he destroys folly, having subdued (his) body, he sings
A hero engaged iabattle does not flee, fame stimulates (him).
(35). Bard. (Worldly) relish is considered as insipid.
What is insipid is known as relish.
Who gives up this (worldly) relish, he gets that (divine) relish.
(By whom) that (divine) relish is tasted, (to him) this (worldly) relish does not please.
(36). Lata. (If one) apply (his) mind in such a way to devout meditation :
He, not going anywhere else, obtains the highest truth.
1

Verses of this kind, being destitute of all grammatical connexion, cannot be properly translated; we
can only give a conjecture. The verse tends to pantheistical union of the finite with the infinite being.
2
It is difficultjto say what is meant by these strange allegories. The fruit produced without blossoms
*eems to signify the Absolute.
. ^ - .
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And if he bestow devout meditation on it with-love,
He obtains the unattainable one, and having obtained (him) h$^3 absorbed in (his) feet
(37). Vavd. Remember again and again Vishnu !
1
Who remembers Vishnu is not overcome.
Who is a sacrifice to Vishnu and sings his praise (in his) body:
He is united (with) Vishnu and obtains him, who of all (alone) is true.
(38). Vavd. (Who) is known by him, (who) knows him, this one is.
When.this and that one meet together, then no one knows (them), they being united.
(89). Sasd. Examine and consider that as good!
Hold firm the word of familiar intercourse with the heart!
If love to familiar intercourse, with the heart springs up (in
In him is fully present the king of the three worlds. j[
(40). Khakhd. If one diligently search (for)
Who searches (for him),* he is not again bono _ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ _
If searching and comprehending he reflect (on him):
Then he is crossing the water of existence without delay.
(41). Sasd. That one adorns the bed of the bridegroom.
That one removes the doubt of the female friend.
Having given up little pleasure the highest pleasure is obtained.
Then this one is called wife, that one husband.
(42). Hahd. That he is existing, is not known.
When he is, then the mind is comforted.
When one apprehends, that he is indeed:
Then that one is that, this one is not.
(43). Absorbed in thought all the people wander about.
On his account much grief affects (them).
When they direct their thoughts on the husband of Lakshml:
Grief is effaced, they obtain all comforts.
(44). Khakhd. How many are gone drooping and wasting away !-•
(Though) drooping and wasting away, they do not think (of him) till now
If the world now, having known (him), go on to conciliate (him);
It obtains (him) firmly, from whom it was separated.
(45).,Fifty-two letters are joined together (by me),
f

(But I am) not able to know one letter.
Eablr tells the word of the True one.
Who becomes a Pan<Jit, he remains fearless.
The profession of the Pandit is for the sake of the people.
Who is skilled in divine knowledge, he is reflecting on truth.
understanding

He will
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I

Om! by the favour of the true Guru!

1

RAGTT GAURI j THE THITIS OF KABIR.

i

%9

SlOk.
There are fifteen lunar dates and seven week-days.
Kablr says: (of him who'has) no limit,
If the ascetics and perfect devotees obtain the secret:
They are themselves the creator, themselves God.
Thills.
(1). On the day of new moon remove hope (desire)!
Remember Ram, the inward governor!
Obtain the gate of salvation whilst living!
The word of the Fearless one is the very essence of truth.
Pause.
("Who are) filled with
favour of the saints become pure in their mind, they wake day by day in the praise of Hari
the first (lunar
ody sports the 1
devours
Who is absorbed in the i primeval divine male.
(3). Second (lunar) day. Thou knowest, that two are (in) the body
The Maya and Brahm sport with all.
That one neither increases nor decreases.
The bodiless and undefiled one is of one and the same state.
(4). Third (lunar) day. (Who) grinds and subdues the three (quali
He
springs
Outside and inside there is always light.
(5). Fourth (lunar) day. Seize the fickle mind.
Never sit together with lust and wrath!
In water and land is he himself.
He himdelf mutters the recitals of his own name.
(6). The fifth (lunar) day. The five elements are spread out.
Gold and women are the occupation of the world.
If one drink with love the nectar-juice:
The pain of old age and death will not again befall him.
1
unar
six spheres (of the body) and in the six directions
(the mind) ru
Without
(Who)h
He does
(8). The seventh (lunar) day. Take (this) word as true!
Take the Supreme Spirit as real!
About the VfZ *JSF see p. 472, note 3

r

RAO GAURI; THE THITIS OF KABIR, 9—16.

Doubt is dissolved, pain is effaced.
l
Tn the vacant pond thou wilt obtain happiness.
9
(9). The eighth (lunar) day. The body consists of eight substances.
In that ignoble one is the great treasure of the king.
Divine knowledge, obtainable from the Guru, shows the secret.
The infrangible and indivisible (Supreme) is turned over ( = disclosed).
(10). The ninth (lunar) day. Subdue the nine gates!
Bind down the wandering desire!
(If) all greediness and fondness be forgotten :
Thou wilt live for ever and eat the fruit of immortality.
(11). The tenth (lunar) day. In the ten directions joy springs up.
Doubt is dissolved, Govind is met with.
The incomparable substance is consisting of light.
I t is- pure, there is no filth (in it), neither shade nor sunshine.
(12). The eleventh (lunar) day. (If one) run in one direction:
f
He does not fall again into the pain of the womb.
(His) body becomes cool and pure.
Whom they are showing (as being) far, away, him he obtains near (in his heart).
(18). The twelfth (lunar) day. Twelve suns rise.
Unbeaten sound day and night the musical instruments.,
The beloved of the three worlds is seen.
3
Wonderful! from a created soul he has become the Supreme Soul.
• (14). The thirteenth (lunar) day. Expound the [thirteen holy Shastras!
Below and above consider (all) as the same!
There is neither low nor high, neither honour nor dishonour.
In all things Earn is contained.
(15). The fourteenth (lunar) day. He is in the fourteen worlds.
In every hair dwells the enemy of Mura.
Keep up meditation on true contentment !j
The story of the knowledge of Brahm should be told ! t
(16). On the day of full moon the moon is fall in the sky.
The digit (of the moon) is spread out, (there is) naturally light.
In the beginningy end and middle he exists, O brother!
Kablr sports in the ocean of happiness.
1
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I

^fft Vfd^fd fa the vacant pond « the Supreme, which ts described by $7%$ the vacuum.
* Seven substances of the body are usually enumerated.
M
* tiYG OsfafX
distinguished from flpf, designates khe created or rather emanated soul (individual
on
e
life); M\Q (=T*H) i* ^ contrary the universal, supreme soul, the actuating principle in animated beings.

p
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RAGlGAURI; iTHE VARS' OFfKABIR, h—8.

Guru
RAGFIGAURI

1

; THE TA^S OF KABIR.

i^glWg^f I jlPJlH Pause.5? ^ ^ H H |rfdiixt?

Sing continually the excellences of Hari S
T
Get that secret of Hari, which is to he expounded hy the Guru!
(1). Who on Sunday commences devotion:
He is stopping in the mansion of the body (his) desires.
If day and night the melody goes on uninterruptedly:
The flute sounds in tranquillity without being sounded.
(2). On Monday nectar flows (from) the moon.
Who is quickly tasting it removes all poison.
If the speech be stopped in the gate ( « mouth):
Then the intoxicating mind is drinking.
2
(3). On Tuesday acquire knowledge !
(That) thou mayest know the proceeding of the five thieves.
Do not leave the house and go forth!
Otherwise the king will be much displeased.
(4). On Wednesday wisdom diffuses light.
In the lotus of the heart is the dwelling of Hari.
9
Who having met (with) the Guru considers the two equal to One:
He, having erected (the lotus of the heart) (from) the mud, puts (it) straight.
(5). On Thursday let the world go!
Comprehend the three Gods in One!
1
Three'rivers are in that triad. *&wWfc wKKm WwW* iPl"^ V M WS/d

filth
(6). "Who on Friday overcomes thirst
at he daily struggles himself with himself. P I ( flVf V 1
all the five (senses), which are very watchful (for an opportunity
No second /right (a- duality)
firm
m
That torch of light in (his) body:
I
Outside and inside light is diffused.
All works are then set aside (by him).
(8). As long as in the body is another command*:
So long the sweetheart is not obtained in the palace.
(When) love is bestowed on the [sporting Rani:
Then the body (becomes) pure, says Kablr. ] ] J
i

m. Week-day.
11W
IB
1
HTOrnr *•/• knowledge, conversancy (with a branch
of a thing).

^Ty> the two, i.e. Ood and the creature (thou ilnd
8
I* t3JT (fem.) thirst, worldly desires. M

(quality*| essence
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RAGU GAURI CETI.
The Speech of Numdev.
6m! by the favour of the true Guru!
Pause.
God stones are'caused to swim
How
(1). Seizing the raft the whore, the hump-backed woman without beauty,
were brought across (= saved).
The man, who struck the feet (of Krishna), became emancipated.
I am a sacrifice (to) the man, (who) utters: Ram!
2
(2) To the eon of the slave-girl, the humble Bidar, to Sudama and TJgrasc
Who were without muttering, without austerity, without family, without
0 Lord of Kama!

RAGU GAURi; VERSES OF RAVIDAS.
Oaufl guarirl.
Om! the true name is the creator, the Supreme Spirit
By the favour of the Guru!
I.
(1). My company is day and night low.
My work perverseness, my birth vile.
Pause.
0 Lord Ram, life {of the creatures! do not forget me, I am thy servant!
(2). Remove my calamity, bestow affection (on thy) servant!
1 do not let go (thy) feet, (though my) body be consumed.
(3)* Ravidas says: I fall on thy protection.
Join quickly (thy) servant, do not delay!
II.
3

(1). Begampur is the name of (my) city.
Pain and anguish are not in that place.
Nor anxiety nor tribute on property.
No fear and no sin, no dread and decline.
Pause
Now I have got a good country.
There is always happiness, 0 my brother!
1

The name of the hunter was Jara (old-age).
* Vldura, the son of Vyasa and of a female sen ant (Wilson, Vish. Pur. p. 459). Sudama, a po Brahman
enriched by Krishna. Ugrasena was placed on the throne by Krishna (Wilson. Vish. Pur. ». 560
(
^TW^T
*** f* ijffl
62
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(2). Stable and always enduring is (my) dominion.
1
There is no second nor third there, there is only One.
It is always cultivated and famous.
There the rich and happy dwell.
(3). As it pleases (them), so they walk about.
The confidant of the palace no one stops.
2
Ravidas says: .the tanner is free.
Who is mv fellow-citizen, he is mv friend.
Om! by the favour of the ; true Guru!
Oauft hairagani; Ravidas.
I.

III.

(1). Very inaccessible is the mountain, I have one vicious bullock.
I address one supplication to my sweetheart: 0 Murari, keep my capital-stock 1
Pause.
(I am) some retail-dealer of Ram, my venture of goods is laden, 0 dear!
(2). I am a retail-dealer of Earn, I naturally carry on traffic.
I'have laden the wealth of the name of Bam, the world has laden poison.
(3). 0 receiver of customs, write down anything you please!
The punishment of Yama does not fall on me, I have given up all worldly cares
(4). As the colour of the safflower is, so is this world.
The colour of my sweetheart is of Majlth, says Ravidas, the tanner.
Gaufx pHrbl / Ravidas.
Om! by the favour of the true >Guru!
I.

IV.

filled
So my mind is fascinated by the world, it has no'knowledge of this and that side ( = world).
Pause.
0 Lord of all the worlds, show me one moment thy sight, 0 dear!
(2). My intellect has become impure, (so that) thy state cannot be apprehended (by me), 0 Mi
Bestow mercy (on me), (that) my error may cease; instruct me and give me a good intellect
(3). The most excellent Jogi does not reach (them), thy qualities are beyond tellhig.
On account of love and devotion (to thee) Ravidas, the tanner,.tells (them).
Gauri hairagani.

'

Om ! by the favour of the true Guru'!
I. V.
(1). In the Satya Yug (was) truth, the Treta (was) offering sacrifices, in the Dvapar (was) the
lerformance
(of Hari)
1

<*T (/Mt>) ••*• duality; Tfrf (++~>) f.e.'the three qualities

2

Ravidas was a \JHT3' or tanner.
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Pans*.
1

How shall 11 get 'to the other side, 0 dear?
No one instructs and tells me, by what coming and going may Vanish? |
(2). Religious duties (of) many kinds,are described, (but) the creator is seen in all the worlds.
Which are those works, by which one may become emancipated, by practising which all perfections
may be obtained ?
(3). Outside one may be washed with water, (but) in his heart are manifold vices.
l
In what wise may He become pure, (whose) practice is after the manner of a clean elephant ?
(4). Good and bad actions must be weighed, (bat) there is doubt when one heard the Veda and the
Purinas.
Doubt always dwells in the heart, who puts away (his) conceit ?
(5). As the night passes before the light of the aim—(this)'the whole wt>rld is knowing—
(So), mind, copperas turned into gold without delay, (if) it come into contact with tho philosopher's stone.
(6). He meets with the Guru, the most excellent philosopher's stone, on (whose) forehead it is
written by destiny.
(If) a mind absorbed in divine contemplation meet (with) the mind, the diamond shutters are opened.
(7). ("Whose) mind is intent on devotion and performing worship, cutting off the bonds of irror
and vices i
He ia happy (iA his) mind (ahd) united (with'the Supreme), reflecting only on the excellences of
him, who is without qualities.
(8). Many efforts (of) repression were made (by me), (but though) put aside the noose of error does
not recede.
Devotion out of love does not spring up, Kavidas ia sad about that.
1

•

The elephant, when washed, wallows again in the dust.

•

I

•
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Om! The true name is the creator, the Supreme Spirit, without fear, without enmity,
of a timeless form, unproduced from a womb.
By the favour of the Guru!
RAGU ASA.
1
Mahald I.; Ohar I.
1
i
SS dar.
What is that thy gate, what that house, where sitting thou supported all ?
Thy musical instruments (and) sounds are many, (yea) innumerable, how many are thy musicians?
How many are called thy Bags with the Raginis, how many (are) thyisingers?
To thee sing the wind, water, fire^Dharm-raja sings (to thee) at (thy) gate.
To thee sing the recording-angels, (who) know how, to write (andrwho) writing 9down reflect on
moral actions.
jj
To thee sing Isar%(Shiva), Brahma, theiDevI, (who^display lustre being( always adorned by thee.
To thee sing the Indras sitting on Indra's throne with the gods, who are at (his) gate.
To thee sing the perfect ascetics in their deep meditations, to thee sing the pious reflecting,(on thee).
To thee sing the ascetics of subdued, passions, the chaste (women), the( contented one s^ to thee sing
the hardy heroes.
f
To thee sing the Pandits, (who) read, the great abstinent ascetics with.the gods (sing) continually.
To thee sing the fascinating women, (who) fascinate the mind of those in heaven,.earth .and in the
nether region.
>
To thee sing all the gems, produced by thee, with the sixty-eight Tirthas.
To thee sing the heroes very powerful in battle, to thee sing the four sources (of production).
To thee sing the regions, orbs and universe, which are made, kept and supported by thee.
They sing to thee, who please thee; thy devotees, who have a taste) (of thee), are attached (to thee).
It docs not come into my mind, how many others sing to thee, what can Nanak judge ?
He, he is always the true Lord, true, of a true name.
He is and will be and will not be destroyed, by who is the creation was made.
By whom the Maya of various sorts and kinds was produced.
Having made (it) he beholds (it), his own work is as his greatness.
What pleases him, that he will do, his order cannot.be overturned.
I He is the king, Lord of kings, Nanak (says) : the order (of) the Lord remains (firm).
#

Asa;

mahalu IV.

I. II.

I

(1). He is the Supreme Being, Hari is the-Supreme Being,*Hari is quite unattainable, boundless.
All meditate, all meditate on thee, O Hari, 0 true creator!
All creatures are thine, sir, thou art the'donor of the creatures!
Meditate on Hari, 0 ye saints, who causes all pain to be forgotten.
Hari himself is the Lord, Hari himself is the servant, what is the helpless creature, (says) Nanak
(2). Thou art in everybody, in all thou, 0 Hari, the one Supreme Spirit, art continuously contain
Some are munificent, some are beggars, all are thy wonderful frolics.
Thou4thyself art the giver, .thou thyself the enjoyer, without thee I do not know another.
Thou, 0 Supremo Brahm, art endless, endless, how can I describe thy qualities ?!
Who serve, who serve thee, their sacrifice is humble Nanak.
I
1

See p. 14.

•
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W
H
them is broken.
"Who meditate onHhe fearless one, who meditate on the fearless Hari, all theijr fear will go.
Who serve, who serve my Hari, they will be absorbed into the Form 01 Hari.
They are happy, they are happy, who meditate on Hari, humble Jfanak will be a sacrifice to them.
(4)* Thy store-rooms are filled with devotion to thee, with devotiou to thee, O endless, endless one !
r
t
Thy devotees, thy devotees praise thee, 0 Hari, who art many, many (and) endless \
They perform many, many adorations to thee, 0 Hari, they practise austerities and mutter (thee),
0 endless one !
I
They read many, many Smritis and Shastras of thine, they^are performing religious ceremonies (and)
the six (prescribed) works.
.•*
Those devotees, those devotees are excellent, (says) humble Nanak, who are pleasing to my Lord Hari.
(5). Thou art the primeval divine male, the boundless creator, there i3 none other like thee.
Thou art for'ages the One,, (thou art) always, always the One, thou art that immovable creator.,
What pleases to thyself, that exists, what thou doest thyself, that takes place.
By thyself the whole creation is produced, by thyself ail (the world) is created and destroyed (again).
Humble Nanak sings the excellences of the creator, who is knowing all.

Ota! by the favour of the ttue Guru 1
BAGU ASA; MAHALA I.
V

i

I

Caupadds; Gliar I I .
I.
3

(1). Evcry one calls (thee) great, having heard,(it from others).*
(For) has it been seen, how great (thou art) ?
*
(Thy) estimate cannot be obtained nor told.
Those, who are-telling (it), remain absorbed in thee.
Pause.
0 my great Lord, deep and profound, weighty with excellences!
No irae knows, how great thy garb is.
(2). Though all intelligent ones meet and take it into consideration;
(Though) all valuers meet and make an estimate (of i t ) ;
2
The wise and meditative ones, the Gurus of the Gurus: alas !>
Not a bit can thy greatness be told.
I
(3). All virtues, all austerities, all good actions,
Tho greatnesses of the perfect men
Without thee no one has obtained perfection.
I
By destiny it accrues (and is then) not preventedWhat
Thy
1

iHatiibeconies by expansion many and cndllss.
1
Jjdtfjd UlvTL the great of the great; or : the Gums of the Gurus, alas! the interjection XTT^t (\T\f&
But
ff*
aidjfdo (3rau
3fiJ

P|

T
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I

I

I

To whom thou givest (them), what can;he do?*
Nanak (says): the True one isiarrouging (all).
II.
(1). (If) I utter (the name), I lire, if I forget (it), I die.
It is difficult to utter the true name.
Who has hunger after the true name :
The pain of his hunger departs having eaten.
Pause.
How should he be forgotten, 0 my mother?
True is the Lord, of a true name.
(2).( The greatness of the true name
Having uttered a little they became tired, (its) estimate was not reached.
Though all having met, set to utter it:
It does not increase nor decrease.
(3). He does not die nor does grief befall (him).
He goes on giving, (his) enjoyment does not cease (at the same time).
This is his (inherent) property (and) none other.
Nor has been any (other) nor will be*
(4). As great as thou art thyself, so great is thy gift,
(Thou), by whom day and night is made.
Who forget the Lord, they are of low birth*
Nanak (says) : without the Lord (they are) low caste *peoplo.'
III.
(1). If a beggar at the gate raises a cry, the Lord hears it in (his) palace.
Whether (thou give him) assurance (ot) push him away, thou alone givest greatness.
Pause.
Thou acknowledgest the light (that is in him) and dost not ask after (his) eastc.
(For) in the other world there is no caste.
(2). Thou thyself causest to be done, thou thyself dost (all thiugs), thou thyself puttost taunts into
mind (of man).
When thou art the creator and maker v
What is (then) dependence (on others), what the world ?
(3). Thou thyself producest and givest.
Thou thyself causest the folly of the miud.
If thou comest and dwellest in the mind by^the favour of the Guru:
The pain (of) darkness departs from within.
(4). The true one thou lovest thyself.
To the others thou dost not give the truth.
I f thou give and unfold it to any one-:
2
Him thou dost not interrogate in the other world, (says) Nanak.
IV.
(I). The brass-plates and cymbals (are) the volitions of tho heart.
The drum (is) tho world, the instrument (of which) sounds.
r^iAlf^r *•/• Arab. u^cL*?, profession, trade; here in the sense of low caste, mean profession*
1 ie.I lake orjjask arc omit from him. H I

m 1 .ftfri

JL± um

1
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l

Narada dances—(this is) the love of the Eali-yug.
Where shall the abstinent and chaste set their foot ?
Pause.
Nanak is a sacrifice to the name.
The world is Wind, know thou the Lord!
*
1
(2). (If) a disciple turn* to the Guru and eat;
(If) out of love for food he come and dwell in (his) house;
Though he be living and eating a hundred years :
That day is the best, (in which) he gets acquainted with the Lord.
(3). By having an interview mercy is not obtained.
Without taking and giving none remains.
2
The king administers justice (on him who) is in (his) power.
For the order of God'no one cares.
(4). He has the shape and name of a man, (says) Nanak.
(But) in actions hois aJdog, (being) at the gate (by) order.
(If) by the favour of the Guru he knows, (that he is) a guest:
Then he obtains some honour at the threshold (of God).
V.
(1). As much as the sound is, so much is the hearing of the sound, as much as the form is, (so much)
is thy body.
8
Thou thyself art the tongue, thou thyself the flavour, there is no other, I say, 0 mother!
Pause.
/
My Lord.is the only one, the only one, 0 brother, the only one.
(2). He himself destroys, he himself sets loose, he himself takes find gives.
He him self sees, he himself expands, he himself beholds (it).
(3). Whatever was to he done, that he has done, nothing else can he done.
As it is, such it is called, all is thy greatness.
I (4). (In) the Kali-yug the Maya is selling liquors, the intoxicated mind keeps on drinking (her)
sweet liquor.
He himself (the Supreme) makes forms of many kinds, so says helpless Nanak.
VI.
(1). Wisdom is music, love the tambourine,
(By which) always joy and pleasure are produced in the mind.
This is devotion, this is austerity.
Dance in this wise, keeping (thy) foot (in proper time)!
Pause.
(These are) full chimes, (if one) know the praise (of the Lord).
i
Is other dancing a pleasure in the mind ?
(2). Truth (and) contentment (are) the two cymbals, (that) sound.
Music of the feet, (if one^be) always happy.
1

Narada,figurativelyfor an embrojler.
* It is nearly impossible to say, what the meaning of tjf^f erf^T is; literally it signifies: it is in hand or
in (one's) power; but as no grammatical relation or connexion is hinted at, it can only be translated by
coqjecture.
^ W I W H here « <*TOKT» properly teenf, but also misused for favour, taste.
* This line, if it is not to stultify itself, is to be taker la an interrogatory sense.
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The sound (of) melody, (if there be) no second love.
Dance in this wise, keeping (thy) foot (in proper time)!
t
(3). Turning round (in dancing) is, (if) fear (of God) be in the mind and heart,
Continually in sitting down and rising.
Lying down on the reclining place (is, if) one knows, (that his) body,is ashes.
In this wise dance, keeping (thy) foot (in proper time)!
(4). (He is) a disciple, (who) aims at initiation into the > assembly.
(He is) a disciple of the Guru, (who is) hearing the true name.
(And) uttering it continually, (says) Nanak.
Dance in this wise, keeping (thy) footYin proper time)!
VII.
(1) Having produced the wind, the whole earth is supported (by»him), bonds were assigned to water
and fire.
!
The ten-headed head (of) the blind one was cut off, by killing Ravana what great ,thing was done ?
Pause.

I

How can thy greatness be told ?
Thou remaincst full in all, sunk in thoughts.
(2). Producing the creatures he subdues (them) by (his) skill; * by putting a nose-ring into the nose
3
of Kail what great thing was done ?
Whose husband art thou, who is called (thy) wife ? in all thou art present uninterruptedly.
(3). Brahma, the giver of blessings, went wailing wrth (his) wife to investigate creation.
I
But he did not find out its end; by perforating Kans what great thing was don £*9
rv
astray
4
it was done by them.
Nanak says: how should the hidden one bo'hidden, (who) distributes (his gifts) to etery one?
VIII,
(1). By practising works a vine is spread out, the name of Ram becomes its fruit.
He (R am) has no sign nor mark, the unbeaten sound sounds, (that) is produced by the Supreme.
Pause.
If one expound and know (it;:
He drinks nectar*
(2). By whom it is drunk, they have become intoxicated, (their) bonds (and) nooses break.
I Light is absorbed in the Luminous one ; (who) is within it, gives up the the profits of the Maya. I
(3). Thy luminous form is seen (in) all, all the worlds (and) the Maya is thine.
I
In, beautiful form (thou art) sitting aloof (from the created things), thou lookcst on, being spread out
within (them).
Ravana, sovereign of Lanka (Ceylon/and prince of the Rnkshasas, h said to have had leu heads; he
was killed by Rama (or Ramacandra).
* tjf^T sft7?t, supply: fiujf^r the creation.
«MwT (Sansk. «ff!<fl|«4) s.m.9 the serpent that infested die Yamuna and was overcome by Krishna
(see Wilson's Vish. Parana, p. 512 sqq.).
I
4
This refers to the churning of the ocean by the Gods and Daityns for getting the Ambrosia.
The sense is: the Supreme is not perceptible by any outward signs or forms, he is only.known by an
unbeaten (= not produced by beating) sound, that,pervades the universe
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(4). The .Tog! produces the sound of the lute, (but) he (the Supreme) is of infinite sight (and) form.
That sweetheart is in the unbeaten sound, Nanak being attached (to him) pronounces (this) thought.
IX

r

s

(1). The words of (thy ) excellences (are) a burden; (on ray) head.
l
(I am) melted (by these) words, 0 creator!
Eating! drinking and laughing is in vain,
As long as thou dost not come into{(my) mind.
*
Pause.
What is thy concern, what is dose ?
1
In every birth something ha* been taken (and) is taken.
(2). The intellect of (my) mind is intoxicated, (my) throat is intoxicated.
Whatever is spoken, all is error and mistake.
With what face shall prayer be made ?
Beligious demerit and merit, both are as witnesses with (me).
(3). As thou makest one, such he is.
Without thee there is no other.
As thou givest intellect, so one receives.
As it pleases thyself, so thou makest one walk.
(4). (In this) gem-liko Bag (with its) retinue of Raginls,
In this is produced the pith of nectar.
Nanak (says): this is the wealth and property of the creator.
If one comprehends (it), he reflects (on it).

}

I

I

I I

X.

(1). Bestowing mercy (when) ho has come to his own house:
Then the female companions, having met,,arrange the work.
5
Joy springs up in the mind seeing the sport.
The bridegroom is come .in order to marry. T
Pause.
woman
The world-soul, the husband, has come to our house.
(2). If our .marriage has been brought about by means of the Guru, he is then known, when the
bridegroom is met with.
reconciled
He
that
beloved of all
On whom he bestows a glance of favour, she becomes a happy married woman.
XI.
(1). House and forest are naturally the same**
Foolishness departs, (when) praise (of trod) is made in the house
(In whose) mouth is the true Pauyl, the true name:
He serving the true Guru gets his own place.
These
tical
The sense of these words is quite obscure.
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Pause.
t*
0 mind, consider the six: (philosophical) systems as rubbish V
In \ all is the Lord, who is full of light.
(2). (Who is) excessively greedyt puts on many garbs.
(But) the world is pain, (that) takes away happiness from- the'body.
Lust and wrath within take away (one's) wealth.
One is saved by the name, having given upiduality.
(3). Praising and magnifying (God) (is) tranquillity and joy.
(My) friend and relative is the love of Govind.

ryth
(My)

Hari

(4). Falsehood and vice Are great pain (to) the body.
Qarbs and castes appear all as ashes.
What is produced, that comes and goes.
0 Nanak, firm is the name (and) will (of God).
XII.
v
(1). There is one pond, (in which is) an incomparable lotus.
It always opens (its) sweet scent and beauty.*
*
The bright pearl the goose picks up.
All parts aro a portion of the Lord of the universe.
-J
Pause.
What is seen, that is produced and (again) annihilated. V
Without water no lotus is seen in a pond.
(2). Some rare one comprehends and gets (this) secret.
1
The Veda always says, that there arc three branches (= three gods).
1
In the-sound the knowledge of the drop is contained.
Who serves the true Guru obtains the highest step.
(3). (Who is) steeped in (thy) colour, (is) emancipated, (him thou art) delighting.
(Thou art) always?making (him) happy in theTshig of kings.
Whom thou keepest bestowing (thy) mercy (on him) :
(Him) thou makest cross in a boat (like) a sinking stone.
l
(4). (By whom) the light, (that is) in the three Wodds, is known iu tho three ^worlds
(By him) a return (to himself) is made, (his) house is brought into (his) house.
Who day and night perform worship with deep devotion:
To their feet Nanak clings.
XIII
(1). By the true,instruction of the Guru dispute is removed.
By much cunning dust sticks (to one).
The filth that sticks (to one), is done away by the true name
By tho favour of the Guru he continues in devout devotion.'
Pause.
(My) prayer is present before the Lord.
Tain and;pleasure aro with the true creator, the Lord.
1

The Hindu Triad, Brahma, Vishnu, Shiva.
3
These words arc utterly confused ; we can only guess what they mean. The TTFT^the sound or proclamation, seems to hint at the instruction of the Guru, as gathered from the following line. Th«* Tif<% the
drop, ifi the Supreme, from whom all emanates as from a drop
I
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(2). Who practises falsehood, he cornea and goes..
By saying and telling no advantage is obtained.
What is seen, if o c t e t s no understanding?
Without the name no satiety enters the mind.
*
(3). Who arefborn, they are subject to sickness.
They are afflicted by the pain of egotism sand the Maya.
Those people are preserved, who are kept by the Lord.
By serving the true<Guru they drink nectar-juice.
(4). Who checks his wandering mind, he tastes nectar)
By serving the true Guru be utters the nectar-word (=* the name)
By the true word he gets emancipation and salvation.
Nanak (says): he removes from within his own self.
XIV.
(1). What is done by hitu, that becomes*true (real).
nectar
heart

He
Pause.

Hari
Guru the iuice of-Hari is obtained, the blessing and the nine treasures'of the
name
(2). (Whose) actions (are) true (and who has) the true name:
To him I am always a sacrifice.
Who are steeped in Hari, those people are excellent.
Their society is the highest treasure.
(3). Blessed is the woman, who has got Hari for her husband.
Being in lore with Hari she reflects on the word (of the Guru).
Bhe herself crosses and brings her companions and family across.
Serving the true Guru she reflects on truth.
(4). Our caste and fellowship are the true name.
Works, continence, truth, love.
(To whom) he gives, (says) Nanak, (from him) no account is taken.
1
He alone effaces duality.

f

XV.
(1). Borne come, some go, having come*
Borne, who are attached to Hari, remain absorbed (in him).
:
Borne find no place on earth (and in) the sky.
They are disregardful of (religious)! actions, who do not meditate on the name of Hari.
Pause.
From the perfect Guru the knowledge of salvation is obtained.
This world is like poison; Hari ferries across the great water 6f existence by means of the word
the Guru.
' \
(2). Whom Che Lord himself unites (with himself):
Them death cannot push on.
1

This last line is missing in MS. No. 2484.
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The beloved disciples remain pure,
Like the lotuses on the water (remain) aloof (from*the water).
(3). Say, who shall,be called bad (or) good ?
Brahm is seen (in all), by the disciple the True one is obtained.
(Who) relates |the inexpressible one (and) reflects on the instruction; of the Guru:
He joining the society of the Guru gains the [ other | side.
(4). The Shastras, Vedas and Smritis of manyikinds (he:has read) ;
Hari
filth
great
XVI.
Guru
Who is reflecting, in (his) heart Hari is contained, having seen (him) in (his) heart, he reflects
Pause
Bay: Bam brings about salvation.
By the favour of the Guru Hari, the gem, is obtained, ignorance is effaced, light is produced.
(2). The woman sports, (her) fetters do not break, in (her) heart are egotism and error, (which) do
not depart.
(If) she meet with the true Guru, then egotism is broken, then she may fall
Hari is very dear to (his) devotees, they keep the ocean of happiness in (their) breast
>rld. the donor, is compassionate to (his) devotees. Hari saves Ctbera).by means o
the instruction
(Who) fights with (his) mind, he obtains the Lord, (his) desire is absorbed in the
JJanak (says): (if) tb
bestows devout devotion (on the
Supreme) with natural ease.
XVII.
(1). To whom does he tell it, whom does he let hear (it), whom does he let know (it), (that) he
may understand (it) ?
Whom does he make read (it), (that), reading and pondering, ho may comprehend (it) (and) remain
delighted with the word of the true Guru ?
Pause.
Such a one delights (in) the instruction of the Guru (in his) body.
Worship Hari, 0 my mind, the deep and profound one !
I
Hari
Hari
Useless is the birth (life) of the Sakat in the world.
The devotee of Ram remains aloof (from him).
Hari
Having known himself, he continues in devout meditation.
I
Being in love with'the primeval, boundless, infinite diamond,
£Jio ruby, my mind, has become sedate.
(4). Who recite, recite the legends (of the gods), they have died.
That Lord is not far off, thou art,the Lord.
1

These lines are so confused, that they can only be translated by conjecture, T^JT is likely = fj*£, hca

* VTin = V%» for the sake of the rhyme.,.
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I saw, that the I whole word is overshadowed by the Maya.
Nanak (says) : by means of the instruction of the Guru the name is meditated upon,
XVIII.
(1). Some one is a beggar (and) eats alms.
Another is engaged in sensual pleasures.
I
Some one has honour, another dishonour.
Having pulled down (some one) raises (a building), (another) continues in meditation.
No one is greater than thou.
*l
Whom shall I point out, that is good ?
'
Pause
Thy name is my support.
Thou, the maker and creator, (art) bountiful.
(2). I do not get (the right) road, I go winding about.
(I do not get) a place for sitting down at the threshold.
(I am) blind in<mind, a prisoner of the Maya.
(My) body is continually wasted and consumed.
I am very desirous of eating and living.
In thy account (is every) breath (and) morsel (I li&ke).
(3). Give a lamp to him, Who is blind by day and night!
Sinking in the water of existence |he is in'anxiety.
Who tells, hears and minds the name :
To him I make myself a sacrifice.
Nanak utters this one petition ( - word):
1
Soul and body is all with thee.
+
(4), When thou givest (it), then I mutter thy name,
I
(By which) asplaoe for sitting at (thy) threshold is obtained.
When it pleases thee, then folly departs. \
The gem of'divine knowledge comes and dwells'in the mind.
1
(If) thou bestowest (on one) a favourable glance, then the Guru is met with*.
Nanak says: he crosses'-the water of existence.

9

I
J
^I

Parihpade.
XIX.
(1). A eow without milk, a bird without wings, sprouts without water, are useless.
What is a Sultan, to w>iom no reverence is paid ? dark'is the chamber, (in which) thy name is not.
Pause.
Art thou forgotten, when much pain sets in]?
When oain sets in. thou art not forirotten.
efirn

(God)
gard

All
obtains a reward
Pain and pleasure (are distributed according) to thy decree, without the name life does not remain
(5). One must die in one's mind, what is living longer? when I live, f am not absorbed in contemplation.
Nanak says: thou vivifiest the orcaturos; whom thou likest/him thou keepest.
<V7j3T,;Saiisk. TTCpff, carried, led on.
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XX.
(1). (My) body is Brahma, the mind (my) Dhoti.
Divine knowledge the sacred cord, meditation the leaves of Kusa-grass.
Hari I praise, I ask for the praise of the name.
By the favour of the Guru I am absorbed in Brahm.
Pause.
0 Pandit, such^is (true) reflection on Brahm.
By the name (one becomes) pure, by the name learned, by the name clever conduct (is acquired).
(2). Outwardly (keep) the sacred cord, as long as there is light with (thee).
- • .
The (right) Dhoti and Tika is, (if) thou remember the name.
Herd and there it will go with (thee).
Do not seek other works besides the name!
(S). Burn, the worship and love of the Maya!
Look at the One, do not seek for another!
He knows the truth in the tenth gate of the head:
Who utters Hari at the tip of his tongue, reflecting (on him).
-(4). Love of enjoyment, error and fear
flee.
>
(If) the watchman watch, the thief does not set on.
The (right) religious mark on the forehead (is, if one) know the One Lord.
Discrimination (is, if one) understand, that Brahm is within (himself).
(5). By religious practices he cannot be overcome.
Who practises reading, does not get an estimate (of him).
f
By the eighteen (Puragas) and the four (Vedas) (his) secret is not,obtained. \
N&nak (says): by the true Guru Brahm is pointed out.

I

XXI.

!

(1). (Who) is (his) servant and slave, that man is a devotee.
(Who) becomes a disciple, he is the slave of the Lord.
By whom (creation) is made, by'him it is-again destroyed.
Without«him there is no other.
Pause.
Reflect on the true name by means of the word of the Guru!
The disciples are true at the true court.
(2). A true petition, a true prayer
The Lord hears in (his) palace, praise be (to him)!
c
1
(Whom) he calls* to the true throne:
(To him) he gives greatness; what he does, that takes place.
(3). Thine is the power, thou art the tribunal.
The word of the Guru is the true sign (for guidance).
Who minds (his) order becomes manifest.
Under the true sign (or flag) he is not repulsed.
(4). The Pandit reads and expounds the YCda.
He does not know the secret of the thing within.
Without the Guru right knowledge and understanding arc not obtained.
(He is) true, (in whom) that Lord is contained.
(6). What shall I say and ting (thy) praises ?
Thou thyself knoweet (it), assuming the forms of all.
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tfanak (says): there is One gate and royal hall.
The true disciple is living there.
XXII.
(1). Like a raw jug the ailing body is produced and destroyed and suffers pain.
1
How shall this world* the ocean, which is hard to cross, be crossed? without Hari. the Guru
not get aoross.
Pause.
Without thee there is no other, 0 my beloved, without thee there is no other,*0 Hari!
In all colours and forms art thou; on whom thou bestowest a glance of favour, him thou pardonest.
(2). (My) mother-in-law is wicked, the .does not let me dwell in the house, the wicked one does not
let me meet with (my) beloved.
I embrace the feet of (my) companion and friend, Had, the Guru, bestowed a glance of favour (on
me) out of mercy.
(3). .Reflecting on myself and subduing (my) mind I saw, that'there is no other friend like thee.
As thou keepest (one), so he remains, the'pain and pleasure, thou givest, that accrues (to him).
(4). Hope and desire, both are ruining (me), (by) the three qualities I have been made despondent.
x
The fourth state is obtained by the disciple, (who) has got the protection of the assembly of the saints.
(5). (He has) all divine knowledge and meditation, all mutterings and austerities/(in) whose heart
Hari, the inapprehensible and indivisible one, is.
Nanak (says): (whose) mind is attached to the name, he gets^easily by means of the instruction of
the Guru the service (of Hari).
Pancpadi.
XXIII.
(1). Affection for (thy) family,, affection for all works.
Give up. affection! all (this) is useless.
Pause.
Give up affection and (consequent) error, 0 brother!
In (whose) heart the true name is, he delights (in his) body.
(2). Who has obtained the nine treasures of the name :
That mother is not distressed, if (her) soniweeps.
(3). In this spiritual blindness the world is drowned.
Some (rare) disciple gets across.
(4). In this spiritual blindness one falls again into the womb.
Who clings to spiritual blindness goes to the city of Yam a.
fc
(5). (Who) takes the initiation of the Guru, practises muttering and austerities.
(Who) breaks away from the name! does not become acceptable.
(6). (When) he bestows a glance*of favour (on any one), then this spiritual blindness departs.
H
XXIV.
(1). The True, inapprehensible, boundless one does himself (Everything).
I am a sinner, thou art the pardoner.
Pause.
done
What
3cH^i<8«itu, *•/• the fourth state, that of absti
tlon of one's own spirit (as identical with the Supreme).

•
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(2). The mind of the self-willed one is sunk in falsehood.
Without remembering Hari it is distressed by sin.
(3). Having given up folly acquire some profit!
What is produced, that (is produced) from the inapprehensible, indivisible one.
(4)^ Such is our companion and helper.
Hari the Guru is obtained, (our) devotion is strengthened.
(5). The whole (world) is sleeping and]suffers loss.
I
To the mind of Nanakjthe name of Bam is pleasing.
XXV.
(1). (When one) is meditating on science, then he is rendering services to others.
When he is subduing the five (senses), then he is dwelling at a Tlrtha.
Pause.
The toe-bells sound, if (my) mind be applied (to devotion).
Then what willfYama do to me further on ( = in the other world) ?
(2). When one has laid aside (all) hope, then he is a Sanyasl.
When one is given to chastity, then he is enjoying his body.
(3). Who is reflecting onjkindness, is naked-bodied.
He dies himself and does not kill others.
£'
(4). Thou art One, (but) hastjmany other garbs. ;<
%
Nanak does not know thy marvels.

I

XXVI.
(1). I am defiled, not (having practised) one (virtue); practising virtues I will wash away (my filth).
My bridegroom wakes, 1 sleep the whole nightlong.
Pause.
How shall I thus become dear to my husband ?
My bridegroom wakes, I sleep the whole night long.
(2). Longing (for him) I come to the bed,
r
(That) in future I please (my) bridegroom, why should I not please (him) ?
I
I
I Pause.
What do I know, what will happen, 0 mother!
Without the sight of Hari I cannot live.
(3). I have not tasted love, my thirst is not quenched.
That youth is gone and the woman repents.
Pause.
Till now I wake in expectation and desire.
I have become dejected. I remain hopeless.
(4). (If) she adorn herself by doing away egotism:
Then the woman sports .with her husband on the bed.
Pause.
Then, (says) Nanak, she will please the mind of her husband.
Having given up greatness she will be absorbed in her husband.
XXVII.
(1). In'her father's house the woman (is) very ignorant.
I had no knowledge of that bridegroom.

'
I
*

t
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Pause.
My bridegroom is One, there is no other.
If he bestow a favourable look, then union is brought about.
(2). In her father-in-law's house the True one is known by the woman
With natural ease herjbeloved is recognized (by her).
(3). By the«favour of the Guru such wisdom is obtained.
1
Then the woman is pleasing to the mind of her husband.
*
(4). Nanak Bays: if she adorns herself {with fear and3 love:
.
Then she'always sports with her husband on the bed*
XXVIII.
(1). There is not any one's son nor any one's mother.
By false affection and error (the world) is misled.
Pause.
O my Lord, t am thy breature.
When thou givest it (to me), then I mutter thy name.
(2). One may weep (on account of) many vices.
When it pleases him, he pardons (him).
(8). "By the favour of the Guru foolishness is done away
Where I see, there is that One.
(4). Nanak says: if one gets such an understanding:
f
Then he is absorbed in the perfectly True one.

Pupate.
\

XXIX.

jo

(1). In that'pond his dwellings are made, (by whom) water and fire are produced.
1
I am fascinated by the lotus, (but) the foot does not go there.
1
I saw, that (people) were drowned in it.
a ti
i
t
Pause.
0 foolish mind, why dost thou not think of the One ?
By forgetting Hari thy virtues are consumed.
(2). I am not chaste nor learned, foolish and stupid I was born.
Nanak says: (I Bee) to the asylum of those, by whom thou art <not forgotten.

are six houses, six Gurus, six,(methods of) instruction
Guru of the Gurus
Pause
In which house the creator is praised:
That house hold fast,igreatnejss (will accrue) to
unar
week-days, a month is made up.
The sun is One, the seasons many.
Nanak
The literal translation is: (there is) fascination of the lotus = I am fascinated, attracted :«iby it. The
explanation of this passage, as given pn p. 18 (III.), istdifferent, though grammatically correct. The sense is
apparently: the Supreme dwells in a place (pond), where thefootof man cannot ga: he is JtPTH HfStOTf
The six Darshanas or philosophical systems.
G4
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Om! By the favour of the true Guru!
ASA; GHAR I I I . ; MAHALA I.
I.

XXXI.

i

(1). (Thou mayst have) Lakhs of armies, Lakhs of musical instruments and spears, Lakhs may rise
and make salutation (to thee).
Thou mayst have a sway over Lakhs, Lakhs may rise and pay (thee) reverence.
When thou dost not come into account before the Lord, all (thy) works are fruitless.
.Pause.
Without the name of Hari the world is but labour.
*g
I
If the foolish (world) be ever so much admonished, yet it remains totally blind.
(2). Lakhs may be acquired, Lakhs collected. Lakhs may be eaten, Lakhs may come and go.
When thou dost not come into account before the Lord, where will (thy) sour wander about?
(3). Lakhs of Shastras they may teach, Lakhs of Puranas the Pandits may read.
4
When they do not come into account before the Lord, they are all rejected.
(4). From the true name honour'is produced, the name of the creator (is obtained) by destiny.
In (whose) heart it dwells day and night, he by his favourable look (gets) across, (says) Nanak.,
II.

XXXII.

(1). My lamp is the One name, pain is thrown into it as oil.
By that light that (pain) is soaked up, falling in with Yama has ceased.
Pause.
O people, may not any one fall into wrangling!
Having collected a Lakh of reels of cotton one little bit sets fire to it.
(2). My platter with ,the oblation (to the deceased ancestors) is KSshava, my funeral obsequies,
(I perform), the true name of the creator.
Here and there, in future and past (time), this is my support.
(3). He bathes in the Ganga at Benares, (who) praises thee, 0 Supreme Spirit!
True bathing is then made, when day and night love towards thee is entertained.
l
(4). Borne are dwelling in heaven, some under the earth; the Brahman having twisted the rice1
ball eats it.
N&nak (says): the rice-ball of pardon iB never exhausted.
ASA; GHAR IV.; MAHALA I.
Om! By the favour of the true-"Guru!
I.

XXXIII.

(I). For the sake of visiting idols paim and hunger are undergone at a Tlrtha,
The JogI and ascetic are continuing in their practice, having put on reddish-yellow garbs they
wander about.
Pause.
On thy account, 0 Lord, they are imbued with love.
i
Thy names are many, thy forms endless, it cannot be told, how many thy qualities are.
1

feft (^ftfaFO dwelling in heaven j t^fHsfcft i» the Sansk. WIM'^> dwelling in or under the earth,
both adjectives refer to the manes of the deceased ancestors.
|
* After having offered it to the manes; usually these rice-balls are left on the ground.
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(2). Having forsaken'house, palace, elephants, honed, they went to a foreign country.
The PITB, prophets, devotees and sincere ones gave up the world andjbecame acceptable.,
(3). Relishes, tranquillity, comfort and pleasure were given up (by them), laying aside their clothes
they put on skins.
-< >••
In pain and suffering (they-stand) at my gate, being in love with thy name; they became Darvlshes.
(4). A skin, an earthen cup, a staff' a little wallet (is taken), a tuft • of hair, a (sacred string), a
Dhoti is made (by me):
II
Thou art the Lord, I am thy mimic; .Nanak says: of what.kind is (my) caste ?
I
ASA:

! G K A R V.;

MAH ALA

1.

Om! By the favour of the true Guru!
1

I

<!L* XXXIV. ..

,.

, >i •

*

(1). Within (my) mind dwell the five (passions) concealed.
They do not remain steady, th ey wander about like those who are indifferent (to the world)
Pau$e.
My mind.does not remain steady with the merciful one.
I
Being greedy, deceitful, sinful, hypocritical, it clings excessively to the Maya.
(2). A wreathe of flowers I will put as necklace on my neck.
When (my) beloved will be met with, then I will adorn myself.
1
(3). We are five companions, (who have)*One husband/ t
2
r
The treeais transplanted, life is goyjg. ^
\ . - . . . , • . \ -• '
,•
(4). We five companions having me$,'weep..' •
•>
The breath is'separated, andfwe give.account, says Nanak. ^..r . . . ,
f

l

(

AJ3A; GEAR VI.; MAHALA L
-.iOmT By the favour* of'^the true Guru! f
I.

f

|

i'
j

XXXV.
1

(1). If the mind be the pearls and jewels, if the breath be the stringholder;'
t
If the woman put on her body the decoration of patience, then,'being dear to (her) beloved, she
enjoys him.
Pause.
By the very excellent sweetheart the woman is fascinated.
Thy excellences are not.'in others.
y «.
Hari (het) necklace and nut it Ton her) breast (it) she 'take Damodar fas
her) tooth-powder.
itor her wriit-ornament and!put it on, (if)
Madhu-sudana (the subdued of Madhu) as
as her cloth.
3
(If) she patch patience (on her forehead) as her Dharl, (if) she apply the husband of Lakshmi
collyrium (to her eyes).
1
2

Thefivecompanions arei the five senses.
i
#
^
X^f? s.f. a tree especially .for transplantation. The death of man is compared to the transplantation

of a tree.
8

Jf^\ is In the Paiyab a line of red lead painted on the forehead.
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(4). (If) she light a lamp in the mansion of her mind and make her body the bed:
Then he enjoys her, says Nanak, when the King of divine knowledge comes to (her) bed.
II.

XXXVI.

(1). What is created, that does what it is caused to do; what can be said to it, 0 brother ?
What must be done, that it does; what cleverness has the creature ?
Pause.

£

.."?••

I

Thy order is good; who pleases thee:
To him accrues greatness, (says) Nanak, he is absorbed in ; the true name.
(2). The destiny is fixed, the order is written, no order is again given.
As it is written, sofit falls, no one can efface it.
(3). If one talk much at the threshold, hejgets the name of a low person.
The chess-figure, that is not well arranged in the chess-play, ia beaten.
(4). No one is read, learned, wise, no one foolish and bad.
Within which servants he causes (his) praise to be made, they are called servants.
r

I I I . XXXVII; '*"$ •
' " ' *•
(1). (If) the word of the Guru is in (my) mind, (if) I wear patience as ear-ring and patched quilt.
(If) I consider as good, whatever he (God) does, I get easily the treasure of the Yoga.
Pause, y.
*
(Whose) soul is continually intent (on the Supreme), 0 brother, he ia a Jog!. .
* £ '
(Who) is intent on the most excellent essence (= the Supreme):
•,
j
He obtains the nectar-name of the Supreme, he is enjoyingthis relish of divine knowledge.
1
(2). I sit in a sitting posture at Benares, (if) t give up designs and disputes.
(My) horn is the word of the Guru, its sound is always beautiful, day and night it produces a
(continuing) sound.
(3). (My) bowl is reflection (on) divine knowledge, intelligence (my) atafFf what is existing (my)
1
ashes.
3
The praise of Hari my prayer, (living as) a disciple my ascetic life. , -.
(4). In all is the (divine) light; our appellation is of various and many kinds.
4
4
Nanak says: hear, 0 Bharthari, (he is) a Jog!, (whose) thoughts are continually directed on the
Supreme Brahra.
.'
IV.

XXXVIII.

'

(1). Make divine knowledge the molasses, meditation the flowers of the Dhava-tree, good actions
the bark of the Klkar-tree and put (them into it)!
J
The world the distilling pot, love the plastering! from this juice nectar ia caused.to ooze out.
Pause.
•
-.-._. '# I
f
O brother, (who) is drunk in (his) mind (and) drinks the juice 'of the name, he is easily absorbed
in love.
**
v *t
:» V
^
-^
1

f*T<27ET<fti the city of Shiva « Benares.
J
* t V ^ f a i ashes ruhlttd on thf body by devotees. The sense is I whatever exists, I consider as ashes.
* 3T<JHftf V ^ 11(3^5^literally: (my) ascetic way of life is<facing the*Guni.
Bharthari is the name of a Jog!, with whom Nanak is said to have had a discussion. (See JanamSakhi, Lahore edition, Sakhi 44.)

*• •

«

*
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Day and night devout meditation (with) love is made (and) entertained, the unbeaten sound4s kid
hold of (by him).
(2). A full and true cup lie makes easily drink him, on whom he bestows a glance.
Who is a dealer in nectar, what should he entertain love for mean liquor ?
(3). The discourse of the Guru is a nectar*speech, who drinks it becomes acceptable.
(Who is) very fond of the sight of the gate (of God), he becomes emancipated, what shall he'do
in paradise?
Who
gamblin g.
Nanak says: hear, 0 Bharthari! the Jogl is intoxicated by a stream of nectar!
V.

XXXIX.
1

(1). Khorasan renderedsassistance (and) Hindustan was frightened.
I myself do not blame (thee), 0 creator, who hast made tho"Mugal the angel of death and raised him.
Such a great slaughter took place, no compassion was shown to the weeding ones.
Pause.
0 creator, thou art the same to all.
If tthe powerful one killsrthe powerful, no anger arises Irf (my) mind.
(2). If the powerful lion falls on a herd of cattle and kills*(them), this is the*bravery of'the Lord.
Having spoiled the jewel they were destroyed; no one takes any notice of dead dogs.
Thou thyself joinest and separatest, thou thyself seest thy own greatness.
L
(3). If one assumes a great name and enjoys (all) pleasures, he likes in (his) mind :
^^^

A. worm come
He having died
he praise the name.

born again}: then he will

RAGTJ ASAJ: GHAR I I . ; MAHALA IIU
6m! By the favour of the true Guru!
I.

_

XL.,

3

(1). The very fortunate one obtains a sight of Hari
By true love to the word of the Guru.
Six (philosophical) systems are current.
(But) the system of the Guru is profound 'and boundless.
Pause.
By the sy#t&/: of the Guru emancipation and salvation are brought about
That TniO|Onc himself dwells in the mind (of the disciple).
4
(2). By the doctrine of the Guru the world is saved,' *
*
If one bestow affectionate love (on it).
This
2
3

Supply: birds.
, sight, is here = knowledge, clear insight.
might here also be translated by **" sight of the Gftru.*
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Affectionate love some rare one bestows (on it).
By the doctrine of the Guru happiness is .always produced.
(8). In the doctrine of the Guru is the gate of salvation.
(Who) serves the true Guru is jthe support of (his) family.
Who are without the Guru get by no means salvation.
Ruined by vice they are struck (at the gate of Yam a).
(4). By the word of the Guru happiness and tranquillity (are produced) in the body.
(Who becomes) a disciple, him no pain touches.
Yama, the death, does not come near him.
Nanak (says): the disciple is absorbed in the True one.

I

II. XLI.

'

I

(1). (Who) has died by means of the word (of the Guru). he removes from within his own self.
(Who) serve* the true Guru, he has not a bit of covetousness.
Tlie fearless and munificent (Supreme one) is always in (his) mind.
The true word (of the Guru) some (rare) one obtains by destiny.

I
I

Pause.
1
Collect (his) excellences, vice will gofromwithin!
By means of the word of the perfect Guru thou wilt be absorbed.
(2). Who is discerning (his) excellences, he knows his excellences.
He praises the name by means of the nectar-word (of the Guru).
'
By the true word he becomes pure.
By praise the name is obtained.
(8). (His) inestimable qualities cannot be obtained.
(Who) is pure in (his) mind! he is absorbed (in him) by means oi Che true word (of the Guru).
Those are very fortunate, by whom the name is meditated upon.
He, who is always bestowing favours, is made to dwell in (their) mind.
I
(4). Who remember (his) excellences, to them I become a sacrifice.
(Those are) true at the true gate, (who) sing (his) excellences. .
I
He himself gives (them) with natural ease.
Kinak (says) z the estimate (of them) cannot be told.

*
III f jXEIL
I (1). In the true Guru it a great dignity.
Those, who have been separated along time (from Hari), he unites to union (with"him).
9
He himself (i.e. Hari) unites (them, whom the Guru) unites to union (with him).
His own estimate (only) he himself reaches.
Pause.
In which wise it the estimate of Hari made?;"
Hari is boundless, unattainable, inapprehensible, by gleans of the word of the Guru tome man falls
!
a (with him).
•£ V **.
(2). Some (rare) disciple knows hit estimate.
By (some) rare one (his estimate) it obtained according to destiny.
1

The sense is: collect them In thy mind = remember them.
• The Guru is the instrument of Hari, through whom Hari himself Is bringing about union with himself.

!
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•

?

High if (his) word, (he himself ) is high.
Some disciple praises (him) by means of the word (of the Guru).
(3). Without the name there is pain and'ailment in the body.
When the true Guru is met with, the pain recedes.
Without meeting with the Guru he Buffers pain.
Much punishment is inflicted on the self-willed one.
(4). The name of Hari is sweet and very tasteful.
He goes on drinking it, whom he lets drink it.
By the mercy of the Guru he gets the juice of Hari.
Nanak (says): those who are attached to the name, obtain salvation.

I
I
I

IV. XLIII.
(1). My Lord is true, deep and profound.
Who serves him, (in his) body is happiness and'tranquillity.
(Who) are naturally attached to the (word of the Guru):
To their feet we always cling.
Pause.
Who are coloured in their mind by applying the colour of Hari:
Their pain of birth and death is done•• away, they naturally come together at the threshold of Hari.
(2). Who tastes the word (of the Guru), he gets true relish.
He fixes the name of Hari in his mind.
Hari, the Lord, is always omnipresent.
He himself is near, he himself is far off.
(3). Every one tells a story and chatters away.
(On whom) he himself bestows (it), him he unites (with himself).
1
By telling and relating (stories) he cannot be obtained.
By the favour of the Guru he comes and dwells in the heart.
(4)/ The disciples clear away from within their own self.
I Being steeped in the colour of Hari they put an* end to their spiritual blindness.
Reflecting on the word (of the Guru) (they are) very pure.
Nanak (says): by the name he (Hari) is accomplishing (them).
V. X U V .
(1). Who gives himself to another love incurs pain.
I Without the word (of the Guru) life is wasted to no purpose.
1 Who serves the true Guru, gets true knowledge.
He dings by no means to another love.
Pause.
Who cling to the root (of all things), those people are acceptable.
I
Day'by day*they mutter the name of Ram (in their) heart, by means of the word of the Guru they
know the One Hari.
(2). Who clings to the branch (•» the creature),Ibecomes unfruitful.
On blind works a blind punishment (is inflicted).
The self-willed one is blind and gets no place (of rest).
Being a worm of ordure he is consumed in ordure.
1

' This refers to the reading- of the Puranas.
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(3). By the service of the Guru (one) obtains always happiness. f
t
§
Joining the society of the pious he sings the excellences of Hari.
(If), praising the name, he reflect (on it) :
He is*himself isaved and becomes the saviour of his family.
{
(4); The word of the Guru makes (the disciple) dwell in the name.j
JSTanak (says): by the word (of the Guru) he obtains the palace (and) house (of Hari)«f
By the instruction of the Guru he bathes in tthe true pond, in the water of Hari.
Foolishness, filth and all sins are removed.
VI.

I

XLV.

(1). The self-willed one dies and death ruins^(him).
By second love he kills himself.
By continually saying: "mine, mine" he is ruined.
He does not knowshimself, he is asleep in error.

5

4

Pause.
He indeed is dead, who dies by means of the word (of the Guru).
Praise and blame are shown to be the same by the Guru; having made profit in this, world by
muttering Hari, he departs.
(2). Who is destitute of the name, is dissolved in the womb.
His life is useless, who is attached to duality.
All who are destitute of the name, burnHn pain.
By the true, perfect Guru understanding is communicated.
(3). (Whose) mind is unsteady, he gets many blows.
Having departed hence he finds no place.
(Becoming) a foetus (in) the womb (he gets) a dwelling of ordure.
In that house the self-willed one makes his abode.
(4). I become always a sacrifice to ray own'true Guru.
The disciple, who is endowed with (divine) light, he unitesNfrith the light.
His (the disciple's) speech is pure, he dwells in his own house.
Nanak (says): who destroys egotism, is always indifferent (to'the world).
VIIj

XJiVI.

(1). The slave, (who) has laid aside his own caste;
(Who) has offered body and soul, (is) in the asylum of the true Guru.
(Injwhose) heart the name is, (his) dignity is great.
The beloved|Lord becomes always (his) companion.

y

Pause.
That slave dies whilst living.
He considers, both grief and joy, as the same, and is saved by the favour of the Guru, by means
of the word (of the Guru).
(2). The doing of (religious) works isjcommanded throughout.
(But) without the word (of the Guru) none becomes acceptable.
s
By offering praises (to Hari) (one) makes dwell the name (in oneself).
(Hari) himself gives it without any delay.
(3). The self-willed world is led astray by error.
Without capital it makes a false traffic.
\
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Without capital it does not receive wares.
The self-willed one is going astray and loses his [life.
(4). Who serves the true Guru, he becomes (his) slave.
He becomes the highest of the highest caste people.
The ladder of the Guru is the highest of all.
Nanak (says): by the name greatness is obtained.
'

VIII.

XLVII.

(1). The self-willed (woman) is false and practises falsehood.
She never obtains the palace of the Lord.
Who clings to another, her he leads astray.
Being bound by selfishness she comes and goes.
Pause.
Do not look at the desire and decoration of the ill-fated woman!
(Who) directsi(his) mind; on (his) son,\wife, wealth (and) the Maya, (in him is) falsehood, spiritual
blindness, deceit (and) vice.
t
(2). She is always a happy married woman, who is pleasing to the Lord.
(Who) makes the words of the Guru (her) ornament:
(Her) bed is delightful, day by day she enjoys Hari.
Meetingrwith her beloved she always obtains happiness.
(3). She is a true happy married woman, who has love to the Truer one.
(Who) always keeps her beloved in her breast:
She sees (him) near her and always in (her) presence.
My Lord is present in all.
>
(4).- Caste and beauty do not go with her to the other world.
'
One will becomei such, as are the works he practises.
(Who) becomes the highest by means of the word (of the Guru):
He is absorbed in the True one, (says) Nanak.
IX.

XLVIII.

(1). A man who is naturally given to devotion:
He is absorbed in the True one by true fear of the Guru.
Without the perfect Guru devotion cannot be made.
The self-willed ones weep having lost their honour.
Pause.
0 my mind, mutter Hari always meditating (on him)!
Always, day and night joy will spring up, tbou wilt get the fruit, thou desircst.
(2). From the perfect Guru he obtains the Perfect one.
The word (of the Guru) makes dwell the true name in (his) heart.
(His) heart becomes pure, he bathes in the pond of nectar.
Being always pure he is absorbed in the True one.
(8). Hari, the Lord, he sees always in (his) presence.
By the favour of the Guru he (Hari) remains brimful (in him).
Wherever I go, there I see him.
• v
Without the Guru there is no other donor.
(4). The Guru is the ocean, the full store-house.
The best gems, infinite jewels (are in it).

II

I
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•
•

Out of favour the Guru is giving (them).
The liberal donor bestows (them), (says) Nanak.
X.

*

. •
"$

XLIX.

(1). The^Guruis the ocean, the true Guru is that True one.
By a perfect destiny the service 3of the Guru is obtained.
He comprehends (this), whom he himself makes to comprehend (it).
Out of favour the Guru makes him do? service.
Pause.
1
By the gem of (divine) knowledge all right knowledge is effected.
By the favour of the Guru he (the disciple) extinguishes (his) ignorance, he wakes day by day and
J
sees that True one.
(2). Spiritual blindness and conoeit he consume sLby the word of the Guru.
From therperfect Guru he obtains brightness of intellect.
He learns by the word of, the Guru, (that) the palace (of Hari) is within (himself).
}
Coming and going are stopped, (he becomes) steady and is absorbed in the name.
(3). The world undergoes regeneration and (death.
The self-willed one is thoughtless, spiritual blindness and darkness are contained (in him)
He slanders others and practises much falsehood.
%
3
Being a worm of ordure he is absorbed in ordure.
, ' J§
(4). (Who) joins theassembly of the pious getsiall true knowledge.
1
1
The word of the Guru renders the worship of Hari firm.
Who minds (his) order gets always happiness.
Nanak (says): he is absorbed in the True one.
1
I
XI.

L.

Pancpade.
(1). "Who dies by the word (of the Guru), he has always joy.
He meets with the true Guru, the Guru Govind.
He does not die again nor come after having gone. *
By means of the true Guru he "is absorbed in the True one.

I II I

I

I

I

f
'

Pau8$.l

!*

For whom the name is decreed by destiny itself:
.
I They always meditate day by day on the name, by tlie perfect Guru (their) devotion (is rendered)
excellent.
(2). Whom Hari the Lord unites (with himself):
*
Their mysterious procedure cannot be told.
By the pferfect true Guru greatness is given them*
)
(They obtain) the highest step, they are absorbed in the J name of Hari.
(3). Whatever he does, that (he does) himself.
f
)
In one Ghari he establishes and disestablishes.
I
In telling a story and reciting.it,
»
Though one spend a hundred (years), he does not accept (of him).
(4). Who are possessed of religiQUs merits, with them he makes the Guru meet.
I
The true word, the word of the Guru he lets them hear..
v
0

Where the word (of the Guru) dwells, thence pain departs.
*
By means of the gem of (divine) knowledge they are easily absorbed in the True one
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(5). No other wealth is so great as the name.
On whom he bestows it, he is true.
Who by means of the perfect word (of the Guru) make dwell it in (their) mind:
They, being attached to the name, obtain happiness, (says) Nanak.
XII.

LI.

i

(1). One may dance and beat many musical instruments:
This (human) mind is blind and deaf, w horn shall he let hear it ?
Within is greediness, error, fire and wind.
No lamp burns (nor) is true knowledge obtained.

*

* Pause.
In the heart of the devoted disciple light springs up.
(Who) knows his own self, he is united witt} the Lord.
(2). The disciple (in) dancing conceives love to Hari.
He keeps time in music (and), removes from within his own self.
He himself knows, (that) my Lord is true.
By means of the word of the Guru he learns, (that) Brahm is within (himself).
(3), Within the devoted disciple is love and. affection (to Hari).
He naturally reflects on the word of thd Guru.
The disciple, that is attached and deeply meditating (on Hari), is true.
By sham-devotion pain is incurred (in) dancing.
(4). This devoted man dicstwhilst living.
By the favour of the Guru ho crosses the water of existence.
By attachment to the word of the Gum he becomes acceptable.
Hari himself comes and dwells in his mind.
(5). Hari, becoming merciful, makes the true Guru meet (with them),
(Who) in continual devotion direct (their) thoughts on Hari.
Who arc given to devotion, their report (reputation) is time.
*
Nanak (says): who are attached to the name, (they obtain) happiness.

I
I

I

*

1

G H A R V I I L ; JCAFIj MAHALA I I I .
Om! By the favour of the true Gum!
XIII. LII.
(1). By the decree of Hari the true Guru is met with, true knowledge is obtained (from him).
In (whose heart) Hari dwells by the favour of thc'Guru, he comprehends (the truth).
I

Pause.
I have one munificent bridegroom, there is no other.
I I
(If) he dwell in.(my) mind by the kindness of the Guru, then there is .always happiness.
(2). In this Yuga is the name of the fearless Hari (the means of salvation), it is obtained by
meditating on the Guru.
Without the name the self-willed one is in the power of Yama, ho is blind and foolish.
(3). (If) a man according to the will of Hari render service (to him), he comprehends that True one.
(If) according to the will of Hari praise bo offered, comfort is obtained by obeying the will (of Hari).
STTcT is a musical term, denoting a particular kind of melody.
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(4). By the decree of Hari (thou hast) obtained che blessing of a (human) birth, (thy) intelligence
has become very high.
Nanak (says): praise the name, 0 disciple, (thy) salvation is effected (thereby) t
ASA; MAHALA IV.; GHAR II.
Om! By the favour of the true Guru!
I. M I L
Pause.

I I
Thou art the true.creator, my Lord.
What pleases thee, that will take place, what thou givest, that I obtain.
(1). All is thine, thou art meditated upon by all.
On whom thou bestowest mercy, he gets the jewel of the name.
The disciple obtains it, tho self-willed one loses it.
Thou thyself separatest, thou thyself unitest (with thyself).
(2). Thou art the ocean, all is in thee.
Without thee there is none other.
I
All the creatures are thy sport.
They are separated, having been united (with thee), the separated ones (thou) unitest (again) to
1
union (with thee).
(3). Whom thou lettest know (them), that man knows (them).
He always tells and praises the excellences of Hari.
By whom Hari is served, ho obtains happiness,
He is easily absorbed in the name of Hari.
(4). Thou thyself art the creator, all is thy doing.
Without thee there is none other.
t
(Whom) thou Greatest and lookest upon (in mercy), he knows (thee).
Humble Nanak (says): (to) the disciple (thou) art manifest.
Om ! by the favour of the true Guru!
RAGU ASA; GHAR I I . ; MAHALA^ IV.
II.

LIV.

(1). Some one puts (his) confidence on a friend, son, brother.
Some one. puts (his) confidence in (his) family, kinsman (and) son-in-law.
Some one puts (his) confidence in his chief, head man (and) master.
Oar confidence is placed in Hari.
Pause.
My confidence is placed in Hari, my refuge is Hari.
Without Hari I have no other assistance nor* reliance, I sing the many (and) innumerable excellence?
of Hari.
(2). In whom (people) place (their) confidence, they depart.
Having placed,a false confidence (in any one), they repent of it.
Sentences
missing. frf-rffJI
fy^jft) and *TOft
Everything i* applied to render-the meaning as obscure as possible.

•lifil

relation U
adjective).

I
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They do not remain firm, they practise falsehood in (their) mind.
I have placed jny confidence in Hari, whom no one equals in power.
(3). All these are gangs (bodies of men), 'in wtym) is spreading the spiritual darkness of the Maya.
The foolish ones fight for the sake of the Xuya.
They are born and die, the play is lost in the dice-play.
Our confidence (is placed in) Hari, who adjusts all, this and that world.
(4). In the Kali-yug (there are) gangs^of robbers), the five thieves cause quarrels.
Lust, wrath, covetousness, spiritual blindness, conceit they increase.
On whom he (Hari) bestows mercy, him he joins to the society of'the pious.
Our confidence (is placed) in Hiri, by whom all these gangs are driven away.
1
(5). Second love is falsehood; (who^ sits (among) the band Mis (into*it).
He guesses at the faults of others (and) increases his own conceit. £
Such things, as he sows, he will eat.
Humble Nanok's confidence is*(in) Hari, (thereby) the religious merit (of) the whole creation is
2
urpassed.
Ill

LV.

(1). Having*heard (of it) repeatedly the nectar pleases (my) heart and mind.
•
(By means of) the word of the Guru the inapprehensible Hari was madelknown (to me).
Paiw.
0 disciple and sister, hear the name!
1
The One is contained in the heart; utter \vith (thy) mouth the nectar-words of the Guru !
(2). In my heart and body is love and great desire.
The true Guru, the divine male, .is obtained by a great destiny.
(3). (Who) wanders ahout in another love, in the liffaya, the poison :
Ho is luckless and does not get the true Guru.
(4). The nectar-juice of Hari Hari himself gives (me) to drink.
Frou the perfect Guru Nanak has obtained Hari.
IV.

LVI.

(1). In my heart and body is love, the name is my support.
The name I mutter, the name is the pith of' happiness.
*

t *
Pause.
Mutter the name, O ray sweetheart and friend!
Without the name I have none other; in consequence of a great destiny the disciple is getting Hari.
(2). WithoutHhe name I cahnot live.*
Inconsequence of a great destiny the disciple obtains Hari.
(t3). Who is destitute of the name, has a black tfacc, 0 mother!
a
Woe, woe to the life without the name!
1
(4). (On whom) Hari bestows a great, great lot, he obtain? him,
Nanak (says) : by the disciple the name is kept fast.
1

,VT% very Jikely « \f%.
The translation is, as so often, a conjecture, there being no grammatical relation.
3
Literally: it cannot be lived.
4
Literally : Hari is obtained shaving bestowed n erredt lot.
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V. LVII.
(1). I sing (his) excellences, I utter (his) excellences (with my) voice.
(Hating become) a disciple I tell and praise the excellences of Hari.

I
I

I I I I
Pause.
I
Muttering continually the name joy has sprung up in (my) mind.
I
By the true, true, true Gum the name is made firm (in me), the excellences of the highest hliss
( « t h e Supreme) are sung (by me) with love.
(2). The people of Hari sing the excellences of Hari (in the) world.
.
II
By a great destiny they obtain Hari, who is unconnected (with anything).
1
(3). "Who are destitute of (his) excellences, they are carrying about the filth of the Maya.
Without (singing) his excellences the selfish are born (again and) die.
(4). In the body, (as) in a pond, (his) excellences are made manifest.
Nanak (says): the disciple churns (the,pond) and extracts the essence.
VI.

LVIII.

(1). Thojname I hear, the name is pleasing to (my) mind.
By a great destiny the disciple obtains Hari.
Pause.

*•

Mutter the name, 0 disciple, (it is) light!
I
Without the name I have no other support; the name is uttered (by me) at every breath and morsel
(2). The name I hear with attention, it is pleasing to my'mind.
Who lets (me) hear the name, he is my friend and companion.
(3). Who are destitute of the name, they go as fools (and) naked.
They arc gradually consumed and die having seen poison, (like) a moth.
(4)% He himself establishes and having established, disestablishes again.
Nunak (says): Hari himself gives (his) name.
|
VII. 1 I X .

J

*

(1). By the disciple the vine of Hari, Hari is.cultivated.
Savoury and tasty fruits of Hari are produced (from it).

I

I ^H
II
II
Pause.
Mutter the name of Hari, Hari, (who is) of endless waves!
(Who) by the instruction of thee Guru is continually muttering the name and praising it, he subdues
servant of Yama, the (fierce) snake.
t
t
(2). Hari, Hari caused devotion to be put an, the Guru.
r
The Guru being pleased gives (it to) the disciple, 0 my brother!
(3). (Who) practises works of selfishness, he does not in any way know the sacred precepts,
As an elephant, who has bathed, sprinkles (again) dust on his head.
(4). If (one's) lot becomes great (and) very high:
He mutters the name, (says) Hunak, in the True one (he becomes) pure.
VIII.

LX.

{1). (I have; a hunger in (my) mind after tho name of Hari, Hari.
By hearing the name (my) mind is satiated, 0 my brother!
j

The sense is apparently: who are not singing his excellences.
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Pause.
friend!
Mutter
Mutter the name! for by the name thou wilt get happiness; keep the name in (thy) mind (and)
thought by means of the instruction of the Guru! i
(2). (If) I hear the name, the name, (my) mind is happy.
I I am happy having got the advantage of the name by the instruction of the Guru.
(3). Without the name (I am) leprous, blind (by) infatuation.
All the works, that I have done, are useless, they are pain and trouble.
I
(4). (Who) mutters the*praise of Hari, Hari, Hari, his lot is great.
I
N&nak (says): by the instruction of the Guru he devoutly meditates on the name.
Om! By the favour of the true Guru!
RAGU ASA: GHAR VI.: MAHAL A IV
IX.

LXt

(1). Taking the chord into (thy) hand thou strikest (it), 0 JogI, (thy) hollow flute sounds.
I
Utter the excellences of Hari according rto the instruction of the'Guru, 0 JogI, this (my) mind is
imbued with love to Hari!
Pause.
0 JogI, give (me) advice and instruction (regarding) Hari!
Through all ages Hari alone exists, before him I (make) salutation.
p
(2).i (Thou) singest (different) kinds of Rags, thou talkest much, (but) this mind is engaged in play.
The loxcn, which thou puttest (to) the well for watering the ground, have risen and gone, having
grazed
f
f
(3). Sow in the city of the body^he works (of)>Hari! Hari germinntn&, the field (liGfcomes) green.
The mind (becomes) steady, (if) thou put onHhe iqlnd (as) bulldck, Hi) thou sprinkledHh#i (as water),
(thou art) overcoming (thy mind) by means of the instruction of the Ourtf. • *
*
(4). The JogI and Jangam/ail the creation is thine, I am the disciple *of that instruction, which
thou givest.
0 Lord of humble Nanak, (thou art) the inward governor, 0 Hari, keep (my) mind in stead;
f
equilibrium
X.

LXII.

(1). Sometime one beats the chime of the toe-bells, sometime one plays the rebeck.
There is a moment'stdelay between coming and going, I remember so long the name.
*

Pause.

***

In my mind such a devotion has been produced.
I cannot exist, one moment without Hari, like as a fish dies* without water.
(2). Sometime one brings together five (or) seven (female) singers, sometime one intonates a Rtlg.
3
In bringing (them) together and selecting (them) a moment and minute passes, so lohg my''heart
sings

(3). Sometime one dances and stretches out the foot, somctimo^bntfstretches' out the hand.
In stretching out hand and foot a moment's delay takes place, so long my heart remembers lifun.
1
(4). Sometime one confides in people, by confiding in people honour (with Hari) is not obtained.
Humble Nnnak (says): meditate always in thy heart on Hari, then ovcrjf one says I victory (td thee)
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XI.

LXIU.

(1). Join the society of the pious! having joined the society of the*pions people of Hari sing the
excellences of Hari!
.
Divine knowledge, the gem (and) light is (thereby) kindled in the heart, darkness departs.
Pause.
0 people of Hari, dance meditating on Hari, Hari!
(If) such pious people fall in (with me), 0 my-brother, I wash the feet of (these) people. #
(2). Mutter the name of Hari, 0 my mind, meditating devoutly day by day on Hari! | | g
n
The fruit, that thou desirest, thou wilt obtain, no hunger will again befall (thee).
Hari
thou causest (one) to say.
good
(4), JSanak is not satiated in telling Hari's excellences, in proportion as he recites them, he obtains
happiness.
Hari has given (him) his own stores of devotion; (who) is discerning (his) excellences, goes and
deals (in them).
Om! jby the favour of the true Guru!
KAGTT ASA: GHAR VIII.; KAFI; MAHALA IV.
I

XII.

LXIV.

»

1

(1). Death comes by all means, (then) it is wept (out of) selfishness
0 disciple, meditate on the namo, thou wilt become firm (thereby)!]
Pause.

I

Praise to the perfect Guru, (from whom I) have learnt that I must {

the best
f
which
Departure (takes place) to-day or to-morrow, it is ordered so by any means.
(3). Useless is the life of them, who have forgotten the name.
This mind being intent on playing is defeated.
(4). In life and death they have comforts, who have obtained the Guru.
Nanak (says} : the trtfe ones are absorbed in the True one.

XIII.

LXV.

i

(1). (Who), having obtained^the blessing of (human) birth, meditate on the name :*
They, comprehending (the truth) by the favour of the Guru, are absorbed in the True one.
Pause.

f

Tfot whom exactly (this) destiny is written, they acquire the name.
At{the true gate (they are taken as), true (and) called to the palace (of Hari).
(2). (That) disciple obtains in (bis) heart the treasure! of the name,
(Who) day by day meditating on the name sings the excellences of Hari.
(8). The thing (is) within, by many (efforts) it is not obtained by the self-willed one*
>
(Who)d» proud in egotism, he is ruined by himself.
(4). Nanak (says): he himself is ruined by himself.
i
In A whose) mind there is light by means of the instruction of the Guru, he obtains the True one
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By the favour of the true Guru!
XIV.

LXVI.

Pause.

I praise day by day the name of Hari.
1
Guru showed me the name of Hari, without Hari I cannot remain one moment,
ar aud remember the praise of Hari, without Hari I cannot remain one moment.
e cannot remain without the nond. how should the people of Hari live without the service
Hari
another love in their heart,
darkness and contempt (in their heart).
•The people of Hari entertain love for Hari
(they are) remembering Hari, Hari the Lord.
Asa wrl; mahald IV
XV.

LXVII.

Pause.
beloved Ram
9
I cannot remain one moment without Hari, as a camel delights in creepers.
*
(1). My mind has become impassioned for the sight of Hari the friend.
L
As a black bee cannot live without the lotus, so I cannot live without Hari.
.
(2). Keep me in thy asylum, 0 beloved Lord of the universe, fulfil my desire, 0 Lord Hari
Joy springs up in the heart of humble Nanak, (if) Hari shows (him) his sight for a momen
RAGTJ ASA; GHAR IIJ; MAHALA V.
Om! by the favour of the true Guru !
I.

LXVIII

(1). Who bestows love (on the Maya),* he is again devoured (by her).
Who settles (her) comfortably (in his heart), to him much fear is shown.
Having seen brothers, friends and family she disputes.
To me she has been subjected by the favour of the Guru.
Pause.
}
Having seen such a (state of things) they were bewildered.
The ascetics, the Siddhs, the gods and men, all were deceived by fraud without the pious (Guru)
(2). Some wander about as TJdasTs (stoics), them lust pervades.
Some are householders and collect (wealth), theirs she does not become of her own accord.
Some are called faithful, them she troubles much.
We are preserved by Hari. clinging to the foot of the true Guru.
1

*nfat signifies: graceful, well-formed. This-predicate seems rather to refer to the whole verse, than to
the melody, to which this verse is to be sung.
1
The comparison is put the wrong way; we should expect here a negative statement.
1
No subject is hinted at, but very likely the word Maya is to be supplied.
66
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0

i

(3). The ascetics, who are practising austerities, are led astray,
v, I*
A.U the Fancjrts are beguiled by covetousness.
By the infatuation of the three qualities the sky is deluded, %
We are preserved by the true Guru who gives* us his hand.
(4). She becomes^the slave of those, who are endowed with (divine) knowledge.
Joining her hands in supplication she performs service (to them). I I
I
What thou commandest, that work is done (by her).
1
Humble Nanuk (says): she does not come near the disciple. f
j
*

•

• •••'•

ii.

L X I X .

•

• '•«

\

\
"

t$

'

(1), By her beloved (the woman) is separated from hor mother-in-law.,
!
Her husband's younger brother's wife and her husband's elder brother's wife have died'out of pain
and distress.
•
„
V
Obsequiousness towards the elder brother (of the husband) has ceased.
• *l
By her clever and wise beloved she is protected.
Pause.
vj
I
I I
I
Hear, 0 people, I have got a taste of love. . ..
The wicked men are killed, the enemies destroyed, the true Guru has given me the name of Hari.
(2). In the first (state) is given up attachment to egotism.
I
In the second is given up the custom of the people.
jj, i
-./•.'
(In the third), having given up thet three-qualities, thq enemies (become) likejfriends.
In the fourth, having met (with) the pious, (his) excellences ore known.
i
i
(3). Easily dwelling is (then) made in a cave.
* ' 7
'
I
ll
The unbeaten (sound)fof him, whose^orm is light, is sounded.
'
There is great joy in reflecting on the word of the Guru $
1
?*
Being attached to her beloved the woman is a blessed married wife.
(4). Humble Nanak pronouncesj(his) investigation on Brahm.
'*
Who hears-and docs (it), he passes across.*
>
He is not born (again) nor dies, he neither comes nor goes.
He remains absorbed with Hari.
III.
I

LXX.

1

(1). A woman attached to her own (people),,of amiable disposition, • '
Incomparable in beauty, perfect in conduct;
' \
j
In which house (such a one) dwells, that house is lustrous.
Some rare man, (having become) a disciple, gets (such a one).

{

:
**\

i
.-

. .%

t

*
i

Having met with the Guru I have obtained a virtuous-woman.
:
With refcrencoito worship (and) work sheiis excellent.
*
%
(2). As long as she.dwells with hor father:
So long (her) beloved wanders about very dejected.
Jty rendering service the true man ( « Guru) is conciliated.
jJSliO'is brought by the Guru to tijo house, then all Jbuppiness Jsjpbtained.
•3). She has the twenty-two auspicious qualities, true is her offspring (find) son.
Site is obedient, clover and btmutityil.
^
•
r 11 Sl|

IMTVct» WTOtt f° i' * k* °f "

lfl

rliynio.

•&
'*'
r
Jji]' 7
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She:fulfll3 the wish (of) the mind (of her) hushand and Lord.
All the wives of the younger and elder brother are satisfied.
(4)» In the whole family she is the best.
She.gives advice to the younger and elder brother (of her husband).
Blessed is that house, in which she appears.
Humble Nanak (says): in happiness the time is passed (there).

IV. LXXI.

J

(1). If I give advice, she does not let it ripen.
1
Near virtue and continence she is standing (to prevent them).
She puts on many garbs and shows many forms.
She'does not let (me) dwell in the house, she makes (me) wander about separate (from it).
Pause.
She is the mistress of the house((and) does not let (me)| dwell in the house.
3
(If) I make efforts, I am entangled (in them).
(2). Being sent by himself she has come as a ruler.
The nine regions and all countries are overcome (by her).
At the border (of a river) and holy watering-place she does not allow the Yoga and renunciation of
8
the world.
Studying the Smriti and the Veda they'become (therefore) tired.
(3). Wherever I sit, there she sits with (me).
The strong one enters all houses.
I have fallen on the asylum of the vile one, I do, not get a place where to remain.
Say, 0 friend, to whom shall I,go?
(4). Having heard (his) instruction I came to the true Guru.
The Guru taught (me) the mantra of the name of Hari, Hari.
I dwell (now) in my own house singing the excellences of the endless (Hari).
I have met with the Lord, (says) Nanak, and become free from care.
Pause.
The house is mine, she is; the mistress.
She is the ruler, (but) by the Guru we were made courtiers (of Hari).
'

•

V.

LXXII.

(1). The advice (of) the first is, that I should set a going ( = read) the leaves (of the Veda).
The advice (of) the second is,: that I should summon-(to me) two men.
The advice (of) the third is, that I should make some contrivance.
Having given up everything I have meditated on thee, 0 Lord!
Pause.
(I have) great joy,-freedom from care and tranquillity.
(My) enemies have died and I have obtained happiness.
1

TO^t from Ve%3T to stand. The subject is here apparently the Maya.
2
i f i f e - i r a t or \fcf (VJTTST. to fall), for the sake of the rhyme.
j
The sense is: she knows even to hinder the practice of the Yoga (abstract contemplation) and Mie
abandonment of the world.

I
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(2). The true Guru gave me instruction.
Soul and body, all belongs to Hari, (to him) I 6hall give (it).^
"Whatever I do, he is my strength.
Thou art my refuge, thou art (my) court,
.'
(3). Having abandoned thee, to whose protection should one go?
There is none other like thine.
To whom does thy servant owe obsequiousness ?
The Sakat wanders astray in the desert.
(4). Thy greatness cannot be told.
Whomever thou protectest, taking him to thy neck—
—Nanak, (thy) slave, is in thy asylum—
(His) honour is preserved by the Lord, congratulation is made (to him).
VI.

>

LXXIII.

(1). For the sake of traffic (I)lpassed through a foreign country.
\I) heard of an incomparable thing and procured it.
Binding the stock of (his) excellences into the hem of my garment I brought it.
Having seen the gem this ( = my) mind clung to it.

H

Pause.
*The retail-dealers of the wholesale merchant came to (hislgate.
Issue (to us) wares and let us traffic (with them) !
(2). By the wholesale merchant (1) was sent to (his) wholesale merchant ( « t h e Guru).
Priceless is the jewel, priceless the stock of goods.
The well-disposed mediator ( = broker) I obtained for a friend.
I got wares (and) my mind (became) immovable.
(3). There is no fear of a thief, nor of wind or water.
1
Easily the purchase (is effected), easily it is taken away,
By acquiring'the True one no pain is incurred.
In perfect safety I have brought (him) home.
(4). Profit is obtained and rejoicing is made.
Blessed be the perfect wholesale merchant, who is bestowing (his goods).
This traffic is obtained by some rare disciple.
2
Nanak broughtl(home) a fruitful batch of goods.
VII.
I

-

LXXIV*

(1). My virtues (or) vices he does not at all take into consideration.
He does not look at my form, colour and decoration.
My discretion and conduct are by no means scrutinized by hini*
Seizing my arm the beloved one brought me to the bed.

J

Pause.
Hear, 0 friend, my beloved rendered me ,assistance.
Putting his hand on my head lie protected me, making me his own; what do these ignorant
people know (of it) ?
1

HfTPf^ is subst fern, and M> likewise fe ^TT25T must be taken as a substant. fern. Literally; the
buying and taking away (are) easily (effected).
:
*KJW1 Adj. » * m t ^ t fruitful.

(RAO ASA; MAH. V., SABDiVIII. IX. (LXXV. LXXVI.)
(2). My happy wifehood is now excellent.
My husband is met with, all pain is overcome.
In my courtyard Is the splendour >(of) the moon.
Day and night I rejoice with my beloved.
(3). My clothes are of deep red colour.
All ornaments, splendour (and) flowers (are on my) neck.
By the beloved a look was cast (on me), I obtained all treasures.
Obsequiousness to the wicked enemies ceased.
(4). She is always happy, she always enjoys pleasures.
The nine treasures of the name are in (her) house, she is satisfied.
Nanak says: when she is ornamented by her beloved:
She is lastingly a happy married wife (and) with her husband.
VIII.
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I I
*

*

I
I I
|

LXXV.

(1). Having offered a gift they perform worship.
l
H e is taking and giving (them), they deny it.
To which gate thou wilt have to'go, 0 Brahma^ !
At that gate thou wilt repent.

I

Patue.
i

Such Brahmans are drowned, 0 brother!
Without cause they excogitate wickedness.
(2). In (his) heart is greediness, he wanders about (like) mad.
He calumniates (other people) and puts a load on (his) head (thereby).
Being carried away by the Maya he does not think.
' Being led astray he wanders about in many ways.
(3). Outwardly he puts on many garbs.
3
Inside has alighted the giddiness of sensual objects. i
He teaches others and does himself not understand it.
Such a Brahman will not be saved in any way.
(4). O foolish Brahman, remember the Lord!
He is seeing and hearing (and) with thee.
Ndnak says : if it be (thy) lot,
Give up pride and cling to the feet of the Guru!
IX.

c
' •- I

I
*
*

LXXVI.

*

(1). Pain an4 sickness have,left (my) body, (my) mind (has) .become pure by singing the excellences
of Hari.
I rejoice, having met with the pious, now mjr mind does not wander anywhere.
4
Pause.
My heart is quenched by the word, of the Guru, O mother!
Anxious inquietude and all doubt is extinct, the cooling Guru is obtained with natural ease.
(2). (My)running (mind) is stopped, theonlyOnc is comprehended, it dwells nowinan immovable place
Seeing the sight of thy saints, who are saving the world, it remains satiated.
1
l i t

The subject i* here very likely God, though not expressed in any way.
<K j ^
^ ^ £-^
WcT •• *ficJ *•/• giddiness; the turning round ("as in a whirlpool).

.

Wt

I

I
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(3). The sins of (my) life have fallen behind me, the feet of the immovable saint (=»the Guru) are
now seized (by me).
"With natural inclination sings (my) mind a song of congratulation, now death will not devour it again.
1
(4). The powerful cause of causes is giving me comfort, my king Han, Han.
Muttering thy name^Nanak lives, thou art with me throughout and my assistant.
X.

LXXYII.
Pause.

The slanderer cries aloud and laments.
The Supreme Brahm, the Lord is vforgotten (by him), the slanderer earns (therefore) his own doing.
(1). If one become his companion (or) take him with oneself,
>
He takes up an impossible, immense serpent's load, the slanderer consumes (him) with fire.
(2). Who passes (at) the gate of the Lord, he speaks and lets hear (of it).
1
His devotees have always joy, singing the praise of Hari they are happy.
XI.

LXXYIII.

(1). Though I put on all ornaments:
Yet my mind does not confide (in them).
Though I apply many perfumes to my body :
I do not get a bit of that happiness.
In my mind I entertain such a desire.
f
Seeing my beloved I live, 0 my mother.
Pause.
f
0 mother, what shall I do ? this (my) Imind is not steady.
Love to the dearly beloved one carries (it) away.
(2), Clothes, ornaments, many exquisite pleasures:
i *
They also are of no account whatever, as I know. •
*%>.-•
Honour, splendour, reverence and greatness (are of no use).
(Nor if) the whole world (be) obedient (to me).'
v
8
(Though) my house be so beautiful (and) ied.
If I please the Lord, then I am always happy.
(3). Delicacies and foods of many kinds.
Abundant pleasures and shows.
Dominion, property and much sway:
(By all these) the mind is not satiated, thirst will not go.
Without meeting (with the beloved) these days are passed.
(If) the Lord is met with, then it obtains all happiness.
f
(4). Searching and searching about this intelligence was heard (by me) :
11
Without tiie society of the pious no one has crossed over."
He gets the true Guru, on "whose forehead (this) lot (is written).
His desire is fulfilled, his mind is satiated.
When the Lord is met with, then desire < ceases,
jft&nak (says): he is obtained in the mind and body.
1

*

1

y
*

HMW1* «* f«M$ 9 for the sake of the rhyme.
* This very likely is the sense, though scarcely hinted at; the literal meaning is only: "the whole world
•fcedlmtt" to whom ?
* Here apparently must be supplied again : it is of no use.

1

1

1

I
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LXXIX.

Pancpade.
](1). First thy caste is gox>d.
Secondly thy society is respected.
*
Thirdly thy place (house) is beautiful.
(But she is) deformed, (in whose) heart (there is) conceit.
9

Fame.

r<

0 fascinating, beautiful, wise and clever (woman)!
Though art roving in excessive pride and infatuation !f
(2). Very clean is thy kitchen.
(Thou) makcst ablution, worship (and)>a red mark (on thy forehead).
(Thou art) dissolved in pride (and) speakest wisdom with (thy^ mouth.
All (thy) learning is thrown away, greediness isja dog.
\
(3). Thou puttest on (fine) clothes and art given to enjoyments.
'Thou keepest up a virtuous course of life and art respected amongst the people.
(Thou appliest) plenty of perfumes and spents.
(But thy) companion ( « heart) is perfidious: wrath is a Caudal.
(4). In thy other form of existence (thou wilt be) a water-carrier,
On this earth (thou enjoyest) a chieftainship.
Thou hast gold, silver and wealth.
Tify work is spoiled by (thy) disposition.
(5). On^whom the merciful look of Hari, the king, rests :
She is liberated from the prison (of existence).
By which, joining the society of the pious, the juice of Hari is obtained I
That body is ^fruitful/says Xanak.
Pause.

'
<•
i
I
/

l

l

All graces,, all comforts accrue to a happy married woman.
Thou art vervw beautiful and clever.
}

$

XIII.

LXXXi

(IV What is seen living, that must at last die.
Who becomes deadjjhe will remain immovable.
Pause.
Who die whilst living, they, being dead, live.
They put the medicine of the name of Hari into their mouth, by means of the word of the Guru
they drink nectar-juice.
(2). (As) a raw earthen jar is destroyed, (so) he is destroyed.
l
Whose triad leaves him, he gets a dwelling in his own house.
(3). Who'ascends high, he falls down into the nether region.
Who falls on the earth, him death does not touch.
(4). Who are wandering about, they get nothing.
They (become) immovable, who do'the word of the Guru.
(5). Soul and body, all is the property of Hari.
Nanak (says): who meet with the Guru, they become .exalted
1

ijp. the three qualities.
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RAO ASA; MAH. V., SABD XIV.—XVI. (LXXXL—LXXXIII.)
XIV.

LXXXI

(1). Thy body is made by Brahma.
Know it for certain, it will become dust.
Pause.
Remember the root (of all), O thoughtless, ignorant man!
1
Why art thou proud of this much?
(2). (Thou art) daily a guest of three Seers ( = six pounds, •'.*. of food).
The other things are a deposit with thee.
(3). Ordure, bones and blood are wrapped up in a skin.
On this thou art conceited ?
\
(4). If thou comprehendest the One thing, thenkthou becomest pure.
Without comprehending it thou art-always impure.
(5). Nanak says: (I am) a sacrifice to the Guru,
From whom Hari, the wise Supreme Spirit, is obtained.
XV.

LXXXII
Caupade.

(1). One Ghari ( = 2 4 minutes) is to me daily (like) many days.
My mind does not remain (steady), how shall I meet with my beloved ?
I

Pause.

One moment is to me (like) a day, it never passes.
I have much longing after (his) sight; is there such a saint, who may join to me my beloved r
(2). The four watches (are to me) like the four ages (of the world).
When it has become night, I do not know its end.
(3). The five enemies, having met, have separated (me) from my beloved.
Wandering and wandering about I weep wringing my hands.
(4). To humble Nanak the sight of Hari was shown.
Having.known himself he obtained the highest bliss.
XVI.

LXXXIII.

( I V In the service of Hari is the highest treasure.
The service of Hari (is the uttering of) the nectar-name (with) the mouth
Pause.
Hari is my companion and my friend.
In pain and pleasure I remember him, he i* present.
What can the helpless Yama frighten me ?
(2). Hari is my refuge, Hari is,my salvation.
Hari is my friend, the council in my heart.
(3). Hari is my capital, Hari is my trust.
(Having become) a disciple^ acquire wealth, Hari is my banker.
(4). From the*mercy of the Guru this wisdom comes.
Humble Nanafk is absorbed in the bosom of Hari.
fy y iV ST^n of tlii« murh. i <". of this thy body, that will become dust

RAG ASA; MAH. V., SABD XVII.—XX. (LXXXIV.—LXXXVII.)
XVII.
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LXXXIV.

(1). If the Lord becomes merciful (to me), then I apply this mind (to him).
Serving the true Guru I obtain all fruits.
Pause.
Why will (my) heart weep ? my true Guru is perfect.
He gives (me) what I desire, he is the depository of all happiness, he is brimful of the pond of nectar.
(2). His lotus-feet are kept within (my) heart.
(His) sight is manifested, the beloved Bam is met with.
(3). The live companions ( = the five senses) having met sing a song of congratulation.
The sound of the voice not produced (by men) is made to sound.
(4). The Guru of Nanak is pleased, Hari the king is met with.
Easily the night is passed in happiness.
XVIII.

LXXXV.

(1), Hari bestowing (his) mercy has become manifest.
By falling in with the true Guru wealth is obtained.
Pause.
Such a wealth of Hari should be collected, 0 brother!
(Which) fire does not consume, (which) does not sink in water, (which) does not leave (thee) nor
anywhere.
(2). It does not diminish, it is not exhausted.
In eating and spending (it) the mind remains satiated.
(3). He is a true wholesale merchant, in whose house the wealth of Hari is collected.
By this wealth the whole world is benefited.
(4). He obtains the wealth of Hari, to whom it is due by a former decree (of God).
Humble Nanak is seizing at the end the name.
XIX.

LXXXVI.

(1). As a husbandman sows (his) field:
(So) is (his) harvest indifferent (or) good, 0 man!
t

Pause.

What is born, know, that that dies (again).
The devotee of Govind (alone) becomes stable.
(2). After the day is passed, night will fall in.
When the night is gone, it becomesj again morning.
(3). (Whom) the Maya deludes, they remain unlucky.
By the favour of the Guru some rare one wakes.
(4). Nanak says: I sing (his) excellences day and night.
(My) face (becomes thereby) bright, pure (my) mind.
XX.

LXXXVII.

(1). All the nine treasures are deposited with thee.
Thou art fulfilling the wishes, thou protectest at the end.
Pause.
If thou art my beloved, what hunger have I ?
When thou dwellest in (my) heart, no pain affectsi{me).

r
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(2). What thou doest, that is right.
0 true Lord, true is thy order.
(3). When it pleases thee, then I sing the excellences of Hari.
In thy house there is always, always justice.
(4). 0 true Lord, inapprehensible and inscrutable !
Nanak applies himself to (thy) service, being applied (by thee).
XXI.

LXXXVIIL

(1). He is near the creatures and always with (them).
(His) power is active in (every) form and colour.

si

1
Pause.
(If) he acts, he does not grieve nor does (his) mind weep.
He is imperishable,' undying, incomprehensible, our Lord is always safe.
(2). To whom does thy slave owe obsequiousness ?
Whose order has he to mind, 0 Lord ?
(3). The slave, that has been made free by the Lord,
On whom is that slave dependent?
• 4). (He is) independent and without concern.
0 slave Nanak, savft vfih Guru !
XXII.

LXXXIX,

(1). Giving up the juice of Hari he is inebriated with a mean juice.
The thing is in (his) house and he is goiug out "(for it).
Pause.
The story of the true nectar cannot be heard.
Raising disputes he clings to a false idle^hat.
(2). (He takes) the wages of the -Lord (and renders) service to another.
With such qualities iman is covered over.
(3). He hides himself from him, who is always with him.
What is of no use, that he asks again and again.
(4). Nanak says: the Lord is merciful to the poor.
As it pleases him, so he cherishes them.
XXIII.

XC.

(1). The name of Hari is life and wealth.
Here and there it isjof use.
Pause.
Without the name of Hari every other thing is hut little.
My mind is satiated hy the sight of Hari.
(2). A storehouse of devotion, a ruby is the word of the Guru.
Singing, hearing and doing it (I am) happy.
i;
(3). (My) mind clings to the lotus-foot.
J3y the true Guru being pleased (with me) it was made a present (to me).
1

HIT?, here =f *f?> ( = *|2?) mind, heart, tor the sake of the rhyme.

RAG ASA; MAH. V.,(SABD XXIV.-^XXVII. (XCL—XCIV.)
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(4). The Guru initiated Nanak.
The imperishable-Lord is (now) known (by me as being present) in every creature.
XXIV.

XCI.

(1). Brimful is the stream of (his) joy and sport.
His own work is adjusted by himself.
Pause.
The means of the perfect Lord are perfect,
The stream of whose splendour remains brimful.
(2). The report of whose name, the treasure/is spotless,
He himself is the creator, there ishione other.
(3). All the creatures are in his hand.
The Lord*is continually sporting with every one.
(4). The Guru is perfect, a perfect work is made (by him).*
Nanak (says): to (his) devotee greatness is given.
KXV.

XCIL

(1). By the w%«l of the* Guru I fashion this (my) mind.
I collect the wealth of Hari, (which is) the sight of the Guru.

*

i
Pause.
0 highest wisdom, come intocmy heart!
(That) I may meditate on and sing the excellences of Govind, (his) namejis exceedingly dear to me.
(2), By the true name (Lam) perfectly satiated.
The dust of the saints (is equal to) bathing at the sixty-eight (Tlrthas).
,
(3). In all I know the One crcatpr.
Having joined the society of the pious (I obtain) understanding-sand, discrimination.
(4). (I am) the slave of all, having given up conceit.
(This) present the Guru has given to Xinak.
XXVI.

XCIII.

(1). Understanding has become bright, wisdom perfect.
Folly is thereby'extinguished and removed.
Pause.
Such an instruction of the Guru was obtained,
(That) he, who was drowning in the terrible blind well, came out, 0 my brother.
(2). Great and bottomless is the ocean of fire.
The Guru is the boat, that ferries across (this) ocean.
(3). Hard to cross, dark and difficult is this Maya.
By the*perfect Guru a clear way is shown.
(4). (I am not possessed) of any muttering, austerity and*contrivance.
0 Guru, Nanak has fled to thy asylum J
XXVII. *XCIV.
1

Tipadtm

(1). Who is drinking the juice of Hari is always attached<(to him).
(By drinking) other juices one sinks down "in a moment.
Tipudc, consisting of three verses severally.

a
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Who is intoxicated with the juice of Hari has always joy in his heart.?
With other juices care is mixed up.

Paus*.

I

Who drinks the juice of Hari is sufficiently drunk and intoxicated.
All other juices are mean.
(2). The estimate of the juice of Hari cannot be told.
The juice of Hari is to be found in the shop of the pious.
I t is not obtained for any Lakhs or Crores (of money).
To whom it is allotted, to him they give it.
(3). Nanak having tasted it became astonished.
Nanak got (this) relish from the Guru.
Here and there it does not leave (one) in any way.
Nanak is much longing after the juice of/Hari.
XXVIIL

1
I

XCV.

(1). (If) thou, extinguish lust, wrath, greediness, spiritual blindness, the stream of thy folly ceases.
(If) having become humble thou perform service, thou wilt become dear to the mind of (thy) beloved.
Pause.
Hear, 0 beautiful woman, the word of the pious, (which is) saving (thee).
Thy pain, hunger and doubt are effaced (thereby), thou wilt obtain happiness in the Sukhmani
channel (of the vital breath).
*
(2). Having washed (his) feet render service to the Guru, being purified in (thy) spirit do away
with the thirst after poison!
(If) thou become the lowest slave of (his) slaves, then thou wilt obtain lustre at the gate of Hari.
(3). Even this is the right course of conduct, even this the (proper) occupation; if thou obey (this)
order, thy devotion will be effected.
Who performs this advice, (says) Nanak, he will cross the water of existence.
XXIX.
I

I

XCVL

Dupadi.
(I). A human body has been obtained (by thee).
This is (now) thy time to be united with Govind.
Other works are of no use whatever to thee.
Join the society of the pious, adore the name only f
Pause* „

.*,

Cling to the apparatus for crossing^the waiter of existence !
In the love of the Maya thy life is passing to no purpose.
(2). Muttering, austerity, continence and virtue are not .practised (by me).
No service (is rendered to) the pious, (nor) is Hari the king known.
Nanak Bays : wo are of mean works.
Preserve the honour of him,.who has fallen on thy asylum!
XXX.

XCVIL

(1). Without thee I have none other, thou art in my mind.
Thou art my friend and companion, my Lord, why should (my) BOU! be afraid ?

I

I

I

•
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Pause.
Thou art my refuge, thou art my hope.
In sitting, rising, sleeping, walking, at every*^reath and morsel mayst thou not be forgotten !
(2). Keep, keep (me) in thy asylum, 0 Lord, the ocean of fire is frightful!
l
0 true Guru, 0 thou, who art giving comfort to Nanak, we are thy little ones!
XXXI.

XCVIII.

Pause.

I

The people of Hari are resoued by the Lord.
I
My mind is reconciled with my beloved, ray heat«has died having eaten poison.
(1). No heat and cold in any way affect me, singing the excellences of the name of Bam.
8
The drawing of the sorcerer d o e s n o t i n a n y w a y ^ h i t ( m e ) , t h e l o t u s - f o o t i s ( m y ) a s y l u m .
( 2 ) . B y t h e f a v o u r o f t h e s a i n t sh e ( = * H a r i ) h a s b e c o m e m e r c i f u l , h e h i m s e l f h a s b e c o m e ( m y ) h e l p e r .
Nanak sings continually the depository of (all)excellences (and) effaces(thereby) his doubt (and) pain.
XXXII.

XCIX.

(1). (When) the medicine of the name of Hari is eaten:
Happiness is obtained, the occasion for pain is done away. *
-^
•'
Pause.
The heat is gone*by the word of the perfect|Guru.
Joy has set in. all cares are effaced.
I
(2). All creatures obtain happiness,
f '
(By whom) the Supreme Brahm is meditated upon, (says) Nanak.
»

9

XXXIII.

C.^

(1). That time has come, which he is not desiring.
"Without the order (of the Lord) how .shall he understand* the teaching ?
Pause.
(By whom) cold and hot flesh is oaten:
He is not young, he'is old, 0» brother!
**
(2). Nanak, the slave, is in the asylum of the pious.
By the favour of the Gum he crosses the world of existence.
XXXIV.

CI.

(1). There is continually light in. (my) spirit.
•*
I n the society of the pious (my) dwelling;is the feet of Hari.
TTR53JVT^5» literally: the children cowherds, the playfellows of Krishna; thence: children, little one*.
8
There is a great variety of readings sin the MSS.-regarding the first three words of this line, as the
sense of them wos apparently no longer understood; the Sikh Grnnthis at least could give no clue to their
meaning. The(Lahore lithographed copy reads: 3tS?t $ f^f^-FrfSt, which gives,no sense. The MS.
No. 2483 reads : grsft ST f ^ 3 and No. 2484 reads : STSft 5^ f%5- sTToffr signifies : mrcerer (the masc.
«'f the common gifSRS «»r sf|<i?cS): fB3T we take = f ^ , painting, drawing (of figures, for the sake of witchcraft), so that the right reading is that of *MS. No. 2483, viz.: fTTSft £ f^-—^jrr5t, accordingWwhich we
have translated.
I I II
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Pause.
Mutter continually the name of Ram, 0 my mind!
Thou wilt aiways obtain coolness, tranquillity and happiness, all thy sins will go off, 0 mind!
(2). Nanak,says: whose destiny is perfect:
He meets with the true Guru, the Supreme Brahm. i
(Thirty-four [verses] of the second Ghar.)
XXXV.

CIL

Pause.
Whose Lord Hariris, whose friend the Lord is:
(Her) pain is gone, she is not again afflicted.
(1). Bestowing merpy (on her) he joins (her) to (his) feet.
In comfort, tranquillity and joy she is happy.
(2). Singing the excellences (of Hari) in the society of the pious she (becomes) incomparable,
By remembering Hari she becomes inestimable, (says) Nanak.

xxxvi. cm.
(1). (By whom) these sporting ones, lust, wrath* the Maya, pride and envy, are all overcome in
the play:
He brings virtue, contentment, mercy, morality and truth into his house.
Pause.
Birth and death cease, all burthens (are removed).
Joining the society (of the pious) his mind (becomes) pure, by the perfect Guru he is in one moment
brought'across.
(2). (His) mind remains the dust of all, alLappear (to him) as beloved? friends.
In all my Lord is contained, he is giving gifts (to) all creatures, remembering (them).
(3). He himself alone, the One is alone in the whole expansion (of the universe).
By continually muttering (him) all become pious people, by meditating on the One name many
are saved.
(4). Deep, profound and endless is the Lord, he has no end nor limit whatever.
By thy mercy Nanak sings (thy) excellences, meditating and meditatingihe adores the Lord.
XXXVIL iCIV.
(1). Thou art endless, not passing away, inapprehensible, all this (universe) is thy form.
What cleverness shall we creatures practise, when all is in thee ?
Pause.
!
0 my true Guru, protect thy own child, assuming an incarnation!
Give (me) wisdom, (that) I may always sing (thy) excellences, 0 my unattainable, boundless Lord !
(2). «As in the womb of the mgjrtier that creature is preserved, taking the name as (its) support:
2
(So) he is happy, who at every breath^remembers (the name), tire does not touch (him).
(3). Remove the love to another's property, to another's wife, to slandering others!
Serve the lotus-foot in thy HearFby the support of the perfect Guru!
a

J w l w i *./. sport, play, stands here for i&M£M^dl{J* descent of sport = an incarnation of Vishnu.
iB
*HT35Tf(J » n n i ^ i ari being a meaningless alliteration.
A
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XXXVIII

(4). House, mansion, palace, whatever is seen, nothing (goes) with (thee).
As long as thou livest-in the time of the Kali-yug, remember the name, (says) humble Nanak.
•

-

ASA: GHAR I I I . : MAHALA V.
6m It By the favour of the true Guru!
I.

XXXVIII.

CV.

(1). Dominion, property, youth, house, splendour, beautiful youth;
l
Much wealth, elephants and horses, rubies, the price (of which is) Lakhs (of Rupees) ^
(AlHhese) are further, on ( = i n the other world) at the gate (of Hari) of no hue, the proud one
departs leaving (them) behind.
Pause.
Why is the mind applied (to anything) but the One ?
In rising and sitting, in sleeping and waking, continually Hari should be meditated upon!
(2). (Whose) courts are very wonderful and beautiful, (who) has acquired high praises in
Who boasts with his mouth : I will kill, bind (and) set free!
(When) the order of the Supreme Brahm has come, he departs giving up (all) in one day
(3). He does many works and contrivances, (but) the creator he does not know.
He gives instruction (to others), but he himself does not do the truth, the word (of t t
does not recognize.
•
He has come naked and will go naked, as:an elephant shakes off the dust.
(4). Hear, 0 my pious friend: all this expansion is false!
Saying: "mine, mine" they are drowned, the ignorant people are consumed and die.
Nanak, having met with the Guru, meditates on the name, by the true name he is saved

RAO ASA: GHAR V.; MAHALA V.
Om! By the favourfof the true Guru !
I.

XXXIX.

CVI.

(1). That whole world is in error,
(2). (Their) life is absorbed (
Some rare one forsakes (her).

le (rare) man of Hari wakes,
very fascinating and beloved
mantra

rare) pious man clings
(4). Nanak wakes in the society of the pious out of love to divine knowledge.
great
1

cfrHT?W> conrupted.for the .sake of the rhyme instead of ffr*HT7>T (Pers. Arab. <JUL>, >earnest"money
price, cost).
JM
1

V5TWT *.w. a panegyrical kind of poetry, in which the bravery of heroes, etc/is extolled;' thence
praises, panegyrics generally.
I
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0 m! By the favour of the true Guru!
RAGUA8A: GHAR VI*; MAHALA. V.
I.

XL.

CVII.
mind

The powerful cause of causes is boundless! thereeis no other, 0 friend !f
Pause.
The people delight in singing thy excellences.
The advice, counsel and cleverness of (thy) people is what thou'dost, and causest (them) to do.
(2). Nectar is thy name, 0 beloved, in the society of the^pious (its) juice is obtained.
Hari
(3). Who is in thy protection, 0 Lord, he has no care.
f
On whom thy kindness is bestowed,, they are good wholesale merchants, 0 Lord \
(4). All error, spiritual blindness and mischievousness are gone off since the sight (of Hari) was obtained.
Nanak has made the true name his occupation, in love to the name of Hari he is sunk.
II.

XLI.

CVIIL

Who
deserts).
Here (he finds) no comfort (and there) at the threshold (no) entrance, having gono to the city of
Yama he is tormented.
PauM*

By the slanderer his whole life is lost.
(Here) he cannot reach anything, further on (in the other world) he gets no place.
(2). (When) the lot of the helpless slanderer has fallen, what will that poor man do ?
He is ruined there, where no one protects (him), to whom shall he raise his voice?
(3). No salvation (accrues to) the slanderer in any way, thus it pleases the Lord.
3
Who calumniates the piou3, by him no tranquillity (and) happiness are enjoyed.
(4). The pious are relying on thee, 0 Lord, thou art.the assistant of the pious.
Nanak says: the pious are preserved by Hari, the slanderers ore swept away (by him).
:

-:.

*

IIL

XLII.

CIX.

J;

I

(1). (Who) washes his outside (white), heart and mind (being) filthy, he loses both his places.
Here he is sunk in lust, wrath and spiritual blindness, in the other world he will sob and weep.
Pause.
t

The

does
May
I He gives himsel
1
quainted with truth.

Shustra*, (and yet) he does not become ac-

The sense is: to wash the filthy'clothes of another, i.e. to criticize his actions.
1
J?3 is'here « JRffS s.f.
The sense of these two
* K l i Sansk. vSTI^'H
lines is: the way of adoring Govind is different from the practice of the people, who only touch the outside
(the hillock, in which the snake is hidden) without killing the snake itself (selfishness).
1
B
3T3T YT3T = 33" ^%% nfTJT being here used as a postposition
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(3). As a false rupee is discovered, when it comes into the sight of the money-changer:
(So) the inward governor knows everything: what'is hidden fromihim ?
(4). The groundless (= false), man is destroyed in a moment by (his) falsehood, hypocrisy and deceit.
True, true, true he is called by Nanak, (who) in his own heart perceives and remembers (Hari).
IV* XLIIL, CX.
(1). (Who) is making efforts, (his) mind becomes pure, he dances haying removed his own self.
l
(Who) is collected in (his) mind, he keeps the five persons in subjection.
Pause.
Thy people dance and sing thy excellences.
The rebeck, tambourine, cymbal and string of toe-bells emit a sound, (though) unbeaten.
(2). (Who) first instructs his own mind and afterwards gladdens others.
(Who) mutters the name of Bam in his heart* and with his mouth lets all (men) hear (it).
(3).t (Who) with his hand washes the feet of the pious, (who) applies the dust of the saints to his body.
(Who) offers up his heart and body and puts (them) before the|Guru, he obtains the true thing.
(4). Whoever hears and beholds with faith, the pain of his birth and death goes off.
*
Such a dance removes hell; N&uak (says): the disciple wakes.
V. XLIV.

CXI.

4

V

(1). A low Cancjal woman becomes a BrahmanT, from a Shudra woman (one) becomes the best, 0 dear!
The insatiable thirst of hell and heaven is quenched and devoured, 0 dear!
Pause.
i
f
The cat of the house is taught something else, seeing the mouse it is frightened, 0 dear!
The lion is given into the power of the goat by the Guru, (the goat) is set by him on the dog.
(2). Without posts the roof is supported, by the houseless a house is obtained. Without a setter the setting (of jewels) is made, a wonderful (precious) stone is set, 0 dear!
(3). The complainer is not reaching his object by means of complaint, by silence a decision is
obtained, 0 dear!
*
• *
She who is sitting in wealth on a carpet takes a corpse and runs to show it to the eyes.
(4). That ignorant'one says: I know; he, < who is knowing, (says).: I sdo not investigate (it)
minutely, 0 dear!
\i ?
Nanak says: (to whom)*the Guru has given nectar to drink, he delighting (in it) is made happy.
VI.

XLV. CXII.

» *

(1). Cutting (my) bonds (my) vices are forgotten (by him), his own greatness is remembered (by him).
He became kind (to me) like a mother and father, like a child (I was) cherished (by him).
Pause.
II
I
The disciples of the Guru are preserved by Gdpal, the Guru.
1
1
They are drawn out (by him) from the great water of existence bestowing his glance (of favour
on them).
I I
I I
(2). By remembering whom *one escapes from Yama and gets happiness here and there:
(Him) mutter at (every) breath and morsel with (thy) tongue, continually (his) excellences should
be sung!
1

Thefivepersons are <?TO» STOfletc.
08
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^3). By devotion with love the highest step is obtained, inlthe society of the saints pain is extinguished.
I (Such a one) is neither consumed nor does he go, no fear whatever enters (him), the spotless property
of Hari he takes possession of.
£
4
(4). At the time of the end? the Lord becomes (my) assistant, here and there he is (my) protector.
He is the friend of (mv) life. (mv) beloved, mv wealth : Nanak is alwavs a sacrifice (to hinO.
VII.

XLVI* CXIII.

(1). When thou art (my) Lord, *what*fear (should I entertain) ? without thee whom should I praise ?
(When I have) thee alone, then I have everything, without thee I have none other.
Pause.
1
0 father, I have seen, that the world is poison.
Keep me, 0 my Lord, thy name isimy support!
(2). Thou knowest all the pain of the mind, to whom else should it be told ?
Without the name the whole world is mad*| (if) the name is obtained, happiness is acquired.
(8). What shall be said, to whom shall it be told ? what is to be said, that is with (thee), 0 Lord !
Everything is thy work,'my hope is continually (put) in thee.
(4). If thou givest greatness, it is'thy greatness, here and there I meditate on thee.
0 Lord of Nanak, who art always giving happiness, thy one name is my salvation.
*

J

VIII.

XLVII.l CXIV.

(1), Nectar is thy name, 0 Lord^ this great juice is drunk by (thy) people.
1
The burdens of fear of repeated birth have ceased, sin is extinct, error is gone.
Pause.
Seeing (thy) sight Iklive.
i
t*
f
Having heard thy words, 0 true Guru, my mind andfbody have become tranquil.
(2). By thy mercy the society of the pious was obtained (by me), this work was done by thyself.
Thy feet, 0 Lord, were firmly seized j(by me) and the (poison was (thus) easily destroyed.
(3). Thy name, 0 Lord, is the depository of happiness, this imperishable mantra I obtained
By the Guru it was given to me out of mercy, my heat, pain and enmity departed.
union
yuga, (where) in the society of the pious the praise (of Hari) is sung !*•• Nanak
name
IX.

XLVIII.

CXV.
2

fore everything, what o
His I own errin
Pause.
My true Guru is always merciful, he protects me, the poor one.
(My) sicknessjis cut off (by him), great happinesses obtained (by me), the nectar-nametof Hari is
put into (my) mouth (by him).
(2). (My) many sins are taken away, (my) bonds are cut, (I) have become emancipated^
From the veryJiorrible blind well (I) am drawn out by the-Guru seizing (my) arm.
fx T$t%t p.Pf of c^cVT to go (Sindhi f^TVtH
:
1
Tlio words oug-htitojbe put in kthefollowing order ( WT^TTn *T3 f°?6? 3
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(3). (1) have become fearless, all fear is effaced, (I) am protected by the protector.
Such is thy gift, 0 my Lord, all (my) affairs are adjusted (by thee).
(4). The depository of (all) qualities, the Lord, I have acquired in (my) heart.
JSanak has fallen on (his) asylum and is happy.
.

•*

'

X. XLIX.

CXVI.

(1). (When) thou art forgotten, then every one (becomes) an enemy (to me).
(When) thou comest into (my) thought, ithen (every one does) service (to me).
No one else is known (besides thee), 0 true, inapprehensible and inscrutable one!
Pause.
I
(When) thou comest into (my) thought, then (thou art) always merciful (to me), what (can) by the
helpless people (be done) ?
t
Say, who should be called bad (or) good ? all are thy creatures!
(2). I rely on thee, thou art (my) support, thou kecpest (me) giving'(me) thy hand.
On whom thy mercy is, that man no calamity whatever devours.
(3). That is happiness, that is greatness, which is pleasing, 0 Lord, to (thy) mind.
Thou art wise, thou art always kind, (if) the name be obtained, I enjoy pleasure.
(4). Before thee is my prayer: soul and body is all thine.
Nanak says: all is thy greatness, nobody knows my name.
XL

L. CXVIL

(1). (If) the Lord, the inward governor, bestows mercy, Hari is obtained in the society of the pious.
(If) he, having opened the shutters, shows (his) sight, one is not subject again to regeneration.
Pause.
I
t
:
Meet with the beloved Lord and thou wilt remove all thy pain, 0 dear!
Gross in the society of him, by whom the Supreme Brahm is adored in (his) heart!
l
(2). (Who) wanders about in a great desert and in an ocean of fire, (who is) living in joy and grief:
(His) mind becomes pure ^having met with the true Guru, by muttering the immortal Hari with
(his) tongue.
(3). (By whom) his body and all his wealth is set up (as the object of his thoughts), he is bound
(by) a soft fetter.
By the favour of the Guru (his) births are out off* (by whQm) the name of Hari is adored.
(4). They are kept by the Lord, the preserver, who are.pleasing to their own Lord.
Soul and body is all thine, 0 donor! 2sanak is always a sacrifice (to thee).
XII.

LI. CXVIII.

*t

Pause.
(Thou hast) escaped from spiritual blindness (and) dull sleep, what favour was bestowed (on thee),

Odear?
The very fascinating (Maya) docs not affect thee, how is thy sloth gone, 0 dear ?
(1). Lust, wrath and egotism are hard, who has escaped (from them.) by means of continence, 0?dear ?
The excellent men, Devas and Asuras, are subject to the three qualities, the whole world*is robbed
(by them), 0 dear!
I
(2). The fire of a burning fbrest consumes xrihch grass, some green^shrub is saved, 0 dear! I
6uch a powerful one I cannot describe, nothing*like him can bcitold, 0 dear.
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(3). In the chamber of lamp-black (I have not become) black, a spotless colour was applied, 0 dear!
The great mantra of the Guru dwelled in (my) heart, the wonderful name was heard (by me),
0 dear!
f
?
(4). Bestowing mercy (on me) the Lord is looking (on me) with 8 glance of favour, he applied me
to his own foot.
By devotion (with) love I obtained happiness, 0 Nanak, I entered the society of the pious.
Om ! by the favour of the true Guru !
RAGU ASA; GHAR VII.; MAHALA V.
I.

LIL

CXIX.

*

(1). Red short breeches shine on thy body.
Thou art pleasing (to thy) sweetheart, his mind is captivated (by thee).
'- Pause.
By whom is thy redness made ?
By what colour hast thouj become red ?
(2). Thou art beautiful, thou (enjoy est) a good fortune.
In thy house is.the sweetheart, in thy house is good luck.
(3). Thou art virtuous, thou art the most excellent.
Thou art pleasing to the beloved, thou art very intelligent.
(4). (Thou) art pleasing to the beloved, therefore (thou art) of red colour.
Nanak says: by (his) favourable look (thou art) exalted.

}

Pause.
Hear, 0 my (female) friend, this is the way of .(my) passing the time.
The Lord himself is adorning (me).

ii.

LIII. cxx.

;

(1), When (my) troubles are intense, they are receding,
Now that I have been advised, (that he is) in (my) presence.
Pause.
*
Submissiveness has ceased, 0 friend and companion !
1
My error is gone, by the Guru (I am) united with (my) beloved.
(2). I am brought near and placed on the bed by the beloved.
I am released from paying submissiveness (to others).
(3). In my house there is light by means of the word (of the Guru).
In joy my Lord is joking (with me).
(4). On my forehead a good lot (is written), (my) beloved has come to my house.
A firm happy wifehood (I have) obtained, 0 humble Nanak!
III.

LIV.

CXXI.

(1). My (mind is applied to the true name.
2
(But outwardly) I jest and talk with the people.
1
1

i^ft « 5fa5^f (I am) united; the subject must be gathered from the context.
TTHT ~ Z&* j°tei j«» i TO! - ^TWt talk, speech.
i

e

1
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Pause.
Outwardly good terms with all are kept up.
(But inwardly) I remain unoontaminated like a lotus in the water.
(2). By word of mouth I am conversing with all.
(But) my own soul J keep with the Lord.
(3). Muclrecstasy also comes into sight.
This mind is the dust of the feet of all.
(4). Humble Nanak has obtained the perfect Guru.
The One is shown (to him as being) inside and outside.

iv; LV. cxxn.
1

(1). The girl is obtaining pleasures in youth.
(But) without the name she is mingled with dust.
Pause*
In her ear is an ear-ring, (fine) clothes are put on.
(Her) bed is comfortable, in (her) mind she is-proud. ^ *
(2). Beneath (her) an elephant, above (her) an umbrella of gold.
(But) without devotion to Hari she is buried in the earth.
(3). (One may; have) many beautiful women.
(But) without love to Hari every taste is insipid.
7
1
(4). The Maya is deceitful, diseases are spread out:^" her).
Nanak is in the asylum of the Lord, the kind Supreme Spirit.
*

V. LVI.

4 ^

»

y

CXXIII.

(1). There is a garden, (in which) many trees are planted.
The nectar-name is produced on them as fruit.
PavMs
0 wise one, make such a contemplation,
By which the state of final emancipation may be obtained!
Round about are ponds of poison, in the midst (of that garden) is nectar/ 0 brother!
(2). There is one gardener, who waters (the trees).
3
He takes care of the branches every morning.
(3). Every tree is brought and firmly planted.
Every one blossoms, not one is fruitless.
(4). Who obtains the nectar-fruit of the name'from the Guru):
He crosses the Maya, (says) Nanak, tho slave.
VI. LVII.

CXXIV.

(1). Royal sports are made by thy name.
The Yoga (deep meditation) is made by singing thy praise.
1

*4«l*HT « *4ico\t girl. The words in these verses are exceedingly disfigured, as the:author took no
pains to choose suitable words.
1
fawftlHT « flTM^ (from fqVf375Tf *o bespread out).
1
The Lahore lithographed copy reads VT3V31 the MSS. No 2484: \ff3VTf|r, No. 2483j ITOVTTC; the
rtrst two readings are wrong, as they givdno sense, the last, VTfSVTSi it - Sansk. HP!: VJf{\ • every morning,
which suits well the context.
I
•
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Pause.
All comforts are brought about in thy shelter.
The curtains of error are opened by the true Guru.
(2). By comprehending the order (of Hari) pleasures are enjoyed.
i
In the service of the true Guru (there is) great emancipation.
(3). By whom thou art known, he is in his married state of mortified passions and accepted.
Who is attached to the name, he is emancipated.
(4). Who has obtained the treasure of the name :.
His treasury is full, says Nanak.
*

VII. LVIII.

CXXV.

(1). (If) I go to a Tlrtha, (I see that) they are practising egotism (there)*
(If) I ask the Pandits, they are attached to the Maya.
t?
Pause.

J

Show me that place, 0 friend!
k
Where there is continually the praise of Hari (going on).
(2). By reflection on the Shastras and Vedas, on merit and demerit:
There is again and again descent to hell (and ascent*to) heaven.
(3). In the married state there is care, dejection and'selfishness.
Works bring trouble to the soul.
(4). By the mercy of the Lord the mind becomes subjected.
Kanak (says): (who becomes) a disciple, by him the Maya is crossed.
Pause.
In the society of the pious the praise of Hari is sung.
This place is obtained from the Guru.
VIII.

LIX.

CXXVI.

(1). In the house is happiness, outside (of it) also is happiness.
By remembering Hari all troubles are destroyed.
Pause.
(There are) all comforts (enjoyed), when thou comest into (one's) thought.
That man mutters (thy) name, who pleases thee.
(2). Body and mind become cool by muttering thy name.
Who is muttering Hari, Hari, the tent of his pain tumbles down.
(3). Who comprehends the order, he is accepted,
Whose .mark is the true word (of the Guru).
(4). By-the perfect Guru the name of -Hari is made fast (in me).
Kanak (says): I have obtained happiness in (my) mind.
I
IX.

LX.

r

CXXVII.

1

(1). Wherever thou sendest (ml )* there I go.
The happiness, thou givest, that I obtain.
Pause.
(I am) always (thy/slave, 0 Lord Goviifd! *
3** By thy mercy If am fiillyt satiated, ***^R***Hfl& l ^ w W ^ ^ * ^ H I H A M
•

1

1 3H

r
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(2). What thou givest, that I put on and eat.
By thy favour, 0 Lord, I get on comfortably.
(8). In my mind and body I meditate on thee.
No one I compare with thee.
(4). Nanak says: continually I thus meditate.
(My) salvation is effected by clinging, to the feet of the pious
X.

LXI.

CXXVIII.

(1). In rising, sitting and sleeping he should be meditated upon !
In going on the road Hari, Hari should be sung!
Pause.
With the ear the nectar-story should be heard !
I l l
By whom it is heard, in (his) mind joy springs up, all the pain and disease of (his) mind go off.
(2). (If) in every work, on the road, in the places of resort*he be muttered:
The nectar of Hari is drunk by the favour of the Guru.
(3). (By whom) day and night the praise of Hari is sung:
That man is not put into the road of (= to)PYama.
(4). By whom he (Hari) is not forgotten the eight watches:
By clinging to his feet salvation is obtained, (says) Nanak.
i
_

a

XI.

£

LXII.

^ ^

CXXIXJ

(1). By remembering whom thou dwellest in comfort;
Happiness is enjoyed and pain is effaced :
•
Paw*.
Be joyful (and) sing'the excellences of (that) Lord I
Conciliate continually thy own true'Guru
true
Being firmly seated in (thy) house thou wilt obtain thy Lord.
(3). (If) the ill conduct of another thou dost not keep in (thy) mind
!

V

m

Hari

He
XII.

LXIII.

CXXX.

Whom
Him
Pause
I ask for thy sight, give it me, 0 beloved!
Who is not saved by thy service ?
(2). Near whom nobody goes:
v
His feet the whole creation rubs and washes.
]
(3). The man, wh© is not of any use :
His name ia muttered by the favour of the saints.
(4). When (my) sleeping mind becomes wakeful in the society
Then the Lord becomes sweet to Nnnak.*

•
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XIII.

LXIV.

CXXXL

(1). The only One I behold with (my) eyes.
Continually I remember the name of Hari.
Pause.
Ram

Hari
(2). In whose string everything is strung:
He is contained in every creature.
(3). He is making production and destruction in a moment.
He himself, who is without qualities, remains distinct (from all).
(4)(. The inward governor is the cause • of causes.
The Lord of Nanak is enjoying happiness.
XIV.

LXV.

CXXXII.

(1). (Who)" were made to wander
Thev won a (human} bod v. hard 1
Pause.
Sins are destroyed, pain and trouble are removed.
They become purified by the dust of the saints.
I
(2). The saints of the Lord, (who are) able to save (others),
Meet with him, for whom exactly union (with them is written).
(3). In (his) mind (is) joy, (to whom) the Guru hasjgiven (his) mantra.
(His) thirst is quenched! (his) mind becomes immovable.
J
(4). The name is the (best) thing, the nine treasures and (all) perfections.
Nanak (says): from the Guru understanding is obtained.
XV.

LXVI.

CXXXIII.

(I). Thirst is effaced, ignorance and darkness.
By the service of the pious many sins are cut off.
Pause.
Happi
Guru; (his) mind- (becomes) pure, (by whom) the name of Hari
Hari. Hari
(2). The foolish presumption of the mind is destroyed.
The will of the Lord becomes sweet,
(3). The feet of the perfect Guru are seized.
The sins of crores of births go off.
(4). This jewel of birth becomes fruitful (to him),
(On whom) the Lord bestows mercy, says Nanak.
XVI. LXVII.

CXXXIV.

(1). My own true Guru I remember continually.
The feet of the Guru I brush with (my) hair.
Pause.
Wake, 0 my wakeful mind!
Without Hari no one is of use (to thee), false is the fascination (of the Maya), false the expansion
'of the world)!
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(2). Bestow (thy) love on the word of the Guru!
(If) the Guru become merciful (to thee), (thy) pain goes.
(3). Without the Guru there is no other place.
The Guru is bountiful, .the Guru gives the name.
(4). The Guru himself is the Supreme Brahm, the Lord.
Mutter, 0 Nanak, the Guru the eight watches!
XVII.

LXVIII.

CXXXV.

i

(I). He himself is the tree (and) the spread out branches (of it).
He himself keeps his own field.
PauM.

Wherever I see, there is that One.
In every creature is that one himself.
(2). He himself is the sun and the expansion of (his) rays.
He is hidden, he is the appearance.
(3). One may fix (his) name as having all qualities and as having none.
Both (names) meeting together are united (in him).
(4). Nanak says: by the Guru error and' fear are put aside.
1
:
The blissful (Supreme) is seen by every eye.
XVIII.

LXIX.

CXXXVI.

(1). I do not know any contrivance and dexterity.
Day and night I praise thy name.
Pause.
I am vicious and have not any virtue.
That Lord is doing and causing to be done (everything).
(2). I am foolish, doltish, ignorant and thoughtless.
I am longing in my mind after thy name.
(3). Muttering, austerities, continence and works I do not practise.
The name of the Lord I adore in (my) mind.
(4). I do not know anything, little is my understanding.
Nanak says: (I am) in thy asylum, 0 Lord!
XIX.

LXX.

CXXXVII.

(1). Hari, Hari, these two words are (my) rosary.
Muttering and muttering (them) he became merciful (to me) the poor one.
Pause,
I make-supplication to my own true Guru:
Mercifully keep (me) in (thy) asylum, give me the muttering of Hari, Hari!
(2). (Who) keeps the rosary of Hari in his heart:
He removes the pain of regeneration and death.
(3). Who keeps (him) in*(his) heart and utters with (his) mouth: Hari, Hari!
That man does not vacillate in any way neither here nor there.
(4). Nftnak Bayp: who is imbued with love to the name :
With him the rosary of Hari goes (to the other world).
1

*H«fT2*tfT m "m^ffWHi seen, beheld.
69
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XX.

LXXLt CXXXVIII.

(l).l("Who) becomes his, whose everything is:
That man no contamination whatever enters.
Pause.
The servant of Hari is always emancipated.
,
Whatever he does, that is good; the practice of the slave of the pious people is exceedingly pure.
(2). Who, having forsaken oil, has come to the asylum of Hari:
How should the Maya enter that man ?
(3). In whose mind the treasure of the name is :
He has no care not even in a dream.
(4). Nanak says: (by whom) the true Guru is obtained:
All (his) error and infatuation are extinguished.
*
XXI.

LXXII.

CXXXIX.

(1). When my Lord has become kindly disposed (totinc):
Then, say, how should pain and error (be) near (me) ?
I
Pause.
Having heard, having heard the report about thee I live.
Save me, who am destitute of virtues!
(2). Pain is effaced, care is forgotten.
Fruit is obtained by muttering the mantra of the true Guru.
(3). He is true, he is true.
Remembering and remembering string and keep (him) in thy bosom !
(4). Nanak says : what work has he (to do),
Tn whose mind the name of Hari dwells ?
XXII.

LXXIII.

CXL.

( n . By lust, wrath and egotism (people) are ruined.
By remembering Hari the people of Hari are set free. '

t

Pause.
Those are drunk in the intoxication of the Maya.
The devotees are waking and given to the remembrance of? Hari.
(2). By reason of spiritual blindness and error one is made to wander about in many wombs.
The devotee is stationary, (by whom) the feet of Hari are meditated on.
(3). (I am) shutting, up the blind well (of) my house.
The saints are emancipated, who comprehend, (that) Hari is near (them).
(4). Nanak says: who is in the asylum of the Lord:
He gets here happiness and in the other world salvation.
V
XXIII.

LXXIV. *tXLF.

(1). Thou art my wave, I am thy fish.
Thou art my Lord, I am at thy gate.

M

Pause.

f

Thou art my creator, I am thy servant.
I have seized (thy) asylum, Q {Lord, weighty with excellences!
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(2). Thou art my life, thou (art) my support.^
4
Havin g seen thee the lotus (of my heart) opens. J
(3). Thou art my salvation and honour, my ground for assurance.
Thou art powerful, I am saved by thee.
(4). May I daily mutter the name, the depository of (all) excellences!
This prayer Nanak (offers) to the Lord!
XXIV.

LXXV.

547

I

CXLIL

(1). He who is weeping, practises falsehood.
Another, (though) laughing, is grieving.
Pause.
Some one dies, in the house of another (there is) singing.
1
Some one weeps, another laughing and laughing is conducting the bride.
(2). From childhood (one) has grown old.
Having arrived (at old age) he is not emancipated and repents again.
(3). The world passes on in the three qualities.
Again and again there is descent to hell (and ascent to) heaven.
(4). Nanak says: who is attached (to) the name:
His life is fruitful and accepted.
XXV.

LXXVI.

I

CXLIII.

(1). (I) kept on sleeping (and) the news of the Lord was not known (by me)
(When) it became morning, (I) repented again.

I

, •

I
I

Pause.
By love to the beloved one I have naturally joy in my,mind, 0 dear!
1 am longing to meet with the Lord, why should I therefore be slothful, 0 dear ?
(2). Nectar was brought forth into (my) hand.
(I) slipt and it was thrown on the ground.
(8). With desire, spiritual blindness and egotism (I am) laden.
It ia not the fault of the Lord, the creator.
(4). In the society of the pious error and darkness are effaced.
0 Nanak, I am united by the creator (with himself).
XXVI

LXXVII.

CXLIV.

(1). (I am) longing after the lotus-foot, 0 beloved !
The servants of Yama have fled helpless (away from me),
I

til

I

Pause.

I

It is thy mercy, (that) thou eomcst into (my) thought.
By remembering the name all diseases are destroyed,
(2). Thou givest much pain to others.
(But) thy people (pain) cannot reach.

I

II

I I

I
'

VT^35 *:m. the person who conducts the bride from or to the house of her father or father.im-law; a
paronym ph.

*
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(3). A thirst after thy sight has sprung up in (my) mind.
Tranquillity, joy (and) love dwell (in me).
(4), May the prayer of Nanak^be heard!
May only the name be given into my heart!
XXVII.

LXXVIII.

CXLV.

(1). (My) mind is satiated, (my) troubles are effaced.
(My) own Lord became merciful (to me).
Pause.
By the favour of the saints goodness was done (to me).
In whose house everything is, that all-filling, fearless Lord was met with.
(2). The name was established (in me) (by) the merciful saint.
(My) very dreadful hunger was put out.
(3). By my own Lord the gift was given (to me).
(My) burning heat was quenched, tranquillity was produced in (my) mind.
(4). (My) searching about ceased, (toy) mind entered tranquillity.
Nanak obtained the treasury of the name.
XXVIII.

LXXIX.

CXLVI.

1

(1). Who are on intimate terms with the Lord:
1
They remain fully satiated with food.

1
I

Pause.

I
J

The devotees of the Lord have not little.
They are eating, spending and extravagant in giving.
(2). Whose master the unattainable Lord is:
Say, how much can people do (against him) ?
(3). In whose service the eighteen supernatural powers are :
By his moment's glance (on one) they cling to (one's) feet.
(4). On whom thou bestowest mercy, 0 my Lord!
He has no want, says Nanak.
XXIX.

LXXX.

CXLVII.

(1). When I meditate on my own true'Guru:
Then I obtain great comfort in my mind.
Pause.
Calculation is effaced, doubt is extinct.
*
1
The people, who are attached to the name, become saints.
(2). When my own Lord is in my thoughts:
Then fear is effaced, 0 my friend!
(3). When I seize thy protection, 0 Lord:
Then my desire is fulfilled.
(4). Having seen thy proceedings my mind was comforted.
Nanak, (thy) slave, trusts in thee.
1

33fi=feT» a devotee, saint.

r
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XXX.

LXXXI.

M9

CXLV1IL

(1). Day by day the mouse gnaws the rope,
Whilst falling into the well (man) eats sweetmeats.
Pan86.

In considering and reflecting the night is passed.
Whilst thinking of the many pleasures of the Maya the J bow-holder (Vishnu) is never remembered
1
(2). (Considering) the shade of a tree immovable he built a house,
l
Death, throwing (over him) the noose of the Maya, made ready the arrow.
(3). The shore of sand, the surface (of ^which) the waves inundate:
That place the fool laid'hold of, considering it immovable.
(4). In the society of the pious Hari the king is ihuttered (by me).
Nanak lives singing the excellences of Hari.
XXXI.

LXXXII* jCXLIX,

(1). In his society thou (fern.) art sporting.
In his society we are in union with thee.
In his society every one desires thee.
Without him nobody looks (at thee).
Pause
That loving one where is he contained ?
Without him thou art distressed, 0 dear!
(2). In his society thou art the mistress in the house.
In his society thou wilt become manifest.
In his society thou art kept blooming.
Without him thou art given up to wretchedness.
(3). In his society thou hast honour and greatness.
In his society the world is thy relative.
In his society all thy arrangement is made.
Without him thou wilt become dust.
(4). That loving one neither dies nor goes.
Bound by (his) order (man) does works.
.tlaving joined he separates and?establishes (again), (says) Nanak.
He himself knows his own power.
XXXII.

LXXXII L

CL.

(1). Neither is he dying nor are we afraid.
Neither is he destroyed nor are we distressed
Neither h he poor nor are we hungry.
Neither has he pain nor have we pain.
Pause.
There is no other who is killing.
He is our life, (who) is giving life (to us).
(2). Neither is a fetter on him nor arc we bound
Neither has he toils nor have we toils.
1

$ here « srf^; the words must thus be^ constructed, jif they arc to give any sense: SfTW 7$ TCTfctft
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1

Neither has he filth nor have we filth.
(When) he has joy, then we have always pastime.
(3). Neither is in h inure flection nor have we reflection.
4
Neither is on him (any) daubing nor is ou us (any) smearing.
Neither has he hunger nor have we thirst.
When he is pure, then we are asking (for it).
(4). We are nothing, that one alone is (all).
Before and after that One alone is.
Nanak (says): by the Guru^the waves of error are put out.
We and he, having met, have become{of one colour.
1

XXXIII. TXXXIV.

CLI.

(1). In many ways service is rendered (by me).
Soul, life and property are offered up (to the Guru).
(I fetch) water, I swing the fan (to him), giving up conceit.
Many times I become a sacrifice (to him).
Pause.
She is a happy married woman, who is pleasing to the Lord.
With her I will meet, O my mother!
(2). (1 am) the water-carrier of his lowest bond-maids.
(I am) their dust, (my) soul dwells with (them).
*
(If) the lot (be written) on my forehead, then I obtain (their) society.
The Lord mingles with his own colour.
(3). Muttering, austerity and all religious observances I render (to him).
Works and all burnt offerings I make (to him).
Giving up pride and spiritual ignorance I become (their) dust.
f
In their society I see the Lord (with my) eyes.
;
(4). Every moment I adore him.
Pay and night I practise this service.
Gopal Govind became merciful (to me).
I n the society of the pious he is pardoning, (says) Nanak.
XXXIV.

LXXXV.

CLII.

(1). By love to the Lord happiness is always obtained.
By love to the Lord no pain is incurred.
Love to the Lord clears away the filth of egotism.
By love to the Lord one becomes always pure.
Pause.
Hear, O friend, such love and affection
Is the support of (every) life and everybody.
(2). By love to the Lord all treasures are obtained.
By love to the Lord the spotless name (dwells) in the heart.
By love to the Lord (one is) always lustrous.
By love to the Lord all care is effaced.
(8). By love to the Lord (one) crosses this water of existence.
By love to the Lord (one) is not afraid of Yam a.

*
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The love of the Lord saves all.
The love of the Lord goes with (one to the other world).
(4). By oneself no one meets (with him), he goes astray.
To whom he is merciful, him he joins to the society of the pious.
Nanak says: (I am) a sacrifice to thee.
* I
In the asylum of the saints I am saved by thee, 0 Lord!
XXXV. LXXXVI.

CLIII.

(1). Having become a king he exercises dominion.
Practising oppression wealth is brought on himself.
Accumulating and accumulating a bag (of money) is made (by him).
(But) the Lord taking It away from him gave it to another.
Pan* 6.

A raw jug, in (which) there is water,
Being proud of that very (water) tumbles down.
(2). He became fearless, he became free from all restraint.
The creator, (who is) with (him), did not come into (his) mind.
Armies were assembled, preparation (for war) was made.
(When) the breath left (him), he became ashes.
(3). High (were) his mansions and palaces and (many) his queens.
HearUpleasing elephants and horses were collected (by him).
Great (was) the retinue of (his) sons and daughters.
By spiritual blindness he was consumed and the blind one died.
(4). By whom it is produced, by him it is destroyed.
Pleasures and enjoyments are like a dream.
He is emancipated, he has dominion and wealth,
To whom the Lord is merciful, (says) the slave Nanak.
XXXVI. LXXXVII.

CLIV.

(1). (When) with this one (i.e. the Maya) close friendship is made:
It increases still more, when nnion is brought about.
When she has clung to (one's) neck, she no more lets go.
Who clings to the feet of the true Guru, he is set free.
Pause.
She, who is fascinating the world, we have discarded.
He, who is without qualities, was obtained and we congratulated (ourselves).
(2). Such a beautiful one fascinates the mind.
On the road, pass, house and in every wood she looks out.
To mind and body she clings becoming sweet (to them).
By the favour of the Guru I saw, that she is false.
(3). Her forerunners are great cheats.
She leaves neither father nor mother.
Her own associates are bound by her.
By the favour of the Guru I overcame all.
(4). Now joy has sprung up in my mind.
Fear has ceased, all frauds are broken.
.
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Nanak says: when the true Guru was obtained (by me):
My whole house was set up comfortably.
TXXXVII.

LXXXVIII. CLV.

(1). (All) the eight watches they consider (him as being) near (them).
The.doing of the Lord is sweet to them.
The One name is the support of the saints.
They are always the ashes of the feet of all.
Pause.
Hear the manner of life of the saints, 0 brother!
Their greatness cannot be told.
(2). Whose occupation is the name alone:
(Their) rest is the praising of the joyful (Supreme).
To whom friend and enemy are the same:
(They) do not know any other besides their own Lord.
(3). Crores and crores of sins they are cutting off.
They are removing pain and bestowing life.
They are heroes and champions, true to their promise.
The helpless Lakshml («Maya) is deceived by the saints.
(4). Their society desire the Suras and Devas,
(Whose) sight is efficacious, whose service is fruitful.
Having joined the hands Kanak makes (this) supplication:
11
Kay to me the service of the saints be given by the depository of (all) excellences!"
XXXVIIL

II
I

LXXXIX. CLVI.

(1). All comforts (are contained) in muttering the One name.
All duties (are done) by singing the excellences of Hari.
Very pure is the society of the pious.
With whom they fall in, in him love to the Lord springs up.
II
I
II
\
Pause.
By the favour of the Guru he obtains joy.
In whose mind light is produced by remembering (Hari), the greatness of his salvation cannot be told.
(2). Vows, religious observances, ablutions and worship (are performed) by him,
The Vedas, Puranas and the Srariti are heard by him,
Whose place is the very pure and spotless
Society of the saints, where the name of Hari, Hari is.
(3). That man is manifest in all the world,
(Who is) the dust of the feet of them, who are purifying the sinners.
With whom Hari, Hari the king has met:
The greatness of his salvation cannot be told.
(4). Joining (my) hands I will meditate the eight watches,
(That) I may obtain the sight of those pious ones.
Join me, the poor one, (with them)!
*
Nanak has come and fallen on (thy) asylum.
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XXXIX.

XC.

I

CLVIL

(1). (Who is) bathing the eight watches in (holy) water:
To this wise one fruition always accrues.
He does not give up any one to no purpose.
Again and again we will cling to his feet!
Pause.
The Shaligram is our object of service.
Worship, adoration and obeisance (we render to) the god,
(2). Whose bell is heard in the four corners (of the earth) ;
Whose dwellin g is always in paradise;
Whose fly-fiapper is swinging above all:
His incense is always rising.
(3). Whose covered box is in every creature, 0 dear!
(Who) is unintennittingly with all pious people.
Art! and praise (is offered to this) ever rejoicing one.
(His) greatness is beautiful and always endless.
(4). To whom it is allotted, he will obtain it.
That one has come to the asylum of the feet of the saints.
Into (his) hand has come the Shaligram of Hari.
Nanak says: by the Guru (this) gift is given (to him).

I

*
I

*

XL. XCI. CLVIIL
Panepadi.
4
(1). On which road the female water-carrier is robbed:
That road is far from the saints.
Pause.
By the true, perfect Guru the true (road)Hs told (them).
~
l
In the lane of thy name they are emancipated, the road of Yama remains far (from them).
(2). On which landing-place (there is) the greediness of the collector of customs:
That road remains far from (thy) people.
2
(3). In which whirlpool many crowded caravans are:
(There) the pious are with the Supreme Brahm.
1
(4). The recording angels are writing the account of all.
(But) on the devotees they do not cast a glance.
(5). Nanak says: who has the true,*perfect Guru:
In his (house) the musical instruments sound without being beaten.
fl
iXLI. XCII.

CLIX.

(1). In the society of the saints the name is taught,
(Which) is fulfilling all.desires and wishes.
•
Thirst is quenched, by,the praise of Hari (I am) satiated.
Continually muttering the bow-holder I live.
Pause.
I have fallen on the,asylum, of the cause of causes.
I By the favour of the Guru I obtained my innate house, darkness was effaced, the moon rose.
1
2

tfttfj */• a lane.(» 3TWt).
*
1
1fTcg\&\ # *.&»• whirlpool («'Snnsk. *RPn$)«
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(2). With rubies and gems the store-rooms are
filled.
, There is no deficiency by muttering the Formless one.
If any man drink the nectar-word (of the Guru):
He obtains the highest salvation, (says) Nanak.

I

ASA; GHABVILs MAHALA V.
XLII. XCIIL CLX.
%

DupadA.
(1 )• (If) I always meditate on the name of Hari in my heart :
I make cross all my companions and associates.
Pause.
The Guru, (who) is always with me:
Him I remember continually (and) keep in my mind.
(2). Thy doing is sweet to me.
N&nak asks for the name of Hari, the greatest boon.
\f

XLIIL XCIV. CLXI.
(1). In the society of the pious the world is saved.
The name of Hari is support to the mind.
Pause.

I

The lotus-foot of the beloved Gur-dev
The saints worship, (being) dear to Hari by (their) love (to the Guru)
(2). On whose forehead the lot is written:
His good fortune itfirm,says Nanak.
*
XLIV. XCV. GLXIL
(1). (To me) the order of the beloved is sweet
By (my) husband the rival wife of the house is dismissed.
By the beloved the favoured wife is adorned.
The heat of my mind is taken away.
Pause.
Goodness accrues (to her, by whom) the word of the beloved is obeyed.
The happiness and tranquillity of this house are known.
(2). I am the bond-maid, the servant of the beloved.
He is imperishable, unattainable, boundless.
I take the fan and,swing it to the beloved.
The five enemies, the mischief-makers, run away.
(8). I am not of (noble) family nor am I beautiful.
What do I know, how I became pleasing to my beloved ?
I, the destitute, poor and humble one,
Was taken by the beloved and made his queen.
(4). When my beloved sweetheart became intimate (with me):
(I obtained) happiness and tranquillity, blessed is my wifehood.
N&nak says: he is fulfilling my desire.
By the true Guru (I am) united (with) the Lord, the depository of (all) excellences.
•

/

•

*

I
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I
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CLXIII.

(1). On her forehead is the triad ( = the three qualities), her look is cruel.
She speaks harshly, she is of rude tongue.
She is always hungry, the beloved one she believes to be far off.
Pause.

I

One woman of this kind has been produced by Bam.
*
By her the whole world is devoured, we are preserved*by the Guru, 0 my brother!
(2). Practising deceit the whole world is overpowered (by her).
Brahma, Vishiiu and Mahadev are deluded (by her). *'
The -disciples, who cling to the name, are purified (from her).
*
(3). Practising repeatedly vows and religious observances they became tired.
They wander about to every shore and holy watering place of the earth.
Those are saved, who are in the asylum of the true Guru.
I
(4). By the infatuation of the Maya the whole world is bound.
The foolish man is consumed by egotism.
' *
'• 1
I We are preserved by the Guru seizing (our) arm, (says) Nanak.
XLVI.

XCVII.

I
H
I
I

CLXIV.

(1). All pains (are incurred) when the Lord is forgotten.
Here and there (such a) man is of no use.

I
mM

*

Pause.
The saints are satiated by meditating on Hari, Hari.
Mercifully they are applied to thy own name; (they have) all comforts, j(on whom) is thy pleasure,

OLord!
(2). Who considers him far away, who is with him :
That man is dying, being continually grieved.
(3). Who does not think of him, by whom everything is given :
His days and nights pass in great bitterness.
(4). Nanak says: who remembers the One-Lord :
He obtains salvation in the shelter of the perfect Guru.
XLVII. XCVIII.

[

f

I
I
I

CLXV.

(I). Who is muttering the name, all his mind and body is
All his Bins and faults are taken away..<*

I
flourishing.f
/

I I
I

Pause.
That day is good, 0 my brother!
(In which) singing the excellences of Hari emancipation is obtained.
(2). (By whom) the feet of the pious are worshipped:
(His) troubles are effaced and enmity from (his) mind.
(3). Having met with the perfects Guru the quarrel is stopped.
All the five enemies are brought into subjection.
(4). In whose mind the name of Hari dwells :
For him Nanak is a sacrifice.
•

I
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XLVIII. XCIX. CLXVI.
(1). Sing thou, 0 singer!
(Him who is) the support of the life of soul and body!
By whose service thou obtainest all comforts.
Do not go again to any other! I
I
Pause.
The ever-rejoicing, happy Lord, the depository tof (all) excellences, should continually be muttered !
(I am) a sacrifice to that beloved, saint, by whose favour the Lord is made to dwell in (my) mind.
(2). Whose gift is not exhausted;
Who is quite naturally contained (in) all;
\
t
1
Whose donation no one effaces :
j
That True one should be made to dwell in the mind !<
(3). In whose house all things are fully contained:
The servants of (that) Lord | are not grieving fromjpain.
(By whom) his asylum is laid hold of, he obtains the|fearless state ( = emancipation). ]
At every breath that depository of excellences should be sung!
(4). He is not far, wherever one mqyigo.
If he bestows a favourable look, then Hari, Hari is obtained.
I make supplication to the perfect Guru.
Nanak asks for the wealth and capital of Hari.
XLIX.

C. CLXVII.

(1). First the pain of the body was effaced.
(Then) happiness was imparted to (my) whole mind.
In mercy the Guru gave (me) the name.
I sacrifice myself for that true Guru.
Pause.
I obtained the perfect Guru, 0 my brother!
Disease, grief and all pain were destroyed in the asylum of the true Guru.
:
(2). The feet of the Guru I made dwell in (my) heart.
All the fruits were obtained, which my mind was desiring. .
The fire (in me) was quenched, all became tranquillity.
Out of nxercy the Guru bestowed^(this) gift (on me).
(3). To the placeless one the Guru gave a place.
To the honourless one the Guru gave honour.
Cutting (my) bonds he'made (me) his servant and protected (me).
(My) tongue tasted (his)*nectar-speech.
(4). By a great lot the feet of the Guru were "worshipped.
*
Forsaking all, the asylum of the Lord was obtained.
To whom the Guru has become kind, (says) Naftak :
That man is always exalted.^
L. CI. CLXVIII.
(1). The thie Guru was sent by the True j one.
\
!
A son was produced by copulation.

\

*
*

*
y

ftJd'HWAi a term for a son. These verses reftr apparently to Baba Nanak*
I

s

r

•

I

1

I
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He came and dwelt in the womb.
In the heart of the mother (there was).much joy.
I
Pause.
A Bon was conceived, a devotee of Govind.
What was written by (the Supreme) himself, became manifest amongst all.
(2). By (his) order the child was born after ten months.
Grief was effaced, great joy was produced.
The female friends sing the word of the Guru (in) joy.
(Which) pleases to the mind, of the true Lord.
(3). The progeny increased, many generations went on.
The lustre of religion was established by Hari.
• What is desired by the heart, is given by the true Guru.
People became free from anxiety, the One was devoutly meditated upon.
(4)| As a child puts much trust in his father:
1
(So) I speak, being caused- to speak, according to the pleasure of the Guru.
(His) Word is not hidden nor concealed.
Guru Nanak is pleased, (by him) it is bestowed (on me).
LI.

CII,

CLXIX.

/ (1). The Guru.gave (me) his hand (and) kept (me).
The glory,of (his) servant became (thus) manifest.
Pause.
The Guru,'Guru'I mutter, the Guru, Guru I meditate lupon.
I The supplication of (my) heart is offered to the Guru.
(2). (We) have Mien on the asylum of the true Gur*dev.
The service of (his) servant became (thus) accomplished.
(3). Soul, body, youth (and) life he preserves.
JSanak says: (I am) a sacrifice to the^Guru!

-.

ASA; GHAR VIII.; KAFI; MAHALA V.
I

Om ! by the favour of the true Guru!

i.

em.

CLXX.

(I). 1 am the bought slave of my true Lord.
Soul and body, all is his, everything is thine.
P((U8C.

The honour of the honourless one art thou, 0 Lord, I trust in thee!
Another support, without that of the True one, I consider as unsolid.
(2). Thy order is boundless, no one can reach (its) ond.
• With whom the perfect-Guru fallsjinf he walks according to (thy; pleasure.
(3). Cleverness and cunning,are of no use whatevor.
What the pleaoed Lord gives, that happiness is obtained.
TJ« must here be taken as 1st Pers. Sing.
\
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I I (4). If Lakhs of works bo practised, no bond is (thereby) effected (on him),
I (By whom) the name io made his support (and by whom) other business is given up, (says) humble
Nanak.
II.

CIV.

CLXXI.

(i). Every pleasure was sought (by me), none is so great as that of Hari.
From the Guru being pleased that true Lord is obtained.

I
I

I

Pause.
I am continually a sacrifice to my own Guru.
May this gift be given (to me), that I do not forget a moment (or)'second the name!
(2). He is a true wealthy man, in whose heart the wealth of Hari is.
He escapes from the great net (of the Maya), in whom the word of the Guru (dwells) incessantly.
(3). How shall I tell the greatness of the Guru ? the discrimination of the Guru is the pond of truth.
He is from the beginning, from the beginning of the Yugas, through all the Yugas, the perfect Lord.
(4). The name I meditate upon continually, in Hari/ Hari (my) mind delights.
(My) soul, life and property are with the Guru, (says) Nanak.
III.

CV.

CLXXII.

I 1 ( 1 ) . (If) the incomprehensible, boundless Lord dwells a little in (my) mind:
All my pain, trouble and disease, 0 mother, are destroyed.
I
I
I

I
Pause.
I become (a sacrifice to my own Lord.
In my mind and body great joy is produced by muttering (him).
I (2). For a moment I heard a word about that true Lord.
1
Comforts upon comforts I obtained, 0 mother, (which) ! cannot estimate.
(3). (My) eyes (were) looking (at him), having seen (him) I became enamoured (of him).
I, the vicious one, was applied by himself to the hem of his garment.
1
(4). From the Veda, the book (Qur'an), from the whole world he is conspicuous.
The King of Nanak is openly seen.
IV.

CVI.

v

I

CLXXIII.

(1). Lakhs of devotees adore (thee) muttering: 0 dear, 0 dear one !
By what contrivance shall I, the vicious, seusual one, obtain (thee) ?
I

Pause.

I I rely on thee, O Govind, Gopal, 0 merciful Lord!
I
Thou art the Lord of all, thine is all the creation!
I
(2). (Thou art) always a companion, the saints behold (thee) always in (their) presence.
Those who are destitute of the name die in grief.
(3). (To whom) the lowest service is pleasing, their wandering about (=» transmigration) is effaced.
What is the condition of them, by whom the name is forgotten ?
1
(4). As cattle, that are breaking intofields, so is the whole world.
Nanak (says): O Lord, cut thou thyself (my) bonds and unite (me with thee)!
1

UTVWT is here better derived from the Arab.-Hindust. -&u, manifest, conspicuous, which suits well the
9
9
context, whereas IJTVJ'dl In the sense of: " separate/ " distinct from/ is out of place here.

{RAG ASA; MAH. V„ SABD CVH -CX. (CLXXIV.—CLXXVII.)

V. CVII.

CLXXIV.

(1). Having forgotten all things meditate (on) the One!
Drop false conceit, offer up (thy) mind and body!
Pause.
Praise thou the eight watches the creator!
I livelby thy gifts, bestow mercy on me!
(2). Do that work, by which (thy) face (will become) bright!
He dings to the True one, to whom thou givest it, 0 God!
(3). Erect that house, which is not at all tumbling down!
Make the One dwell in thy mind, who never dies!
(4). To them Ram is dear, who are pleasing to the Lord.
By the favour of the Guru the Ineffable one is praised by Nanak.
VI.

CVIIL

'

I
I

CLXXV.

(1). What sort of men are those, who do not forget the name ?
1
They by no means'admit (any) difference, they are like the Lord.
Pause.
[His) mind and body become happy, (who) has met with thee.
Happiness is obtained by the favour of (thy)* people, all pain is effaced.
(2). As many people as (are in) the world their dust, they are saved.
In whose mind he himself dwells, they are perfect devotees.
(8). Whom he himself acknowledges, he is acknowledged.
The approved man is manifest and known in all places.
(4). Day and night I adore and remember (thee) at every breath.
Fulfil the desire of Nanak, 0 true king!
VII.

CIX.

CLXXVI.

(1). That Lord of ours is fully contained in every place.
There is One Lord, (on whose) head is an umbrella, there is none other.
Pause..

<

As it pleases thee, so keep (me), 0 (my) preserver I
Without thee none other is beheld (with) my sight.>
(2). The Lord himself cherishes, (who is) pervading * everybody.
In whose mind he dwells himself, by him he is not forgotten.
(3). Whatever he does, that is his own pleasure.
In every Yuga he is known as the assistant of (his) devotees.
(4). By muttering continually the name of Hari one is never grieved.
Nanak is longing after (his) sight; may (his) desire be fulfilled \
VIIL

CX.

CLXXVII.

(1). What deepest thou forgetting the name, 0 careless and inattentive one!
How many go speedily away on this river (of life)!
Any difference, i.e. between themselves and the Supreme.
* «iid\*n •» TTdTt Arab.-Hind. ^ w > , pervading, ai being a meaningless alliteration.
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Pause.
Ascending the boat of the feet of Hari thou wilt cross, 0 mind!
^
Sing the eight watches (his) excellences in the society of the pious!
.
(2). Thou enjoyest many enjoyments, (but) without the name (they are) empty.
Without worship of Hari thou diest^repeatedly and weepest.
(3). Clothes (and) food (thou art enjoying), perfumes thou art powdering and rubbing on (thy) body.
Without remembering (Hari) (thy) body (becomes) ashes, at last (thou)imust'go.
(4). Some rare one sees, that the world is very troublesome.
He is emancipated in the asylum of Hari,i(for whom this) destiny is written, (says) Nanak.
IX.

CXI.

CLXXVIIL

(1). No one (goes) with any one^ whyishould one be proud?
(Whose) support the One name is, he crosses the water<of existence.
Pause.
I, the poor one, rely on thee, the True one, Ofiny true, perfect Guru*!
Seeing thy sight my mind becomes! tranquil.
(2). Dominion and wealth are (but) trouble, account them as useless !
The praise of Hari is (true) support, this isUmperishable wealth.
(3). As many as are the pleasures of the Maya, so many are the regrets.
The name, the depository x>f happiness, is sung by the disciple.
(4). The true depository of (all) excellences art thou, 0 deep and profound Lord!
Nanak (entertains) in his heart hope and reliance on the Lord.
X.

CXII.

CLXXIX.

(1). By whose remembrance pain passes away and tranquillity and happiness are obtained:
(That) Hari should be day and night meditated upon with joined hands.
Pa use.I
The Lord of Nanak is he. whose every onet is.
In all that True one is fully contained.
(2). Who inside and outside is a companion (with thee)-through divine knowledge:
Adore him, 0 mind, all thy disease will pass away!
(3). The boundless preserver preserves in the midst of Are.
The name of Hari is coolness, by remembering (it) the heat goes off.
(4). He has much happiness, tranquillity and joy, (who is) the dust'of (his) people, (says) Nanak.
All (his) affairs are accomplished, (with whom) the perfect Guru has met.
X\.

CXI II.

CLXXX.

v i).

Govind, the depository of (all) excellences, is known by the disciple.
(IQ he become merciful and kind, the pleasure of Hari is enjoyed.
P«itfn~f

Come, let us join the saint?, (by whom) the story about Harris told!
Let us daily remember the^name and let us not be ashamed of (his) people!
''2;. By continually'muttering *thc name I live, great joy is produced (thereby).
Spiritual delusion is false, the world i? false and. perishable.
':>,. Snmr rare one diivrts hi* love to the lotu<-foot.-vof Hari).
\m <<r .1 Sinn charming: is th«*fni•<* {of Mm}, by wliomfllflvi is meditated upon.

I

I
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(4). Regeneration and death, the pain of death is effaced by remembering (the name).
Nanak (has) that happiness, which is pleasing to the Lord.

XII.

CXIV.

CLXXXl.

(1). ComefiO friend, having met we>will enjoy all pleasures!
Let us mutter theinectar-name of Hari, Hari! having jraet let us remove (our) sins!
Pause.
On account of reflection on the truth and the holy people an alarming danger does not approach.
All the thieves are destroyed, the disciples wake.
(2). Wisdom and humility take as viaticum, burn the poison of egotism !
True is the shop, perfect the traffic, trade in the wares of the names!
(3). By whom soul, hody and property are offered up, they are men of credit.
Who please their own Lord, they are always amusing themselves.
(4), Who are drinking the liquor of folly, they are infected with mad poison.
Who are fond of the elixir of Ram, they are given to a true intoxicating drug, (says) Nanak.l

XIII.

CXV.

CLXXXII.

(1). Effort is made (when)icaused to be made, work is set agoing.
By mutteting continually the name (I) live, by the Guru the mantra is made fast (in me).
Pause.
Let us fall at the feet< of the true Guru, by whom error is destroyed !
By the Lord in his own mercy truth is established..,
(2). Seizing (our) hands we were made his own, by the order and pleasure of the True one.
The gift, that was given by the Lord, is full of greatness.
(3). Continually (his) excellences are sung (by me) muttering the name of the enemy of Mura.
(My)" vow is accomplished! by the true Guru, the Lord, mercy was bestowed (on me).
(4). The wealth (and) excellences of the name I sing, the perfect Guru gives (me)ithe profit (of it).
The holy people are retail-dealers, 0 Nanak, the Lord is an incalculable wholesale merchant.

XIV,

CXVI.

CLXXXIII.

(1). Whose Lord art thou, 0 Lord, his lot is great.
He is comfortable and always happy, all'his error and fear have passed away.
Pause.
We are>the servants of Govindjttay Lord is profound.
Who is making and causing every arrangement to be made, he is our true Guru.
(2). Who has none other (besides himself), he should be feared.
By service to the Guru (his) palace is reached, the world hard to cross, is crossed.
(3). By thy favourable gl ance happiness is obtained, a secret treasure in the mind.
To whom thou hast become merciful, that servant is approved of.
(4). Nectar-juice is the praise.of Hari, some rare one drinks it,
As wages the One name is obtained, (says) Nanak, by continually muttering it in the heart (one) lives.
71
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,XV. CXVH.

CLXXXIV,

(1). That Lord is higher than all, whose bond-maid I am.
All is called, his, (be it) little (or) much.
I
I
I
I
I
I

Pause.
I
My life and wealth are acknowledged as the Lord's (property).
By whose name (I become) bright,-his bond-maid I-am accounted.
(2), (Thou art) without'concern and filled with joy, (thy) name is a ruby and diamond.
She is'always filled and satiated with [happiness, whose Lord thou art.
i(**)• 0 friend and companion, hold fast the thought of fellowship (with the saints)!
Serve the pious with love, then thou wilt obtain the treasures of Hari.
(4). (All are saying): (we are) the servants of the Lord, all are saying: he is mine.
Whom he adorns, 0 Nanak, she dwells in happiness.
,XVL

CXYIIL

CLXXXV.

\

I

I

I

\

(1). Learn, 0 dear, this conduct, that thou mayst become the slave of the saints!
The highest virtue of all virtues is: do not behold thy husband (as being) far away, 0 dear!
Pause.
I Dye this thy own mind, 0 beautiful one, in the name of Hari (as) in Majlth!
I Giving up cleverness and cunning consider Gopal (as being) with (thee), 0 dear!
(2). Make this (thy) ornament,'that what the husband I say s, be agreed to.
Eat this betel-nut, that love to another be forgotten.
(3). Having made the word of the Guru thy lamp spread out this bed of truth, 0 dear!
Remain with joined hands the eight watches, then Hari the king meets (with thee), 0 dear!
(4). She has wisdom and all ornaments, she is of boundless beauty, 0 dear!
She is a happy married wife, 0 Manak, who is pleasing to the creator, 0 dear!
XVII.

CXIX.

I
I

I
I
I

CLXXXVI.

(1). So long there is falling and moving from side to side, as long as the errors of the mind (remain).
(Our) errors are cut off by our own Guru i and we obtained>rest<
Pause.
1
Those are eating poison, culpable and driven away from the Guru.
I We have now become rid of them and those have become rid of us.
I
(2). From the time, that (one) is thinking : " (this is) mine, (this) thine," he is bound.
(When) by the Guru (this) ignorance is cut off, then the snares arejoosened.
(3). As long as (one) is note comprehending the order (of Hari), so long he is pained.
When having met with the Guru he becomes acquainted with the order, then he is happy.
(4), No one is an enemy, no one blamable and wicked.
(Who) is employed in the service of the Guru, (he is) a servant of theiLord, (says) Nanak.
XVIII.

CXX.* CLXXXVII:

(1), Happiness, tranquillity, great joy are the singing and praising of Hari.
The demons * are removed, the "true Guru gives his own name.
1

I

I

I
I

,ere

f^TtfTCl l
perhaps better translated by: eating poison (Sansk. f^lflfc'O<MdvJ (^r?)t * kind of demons, who exercise a bad Influence on man; an imp.

I
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Pause.

- ^
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I

I am a sacrifice to my own Guru, I am always a< sacrifice (to him).
I
I devote myself for the Guru, meeting with whom (I have) true pleasure,
(2).* Ill omens stick to him, into whose mind (Hari); does )not come.
Him Yama does not approach, who is pleasing to the Lord Hari.
(3). As many religious merits, alms, mutterings and austerities (there may be), above all is
the name.
1
Who mutters Hari, Hari (with) his tongue, his works are accomplished.
(4). All fear is extinct, infatuation is gone, no other (besides Harf) is seen.
0 Nanak, (who) are preserved by the Supreme Brahm, (them) .no pain again befalls.

ASA : GHAIi I X . ; MAHALA t .
6 m ! By the favour of the true Guru!
I.

CXXI.

CLXXXVIII.

I (1). (If) I continually keep (him) in mind, I obtain all comforts; shall I please (him) further on
or shall I not please (him) ?
The One is bountiful to all, shall I as a beggar go to another one?
Pau:so.
(If) I beg (from) another, I put (him) to shame.
I I I I I
The One Lord is king of kings, whom shall I compare (with him) ?
I
f (2). (Though) Ifrise and*sit down, yet I cannot remain, I seek continually (his) sight.
Brahma and the others, Sanaka and the others (viz.): Sanaka, Sanandana, Sanatana and Sanatku*
oiara, to them the palace (of theiSupreme^is hard to reach.
(3). The unattainable one, of unfathomable wisdom, (who is) beyond calculation, I cannot reach.
I aim at the asylum of the true divine male,Jon the true Guru, the divine male, I meditate.
(4). The Lord became kind (and) merciful (to me), (my) bond (and) neck-halter were cut (by him),
Nanak says: when the societyiof the pious is obtained (by me), I am no more subject to birth.
II.

CXXIL

CLXXXIX.

(1). Inside I sing, outside I sing, waking'eaxly I sing.
A viaticum to go with (to the other world) is given to him. who is occupied wife* thesname of Govind.
Pause.
Otter (things) I forget, I forget.
The gift of the name is given (to me) by the perfect Guru, this (name) is my. support.
(2). Inipaiml sing, iujpleasure also I sing, on the way and road I remember (it).
The name was firmty fixed by the Guru in (my) mind, my thirst was quenched.
(8). By day I sing, by night also I sing, at every breath I sing (with my\) tongue.
In the society of itbe pious faith springs up, whilst living and dyingjHari is with (me).
(4). Give this gift to humble Nanak, 0 Lord, that J may get the dust of the paints and keep it in
n,y) breast 1
N
4
(That with my) ears (I may hear) the story (about thee), (with my eyes bclrold (thy) sigh -, (that
N
may put mv , forehead (to) the feet of the Guru !
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Oni! by\ the favour of the true Guru!
I.

CXXIII.

CXC

(1). ^Thorn thou considerest abiding, he is a guest of twenty (days).
Son, wife, house, all furniture, all friends are'false.
| \ W
Pause.
0 my mind! why criest thou; alas! alas!
2 2 t
TI
I
I'lfl
Mil
l
Look upon (all these) as on the city of Haricandautf! take up the worshipping of Ram alone, (this is)
advantage.
(Jays
How muchlsoever it mav be
(3). As a layer of rock-salt, (which is) put (into) a pot of water, melts:
the
(or) in a second.
(4). 0 mind, by destiny thou goest, by destiny thou sittest down, by destiny thou art taking breath
HarL fsavs) Nanak. thou art

Mil

I 1 II. cxxiv. cxci. MI

'

IT

I

(1). tThe incomplete thing became complete, the wicked enemies (became) friends.
In darkness the gem became manifest, the sullied intelligence (became) clean.
Pause.
"When the mercy of Govind was bestowed:
>
II
Happinessjand prosperity, the fruitsi of the name of Hari/ were iobtained, (by me) the true Guru is
met with.
(2). I, the poor one, whom nobody was knowing, am (now) manifest in the whole world.
I, who was not allowed to sit with any one, (my) feet now jail worship.
8
(3). I, who was going about and seeking for cowries, theiwhole thirst of (my) mind was quenched.
I, who was not hearing one word, got coolness in the society of the pious.
(4). Who 1 will with rone tongue <describe i(his) qualities ?f (theyj are) unattainable, j unattainable,
unattainable.
Make (me) the lowest of (thy) slaves !j humble Nanak is in the asylum of Hari.
III.iCXXY.ICXCIL
1

(l).JO fool, for (thy') profit thou artf very slow, to (thy) loss thou runnest with hast
The cheap goods thou dost not take, being bound by demerits (thou becomest) dust.
I
Paine.
0 true Guru, my longing is after thee !
Thy name^is: purifier of the!sinners; 0 Supreme Brahm, this is my refuge. * I
[unbounded liberality.
Being seduced by.Narada'to boast of this merits, he was precipitated again from heaven. His repentance of
his pride arrested his downward descent, and he and*his train paused in mid-air. The city of Hariscandra is
) has thence! received
3
tht signification of "a mirage.* ! See Wilson, Vish. Purana^p. 382, note 9.
1 1 J*MTC» properly =» the eighth part of a |iii i [ H)j) ffli q &$&$*

I
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(2). Thou,hearest foul talk and stickest to it, in taking the name thou art lazy.
Thou art very fond of censure, the contrary (thing) is understood (by thee).
(3). Another's property, another's body, another's wife, censure—what is uneatable thou eatest
(like) la mad (dog).
I
For true virtue thou hast no liking, hearing the truth thou art made angry.
(4). The Lord is,kind to the poor and merciful, theiasylum of the^devotees ih the name of Hari.
Nanak has come to (thy) asylum, 0 Lord, preserve thy own honour!
IV.

CXXVI* CXCIII.

1

(1). Theytding to falsehood, entertaining affection for the Maya they are bound.
Whose (their) life is,ihe does not come into their thought, by egotism they*have become blind.
Pause.
0 mind, why dost thou not, (becoming) indifferent (to the* world), adore (him) ?
Thou art dwelling in an unsolid chamber, with iall is the disease of poison.
fl
2
(2). Saying: mine, mine " day and night is passed, every moment life passes away.
They are attached to (this) false, stinking business (of the world) as to a sweet flavour.
(3). Lust, wrath, covetousneBS and infatuation—to this enjoyment the senses cling.
1
By the divine male, the arranger (of all), 8they are again and again made to wander about in births.
(4). When he, who is breaking the pain of the poor, has become merciful, then having met with the
Guru all comforts are obtained.
Nanak says: (if) I meditate (on him) day and night, every difficulty is overcome and removed.
Pause.
(By whom) this divine male, the arranger (of all) is muttered, 0 brother!
(To him) the destroyer of the pain of the poor (becomes) merciful, the pain of birth and death is
done away.
V.

CXXVII.

CXCIV.

*

(1). On account of the lust and pleasure of a moment one incurs the pain of a crore of days.
J
(If one) enjoys pleasures for twenty-four (of) forty-eight minutes, he repents (of it) again and again.
Pause.
0 blind one, remember Hari, Hari, the king!
That thy day has come near.
(2). If by mistake thou lookest for one moment at the Akk and Nim tree, thou wilt die.
As companionship is with a venomous snake, even so is this wife'of another.
(3). On account of an enemy (thou art) committing sins, (but) the thing ( = the Supreme) remains
disregarded (by thee).
(Thou aft) a companion with them, (who) leave (thee), (thou art) a friend with (that'which) goes
to ruin.
(4). The whole world-lis subject to this .law, he is saved, who has the perfect (*uru.
Nanak says : the oceantof existence is crossed (by them), whose bodies have been purified.
1

The Lahore lithographed copy and MS. No. 2484 read: fHfW'KJ *ff3T *Tf3T WlRT^f but MS.
No. 2483 reads; fnfalHT 3f*T *TfJTi the literal translation of which is: delighting- in falsehood they
cling to it.
2
8

WCHTTM;

TJ is a meaningless alliteration.

In Trl^S^n*? the TJ is again a meaningless alliteration.

,
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VI.

CXXVIIL

CXCV.

Dupade.

What
Receiving (the fruit of) their (own) doings they are bound, afterwards they repent again (of it).
Pause.
By my Lord every procedure is known before.
i
From him who is carried away by doubt, thoti concealest thyself, afterwards the creature is listened to.
(2). To whatever they are applied (by thee), to that they stick, what can any man do ?
Pardon me, 0 Supreme Brahm, 0 Lord, Nanak is'always a sacrifice to thee.
VII.

CXXIX.

CXCVI.

(1). The honour of thy own servant thou thy self keepest, thou thyself makest (him) mutter (thy) name
Wherever the work of (thy) servant is, there he runs, having risen.
Pause.
To (his) servant he shows, (that) he is near (him).
Whatever the servant says to the Lord, that comes to pass instantly.
(2). I am a sacrifice to that servant, who pleases his Lord.
1
Having heard the report about him (my) mind became happy, Nanak comes to worship him.

ASA : GHAR X I . ; MAH ALA V.
Om! By the favour of the true Guru!
I.

I

CXXX.

CXCVII.

(I). The-rope-dancer exhibits disguises in many ways; as he is, such (am I), 0 dear.
(I) wandered about in many wombs in error and never have entered happiness, 0 deal
Pause.

The virtuous saints are my {friends, without Hari (I am) continually overcome, 0 dear!
Having fallen in with the society of the pious the excellences of Hari are sung (by me), regeneration,
the (great) thing, is overcome, 0 dear!
(2). Say, in which wise shall the Maya with the three qualities, which was made by Brahm, be crossed ?
The bottomless, hard whirlpool is crossed by means of the word of the Guru.
(3). Searching and searching I reflected, this truth was known by Nanak, 0 dear!
By remembering the name, the invaluable treasure, (my) mind, the ruby, believed (init).
II.

CXXXI.

CXCVIII.

Dupade.
(1). By the favour of the Guru he (Hari) dwells in my mind, what I ask, I obtain, 0 dear!
By delighting in the name this (myy mind is satiated, I do not run again anywhere, 0 dear I
Pause.
My Lord is higher than all, day and night I praise him.
In a moment he establishes and disestablishes, of him I make thee afraid, 0 dear!
i

TrfY*H sft *TT7^ *•*• ifft*K sft T(T3 Hfipfti the word of the creature is minded (by thee).
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(2). When I behold my own Lord and master, I do not think in my mind of other friends.
Nanak, the slave, is dressed by the Lord * himself (with a dress of honour), having effaced error and
1
fear in a moment.
III.

CXXXII.

CXCIX.

I
(1). The four castes and those who are pommelling the public, on the palm of whose hands the six
philosophical systems are:
1
I
The beautiful, the clever, the handsome, the intelligent are deluded and deceived by the five, 0 dear!
I
I

I

Pause.
Is there such a strong man as to meet and beat the five heroes and champions?
By whom thefive,are beaten and cut to pieces, he is a perfect man in this' ftali-yug^, 0 dear !
(2). A very great tribe, that does not flee, a strong and obstinate army
3
Is destroyed by that man, says Nanak, (who is) in the shelter of the, society 5of the pious.

I
I

IV. CXXXIII,, CC.
T

The highest good of the soul is the story about Hari, alliother enjoyments are insipid, 0 dear!
(1). The Munis, acquainted with the six (philosophical systems) calculate much (in their) thought,
4
and nothing is fixed (by them).
ft
(2). The pure, infinite, comfortable antidote against; poison is matured in the society of the piousi
(says) Nanak.
V. CXXXIV. CC1.
Pause.
My beloved is the nectar-holding (word).
#.
By the Guru it is not removed one moment from (my) mind, 0 dear!
(1). (His) sight and touch are rendering (me) happy (and) joyful, I delight continually in the creator,
0 dear!
(2). By uttering one moment Hari, knowable by the Guru, there is no punishment of Yaraa; Han
is in the bosom of Nanak, Hari is ia» (his) breast.
VI.

CXXXV.

CCII.

Pause.
I
In the society of the pious there is goodness.
(1). (Every) watch, forty-eight minutes and moment they are continually singing liovmd, Govind
they praise.
(2). In going, sitting, sleeping the praise of Hari (is) in (their) mind and body, thev hang (on
his) feet.
(3). I am light, thou art heavy, 0 Lord! Nanak knows (thy) asylum.
i

fWbf s.f. (Sindhi f^fTTjaf) moment, avau being a meaningless alliteration.
* The^five are: ^JK etc. J*&\ « g ^ , for the sake of the rhyme.
^ w dl \ w i s.m. shelter, support (Sindhi fj^ftr).
In w!lilojld the^ast^two syllables oft^ are a meaningless alliteration.
,l,t M
-,n J e m
• fTEfcfTJJt *./. A thorny plant, used as an antidote against poison (Snusk. f^TfT* " ' H ^ ' ^
The Sikh Granthis explain f^VflHt as an adjective, signifying: unconiaminatedt A groundless conjecture
an in so many other cages.
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ASA; G H A R X I L ; MAHALA V.
6 m ! By the favour of the true Guru,!
I.

CXXXVI.

CCIII.

(1). Giving up all cunning -worship the formless Supreme Brahm!
Without the One true name all appears as dust.
Pause.
That Lord is known (as being) always with (every one).
By the favour of the Guru the One is comprehended by love to Hari.
I
(2). The protection of the One is powerful, there is no other place (for protection).
The water of j the great world is crossed by singing always the excellences of Hari.
(3Y Birth and death are removed, no pain is incurred in the city of Yama.
The treasure of the name he obtains, on whom that Lord bestows mercy.
(4). The One is stay and support, the One only is of use to the weak.
Nan at? (says): joining the society of the piousihe should be muttered, without Hari there is none other.
f

V

IT. CXXXVIL

CCIV.

(1). Soul, mind, body, life, all pleasures and enjoyments are given by the Lord.
1
He.is the friend of the poor, bountiful to the creatures, an asylum for protection.
Pause;
0 my mind, meditate on the name*of Hari,*Hari!
In this and that world he is a companion with (thee), apply thy devotion to the'One!
-, (2). The people meditate on the Veda and the Shastras for the sake of crossing the world (of existence).
Above'many works and religious ceremonies is the. practice of the name.
((3)/Last, wrath, egotism are destroyed, (if one) meet with the true Gurdev.
(In whom) he makes firm the name and attachment to Hari, (his) service of the Lord is good.
(4). 0 merciful one, (I,flee) to the asylum of thy feet, thou art the hope of the poor.
Thou art the support of (my) life, thou, 0 Lord, art the protection of Nanak!
III.

CXXXVIII.

CCV.

-

(1). Rolling about great pain is incurred without the society of the',pions.
Acquire the gain of Govind, the juice of Hari! the Supreme Brahm is unchangeable.
Pame.
\
The name of Hari should continually be' muttered !
At every breath meditate\on that Lord, give up other love!)
(2). That Lord is the powerful cause of causes, he himself is the giver of life.
I
Giving up all cunning mutter the Lord the eight watches'
(3). He is friend, companion, assistant and associate (to thee), he is high, unattainable, boundless.
Make (his) lotus-foot dwell in (thy) heart! (he is) the support of (thy) life.
(4). Bestow mercy (on me), 0 Supremo Brahm, (that) I may sing (thy) excellences (and thy) praise!
Nunak lives by muttering (thy) name, (in whidh) are all comforts (and) great dignity.
^T3T is postposition = ^f%.

\
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CCVI,

(1). Seeing the society of the pious I make efforts, (if) the Lord causes (me) to make (them)
He applies (to me) the colour of the name of Hari, Hari, the Lord himself colours (me).
Pause.
the
t

Mercifully d
(2). Having
worm

(My) body and
A8 thou keenest me, so I remain, what thou givest, I eat*
Thou cuttest off the sins of (m\) several births, u I am} bathing in
of Hari.
By love and devotion error and fear are annihilated, Hari is always in.the presence of Nanak.
V. CXI.

CCVIL

o

form, he attains to it. on

(is written).
(On whom) by the kind Lord himself mercy is bestowed, (to him) jby the true Guru the name of
Hari is given.
Pause.
yug is: saved
Who were perplexed and
pplied themselves to thy servi
contained
raja became astonished, the whole (creation) came and fell down at (thy) feet.
here is) the Satya, Treta and Dvapar Yuga, (but) the highest among the Yugas the Kal
yuga is called
2
Who assents (to the words of the Guru), he is assented to, no one is seized in any pla<
(4). 0 Hari, thou dost, what thy devotees ask for, this is thy glory.
Joining his hands Nanak asks for fthis} gift: 0 Hari. give (me) the sight of thv saints
ASA: GHAR XIII.: MAHALA V.
Om! by the favour of the true Guru!
I.

CXLI.

CCVIII.

Pause.
true Guru
(1). The very dejected, wicked and censorious (become) purified in (thy) society.
(2). (Who were) wandering about in (several) births, (who were) falling into hell, their families
are

(Whom) nobody knows, (^
What glory, what greatnes
1
1

Nanak is every moment a sacrifice to<theo.

iTTfV instead of ^nft> for the sake of the rhyme
>NfO<tfd> assent, consent; Sindbi ^if^ITT (fem.).
Tl
>
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II.

CXLII.

CCIX.

Pause.
(Those) remain fools:
H (1). (Who) are intoxicated with love to (their) family (and) enjoyment of sensual gifts; laying hold
of falsehood they are tied down (by it).
(2). Plans, designs, the joy and delight of a dream .are called true by the self-willed.
(3). The secret of the nectar-name, the boon, (that is), with (him), ho does not find out a bit.
(4). Bestowing (his) mercy (we) were put (by him) into the society of the pious; Nanakis (in
their) asylum.
1
III.

CXLIII.

CCX.

*

Tipade.
I

Pause.
I That is the love to the beloved.
(1). Gold, rubies, telephants, pearls, rubies, not, not, not.
(2). Not dominion, not fortune, not command, not enjoyment:
Nothing, nothing I desire.
!
(3). By worshipping the asylums of the feet of the saints
IJ obtain the highest comfort.
Nftnak (says): (my) burning is removed, the friend of (my) affection is met with.
IV.

CXLIV.

I

CCXI.

Pause.
By the Gum (thou wast) shown (to my) eyes.
(1). In this and that world, in everybody art thou, thou, 0 fascinating one!
(2). (Thou) alone, 0 beautiful one, (art) the cause of causes, the upholder of the earth !
(3). (I am) a sacrifice to the adoring touch and sight of the saints.
Nanak is sleeping in comfort.
•
•• •
V.

CXLV.

l

The name of Hari, Hari is priceless.
He is naturally happy. I
(1). He is a companion with (me), he does not give (me) up, he is unfathomable and inestimable. I
(2). The beloved is (my) brother,. (my) father and mother, the refuge of (his) devotees.
I
(3). The invisible one is shown, he is obtained from the Guru, this one is the embodiment of Hari.
VI.
1

I

* \ i

CCXII.

Pause.
I
I

I

CXLVI.

CCXIII.
1

Pause .

He accomplishes his devotion,
(To whom) the Lord has come.
("1). (Whose) aim the blessing of the name is, he makes the feet (of Hari) dwell in (his) heart.
(2). This one is emancipated, this one is*devotcd, (tfho) holds fast the society of the saints.
(8). (If) I meditate on the name, I become easily absorbed.!
Nanak sings the excellences of Hari.
1

I
I

The whole* line is one aggregate of w^rcls, without nuy grammatical .relation; the translation can therefore be only a guess.
I
I
t
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CCXIV.

Pause,
The feet of the Lord are beautiful. I
I I
I
II
By the saints of Hari they are obtained.
I
(1). Their own self is parted jwith, worship is performed (by'them), the excellences (of Hari) are
sung (by them) with delight.
(2). They long after the One, they are thirsting after (his) sight, no other pleases (them).
(3). (Bestow) thy mercy (on we)! what is the helpless creature
Nanak is*a sacrifice (to thee).
VIII.

CXLVIII.

CCXV

Pause.
Remember the One in (thy) mind !,
(1). Heditate on the name, fix it in (thy) heart, without him there is none other!
(2). Come to the asylum of the Lord, all fruits arc obtained (there), all pain departs.
3). The divine male, the*arrangcr (of all), is bountiful to the creatures, in every creature he is
i

IX.

CXLIX.

CCXVI.

Pause.
Who is forgetting Hari, he dies.
(1). Who meditates on the name, obtains all fruits, that man becomes happy.
(2). (If one) practise works of egotism, (though) he be called a king, he is bound (by them) (like)
a parrot by error (is caught) by a twig smeared with quick-lime.
(3). Nanak says: with whom the true Guru has met, that man becomes immovable.
ASA; GHAK XIV.* HAH ALA V.
Om! By the favour of the, true Guru!
I.

CL.

CCXVII.

Pause.
That love is (always) new.
It clings continually to (its) own beloved.
(1). Who is pleasing to the Lord, is not born again.
He is absorbed in devotion and love to Hari, in affection to Hari.
(2). May this mind be given (to me), (that) union with the Lord may be brought about!
Bestow thy own mercy (on me), that Nanak may obtain!the name!
II.

CLI.

CCXVIII.

Pause.
Join (me), 0 beloved Ram, without thee nobody remains sedate.
(I). (Though) one do many works (according to) the Smriti and the Shustras:
'
I
Yet without thy sight, OjLurd,* there is no happiness.
(2). Practising vows, religious observances and control of the senses they havfe become tired; Nanak
(is in) the asylum of the pious, with (whom) the Lord dwells.
t?
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*

1

ASA; GHA.ll XVI; PARTAL; ? MAHALA V.
Hy the favour of the true Guru !
I.

CHI.

CCXIX.

(1). (Who) is sunk in vice and asleep in intoxication gets no understanding.
2
When he is seized by the hair by Yama and inarched off, then he is ruined.
Pause, i
(Who) are given to covetousness of sensual objects, the poison, they, being deprived (of their) wealth,
distress (their) mind.
Being intoxicated with arrogance and pride, the godless do not know (that there will come upon
them) destruction in a moment.
(2). The Vedas, Shastras and (holy) men cry, but the deaf man does not hear.
Having utterly lost the play he becomes bankrupt (and then) the fool repents in his mind.
(3). All fines are paid (by him) in the wrong way and are; not taken account of in the court.
The work, by means of which he reviains under protection, he does not do.
(4). When the world was shown to me as such by the Guru,, I sang the praise of the One.
Having given up (all other) hope and cunning Nanak came to (his) asylum.
II.

CLIII.

CCXX.

'

Pause.
By the occupation with the name of Govind
The pious and saints are conciliated, the Beloved one is obtained, (his) excellences are sung and the
five sounds and musical instruments played.
(1). He (i.e. the Guru) bestows mercy (on me), he goes and shows (me) the bridegroom/now I am
in love with Govind.
ServingPthe saint with love he applies (to me) the colour of (my)ibcloved Lord.
(2). The Guru makes fast divine knowledge in (my) mind, he makes (me) rejoice, (that) the bridegroom neither comes nor goes, he puts (this) treasure into (my) mind.
I have given^up all the desire of (my) mind.
I t has been a long, long time, much desire has affected (my) mind.
Show me the sight of Hari, show it to me !
Poor Nanak has come to (thy? asylum, take (me) to (thy) neck !t
III.

CLIV.

CCXXI.

Pause.

0 that some one would demolish the troublesome pit!
That he would keep (me) away from hope, desire, deception, illusion and error!
(1). May lust, wrath, covetousness and pride, may (all) these diseases leave (me)!
(2). In,the society of the saints I will delight in the name and sing the excellences of Govind.
Day by day I will meditate on the Lord.
Error and fear I will overcome and efface.
Xanak recovers the treasure of th$ name.
1

a

VST3TW (s%fi\ cortaiu mode in muiiir.
1
WfcJ -WMT» to be ruined. MS. No. 2483 reads V^5T%# he repents.
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CLV. CCXXIL,

I
Pause.
I
I >andon lust, wrath and covetousness!
j (my) mind, remember the name of Govind !
The adoration of Hari is a fruitful* work.
(1). Give up pride,; illusion, vice, (they are) false, mutter: Ram, Ram, Ram.!
0 my mind, stick to the feet of the saints! «*
(2). Wake sand remember the feet of the Lord Gopal, (who is) merciful to the poor, purifying the
sinners, of the Supreme Brahm, Hari!
Adore him, 0 Nanak, (and thy) lot (is) perfect.
V. CLVI.

CCXXtll.

Pause.
Joy (and) grief, weeping and gladness are I shown as a play.
(1). One moment there is fear, one moment (one is) fearless, in another moment one rises and runs away.
One moment there is relish, one moment there is enjoyment, in another moment (one) gives it t up.
(2). One moment there is abstract devotion, austerities and*inuch worship, in another moment there
is doubt.
I (On whom) one moment there is mercy in the society ofHhe pious, 0 Nanak, (to him) is applied the
colour of Hari.
ASA; MAHALA V.; GHAR XVII.; ASAVARL
Oml by the favour of the true Guru !
I.

CLVII.

CCXXIV.

Pause.
1 say: O Govind, Govind!
Hari, Hari is dear to (my) mipd.
What the Guru says, I keep in (my) mind.
I break it away from others?and make it return (to Hari).
Thus'the darling 1/have obtained, 0 (female) friend !
1
(1). There is fascination by the lotus in the pond.
(But) the foot does not go there, I am worn out.
I do not remain bewildered and confused.
I make efforts being intent on one object.
(Being) in the asylum of (his) feet I get out, 0 friend!
(2). I am firm, firm in (my) mind.
Forest and house are the same (to me).
Within (me) is (my) One beloved.
8
Outside I view (him) as many.
I practise the Raja-yoga.
In the world I am not of the world, 0 friend, says Nanak,
1

.

The sense is: I am fascinated by the.lotus in the pond. There is an allusion to, or rather a paraphrase
of Asa, Sabd. 29(1).
n
, m t
3
The sense is: the Supreme has many outward forms.
.5T>»
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II.

CL.VIII.

CCXXV.

Pause.

I

One desire [I entertain.
(My) meditation is continually (directed) on the Guru.
Firm is the mantra and knowledge of the saints (in me).
I worship the feet of the Guru. fl
Then union is brought about, (if) the Guru incline (to thee) in mercy, 0 my mind.
1
(1). The support of another breaks down.
He is contained in every place.
The fear of Yama subsides.
The tree is planted in (its)fcplace.
Then all obsequiousness (to others) ceases.
(2). On whose forehead (this) (is written) as his due :
2
He crosses the fire of existence.
*
In his own house he gets a (firm) place.
He delights in Hari (and) enjoys (him).
His hunger has ceased.
Nanak (says) : he is naturally absorbed (in Hari), 0 (my) mind !
*i

•

III* CLIX*. CCXXVI.

d

Pause.
On Hari, Hari, Hari I reflect.
With natural contemplation he is muttered.
The tongue of the pious utte/s (him).
r
The way of emancipation is hearcl.
By the very pure it is obtained, 0 my mind!
(1). The (holy) men (and) Munis seek (him),
(Who is) the Lord and owner of all.
In the Kali-yuga, in the world it is difficult to find him,
Who is destroying pain.
The Xord is fulfilling the desires of the low, 0 (ray) mind I
1
(2). 0 mind, he should be adored,
\
(Who is) invisible and impenetrable !
Make friendship with him,
(Who) does not perish, nor go nor die !
From the Guru he is known,
(Says) Nanak, who is my heart's content, 0 my mind !
IV.

CLX.

I

'
*

CCXXVII.

Pause.
Lay hold of the refuge of the One !
Utter the word of the Guru!
Perform the order of the True one!
Seek the treasure in thy mind!
And thou wilt enter into happiness, 0 my mind !

j<
I

1

ejdi m. support, prop. Niha is a meaningless alliteration, as in many otticr rhymes of these lines.

1

t is h e r e - 3 ^ (H*).
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(1). Who dies whilst living:
He crosses (the ocean of existence), which is hard to cross.
Who becomes the dust of all:
Him I call fearless.
(His) anxieties are effaced
By the instruction of the saints, 0 my mind !
(2). Whose happiness the name is:
That man pain never approaches.
Who hears the praise of Hari. Hari:
Everybody minds him.
He has become fruitful,
(Says) Nanak, who has become acceptable to the Lord, O my mind!
V.

CLXI.

CCXXVIII.

Pause.
If meeting together the praise of Hari be sung,
The highest step (== emancipation) is obtained.
Who is pierced with love to him :
He has^all perfections.
Day by day he wakes.
Nanak (says): he is very fortunate, O my raind !
(1). (If) the feet of the saints be washed,
Folly is removed.
Become the dust of the saints!,
No pain whatever will afflict (thee) L
Fall on the asylum of the saints! i
Thou wilt never be born (any more) nor die.
Those become immovable,
By whom Hari, Hari is muttered, 0 my mind!
(2). (My) sweetheart and friend* art thou.
Strengthen to me the namo!
Without him there is none other.
Adore him in (thy) mind!
May he notfbe forgotten a moment!
Without him how .shall (one) get on ?
I am a sacrifice to the Guru.
Nanak mutters-the name, 0 my mind!
VI.

CLXII.

CCXXIX.

Pause.
Thou art the cause of causes.
f
None other is known by me,
*
What thou dost, that takes place.
In ease and comfort they sleep.
Composure is given to thcimind (of them),
Who hav* fallenklown at the gate of the Lord, O my mind!

'
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(1). By associating with the pious
Control of the senses (becomes) perfect.
9
When one 6 own self is given up :
Then (all) afflictions are effaced.
I
Mercy is bestowed (on them).
The BanvarT is preserving (their) honour,'0 ray mind!
(2). This should be considered as happiness.
What Hariidoes, should be minded.
No one is unhappy,
Who becomes the dust of the saints.
Whom he himself protects:
He tastes the nectar of Hari, 0 my mind •
(3). Who has got no one :
His is that Lord.
Who comprehends (his) inner mind:
To him everything is known.
Save the sinner!
i
This is the prayer of Nanak, 0 my mind !
VII.

CLXIII.

CCXXX

Ik tuku.
|

Pause.

Those strangers
Are hearing the message.
(1). To whom they arc attached:
All^those) they leave behind.
Those become like a dream,
By whom the name of Harris taken.
)
(2). Who forsaking Hari cling to another:/
They are born (again) and, having died, are ruined.
By whom Hari, Hari is obtained:
They remain alive.
To whom^he (Hari) becomes merciful:
He is a devotee, (says) Nanak.
RAGU ASA ; MAH ALA IX.
Om ! by the favour of the true Guru !
I.

CCXXXI.

Pame.
To whom shall I tell the pain of (my) mind?
(I am) devoured by greediness, I am running about in the ten directions (of the earth), I long
for wealth.
(1;. For the sake of pleasure I undergo much pain, I am serving every man.
At every door I am strolling about like a dog, I have no concern about the worship of Ram.
(2). The human birth (I have got), (I am) wasting to no purpose, I am not ashamed at the laughter
of the people.
Why is Nanak not fringing the praise of Had? it destroys theibad thoughts of the'body.

*\

RAO ASA: MAH. T., ASTPAD. I.

RAGUASA: G H A R I I . ;

MAHALAL;

ASTPADlA,

6m! by the favour of the true Guru t
I.
(1). Descending he bathes in a pond hard of access.
He neither speaks nor talks, he sings the excellences of Hari.
(Like) water in the atmosphere he is absorbed in the Insentient (Supreme).
Stirring the juice of troth he gets the great juice (of nectar)
Pause.
Hear such divine knowledge, 0 my mind!
I
Being omnipresent he upholds all places.
1
(2). Vows of truth and religious observance? do not afflict death.
By means of the word of the true Guru (one) consumes his wrath.
By dwelling in the tenth gate he applies profound meditation.
By the touch of the philosopher's stone he obtains the highest step,
2
(3). For the sake<of the happiness of (his) mind he churns truth.
In a brimful pond he does not wash off his dirt.
1
As he is, to whom he is attached, such he becomes.
What the creator himself does, that takes place.
(4). The cool snow of the Guru extinguishes the fire (of passions).
(His) service'increases intelligence and (superhuman) power.
3
Bestowing (his) Bight he comes easily to (one'sl) house,
(And) makes (one) utter the pure word (and) sound.
(5). "Within* (the heart) is divine knowledge (and) theressence of the great juice (=nectar),
Reflecting on the Guru (is equal to) bathing at a Tirtha.
Within is the place of worship of the enemy of Mura.
The Luminous one is mingling light (with himself).
(6). (Their) mind is delighted in the love of the One.
The pious are absorbed in th« king.
They act (according to) the pleasure of the Lord.
I
The eternal Lord cannot be apprehended.
(7). It is produced in> water and is far from the water.*
In water the light remains brimful.
Near to whom, far from whom shall I call (hira) ?
I sing the depository}of (all) excellences, seeing (him) in (my) presence.
(8). Inside and outside there is none other.
What pleases him, that takes also place.
J
Hear, 0 Bharthari,* Nanak expresses (this) thought:
The pure name is my support.
i

i.^are not able to remove death.
J is here very likely = ^ f , happiness.
8
" WfTfVT is here part, past conj. from WTIR5T = Sansk. ^ U T , to bestow.
1
t.iv the reflection of light.
f
, namelof a Jog?fiwith whom Nniuik is said to have,hadidifferent discussions.

RAG ASA; MAH.jL, ASTPAD. II. III. I

ir.
1

(I). All mutterings, all austerities, all cleverness (are of no use).
(He) wanders about in the desert, no way is found.
"Without comprehending (the truth) no one is accepted.
On a head destitute of the name (there are) dark spots.
I

I

Pause.
Time is the Lord) the world isisubject to destruction.
(That) man is emancipated, (who is) a disciple (and) slave (of the Guru).
(2). The world is bound by spiritual illusion and by much longing.
By the instruction of the Guru some (become) indifferent (to the world).
In (whose) heart the lotus of the name is opened:
They have no fear of Yama.
(3). The world is overcome by women, by the love of fascinating women.
Clinging to son and wife it forgets the name.
Life is wasted to no purpose, the play is lost.
4

By serving the true Guru (one's) work is accomplished.
(4). Outside he utters egotism and makes (others) enter it.
Inside he is emancipated and never implicates himself.
The infatuation (caused by) the Maya lie consumes by the word of the Guru.
He always meditates in his heart on the pure name.
(5). (Who) keeps and checks (his) running (mind):
(Him) he (i.e. the Guru) unites with the society of the disciples (according to his) destiny.
"Without the Guru he is led astray, he comes and goes.
(On whom) he (the Guru) bestows a favourable look, (him) he unites to close connexion (with
(6). (If) I speak of the beautiful (Supreme), he cannot be described.
If I relate the Inexpressible, I cannot get any estimate of him.
All pain is thine, (all) happiness (is allotted according to thy) will.
All pain is effaced by the true name.
1
(7). A musical instrument without a hand, beating time in music without a foot.
If he comprehend the word (of the Guru), then he is truly exalted.
In.(whose) heart is the True one, he has all happiness.
(On whom) he casts a favourable look, (him) the preserver preserves.
(8). The three worlds are known (to him), (who) clears away his own self.
(Who) comprehends the word (of the Guru), he is absorbed in the True one.
(Who) with one continual devotion reflects on the word,(of the Guru):
Blessed is (that) mindful man, (says) Nanak.
*

III.
(1). The destinies are innumerable; write (them severally and) mind (them)!
Praise the heart-pleasing True one with attention!
2
Heading continually the stories (about him) keep (them) in mind !
3
The destinies are innumerable, hen who is free from destiny, is boun Loss.
*' XoJgrammatical relation of any kind is pointed out.
* S i d here = 3T<9>t to keep in mind.
J>R5Vf, exempt from de<tinv = the Suprnno.

%

•
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%

Pause.
,f

Such rrue one consider thou as the only One!
Recognize birth and death (as his) order!
(2). By the infatuation of the*Maya (and) by death the world is bound.
"Who is bound is emancipated by remembering the name.
The Guru is the giver ofhappiness, do not seek another one!
Here and there he goes on with thee.
II
(3). (If one) die by means of the word (of tHe Guru), then he applies his devout meditation to the One.
(If) he remains immovable, he'puts'a stop to his wandering.
He (becomes) emancipated whilst living, (if) he make the name dwell ill his mind.
I
(If) he becomes a disciple, he is absorbed in the True one.
(4). By whom the earth, the firmament and the sky aro made;
By whom all is established and again disestablished:
He himself is unintermittingly in all.
I He does not ask any one, he himself bestows.
(5). Thou art the full ocean, the ruby, the diamond.
Thou art pure, true, profound in qualities.
He enjoys happiness, (Who) meets with the Guru, the Plr.
One is the Lord, one his Vazir.
A
(6). The world is led captive J (those are) free, (by whom) egotism is destroyed.
In the world the wise and well-conducted one is rare.
In the world the reflecting Pandit is rare.
Without having fallen in with the true Guru every one wanders about in egotism.
(7). The world is afflicted, some few people are happy.
The world is diseased (by its) inclination for sensual pleasures (and) weeps.*
The world is produced and destroyed having lost (its) honour.
I
Who becomes a disciple, he comprehends the truth.
I I
(8). The dear in price, immense in weight,
The unflinching, guileless instruction of the iGuru hold thou fast!
I
By love he is met with, the work of fear pleases (him).
Humble Kanak expresses (his) fthought.
f
*
IV.
(I). One dies and five weep together.
(His) egotism departs, (who) washes away his'dirt by means of the word (of the Guru).
By understanding and knowledge tranquillity is produced in the house.
Without comprehending (the truth) he loses all his honour.

I

Pause.
Who dies, who are those, that weep ?
3
The cause of causes is pleased with all. (2). Does any one weep in pain for the dead ?
He weeps, who suffers^ pain.

I
I I

I I

1

This line is rather obscure; ^jft 3J5C^e tranfdate by: the inherent quality or disposition for pleasure.
jNo grammatical relation, as usual, the sense must, therefore,be guessed at.
1

§ift«7?rift (in Sindhi already TftjT - Hfa).

I
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Whom it has befallen, he knows the Lord.
What the creator himself does, that takes place.
(3). (Who is) dying whilst living, saves (others and is himself) saved.
Victory (to thee), 0 Lord of the world, in (thy) asylum is emancipation I
I am a sacrifice to the feet of the true Guru !
v
1
The Guru is the boat, by (means of his) word I am crossing the world of existence. .
(4). He himself is fearless and an unintermitting light.
I
Without the name there is impurity and defilement in the world.
(If) folly be extinguished, what for^are they weeping ?
Without attention to devotion they are born and die.
(5). A true friend weeps for a dead (friend).
The three qualities woep continually.
Having removed pain and pleasure (I am) naturally of a sedate mind.
Body and soul I entrust to the beloved Krishna.
(6). In (whose) mind is the One, many innumerable,
8
Many countless worksP(he does).
Without fear and devotion (one's) life is useless.
(Who) sings the excellences of Hari, falls in with the highest object (of human life = emancipation).
(7). He himself dies, he himself also kills. %
He himself produces and having established disestablishes (again).
Creation is produced;(by thee), thou art by nature luminous.
By reflection on the word (of the Guru) there is union (with*thee), no doubt.
(8). There is impurity (in) fire, in the food, (which) the world.eats.
There is impurity in water, (and) even in all places.
Nanak (says): there is impurity, (when one) is born and dies.
By the fevour of the Guru the iuice of Hari is drunk.

V.
(1). Who reflects on his own self, he assays the diamond.
I
By one favourable glance the perfect Guru ferries across.
Who minds the Guru in his mind, his mind becomes tranquil.

I

*

Pa we.

v

I

Such a wholesale [merchant carries onbanking business.
(On whom his) J true glance is, he crossesby devotion to the One.
(2) The name of tha Supreme is the best capital stock.
I
Who is attached to the pure and true one, he is a pedlar.
I
(By) the praise of the Guru, the creator, tranquillity (is produce
(3). (Who) by means of the word (of the Guru) consumes (his)
(Who) utters Bam Narayap and causes (him) to be uttered! f|
He obtains from the Guru the road to (Han's) palace and house*
1

% l» here » ¥PV (= bha-a =• bha-y-a « bhai).
• These'two lines contain no verb nor any grammatical relation ; they are little more than a jingling of
words, the final rhyme being twice *H*ft*• The'sense seems to be: " If the One is in the mind, this Unequal
to many innumerable works."
I

RAG ASA; MAH. I., AS1TAD. VI.

(4). (His) body is of gold, of incomparable light.
All is the form of the God of the three worlds.
That true and inexhaustible wealth is in my lap.
(5). In the five (elements), in the three (quakes), in the nine (regions), in the fbur (ages or^€das ?)
he is contained.
Earth and heaven he upholds by (his) skill.
He is going out and quickly returning.
I
(*>)• (Who) is a fool/(to his) eyes hetidoes nofe appear.
(Whose) tongue is given to relishes, herdoesjiiot comprehend what is said.
Being intoxicated with poison he struggles with the world.
I
(7). In the highest society he becomes theihighest,
"Who runs after virtue and washes away vices.
&
"Without serving the Guru tranquillity is not found.
(8). The name is a diamond, a jewel, a ruby.
(Whose) mind is a pearl, his property it is.
Nanak (says): who essays (it), he is happy (by its) sight.
i
VI.
(1). The disciple's heart's desire is divine knowledge and meditation.
The disciple belongs to the palace and is acquainted with the palace.
The,'attention of the disciple (is directed tcf) the word (of the Guru) (as his) banner.
Pause.
Such, (who are) reflecting with love and devotion,
Are disciples, (to them) the name of Murari (is) true.
4 \

S

(2). Day and night he is pure and happy in (his) place.
He alone has the knowledge of the three worlds.
^
From the true Guru he knows the order (of Hari).
(3). True is his gladness, he has no grief.!
The nectar of the very sweet divine knowledge he enjoys.
l
The five are*absorbed, the whole world (becomes) happy.
(4). In all is (thy) light, every one is thine.
That one himself joins and separates.
What the creator himself does, that takes place.
(5). Having pulled down he raises up, by (his) order it is absorbed.
By (his) order that exists, which pleases him.
Without the Guru no one obtains the Perfect ono^
(6). In young and old—there is no mindfulness in man.
In full youth he is immersed in conceit*
Without the name what will he gdt afrthe end?
(7). From whom food and wealth come, he is not easily known#
He (*= man) is led astray by error and repents afterwards.
On his neck is a noose, he is completely mad.
(8). When I saw the world drowning, I fled in terror.
Who are preserved by the true Guru, they arc very fortunate.
1
Nanak clings to the feet of the Guru.
fr
}

*

The fivr, i.e. <7Ttt, etc.

*
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I

(1). They sing (sacred) songs, (but) in (their) mind is iniquity.
1
They recite Rags and are called learned.
Without the name there is falsehood and iniquity in (their) mind.

I I

Pause.

I "Whither dost thou go, 0 mind? remain in (thy) house It
The disciple is satiated by the name of Bam; seeking about thou wilt easily find Hari.
I (2). Lust, wrath and spiritual delusion are in the mind (and) body.
I I Greediness and egotism is pain.
]
How shall the mind become tranquil without the name of Bam ?
I (3). Who is bathing in the heart, he knows the True one.
I I The disciple knows the state of his heart.
Without the true word (of the Guru) he does not become acquainted with the palace (of Hari)
I (4). Into the Formless one the forms are re-absorbed.
I Who abides in him, who is free from parts andfperfectly true:
I That man is not subject (any more) to regeneration.
(5). Where the name is found, thither I go.
I
By the favour of the Guru I do^works.
I
I am fond of the name and sing the excellences of Hari.
I (6).*By the service of the Guru I know my own self.
I I The comfort-giving nectar-name dwells (in me).
I Daily (Bam) attached to the word (of the Guru) and the name.
(7). (If) my Lord applies one (to himself), then lie is applied.
He destroys (his) egotism by means of the word (of the Guru) and wakes.
Here and there (he enjoys) always happiness.
(8). The fickle mind does not know Brahma.
The filthy self-willed man does not recognize the word (of the Gurto).
The disciple is pure and praises the name.
(9). 0|Hari, before (thee) I offer my prayer:
May (my) dwelling be in the society of the pious !
Sins and troubles are cut off (by) the light of the Jname of Hari.
3
(10). By reflection and religious conduct he (Hari) is obtained.
I From the word of the true Guru the One is known.
I I The mind of Nanak is attached to the name of Bam.
VIII.
(1). The mind is (like) an elephant, the Sakats are mad.
Breaking down the forest they are confoundedjby the infatuation f of the Maya. •
They go here and there being pressed down by death.
The disciple seeking about finds the house (of Hari) (in) himself.
Pause.
Without the word of the Guru the mind (gets) no place (of rest).
Bemember the very pure name of Bam, give up other (things), egotismiis bitter.
1

i

i f t ^ , on account of the rhyme = TJ^i

2

V3TTT =* Sansk. HTF' obtained.
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(2). This mind is foolish, say, how will it (firmly) remain?
"Without understanding (the truth) it will bear the pain of Yania.
(If) he himself pardons, he procures the true Guru.
t (
He destroys death, the plague, the True one upholds (him).
(3). This mind is doing works, this mind is performing religious duties.
This mind is produced from the five elements.
This foolish mind is a greedy Sakat.
The disciple mutters the name, (his) mind is beautiful.
1
(4). The mind of the disciple has information of the places.
2
The disciple has accurate knowledge of the three worlds.
This mind is given to contemplation and enjoyments, it performs austerities.
The Lord Hari himself knows the disciple.
(5). The mind (of the disciple) is indifferent to the world and abandoning egotism
To everybody desire and duality stick.
The disciple (however) tastes the elixir of Ram.
In (his) house (and) hall Hari protects (his) honour.
(6). This mind (of the disciple) is a king, a hero in battle*
This mind (of the disciple) is fearless by the name.
The fire (vices) are subdued and brought into* {his) power.
Having consumed egotism they are put (by him) in one place.
(7). By the disciple other affections and tastes are abandoned.
This mind of the disciple is intent on devotion.
Having heard the sound not produced by beating he reflects (on it) and minds it.
Having known himself he becomes formless.
(8). Spotless is the report about'this mind at (every) gate and house.
The devotion (and) love of the disciple are noised about.
Hari
.nni
(9). This mind is intoxicated with the
All the elixir is known by the disciple.
Guru
Nanak is the slave of slaves of the people of Hari.
IXi
(1). The body is destroyed, whose (property) is wealth called ?
Without the Guru by whom is the name of Bam obtained ?
The wealth of the name of Ham is a companion with (him),
(Who) day and night applies deep devotion to the pure Hari.
Pause.
What is ours without the name of Ram ?
proc
(2) J Gold and women are the aim of the fool.
He clings to duality and the name is forgotten (by him).
On whom thou bestowest the name, causing (him} to mutter it:
(Him) theiangel (of death) cannot touch singing (thy) excellences.
l

* f ^ = HfZ> intelligence.

2

? p ^ t accurate knowledge (Siiidhi i f a ^ )
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(3). Hari is the bountiful Guru, Ram Gopal.
*** *
As it pleases (thee), so^keep mef 0 merciful one !
(I am) a disciple. Ram is pleasing to my mind.
(My) diseases are effaced, (my) pain is stopped.
(4). There is no other medicine, no charm nor spell.
The remembrance of Hari, Hari, is destroying sins.
Thou thyself leadest astray by making forget the name.
Thou thyself keepest by bestowing mercy.
(5). Disease, error, difference and duality are in the mind.
Without the Guru (one) goes astray and mutters ^another muttering.
By the interview with the Guru he sees the primeval divine male.
Without the word of the Guru he afflicts his life.
(6). Having seen the wonderful one they remain amazed.
In everybody, in gods and men there is naturally (his) deep meditation.
(His) stream remains brimful in the mind.
There is none other equal to thee. (7).* Who (entertain) devotion (and) a desire (for *Hari), (in whose) * mouth the name is:
In the society of (those) saints and devotees is Ram.
(Their) fetters are broken, easily'meditation (is performed by them).
The disciples are emancipated by the knowledge of Hari, the Guru.
(8). The affliction of the angel of Yam a does not touch him,
Who wakes in devout meditation on the name of Ram.
He is kind to (his) devotees, Hari is with his devotees.
Nanak (savs): thev are emancipated bv love to Hari.

X.
Iktulci.
(l). f Who serves the Gum, he knows the Lord.
(His) pain is effaced, who recognizes the True one by means of the Word (of the Guru)
Pause.
Mutter Ram, 0 my beloved friend!
By serving the true Guru thou wilt see the Lord with (thy) eyes.
(2). A fetter is mother and father in the world.
A fetter is son, daughter and woman.
(3). A fetter are works and egotism.
A fetter is son and wife (and) duality in the mind.
(4). A fetter is husbandry, which the cultivator carries on.
He bears the.fire of egotism (and) the Kaja asks gifts.
(5). A fetter is thoughtless traffic.
(One) does not become satiated, the love of the Maya is (rather) increasi
(6). I t is a fetter, that the wholesale merchant collect'perishable wealth.
Without devotion to Hari he is not accepted.
(7). A fetter is the Veda, dispute and pride.
By a fetter (one) is destroyed, spiritual blindness (is) a disease.
(8). Nanak is in the asylum of the name.
Those, who'are preserved by the true Guru, are not fettered.
t*
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RAOU ASA; MAHALA T.: ASTPADTA ; GHAK l i t .
Om ! bv the favour of the true Guru*

1

(1). On* which the hair-plaits are beautifully arranged, putting red lead on the dividing" lines:
Those heads are sheared by scissors, dust comes on (their) neck.
(Who) were within palaces, they do not now meefxo sit in the presence (of their husbands).*
Pause.
Salutation, 0 father, salutation !0 primeval divine male, thy end is not obtained, thoiijgoest on making^disguises and seest them.
(2). Since they'have been married, they shine at the side of their bridegrooms.
They were raised on 3wings, broken teeth were repaired.
From above water is sprinkled, fans glitter at (their) side.
(3). One Lakh they obtain.when seated, one.Lakh they obtain when standings
The kernels«of cocoa-nuts and dates ;they are eating, they enjoy their bed.
3
On their neck fetters are (now) placed^ (their) pearl-strings are broken.
(4), (Their) wealth and youth, both became (their) enemies, by whom they were entertained
withjove.
To the messengers (of Yama) the order was given; they marched (them) off, destroying (their)
honour.
If it pleases him, then he gives honour; if it pleases him, then he inflicts punishment.
(5). If forethought would be made, why would punishment be met with ?
(But) the great merchants had discarded the remembrance (of God) in merriment, shows and pleasure.
4
The word of Babar went round: no boy Bhall'eat bread!
(6). The time of some is lost, the worship of others is useless.
v

Without a Cauka how shall the Hindu women make their Tilak after ^haying bathed ?
Bam was never remembered by them, now on their calling God is not found.
(JJ). Some come to their house, others having met together ask for comfort.
The fate of some is this, that they sit down and weep in pain.
What Is pleasing to him. that is done, Nanak (says): what is man ?
XII.
Where
Where
Where
PaU8$.
This world is thine, thou art the Lord.
In twenty-four minutes thou dost establish and disestablish, thou dividest gold (as) thou pleasest

v^
middle.

Vfo[
These verses are an allusion to the sack of Eminabad by Babar, the luxiify of the women of that city
being censured therein.
3

^5*fift */

worn round the neck of .women.

i-%*TK
U
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(2). Where are those houses, gates, open halls and palaces, where those beautiful mansions ?
Where that comfortable bed of the fascinating woman, seeing whom no sleep comes on.
I
Where are those betel-leaf selling .women ? they have become ashes, 0 mother!
I
(3). On account of this gold many people are destroyed, many are lost by this gold.
Without sin it is not acquired and it does not go with those, who have .died.
Whom the creator himself feeds, he is happy (and) obtains prosperity.
(4). jCrores of Pirs tried to stop (him), when the Mir (Babar) was heard rushing on*
*
The palaces and glittering mansions were burnt (by him), the young men were cut to pieces and
thrown about.
No Mugal
Mugals and PatHans, the sword was swung
Those discharged the matchlocks, these provoked the elephants (to a charge).
Whose
(6). S(
Hindu women and (some) Turk women, (some) the women of Bhats and of
Thakurs.
The robes of some were torn from head to foot, the dwelling of some Was the burning place.
Whose well-dressed husbands did not come home, how was the night passed by them ?
(7). The creator himself does and causes to be done (everything), to whom shall (anything) be said ?
Pain and pleasure come by thy decree, to whom shall one go and weep ?
He who is giving orders, delights in his order being executed ; Nacak (says): what is written, that
is obtained.
ASA KAFI; MAHALA I . ; GHAR V I I I . : ASTPADTA
Om ! by the favour of the- true Guru !
XIII.

2

(1). Like a cowherd in a cattle-shed, in such a state is the world.
Men practise vanity, they found households.
Pause.
Wake, wake, ye sleepers, the trafficker is gone!
(2). Continually houses would be built, if they could remain (in the world).
The body falls down, the soul will depart; if one knows this, (it is well).
3
(S). Why do you cry: alas! alas! that one is and Svill be.
You will weep for that one, who may weep for you ?
(4). Ye do a perplexing affair, 0 brethren, ye practise vanity.
That one does not hear in any way, you let hear the people (only).
(5). By whom he was put to sleep, 0 Nanak, he awakens him.
If he comprehends his own house, no sleep befalls him.
»
(6). Who, on departing, has taken with (him) some wealth:
Having seen his wealth collect it, reflecting comprehend you (too the truth)!
I l d t t t is here explained traditionally by miracle. Its etymology is not known (provided it hnvelthia
meaning, which would very well suit the context). The Pirs promised to blind the Mugals, but failed signally.
1
This Asfpad! is sung by the Sikhs after the death of a man.
3
I
That one (iftf^), 2»*« the dead one.

RAO ASA; MAH. I., ASTPAD. XIVJXV ]
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(7). (Carry on traffic, that you gain your<object, lest you repent!
Abandon vices and practise virtues, in this way you will acquire truth.
j
(8). Make such farming, that you sow the seed of truth on the*soil of duty.
Then you are known as traffickers, (if) you carry off gain.
(9). If it be (ofte's) destiny, the true Guru is met with (and) he [understands the instruction (of
the Guru).
SHe
ur
(10). As gain, so is loss; (thus)fcthe way (of the world) is going on.
What
\

XIV.
(1). The four corners (of the earth) were searched (by me), no one is mine
If it pleases thee, 0 Lord, thou art mine and I am thine*
Pause.
gate
Thou, 0 Lord, art alone mine, (thy) true name is in (my) mouth.
(2). The Siddha have in,view supernatural powers, the Plrs ask for increase and perfects
May by me the one name not be forgotten, the instruction of the true Guru!
(3). The Jog! and the sensual Kaparijwhat for do they wander about in other countries ?
truth
Pandits
They
ace
Affected by the principle of darkness they do not know their,own self, why do they wander about
in retirement from the world ?
(6). Some with great effort check their virile powers and are called chaste.
Without the word of the Guru they are not emancipated, in error they come and go.
(7). Some are householders and servants of the ascetics and attached to the instruction,of the Guru.
(Who are given to) the name, alms-giving and bathing (and whose) (attachment to Hari is firm,
they wake.
(8). (By whom) from the Guru the gate and house (of Hari) are learned, jhe, having gone (to the
other world) recognizes it.
| Nanak (says): {(by whom) the name is not forgotten, he is pleasing to thojmind of the True one J j

• i

11 Eg

m

I xv.

|

T

T
3

(1). Consuming the desire of the mind (I) cross the water of existence easily.
Thou art the first before all ages and merciful, 0 Lord, (I am) in thy asylum.
Pause.

Thou art munificent, I am a beggar, may the sight of Hari be given (to me)!
(If) by the disciple the name be meditated upon, the mansion of the mind flourishes.
(2). (If) false greediness be given up, he gets acquainted with the True one.
(If) he enter into the word of the Guru, he knows the highest object.[ S g p K
1
1

$ Is the Formative of ZT^% «*§ ST&, to whom ?
* !*Tfe Is here = *rfW- 4
I I I ilfcjf
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(3). This (human) mind is a greedy Raja and is becoming more greedy.
By the disciple greediness is removed, thers is intimacy with Hari.
(4). (If) seed be sown on a sterile field, how shall one get«a gain (from it) ?
The self-willed man does not delight in the True one, he buries one falsehood in another.
(5). Give up greediness, 0 ye blind ones, ini greediness there is great ,pain.
(If) the true Lord dwells in the mind, the poison of egotism is destroyed.
(6). Give up duality, it is a bad road, (ou which) thou wilt be robbed.
Day and night the name should be praised in t the asylum of the true Guru !
(7). The self-willed man is a stone and rock, woe to his life, it is insipid!
Though it may be kept long in the water, it is dry within.
(8). The name of Harris a ^treasure, it is givenjby the perfect Guru.

drinks
XVI.
(1). Going on the travellers have departed.
The world is pushing on (its) business, the True one [is not pleasing (to it).
Pause.
What do they wander about, what is sought ? it is shown by the word of the Guru.
(By whom) selfishness and illusion are abandoned, he comes to his own house.
(2). The truthful man is united with the True one, by falsehood he is*not obtained.
By fixing one's thoughts oli the True one, one does not come again.
(3). Why do you weep for the dead ones? you do not know how to weep.
J
Weep by praising the True one and*you will recognize (his) order.
(4). -By the (supreme) ruler the wages are set down, this should be known.
Who receives the gain in the hem of his garment, he recognizes (his) order.
(5). By the decree of the (supreme) ruler (one) goes dressed (with a dress of honour) to'the threshold
1
By the order of the Lord (there is likewise) beating on the head and imprisonment.
(6). (This is) gain, (that) true equity be fixedMn the mind.
Who has received what is written (for him), removes pride.
(7). The self-willed (woman)?is beaten on the head, by disputing she is ruined.
By deceit the false one is robbed, she is bound and marched off.
(8). Who makes the Lord dwell in the heart, will not repent afterwards.
Heiis pardoning the sins (of her), who does the word (of the Guru).
(9). Nanak asks for the service of a true disciple.
Without thee none other is seen with mv eves.
XVII.
(1). What shall I go and search in the jungle, in my house is a green forest.
By means of the true word (of the Guru) he (Hari) comes quickly to (my) house and dwells (therein)
Pause*
Wherever I see, there is he, no other is known.
By doing the workiof the Guru (his) palace is recognized.
1

8

be

3T<?ft*fr = * 3 1 ^ ; constr. tJST'ft 7 31Ct In the second line B*IT5ft>fr (•= cHn?ft) n*" *
joined
1
with vTSHHvft, by the order of the Lord/ The words are much misplaced and corrupted for the sake of
making up a rhyme.
I l l
I
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(2). (If) the'True one himself unites one with himself); then he is pleasing to the mind.
Who walks always according to (hisypleasure, he is absorbed in (his) bosom.
(3). In (whose) mind the true Lord dwells, he is happy in his^mind.
He himself gives greatness, there is !no lack in his giving.
(4). By a service (consisting in saying): 0 thou I how should one get the threshold (of Hari) ?
Who ascends a boat of'stone, him it drowns with the loaded>stute.>*
(5). One's own mind should be'sold, the head should be given"with it.
l
By the disciple the thing is recognized, having searched his own house.
(6). Birth and death are said tofbe made by that creator.
Who, having removed their own self,* are dying, they doinot die again.
(7). That work must be done, whichUs ordered by himself.
Some (rare) one, who gives hismind to the true Guru and meets (with him), gets (his •* Hari's) estimate.
(8). That Lord is examining the gems, he gets (their true) estimate.
Nanak (says): (in whose) mind the Lord dwells, (he has) true greatness.
I I
XVIII.
(1). By whom the name is forgotten, theyjare led astray by the error of duality.
Who, giving up the root, cling to the branches, what do they obtain (but) ashes!9
Pause.
How should one be emancipated without the name ? would that some one would know this!
If one become a disciple, then he is emancipated, the self-willed one loses his honour.
(2). By whom the One is served, their intelligence is perfect, 0 brother!
The pious are in the asylum of Hari, who is first'and before (all) ages.
r r
(3). My Lord is One, there is no other, 0 brother!
From (his) mercy happiness is obtained by discussion on the True one.
(4). Without the Guru he is obtained by no one, how much soever one may talk (about it).
He himself shows L the way, he (himself) confirms true devotion.
(5). Though the self-willed man be admonished, yet'he goes astray.
Without the name of Hari he will not be^emancinated. having died he enters hell.
(Who) docs not take the name of Hari
(in transmigration).
I
Without servin
HarPs) 'estimate.
(7). As one is caused (by Hari)*to render service (to the Guru), so also (he is caused to dd) works.
He nimself does it (in reality), to whom shall (anything) be said ? (if one) sec (this), (he gets)
greatness.
(8). He renders service to the Guru, whom he himself causes to render (it).
Nanak (says): by giving the head (to the Guru) one gets emancipation, at the threshold he receives
honour.
XIX.
Well
cman
(in consequence).
i

the thing = the absolute substance, the Supreme,
eral meaning of % ^ ^f^WTE^ I*
hesees
sees greatness.
ere
is: the
But there is hardly any sense in such
a translation; we (have translated therefore according to'conjecture, following the hint thrown out In the
following verse.
I
i
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Pause.
1

I am thy slave of slaves, I ami thy Orphun.
As thou keepest me, so I remain, in my mouth is the name.
(2). (I have) a great longing after (his) sight, (his) decree I like in (my) mind.
In the hand of my Lord is greatness, by his decree honour is obtained.
(3). The True one should not be considered (as being) far-away, he is within.
\
Wherever I see, there he is contained; who can get an estimate (of him) ?
(4). He himself does (everything), he himself takes away; who sees (this), (to him
greatness.
By becoming a disciple it is seen, thus an estimate (of him) is obtained.
(5). He obtains gain whilst living, who does the work of the Guru.
(If) it be written (for him) before, then he getsjthe true Guru.
(6). The self-willed man continually (suffers) loss, he is wandering about.
The self-willed one is blind and does not think (of Hari)^how shall he obtain (his)*sight?
(7). Then (one),is known as being aroused from sleep, (if) he meditate on the True one/
Those who meet with the Guru, become philosophers' stones, the Luminous one is blending (with
himself) light.
(8). Day and night he remains aloof (from the world), the jwork fixed from the beginning must
be done.
Nanak (says): those, who are happy in the name, are attached to the feet of Hari.

XX.
(1). How much talk is made! I do not know its end,
t
Thou alone art the support of me, the helpless one, (thou art) my strong protection !
Pause.

£

ppy
(My) own self is gone, right knowledge is obtained, by the word of the Guru (I am) united

(with? Hari).
(2). (If) the pride of egotism be removed, (true) reflection is obtained.
The mind becomes pleased with the Lord, the True one gives support (to it).
(3). (If one^be) day and night happy in the name, that?is true service.
Him no calamity befalls, (who) walks according to (his) order and will.
(4). Who walks according to (Iris) order and will, he is received into the treasury (of Hari).
The spurious ones find no place, they are mixed with the false ones.
(5). Continually the genuine (metal) should be taken care of, true traffic should be carried on.
The spurious ones do not come into his sight, they are taken and burnt with fire.
(6). By whom his (own) spirit is known, he is the supreme spirit.
(If) there is one tree of nectar, (its) fruit (also) becomes nectar.
(7). Who taste the nectar fruit, they are satiated by the True one.
They have no error MOT difference (from the Supreme), they make (their) tongue utter Hari.
(8). According to his order (thou hast) come (into the world), jwalk always after (his),pleasure !
The vicious one (gets) virtue, (and) Xanak obtains true greatness.
i

4

•&353fft (written in another MS. {jW3ft, olragi) is traditionally explained by the Sikhs:. a slave.'

izr&zi
etymology can be assigned for it. It may be the Turkish (J*y ulaq, a runner, courier.
3
i.e. Nanak says.
I
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XXI.
(1). (My) mind is attached to the name of Hari, the True one is praised (by me).
"WJiat can people do (to me), when I please thee ?
Pause.
As long as there is life (and) breath (in me), the True one is meditated upon.
By singing the*excellences of Hari profit is obtained, happiness isTeceived.
(2). True is thy work, give it (to me), 0 merciftil one !
1 live by praising thee, thou art my prop and support.
(3). (I am) a servant at (thy) gate, (I am thy) doorkeeper, (my).pain thou knowestf
By thy worship (I am) perplexed, thou removest.(my) pain.
(4). The disciple will consider the threshold and name (of Hari) (as,being) in (his) presence.
The true and approved (disciple) will know the word,(of the Guru) in (proper) time.
(5). Practise truth, contentment and love, use the name of Hari as viaticum!
Drop from (thy) mind vice and he gives (thee) true happiness,
(6). True is the love to the True one, (that) i$ fixed on the True one.
He himself administers justice (to him), who pleases him.
(7). True is the gift of the True one, he is merciful (and)rgivcs.
Him I serve day and night, (whose) name is priceless.
(8). Thou art the highest, I am called thy low servant,
Nanak (says): (if) he bestow a favourable look, the True one is found (even) byistranger*.*
XXII.

,

(1). How are coming and going stopped, how will union (with Hari) be brought about?
Great is the pain of birth and death, there is always doubt (and) duality.
« Pause.
What is life without the'name? away with cunning •
Who does not serve the true, pious Guru, (to him) the worship of Hari is not pleasing.
(2). Coming and going are then stopped, when the perfect Guru Is obtained.
(To whom) he gives the wealth (and) capital of the name of Ram, (his) false error is destroyed.
(3). To the saints (the name) accrues; blessed, blessed is he, who sings the glory (of Hari)!
The primeval divine male, the boundless Hari, the disciple obtains.
(4). By the juggler a sham and play is made in the world.
Every moment a play is seen, it passes (again) away without delay.
(5). In false pride (the world) is playing the Caupar-^play of egotism.
The whole world is overcome, he wins, who reflects on the word of the Guru.
(6). As a staff in the hand of the blind one, so is the name of Haji to me
The name of Hari, Ham, is o support, day and night it upholds (me),
(7). As thou keepest me, so I remain, the name of Hart is my support.
At the end (thou art) obtained as companion, (thy) people (are) emancipated at (thy) gate.
(8). The pain of birth and death 4s effaced'by muttering the name of Murari.
Nanak (says): (by whom^ the name is not forgotten, (him) the perfect Guru brings across

m
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I

ASA; MAHALA I I L ; AStPADIA; GHAR IT.

I

Om ! bv the favour of the true Guru !
I.

I
I

XXIII.

I

(1). Thine is the ocean of the?Shastras, the Vedas and the Smriti,jthe Ganga is contained in (thy) foot.
(Thy) wisdom holds fast the root of the three branches, thou art assuming all forms,
Pause.

His feet-humble Nanak mutters, he utters'a nectar speech.
I
(2). Thirty-three crores (of gods) are thyfservants, affluence (and) life (thou art) upholding.
1
I His forms cannot he conceived, what can I say and reflect?
I
(3). The three qualities are thine, in the four ages are thy mines.
1
(If) it he one's destiny, then the highest step (of emancipation) is obtained, one tells the inexpressible
story (of Hari).
I
(4). Thou art*the creator, every creature is thine,"what can any living being do?
I
I
On whom thou bestowest thy own favourable look,'he is absorbed in the True one.
(5). Every one is taking thy name, asimany as are coming and going.
I
I
If (one) be pleasing to thee, then, (becoming) a disciple, he comprehends (the truth), the other,
(being) self-willed, wanders about as a silly man.
I
I
(6). The four Vedas,were given to Brahma; going on reading (the Pandit) reflects (on them).
The helpless man does not comprehend (his) order, he is (consequently) frequenting hell and heaven.
I
(7). Rajas of the several (succeeding) ages were made, they sing (to him), having made their
descent (on earth).
I
I
These also have not reached his end, what can I say and reflect?
I
(8). Thou art true, all thy work is true, (if) thou give (it me), I praise the True one.
I
Whom thou makest comprehend thy own true (name), he is easily absorbed in (thy) name.
I
II.
I

XXTV.

I

(1). By the true Guru my doubt is removed.
1
The pure name of Hari is made to dwell in (my) mind.
Knowing the word (of the Guru) happiness is always obtained.

Pause.
I
Hear, 0 my mind, the knowledge of the Supreme Being !^
The donor knows every affair, by the disciple the treasure of the name is obtained.
I I (2). Who meets with the true Guru, obtains greatness.
By whom the fire of egotism and (worldly) desire is quenched:
I
He is easily intoxicated by singing the excellences of Hiri.
(3) Without the perfect Guru no one is knowing (the truth).
H
By the infatuation of the Maya and by duality he is affected with greediness.
The disciple gets the name (and) the word of Hari.
I
(4). The service of the Guru is the highest of all austerities.
(If) Hari dwells in the mind, he makes forget all pain.
I
At the true gate the truthful one is seen (with honour).
(5). From the service of the Guru the right knowledge of the throe worlds is obtained.
Who knows his own self, he obtains Hari.
By mean* of ihe true word (of the G uru) the palace (of Hari) is reached.

I
I
I
1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I-
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service
The: pure name he keeps in his breast.
True is (his) glory at the true gate.
I
(7). They have a great lot, who are applied by the Guru (to his own) service
Day by day they hold firm worship and the true name.
By the name are saved all (their) families.
(8). Nanak delivers true instruction:
Keep the name of Hari in (thy) breast!
Who is attached to the worship of Hari. (gets) the gate of salvation.
IIT.

*

XXV.

(1). Every one entertains hope upon hope.
Who understands the order (of Hari), becomes free from hope.
In hope many people have fallen asleep.
He wakes, whom he awakens.
Pan**.
true Guru the name is given to understand, without the name hunger

the
uru
By this worship (is effected) and egotism ceases.
uru
By whom hope is entertained, he suffers loss.
(3). What shall be given to him, who lets hear the word ?
Who mercifully makes the name dwell in the mind.
This head should be given after having removed one's own self.
Who comprehends the order (of Hari), obtains always happiness
(4). He himself does and causes to be done (everything).
He himself makes the name dwell (in) the disciple.
He himself leads astray, he himself puts into thet (right) way.
By the true word he reabsorbs into the True one.
(5). The true word (of the ^Guru) is the true speech.
By the disciple it is continually uttered and praised.
The self-willed one is led i astray 3 by infatuation and error.
Without the name all wander about mad.|
(6). In the three worldslthe One is contained.
The fool reading on entertains another love.
He performs manv (relieious^ works. (which are^ all nain.
servin g the true
the Guru)
subdued (
He is naturally in joy, (on whom) he bestows grace.
Who are attached to the name, are always in true love.
(8). Hari should be muttered and read_by reflecting on the word of the Guru I
Hari should be muttered and read having subdued one's egotism!
Hari sbould'be muttered with affection and true love !
Nanak (says) : keep the name in (thy) breast by means of the instruction of the Guru T
75
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I

I

Om ! By thejfavour of the true Guru !
IV.

XXVI.

(I). By the Guru tranquillity is produced, by whom the-fire of thirst is quenched.
From the Guru the name is obtained, great (is his) greatness.
Pause.

c

Think of the One name, 0 my brother!
Seeing the world burning we have fled and fallen on the asylum (of Hari).
(2). From the Guru divine knowledge springs and the reflection* on the great truth.
From the Guru goods and chattels are obtained, with worship (his) store-rooms are filled.
(3). By the disciple the name is meditated upon, he comprehends the instruction.
The disciple (is given) to worship and praise, in his heart is the boundless word (of the Guru).
(4). Happiness springs up (in) the disciple, he never (incurs) pain.
By'the disciple egotism is destroyed, (his) mind becomes pure.
(5). By meeting with the true Guru self departs, the knowledge of the three worlds is obtained.
A pure light is spread out, by the Luminous one light is blended (with himself).
(6). (Who) is instructed by the perfect Guru/his understanding 'becomes very high.
(His) heart becomes cool and tranquil, by the name happiness is produced.
(7). The perfect, true Guru is then met with, when he (Hari) bestows a favourable look.
All blemishes and sins are cut off,W pain nor calamity arises again.
(8). In his own hand is greatness, he gives (it to him, whom) he applies to the name.
Nanak (says): in whose mind dwells the treasure of the name, he obtains greatness.
V.

XXVII.

\

"

(1). Having heard make (him) dwell in (thy) mind, he himself comes and joins (thee), 0 my brother!
Day by day* perform true worship, direct thy thoughts on the True one*
Pause.
Meditate thou on the One name, thouNvilt obtain happiness, 0 my brother!
Egotism and duality remove, (thy) greatness (will be)igreat.
a
(2). This worship the excellent men and Munis are desiring, (but) without the true Guru it cannot
be obtained,
3
I
The Pandits and astrologers are reading, (but) they get no understanding.
(3)- By himself everything is preserved, nothing can be said.
What he himself gives, that is obtained, by the Guru comprehension (of the truth) is communicated.
(4). All living creatures are his and he belongs to all of them.
1
"Who shall be called bad ? if there would be another."
y
(5). Only one order is current, there is only one government.
He himself makes (them) wander about, in (whose) heart is the vice of icovetousness.
(6). Some are made by himself disciples, they comprehend the instruction (of the Guru).
Devotion ^is also bestowed onithem by him, (which) is in (his) store-rooms.
(7). The wise ones have all^the truth, they have true knowledge.
Though led astray by some one they do not go astray,^heytknow the True one.
The sense is: if there would be another (besides the One Supreme)/then one could be railed bad
But a* the Supreme is "in nil, all are his creatures, they are all the same.
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(8). In the house (*= the body) the five (senses) are dwelling and reflecting..
N&nak (says): without the true Guru they are not brought into subjeotion, by the name egotism is
destroyed.
VI.

XXVIII.
I

(1). l a the house is the ;whole,thing, outside fof it) is nothing.
Guru
Pause.
I

true Guru
(That) the treasure of the name is within (Jhe heart), this is shown by the perfect true Guru.
(2). "Who is duly appreciating Hari, he takes and obtains the gem of reflection.
(Who) opens (his) heart, he sees by.a supernatural sight, (that) the store-rooms (of Hari) are opened.
(3). Within are many apartments, (where) the soul dwells.
The fruit desired by (his) mindhe will obtain, there will no more be wandering about (in transmigration).
(4). By the assayer the thing is taken care of, from the Guru information is obtained.
The boon of the name is priceless, some (rare) disciple obtains it.
(5). Who searches the outside, what does he get ?f the thing is in the house, 0 brother!
Being led astray by error the whole world wanders, about, by the self-willed one his ^onouris lost.
(6). Giving up his own house the, false one goes tot another's house.
Like a thief he is seized, without the name he is beaten.
(7). Who knowiiheir own house, they are happy, Oibrother!
Within it Brahm is recognized (owing to) the greatness.of the Guru.
\
(8). He himself bestows gifts, to whom shall (anything) be? said ? he himself makes understand
(the truth).
0 Nanak, meditate thou on the name, at the true gate thou wilt obtain glory.

VII.

XXIX.

(1). The knowing one's own self is a sweet taste, 0 brother!

Hari
Pause.
Hari is pure; (his) pure dwelling is in a pure mind.
(By whom) he is praised (by means of) the instruction of the Guru, he is indifferent to the word in
the midst of the world.
'
(2). Without the word (of the Guru) one's own self is not known, the whole (world) is blind, 0 brother !
J
By the instruction of the Guru light (4s made) in the heart, thc*name is a companion at the end.
(3). In the name they live, in the name they abide.
In (their) heart is the name, in (their) mouth is the nanid,. (their) reflection is on the name (and)
the word (of the Guru).
(4). By hearing the name, by minding the name greatness (accrues) by the*name.
(Who) praises the name continually, he reaches the palace (of Hari} by means of the name.
(#). By means of the name light (is produced) in the heart, by the name splendour is obtained.
By the name happiness is produced, in the name (is) a refuge
(6). Without the name no one is accepted, byHhe self-willed (their) honoiff is lost.
They are bound and beaten in the city of Yama, their life is wasted to no*purpose.
(7). All render service to the name, (but) the disciple he makesto comprehend the name.
Even the name, the name should be minded/ in the name is greatness!
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(8). To whom he gives it, he gets it, by the instruction of the Guru he (Hari) makes comprehend
the name.
Nanak (says); everything is in the power of the name, by reason of a perfect lot some one gets it.
VIII.

XXX.

(1). The ill-favoured women do not reach the palace, they do not know the relish of the beloved one.
They speak insipid things, they do not bow down, another love is (their) pleasure.
I I
Pause.
How shall this mind be brought into subjection ?
By the favour of the Guru it is stopped, by attention to divine knowledge it returns home.
(2). The favoured woman is adorned by himself, bestowing (his) love and affection (on her).
Walking according to'the will of the true Guru she is'easily decorated by the name.
(3). She always enjoys her own beloved, true is (her) bed by love.
She is charmed by the love of her beloved, meeting with her beloved she gets happiness.
(4). Boundless knowledge is (her) ornament, the woman is decorated (thereby).
She is stout and beautiful by love and affection to her beloved.
(5). On the favoured women love is bestowed by the true, invisible and boundless (Supreme).
They serve their own Guru with true love and affection.
(6). By the favoured woman decoration is made, a necklace of virtues is on her neck.
1
The exquisite scent of love she is rubbing on'her body, within (her) is the gem of reflection.
(7). Who are attached to the worship (of Hari), they are the highest, caste and fellowship come
from the word (of the Guru).
Without the name every one is of low caste, he becomes a worm of ordure.
(8). Saying: " I, I," the whole (world) wanders about, without the word (of the Guru) egotism does
not depart.
I
I Nanak (says):* who are attached to the name, their egotism departs, they are absorbed in the True one.
IX.

XXXI.

i

(1). Who are attached to the True one, they are pure, (their) report is always true.
Here they are known in every house, further on they 'become manifest in every age.
Pause.

I

0 silly, gay mind,] apply thou true colour!
If the well-known word (of the Guru) enter deeply, this colour does not go off nor disappear.
(2). We are|low, dirty and.excessively, conceited, by another love (we are) useless!
By meeting with the Guru, the philosopher's stone, we became gold, pure, infinite light*
(3). Without the Guru no one is coloured, by meeting with the Guru colour4s applied.
Who are steeped in the fear and love of the Guru, they by means of praising (Hari) are absorbed in
the True one.
(4). Without fear love does not spring up nor does the mind become pure.
I Those who are doing works without fear, are false, they get no place (of rest).
(5). Whom he himself colours, he will receive the die, he joins (him) to the society of the pious.
From the perfect Guru the society of the pious springs up in an easy and true manner.
(6). Without the society (of the pious) all remain such as cattle and oxen (are).
By whom they Were made, him they do not know, without the name all are thieves.
1

fVdtf<v> — MfiJHM i exquisite scent, loosely taken for sandal-wood.
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(7). Some buy virtues and sell (their) vices by the natural good*<disposition of the Guru.
Prom the service of the Guru the name isiobtained, it comes and dwells in (their) heart.
(8). The donor of all is the One, having created (them) he puts (them) into (their) work.
Nanak (says): they are applied by him to the name, by means of the word (of the Guru)4hey are
united (with him).
X.

jXXXII.

(1). The whole (world) is desiring the name; on whom he bestows mercy, he gets iu§ *
Without the name all is pain, he (gets) happiness, in whose mind he makes dwell (the name).
Pause.
Thou art boundless (and) gracious, (I am in) thy asylum.
I
From the perfect Guru the greatness of the name is obtained.
(2). Inside and outside is'the One, (by whom) a manifold creation is produced.
(According to his) order he makes (them) do works, who may be called (his) second, 0 brother ?
(3). Understanding and not understanding^ made by thee, this is thy sovereignty.
I
Some thou pardonest and uuitest (with thyself), some, who are false, thou beatest at (thy) threshold
and kickest them out.
(4). Some are^horoughlyjmre and clean,, they *are applied^by thee to the name.
Fromjthe service of the Guru happiness springs up, by the true word (of the Guru) they are .made
to comprehend (the tyuth).
(5). Some are of bad conduct, filthy, jinfected with poison, he himself makes (them) stray away from
the name.
*
They have neither perfection .nor understandingrnorxontrol of the passions, they wander about being
puffed up.
(6). On whom he bestows his own merciful look, him he applies to faith (in, himself).
AVho is coercing (his)tmind by truth and contentment, (him) he lets hear the pure word (of the Guru).
(7). By reading an estimation one does not arrive (at a true estimate), by telling and reciting (stories)
one does not get the end (of him).
v
From the Guru the (true} estimate (of him) is obtaiu6d, by means of the true word (of the Guru)
true knowledge (of him) is acquired.
I (8). Examine thou this mind (and) body by reflecting on the word of the Guru !
Nanak (says): in this body is the treasure of the name, it is obtained by infinite love to the Guru.

bu. xxxiii.
(1). Those favoured women are attached to the True one, whom he adorns with the word of the Guru.
Even in the house that beloved one is obtained, by reflecting onHhe true word.
I

I
Pause.
By (her) virtues pardon is procured for the vices (of her), (by whom) devout meditation is bestowed
on'Hari.
I Hari is obtained (by her) as husband, the woman is united (with him) by the Guru.
(2). Some do not know, that their beloved one is in (their) presence, he leads them astray by the
error of duality.
r
How should the ill-favoured women obtain (him) ? in pain the night is passed (by them\
(3). In whose mind the'True one dwells,tthey practise true work.
t
\
\
Daily they serve (him) withjease, they dire absorbed in the True one.
(4). The ill-favoured women are led astray by error, they speak falsehood (and) cat poison.
They do not know their own beloved,, thei" bed is empty (and) they incur pain.
a

V
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XXXV

(5). The true Lord is one, may not (any one) lead his mind astray by error!
Who serves him after having asked the Guru, she makes the True andsPure one dwell in (heri mind
after having removed
and her own self.

with
(7). Saying: "mine, mine," they are gone without having put anything into (their) lap.
The ill-favoured woman (does) ] not (reach) the palace (of Hari), at the end she departs w
(8). That my beloved is One: direct thv devout meditation on the One!
mind

XII. XXXIV.
(I). Whom he makes taste nectar, they naturally get the relish of it.
The True one is without concern, he has not a bit of covetousness.
Fame.
True nectar is raining, it falls into the mouth of the disciples.
The mind is (thereby) always flourishing, it sings naturally the excellences of Hari.
are
Who
ruth) and truth springs
Whom he has here'put into gain, (to her) he gives (his) store-rooms of devotion.
(4). The disciple is always a favoured woman by being ornamented > with fear and devotion.
Daily she enjoys her own beloved, the True one she keeps in her breast.
(5). By whom their own beloved is enjoyed, for them I sacrifice myself.
They always remain with their beloved, they remove from within their own self.
(6). (Their) mind and body are cool, (their) faces bright by the love and affection to their beloved
Their bed is comfortable, they enjoy their beloved having'extinguished-the thirst of egotism.
(7). Out of mercy he has come to the house (by reason of their) infinite love to the Guru.
The favoured women obtained for their only husband the enemy of Mura.
(8). For all sins pardon is procured by him, they are united by him who is uniting (them).
Nanak (says): (this) Word is told (to them), who, having heard (it), conceive love (to it).
XIII.

XXXV.

(1). FrocQuthe true Guru excellence is produced, when that Lord procures him {i.e. the Guru).
Easily the name is (then) meditated upon, divine knowledge becomes manifest.
Pans*.
I
0 mind, do not think, that Hari
by the word (of the Guru he is perceived as being)
He is always hearing, he is al
omnipresent.
(2). He is meditated upon with one mind by those disciples, by whom their own self is known.
They always enjoy theirown beloved, by the true name happiness is obtained.
(3). O mind, none is thine, see, having reflected on the word (of the Guru)!
Flee to the asylum of Hari, thou wilt obtain^the gate of salvation!
(4). (If the truth) be heard by means of the word (of the Guru), if it be comprehended by means
of the word, '%one) bestows devout meditation on the True one.
By means of the word egotism is destroyed,(he ( = the disciple) obtains happiness in the true palace.
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(5). In this age,(of the world) is the glory of the name (manifest), without the name glory is not
to be obtained.
^The glory of this Maya lasts for four days, it passes* away without delay.
(6). By whom the name is forgotten, they are dead (and) will die.
The flavour and taste of Hari they do not get, they ate absorbed in ordure.t
(7). Some are pardoned by himself and united (with himself), day by day he applies (them) to
the name.
The True one they gain, in the True one they remain, in the perfectly True one they are absorbed.
(8). Without the word (of the Guru) onej neither hears nor sees, the world is deaf and blind and
goes astray •
Without the name it will incur,pain, the name is obtained by his pleasure.
(9). By whom their mind is applied to the word (of the Guru), those people (become) pure and
approved of.
Nanak (says): the name is never forgotten by them, they go to the true gate.
XIV.

XXXVI.

(1). By the word (of the Guru) (those) devotees are taught, whose speech is true.
Their own self departed from within, the name is minded (by them), union with the True one is
brought about.
Pause.
The name of Hari, Hari is the honour of (his) people.
Their life is fruitful, everybody pays regard to:theni.
(2). Egotism, excessive passion (and) conceit is the nature (of man).
(If one) die by means of the word (of the Guru), then (this) nature goes, light is blended with the
luminous Supreme Lord.*
(3). The perfect true Guru has met (with us), our life (has become) fruitful.
The nine treasures of the name are obtained! the store-rooms (of which are) full rand inexhaustible.
(4). (Those) retail-dealers of this stock of goods come, who have love to tho name.
Who become disciples, they get (this) property, in their heart the word (of the Guru) is reflected upon.
(5). The conceited self-willed people do not know the excellence of devotion.
Even by himself they are ruined, the dice-play is lost (by them),
(6). Without love (to Hari) devotion does not take place, nor is pleasure obtained in the body.
The boon of love is obtained by attachment to the Guru and composure of the mind.
(7). Whom he makes perform devotion, he does it by reflecting on .the word of the Guru.
*(If) the oue^name dwells in the heart, it destroys egotism (and) duality.
(8). The caste and brotherhood of the devotees is the one name, ho himself adorns (them).
They are always in his asylum, as it pleases, (him), so they do works.
(9). Pure devotion to Allah is learnt from the instruction of the Guru.
Nanak (says): in (his) heart the name dwells, (who) adorns (it) with fear and attachment to
the name.
XV. [XXXVII.
(1). Who is led astray into a false taste, he incurs pain without the name.
The true Guru, the divine male, does not meet (with him), who imparts true understanding,
JPause.
O^my silly mind, taste the juice of Hari and thou wilt get (its) flavour!
Thou art wandering about clinging to a false taste, thou wastest thy life to no purpose.
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(2). In this age the disciples (are) pure, who devoutly meditate on the true name.
Without destiny nothing is obtained, what can be said ?
(3). (Who) knows his own self, (who) dies by the word (of the Guru), (who) drops change from
(his) mind;
(Who) flees to the asylum of the Guru, (him) the pardoner pardons.
t
(4). Without the name happiness is not obtained noi' does pain depart from within.
This world is imbued with the infatuation of the Maya, by the error of duality it is led astray.
(5). The ill-favoured woman has no knowledge of (her) beloved, htfw will she adorn herself?
Always, day by day she goes about burning, on (her) bed (her) husband does not dally (with' her).
(6). The favoured woman reaches (his) palace having removed from within her own self.
Being adorned by the word of the Guru she is joined by her own bridegroom.
(7). Death is forgotten from his mind, the infatuation of the Maya (and) darkness (areiin him).
The self-willed one having died repeatedly is born again and dies, .at the gate of Yaraa he bedomes
wretched.
(8). Who are united by himself (with himself), they are united having reflected on the word of
the Guru.
Nanak (says): they are absorbed in the name, their faces are bright at that true court.
ASA: MAHALA V.; ASTPADIA: GHAR*II.
Om! Bv the-Jovour of the true Guru !
J.
l

XXXVITI.

2

(1). The five are appeased, the five arc irritated.
The five are made to dwell (in the mind), the five are despatched.
Pause.'
In this* wise the town is peopled, 0 my brother!
(His) sin is gone, (who) holds firmly the'divine knowledge of the Guru.
(2). A fence of true piety is made and given (by the Guru).
The planks (of his fence) are strong, (who) reflects'on the divine knowledge of the Ghiru.
(3). Sow the name in (thy) field, 0 brother and friend !
Carry on traffic, serve continually the Guru !
(4). All (their) shops are shops of tranquillity, case and comfort.
The retail-dealers of the wholesale merchant (live in) splendour.
3
(5). None of the poll-tax i gatherers takes a fine or tax (from them).
(On whom) the true Guru has<set his own seal.
(6). Having laden the name as (thy) goods go on trafficking!
Having obtained profit (thereby) returnjto (thy) house, 0 disciple!
(7). The true Guru is the wholesale merchant, the disciples are (his) retail-dealers;
The name is (their) capital-stock, the True one takes account (from them).
(8). He dwells in this house, who (performs) service to the perfect Guru.
Eternal is the city of God, (says) Nanak.
The five virtues are very differently enumerated; e.g}fC3 (truth =J M*&0 ^3"fcf (contentment), */Vf*T
A
tfol of the passions), fy*V>|A (ablution), 7P£t( hn*)«
1
Them five are =* e7TH» i^fot «tc.
1
MTll'HT *.*nl the collector of the poll-tax (Arab, aj
•
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Om! By the favour of 'the true Guru!
I.

II.

I

XXXIX.

Pause.
Mv mind has conceived love to Hari.
4
Muttering Hari, Hari in the society of the pious (it becomes) pure, true (its) practice.
(1). (I am) muchilonging after (thy) sight, I think (of thee) in many ways.
Bestow a favour (on me), 0 Supreme Brahm, 0 Hari, 0 Murari, he gracious (to me)!
(2). (My) mind has come from a foreign country and joined the society of the pious.
Who is desiring goods, he gets them by love to the name.
I
I
(8). All the pleasures and relishes of the Maya pass awayiin a moment.
The devotees are attached to thy name, they enjoy 'happiness in every place.
'(4). The whole world is seen as passing away, immovable'is the name of Hari.
Having made friendship with the pious thou wilt obtain an immovable spot.
(5). Friends, sweethearts, sons and relatives, no ononis remaining witht(thee).
The one name of Ram is accompanying (thee), the Lord is-the friend of the poor.
(6). The lotus-feet (of Hari) are the boat, by clinging to that the ocean is crossed.
The perfect, true Guru meets with (him, who) has true love totthe Lord.
I
(7). (This is) the solicitation of thy saints: may he ( « God)*not be forgotten at any breath
and morsel!
Who is pleasing to'thee, he is good, by thy decree his affair (is put) right.
(8). The beloved one, the ocean of happiness, is met with, great joy has sprung up.
Nanak says: all pains are effaced, the Lord, the highest bliss, has met (with me).

ASA; MAHALA V.; BIRAHARE;
i

1

GHAR IV.

v'

A kind of Chants.
Om! By the favour of the true Guru!
I.

III.

XL.

(1). The SupremeiBrahm, the Lord, is remembered (by me), I sacrifice myself for the sight of the
beloved one.
(2). By the remembrance of whom pain is forgotten, how can that beloved one be abandoned ?
(3). I sell this (my) bodyito the saint (c=the Guru), that he may make meet (with me) my dearly
beloved one.
(4). The pleasures and ornaments of thei world are insipid, they are given up (by me), 0 my mother!
(5). Lust, wrath and covetousness are abandoned (by me) having fallemdowii at the feet of the
beloved true Guru.
„i
(6)* Those, who are attached to the beloved Ram, they do not go anywhere else*
(7). "Who have tasted the juice of the beloved Hari, they are fully satiated.
(8). By whom the hemaof the pious (Guru) is seized, (him) he ferries across the ocean of existence,
(says) Nanak.
1

fa dofff Hterally: pangs of love caused by separation from the beloved (dim. of flfiJO>
76
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II.

IV.

XLI.

(1). The pain of birth and death is cut off, 0 beloved) when Hari the king meets (with any one).
(2). Beautiful, clever and very wise is the.Lord, my life, show (me thy) sight!
(3). The creatures, which are separated from thee, 0 beloved, they are born (again) and die having
eaten poison.
(4\ Wh
(5). The happiness, (that is gained) from seeing thy sight, 0 beloved, cannot be told with the mouth
True
Wha
naturally
III.

V.

XLII.

(1). Every affair thou artLknowing, 0 beloved/to whom shall I say (anything) ?
(2). Thou art the donor of all creatures, what thou givest, they put on and eat.
*i
(3). Pleasure and pain (come) by thy order, 0 beloved, there is no other place.
(4). What thou makest me do, that I do, 0 beloved, nothing else can be done.
(5). All the days and nightsare pleasant, 0 beloved, when the name of Hari is muttered.
(6). That work must be done, 0 beloved, (which) destiny causes to be written on (one's) forehead
from the beginning.
*
(7). He himself alone is existing, 0 beloved, in everybody he is contained.
draws
RAGTJ ASA; MAHALA I.

l

THE TABLET (PATI).
Om! By the favour of the true Guru!
(1). By Sasa (*) (he is meant), by whom creation was made, the Lord of all is the One.
They continually serve (him), who have applied their mind (to him), their coming (into the world)
has become fruitful.
Pause.
O mind, 0 foolish mind, why art thou going astray ?
When thou givest account, 0 brother, then (thou art) helpless.
(2). By Ivarl (the letter i). [First is the divine male, he himself is munificent and true.
1
The disciple, who comprehends these letters, has no writing on his head.

guify
Who
Nana fthe letter n\: if anv one comDrehend divine knowledge, he is a learned
2
(If one) know, that in all creatures is the One, then no one will say: " I, I . "
(5). By Kakkd (the letter k): when the hair has become white and bright without soap:
The spies of Yama have come (to him, who is) bound with the chain of the Maya.
(6). By Khakkha (Jch). Purchase thou the independent king of the world, by whom the (means of
subsistence are given;
By whose fetter the whole world is bound; by others no order (can be) given.
1
2

The sense is: he is not subject to the decrees of destiny
The sense is: he will discard duality.
1

llAQt ASA; MAH. It. TATI 7—23.
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(7). By Gagg(^(g)* Sing the word (of him), by whom the-carth is emitted and dissolved, (when) the
drop (of 6emen) has becomej proud.
By whom, having shaped vessels, a kiln is made (and jby whom) he is madeiwho is putting (them
1
into the kiln).
(8). By Ghaggha (gh). If he^puts the servant into (his) service, he sticks to the word of the Guru.
If he considers bad and good as the same, the Lord is sporting (in him) injthis manner.
I

v

(9). By Caeca ($).§ By whom jthe four Yedas were made, the .four places of produu-uu, the four
ages g(of tiie world):
2
He is through all ages,a Jogi and enjoying the sources of production, he himself has become a learned
Pandit.
v
(10). By Chalcha (Ih). Darkness exists within all, error is made by thee.
Having brought forth error (the creatures) are led astray by thyself; on whom thy niarey is bestowed,
with them the Guru meets.
(11), By Jajju (J). Knowf»ithe beggar asks, in the eighty-four Lakhs^(of forms of existence) he
has wandered about in begging.
The One takes and the One gives, no other one-has been heard of.
(12). By Jhajjha {}&). Why dost thou die in grief, 0 man? whattis to be given, that he is giving.
Giving he looks on, he executes his order, as the daily bread of theicreatures is allotted.
(13). By Nana (n). "When Itlook about with my eyes, there is no other (to be seen).
Only One is contained in all places, One dwells an the mind.
(14). By Taftd ((). Why art thou carrying on works, 0 man? in twenty-four or in forty-eight
minutes thou must rise and go.
Do not lose thy life in gambling,!fleeand fall on the asylum of Hari I
(15). By Taffhd (Jh). Coolness is abiding in the heart of those, whose mind is directed to the feet

of Hari.
"Whose mind is applied (toAhee), they are saved, by thy favour {happiness is obtained (by them).
(16). By Daddd {d)n >Why makestithou ostentation, 0 man ?
Whatever is created^ that is all passing away*
i t
Resort to his asylum and thou wilt got happine&s, he is contained in all continually.
(17). By JDhaddhd (dh). Having pulled down ho builds up (again) himself, as it pleases him, so
he does.
Working on he beholds (it), he sets agoing his order, him he saves, on whom he bestows a favourable look.
(18). By Nana (n). In whose heart he is abiding, f he sings the excellences of Hari.
The creator himself is uniting (him with himself), regeneration will no more take place.
(19). By Tatta (t). Who has beeome the ferryman across the water of existence, his end is not reached.
There is no boat nor buoy, we shall be drowned, bring us across, 0 saving king!
(20)* By Thatthd (th). In every place is he, by whom alUis created.
What is called error, what delusion ? what pleases him, that is good.
(21). By Daddd (d). I do not blame any one, the blame (is owing to) my own works.
What I have-done (Jn a formerjhsirth), that I receive, no blame should be given to other people.
(22). By Dhaddha (dh). By whom by means of his skill all things are made, by fwhom colour
is made:
all
Nannu (w). The Lord always enjoys himself, ho is not seen nojr recollected.
By words (only) I am a favoured woman, 0 sister, the beloved one has never met with me.
These two lines are so intricate, that the translation can only be made byticon lecture.
%
VTTCM 33n> literally: enjoying the sources of production « ail creatures.

9
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(24) J By Pappd (p)* The king, the Supreme Lord, has made the world for the sake of beholding (it).
I He sees, comprehends and knows everything, inside and outside he is contained.
(25). 'BjlPhapphd (ph). The whole world is caught in a noose, it is bound by the chain of 'Yama.
By the favour of the Guru those men are rescued, who have fled to the asylum of Hari.
(26).
By
Rabid
(J).
He
commenced
to
make
a
game,
the
foul*
ages
(of
the
world)'were
made
(by
v
!
him) a Caupay play.
All the creatures were made the chessmen, he himself commenced Ho throw the dice.
(27). By JBhalbhd (b?i). Who seek, they get rewards, to whom by the favour of the Guru fear is
imparted.
The self-willed wander about, the fools do not reflect, the turn of the eighty-four Lakhs (of forms
of existence) is allotted to them.
(28). By Mamma (m). Spiritual blindness is death; when death has come, then the* subduer of
Madhu is thought of.
(When) another is readlwithin the body, then the letter Mamma (egotism) is forgotten.
(29i). By Yayyd (y). Regeneration never takes place, if one learn to know the True one.
The disciple praises (him), the disciple comprehends (him), the disciple knows the One.
(30;. By Rdrd (r). He is sporting in all, as many creatures as were made by him.
Having produced the creatures he applied them all to (their respective) work; on whom his kindness is bestowed, by them the name is taken.
(31). JBy Lalld (I). By whom (the creature) is applied to (its) work (and) the infatuation of the
Maya made sweet:
According to his pleasure the order is given, (that) eating and drinking are to be borne as the same.
disgui
(32). By Vavvd («?).
was made:

rytl
(33). By.Rata (f). "Why art thou quarrelling, 0 man ? meditate on him, who is immortal!
Meditate on him, be absorbed in the True one! for him (I am) made a sacrifice.
(34). By Huhd (A). There is no other donor (besides him), by whom the creatures are produced and
their daily bread is given. I
I
Meditate on the name of Hari, be absorbed in the name of Hari! day by day the name of Hari is
taken as gain.
(35). By Aird (fi)< Who himself has produced (the creation), he does whatever is to be done.
3
He docs and causes to be done cvervthinsr. he knows cvervthimrr Nanak. the noet. has snoken in thiswav.
RAGTT ASA; MAHALA I I L ; PATI.

8

Om! by the favour of the trucf Guru !
(1). 0 ! by And (a is meant): thc^whole world has come; by ITukhd (£•, kh)9 Ghaiid (gh} li), death
has taken-placc.
:
By Rlrl and Loll (r, 0 Bins are committed, by reading vices virtues are forgotten.
i

Pause.

0 mind, why is such an account rcadjby thec 5
It rests with thee to give account.
1
I

8

The H^VfW i* » kind of clicks.
I

I

I

I

* *?TfSJ<J = l ^ l i (Arab.;
I

m

-^ *

I

I

I

In this* patl'fpattij no proper order of the letter* or the alphabet ran he detected, they are thrown
together in ronfo^ion. The: whole is H poor imitation of the preceding pulti.
i
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(2). The perfect-bodied one\thou dost not remember j Jby Nanna (n): neither is the name taken by thee.
By Chaechu (ch): thou art wasting away day and night, 0 fool, how wilt thou escape being seized
by Yama?
(3). By Bahba (i). Thou dost not understand, 0 fool, thou art led astray by error, thy life is lost.
Thou makest (them) apply a non-existent name, the burden of others is taken by thee.
(4). By JaJJa (j). Thy light is taken away,'0*fool, when going at the end thou wilt repent.
I The one word thou dost not know, again and againlthou wilt fall into the womb.
(5). What is written on thy head, ;that read, 0 Pandit, do not teach others worldly things! ^
First the noose is placed on the instructor, afterwards (also) on the neck of (nis) disciples.
(6). By Sa88&£t). Control of the senses is gone,*;0 fool, the one gift thou hast taken to a*bad place.
2
That is the effigy of (thy) customer,,that is thine, by eating this corn thy life is^goner
(7). By Mamma. Thy understanding is taken away, 0 fool, the great disease of egotism has
befallen thee.
"Within thy soul Brahm is not known, thou hast become Taeedy of the Maya.
(8). By Kalckha (Jch). By lust and passion thon art led astray, 0 fool, clinging to egotism/thou
hast forgotten Hari.
«
Thou readest and reflectest, thou criest miich, (but) without understanding *thou art drowned
and diest.
[th): (thy) place became filthy,
(9). By Tattu ft\ Thou burnest in anger, 0 fool*! By Th
By Daddd (d)trxo gift is obtained
every
by thee.
(10). By Pappu (p). Thou dost not come across, 0 fool, thou clingestrto the world.
By the True one himself,thou art ruined, this destiny has fallen on thy head.
( l l ) . By Bhabbha (bh). In the water of existence thou wast drowned, 0 fool,'in the Maya thou
becamest immersed.
Who by the favour of the Guru knows the*One, he*is brought'across in twenty-four minutes.
(12)./By Vavvu (v). Thy turn,(of dying) has come, 0 fool, Vasudev is forgotten by thee.
This opportunity thou wilt not get again, 0 fool, (when) thou hast fallen into th£ power of Yama.
ar
(13). By Jhajjha (JfA).
noseless one!
Without the true Guru there is no other Guru; the name of him, who has no Guru, is bad.
(14). By Dhaddhd (dh). Keep back thy running^mind), 0 fool, within thee the treasure isuaid.
. When thoujbecomest a disciple, then,thou wilt drink the juice of Hari,Vthrough all ages thou wilt
go on eating (it).
(15). By Gaggu (#). Put Govind into thy mind, 0 fool, by (mere) words no*otoe has* obtained himv
I Make the feet of the Guru dwell in thy heart, 0 fool, thy former sins are all pardoned (thereby).
(16). By Jldhd (A). Understand the story about Hari, 0 fool, then there will be always happiness.
As much as the self-willed one reads, so much pain befalls (him), without the true Guru no emancipation is obtained.
T
(17). By Ruru (r). JPut Bum into thy mind, 0 fool! in the heart of whom he is contained;
By whom through the favour of the Guru Ram is known, by them 'Bam/who is without qualities,
is comprehended.
*
(18). Thy end cannot be perceived^ 0 Hari! the inexpressible one cannot be described.
Nanak (says): with wnom the trie Guru has met, their account is settled.
n

f

f*WVl ^ f*Nt^! the pcrfect-tuxlifd, a name of Krishna.
2
f
M c f t - " M ^ ^ i the meaning " daughter " will hardly suit the context. But the whdle verse, though
th»* single words are plain enough, is obscure.
'
I

V
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I

Om! by the favour of the true Guru!
I.
(1). 0 woman in the prime of youth! my beloved is the delightful Bam!
I
1
(To) the woman (who has) great love (and) affection to her beloved, Bam is merciful.
The womanymeets with her beloved, if the Lord himself bestow mercy (on her).
2
(Her) bedris delightful in the society of (her) beloved, the seven ponds are filled with nectar.
Bestow mercy and kindness (on me), 0 merciful one, that falling in with the true word (of the
Guru) I^may sing (thy) excellences!
Nanak>(says): having seen Hari, her bridegroom, the woman is happy, in (her) mind is joy.
I
(2). 0 young and naturally beautiful woman! the one love of Bam (is my)iprayer.
To my mind and body Hari is pleasing, I am fond of meeting with the Lord Bam!
(Who) is imbued with love to the Lord, (whose) supplication (is) Hari, she dwells comfortably in
the name of Hari.
I
Then she gets acquainted with^virtues, then she knows the Lord, her faults are subdued, (her) vices
destroyed.
Without thee I cannot remain a moment, by telling and hearing patience is not brought about.
0 Nanak: (who) cries: 0 beloved, 0 beloved! (her) mind, having tasted (him) with (her) tongue,
becomes happy.
(3). 0 friend, Occompanion, my beloved is^the trader Bam.
i
:
The name of Hari is taken up for sale, of infinite taste and vdue is Bam.
If the inestimable, true, beloved Lord be approved of in the house, then the young woman is well doing.
Some enjoy pleasures in the .society of Hari, I cry standing at the door.
I
The powerful cause of causes, the bearer of prosperity ( = Vishnu) himself accomplishes (my) affair.
Nanak (says): (on whom his) favourable look is, (she is) blessed and a favoured woman, she keeps
thc,wt>rd (of the Guru) (in her) heart.
(4). In my house is true rejoicing, the Lord, the friend Bam, has come.
I
Imbuedrwith love he enjoys (me), -(my) mind is taken away and given (to) Bam.
(My) own mind is given (to him), Hari, the bridegroom, is obtained, as he pleases, so he enjoys, (me).
(Whose) body and mind (are put) before the beloved, she obtains by means of .the auspicious word
(of the Guru) the nectar-fruit in her house.
By intelligence and reading and much cleverness he is not obtained, by reason of love he meets (with
them who) are pleasing to his mind.
I
Kanak (says): the .Lord is our friend, we are not of the world.
I

II.
(1). Unbeaten, unbeaten sounds the jingling sound (in my head), 0 Bam!
My mind, my mind is attached (to thee), 0 dearly beloved Bam !
Day by day (my) mind is attached (to thee) and in love (with thee), in the void orbit (my) house
is placed.*
There are eight words in this line without any grammatical connexion whatever. The translation can
therefore only be made by conjecture.
It is difficult to say what is meant by the seven ponds. The Granthis explain them by: two eyes, two
ears, two nostrils, the mouth. But this apparently is only a conjecture.
It is difficult«to say what the meaning of this mystic allusion may be.
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The primeval divine male, the boundless,) the beloved,rthe'inconceivable one is given to understand
?
by the true Guru.
Narayan is firmly fixed on (his) seat, reflecting (on him) (my) mindlbecame attached (to him).
Nanak (say£): those, who are'attached to the name, are Bairagis, an unbeaten, jingling sound (is

in'them).
(2). To that inapproachable, to that inapproachable city, 6ay, 0 brother, in what manner shall one go ?
T
true
(If) the true word be done* (and if) one go to'his own house, the depository of all excellences
is obtained.
In him there are no branches, root, leaves nor boughs, he is the first above all.
Practising muttering, austerities and continence (the world) has become tired, by obstinacy and
tenacity he is not obtained.
true
Nanak (says): the life
(3), The Guru is the ocean, the mine of jewels, in him are many gems, 0 brother!
Make ablution in the seven oceans (and) thy mind (will become; pure, 0 my brother !
Thou bathest in pure water, when thou art pleasing to the Lord, thou fallest in (with) the saints
by meditation.
Abandon lust, wrath, falsity and the worldiand put the true name into thy breast!
Egotism, greediness, emotion and covetousness are worn away (thereby), he is obtained who is kind
to the poor.
Nanak (says): jthere is no Tirtha*equal to the Guru, (to) the true Guru G5pal.
(4). (If) I look on forest by forest, (if) I look at (every) grass, it is prepared (by thee), O^Rani!
The three worlds are made by thee, tlje whole world, 0 Ram, is made (by thee)!
All is made by thee, thou art firmly fixed, no one is like thee.
Thou art the donor, all are thy beggars, without thee whom shall I praise ?
By thee, 0 donor, gifts are given without being asked for, the store-rooms are filled with thy worship.
Without the name of Ram emanciDation is-not broucrht about. Nanak pronounces (this} thought.
III.
(1). My mind, my mind is attached to Ram, 0 beloved brother!
The true Lord, the primeval, boundless, divine male I keep in my mind, 0 brother!
Unattainable, incomprehensible, infinite is the Supreme*Brahm, first (of all).
ground
is false.
(Wh
ledge concerning emancipation ?
Nanak (says): the disciple learns (it) fromsthe word (of the Guru), (if) day and night the name be
meditated upon.
(2). My mind, my mind is pleased, the name is (my) companion, 0 brother!
Egotism, selfishness|and the Maya do not go with (thee), 0 brother !
Mother, father, brother, son, cleverness, wealth, wife (do) not (go) with (thee).
hanfloned
(on the
Supreme).
By the primeval divine male one achievement is shown, wherever I look, there is he.
Nanak (says): the worship of llari I do not give up; what naturally happens, that takes place.
(3). My mind, my mind (becomes) pure by keeping in mind the True one, 0 brother!
Having effaced vices (we) walk in harmony with virtuo.
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Having abandoned vices If perform (religious) works, at the true gate (I become thereby) true.
The coming and going of that disciple is stopped, by whom truth (the Supreme) is reflected upon.
My friend and all-wise companion art thou, from (thee), the True one, greatness is obtained.
I
(To) Nanak thetgem of the name was manifested, such instruction of the Gu]ru was obtained (by me).
1
(4). True is the collyrium; having applied the collyrium (1) became attached to the spotless
one, 0 brother!
* i d Mt / c S ^ ^ I
In (my) mind and body is contained the life of the world, the donor, 0 brother !
(Who) in his mindris attached to the life of the world, the donor Hari, he naturally meets (with
him), being united (by him with himself).
In the assembly of the pious, in. the society of the saints happiness is obtained by the merciful
glance of thesLQrd.
d
;
»

Hari
(in them)*
Nanak (says): having destroyed egotism they believed (in him); those, servants (of him), who are
of mortified passions, are rare.

RAGU ASA; MAHALA I.; CHANT: GHAR I I .
Om ! By the favour of the true Guru!
I.

IV.
*

(1). Thou art in all^places, where I go, (there art thou), the True creator.
(Thou art)*the donor of all, the disposer of (their) destiny, bringing pain into oblivion. 1
Thou, 0 Lord, makest forget pain, by whom it is made.
Crores upon crores of sins thou dost away in one Ghari.
"With geese (thou art) a goose, with cranes a crane, in everybody thou reflectest, 0 Lord!
Thou art in all places, where I go, (there art thou), theHfue creator.
I
I
(2). By whom he is meditated upon with one mindj they obtain happiness; those are rare in the
world, 0 dear!
Yama does not go near them, who do the word of the Guru, they are never overcome, 0 dear ^
They are^never defeated, who remember the excellences of Hari, Hari, Yama doesinot go near them.
Their regeneration and death have ceased, who cling to the feet of Hari.
I By means of the instruction of the Guru the juice of Hari, thetfruit of Hari, is obtained by keeping
the name of Hari in (their) breast, 0 dear!
. .'
By whom he is meditated upon with one mind, they obtain happiness; those are«rare in the EWorld,
0 dear!
(3). By whom the world is produced, (by whom) it is applied to its (several) occupations, to him
(t am) a sacrifice, 0 dear!
I
(If) his service be performed, profit is obtained, at the threshold of Hari honour is obtained, 0 dear!
At the threshold of Hari that man gets honour, who knows the One divine male.
He obtains the nine treasures, who by means of theHnstruction of the Guru meditates on Hari, who
continues rehearsing the excellences of Hari.
I
;
Day and night his name should be taken, Hari is the highest and prime divine male.
By whom the world is produced and applied to (its) work, to him (I am) a sacrifice, 0 dear!
1

n

W**rf7%% collyrium ; figuratively the instruction of the Guru. lfrfy(7Z nd f?5cnfT«S contain a piny upon
words tOiieh niniml w*H 1M* rxprpssed in English.
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(4). Who take the name, they become lustrous, their reward is happiness, who mind (it), they go
having won (the play), 0 dear! I
I
Their reward does not diminish, when it pleases him, though several*ages pass on, 0 dear!
Though several ages pass on, 0 Lord, their reward does not diminish.
They are not subject to old age nor to death nor do they fall into hell, who meditate on the name
of Hari.
"Who say: Hari, Hari! they do not dry up nor do they suffer pain, 0 dear, (says) Nanak.
Who take the name, they become Jus trous, their reward is happiness; who mind (it), they go having
won (the play), 0 dear!

ASA; MAHALA L ; CHAN1*; GHAK I I I .
Om I By the favour of-the true Guru!
I.

V.
l

(1). Hear thou, 0 black deer, why art thou attached to the gardens ?
The fruit of poison is sweet four days, then thou becomest again hot.
Thou becomest again hot and quite intoxicated, without the name thou art in pain.
That* gives waves like the ocean, it flashes like lightning.
Without Hari there is no protector and he is forgotten by thee.
Nana* speaks truth: think, i 0 mind! thou wilt die, 0 black deer!
(2). 0 black bee wandering about flowers, very heavy is (thy) pain.
I asked my own Guru, reflecting on truth.
Reflecting I asked the true Guru, the black bee is attached to creepers.
When the sun rises, (its) body fallsi(to the ground), like oil it is heated.
On the way to Yama it is bound and beaten, without the word (of the Guru) it is a goblin.
Nanak speaks truth: think, 0 mind, thou wilt die, 0 black bee!
(3). 0 my soul, the stranger, into what trouble dost thou fall!
In, (whose V mind the true Lord dwells, is he ensnared by the net of Yama, 0 brother?
The fish separated (from the water) weeps in its eyes, the fisherman threw a net over it.
The infatuation of the Maya is sweet to the .world, (it the end it is led astray by error.
Applying thy mind to Hari perform worship, drop doubt from thy mind!
Nanak speak§ truth ; think,. 0 my mind, my soul, the stroger!
(4). A canal separated from the river id (again) united with (it).
Continually (the world) takes in sweet poison, some (rare) JogI knows (this).
Some one knows (it) naturally and gets acquainted with Hari, he, by whom the true Guru is
thought of.
Without the name of Hari they are led astray by error, the foolish thoughtless people are consumed.
Who are not attached to the name of Hari (and in whose) heart the True one is not, they weep at
the end in lamentations.
Nanak speaks truth: he (Hari) unites (with himself) by the true word (of the Guru) those, who
were a long time separated (from him).
cs'Yrft *••/*• An enclosed piece of ground, a garden. iJTH i» here a meaningless alliteration.
%
It does not appear from the context, to what *%%J "that" is to he referred.
II
•

I

I

I

I I I

• I I

I I

I

I I I

I I

I •

I. I •••*
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Om! Bv the fuvour of* the true Guru!
• ft

I.

VI.

4

1

^l). In our house are true rejoicings! it is adorned by the true word (of the Guru).
The woman has met with her beloved, by the Lord himself she was united (with himself).
By the Lord himself she was united (with himself), the True one was made to dwell in (her) mind,
the woman became naturally intoxicated.
She is adorned by the word of the Guru, by truth she is decorated, steeped ^in love she always
enjoys (her beloved).
'
She removes her own self and obtains Hari her bridegroom, the essence of Hari is made to dwell
in her mind.
Kanak says: she is adorned by the word of the Guru, her whole life is (made) fruitful (thereby).
(2). (If) the woman is led astray by the error of duality, she does'not get Hari (as her) bridegroom.
(If) the woman has no virtues, she spends her life to no purpose.
The foolish self-willed (woman) wastes her life uselessly, being vicious she griefcs.
By serving her own true Guru happiness is always obtained by hef, her friend 'is met with (as being)
in her presence.
1
Seeing her friend she is happy, by thcJ true word she is easily Aill of love within.
Nanak (says): without the name the woman is led astray by error, having metHvith* her beloved
she obtains happiness.
1
(3). *The woman knows, that her beloved is Vith (her), by the Guru she is united (with'him).
Being united (with him) within by means of the word, her burning heat is quenched.
By the word (her) burning heat is quenched, tranquillity comes into her heart, the juice of Hari is
easily tasted (by her). I
2
Being*united with hei* own'beloved she always enjoys pleasure, in the true word there is good food.
Beading on the Pandits (and) anchorites became tired, by assuming (religious) garbs emancipation
is not obtained.
Nanak (says) : without devotion (to Hari) the world is mad, by the true word he (=Hari) unites
(with himself).
(4). In the heart of*that*woman joy springs tip, (whom) thou, 0 Hari, unitest with (her) beloved !
That woman is steeped in the love of Hari by the boundless word of the Guru.
By thet boundless word she meets with (her) beloved, she always remembers his excellences (and)
he dwells in her mind.
v
Her bed is pleasant, when she is enjoyed by her beloved, meeting'with her beloved her vices aro
destroyed.
In which house the name of Hari is always meditated upon, (in that) are rejoicings through the
four ages.
Nanak (says): who is attached to the name, has always joy, by meeting with Hari (all) affairs
are adjusted.
1

•

S

HI

V

•

<TRT^ here, as in the preceding Chant, a mere alliteration.
2

*TSrrfW*HT = H H ^ T > lC°od food.
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Om! Bv the favour of the true Guru!
II.

VII.

(1). 0 my beloved friend, worship thou the bridegroom !
Serve always thy own Guru, (that) thou mayst get thO|boon of the name!
Worship, thou thebridegriom, (that) thou mayst please the beloved bridegroc
(If) thou>dorwhat pleases'thee, thou wilt not be pleasing to the bridegroom.
(it)
Worship and love, this is the difficult road, by means of the Guru some one
Nanak says: on whom he bestows mercy, he applies his mind to the worship of .Hari.
§ (3). Ormy recluse mind^practiping indifference to $ie world to whom dost thou exhibit it ?
They always are rejoicing in Hari, who sing the excellences of Hari.
Practising indifference to the world abandon hypocrisyr that bridegroonijknows everything.
In the water, earth and on the face of the earth there ^ t h a t One, the disciple knows his ordeit
By whom the order of Hari is,known, he obtains allj happiness.
Thus says Nanak: he is a BairagI, who day by day devoutly meditates on Hari.
I ($). Wherever thou art running about, 0 mind,3 there isf Hari with thee.
0 mind, give up cunning, lay hold of the word of the Guru!
Tbatfbridegroom is always with thee, (if) thou remember one moment the name of Hari.
The sins of thy several births are cut off, at the end thou wilt obtain the highest step (of emancipation).
If thou make a tie of friendship with the True one, 0 disciple, he always will keep (thee) in" mind.
Thus says Nanak\ wherever thou art running about, 0 mind, there Hari is always with thee.
(4). By falling in with the true Guru the running (mind) is stopped, it comes* and dwells in its
own house.
f
The name it t buys, the name it takes, in the name it is absorbed,
By falling in with the true Guru the.running mind is stopped, the tenth gate is obtained.
There is the enjoying of nectar, that sound is naturally produced, by which sound the world is
stopped (from running about).'
In him are always many musical instruments sounding without being beaten, who is^absorbed in
the True one.
Thus says Nanak: by falling in with the true Guru the running mind is stopped, it comes and
wn
(5). 0 mind, thou art of a luminous form, become acquainted with thy own origin !
instruction
(If) thou become acquainted with (thy) origin, thou.wilt know the bridegroom, the right knowledge
of {death and life is obtained.
(If) by the favour of the Guru thou know the One, another love will not take place. *
Tranquillity^comes^nto the mind, congratulation is made, (thou) hast become approved of.
Thus says Nanak: 0 mind, thou art of a luminous form, become acquainted with thy own origin f
(6). O mind, thou art absorbed in*pride, laden with pride thou goest.
Thou art deluded by the fascinating Maya, again and again she makes (thee) wander about in worn
1
Clinging to pride thou departest, 0 foolish mind, having gone thou repentest at the end.
The disease of egotism and worldly thirst sticks (to thee), thou wastest thy life to no purpose.
The foolish self-willed (man) does not think, having gone on (to the other world) he repents.
Thus says Nanak : 0 mind, thou art absorbed in pride, laden with pride thou goest.
!
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(7). 0 mind, do not be puffed up, that thou art knowing something, 0 disciple* be humble!
f
I Within.(thee) is ignorance (and) egotism, clear away (thy) filth by the true word (of the Guru)!
Be humble before the true Guru, he likely makes thee comprehend in some way thy own Belf !
The world is burnt by its own egotism, would that thou wouldst remove thy own self!
Do works according to the pleasure of the true Guru, keep to that which is pleasing to the true Guru!
Thus says Nanak *: having given up thy own self thou wilt obtain happiness, 0 mind, remain humble !
(8). Blessed is that time, in which I met with the true Guru, that bridegroom came into my mind!
Great joy and tranquillity were produced, in my mind and body I obtained happiness.
That bridegroom came into mjr mind, he was made to dwell in (my) mind (by the 'Guru), all my
1
vices were given to oblivion.
When it pleased him, virtues became manifest (in me), the true Guru himself adorns (me).
Those people have become approved of, by whom the One name is kept fast and another love is
stopped.
Guru, that bridegr
has come into my mind!
(9). Some creatures are gone astray in error, (who) are led astray by that bridegroomTiimself.
In another love they wander about, they do works of egotism.
By that bridegroom himself they are led astray, they are put into a bad road, nothing is in
1
their power.
f
Thou, by whom this'creation is made, knowest their quitting or non-quitting (the material existence).
Thy order is quite weighty, some (rare) disciple thou makest comprehend it.
Thus says Nanak: what are the helpless creatures, * when they are led astray by'thee in error ?
(10). 0 my true Lord, true is thy greatness!
Thoulart the endless Supreme Brahm, 0 Lord, thy'power cannot be told.
True is thy*greatness,*in whose mind thou makest dwell it, he always sings thy excellences.
He sings thy excellences, when he pleases thee, when he applies his mind to the True one.
Whom thou thyself unitest (with thee), that disciple is absorbed in thee.
Thus says Nanak : 0 my true Lord,^true is thy greatness!

RAGU A SA ; CHANT; MAHALA IV.; GHAR I
Om! By the favour of the true Guru!
I.

VlII.

(1). Life, life I obtained, Pthe disciple pleases Ram.
3
The name of, Hari, the name of Hari he gives, he makes Ram dwell in my soul.
The name of Hari, Hari, he makes dwell in my soul, every doubt and pain is removed.
Guru
degree (of |
instruments
true
Nanak (says): by the bountiful Lord} the gift is bestowed, light is absorbed in the Luminous one.
(2). The self-willed have died self-willed, saying : mine is the Maya, 0 brother!
corpse
i

The sense is u they cannot help.it.
' The subject is the Guru,
3
m
HWTi < * corpse (Marafhi still 7f%).

•
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(His) mind is applied to the Btench of a corpse, it sticks (to that), by which the colour of the saffiower
is exhibited.
In one moment it goes to the east, in (another) moment to the "west, as the wheelHs moved about by
the potter.
Pain it eats, pain it amasses (and) undergoes, the growth of pain is promoted.
Nanak (says): the difficult (ocean of existence) is easily<crossed, when one comes to thef asylum of
the Guru.*
(3). My (Lord, Lord, is good, unattainable, unfathomable, 0 brother J
The capital of Hari, the capital of Hari, I desire, 0 my true Guru, 0 great merchant!
The capital of Hari I desire, the name I purchase, (his) excellences I sing, (his) excellences
please (me).
r
Sleep and hunger, all I. give up, (that) I may be absorbed in the Vacuum, the Vacuum.
The retail-dealers attached to the One,Jcome and take away the gain of tthe name ofrHari.
Nanak (says): offer up (thy) mind and body before the Guru I on whom it is bestowed, he gets it
(scil. the name).
(4). "With jewels upon jewels (and) many choice things the ocean is filled, 0 brother!
"Who cling to the word, the word of the Guru, upon their hand it is placed, 0 brother.
Who cling to the word of the Guru, upon their hand is placedfthe priceless, boundless jewel.
The priceless namec of i Hari, Hari is obtained (by them), with thy worship *(thy) store-rooms
are filled.
Having churned the ocean, the body, we have seen (it), the One incomparable thing'was shown
(to us).
The Guru is Govind, between G5vind (and) the Guru, (says) Nanak, there is no difference, 0 brother!

n. ix.
(1). Softly, softly, softly, softly a stream of nectar rains, Ot brother ! .
On the disciple, the disciple, is the favourable glance of the beloved Ham, 0»brother!
The dear name of Ram is savingrthe world, in the name of Ram is,greatness.
In the^Kali-yuga is the name of Ram the boat, which ferries (across the disciple.
l a this {and in that world they jare happy by the name of Ram, the work of the disciples is
accomplished.
Nanak (says): bestowing mercy he givesl(this) gift, by the name of Ram he brings (them) across.
(2)- The name of Ram, Ram is muttered (by me), pain and sin are destroyed (thereby) and removed,
0 brother!
By intimacylwith the Guru, by intimacy with the Guru, he (Ram) is meditated upon, in my heart
Ram is made to dwell, 0 brother!
2
Ram abides in the heart, the highest step is obtained, when (one) comes to the asylum of the Guru.
The boat, that was'sinking in the vice of covetousness, has (safely) come out, when the true Quru
makes firm the name (in one).
The gift of life is bestowed by the perfect Guru, he applies the mind to the name of Ram.
The merciful one himself bestowing mercy gives it (the name) jj Nanak (is) in the asylum of-the Guru.
(3). The word of the name of Ram (was) heard (by me), all (my) affair became accomplished and
adjusted, 0 brother!
I
3
In every^hair, in every hair I, (having become) a disciple, meditate|on Ram, 0 brother!
1

3

1

f^T ©" is here the Ablative Sing, of ^ .
i.e. emancipation kfromr material existence.
^ H (Tt*T*0 the small hair of the body.
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(Whoj meditates on theinamelof Ram, he becomes pure, he has no form nor figure
Ram, Ram is contained in (his) heart, all thirst and hunger are removed.
I
uni
1
Nanak (says): he himself bestowed (his) favour (on us): we are the slaves of the'slaves of the slaves.
willed people are
O brother!
In their»heart infatuation dwells^ every moment the Maya clings (to them), 0 brother!
The'filth of the Maya sticks (to them), those fools have become unfortunate, to whom the name of
Ram is mot pleasing.
The conceited practise many works, (but) the name of Hari Ram is suppressed.
2
Very difficult is the way of Yama, painful and turbid (is) the darkness of infatuation.
Nanak (says): (when) by the disciple the name is meditated upon, he obtains the gate of salvation.
(5). The name of Ram, Ram, of Guru* Ram, theidisciple knows, 0 brother!
l
This mind, which in a moment is roaming about above and in the nether regions, he brings to one
3
hou se, *0 bro ther!
(If) he brings (his) mind to one house, he has all knowledge and thorough understanding, the
delightful name of ^Hari pleases (him).
He>preserves the honour of his people, the name of Ram saves and makes cross Prahlad.
Ram, Ram is delightful (and) high, by those, who utter his excellences, no end (of them) is reached.
Nanak (says): having heard the name of Ram (we) became imbued with love (to it), in the name
of Ram (we) were absorbed.
t
(6). In whose heart the name of Ram dwells, their care is all removed, 0 brother}
All objects, all virtues are obtained, the fruit*desired by the mind is obtained, 0 brother!
The fruit -desired by the mind is obtained, the name of Ram is meditated upon, the -excellences of
the name of Ram are sung.
pplying
Polly and stupidity are gone, soundness
of Ram.
All (his) life (and) body has become fruitful, to whom theanarae of Ram has been manifested J
t
Hari <lay
f
Who
If the whole world would be made* gold and given (to them), nothing but the name is pleasing
(toithem), 0 brother \
The-name of Ram pleases their imind, the highest happiness is obtained (by them),% is 'a companion with (them) when departing at the end.
The wealth' and capital of the name of Ram is collected (by them), (which) neither is sunk in water
nor goes off.
The neme of Ram is in this period of the world a buoy,j Yama, ithe death, does not go near (them,
who utter it).
>wn
(8). The name of Ram is known to be true
service
a sacrifice (to the Guru), 0 brother!
1

i.e. we are his most humble slaves.
* oTlWVnr* instead of ywfb(3 (the first two syllables being anomalously lengthened) = ^UfftftfT*
muddy, turbid.
I
3
II
f\£*F£ WfcT*HT<^» literally: he brings to one house,*!.*, he makes steadily remain in one house, so
that it no longer wanders about.

.
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1

(His) mind and body are offered up by him, in his heart is much longing; the Guru (and his) servant
are united by (mutual) love.
1
The protector of the poor, the liberal patron of the creatures he obtains from the perfect Guru.
The Guru is the disciple, the disciple is the Guru, (that they are) One, (this) instruction the Guru
sets agoing.
Into the heart he gives the mantra of the name of Ram, (says) Nanak, union (with Hari) is naturally
(effected thereby).

ASA; CHANT ; MAHALA IV. ; GHAR II.
Om! by the favour of the true Guru!
L

III.

X.

(1). Hari, Hari is the creator, destroying pain, the name of Hari is purifying the sinners, 0 dear!
By the service of Hari the highest step is obtained, 0 brother, Hari, Hari is the most excellent
desire, 0 dear!
Hari is the most excellent desire; (by whom) the name of Hari is muttered, Hari is muttered, he
becomes steady.
The*pain of birth as well as of death is effaced, he naturally sleeps in comfort.
0 Hari, Hari, bestow mercy, (that) the Lord Hari, the Supreme Spirit, may be muttered'!
Hari, Hari is the creator, destroying pain/the name of Hari is purifying the sinners, 0 dear!
(2). The name of Hari is the highest boon in the Kali-yuga.
Hari should be muttered according to the intention of the* true Guru, 0 dear!
By the disciple Hari should be read, by the disciple Hari should 'be heard! by muttering and
hearing Hari pain departs, 0 dear!
(When) the name of Hari, Hari, is muttered, pain is destroyed, the name of Hari, the highest bliss,
is obtained.
By the true Guru divine knowledge is kindled, light (springs up) in the heart, ignorance and darkness are removed.
3
The name of Hari, Hari, is adored by them, on whose forehead it is written at the beginning.
The name of Hari is the highest boon in the Kali-yuga; Hari should be muttered according to the
intention of the true Guru, 0 dear!
(3). To (whose) mind Hari, Hari, is pleasing, (by him) the highest bliss is obtained, the gain of
Hari, the step of emancipation,*0 dear!
(Who) entertains love to Hari, (to him) the name of Hari is a companion, (his) error has ceased (and)
his coming and going, 0 dear!
(His) coming and going, (his) error (and) fear have fled, the excellences of Hari, Hari, Hari, are sung
(by him).
h
The blemishes and pain of (his) several births are gone off, in the name of Hari, Hari, he is absorbed.
By whom Hari is meditated upon (and) for whom it is written by destiny in the beginning,]their
life is fruitful and approved of, 0 dear!
To (whose) mind Hari, Hari is pleasing, (by him) the highest bliss is obtained/the gain of Hari, the
step of emancipation, 0 dear!
(4). To whom Hari has become sweet,-those people are foremost, those people of Hari are the moat
excellent, 0 dear!
rt
The name of Hari is (their) greatness, the name of Hari is their companion, by the word of the
Guru they enjoy the relish of Hari, O dear!
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The relish of Hari they enjoy,: they are without restraint, bjr the very fortunate the relish of Hari
is obtained.
They are blessed, great, virtuous and perfect men, by whom by means of the instruction of the Guru
the name is meditated upon.
Humble Nanak asks for the dust of the feet of the pious, in (whose) heart grief and separation
(from Hari) have ceased, 0 dear!
To whom Hari has become sweet, those people are foremost, those people{are the most excellent,
0 dear!

ii. ma xi.
(1). In the Satya-yuga truth (and) contentment (were) in the bodies (of men), religion and medita1
tion (had) four legs, 0 dear I
I
In (their) mind and body they sing Hari, they obtain the highest bliss, Hari is in their heart, the
knowledge of the excellences of Hari, 0 dear!
I
^Xhe knowledge of the excellences (of Hari) (was their) object, Hari, Hari they gained, lustre accrued
to the disciples.
Inside and outside (of them) was the One Lord Hari, there (was) no second.
Devout meditation was applied to Hari, the name -of Hari (was their),companion, at the threshold
of Hari they obtain honour, 0 dear!
J
In the Satya-yuga truth (and) contentment (were) ini the bodies (of men), religion and meditation
(had) four legs, 0 dear!
1
(2)., The Treta-yuga came; violence^was put into the heart (of men), (yet) they practise chastity,
control of the senses and (religious) works, 0 dear!
The fourth leg dropped off, it remained three-legged, in (their) mind and heart they kindle wrath,
0 dear!
2
In (their) mind and heart (there is) wrath, the great poison of the Lodh-tree, the kings rush on
(to the attack\ pain is obtained (by them) injthe
fight,
I
In their heart the disease of selfishness has taken root, egotism and conceit are increased.
J
(If) by Hari, Hari, my Lord, mercy,is bestowed, the poison goes,off by the instruction of the Guru
(and) the name of Hari, 0 dear!
J
The Treta-yuga came, violence was put into the heart (of men), (yet) they practise chastity, control
of the senses (and religions) works, 0 dear !
(3). The Dvapara-yuga came, it was led astray by error, Hari produces the Gopis and, Krishna,
Odear!
0
They are eager in practising austerities, sacrifices (and) meritorious acts they commence, they
perform great religious ceremoniestand works, 0 dear!
1
Ceremonies and works were performed, a second leg was dropped, (religion) remains two-legged,
0 dear!
Many great battles and fights were made, in their hearts egotism is lingering, 0 dear!
By him, who is kind to the poor, the .pious Guru was procured, by meeting with .the true Guru the
filth goes off, 0 dear!
i
The Dvapara-yuga came, it was led astray by error, Hari produces the Gopis and Krishna, O dear J
(4). The Kali-ytlga was made by Hari, the third leg dropped off, (only) the fourth leg (of religion)
is remaining, 0 dear!
1

The four legs of religion in the SfUya-yuga are said to have been: TT3, truth; jfjlf, contentment J
3Vt austerity, and oDdfe praise (of Hari).
*
' <7lf Sanak. ^ftWt name of a tree, Symplocos racemosa.
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The word of the Guru was performed, the medicine of Hari was obtained, by th^praisejof Hari,
Hari grants tranquillity! 0 dear!
The?seasorLof the praise of Hari came, the greatness of the name of, Hari, the field of the name of
Hari, Hari, was caused to germinate.
In the Kali-yuga the seeds are sown, without thojuame all profit and capital are lost.
Humble Nanak obtained the perfect Guru, (who) in mind and heart makes (me) comprehend the
name, 0 dear!
The KaH-yuga waa made by Hari, the third foot dropped off, (only) the fourth leg (of religion) is
remaining, O dear!
I I I . V.

XII.

(1). To (whose) mind the praise of Hari is pleasing, the highest step ( = emancipation) is obtained
f
Hayi is made sweet to (his) mind and body
Hari. Hari. is obtained, bv the instruction of the Guru Hari
on (whose) forehead at the beginning, (this) lot has been fixed.
good fortune by the name of Hari
Hari are
manifested, by the
is adorned.
Light is blended with the Luminous one, the Lord is obtained, having met with the, true Guru the
mind is satisfied, O dear!
To (whose) mind the praise of Hari is pleasing, the highest step ( = emancipation) is obtained (by
him), Harris made sweet to (his) mind and body, 0 dear!
(2). (By whom) the praise of Hari is sung, (by them) the highest degree is obtained, they are the
most excellent and the foremost people, 0 dear!
Their feet we will embrace, their feet we will wash every moment, to whom Hari has become sweet,

0 dear!
(By whom) Hari is considered sweet, (by them) the ^highest bliss is obtained, (their) lot is most
1
excellent, (their) destiny pleasant.*
(According to) the instruction of the Guru Hari tis sung, the necklace of Had is put on (their)
breast, the > name of Hari they keep(in (their) bosom.
With unassisted sight they look on all (things) as the same, all is recognized (by them) as the
Supreme Spirit, 0 dear!
The praise of Hari, Hari is sung, the. highest step is obtained (by them); those people are the highest
i
and foremost, 0 dear!
the tongue is made juicy by Hari
society (of the pious)jis the juice of Hari, 0 deac!
Hari, Hari is adored, by the word of the Guru he is manifested, there is no other, 0 dear!
There is no.other; by whom that nectar of Hari is drunk, he knows the affair.
Blessed, blessed is he, (by whom) the perfect.Guru, the Lord, is obtained! clinging to the society
(of the pious) he becomes acquainted with the name.
The name he serves, the name he adores, without the name there is no other, 0 dear!
(If) the society of the pious is pleasing to the mind, the tongue is made juicy by Hari, in the society
(of the pious) isr the juice of Hari, 0 dear!
1

tfl% •• ^3TJ»

en

account of the rhyme.
78

*
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(4), OJLord Hari, bestow mercy, bring us, the stones, across, draw us out (of the water of existence)
by the natural property of the word (of the Guru), Sir I
}
We stick in the mud of spiritual blindness and are immersed in kit, 0 Lord* Hari, cause our arm to
be seized!
The Lord caused (our) arm to be seized, the highest wisdom was obtained, (his) people clung to the
feet of the Guru.
s
The namelof Hari, Hari, is muttered and adored (by him), on (whose) face and forehead a; fortunate
lot (is written^.
Hari bestowed mercy on humble Nanak, (who) in (his) mind considered Hari, Hari, sweet, 0 dear!
0 Lord Hari, bestow mercy, bring us, the stones, across, draw us out by the natural property of
the word (of the Guru), Sir!
IV. VI.

XIII.

(1). In (their) mind the name is Caused to'be muttered, to (whose) mind Hari, Hari is pleasing, in
the mind of the devotees there is a longing after Hari, 0 dear!
Those people who haying died live, by them nectar is drunk in (their) mind, love has sprung up by
the instruction of 'the Guru, 0 dear!
In (their) mind is love to Hari, Hari, (on whom) the Guru bestows favour, being emancipated,
although in the body, they obtain happiness.
In life and death they are happy by the name of Hari, in their mind and heart is that Hari.
In their mind Hari, Hari dwells, by the instruction of the Guru Hari is tasted, the juice of Hari,
Hari, they drink in gulps, O dear!
In (their) mind the name is caused to be muttered, to (whose) mind Hari! Hari is pleasing, in the
mind of the devotees there is a longing after Hari, 0 dear!
(2). In the world death is not liked, continually their own self is concealed/lest Yama seize and
carry them off, 0 dear!
•
Hari is inside and outside, Hari is the only Lord, this life cannot be preserved, 0 dear!
1
How should the life be preserved, (if) the thing be wanted by Hari? whose the thing is, he takes
it away, 0 dear I
The self-willed men, making pitiful lamentations, are led astray (though) applying all medicines,
0 dear!
Whose the thing is, (that) Lord takes it, the people of the Lord are saved by doing the word'(of the
Guru), 0 dear I
In the world death is not liked, continually their own self is concealed, lest Yama seize and carry
them off, 0 dear!
(3). From the beginning death is written, the'disciple is approved of, the (pious) people are saved
by meditating on'Hari, Hari, 0 dear!
Prom Hari splendour is obtained, greatness from the name of Hari, to the threshold of Hari they go
dressed in a dress of honour, 0 dear!
At the threshold of Hari they are dressed (with a dress of honour), by the name of Hari they are
perfected, from the name of Hari happiness sis obtained.
The pain of birth and death isneffaced, in the lovely name of Hari they are absorbed.*
1
The people of Hari and the Lord * blend together and'become one, the people of HarP(and) the Lord
are identical/ 0 dear!
From the beginning death is written, the disciple is approved of, the (pious) people are saved by
meditating on Hari, Hari, O dear!
(4). The world is produced and destroyed, it goes on being destroyed, (who) clings to the face of the
Gum becomes immovable, 0 dear!
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The Guru makes firm (his) mantra (in the heart), the juice of Hari he gives to taste, extracting the
nectar of Hari from the mouth of Hari, 0. dear !
The nectar-juice of Hari is obtained (from him), the* dead one is vivified (thereby), death does not
again take place.
(By whom) the name of Hari, the degree of immortality, is obtained, he is absorbed in the name
of Hari.
To humble Nanak the name is support and prop, without the name there is none other, 0 dear!
The world is produced and destroyed, it goes on being destroyed, (who)> clings to the face of the
Guru becomes immovable, 0 dear!
V. VII.

XIV,

(1). Great is my Govind, unattainable, incomprehensible, first, free from (all) spots, formless,
0 dear!
His state cannot be told, immeasurable is his greatness, my Govind is invisible, boundless,

0 dear!

I

Govind is invisible, boundless, infinite, he knows his own self.
I
What may be said by this helpless creature, that it may describe thee ?
On whom thou bestowest thy own (favourable) glance, that disciple reflects (on thee), Sir!
Great is my Govind, unattainable, incomprehensible, first, free from (all) spots, formless,
0 dear!
(2). Thou art the primeval male, the boundless creator, thy end cannot be reached, Sir!
Thou art in everybody, incessantly; in all, in all thou art contained, Sir!
Inithe heart is the Supreme Brahm, the Lord, his end is not^reached.
He has no form nor figure, he is invisible, incomprehensiole, (but) to the disciple the inapprehensible
one is given to comprehend.
I
I
I
He remains always in joy day and night, he is easily absorbed in the name, 0 dear!
Thou art the primeval male, the boundless creator, thy end cannot be reached, Sir!
(3). Thou art the true Lord, always imperishable, thou, 0 Hari, Hari, art the depository of (all)
excellences, Sir!
0 Hari, Hari, thou only art the Lord, there is no other, thou thyself art the all-wise (divine)
male, Sir!
^
The all-wise (divine) male art thou, the ground (of all), like thee there is no other.
Thine is the word, in all thou abidest, what thou thyself dost, that takes place.
That Hari alone is contained in all, 'by the disciple the name of Hari is comprehended, 0 dear!
r
Thou art the true Lord, always imperishable, thou, 0 Hari, Hari, art the depository of (all) excellences, sir!
(4). Thou art the creator of all, all is thy greatness, as it pleases thee, so thou settest it
agoing, Sir!
As it is pleasing to thyself, so thou settest it agoing, all is absorbed (again) by thy \frord> giy!
All is absorbed by thy word, when it pleases thee, in thy word is greatness.
By the disciple wisdom is obtained, his own self is removed, by the word (of the Guru) he is absorbed
(in Hari).
Thy word is incomprehensible, by the disciple it is obtained, by the name, says Nanak, he is
absorbed, 0 dear!
*
Thou jertjkhe creator of all, all is thy greatness, as it pleases thee, so'thou settest it agoing, Sir!
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ASA; MAH ALA ,IV.: CHANT * GH AR IV
Om! By the favour of the true Guru!
I.

VIII.

XV.
1

(1). (My) eyes are wetted with the nectar of Hari, (my) mind is imbued with love (to Hari),
0 king Bam!
2
Earn has applied the touch-stone to (my) mind, (it has become) beautiful gold,
(Having become) a disciple (my) mind and body are steeped in deep red colour,
(On) humble Nanak musk was shaken, (my) whole life is blessed, blessed.
(2). By the love-story of Hari (my) mind was killed, by taking sharp > spears (and piercing it), 0
king Ram!
On whom the pain of love has fallen, he knows (my) burning heat.
He is called emancipated whilst in the body, who, having died, lives.
0 Hari, join the true Guru to humble Nanak, (that) I may cross the world which is hard to cross!
(3). We foolish, doltish people have come to thy asylum, join (us), 0 'thou Govind-like king Ram!
From the perfect Guru Hari is obtained, the worship of Hari alone I ask for.
3
My mind and body are made happy by the word*(of the Guru), muttering the endless wave.
By joining the pious people Hari is obtained, Nanak iarwith the pious.
(4). 0 thou, who art kind to the poor, hear (my) supplication! Hari,Hhe Lord, Hari is sung (by
me), 0 king Rara !
1 ask for the asylum of the name of Hari; Hari, Hari is put into (my) mouth.
The being compassionate to his devotees, (this is) the custom of Hari, by Hari (their) honour is preserved.
Humble Nanak has come to (his} asvlum, bv the name"of Hari he is brought across.
II.

IX.

XVI.

(1). By searching Hari, the sweetheart is obtained by the disciple, 0 king Ram!
In the fort of the golden body Hari^Hari is demonstrated (as being present).
Hari, Hari is a diamond {and) gem, (by which) my mind and body are perforated.
4
#
4
By an original great lot Hari is obtained (by him) , 0 Nanak, (who) is covetous of the juioe of (Hari).
(2). Standing always I inquire after the road, (I am) a young woman, 0 king Ram i
Fixing (my) mind on the name of Hari, Hari, I walk on the roaxTof the Guru Hari.
*
v
In my mind and body the name is (my) support, the poison of egotism I burn.
Humble Nanak, having procured the true Guru, has met (with) Hari, the wearer of a garland of
wild flowers.
(3). 0 beloved, come and join me, the disciple, the long separated (from thee), O king 1
My mind and body are very passionate (after thee), my eyes are wetted*by love to Hari

Hari
9

«

_

_

m

May-1„ the foolish one, be applied to the work, to the work of Hari, (says) Nanak.
(4). By the nectar of the Guru my body is flourishing, he sprinkles nectar, 0 king Ram!
To whose mind the word of the Guru is pleasing, they are intoxicated by the nectar after having
eaten (if).
Hari
The people of Hari have become Hari, Hari, Nanak (and) Hari*are one.
s
nfc275T= Hfy/TT (— Sansk. *f^t!j), beautiful, having a'good colour
* *W l%3 y y j [ , the endless wave = the Supreme Being.
4
IT^TT = fjfl^TI (Sansk. *r?T)> covetous, longing for.
i

:v^«

=
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XVII.

(1). The treasury of the nectar (and) worship of Hari is with the Guru, the true Guru, 0 king Rim!
The true Guru, the Guru is the true wholesale merchant, he gives to the disciple the stock of Hari.
Blessed, blessed is the retail-dealer (and his) traffic, praise he to the Guru, the wholesale merchant 1
Humble'Nanak (says): the Guru is obtained by them, on whose forehead it is written front the
beginning.
(2). Thou, 0 Lord, art our true wholesale merchant, the whole world is thy retail-dealer, 0
king Bam!
*
All vessels are made by thee, in them is thy substance, 0 Hari!
"What thing thou puttest into the vessel, that comes out, what can any helpless man do P
On humble Nanak was bestowed by Hari the treasury of the worship of Hari.
(3). How shall we spread out thy excellences, OfLord, thou art boundless, 0 king*Ram!
The name of Hari we will praise day and night, this is our hope (and) support.
"We foolish people do not know anything, how shall we reach*(his) end ?
Humble Nanak is the slave of Hari, the water-carrier of the slaves of Hari.
(4). As it pleases thee, so keep (us), we have come to thy asylum, 0 Lord, 0 king Bam!
We, going astray, damage (it) day and night, 0 Hari, cause thou our honour to be preserved!
We are children, thou art (our) Guru (and) father, communicate thou wisdom (to us)!
Humble Nanak is called the slave of Hari, 0 Hari, cause thou (my) honour to be preserved!
IV.

XI.

XVIII.

(1). On whose forehead it is written by Hari from the beginning, with them the true Guru met,
0 king Ham!
1
(Their) ignorance and darkness are cut off, by the Guru divine knowledge is kindled in (their) heart.
Hari is obtained, the exquisite jewel, he does not go again.
By humble Nanak the name is adored, by adoring (it) Hari was met with.
(2). By whom this* name of Hari is not kept in mind, why have those come into the world,

0 king Ram?
This human birth is difficult to obtain, without the name it passes all to no purpose.
(By whom) now in the time of sowing the name of Hari is not sown, afterwards becoming hungry
what will he eat ?
The self-willed are subject again to birth, (to) Nanak Hari is pleasing.
(3). O Hari, every one is thine, all are produced by thee, 0 king R?m f
Nothing tit all is in the hand of any one, all go off being marched away (by thee).
Whom thou unitest (with thyself), 0 beloved, they are united with thee, who please the mind of Hari.
Humble Nanak has met with the true Guru, (who) makes (him) cross by the name of Hari.
(4). Some one sings many kinds of Bags, sounds and Vedas, (but) does not sink into Hari, 0 king Bam!
In whose heart is the disease of hypocrisy, what is done by them, (though) they weep ?
Hari, the creator, knows everything, having produced 1 disease, assistance is given (by him also).
By those disciples, whose heart is pure, the worship of Hari is seized.
V. XII.

XIX.

(1). In whose heart there is love to Hari, those people are clever and intelligent, 0 king R&m!
Though outwardly they make mistakes in their speech, yet they are quite pleasing to Hari.
*
To the saints of Hari there is no other place, Hari is the hope of the humble.
(To) humble Nanak the name is a tribunal, Hari is (my) powerful protection.
1

fiifd here « fadpH p.p. conj. of facMcM.

*
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(2). In which place my true Guru sits down, that place is pleasant, 0 king Ram!
That place ia sought by the disciples of the Guru, (its) dust is applied to (their) ;face.
The service of (those) disciples of the Guru is acceptable, by whom-the name of Hari is meditated upon.
By whom the true Guru ishworshipped, (says) Nanak, them he causes to perform worship to Hari.
(3). In the mind of the disciples of the Guru there is love to Hari, (love) to the name of Hari, (love)
to thee, 0 Hari, 0 king Earn!
1
(If) they serve the perfect true Guru, (their) hunger ceases, (their) egotism goes off.
All the hunger of the disciples of the Guruas gone, after them many others eat*
By humble Nanak the meritorious deed of Hari is sown, the meritorious 'deed of Hari does not
diminish again.
(4). Theret is .congratulation ia the heart of (those) disciples, ,by whom ray true Guru is seen, 0
king Ham!
/

Any one,* who lets them hear the word of the name of Hari, becomes acceptable (sweet) to the mind
of the disciples of the Guru.
At the threshold of Hari those disciples of the Guru are dressed (with a dress of honour), with
1
whom my true Guru has been^pleased.
Humble Nanak has become Hari, Hari; Hari, Hari has settled in (his) heart!
VI.

XIII.

XX

With whom my perfect true Guru has met, in them he makes firm the name of H^ri, 0
king Ram!
All his thirst and hunger cease, who meditates on the name of Hari.
Who are meditating on the name of Hari, Hari, near them Yama does not come.
0 Hari, bestow mercy on humble Nanak, (that) herinay continually mutter the name of Hari L Hari
makes cross (the water) by the name.
•.
(2). The disciples, by whom the name is meditatednipon, no calamity befalls again, 0 king Ram !
Guru
the
With whom the true Guru has met, (says) Nanak, with them that Hari is united.
(3). I n the heart of which disciples there is love*(to Hari), them Hari is protecting, 0 king Bam!
What tuay one censure them, to whom the name of Hari is dear ?
Whose mind is pleased with Hari, (about them) every wicked man talks nonsense.
By humble Nanak the name is meditated upon, Hari is his protector.
(4). Hari has produced devotees through all ages, he has been preserving their honour, 0

king Kami
%

The wipked Haraijakhas was killed by Hari, Jfrahlad was saved.
3
Having turned his back on the conceited calumniators he countenanced Namdev.
By humble Nanak that Hari is served, (who) at the end releases (from bodily existence)
1

^ClS\ *%f* egotism.
1
Haranakhas =a f^q^cfjf^rq^the father of Prahlad. See Wilson,. Vishnu Purana, p. J26, sqq.
Th
he is
said to have been a calico-printer) was kicked out of the temple of Vitthala at Pandharpur (in the Dekhan)
by the officiating priests, whereuporrhe sang his stanzas outside the temple. On this the gate of the temple,
which was to the ea*t, changed to the west, and Vitthala, taking Namdev by the hand, seated him at his side.
The prietts, on seeing this, became terrified and fell down at the feet of Namdev, soliciting his pardon.
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ASA; MAHALA lY.; CHANT: GHAR V
Om! by the favour of the true Guru!

I. XIT. XXI
(1). (To) my mind, the stranger, 0 beloved, come to (my) house!
Join (to me) S a r i the Guru, 0 my beloved, (that) Hari may dwell in (my) house !
Merrily I enjoy pleasures, 0 my beloved, ^(if) Hari bestow mercy.
Guru Nanak is pleased, 0 my beloved, he joins Hari (to me).
(2). I have not tasted love, 0 my beloved, (though) making love.
In (my) heart thirst is not quenched, 0 my beloved, (though) I continually hope (for it).
Continually youth passes away, O my beloved, Yama takes away (my) breath.
A fortunate happy wife is she, 0 my beloved, (who) keeps Hari in (her) breast, (says) Nanak.
(3). My eyes are enamoured with my sweetheart, 0 my beloved, (as) the Catrik with, the rain-drop
w
(My) mind has become sedate, 0 my beloved, (if) it drinks the drop of Hari.
Love keeps (me) awake in the body, 0 my beloved, no 6leep comes on in any way.
Hari, the sweetheart, I obtained, 0 my beloved, by devout devotion to Guru Nanak.
(4). The month of Cet comes on, spring, the pleasant season, 0 my beloved!
in

intent
—

—

_

,

Seeing Guru Nanak I became happy, 0 my beloved, as a mother (rejoices in her) son.
(5). The stories and tales about Hari, 0 my beloved, the true Guru let (me) bear!
I am a sacrifice to the Guru, 0 ray beloved, by whom (I am) united (with) Hari.
Every hope (of mine)rwas fulfilled'by Hari, the fruit, (my) mind desired, I obtained.
Hari is pleased, 0 my beloved, humble Nanak is absorbed in the name.
(6). "Without the love of the beloved Hari I shall not'sport.
How shall I get the Guru, clinging to whom I shall see the beloved ?
0 bountiful Hari, procure (me) the Guru, with the face, the face of the Guru I will meet!
Guru Nanak is obtained (by her), 0 my beloved, on (whose) forehead (this) writ was from the
beginnin g.

BAGU ASA: MAH ALA Y.j CHANT: GHAR I.
Om! by the favour of the true Guru!
L

XXII.
l

I (1). There is joy, great joy, I have seen?that Lord, 0 brother!
I have tasted, tasted the sweet juice of Hari, O brother!
2
The sweet juice of Hari has fallen into my heart, the true Guru has become pleased, tranquillity
has sprung up (in me).
(My) house has become flourishing, a song of congratulation is sung, those five wicked ones have
fled away.
,J
(We are) filled with composure (by) the nectar-speech, the virtuous saint (=*the Guru) is (our)
intercessor.
Nanak says : 'my taind is pleased with Hari, that Lord has been seen with (my) eyes.
It is only added here for the soke of the rhyme

dTH
1

, properly: has rained (from c^cM ).
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I (2). Adorned, adorned are my beautiful gates, 0 brother!
I
I
My guests, my guests are the beloved saints, 0 brother!
By the beloved saint (my) affairs are accomplished, paying reverence (we) stick to (his) service.
He himself is the bridegroom's attendant, he himself is the bride's attendant, he himself is the
Lord, he himself is God.
His own work he himself arranges, he himself upholds it.
Nanak says: the bridegroom is seated in (my) house, adorned are thejbeautiful gates.
(3). The nine treasures, the nine treasures have come into-my house, 0 brother!
Everything, everything is obtained, (if) x meditate on the name, 0 brother!
(If) I meditate on the name, Govind is easily always (my) companion.
Calculation is effaced, running about is stopped, anxiety never enters (my) mind.
Govind thunders (with) an unbeaten musical instrument, a wonderful glory is made.
Nanak says: (when) my beloved is with (me), then I obtain the nine treasures.
(4). Abundant, abundant are my brothers, all (are) (my) friends, 0 brother!
Difficult, difficult is the arena, by joining the Guru I became victorious, 0 brother!
By joining the Guru I became victorious, I said: Hari, Hari! the wall of the fort of error was
broken down.
The treasure was obtained, a great treasure, he himself assisted me.
He is very wise, he is foremost, who is made by the Lord his own.
Nanak says: when the Lord is on (my) side, then many are (my) brothers and friends.
II.

XXIII.

(1). Inexpressible,'inexpressible is the story regarding Hari, it cannot be known at all, 0 brother!
By the excellent men and Munis it is naturally praised, 0 brother!
The nectar-speech is naturally, praised (by them, by whom) love is entertained to the lotus-foot
(of Hari).
By muttering the one incomprehensible Lord, the Supreme Spirit, the fruit, that is desired by the
mind, is obtained.
Abandoning pride, infatuation, vice (and) duality, light is absorbed in the Luminous one.
1
Nanak says: by the favour of the Guru I always enjoy the pleasure of Hari.
(2). The saints of Hari, the saints of Hari are my sweethearts, friends and assistants, 0 brother !
By the very fortunate, by the very fortunate one the society of the saints is obtained, 0 brother!
The very fortunate one obtains it, (who),meditates on the name,,(his) pain and trouble? are removed
(thereby).
Who cling to the feet of the Guru, (their) error and fear are broken, by themselves (their) own self
is effaced.
(Who) are mercifully united by their Lord (with himself), they are not separated (from him nor) do
they go anywhere else.
Nanak says : (I am) thy slave, (I am) always in (thy) asylum, 0 Hari!
(3). At the gate of Hari, at the gate of Hari shine thy devotees, 0 beloved Earn I
I sacrifice myself to them, I sacrifice myself to them, I am always a sacrifice to them, 0 Ram!
I am always a sacrifice (to them), paying reverence (to them), who meeting with the Lord have
known him.
In everybody he is contained, the Lord, the Supreme Spirit, the arranger (of all) is omnipresent in
all places.
1

ufd "Sfaf might also be translated by: every pleasure.
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Guru
gamblin
Nanak sayst keep^(me) in thy asylum (and) bestow tinerey (on me)!
(4). Endless, endless are thy qualities, how many shall Lsing, 0 Bam !
The dust of thy feet^ of thy feet, I obtain by dint of a great lot, 0 Bam ft
If ablution be made in the dust of Hari, the filth is removed, the pain of birth and death is
taken away.
Inside and outside Harifis always present, the Lord is with (me).
(My)ipain, is effaced, (there is) welfare (and)>praise, I do not fall* again into the womb.
Nanak says: in the asylum of the Guru crossing is made, (if) I please my own Lord.

ASA; MAHALA V.: CHANT; GHAB IV
Om! by the favour of the true Guru!
Ill,

XXIV.

Bam!
Having joined the society of the saints, he (Hari) is adored (by me), Hari is seen in everyb
king Bam!f
Hari is seen in everybody, nectar has rained, the pain of birth and death is e:
The depository of (all) excellences!is sung, mil pain is effaced, the tielof egoti
1
(My) beloved I do not give up easily, Majlth colour is applied to (my) mind
Nanak is perforated by the lotus-foot of Hari, nothing else is sweet (to him).
the fish*is enamoured with the water, so (we are} intoxicated with the iuice of Bam
king Bam!
2
By the perfect Guru instruction is given, the devotees are (thereby) liberated whilst in the body, 0
king Bam!
(Who are) liberated whilst in the body, they are applied by the Lord himself, the inward governor,
to the'hem of his garment.
Hari, the choice jewel, is manifest (to them), they do not give up the omnipresent one nor do they
gofanywhereelse.
The Lord is a clever, beautiful, all-wise Lord, his gift is not effaced.
As the fish is enamoured with*the water, so islNanak intoxicated with* Hari.
II

v

I

(3). As the Catrik asks for a drop (of rain), so is Hari the support of (my) life, 0 king Bam!
He is dearer (to me) than wealth, treasure, son,* brother, friend, (yea) than all, 0 king Bam P
Dearer than all is (to me) the Supreme Spirit, (who is) distinct^(from all), his state is not known.
r
(If) at every breath and morsel he be never forgotten, pleasure is enjoyed bymeans^of the words of
the Guru.
The Lord is the Supreme Spirit, the life of the world, the saints are drinking (his) juice, the pain
of error and vspiritual blindness is destroyed (thereby}.
Asilhe Catrik asks for a^drop (of rain), so Hari is dear (to) 1
i
(4). fWe) have met with our Narayan, our desire is fulfilled
down by (our} meeting with the Guru, the hero. 0 kin«r Bam
i.e. a genuine red dye which does not go off.
ne
-rftcgA^oflSJ (sHq^flY), £° » liberated whilst living (In the body).
79
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The all-present Guru is
him, who is kind to the poor.
ninar. in the midst and at the end is that Lord, the beautiful Guru
purifying the sinners
(We) have met with Hari Narayan, 0 Nanak, (our) desire is fulfilled
!

ASA; MAHALA V.; CHANT; G HAH VI.
Om! By the favour -of the true Guru!
'

f

*

I.

IV.

XXV.

%

SIo/c.
To whom the Lord Hari, Hari, has been merciful, (them) he causes to mutter (Hari).
Nanak (says): in those love to Hari has sprung up, (who are) joining the society of the pious.
I

^

I

Chant.
(1). Like the manner of water and milk is—now that there isjno flame (unto) the milk—such
affection to Hari, 0 mind, (have thou)!
Now the black bee is immersed in the scent of the lotuses, not even one momentcit goes away.
(So) not one moment the love to Hari turns away, all ornaments (and) relishes are offered up (to it).
By whom pain is heard and the way of Yama is spoken of, he, being in the society of the pious,
does not tremble.
By praising the excellences of Gdvind all expiations (and) pains are done away.
1
3
Nanak says: (as there is) in the mind of GovindiHari voluntarily love to Hari, such an affection
to Hari entertain thou, 0 mind!
(2). As the fish (has love to) the water and is not quiet one moment (without it), such a love (to
Hari) entertain thou, 0 mind!
II

v

I

As the thirst of the Catrik is, whichjsays every moment: rain a drop, a drop, 0 beautiful cloud!
(So) love to Hari should be made, jthis mind should be given (to him), the thoughts should£be quite
applied to Murari!
I Pride should not be entertained, one should fall on (his) asylum, for his sight (one should become) ^a
sacrifice!
The Guru! is favourable (to me), join me, 0 Lord, (who art) separated (from me), the woman is giving
(thee) a true message of love !
, as is voluntarily entertained (in the mind) of the
Nanak says : 0 mind! such, a love entertain
endless Lord with Hari.
(3). The Cakvl is in love with the sun,^she ponders with great longing: i when will the sun be seen ?
The Kokil is in love with the)Mango-tree, it says ^ 0 beautiful (tree)!
Hari
Hari
one night!
r
Now what for is pleasure entertained (and) infatuation made (thereby)? naked (we) come and go!
3
The asylum of the pious is firm, at (their) feet lone should fall down, then the trick of infatuation
will break down!
1

Govind Hari = Krishna, the incarnate Hari.
[here in the seuse of: fondness, will, pleasure.
will(«^r^^S^H).
3
^fabT*H = lifers* Sansk. ^jf?p, contrivance, trick.

(

) stands here adverbially: by his own
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Nanak says: (as there is) voluntarily in the mind of the merciful man (lovetto Hari), (so) make
thou love to Hari (saying): when; will the sun be seen ?
1
(4). As a deer, hearing alynight with its ears a sound, bounds (towards it), so, 0 mind, love should
be made (to Hari)A .
• . •
As a young woman is entangled with the corpse of her beloved husband (on the funeral pile), sc
a
thisfmind should be givemto the darling (Hari)!
(If) the mind be given to the darling, enjoyment isrmade, all pleasures and merriments are enjoyed.
I (My) own beloved is obtained, red colour is made, (my) very old friend is met with,
I (When) the Guru hasfbeoome my friend, then he is seen by me with (my)ieyes, like my beloved no
other is seen.
3
Nanak says: as in the mind of the kind and fascinating one the feet of ^ Hari are seized, so, 0
mind, love should be made (to Hari)!
%

II.
I
I

V.

XXVI.

Slok.
Entering deeply and wandering from forest to forest and searching about I did not succeed.
0 Nanak, when the pious men met (with me),v Hari was, obtained in my heart.
v

Chant.
( l ) . W h o m I n n u m e r a b l e M u n i s a n d m a n y ascetics seek.
( W h o m ) crores of B r a h m a s adore (and) wise m e n m u t t e r .
( W h o m ) w i t h ' m u t t e r i n g , austerity, continence, religious ceremonies, w o r s h i p and m a n y purifications
( t h e y are) adoring,
T r a v e l l i n g over t h e e a r t h a n d b a t h i n g a t t h e holy w a t e r i n g places for t h e sake of m e e t i n g w i t h t h e
P u r e one.
M e n , forests, grass, cattle, birds, all are worshipping thee.
K i n d i s t h e beloved G o v i n d ; N a n a k ( s a y s ) : j o i n t h e society of t h e pious, salvation i s b r o u g h t
about ( t h e r e ) !
( 2 ) . Crores of avatars of V i s h n u (and o f ) Shivas, w e a r i n g m a t t e d hair,
Desire thee, O merciful o n e ! i n t h e i r h e a r t a n d ' b o d y is infinite desire.
T h e boundless, unattainable Govind, t h e L o r d is filling all, (he is) t h e L o r d and owner (of all).
T h e gods, t h e Siddhas, t h e Ganas, t h e Gandharvas, t h e Y a k s h a s , t h e K i n n a r a s meditate (on h i m ) ,
telling (his) excellences.
'*
t
Crores of Tndras, many gods are muttering the Lord with exultation.
He is the friend of the friendless (and) merciful, Nanak*(says) r join i;he society of the pious,
salvation (is there)!
*
(3), Whom crores of Devts serve (and) Lakshmls of many kinds.
3
Whom, being hidden" and manifest ad ore the word, the water, day and night.
(On whom) the stars, the inoon and the sun meditate, (whom)" the earth and the'sky sing.
(On whom) all the places of production, all stages of the voice continually meditate.
Whom the Smriti, the Puranas^the four Vedas, the six Shastras are muttering:
The purifier of the sinners, he who is kind to the devotees, is met with in the society of the pious,
(says) Nanak,
1
2
3

The hunters are said to ensnare the deer by making a certain sound at night-time.
The burning of the Sati is here in no way impugned.
According to the preceding verses Krishna is here the subject.
«
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(4). As much as is made known by the Lord, so muchithe tongue utters.
What one serves (him) without knowledge, that much cannot be counted.
The eternal, indeterminable, unfathomable Lordiis within all and outside (of all).
All are beggars, the One is bountiful, he is not far off, he is a manifest companion.
He is in the power of (his) devotees, he joins the creatures ; by whom is his great:
Hay Nanak obtain this gift (and) honour, (that) helmay put (his) head on the feet
III.

VI.

XXVII.

Slok.
f

Make efforts, 0 ye very fortunate, remember Hari, Hari the king!
By whose remembrance all happiness accrues (and) pain, affliction'and error depart, (says) Nanak.
V

Chant.
(1). In muttering the name of Govind no sloth should be made !
By meeting with the pious one does not go to the city of Tama.
Pain, affliction and fear do not befall (him), remembering the name he is always happy.
Adore at every breath Hari, Hari, meditate on that Lord with (thy) mind and mouth!
0 merciful, kind, delightful depository of (all) excellences, bestow mercy, (that) service may be
made (to thee)!
a
Nanak answers and utters* (this) stanza : in muttering the name of Govind may no sloth be made!
(2). The pure name of the Pure one is purifying the sinners.
The knowledge of the Guru is the collyrium, which destroys error and darkness.
The knowledge of the Guru is the (right) collyrium, the pure Lord is present in water, land: and ou
the surface, of the earth.
In whose heart he dwells one moment, his anxieties are effaced.
The Lord is of unfathomable knowledge and powerful, breaking the fear of all.
Nanak answers and utters this stanza : the pure name of the Pure one,is purifying the sinners.
(3). The sanctuary of the kind and merciful Gopal, the depository of kindness, is seised (by me).
4
Thy feet are my refuge, in thy asylum is perfection.
The feet of Hari are the cause of causes, the Lord Hari, Hari is saving the sinners..
The name brings across the ocean of the world (and) existence, by (its) remembrance many
have crossed.
i
(Who) seek him who at the beginning and
m
sanctuary of the kind and merciful Gopal, the .depository
of kindness, is seized (by me).
(4). Hari himself has made (this) his practice, (that he is) kind to (his) devotees.
Wherever the saints adore (him), there he is manifested.
By the Lord himself they are reabsorbed, the work of the devotees is easily accomplished.
(There is) joy, every success, great rejoicing (on their part), every pain is forgotten.
*it3^* supply«TTrfar (word).
j
„ ^ _ _ _
1fftj»J?\T is derived from the Sansk. W f?TM^{i to answer, to rejoin ; similarly ifQ from ^T^l
VfjJW?^ traditionally
^T^J being ^ft^
f this verb j *jftfr they
usually Identify with TTQ
signifies here : a stanza, a line of poetry.
f<Hfiff (ffjfij), perfection (of existence = emancipation)
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A wonderful appearance is manifest in the ten regions (of the'earth), the One is shown there.
flanak answers and utters (this) line: Hari himself has made (this) practice, (that he is) kind to
(his) devotees.
IV. YII.

XXVIII.
l

(1). Firm is the (happy) married state of the saintly woman, h e neither "dies nor goes.
In whose house Hari is the Lord (husband), she always enjoys (him).
Imperishable, eternal is that Lord, always young and spotless.
He is not far away, he is present, the Lord is always filling the ten regions.
The Lord of life is known by dint of intelligence and understanding, love to the beloved is pleasing
to the beloved.
Nanak expounds (what) he knows from the word of the Guru: firm is the (happy) married state of
the saintly woman, he neither dies nor goes.
(2). "Whose husband is Bam, she has great joy.
That woman is happy, she is full of splendour (and) adorned.
(She has) honour, greatness, welfare (and) every success, her sweetheart, that Lord, (being) with (her).
All perfections, the nine treasures (are) in her house, there is no want of anything.
(By whom) the sweet speech of the beloved one is^lieeded, her married state is rendered firm.
Nanak expounds, (what) he knows from the word of the Guru: whose husband is Bam, she has great joy.
(3). Come, 0 friend, to the saint, apply thyself to (his) service I
Grind corn and wash hisEfeet, give hip thy own self!
By abandoning thy own self anguish is put out, thy own self is not (again) subjected to regeneration.•
9
(His) asylum should be seized, he should be obeyed, doing that happiness is obtained.
Do the lowest service, give up sadness, day and night joining thy hands (in prayer) wake!
Nanak expounds (what) he knows tfrom the -, word of the Guru: come, 0 friend, to the saint, apply
thyself to (his) service!
Guru)
H
In the society of the pious he is applied*to the love of Hari (and) the remembrance of Govind.
Error, infatuation, vice, duality, all is abandoned by him.
In his mind tranquillity (as) a natural disposition has settled, (with) joy and exultation the excellences (of Hari) are sung.
Nanak expounds (what) he knows from the word of the Guru: on whose forehead the lot (is
written), he is applied to the service (of the Guru).
V. VIII.

XXIX.

To those, who are muttering the name of Hari, Hari, Yama, the death, says nothing.
Nanak (says) : (their) mind and body become happy, at the end Gopal meets (with them)
v

Chant.
(1). I will join the society of the saints, save me!
Joining my hands I make supplication: 0 Hari, Hari, give (me) thy name !
1

i.e. her husband = Hari.
literally: to cause to be born one's own self *• t<v subject

oneself to regeneration.
3
These words could also be translated: what'he (the Guru) does, that should be received as happiness.
•
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I ask for thefnameftof Hari, I cling to (thy) feet, I will give up conceit by thy mercy!
I
I do not run anywhere, (that) I may obtain (thy) asylum, 0 Lord, full of mercy, bestow mercy (on me)!
0 powerful, unattainable, boundless and spotless Lord, hear this (my) supplication!
Joining (his) hands Nanak asks for (this) gift: remove (from me) regeneration and death!
(2). (I am) a sinner, without understanding, without virtues, friendless and low.
Roguish, hard, of low extraction, steeped in the mud of spiritual blindness.
In filth, error (and) works of selfishness, death does mot come into (my) mind,
*
Dalliance with (my) wife, rejoicing in the,Maya, ignorance sticks (to me).
Youth declines, old age is increasing, death, (that is) with (me), looks out for (its) day.
Nanak says: thou art my hope, keep (me) the low one in the asylum of the pious!
(3). (We) have wandered about in many births, in very narrow wombs.
1
(I) cling to that, (in which are) sweet enjoyments (and) sleeping.
In wandering about an incalculable burden fell (on me), (I)kran about in many foreign countries.
Now I hold fast the sanctuary of the Lord Murari, the name of Hari (gives me) all comforts.
0 beloved Lord, 0 protector, by me nothing is effected nor will be effected.
In comfort, composure and joy Nanak crosses by thy mercy the world.
(4). Those, who hold fast theiname, are saved, what anxiety is to the devotees (of Hari)^
In j any way (hear the glory of Hari with (your) ear!
The wise men having heard (it) with (their) ears obtain the treasure in (their) heart.
Steeped in the love of Hari, the all-arranging Lord, they sing the excellences of Ram.
If the earth|(be)!the paper, the forest the pen, the wind,the writer:
The end of the endless one cannot be obtained; by Nanaktthe asylum of (his) feet is seized.
•VI. J X .

XXX

(1). (By me) the asylum of the Supreme Being, the Lord of men, is seized,
(We) have become fearless, all care (about our) life has vanished.
'}
He is known as mother, father, friend, sweetheart, friend (and) relative.
(I am) taken and applied to (his) bosom, by the Guru (I 'am) united (with him), his pure glory is
expounded (to me) by the saint (=the Guru).
Many are the excellences of the endless one, the estimate of his greatness-cannot be told at all.
The Lord is One, the incomprehensible Lord is many, by Nanak (his) sanctuary is seized,
(2). The forest (and) the world are nectar (to him, to whom) he himself has become a companion.
(On whose) breast is the necklace of the name of Bam, (his) days of poison have passed.
Gone is exxor, infatuation and vice are destroyed, all going into the womb is stopped,
He walks cool in the fire of the world, (who) seizes the hem'of the garment of the pious.
Govind Gopal is merciful and powerful; say, 0 pious man; victory to Hari!
0 Nanak, meditate on the name! in the society of the perfect, pious men, emancipation is obtained.
(3). Wherever I see, there the One is present.
i
I He himself is dwelling in everybody, (but only) by some rare one he is obtained.
In water, land and on the surface of the earth he is fully present, in the worm (as well as in) the
elephant he is contained.
He is at the beginning, at the end,and in the midst, by the favour of the Guru he is known.
Brahm is expanded, (all is) the sport of Brahra, Govind is called the depository of (all) excellences
by (his) people.
Bemember the Lord, the inward governor, the One Hari, 0 Nanak, is contained (in^all)!
i

WP5 « ScS sleeping.
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(4), Pleasant is the day (and) night, (in which) the remembrance of the name of Hari (is made)
By love to the lotus-foot filth and sins are removed.
Pain, hunger and poverty are destroyed, the way is shown evidently.
I
By joining tho saints and by love to the name the desire of the heart is obtained.
I
By seeing the sight'of Hari (one's) wish is fulfilled, all (one's) families are 6aved.
I
Day and night (there is) joy by daily remembering Hari, Hari, (says) Nanak.
ASA; MAH ALA V.: CHANT; GHAR VII
6m! by the favour of the, true Guru!
I.

X.

XXXI.

Sldk.
f
«1
It is a good thing to reflect on Govind and to delight oneself with the spotless .pious people.
0 Lord, bestow mercy, (that)* Nanak may not forget the name for twenty*four minutes!
(1). In a clear night the stars glitter.
The sayits, who are dear to my Bam, wake.
o are
heart

c

infatuation and vice, the filth of the mind'and (its) pain'are burnt
mts of Hari. the beloved saints wake always.
(2). The apparatus of my bed is got ready.
I
I n (my) heart joy sprang up, I heard,*that the Lord is coming.
rejoicings and enjoyments were supplied
He clung to fmv^ bosom, pain fled, (my) life, mind, body, all flourished
ained bv meditatinar on the Lord, the ausnicious day fot* the
was calculated.
Nanak savB: the bearer of prosperity ioined (me),.all ioys and pleasures were made
Having joined (her) companion she asks: tell (me) the sign of the beloved i
g&)
The qualities of'the creator are'dark, hidden and boundless, the Veda does not reach (their) end.
the Lord, sine: alwavs the excellences of Hari
filled
with love) and affection (to Hari), is easily absorbed
(4). "With pleasure they commenced to sing songs of joy about Hari
(Their) friends increased, (their) pain (and their) enemies fled.
illity became abundant, they rejoiced in the name of Hari, the Lord
him
Hari. thev were, alwavs wakins:. thev were united with
wearer of the chap let of wild flowers.
1
Auspicious days came, easily all treasures were obtained (by them), they are blended with
the
Hari are always comfortably settled * in the asylum of the Lord
1

a

be

VT3R5T ("^Mjoit pagg-V ) *° blended, to be. mingled with (Sansk. TJ7fi, root tp^),
I
* 3 WO I (=* 3<M01t tnggga), to remain, to be settled comfortably (8indhi iprpjj, Marafhi fljjuf). The
etymology is not quite clear.
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II.

XI.

(1). Rise^and go, 0 traveller, what delay hast thou made?
(Thy) time has arrived, by what falsehood art thou enticed ?
I
By falsehood (thou art) enticed, by the fraud of the Maya thou committest innumerable sins.
(Thy) body, the heap of ashes, is looked out for by Tarns, the death, 0 helpless one, (thou art)
o vercome
Abandoning wealth (and) youth thou wilt go off, clothing and food are stopped.
Nanak says : (thy) works go with (thee), what is done, cannot be effaced.
(2). Thou art ensnared like the deer, (that) sees at night the moonshine.
From pleasure pain springs up, sin is!always committed.
having thrown a neck
(over thee).
Having seen thd 'city* of Harischandra ( = mirage) (thou art) carried away, falsehood is enjoyed
(on thy) bed.
1
(Thou art) intoxicated with greediness and selfishness, (thou art) absorbed. in pride.
Nanak (says): the deer is destroyed by (its) ignorance, coming and going ( = transmigration) is not
effaced (in the state of ignorance).
(3). By a sweet (thing) the fly is killed,»how shall it fly (being caught) ?
I (When) the elephant has fallen into a pit, how shall swimming be made ?
Swimming (across) has become difficult (to him), into (whose) mind the Lord never has come for
a moment.
earns
(His) hidden works become manifest, here and there'he is wretched.
Nanak (says) : without the true Guru the conceited self-willed man is wretched.
(4). The'servants of Hari live, clinging to the feet of the Lord.
They are applied to ,(his) neck by that Lord, who is affording (them) protection*.
Strength, understanding, divine knowledge (and) meditation are given by himself,, his own name he
himself causes'(them) to mutter.
He himself is in the society of the pious, he himself causes the world to be crossed.
They are preserved by the preserver, (their) work is always spotless.
"Nanak (says); they never go to hell, the saints of Hari are in the asylum of Hari.
!

in. XII. ;xxxm.
(l). Depart, 0 my slothfulness, (this is) my prayer to Hari!
I will enjoy my own bridegroom, in the society of (my) Lord I am beautiful!
?
In the society of my beloved, the^Lord, I am beautiful, day and night he is enjoyed (by me).
Thinking of him at every breath I live, seeing the Lord'the excellences of Hari are sung (by me).
1
Separation is put to shame, (his) sight is obtained, (his) sight is sprinkling,nectar (ou me).
O'Nanak, my desire is fulfilled, he is found, (whom I was) seeking.
(2). Be destroyed, 0 my sins! the creator has come to my house.
The burning of the attackers has taken place, Govind is manifested.
Gopal Govind is manifested, therdarling is expounded in the society of the pious.
1
A wonderful thing is seen, nectar has rained, by-the favour of the Guru ho is known.
Tranquillity has come into (my) mind, congratulation is made, no end (of him) can be obtained.
Nanak says: happiness (and) union are easily made by theiLord himself.
,

T*TlfSc5 — TMT5n » °n account of the rhyme.
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(3). Hell is not seen by remembering Narayan.
1
Dharm-raja criea out: victory! (his) messengers take to flight.
(By reason of) piety, patience (and) tranquillity they are happy, in the society of the pious Hari is
adored (by them).
Byf (his) favour they are preserved, vinfatuation and selfishness, all is abandoned (by them).
I
They are applied to (his) neck, by the Guru they are united (with him), muttering Govind they
are satiated.
Nanak says: remember the Lord, (who is) fulfilling every desire!
(4). (By whom) the feet (of Hari), (containing all) the treasures and perfections, are seized, what
grief has he P
Everything is in the power (of him), whose that our Lord is.
(His) arms are seized, the name is given (to him), the hand (of Hari) is put on (his) head.
He does not enter the ocean of the world, the nectar-juice of Hari is tasted (by him).
In the society of the pious he delights in the name, in the great battle-field he is victorious.
Nauak says: (who (is) in the asylum of the Lord, he is not again uprooted by Yam a.
IV.

XIII.

XXXIV.

(1). What is done by day and night, that comes on (one's) head.
From whomfhe is hiding-himself„he sees (him, beiug) with (him).
The creator (being) with (him) sees (him), why should sin be committed ?
(If) good works be done, if the name be taken, one will go by no means to hell.
Remember the eight watches the name of Hari, it, goes with (thee)!
Adore (him) always in the society of the pious! the sins, thou hast committed, are effaced (thereby),
(says) Nanak.
(2). Practising deceit thou fillest (thy) belly, 0 ignorant fool! Hari, the donor, gives everything.
The Lord is>always bountiful and kind, why is he forgotten from (thy) mind?
'
Join the society of the pious,;adore him who is without an associate, all (thy) families will be saved.
The Siddhas, the ascetics, the gods, the Munis, the devptees.are relying on the name.
Kanak says :< the one Lord, the creator, should always be adored!
(3). Insincerity should not be made, the Lord is examining (men).
Those, who are practising falsehood (and) hypocrisy, are born (again) in the world.
The ocean of the world is crossed by them, by whom the One is meditated upon.
Abandoning lust, wrath and the censure of those, who aire unblamable, they come to the asylum of
the Lord.
In water (and) on the surfacei of the earth the high, unattainable, boundless Lord is contained.
Nanak 6ays : he is the prop of his people, the lotus-foot is (their) support.
, (4). Behold, (all is) a mirage, nothing is durable.
As many as the appearances of the Maya are, they do not go with,(thee).
Hari is always a companion with (thee), day and night he should be kept in mind!
"Without the One Hari there is nothing else, other love (but Haid's) should be burnt!
Consider thattOne Lord in (thy) mind as friend, youth, wealth, (yea) as all!
Nanak says: by a great lot he is obtained, (who obtains him)fenters into happiness, (and) tranquillity
(of mind).
1

The sense is: they, who remember Hari, do not see hell. Yama cries out to them i victory (to you)!
his messengers flee from them.

I
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ASA: MAHALA V.; CHANT ; GHAR VIII}
Om ]1 By>the favour of the true Guru!

'

I

I. XIV. XXXV.
1
(1). (In) the error of the Maya, (and) in fear, in thejerror of the Mata (and) in fear, alas! in sharp
perverse intoxication, alas f life is passing uselessly!
terribl e forest, alas! the thieves of the
heart are robbing the house, alas ! the sun is day by day eating up (the life).
The days are eating up (the life), they are passing without the Lord, join (me), 0 Lord,
passionate husband!
I
Many births and deaths have been gone through, without the society^of the beloved one
no salvation at all!
I am without family, beauty, incense, divine knowledge, without thee what mother have I ?

Ha
Hari
parated from it (i.e. the water)
wretched
It faces the arrow, it faces the arrow, oh! the deer offers up heart, body and life, oh! it is pierced
2
easily whilst listening.
I
I
Love to the beloved has sprung'up, join the passionate lover! the body is wretched remaining one
moment without him.
I
The eyelids are not closed, the mind is imbued with love to the beloved/thinking* daily of'the Lord.
"Who a.e attached to Vishnu (and) intoxicated with the name, they are putting away fear, error,
duality, (yea) all.
Hari
black
the scent of the * nectar-juice of*the flowers, oh! it is binding itself by (its) love to the lotus.
In the mind of the Catrik there is thirst, in the mind of the Catrik there is thirst, oh! in (its) mind
3
there is a longing for a beautiful drop of the cloud, oh! drinking a little its heat passes away.
0 consumer of heat, 0{destroyer of pain, join (me), in (my) heart there is excessive love (to thee)!
Beautiful, clever (and) wise is the,Lbrd, by which tonguefis (his) excellency told ?
Seize (my) arm, give (me) the name! (on whom thou art) bestowing a -favourable look, (his) sins
are effaced.
Nanak says: he who is seeing the sight of Hari, the purifier of the sinners, is not in distress.
(4). I think in (my) mind of the Lord, I think in (my) mind of the Lord, oh! keep (me), the
friendless one, in thy asylum, oh! join (me) cheerfully, take (my) life!
c
(My) meditation is (on thy) beautiful body"/ (my) meditation is (on thy) beautiful body, oh! (my)
mind is desirous of the knowledge of Gopal, oh! (thou art) ^preserving the honour of (thy) beggars.
The Lord is fulfilling (their) hope, he is destroying (their) pain, all (their) desire is granted.
"Who clings to the neck of Hari, (her) days are happy,^having met with (her) Lord, (her) bed is
beautiful.
f
By the Lord a favourable look is bestowed (on her),*Murari is met with, all (hei*) sins are annihilated.
Nanak says: *my desire is fulfilled, the bearer of felicity is met with, the depository of (all)
excellences.
1

3173* = 3Tt3»

on

2

account of the .rhyme.
3

The deer is said to, listen to the melodious voice of the hunter
I)f<7 = Sansk

t
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Oni! the true name is the creator, the (divine) male without fflear, without enmity, of a timeless
form, not produced from the womb. By the favour of the Guru!
ASA; MAHALA I.
YARS W I T H

SLOKS.

Sloks also are written by the first mahala)} (Tolbe sung) after the melody of As -ftq/ff, the

I.
Slok I.; mahala L
I am a sacrifice to my own Guru daily a hundred times.
By whom out of men gods are made without any delay.
Slob I I . ; mahalu I I .
If a hundred moons rise, if a thousand suns ascend:
In spite of there being so much light, there is terrible darkness without the Guru.
Slok I I I . ; mahala I.
0 Nanak, (who) in their cautious mind.do not reflect on the Guru :
2
They are left like an empty stalk of sesam on a*cleared field.
3
Nanak says: it is left on the field by its owner,
(For though) it flourish, there are ashes in the body of the helpless (stalk).
Pauri.
By himself his own self was'made, by himself (his) name was contrived.
Sitting down (in repose) he sees (with) pleasure, (what) is made (by) the second power.
Thou thyself art the bountiful creator, being pleased thou givest and bestowest favour.
Thou art knowing all j having given thou takest (again) away the life (from) the body.
Sitting down (quietly) (thou) seest (with) pleasure.
*

II.

Slok I.; mahala I.
True are thy regions, true (thy) universes, true'are thy worlds, true (thy) forms.
True are thy works (and) all (th^) thoughts.
True is thy order, true (thy) tribunal.
True is thy command, true thy injunction.
True is thy work, true .thy sign.
O True one, Lakhs and Crores praise thee.
All (are) by thy true power, all by (thy) true might.
True is thy praise, true thy commendation.
i
True is thy power, 0 true king V
' '
J
•
1

The words: " the Sloks also are written by the.first mahala," are : not found in better and older manuscripts, and are apparently a later addition, the more so, as also Sldks of the) second Guru are mixed up
with these Vars.
2
An empty stalk of the sesam plant is left standing, when the field is cleared,ias being useless.
mB
A\\3
Aiu <M0 ,'the postposition *iQ (from, by) being placed before the noun on account of the
rhyme.
4
The Z&ft «£"£<jfS « the Maya.
v
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Hanak (says): those who meditate on the True one, are true.
Those, who having died are born (again), are altogether unripe.
I
Slok I I . ; mahald I.
Oreat is the greatness (of ihim), whose name is great.
Great is the greatness (of him), whose justice is true.
Great is the greatness (of him), whose place is immovable.
Great is the greatness (of him, who) knows the conversation (of men).
Great is the greatness (of him, who) comprehends all the conditions (of men)
Great is the greatness (of him), who gives without being asked.
Great is the greatness (of him), to whom alone (it belongs).
Nanak: (says): (his) work cannot be told.
What is done and isjto be done, (that is) all (done) according to his will.
Slok jIIL; mahald I I .
This world is the house of the True one, in it is the dwelling of the True one.
Some he reabsorbs (into himself) by his order, some he destroys by his order.
Some he draws out by his order, some abide in the Maya.
5
Though having said thus, it is not known, if it appear true to any one.
Nanak (says): by (that) disciple it is known, to whom he himself makes (it) manifest,
Pauri.

Nanak (says): having produced the creatures and written (their) names, (their) duty is assigned
(to them by him).
There (in the other world) decision is made by the perfectly True one, the intensely burning ones
(in egotism) are picked out and set apart.
The false ones get no place, with a black face they are marched into hell/
*•
Those who are attached to thy name go off having got the victory, those deceitful ones are overcome.
Having written (their) names (their) duty is assigned (to them by him).
III.
Slok I . ; mahald I.
Wonderstruck is the sound, wonderstruck the Veda.
1
Wonderstruck the creature, wonderstruck the difference.
Wonderstruck the form, wonderstruck the colour.
Wonderstruck the creatures, that wander about naked.
Wonderstruck the wind, wonderstruck the water.
j
Wonderstruck the fire, that sports assuming strange forms.
Wonderstruck is the earth, wonderstruck the places of production.
Wonderstruck stick the creatures to a sweet taste.
Wonderstruck is union, wonderstruck separation.
Wonderstruck is hunger, wonderstruck enjoyment*
Wonderstruck is praise, wonderstruck eulogy.
Wonders truck 1 the wilderness, wonderstruck the road*
Wonder&truck (those who are^ near-« wonders truck (those who are} far
i

very likely signifies here: the inanimate.
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Wonderstruck (he who) Bees (him) present (in his) presence.
Having seen (his) craftiness he remains wonderstruck.
Nanak (says): by a fulMot he is known.

m

Slok I I . ; mahala I.
(His) power is seen, (his) power is heard, the fear of (his) power is the pith of happiness.
(His) power is in the nether regions (and) in the skies, (by his) power all formsr(are made).
(By his) power is the Veda, the Puranas and the Book ( = the Qur'an), (by>his) power he is reflecting on everything.
(By his) power eating, drinking and clothing (are given), (by his) power is all pleasure.
(By his) power are (all) kinds, species (and) colours, (by his) power (are) the creatures (and)
the world,
(By his), power isigoodness, (by his) power badness, (by) his power pride and conceit.
I
(By his) power is the wind, water, fire, (by his) power the earth and land.
I
1
[
AUjis (by thy) power, thou art the powerful creator, purer than a pure name.
2
Nanak sees (his) order within : he is quite unique.
jPaurl.
Having gone through his enjoyments he becomes ashes, the black bee ( the soul) departs.
He was a great, rich man, (but) is marched (now) off, a chain being thrown over his neck.
Further on (in thef other world) the memorial of (his)factions is read, the account'(of them) is made
up and given (him) to understand.
what is he now heard who is made to weep ?
He erets no nlace. the ace, is g
In (his) blind mind he^has ruined (his) life.
IV.
Slok I . ; mahala I.
In fear the wind (and) a hundred breezes blow.
In fear flow on a hundred thousand rivers.
In fear fire undergoes forced labour.
In fear the earth is pressed down by a burthen.
k
In fear the moon wanders about with the head downwards.
£
In fear is Dharm-raja (at his) gate.
In fear is the sun, in fear is the moon.
They go crores of Kos, there is no end\(of their wanderings).
l
In fearlare the Siddhas, the Buddhas, the gods and Jogis.
In fear are the heavens propped.
In fear are the.warriors, the very strong heroes.
4
In fear come and go boat-loads.
On all fear is written (as their) destiny.
Nanak (says): fearless is the Formless, the One True one.
l

VTsft AI*T\ = VTS? 7%X& %> 7>T2\ being the Ablative Sing.
=
, literally: more unique than unique = quite unique (3T7 Jvl?), totally unconnected wilt
anything. *
J
Vy? <IVjt» literally: the ace is given, i.e. his* play is utterly lost, he is thoroughly discom6ted.
4.
\T3N the party taken over in about at one time. It alludes "to the birth and death of man, which
ikes place in fear.
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tSlok I I . ; inahald I.
Kanak (says): fearless is the Formless one, how many other Rams (have become) dust!
How many are the stories of Kanh (Krishna), how many the reflections on the Veda!
How many beggars dance (and) beat the time (with their hands) in falling and turning !
1
The market-people having come to the market draw out the market.
2
The Rajas and Ranis (queens) sing amTtalk nonsense.
Finger-rings worth Lakhs, necklaces worth Lakhs of two-pice pieces:
On which body they are placed, that body becomes ashes.
Divine knowledge is not sought by (mere) words, the story is hard iron.
(If) it accrue by destiny, then it is obtained, (all) other cleverness and order are (but) vpoor
Pauri.
true Guru

When
Like the true Guru there is no donor, hear (it), all you people, all!
By meeting with the true Guru the True one is obtained (by them), by*whom their own self is
removed from within.
(It is the Guru),, by whom the perfectly True one is given to understand.

V.
iSlok I. ; mahal&l I.
(For) a Ghari (twenty-four minutes) all are Gopis, (for) a watch (=* three hours) (all are) Kanh GopaL*
(Whose) jewels (are) wind, water, fire, (whose) incarnation the moon and the sun.
The whole earth, wealth, property (and) occupation, alibis but) trouble.
Nanak (says):
knowled
SUA I I .
The disciples.make music, the Gurus dance.
They move their feet and turn round their head.
Dust flying up falls on (their) hair.
The people look, laugh and go home.
For the sake of bread they clap (their) hands.
They throw themselves down along the ground.
The Gopis sing, the Kanhs sing.
Sitae and Ramas, the kings, sing.
Fearless is the Formless one, (whose) name is true.
1
Whose work the whole world is.
(His) servants serve (him) by the rising of'(their) destiny.
(By them) the night is passed in pleasure, in whoseimind (there is) a longing (after him).
Instruction is learnt by reflecting on the Guru.
1
By (his) favourable'look (and) kindness they are brought across.
Wheels of oil-presses, wheels of mills,
i

UHHIcft
VJIMId W-icJT
i.e. assemble the people to the spectacle.
I
2
The Rajas and Ranis, as exhibited in the street spectacles. Here those singers and dancers are alluded
f
to, who publicly perform the Ras of' Krishna and entertain the public by gross (and frequently indecent) jests
and songs.
j
1

The sense is : they personate the Gopis and Kanh in dancing the Has of Krishna.
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Whirlwinds in the desert, there are»many endless ones.
Spinning-tops and churning staves in boundless number.
The birds in wandering, about do not take breath.
Machines are raised on a spindle and turned about.
0 Nanak, there is no number of those things, which turn about.
Those are turned about according to the rule of (their) composition,
When (one's) destiny has fallen (so), every one dances.
Who are dancing and laughing, they go weeping.
They do not fly up, they do not become perfect.
Dancing and jumping is the delight of the mind.
Nanak (says): in whose mind there is fear (of God), in their mind is love (of God).
Paurl.
Thy name is " the Formless one," by taking (thy) name une does not go to hell.
Soul and body, all is his ; if he gives, it is eaten, if he speaks, (the food) is destroy!
If (one) desire i to make himself excellent, he is again called low.
1
If he remove the colour of old age, old age, taking disguise, comes on.
1
No one remains (here); (what) is filled in, (that) is received.

VI.
Slok I.
The praise of the Muhammadans (is made by means) of (their) law, continually reading (it) they
reflect (on it).
Those are (his) servants,,who fall into bondage for the sake of seeing (his) sight.
The Hindus, who are praising, praise him who is boundless in appearance (and) form.
They bathe at a holy watering place and are offering up much adoration, worship and perfume of
aloe-wood.
A8 many as are Jogis, they meditate in a state of lost sensation on the incomprehensible name of
the creator.
(Whose) name is Niranjan, the form of his body (they consider as being of) a subtile form.
In the mind of the Satis contentment is produced by r the thought of giving (their lives).
Having given they ask a thousand-fold (more), that the world may adorn (honour them).
More wicked and useless than thieves and adulterers (are) the false ones.
Some depart having eaten up here (their) substance, their work also is scum.
In watef and on land there are numerous forms of beings, cities and worlds.
Those who say and know, it is.Thou, they also have knowledge of thee.
Nanak (says): the hunger of the devotees is to j>raise (God), the true name is (their) support.
3
They always remain in joy day and night,[following the virtuous
-,
Slok I I . : mahaid I.
4
The earth is worked into clay by the pestle, it is made into a potter's lump.
Vessels and bricks are made (out of it), burning (in the kiln) it (i.e. the clay) cries out
l

ar|

II take = rfiJT d cgicM C — ^HdfVthe colour, appearance of old age.
The sense is: what one does, that he will earn.
3
\n&> i J , on the back, following, instead of VTSTTR > for the sake of the rhyme.l
4
We divide the words: ^T3T?5 Vf[7> sft, as the reading- Vf±|#>WT?J (musalman)
sense; HT?> 4s still used in the sense of "clay "in Marat hi (s.f.)% though obsolete in Hindi. This signification will best suit the context. From the Sikh (irniitlris I could get no explanation whatever.

•
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I

Burning on the helpless (clay) weeps, fiery coals fall continually (on it).
Nanak (says): that creator knows (it), by whom the elementary matter was made.

I

Paurls
Without the true Guru no one has obtained him (*".*. "the Supreme), without the true Guru no one
has obtained him.
I
He has put his own self into the true Guru, he has manifested and proclaimed (this).
By meeting with the true Guru they are always emancipated, in whom spiritual blindness is put a
6top to.
I
This is the highest reflection, by means of which the mind is appliedHo the True one.
I
The life of the world, the donor, is obtained (thereby).

VII.

I

SM I.
In egotism (one) comes, in egotism (one) goes.
In egotism he is born, in egotism he dies.
In egotism it is given, in egotism it is taken.
In egotism it is gained, in egotism it is gone.
In egotism is the truthful and the false one.
In egotism reflection is made (on doing) acts of demerit (or) merit.
Tn egotism descent to hell (or ascent) to heaven (is made).
In egotism (one) laughs, in egotism (one) weeps.
In egotism (one) is defiled, in egotism (one) washes (himself).
In egotism (one) loses caste and kind.
In egotism is the fool, in egotism the clever one.
He has no knowledge of (the way of) emancipation.
In egotism he is immersed, in egotism he is overshadowed.
The creatures are produced with egotism.
If egotism be understood (as adhering to one), then the gate (of salvation) is seen.
1
He who is devoid of divine knowledge, wrangles in telling (stories of the gods).
I Nanak (says): by the (supreme) ruler the destiny is written.
1
I As he makes it, so is the,garb (of every creature).
SIdk I I . ; mahald I I .
In egotism isithis (human) nature (immersed), in egotism it works.
This egotism is the fetter, (by reason of which) (man) falls again and again into the womb.
Whence does egotism spring ? by which abstinence is it removed ?
This egotism is the order (of God), when (one's) lot lias fallen, he removes (it).
Egotism is a long sickness, yetfthere is a medicine for it.
If he (God) bestows his own mercy, then (one) obtains the word of the Guru.
Nanak says: hear, ye people, by means of this abstinence the pain (of egotism) departs.

I

I

I

i
I

!

I
I
I
H
I
II
I I
I
I

Pauri.
I
I
I
By (those) contented ones service (to God) is rendered, by whom the perfectly True one is
meditated upon.
By them (their) foot is not put on wickedness, who practise good works and'virtue.
1

9

%tf<?rr is here not used in the sense of "seeing" hbt of "ivorking, * "making" (Sansk. ?faT?y\ to
correspond with ^pbf (?fc0» dress, garb.
[

.
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By them the fetters of the world ar^ broken, who consume little grain (and) water.
1
Thou art therforemost donor, thou givest continually and it increases stilhmore.
2
From the great ones a great (thing or gift) is obtained.
VIII.
Slok I.J niahala I.
Of men, of trees, of holy watering places, of shores, of clouds, of fields,
Of continents, worlds, provinces, regions, universes.
Of the (four) places of production: of the egg-born, womb-born, plant-born, sweat-born (creatures):j
3
He knows (their) amount, (as also) of ponds, mountains and creatures, 0 Nanak!
Nanak (says): having produced the cireatures^he takes care of all.
The creator, by whom the work is made, must also care for it.
That creator cares for it, by whom the world is made.
I
Obeisance to him, benediction to him! his tribunal is unbroken.
I
1
Nanak (says): without the true name what is the (religious) mark (on the forehead), what the
sacred cord ?
s
SlSk II.; mahala I.
Lakhs of goodiactions, Lakhsiof approved meritorious deeds.
Lakhs of austerities at Tirthas (and of) devout meditations in the desert.
Lakhs of acts of heroism in war, (so that) the life is lost in battle.
4
Lakhs of attention, knowledge and meditation, (with which) the Puranas are read.
The creator, by whom the work is done, has fixed coming and going. I
Nanak (says): the wisdom (of men) is false, the favour (of God) is the true standard
*.

*

Pauri.
6

Thou alone artfthe true Lord, by whom the perfectly True one is manifested.
To whom thou givest (it), he gets the True one, by him the True one is acquired.
By meeting with the true Guru the True one is obtained (by them),
In whose heart the True one is caused to dwell (by the-Guru).
The foola do not know the True one,i by the self-willed (their) life is lost.
What for did they come into the world ?

I

IX.
Slok I.;

mahaldJL

(If) reading iand reading a cart be loaded (with it), if reading and reading a caravan be filled
(with it).
(If) reading and reading a boat be laden (with it), (if) reading and reading a pit"bo covered

(with it).
(If) it be read, as many,as there are years, (if) it be read as many as there are*months.
1

i.e.: thy bounty,
2
s t ie
«3flWTSjY * * Ablative Plur. (with the^aftix I), not the substantive ^f3*HTC^i greatness.
Literally: of Merus; mountains like Meru.
inakoluthon. The logical conuexion|appears to be this: all good acts, etc.
The
gTation, which is fixed by the creator, all depends on his favour (cjd«?)«
The sense, as so frequently, can only be guessed at.
J might here also be translated^ truth.
81
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(If) it be read as long as life (lasts), (if) it be re^d as many as there are breaths.
*
1
Nanak (says) : of account there is (only) one word, the other (things) are egotism and vain prating.
8l6k I I .
*
(As much as) is written and read, so much he is grieved.
(As much as) he has wandered about at many Tirthas, so much (filth) has stuck to him.
Many garbs are put on, pain is inflicted on the body.
Bear, 0 creature, thy own doings!
Pood is not eaten, sweet taste is discarded.
Much pain is incurred, (as) duality pleased (him).
He does not put on clothes, day and night he groans.
Sunk in silence how should he wake ? he has fallen asleep without the Guru.
He is barefooted, his own doing is earned (by^him).
Dirt is eaten (by him), ashes are put on (his) head.
By the blind fool his honour is lost.
Without the name nothing becomesjacceptable (with God).
He remains in deserts, at shrines, in burning places.
1
(But) the blindjone does not know (the truth), afterwards he repents.
Who meets with the true Guru, he obtains happiness.
He (the Guru) makes the name of Hari dwell in .the heart.
*
Nanak (says) : on whom (Hari) bestows a favourable glance, he.gets (it).
Free from hope and apprehension he burns his egotism by means of the word (of the Guru).
JPaurt.
The devotees are pleasing to thy mind, those who are singing (thy) praise, are lustrous at (thy) gate.
Nanak (says): without works^(of a former birth) they get no entrance, they are wandering about.
Some do not comprehend their own origin, their own non-existent self they bring into account.
I am (the son) of a begging musician, of low caste, the others are called high-caste people.
I ask for them/ who are meditating on thee.

!

X.

Slok I . ; mahald I.
2
False is the Eaja, false the subjects,*false is the whole world.
False is the palace, false the upper-storied house, false he who is living (therein).
False is gold, false silver, false he who is putting (them) on.f
False is the body, false the clothing, false boundless beauty.
False the master, false the mistress, they are consumed to ashes.
On falsehood affection is bestowed and the creator forgotten.
With whom shall friendship ibe made ? the whole world is passing away !
8
Falsehood is sweet, falsehood is honey, falsehood drowns the boat's load.
Nanak makes (this) supplication: without thee (all is) but falsehood.
Slok I I . ; mahald I.
4
Then the True one is thoroughly known, when the True one is in the heart*.
The filth! of falsehood goes off/he (•".*. the disciple) washes and makes clean (his) body.
Vfi?3ToT"™ \|s?d I'tMf on'account of thetrliyme.
o/tf properly: falsehood, used in the sense of not really existing or lasting.
l i
y
* y^T» alI those, wlio are together in a boat.
V3T = the Sansk. TT^*{; the form VfcT is used in a similar sense (=* ^jrf?l)
*
•

I

*
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Then the True one is thoroughly known, when he entertains love toithe True one.
Having heard the name the mind becomes glad, he gets the gate of salvation.
Then the True one is thoroughly known, when he knowsl(his) soul as united (with the Supreme).
Having put right the earth (of his) body he puts (into it) as seed thevcreator.
Then the True one is thoroughly known, when he puts up hisid welling atcthe Tirtha of his own soul.
Asking the true Guru he remains and dwells there.
Then the True one is thoroughly known, when,he takes true instruction,
(When) he knows kindness to the creatures (as his duty) and performs some meritorious acts (and
gives) alms.
The True one is the medicine for all, it washes away sins.
Nanak utters (this) supplication (to them), in whose possession, the True one is.
Pauri.
m

If as my present the dust of the sole of the feet (of the saints) be obtained, then it will be applied
to (my) forehead.
False greediness is given up, directing the mind on one object the incomprehensible one is
meditated upon.
Such a fruit is obtained, as the works are that are practised.
If it be written before, then their dust is obtained.
(By»reasontof) little understanding (their) service is discarded.
XI.
SIo/c I.; maliala I.
Friendship prevails in the Kali-yug (between) death (and) falsehood, (between) darkness (and)
1
the goblins.
Sowing the seed they have taken (its) honour, how shall now the Dal spring up ? *
If it be the One, then it springs up, it is (now) the season of the seasons.
3
Nanak (says): without the Pah there is no adhesiveness of colour to raw cloth.
If fear be put^into the kettle, the solution of modesty is put on the body.
•
Nanak (says): (if one) be steeped in devotion, there is no adhesiveness «of falsehood whatever.
Slok I I . ; mahala I.
Greediness and sin, the two'are a Raja and his collector of rent, falsehood'is the Sirdar.
Lust is the mace-bearer, who is called and asked, sitting down he reflects.
The subjects are blind and devoid of (divine) knowledge, they'are corpses filled with fire
The wise ones dance and play musical instruments, they adorn (their) body.
They make loud cc^r^rsat^ons, they sing (their) thoughts about the heroes.
Fools and learned men collect (thence)cwisdom andfargument]and have a liking (for it).
The virtuous one will practise virtue, he plays (musical instruments) and asks for the gate of salvation.
He who is called an ascetic, does not know union^with his wife\ he sits down having forsaken
his family.
Every one is perfect by himself, no one calls himself deficient.
1

The words of this line are very obscure, I have translated them according to conjecture. The Sikh
Granthis could give no hint whatever. TrfxJ, a.m. friendship, is found in Hindi. """
—
1
The meaning of these words is quite obscure.
3
VTTT is a substance (alum, etc.) dissolved in water, in which cloth is steeped preparatory to dyeing.
Also the process itself. i?ftj signifies: adhesiveness (*33\ SM TflT).

I

I
-

t
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The warrant ot honour is obtained afterwards, then, (says) Nanak, being weighed it is known (what
man is worth).
Slok I I I . ; mahaia I. i
What is determined upon (by God), that becomes manifest, 0 Nanak, that True one sees (it). I
By all jumpings are made, (but) what the creator does, that takes place.
Further on {i.e. in the other world) there is no caste nor power, further on the soul bows down.
Whose honour falls into account (before God), those few are good.
I
Paurl.
To whom thou hast appointed (this) work from the beginning, by them the Lord is meditated upon.
In the power of these creatures,there is nothing, by thee aloud the world is produced.
Some thou unitest (with thyself), others are ruined by thyself.
By the favour of the Guru he knows (thee), whom thou thyself instructest.
I
He is naturally absorbed in the True one.
XII.
Slok I . ; mahald I.
Pain has become the medicine for the disease of (worldly) pleasures.
1
When (there is real) happiness, there is no desire (for worldly pleasures).
Thou art the cause of causes, not I, when I do (anything), it does not take place.
Pause.
I am a sacrifice to those who are obedient to thy power,
Thy end cannot be conceived.

I
I

I I

I

Slok I I .
3
In production there is light, in the light are the productions, he who is without parts is brimful
(everywhere).
I
J
Thou art the true Lord, thy praise is beautiful, by whom,it is made, he^passes^across.
Kanak speaks words concerning the creator: whatever is to be done, that he does.j
II
1

Sl6k III.; mahaia I I .
The word ef athe Brahmans is about Y5ga (abstract meditation), divine knowledge and the Veda.
The word of the Kkatris is a word about heroes, the \word of the Sudras is Prakrit (common
parlance).
All words are one word, if one know the secret.
tfanak is his slave ; he is the,Supreme God.
I
StoltJV.i mahaia I I .
The One Krishna is in all gods, the god of the gods is the soul.
The soul is from Basudeva (Krishna), if one understand the secret.
Kanakas his slave; he is the Supreme«God.

I

I

I

I I
Slok V.; mahaia I.
The water remains being bound up inra pot, without water the pot is not made.
The mind, bound by divine knowledge, remains steady, (but) without the Guru divine knowledge is
not obtained.
1
3

The translation is made according to conjecture; for a literal translation would hardly give any sense.
The sense is : in everything, that is produced, is the divine light « the divine principle of life.
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Pauru
learned man maybe a sinner and
time
having gone to the threshold
learned
Who goes in bewilderment, he is beaten in the next world.
XIII.
I
Slok L ; mah aid I.
0 Nanak, of Mem, the body, there is one chariot and one charioteer.
I t is continually turned about, the wise one comprehends this.
In the Satya-yuga the chariot wasiof contentment, piety was the charioteer before 'it
In the Treta-yuga the chariot was of chastity, force was the charioteer before it.
In the Dvapara-yuga the chariot was of austerity, truth was the charioteer before it.
In the Kali-yuga the chariot is of lire, falsehood is the charioteer before it.
Slok I I . ; mahald I.
remains
The Sama-(Veda) says: the white-robed Lord (
True one.
Everybody is absorbed in the True one.
The Rig-(Veda) says: he is (everywhere)
among
taking
1
Then, (says) Nanak, (one) gets the gate of salvation.
2
Candravall was forcibly deceived by Kanh, Krishna, the
In the Yajur
Yadava, wandered
He brought the Pariiata-tree and the Gopis and amused himself in Vindravan
Kali-yuga
worn
The four Vedas are true.
They read and reflection those four.I
(If one) performing devotion with love be called low:
Then, (says) N&nak, he gets the gate of salvation.
Paurl.
I am a sacrifice to the true Guru, by meeting with whom the Lord is kept in mind.
By whom, by means of (his) instruction, the coUyrium of divine knowledge fc given, (GO that) by
these (my) eyes the world is beheld.
Who, giving up the Lord, cling to another, those traffickers are drowned.
The true Guru is the boat, by some rare one he is reflected upon.
By bestowing mercy (on me I) was brought across.
XIV.
Slok I.; mahald I.
3
The Sim mal-tree is straight, very long and very thick.
Tho*e, who coraei(to it) in hope, why do they go away (from it) hopeless?
i

iltiS3

«5WT<J» •^•n^ signifying in Sansk. also: an opening or occasion
One of the playmates of young Krishna.
g
T3Tfkd 1 i translated according to conjecture; the realtneaning is unknown.
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(Its) fruits are insipid, (its) flowers nauseous, (its) leaves, are of no use.

truth
Everybody bows to himself, no one bows to another.
Who goes down, if put on a balance and weighed, he is heavy.
That sinner sinks down twice as much, who is a slayer of deer.
What is done by bending down the head (in worship), when one goes
Slok I I . ; mahald I.
He reads books (and is) rehearsing the Sandhya.
He worships a stone, (hie) meditation (is like that) of a heron.
In (his) mouth is falsehood, (outwardly) is excellent decoration.
2
He reflects three times (a day)von the Gayatrl.
(Round his) neck is a rosary, a mark on his forehead.
(He has) two Dhotis, clothes of Bilk.
If he thinks, (that these are) the duties of a Brahman :•
Certainly all (these) works (are but) dregs.
Nanak says and he thinks right:
Without the true Guru he does not find the (right) way.

\

Pauri.
and form
What he has

Hari
Naked he goes into hell, there a very terrible (thing) is seen.
Having committed vices (in this world) he is (now) repenting.
XV.

f

Sldk I.; mahald I.
t

kindness (he) the cotton, contentment the thread, continence the knot, truth
f
(If) this.be the sacred cord of the creatures, then, 0 Pandit,
This does not break, nor does filth stick to it. nor is it burnt
neck
4
For four Darnels ( « one Paisa) it ( = the janeu) was bought and sitting in a 3auka 'it was put on.
Instruction was delivered into the ears (of the receiver of the cord), a Brahman had become the Guru
This one died and that one fell off; he went off without a cord.
•

Slok I I . ; mahald I.
Lakhs of thefts, Lakhs of fornications, Lakhs of falsehoods, Lakhs of abuses.
Lakhs (Jf deceits (and) frauds are day and night (current) with the creatures.
The (sacred) thread is spun from cotton, the Brahman {comes and twists it.
A goat is killed, cooked and eaten, every one says: put it on!
The^words, as they stand, are totally unconnected, the sense can therefore onlytbe guessed cu.
Sanik. fvp9 9 deep.
1
^VTW is traditionally explained by: Gayatri.
3
ttfcfdL'HI^cMt literally: to go within or Auto. Whereto, is not mentioned. The sense is very
likely :- he goes into the court of Yama.
J
4
A place smeared with cow-dung.
*

r

t
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When it becomes old, it is thrown away and another is put on again.
Nanak says: the thread does not break, if there be!strength in the thread.
SM III.; mahala t.
By minding the name honour springs up, praising (God) is the true thread.
1
The thread, that is obtained within the threshold (of God), does not break, (it is) pare.
8M IV.; mahala I.
There is no thread for the senses, no thread for the women.
•
In the early morning spittle falls always on the beard.
There is no thread for the feet, no thread for the hands.
No thread for the tongue, no thread for the eyes.
He himself goes about without\ a thread.
2
He twists threads and puts them on others.
9
Taking the wages for prostitution he raarries.j
Drawing (lines on a) paper he shows the road.
Hear and see, 0 people, this wonder!
He is blind in his heart, (but bears) the name of " very wise."
Pawl.
m

It the Lord become kind and bestow mercy, then he will cause that work- to be done.
That servant performs service, whom he.will make mind (his) order.
f
By minding (his) order he becomes approved of, then he will reach the palace of the Lord.
Who does, what pleases the Lord, he will obtain the fruit desired by his heart.
Then dressed^with a dress of honour) he will go to the threshold.
XVI.
Slok I.; mahala I.

.

On the cow and the Brahman you put a tax, for cow-dung no crossing can be made.
(Thou hast) a Dhoti, front-mark and rosary, (but) obtest the corn of the barbarians.
Puja within thou readest the'book (Qur'an), the restraint (or law) of the Turks, O brother!
Give up hypocrisy!
By taking the name thou wilt cross! \
Slok I I . ; mahald I.
Eating men they make prayer.
Those, wbo let go* the knife, wear a (sacred) thread on (their) neck.
In their house the Brahman* blow the sound.
To them also this very thing is pleasant.
False is (their) stock, false (their) traffic.
By speaking falsehood they get (their) livelihood.
The dwelling of shame and piety u far away (from them).
Nanak (sap): falsehood is (everywhere) brimful.
On (their) forehead is a mark, (round) the ^ waist the tucked-in end of the Dhot
In (their) hand is a knife, the world is s butcher.
Putting on blue clothes (like the Musalmans) they become approved of.
1

These words Nanak is said to have spoken to a Hindu, who was the receiver of customs at the

of Sultan pur.

'
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Taking the food of the barbarians they worship the Puranas.
1
A goat killed not in the language (of the Hindus) is eaten (by them),
Nobody is allowed to enter their cauka.
I
They make a cauka and draw their lines round it.
Then the false ones come and sit upon it.
11
Lest it be defiled, lest it be defiled this our food!
(Being of) a loose body they clear (it) away.
(Being of) an impure heart they take a mouthful of water.
Nanak says: if the True one be meditated upon:
Purity is effected, then the True one is obtained.

H

Paurl.
He sees every one within (his) mind and makes (him) go Sunder (his) sight.
He himself gives greatness, he himself causes .(all) works to be done.
On the immensely large earth he is applying (every one) to his (particular) work.
If he makes a displeased glance, he turns a Sultan into a grass-cutter.
(Who)! when begging at the door, does not get alms.
XVIL
Sidk 1.; mahald I.

I

1

thief robs a house, having robbed the house he gives (offerings out of the plunder) to his
ancestors
ancestors thieves
Let the hands of the broker (i.*. the Brahman) be cut ofl^ this justice' (one) should do. Nanak (says) : in the other world that is obtained, what one acquires, works and gives (here),
V

SM I I . ; mahald I
As ,a woman Rets her period (menses) from time to time:
(So) the impure live with an-impure face and are continually wretched.
Those are not called pure, who sit down after having washed (their) body.
Pure are those, 0 Nanak, in whose heart that One dwells.

X

Paurl.
Horses are saddled swift like the wind, a Harem of all colours is arranged.
Having built houses, mansions, upper-storied houses, they sit in them and make displays.
They do things pleasing to their mind, (but) Hari they do not comprehend (and are therefore) lost
They give order and eat, beholding their houses death is forgotten (by them).
Decay has come on, they are defeated in youth.
XVIII.
Sidk I . ; mahald I.
If impurity be minded, impurity takes place in all (things).
In cow-dung and wood, are worms produced.
*
As many as are the grains of corn, no one is without a living being
ttlslfcPHTt is an idiom, that is not the bhakha (of the Hindus), (.*• slaughtering 'a goat in th<*
man way, by saying: bismillah (<$fo\
I W l t «* Ju*X*, justice.

^j

T
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First (in) the water are living creatures, by which every (thing) becomes green.
I
How should impurity be kept off, impurity falls into the food!
Nanak (says) : in this wise impurity does not go off, divine knowledge (alone) washes it away.
Slok II.; mahald I.

;

The impurity of the mind is covetousnepr, the impurity of the tongue is falsehood.
I
The iafpurity of the eyes is tne looking at another's wife, at another's property (and) appearance.
Impurity of the ears (it is), (if one) apply to his ear the tale-bearing, (which one) makes.
The bouk of men being bound (by these impurities) go to the city of Tama.
Slok III.; mahald I.
Every*impurity is an error, (that) clings to duality.
Birth and death is the order (of God), by (his) decree (man) comes and" goes.
Eating and drinking is pure, the daily food is prepared and given by him.
Nanak (says): no impurity (sticks) to those disciples, by whom (the truth or the True one) ic
comprehended. I
1
Paufl.
The true Guru should be magnified and praised, in whom there is a vast greatness.
(When) they are united with (him, i.e. the Guru), (his, i.e. God's) favourable look falls (upon them).
When'it pleases him {i.e. the Guru), then he (God) is caused to dwell in the heart (of the disciple).
Having given the order and having put the hand on the head, he eradicates wickedness from within
From the pleased king ( = Guru) the nine treasures are obtained.
XIX.
I

8l6k I,; mah*l& I.
First, (if) he himself* be pure and come and uit in a pure (place).
(And if) by a pure one it {i.e. the food) be placed before, no one goes having become defiled.
(If) being pure he eat and take to read a Slok
(And) be called to a dirty place (=» the oloseC), who will find fault with this ?
Corn is a god, water is a god, fire is a god (and) salt.
When the fifth, ghee, is put into it, then the food becomes pure.
I The body that is covered with sins, that is spit upon.
The mouth, that does not utter the name and eats juices without the name:
That mouth is spit upon, let it thus be known, {says) Nanak.
8l0k II. ,' mahald I.
1

In a vessel he is coagulated, from a vessel he is born.
A vessel ha asks (in marriage) and marries.
I (With) a vessel friendship is made, (with) a vessel he goes his way.
(When) the vessel dies, (another) vessel is sought, with a vessel is his engagement.
How should that be called bad, from which a Raja is born ?
I T?rom a vessel a vessel is produced, without a vessel there is nobody.
Nanak (says): without the vessel is (only) that True one.
By -jf hobe mouth he is always praised, the favour of his lot is beautiful.
Nanak (says) : they,will have a bright face at that true court.
1

3^2 (*fni3f) a vessel » a woman 'compare the use of the Greek 0**1)09),

as

*
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I

•
t

Paufi.
1

Every one says: (it is my) own; whose it is not, he is singled I out.
I t is (his) own doing, by himself (also) the account is made up.
As there is no remaining here, why does the world walk about in pride ?
No one should be called bad, having read this word it is understood.
With a fool one should not strive.

Slok L ; mahala I.
0 Nanak, by insipid talk body and mind become insipid.
(Such a one) is called utterly insipid, what exudes from the insipid one is insipid.
(When) the insipid one is called to the threshold, the insipid is spit in the face.
2
The insipid one is called a fool, he is punished by being beaten with a slipper
SlOk I I . ; mahala I.
Insidetyhey are false, outside (they have) a good name in the world, inside (they are full of) deceit.
(Though) they .bathe at the sixty-eight Tirthas, (their) filth does not go off.
Whose silk is within and outside a patched quilt, they are excellent in the world.
They have conceived, love to .the Lord, reflecting on seeing (him).
In pleasure they laugh, in pleasure they weep, in silence also they go.
They do not care for anybody except the true Lord.
They ask for provisions on the road to the gate (of the Lord), when he gives, then they eat.
There is One tribunal, One pen, between us and thee th^re is union.
At the gate he (i.e. the Lord) takes account, as oil is pressed out by pressure, 0 Nanak.
Pauri.
m

By himself the instrument is made, by himself the machinery is kept up.
^
He beholds his „ own work, he keeps and cares for the'unripe and the ripe.
What has come (into the world), that will go (again), every one, that has come, is turned back
a gain | (into dissolution).
How should that Lord be forgotten from the mind, whose the creatures and their lives are ?
His own work is arranged by himself with his own hands.
TTI.
SlOk I.; mahald I I .
What sort of love is this, that dings to another ?
Nanak (says): he is described as a lover, who is always absorbed (in the beloved).
(Who) considers the good (only) as good (and who) by the evil becomes abated:
He is not called a lover; he is (a lover), who abides in the divine decree.
SlOk I I . ; mahala II.
He who makes both, salutation (and an impudent) answer, is thoroughly mistaken.
Nanak (says): both (words) are false, not one (of them) is accepted.
1

It is difficult to say, to what these words refer, as no hint of the subject is given.
* VTC5T '•**. a slipper (Hindi TF^fVt Panj. lf75T)« To be beaten with a slipper is considered very
disgraceful.
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Paurl.
That Lord should always be praised, by whose service happiness is obtained.
Why is the time (of life) passed in a bad way, from which one reaps his owit doings ?
No wickedness should be done at all! (his) eyesight reaches far and sees (everything).
Such a dice should be thrown, by which one may not be defeated with the Lord.

I
M

XXII.
Slok I*; mahald I I .
A servant, who does service, (but who) is proud and disputatious,
(And) makes many words, he gets no taste of the Lord.
&
If he serve, removing his own self, then he gets some honour.
Nanak (says): to what he clings, with thatfhe,jmeots, who clings (to the Lord), he is approved of.
Slok II.; mahald II.
What is in the soul, that springs up, the word of the mouth (is but) wind.
He sows poison and asks for nectar; behold, (what) justice is this?
-,,

II

I

Slok I I I . ; mahald I I .

*

*

With an ignorant man friendship will never do.
As he knows, so he lives, let one see and ascertain (this)!
The thing is contained within the thing, it is dose to the second.
To the Lord no order can be given, a supplication, that,is uttered, is agreed to.
By practising falsehood one .becomes false, (says) Nanak, by praising (God) one becomes happy.
Slok TV.; mahald II.

*

*

I

Friendship and great love with an ignorant man comes to a break.
Like a line in water it has no place nor spot (that lasts).
Slok V.; mahald I I .

I

-If an ignorant man do a work, he cannot set it right. *'
r
If he do one half well, yet the other (will be) wrong.

^

JPaufu
If a servant do service and walk in the love of (his) Lord:
He gets very great honour and receives double wages also.
If he make rivalry with (his) Lord and entertain enmity within:
He loses his former wages and is beaten with the slipper in his face.
Whose gifts are eaten, to him applause should be given.
I
Nanak (says) : with the Lord no order avails, supplication (only) is availing.

I
*

f

XXIII.
1

Slok I. ; mahald I I .
What gift is that, that is obtained by,itself ?
. »
<
Nanak (says): what is obtained, (that is obtained) from the generosity of the pleased Lord.

)

Slok I I . ; mahald I I .
^What service is that, by which the fear of the Lord is not set agoing ?
Nanak (says) : he is called a servant, who is absorbed in the Lord.

J
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I Paurl.

Nanak (says): no end nor bound of that Hari can be known.
He himself causes the formations to be^made, he himself again causes them to be destroyed..
On the necks of some are chains, many others mount horses.
He himself does and causes to be done (everything), to whom shall I cry out ?
Nanak (says): by whom the instrument ( = the body) is made! he also must take care of it.

I

1

1

Slok I . ; mahala I.
By himself the vessels are formed, he himself also fills them.
Into some milk is poured, some are put upon the hearth.
Borne sleep on a quilt, some stand erect'on (it, as servants).
Them he adorns, 0 Nanak, on whom he bestows a glance of favour.
Slok I I . ; mahala I I .
He himself creates, he himself destroys, he himself also preserves.
In that (world) he produces the creatures and beholds (them), establishing and disestablishing (them).
To whom shall be said (anything), 0 Nanak! he himself is everything.

I

Paurl.
By the great one greatness isimade, nothing'can be said.
That powerful, bountiful creator prepares the daily bread for the creatures.
That work is to be performed, which is put down from the beginning by him.
Nanak (says): without the One there is no other place. &
He does what he pleases.

I

Om! the true name is the creator, the divine male without#fear, without enmity, j of a timeless
shape, mot produced from the womb.

I

By the favour of the Guru!
RAGT? ASA.

*

I

THE SPEECH OF THE BHAGAT8, OP KABIR, NAMDEV
(AND) &RAVIDASs
A S A OE S R I

L

KABIR.

I

(1). Clinging to the foot of the Guru I bow down and ask: why is the soul produced ?
To what purpose is the world produced and destroyed ? let me know this! *Pause.
O God, bestow mercy on me, put me into that road, Where thenxmd of fear may break!
Clear away the pain of birth and death, the pleasure 'of works, (that) the soul maybe liberated from
regeneration!
I
(2). The noose (and) bond of the Maya it doeb not break and in the Vacuum ( » Supreme) (my) mind
is not hidden.
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1

I By (my mind) itself the step of final absorption is not known, in this iwise the entrance (into a
body) does not cease.
(3). He is not produced in any way, what is produced, he knows who is free from existence (and)
2
non-existence.
When the intelligence (or consciousness) of rising and setting is extinguished in the mind, then it is
always naturally absorbed in deep meditation.
(4). As the reflected image will be reunited to the body that casts the reflection, when a water-pot
is poured out:
So, (says) Kablr, when the quality of error is broken, is the mind absorbed in the Vacuum.

If.
Who wear Dhotis of three yards and a half a
rhose necks are rosaries and fin whose} hands
Hari
Pause.
Such saints do not please me.
s
They appropriate|to themselves fraudulently the tree with its boughs.
(2). Having scoured the vessels they put them on, having washed the wood they light it.
Digging out3the earth they make two fireplaces, (but) eat:whole men.
j
(3). Those sinners • go about continually in transgressions, (yet) it is said, that their face is not to
be touched.
Continually they wander about in egotism and drown their whole family.
(4). To what one is applied, to that he sticks, such works he does.
Kablr says: with whom the true Guru meets, he is no more regenerated again.
III.
(1). By my father J have been comforted.
(My) bedtis pleasant, nectar is put into my mouth.
How shall I forget that father from (my) mind ?
Having gonetonwards (to the next world) the play
Pause.
My moiher has died, I am quite happy.
(Though) I do not put on a quilted garment, I feel no cold.
(2). (I am) a sacrifice to that father, by whom I was begotten
My fellowship with the live is dissolved.
The five are beaten and put under my feet.
By remembering Hari my body and mind have become happy.
(3). My father i s the. great Lord.
How shall I go to that father ?
Whenrthe true Guru meets with (me), then the way is shown.
The father of the world is pleasing to my mind.
i

WV&Q, from the Sansk. ^>^%J, coming on, entrance (into a body).
The words of this line are somewhat obscure; Cliey seem to refer to the Supreme
, v.a. to appropriate fraudulently; to consume.
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(4). 13am thy son, thou art my father.
In one place is the dwelling of (as) both.
Kablr says: by me the One is comprehended.
By the favour of the Gum*all has become known to me.
IV.
(1). Into one vessel having filled'in sweepings/ into one vessel having filled in water
Bound about sit the five Joels, in the midst the nose-out wife of the younger brother
Pause.
woman) (makes) a great
initiating man the din is
:
(2). In all is the dwelling of the nose-cut woman,' all are killed by the sportswoman.
I am the sister and sister's daughter of all, by whom I am married, his slave (I am).
(3). Our husband is a great discriminating man, he'himself is called a saint.
He is standing at our head, no other comes near us.
(4). The nose-cut and ear-cropped (woman) is cut and beaten out.
Kablr says: the (female) enemy of the saints is dear to the three worlds.

(1). The JogIs,tascetics, austere devotees and Sanyasls wander jabout at many Tirthas.
3
Those with plucked*out hair, those with the Munj-cord, the silent ones, those who are wearing
matted hair, are dying at the end.
Pause.
The Tantras are attended to (by them) and not Bam.
4
On whose tongue is put the name of Bam, what can Tama do (to him) ?
(2). The Shastras, Vedas, astrology and many many grammars they know
They know the Tantras, Mantras and all medicines, (yet) at 1 the end they must die.
(8). (They have) enjoyment of dominion, a (royal) umbrella, a throne and many beautiful women.
Betel, camphor! perfume and sandal, (yet) at the end they must die.
(4). All the YSdas, Puranas and Smritis are searched (by them), (but) in no wise are they spared.
Kablr says: utter Bam, he extinguishes birth and death!
VI.
(1). The elephant is the BababI, the ox the timbrel,, the crow beats|the cymbal.
Hating put on short breeches the donkey dances, the (male) buffalo causes worship to be made.

I
I

Pause.
The king Bam gets cucumbers and balls of Dal cooked (in ghee), by some intelligent one they
are eaten.
1

The meaning of Q<Jo/£ t£'d«J4 Is somewhat doubtful; the traditional explanation of the Sikh Oranthls
is sweepings (qf. the Hindi ^ 3 ) .
J
* Apparently the Maya.
V*£fM3 (^f^HT) with plucked-out hair « the Jaioa*. l§f7T7 wearing round the loins a cord made of
thefibresof munj, i.ef Bairagis.
%
f
t\%n*>\ —TOT*XT being a meaningless alliteration.
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(2). The lion sitting in the house prepares betel-leaves, the mammoth-rat brings the folded up
betel-leaves.
In every house the mouse sings songs of rejoicing, the tortoise blows the conch.
(8). The son of the sterile woman is gone to marry, with gold the sheds' are decked.
:
By beauty the beautiful girl is pierced, by the hare the praises of the lion are sung.
(4). Kabir says: hear, ye saints! by insects a mountain is eaten lip.
The tortoise says: I churn live coals. A dark word is pronounced (here).

(1). One bag (of) seventy-two depositories, to which there is one gate.
The earth of the nine regions: (who) asks (for them), that JogI is accomplished in the world.

I

Pawe.

I

I
I

Such a JogI obtains the nine treasures.
I
Taking the Brahm of the bottom he makes it ascend to the sky (t.;. jthe head).
(2). Making divine knowledge (and) meditation (his) patched quilt, the word the needle, he puts
the thread into the head (of the needle).
,
Making the five elements (his) deer-skin he walks in the way of the Guru.
2
(3). Making compassion (his) crutch, the body a smoking fire, he kindles the fire of sight.
Conceiving love to him in his heart he makes deep meditation in the four ages ( « continually).
(4). The whole practice of Jog is the name of Bam, whose the body and soul is.
Kabir says : if he bestows mercy, he gives the true sign (of himself).
YHI.
(1). From whence have Hindus and Turks come ? by whom have these ways been started ?
Having searched and reflected in (thy) mind tell (me): by whom have paradise-and hell been made ?
Pawe.

0 KazI, what book is expounded by thee ?
All such, as are reading and pondering (on the book), are killed, not one has got the (true)
knowledge.
I
(2). By force (and) love circumcision is made, I shall not agree (to it), 0 brother!
If God will make me a Turk, I shall be circumcised, by .himself^
(8). If one will become a Turk by being circumcised, what shall be done, with a woman?
I
As the woman does not give up her half-bodied state, she must therefore remain a Hindu.
(4), Giving up the book ( = Qur'&n) adore Ram, 0 silly one, thou art practising heavy oppression.
Kabir puts his trust on Bam, the Turks are consumed and defeated.
IX.
(1). As long as there is oil in the lamp and in (its) mouth a wick, so long every (thing) is seen.
(When) the oil is burnt (and) the wick is stopped, the|xnansion becomes empty.
Pause.
0 silly one, nobody protects thee in (thy) house.
Mutter that name of Bam!
I I
I

!

I

*HJV #*• a shed erected for the performance of a marriage.
* SlvJcH (Hindi 4 IffTOftya crotch, on which a J6gl leans."

j
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(2). Whose mother (is she), say, whose father (is he), the wife of which husband (is she) ?
u
The body breaks asunder, no one asks a word, carry it out, carry it out," is (the word).
(3). The mother sitting near the body weeps, they have taken away the bier, 0 brother!
Dishevelling her hair the wife weeps, (but) the soul goes alone.
(4). Kabir says: hear, ye saints! on account of the ocean of existence
Oppression falls on the head.of this servant, Yama does not recede (from me),' 0 Lord!
ASA OF SRl KABlR.
1

Caupadi.

Om! By the favour of,the true Guru!
I.

X.

(1). Sanak and Sanand have not reached (his) end.
Reading continually the VedaBrahma haa,wasted his time.

i

Pause.
Churn the churning of Hari, 0 my brother!
Churn naturally so, that the essence do not go!
(2).t Having made the body the jar churn in (thy) mind !
Into this jar collect the word (of the Guru)!
(3), The churning of >Hari is the reflection of the mind.
By the favour of the Guru thou gettest a stream of nectar.
(4). Kabtr says: if the^Lord bestow a favourable look:
Clinging to the name of Ram thou passest over to the shore.
II.

XI.

(1). The wick is dried up, the. oil is exhausted.
The (large) drum does not sound, the .actor has fallen asleep.
Pause.
The fire is extinguished, no smoke has issued (from it).
The One is contained (in ail), there is no other.
1
(2). The string is broken, the rabab does not sound.
1
By error (one's) own work is'spdiled.
(3). There is continual telling and relating (of stories of the gods), j
When understanding has set in, then the singing is forgotten.
(4). Kabir says: who bruise the five:
From them the highest step (of emancipation) is not far.
III.

XII.

(1). As many faults as a son may commit:
The mother does not bear them in her mind.
Pause.
0 dear, I am thy son!
Why dost thou not break my vice ?

K

Caupada, consisting of four verses severally, the Rahau never being counted as a separate verse.
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(2). Though (her son) run away having caused (her) excessive anger,
Yet the mocher does not bear itlin mind.
(3). My mind has fallen into the house of anxiety.
Without the name how shall Ijcross over ?
(4). iOive me always a pure mind (and) body!
Easily, easily Kablr (then) utters thy excellences.
IV.

XIII.

(1). My hajj (pilgrimage) is on the bank of the Gomt! (river),
Where dwells (my) tPlr wearing a yellow robe.
Pause.
Vah! vah! how well is he singing!
The name of Hari is pleasing to my mind !
1
(2). Narada (and) Sarcda do^service (to him).
At his side sits the Lady Lakshmi (as his) > slave.
(3). On his neck is a garland, on hia tongue Ram.
Taking his name a thousand (times) I make salutation (to him).
(4). Kablr says: I sing the excellences of Ram.
Both, Hindus and Turks, I let know (them).

ASA

OF

4

SRI

KABIR;

PANePADE.i

6m! By^the favour of the true Guru!
L*

XIV.

(1). The female gardener breaks off leaves, in the leaves, in the leaves (there is) life.
2
The stone, for the sake of which she breaks o# the leaves, is lifeless.
^Pause.
The female gardener is mistaken therein.
The true Guru is a waking God.
(2). B*ahma is the leaf, Vishnu the bough, Sankara Deva the blossom.
If she breaks off in reality the three gods, whose service does she (then) perform ?
(3). A stone is shaped by the hammer and formed into an image, giving it a breast and feet.
If this image be true, then it will eat the hammerer.
3
(4). Cooked rice and grain, pottage and hard sweetmeats
Are enjoyed by the enjoying (priest), in the mouth of this image are ashes.
(5). The female gardener is mistaken, the world is led astray, (but) we are* not led astray.
Kablr says: we are preserved (from error) by Ram, Hari, the king, bestowingimercy (on us).
II.

XV.

(1). Twelve years of childhood have passed, twenty^y^ars no austerity has been practised.
Thirty years God has not at all been worshipped; he repents when he has become old.
1
2
3

a Danfie

TTcFir ™ ^TTT^T 9
of Sarasvatl.
This-refers to the stone images of Shiva, on which leaves or flowers are placed.
MRJIIJI Siudhi tJfrfTT, s*f* boiled grain.
83
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I

I

Pause.

I I Saying: "mine, mine," the lifetime isjgone.
*
Haying dried up the river, he has sown wheat.
I (2). In a dried-up pond he constructs a dyke, in a reaped field his hand makes a fence.
1
I [ The thief has come and quickly carried off what is mine, bewildered goes the watchman about.
I (3). The feet, the head and the hands commence to tremble,*;from the eyes weak water flows.
From the tongue no right word issues; should he then entertain a longing for virtue ?
(4). (If) Hari bestows mercy, then he practises deep meditation, the gain of the name of Hari is
obtained.] I
I I I
*
*
t
I By the favour of the Guru the wealth of Hari is>obtained, going off at the end it goes with (him).
(5). Kablr says: hear, ye saints : of food and wealth he has not taken a bit with himself.
I The summons of the king Gopal having come, he has departed abandoning (his) wealth and mansion.
III.

XVI.

}

I (1). To some one silk-clothes are given, to someione a bedstead (strung with) tapes.
Some one has no haystack (nor) old quilt, some one has a house of rice-straw.
I

Pause.

l

I Envy • and dispute should not be made (about this), 0 mind!
I I Good works should continually be done, 0 mind!
(2). The potter applies to the one clay, that is kneaded (by him), colours of many kinds.
9
I I To some (vessel) he gives a fine writing (like) pearls; to some one he applies black leprosy.
(3). To the miser wealth is given for the sake of keeping it, the fool says: the property is mine.
When the staff of Yflma is struck on his head, the matter is decided in a moment.
(4). The people of Hari are thehighest devotees, by obeying historderthey obtain happiness.
Who takes as true, what pleases him, he makes his order dwell in (his) mind.
(5). Kablr says: hear, ye saints! (the word) : " mine, mine," is false.
4
Having torn the rag he marches off the dissolute man, the fastened * boat is loosened.
IV.

XVII.I

(1). We are thy poor servants, 0 God, thy praise pleases (our) mind.
0 Allah, thou art from the beginning the Lord of religion, thou*dost not command oppression.
Pause.
I

What the Kazt says is not agreedjto (by God).
(2). He keeps fasts, makes prayers (and utters) the Kalimah, (bat) paradise does not accrue (thereby).
Seventy Ka'bas are in the heart, if one know (it).
I
(3). That is prayer, if tine reflect on justice,j(that is) the Kalimah, if one know wisdom.
If one spread ont (his) prayer-carpet having robbed the five (vices), then he knows religion.
(4). Learn to know the Lord with fear, consider egotism insipid and destroy it in (thy) heart!
If. having: informed thy own self, thou knowest others,,then thou wilt become a partner of paradise.
,

^oV**$•*• <f\Tt the body ; the 3Tfcf3\is the soul here.
1
**lTu<J*f *if> envy^emulation, Sansk. %TH§X.
*W3 uic* == <31VTTOlt fine writing. flTWffaf especially here, black leprosy; black dots all over as
black leprosy.
4
fed*l« * « • rag (Hind. I^TJEE)- The subject of: " he marches off/' is Yama.
1
3Tn<rt '• part, past of -fUFJAT (Mar. cft'l^UD* to fasten to a post.
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• j(5).IThe clay is one, the dress-wearers are manifold, in that (circumstance) Brahm is recognized.
Kablrsays: having given up paradiset(my) mind has become reconciled with hell.
i V.

XVIII.
l

(1). Not a drop rains in the city of the sky; ^ where is the sound, that was contained therein?
ai
The perfect devotee, having taken the Supreme Brahm, the Lord Madhava, has^departed.

I

I

Pause.
0 father, where are those gone, who (were) speaking ?
Who were living with men, dancing with intelligence (and) telling stories and tales ?
(2). Where is the musician gone to, by whom the mansion was made?
Evidence, sound (and) intelligence are no (longer) produced, all vital energy is taken away. I
(3). Thou hast become impaired in (thy) ears, the strength of thy senses is exhausted.
I
The feet are stopped, the hands have sunk down, no word issues from the mouth. 0
(4). The five attackers are worn out, alljthe thieves by their own error.
Worn out is the mind, the elephant, the breast is worn out, those who were the string-holders
(managers) are sauntering about.
I (5). They have become corpses, the ten bonds are loosened,, friends and brothers, all are leftiehind.
Kablr says: who meditates on Had, he is.living, his bonds are torn.
I

VI.

XIX.

(1). No one is stronger than the female snake ( = the Maya),
By whom Brahma, Vishiiu and Mahadev have.been deceived.

I

I
I
I

Pause.
Alas! alas! the female snake has entered the pure water!
By the favour of the Guru she is seen, by whom the three worlds are bitten.
n
(2). Why do you say, 0 brother: the female snake, the female snake is e. ten.
By whom the True one is known, by him the female snake is eaten.
(3). Nothing is more empty than the female snake.
(By whom) the female snake is overcome, what will Yama do (to him) ?
(4). This female snake has been made by him (i.e. God).
What is strength and weakness? it is from him.
3
(*>)• (When) she is indwelling (in man), he dwells (in)' a body.
By the favour .of the Guru Kablr crosses easily over.

I

VII.

XX.

(1). What for should one let hear the Srariti a dog?
What for should one sing the praises of Hari before a Sakat ?
Pause.
I

I

•
I

(That) Ham, Ham, Ram is contained (in all),
Should by mistake not be told to a Sakat.
(2). What for should one let feed a crow on camphor ?
What for should one give milk to drink to a black snake ?
1

Very likely : the head in which the sound is said to be produced.
a
VcRTvf*? (^V*<^0t * devotee of the highest order.
I
1
* The sense of these obscure words 'seems to be: as long as the Maya is dwelling in man. he will be
subject to transmigration (dwelling in a body).
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(3). By joining the society of the pious'discrimination and intellif
By the touch of the philosopher's stone the iron (becomes) gold.
(4). The Sakat, the dog, does (everything), being caused to do it.
"What is written from the beginning, that work is done.
^5). If one take nectar and besprinkle a Nim-tree:
Its nature does not leave it, says Kablr.
VIII.

XXI.

(1). (There may be) a fort like that of Lanka, a moat like the ocean
In the house of that Ravan no information was received.
Pause.
What shall I ask for,*as I cannot make anything durable ?
Whilst looking on with (my) eyes the world has passed away.
(2). (There may be) a Lakh of'sons, one and twenty-five Lakhs of grandsons
L
In the house of that Ravan there is no lamp nor lamp-wick.
(3). In whose (house) by the moon and the sun the kitchen'is heated.
In whose (house) fire washes the clothes.
(4). (Whom) the instruction of the Guru makes dwell in the name of Bam:
He remains firm and does not go anywhere.
(5). Kablr says: hear, ye people!
Without the name of Ram final emancipation is not effected.
IX.

XXII.

(1). First is the son, afterwards the mother.
The Guru clings to the feet of his disciple.
Pause.
Hear one wonderful thing, 0 brother!
(I) see, that the lion is pasturing the cows.
(2). The fish of the water is delivered of young on a tree.
(I) see, (that) the cat has carried off the dog.
1
(3). Below is the Rebaisa, above its root.
To the stem of that stick fruits and blossoms.
(4). Mounting a horse the buffaloigoes out to pasture (cattle)
Without the bullock the sack has come to the house.
(5). Kablr says: who comprehends this verse:
To him, uttering Ram, all is manifest.
ASA; ; TRIPADB OP SRI KABIR.
I.

XXIII.

(I). By whom the body is made from a drop (of semen), (by him) he (i.e. man) is preserved in the
basin of fire (i.e. the belly).
Ten ^months he is kept in the belly of the mother, (then) Xhe Maya again sticks to him.
1

c^ffciT (Pers. LfiXfiJ)$ A plant of an acid juice, Rheum jpalmatum. Some MSS. read jpps, which give
no sense; the right reading, as supported by the' best MSS., is £R5, the root.
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Pause.
Why do men cling to covetousness and waste their lifetime, the jewel ?
In a former birth no seed has been sown by them on the field of works.*
(2). From a child (man) has become old, what was to happen, that has come to pass.
When Yama comes and,seizes him bv the hair, whv does he then ween ?
r
H
whilst) Yama watches his breath.
The world is;a play, 0 Kablr! throw the dice with care!
II.

XXIV.

(1). My body and also my mind f I make the kusurabha dye-stuff, the:five elements the companions
in the marriage procession.
With king Bam I go round (the wedding-fire), (my) soul is steeped in his love.
Pause.
I
Sing, sing,; 0 bride, a beautiful song of blessing !
King Ram, (my) husband, has come to my house.
(2). In the lotus-navel the altar is erected, the knowledge of Brahm is uttered.
That king Bam is obtained as bridegroom, so great is my lot!
(3). The gods and Munis have come to the spectacle, by the thirty-three crores (of gods) (this
matter) is known.
Kablr says: having married me the (divine) male, the One Lord, is^gone.
III.

XXV.

(1). I am grieved by the mother-in-law and beloved by the father-in-law, of the name of the elder
brother I am afraid, 0 dear!
(My) friend and companion is (my) negligent sister-in-law, by separation from my husband's younger
burn
Pause.
My mind has run mad, I have forgotten Ram, in what manner shall I get on, 0 dear!
Who is dallvins: (with me} on the bed, him I do not see with mv eyes, to whom shall I tell this
pain, 0 dear!
(2). The father quarrels with the children, the mother is always drunk.
When I am in the society of the elder brother, then I am dear to (my) Lord.
(3). Kablr says: the five (vices) are quarrelling, in quarrelling the lifetime is wasted.
By the false Maya the whole world is bound, by uttering Ram I have obtained happin
IV.

XXVI.

I

(1). In our house the &tring of the body is continually stretched out, on thy breast is a sacrificial thread
Thou readest the Veda and the Gayatri, in our heart is Govind.
1
Pause.
On my tongue is Vishnu, in my eyes Narayan, in my heart dwells Govind.
f
When at the gate of Yama he will ask (thee), 0 fool, what wilt thou say (to; Mukand ?
(2). We are the cattle, thou art the cowherd, 0 Lord, who art our keeper through the several births
Thou pasturest (us), never bringing (us) to the other side, what a Lord of ours art thou !
(3). Thou art a Brahman, I am a weaver of Kasht (Benares), understand my'Xdivine) knowledge!
Thou netitionest kings and Baias. mv meditation is with Hari.
i

San&k. TTOnTt a name of Vishnu.
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RAG*ASA; KABIR XXVIL—XXX.
V.

XXVIL

(1). The life in the world is likeja dream, life.is similar to a dream.
Considering it as true we made friendship (with it), abandoning the treasure of virtue.
Pause.
0 father, friendship,has been made (by me with) the infatuation of the Maya,
By whom the jewel of divine knowledge has been snatched away (from me).
(2). The moth seeing with its eyes (the light) sticks to it, the brute does not see the £
The foolish one does not regard the noose of death, the woman clings to gold.
(3). Reflect and remove (thy) disease, that One is the saviour of those, who are saved.
Kablr says: such is the'life of the world ( =the Supreme), there is no other.
VI.

XXVIII.
l

(1). Then ( = formerly) I made many forms, *now no form is again made (by me).
I
The thread, string and musical instrument, all are worn out, the name of Ram is sufficient (to me).
Pause.
Now no dancing comes (into my mind).
My mind does not beat drums.
(2)/ The body of lust and passion is taken and burnt, the jug of thirst has burst.
The breeches of lust have become old, error is gone, all is off!
(3). All beings are considered as one, dispute and contention are stopped.
Kablr says: I have obtained the all-filling (Supreme), the favours of Ram are bestowed (on me)
VIL

XXIX.
1

(1). He keeps fasts, he appeases Allah, (but) for (his) relish he kills living ^beings.
He looks on himself, (but) not on others, what for does he prate ?
Pause.

0 Kazi, the one Lord is in thee, (he is) thine, dost thou not see (him), having meditated and
reflected (on him) ?
Thou dost not inform (thyself), 0 thou' mad one in religion! therefore (thy human) birth is of
no account.
(2). Thou expoundest the book right, that Allah is no woman (nor) man.
(But) by reading and re-perusing nothing (is effected), 0 mad one, when there is-no information in
the heart.
1
(3). Allah is concealed within everybody, reflect (on him) in thy heart!
In both, Hindus and Turks, is the One, thus says Kablr with a loud voice.
VIII.
(1). Decoration is made for the sake of a meeting.
(But) Hari has not met (me), the life of the world, the Lord
Pause.
Harils my beloved, I am the wife.,of Hari.
Ram is great, I am small and tiny.
I
(2). Theliving together of the woman and the beloved,
The meeting on one bed is difficult.
J
i

The sense is: formerly I made manyigarbs or outward appearances.
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(3). Blessed is the married woman, who is pleasing to her beloved
Kablr says: sheds no more subject sto regeneration.
ASA;
I

I

I

DTJfcADE

OF

SRI

KABIR.

Om! by the;favour of the true Guru !

I
*

I. XXXI.

I

l

(1). A diamond is piercing a diamond, (thus) a pure mind is naturally reabsorbed (into the Supreme)
Every light is pierced by this diamond, it is obtained in the words of the true Guru,
I I I
I I
Pause.
The story about Hari is an unutterable word.
Having become a gander recognize and take the diamond! *
(
(2). Kablr says ? such a diaraond is seen, it is contained in the world.
The hidden diamond|becomes manifest, when the abstruse things are (clearly) shown
II.

XXXII

I
(1). The first (wife was) ugly, of low caste, of illtboding features, wicked in the house of her
father-in-law (and) in her father's house.
The present (wife) is beautiful, intelligent, of auspicious features, easily child-bearings
|
Pause.
It was lucky, that my first wife died.
May she, whom I keep now, live through all ages!
(2). Kablr says: when the little one came, the good fortune of the big one ceased.
Now that the little one is with me, apother (husband) is taken by the elder one.
III.

XXXIII^

(1). The name of my daughter-in-law (was) Dhanla (mistress).
Ham
Pause.
4
By these shaven heads my house is made gloomy.
They have put (my) son to the uttering of Ram!
(2). Kablr says: hear, 0 my mother I
By these shaven heads my (low) caste is done away.
I.

XXXIV.
m

Pause.
Remain, remain, 0 my wife, do not put a cloak (veil over thy face)!
At the time of the end thou wilt not obtain a screen.
I
are gone onwards (to the other world).
(1). Having put on a veil thy (companions
Do thou not stick to their society *(or road)!
1

y<JA, here very likely = \ | |<£A» which all MSS. exhibit.
9
The ifa (gander) is said to know the diamonds and to devour them
9
'dlH'-rlXVHT» *•*• maid-servant of Ram.
4
*&\ s.m. a contemptuous term for a S any a si or Bairagi, because th
* %7ft, thy (people or friends), no substantive being mentioned.

RAG ASA; KABIR XXXV.—XXXVII.

(2). The greatness of putting on a veil is this,
(That) the wife is welcome for ten or five days.
(3). Thy veil is then quite true,
When singing the praises of Hari thou jum pest ancLdancest.
(4). Kabir says: the wife is then winning (the game),
1
When singing the excellences of Hari she passes her lifetime
II.

XXXV.

(1). Better is a saw (put on my neck), than that thou turn away (from me).
Cling to my neck, hear my entreaty!
Pause.
I am a sacrifice (to thee), turn thy face (to me), 0 beloved!
Why dost thou turn away from me, (why) dost thou beat me ?
(2). When*thou splittest (my) body (in two), I do not move back my limbs.
Though my body fall (to the ground), I do not break my love.
(3). Between ;me and thee there is no other.
Thou art (my) dear husband, I am (thy) wife.
1
(4). Kabir says: hear, 0'Lot!
Now no confidence is puttfn thee.
III.

XXXVI.

Pause.
By no one is the secret of the weaver known.
8
The whole world is stretched out (by him) as a warp.
(1). When thou hearest the Veda and the Puranas:
Then (by me) a warp of such extent is spread out.
(2). Of earth and heaven (my) workshop* is made.
Sun and moon, both I make go with (me).
(3). Joining the feet one roll was made, then (my) mind was pleased by the* strings.
The weaver knows his own house, Bam is known (as being) in his very heart.
(4). Kabir says: the workshop is broken up,
(When) the threads are joined with the threads on the border.
IV.

XXXVII.

(1). Within his heart is filthiness, though he bathe at a Tlrtha; he will not go to paradise.
9
By the belief of the people nothing is effected, Ram is not ignorant.
Pause.
Adore Bam. the One God!
The service of the Guru is
immersion
and again
1

WEI is said to have'been the name of Kablr's wife.
9

aJd^M = Persian *lTjo , workshop.
The sense is: the opinion or belief of tne people, that they will go to paradise, avails nothing

i
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(8). If the hard-hearted one die at Benares, he is not saved (from) hell.
i
If the saint of Hari die at Harainba, he saves his whole relationship,
J
(4). (Where there) is no day and night, no Veda and Shastra, there dwells the Formless
Kablr says: meditate on that divine male, 0 foolish world!

ASA; THE WORD OF SRI NAMDEV.

>

6m! By the favour of the true Guru!
I.

*

(1). The One is diffused in the many (and) all-filling, wherever I see, there is he.
By the beautiful mirage of the Maya (the world) is deluded, some rare one comprehends (the truth)
Pause.
All is Govind, all is Govind, without Govind there is no other.
As in one string there are seven thousand heads, (so) is that Lord lengthwise and crosswise.
(2). A wave of water, froth and bubble do not become separate from the water.
This world is the sport of the Supreme Brahm, playing about he does.not become another.
(3). False is error and a dream is desire, the true object is known (from the Guru).
reconciled
Hari
In everybody and contiguous to all is only that One Murari.
II.
(1). A jar is taken^and filled with water, (that) I may bathe the Lord.
1
8
Forty-two Lakha of living beings are produced in the water, to Blthal, 0 brother, what shall I do?
Pause.
Wherever I go, therewithal is, 0 brother!
He is very joyful and always playful.
(2). Flowers are brought, a garland is made up, I perform worship to the.Lord.
First the scent is taken away by the black bees, what shall I do to Blthal, 0 brother ?
3
(3). Milk is brought and Khlr cooked, (that) I may make an offering of eatables to tl
First the milk is defiled by the calf, whattshall I do to Blthal, 0 brother?
(4). Here is Blthal, there is Blthal, without Blthal the world is not.
every place, says Kama, in all thou art
III.
My mind is a yard, my tongu
Measuring
Pause.
Wh
and n
With
Without the name of Ram I'do not live twenty-four minutes
l

Oljg-'Mt Vishnu, apparently a Prakrit dimin. of the p. part. f^5J: he who is contained (in nil),
see my Sindbi Gram. Introd. p. xlii.
1
, an old form of the diminutive (35 = cl)> from cjTSjVt brother.
r#lce
' tftcFt
boiled in milk.
84
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(3). I perform worship, I sing the excellences (of Hari).
Through the eight watches I meditate on my Lord.
(4). The needless of gold, of silver the thread.
The mind of Nama is applied to Hari.

I
I

IV.

I

(1). The snake drops its skin, (but) does not give up (its) poison,
1
As the heron makes meditation in the water.
I
I
Pause.
What for is meditation made and recitation (of the name),
1
"When one's mind, is not pure ?
I
2
(2). (Like) a lion, who knows man to he (his) food:
I
So the cheat expounds God.
I
8
(3). 0 Lord of Kama, give up the contention!
Drink the elixir of Barn, 0 deceitful one!
V.
(1). Who will know the Supreme Brahm, he will please him.
By (which) devotees Bam is kept in mind, they'will stop (keep firmly) their thoughtless mind.
Pause.
0 mind, how wilt thou cross over? the ocean of the world is a water of poison.
Having seen the false Maya thou art led astray, O-mind!
'
(2). In the house of a calico-printer birth was given (to me); by the instruction of thtf* Guru, 0 brother!
(And) by the favour of the saints Kama has met with Hari.

i

ASA; THE WORD OF SBI RAVIDAS.
Om! By the favour of the true Giiru!

V

•: * '

I.
~
(1). The deer, the fish, the black bee, the moth, the elephant are (all) destroyed by one (and the
same) fault.
In whom are the five incurable faults, how much hope has he ?
Pause.
O Madhava, affection is entertained for ignorance.
II
I
The lamp of discrimination is dirty.
I
(2). The thoughtless one is produced in the womb of an animal, (he who is) indifferent to religious
merit (or) demerit.
The human birth is hard to obtain, in that (human) society (also) he is low.
(3). As far as living creatures are, they are subject to destiny.
At the end they are entangled in the noose of death, (against which) no contrivance avails anything.
(4). Ravidas, the slave of slaves, (says): abandon error, the knowledge of the Guru is tb& ajistcrity
of austerities.
- 4
•V
The supreme bliss, that is taking away the fear of (his) devotees, consider as the primary cause!
l

The
he; as the heron, etc., so is his meditation.
2
f^WcT a Hon, ^being in Maratlil an emphatic affix.

f

These words are addressed to a Brahman.
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II,
(1). The saints—with thee (their) body (and) souHs coherent.
(By) the knowledge of the true Guru the saints know (thee), 0 God of) gods Ift*ht&&tek$l\i H
f

Pause.
'
May the society of the saints, the flavour of the story of the saints,
The love of the saints be given to me, 0 God of gods!
(2). The deportment of the saints, the way of*the saints (I ask*for).
(I am) the slave of slaves (to them).
(3). One thing more I ask, the gem of devotion, that is granting all desires.
Let (me) not be written together with the unholy and sinners!
*
(4). Bavidas says: who knows (this), he is wise:
(That) between the saints and the endless (Supreme) there is no difference.

Il

h

I

1

(1). Thou art the sandal-tree, we helpless ones are the castor-oil tree, with thee there is perfume.
l
From a low tree (we) have become a high (tree), (our) bad smell is banished by (thy) good smell.
Pause.
,
0 Madhava,.the society of the saints is in thy asylum!
We are vicious, thou art (our) benefactor!
(2). Thou art twisted silk,[ white and yellow, we are helpless like worms.
We cling to the society of the pious, 0 Madhava, like the bee to honey.
(3). My caste is low, my brothcrhoodiis low, low is my birth.
No worship, of king Bam. has been, made (by me), say a Kavidas, the Camar (tanner).
IV.
(I). What is done,* when the body is broken to pieces?
When the love (to thee) goes, then thy people are afraid.
Pause.
(Their)imind is wandering about thy lotus-foot.
Drinking (pectar) the,wealth of Bam is obtained (by them).
(2). A mass of fortune and misfortune is the wealth of the Maya.
Thy people are,not immersed in it. 3
(3). By the rope of love thy people are bound.
Bavidas says: how shall I escape from it?
I

..p tr

*
I
I I I

ft
Pause.

Hari, Hari,iHari, Hari, Hari, Hari, Hari!
Remembering Hari (his) people have got safely through and crossed.
(1). By the name of Hari Kablr (is) famous.
The papers (=» accounts) of several births are cut to pieces.
(2). Narade v gave to the stooping (idol of Hari) milk to drink.
He came no (more) into the perplexity of regeneration in the world.
(3). Humble Bavidas is imbued with love to Bam.
Thus he'is not going to hell by the favour of the Guru.
1

f/ftswit from fX<£|J4<M -»fMJKR* to banish.
2
Theteense is: it is of no consequence, tf

I

j
I
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BAG ASA: RAVIDAS Vt* THE BHAGAT DHANNA I. II.; MAH. V
VI.
Pause.
How is the idol of clay * dancing!
It sees, sees, hears, speaks, it is running about and returning.
(1). When it gets something, then it is proud.
*
i
"When the Maya (worldly property) is gone, then it begins to
(2). The mind is longing for pleasures in words and deeds.
When it is extinct, it is absorbed in some place.
(3), Ravidas says: the world isia sport, 0 brother!
I entertain love to the exhibitor of the sport.
1

ASA, THE WORD OF THE BHAGAT DHANNA.
I

Om! By the favour of the true Guru!
I.

*

Pause.
W a n d e r i n g and turning about m a n y births have passed, body and m i n d havenot become sedate b y wealth.
Covetousness is poison; ( m a n ) is g r e e d y for a n d a t t a c h e d to lust, in (his) m i n d t h e L o r d , t h e d i a m o n d ,
is forgotten.
3
( I ) . T h e fruit of poison tastes sweet to t h e foolish m i n d , light w a y s a n d sober w a y s a r e n o t k n o w n ( b y it).
f
L o v e t o t h e e x c e l l e n c e s ( o f H a r i ) i s c u t off, ' b i r t h a n d d e a t h o f o t h e r k i n d s i s a g a i n e x p a n d e d .

(2). In whose heart devotion does not dwell, they quickly fall into the net and noote ot Yama.
Fruits of poison are collected and filled into (their) mind, thus the supreme divine male! the Lord,
i8 forgotten from (their) mind.
(3). The entrance into divine knowledge is given (by), the blessed Guru, the mind given to meditation (becomes) of one form (with the Supreme)*
By them, who are given to devotion with love, happiness is known, they become fully satiated and
emancipated.
4
(4). Into whose understanding light has entered, (by him) the imperishable Lord is known,
Dhanna has obtained the wealth of him, who is upholding the •earth, having met with the saints he
is absorbed (in him).
*
a f ae
t
MAHALA V. (EPILOGUE OF ARJUlfc) '
* i *
\
II.
Pause.
With Govind. Govind
The
(of Rupees).
Kablr was weaving and stretching; having given it up he became delighted with the feet (of Hari)
The low-caste weaver became profoundtin virtues.
6
(2). Ravidas was continually carrying cattle, he gave up the Maya, f
He became manifest in the society of the pious, he obtained the sight of Hari.
man.
* Dhanna is said to have been a Ja{; no particulars about his life are known. {
\
L literally: light hubits and sober reflection, or as we should say: he does not care'for
what is right or wrong.
4
*1*f|G m* (Sindlii *t*^l^) understanding.
f *
5
Carrying cattle, i.e. carrying the hides of cattle, for he was ai^JHTcJ 9 tanner.

\
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(3). Sainu, the barber, was an idol-maker, he-fwas&heard in every house.
The Supreme Brahm dwelled in his heart, he was numbered among the devotees.
(4). Haying heard this proceeding the Jat (Dhanna) rose and gave himself to devotion.
The Lord appeared (to; him), Dhanna was very fortunate.
Til.

(BY DHAtf&L)
Pause.

0 mind, ]why dost thou not keep in mind the merciful*Damodqr ? thou knowest there isfno other.
Though thou runnest J about in the universo (and the nine) regions—what the creator does, that
takes place.
(1). In the water of the belly of the mother the body is made (and) ten, openings (to it).
Giving food he preserves (the body of the embryo) in the fire (of the womb); such is our Lord.
1
(2). The tortoise is in the water, its offspring,is outside (the water), they have no wing nor milk.
Know and see, that the all-filling! heart-ravishing supreme bliss is in (thy) heart!
(8). A worm remains concealed in a stone, it has no way.
Dhanna says: he is (also) filling (it); 0 my soul, be not afraid !

ASA; THE WOKDOF SHEKH FARID.
Om! by the favour of the true Guru!

£<••
• ' " * •

I.
•

(1). Who have love (to God) from (their) heart, they are true.
In whose mind is another and in the mouth another, they are called raw.

*

Pause.
(Who)"are steeped in the love of God and who delight in his sight, (they are true).
By whom the name is forgotten, they have become a burden upon the earth.
(2). Who are applied by himself to the hem of his garment, they are (true) DarvSshes of his gate.
Blessed is the mother, who has given birth to them, they are fruitful.
(3). Thou art the preserver, boundless, inconceivable, endless.
By whom the True one has been known, their feet I kiss.
<
(4). (I flee) to thy asylum, 0 God, thou art the donor!'
May the happiness of (thy) service be given to Shekh Farid !
II.
(1). Shekh Farld says: 0 dear, for Allah's sake (mind this)!
j
This body will become vile dust in'the house of the grave.
Pause.
To-day there is meeting, 0 Shekh Farld, do not look at the cranes, do not mind (thy) desires!
(2). If I know, that I must die and that there is no returning:
One should not cling to the false world, (but) part with one's own self.
(8). True piety should be spoken, falsehood should not be spoken!
The way, which the Guru shows, that, 0 disciple, should be gone!
1

The sense is: though the young ones of the tortoise are left to themselves, yet God is preserving them.
a
* ^TM tftd'jft t barbarous corruption of tTMtfO (for the sake of the rhyme).
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(4). When the fop passes over, the mind of the woman is comforted.
1
(But after) the gold-like sides are split by the saw.
(5). 0 Shekh: no one remains firm in the life (and) in the * world.
On the seat, we are seated upon, how many have been*sitting and gone off!
v

'
m

%

(6). In (the month of) Katik (come) the cranes, in Get (there is) the burning (of the jungles), in
Savan there are lightnings.
In the cold season the small arms are beautiful (being laid round) the neck of the beloved.
(7). Thei passers on are gone having reflected in (their) mind :
In joining together ether e are six months, iin being broken there is (only) one moment.
(8). The earth asks the heaven, 0 Parld: where are the boatmen gone to ?
| The women make reproaches to the men, ithe soul bears up (with it). |ff fflg | £ £ | § f i IT ) 1
1

Thelsense is: as a punishment in hell for adultery.

CONCLUSIONMOFI THEIBAGBAS A.

SLOKS OP THE BHAGAT KABIR 1-16.
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1

SLOES OF THE BHAGAT KABIR,
Om ! By the favour of <the true Guru!

(l).t Kablr (says): my rosary (is, that) on my tongue isTiam.
(He is) at the Degtnning,'before the Yugas, the comfort and repose of all devoteos.
(2). 'Kablr (skys): eveiy one is laughing at my caste.
(I am) a sacrifice to this caste, by which the creator is muttered.
(3), 0 Kablr! why.<dost thou totter, why dost thou shake thy soul?
Ham is the Lord of all comforts, drink the juice of the name!
(4). 0 Kablr! (though) earrings of gold be made and rubies be set upon them:
They-look like a burnt reed, in whom the name is not.
I
2V
(5). Kablr (6ays): there is hardly one or another, who whilstuiving dies.
1 I
(Such a One) having become fearless utters the praises (of Bam), where he looks, there is he
{i.e. Ham).
(6). Kablr (says): on which^day I died, after (that) joy sprang up.
The Lord met with me, iGovind honours his own companion.
(7). Kablr (says): " I am the worst of alt, ev£ry
Who considers himself in this light, he is n
(8). Kablr (says): she {i.e. the Maya) has come to me, having made different/disguises.
I have been preserved by my own Guru, to him salutation*has been made (by me).
s
(9). Kablr (says): he should be killed, by whose death comfort arises.
I
Every one says: (I am) good, good, no one considers (himself) bad.
I
(10). Kablr (says): (when) the nights become black, black creatures ( = thfeves) are standing about.
1
(Who) having taken nooses are running about, those the Lord kills.
4
(11). Kablr (says): the sandal-tree is good, it is surrounded by the Dhak and Palas-tree.
Those also become sandal-wood, which dwell near the sandal-tree.
(12). The BambooHs drowned by (its) greatness;' may not any one be drowned thus!
(Though) the Bamboo dwell near the sandal-tree, it does not become fragrant.
(13). Kablr (says): religion is lost with (the acquisition of) the world, and the world does not go
with (any one).
The imprudent man has with his;own hands struck the axe into His foot.
(14). Kablr (says): wherever I wandered about, (there was) a show in every place.
(There was) one lover of Ham, except my love (there was) a wilderness.
(15). Kablr (says): the huts of the righteous are good, a furnace is the village of the unrighteous.
Fire is applied to that palace, in which there is not the name or'Hari.
(16). Kablr (says): the saints*have died, why should weeping be made, that they go to iheir home?
0
May the wretched Sakats weep, who are sold at every shop.
i

8

These Sloks are added at the end of the Adi Granth.
one or another, some few. The old and correct way of writing
^SFWTH
ciallv in Urdu) it is also written "ad." It is not derived from
,==K

friU ^^
f^TvT < *TJJ> literally: by the being dead of whom = bytwhose death.
^TP7f the Butea frondosa, according to Shakespear, but as \T55TT (Sansk. MMf^j) has the; same
1
signification, it is likely,'that ^TQ?" is some different species of it.
5
i.e. who are turned about in transmigration?
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(17). Kablr (says): with the Sakats it is, as with a heap of garli
Though one sit in I a corner and eat it, it becomes manifest at last.
(18). Kablr (says) :t the Maya is the churning jar, the wind is th<
Bvithe saints the butter is eaten.tthe world drinks the buttermilk.
Maya is the churning jar!
churned
things she lays (them) out in
(20). KabW (says): the Maya
(her) shop.
One, 0 Kablr, she does not rob, by whom she is utterly dispersed.'
(21). Kablr (says): this is not happiness, that one make many friends.
Who keeps his mind,with the One, he always obtains comfort.4
(22). Kablr (says): death, of which the world is afraid, is joy to my mind.
(For) by death the full, perfect joy is obtained.
(23). Having obtained Ram, the chief good, do not open the knot, 0 Kablr !
There is no city, no examiner, no purchaser, no price (for it).
(24). Kabir (says): make,friendship with him, whose Lord Bam is!
Pandits, Raj as and Lords, of what use are they ?
(25). Kablr (says): by making friendshiprwith the One other duality goes off,
If one wear long hair or shave (the head) with a rattling noise.
(26). Kablr (says): the world is a room of lampblack, the blind fall into it.
I shall be a sacrifice to them, who go out of it.
(27). Kablr (says): this body will go, if thou be able, bring it back!
Those are gone with naked feet, who had Lakhs and Crores.
will
H
(29). Kablr (says): dying and dying the world has died, though no one has knowi
8
Who dies such a death, he will not have to die again.
(30). Kablr (says): the human birth is hard to obtain, it does not take place again
Like as ripe fruits of a tree fall to the ground and do not stick again to the branch
(31). 0 Kablr, thou art Kablr, thy name is Kablr ( » great).
The jewel of Ram is then obtained, when thou first leavest the body.
(32). Kablr (says): prating should not be made, what thou sayest, that does not t
The works, the merciful one is doing, nobody can efface.
(33). Kablr (says): (before) the touchstone of Ram no false one can stand.
He bears the touchstone of Ram, who, having died, has become alive.
(34). Kablr (Bays): they put on glittering clothes, they eat betel-leaf and betel-ni
the name of the.One Hari
(35)
drowned
(36). Kablr (says): bones are burnt like woocL hair is burnt like grass.
Having seen this world burning Kablr became indifferent (to the world).
(37). Kablr (says): pride should not be entertained; the bones are wrapt in a skin.
Those, who are on horseback, under an umbrella, are buried again in the earth.
1

f\Rc *lT<Jf * cold stream or a stream of snow (fj<£ = f^nT,A>y transition of If itfto ^ ) .
tlldU t4t<& o/dAlt literally: to make twelve road? = to disperse widely.
who dies by such a death, scil. as I point at.
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(38). Kabir (says): pride should not be entertained, if one sees^that one's dwelling is high?
To-day or to-morrow one must lie oil the ground and gras3 will spring up (upon him).
(39). Kabir (says): pride should not be entertained! a poor one should mot be;laughed at!
That boat is as yet on the ocean, what do ye know, what will take place ?
(40), Kabir {says) : pride should^not be entertained, having seen, that one's body is beautiful.
To-day or to-morrow thou wilt leave it, as the snake tits skin.
(41). Kabir (says): if (something) is to be plundered, then ^plunder it. the name of Bam is the
(true) booty.
Afterwards you will again repent, (when) the breath will go out.
(42),, Kabir (says): no sueh a one has been born.* who applies lire to his own house*
Who,, having burnt all the|five boy8, meditates^on Ham.
(43). If there be any one, who sella, hisiboy, any one, who sells his girl:
He makes partnership with. Kabir, he makes traffic I with Hari.
(44). Kabir (says): this is to be kept in mind, do not hurriedly proceed on the road!
1
Who enjoy themselves, them the molasses eat up afterwards.
(45). ,KabIr (says) : I know, that reading is good, (but)jbetter than reading is meditation (yog).
The attachment to Bam I do }not give up, though people revile me.
(46). Kabir (says): what do the helpless people censure (me), in whose mind there is no divine
knowledge ?
concerns
(47). Kabir (says): fire is applied to the coat of the stranger * on four sides.
3
The patched quilt is burnt and has become coals, (but) the flame has not .reached the thread,
(48). Kabir (says): the patchediquilt has become coals, the skull is not bursting.
The helpless JogI has played, on his sitting place ashes have remained.
(49). Kabir (says): in little water, 0 fish, a net is laid out by the fisherman.
this small nond thou wilt
very
Him, who is searching about in every pool, nobody will call good.
(51), Kabir (says): the impious have passed away, thereis not a trace (of them left).
The poor are practising their humility; what happens, that happens,
(52), Kabir (says) t the bitch of a Yaishnava is good,jthat of a Sakat bad, jO mother!
That one hears continually the glory of the name of Hari, this one goes to believe in I
(63). Kabir (says): the deer is weak (and) this yam is green.
There is a Lakh of hunters of one creature, how long will it be saved ?
(54). Kabir (says) : who makes his house ont the banks of the Ganga, he drinks pure
Without attachment to Hari emancipation is not obtained, thus saying Kabir wanders
the Ganga
Hari follows after him, sayin)
(56). Kabir (says): turmeric
Bam (and his) lover then uni
1

That is: their enjoyments will become to them the cause of their perdition.
1
l
The IJc&jfVi the stranger, is the soul; thc UfpinJL the coat, the body.
* The 3TTT or thread is the soul.
4
f
frwi*l \ *KT> adjective formed 'from jfafnft* * saint, a person of restricted passion!
prefix nir- (r being assimilated to the following consonant). T^faftt *•/• (from WtafT)
trace. The word is no louger used in Hindi, but in Mar&thl.
85
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(57). Kablr takes away the yellowness of ,the turmeric withotit leaving a sign of the lime, t
To that love (I am) a.sacrifice, by?which caste, colour and family are set aside, j ; w
(58).} Kablr (says) ; the gate of emancipation is narrow, of the tenth part of a mustard-seed.
(My) mind however has become an elephant, how shall it pass through it ?
m . *$
(59). Kablr (says): *if such a true Guru be met with, he,<beingi gratified, bestows favour.
The gate of*emancipation (he makes) wide, that (one) may easily comeland go.
(60), Kablr (says)fo I have neither a thatched roof, nor hufy neither have I a house nor village.
I think, Hari will ask : who art thou ? I have neither caste nor name.
]
(61). Kablr (says): I wish to die, (if) I die,**(then may it be) at the gate of Hari. •
Perhaps Hari may* ask: who has fallen down at my gate ?
(62). Kablr (says): it is not done by us, nor shall we do it, nor is (my) body able to do it.
"What do I know anything? being the creature of Hari Kablr has become Kablr.
(63). Kablr (says): from whose mouth, whilst walking in a dream, the name of Ram comes out:
His foot'8 shoe the skin of my bodyns.
fr
(64). Kabir (says): we are idols of clay, to Which the name of man lis (given* *
1
(We are) $ guests B of four days, in aivery greatPpit of fuel (is* our) place.l
*)
(65). Kablr (says) : I prepared Henna and applied it, having ground ray own self.
a
2
By thee no word*is asked, (I am) nevetfappiied^to (thy) foot.
i
{ 1
(66). Kablr (says): at which gate the comcrsfand goers nobody 6tops:
I I
How should that gate, which is such a gate, be given up ?
i
(67). Kablr (says): I had been drowned and was again saved by the dash of an advantageous wave.
Wheu I saw the boat shattered. I descended palpitating:.
>
greeable
(68).'Kablr (says):

(to him).
The fly abandons the sandal-wood, where a stench is, there it goes.
*
(69). Kablr (says): the physician has died, the sick man has died, the whole world has died.
I
One, 0'Kablr, has not died, for whomHhere tis no weeper.
3
3
(70). By KabirBam is not meditated upon, a great evil propensity has stuck (to him).
The body irf a vessel of wood, it does not come up again. *
*
(71). Kablr (says) s so it has happened, what is pleasing to the mind, that is done. *
I
4
What'fear is there of dying, whenfthe tree** of perfection is taken in hand? •
1
(72). Kabir (says): for the sake of the juice the sugar-cane is sucked, for the sake of virtue one
should die weeping.
I
Vicious men nobody will call good.
(73). Kablr (says) r a jar filled with water will to-day or to-morrow burst;
• i
I
Who dotaot keepiin mind their own Guru, they will in* the half (of life) be robbed? and carried off. I
5
(74). Kablr is the dog of Bam, Mutia is my ilame.
On my neck is a rope; where he pulls, thither 1 go.
*
I I (7&Y Kablr (says): why do the people show a rosary of wood?
*?
I
I I n their heart they do not think of Bam, Vwhat fof is this'rosary ?
(76). Kablr (says): separation, the snake, dwells in (my) mind, it minds no charm whatever.
I
He who is separated from Bam. does not live, and if he live3. he becomes a<fool.
I
1

cfafvT is the Locative of ^tRTf a pit of fuel = the funeral pile.
* c6i)i\ IMTflTij the pronoun,"I " is omitted. F5Tlft iSffem^iine, as t the wonlsrare p u t !
of a woman.
%
s
,
4
qrfcJ (= fcifftr)» an evil propensity ; a vicious habit.
See, p. 479» note 3.
5
*retoff = WfSWT or **3T fan!?), released, emancipated.
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(77). Kablr (says):! the philosopher's stone and sandal-wood hare one fragrance.
By coming in contact with it (people) have become most excellent, (like) the scentless iron (and)
1
f
wood (is inade fragrant by contact with Randal-wood).
I
(78). Kablr (says) : t h e club of Tama is bad, i t cannot be endured.
I
The holy man alone (t» the Gutu), who met with me, took me to the hem %o{ I d s garment).*
I
(79). Xablr (says): the physician saya: I am excellent, the medicine i s in toy power.*
I
(But) this thing is indeed G opal's, when he pleases, he takes it away.
I
(80). -Kablr (says) t t h y turn is ten days, take and sound (the drum)*!
Like meeting in a river-boat it will not come on again.
,
(61).f Kablr (says): (if) I make the seven oceans ink, if *I make the trees (my) pen,
I f I make the earth the paper, the glory of Hari cannot be written.
(82). Kablr is by caste a weaker, what shall he do? in (his)heart dwells GopaL
3
Kablr is clinging to t h e neck of the Sporter, all his troubles cease.
1
(83). Kablr (says) : there is not such a one, who burns down his mansion.
Who, having slain all his five children, continually meditates on Bam.
I
(84)» Kablr (says)i there is not such a one,'who sets on fire this body.
I
The blind people do not know (the thing), they are crying out t 0 Kablr!
(85). Kablr(say8): theSadcriesoutbeingstigmatifced*(bythefire)'. hear, Omen of the burning ground!
u
v
AU the people went away; Fand thou is the business' at last.
(86). TSablr (says): (my) mind has become a bird, flying knd flying it goes in the ten*directions.
As the society is, with which (a man) falls in, such fruits he eats. &
(87). Kablr (says): the place, (we) were seeking, has been obtained.
I I
5
That one has again become "thou," whom (or which) (I) called "another*"
I
1
(88). Kablr (says): the Ber-tree,* that is near a plantain, dies being killed by bad society.
I
1
This one dangles about and that one is torn; do not peep into the society of the Sakats!
I
7
(89), Kablr (says) : the load of another lies on his head and he wishes to go'hia way.
II
He is not afraid of his load, (but)* further on the passage becomes impassable.
H
1
(90)., Kablr (says): the singed (and yet) standing wood of the forest cries out:
May I not fall into the power of the blacksmith, that he burn me a second time!
(91). Kablr (says): in the dying of one two have died, in the dying of *two four.
8
In the dying of four sixliave died, four males and two females.
I
(92). Kablr (says)s looking about the world was searched (by me), nowhere a place was obtained. I
9
By whom the name<of Hari is not minded, they are led astray anywhere.
1

Wtjfw Wl'OcMf to take or applyf one to the hem = to give one protection.
an
* cJtnTtlHTi the spotter (a noun of agency from "JJH<3T)*\ attribute of the Supreme. Off Gaup,
Saod LXII. (2), where the words occurt xffz UffeWSlfaWT 7SV&<TTHi ** everybody Ram/the sporter,
•ports (or is contained).
The ifcrH cr mansion is the body ; the*five children are TTHt <jhT
4
stigmatized
again by pantheistical onion
of the finite with the infinite being, brought about in the mind by the negation of duality.
6
TffcT i& here used as feminine: it is usually masculine.
3Xd f*ffd ^ d » the load ascend a to the head, i.e. the load is laid on his head.
8
The explanation, os given by natives, i s : first died a deer (mX then the fw<Jd|l (the female thereo
then the hunter and his wife; the mirgi was with a young one and the wife of the hunter*with child.
rai
* S7TJT—*wOd »8t be joined, though separated for the sake of the rhyme r<3\Tt W ^ < J or 1 H ^ 7 9 0 t
anywhere.
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(93). Kablr (says): the society of the pious,should be joined, at the end it biings,(one) through.
Company with the Sakats should not be,kept, from which destruction results.
remembered in the world, he is absorbed
Hari)
(in him) in the world.
Hari
born.
(95). Kablr (says): (one's) hope should be placed on Bam, hope on others is useless.
>
Those men fall into hell, who are Regardless of the name of Hari.
r
(96). By Kablr man) disciples andyfriends were made, but no friend of Kesava.
They were gone to join Hari, (but their) mind stopped in the midst (of the way).&
3
(97;. Kablr (says): what shall the helpless creature do^when Ram does not give assistance?
On whichever branch I put my foot, that goes down*
(98). Kablr (says): in teaching others dust falls into the mouth.
Whilst keeping the capital of others the field of the house is eaten.up.
I (99). Kablr (says): I remain in the society of the pious and eat the bran of barley.
May happeniwhat will, with the, Sakats I 6halLnot go.
(100). Kablr (says) : in the society of tho pious there is day by day a twofold love^
(Though) the Sakat wash the black blanket, Jtidoes not become white.
(101)t Kablr (says): the mind is not shaved, why do they shave„the hair ?
4
Whatever is done, that is donejby the mind, the head is uselessly shaved*
(102). Kablr (says): Ram is not given up (by me) jj if body and property. go, they may go.
By the Lotus-foot (my) mind isjperforated, in the name of Earn I am absorbed.
,
(103). Kablrf(says): jthe instrument, which we^were playing, (of that) every string is broken.
What shall the helpless instrument do, (if) the player^goes ?
|
5
(104) Kablr (says): jl shave the mother of that Gi^ru,;who is not able to clear away error^
He himself is drowned in the four Vedas, (h}s)^disciples are floated away.
(105). As many sins as are committed, jtheyjare kept concealed.
They all become at last manifest, when^Dharm-rai questions (about them).
(106). Kablr (says) ^having given uppthe remembrance of the name of Hari, (his) family was much
taken care of (by him).
n
0
f
Engaged in business he^passed away, no brother nor relative*remained (tolhim).
8
(107). Kablr (says): having given up the remembrance of Hari she goes to rouse the night.
Having become jaifemale snake she is born again (and) eats her own children.
9
(108). Kablr (says): havingcgiven up the remembrance of Hari the woman keeps the Ah5I(-fast).
Having become a jenny-ass she is born again (and) carries a load of four Mans (maunds).
1

fjfc$ used here»adverbially (Marathi fdfiji), from the Arab. UD pure, clean; pronounced in Hindu! f^PtiT
y l ^ f j , adverb (withrfhe emphatic fvT)itfi!seles$»ly (Pera. jU> wind),

{

#

5, originally the*elementary m a t t e r s creature.
Its origin is not quite clear; very likely it

*H"HlfVJ used here ad
Arabic « J U (which fi
away error.

4

aphonic) a. *Ih SindhiMt is ^aU^TV •
who is not able to clear

ifT^T* constructed with 3 (•• Hindust. ^ \ implies possibility.
«•

* irftj iKcNl $ v.n. to get off, to pass away.
7

i.p. to accompany.him to the other world.

8

cJTfH

Y|J|"|C^CM

t to rouse the night, anfeypres

*WvT£ft, the Hindu festival jheld iitf the month
fast-day.

1
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(1D9). Kablr (says):
great cleverness, (if one) mutter Hari
1
(It is like) playing on the stake; (if) one falls, there is no place (for him).
(110). Kabir (says): that mouth is blessed, by 'which Ram is uttered.
*
Whose (is) the body, the helpless, (by which) the village^will become p u r e ? '
(111). Kabir (says): thatefamily is good, (in) which there is a servant of Hari.
3
Itt which family no servant (of Hari) is born, ithat family is aiDhak (and) PalfentreeJ
I
(112). Kabir (says): horses, elephants,! a dense cloud of vehicles, a Lakh of banners, (that) wave
Better than this pleasure is begging, (if) the day pass in remembering Hari. t
it
1
(118). Kabir (says): I have wandered about in the whole worid? having put aitabor onf(my) shoulder.
No one is any one's,* every (thing) I have closely examined.
if
I
(114). On the road pearls aresscattered, the blind one comes and goes out (of the world without
seeing them).
Without the light, of the Lord the world passes (them).
4
(145). The progeny of Kabir is drowned j thereiwas born a son Kamal.
Having given up the remembrance of Hari he has brought wealth toithe house*
(116). Kabir (says) f one should go to meet^with the saints, no one (else){should be taken with!
The foot, should not be* drawn back; what further on may happen,tmay happen.
(117). Kabir (says): may not Kabir be bound with the rope,gwith which thfc world is bound.
Like powdered salt will the gold-like body go.
«
(118). Kabir (says) s the gander (=*the soul) has flown away,*the body |s buried,ta sig istehown.
He does not yet give up life, there is* greediness in (his) eyes;
(119). Kabir (says): with the eye I look at thee, with the ear I hear thy name.
"With the speech I utter thy name, (thy) lotus-foot is in (my) heart.
(120). Kabir (says) : from heaven and hell I am freed by the favour of the true Gurunj
I remain in the wave of the lotus-foot at the end and at the beginning.
(121). Kabir (says): say, how islthere a weighing of the wave of the lotus-foot?
For expressing (it) there is no beauty (in me), showing (it) is thei best.
(122). Kabir (says): paving seen (it), (to) whom shall I tell (it), nobody believes >in (n y)
Hari is such*as he is, singing (his) qualities I remain joyful.
#warns
(123). Kablr (says): as the crane picks up and warns, as it picks up again, and picki
His young ones, (so) is in (thy) mind the affection for thefMfiya.

filled
Who
1

a

T<ft *@V? Vfa575Tt> literally: (it is) playing omthe jstake. ?J<?Y«f4j96\» stake,?infthe shape of a
sharp nail, on which the delinquent was placed, so that the-stake went through his body lengthway. Jugglers
also used to play on such stakes; to them and their jsport reference is made here. Their life is^lost if they
fall when playing on the stake. It is equally dangerous to fall away from Hari. This seems to be the
meaning of this obscure verse.
9
The sense is: if one man in a village turn to Ram and become emancipated, the whole village will be
purified tfor hisisake. Compare the following verse.
j
^
I
3
The wood of these trees is of no value.
I
4
We learn thence, that Kahir's son was Kamal,;who did} not tread in thej footsteps of his father, but
was a worldly man.
I
5
^nSTvTt for the sake of the rhyme «• ?T7£, jr.jT.ia sign, wink.
II
an unwalled pond or pool
Tf3 generally a walled tank.
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(125). Kablr (says): whenfthe Cakri is separated (from its mate) at night, it comes and joins (it)
at- day-break.
The man, that is separated from Bam, joins him neither by day nor night.
1
(126). Kablr (says): thou art separated (from) (the ocean, remain in (it), 0 eonoh!
(Otherwise) thon! wilt make a sigh (at) every temple at the rising of the sun..
(127). Kablr (says): why ait thon given&o sleep P * wakeiin fear of pain I
1
Whose dwelling is in the grave, how can he sleep in comfort ?
(128). Kablr (says): why art thon given to sleep? rise! why art thou not muttering-the Murari?
One day there will be sleeping, stretching out the legs long.
(129). Kablr (says): why art thou given to sleep?iremain seated and wake!
From whom thon art separated, eling to him!
(130). Kablr (says) : the road of the saints should not bereft, sticking (to it) go onl
In seeing (them) thou becomest purified, in meeting (with them) the name is muttered.
(131\ Kablr (says) : with the Sakat company should not be kept, one should flee far from him!
(If) a black vessel be touched, some stain is received.
(132)% Kablr (says): Bam has not been thought of and old age has (now) arrived.
It clings to the gate of the mansion, what can be taken out (of it") ?
(183). Kablr (says): that action has taken place, which was done by the creator.
Without him there is no second, he alone is the creator.
(134). Kablr (says): fruits have set on, the mangoes have begun to bear fruit and to ripen.
$
They reach their owner, when putridity does not eat their inside.
(135). Kabli (says): having bought an idol he worships it, in the obstinacy of his mind he goes
to a Tirtha.
4
By emulation and imitation (of others) !he is led astray and plunged into error.
(136). Kablr (says); a stone is made the Lord, the whole world worships it.
Who remains in reliance on this, is drowned in the black stream.
6
(137). Kablr (says): the threshold is of paper, works of ink* the door.
7
By a stone the earth is drowned, by the Pandit the road is torn up.
(138). Kablr (says): what (thou art) doing to-morrow, do now, what (thou art) doing now, (do)
at once! *
Afterwards nothing will be done, when death comes on (thy) head, i
(189). Kablr (says):. I saw one such being like washed^ gumlac.
It appears clever and endowed witlrmany qualities, (but) is without understanding, (and) impure
|!

* o<MHid /*»• ocean, from the Sansk. i^Tcfi^, jewel-mine, TJ% being assimilated to XU» which becomes
again ^*f9 and ^UfaR? *° ^WTT by elision of 3R and change of a to f.
* 5FT3T e/<JAT> to be given to sleep (frequentative).i
I
* fijTll, a disease, which befalls mangoes, putridity.^
4
% V n ^ f t *•*/• emulation (literally: looking at each othersmutually); Vcgt^T McJcMt to imitate (Xjfd
part* p. conj.).
* The meaning of GuJY is not quite sure ; the Sikh Gran this explain it by " house/* which is apparently
only a guess. In Hindi the word is no n
piece of a door-frame ; "GuJI would be I
* *T*T$ 37W f works of ink «. letters.
VTTO
, at this time, at once.

^CTT
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(140). Kablr (says)* Yama does not fetter my intelligence by that death.
By whom this Yama is created) that preserver is muttered (by me).
(141)1 Kablrlhas become musk, the/black bees have all become (his) servants.
As the devotion of Kablr is, so is (his) dwelling in Ram.
{142). Kablr (says): he has closely fallen on the neck of (hie) family, Bam has passed (out of his mind).
(The messengers) of Dharm-rai have fallen in, there is inside (the house) a clamour*
(143). Kablr (says): a pig is better than ajSakat, it keeps the village clean.
(When) that helpless Sakat has died, nobody will take his name.
(144). Kablr (says): adding kaujrl to kauri he brings together Lakhs and Crores^
At the time of departure he gets nothing at all, (even his) LangotT is plucked away (from him).
(145). Kablr (says): (if one) has become a Vaishnava, what is done by putting" together four rosaries ?
a
Outside gold is apparent^ inside gumlac is filled in.
(146). Kablr (says): become a brickbat of the road, giving up the; conceit of the mind!
If one become such a slave, him the Lord joins.
t
(147). Kablr (says): (if) one has become a brickbat, what is the good (of it, if) he cause pain to
the traveller ?
Thy servant ia such, as dust on thei ground.
(1,48). Kablr (says) S what is the good of becoming dust, thatflies>*upandjsticks to the body?
3
The people of Hari must be such as all-pervading water.
i
(149). Kablr (says) . what is the good of becoming water, (as) it becomes cold (or) ; hot ?
The people of Hari must be such, as Hari himself is.
(150). (If there be) a high house, gold, a fascinating woman, (if) on the pinnacle a flag wave.
Better than this is coarse bread, (if one) sing the qualities (of Hari) in the society of the saints.
(151). Kablr (eays): better than the town is the wilderness, where devotion to Hari (ia made).
4
Apart from a lover of Kam the city of Yama (rather) pleases
roe.
j
(152). Kablr (says): between the Ganga and Yamuna there are landing places of silent tranquillity.
There Kablr* has made a- cloister; the Munis are seeking the 'road (to fit).
6
(153). Kablr (says): as thy tree has sprung up, such it remains to the end.
Of what (use) is the wretched diamond ? orores of jewels do not come up to it.
(154). Kablr (says): one wonderful thing is seen : they sell a diamond iota shop.
Without a trafficker it goes for a cowrie.
1
(155). Kablr (says): where divine knowledge is, there is religious practice; where falsehood is,
there ia wickedness.
"Where greediness is, there is death, where patience is, there is he himself.*
(156). Kablr (says): what is the good of giving up the M§ya, when conceit is not given up ?
By conceit the best Munis were melted, conceit eats up all.
(157). Kablr (says): the true, real Guru has met with mo, the word, he letsflow,(was) one (or the One).
Clinging to it (I) was levelled with the ground, a hole broke into (my) liver.
(158). Kablr (says): what shall the true, real Guru do, when there is error among his disciples?
To the blind one the One does not stick, (it is) as if one blows\into a bamboo.
1

3 % stands here instead of <?f^ (ojtf A h to fetter). j«7T<J = jSTR5t for the sake of the rhyme.
* £?<J| Id I #*. gumlac; also a peculiar kind of earth.
8
*fd^3l = Sansk. ^pt?T> Anus vara, being a euphonic interpolation.
,
6

\

"QoJ 3> thy tree; here apparently » thy'body.
VHTfMt himself, i.e. the Supreme.

I
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(159). Kablr (says) : a dense cloud of horses, elephants (and) carriages, the wife of a king:
l
Her comparison does not come up (to) a female water-carrier of the people of Hari.
(160). Kablr (saysj slwhy is the wife[of a king censured, why is honour (attributed) to a female
slave of Hari ?
Hari
(161). Kablr (says):
uru firmness
(in me).
8
By Kablr a diamond was bought at the shore of the lake Manasa.
(162). Kabir (says): Hari is the diamond, the saints are the jewellers, having taken (the diamond)
they erect a'shop.
4
6
When an examiner is obtained^ then a Bale of diamonds (takes place).c
I
(163). KabTr (says) : if business falls in, Hari is remembered, remember him thus always I
Make| (thy) dwelling in Amar&pur! Hari returns the gone wealth.
(164). Kablr (says): two are well fitted for service, one is the saint, the other is Bam.
Bam, who is the giver of emancipation, the saint, (who) makes mutter the name.r
•'
(165). Kabir" (says): on which road the Pandits have gone, on that the baggage-people follow after.
There is one difficult pass of Bam, to that Kablr is climbing up.
(166)i Kablr has died by the faults of the world, walking in obsequiousness to the family.
Whose family will then be ashamed, when they put (him) down in the burning ground ?
(167). Kablr (says): *%hou wilt be drowned, 0 helpless one, by obsequiousness to many people*
6
"What has happened in thy neighbour's (house), know, that* (will) also (happen) in thylown.
(168). Kabir (says): *good is coarse bread and grain of different kinds.!
(If one)*does inot make any claim, great isJ(his) country, great (his) dominion.
(169). Kablr (says): by making claims* burning arises, 'he who makes no claims remains free from
all
The man, who does not make claims, considers Indra as poor.
can
By a great lot thou hast obtained it, fill (thy vessel) and drink thou, 0 Kablr!
(171). Kablr (says)-, (as) the stars at dawn pass away, soithe world passes away.
6
These two letters do not pass away, them*Kab!r haa seized.
(172). Kablr (says): the house is of wood, on the ten sides fire is applied to it.
The Pandits, the Pandits are burnt* and have died, the .fools have fled and escaped.
(173). Kablr (says): remove doubt, put aside the'paper!
lw
Having investigated the fifty-two letters apply (thy) mind to the feet of Hari I
f
(174). Kablr (says) i the pious man does not giveup (his) piety, thoughhe fallin with crores of impious
(Though) the sandal-wood tree is surrounded by snakes, it is not giving up its coolness, i
p comparison, likeness. In the Ramayan of Tulsi Das the word is written l|£Vf^. Its derivation Ss not clear.
9
YTfcTf the line, which parts the hair on the head (German Scheitef).
1
*t 4W*4 4{d<cO» one ^ being dropped here.
IfTcTtf 9 one who examines diamonds'as to their value = an inquirer.
5
sa
+i\€. = 'WZ ( tt), exchange, sale. The word isjstill preserved in Sindhi.tiMifmgj^M jjfct|Sfej[*| j§
6
V1d*n sHscil. UT3 f ^ , Ufijftor Loc. UfRj), being left out.
7
TTRT instead ofnfATH8
*4*jvH> adj. ( • Sansk. ^?ip$r)Mfacing, fronting.*
10
The fifty-two letters of the Sanskrit alphabet
i.e. Rani.
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the nious
figu

tary
1

(177), Kablr (says) 2 it was well that fear subsided, that*very side was forgotten.
The hail, having melted, has become water, beingipoured out it has mingled with the brook.
I
(178). Kablr (says): having put together dust a complete body is formed.
I t is the puppet of four days, at the end it is (again) dust of dust.
(179). Kablr (says) £ (under) theorising of the sun (and) moon all bodies are formed
"Without having been united with the Guru Govind they * are all tupned^into dust.
(180). "Where the fearless one is, there is no fear, where'fear is, there Hari is not.
Kablr (says), having reflected in (his) mind: hear (this) r O^ye saints !
l
(181). Kablr (says): by whom nothing is known, their (life) passes comfortably in sleep.
2
3
The egotism, that is comprehended, (its) extinction is a full calamity.
(182). Kablr being beaten cried; much, in pain he cries (even) more.
>
(After) ajblow had hitothe vital*part, Kablr remained (dead) on the spot.
(183). Kablr (says): the blow of the spear is easy, in being applied*4t takes away the breath.
(Who) undergoes the blow of the Sabd, of that Gum I* am the slave.
(184). Kablr (says): 0 ]Jkfulla, whyiascendest thou the minaret? the Lord is not deaf.
I
4
For whose sake thou makest the call, ascertain him even in (thy) heart!
i
(185). O'Shekh, without patience, why dost thou go on a pilgrimage to the Kabbah ?
|
Kablr (says): whose'heart is not firm, whereas'to him God ?
(186). Kablr (says): serve Allah, by whose remembrance pain goes!
In the heart the Lordlis manifest, the'burning (fire) is extinguished hy the name.
p>
(187). Kablr (says): with violence oppression is made, (though) he calls its name " halal («lawful).
(When) in the office account is asked,* what will he (his) state ? ***** | j | f P*
iloaAj #0 | j g
like
(188).( Kablr (says): JKhlcari* is a good food, in whicl
6
On account of venison who willlhave his throat cut?
(189). Kablr (says): that one, who has olung to the Guru, is then known, (if) spiritual blindness
and the burning of the body is effaced"
When he does not burn (in) joy and grief, then he is Hari himself.
7
(190). There is a difference^ saying Ram; in that one (there is) reflection on the One*
That one says Ram, Ram t with/ear, that one is a show-maker.*
*
1
(191). iKablr (says): Ram, Ram ! in saying (so) (there is this){discrimination :
i_(|JPr The One is blended with the many, one is contained in the other.\ * ! • Si H H *
H
%

1

; ^ is here used as a Dative postfix in jthe„ sense of 5T^-4@ * Sansk. W?r^ contracted to §
lhi%). *
2
VTHtft here in the sense of "egotism," "individuality."| ? J [ J j _
J
Him
is hcreftaken in a doublefsense;? it signlfies^trans.): \to comprehended (intrans.): to be
extinguished.
v.a. to see, to behold, to Ascertain. Nowfln PanjabI Si o o f jott-fla.
6
6
7
e

TT?5 5

and d a l

a

W ^ W / . (Hindusfe <jfjs£)f He*
( . hindof pulse) boiled together.
TljT^i^i literally: bread of hunting m venison.
if or if&t (here used three times) is employed in the sense of i one, another, a third one.
«RtgWllT» making a show.
86
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service of Had
1

Those houses are like a burning-ground, goblins dwell in.4them.
(193). Kablr has become dumb (and) mad, deaf hasfbecome (his) ear.
In (his) feet he has {become crippled, he was struck by the arrow*of the true Guru*
(194). Kablr (says)<2 the true Guru is a hero, the one arrow, that was shot by him r
In sticking (tofme) I fell ontthejground, a hole broke into (my) liver,
2
(195). Kablr (says): a pure drop of the sky fell on fallow land*
In this way man, without the society* (of the pious), becomes (like) ashes of an ovenf
(196). Kablr (says): a pure drop of the sky was mingled with the ground, 4
(Though) many clever people take pains, it cannot be taken out.
8
(197). Kabir (says): I was going on a pilgrimage to the Ka'bah, onwards the Lord met
with me.
4
The Lord began to quarrel with me: byiwhomihas (this) over been ordered?
(198). Kablr (says): how often, alas! alas! isjKablr gone on a pilgrimage to the Ka'bah!
0 Lord ! what sin is in me? the^Fir does not tell (me) with (his) mouth.
(199). Kablr (says): those who violently kill animals, say, that this is lawful.
When Godjwill take out his account-book, what will be (their) state?
(200). Kabir (says): the practice of violence is oppression, God will call for.an answer*
In (his) office account js taken, they will be struck in their *face.
(201). Kablr (says): to give account is easy, when the heart is pure.
5
In that,true tribunal no one will seize the hem of the garment.
(202). Kablr (says): in the earth and;the sky (there is) a distance*(as between) two gourds.
The six philosophical systems haye fallen into doubt and the eighty-four Siddhas (too).
(203). Kablr (says): in me there is nothing mine, whatever there is, that is thine.,
In entrusting what is thine to thee what remains mine ?
u
f
(204). Kablr in saying: thou, thou ] has become \\ thou," " I "ihas not remained in me*
€
When my own self, which is another's/ has been effaced, (then) where I look, there (art) t thou."
(205). Kablr (says): expecting a change the false ones entertain hope.
(But) not one object of (their)^desire came to hand, they rose and went hopeless.
*(206). Kabir (says): who remembers Hari, he is happy in the world.
Never hereand there he is shaken, whom the creator keeps. c
(207). Kablr (says): from the pain of the oil-press (we) were rescued by the true Guru.
Full, strong faith was (in consequence) manifested (in us).
7
(208). Kabtr (says): in putting off t;he day has passed^the interest? goes on increasing.*
Neither Hari has been worshipped nor has the handwriting been torn; death has (now)
come on.
i

*(dv)£ = H^Uf? (Sansk. M <,V|j£), burning-ground
fifoHcT = y ^ l d unemployed = fallow, or useless.

I

Had Kabir not originally been a Muhammadan, he surely would not have.said anything of this .kind.
J l i f i i « ^ » w at any time; ever (Pers.).

I

I

VWT VTBT^Tt to seize the hem of the garment = to ask fori pardon or protection. 6

*KTVT VclofTf the self of another. It <is the pantheistical doctrine, that the Insentient Absolute
becomes conscious in man.
7
6

dlWIdWJ wi. evasion;' putting off; now in Hindi (and Hindustani) <£ I fl 44^|Wf T
frjl>fpJT» Interest paid on a debt; Its etymology is unknown. **

a

'
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Mah

Kablr is a barking dog, he runs after a carcass.
1
2
ained the true Guru, by whom I was released. 4
Mah
0;KabIr, the country of the pious thieves trample under; foot.
3
earth, excessive greedi
(211). Mah
the
Dharawa
deluded by the Mayft, says
Why printest thou (clothes)
(213). Kama says: 0 TrUocan, the name I remember * with (my) mouth.
"Whilst doing (my) work with hand and foot all my mind is with the spotless one
(214). |J/«A. V. 0 Kablr, no one is ours, and we are not any one's.
By whom this creation is made, in him it is absorbed.
(215). Kablr (says): the flour is fallen into the mire, nothing has come to hand.
(What) in grinding along was chewed, that went on with them.
(216). Kablr (says): the mind knows everything and knowingly commits vices.
What is the ffood of it. if one. with a laniD in the hand, falls into the well ?
omniscient
How shall a breach (of love) with him be made, whose th
9
(218). Kabir,(says) : loving houses and halls why do you adorn and gild them ?
The work is three cubits and half, if much, three and three-quarters.
I
(219). Kablr (says) : what 1 think, he does not, what is effected by my thought?
Hari executes his own thought, which is not in my thought.
(220). Mah. H I . He
freedom from solicitude.
Nanak (says): he should be praised, who takes carerof all.
0 Kablr, Ram has not been thought of, he has wandered about in greediness.
Mah
Committing sins he has died, in a moment the.end of life has come.
10
(222). Kablr (says): the body is a raw water-jug, a mere raw stuff. I
If thou wilt keep (it) firm, worship Eam,r otherwise (thy) affair is lost.
1

?cpf\> literally: by works (done in a former birth).
1
8
Arjun, the compiler of this Granth, has interpolated here some verses, which partly contain a sharp
censure of Kablr.
,
when
affixed
to
a
noun,
is
used
in
Hindu!
adverbially
or
VR3i STfo = TO5*3ra- 3 3
" op to," " to the full of," " the whole of" (Sansk. ^ or HIT)4
I
6MO #• excessive greediness, insatiableness. .
I
5
The sense i s : as the rice has to suffer for being in the companionship of the husk, so those have to
suffer at the hands of Yama, who sit in bad company.
I
0
enfST ^ i part, past coiij. from zT(f2 ( s i Q o I ) wcST7
I
Though "Mah. V." is not put before this verse, it belongs to Arjun, as well as the'following verse,
which is likewise not specially ascribed to him.
| ^
|| ^
jj
1
• H*flfiff> here, for)the sake of the rhyme,. Instead of TOH3^ (1st
(1st pers.
pers. sing.).
or
¥(37tT|(or K^Al), to coat ornamentally; in the older Hindul.7 and jf r ( rf
*rair
frequently not distinguished.
10
^ld<£l **ff Hindi *ftV*U, from the Sansk. tff^i; short a is occasionally lengthenedj before r. Instead
of Kara-a (by elision of H) we find frequently in old Hindu! the form Karii-a (e.g. H^pHT P» **&>)• «.being
changed to u for the sake of euphony and lengthened at the same tune, as being accented.
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(223). Kabir (says): 0 Kesava, Kesava! should be.called out, it should not be slept, 0 foolish o*u* I
At*some time he will hear the cry of him, who is calling out night and day.*
(224). Kabir (says): the body has become an elephant-forest, the mind an intoxicated elephant.
The goad is the jewel of (divine) knowledge, the driver some rare saint.
1
(225). Kabir (says): Ram isH;he jewel, the mouth the bag, open-itibefore an examiner.
2
If some purchaser will come on, he will take it for^a high price.
(226). Kabir (says): the name of Ram was not known, the crowd of the family was >taken
care of.
3
Even in business he died, no bamb! came'out (of his mouth).
4
(227). Kabir (says): in*the twinkling of the eyes, in a moment, a moment (of life) has passed away.
The mind does not give up (its) cares, Yama has come and beaten the kettle-drum (of departure).
(228), Kabir (says): Ram is like a tree, the Bairagi like (its) fruit.
The pious man, by whom debate and dispute has been given up,. like its shade.
(229). Kabir (says): sow such a seed, that is bearing fruit during the whole year!
8
(Whose) shade is cool/(whose) fruits, are full, (on which) the birds are playing.
(230), Kabir (says): the tree is'liberal, mercy is (its) fruit, assisting the creatures.
The birds are gone to foreign countries, the tree is bearing good fruits.
(231). Kabir (says): the society of the pious is"good luck, it*is written on (one's) forehead.
(If) the boon of emancipation be obtained, (there is) no hindrance nor impassable passage.
(232). Kabir (says): in one Ghari ( = twenty-four minutes), half a Gharl^half *of a half Ghaji:
}
The conversations, which are made with devotees, those are a gain.*
(233). Kabir (says): whichever men drink Bhang, (eat fish) and (drink) liquors:
(Though they go) to holy watering places, keep fasts and abstinence,Hhey go to'hell.*
(234). Kabir (says): I put (my) eyes down, having taken my sweetheart into (my) heart/
Every relish I enjoy with my'beloved, I show (him) to nobody.
(235). The eight watches, (every) hour (my) soul remains in thy contemplation.
Why should I put down my eyes, all bodies I look upon as the behoved.
(236). Hear, 0 friend-! dwells the soul in the beloved or dwells *$he beloved in the soul?
The soul is the beloved; I do not comprehend, whether in (my) body is the soul or the'beloved ?
(237). Kabir (says): the Brahman is the Guru of the world, he is not the Guru of the devotees.
Being entangled and toiling in the four Vedas he hasidied.
5
(238). HarMs sugar scattered in sand, it cannot be picked up by the hands.
Kabir says: the Guru taught me a good (word): having become an ant eat i t !
(239). Kabir (says): if thou hast a longing for the beloved, cut off thy head and; make a
6

ball of 'it!
Playing and playing (with it) bring on ecstacy! whatever happens, may it happen!
i

a

^McH */• (fem- of 9 M"dT)t small bag; Sindhi cjftf^Y, Marathi ^t*T9otv'
^TUfT adj. dear ; Hindi now ?J|hTT (Sansk. ¥fi|HN0.
3
TJTI> bamb, used here as interjection and therefore constructed as feminine. The word is assimilated
from sTf|f, the full expression being: ^^f ?T^T?^> Manadev is the Brahm (or Supreme Being), as mumbled
s
by the votaries of Shiva. Another assimilation of $n$f * ^H> which is also met with in the Granth, and
essentially the same as TPQf.
4
^TTCTT #*• the twinkling (of the eyes); cf. the Hindi TTCcfitfT*
5
1
Vt3> coarse-brown sugar, is in old Hindu! (as still in Panjabi and Marathi) feminine, in modern
Hindi and Hindustan! it is used as masculine.
* 3tfsr* Pen. *Jy*
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(240). Kablr (says): if thou hast a longing after the beloved one, then sport with a ripe one
(•••• the Guru)!
l
By pressing raw mustard-seed i neither an oil-cake is made nor oil*
(241). Searching he wanders about like a blind one, and is mot knowing the pious.
a
Nama (*• Namdev) says : howf shall the Lord be obtained without the devotees ?
(242). "Who, having given up Hari, that diamond, put their hope on another one:
Those men will go to hell, says truly Ravidas.
(243). Kablr (says) : if thou establishest a household, do good, otherwise renounceithe world !
3
(Who) puts an obstacle in the way of a Bairagi, his lucklessness is great.

THE

SLOKS

OF

SHEKH

FATtlD.

4

I

Om! By the favour of { the true Guru!
6

6

(JI). On which day the young woman is married, (for that) the * auspicious days are written
down (before).
7
The husband, who (was) heard of (before only) with the ears, comes and shows (his) face.
8
I n making the bones crack the poor soul is extracted (from the body).
9
The appointed wedding does not recede, inform (thy) soul (of*this)!
lof
0 dear young woman, death is the husband, he will take away (thy) life.
ll
Having joined (thy) hands to whose neck wilt thou run and cling?
16
I3
Thinner than a hair is the bridge Salat, has (this word) not been heard by 'thee ?
u
0 Farid, a shrill sound is made to t h e e : stand, do not let thyself be robbed!
*
I
* *fd*fG (from the Sansk. ^TOTf, by transition of p into b = v = u), is used here* as feminine, though it
is masculine in Sansk. In Hindi and Hindust. ( T H ^ t ) it is likewise feminine.
2
I
The verse is 'Kabir's and Namdev is only quoted tin the second half, asjin the next following verse
Ravidas, whose writings were known to Kablr, as is proved! thereby.
3
I
The sense is apparently: whojprevents one<from becoming a Bairagi.
4
I
Shekh Farid was a famous Pir and .a contemporary of Nanak, He was a Sufi and according to the
Janam-sakhi Nanak had a good deals of jintercourse with jhim, as he lived not far from Lahore at a place
called VTTMfWJ (near ther modern ^Montgomery station), where also he is buried. Disciples of his are still
to be found in the'Panjab, called Shekh Faridi faqirs. The Sloks of Farid are also of great,interest in a
linguistic point of view, as they represent the idiom of the Musalmans of those days.
5

s

TJ75 or TjfTJ, in Panjabi, a young woman (Sansk. \ffif «RT); i' I frequently used,in the Granth.
6
aD
TfvTTf «*• auspicious day fixed for a wedding. This word is only used in Panjabi and Sindhi ORT^t)7
*nT\<rif passive participle present, peculiar to the Panjabi.
I
8
f ^ 7 °r fM*^f soul, used in Panjabi and Sindhi.
I
9
f7T7 5 ; ?» as we see from this and other passages of the Granth, was then the^usual Dative-postfix,
not 7*, as now-a-days.
em
10
V^VJfftf from cjvl ("^^), ZT> f * ^ t being a diminutive'..affix in Panjabi and Sindhi (see my Sindhi
M D ^
**
OK
I
. 1 1 . 1
f
Gram. p.'77).
I
u
, to join.
12
V3T^5T3*» instead of \\ W*fdl5> * and / being constantly interchanged, H6\6 *= Arab. c\jf f name
of the bridge, suspended over the midst of hell.
13
w
w S t o n f S = Ic^YwfT, fern. i.e. TfT3$ ^rd; fyj is the suffix (=* Sindhi ^)*bf the second person sing.
i by thee.'S See my Sindhi Gram. pp. 225 and 345 sqq.
14
Vct^rVs^> literally: it falls to thee! t being here again the pronominal suffix of the 2nd pcrs. sing.
•

•
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(2). 0 Farld, the life of a Darvesh of the gate (of God) is difficult; I walk after the manner of
the world.
I have bound together and taken up a bag, where shall I go and throw it down ?
2
(3). It is not perceived, it is not seen/ the world is a hidden fire.
By my Lord I was healed, otherwise I would also burn.
3
(4). 0 Farld, if I know, that the sesam-seeds are few, I fill the cavity of my joined twc
If I know, that the bridegroom is young, I show him little honour.
(5). If 1^know, that the hem of my garment is tearing, I put a firm patch (on it).
Like thee I have no one, I have seen and wandered the whole world through.
(6). 0 Farld, if thou art clever in understanding,) do not write an account of the evil deeds
(of
4
Lowering thy head to thy own collar look there!
(7). 0 Farld, who beat thee with their fists, do not beat them again!
own
earning
5
Death is contained in the love (of the world), when (all) is full, it is departed.
(9). See, 0 Farld, what has happened, the beard has become brown and white*
The future has come near, the past has remained far behind.
(10). See«iO Farld, what has happened, sugar has [become poison.
shall
I
(11). OlFarid, the eyes by seeing have become dim-sighted, by hearing and hearing the ears
become half-deaf.
5
7
The mango has been ripening and is gaining more colour.
I
(12). 0 Farld, some one enjoys (him) when being with white hair, by whom he was not enjoyed,
when his hair was black.*
Having made love with the Lord a new pleasure springs up.
(13). Mah. III.* 0 Farld, the Lord is always in black and white hair, if one remembers him.
That love, which one oneself applies (to him), does not affect (him), though every one desire it. ^
This love is the cup of the Lord, to whom^he pleases, to him he|gives it.
(14). 0 Farld, by which eye the world is fascinated, that eye I have t seen.
I
The bird, which was not bearing a streak of eollyrium, has sat down^on the needle.
I
(15). 0 Farld* who is crying, screaming and giving*instruction continually,
1
Is moved about by Satan, where shall he turn his mind ?
I
9
(16). O Farld, become Kusa'grass flowing'along -with the stream!
1
One breaks*down, another is trodden under foot..
I
10
Then thou art introduced to the gate of the Lord.
I
i

4

„

,

ijmjf, to be perceived; <j^cM> to be seen, Sindhi M^QT
1
3Tf& */• fire, Sindhi ^Tftt'S&B»k- ^f^K" *), sesam-seed. Here the sesam-seeds are meant, which are distributed by the'bride at a wedding
J

The sense is : look Into thy own heart!
m an( v
* H37T *T<cl ^ — THTirti
l constantlyantcrchang
TO3T
6
ITPdff. (Maraflii IfP^), a well-filled mango bordering o
=
, Panjabi, tnstead of STcF£T (hi Sindhi cfPClV^)
ofjvh uOWlt Loc^plur. pf y"PK>( and IjO'WTi black'and white hair = Ju youth and uld age.
\|<glvili adj. eg Sansk. TT^Tflj>*^> flowing or driving with the current.
10
&Tsf\f}ff*TJ the Panjnbi'lVes(*ntcpassive, Its stilJ usee).
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(17).) 0 Farld, the dust should not be censured, no one is equal t o the, dust.
It is under the feet of theiliving andjipon the dead ones.
(18). 0 Farld, when there is greediness, what is then love? if there is greediness, love is false*
For how long will time be passed in a hut broken by the rain ?
I (19).* 0 Farld, why dost thou wander about in the jungle, the,jungle, why dost thou smash the
thorns in the forest ?
1
ThefXord-is dwelling in the heart, what art thou seeking in the jungle ?
(20). 0 Farld, with these slender legs Lhave wandered over low grounds and hills.
*
2
3
Now, 0 Farld, a small march has become to,me (as.being) of a hundred kos.
I
(21). 0 Far id, the nights are long, the sides begin to burn.
I
"Woe to the life of those, who put their hope on another !
(22). ,0 Farld, if I,am turnedjback, when my friend, has come:
4
My body burns like Majlth, upon (it) are coals.
(23). 0 Farld, he desires Bijauri grapes and the Jat<plants a Kikkar-tree.
He goes about spinning'wool and wishes to put on, silk-cloth.
(24). 0 Farld, in the lanes is mud, the house is far away, with the beloved (I entertain 1OTC)X
5
(If) I go, (my) blanket gets wet, (if) I remain (at home), love breaks asitfider^
(25). May get wet and soaked the blanket, 0 Allah, may rain fall:
(Yet) I will go and meet with those friends, lest love break asunder.
(26). 0 Farld, I am in error about (my) turban, lest it become dirty.
(My) foolish, mind does^not know, that my head also will eat earth.
6
(27). 0 Farld, sugar, coarse sugar, refined sugar, molasses, honey, buffalo-milk:
All sweet things, 0 Lord, do not come up to thee.
(28). 0 Farld, my bread is of wood, my condiment is hunger.
By whom ^buttered bread is eaten, they will suffer muchfpain.
(29). Eat bare dry bread and drink cold water !,
0 Farld, seeing the bu ttered^ bread of others do not .tantalize (thy) l soul!
(30). Till now she has not slept with (her) husband, (her) body is turnedgback.
Go and ask the ill-fated woman, how the night is passed by her ?
(31). At her father's-in-law she gets no entrance, in her father's house she finds no place.
7
Her husband does not ask her a single word, (and yet) she is called a happy married woman.
(32). In her father*s-in-law and in her father's house she is her beloved's, (her) beloved is inapproachable and bottomless.8
Nanak (says): she is a.happy married<woman, who is pleasing to him, who is without concerns.
(33). (Who) is bathed, washed and adorned, who sleeps andJias no care:
9
I 0 Farld, she is surrounded with Assafoetida, the fragrance of musk is gone.
I
•

1

fUWTWfafT fern, dimin. of f%JlKf heart (instead of ftjlM^Y or fvP>T<ft)«
2
8 m
oTRWTt - - dim. usually written STtJ (o/\*;f f» dim.).
3
ift&flr, has become to me (Sindhi f^^lYfa?), mi being pronominal suffix of me 1st per*, sing.
I
4
v^JT, m. properly = flesh ; here = body; cf. verse 40.
5
cJTJ^^t (now oJH66T)> a coarse woollen blanket, which the Punjabis wear in rainy weather and during
the cold season.
6
fAccTiJf Pors. Cl^w refined*sugar.
I
7
The following verse gives the solution of this paradoxon.
8
This verse Is not'Farid's, but of a certain Nanak; in none of the manuscripts, however, I have compared,
I find the mahalla put down ; very likely the verse is Guru Arjuu's, the compiler of the Granth.
0
The words mUst thus be divided: Tf ^lif^i T-JsfTJT =• <£f?<M > to surround.
I
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(34), Youth is passing, I am! not afraid, if love to the beloved does not pass,
0 Farid, of what (use) is youth without love ? it is faded and gone!
(35), Care is (my) bedstead, pain'the coarse *twine (of the bedstead), the pangs of separation (my)
bedding (and) coverlet.
f
Behold this my life, O true Lord!
(36). 0 pangs of separation, 0 pangs of separation, (thus) it should be said, 0 pangs"of separation,
you are (my) king!
0 Farid, in which/body no pangs of separation spring up, that body consider as a burning-ground!
l
(37). 0 Farid, these Gandal-stalks of poison are put down overlaid with sugar.
Some, in cooking them, are gone off, some have thrown away the cooked one.
1
(38). 0 Farid, four (watches) are passed in walking about,*four are passed in sleeping.
The Lord will ask account: of what use wert thou ?
(39). 0 Farid, having gone to the gate hast thou seen the'gong?
This one is innocently beaten, what *( will be) the state of us, the guilty ones?
(40). At every Ghari it is beaten, at every tratch it receives punishment.
1
ThatJ(my) body passes, like the gong, in pain the night.
(41). Shekh Farid has become old, (his) body begins to shake.
If there should be a life of a hundred years, yet the body will become ashes.
(42). 0 Farid, let me not sit at the gate of another, 0 Lord!
If thou wilt put me so, take-my soul out of my body !
2
(43). On the * shoulder an axe, on the head a large earthen vessel, the black smith *is King in
the forest.
0 FarTd, I desire my own beloved, thou desirest coals.
(44). 0 Farid, some have much flour, some have no salt (even).
Having gone on (to the other world) they'will be known, who will be beaten in the face.
8
4
(45). With (them) are kettle-drums, umbrellas on the h$ad, pipers and minstrels.
6
Having gone they are fallen asleep'in the cemetery, like the poor they are buried.
(46). 0 Farid, though they were erecting houses, halls, upper-storied houses, yet they are gone.
Having made a false traffic they are gone and sunk in the grave.
J
6
(47). 0 Farid, in a patched quilt*there are many pins, in the life*there*is-no one.
At their several turns the Shekhs have departed.
7
(48). 0 Farid, whilst the two lamps were burning, the angel (of death)*came and sat down.
The?fort (of the body) was^aken, the heart robbed, he went away having extinguished the lamps.
(49). 0 Farld, look, what is done to cotton, what has happened to the sesam-seeds !
(What) to the sugar-cane and paper in a pit of burning coals !
This is the punishment'for those, who*do bad works.
1

<«KW {*-/-)> name of a certain plant, apparently poisonous

2

p4J<J = rn«* 9 King, Emperor, (Caesar).

3

3di>

a

piper, Sansk. ^ ( \ c n ^

4

^ 3 d 3 i composed of Jffi, call, cry, and ^ 3 (sa^j^, Jtf/%J, to scream, to cry), literally: uttering a
cry or scream, as their singing amounts usually to a screaming.
5

8

*M3T*fj corrupted from ^aj , an orphan, a helpless, poor person. *H"3faTT ( ••"'Kjft'Ht) > *h* Qen.
Plur., the postposition f^p" being omitted.
The sense is: life cannot be kept together by means of pins as a patched quilt.
' -i.e. the two eyes.
*
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1

(50). 0 Farld, on the shoulder is the prayer-carpet, on the neck a woollen shirt, in the heart a
dagger, molasses in the mouth.
Outward light is seen, in the heart there is dark night.
a
(51). 0 Farld, not a bit of blood issues, if one cut the body.Those who are in love with the< Lord, in their body is no blood.
I
Mah
Who i
When
Hari removes the filth
Nanak (says) : those bodies are beautiful, which are steeped in the colour of Hari.
(53).. 0 Farld, seek (that) pond, from which the thing is obtained!
What is the good of seeking a pool ? the hand sinks into the mire.
3
(54). OFarid, when young I did not enjoy my beloved, having become old I died.
The woman is screaming in the grave : I have not met with thee, Ojbeloved !
4
(55). 0 Farld, the head has become grey, the beard is grey, the mustachoes are grey.
0 careless, foolish mind, dost thou (still) enjoy pleasures ?
(56). 0 Farld, how much fluttering is there in thefhouse! 0 friend, put away sleep!
0
The. days, that are obtained, are counted, they are fast, fast gone.
(57). 0 FarTd, houses, halls, upper-storied houses—do not apply thy mind to this!
(When) the dust, that is not to be weighed, has fallen (upon thee), no one will be thy friend.
6
(58). 0 Farl^, do not apply (thy) mind to mansion and property, apply it with all efforts to death!
Remember that place, whither thou hast to( go U
(59). 0 Farld, in which works there is no benefit, those works forget!
Lest thou become ashamed in the court of the Lord,
7
(60). 0 Farld, render service to the Lord, put a stop to the wandering of thy heart!
8
To Darveshes the patience of trees is necessary,
(61). 0 Farld, black are my clothes, black is my dress.
•
Full of sins I wander about, the world calls me a Darvesh.
(62). By hot water (a field) doesjnot sprout, though one immerse (it) in water.
0 Farld, the woman, who is disliked by (her) Lord, goes on grieving.
(63). When she is a girl, there is desire (for marriage), (when) she is married, there are troubles.
0 Farld, she-regrets it, that she does not again become a girl.
9
(64). Geese have come and descended on a pond>in saltpetre soil.
10
They <Jip their bills (into the water), but do not drink, they ( burn to fly away.
1

¥?«J ( « <—*?*\ here in the sense of . - J £ , a kind-of shirt, without sleeves, worn by Faqirs.

* § VfH*ft» Locative, fear having fallen.
8
: :
TOftWfTHi as well as f*T5 5 twn*T• i» the first person sing. fern, of the preterite (ef{ the .Sindhi

«f^TpH
\rfS5*HTi Sansk. nf^TcT•
6
see
JTk5c£l (from a\lcW> to count), the participle pass, pres., Sindhi I||f(!j4l»
my Sindhi Grauu(p. 220
6
*T3T7>V is the Ablat. of 4<j|/> (or *(3ltA « fHlUIt with all efforts, as still used in Marajhi).
7
3dif*6'f wandering, straying* about, Sansk. >3TTfirI.
8
irftcjtf^r *•/• patience, endurance ; the word has become quite obsolete,
xfaf » ?fa? ft^f), s being occasionally changed to j»A. See my Sindhi Gram. In trod. p. xxx.
t0
10
sP£ */• burning verbal noun of a ^ c M
hurn (Sansk. ^ J f passive of ^ ) , Sindhi (without
Anusvara) ^fj<n
87
\

t
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SLOKS OF SHEKH FARID 65—81.
1

(65). Geese flying along have fallen on Kodhra grain, the people go and drive them away
The foolish people do not know, that geese do not eat Kodhra grain.
(66). Off are gone*the birds, by which the low grounds were peopled.
0 Far id, the filled pond also will go, the lonely lotuses are •knocked up.
(67). 0 Farld,ia brick for a pillow, sleeping on the ground, thei-worm fighting in the flesh
3
How many ages hare passed, since he has fallen on one side?
3
(68).i 0 Farld, the beautiful jar is^gone to pieces, broken is the rope of the plough.
I
4
In which house is the Angel AJrail a guest to-day f
(69). 0 Farld, the beautiful jar is gone to pieces, broken is^the rope i>f the plough.
The friends, who were prostrated on the ground, how shall they come to-day ?
(70). 0 Farld, 0 prayerless dog, this is not a good custom.
Thou hast never gone the five times to the mosque.
(71). Rise, 0 Farld, make oblation, say prayers in the>morning!
The head, that does not bow to the Lord, that head cut off!
(72). The head, that-does not bow to the Lord, what Bhould be done to it ?
6
I t Bhould be burnt under a large jar insteadlof fuel!
I
(73). 0 FarTd, where is thy father and thy mother, by whom thou wast begotten ?
They have departed from thee and thou dost not yet believe (it) ?
(74). 0 Farld, considering the mind as a plain remove the holes and hillocks (therein).
Then thou wilt by no means enter'the hell-fire in the other world.
I
(75). Mah. Y. 0 Farid, the creator is in the creature, the creature dwells in the Lord.
Who shall be called bad, when there is no one without him ?

throat
So many troubles would not fall (on me), I would not suffer so'much pain.
5
(77). The grinders (i.e. the teeth), the feet, the gems (=* eyes) and the ears are gone.
The body emitted a sigh, that these dear friends are gone.
(78). 0 Farid, do good to a wicked man, do not let anger roam in (thy) mind!
f
Sickness will not stick tofthy hody, everything will fall into (thy) l$p.
7
(79). 0 Farld, 0 guest of half a (lunar) month, the world is a beautiful garden.
(Thy) turn has struck, prepare to go off with the dawn!
8
(80). 0 Farld, musk is distributed in the'night, "'to the sleeping ones no portion is allotted.
9
Whose
(should) their meeting (with it come) ?
(81). 0 Farld, I know, that I am in pain and that the whole world is in pain.
Having risen high up I saw. that in*every house'there is this fire.
9

57TTT "*•» an inferior kind of grain (Paspalum frumentaceum), Sansk. ctiYje'ctf • The d is aspirated by
the influence of r.
I
I
i.e. in the grave. The subject is not mentioned.
a
ou
^TJfiJ* p' gh, Sansk. ^H^tff.
4
Arabic: o$jj&, the angel of death.
6
?TT (or ^5T)
MtWcN itft ^flffe- Tfan is used in the old
129
The word is now quite obsolete. In its original 1 signification
*reft»»f5
(a hearer) it occurs in the Rag Vadhans, Chant, Mah. V., Slok I.
\Hf, Sansk. Tf^f.
8
%, portion *» Sansk. *fTT9
3pMT&, Sindhi ^F^IT^J, whence ?

SLOKS OF SHEKH FARID 82-98.
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(82). Mah. V. 0> Farld, the world is delightful, (but) ih*it is a painful garden.
Those who are cherished by (their) Plr, them the flame does not touch.
1
(83). Mah. V. 0 Farid, life is pleasant In company with a beautiful body.
Some rare ones are found, who are in love with the "beloved one.
(84). Do not pull down the bank of a river, thou also must give account!
Whither the will'of the Lord (points),Uhither the'river makes (its) wandering.
1
(85). 0 Farid, with pain the day is gone, with gripes the night.
2
Standing the ferryman cries out: the boat is along'the bank!
(86). Long, long the river flows underneath the bank.
What can the high bank do to the boat, if the ferrvman Temains*cautious ?
Farld, in words twenty are good friends, seeking the One I (fern.J
burn
Farld
I put stopples into (my) ears, the wind may (then) blow anywhere.
(39). 0 Farld, the dates of the Lord are ripe, rivers of honey flow.
3
4
The days of youth, they are to be f.ccotmted as (real) life.
l
1
(90). 0 Farid, the body is dried up, it has become a cage, thd crows are pecking away (its) plastering.
Till now the Lord has not been met With, behold the lot of (his) servant!
(91). 0 crow, (my) cadaver is thoroughly searched through, all (my) flesh is eaten(by thee).
Do not touch these two eyes, I hopei;o see my beloved (with them)!
(92). 0 crow, do not gnaw (my) cage ( = body), it is inhabited, fly therefore away!
In which cage my bridegroom dwells, from that * do not eat the flesh!
(93). 0 Farld, the humble grave cries out: 0 houseless one, come to (my) house I
7
At last thou must come to my place, do not be afraid of dying!
(94). "Whilst these mine eyes Were looking on how many people have departed!
0 Farld, to the people their own (turn), to 'me mine is allotted.
0
(95). (If) thou adornestthy otf n self, thou wilt trieet with me, in meeting with methere will be happiness.
9
0 Farld, if thou remainest mine, th$ whole world is thine.
(96). On a river-bank how long will a tree remain firm ?
0 Farld, how long will water be kept in a raw vessel ?
(97). 0 Farid, they are gone to an empty hall, their dweUing is made beneath (the ground).
Wrestling (their) poor spirits^ dispute with the graves.
Service (to God) is ordered, O'Shekhi to-day or to-morrow We must start.
(98). 0 Farld, he who is bound hy death appears like one, who is thrown into the river (or ocean).
In the other world the hell is heated, a howl is heard and a scream rises.
* The sense is apparently: in company with a beautiful wife.
* TtTcTt theihigh) bank of a river(Sindhi cfitpi); ^ifd—^fST

*qft, Marathi ^ f )
^T * W 2 JlOtfl; Mcitfli rather a curious form for ^[Ah youth ( ^ q n
JlUfH' day (dim. of sf^T, Sindhi ^f^, Prak. f ^ n f t i Sansk. f ^ c j ^
4
"^*T3 \jnBf IfcffTJ, literally: they fall into the hand of life, i.e. ar
s.f. in*the sense of plastering, is peculiar to the Punjabi.
6
f3T %£, ^Z being an Ablative affix (Sansk. 7f^, Prak. c^t, Panjabi < )
7
"5^ "t^; q is the Locative of 'Er©', place.
6
This is the address of God and the following line the answer of Faiid.
9
The sense is: I do not care then for the whole world. I
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Some have become very prudent, some wander about careless.
The works, that are done in the world, are witness at the court (of God).
(99). 0 Farld, on the bank of a river sits a crane and sports,
2
"Whilst playing hawksjhave unawares fallen on the goose.
The hawks of the Lord have fallen (on) it, the sports are forgotten.
3
Those who in their mind (and) thought will not remember (him), they are destroyed-by the Lord.
(100). To three maunds and a half the body rises by means of water and grain.
4
The servant has come into the world entertaining again hope.
When the angel of death will come, breaking all gates:
He is bound before all those beloved brothers.
Behold, the servant is goneion the shoulder of four men.
0 Farld, the works, that are done (in the world, they are .of use at the threshold (of GJod).
(101). 0 Farld, I am a sacrifice to those, birds, whose dwelling is in the jungle.
Gravel they pick up (with their beak), they-dwell in the desert, they do not,give up the side
of the Lord.
(102). 0 Farld, the season has returned, the tree is shaken, the leaves are dropping off.
In the four corners I have searched, there is nowhere^a firm stay.
(103). O Farld, having torn in pieces (my) silk petticoat I made JI flag of it, a small blan
In which dresses the Lordjis met with, those dresses I make.
t
Mah. I I I . Why
Nanak (6ays): by sitting in (one's) house the beloved one is met with, if thou direct thy intention right.
(105). Mah. IV. O Farld, those who are proud of their greatness, being aware of (their) wealth
and youth:
They are gone devoid of the Lord, like hills (devoid)iof rain,
(106). O Farld, their faces are dreadful, by whom the name is forgotten.
6
Here they haveimuch pain, in the other world they have neither place nor spot.
(107). O Farld, thou hast not waked the latter part of the night (nor) hast thou died whilst living.
Though thou hast forgotten the Lord, the Lord has not forgotten thee,
(108). Mah. V. O Farld, the beloved is delightful, great and not in need of anything.
To be in love with the Lord, this is true decoration.
(109), Mah. V. O Farld, considering pain and pleasure's the dame drop the change (between them)
from thy heart!

Who
Mah. V. O Farld, the world sounds as it is sounded, thou also art sounding with it.
That creature does not sound, of which Allah takes care,
(111). Mah. V. O Farld, the heart is attached to this world, the n
7
The post of the Faqirs is difficult, it is obtained by a full destiny.
1

fyoJAT 2fc TT3 j)>(\ Wl'jfti literallys to some all prudence has come,
* 1J<J|4Mt crane, and \J>£, goose, have here been taken as synonyms,
1
The subject is feminine.
4

nrnrcft */• hoper nn*n.

r

' The Faqirs in India generally erect aflag*in front of their dwellings and wear coarse woollen clothes.
To this custom the verse alludes.
6
In some good MSS. this verse !* ascribed to Arjun (Mah. V.), whereas the Lahore lithographed copy
has no wich sign.
7
fif?fiR>, $f. post, station, Arabic ^Jl*.

SLOKSiOF SHEKH FARID 112-127
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(112). I n the first watch (of the night) there are blossoms; fruits also in the latier part of the night.
Those who wake obtain (them), they are a gift from the Lord.
(113). The gifts are the Lord's, what can he be prevailed'upon ?
Some who wake do not obtain them, some who are sleeping he arouses and gives them to them.
(114). 'O thou, who art seeking the love of thy husband, kuthyibody is some vice.
Those who have the name of happy married women, they are not given to idle prating (and) wrangling.
l
(115). (If) patience *in the heart (be) the bow, (and if) this betbent by patience I
The arrow of patience does not missJthe creator.
(116). Patience is within the patient ones, thus they burn (their) body.
They become near God, (but their) secrefrthey do not give to any one.
2
(117). This is the object of patience; if thou, 0 servant (of God), render it firm.
8
Increasing thou becomest a sea, decreasing thou dost not become a canal.
(118). 0 Farld, the Darvesh-ship is difficult; (with most) it is the love to buttered bread.
By some few (only) the (true) rite of the Darveshes is set agoing.
(119). (My) body is heated like an oven, (my) bones burn like fuel.,..
(If) I am tired in my feet, I move on on my head in the hope, that my beloved may be met with.
(120). Mah.Y** Do not heat (thy) body like an oven, do not burn (tny) bones like fuel!
What is the good of injuring (thy) head and feet? behold (thy) beloved inside!
(121). I am seeking my sweetheart and my sweetheart is with me.
Nanak (says): the invisiblc;one is not seen, (to) the disciple he (i.e. the Guru) shows (him),
(122). Seeing the geese swimming the cranes (also) became desirous (of swimming).
The helpless cranes sank and died, with the head downwards and the feet upwards
5
(123). When I know, that it is a great goose, 1 keep company with it.
6
If I know, that it is a helpless crane, I never associate with it in (my) life.
(124). What isthe goose, what is the crane? cirwhich he looks favourably:
7
If it pleases him, 0 Nanak, he makes from (that) crow a goose.
f
(125). The bird is alone on the pond, the nooses (and) entanglements are fifty.
This body is immersed in the waves; 0 True one, (my) hope is in thee!
(126). What is that word, what that virtue, what that gem (and) mantra?
What that garb, that I may make, by which the "beloved one may come into my power?
(127). Bowingjis that word, patience the virtue, the tongue the gem and mantra.
Make these three thy garb, 0 sister, then the beloved one will come into thy power!
1

The Lahore lithographed copy reads: <£t0o» which gives no sense. The manuscript reading ic
7?tTIo = fA\I# (» and r frequently interchanging, as in Sindhi). part past of fao#<M, to be bent, literally:
this the bent one of patience = this being bent by patience.
8
i?*HT@ *• object, purpose. In this sense the word frequently occurs in the Granth. But the other
meaning: sweetness, savour, (from ^TRf) will also suit the context here.
, a canal or a side-branch of the river (Sindhi qt^^s)4
Some MSS. do not ascribe this verse to the Mah. V., but as it is a reply to the preceding verse, it is
very likely, that those manuscripts, which attribute this verse to Guru Arjun, are in the right. In the same
way the following verse too must be ascribed to Arjun, though none of the MSS. bears the mark of Mah. V.
, literally: a,great goose, i.^a great devotee.
6
Ijfaj B ^ M * to associate, to keep company (*Jf3T — the Sanskrit ^ £ , not ^Tff
embrace.
7
This verse belongs likewise to Arjun, who is fond of criticizing what he reads, and of making
objections to it, though in none of the manuscripts nor in the Lahore lithographed copy it is attributed to
the Mah. V.
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(128), Who, when there is wisdom (in him), becomes foolish;
"Who, when there is power (in him), becomes weak;
Who his unreal self gives away:
Such a one is called a devotee.
(129). Do not say, that one (thing) is distasteful, in all is the true Lord.
Do not grieve the heart of any one, all are invaluable rubies!
(130). All hearts are rubies, to grieve them is<by no means good.
If thou art longing after thy beloved, do not grieve the heart of any one!

1

SAVAIE REFERRING TO THE FIRST MAHALA
(PANEGYRIC OF NANAK.)
Om! By .the favour of the true Guru!
(BY THE BHATT KALASU.)
I.
With one mind meditate on the divine male, the giver of blessings!
He is always renowned as the support of the saints.
Taking his feet I make them dwell in my heart.
Then I sing the qualities of Nanak, the most excellent Guru.
II.
I sing the qualities of the most excellent Guru, the ocean of comfort, the remover of sin, the pond
of the Sabd.*
The Jogis and Jangams sing the deep ocean of firmness (and) wisdom, reflecting on it.*
I
Indra and the others sing (them), the Bhagat Prahlad and the others, by whom the sweetness of
their own spirit was known.
8
I, the poet Kalasu, sing,the glory of Guru Nanak, by whom the Rag-jog was performed.
III.
4

Janak and the others "sing (them), the devoted chief Jogis, who are at all times full of the loie
of Hari.
Sanak and the others feing (them), the saints, Siddhas and the others, the holy Munis sing (them),
who are without deceit.
5
His qualities, sings Dhom, whose circle is immovable, by devotion (and) love the juice (of Hari)
was known!by him.
I, the poet Kalasu, sing the glory of Guru Nanak, by whom the Rag-jog was performed.
i

(Plur.) or HVJRI verses of a certain kind of Prakrit metre.
2
*Jd f for the sake of the rhyme = TPffi•
8
CJTTT WT> doing secular business and»yet performing abstract meditation
4
TcTET c70T» for the sake of the rhyme, instead of M6*t QJ1&.
5 1
7H» Sansk. \ f l u j , name of a Rishi.
•
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IV.
l

Kapila with the others sings (them), who is at the beginning, the chief JogI, boundless, the best
of Avatars.
Jamadagni sings (them), the Lord ( = father) of Parasram with.the axe in the hand, who has sprung
from Raghu.
2
8
4
Udhau, Akrur, Bidr sing (his) qualities, by whom (Plur.) the universal spirit was known.
I, the poet Kalasu, sing'the glory of Guru Nanak, by whom the Rag-jog was?performed.
V.
(His) qualities sing the four castes, the six philos
5
Brahma and the others remember (his) qualities.
(His) qualities sings Ses u
6
and at the end'being given to deep meditation and contemplation.
(His) qualities sings Mabadev, the BairagI, by whom unintermittingly deep reflection is c<
The^>oet Kalasu sings the glory of Guru Nanak, by whom the Rag-jog was performed

beginning

VI.
performed
The whole creation is saved, taking the name (of Hari) it crosses constantly.
ernes
the ages.
7
Blessed, blessed is the Guru, blessed (his) birth, profitable (and) good to the world.
1
In hell (and) in the (heavenly) cities there is the cry of " victory/ by (me) the humble poet it is
beautifully described.
8
Guru Nanak (was) delighted in the name of Hari, by him the Rag-jog was performed.
VII.
9

In the Satya-yuga it was performed (by him), Jiali was deceived (by him) by becoming a dwarf.
In the Treta-yuga it was performed, (he was) called Ram of the Raghu family.
10
In the Dvapara-yuga Krisan, Murari, Kans was saved (by him).
To Ugrasen the'kingdom was given, security to the devotees.
1

7M75 ^ehfMH, a Muni (traditionally the founder of the Slkhya philosophical system), who is identified
with Vishnu.
QMQ = Sansk. ^Hpf, nom. prop, of a Yadava, companion of Krishna
*H°Td =• Sansk. ^sfi^, Krishna's paternal uncle.
•

10

1

•

Sansk. f<(<i^» a companion of Krishna.
frMdf^, a curious form (a Sanskrit imitation, anti being changed, by some mistake or other, to anthi)
tJTTT* for the sake of the rhyme = trfjS, which in Panjabi and Sindhi signifies also "contemplation."
*W0|fc(,jSindhI <M4*|p*Tf> profitable, advantageous (Sansk. i|<w|4)«
I
3 Is here Formative Sing, of 3 .
Nabak is here described as an Avatar and identified* with Vishnu-Kri§hna.
f^lSldM (W7TnJ)>,who has accomplished the object of existence » emancipated.
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1

In the Kali-yuga is Guru Nanak the authority, he is (also) called Angad (and) Araar.
I
The kingdom of the holy Guru is immovable (and) permanent, by the primeval divine male it is
ordered.
YIII.
(His) qualities sings Ravidas, the Bhagat, Jaidev (and) Trilocan.
Kama, the Bhagat Kabir sing (them) always, who looked on all things as the same.
The Bhagat Bern sings (his) qualities, who easily enjoys the pleasures of his own spirit.
(Who) without profound, meditation on the Y5ga and the knowledge of the Guru knows no
other Lord.
ory
By the poet Kalasu the fame of Guru Nanak is continually afresh spread in the world.
IX.
(His) qualities sing in the nether region:the Bhagat Naga and the>other serpents.
Mahadeva sings (his) qualities continually, the Jogis, the ascetics, the Jangams.
(His) qualities sings Vyasa, the Muni, by whom the Veda (and) the Grammar is reflected upon.
Brahma utters (his) qualities, by whom the whole creation is arranged by (his) order.
4
Brahm, (who) is filling (all) the portions of the Universe, is considered (by him) as alike possessed
of (all) qualities and devoid of (all) qualities.
Xalasa mutters the glory of Guru Nanak, by whom innateideep meditation was .practised.!

X.,
6

(His) qualities sing the nine Naths: blessed id the Guru, who is absorbed in the True one!
6
7
Mandhata 'sings^his) qualities, who was called a universal monarch.
(His) qualities sings the Raja Bali, who is dwelling in the seven nether regions.
8
Bharthari utters (his) qualities, (who was) always remaining with (his) Guru (Gorakh-nath)
9
10
11
By Durba, Parurau and Angara the glory of Guru Nanak. is sung.
naturally contained in everyb
1

*w? — wrarcro

&f so written in all:the manuscripts, I have compared. But it is apparent, that (as the context
shows) ^ i ^ ^ q , the son of Vyasa, is meant here. See PrSm Sagar, p. 4,1. 2, below.
3
V?VM3 ^'T^Yf^TTT t the well-known King of Hastinapur, grandson of Arjun, to whom the Prim
Sagar was related.
4
No subject is mentioned, so that it is doubtful, if the subject is Brahma or Nanak.
5
«TTO, an(epithet of a Jogi; nine chief teachers of the Jogis are enumerated, beginning',with Gorakhnath, the founder of the sect.
6
a
k
"M1MWT
Sansk. *H*MM\t *n old Raja, the father of the hero Muckund (*j ^ $*^ )» See PrSm
Sagar, p. 109,1. 10 sqq.
7
*^J?3% is traditionally explained as signifying ^nfftf^*[» a universal monarch.
81

'
\( =^ S a n p k % ^ f c % V § \ a f a m o u s J o g i , said to h a v e b e e n a disciple of Gflrakh-nath. H e h a s
apparently become a fabulous person, as Kabir and Nanak.are represented as having had conversations with
him. If he lived so late as that, h e cannot b e identified with Bhartrihari, t h e brother of Vikramaditya.

( = Sansk. ^qTHt^), name of a Brahman, notorious for his sudden wrath.
10
\ l d d Q (— Sansk. U ^ ^ < ^ ) , name of a Raja or a being belonging to the intermediate regions.
n *>fanJT ( = Sansk. ^l fjj* MO» ^ e sire of the Augiras, a kind of higher beings (called sons of the gods).
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SAVAIE REFEEMNG TO THE SECOND MAHAL A.
(PANEGYKIC OF ANGAD.)
Om! By the favour of the true Guru!
/

(BY THEIBHATT KALASAHAR).
I.

Blessed be that divine male, the creator, the maker of the primaryi elements, who is powerful
to create!
Blessed be the true Guru Nanak* who has put his hand on thy head!
"When *fnaturally he put (his) hand on (thy) head,
2
3
1
Nectar rained in streams; among the body of the gods and the Munis (thy) fragrance is manifest.
Death, the hateful fellow, is killed, having roared.
6
The running mind is checked, the five beings * are kept in one house, having been pacified.
7
8
The world is overcome by the medium of the Guru, in harmony playJthe chess-mates,fthe vehicle
sunk in deep contemplation holds fast meditation on the'Formless one.
Kalasahar utters (his) praise j in the seven continents Lahana is the Guru of' the world, having
9
touched Muran..

IL

I

"Whose 'sight is; a stream of nectar, (that) takes away the sins, darkness* and ignorance depart by
his sight.
Those who receive the nectar-Sabd, the hard, difficult work, those men are^brought across the world
individual
the

(they
continents
Murari
III.
By thee the name has been established.
The expanse of (thy) renown" is spotless, (thou art) the support of the ascetics, the perfect (Jogls),
the good men (and) of the creatures.
1

R

J (shortened from 3T)> t the time when.

1

VJfvJM *t/". smell, fragrance (from the Persian ^ y ) .

* gf^T sf. (Sindh! ^ft£ 9 a flood), stream.

4

WTTTOJT, tut, to be sounded, to be noised about, to be publicly known (from the Fenian^jUT sound;
qf. Ihe Marafhi: ^OTTSTCf)•
*
5
The \ f e 3 5 are STPT, etc.
V<
e
^HrlcM, the same as HH^cNT> to come to -an understanding,'to be pacified. Compare the Mara{hi
7
8
8

10

11
12

T^ET •« Sansk. fi*|ffl.
\
cTO (T^f) f here apparently used for the mind.
8
i.e. Guru Nanak, who is already representedlby these Shaft as. an incarnation of Vi?hpu.
i a new formation. *vithout trouble or difficulty.
fJSHcJY^S • taken^as one i word » the Sansk. ^PSft^i a easily being interchanged with i in Hindu!
y\\*\ « ^SRJ, fame, renown.
88
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Thou (art) indeed the Avatar of Raja Janak, (thy) word is nectar to the world, thou remainest
1
reflecting (in) the world, (like) {the lotus (in) the water.
2
(Thou art) the Kalpa-tree destroying sickness, removing the calamity of the world, to thyself there
3
is one continual threefold meditation.
I
I
Kalasahar utters (thy) .praise, in the seven continents Lahana is the Guru of the world, having
touched Murari.
IV.
4

Hiehness. (bv thee) the authoritative Guru was served
great
(Thy) sight is equal to that of Hari, Hari, (thy) knowledge is comprehensive of the Supreme Spirit,
(thou art) knowing the state of him,* who is without parts, (thou art) the authoritative Guru.
Whose (thy) sight is, (his) place is immovable, spotless is the place'of (his) intellect, he puts on the
6
armour of virtue (and) destroys the Sakti (at.M&ya).
Kalasahar utters (thy) praise, in the seven ^continents Lahaga is the Guru of the world, having
touched Murari.

V,
(Thy) sight is removing the darkness of > the earth, burning sins, destroying vice.
(Thy) word is a powerful hero, annihilating lust and wrath.
Subduing greediness and infatuation, preserving those who solicit (thy) asylum.
7
Accumulating love to the Supreme Spirit, nectar-speaking in a beautiful way.
I
0 true Guru, beautiful is the Tilak of the true Guru, who clings to the true (Guru), he crosses over.
8
The Guru is wandering about in the world having the limbs of a lion, Lahana performs the Kag-jog.
(BY THE BHATT KALTJ.)

9

Thou remainest always in meditation on the undivided one, (thy) senses thou makest move according to (thy) wish.
I l l
I I I
Like a full tree thou bowest down, thou bearest reproof (and) reflectest on pure (things).
In this wise the reaL substance
known (by thee), the all
invisible, the
wonderful one.
By (thy) innate love was collected (by thee) the beautiful (moon-)beams-nectar-speech.
1

This verse can only be translated according to conjecture, as all case-relations are missing. .The verse
is only a cumulus of words.
2
The wishlng-tree of Indra's heaven.
^
8
fcjfWlf threefold, i.e. cftlHWi> q t t V ^ i *CTHftf<=fi> corporeal, oral and mental.
4

6

, here respectfully applied to Baba Nanak.
(sic!)
JHYCTCT) Sansk. "^*i*i\t devouring a goat == a Boa; here the Maya is intended l/y it.
t i l ^ u > a corruption from — iL*. The word frequently occurs in the Granth.
is the Formative Plural.
TR\\J VlititiQ* taken as Bahuvrihi, having the limbs of a lion (tt?J|d| = T^JR/ft dimimiof wfaf). The
/

9

vTi^TdO*

.

, second pers. sing.

(causMof

), to make it rhyme with the following
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Thou didst receive (thy) authority by the medium of the Guru (Nanak), goodness (and) contentment
thou didst take (from him) •
1
Hari was touched, says humble Kalu impartially, (his) sight was given to Lab ana.

vn.
In (thy) mind thou didst obtain faith, profound comprehension was given (thee) by his Highness
The poison was destroyed and annihilated from (thy) body, nectar was drunk in (thy) heart.
Joy sprang up in the heart, (that) by the invisible one (his) skill is displayed in (this) Yuga.
The true Guru is naturally delighted in deep meditation, he is continually immersed * in it.
1
(Thou art) generous, able to take away poverty, in seeing (thee) the sins are afraid.
I, Kalu, utter always with joy (and) comfort the glory of Lahana with (my V tongue.

ym.
The name is (thy) medicine, the name (thy) support, and meditation,on the name (is) always (thy)
happiness, (thy) flag of the name is beautiful.
4
Thou art steeped in love with the name, in the Kali-yug thou didst teach the name to gods and men.
Who has received the touch of the name, (his) goodness is manifest (like) the sun in the world.
By having an interview with the Guru bathing at the sixty-eight Tirthas is made.
IX.
(Thou art) the true Tlrtha, the true bathing and feeding, (thy) love is always.true, telling the True
x
one thou art beautiful.
The True one is obtained from the word of the Guru, thou teachest the true name (thy) companions.
"Whose continence is true, (whose) fasting is true, (him) the humble poet Kalu praises.
By having an interview with the Guru (one's) life is trues(and) accepted.

X.
6

(Thy) nectar-sight brings on good fortune and takes away all the filth of sins-and vices.
Lust, wrath, greediness and infatuation it subdues, all it overcomes.
Happiness always dwells in the i mind, it removes pain from the world.
The Guru is the ocean of the nine treasures, he washes away all the blackness of the birth
5
That brave Guru should be served day and night i with natural ease.
By having an interview with the Guru the pain of birth and death goes off.
3(H> adj. impartial, without love or hatred, or: truly (Sansk. *?*?)• 75"% =• 3%*
of£*>mi> = Sansk fqtf^fty, both I having been changedto a.
jffi =» Sansk. «Ttt|*f» to teach, to instruct in.
1 The Sikhs explain this word as signifying: " Talu says." But it is very unlikely that these
words are to be divided into SfXJ And <£?£, as the last line of this verse coincides verbally with the last line of
o0
the two preceding verses, which circumstance points to the same author, o/odw
the other hand, if taken
as one word, is obscure. It may beKcompared with the Sindhi «JP£^> a young strong man*from which a
diminutive is derived by adding the affix ^f. The vowels are easily transposed and would not stand in the
way of this derivation.
I
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SAVAIE REFERRING TO THE THIRD MAE ALA.
(PANEGYRIC OF AMARDAS.)
Om! By the favour of Che true Quru!
(BY THE

BHATT

KALHU OR KALU).
l

I

Kemember that true divine male, whose name alone is real in the world!
By which the devotees are brought over the water of existence, that foremost name remember!
Delighting in that name Nanak established Lahana,. in whom (are) all perfections.
By the poet Kalh the praise of the very intelligent Amardas is spread.
His fame4s manifest in the world like the ray of the sun, (like) a branch of the Maulearl shrub.*
In the north and south, in the east and west aaen mutter; " victory!"
The disciples of the Guru taste the name of Hari, which is bestowing blessings, the Ganga was
reverted (by it) and turned to the west.
That name, (which) is bringing the guileless devotees over the world of (individual) existence,
8
became manifest to Guru Amardas.
II.
That name remember the Yakshas and Kinnaras, the ascetics and Siddhas in their deep meditation
on Hata.
4
The Nakshatras and the cirele of Dhru remember (it), Narada with the others* and the excellent
Prahlad.
5
The moon and the sun delight in the name, by which people hard like Crocks are saved.
That name, (which) is bringing the guileless devotees over the world of (individual) existence,
became manifest to Guru Amardas.
III.
Remembering that name the nine.Naths of spotless emancipation, Sanak and the others were saved.
6
To which being attached the * eighty-four Siddhas and Buddha* (and) Ambarik crossed the water
of existence;
Udhau, Akrur, Trildcan, Nama, (and by which) in the Kali-yug the guilt of Kabir was taken away.
That name, (which) is bringing the guileless devotees over the world of (individual) existence!
became manifest to Guru Amardas.
IV.
Clinging to that name the thirty-three (crores of gods) meditate (oh it), it dwells in the mind of the
austere and great ascetics.
1

*Hs£tt (from l)f + gTJ5), not counterfeited, true,real.
* *fcgC9+!dit for the sake of the rhyme instead of ?(^49iJfcM (Hindi 9ft^l4lO)i * fragrant shrub.
9
f d A i , ».». to become manifest, to break forth (Sansk. Hft ^Ut) •
4
Xtf Sausk. V^t the polar-star.
5

QAI4|cM I is intransitive in Hindi (not causa], according to the Sansk. ^5TWT)i to rejoice in.
\ *H*JHto, Sansk. TUcfffa, King of Ayodhya (Oude);
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1

Remembering that name the Ganga-born grandfather tasted (in his) mind the nectar of the feet
(of Hari).
By that name' the society (of the saints) is saved, taking as true the weighty (and) deep instruction
of the Guru,
That name, (which) is bringing the guileless devotees over the water of (individual) existence,
became manifest to Guru Amardas.
V.
the
of paradise.
In the north and south, in the east and west they tell (its) glory.
The birth of him is indeed fruitful, *in whose heart the name of Hari dwells.
3
The divisions of theigods, the Gandharvas, the sis: philosophical systems rely on it.
4
Very well known is the son of Tei6, iKalh, joining his hands, meditates on him.
tukes
Amardas!
VI.
On the namo meditate the thirty-three (crores) of gods, the ascetics and the perfect (Jogis), by the
name all the portions of the universe are upheld.
By whom the name is meditated upon he bears equally joy and grief.;
I
The name is the diadem in all, the devotees are meditating on it.
5
That name, the exquisite thing, was given (to thee), 0 Guru Amardas, by the creator, having been
pleased,(with thee).
VII.
(Thou art) the true hero, powerful in virtue, in true love to the society (of the
0
weighty wisdom, inimical to no one.
Whoso firmness is quite that of the white bull/ (whose) flag is white, woven in pi
The saints worship (thee) in love, whose connexion is with the creator.
By serving the true Guru comfort is obtained, by the Guru Amar ( = Amardas)
Supreme) is brought about.
VIII.
The name is bathing, the name is eating and enjoying of sweet flavour, the name is always sweet
juice and taste, a sweet word in the month.
I
The blessed true Guru is served, by whose favour the way to the inapproachable one is known.
meant

J?j?<o't instead of the Sansk. i|Tw<q

finnr*
1

forfd ^ Sansk. ^f?f, usually ofidfo in Hindi.
\
9
<
not
WTTTRST (Sansk. *||^(T4J*0» #-*• ( causal as in Sanskrit), to relyion ; to be comforted
4
Tejo (%r{) tvas-the name of the father of Amardas.
1
V'^TdM has in Hindi the signification of an exquisite thing, a rarity.
is here the abstract noun = Sansk. f^T^T^f the state of being an enemy to no one
7
I, the white bull, which is supposed to bear the earth. See Japti, p. 5, note 3.
8
TftcST p.p. offcfj<5AI(or f\jdV4%i)t to weave; in Hindi usually "^pPf^fT.
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All the families are saved, the indwelling of the name is obtained.
1
Fruitful is the birth, says Kalu. the Guru was touched, the manifestation of the immortal
IX.
A lotus (is) in (his) hand, at (his) right side is success, which looks straight at (his) face.
3
Increase dwells at (his) left side, which fascinates the three worlds.
In (his) heart dwells the inexpressible one! that taste is known by him.
With (his) mouth he utters devotion, Guru Amar is steeped in this colour.
On (his) forehead is the sign (of) virtuous actions, Kal, joining his hands, meditated (on it)
(By whom) the Tilak of the Guru, the true Guru, is touched, he obtains all his wishes.

(BY THE BHATT JALAP.)
I.

JL

The foot is indeed very* fruitful (=* blessed), (if) the foot
the
Guru
The hand'is indeed very fruitful, (if) the hand (be) applied to the foot of Guru
6
The tongue is indeed very fruitful! (if) by the tongue Guru Amar be uttered.
The eye is indeed very fruitful, (if) by the eye Guru Amar be beheld.
The ear is indeed very fruitful, '(if) by the ear Guru Amar be heard.
Fruitful is that mind, in which mind dwells Guru Amardas, the world's own f
Fruitful is that head, says Jalap, which head continually bows to Guru Amar.
II.

the shoe

XL

That man has no pain nor hunger, that man
man
8
That man does service, that man offers up a hundred (or) thousand (of Rupees).
9
That man sits on a carpet, that man establishes and disestablishes.
That man obtains comfort in the world, that one has a fearless state amongst his'enemies
Fruitful is that man, says Jalap, to whom Guru Amardas is very favourable.

Here the name of the poet is written of&, from which it is evident that both, Kalhu and Kal are
identical.^
1

'fiojfjJJ cannot here signify the other world (Sansk. *fft*IT*fl\)> hut ^RUnC i* added pleonastically, as
Q
i tnt* tad >•/?*<*£ emancipation.
*
\ 3 V t J is to be divided into 3*((indeed = 37),and lf3" = ^Hfff, very, exceedingly. *
4

cOT */• dust (Sindhi * ^ , Hindi X"* > *•/•fromthe Sansk. ^3(^).
* V ^ H t now V55T *»• shoe.
lis a regular passive formation, as still'used in Sindhi (see my Sindhi Grammar, p. 258 sgg.).
7
IthS ean also signify: account, which suits'here the'context very well.
8

1

VOTMRSTf to offer up (as presents), from the Sansk. 4JJ4MUJ *
• In ^ ^ f i f (Sansk. U<VJIM*I) and flttyfif (Sansk. f^BIMfLthe long a has been shortened, which the
ad lihitum.
I I
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I I L «XII.
recognized
and
the
the
same time) Lakhs, is not perceptible by a mark, verifying him as
described (by thee).
) Guru Amardas. says Jalap, thou desirest the .One. the

IV. x i i i ;
Which view Jaidev took, which view was contained in Nama.:
Which view (was) in the mind of Tril5&n and acknowledged by the Bhagat Kabir.
4
(Which was) the practice of Rukamangad, , (according to that) mutter continually Ram f| 0 brother !
Atnmarlk,* Prahlad obtained emancipation (in) the asylum of Govind.
6
Thou hast given up greediness, wrath (and) worldly desires, thy view-is known by Jalh to be right.
,
Guru Amardas, thou art (God s)<own Bhagat, having seen (thy) sight I obtain final emancipation.
V.

XIV4

7

8

(If) Guru Amardas be touched, the sins of the earth are destroyed.
(If) Guru Amardas be touched,?the perfect Jogls and ascetics; rejoice (in it).
r
(If) Guru Amardas be touched, profound meditation is obtained, the falling m(into the womb) ceases.
(If) Guru Amardas be touched, fearlessness is obtained, going is stopped.
l0
When a man obtains (his) excellent mantra (of initiation), then he remains united with the One
without duality
things are obtained
I

(BY THE BHATT EIRATTL)
1.

f

XV.

true name is the creator!" this was firmly established by 1
his
1

?&J <ilfy/>, Formative Plur., in both places = iri both worlds.
f
V?7fW> the Locative Sing, of \T33V> Sansk. TT^T^ n. perception of the senses, dear cognizance
(in contradistinction to <flTU7S)«
* This verse is a puzzle; it is very difficult to say, what is'intended by these numbers.
4
*daWlW is said to have been a Bhagat (according to the tradition of the Sikh Granthis), though
nothing is known about him. I never found him mentioned' elsewhere in the Granth.
* HftfcfW •• W?UJW* see p. 700, note 6.
a
. WS Jalh is only a shortened pronunciation, of -HlWlf, as his versese are counted in a consecutive
number.
7
VTf*JS7t Sansk. Mlti4I
1
the e a r t
M^T»*/b f from trfspft, f being changed to u (on account of the labial), Yf to * and ^ to in,
according to the usual laws.
9
XC% rn. falling (soil, into the womb, in contradistinction to 3 f $ , the going away, i.e. dying)
11

*£J|<5 */• duality (Sansk. %VpQ|).
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In his (= Angad's) family is Guru Amardas, the abode of hope, how shall I describe his qualities?
I know no end of those qualities, which are inconceivable and (unreachable.
1
A ship is provided by the arranger of all things ( = the Supreme), the society of the saints is
saving (their respective) families.
2
0 Guru Amardas, says Klratu,lsave (me), save (me), (I am in) the asylum'of (thy) foot!
II.

XVI.
3

Narayan himself, using his skill, was wrapt up (as Avatar) in the world.
The form of the formless one was made bright in the orb of the world.
Everywhere he is brimful, the Sabd (of the Guru) was lighted by (his) lamp.
The disciples, he (the Guru) collected, he United (them) with the foot of Hari.
4
5
Nanak became an Avatar in a pure family, he was with Angad Lahana.
1
0 Guru Amardas, saviour of the saved, in every birth (I am in) the asylum of thy foot!
III.

XVII.

Seeing the sight of the Guru muttering, austerity/ goodness, contentment (accrue
Who fall on (his) asylum, they are saved, laying aside the written document of Jane
By devotion out of love he utters the creator, who is Jbrimful in (his) heart.
The Guru is an ocean of jewels, in a moment he brings across the drowning ones
Nanak became an Avatar in a pure family, he utters the qualities of the creator.
By whom Guru Amardas is served! them the pain of poverty leaves.
I

IV. XVIIf.

f

Yamapura)

I

I
I

In (my) mind I ponder (over it), I utter a petition, but am not even* ablelto telLit.
I
All my thoughts are with thee, I keep in view the society of the saints.
I
I
I (If) by thy order a sign is given, I do service to the Lord (i.e. tA thee).
I
I
When the Guru looks (at me) with.his auspicious glance, the name (of) the creator (is in my) mouth
(like) a fruit.
J
What the unreachable, inconceivable ground (of all things), the divine male, commands, that I do.
(
0
Guru Amardas is the'primary cause, as thou keepest me, so I remain.
(BY THE BHATT BHIKA)/
I.

XIX.

The knowledge of the Guru and (his) meditation unites the substance with the (supreme) substance.
From the true one the True one is known, (if) with ,one thought (one) apply meditation (on him).
Lust and wrath he subdues, (so that) (the mind) does not run aboutflying!(like) the wind.
He dwells in the region of the Formless one, having comprehended the order (of the Supreme) he
gets discrimination.
1

f o d i w t from f7T3r*t3r> and this again from the Sansk. fiffiffl.
* \[\ here =• VT©' °r VT^t foot.
Sansk. l|f\*CI (ICfl $ wrapt in, veiled up,
4
By Nanak Gnruf Amardas is here understood, not Baba Nanak.
* fX*|55 — f/>dHW, pure.
6
A gross, abject flattery, identifying the Guru altogether with the Supreme Being
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In the Kali-yug he knows the form (of) the creator, the divine male, by whom something is done.
That Guru was obtained (by me), says Bhika, with naturaKpleasure his eight was given (to me).
II. XX.
I searched for saints, many pious people were seen by me.

with
1

One year I wandered about, no one worked a miracle.
J
The word of the speakers I heard, but their conduct did not at all please me.
Having given up the name of Hari, they stuck to another, how shall I tell their
The Gurdev was (at last) found, Bhika (says): as thou keepest me, so I remain.
(BY THE BHATT SALH.)|
I.

XXI.

Having put OIL the armour of profound meditation thou art mounted on the seat of (divine) knowledge
The bowjof religion is seized by (thy)[ hand, thou hast fought with the arrow of devotion and virtue
The fearless and immovable Hari is in (thy) mind, in the Babd the lance of the Gunijis buried.
4
Lust, wrath, covetousness, infatuation, egotism, the five painful things, are broken.
J
(Thou art) a good king, O son of Tejo, the Lord of kings, 0 excellent Nanak.'
0 Guru Amardas, Balh speaks truth! thus carrying on war,thou hast overcome the i (hostile) army.
(BY THE BHATT BHALHAU.)
I.

XXII.

pa of a cloud, the verdure of the earth, theflowersof spring cannot be counted.
gets the end of the rays of the sun and moon, of the belly of the ocean, of the
the Ganga.
• The profound meditation of Budra does not come up* to the (divine) knowledge of the true Guru,
(says) the poet Bhalhau.»
7
0 Amardas, the Bhala, thy qualities and thy likeness agree (only) with thee!
I I

!

The words by themselves are plain enough, but the sense of them is obscure.

I * 3"l|*ftnff!ri pawive of 3VH3CT ( - 3VTTOT)f to inquire after.
m
I ' \JcWG *• * traditionally explained by miracle.
4
I
ITinF (properly pronounced appatta), from the Sansk. ^JT3T*J, « *Kvfcm» egotism. M<*ii 1* in
Prakrit changed to appa9 and tea to ttu.
5
<%rVW Tjfj, not to be translated by: the beet qfNanak$, but simply: excellent Nanak, as the Sikhs
(
will have it.
•
6
TOT%; thus the word is now written in all the manuscripts, but it should be divided into $ffl and
w e U 8ulti thc
W ^ i »« frniS gives no sense here, whereas $(3[ H n 5
construction (with $ ) .
7
l
3WTf a proper noun of a tribe of Khatris. Amardas was a Khatrl of the Bhala clan.

w
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SLOKS OF TEG BAHADUB, 1—18.

SLOKS OF MAHALA IX. (TEG BAHADUR.)

1

By the favour of the true Guru!
(1). The praises of Govind are not sung, uselessly thou hast been born.
Nanak says: worship Hari, 0 mind, as the fish (worships) the water.
(2). Why art thou occupied with worldly things and art not a moment retired ?
*
Nanak says: worship Hari, 0 toiind, (then) the noose of Taiia will not fall on thee.
(3). Youth is thuslgone, the body is overcome by old age.
Nanak says: worship Hari, 0 mind, life is passing away.
(4). Thou hast become old and dost not perceive, that death has arrived.
Nanak says: 0 foolish man, why dost thou not worship the Lord ?
(5). Wealth, wife, all riches, which thou hast-considered as thy own:
Of these nothing' goes with (thee), consider this as true, (says) Nanak.
(6). The saviour of the fallen sinners, the remover of fear, Hari, the friend of the friendless:
He should be known, says Nanak, who is always dwelling with thee.
(7). By whom body and wealth were [given to thee, him thou hast not loved.
Nanak says: 0 foolish man, why art thou now roaming about needy ?
(8). By whom body, wealth, prosperity, comfort and good houses were given:
Nanak says: hear, 0 mind, why art thou not remembering that Bam ?
(9). The giver of all comfort is Bam, there is no other one at all.
Nanak says: hear, 0 mind, by remembering him salvation is effected.
(10). By remembering whom salvation is obtained, him worship, 0 thou friend!
Nanak says: hear, 0 mind, life is continually decreasing.
(11). From the five elements the'body is made, know (this), 0 clever and wise pne!
2
From what it was produced/ into that it is absorbed, (says) Nanak.
(12). Hari, who'dwells in everybody, (as) proclaimed by the saints:
Nanak says: him worship, 0 mind, and thou wilt cross the ocean of existence.
(13). Whom pleasure and pain do'not touch, nor greediness, infatuation and conceit:
Nanak says: 0 mind, he is the image of the Lord.
(14). (For whom there is)Lno praise nor blame, ,to whom gold and iron are the same:
Nanak says: hear, 0 mind, him consider thou as emancipated!
(15). Who has no joy nor grief, to whom enemy and friend is the same :
Nanak says: hear, 0 mind, him consider thou as emancipated!
(16). Who is not causing fear to any one and who is not afraid nor submissive: *
Nanak says: hear, O mind, himBcall thou wise U
(17). By whom all worldly concerns are given up and who has taken the garb of retirement from
the world:
Nanak says: hear, 0 mind, on his head is (an auspicious) lot.
(18). By whom the Maya and selfishness are given up and who has become indifferent to all;
Nanak says: hear, 0 mind, in his heart Brahm is dwelling.
1

These Sloks are written in pure Hindi, having no admixture of the Panjabi dialect.
* &\& 'SlftS $} VftKi MT7J p.p.*»the more usual* W H A T ; literally: in that it is immersed (and)
absorbed. *
t
* IfTffc *•*• submissiveness (Sindhi ^TTftf); *HTf?5 *flAc\Vt to be submissive.

SLOKS OF TEG BAHADUB, 19—41.
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(19). By which man the I / ' " h" is given, up and Ram, ihe creftof, is known^
I
Nanak says: that man is emancipated, know this, 0 mind, as true!
* ^
t
u
(20). Destroyer of feat* remover of folly," is the name of Hari in the Kali-yug.
"Who day and night worships (him), says Nanak, Jijs worfc becomes^ fruitful.
(21). 0 tongue, adore the qualities of Govind,j 0 ear, hear the name of Hori!
*>
Nanak says: hear, 0 mind, thou wilt not <( then) fall into the house of Yama.
(22). Which man gives up selfishness, greediness, infatuation and conceit*
*
Nanak says: he himself crosses and saves others.
*
I
(23). lake a dream and play consider the world!
9
In these there is no reality without the Lord, (says)iNanak.
f
(24). Day and night man roams continually about for the sake of the-Maya.
Amongst Crores, says Nanak,'there is some (rare) one, who thinks of Narayan.
(25). As a bubble is produced from the^water and disappears continually:
So is the farming of the world made, hear, 0 friend, says N anak.
(26). Man does not think of anything, he is blind, by>the wine of tne Maya.t t
Nanak says: without worshipping Hari the noose of Yama falls on him.
*t
(27). If thou desirest comfort, take always the asylumlof Ram !
•
'
i
Nanak says: hear, 0 mind, the body of man is hard to get.
(28). For the sake of the Maya the foolish, ignorant people rtin.
Nanak says: without worshipping Hari lifetis uselesslyipassed*
(29). Which man worships (him) day and night, him consider as the form, of Ram!
Between Hari and the people of Hari there is no difference, Nanak (says): mind (this) as true!
(80). The mind is ensnared in the Maya, the name of Govind is forgotten.
Nanak says: without worshipping Hari of what usaiis life ?
(81). Man does not think of Bam, he is blind by the intoxicating liquor of the Maya.
Nanak says: without worshipping Hari the noose of Yama falls on him.
(82). In pleasure many have become companions, in pain there is none.
Nanak says: worship Hari, 0 mind, at ihe end he is thy help.
ana
•
(88). In various births (I) have wandered about, the fear of Yama was not effaced. * a
Nanak says: worship Hari, 0 mind, and thou wilt get a dwelling free from fear.
$
(34). 1 made many efforts, but the conceit of my mind was not effaced.
With folly Nanak is ensnared, save me, 0 Lord!
4
1
(85). Childhood, youth and old age consider as three stations of life I
Nanak says: without worshipping Hari take all as useless!
l
(36). What was to be done, that thou hast not done, thou hast fallen into the snare of covetousnese
Nanak (says): the time is past, why art thou now weeping, 0 blind one ? (
^
(37). (Thy) mind is wandering about in the Maya, it does not go out of her, 0 friend!
like as the paint of a form does not leave the wall, (says) Nanak.
4*
(#8). Man is desiring something else and something quite different has happened. f ?j
He was pondering on a roguery and the noose has fallen on his neck, (says) Nacak.
u s
(39). Many efforts were made for the sake of pleasure, for the sake of pain notary one was made.
Nanak says: hear, 0 mind, what pleases Hari, that takes place.
(40). j The world wanders aboutjbegging, Ram isjgiving to every one. j
Nanak says: 0 mind, remember him, thy business becomes (thereby) completed.
(41). Why dost thon entertain false conceit, know, the world is like a dream.
Among these (things) nothing is thine, this asserts Nanak.
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(42). Thou art proud of (thy )'body, which is destroyed in a moment, 0 friend!
By which man the praise of Hari is said! by him the world is overcome, (says) Nanak.
(43). In whose heart-there is the remembrance of Ram, know, that man is emancipated*
Between that man and Hari there is no difference, mind this as true, (says) Nanak.
(44). In which man's heart there is not devotion to the One Lord :
His body consider like that of a hog (or) dog, (says) Nanak.
r
(45). As a dog never for sake s> the house of his master:
In this wise worship Hari, (says) Nanak, with one'mind and thought.
1
l
(46). Who (goes to) Tirthas, (keeps) fasts (and) gives alms and entertains conceit in (his) mind
To him it is fruitless, (says) Nanak, like the bathing of an elephant.
*
(47). The head shakes, the^foot totters, the eye^is without light:
1
Nanak says: (though) this state has Set in, love to Hari is not taken up.
(48). I have accurately beheld the world: no one (is any one's.
Nanak (says): firm is (only) devotion to Hari, keep that in (thy) mind!
(49). The formation of the world is all falsehood, know this, 0 friendI
Nanak says: like a wall of sand it does not remain
firm.
j.
(50). Bam is gone, Ravan is gone, who had a great retinue.
Nanak says: nothing remains firm, the world is like a dream.
(51). Anxiety is entertained about that, which does not take place.
This is the way of the world; Nanak (says): no one remains
firm.
«.
(52). What is produced, that will be destroyed (again), next year, to-day or to-morrow.
Nanak (says) : sing the praises of Hari, giving up all troubles!
DOhfd fDistich)}
(53). (My) strength is exhausted,5fetters have fallen (on me), there lis no expedient whatever
Nanak says: now Hari is my refuge, like aiv elephant he will become my helper.
I
(54), All my companions and friends have forsaken rao, no one has gone on with me.
1
8
Nanak (says): in this calamity (my) trust is the One Ragu-nath.
4
(55). The name has remained, the saint has remained, Gum Govind has remained.
Nanak (says): in this world by some [(rare one) the mantra of the Gum is muttered.
I
(56). The name of Ram is laid hold of (by me) in '(my) breast, to whom no one is equal. I
By remembering whom the distress is effaced and thy sight is obtained.
i
JDohrd; mahala X.*
Strength is afforded, the fetters are loosened, everything becomes an expedient.
Everything is in thy hand, even thou art thy (own) helper.
\
1

JJMTA has also the sense of conceit, pride in Panjabi (Pers. ^U^)* *
1
These Dohris were written by Teg Bahadur, when in prison at Dilll, to his son Govind Singh, who was
2 .— _ *
then at Anandpur. See Sikba de raj di vithia, p. 51.
i
J
4
<W 7%m$ one of the names of Rama (the same a* \U(|f?f).
'
4
By the JfT<J very likely Baba Nanak is understood,
I * This is the answer of Govind Singh to the preceding Dohras, and* the only verse of Govind Singh that
was received into the Adi Grantb.

FINIS.
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APPENDIX.
V

ORiaiNAL

TEXT' OF THE

«»

JAPJI.

(In the original all words are joined, as in Sanskrit manuscripts', we have* separated them for the sake of distinctness.)

,

& l f 3 25PJTO3TV W f/>d=iG fXd<24 M*rR51$3f3 W|25t ^ S TO "VtfRTfc B

>HYfeTO-HJIlf^TB II 9" ti\ TO AI<W vT*ft 3t TO I ^
TO *&fe 35 3<^vH %^TO^ WW *jra II ^

^U" 25 O^lfV % Wife H5JT fW?J 3T3 II

i f w r ?w 25 "§3^ %TOTvnfton sra 11
*RR?fa*WUAUTWW Uftr 3" fe? 25 ^ffc A | f « II f^RtfHf^TraT TOW t ^ ^

3 ^ VTfW I

TflfH d-HiyVrJ*fcM 25T25e7 fwftpWT 25Tf*5 II><*
tj?*ft 0<£fXfcTHTTOt R f 3 5?t!PHT •HIlTl II HOTHV d^(A *ftl*f vpyflf f)?§ 4<^ fsWl ift II

T[sn^ ^ 3 ^ ^ tfsrfir fwfa ^ r w vrctorftr u feOT us?**: ^ i fefsi gsmY TOT
^rcfWfir M
UgfrnferfeTTO^ m 0 fd ^SW 25 5 f g II 25T25S? »J3$ % "3% 3 *T§$* 3 $ 25 srfg D ^
JTI% 17 3TH IT% f©TW 3TO II 3!T% 7 7 r f 3 TTT% 2*farra II
s
JTT%<7 3[r3 <if$J*W I\£\nn grrg II 3TT%7 fefa*HT%W? <£Wl^ II
3TT%$»Trf^T 3% 325 ^TT It 3FT% SF T ^ H & feft? §AT II
3TT%5? ^ n $ fc$ ^f^ (I 3T7% ? %$ OKdl U^fH I *

TOST 7W^ 25 1KT% itf& > Tfa «7tW 7*ft 3Zt 9^t 5fe II

$^rr ^ &$: ^t? mfir II -HJn-HJ^fd trRft vnf^r 11 *
*J3*ft ^3T* y « | ^ 3TJ II 251*7 f^3f$ %MT3^13 II $

•

*rrer UT!TO *ns* 25rfe 3Tf*wr 3T# *nvra II nnvrfb* *farf\T ^ r $f*r *rrf3 5$ -wid i
s

v

nrffo §WT TO 25T# ^f5»HTgfeU»ld UTO^ftIKT% 9VWT 1&H ^ ¥ *PWT3 H

K1257 Ife TOft# TO nmfr *fe*Wn 8
,

* n f i i w 25 >nfe sft3T 25 & f e 11 n n O nrrftr f253W« iffe H
t^rf25 *flf«5*HT l3f25 VTfeWTT W25 II 25T257 Jn<f\*ft 3 T ^ fAUIA Q
5|T^Sr TO^ ^ ^ HVft*^ 3 T # II OT V30tlr ^M ^rfH & ^Tfe «
TO *|fvf 2TRT TO HfW %^T JRWfV cTttRHT TOT?t n aj^[ ^?TJ 3f^ 3T^*f "TOHf JT7 VTd M l 0

MltfV
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ORIGINAL TIXT OF THE JAPJL

$.\T&

TTOT »WT¥T 35Tlft ?U<3T ?**35 35 TWlttl

ISRTT ^fWr

?Nft?

STT3T *

ft f%*rfH 75 T(T£\

I

*RT ft? %fvT TpCn?t R

I

R M

2ftdfa 3513T % f3W 3RT f%9f 31§ f? 35Tft ?B^ R ^St fittfe # U T ^ %¥T f ^ » ?3HT
Hf5 fi£ft 3335 ^cgWd infe? $ ft? a^sft f W *g?t R 3J3T ft? § f t qmifl R

I

i33?T iftun srr ft?.TOT $ ft feufo 35 *rre* R $
% T?3T BT9 nud-nr TO ^R5ft ^rft 11 35^T tteT f^fe MkfHifr 35Tf** gft ng^fe R
€3TT 35T$ W T f t t TR| ?faf3 5TfJT &fe II % ftf <Wfd 35 nfT^t 3 ^T3<35 1J& 9 f t •
•ft^T >ltef3 ?t#?f«r3CTt $*t ^& II AlAo/ifAdJjfa 31^ ?^ JJ<^fe*HT SJRt % R
Jftn ?ft 35 *i Hifcftr ft* TO ^ft ?<M $
*rf5tfft flR \ffa *lft 35TW R *ff5flftTOf3H^5l»TI?TIT R
^ f ^ ^ V ^TJK VT3R5 R ^f50^ iHvT 35 i© ?TO R
35T35? 33I3T TCT fen^ R *jftrtft *&* VTV.^T 35Tf R «
!

I
I
I

irfsflft iOny train f§^ i igftsaft *jfvr TOTTO *fc£ R

i. I

ilflpft' wTTOTft 3f35 %Z R * | f e # *TO3 fafyft ^Z R
35135? 33T3T TTCT f44l*f I *?fl$>fr *gfiVW ?T 35T»T R <£.*

a I

^jfo*ft * 3 «R3V f3flHT35 Rfcjf5&frnTTTft ?T fen Al£~l
* f s # yffr v f t VTCft 1135 R ?lf?^ifr 35Tft TTf^T f*HHT35 I
E
35135? 33T3T *TCT f<£*[\H I Iffe'ft S^f IfTM ?T 35T* R %0

I

Wf^flft IdlJUM 9 3TFT R *rfaaft itV \ft3 \| lfc*4l\J I
IIWild R
35135? dJId^TCT f<iJH*f I llfe^T *p* MTV ?T 35J1J R ^9

I

lljfit sft Jjft ?%ft 35 *ilft I % 5" ?$'fv|fr \J&Jlft I
VNlfc ?*5H 35 f&MfoUI'g I *fit?T Tift ofdfA <£W|<£ R
*ftlff 35TH fA<?MA Uft | % ? ijf35 ^TfS Hf35 sfrfe R ^^
^ft 1f3ft U% Hf35 ^ftf | ^ HJ|» d^S Sft ^ff^ |
«Mt *jffr 9W 3CT t f l f t R * t t >TH 9 *frft 35 TTTft R
*JN(f 35|H fA<§MA & f t R % ? iffis TTI^ Hf?5 ^ f t R ^
tifc HTH^T BT? 35 VTft I *fo Vf3 ft^ V33T? fTlft I

35Pf (X3*M'O u f t R % ? ^If35 ir<ldt'<Hf35 ? f t R ^8
^Jt VT^t^F W >Z*H Id R *8ft IId^l9 MIMId 1^
^hl| 35IH fAJMA &ft I % ? iW35 TTI^ Hf35 ? f t R SM

•

I

I

I

ORIGINAL TEXT OF THE JAPJI.

Vd:ft TO V^^OT \fr? II ftf S 3T? 3§> S7^5C ^cT R

^ft>H Tnfsr 3*n 5 arc w TORT fwfvwr <?^ SFSTH I
fcx &tn fwfic^n& *flj u $¥T f s f w n 9srtx)fii i

^ 5^ 3T% HTT^ 3*ft S7T3 R ^TOTJflSIHfSfocloJIdR <|§

nnfcc w nriN 3T# R wntv *pn nrtv 3V snrf R
Wfof 3315 TO fjpHT* ^Wra R infof 1 ^ Rlf#¥ 5TT3T7 I

1

w 5 ? 3T$ i n f t 3*ft SUcT R ^ TTT HWIHfif fX&Jld R ^ ^
1

,

•HH3 Tflr m(u ncF R *WtfM;«»ic«5*& *Tf3*HT STHlf^T R

iH^Hr \mft VTV srfa 'arfir 1 nnfcc ^fwnrra ^ ftdifo R
nrtw «refcr HW 3fW v i f t 1
•irtv tv$«£oi ftify •/dRr 3T3 R
AUW TftB 5F& 4Wld R «^lfd*HT 35 Ml^lfe?«ST? I
^3*1 3!% *?Tlft3*ft 3T3 R $ *RTTOTHfefAcloJIdR S«j
nnfoc 25Ri nrtv ^rar R nrtH nrt«i nrtw &nr i
wrt*C WUfO f*ff^ 3T3 uft R
nrv^ 7?nf nnri^ mwnr R »n>cft ftwn? *fte TOJTWR
nfM^ ffe^5 "^5^ TTTtS R IKVC3T f^lfH *^!f W l f a R
f^f» fel ft5^ f 3 * f M ^ 35Tf!r R f ^ 5 fHHfe fe5 tTO Vff^
teT sft3T §3T 35T# R f 5 ^ WT% ?>nft ^ TfT# R
5r ^ 3 1 $ T T ^ 3 5 ^ T O R ^ *RT H«l*lfj (AioJW R ^Q
3 i W ITf 0? S75 ^ J R VT5^ ^ f3H*f ^ J R
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ipft vnft n r w s 35Tftr u srfo s f o TBCST fwfW 8? W J I
nmfr tftftr nmftft vro n 35T75*OT*ft w ^ q ^ T J N V>
{

^fenn ^fenrr *rf* sJter 3T@ H *>l:*dJinj stafw *rf3* ?rr§ a
*»fe TO 5 $ ^ 75T*ft ^fe || fe^ TO ort5 33rf5 7? Sfflj II

*pHnfe nnf^ * n ^ yj^xG H *rf5^*wi<* *TCT »rf75 B T # II
5f^3 W %S5T ^¥3" o ? ^ 3 ^ f%rf3 «fe^ ^T3 II T^fe f*T 33^ *1TT 3 ^ ffHT &>HT nRT3 N

§•** 75 v r ^ n n itesT fir ^%!&¥ v a r a II ^V*SS5 vrrfe& smztor fir %wf35 §•* 7373 n
fWfe ^TF 75 ^pft TTT§ "3t5 **TO 75 ^£t MfRT 733T fad"^^ TC% >KT^ TTT^ ^tft II
n*<s«/fd nrrvfit^ mwiJIfsr® c^d/Tl fs?^ TRT^T II />UW nrwfe *r3^ »XT§ fe? =5f s ^
fanned 11
1
*
^ST infTO ^3T 35T^T «fl3TTO3FT &% R A !<">•/"% £ WfTV^TO&Wffr 31TE»HT 7?fctirII ^
VT3T35T VT5T35 S5VJ WMIHH nTPTR II " ^ 7 "§£? 3Tf*5 ^ 9 %^ 3trf?5 f g ? ^T5iH
•

*n»uH

*H*MO

f

§^V ^yfa 35 v i c t o r 135^nn »H^ ^ro v ^ r *n$fe 35 Uf^wftj a

iTJfe *TKTTO3T7vlf3TdTFT^ ^ W 5 t?35 H sftsTT 3ff*5 35 i)^A>^ f 3 * M35«J 35 <^^d(0 H ^

»fo 35 ffr&ft <^fqfa 75 nfo ii nte 7> sre& 5 f o 75 nfe H
life 35 %lff35 TOfe 35 *tf3 II U?5 ?>TOO"fsw? Hf?5 *fe N
t f e 75 WO" ^ 3T nnrr? I W?5 75 TTT^ VTcTT^Tf II
fej »?3 75 T ^ S $fS II tlddL^fWjMddl u f g II
^31 ^ifdU # 3 T WT^ II "@% "Qvf? "^T 75T# II

fef "§BT ^% Slfe«fir*? "<i§ ^ ^n& *rfH II
%^s nnflr ^rr§ nntv nntV u 75t75sr TSCTT S^MT ^nrf5 n ^8

TO5T ScPi % f w n 75T snfe n ^3T ^HST t 5 ^ 35 3*nfgf II
9 5 "Mt\f ddfd 3*JId H
9 5 ^ ^ *JT<J vrf^ 1195 f3>c *fRft vrftr 1
9t3mcr ^vf ^ f 15T ^ra i ^drtsViinj 5d^'^idid?ii
t|f^ tcwpft 3T& offe 1TOnnfW 35 ^ 9 9 f g H
n n ^ w & nrft ^ffe 1 nrwftr t»r f 3 9^t 9 f e 11
ftm 75 1W^ f?T?rf5 HltflJ II 35T7527 VTfH^nft VIlHi^M K ?M
.

n w w TO nnfw ^T\rre 11 nmw ^TyTd^ nrro ^STB* I
nrow.nn^T n p ft >TTRJ 11 w*iw STtfe nc*r» wrfvT 1

.
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V

*N *^

S

3§ ncTtrftr nmrfsc info 11 ^ srftr srftr £ f e € f e TTTf^H
W§ &fo 5T^ftr H 3T WfV 25 *Rf\T 3 ^ «Ff2 II
S^t*! 5^3 Ufjj II A|<W TPIT^. 411 tH HflJ I
% ? irTtj' V& t^STTf II 3T f?5*ftlft fat? Jll^ldl J||<J|d || ^

^ ^T3 ST07 *? «TJ SftJT tTO Sjfa TJ^ WIW.II J5T% 75TC W f c *HWt && «gl<g^vi3 II
3§ FPT Vcft f*r& cRftnrfe.^5 JIi4c\o id n *ir%fu3njk v€s,vitft.ttf37 snfl F R T
TOHSZW^H

jn<^fj ^53TW^r fwfvr

-HICNRJ fwfa

f^fa *nra <ftaf3 N Jiicgft &*{<} ^rsm $£t *ior/>

^RT'^^ld I

ju^fo f f e fssrrafe; $% 2<^f*wr ^zfz 7^ n Jii^fo f*re sornft »>tef<j Mii<gfo *m
n
Jll^fO Sfcj<5\nfT HR ifcxfc *i«jj|f ^

vfefHTW II J|l<gfA BBW^Vfft § ^ tHdlfd d\dN

?rfe R
jWt^PI S> JM<^td ^T ?H dWfA <$ §5 3*13 d*08 I oft 95" Jll^fA ^ $1 f%fe 3 JHT^fR
*r?V ?rcft * R T

TO

s

tiiftu *TTBT *w*TI ?rnft i 0 ^t

OT\

witvj R ^rnft d^Ai f^iQs d^ivfl 1

VdiHfj I
•H^H t 5 ^ »>ft^ H »HTfir W f o * *KA\ft fH^lot? 'flpj WT S& %?ri ^B
Wife flpHT? ^ffeW 3 3 n f e «(ft*«(ft ^NfO 25T« I WTfV TOT ^"Nft »»3 * T sft
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II

I I

§7T HTTft W«Mf-f f^nfTVO f5f?5 §& "M64IA I fg? iJUlJ) ffe? 'JdTdl fg7 *5T§ ^fttTR? I
*HT^f f^$ nn^? II IKTtfe W2ftw IHTSlfc WnUfSTOTypl T& %* H $0

K

w r a &f& &fg #arra II ^ 15^ ifrfgiHT * ferr ^rra R

nrifri ffflnrifri 11 ncifc nr^fte wsrfc ncTrrarfs TB TFJ ?& %* i $<*
fg7 ^ ift^ TO* itftr TO* &^fb" wtf ^Nr nTOJ*w SteT ncnRnrRr §7 2nn mi%fl*i n
fcr 3T^r uf5 v ^ n n "33W* &ffe ftefou * f e TOT ncww ^ Tter nnift 3ta II

>»rwfe

TO.^

25*Hta R TO 25 ifafe $fss 25 ^to i

TO 35 ."^ft^fe TOfa W ^ ? II rfcT 25 3Tfa HTtfe Hffc J ^ R
TO 25 4|Jifl Pl**i l(A ^Hrilfd 11TO25 -rlJI^fl g£ *1*IU I
f ^ | 3ft" ^? 7f«F %§ flfe N 251357 ^3M 2ft*J 35 sfrfg I ^
dlSt 33t f ^ t ^RTII 1R*3t VRft WlTft VT3TH R

I

f5f fefa vdiH ^nfv B^ft M<W*H» n
7<pft73*ft ufTT^Wl^'R '^T*HTfVTOT ^dUld I

fttt ^<jf25 tte V«M ics BiA^cfl TO5T V% Xlm* i

I

7B VTT^ "§§ VTfe R* 251257 2rfg*HT MlO" MTfg I $8
TO^>fe7T^^TOlt3TnrT25>te7TnfT¥qTOHI
95 V ^ V l ^ S^dd 9 5 7T25 HRfa I 55 TO*! **Craf3 *nfl»*ffa ^Tlf $3T 9 %H R
9^torrTOHpft5ta 55 55 tj "fv^f R 55 tfe ^ ^H 55 55 $s& 5* I
55 fro TR 35TW 55 55 %^t %H R
5 5 $ 5 <llA<g Hf25 5 5 5 5 3325IW^ R S^faHT Kl^t 53^MT MICNI 5 5 VfT3 25fte R
5ShHT TO^ 1^7 5 5 25T257 irf^ 25 »#!J.R ^M
t?PM725 4 5 ^Hf$r f3PHT25 V3^3 R f ^ 25T7 (VlX'-t 73 *H2?^ R
i f W ^3 Sft.xn^t W R f 3 t «Traf? «T^W TJU51H7JW R

arr sftw arm TrftnrT 25 ^nftr R %'& 7^ fUfk vssrft R
t 3 t «r^W^TOt5 Hf5 «rf25 Tjfii R firt^v^W^T ^HIT 5ft ^fq R ^
7TO ^fe 7t MIcA ^ f R f 3 ^ TO 25TOt^ R
f ^ W ^Tmr» ^ 7 I ^35 Hftr BTH TftWT 33TJ3 R
f3%t ^ t ^ lft3T «rttWT MTfiT R 5?5 ?V25 TTft iTtflr I
25 "©•RrTOltf25 3l5f TTT^f R fTO 5 "31«J ^ H35 HlttT R

f3^ 3»^r ^nf^r 9 fenr 1 Taltr I M ^ irarr vfc ^fg R

I
I

'
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